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CHI [ 2 ] CHI
China, leave their caves and dwell in houses, and were

V—V—^ taught to prepare clothes, 8cc. Tchine-fang, the first

monarch of the eighth h\ taught his subjects to take

o(T the hair from skins with rollers of wood, and co-

ver themselves with the skins so prepared. He taught

them also to make a kind of wtl> of their kair^ tQ serve

as a covering to their heads against rain. l*kej obey,

cd his orders with joy, and he called his subjects people

clothed with skins. His reign lasted 350 years
j

that

of one of his successors, also, named Yeou-tsao-chi,

lasted more than 300; and his family continued for

12 or 18,000 years. But what is very surprising, aTf

these thousands and millions of years had elapsed with-

out mankind’s having any knowledge of fire. This

was not discovered till towards the close of this period,

by one Souigine. After so useful a discovery, he

taught the people to dress their victuals
;
whereas be-

fore tliey had devoured the flesh ol animals quite raw.

drunk their Uood, and swallowed even, their hsur a»d
feathers^ He is also said to have been the mventor of

fishing, letters, &c.
lu the ninth period, we find the invention, or at

least the origin of letters, attributed to one Tsaog-iiie,

wlio received them from a divine tortoise that carried

them on his shell, and delivered then> into the bands

of Tsang-hie. l>uring thie period also, music, moaey,
carriages, merchandise, commerce, Sec,, were invented^

There are various calculations of the length of these kt

or periods. Some make the time firom Fuan^kn to

Confucius, who flourished about 479 years before

Christ, to contain 279,000 years > others, 2,276,000 ^

some, 2,759,&6o years ^ others, 3,276,000 > and some
6 no less t^n 96,961,740 years.

Falmlous These extrairagant accounts are by some thought

to coataia obscure and imperfect bints concerning the
• cosmogony and creation of the world, &c. Puon-kn,

the first emperor, they think, represents eternity pre-

ceding the duration of the world. The succeeding

ones, Tiene-hoang, Ti*hoang, and Gine-boang, they

imagine, signify the creation of the heavens and earth,

and the fsrmation of roaa. The ten ki or ages, nine

of which preceded Fo-hi, mean the ten generataons

preceding Noah. This nmy very possibly be the. case •y

for about 500 years before Christ, some Jews travelled

into China, who might have made the Mosaic writinga

known there.

What we have now related, contains the substance

Reign of

To.hL

of that part of the Chinese history which is entirely

fabulous. After the nine ki or “ ages” already taken

notice of, the tenth commenced with Fo-bi
^
and the

history, though still very dark, obscure and fabulous,

begins to grow somewhat more consistent and intel-

ligible. Fo-hi was born in the province of Shensi.

His mother walking upon the bank of a lake in that

province, saw a very large print of a roan’s foot in

the sand there ^ and, being surrounded with an iris or

rainbow, became impregnated. The child was named
F(hki

;

and, when be grew up, was by his country-

men elected king, on account of bis superior merit,

and styled Tyen-tscy that is, “ the son of heaven.” He
invented the eight quoy or symbols, consisting of three

lines each, which, differently combined, formed 64 cha-

racters that were made use of to express every thing.

To give these the greater credit, be pretended that

he had seen them inscribed on the hack of a dragon- Clin

horse (an animal shaped like a horse, with the wings

and scales of a dragon),^ which arose from the bottom

of a lake. Having gained great reputation among Ins

countrymen by this prodigy, he is said- lo have created

mandarins or oScers, under the name of dragons.

Hence we may nssiga a leaaon wby the. emperors of

China always carry a dragon in their banners. He al-

so instituted marriage, invented music, &c. Having
established a prime minister, he divided the government

of Ills dominions among four mandarins, and died after

a reign of 115 years. 8

After Fo-hi followed a succession of emperors, ofMiraci

whom nothing remarkable Is recorded, except that

the reign of Yau^ the seventh after Fohi, the sun did

not set for ten days, tl^at the Chinese were afi-aid of

a general confla^ation. This event the compilers of
^

the Universal HUtor} take to be the Ktme witb

moftlioncd in tlie book of Joshua, the son aadconern

aioon stood still foi* about the space of a day. Fo-hi

they wiU hove to be the same^ wilb Noalm They im-
giae, that aAer the dehige tbra patriarch remained some

time with bis, deseendauts } hut on their wicked com-

bination to build the tower of Babel, be oepaiaied him»-

aelf from them with as nsany as he could persuade le

ge along with him ; and that, still trmvettiag eastward,

he at last entered the fertile country of Chiua, and laid

the foundation of that vast empure.^BBt, leaving these

fabulnos and eonjectural times, we shaU proceed to give

some account of that part of the Chiaese history wUch
may be more ccrtaliDly depended on.

As the Chinese, contrary to the practice of aloMit

all nations, have never sought to conquer other coun-

tries, but rather tn improve and content themselves

with their own, their history for many ages fumishen

nothing remarkable. The whole e£ their emperoi^

abstracting from those who are said to have reigned in

the fabulous times, are comprehended in 22 dynasttes,

mentioned ip the following tule.

1. Hyoy contaimng

2. Shattgy or Ingy

3. Chew^

4. Tsitty

5. Han^

6. Hew-hany

S
, Tsiny

, Songy

9. Tsiy

10. Lyangy

II. Chiny

12. Swiy

13. Twang,
14. Hewdyangy
15. Hew-tangy
16. Hewdsiny

17. Hew-han,
18. Hew-cheWy
19. Songy

20. Iweny
21 . Mingy
22. Tsingy

i
Empfffofs.

35
4
25

5

4
4
3

20
2

4
2
2

.1

il

Beihre Christ.

2207
1766*

1 1 22

248
206

Af^er Christ.

220

465
aao

479
502

557

618

907
9»3
93«
947

900
1280

1645
Thi.
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Jin-tsong, succegsor to Ching-tsong, revived tlie cou«

rage of the Kitan; and, in X035, war would, have

been renewed, had not the emperor condescended to

as shameful a treaty as that concluded by his father.

Two years after, the Tartars demanded restitution of

ten cities in the province of Pecheli, which had been

taken by Ko-ghey founder of the 18th dynasty : upon
which Jin-tsong engaged to pay them an annual tri-

bute of 200,000 taels of silver, and 300,000 pieces of

silk, in lieu of these cities.

From this time the Kitan remained In peaceable pos^

session of their Chinese dominions till the year 1117.
Whey-tsong, at that time emperor, being able nei-

ther to bear their ravages, nor by himself to pot a

stop to them, resolved upon a remedy which at last

proved worse than the disease. This was to call in

the Nu-che, Nyu-che, or Eastern Tartars, to destroy

the kingdom of the Kitan. From this he was dissua-

ded by the king of Korea, and most of his own mini-

sters ; but, disregarding their salutary advice, be join-

ed his forces to those of the Na>che. The Kitan were
then everywhere defeated ; and at last reduced to

such extremity, that those who remained were forced

to leave their country, and fly to the mountains of the

wqst.

Thus the empire of the Kitan was totally destroyed,

but nothing to the advantage of the Chinese ; for the

Tartar general, elated with his conquest, gave the

name of Kin to his new dominion, assumed the title of

emperor, and began to think of aggrandizing him-

self, and enlarging his empire. For this purpose, he

immediately broke the treaties concluded with the

Chinese emperor 5 and, invading the provinces of Pe-

eheli and Shensi, made liiniself master of the greater

part of them. Whey-tsong, finding himself in danger

of losing his dominions, made several advantageous

proposals to the Tartar ; wHo, seeming to comply

wiiii them, invited him to come and settle matters by

a personal conference. The Chinese monarch com-
plied : but, on his return, the terms agreed on seemed

intolerable to bis ministers
;

so that they told him the

treaty could not subsist, and that the most cruel war
was preferable to such an ignominious peace. The
Kin monarch, being informed of all that passed, had

recourse to arms, and took several cities. Whey-
tsong was weak enough to go in person to hold a se-

cond conference ;
but, on bis arrival, was immediate-

ly seized by the Tartar. He was kept prisoner un-

der a strong guard during the remaining part of bis

life ; and ended his days in 1 1 26, in the desert of

Shamo, having nominated his eldest son Kin-tsong to

succeed him.

Kin-tsong began his reign with putting to death six

ministers of stale, who had betrayed his father into

the hands of the Kin Tartars. The barbarians in

the meantime pursued their conquests without oppo-

sition. They crossed the Whang-ho, or Yellow river,

which a handful of troops miglit have prevented ; and

marching directly towards the imperial city, took and

plundered it. Then seizing the emperor and his con-

sort, they carried them away captives : but many of

tbe principal lords, and several of the ministers, prefer-

ring death to such an ignominious bondage, killed them-

selves. The Kin being informed by tbe empress

] CHI
Meng that she had been divorced, they left her behind. cWni
This proved the means of saving the empire ; for by v-

lier wisdom and prudence she got the crown placed on
the bead of Kau-tsong, ninth son of the emperor Whey-
tsong by bis divorced empress.

Kau-tsong fixed his court at Nanking the capital

of Kyang-nan ; but soon after was obliged to remove
it to Kang-chew in Cbe-kyang. He made several ef-

forts to recover some of bis provinces from tbe Kin^
but without effect, lli-tsong the Kin monarch, in tbe

mean time, endeavoured to gain tbe esteem of hia

Chinese subjects by paying a regard to tlKir learning

and learned men, and honouring tbe memory of Con-
fucius. Some time after he advanced to Nanking,
from whence Kau-tsong had retired, and took it : but,

receiving advice tliat Yo-si, general of tbe Song, or

southern Chinese, was advancing by long marches to

the relief of that city, they set fire to tbe palace, and
retired northward. However, Yo-si arrived timoProgre»

enough to fall npon their rear-gnard, which suffered^®

very mnch ; and from this time the IGn never dared

to cross the river Kyang. In a few years afterwards

the Chinese emperor submitted to become tributary to

the Kin, and concluded a peace with them upon very

dishonourable terms. This submission, however, was
of little avail: for, in 1163, the Tartars broke the

peace, and, invading the southern province with a for-

midable army, took the city of Yang-chew. Tbe
king, having approached the river Kyang, near its

mouth, where it is widest as well as most rapid, com-

manded his troops to cross it, threatening with his

drawn sword to kill those who refused. On recei-

ving such an unreasonable command, the whole ar-

my mutinied ; and tbe king being killed in tbe be-

ginning of the tumult, the army immediately re-

tired. ,S
From this time to the year 1210, nothing remark- Xjey m

able occurs in the Chinese history ; but this year,attacke

Jenghiz-khan, chief of the western Tartars,

or Mungls^ quarrelled with Yong-tsi emperor of

Kin ;
and at the same time the king of Hya, disgusted

at being refused assistance against Jenghiz-khan, threat-

ened him with an invasion on the west side. Yong-tsi

prepared for his defence 5 but in 1211, receiving news

that Jenghiz-khan was advancing southward with his

w’hole army, he was seized with fear, and made pro-
^

posals of peace, which were rejected. In 1212, the Great 1

Mogul generals forced the great wall; or, according forced 1

to some writers, had one of the gates treacherously Jenghij

opened to them, to the north of Shansi ; and made

cursions as far as Peking, the capital of tbe Kin em-

pire. At the same time the province of Lyau-tong

was almost totally reduced by several Kitan lords who

had joined Jenghiz-khan ;
several strong places were

taken, and an army of 300,000 Kin defeated by the

Moguls. In autumn they laid siege to the city of

Tay-tong-fu ;
where, although the governor Hujaku

fled, yet Jenghiz-khan met with considerable resist-

ance. Having lost a vast number of men, and being

himself wounded by an arrow, be was obliged to raise

the siege and retire into Tartary •, after which tbe Kin

retook several cities. Tlie next year, however, Jen-

ghiz-khan re-entered China; retook tbe cities which

tbe Kin bad reduced the year before ; and overthrew

their
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China, the other hand, the Kin generals advanced with

150,000 men to relieve the city^ hut being obliged

to divide their forces, in order to avoid in part the

great road, which Toley bad obstructed with trees,

they were attacked by the priuce at a disadvantage,

and, after a faint resistance, defeated with great slaugh-

ter, and the loss of both their generals, one killed and

the other taken. The emperor now ordered the army
at Tong-quan and other fortified places to march to

the relief of Kay-fong-fu. They assembled accord-

number of 110,000 foot and 15,000
horse ^ and were followed by vast numbers of people,

who expected by their means to be protected from the

enemy. But many of these troops having* deserted,

and the rest being enfeebled by the fatigues of their

inarch, they dispersed on the approach of their pur-

suers, who killed all they found in the highways. Af-

ter this the Moguls took Tong-quan and some other

considerable posts ^ but were obliged to raise the sieges

of Quey-te-fu and Loyang by the bravery of the go-

vernors. Kyang-shin, governor of Loyang, had only

3 or 4000 soldiers under him, while his enemies were

30,000 strong. He placed his worst soldiers on the

walls, putting himself at the head of 400 brave men ;

whom he ordered to go naked, and whom be led to

all dangerous attacks. He invented engines to cast

large stones, which required but few hands to play

them, and aimed so true as to hit at 100 paces dis-

tance. When their arrows failed, he cat those shot

by the enemy into four pieces j pointed them with

pieces of brass coin ; and discharged them from wooden

tubes with as much force as bullets are from a musket.

Thus be harassed the Moguls for three months so grie-

vously, that they were obliged, uotwitbstanding their

numbers, to abandon the enterprise.

Oktay, at last, notwithstanding his successes, resol-

ved to return to Tartary ^ and offered the Kin empe-

ror peace, provided be became tributary, and deli-

vered up to him 27 families which be named. These

offers were very agreeable to the emperor ; but Supu-

tay, taking no notice of the treaty, pushed on the

eiege of the capital with more vigour than ever. By
the help df the Chinese slaves in his army, the Mogul
general soon filled the ditch ; but all his efforts seem-

ed only to inspire the besieged with new vigour. The
Moguls at that time made use of artillery, but were

unable to make the least impression upon the city walls.

They raised walls round those they besieged, which

they fortified with ditches, towers, and battlements.

They proceeded also to sap the walls of the city ; but

were very much annoyed by the artillery of the besie-

ged, especially by their bombs, which sinking into the

galleries, and bursting under ground, made great ha-

vock among the miners. For 16 daprs and nights the

attacks continued without intermission }
daring which

time an incredible number of ihen perished on both

18 sides ^ at length, Suputay, finding that he could not

Peace con- take the city, withdrew his troops, under pretence of

conferences being on foot. Soon after the plague be-

gan in Kay-fong-fu *, and raged with such violence,

that, in 50 days, 900,000 biers were carried out, be-

sides a vast multitude of the poorer sort, who could not

afford any.

In a short time two unlucky accidents occasioned

a renewal of the war ^
which now put an end to the

2

»7
Bravery of

the^iC-

iieged.

eluded

and bro-

ken.
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empire of the Kin. Gan-yong, a young Mogul lord, cbi
having assumed the government of some cities in * —
Kyang-nan, and killed the officer sent to take posses-

sion of them, declared for the Kin. The emperor
unwarily took Gan-yong into his service, and gave
him the title of prince. Upon this Oktay sent an en-

voy, attended by 30 other persons, to inquire into the
affair

^ but the Kin officers killed them all, withonl

being punished by the emperor. Suputay, having in-

formed bis master of all these proceedings, was or-

dered to continue the war in Honan. St^w-fu now
commanded bis officers to unite their troops for the

defence of the capital ^ but before his orders could be
obeyed, they were attacked and defeated, one after

another, by the Moguls. This obliged him to raise

soldiers from among the peasants, for whose subsistence

the people were taxed possessed.

The city began now to be distressed for want of provi-

sions ; and as it was but in a bad posture of defence,

the emperor marched with an army against the Moguls. 30
His expedition proved unfortunate ; for, sending part Capita

of his array to besiege a city called WJry-chew^ it was®^’“ ’

totally cut in pieces, and Suputay a second time

down before the capital. 31
On hearing this bad news, the emperor repassed the and tal

Wbang-fao, and retired to Quey-te-fu. Here be bad
not been long before tbs capital was delivered up by
treachery, and Suputay pot all the males of the impe-

rial race to death
\

but, by the express command of

Oktay, spared the inhabitants, who are said to have

amounted to 1,400,000 families. After this disaster,

the unhappy monarch left his troops at Quey-te-fu,

and retired to Juning-fu, a city in the southern part

of Honan, attended only by 400 persons. Here the siege o

distance of tlie Moguls made him think of living atJuning.

ease \ but while he flattered himself with these vain

hopes, the enemy's army arrived before the city and

invested it. The garrison were terrified at their ap-

proach \ but were encouraged by the emperor, and bis

brave general Hu-sye-fau, to bold out to the last. As
there was not in the city a sufficient number of men,

the women, dressed in men's clothes, were employed

to carry wood, stones, and other necessary materials to

the walls. All their efforts, however, were ineffec-

tual. They were reduced to such extremities, that

for three months they fed on human flesh
\

killing the

old and feeble, as well as many prisoners, for food.

This being known to the Moguls, they made a gene-

ral assault in January 1234. The attack continued

from rooming till night ; but at last the assailants were

repulsed, lu this action, however, the Kin lost all

their best officers ; upon which the emperor resigned

the crown to Cbeng-lln a prince of the blood. Next
morning, while the ceremony of investing the new em-

peror was performing, the enemy mounted the south

walls, which were defended only by 200 men ; and

the south gate being at the same time abandoned, the

whole army broke in. They were opposed^ however,

hy Hu-sye-hu ^ who, with 1000 soldiers, continued to

fight with amazing intrepiditj. In the mean timeunhapp

Shew-fu, seeing every thing irreparably lost, lodged fate of i

the seal of the empire in a bouse $ and then causing

sheaves of straw to be set round it, ordered it to be set

on fire as soon as he was dead. After giving this or-

der he hanged himself, aud his commands were exe-

cuted
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China. Ywen was ordered to come to Its relief ^ but, on bis

^ 1 arrival, was put to the torture and strangled j of which

the Tartars were no sooner informed, than they raised

the siege, and returned to their own country. In 1636,
the rebels above mentioned composed four great ar-

mies, commanded by as many generals ; which, how-

ever, were soon reduced to two, commanded by LI
and Chang. These agreed to divide the empire be-

tween them 'y Chang taking the western provinces,

and Li the eastern ones. The latter seized on part of

Shen-si, and then on Honan, whose capital, named
Kay-fong-Juy he laid siege to, but was repulsed with

loss. He renewed it six months after, but without

success ;
the besieged choosing rather to feed on human

flesh than surrender. The imperial forces coming soon

after to its assistance, the general made no doubt of

being able to destroy the rebels at once, by breaking

down the banks of the Yellow river; but unfortunate-

ly the rebels escaped to the mountains, while the city

was quite overflowed, and 300,000 of the inhabitants

perished.

After this disaster, Lt marched Into the provinces

of Shen-si and Honan ; where he put to death all the

mandarins, exacted great sums from the officers in

place, and showed no favour to any but the populace,

whom he freed from all taxes : by this means he drew

so many to his interest, that he thought himself strong

enough to assume the title of emperor. He next ad-

vanced towards the capital, which, though well gar-

risoned, was divided into factions. Li had taken care

to introduce beforehand a number of his men in dis-

50
guise : and by these the gates were opened to him the

Uahappy third day after his arrival. He entered the dty in

fate of the triumph at the head of 300,000 men, whilst the em-
peror kept himself shut up in his palace, busied only

niily
superstitions. It was not long, however, be-

fore be found himself betrayed ; and, under the great-

est consternation, made an effort to escape out of the

palace, attended by about 600 of bis guards. He was

still more surprised to see himself treacherously aban-

doned by them, and deprived of all hopes of escaping

the insults of his subjects. Upon this, preferring death

to the disgrace of falling alive into their hands, he im-

mediately retired with bis empress, whom be tenderly

loved, and the princess her daughter, into a private

part of the garden. His grief was so great that he was
not able to utter a word ;

but she soon understood bis

meaning, and, after a few silent embraces, banged her-

self on a tree in a silken string. Her husband staid

only to write these words on the border of his vest

:

I have been basely deserted by my subjects ; do

what you will with me, but spare my people.^^ He
then cut off the young princesses head with one stroke

of his scymitar, and banged himself on another tree,

in the 17th year of his reign, and 36th of his age.

His prime minister, queens, and ennuchs, followed his

example ; and thus ended the Chinese monarchy, to

give place to that of the Tartars, which hath continued

ever since.

It was some time before the body of tlie unfortu-

nate monarch was found. At last it was brought be-

fore the rebel Li, and by him used with the utmost

indignity 5 after which he caused two of Whay-tsong’s

sons, and all his ministers, to he beheaded ; but his

eldest son happily escaped by flight# The whole em-

2

pire submitted peaceably to the usurper, except Prince ch
U-san-ghey, who commanded the imperial forces in the
province of Lyau-tong. This brave prince, finding

himself unable to cope with the usurper, invited tlio

Tartars to his assistance ; and Tsong-te their king
immediately joined him with an army of 80,000 men.
Upon this the usurper marched directly to Peking; but
not thinking hiros^f safe there, plundered and burnt
the palace, and then fled with the immense treasure

he had got. What became of him afterwards we are
not told ; bnt the young Tartar monarch was imme-
diately declared emperor of China, his father Tsong-
to having died almost as eoon as be set his foot en that
empire.

The new emperor, named S/iun<M\ or be-
gan Ins reign with rewarding U-san-ghey, by confer-

ring upon him the title of king ; and assigned him the
city of Si-gnan-fu, Capital of Sben-si, for his residence.

This, however, did not binder U-san-gbey froofi re-

penting of his error in calling in the Tartars, or, as be
himself used to pltrase it, ** in sending for lions to

drive away dogs.'' In 1674, formed a very strong

alliance against them, and bad probably prevailed if his

allies had been faithful ; but they treacherously desert-

ed him one after another : which so affected him, that

he died soon after. In 1681 Hong-wha, son to U-san-
ghey, who continued bis efforts against the Tartars,

was reduced to sack straits that be put an end to his

own life.

During this time, some resistance had been made to

the Tartars in many of the provinces. Two princes of

Chinese extraction had at different times been pro-

claimed emperors; but both of them were overcome
^

and put to death. In 1682, the whole 15 provinces £mpj
were so effectually subdued, that the emperor Kang-hi, tally

successor to Shun-chi, determined to visit his native

dominions of Tartary. He was accompanied by an
army of 70,000 men, and continued for some months
taking the diversion of hunting. For several years be

repeated hit visits annually ; and in his journeys took

Father Verbiest along with him
;
by which means we

have a better description of these countries than could

have been otherwise obtained. This prince was a gre*t(>]ffjj

encourager of learning and of the Christian religion ; ty fir

and in favour of the latter he published a decree, dated coura

in 1692. But in 1716, he revived some obsolete laWs®"*^ *

against the Christians ;
nor could the Jesuits with all^*^

their art preserve the footing they had got in China.

The causes of this alteration in bis resolution are, by
the missionaries, said to have been the slanders of the

mandarins ; but, from the known character of the Je-

suits, it will be readily believed, that there was some-

thing more at bottom. This emperor died in 1722, and
was succeeded by his son Yon-ching; who not only

gave no encouragement to the missionaries, but perse-

cuted all Christians of whatever denomination, not ex-

cepting even those of that imperial race. At the be-

ginning of bis reign be banished all the Jesuits into the

city of Canton, and in 1732 they were banished from

thence Into Ma-kau, a little island inhabited by the

Portuguese, but subject to China. He died in 1736:
but though the Jesuits entertained great hopes from his

successor, we have not heard that they have yet met
with any success.

Thus we have given an acceunt of the moot memo-
rable
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nihMu—moa pole. I aras always surprised to find this rlrer so

^ narrow and shallow In that place : but I never thought

of inquiring into the cause of it, until the loss of a bark

belongings to a Christian family afibrded me an op-

portunity. In that place where the river diminishes

almost of a sudden, it flows with great impetuosity

;

and where it resumes its former breadth it ieaqually

rapid. At the sixth moon, when the water was high

and the wind strong, the bark I have mentioned ar-

riving above Che-pai, was driven on a sand-bank i for

between these two places the river is full of nmveable

sands, which are continually shifting their situation.

The master of the boat dropped bis anclior until the

wind should abate, and permit him to continue his

voyage
} but a violent vortex of moveable sand, which

was oast up from the bottom of the river, laid the

hark on its side ; a second vortex succeeded ^
then a

third ; and afterwards a fourth, which shattered the

bark to pieces. When I arrived at the place where this

hark had been lost, the weather was mild and serene $ I

perceived eddies in the current everywhere around,

which absorbed, and carried to the b^tom of the ri-

ver, whatever floated on the surface ^ and I observed,

at the same time, that the sand was thrown violently

up with a vortical motion. Above these eddies the

water was rapid, but without any fall }
and in the

place below, where the river resumes its usual course,

no eddies are to be seen, but the sand is thrown op in

the same violent manner ; and in some places there

are water-falls and a kind of small islands scattered

at some distance from one another. These islands

which appear above the surface of the water, are not

solid earth, but consist of branches of trees, roots, and

herbs collected together. I was told that these boughs

rose up from the water, and that no one knew the

place from whence they came. I was informed that

these masses, which were 40 or 50 feet in extent on

that side on which we passed, were immoveable and

fixed in the bottom of the river that it was dangeroos

to approach them, because the water formed whirl-

pools everywhere around them ^ that, however, when
the river was very low, the fishermen sometimes ven-

tured to collect the hushes that floated on its sur-

face, and w^ch they used for fuel* I am of opinion,

that, at the place of the river which Is above Che-pai,

the water falls into deep pits, from whence it forces

up the sand with that vortical motion y and that it

flows under-ground to the other place, eight or nine

leagues below, where U carries with it all the houghs,

weeds, and roots, which it washes down in its course^

and thus forms those islands which appear above its

surface. We know there are some rivers that lose

themselves entirely, or in par^ in the bowels of the

earth, and which afterwards arise in son^ other place j

but I believe there never was one known to lose part

of its water below its own channel, and again to re-

57 cover it at the distance of some leagues.^

Why China It has already been said, that China is, in general,

if sabj^t ^ fertile country v and indeed all travellers agree in this

uotwitir'"*
respect, and make encomiums on the extent and beauty

funding its plains. So careful are the husbandmen of this

fertility, empire to lose nfitie of their ground, that neither in-

closore, hedge, nor diltcli, nay, scarce a single tree,

are ever to be met with. In several places the land

yields two civpfi a-year and exea in tbo intorval hth

2 ] G M I

tween the harvests the people sow several kinds of cht
pulse and small grain. The plains of the norlfaeim

v

provinces yield wheat; those of the southern, rice,

because the country is low and covered with water*

Notwithstanding all this fertility, however, the tnha-

bitants are much more frequently afliicted with famine
than those of the European nations, though the conn-

tries of Europe produce much less than China. For
this two causes are assigned. 1. The destruction of

the rising crops by drought, bail, inundationB, lo-

custs, &c. in which case China cannot like ibe £n-
ro^au countries be supplied by importation. This ia

evident by considering how it is situated with regard

to other nations. On the north are the Mo^l Tar-
tars, a lazy and indolent race, who subsist principally

on the flesh of their flocks ; sowing only « little mil-

let for their own use. The province of Leatong,

which lies to the north-east, is indeed extremely fer-

tile, but too far distant from the capital and centre

of the eippire to supply it with provisions ; and be-

sides, all caniage is impracticable but in the winter^

when great quantities of game and fish, preserved in

ice, are sent thither. No corn is brought from Corea
to China

; and though the Japan islands are only

three or four days sailing from the Chinese provinces

of Klang-nan and Cbe-kyang, yet no attempt was
ever made to obtain provisions from thence ; whether

!t be that the Japanese have nothing to spare, or on
account of the insults oflered by those islanders to

foreign merchants. ' Formosa lies opposite to the pro-

vince of Fo-klen ; hut so far is tliat island from being

able to supply any thing, that In a lime of scareity it

requires a supply from China itself. The province of

Canton is also bounded by the sea, and has nothing

on the sooth but islands and remote countries. One
year, when rice was exceedingly scarce ^ere, the em-

peror sent for F. Parranin, a Jesuit missionary, and
asked him if the city of Macao could not fiirnisb

Canton with rice until the supply he bad ordered

from other provinces should arrive : but was informed

that Macao bad neither rice, corn, fruit, herbs, no^

flocks, and that it generally got from China what

was necessary for its sabsislence.—The only method,

therefore, the Chinese can take to guard against fa-

mines arising from these causes, is to erect granaries

and public magazines in every province and most of

the principal cities of the empire. This has at all

tiroes been a principal object of care to the public

ministers ; but though this mode of relief still takea

place in theory, so many ceremonies are to be gone

through before any supply can be drawn from those

public repositories, that it seldom arrives seassuably at

the places where it is wanted : and thus numWs
of unhappy wretches perish for want* ' a. Another

'cause of the scarcity of grain lo this empire, is the

prodigious consumption of it in the composition of wines,,

and a spirituous liquor called rock. But though go-

vernment is well apprised that this is one of the prio-

cipal sources of famine throughout the empire, it ne-

ver employed means sufficient to prevent it. Procla-

mations indeed have frequently b^n issued, prohibit-

ing the distillation of rack $ and the appointed offi-

cers wUl visit the still-houses and destroy the furnaces,

if nothing is giveuthem ; bat on slipping seme money

iuto their haudv they shut their eye^ and go some-»

where
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China. & court j but they have neit|)er influence nor power,

* and their authority is lower than that of the meanest

mandarin.

Mandarins The mandarins are of two classes, viz. those of let-

of different ters, and the inferior sort styled mandarins of arms.
classes. The latter by no means enjoy the same consideration

'

with the former sort
^
indeed in China the literati are

highly honoured, and to their influence M. Grosier

supposes that we may in a great measure ascribe the

mildness and equity of the government ^ though he

thinks that the balance may incline rather too much
in their favour. Several degrees, answering to those

of bachelor, licentiate, and doctor, must be passed

through before one can attain to the dignity of a man-
darin of letters j though sometimes, by the favour of

the emperor, it is conferred on those who have attain-

ed only the two first degrees: but even the persons

who have gone through all the three, enjoy at first

only the government of a city of the second or third

class. When several vacancies happen in the govern-

ment of cities, the emperor invites to court a corre-

sponding number of the literati, whose names are

written down in a list. The names of the vacant go-

vernments are then put into a box, raised so high that

the candidates are able only to reach it with their

hands \ after which they draw in their turns, and each

is appointed governor of the city whose name be has

drawn.

There are eight orders of these mandarins in China,

z. The caiaoy from whom are chosen the ministers of

state, the presidents of the supreme courts, and all the

superior officers among the militia. The chief of this

order presides also in the emperor^s council, and en-

joys a great share of his confidence. 2. The te^htose^

or man of acknowledged ability, is a title bestowed

upon every mandarin of the second rank \ and from
these are selected the viceroys and presidents of the

supreme council in the diflerent provinces. 3. The
tchong-tchueo^ or school of mandarins, act as secretaries

to the emperor. 4. Y-tchuen^tao. These k^ep In re-

pair the harbours, royal lodging houses, and barks

which belong to the emperor, unless particularly en-

gaged in some other ofliice by bis order. 5. The ting-

pi-iao have the inspection 01 the troops. 6. The tun-

iien-hao have the care of the highways. 7. The ho-

too superintend the rivers. 8. The hai-tao inspect the

sea-coasts.

Thus the whole administration of the Chinese empire

is intrusted to the mandarins of letters \ and the ho-

mage paid by the common people to every mandarin in

office almost equals that paid to the emperor himself.

This indeed flows from the nature of their government.

In China it is a received opinion that the emperor is

the father of the whole empire ^ that the governor of a
province is the father of that province^^ and that the

mandarin who is governor of a city is also the father of

that city. This idea is productive of the highest re-

spect and submission, which is not at all lessened by

their great number \ for though the mandarins of letters

amount to more than 14,000, the same respect is paid

to every one of them.

The mandarins of arms are never Indulged with any

share in the government of the state ^ however, to at-

tain the dignity, it is also necessary to pass through

4be degrees of bachelor, licentiate, and doctor of arms.

4 J CHI
The accomplishments necessary for a mandarin of arms chh
are, strength of body, with agility and readiness in per- *

«

'

v>

forming the various military exercises, and compre-
hending the orders requisite for the profession of arms

;

an examination on these subjects must be undergone
before the candidaU can attain the wisbed-for dig-

nity.

The mandarins of arms have tribunals, the members Thb«n
of which are selected from among their chiefs ^ and
among these they reckon princes, counts, and dukes ^

for all these dignities, or something equivalent to them,
are met with in China. The principal of these tribu-

nals is held at Peking, and consists of five classes

:

1. The mandarins of the rear-guard, called heou-fou.

2. Of the left wing, or tsa-fou. 3. Of the right wing,
or yeou-feou* 4. Of the advanced main-guard, or te^

hong-fou. 5. Of the advanced guard, or tsieri-fou, Tbese^
five tribunals are subordinate to one named iong-tching-

fau ; the president of which is one of the great lords of
the empire, whose authority extends over all the mDi-
tary men of the empire. By his high dignity be could
render himseif formidable even to the emperor

\ but to

prevent this Inconvenience, he has for his assessor a
mandarin of letters, who enjoys the title and exercises

the function of snperintendant of arms, lie must al-'

so take the advice of two inspectors who are named by
the emperor

^
and when these four have agreed upon

any measure, their resolution must still be submit-
ted to the revisal of a higher court named ping-pou^
which is entirely of a civil nature. The chief of these
mandarins is a general of course, whose powers are
equivalent to those of our commanders in chief j and
below him are other mandarins who act .as subordinate
officers.

These two classes of mandarins compose what is call-

ed the nobility of China : but as we have already hint-

ed, their office is not hereditary
^ the emperor alone

continues or confers it. They have the privilege of re-

monstrating to the emperor, either as individuals or in

a body, upon any part of his conduct which appears
contrary to the interest of the empire. These remon-
strances are seldom ill received, though the sovereign

complies with them only when be himself thinks proper.

The number of literary mandarins in China is comput-
ed at upwards of 14,000 ^ and those of arms at 18,000 ^

the former, however, are considered as the principal

body in the empire ^ and this preference is thought to

damp the military ardour of the nation in general,

and to be one cause of that weakness in war for which
the Chinese are remarkable. .

The armies of this empire are proportioned to ItSMlfitiu

vast extent and population j being computed in time force,

of peace at more than 700,000. Their pay amounts
to about two-pence halfpenny and a measure of rice .

per day, though some of them have double pay, and
the pay of a horseman is double that of a foot soldier ^

the emperor furnishes a horse, and the horseman re-

ceives two measures of small l^ans for bis daily sub-

sistence ; the arrears of the army being punctually paid

up every three months.

The arms of a horseman are, a helmet, cuirass, lance,

and sabre \ those of a foot soldier are a pike and sabre

}

some have fusees, and others bows and arrows. AU
these are carefully inspected at every review ^ and if

any of them are found in the least rusted, or otherwise
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ClihiA. This second tribunal, which may he called a kind

* of civil inquisition, is snbdivided into four others ; the

first entrasted ^ith the care of selecting those who, on
'account of their learning or other good properties, are

capable of filling the offices of government ; the second

appointed to take care of the conduct of the mandarins ;

the third affixing the seals to the different public acts,

giving the seals to mandarins, and examining those of

^&e di&rent dispatches
\ while the fourth inquires in*

to the merit of the grandees of the empire, not exc^t*
in^ the princes of the imperial blood themselves. The
pnnci|ml sovereign court to which these four last are

subordinate is called Lt^pou.

2. Hou-poUj or the graad treasurer, superintends all

the finances of the staie \ is the guardian and protec*

tor of the treasures and dominions of the emperor,
keeping an account of his revenues, &c. superintend-

ing the management and coining of money, the pub-
lic magazines, customhouses ; and, lastly, keeping an
exact re^ster of all the families in the empire. To
assist this court, 14 others are appointed throughout

«tbe different provinces of the empire.

^ 3. Li-pou^ or the court of ceremonies, It is an
undoubted fact (says M. Grosier), that ceremonies

form, in part, the base of the Chinese government.
This tribunal therefore takes care to support them,

and enforce their observance ^ it inspects also the arts

and sciences. It is consulted by the emperor when be
designs to confer particular honours^ takes care of

the annual sacrifices qffered up by him, and even re-

gulates the entertainments which be gives either to

strangers or to bis own subjects. It also receives and
entertains foreign ambassadors, and preserves tranquil-

lity among the different religious sects in the empire.

It is assisted by four inferior tribunals.

4. Ping^Pou^ or the tribunal of arms, comprehends
in its jurisdiction the whole militia of the empire j in-

specting also the fortresses, magazines, arsenals, and
store-houses of every kind, as well as the manufacto-
ries of arms both offensive and defensive ; examining
and appointing officera of every rank. It is com-
posed entirely of mandarins of letters; and the

four tribunals depending upon it consist also of li-

terati.”

5. The hong-pou^ is a criminal bench for the whole
empire, and is assisted by 14 subordinate tribunals.

6. The cong^pou^ or tribunal of public works, sur-

veys and keeps in repair the emperor’s palaces, as well

as those of the princes and viceroys, and the buildings
* where the tribunals are held, with the temples, tombs

of the sovereigns, and all public monuments. It has

besides the superintendence of the streets, public high-

ways, bridges, lakes, rivers, and every thing relating

either to internal or foreign navigation. Four inferior

tribunals assist in the discharge of these duties ; the

first drawing the plans of public works ; the second

directing the work-shops in the different cities of the

empire ; the third surveying the causeways, roads,

bridges, canals, &c. ; and the fourth taking care of

the emperor’s palaces, gardens, and orchards, and re-

^
ceiving their produce.

Partiality ^he tribunals are composed, one half of Chi-

oT goTem- uese, and the other of Tartars ; and one of the pre-

ment to- sidents of each superior tribunal is always a Tartar
ward# the i,orn. None of the courts above described, however,
Ciiiaete.

has absolute authority even in its own jurisdiction ; cbi

nor can its decisions be carried into execution without

the concurrence of another tribunal, and sometimes of

several others. The fourth tribunal, for instance, has

indeed under its jurisdiction the whole troops of the

empire; but the payment of them is entrusted with

the second ; while the sixth has the care of the arms,

tents, chariots, barks, and stores necessary for military

operations ; so that nothing relative to these can be

pot in execution without concurrence of all the

three tribunals. ^
To prevent any unlawful combination among thecenio

tribunals, each has its cemor appointed. This is an

officer whose doty is merely to watch over the pro-

ceedings of the court, without deciding upon any

thing himself. He assists therefore at all assemblies,

revises all their acts, and without acquainting the court

in the least with either his sentiments or intentions,

immediately infocms the emperor of what he judges

to be amiss. He likewise gives information of the

behaviour of the mandarins, either in the public ad-

ministration of afliairs, or in their private conduct;

nay, sometimes be will not scruple to reprimand the

emperor for what be supposes to be erroneous in his

conduct.

These censors are never removed from their places

but in order to be promoted ; and thus, holding their

offices for life, they have the greater courage to speak

put when they observe any impropriety or abuse.

Their accusation is sufficient to set on foot an inquiry,

which generally leads to a proof ; in which case the

accused is discharged from his office, and never held in

any estimation afterwards. The complaints of the cen-

sors, however, are referred to the very tribunal against

whose members they complain ; though, being afraid of

an accusation themselves, they very seldom pass sen-

tence against the accusers.

Besides all this, the censors also form a tribunal of

their own, named tou-tche-yven> Its members have a

right of remonstrating with the emperor, whenever bis

own Interest or that of the public renders it necessary.

They inspect all lawyers and military men in public

employments. In short (says M. Grosier), they

are, morally speaking, placed l^tween the prince and

the mandarins ; between the mandarins and the peo-

ple ; between the people and families ;
between fami-

lies and individuals ; and they generally unite to the

importance of their office incorruptible probity and in-

vincible courage. The sovereign may, if he proceeds

to rigour, take away their lives ; but many of them

have patiently suffered death, rather than betray the

cause of truth or wink at abuses. It is not sufficient

therefore to have got rid of one, they must all be treat-

ed in the same manner ; the last that might be spared

would tread in the same steps with no less resolution

than those who went before him. In the annals of no

nation do we find an example of such a tribunal, yet

it appears to be necessary in all without exception.

We must not, however, imagine, that the privileges of

a censor give him a right to forget bis duty to his

sovereign, or to communicate to the public those re-

marks which he takes the liberty of making to him

:

were he only to give the least hint of them to his col-

leagues, he would be punished with death ; and he

would share the same fate did he, in any of his repre-

sentations^
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China. to the dignity or titles ef ihelr tkongh tkey
<

^
f may to his estate. The emperor alone can confer ho-

nours *y and even then they must be res^ned wlien the

person attains the age of 70 y
though this resignation

is considered as an advice rather than a lair. The
^vill of a father cannot be set aside in China on account

of any informality ^ nor can any mother in this empire

make a will.

Though the Chinese laws authorize slavery, yet the

power of the master extends only to those matters wiiich

concern bis own service^ and he would be punished

with death for taking advantage of his power to debauch

the wife of his slave.

By the laws of China husbandmen are exempt from

the payment of taxes after they have begun to till the

earth to the beginning of harvest.

Criminal It appears, from recent information respecting many
code. interesting particulars relating to China, that the ut-

most attention see'ros to have been paid to the different

degrees of enormity attached to those actions of men
which are denominated criminal. The code of laws

is pronounced the reverse of sanguinary, and it is affirm-

ed by competent jndges, that if the practice in all re-

spects coincided with the theory, few nations could boast

of a milder or more effectual administration of justice.

But while they do not consider the crime of pilfering a

few small pieces of money as of equal enormity with the

shedding of human blood, yet they pay too little at-

tention to the three different circumstances under which
that action may exist

^
either as accidental, uninten-

tional as to the extent of taking away life, or mallei*

ously premeditated. Even foreigners who have the

mistortone to kill a Cbinete, however casually it may
be done, have been punished in the very same manner
as a traitor or deliberate assassin. As foreigners in-

tending to reside in China may he at a loss to deter-

mine ^w, when, and by what various means their

lives may be endangered, the following abstract of the

criminal code of that country may perhaps be beneficial

to some of onr readers.

1. A man who kills another 00 the supposition of

theft, shall be strangled, according to the law of homi-

cide committed in an affray.

2. A roan who fires at another with a musket, and
kills him, shall be beheaded, as in cases of wilful mnr-
der. If the sufferer be woonded, but not mortally, the

offender shall be sent into exile.

3. A man who puts to death a criminal who had

been apprehended, and made no resistance, shall be

strangled, according to the law against homicide com-

mitted in an affray.

4« A man who falsely accuses an innocent person of

theft (in cases of greatest criminality) is guilty of a

capital offence ^ in all other cases the offenders, whe-

ther principals or accessaries, shall be sent into ex-

ile.

5. A roan who wounds another unintentionally,

shall he tried according to the law respecting blows

given in an affray, and the punishment rendered more
or less severe, according to the degree of injury sus-

tained.

6. A man, who, intoxicated with liquor, commits

ontrages against the laws, shall be exiled to a desert

country, there to remain in a state of servitude.

For this abstract we are indebted to the humane in-
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4erferenoe ef the sopereai|^ of the 'East India Com- c
pany, on account of the disagreeable disputes which^
frequently took place witli the Chinese government,

owing to accidents of the roost trivial nature, which
the people sometimes met with from the British in the

port of Canton.

The blood of a traitor is supposed to be contamina-
ted in this country to the 10th generation, although

the law in general is conceived to be eadsfied with im-

plicating the nearest aiale relatives in the guilt of the

actual perpetrator of the crime, but with commutation
of. punishment from death to exile. It appears to ns,

that nothing can be conceived more tyrannical than a
law which pretends to inffict punisbd^t on an inno-

cent person, since no man can he a traitor, merely
fi'om the circumstance of his being the relation of one,

and the absurdity of supposing tlMt a non-existence is

capable of committing a crime, most be obvious to *

every man. The fifth law in the forementioned ex-

tract is peculiarly cruel and unjust, since it subjects a
man to different degrees of puaishment, according to

the different effects which those actions may pcoduoe.

It is with a degree of national pride that we tom from
this cruel, absurd specimen of >ChiaeBe legisladoo, this

strange judicial tbemionieter, if we may allowed the

expression, to the nice discrimtnations which are made
by the laws of our own country respecting the shedding

of blood, the gradations of guilt attending which we
have already mentioned, and which are distingoiabed by
the appropriate names of manslaughter

y
ctdpable homir

cidcy and wilful murder.

The demuicjations of 'Moses, it may be said, have
some resemblance to this Gothic code of the Chiaest,

especially when he declares that the deity would visk

the iniquities of the fistbers upon the children to the

third a^ fourth generatioD. It is not onr province, in

this account of China, to write an apology for Moses in

this particular instance, although it must be granted ibat

be had a most obstinate and refractory race ofbeings to

govern, and to preserve a becoming degree of order and
subordination among them. He might therefore have no-

thing more in view than political expedience ; an opi-

nion which we are the more encouraged to enttrlain^

when we find the prophet Exekiel reprobating the

idea of making the innocent suffer for the guilty, in

the following beautiful passage. Wfaat mean ye that

ye use this proverb concerning the land of Israel, say-

ing, the fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the chil-

dren's teeth are set on edge ? As I live, saith the Lord,
ye shall not have occasion any more to use this proverb

in Israel. Behold all sonls are mine ^ as the soul of

the father, so also the soul of the son, is mine. The
soul that sinneth, it shall die. The son shall not bear
the iniquity of the father, neither shall the father bear
the iniquity of the son : the righteousness of the right-

eous shall 1^ upon hmiy and the wickedness of the wick-
ed shall be upon him,^^

In criming natters every person accused must be

examined before five or six tribunals \ and whose iu-

quiries are directed not only against him, hot against

his accuser, and the witnesses that approir in the cause.

He is, however, obliged to remain in prison daring

the process :
** but (says M. Grosier) the Chinese

prisons are not horrible dungeons like those of so ma-
ny other nations $ they are spacious, and have even a

degree
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Chios, making small gashes In the body, and then tearing oflf

the skin like thongs. It is never applied but for

some great crime, such as treason, or where the crimi-

naPs guilt has been clearly proved, and it is necessary

to make him discover bis accomplices.

M. Gro- Notwithstanding these dreadful punishments, M.
great pains te prove that the laws of the

the
with regard to criminal matters, are extreme-

fawi. ^y mild. “ One law (says he) will no doubt appear
exceedingly severe and rigorous ; it inflicts the punish-

ment of death on those who use pearls. Those who
read the history of China wilF be apt to fall into cer-

tain mistakes respecting the penal , laws of that na-

tion. Some of its sovereigns have indulged them-
selves in gratifying sanguinary caprices which • were
not authorized by the laws, and which have often been

confounded with them ; but these princes are even yet

ranked among the number of tyrants, and their names
are still abhorred and detested throughout the whole
empire. The Chinese, in their criminal procedure,

have a great advantage over all other nations : it is

almost impossible that an innocent man should ever be-

come a victim to a false accusation : in such cases the

accuser and witnesses are exposed to too much danger.

The slowness of the process, and the numberless re-

visions it undergoes, are another safeguard for the ac-«

cused. In short, no sentence of death is ever carried

into execution until it has been approved and con-

firmed by the emperor. A fair copy of the whole
process is laid before him

; a number of other copies

.
are also made out, both in the Chinese and Tartar
hinguages, which the emperor submits to the exami-
nation of a like number of doctors, either Tartars or
Chinese. When the crime is of great enormity, and
clearly proved, the emperor writes with his own hand
at the bottom of the sentence, “ When you receive

this order, let it be executed without delay.” In
cases where the crime, though punishable by death

according to law, is ranked only in the ordinary
class, the emperor writes at the bottom of the sen-

tence, ** Let the criminal be detained in prison, and
executed in autumn that being the season in

.which they are generally executed, and all on the same

8o day. •

CeMi ia The emperor of China never signs an order for the
which execution of a criminal till he has prepared himself by
^^^j^^/fiisting. Like other monarchs he has the power of

ed.*^ giving pardons^ but in this respect is much more li-

mited than any other. The only cases in which the

Chinese monarch can remit the punishment inflicted

by law are, i. To the son of a widow who has not

married again
^ 2. To the heir of an ancient family

^

3. The descendants of great men or citizens who have

deserved well of their country ^ and, 4. lastly, The sons

or grandsons of a mandarin, who has become illustri-

ous, and distinguished himself by faithfully dischar-

ging the duties of bis office. Neither a child, nor a
man of very advanced age, can be cited before a tri-

bunal. The son of a very aged father and mother is

pardoned, if private property or the public peace be
not hurt by giving him a pardon ; and if the sons of

such a father and mother be all guilty, or accomplices

in the same crime, the youngest is pardoned in order

to comfort bis parents.

In Cbiiia the accused ve always treated with ten-

derness and lenity, being accounted innocent nntil ci

their guilt be clearly proved j and even then, liberty

excepted, they are scarce allowed to want for any thing.

A jailor is punished who behaves rigorously towards

bis prisoners j and the judges must likewise answer at

their peril for any additions to the severity of the law j

deposition being the slightest punishment inflicted op-

on them.

Substitntion is sometimes allowed by the laws of

China
}

so that the near relation of a gnilty per-

son may put himself in the criminars place, pro-

vided however, that the chastisement be slight, and
the accused his ancient friend. The sons, grand-

sons, wife, and brothers of a banished Chinese, are al-

lowed to follow him into exile } and the relations of all

persons are permitted to visit them in prisons, and to

give them every assistance in their power
; to do which

good offices they are even encouraged, instead of being

prevented.

Every city in China is divided into different qaar-OrUi

ters, each of which is snbjected to the inspection of^****

a certain officer, who is answerable for whatever passes

in the places under his jnrisdiction. Fathers of fa-

milies, as we have already observed, are answerable for

the conduct of their children and domestics. Neigh-
bours are even obliged to answer for one another,

and are bound to give every help and assistance in cases

of robbery, fire, or any accident, especially in the

night-time. All the cities are furnished with gates,

which are barricaded on the commencement of night.

Centinels are also posted at certain distances through-

out the streets, who stop all who walk in the night,

and a number of horsemen go round the ramparts for

the same purpose ; so that it is almost impossible to e-

lude their vigilance by favour of the darkness. A strict

watch is also kept during the day-time ^ and all

those who give any suspicion by their looks, accent, or

behaviour, are immediately carried before a mandarin,

and sometimes even detained until the pleasure of the

governor be known.
Private quarrels do not often happen in China, and

it is rare that they are attended with a fatal issue.

The champions sometimes decide the quarrel with

their fists, but most frequently refer the case to a man-
darin, who very often orders them both a sound drub-

bing. None but military people are permitted to

wear arms in public
;
and this privilege is extended

even to them only during the time of war, or when
they accompany a mandarin, mount guard, or attend

a review. Prostitutes are not allowed to remain within

the walls of a city, or to keep a house of their own
even in the suburbs. They may, however, lodge in

the bouse of another; but that other is accountable

for every disturbance which may happen on their ac-

count.

In all the Chinese cities, and even in some of their

ordinary towns, there is an office where money may be of m
borrowed upon pledges at the common rate of the

country ;
which, however, is no less than 30 per cent.

Every pledge is marked with a number when left at

the office, and must be produced when demanded ;

but it becomes ^be property of the office if left there

a single day longer than the term agreed upon for the

payment of the money. The whole transaction

remains an inviolable secret; not even the name
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and for want of small coin, a Chinese always carries

' about him his scales, weights, and a pair of scisaars to

cut the metal. This operation Is performed by put-

ting the silver between the scissars, and then knocking

them against a stone till the pieces drop off. In gi-

ving of change, however, people have no right to va-

lue silver by the numerical value of copper, this be-

ing entirely regulated by the intrinsic value of the me-
tals. Thus, an ounce of silver will sometimes be

worth 1000 copper pieces, and sometimes only 800

;

and thus the copper money of China may frequently

be sold for more than it would pass for in commerce*

The emperor would lose much by this recoinage, were

he not the sole proprietor of all the copper mines in

China. It is, however, expressly forbidden to employ

copper coin in any manufacture where it might be

employed as plain copper, and it is also forbidden to

be sold for the purpose of melting : but if the price of

the metal has not fallen, the infraction of this law is

not very severely punished. On the other hand, if

the value of unwronght copper exceeds that of the coin,

a quantity of the latter is issued out to restore the equi-

librium.

To keep up a constant circulation of all the coin in

the empire, the Chinese government are attentive to

preserve an equilibrium between the proportional value

• of the-copper and sifver
^
that is, to regulate the intrinsic

value of each in such a manner that the possessor of

silver may not be afraid to exchange it for copper,

nor the possessor of copp^ for silver. The method

used for this purpose is, when silver becomes scarce, to

make all the payments for some time in silver y but if

copper, to make them all for some time in that metal

only.

The commerce of China is under the inspection of

the tribunal of finances i but on this subject the Chi-

nese entertain an opinion quite different from that of

the Europeans. Commerce, according to them, is

only useful as far as it eases the people of their super-

fluities, and procures them necessaries. For this rea-

son they consider even that which Is carried on at

Canton as prejudicial to the interest of the empire.
** They take from us (say the Chinese) our silks, teas,

and porcelain : the price of these articles is raised

throughout the provinces : such a trade therefore can-

not be beneficial. The money brought us by Euro-

peans, and the high-priced baubles that accompany it,

are mere superfluities to such a state as ours. We
have no occasion for more bullion than what may be

necessary to answer the exigencies of government, and

to supply the relative wants of individuals. It was

said by ]^ouan-tse, two thousand years ago. That the

money introduced does not enrich a kingdom in any

other way than as it is introduced by commerce. No
commerce can be advantageous long, but that which

consists in a mutual exchange of things necessary or

useful. That trade, whether carried on by barter or

money, which has for its object the importing of ar-

ticles that tend to the gratification of pride, luxury,

or curiosity, always supposes the existence of luxury :

but luxury, which is an abundance of superfluities

among certain classes of people, supposes the want of

necessaries among a great many others. The more

horses the rich put to their carriages, the greater will

be the number of those who are obliged to walk on

2

foot ; the larger and more magnificent their bouset are, C3iin
so much the more confined and wretched must those of

v

the poor be \
and the more their tables are covered

with a variety of dishes, tlie more must the number of
those increase who are reduced to the necessity of feed-

ing upon plain rice. Men, united by society in a large

and populous kingdom, can em^iloy tbeir industry, ta-

lents, and economy, to no better purpose than to pro-

vide necessaries for all, and procure ooovenience for

some.”
^

S8
The only commerce considered by the Chinese asHistorx

advantageous to tbeir empire, is that with Russia and
Tartary ; by which they are supplied with those fora^J^
so necessary in the northern provinces. The dispntes

concerning the limits of the respective empires of
Russia and China seem to have paved the way to this

commerce. These disputes were settled by treaty on
the 27th of August 16^, under the reign of Ivan
and Peter Alexiowitz. The chief of the embassy on
the part of Russia was Golovin governor of Siberia ^

and tVvo Jesuits were deputed on the part of the em-^

peror of China ^ and the conferences were held in La-
tin, with a German in the Russian ambassador's train,

who was acquainted with that language. By this trea-

ty the Russians obtained a regular and permanent trade

with China, which they had long desired j but in re-

turn they yielded up a large territory, besides the na-
vigation of the river Amour. The first interconrse

had taken place in the beginning of the 17th centu*

ry ; at which time a small quantity of Chinese mer-
chandise was procured by some Russian merchants

from the Kalmuck Tartars. The rapid and profitable

sale of these commodities encouraged certain Siberian

wayvodes to attempt a direct and open communication

with China. For this purpose several deputations were
sent to the emperor ^

and though they failed of obtain-

ing the grant of a regular commerce, their attempts

were attended with some consequences of importance*

Thus the Russian merchants were tempted to send

traders occasionally to Peking
^
by which means a

faint connexion was preserved with that metropolis.

This commerce, however, was at last interrupted by
the commencement of hostilities on the river Amour •y

but after the conclusion of the treaty in 1689, was re-

sumed with uncommon alacrity on the part of the Rus-

sians : and the advantages thence arising were found

to be so considerable, that a design of enlarging it was
formed by Peter the Great. Isbrand Ides, a native of >

the duchy of Holstein, then in the Russian service,

was therefore despatched to Peking in 1692 ^
by whose

means the liberty of trade, before confined to indivi-

duals, was now extended to caravans. In the mean
time, private merchants continued to trade as before,

not only with the Chinese, but also at the head quar-

ters of the Mogul Tartars. The camp of these ro-

ving Tartars, which was generally stationed near the

confluence of the Orhon and Toula rivers, between the

southern frontiers of Siberia and tlie Mogul desert,

thus became the seat of an annual fair. Complaints,

however, were soon made of the disorderly behaviour

of the Russians
^

on which the .Chinese monarch

threatened to expel them from bis dominions entirely,

and to allow them neither to trade with the Chinese

nor Moguls. This produced another embassy to Pe-

king in 1719, when matters were again adjusted to

the
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for discharging the ordinary expences of government,

^ something is left by way of reserve for answering ac-

cidental demands, and to be ready in cases of necessity.

This sum becomes gradually'less from the capital to

cities of the first, second, and third class. A proper

statement of what is paid in the provinces, of what is

reserved in the different cities, or contained in the dif-

ferent treasuries of the empire, is subjected to the

examination of the grand tribunal of finances. This
revises {he whole, and keeps an exact account of

what Is consumed, and of whatever surplus may be
left.

Lending money upon interest has been in use in

China for about 2000 years. It has often been abo-
oiendes in Hsbed, and as often established. The interest, as has

terert^
been already hinted, is no less than 30 per cent, and
the year Is only lunar. A tenth part of this interest Is

paid monthly : and concerning neglects of payment,

the following* laws have been enacted. “ However
much the debt may have accumulated by months or

years, the principal and interest shall remain always

the same. Whoever infringes this law shall receive 40
‘ blows of a pan-tsee ; or an hundred, if he uses any ar-

tifice to add the principal and interest together.*’ This
law is explained by the following. “ Whoever shall

be convicted before a mandarin of not having paid a

month’s Interest, shall receive ten blows
j twenty for

two months, and thirty for three j and in this manner
as far as sixty

^
that is to say, to the sixth month. The

debtor is then obliged to pay principal and interest
\
but

those who obtain payment by using violence and force

are condemned to receive 24 blows.

Agricui- Many Chinese writers have endeavoured unsuccess-

lure great- fully to show why government should allow such ex-
\y encou- orbitant interest to be taken for money

5
but the most

satisfactory and rational account seems to be, that the

great interest of money prevents the rich from pur-

chasing much land
3

as landed estates would only em-
barrass and impoverish them, their produce being so

much inferior to that of money. The patrimony of a

family in China Is seldom divided ) and it never hap-

pens there, as in almost every other country, that

wealth and riches are engrossed by one part of the na-

tion, while the ‘other possesses nothing.

Agriculture is by the Chinese considered as the first

'and most honourable of all professions ^ so that in this

empire the husbandman enjoys many and great privi-

leges, while the merchant and mechanic are much less

esteemed. He Is considered as next in dignity to offi-

cers of state, from whom indeed they very frequently

originate. The soldier in China cultivates the ground,

and even the priests are employed in agriculture, when
their convents happen to.be endowed with land. From
the principle that the emperor is absolute proprietor of

the soil, one would imagine that the tenant must hold

his share of it by a very precarious tenure
5
yet it is

certain that when any man is dispossessed, his own cul-

pable conduct is the cause. The Chinese are so habi-

tuated to epnsidej* a piece of land as their own, while

they continue to be punctual in the payment of their

Tent, that a Portuguese resident in Macao who at-

tempted to raise the rent of his tenants, ran the hazard

of losing his life. There are no prodigiously over-

grown farms in China, no monopolizers of farms, no

wholesale dealers in grain, but every man has it in his

3

] CHI

raged.

power to carry bis produce to a free and open market, chh
Part of the crop is allowed to be used in distillation \

^

but if the harvest happens to be bad, this operation is

prohibited. In China, the tillage of the earth is

only encouraged by law, but also by the example ofperc|^ (

the emperor, who annually tills the earth with his owning ih

hands. The beginning of sprii^ in China is always^^ ’

reckoned to be in the month of February
5
but it

longs to the tribunal of mathematics to determine the

precise day. The tribunal of ceremonies announces it

to the emperor by a memorial •, in which every thing

requisite to be done by him is mentioned with the most
scrupulous exactness. Tlie sovereign then names 12
of the most illustrious persons in his court to accompa-
ny him, and to hold the plough after he has perform-

ed bis part of the ceremony. Among these there are

always three princes of the blood, and nine presidents

of supreme courts ^ and if any of them are too old and
infirm to undergo the fatigue, the substitutes must be

authorized by the emperor. The festival is preceded
by a sacrifice, which the emperor offers up to Chang-ti
(the supreme God) ; after which he and his attend-

ants prepare themselves by three days fasting and con-

tinence. Others are appointed by the emperor, on the

evening before the ceremony, to go and prostrate

themselves at the sepulchre of his ancestors, and to ac-

quaint them, that, on the day following, he intends

to celebrate a grand sacrifice. This is offered upon a
small mount a few furlongs distant from the city,

which, by the indispensable rules of the ceremony,
must be 50 feet In height. The Cbang-ti is invoked

by the emperor, who sacrifices under the title of sove-

reign pontiff, and prays for an abundant harvest in fa-

vour of his people. He then descends, accompanied
by the three princes and nine presidents who are to

pot their hands to the plough along with him ^ the

field set apart for this purpose being at a small distance

from the mount. Forty laboureifi are selected to yoke
the oxen, and to prepare the seed which the emperor

is to sow ^ and which are of five different kinds, viz.

wheat, rice, two kinds of millet, and beans. They
are brought to the spot in magnificent boxes, carried

hy persons of the most distinguished rank. The empe-
ror then lays, hold of the plough, and turns up several

fuiTows j the princes of the blood do the same, and
then the presidents; after which the emperor throws

into the furrows the five kinds of seeds already men-
tioned : lastly, four pieces of cotton-cloth, proper for

making dresses, are distributed to each of the labour-

ers, who assist in yoking the oxen and preparing the

seeds
;
and the same presents are made to forty other

persons who have only been spectators of the cere-

mony. ’

^ ^ . 9*;

“ We must not (says M. Grosler) judge of the Chi- Of the

nese peasants from those of Europe, especially in what**^"^*

relates to the lights acquired by education. Free

schools are very numerous in every province of China,

and even some of the villages are not destitute of this

advantage. The sons of the poor are there received

as readily as those of the rich ;
their duties and their

studies are the same
;
the attention of the masters is

equally divided between them ; and from this obscure

source talents often spring, which afterwards make a

conspicuous figure on the grand stage of life. No-

thing is more common In China than to see the son

of
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cmom »o4 «rdeir,'* &<;. Over tlieM ra&rior
mw^ Ml ^ xios t|ie Injector of tbe province tifws a very iwlicoUed

authority, and can, by hie orvn pawer, deprive tliom of

their eoiploymeota for a great offence ; nor xioes he

consult the court excepting where die impiediate pa-

nidioaent of the criminal U not necessary. £very one

of the mandarins, of whatever rank or denooiinaiion,

is obliged, ouce in three years, to give in writing an

expel acpoiurt of the faults be has committed in the

e^ecopon of his office. If he is a mandarin belonging

to any of tlie four first classes, this confessios is exami-

ned at epupt i but if it is made by any of the infe-

rior ones, it must be laid before the provincial tribunal

of the governor. Goveonment, however, is not sa-

tisfied even with this confession \ inquiry is made into

the truth of it, and the conduct of tlie mandarin is scru-

tinized with the utmost severity, the informations be-

ing subjected tp the tribunal of mandarins \ where they

are carefully examined, the merits and demerits of

thOH^ subjected to ibis political inquisition carefully

balanced, and their names afterwards divided into three

classes. The first consists of those for whom rewards

and prefernient are intended : the second, for whom
gentle reproof and admonition are thought neeessary $

and the thirds of those who are to be suspended &r
some time, or removed altc^ther, from tlieir offices.

Of these last some are allowed to continue ^ but they

receiye no^salary, and arc not only deprived of aU
their emoluments, but even of their honours. If they

have he«u guilty of any action tending to cypress the

people, or to occasion a famine or acareity among the

lower ranks, their punishment is not confined to dis-

mission from their ofiSiees, but they are also criminally

impooebed. The family burying*plaoe of every Chi-

nese is accounted sacred ^ none ^res cut down the

trees with which it is overshadowed until they become
decayed with ago ^ and even then, not until their con-

dition hss been attested by a mandarin : hot for cer-

tain crimes against government or the people, the bu-

rying'place di a mandarin is rased to Ibe foundation.

No kind of punishment, however, inflicted on a fa-

ther, is supposed in the least to affect the character of

his san; and therefore, whan the latter is asked by

the ainperor concerning his family, he will perhaps

coolly answer, My father was disgraced for such a
crime, my graodfa|her was beheaded for such ano-

ther, without the acknowledgement being in.the least

detrimental. On the contrary, by great and import-

ant services, it is possible for him to wipe out these

stains from the memory of his ancestors.

Though the empire of China is governed by Tartar

princes, the latter seem to bestow much more care

and attention on the Chinese than their own natural

subjects* Should any dispute arise between a Chinese

and Tartar, the former must have greatly deviated

from the rules of justice, if he is not acquitted even

by those tribunals which are composed of half Chinese

and half Tartars. The slightest fault committed by a
Tartar mandarin is always severely punished } but the

punishment of the Chinese is often mitigated if the de-

linquent be a Chinese ; and the same severity is exer-

cised towards those of the military department. Those
faults, however, are punished with the greatest severi-

ty which hurt the interests, of the people \ for which

reason they seldom fall a sacrifiee to that plass of petty

2

tyrants who in other countries prey upon and -devonr cb
•them. Every superior mandarin is obliged to inform

himself of the faults of bis interiors, and expose them ;

nay, he would be punished for them bimseif if he did not.
^

Very little regard, as we have already had occasion Privi

to observe, is paid to hereditary rights in China. Even of pri

the princes of the blood enjoy no other privilege by ^

birth but that of wearing a yellow girdle $ and tlie°^

names of their children, with the exact time of their

birth, are inscribed in a yellow book appropriated to

that purpose. Collateral princes are distinguished by
an orange girdle, and their children are marked in a
book of a red colour. The surnames of the princes

of the reigning family are determined by the etnpe-

ror alone the rest not being allowed to assume any
name that too much resembles those of the Moguls or

Chinese. The rank even of Che emperor^s sons dimi-

nishes one degree every generation ^ so that, at the

seventh, only the eldest branch has a title to wear the

yeHow girdle, the rest being sank into tbo rank of

plain citizens. An hereditary sovereignty, however^

passes from ono oldest son to another j
and this tiHo

cannot he forfeited, oalcss the possessor be guilty of

some crime. In this case the emperor appoints to tbo

sooeessioo either one of bis younger brothers or a cou-

sin ( but these must be always chosen from the same
branch, as the lawful branch cannot be deprived of its

right without the condemnation of all who compose it*

The only hereditary anthority of the other princes ex-

ists among these troops called the Tartar hMds. There

they enjoy, without opposition, that rank which they

derive from their birth, but in every thing else aro on

a level with others. They are subjected to a military

examination nt stated periods, and are always promo-

ted or degraded according to the degree of skill they

exhibit. The same trial is undergone by the heir ap-

parent and his sons ^ the only indulgence sbewo them

being, that schools are appointed fisr their particular

use. The princes are likewise indulged with a ^bn-
nal appropriated on purpose for them, and before

which alone they can be tried. An insult offered to a
prince decorated with the yellow girdle is punished

with death ^ but if he has omitted to pot it 00, the

aggressor escapes with a bastinading. A prince may
he put to death with the emperor’s consent $ but he e-

*

scapes every slighter corporeal punishment by paying a

fine. Untitled princes have very few privileges superior

to those of common citizens ; and are generally very

poor, unless possessed of some lucrative office. Tbos
they are sometimes reduced to the necessity of accept-

ing the highest pay of a common soldier in the Tartar

bands. When they, or any of their children, bow- '

ever, enter into the marriage-state, the emperor usu-

ally makes them a present of zoo ounces of silver* He
will also relieve them on other occasions, assist their

widows and orphans, &c. but in all this never departs

from the most exact rules of economy \ so that the

mandarins in this respect are much better than the re-

lations of the sovereign himself.
^ ^

i

With regard to the ancient religion of China, F* F. A
Aroiot informs us, that after making evei^ possible

research, comparing and reasoning upon his observa-J^®
'

tions, be at last concluded, that “ The Chinese we a chin
distinct people, who^ave still preserved the characteris-

tic marks of their nrst origin } n people whose primi-

tive
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el{jject9 their requests; bat that, in offeriog up their

^ ^ prayers to the inferior objeqts of wo|rship« they only im«
^lored their protection and mediation with the Cbang-ti.

tVhilc the empire was confined within narrow
iKumds, one mountain was sufficient for the sacrifices^

but in process of time it became necessary to consecrate

four others. These were situated at the eKtremities of
the empire, and were supposed to correspond with the

four quarters of the world ; and the prince went suc-

cessively every year to one of these mountains to offer

up sacrifices; taking occasion at the same time to

show himself to bis people, and to inform himself of

their wants. This custom subsisted for a long time

;

but at length it was found convenient to add a fifth

mountain in the centre of the empilre ; and ever since

these have been called the five Jo, or the five moun-
tains of sacrifice. This method of subjecting the em-
peror to regular annual journeys could not but be at-

tended with many inconveniences. It was found neces-

sary on this account to consecrate some spot in the
neighbourhood of bis palace, which might be substi-

tuted for the Y.o upon all occasions when the emperor
could not repair to them. An edifice was therefore

erected, which at once represented the Kiao^ Tatty and
the Hall ofancestors. This last was a necessary part

of the edifice ; because it was incumbent on those who
offered up sacrifices, first to repair to this ball, and ac-

quaint their ancestors with what they were about to

perform ; and thither also they returned after sacrifi-

cing, to thank the same ancestors for the protection

they had received from the Cban^^-ti ; after which they

offered op a sacrifice of thanksgiving in honour of them,
and performed certain other ceremonies to show their

respect. The building contained five separate halls,

appropriated to different purposes; originally it bad
neither paintings nor ornaments of any kind, and a
staircase of nine steps conducted to the principal en-

trance. Afterwards, however, it was much more rich-

ly ornamented, each of the five halls being decorated

with columns, over which others were placed that sup-

ported a second roof. In succeeding times it was strip-

f

»ed of all its ornaments, with a view to bring back re-

igion to its primitive simplicity. Its four gates were
covered with fine moss, representing the branches of

which the double fence of the ancient Kiao were form-

ed. The ridge of the roof was covered with the same,
apd the whole was enooropmssed by a canal filled with

waUr St the time of offering up the sacrifices. To
' this a second building was add^, which they called

\i\te temple (fneatnesfiy and which was used only for pu-

rifications and ceremonies, the former being entii^y

consecrated to the worship of the Chang-ti.

.At present there are only two temples in Peking,

ni|med the Tian^tan and the Titian

;

in the construc-

tiqn of which all the elegance of Chinese architecture is

displayed. These are both dedicated to the Chang-ti,

hut qoder different titles ; in the one he is adored as

eternal ^irit ; in the other, as the creator and pre-

server of the world. The Ceremonies of the modern
sacrifices are greatly multiplied ; and nothing can ex-

ceed the splendour and magnificence with which these

soTemni^ies are performed, iiometimes before the day

appointed for the grand ceremony, the monarch, the

grapdces of the court, and all those whom their em-

ployments qualify to assist at the sokmnity, prepaxc;

a
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tbenraelves by retirement, fi^ing^ and conUiteoce ; M ck
audience is grven by the emperor^ and the tribimols^o^n

are entirely ^ut ; marriages, ^funerals, rrjoieiiigs, and
eBterUioroents of every kind, are then forbidden. At
last, on the day appoioted, the emperor appears, at-

tended by an innumerable multitude, and his person

surrounded by a vast number of princes, lords, and of-

fioers, while every part of the temple seems to corre-

spond with the magnificence of the sovereign; all the

vases and utensils employed in tbe saortfices are of

gold, and cannot be applied to any other purpose;

even the instruments of mosic are of enermoos mag-
uitnde, and never used anywhere else. All this gran-

deur, however, serves only to display in a more emi-

nent manner tbe humility and abasement of the mo-
narch during his devotion ; at which time be rolls in

tbe dost, and speaks of himself before tbe Chang^tt in

terms of the most abject submission and humiliation.

The purity of the ancient Chinese religion has, Sect c

however, been long contaminated by many idolatrous

and fanatical sects. Among these, one named Too-mc
was founded by a philosopher called Lao-kian or Lao^
tscy who was born 603 B. C. He died in an advanced

age, leaving to bis disciples a book entitled Tao-tey be-

ing a collection of 5000 sentences. His morality has

a great resemblance to that of'Epienros. It consists

principally in banishing all veliement desires and pas-

sions capable of disturbing the peace and tranquillity

of tbe soul. According to him, the care of every wise

roan ought to be only to endeavour to live free from
grief and pain, and to glide gently down the stream

of life, devoid of anxiety and care. To arrive at this

happy state he advises his followers to banish all thoughts

of the past, and to abstain from every vain and oseless

inquiry concerning futurity, as well as all tormenting

thoughts of ambition, avarice, &c. It was found by
the disciples of this philosopher, however, that all their

endeavours to obtain a perfect tranquillity of mind
were vain, as long as the thoughts of death intervened;

they therefore declared it possible to discover a compo-

sition from which drink might be made that wonld ren-

der mankind immortal. Hence they were led to tbe

study of chemistry
;
and, like the western alchemiatt,

wearied themselves in search of tbe philosopher's stone,

until at last they gave themselves up to all the extra-

vamneies of magic.

The desire of avoiding death, together with the cre-

dulity natural to unenlightened minds, quickly produ-

ced a number of converts to tbe sect of Tao^sse. Ma-
gical practices, the invocation of spirits, and the art

of foretelling events by divination, quickly diffused

themselves over the empire, and tbe imbecility of the

emperors contributed to propagate the deception.

Temples consecrated to spirits quickly reared tbei

heads in every corner of the empire ; and two of the

most celebrated of tbe sect were authorized to main-
tain public worship there after the form which bad

been prescribed by their master. At the same tiine

they distributed, and sold at a dear rate, images of the

imaginary spirits with which they bid peopled the bea*

vens and the earth. These were, by ibeir comnumd,
worshipped as so many deities independent of tbe Su-

preme Being : and in like manner, several of tbe an-

cient emperon Were invoked as go^
Being patronized by <lbe emperors of stvmd dy-

nasties,.
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Cbiai^. ing the most absurd stories coaceming the missionaries;

—V"—^ as that they pluck out the eyes of their converts to

construct telescopes with, &c. The literati, however,

and the more sensible part of the nation, hold them in

106
greatest contempt.

Ridiculous We shall conclude this detail of the Chinese rell*

superstition gion with giving an account of one other superstition
of thc/owg- ifhicli seems peculiar to the nation. It is namedJong-
chojU,

clvouiy which signifies wind and water. By this they

mean the lucky or unlucky situation of a bouse, hnry*

ing-place, &c. If any imprudent person has built a

bouse close to that of a Chinese,^ in such a manner

that the angle formed by its roof flanks the wall or

roof of the former house, the proprietor ever after

lives in terror of utter ruin and destruction from tlie

malignant influence of that angle. An implacable

hatred instantly commences betwixt the two families,

and often gives rise to a law>suit, which furnishes mat-

ter of discussion for some of the superior tribunals.

If no redress can be bad at law, however, the Chinese

is then reduced to the necessity of erecting, on the top

of his house, an enormous image of a dragon, or some

other monster, with its mouth gaping towards the angle,

and, as it were, threatening to swallow it up ; after

which the apprehensions of the proprietor begin to

subside, and tranquillity is restored to the family. In
this manner the governor of Kien-tchang secured him*

self from the influence of the church of the Jesuits,

which, being built on an eminence, overlooked his pa-

lace. Not depending, however, entirely on the good

offices of his tutelary dragon, he also took the wise

precaution of altering his principal apartments, and
raising, at the distance of 200 p^ces from tbe church,

a kind of large facade three stories higln But un-

luckily the death of his successor was attributed to

this facade ; for the mandarin being attacked with ^
disorder in the breast, which made him spit up a white

phlegm, this symptom was thought to be owing to tbe

walls of the facade, which were very white, and whiciv

were forthwith painted black. Tbe salutary precau-

tion, however, happened to be taken too late ; for tbe

governor died notwithstanding tbe black colour of the

walls.

“ We should never have done (says M. Grosier),

were we to relate all tbe superstitious ideas of the Chi-

nese, respecting tbe lucky and unlucky situation of

houses, the quarter which doors ought to front, and
the plan and day proper for constructing the stoves in,

which they cook their, rice.” But tbe object on which
they employ their greatest care is tbe choice of tbe,

ground«and situation for a burying-ground. Some quacks

follow no other profession than that of pointing out

hills and mountains which have an aspect favourable

for i^erks of that kind. When a Chinese is persuaded,

of the truth of such information, th^re is no sum which

he would not give to be in possession of the fortunate

spot. Tbe greater part of the- Chinese are of opinion

that all the happiness and misfortunes of life depend

upon thefong-ckouu

Jem and ^ colony of Jews was established in China about

Mohonic- the year 206 B. C. ; but they are now reduced to a
tans in small number of Emilies at Cai-fong, tbe capital of
China. province of Honan. The Mahometans have mul-

tiplied much more than the Jews. It is about 600
years since they first entered the empire, where they

have formed different establisbioents. At first thetr chii
number was augmented only by marriages; but for

v

some time past they have been more partioularly aU
tentive to the extending of their sect and propagating
their doctrine. The principal means employed for

this purpose are, to purchase a great number of chil-

dren brought up in idolatry, whom their poor parents

are glad td part with ; and these they cironmcise, and
afterwards instruct in tbe principles of their religion;

IJuriug the time of a famine which desolated the pro-
vince of Cbang-tong, they purchased more than 10,000
of these childrpu

; for whom, when grown up, they
procured wives, built houses, and even formed whole,

villages of them. They are; now become so nomcroas,
that in tbe places where they reside they entirely eac-

dude evei*y inhabitant who does not* believe in their

prophet, and fi^uent a mosque. x^j

With regard to the manners of ibe Chineee, tbeyCerem
bear no resemblance to those of any other nation; aad,of>°^
if we may believe tbeir historians, they are the same
at this day that they were 4000 years ago. Tbe wo-
men are condemned almost to perpetual imprisonment
within the precincts of tbeir own bouses, and are ne-
ver seen even by tbeir intended husbands before mar*^

riage. He knows nothing of her looks or person, but
from the account of some female relation or confidant,

who in such cases acts tbe part of match-maker ; though
if imposed upon either with regard to her age or fi-

gure, he can have recourse to a divorce. Tbe same
matrons who negotiate tbe marriage, also determine the
sum which the intended husband must pay to the pa-
rents of the bride : for in China a father does not give

a dowry to his daughter ; it is tbe husband who gives

a dowry to the wife. When tbe day appointed for

tbe marriage is arrived, tbe bride is placed in a chair

or close palanquin, tbe key of which is committed' to

the care of a trusty domestic, who roust deliver it to

none but the husband. The latter, richly dressed, waits

at bis gate for the arrival of the procession. As soon

as it approaches, the key is pat into his bands ; he
eagerly opens tbe chair, and for the first time perceives

bis good or bad fortune. If he^ is contented wkh bis

new spouse, the bride descends and enters the boose,

where tbe marriage is coneUided by feasting and mer-
riment as in other countries ; but if tbe bridegroom is .

very much disappointed, be suddenly shnts the chair,

and sends tbe bride home to her rekitions. To getirid *

of her in this manner, however, costs a sum equal to

what be originally gave in dowry to obtain her.

The Chinese women, even of tbe first rank, seldom

quit their apartment, which is skoaltd in the nmot re-

tired part of the house, and ini which they are seckN

ded from all society but that of their domestics. The
book of ceremonies requires that there should be two

apartments in every house ; the exterior one for tbo

husband, the interior for tho wife. They most evun

be separated by a wall or wooden partiri^ the door

of which is carefully guarded ; nor is tbe husband at

liberty to enter tbe wife^s apartment, or she to quit it,

wdtbout soffioient reason. According to the same book,

tIsB prattling and loquacity of a woman are seokoned '

sufficient grounds for . a divorce. If this be founded

in fact, the women of China are either unexampled for

taciturnity, or else multitudes of divorces mosl bedaily

occurrences. A woman, however, cannot he divorced :

on
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Chm&. nations which they are obliged to undergo before they

‘
w can be admitted to the first degree. Du Halde gives

a remarkable losCance, viz. that a candidate for de-

grees having, contrary to order, made use of an ab-

breviation in writing the character ma^ which signifies

a horse, had the mortification of seeing his composi-

tion, though In other respects excellent, rejected mere-
ly on that account j besides being severely rallied by
the mandarin, who told him a horse could not walk un-

less he bad all his legs/*

A.fter the scholar has made himself roaster of the

characters, he is then allowed to compose \ but the

subject of his composition is pointed out to him only

by one word. Competitions are likewise established

in China, but most of them are of a private nature.

Twenty or thirty families, who are all of the same
name, and who consequently have only one hall for

the names of their ancestors, agree among themselves

to send their children twice a month to this hall in or-

der to compose. Each head of a family in turn gives

the subject of this literary contest, and adjudges the

prize \ but this costs him a dinner, which he must cause

to be carried to the hall of competition. A fine of about

tenpence is imposed on the parent of each scholar who
absents himself from this exercise.

Besides these private competitions, every student is

obliged to compete at least twice a-year under the in-

spection of an inferior mandarin of letters styled Hto^

Tcouan, It frequently happens also, that the mandarins

of letters order these students to be brought before

them, to examine the progress they have made in their

studies, to excite a spirit of emulation among them, and

make them give such application as may qualify them

for any employment in the state. Even the governors

nf cities do not think it below their dignity to take

this care upon themselves ; ordering all those students

who reside near them to appear before their tribunal

once a month : the author of the best competition is

honoured with a prize, and the governor treats all the

candidates on the day of competition at his own ex-

pence. In every city, town, and village in China,

there are schoolmasters who teach such sciences as are

known in that country. Parents possessed of a certain

fortune provide masters for their children, to attend

and instruct them, to form their minds to virtue, and

to Initiate them in the rules of good breeding and the

accustomed ceremonies, as well as to make them ac-

quainted with the laws and history, if their age will

admit. These masters have, for the most part attain-

ed to one or two degrees among the literati, and not un-

frequeiitly arrive at the first employments of the state.

The education of the Chinese women is confined to

giving them a taste for solitude, and accustoming them

to modesty and silence ; and if their parents are rich,

they are likewise instructed in such accomplishments as

iTi may render therp agreeable to the other sex.

BrcM. There is little distinction in China between the or-

dinary dress of men and women. Rank and dignity

are distinguished by certain accessary ornaments
^ and

the person would be severely chastised who should pre-

sume to assume them without being properly authori-

zed. The dress in general consists of a long vest which

reaches to the ground. One part of this vest, viz.

that on the left side, folds over the other, and is fasten-

ed to tbe right by four or five small gold or silver but-

tons, placed at a little distance from one another. Tbe Chi

sleeves are wide towards tbe shoulder, growing narrow- " ’

er as they approach the wrist, where they terminate in

tbe form of a horse shoe, covering the hands entirely,

and leaving nothing but the ends of tbe fingers to he
seen. Round their middle they wear a lar^ girdle

of silk, the ends of which hang down to their knees.

From this girdle is suspended a sheath containing^ a
knife and two of those small sticks which they use as

forks. Below this robe they wear a pair of dralrers,

in summer made of linen, and in winter of satin lined

with fur, sometimes of cotton, and in some of the

northern provinces of skins. These are sometimes co-

vered with another pair of white tafiety. Their shirts

are always very short and wide, of different kinds of

cloth, according to the season. Under these they wear
a silk net to prevent it from adhering to the skin. In
warm weather they have their necks always bare ;

when it is cold, they wear a collar made of silk and
sable, or fox*s skin, joined to their robe, which in win-

ter is trimmed with sheep skin, or quilted with silk and
cotton. That of people of quality is entirely lined

with beautiful sable skins brought from Tartary, or

with the finest fox’s skin, trimmed with sable
^ and in

the spring it is lined with ermine. Above their robe

they wear also a kmd of surtout with wide sleeves, but

very short, which is lined in tbe same manner. The
emperor and princes of the blood only have a right to

wear yellow ; certain mandarins have liberty to wear
satin of a red ground, hut only upon days of ceremony

:

in general they are clothed in black, blue, or violet.

The common people are allowed to wear no other co-

lours but blue or black ^ and their dress is always com-
posed of plain cotton cloth.

, 1

Formerly the Chinese were at great pains to pre- Chinei

serve their hair ^ but the Tartars, who subdued them, oblige

compelled them to cut off the greater part of it, and to

alter the form of their clothes after the Tartar fashion.

This revolution in dress was not effected without blood-

shed, though the conquerors at the same time adopted

in other respects the laws, manners, and customs of the

conquered people. Thus the Chinese are painted as

if bald, but they are not so naturally
^

that small por-

tion of hair which they preserve behind, or on the

tops of their heads, is all that is now allowed them.

This they wear very long, and plait like a tail. In

summer they wear a kind of cap shaped like an invert-

ed cone, lined with satin, and covered with ratan or

cane very prettily wrought. The top terminates in a
point, to which they fix a tuft of red hair, which

spreads over it, and covers it to the brim. This hair

grows between the legs of a kind of cow, and is ca-

pable of taking any coloar, especially a deep red. This

ornament is much used, and any person who chooses

may wear it.

Tbe mandarins and literati wear a cap of the same

form as the foregoing, only it is lined with red satin,

and covered on tbe outside with white. A large tuft

of the finest red silk is fixed over it, which is suffered

to hang down or wave with the wind. People of di-

stinction generally use the common cap when they

mount on horseback or during bad weather; being

better calculated to keep off rain, and shelter those

who wear it from tbe rays of the sun. For winter

they have another cap bordered wal) sable, ermine, or

fox’s
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Chtnt. pKmentoi btgs to be exeneed from sitting in such

an honourably seat, which nevertheless he accepts of

;

and all the rest of the goests do the same, otherwise the

ceremonial would be gone through with each of them*

The entertaiament is conduded by some theatrical re*

preseniatioBS, aecompanied with the music of the coun-

try $ which, however, would, give bnt little pleasure

to an European. Besides the guests, a certain num-
ber of people are admitted into the court in order to

behold these theatrical representations ; and even the

women are allowed to view them through a wicket,

contrived so that they may behold them without being

seen tbemsdves.

The entertainments of the Chinese are begun, not"

by eating, but by drinkings and the liquor they drink

must always be pure wine* The intendant, or mature

d*hoteij falling down on one knee, first invites the

guests to take a glass ^ on which each of them lays

bold with both hands of that which is placed before

him, raising it as high as the forehead, then bringing

it lower down than the table, and at last putting it to

his mouth : they all drink together, and very slowly,

taking three or four draughts* While they are drink-

ing, the dishes on each of the tables are removed, and
others brought in. Each of the gnests has twenty-

four set before him in succession
^

all of them fat, and
in the form of ragouts* They never use knives in their

repasts \ and two small pointed sticks, ornamented
with ivory or silver, serve them instead of forks. They
never begin to eat, however, until they are invited by
the fnaitre (Pkotel ; and the same cerenmny 'must be
gone tfarongh every time they are going to take a cup

of wine, or begia a new dish. Towards the middle

of the entertainment the soap is brought in, accom-
panied with small loaves or meat pies* These they

take up with their small sticks, steep them in the

soup, and eat them without waiting for any signal, or

being obliged to keep time with the rest of the guests.

The entertainment, however, continues in other re-

spects with the utmost formality until tea is brought

in ^ after which they retire from table and amuse
themselves in another ball, or in the garden, for a short

time, until the dessert be brought in. This, like the

entertaiament itself, consists of 24 dishes, which are

made up of sweetmeats, fruits differently prepared,

bams and salted ducks which have been baked or dried

in the son, with shell and other kinds of fish. The
same ceremonies which preceded the repast are now
renewed, and every one sits down at the same place

be occupied before* Larger cups are then brought

in, and the master invites the guests to drink more
freely*

These entertainments begin towards evening, and

never end till midnight* A small sum of money Is

given to the domestics
^
when every one of the guests

goes home in a chair preceded by several servants,

who carry large lanthorns of oiled paper, on which

are inscribed the quality, and sometimes the name,

of the master. Without such an attendance they

would be taken up by the guard ; and the day follow*

they never fail to retnm a card of thanks to the

officer*

Their method of drinking tea is not like that of

other nations* A small quantity of bobea, sufficient

to tinge the water and render it palatable (for they

drink no green), is taken In the morning, and thrown CIH

into a vessel adapted to the number in family. This

stands till milk-warm
^

in wbioh state it is kept the

whole day, and a cup drank now and then without

sugar or milk, in order to exhilarate the spirits when
exhausted by fatigue : and if a stranger call by accident,

or a visitor by appointment, the first thing presented,

ai^er the usual ceremonies of meeting, is a very small

pipe filled with tobacco of their own growth, and a cup

of the tea already mentioned, or of some fresh made
of better quality, together with sweetmeats, &c. Tea
if the daily beverage in China, and is drank by all

ranks of people.

Some change has been made in the ceremonial of

the Chinese by the Tartar conquest, and some new
dishes also introduced by the same means

)
and Jiere

M. Grosier observes, that the Tartars are much better

cooks than tlie Chinese. All their dishes are highly

seasoned > and by a variation in the proportions of

their spiceries, they are able to form a variety of dishes

out of the same materials. None of their viands,

however, are more esteemed than stags sinews, and the

nests of a particnlar species of birds, which have the

property of giving a most agreeable relish to what-

ever Is mixed with them. Other dishes are introdu-

ced at these repasts, which would be accounted very

disagreeable with us ^ such as the flesh of wild horses,

the paws of a bear,, and the feet of several wild

animals. The greater part of these provisions are

brought preserved in salt from Siam, Camboya, and

Tartary.

The wines of China have no resemblance to ottrschin

either in taste or quality, being procured from rice,winf

and not from the vine. A particular kind of rice is

employed for making them, and the ^ain is steep-

ed for 20 or 30 days in water, into which ingredients

of a difierent nature are successively thrown : they af-

terwards boil it I and as soon as it becomes dissolved

by the beat, it immediately ferments, and tlirowa

up a vaporous scum not unlike new wine. A very

pure liquor is found under this scum, which is drawn
off* and put into vessels well glazed : From the re-

maining leys an inflammable spirit is made, little in-

ferior, and sometimes even superior to the Euro-

pean. Another kind of wine is used by the Chinese,

or rather Tartars, called lamff wine. It is very strong,

and has a disagreeable smell ^ and the same may be

believed of a kind of spirit distilled from the flesh

of sheep ^
though this last is sometimes used by the

emperors.

These entertainments exceed the bounds of ordinary

repasts
^
the Chinese being naturally sober, and those

in easy circumstances living chiefly on pork } for which

reason a great number of hogs are bred in the country*

Their flesh is much easier of digestion, and more agree-

able to the taste than those of Europe. The Chinese

hams are in high estimation. The common people live

very poorly \ being satisfied, in time of scarcity, with

the flesh of dogs, horses, cats, and rats, which last are

sold publicly in the streets.

There are several public festivals annually celebrated Pel

in China. One is that already mentioned, in which

the emperor tills the ground with his own bands. This

is also celebrated on the same day throughout the em-
pire. In the morning the governor of every city comes

forth
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The emperor marches with still more magnificeQcey

V ' In proportion to his superior quality. The trumpets

used in this procession are about three feet long, eight

inches in diameter at the lower extremity, and pretty

much resembling a bell in shape : their sound is pecu-

liarly adapted to that of the drums. His cavalcade is

closed by 2000 mandarins of letters, and as many of

arms. Sometimes the great mandarins, as well as the

emperor, travel in barks ; their attendahce is then

somewhat different, but the magnificence almost the

same. The honours paid to a viceroy who has governed

a province with equity are exceedingly great on his

departure from it. He has scarcely left the capital of

the province when he findd on the highway, for the

space of two or three leagues, tables ranged at certain

distances, each of which is surrounded with a long

piece of silk that hangs down to the earth. On these

wax candles are placed even in the open day
:
perfumes

are burnt upon them ; and they are loaded with a pro-

fusion of victuals, and various kinds of fruit, while tea

and wine are prepared for him on others. The peo-

ple throw themselves on their knees as he passes, and

bow their heads even to the earth
^
some shed tears, or

pretend to do so ^ some present him with wine and sweet-

meats^ others frequently pull off his boots and give

him new ones. These boots, which he has perhaps

used only fqr a moment, are considered as a valuable

monument^ those first taken off are preserved in a
cage over the gate of the city

^ the rest are carefully

kept by bis friends.

liLAavuh Hitherto our author, M. Grosier, has seemed in-

dtspotiiion dined to give a favourable idea of the Chinese, and to
of the Chi- q$ look upon them as many degrees superior to

ourselves in the practice of virtue and morality } but

when he comes to give an account of their dealings in

X trade, he is then obliged to confess that they are as dis-

honest and knavish a race as any ^hkt exist. ** The most

frequented fairs of Europe (says he) afford but a faint

idea of that immense number of buyers and sellers with

which the large cities of China are continually crowd-

ed. We may almost say, that the one half are em-
ployed in over-reaching the other. It is, above all,

aj^inst strangers that the Chinese merchants exercise,

without any sense of shame, their insatiable rapacity.

Of ^his F. du Halde gives* a striking example, which

migfit be supported by many others : ^ The captain of

an English vessel bargained with a Chinese merchant

at Canton for several bales of silk, which the latter

was to provide against a certain time. When they

were ready, the captain went with his interpreter to the

house of the Chinese merchant to examine whether

they were sound and in good condition. On opening

the first bale, he found it according to his wish, but all

the rest were damaged and good for nothing. The cap-

tain on this fell into a great passion, and reproached

the merchant in the severest terms for his dishonesty.

The Chinese, after having heard him for some time,

with great coolness, replied, * Blame, ^r, your knave

of an interpreter : he assured me that you would not

inspect the bales.*

“ The lower class of people are, above all, very dex-

terous in counterfeiting and adulterating every thing

they sell. Sometimes you think you have bought a

capon, and you receive nothing but skin ; all the rest has

b.e^9 snooped out, an4 the place so ingeniously. fiUadi

that the deception cannot be discovered till the momen
you begin to eat it. Tlie counterfeit hams of Chim

have been often mentioned. They are made of a pieo

of wood cut in the form of a ham, and coated ove

with a certain kind of earth which is covered with hog'

skin. The whole is so' curiously painted and preparec

that a knife is necessary to detect the fraud. Mr Os

beck relates, that having one day observed a blind ma
carrying about for sale some of those *trees called b

the Chinese, Foket\ he purchased one, which to appeal

ance had fine double red and white flowers ; but 0

closer examination, he found that the flowers were takei

from another tree, and that one calyx was so neatly fit

ted into the other, with nails made of bamboo, that h

should scarcely have discovered the deceit had not tb

flowers begun to wither. The tree itself had buds, bu

not one open flower.
** The robbers in China signalize themselves also b

the dexterity and ingenuity which they display i

their profession. They seldom have recourse to acts c

violence, but introduce themselves into a house eithe

privately or by forming some connection with the fa

mily. It is as diflicnlt in China to avoid robbery as i

is to apprehend the criminal in the fact. If we ar

desirous of finding among the Chinese openness of tem
per, benevolence, friendship, and, lastly, virtue, we mus
not seek for it in cities, but iu the b^om of tbe coun

3, among that class of men who have devoted them
i^es to labour and agriculture. A Chinese rnsti

often discovers moral qualities which would add 1

lustre to the character of men of the most exaltei

rank. It appears that rural life naturally inspires sen

timents of benevolence ; by continually receiving thi

pfis of nature, the mind is enlarged, and men ar
insensibly accustomed to diffuse them to those aronu<

them.*

The Internal commerce of China is much greate

than that of all Europe ; but its foreign trade is h]

no means equal to that of any of the grand Eoropeai

powers. Its internal commerce is greatly facilitates

by tbe vast number of canals and rivers with whicl

the country is intersected. Tbe Chinese, however
are not at all fitted for maritime commerce : Fev
of their vessels go beyond the straits of Sunda ; tbei

longest voyages to Malacca extended only as far ai

Acbeen, towards the straits of Batavia, and north

wards to Japan.

Their commerce with tbe last mentioned island, con
sidering the article of exchange, which they procure a

Camboya or Siam, produces them cent, per cent. Tbeii

trade with the Manillas brings only about 50 per cent

Their profit is more considerable abont Batavia ^ an<

the Dutch spare no pains to invite them to traffic ai

their settlements. The Chinese traders go also, thoogi

not veiy frequently, tb Acheen, Malacca, Thor, Patan
and Ligof, belonging to Siam and Cochin-china } fron

whence they bring gold and tin, together with som<

objects of luxury for tbe table. A great obstacle U
the foreign commerce of the Chinese^ is their indiflPe

rence about maritime affairs, and the bad constructiot

of their vessels. This they themselves acknowledge

but say, that any attempt to remove it would be dero

gating from the laws,’ and > subverting the constitutior

of the empire.

The berying-pltces in China are always titnated at

a
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China, inen. The eldest son, clothed in a frock of canvaS|

> I-
^

if Imving his body bent and leaning on a stafl^ follows

near the coffin ; and behind hiai his brothers and ne-

phews, but none of them clothed in canvas. Then
come the relations and friends, all clad in moumiiig,

and followed by a great number of chairs covered with

white stuff, which contain the wives and female slaves

of the deceased. These make great show of sorrow
by their doleful cries ^ bnt M. Grosier observes, that,

in spite of all they can do, the lamentations of the

Chinese are so methodical, that an European would be

apt to conclude that they were the effects of art ra-

ther than the natural effusions of a mind agitated and

oppressed with grief. Wben they arrive at the bury-

ing place, the coffin is deposited in a tomb appropria-

ted for it, not far from which there are tables arran-

ged in different balls, and on which the assistants are

entertained with great splendour. The entmtainment

4s sometimes followed by fresh marks of homage to the

corpse I bnt these are often changed into thanlu to the

eldest son ^ who, however, answers only by signs. But
If the deceased was a grandee of the empire, a certain

aumber of bis relations never leave the tomb for a
tnonlfa or two. There they reside in apartments pur-

^Msely provided for them, and every day renew their

marks if gficf in company wkh the ^ildmn of the de-

ceased. The magnificence of these funeral cereme-

mes is proportioned to the wealth or dignity of the

deceased. That of one of the brothers of the em-
peror was attended by z6,ooo people, each of whom
bad a particular office assigned him relating to the

iti isoremony.
MooniiDg. Mourning continues in China for three years y and

during all this time they are obliged to abstain from

the use of flesh and wine } nor can they assist at any
entertMoment of cevemeny, er attend any public as-

sembly. At first they are not even permitted to ge

abroad ; and when thev do so they are carried in a

chair covered wHh a white doth. Ssmetwnes the filial

piety of the Chinese is carried to such a leogtlh that

the^ preserve the bodies of their deceased f^ers in

their booses for three or fsur years ^ and those who do

so impose also upon themselves a great number of other

duties, nstag no other seat duriag the day hot a slod

covered with white serge, and no other bed but a pbm
12% mat made of reeds, whieb is placed near the coffin.

Divenioni Aco<trding to M* Grosier, the only dhrersions of the
of haating Chinese are those of bunting and fishing, dancing net
and fishing, practised, and gaming fiirbidden by law. Fish-

tog is considered by them rather as an object of com-

merce and industry than amusement. They catch fish

by various methods ;
using nets in their great fisher-

ies, bnt lines in the private. In certain prorincss also

they use a certain kind of bird, whose plumage greatly

resembles that of a raven, but with a much longer bill,

very sharp and hooked. This method of fishuig is

practised in boats, of which great nnmbert may be

seen on the river about snn-risifig, with the fishing-

birds perched on their prows. These birds are taught

to catch fish almost in the same manner that dogs pur-

sue game. The fishermen, after makiog several toms
with their beats, heat the water strongly with one of

their oars. This serves as a signal to the birds, who^

instantly plunge into the water, and diviiig, swallow

as many smfiU fishes as they caoi r^airing immediately

2

aftemno^ to the boat, and carrying a large one by the ^
middle in their bill. The small ones are prevented Wii^

from passing into the stomach by a ring placed on pur-

pose to cenfioe its gullet : and thus the fisherman by
streaking its neck with the bead dowawards, makes
the bird disgorge all those small fish it has swallowed.

'When they have done fishing, the rings are taken off,

and the birds allowed to feed. When the fish happene
to be too large for a single bird, the others have saga-

city enough to assist it f one taking it the tail, an-

other by the bead, &c. and thus they transport it to

their master.

Another method of fishing, practised only in China,

is aSs follows: They nail a board ahoot two feet in

breadth, which is covered with a white thtaing kind of

varnish, upon the edges of a long narrow boat, from
one end to the other. This board is pkoed in sndi a
manner as to slope almost imperceptibly to the water.

It is need only in the night-time, and is always tomed
towards the moon, that the reflection of light from tbo .

luminary may increase the splendour of the vanritk

The fish in sporting, often mistake this varnished hoard

for water} and end^voaring to throw themstlves into

it, fall into the boat.

The soldiers have a partknlar metfiod of fishinr

with a bow and arrow } the latter of which is fijmd

to the bow by a string, both to prevent it from being

kst, and to enable them to draw out the fish wb»»
the arrow has pierced } others make use of tridents

to catch large fish which are sometimes fraud in the

mud.
Besides these diversions the Chinese have some stfoU-

ing players, hat no regular theatres
} they have like-

wise musiciaot and tingerv, but no operas^ or indeed any
public snectarie worthy of notice.

The lan^age of the Chinefe is not only very an- of
cient, but, ui M. Grosier^ opinion, is still sj^en as In lese li

the most early a^es witboot any variation. His rea- gvage.

sons for this opinion are, i. We do not perceive in his-

tory, nor even in the meet faboloas tradkions, a single

fact tending to occasion any doubt of tbe langnage

spoken by the ancient Chinese being different firota

that used at present. 2. China has never changed its

inhabitants} and if revelutiens have oceasion^ any
mixture of new languages, it af^ars that tbe aaoieaf

laogaage has always been predominant, and that the

new settlers have learned and spoken it, as the MaiiM

chew Tartars after their conquest. 5. The most i»-

telligent and discemhig of the litemti agvee, thot riin

fiiot chapters of the Ckou-krng were written under the

reign of Yao, 2300 years before Christ
} and in thesn

several speeches of the first emperors am minted wovd
for word } and it b not probable that the language of
these princes was different from that of the historiaiK

4. A compliment paid to Tao by one of bb snbjoets,

with the answer of that prince, are still preserved, an
well as two songs composed under tbe same reigns

5« The most ancient inseriprions in Chinn are all is

the language spoken dirooghout the empire at thin

day. 6. The Chinese have borrowed ncafaing frnnr

other natbne } and their attachment to their own. cus-

toms, and to antiquity, must undoubtedly be very on-

favourable to any innovation. Tbe lanniago sj^sn
bv (be vulgar, indeed, must have undergone somn
ehaagos } but these may be amooiited trivini, nffieoling

only
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Ch!nn. ^eclioe. They pretend indeed, but without adducing

' any eati^factory proof of its truth, that the monouienU
of literature were destroyed by the tyrant 8be-wbang«
te, 200 years before the Christian era, that succeeding

generations might consider him as the first civilized

emperor who had swayed the sceptre over that exten-

sive country* The chief works at present among them
which are most valued, studied, and least understood,

.
are the five classics collected by their favourite Cong-
foo-tse, 450 years B. C. and which it seems bad the good
fortune to escape the unlettered fury of She-wbang-te*

These classics are enumerated by Mr Barrow in the.

following order*

I* ShoQ-king* A collection of records and annals of

various princes, commencing more than 2000 years

B* C*

2* Shee^king. Odes, sonnets, and maxims ; most of

them so abundant in metaphor, and so obscure, that

much of the sense is to be made out by the transla-

tor*

3* Te»king. The perfect and the broken lines of

Fo-shee ^ the most ancient relick in China, and perhaps

tlie first attempt at written language: now perfectly

incomprehensible,

4. Chung-choo. Spring and autumn* The history

of some of the kings of Loo : the work principally of

Cong-foo-tse,

Lee-kte. Ceremonies and moral duties, a compi-
latiou of Cong-foo-tse.

Without a complete change of the Chinese lan^age,
and a more extensive and friendly intercourse with fo-

IIS
Oftheir

poetry.

tain only a certain number of words; all of wUch c|||,

must be ranged according to the rules of quantity, and ^
terminate in rhyme* The number of verses in a strophe

is not determined ; but they must be uniform, and pre-

sent the same distribution of rhymes* The small num-
ber of poetical expressions contained in the Chinese

language has rendered it necessary to extend the poeti-

cal liceuce to a great length in this respecL The Chi-

nese poets are allowed to employ a blank verse in eve-

ry four* They are acquainted with most kinds of poe-

try in use among us. They have stanzas, odes, ele-

gies, idyls, eclogues, epigrams, satires, and even bouU
runes* The common people have also ballads and
songs peculiar to themselves. Some of the most distin-

guished of the literati have even thought it, of impor-
tance enough to turn the most celebrated maxims of
morality, with the rules of civility, into verse* Their
poet^ IS seldom disgraced by any kind of obscenity ;

and indeed any such thing would be severely punished
by government* That severe attention with which
every thing tending to corrupt the morals is watched
in China, prohibits not only poems of this kind, but
likewise romances of all sorts. The police, however,
permits such novels as have a useful tendency, and in

which nothing is introduced prejudicial to sound mora-
lity. Every author who writes against government is

punished with death, as well as all those who have
had any band in the printing or distribution of his

works,
^ ^The arts of making paper and printing have been chiiw^

long known among the Chinese. That kind of paper paper.

Chinete
writiag.

reign nations, it is not at all probable that that peo^ vnow in use was first manufactured about X05 years be*

pie will ever rank high for tbeir knowledge of litera* fore die Christian era. Before that period they used
cloth, and various kinds of silk stuff, instead of paper ;
and to this day they still preserve a custom of writing
the praises of the dead upon large pieces of silk, which
are suspended on one side of the coffin, and carried in
funeral processions; and of ornamenting their apart-
ments with maxims and moral sentences written in the
same manner. In ages still more early, they wxute
with a kind of.^tyle upon pieces of bamboo, or even
upon plates of metal. The first paper was invented
by a mandarin. He took the bark of trees, hemp, and
bid pieces of silk-stuff, boiling them together until they
were reduced to a kind of paste, of which he formed
his paper; which by degrees was brought to perfect
tion, and the art of whitening and giving it a lustre
found out* A great Dumber of differeut substances
are now used in this empire for making paper ; such
as the bamboo reed, the cotton shrub, the bark of the
plant called kou-chu, and of the mulberry tree

; hemp,
the straw of wheat and rice, parchment, the cods of
the silk-worm, and several other substances unknown
in Europe* In this manufactnre the bark of trees and
shrubs is used, and the woody .substance of the bamboo
and cotton tree, after it has been macerated and redu-
ced to a thin paste. Most of the Chinese paper, how-
ever, is attended with the disadvantage of being very
susceptible of moisture, readily attracts the dust, and
worms insensibly get into it : to prevent which incon^
veniences, it is necessary to beat the books often, and
expose them to the sun. That made of cotton is the
prettiest, and most used of any. All of them, how-
ever, are much softer and smoother than ours ; which
is absoluUly necenary for their method of writing with

ture.

There are five kinds of writing mentioned by the

Chinese literati
; the roost modem of which is a me-

thod of tracing out the characters with a pencil. This
js difficult, and requires much experience ; at any rate

it disfigures the characters greatly, and is therefore

only used in the prescriptions of physicians, prefaces to

books, and inscriptions of fancy. The tracing of cha-

racters with neatness and accuracy, however, as we
have already had occasion to observe, is greatly admi-
red in China. They are often preferred to the most
elegant painting

; and some will give a most exorbitant

price for a page of an old book, if it happens to Be
neatly written. They pay particular attention to well

formed characters even in the most common books;
and if any of the leaves happen to fall off, will replacq

them with the greatest attention. To apply them to

any vile purpose, tread them under foot, Sec. would be
reckoned an unpardonable violation of decency and
politeness

; nay, it often happens, that workmen, such
as masons and joiners, dare not tear a printed leaf of
paper fixed to the wall.

Xhinctuation was not formerly used in China, nor are

points as yet employed in works of an elevated style,

or such as are to 1^ presented to the emperor. Poe-
try is seldomf an object of attention, though the taste

for it seems to be pretty general in China. Their ver-

sification has its rules, and is no less difficult than that

of other nations. Only the most harmonious, energe-

tic, and picturesque words, are to be employed, and
they most always be used in the same sense in which
they were used by the ancients. Each verse can coo-

3
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China. parUcuIftr ase of two kinds^^ ooe tpuan-tUf a
w kind of gatin much stronger^ but wbLeb has lego liistref

than that of Kuropej the other a kind of taAFety, of

which they make drawers and linings. It is woven
exceedingly close, and is yet so pliable that it may be
rumpled and rubbed between the hands without any
crease ^ and even when washed like cotton-cloth, it

loses very little of its lustre. They manufacture also

a kind of gold brocades, but of such a slight nature,,

that they cannot be worn in clotlies : they are fabrica-

ted by wrapping fine slips of gilt paper round the

threads of silk.

Porcelain. Porcelain is another great branch of Chinese manu-
facture, and employs a vast number of workmen. The
finest is made in a village called King-te^Ching in the

province of Kiang-su Manufactories have also been

erected in the provinces of Fo-kien and Canton, but

their produce is not esteemed : and one which the em-
peror caused to be erected at Peking, in order to bo
under bis own inspection, miscarried entirely.

The Chinese divide their porcelain into several clas-

ses, according to its different degrees of fineness and
beauty. The whole of the first is reserved for the use

of the emperor, so that none of it ever comes into the

hands of other persons, unless it happen to be cracked

or otherwise dapisged in such a manner as to be un-

worthy of being presented to the sovereign. Among
that sent to the emperor, however, there is some por-

celain of an inferior quality, which be disposes of in

presents. There is some doubt, therefore, whether any
of the finest Chinese porcelain was ever seen in Europe.

Some value, however, is now put upon the European
13

1
porcelain by the Chinese themselves.

ancient in China, though

xiatita.
* appear that great value was ever put upon

this kind of ware, the art of manufacturing it having

l>een frequently lost and revived again in this empire.

They greatly admire the workmanship of the Euro-
pean crystal, but prefer their own porcelain, which
stands hot liquors, and is much less liable to be broken.

The little estimation in which this substance yiM held,

is even mentioned by their own writers in speaking of

the false pearls, mirrors, and other toys which were
made in former ages. The remembrance of a very

large glass veesel, however, which was made in 627, is

still preserved ^ and of which it was said that a mule
could as easily enter it as a gnat could enter a pitcher.

In order to transport this monstrous vessel from the

place where it was manufactured to the emperor^s pa-

lace, it was necessary to inclose it in a net, the four

corners of which were fixed to four carriages* The
same indifierence with regard to glass is still entertain-

ed by the present emperors \ however, a glass-house is

established at Peking, where a number of vases and
other works are made

; and these are so roach the more
difficult in the execution, as none of them are blown.

This manufactory, as well as many others, is consider-

ed only as an appendage of the court, destined for the

132 purposes of pomp and magnificence.

lledicioe. It seems evident that roedkine must have been one

of the earliest studies to which mankind turned their

attention, at least when they had attained to some de-

gree of civilization. It is the common lot of humanity

to be born to trouble as the sparks fiy upward, and tbere^

fore an assiduous application totbestudy oftbm dasoasos.

J CHI
to which man if subject^ either with; a view to effect Or chin
radical cure, or even to mitigate the virulence of their Wrv"
symptoms, most havo secured to such characters the
esteem and adnolration of the world. Even savagea
have discovered respect for such of their own nation as

could remove obstructioos, heal bruises, or administer

relief to the misef*able in any shape whatever. The
Chinese in this respect are perfectly unique, and seenit

to differ from every nation under heaven in their no-

tions of medicine. They have no public seminariea

where the healing art may be taught, because they

do not consider the knowledge of any branch of

medicine as in the smallest degree necessary. Th#
very best performances of this nature to be met with

in China, are little more than mere enumeratlont

of the names and supposed qualities of different plants^

—a sufficient stock of knowledge for constituting a
Chinese physician. In a country where the people are

80 credulous, and the medical art at such a low ebb, it

.would be a singular circumstance to find no quacks.

In every city, therefore, of this vast empire, multi-

tudes are to be met with continually vending nostrums,

as pretended specifics for some disease or other, and the

easy credulity of the people affords them a comfortable

subsistence.

Were the Chinese perpetual strangers to every spe-

cies of disease, it would enable us to account for their

unnatural apathy or indifference about the study of

physic ^
but it will remain an inexplicable paradox,

when we are assured upon undoubted authority, thal

they are subject to a multiplicity of distempers. The
smallpox, ophthalmia, contagious fevers, sometimes
the venereal or Canton nicer, as it is denominated by
themselves, are a few of the maladies incident to the

Chinese, which might constitute a powerful stimulus,

one would imagine, to the study of physic, with unre-

mitting assiduity, which it is certain they do not, as

appears from the subsequent assertion of Dr Gregory.
** In the greatest, nnntt ancient, and roost civilized

empire on the face of the earth, an empire that was
great, populous, and highly civilized 2000 years ago,

when this country was as savage as New Zealand is at

present, no such good medical aid can be obtained a-

mong the people of it, as a smart boy of 16, who had
been but 1 2 months apprentice to a good and well em-
ployed Edinburgh surgeon, might reasonably be expect-

ed to afford.^’ This gives us a melancholy picture of

the state of medicine in China, which, however, is

confirmed by the united testimony of Sir George
Staunton and Mr Barrow.

The people of China are said to be in the possession

of a method for ascertaining whether a mao has been
murdered, or committed an act of suicide, of the pro-,

bability of which our readers will be able to judge
from the following process. The body to be examin-
ed is washed with vinegar. A large fire is kindled in

a. pit dug for the purpose, six feet long, three wide,

and the same in depth. The fire receives new acces-

sion of fuel till the pit acquires the temperature of a
heated oven, when the whole of the remaining fuel is

taken out, and a large quantity of wine is poured into

the pit. The body is then placed at full length on
osier twigs over tlie mouth of it, and covered with a
cloth for two hours, that the steam of the wine may
act UfOQ the body in all directions. The Chinese, U

is
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Chhift of Chinm there are bells for markiag the hoars and
^1 > watches of the night* They generally divide the

night into five watches, beginning at seven or eight

in the evening. On the commencement of the first

they give one stroke, which is repeated a moment af-

ter \ and thus they continue for two hours till the be-

ginning of the second : they then give two strokes,

which are repeated at equal intervals till the beginning

of the third watch ^ and thus they proceed to the fourth

and fifth, always increasing the number of the strokes.

For the same purpose also they use enormous drums,

tvhich they beat in a similar manner. F. Magaillans

mentions one at Peking upwards of 40 feet in circum-

ference.

The instrument called /itirVn, which is made of baked

earth, is highly esteemed by the Chinese on account of

its antiquity. It is distinguished into two kinds, the

great and small ^ the former being of the size of a

gooseys egg ^
the latter of that of a hen^s. It has six

boles for the notes, and a seventh for the mouth.

The kin and tche have been known from the re-

motest antiquity. The kin has seven strings made of

silk, and is distinguished into three kinds, differing

only in size. * The body is formed of a kind of wood

varnished black, and its whole length is about five feet

five inches. The tcke is about nine feet in length, has

25 strings, and is divided into 25 kinds. F. Amiot
assures us, that we have no instrument in Europe which

deserves to be preferred to it.

The instruments which emit the sound of wood are

the tchou^ the yi#, and the ichoung-ionm The first is

shaped like a bushel, and is beat on the inside with a

hammer ^
the second, which represents a tyger squat-

ting, is made to sound by scraping its back gently

with a rod \ the third is a collection of twelve pieces of

boards tied together, which are used for beating time,

by holding them in the right hand, and knocking them

gently against the palm of the left.

Many instruments are constructed of the bamboo.

These consist of pipes joined together, or separate, and

pierced with more or fewer holes. The principal of

all these wind instruments is the cheng^ which emits the

sound of a gourd. This is formed by cntting off the

neck of a gourd, and reserving only the lower part.

To this a cover is fitted, having as many boles as are

equal to the number of sounds required. In each of

these holes a pipe made of bamboo is fixed, and shorter

or longer according to the tone intended. The mouth

of the instrument is formed of another pipe shaped like

the neck of a goose } which is fixed to the gourd on one

side V sod serves to convey the air to all the pipes it

contains. The ancient cheng varied in the number of

their pipes \ those used at present have only 13.

Chinete
painting of the Chinese is undoubtedly inferior

paintiop. the Europeans, though we are not by any

means to judge of the abilities of the painters of this

empire by the performances which are brought to

Europe. M. Grosier remarks, that the works of the

’ eminent Chinese painters are never brought to Can-

ton, because they cannot find pnrehasers among the

European merchants. The latter delight only in oh*

scene pictures, which are not permitted by government,

nor indeed will any artist of character execute them,

though they prevail upon some of the inferior daubers

to gratify them in this respect. It seems, however,

to be universally agreed, that the Chinese have 00 no- cUim
tion of correctness or perspective, and little knowledge *v"
of the proportions of the human body, though it can-

not be denied that they excel in painting flowers and
animals. In these they pride themselves in a scrupu-

lously exact imitation of nature, insomuch that it is no
uncommon thing to hear a painter ask bis pupil how
many scales there are between the bead and tail of a
carp.

Fainting was formerly much esteemed in China, but

has now fallen into disrepute on account of its political

inutility. The cabinets and galleries of the emperor,

however, are filled with European paintings, and the

celebrated artists Castiglioni and Attlrct were both enw
ployed

•f
but their offer of erecting a school of painting

was rejected, lest they should by this means revive the

taste for that art which it bad been formerly thought

prudent to suppress.

Painting in fresco was known in China long before

the Christian era i and, like the Grecians, the Chinese

boast much of their celebrated painters of antiquity.

Thus we are told of a door painted by Fan-bien, which

was so perfect an imitation, diat the people who enter-

ed the temple where it was, attempted to go out by it,

unless prevented by those who had seen it before.

The present emperor has in his park an European vil-

lage painted in fresco, which produced the most agree-

able deception. The remaining part of the wall re-

presents a landscape and little hills, which are so happi-

ly blended with the distant mountains, that nothing caa

be conceived more agreeable. This was the produc-

tion of Chinese painters, and executed from designs

sketched out for them.

After this account of the state of painting in China,

chiefly on the authority of M. GrOsier, we beg leave

to remark, upon the authority of more recent, and seem-

ingly more competent as well as more inquisitive ob-

servers, that painting in China is at a low ebb, which

made a certain artist once exclaim, ** These Chinese

are fit for nothing but weighing silver, and eating

rice.^' They can copy with tolerable exactness what
is laid before them, but so deficient are they in respect

to a judicious alternation of light and shade ^ and there-

fore without discovering a sinde symptom of taste, beau-

ties and defects are alike lavishly imitated. Their

supposed excellence in drawing flowers, birds, and in-

sects to the life, is roost remarkable in the city of Can-

ton > from which Mr Barrow conjectures that they ac-

quire their eminence by copying the prodnetions of

Europe, occasionally sent over to he transferred to the

porcelain designed for exportation. 13^
Engraving in three, four, or five colours, is very an- Engra^

cient among the Chinese, and was known in this em-
pire long before its discovery in Europe. ,38

Sculpture is very little known in this empire ^ nor Scalpu

is there a single statue in any of the squares or publio

edifices of Peking, not even in the emperor’s palace.

The only real statues to be met with in the empire are

those which, for the sake of ceremonious distinction,

are used to ornament the avenues leading to the tombs

of princes and men of great rank \ or those that are

placed near the emperor’s coflEln, and that of his sons

and daughters, in the interior part of the vault, wbere-

their remains are deposited.. i3p

The Chinese architecture is entirely different from Arohiu

tbat^««-
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rliinn. disorders. With this view it was made use of for some
Root time ;

but has long since given place to more powerful

U medicines.
Chionc.

CmsA-fTare, See Porcelain.
CHINCA, a sea-port town in Peru in South Ame-

rica, situated in an extensive valley of the same name,

in W. Long. 76. o. S. Lat. 13. o.

CHINCOUGH, a convulsive kind of cough to

which children are generally subject. See Medicine
Index.

CHINESE, in general, denotes any thing belong-

ing to China or its inhabitants.

Chinese Swanpan. Sec Abacus.
CHINKAPIN. See Fagus, Botany Index.

CHINNOR, a musical instrument among the He-
brews, consisting of 32 chords. Kircher has given a

figure of it, which is copied on Plate CXLV.
CHINON, an ancient town of Tourrain in France,

remarkable for the death of Henry II. king of Eng-
land, and for the birth of the famous Rabelais. It is

seated on the river Vienne, in the department of Indre

and Loire. £. Long. 0. 18. N. Lat. 47. 2.

CHIO, or Chios, an Asiatic island lying near the

coast of Natolia, opposite to the peninsula of Ionia.

It was known to the ancients by the name of Ethalia,

Macris, Pithyusa, &c. as well as that of Chios. Ac-
cording to Herodotus, the island of Chios was peopled

originally from Ionia. It was at first governed by

kings f 'but afterwards the government assumed are-

publican form, which by the direction of Isocrates

was modelled afrer that of Athens. They were, how-

ever, soon enslaved by tyrants, and afterwards conquer-

ed by Cyrus king of Persia. They joined the other

Grecians in the Ionian revolt } but were shamefully

abandoned by the Samians, Lesbians, and others of their

allies: so that they were again reduced under the yoke

of the Persians, who treated them with the utmost se-

verity. They continued subject to them till the battle

ofMycale, when they were restored to their ancient

liberty: this they enjoyed till the downfal of the Per-

sian empire, when they became subject to the Macedo-
nian princes. In the time of the emperor Vespasian

the island was reduced to the form of a Roman pro-

vince
\
but the inhabitants were allowed to live accord-

ing to their own laws under the superintendence of a

praetor. It is now subject to the Turks, and is called

Scio. See that article.

CHICOCCA. See Botany Index.

CHIONANTHUS, the Snow-drop or Fringe-
tree. See Botany Index.

CHIONE, in fabulous history, was daughter of

Baedalion, of whom Apollo and Mercury became en-

amoured. To enjoy her company, Mercury lulled

her to sleep with his caduceus 5 and Apollo, in the

night under the form of an old woman, obtained

the same favours as Mercuij. From this embrace

Chione became mother of Philammon and Autoly-

cus ; the former of whom, as being son of Apollo,

became an excellent musician ; and the latter was
equally notorious for his robberies, of which his father

Mercury was the patron. Chione grew so proud of

her commerce with the gods, that she even preferred

her beauty to that of Jiino ; for which impiety she was

killed by the goddess and changed into a hawk.-^

Another of the same name was daughter of Boreas and

Orlthia, who had Eumolpus by Neptune. She threw |^[
her son into the sea

\
but he was preserved by his fa-

|

ther. Chip

CHIOS. See Chio and Scio.
'

CHIOURLIC, an ancient town of Turkey in Eu-
rope, and in Romania, with a see of a Greek bishop.

It is seated on a river of the same name, in £. Long^
7. 47. N. Lat. 41. 18.

CHIOZZO, an ancient and handsome town of Italy

in the Venetian territories of Austria, and in a smaii

island, near the Lagunes, with a podesta, a bisbop^s

see, and a harbour defended by a fort* £. Long. 12.

23. N. Lat. 45. 17.

CHIPPENHAM, a town of Wiltshire, seated on
the river Avon, containing 3410 inhabitants in 1811.
It has a handsome stone bridge over the river, consisting

of 21 arches ; and sends two members tb parliament.

There is here a manufacture ofthe best superfine woollen
cloth in England. W. Long. 2. 12. N. Lat. 51. 25.
CHIPPING, a phrase used by the potters and

china men to express that common accident both of
our own stone and earthen ware^ and the porcelain of
China, the flying off of small pieces, or breaking at

the edges. Our earthen wares are particularly subject

to this, and are always spoiled by it before any other

flaw appears in them. Our stone wares escape it bet-

ter than these
\ but not so well as the porcelain of

China, which is less subject to it than any other manu-
facture in the world. The method by which the Chi-
nese defend their ware from this accident, is this :

They carefully burn some small bamboo canes to a sort

of charcoal, which is very light, and very black •j this

they reduce to a fine powder, and then mix it into a
thin paste, with some of the varnish which they use

for their ware ; they next take the vessels when dried,

and not yet baked, to the wheel ; and turning them
softly round, they, with a pencil dipt in this paste,

cover the whole circumference with a thin coat of it ^

after this, the vessel is again dried ^ and the border
made with this paste appears of a pale grayish colour

when it is thoroughly dry. They work on it after-

wards in the common way, covering both this edge
and the rest of the vessel with the common varni^.
When the whole is baked on, the colour given by the

ashes disappears, and the edges are as white as a^
other part ; only when the baking has not been sum-
cient, or the edges have not been covered with the se-

cond varnishing, we sometimes find a dusky edge, as

in some of the ordinary thick tea-cups. It may be
a great advantage to our English manufacturers to at-

tempt something of ' this kind. The willow is known
to make a very light and black charcoal : but the el-

der, though a thing seldom used, greatly exceeds it.

The young green shoots of this shrub, which are al-

most all pith, make the lightest and the blackest of all

charcoal •y this readily mixes with any liquid, and might
be easily used in the same way that the Chinese usa

the charcoal of the bamboo cane, which is a Hgbt
hollow vegetable, more resembling the elder shoots

than any other English plant. It is no wonder that

the fixed salt and oil contained in this charcoal should

be able to penetrate the yet raw edges of the ware,
and to give them in the subsequent baking a somewhat
different degree of vitrification from the other parts

of the vessel which, though, if given to the whole.
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qUran tUa on the diseases incident Is horses and other qua*

-H — tliupedsy the lexicographer even pretends,

.
that it is from ibis work the Centaur derived his name.~

^ Fahricius gives a list of the works attributed to Chi-
ron, and discusses the claims which have been made for

others to the same writings : and in vol. xiii. he gives

him a distinguished place in bis catalogue of ancient

physicians.

CHIRONIA. Sec Botany Index.
CHIRONOMY, in antiquity, the art of represent-

ing any past transaction by the gestures of the body,
more especially by the motions of the hands : this

made a part of liberal education ^ it had the approba-
tion of Socrates, and was ranked by Plato among the

political virtues.

CHIROTONY, among ecclesiastical writers, de-

notes the imposition of hands used in conferring priest-

ly orders. However, it is proper to remark, that

chirotony originally was a method of electing magis-
trates, by holding up the hands.

CHIRURGEON, or Surgeon. See Surgeon.
CHIRURGERY. See Surgery.
CHISLEY-land, in Agriculture^ a soil of a middle

nature between sandy and clayey land, with a large ad-
mixture of pebbles.

CHISON, Kison, or Kisson, (Judges iv. and v.)

a river of Galilee
j
said to rise in Mount Tabor, to run

by the town of Naim, and to fall into the Mediterra-
nean between Mount Carmel and Ptolemais, (x Kings
xviii. 40.).

CH1S8EL, or Chisel, an instrument much used in

scnlpture, masonry, joinery, carpentry, &c.
These are cbissels of different kinds

\
though their

chief difference lies in their different size and strength,
as being all made of steel well sharpened and tempered

:

hot they have different names, according to the differ-

ent uses to which they are applied. The chissels used
in carpeutiy and joinery are, x. The former

^ which
is used first of all before the parting chissel, and just
after the work is scribed. 2. The paring chissel

;

which has a fine smooth edge, and is used to pare off

er smooth the irregularities which the former makes.
This is not struck with a mallet as the former is, but
is pressed with the shoulder of the workman. 3. Skew-
former : this is used for cleansing acute a^les with the
point or comer of its narrow edge. 4. The mortise-
chissel j which is narrow, but very thick and strong,

to endure hard blows, and it is cut to a very broad
basil. Its use is to cut deep square boles in the wood
for mortises. 5. The gouge, which is a chissel with
a round edge ; one side whereof serves to prepare the
way for an augre, and the other to cut such wood as
is to be rounded, hollowed, &c. 6. Socket-cbissels,

which are chiefly used by carpenters, &c. have their
ehank made with a hollow socket at top

\ to receive a
strong wooden sprig, fitted into it with a shoulder.
These cJiisseU are distinguished, according to the
breadth of the blade, into half-inch chissels, three
quarters of an inch chissels, &c. 7. Ripping chissels

5

which is a socket chissel of an inch broad, having a
blunt edge, with no basil to it. Its use is to rip or tear
two pieces of wood asunder, by forcing in the blunt
edge between them.

CHITON, in Zoology^ a genus of the order of ver-

mes testaceae. The name chiton is from hrica^

3

a coat of mail. The shell is plated, and consists of nut- chiten
ny parts lying upon each other transversely : the inha- g
bitaut is a species of the Doris. See Concholoct Chivalr]

Index. »

CHITTIM, in Ancient Geqgrqpdy, according to

Le Clerc, Calmet, and.otbers, was the same with Ma-
cedonia, peopled by Kittim the son of Javan and grand-

son of Noah.
CHIITRICK’S MEDICINE FOR THE STONE. This

medicine was some years ago kept as a secret, and bad
great reputation as a lithontriptic, which indeed it

seems in many cases to deserve. It was discovered by
Dr Blackrie to be no more than soap-lye \ and the

following receipt for using it was procured by General
Dunbar :

** Take one tea-spoonful of the strongest

soap-lye, mixed' in two table-spoonfuls of sweet n^k,
an hour before breakfast, and at going to bed. Be-
fore you take the medicine, take a sup of pure milk,

and immediately after you have swaOowed the medicine

take another. If you find this agrees with you for

two or three days, you may add half as much more to

the dose.**
,

CHIVALRY, (from cheval^ **a horse**) j an ab-Dsfinitioi

stract term, used to express the peculiar privileges, ob-

ligations, and turn of mind, with all the other distin-

guishing characteristics of that order of men who flou-

rished in Europe in the dark ages, during the vigour

of the feudal systems of government, under the name
of Knights or Knights Errant. ^
To ascertain the period at which the order sprung Difficulty

up, and the circumstances to which its origin was ow- tfacing

ing, is no easy task. In the history of society, such

a multiplicity of collateral facts appear interwoven,

together, and causes and effects run into each other

by a gradation so imperceptible, that it is exceedingly

diflicdt, even for the nicest eye, to discern causes

from their immediate effects, or to distinguish to

which among a number of collateral ciscumstances the

origin of any particular event is to be referred. The
age to which we most look for the origin of chivalry

was singularly rude and illiterate. Even the principal

events of that period, emigrations, wars, and the esta-

blishment of systems of laws and forms of government,

have been but imperfectly, and in many instances un-

fisitbfully, recorded. But the transactions which took

place in the ordinary course of civil and domestic life,

and which, though less striking, most have always pre-

pared the way for the more remarkable events, have
been generally thought" unworthy of transmission to

posterity, and have very seldom found a historian.

Add to these diffitulties which oppose our researches

on this subject, that the nations of Europe were in

that aTO a mixed multitude, consisting of^the abori-

ginal mhabitants, who, though either subdued by the

Roman arms, or at least compelled to retire to the

woods and mountains, still obstinately retained their

primitive manners and customs 5 Roman colonies, and
such of the original inhabitants of the couotiies in which
these were established, as had yielded not nnly to the

arms of the Romans, but also to the influence of their

laws, arts, and manners \ and the barbarians, who pro- ,

ceeding from the northern regions of Asia and Europe,
the wilds of Scythia and Germany, dissolved the fabric

of the Roman empiiWf and made themselves lords of
Europe. Amid tto confusion of nations, institutions,

and
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^*7f rnapcited to the heroic a^M. Achilles was

' at once the most relentless, vindictive, ImpUcahle, and
the friendliest of men. We have the very same repre-

jKotation in the Gothic romances. As m those law-

less times, dangers and distresses of all kinds abounded,

there would be the same demand for compassion, gen-

tleness, and generous attachment to the unfortunate,

those especiallj of their own clan, as of resentment,

rage, and animosity against their enemies*

7* Again, the martial games celebrated in ancient

Greece, on great and solemn occasions, bad the same
origin and the same purpose as the tournaments of the

Gothic warriors.

8. Lastly, the passion for adventures so natural in

thhir situation, would be as naturally attended with

the love of praise and glory* Hence the same encou-

ragement, in the old Greek and Gothic times, to pa-

negyrists and poets. In the affairs of religion and
gallantry, indeed, the resemblance between the hero

and the knight is not so striking. But the religious

character of the knight was an accident of the times,

and no proper effect of bis civil condition. And that

his devotion for the fair sex should so far surpass that of

the hero, is a confirmation of the system here advanced.

For the consideration bad of the females in the feudal

constitution, will of itself account for this deference,

l^t made them capable of succeeding to fiefs, as well

as the men. And does not one instantly perceive what

respect and dependence thb privilege would draw upon

them ?

It was of great consequence who should obtain the

favour of a rich heiress. And though, in the strict

feudal times, she was supposed to he in the power and

at the disposal of her superior lord, yet this rigid state

of things did not last long. Hence we find some di-

stressed damsel was the spring and mover of every

knight^s adventure. She was to be rescued by his

arms, or won by the fame and admiration of his

prowess. The plain meaning of all which was this

:

That as, in these turbulent times, a protector was neces-

sary to the weakness of the sex, so the courteous and
alorous knight was to approve himself fully qualified

for that purpose.

It may be observed, that the two poems of Homer
were intended to expose the mischiefs and inconve-

niences arising from the political state of Old Greece }

the //rW, the dissensions that naturally spring up a*

mong independent chiefs ^ and the Odyssey^ the inso-

lence of their greater subjects, more especially when
niirestrained by the presenet of their sovereign. And
can any thing more exactly resemble the condition of

the feudal times, when, on occasion of any great en-

terprise, as that of the crusades, the designs of the

confederate Christian states were perpetually frustra-

ted, or interrupted at least, by the dissensions of their

leaders \
and their affairs at home, as perpetually dis-

ordered by the rebellious usurpations of their greater

vassals ? Jerusalem was to the Euro^an what Troy
had been to the Grecian princes. See the article

Kkight. See also Chivalrt, Supplement.
Chivalrt, in Loto, is used for a tenure of lands

by knlght^s service,, whereby the knight was hound

to perform service in war unto the king, or the mesne

lord of whom he held by that tenure. And chivalry

wu> either general or, special: ge/iero/, when it was

] CHI
only in the feoffment that the tenant held per eervilmm Chivalr;

militare^ without any specification of sergeantry, escw- ^

age. Sec. \ special^ when it was declared particnlarlj

by what kind of knight service the land was held.

For the better understanding of this tenure it hath
been observed, that there is no land hot is holden me-
diately or immediately of the crown by some service %
and therefore all freeMds that are to us and our. heirs,

are called feuda orfetnia^ fees as proceeding from
the king for some small yearly rent, and the perform-
ance of such services as were originally laid upon the

land at the donation thereof. For as the king gave
to the great nobles, his immediate tenants, large posses-

sions for ever, to hold of him for this or that service or
rent ; so they in time parcelled out to snch others as

they liked the same lands for rents and services as they

thought good and these services were by Littleton

divided into two kinds, chivalry and socage; the first

whereof was martial and military, the other rustical.

Chivalry, therefore, was a tenure of service, whereby
the tenant was obliged to perform some noble or mili-

tary office onto his lord : and it was of two kinds \ ei-

ther regal^ that is, held only of the king
} or common^

where held of a common person. That which might
be held only of the king was called serviiwm or sergen^

tia

;

and was again divided into grand and petit ser-

jeantry* The grand serjeantry was where one held lands

of the king by service, which be ooght to do in bis

own person : as, to bear the king^s banner or spear, to

lead bis host, to find men at arms to fight, &c. Petit

serjeantry was when a man held lands of the king, to

yidd him annually some small thing towards his wars,

as a sword, dagger, how, &c. Chivalry that might
he holden of a common person was termed scutagium^

escuage that is, service of the shield ; which was
either uncertain or certain.

Escuage uncertain^ was likewise two-fold: first, where
the tenant was bound to follow his lord, going in per-

son to the king*s wars, either himself, or sending a suf-

ficient man in bis place, there to be maintained at his

expence,.8o long as was agreed upon between the lord

and his first tenant at the granting of the fee $ and the

days of such service seem to have been rated by the

quantity of land so holden \ as, ifit extended to a whole
knighl^s fee, then the tenant was to follow his lord 40
days \ and if hot to half a knighfs fee, then 20 days

:

if a fourth part, then ten days, &c. The other kind

of this esenage was called castle war4^ where the tenant

was obliged, by himself, or some other, to defend a
castle as often as it should come to his turn. And these

wore called escuage uncertain ; because it was uncertain

how often a man should he called to follow his lord to

the wars, or to defend a castle, and what his charge
would be therein.

Escuage certain^ was where the tenure was set at a
certain sum of money to be paid in lieu of such ser-

vice ; as that a man should pay yearly for every knightV
fee 20s. for half a knight’s fee zos. or some like rate;

and this service, because it is drawn to a certain rent,

groweth to be of a mixed nature, not merely socage,

and yet socage in effect, being now neither personal

service nor uncertain, llie tenure called ebiv^ry had
other conditions annexed to it: hut there b a great

alteration made in these thin^ by the stat. 12 Car. IL
c* 24. whereby tenures by knight’s service of the king,

or
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dUttm thalmle medicines. Hence Seribonins Largas directs
Vinifm the dry ingredients in collyria for the eyes to be made

", op with Chian wine.

t ^ . CHIUN, or CheVAN, in Hebrew antiquity. We
meet with this word in the prophet Amos, cited in the

Acts of the Apostles. St Luke reads the passage
^ thus :

** Ye took up the tabernacle of Moloch, and the

star of your god Remphan, figures which ye made to

worship them.’* The import of the Hebrew is as fol-

lows : Ye have borne the tabeniacle of yonr kings,

and the pedestal (the cAif/n)*of your images, the star of

’ your gods, which ye made to yourselves.” The Sep-

tuagint in all probability read Repham or Revan^ in-

stead of Cktun or Chevan^ and took the pedestal for a
god.

Some say that the Septuagint, who made their trans-

lation in Egypt, changed the word Chinn into that of

Remphan^ because they had the same signification. M.
Basnage, in his book entitled Jewish Antiquities^ after

having discoursed a good deal upon Clnon^ ot Remphan^
concludes that Moloch was the sun, and Chson^ Chiun^

or Remphan^ the moon.
CHLAMYS, in antiquity, a military habit worn

' by the ancients over the tunica. It belonged to the

patricians, and was the same in the time of war that

the toga was in the time of peace* This sort of gown
was called picta^ from the rich embroidery with figures

in Phrygian work
^
andpurpurea^ because the ground-

work was purple. The chlamydes of the emperors
were all purple, adorned with a golden and embroider-

ed border.

CHLOEIA, in antiquity, a festival celebrated at

Athens in honour of Ceres, to whom, under the name
XXas, t. e, grass

^

they sacrificed a ram.

CHLOKA. See Botany Index.

CHLOROSIS, in Medicine^ a disease, commonly
called the green sickness^ incident to young girls. See
Medicine Index.

CHOCOLATE, in commerce, a kind of paste or

cake prepared of certain ingredients, the basis of which
is cacao. See Cacao.
The Indians, in their first making of chocolate, used

to roast the cacao in earthen pots \ and having after-

wards cleared it of the husks, and braised it between

two stones, they made it into cakes with their hands.

The Spaniards improved this method. When the cacao

is properly roasted and well cleaned, they pound it in

a mortar, to reduce it into a coarse mass, which they

afterwards grind on a stone till it be of the utmost fine^

ness : the paste being sufficiently ground, is put quite

hot into tin moulds, in which it congeals in a very

little time. The form of these moulds is arbitrary \

the cylindrical ones, holding two or three pounds, are

the most proper, because the bigger the cakes are, the

longer they will keep. Observe, that these cakes are

very liable to take any good or bad scent, and there-

fore they roost be carefully wrapt up in paper, and

kept in a diy place. Complaints are made, that the

Spaniards * mix with the cacao nuts too great a quantu

ty of cloves and cinnamon, besides other drugs with-

out number, as musk, ambergris, &c. The grocers

of Paris use few or none of these ingredients \ they

only choose the best nnts, which are called caracca^

from the place from whence they are bronght^ and

with these they mix a very small quantity of cinnamon, Chocolai

the freshest vanilla, and the finest sugar, but very sel- |

dom any cloves. In England the chocolate is made^^®*”^
of the simple cacao, excepting that sometimes sugar ’

and sometimes vanilla is added.

Chocolate ready made, and cacao paste, are prohi-

bited to be imported from any part beyond the seas.

If made and sold in Great Britain, it pays inland duty

18. 6d. per lb. avoirdupoise : it must be inclosed in pa-

pers containing one pound each, and produced at the

excise office to be stamped. Upon three days no-

tice given to the officer of excise, private families may
make chocolate for their own use, provided no less

than half an hundred weight of nnts be made at one
time.

The chocolate made in Portugal and Spain is not

near so well prepared as the English, depending per-

haps on the machine employed there, viz. the double

cylinder, which seems very well calculated for exact

triture. If perfectly prepared, no oil appears on the

solution. London chocolate gives up no oil like the

foreign ; and it also may in some measure depend on

the thickness of the preparation. The solution requires

more care than is commonly imagined. It is proper

to break it down, and dissolve it thoroughly in cold

water by milling it with the chocolate stick. If heat

is applied, it should be done slowly
\

for, if suddenly

the beat will not only coagulate it, but separate the

oil \ and therefore much boiling after it is dissolved is

hurtful. Chocolate is commonly required by people of

weak stomachs ; but often rejected for want of proper

preparation. When properly prepared, it is easily dis-

solved *, and an excellent food where a liquid nutrient

vegetable one is required, and is less flatulent than any

of the farinacea.

Mr Henly, an ingenious electrician, has lately dis-

covered that chocolate, fresh from the mill, as it cools

in the tin pans into which it is received, becomes

strongly electrical ; and that it retains this property

for some time aftor it has been turned ont of the pans,

but soon loses it by handling. The power may be once

or twice renewed by melting it again in an iron ladle,

and pouring it into tbe tin pans as at first ; but when
it becomes dry and powdery, tbe power is not capable

of being revived by simple melting ; but if a small

quantity of olive-oil be added, and well mixed with

the chocolate in the ladle, its electricity will be com-

pletely restored by cooling it in tbe tin-pan as before.

From this experiment he conjectures, that there is a

great affinity between carbonic acid and the electric

fluid, if indeed they be not tbe same thing.

Chocolate NuUtree. See Cacao.
CHOENIX, ancient dry measure, con-

taining the 48th part of a medimnus, or six bushels.

CHOERILUS, a tragic poet of Athens about tbe

64th Olympiad. He wrote 150 tragedies, of which

13 bad obtained the prize.—An historian of Samos.—
Tvro other poets, one of whom was very intimate with

Herodotus. He wrote a poem on the victory which

tbe Athenians had obtained over Xerxes ; and on ac-

count of the excellence of tbe composition he received

a piece of gold for each verse from the Athenians.

The other was one of Alexander’s flatterers and

friends.

CHOERINAE,
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^

the name of peffe^t to all chords, even to diasoiNuicee,

whose fandameotal sounds are below. Imperfect chords

are those in which the sixth, instead of the fifth, pre-

vails, and in general all those whose lowest are not
their fundamental sounds. These denominations, which
had been given before the fundamental bass was known,
are now most unhappily applied : those of chords di^

net and reversed are much more suitable in the same

Chords are once more divided into consonances and
dissonances. The chords denominated consonances^ are

the perfect chord, and its derivatives \ every other

chord is a dissonance*

A table 4>f both, according to the system of M. Ra-
meau, may be seen in Boosseau^s Musical Dictionary,

Tol. i. p. 27.

After the table to which our readers have been re-

mitted, Rousseau adds the following observations, which
^e at the same time so just and so important, that we
should be very sorry if they escape the reader’s atten-

.tion.

At the words harmony^ fundamental bass^ compost-

tion^ &c. he promises to treat concerning the man-
ner of using all the chords to form regular harmo-
ny \ and only adds, in this place, the subsequent reflec-

tions.

1. It is a capital error to imagine, that the methods
*of inverting the same chord are in all cases equal-

ly eligible for the harmony and for the expression.

There is not one of these different arrangements but
bad its proper character. Every one feels the con-

trast between the softness of the false fifth, and the

grating sound of the tritone, though the one of these

intervals is produced bv a method of inverting the
' otber^ With the seventh diminished, and the second
redundant, the case is the same with the interval of the

second in general use, and the seventh. Who does

not feel bow much more vocal and sonorous the fifth

appears when compared with the fourth f The chot'd

of the great sixth, and that of the lesser sixth minor,

are two forms of the same fundamental chord: but

how mudi less is the one harmonious than the other ?

On the contrarv, the chord of the lesser sixth major is

much more pleasing and cheerful than that of the

false fifth. And only to mention the most simple of

all chords^ reflect on the majesty of the perfect chord,

the sweetness of that which is called the chord of the

sixth, and the insipidity of that which is composed of

a sixth and A fow^: all of them, however, compo-

sed of the same sounds. In general, the redundant

intervals, the sharps on the higher part, are proper by

their severity to express violent emotions of mind,

such as anger and the rougher passions. On the con-

trary, flats in the higher parts, and diminished inter-

vals, 4orm a plaintive harmony, which melts the heart.

There are a multitude of similar observations, of

which, when a musician knows how to avail himself,

he may command at will the aflSections of those who
hear him.

2. The choice of simple intervals is scarcely of less

importance than that of the chords^ with regard to

tlie stations in which they ought to be placed. It is,

for instance, in the lower parts that the fifth and oc-

tave should be used in preference } in the upper parts,

the third and sixth are more proper. If yon transpose

3

this order, the harmony will be mined, even though the

same chords are preserved.

3.

In a word, the chords are rendered still more
harmonious by being approximated and only divided

by the smallest practicable intervals, which are moiw
suitable to the capacity of the ear than such as are re-

mote. This is what we call contractu^ the barmonj ;

an art which few composers have skill and abilities

enough to pot in practice. The limits in the natural

compass of voices, afford an additional reason for les-

sening the distance of the intervals, which compose
the harmony of the chorus, as much as possible. We
may aflirm, that a chorus is improperly composed,

when the distance between the chords increases } when
those who perform the different parts are obliged to

scream when the voices rise above their natural extent,

and are so remotely distant one from the other, that

the perception of harmonical relations between them b
lost.

We say likewise, that an instrament is In concord

when the intervals between Its fixed sounds are what
they ought to be ^ we say in this sense, that the chords

of an instrument are trae or false, that it preserves or
does not preserve its chords* The same form of speak-

ing is used for two voices which sing together, or for

two sounds which are beard at the same time, whether

in unison or in parts.

Chords, or Coeds of Musical Instruments^ are

strings, by the vibration of which the sensation of

sound is excited, and by the divisions of which the sc*

veral degrees of tone are determined.

CHORDEE, in Medicine and Surgery^ a symptom
attending a gonorrhosa, consisting in a violent pain

under the frenum, and along the duct of the nredira,

during the erection of the penis, which is inenrvated

downwards. These erections are frequent and invo-

luntary.

CHOREA Sakctx Viti. See Vituses Dance^
Mediciice Index*

CHOREPISCOPUS, an oflScer in the ancient

church, about whose function the learned are much di-

vided. The word comes from a region^ or Uitle

country

f

and eeumexHi a Inshm or overseer*

The Chorepiscopi were snmgan or local bishops,

holding a middle rank between bishops and presby-

ters, and delegated to exercise episcopal juri^iction

within certain districts, when the boundaries of parti-

cular churches, over which separate bishops presided,

were considerably enlarged. It is not certain when
this office was first introduced \ some trace it to the

close of the first century : others tell ns, that chore-

piscopi were not known in the east till the beginning

of the fourth century \ and in the west about the year

439. They ceased both in the east and west in the

tenth century.

Chorepiscopus is also the name of a dignity still

subsisting in some cathedrals, particularly in Ger-

many j signifying the same with chori episcopus^ or
** bishop of the emoir.” The word, in this sense, does

not come from place^ but XK^t thoir^ 6cc* In

the church of Cologne, See* the ^t chanter is calldi

chorepiscopus*

CHOREUS, n foot In the ancient poetry,

more commonly called trocheeus* See Trochee.
CHOBIAMBUS, in ancient poetry, a foot con-

sisting
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Chouf person is first advanced to it, be is called a kuchaky or

y little choui ; afler this be Is advanced to be the alloy
Chriim. chousy that is, the messenger of ceremonies

j and from
’ ' ~

this, having passed through the office of peielmay or

procurator of die effects of the body, be is advanced to

he the bas cAous,

CHOWDER-BEER, a provincial phrase of Devon-
shire, denoting a cheap and easily prepared drink,

highly commended for preventing the scurvy in long

voyages, or for the cure of it ;vhere it may have been
contracted. It is prepared in the following manner

:

Take twelve gallons of water, in which put three

pounds and a half of black spruce : boil it for three

hours, and having taken out the fir or spruce, mix
with the liquor seven pounds of melasses, and just boil

it up 'y strain it through a sieve, and when milk-warm
put to it about four spoonfuls of yeast to work it. In
two or three days stop the bung of the cask : and in

five or six days, when fine, bottle it for drinking. Two
gallons of melasses are sufficient for a hogshead of li-

quor 'y but if melasses cannot be procured, treacle or
coarse sugar will answer the purpose.

CHREMNITZ, the principal of the mine towns in

Upper Hungary, situated about 68 miles north-east of

Fresburg, and subject to the house of Austria. £. Long.
19. N. Lat. 48. 45.
CHRENECRUDA, a term occurring in writers

of the middle ages, and expressing a custom of those

times
; but its signification is doubtful. It is men-

tioned in Lrge Saliva^ tit. 61. which says, he who kills

a man, and hath not wherewithal to satisfy the law or

pay the fine, makes oath that be hath delivered up every

thing be was possessed of
\

the truth of which must be

confirmed by the oaths of 11 other persons. Then he
invites his next relations by the father's side to pay
off the remainder of the fine, having first made over

to them all his effects by the following ceremony. He
goes into his house, and taking in his band a small

quantity of dust from each of the four corners, he re-

turns to the door, and with his face inwards throws

the dust with his left hand over his shoulders upon his

nearest of kin. Which done, be strips to his shirt ^

and coming out with a pole in his hand, jumps over

the hedge. His relations, whether one or several, are

upon this obliged to pay 'off the composition for the

murder. And if these (or aby one of them) are not able

to pay iterum super iUum chrenecruday out pauperior

estyjactaty et tile totam legem componat. Whence it ap-

pears, that chrenecrudajactarey is the same with throw-

ing tlie dust gathered from the four comers of the

house. Goldastus and Spelman translate it virtdem

herhaniy “ green grass," from the German kraut

y

or from the Dutch groeiiy “ green,” and grwiV/, grass.”

Wendelinus is of a contrary opinion, who thinks that

by this word denotari purificationis approbatwnemy from
chreiny “ pure, chaste,^ clean j” and keuretty ” to prove j”

so that it must refer to the oaths of the twelve jurors.

Be this as it will. King Cbildebert reformed this law
by a decree, chap. 15. both because it savoured of

Pagan ceremonies, and because several persons were
thereby obliged to make over all their effects : De
ckrenecruda lex quam paganorum tempore observabanty

deinceps nunquam valeaty quia per ipsam cecidet multo*

rum potestas,

CHRISM (from I anoini)y oil consecrated by

2

^e bishop, and used in the Romish and Greek cburctieB, cbrii

in the administration of baptism, confirmation, ordioa- 0
tioo, and extreme unction, which is prepared on holy

Thursday with much ceremony. In Spain it was an-

ciently the custom for the bishop to take one-third of.

a sol for the chrism distributed to each church, on ao
connt of tbe balsam that entered its composition.

Du Cange observes, that there are two kinds of
chrism

^ the one prepared of oil and balsam, used in

baptism, confirmation, and ordination^ the otiier of
oil alone, consecrated by the bisln^, used anciently for

the catechumens, and still in extreme auction. Tbe
Maronites, before their reconciliation with Rome, be-
sides oil and balsam, used nruisk, safiron, cinnamon,
roses, white frankincense, and several other drugs men-
tioned by Ry^dns, in 154I9 with the doses of each.
Tbe Jesuit Dandini, who went to Mount Libanus in

quality of the pope's nuncio, ordained, in a synod held

there in 1596, that chrism for the future should be
made only of two ingredients, oil and balsam \ tbe

'

one representing tbe human nature of Jesus Christ, tbe

either bis divine nature. The action of imposing the
chrism is called chrismation : this tbe generality of the

Romish divines hold to be tbe next matter of tbe sacra-

ment of confirmation.

The chrismation in baptism is performed by tbe
priest 'y that iu confirmation by the bishop ; that in or-

dination, &c. is more usually styled unction.

Chrism Pence
y Chrismatis Denariiy or Chris-

MALES Denariiy a tribute anciently paid Co the bishop
by tbe parish cleigy, for their chrism, consecrated at
Easter for the ensuing year : this was afterwards con-
demned as simoniacal.

CHRISOM, a white garment put upon a child by
the priest immediately after baptism, accompanied with
this devout prayer^ Take this white vesture as a token
of tbe innocency which, by God's grace in this holy
sacrament of baptism is given unto thee, and for a sign
whereby tboo art admonished, so long as thou livest, to
give thyself to innocence of living, that after this tran-

sitory life thou mayesi be partaker of life everlastii^.

From this circumstance the white garment got tbe
name of ckrisomy which, after being worn a few days,
was delivered to the priest as a sacred deposit, to be
produced in future as an evidence against the person,

should he be so impious as to renounce his baptismal
engagements. This ceremony continued in use /or a
considerable time after the reformation in the church of
England, which required the mother of tbe child, when
churched, to offer tbe chrisom and other customary
oblations. On pronouncing tbe above mentioned pray-
er, the priest anointed the head of tbe infant, saying,
” Almighty God, the father of our Lord Jesus Christ,

who hath regenerated thee by water and the Holy
Ghost, and kath given unto thee the remission of all

thy sins, vouchsafe to anoint thee with tbe unction of
his Holy Spirit, and bring thee to the inheritance of
everlasting life. Amen.”
CHRliST, an appellation synonymous with Messiah^

usually added to Jesus : and, together therewith, de-
nominating the Saviour of the world. See Christi-t
ANiTY and Messiah.
The word signifies anointedy from Mun^^

** I anoint.” Sometimes the word Chrisfis used sin-
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Christian which cannot he broken but by an absolute subver-

aity. sion of all hiatorical authenticity. Nor is this all : for,

according to him, the facts on which Christianity is

founded, not only constitute a series of themselves,

but are likewise in^veral periods the best resources

for supplying the chasms iu the history of our nature,

and preserving the tenor of its annals entire. The
facts themselves are either natural or supernatural.

By natural facts we mean such occurrences as happen

or may happen from the various operations of mecha-
nical powers, or from the interposition of natural a-

gents without higher assistants. Such are all the com-
mon occurrences of history, whether natural, biogra-

phical, or civil. supernatural facts, we mean such

as could not have been produced without the interpo-

sition of Deity, or at least of powers superior to the

laws of mechanism or the agency of embodied spirits.

Among these may be reckoned the immediate change

of water into wine, the instantaneous cure of diseases

without the intervention of medicine, the resuscitation

of the dead, and others of the same kind. In this or-

der of occurrences may likewise be numbered the ex-

ertions and exhibitions of prophetic power, where the

persons by whom these extraordinary talents were dis-

played could neither by penetration nor conjecture un-

ravel the mazes of futurity, and trace the events of

which they spoke from their primary causes to their

remote completions. So that they must have been the

passive organs of some superior Being, to whom the

whole concatenation of causes and effects which ope-

rate from the origin to the consummation of nature,

was obvious at a glance of thought.

Natural already been hinted, that the facts which we
facts, what, have called natural^ not only agree with the analogy
and how of human events, and corroborate each other, but in

to*the^Iu
^ many emergencies nobly illustrate the history

cidation of nature in general. For this a Christian might offer

history. One instance, of which philosophy will not perhaps be

able to produce any tolerable solution, without having

recourse to the facts upon which Christianity is found-

ed. For if mankind were originally descended from

one pair alone, how should it have happened that long

before the date of authentic history every nation had
its own distinct language f Or, if it be supposed, as

some late philosophers have maintained, tbht man is

an indigenous animal in every country ; or, that he

was originally produced in, and created for, each par-

ticular soil and climate which he inhabits ^ still it may
be demanded, whence tbe prodigious multiplicity, the

immense diversity of languages ? Is tbe language of

every nation intuitive, or were they dictated by exi-^

gences, and established by convention ? If the last of

these suppositions be true, what an immense period of

time must have passed ! How many revolutions of

material and intellectual nature must have happened !

What accessions of knowledge, refinement, civiliza-

tion, must human intercourse have gained before tbe

formation and establishment even of the most simple,

imperfect, and barbarons language ! Why is a period

80 vast obliterated so entirely as to escape the retrospect

of history, or tradition, and even of fable itself? Why
was the acquisition and improvement of other arts so

infinitely distant from that of language, that the era of

the latter is entirely lost, whilst we can trace the for-

mer from their origin through the various gradations of Cbritti

their progress. mt/.

These difficulties, inextricable by all tbe lights of

history or philosophy, this more than Cimmeriau
ness, is immediately dissipated by the Mosaic account nty

of the confusion of tongues ^
wisely intended to sepa- pticablc

rate tbe tribes of men one from another, to replenish by t

tbe surface of the globe, and to give its multiplied

habitants those opportunities of improvement which
might be derived from experiment and industry, va-

riously exerted, according to the different situations in

which they were placed, and tbe different employ-

ments which these situations dictated. Thus tbe timo

of nature^s existence is limited to a period within tbe

ken of human intellect. Thus whatever has happen-

ed might have happened during tbe present mode of

things 3 whereas, if we deduce the origin and diversity

of language from a period so remotely distant as to be

absolutely lost, and entirely detached from all the

known occurrences and vicissitudes of time, we most
admit the present forms and arrangements of things

to have subsisted perhaps for a much longer duration

than any mechanical philosopher will allow to be pos-

sible. Other instances equally pregnant with convic-

tion might be multiplied
}

but precluded by tbe limits

of our plan, we proceed to a single observation upon the

facts which have been termed supernatural*
^

Of those changes which happen in sensible objects, MiiacU

sensation alone can be judge. Reason bas nothing to how coi

do in the matter. She may draw conclusions

the testimonies of sense, but can never refute them*

If, therefore, our senses inform us that snow is white, christii

in vain would the most learned and subtile philosopher ty.

endeavour to convince us, that it was of a contrary

colour. He might confound, but never could per-

suade ns. Such changes, therefore, as appear to hap-

pen in sensible objects, mast either be real or fallaci-

ous. If real, tbe miracle is admitted ; if fallacious,

there must be a cause of deception equally unaccount-

able from tbe powers of nature, and therefore equally

miraculous. If tbe veracity or competency of the

witnesses be questioned, tbe Christian answers, that

they must be competent, because the facts which they

relate are not beyond their capacity to determine*

They must likewise be faithful, because they had no
secular motives for maintaining, but many for suppres-

sing or disguising, what they testified. Now the Chris-

tian appeals to tbe whole series of history and expe-

rience, whether such a man is or can be found, as will

offer a voluntary, solemn, and deliberate sacrifice of

trnth at the shrine of caprice. But such facts as after

a long continuance of time have been found exactly eTiden

agreeable to predictions formerly emitted, must so- iu owi

persede the fidelity of testimony, and infallibly prove

that the event was known to the Being by whom it

was foretold. In vain it has been urged, that prophe-

cies are ambiguous and equivocal. For though they

may prefigure subordinate events, yet if the grand oc-

currences to which they ultimately relate, can alone

fulfil them in their various circumstances, and in their

utmost extent, it is plain, that the Being by whom
they were revealed must have been actually prescient

of those events, and mast have had them in view whea
tbe predictions were uttered. For this see a learned

and
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vtolftCe tfae frcedona of moral agents, in recalling them

aitf. to the paths of virtue aod bappioess by a mechanical

- and irreaistible force.

It will be granted to philosophy by the Christian^

that as no theory of mechanical nature can be formed

without presupposing sacred and established laws, from

whieh she ought rarely if ever to deviate, so in fact

she tenacioasly pursues these general institutions, and

from their constant observance result the order and

regularity of things. But he cannot admit, that the

important ends of moral and intellectual imprdvement

may be uniformly obtained by the same means. He
affirms, that if the band of God should either remain

always entirely invisible, or at least only perceptible

in operation of second causes, intelligent beings

would be apt in the course of time to resolve the inter-

positions of Deity into the general laws of mechanism ;

to forget his connexion with nature, and conseqoently

their dependence upon him. Hence, according to the

dictates of common sense, and to the unanimous voice

of every religion in every age or clime, for the pur-

poses of wisdom and benevolence, God may not only

oontroul, but has actually oontrouied, the common
course general operations of nature. So that, as in

the material world t^ law of cause and effect is general-

ly mod scrupulously observed for the purposes of natu-

ral subsistence and accommodation : thus suspenses

and changes of that universal law are equally necessary

for the advancement of moral and intellectual perfec-

tion.

But the disciple of Jesus not only contends, that no

^ odysystem of religion has ever yet been exhibited so con-

txpUiig sisteot with itself, so congruous to philosophy and the
tk pbeoe- cammon sense of manldnd, as Christianity ; he like-

wise avers that it is infinitely more prodactive of real

tkime- sensible consolation than any other religious or

rics tf kn. philosophical tenets, which have ever entered into the

son], or been applied to the heart of man. For what

is death to that mind which considers eternity as the

career of its existence ? What are the frowns of for-

tune to him who claims an eternal world as bis inhe-

ritance? What is the loss of friends to that heart

which feels, with more than natural conviction, that

it shall quickly rejoin them in a more tender, intimate,

and permanent intercourse than any of which the pre-

sent life is susceptible ? Wbat are the fluctuations and

viotssitodes of external things to a mind which strongly

and uniformly anticipates a state of endless and immu-

table felicity? Wbat are mortifications, disappoint-

ments, and insults, to a spirit which is conscious of be-

ing the original offspring and adopted child of God
\

which knows that its omnipotent Father will, in pro-

per time, effectually assert the dignity and privileges

of ks nature ? In a word, as earth is but a speck of

creation, as time is not an instant in proportion to

eternity, such are the hopes and prospects of the Chri-

stian in comparison of every sublunary misfortune or

diflkulty. It is therefore, in bis judgment, the eternal

wonder of angels, and indelible opprobrium of man,

that a religion so worthy of God, so suitable to the

frame and circumstances of onr nature, so consonant

to all the dictates of reason, so friendly to the dignity

and improvement of intelligent beings, pregnant with

gtnuine comfort and delight, should be rejected and
j.. . j Were there a pooeibility of aospense or hesi-
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tation between this and any other religion extant, be Cbristia-

could freely trust the determination of a question so nity.

important to the candid decision of real virtue and im- »

partial philosophy.

It must be allowed that the utmost extent of human
investigation and research into the doctrine of a futnre

life, reached no farther than splendid conjecture before

the promulgation of Christianity, at which period life

and immortality were clearly brought to light. It is

therefore a singular circumstance that the deist sliould

not perceive the wonderful superiority of the Christian

over every other system, if it bad nothing else to boast

of but this single doctrine, so pregnant with unalloyed

felicity. If Christianity be false, the believer of it

has nothing to lose, since it inculcates a mode of con-

duct which must ever be amiable in the eye of infinite

goodness
\ but if it be true, be has every thing to gain :

while upon this hypothesis the deist has every thing to

lose and nothing to gain* This is a momentous con-

sideration, pnd that man most be truly infatuated who
can treat such an idea with contempt. 18

Mr Gibbon, in bis History of the Decline and Fall

tut

of the Roman Empire, mentions five secondary causes

to which he thinks the propagation of Christianity, prore, that
and all the remarkable circumstances which attended the propa-

it, may with go^ reason be ascribed. He seems to
Chrittiani-

Ij was ow-
insinuate, that Divine Providence did not act in a sin-

gular or extraordinary manner in disseminating the

religion of Jesus through the world j and that, if every tes fron

other argument which has been adduced to prove the the opera-

sacred authority of this religion can be parried or

futed, nothing can be deduced from this source to pre-

vent it from sharing the same fate with other systems can be de-

of superstition. The causes of its propagation were in daced in

his opinion founded 00 the principles of human nature Its

and the circumstances of society. If we ascribe
^

the propagation of Mahometism, or of the doctrines

of Zerdust, to an extraordinary interposition of Divine
Providence, operating by an unperceived influence on
the dispositions of the human heart, and controuling

and confounding the ordinary laws of nature ; neither

can we, upon any reasonable grounds, refer the promol-
gation of Christianity to such an interposition. ip
The secondary causes to which he ascribes these ef- The oan-

fects are, 1. The inflexible aod intolerant zeal of the*^s*

Christians
j derived from the Jewish religion, but pa-

rified from the narrow and unsocial spirit which, in-

stead of inviting, deterred the Gentiles from embracing
the law of Moses. 2. The doctrine of a future life, im-
proved by every additional circnmstance which could
give weight and efficacy to that important truth.

3. The miraculous powers ascribed to the primitive

cbarch. 4. The pure and austere morals of the Chri-
stians. 5. The union and discipline of the Chriatiaa

republic, which gradually formed an independent and
increasing state in the heart of the Roman empire.

Before we enter on the examination of Mr Gibbon’s
causes in the order in which they are here ennmerated,
we beg leave to remark, that we cannot perceive the

propriety of denominating some of these secondary
causes, since the miraculous powers ascribed to the pri-

mitive church, if they were real, must have coostitoted

a primary cause, and if fallacious, could have been no
cause at all, if not of its complete subvenion. As lit-

tle can we conceive how soch an elegant and learned

author

.
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Cftritiia- author could imagine a zeal strictly and properly in-

nity flexible and intolerant, as qualified to produce any
» other effect than the destruction of the system which

they are allowed to have been anxious to promote.

But our sentiment of these causes assigned by Mr Gib-

bon will be more fully developed as we proceed in our

candid and impartial examination of them,

lause I.
* In pointing out the connexion between the first of

these causes and the effects which be represents as ari-

sing from it, this learned and ingenious writer observes,

that the religion of the Jews does not seem to have

been intended to be propagated among the Heathens,

and that the conversion of proselytes was rather acci-

dental than consistent with the purport of the general

spirit of the institutions of Judaism. The Jews were,

of consequence, studious to preserve themselves a pecu-

liar people. Their zeal for their own religion was in-

tolerant, narrow, and unsocial.

In Christianity, when it made its appearance in the

world, all the better part of the predominant spirit of

Judaism was retained ^ but whatever might have a ten-

dency to confine its influence within narrow limits was

laid aside. Christians were to maintain the doctrines

and adhere to the constitutions of their religion with

sacred fidelity. They were not to violate their alle-

giance to Jesus by entertaining or professing any reve-

rence for Jupiter or any other of the Heathen deities ^

it was not even necessary for them to comply with the

positive and ceremonial institutions of the law of Mo-
ses,—although these were acknowledged to have been

of divine origin. The zeal, therefore, which their reli-

gion inculcated, was inflexible. It was even intolerant

:

for they were not to content themselves with profess-

ing Christianity and conforming to its laws ^ they were

to labour with unremitting assiduity, and to expose

themselves to every difficulty and every danger, in

converting others to the same faith.

But the same circumstances which rendered it thus

intolerant, communicated to it a more liberal and a

less unsocial spirit than that of Judaism. The religion

of the Jews was intended only for the few tribes ^ Chri-

stianity was to become a catholic religion ^ its advan-

tages were to be offered to all mankind.

All the different sects which arose among the pri-

mitive Christians uniformly maintained the same zeal

for the propagation of th^ir own religion, and the same

abhorrence for every other. The orthodox, the £bi-

onites, the Gnostics, were all equally animated with

the same exclusive zeal, and the same abhorrence of

idolatry, which bad distinguished the Jews from other

nations.

Observa- Such is the general purport of what Mr Gibbon ad-

tions in an- vances concerning the influence of the first of those se-

swer. condary causes in the propagation of Christianity. It

would be uncandid to deny, that bis statement of facts

appears to he, in this instance, almost fair, and his de-

ductions tolerably logical. The first Christians were
remarkable for their detestation of idolatry, and for

the generous disinterested zeal with which they labour-

ed to convert others to the same faith. The first of

these principles, no doubt, contributed to maintain the

dignity and purity of Christianity ; and the second

to disseminate it through the world. But the facts

which he relates are scarce consistent throughout. He
seems to represent the zeal of the first Cbristiaiis as so

3

SI

Observa-

] C H R
hot and intolerant, that they coold have no social in- Christi

tercouTse with those who still adhered to the worship of aity.

Heathen deities. In this case, bow coold they props-

'

gate their religion ? Nay, we may even ask, How
could they live ? If they could not mingle with the

Heathens in the transactions either of peace or war
^

nor witness the marriage or the funeral of the dearest

friend, if a heathen \ nor practise the elegant arts of

music, painting, eloquence, or poetry \ nor venture to

use freely in conversation the language of Greece or of

Rome \—it is not easy to see what opportunities they

could have of disseminating their religions sentiments.

If, in such circumstances, and observing rigidly such

a tenor of conduct, they were yet able to propagate

their religion with such amazing success as they are

said to have done ; they must surely either have prac-

tised some wondrous arts unknown to os, or have

been assisted by the supernatural operation of divine

power.

But all the historical records of that period, whether
sacred or profane, concur to prove, that the primitive

Christians in general did not retire with such relinoos

horror from all intercourse with the Heathens. They
refused not to serve in the armies of the Roman em-
pire : they appealed to Heathen magistrates, and sub-

mitted respectfully to their decision ; the husband was
often a Heathen, and the wife a Christian \ or, again,

the husband a Christian, and the wife a Heathen.
These are facts so universally known and believed, that

we need not quote authorities in proof of them.

This respectable writer appears therefore not to

have stated the facts which he produces under this head

with sufficient ingenuousness
j and he has taken care to

exaggerate and improve those which be thinks useful

to his purpose with all the dazzling and delusive colours

of eloquence. But bad the zeal of the first Christians

been so intolerant as be represents it, it must have
been highly unfavourable to the propagation of their

religion : all their wishes to make converts would, in

that case, have been counteracted by their unwilling-

ness to mix in the ordinary intercourse of life, with

those who were to be converted. Their zeal and the

liberal spirit of their religion, were indeed secondary

causes which contributed to its propagation : but their

zeal was by no means so ridiculously intolerant as this

writer would have us believe
\

if it had, it roust have
produced effects directly opposite to those which be
ascribes to it.

^
In illustrating the influence of the second of these se-

condary causes to which be ascribes the propagation of
Christianity, Mr Gibbon displays no less ingenuity than

in tracing the nature and the effects of the first. The
doctrine of a future life, improved by every additional

circumstance which can give weight and efficacy to that

important trutli, makes a conspicuous figure in the

Christian system ; and It is a doctrine highly flattering

to the natural hopes and wishes of the human heart.

Though the Heathen philosophers were not unac-
quainted with this doctrine

^
yet to them the spiritu-

alty of the human soul, its capacity of existence in a
separate state from the body, its immortality, and its

prospect of lasting happiness in a future llfr, rather
appeared things possible and desirable, than troths

fully established upon solid grounds. These doctrines,

Mr Gibbon would persuade us, bad no influence on
the
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the influeDce of tbe society of which they were become
members : all together operated so powerfully as to

enable them to display both active and passive virtue

in a very extraordinary degree. Their virtues did not

flow from the purest and noblest source
^
yet they at-

tracted the notice and moved the admiration of man-
kind. Of those who admired, some were eager to

imitate ^ and, In order to that, thought It necessary to

adopt the same principles of'action.

Their virtues, too, were rather of that species which
excite wonder, because uncommon, and not of essen-

tial ntlllty in the ordinary Intercourse of society j than

of those which are Indispensably necessary to the exist-

ence of social order, and contribute to the ease and con-

venience of life. Such virtues were well calculated to

engage the Imitation of those who had failed egregious-

]y In the practice of the more social virtues.

Thus they practised extraordinary, but useless and
unsocial virtues, upon no very generous motives ^ those

virtues drew upon them the eyes of the world, and in-

duced numbers to embrace their faith.

VVe must, however unwillingly, declare that this is

tioDi in an. plainly an uncandid account of the virtues of the prl-

twer. mitive Christians, and the motives from which they o-

riginated. The. social virtues are strongly recommend-
ed through the gospel. No degiee of mortification or

self-denial, or seclusion from the ordinary business and
amusements of social life, was required of the early

converts to Christianity ; save what was indispensably

necessary to wean them from the ii regular habits in

which they had before indulged, and which had ren-

dered them nuisances in society, and to form them to

new habits equally necessary to their happiness and
their usefulness in life. We allow that they practised

virtues which in other circumstances would, however
splendid, have been unnecessary. But in the difficult

circumstances in which the first Christians were placed,

the virtues which they practised were in the highest

degree social. The most prominent feature in their

character was, ** their continuing to entertain senti-

ments of generous benevolence, and to discharge scru-

pulously all the social duties,** towards those who ex-
ercised neither charity nor humanity, and frequently not

even bare integrity and justice, in their conduct towards
' them.

It cannot be said with truth, that such a proportion

of the primitive Christians were people whose charac-

ters bad been infamous and their circumstances despe-

rate, as that the character of the religion which they

embraced can suffer from this circumstance. Nor were
the^ only the weak and illiterate whom the apostles and
their immediate successors converted by their preach-

ing. The criminal, to be sure, rejoiced to bear that

he might obtain absolution of his crimes ; the mourner
was willing to receive comfort \ minds of refined and
generous feelings were deeply affected with that good-

ness which had induced the Son of God to submit to

the punishment due to sinners : but the simplicity, the

rationality, and the beauty of the Christian system, like-

wise prevailed in numerous instances over the pride and
prejudices of the great and the wise : in so many in-

stances, as are sufficient to vindicate the Christianchurch

from the aspersions by which it has been represented as

being in the first period of its existence merely a body

of criminals and idiots*

] C H R
The principles, too, from which the virtues of the CkritUa-

first Christians originated, were not peculiarly mean niij.

and selfish ; nay, they seem to have been uncommonly —
sublime and disinterested. Remorse in the guilty mind,

is a natural and reasonable sentiment ; the desire of

happiness in every human breast is equally so. It is

uncandid to cavil against the first Christians for being,

like the rest of mankind, influenced by these senti-

ments : And when we behold them overlooking tem-

porary possessions and enjoyments, extending their

views to futurity, and ** living by faith ^** when we
observe them ** doing good to those who bated them,

blessing those who cursed them, and praying for those

by whom they were despitefully used can we deny
their virtues to have been of tbe most generous and dis-

interested kind.

We allow then that the virtues of tbe first Chri-

stians must have contributed to tbe propagation of their

religion : but it is with pain that we observe this re-

spectable writer studiously labouring to misrepresent the

principles from which those virtues arose
^ and not only

tbe principles from which they arose, but also their im-

portance in society. 28
TbeJf/iA cause was the mode of church government Caste V.

adopted by the first Christians, by which they were '^th ob^r

knit together in one society \ who preferred tbe church

and its interests to their country and civil concerns.

We wish not to deny, that the mutual attachment of

the primitive Christians contributed to spread the in-

fluence of their religion \ and the order which they

maintained, in consequence of being animated with this

spirit of brotherly love, and with such ardent zeal for

the glory of God, must no doubt have produced no
less happy effects among them than order and regula-

rity produce on every other occasion on which they

are strictly observed. But whether tbe form ofchurch-

government, which was gradually established in tbe

Christian church, was actually the happiest that could

possibly have been adopted ; or whether, by establish-

ing a distinct society, with separate interests, within

tbe Roman empire, it contributed to tbe dissolution of

that mighty fabric, we cannot here pretend to inquire*

These are subjects of discossioif, with respect to which

we may with more propriety endeavour to satisfy our

readers elsewhere. 29
From the whole of this review of what Mr Gibbon General

has so speciously advanced concerning the influence ofconcluuoi

these five secondary causes in the propagation of

gospel, we think ourselves warranted to conclude,

That tbe zeal of tbe first Christians was not, as he re- ihe five

presents it, intolerant: That the doctrine of the im- causes,

mortality of the human soul was somewhat better un-

derstood in tbe Heathen world, particularly among tbe

Greeks and Romans, and the Jews, than he represents

it to have been ^ and bad an influence somewhat hap-

pier than what he ascribes to it: That the additional

circumstances by which, he tells us, the first preachers

of Christianity improved tbe effects of this doctrine,

were far from being calculated to allure converts :

That tbe heathens, therefore, were not quite so well

prepared for an eager reception of this doctrine as he
would persuade us they were; and, of consequence,

could not be influenced by it in so considerable a de-

gree in their conversion : That real, unquestionable mi-

racles, performed by our Saviour, by his apostles, and
b/
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ChriitUoi;,. that part of the world. The emperor advises them

to “ take care, lest, in torturing and punishing those

whom they accused of Atheism (meaning the Chri-

stians), they should render them more obstinate, in-

stead of prevailing upon them to change their opinion ^

since their religion taught them to euffer with plea-

sure for the sake of God.'^ As to the earthquakes

which had happened, he put them in mind, that

they themselves are always discouraged, and sink un-

der such misfortunes j whereas the Christians never
^ discovered more cheerfulness and conBdence in God

than upon such occasion.*' He tells them, that
** they pay no regard to religion, and neglect the

worship of the Eternal ^ and, because the Christians

honour and adore Him, therefore they are jealous of

them, and persecute them even to death." He con-

cludes :
** Many of the governors of provinces have

formerly written to my father concerning them
5
and

ills answer always was, that they should not be molest-

ed or disturbed, provided they quietly submitted to the

authority of the government. Many persons have like-

wise consulted me upon this affaiV, and 1 have returned

the same answer to them all ^ namely, that if any one

accuses a Christian merely on account of his religion,

the accused pers<m shall be acquitted, and the accuser

himself punished." This ordinance, according to £fi-

sebius, was publicly fixed up at Ephesus in an assembly

of the states.

It is no difficult matter to discover the causes of the

many persecutions to which the Christians were ex-

posed during the three first centuries. The purity of

the Christian morality, directly opposite to the cor-

ruption of the Pagans, was doubtless one of the most
powerful motives of the public aversion. To this may
be added, the many calumnies unjustly spread about

concerning them by their enemies, particularly the Jews.

And this occasioned so strong a prejudice against them,

that the Pagans condemned them without inquiring in-

to their doctrine, or permitting them to defend them-

selves. Besides, their worshipping Jesus Christ as God,
was contrary to one of the most ancient laws of the

lioman empire, which expressly forbade the acknow-
ledging of any God which had not been approved by
the senate.

But notwithstanding the violent opposition made to

the establishment of the Christian religion, it gained

ground daily, and very soon made a surprising pro-

gress in the Roman empire. In the third century,

there were Christians in the camp, in the senate, in the

palace : in short everywhere, but in the temples and
the theatres : they filled the towns, the country, the

islands. Men and women of all ages and conditions,

and even those of the first dignities, embraced the faith ^

insomuch that the Pagans complained that the reve-

nues of their temples were ruined. They were in such

great numbers in the empire, that (as Tertnllian ex-

presses it) were they to have retired into another coun-

try, they would have left the Romans only a frightful

solitude.

The primitive Christians were not only remarkable

for the practice of every virtue j they were also very

eminently distinguished by the many miraculous gifts

and graces bestowed by God upon them. Some
' of the Christians (says Irenseus) drive out devils, not

in appearance only, but so as that they never return :

whence it often happens, that those who are dispof> Chrutiai

sessed of evil spirits embrace the faith and are received

into the cluirch. Others know what is to come, see

visions, and deliver oracles as prophets. Others lieal

the sick by laying their hands on them, and restore

them to perfect health : and wc find some who even
raise the dead.—It is impossible to reckon up the gifts

and graces which the church has received from God—
what they have freely received they as freely bestow.

They obtain these gifts by prayer alone, and invoca-

tion of the name of Jesus Christ, without any mixture
of enchantment or superstition."

We shall here subjoin the remarkable story, attested

Pagan authors themselves, concerning the Cht'istian

Legion in the army of the emperor Marcus Aurelius.

That prince having led his forces against the Quad!,
a people on the other side of the Danr.be, was sur-

rounded and liemmed in by the enemy in a disadvan-

tageous place, and where they could find no water.

The Romans were greatly emhan assed, and, being

pressed by the enemy, were obliged to continue un-

der arms, exposed to the violent heat of the sun, and
almost dead with thirst

^
when, on a sudden, the clouds

gathered, and the rain fell in great abundance. The
soldiers received the water in their bucklers and hel-

mets, and satisfied both their own thirst and that of

tlieit* horses. The enemy, presently after, attacked

them
\
and so great was the advantage they had over

them, tliat the Romans must have been overthrown,

had not Heaven again interposed by a violent storm of

bail, mixed with lightning, which fell on the enemy,
and obliged them to retreat. It was found after-

wards, that one of the legions, which consisted of

Christians, had by their prayers, which they offered

upon their knees before the battle, obtained this fa-

vour from heaven : and from this event that legion

was surnamed The Thundering Legion. See, however,

the criticism of Mr Moyle on this story in his Works^
vol. ii. p. 81—390. See also MosheMs Church Histd*

ry, vol. i. p. 1 24.

Such were the primitive Christians, whose religion

has by degrees spread itself over all parts of the world,

though not with equal purity in all. And though, by
the providence of God, Mahometans and Idolaters

have been suffered to possess themselves of those places

in Greece, Asia, and Africa, where the Christian re-

ligion formerly most flourished
^
yet there are still such

remains of the Christian religion among them as to

give them opportunity sufficient to l>e converted.

For, in the dominions of the Turk in Europe, the

Christians make two third parts at least of the inha-

bitants •y and in Constantinople itself there are above
twenty Christian churches, and above thirty in Thes-
salonica. Philadelphia, now called Ala-shahivy has bo
fewer than twelve Christian churches. The whole

island of Chio is governed by Christians \ and some
islands of the Archipelago are inhabited by Christians

only. In Africa, besides the Christians living in E-
gypt, and in the kingdoln of Congo and Angola, the

islands upon the western coasts are inhabited by Chri-

stians \ and the vast kingdom of Abyssinia, supposed

to be as big as Germany, France, Spain, and Italy,

put together, is possessed by Christians. In Asia, most
part of the empire of Russia, the countries of Circassia

and Mingrelia, Georgia, and Mount Libanus, are in-

habited
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Cliriitina. bttress of this treaty

^
at least as to the affairs of Sire-

den, to which this peace confirmed the possession of

many important countries. No public event of im-

portance took place during the rest of Christina^s

reign j for there were neither wars abroad, nor trou-

bles at home. This quiet might be the effect of

chance
; but it might also be the effect of a good ad-

ministration, and the great reputation of the queen ;

and the love her people bad for her ought to lead us

to this determination. Her reign was that of learn-

ing and genius. She drew about her, wherever she

was, all the distinguished characters of her time : Gro-

tiiis, Paschal, Bochart, Descartes, Gassendi, Saumaise,

Naude, Vossius, Heinsius, Meibom, Scudery, Me-
nage, Lucas, Holstentius, Lambecius, Bayle, Madame
Dacier, Filicaia, and many others. The arts never

fail to immortalize the prince who protects them ; and

almost all these illustrious persons have celebrated Chris-

tina, either in poems, letters, or literary productions

of some other kind, the greater part of which are now
forgotten. They form, however, a general cry of

praise, and a mass of testimonials which may be consi-

dered as a solid basis of reputation. Christina, how-

ever, may be justly reproached with want of taste, in

not properly assigning the rank of all these persohs,

whose merits, though acknowledged, were yet une-

qual *y particularly for not having been sufficiently sen-

sible of the superiority of Descartes, whom she disgust-

ed, and at last wholly neglected. The rapid fortune

which the adventurer Michon, known by the name of

Bourdeloty acquired by her countenance and liberality,

was also a great scandal to literature. He bad no pre-

tensions to learning ^ and though sprightly was yet in-

decent. He was brought to court by the learned Sau-

maise ;
and, for a time, drove literary merit out of it,

making learning the object of his ridicule, and exact-

ing from Christina an exorbitant tribute to the weak-

ness and inconstancy of her sex , for even Christina,

with respect to this man, showed herself to be weak
and inconstant. At last she was compelled, by the

public indignation, to banish this unworthy minion :

and be was no sooner gone than her regard for him
was at an end. She was ashamed of the favour she had

shown him ^ and, in a short time, thought of him with

hatred or contempt. This Bourdelot, during his as-

cendency over the queen, had supplanted Count Mag-
qus de la Gardie, son of the constable of Sweden, who
was a relation, a favourite, and perhaps the lover of

Christina. M. de Mottville, wbo had seen him ambas-

sador in France, says, in his memoirs, that be spoke

of his queen in terms so passionate and respectful, that

every one concluded his attachment to her to be more

ardent and tender than a mere sense of duty can

produce. This nobleman fell into disgrace because he

showed an inclination to govern
}
while M. Bourdelot

seemed to aim at nothing more than to amuse
)
and

concealed, under the unsuspected character of a droll,

the real ascendency which he exercised over the queen's

mind.

About this time, an accident happened to Christina

which brought her into still greater danger than that

which has been related already. Having given or-

ders for some ships of war to be built at the port of

Stockholm, she went to see them when they were fi-

nished > and as she was going on board of them, cross

3

a narrow plank, with Admiral Fleming, bis foot slip* cbrisUm
ping, he fell, and drew the queen with him into the %

—

sea, which in that place was near 90 feet deep. An-
thony Steinberg, the queen's first equerry, instantly

threw himself into the water, laid hold of her robe,

and, with such assistance as was given him, got the

queen ashore : during this accident, her recollection

was such, that the moment her lips were above water,
she cried out, ** Take care of the admiral." When
she was got out of the water, she discovered no emo-
tion either by her gesture or countenance

; and she

dined the same day in public, where she gave a hu-
morous account of her adventure.

But though at first she was fond of the power and
splendour of royalty, yet she began at length to feel that

it embarrassed her
; and the same love of indepen-

dency and liberty which had determined her against

marriage, at last made her weary of the crown. As,
after Iter first disgust, it grew more and more irksome
to her, she resolved to abdicate; and, in 1652, com-
municated her resolution to the senate. * The senate

zealously remonstrated against it ; and was joined by
the people ; and even by Charles Gustavos himself,

who was to succeed her : she yielded to their importu-

nities, and continued to sacrifice her own pleasure to

the will of the public till the year 1654, and then she

carried her desigYi into execution. It appears by one
of her letters to M. Canut, in whom she put great con-

fidence, that she had meditated this project for more
than eight years

; and that she had communicated it

to him five years before it took place.

The ceremony of her abdication was a mournful so-

lemnity, a mixture of pomp and sadness, in which
scarce any eyes but her own were dry. She conti-

nued firm and composed through the whole ; and, as

soon as it was over, prepared to remove into a coun-

try more favourable to science than Sweden was.

Concerning the merit of this action, the world has al-

ways be6n divided in opinion ; it has been condemned
alike both by the ignorant and the learned, the trifler

and the sage. It was admired, however, the

great Conde :
** How great was the magnanimity of

this princess (said be), who could so easily give up
that for which the rest of mankind are continually

destroying each other, and which so many through-

out their whole lives pursue without attaining!" It

appears, by the works of St Evremond, that the abdi-

cation of Christina was at that time the universal to-

pic of speculation and debate in France. Christina,

besides abdicating her crown, abjured her religion :

but this act was universally approved by one party

and censured by another ;
the Papists triumphed, and

the Protestants were offended. No prince, after a
long imprisonment, ever showed so much joy upon

being restored to his kingdom, as Christina did in

quitting hers. When she came to a little brook, which
separates Sweden from Denmark, she got out of her

carriage ; and leaping on the other side, cried out in

transport of joy, At last I am free, and out of
Sweden, whither, I hope, I shall never return.'^

She dismissed her women,' and laid by the habit of

her sex : I would become a man (said she)
;
yet I

do not love men because they are men, but because

they are not women." She made her abjuration at
Brussels ; where she saw the great Conde, who, after
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Chriitf* The air is good the soil light, sandy, ond fraitfii]
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pher’i hat the isla^ ts subject to harricanes. The ^odooe
“ cfcieiy Hgar, coUon, giogwr, indiga, aqd the tropie«l

. ^ frnite. W. Long. 62. 32. N. Lat. §7. 30.
CHROASTACES, an eld term in Natwrai HiiUiry^

applied to gems, and eempreheiiding all those of eari-

able colours, as viewed in difierent lights and in dif-

ferent positions % of which kinds are t£e <yKi/ and the
iuterta or cat^s eye.

CHROMATIC, a kind of music which proceeds
by several semitones in succession. The word is de-

rived from the Greek which signifies coJbur,

For this denomination several causes are assigned, of
which none i^ipear certain, and all equally unsatisfac-

tory. Instead, therefore, of fixing upon any, we shall

oflter a conjecture of oar own j whieh, however, we
do not impose upon the reader as more worthy of his

attention than any of the former. may per-
haps not only signify a colour^ bat that of a shade of a
colour by which it melts into another, or what the

French call nuance. If this interpretation be admit-
ted, it will be highly applicable to semitones ; which
being the smallest Interval allowed in the diatonic scale,

will most easily run one into another. To find the rea-

sons assigned by the ancients for this denomination,

and their various divisions of the chromatic species, the

reader may have recourse to the same article in Roos-
seau^s Musical Dictionaiy. At present, that species

consists in giving such a procedure to the fundamental

bass, that the parts in the harmony, or at least some
of them, may proceed by semitones, as well in rising

as descending j which is most frequently found in the

minor mode, from the alterations to which the sixth and
seventh note are subjected, by the nature of the mode
itself.

The successive semitones used in the chromatic spe-

cies are rarely of the same kind
^ bat alternately ma-

jor and minor, that is to say, chromatic and diatonic

:

for the interval of m minor tone contains a minor or

chromatic semitone, and another which is major or dia-

tonic, a measure which temperament renders common
to ail tones : so that we cannot proceed by two minor
semitones whick are conjunctive in succession, without

entering into the enbarmeme opeciet^ bot twe major

semitones, twice foHow each other in the chromatic of- ^
4&r of the scale.

The most certain procedure of the fundamental bam
to generate the ohrotnotic elements ki aeeent, is alter-

nately to descend by thirds, and rise by feortbs, whilst

all the chords carry the third mi^or. If the funda-

mental bass proceeds from domkiant to dominant by

perfect cadences avoided, k produoes the chromatic in

descending. To produce both at onoe, you interweave

the perfect and broken cadences, bat jtt the same time

avoid them.

As at every note in die chromatic species one most
change the tone, that succession ought to be regulated

and limited for fear of deviation. For this purpose, it

will be proper to recollect, that the space most suitable

to chromatic movements, is between iho extremes of tbe

dominant and the tonic in ascending, and between the

tonic and the dominant in descending. In the major

mode, one may also chromatically descend from the do-

minant npon the second note. This transition is very

common in Italy \ and, notwithstanding its beanty, be-

gins to be a little too common amon^ us.

Tbe chromatic species is admiramy fitted to express

grief and affliction \ these sounds boldly struck in as-

cending tear tbe soiil. Their power is no less magi-

cal in descending ; it is then that the ear seenis to be

pierced with real groans. Attended with its proper

harmony, this species appears proper to express every

thing; bat its completion, by concealing the melody,

sacrifices a part of its expression; and for this dis-

advantage, arising fixim the fulness of the harmony^

it can only be compensated by the nature and ge»

nius of tbe movement. We may add, that in propoi^

tioD to tbe energy of this species, the composer ought

to use it with greater caution and parsimony ; like

those elegant viands, which, when profusely admini-

stered, immediately snrfeit us with their ahandanoe \

as much as they deiiglit us when enjoyed with temper^

ance, so much do they disgust when devoured with pro-

digality.

Chromatic, Enharmonic, See Ekharmokic.

CHROM ATICSj
'^HAT part of optics which explains the several

properties of the colours of light, and of natural

j bodies.

Different Before the time of Sir Isaac Newton, we find no
hypothesis ^potbesis concerning colours of any consequence,
craceraing opinions of the old philosophers, however, we
c oars.

briefly mention, in order to gratify the curiosity

of our readers. The Pythagoreans called colour tbe

superfices of body. Plato said that it was a flame is-

suing from them. According to Zeno, it is tbe first

oonfignration of matter ; and Aristotle said, it was that

which moved bodies actually CrauRparent. Dee Cartes

asserted, that coloor is a m^ificatkm of light ; bot he

imagined, that tbe difference of colour precis from

the prevalence of the direct or rotatory motion of the

particles of light. Father Grimaldi, Dechales, and

many others, thought the difference of colour depend-

ed upon the quick or slow vibrations of a certain elas-

tic medium filling tbe whole nniverse. Robanlt ima-

gined that tbe different cokmrs were made by the rays

of light entering tbe ray at different angles with respect

to the optic axis ; and from the phenomena of tbe raiii-

bow, be pretended to calculate the precise quantity of

the angle that constituted each particular colour. Last-

ly, Dr Hooke, the rival of Newton, imagined that co-

lour is caused by the sensation of the oblique or uneven

pulse of light ; and this being capable of no more than

two varieties, he oonclnded there could be no more than

two primary colours.
^
a

In tbe year 1666, Sir Isaac Newton began to iflves^l^k «al

tigate this subject ; and finding thef coloured image

the stto, form^ by a.glass prism, to be of an oblong.SI
andMewtas
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which we subjoin the following table, wherein on one
side are mentioned the lolonrs appearing on the plates
by reflected light, and on the other those which were
opposite to them, and which became visible when the
glasses were held up between the eye and the window.
We have already observed, that the centre, when the
glasses were in full contact, was perfectly transparent.
This spot, therefore, when viewed by reflected light,

appeared black, because it transmitted all the raysj
and for the same reason it appeared white when view-
ed by transmitted light.

Colours by Rejlected

Light.

Black
Blue

White
Yellow
Red
Violet

Blue
Green
Yellow
Red
Purple

Blue

Green
Yellow 1
Red S
Green
Bed
Greenish-blue

Red

The colours of the rings produced from reflection

by the thick plates, followed the order of those pro-

duced by transmission through the thin ones
^ and by

the analogy of their phenomena with those produced
from the thin plates. Sir Isaac Newton concluded that

they were produced in a similar manner. For he
found, that if the quicksilver was rubbed off from the

back of the speculum, the glass alone would produce
the same rings, but much more faint than before f so

that the phenomenon did not depend npon the quick-
silver, except in as far as, by increasing the reflection

at the back of the glass, it increased the light of the

coloured rings. He also found that a speculum of me-
tal only, pr^uced none of these rings ^ which made
him conclude, that they did not arise from one surface

only, but depended on tbe two surfaces of the plate of
glass of which the speculum was made, and upon the

thickness of the glass between them.

From these experiments and observations, it will be

easy to understand tbe Newtonian theory of colours.

Every substance in nature seems to be transparent,

provided it is made sufficiently thin. Gold, the most
dense substance we know, when reduced into thin

leaves, transmits a bluish-green light through it. If,

therefore, we suppose any body, gold, for instance, to

be divided into a vast number of plates, so thin as to

be almost perfectly transparent, it is evident that all

or greatest part of tbe rays will pass through the up-

per plates, and when they lose their force will be re-

flected from tbe under ones. They will then have

the same number of plates to pass through which they

bad penetrated before > and tbus^ according to tha

number of those plates through which they are obli-

^d to pass, the object appears of this or that colour,
just the rings of colours appeared different in the
experiment of the two plates, according to their di-
stance from one another, or tbe thickness of the plate
of air between them. g

This theory is adopted by Edward Hussey Delaval, Mr Dchti

in bis Experimental Inquiry into the cause of the^’***I?
changes of colours in opaque and coloured bodies.
He endeavours to confirm it by a number of experi-t^n of it
ments on the infusions of flowers of different coloors ^

but his strongest arguments seem to be those derived
from the different tinges given to glass by metallio
substances. Here he observes, that each metal gives a
tinge according to its specific density : The more dense
metals producing tbe less refrangible colours, and the
lighter ones those coloors which are more easily refran-
gible. Gold, which is the dei^est of all metals, im-
parts a red colour to glass, whenever it can be divided
into particles so minute, that it k capable of being
mixed with the materials of which glass is made. It
seems indifferent by wbat means it is reduced to this

state, nor can it by any means be made to produce
another colour. If it is mixed in large masses witbont
being minutely divided, it imparts no colour to tbe
glass, but remains in its metallic form. Lead, the me-
tal whose density k next in order to that of gold, af-

fords a glass of the colour of tbe hyacinth; a gem*
whose distioguisbing characteristic is, that it is red
with an admixture of yellow, the same colour wbicb
is usually called orange. Glass of lead k mentioned by
several authors as a composition proper, without the
addition of any other ingredient, for imitating tbe hy-
acinth. Silver, next in density to lead, can only Im
made to communicate a yellow colour to glass. If
tbe metal k calcined with sulphur, it readily commu-
nicates this colour. Leaf-silver laid upon red hot glaa,,

likewise tinges it yellow. When we meet with mn-
tbors who mention a blue or greenish colour commu-
nicated by silver, tbe cause roust have been, that the
silver used in such processes was mixed with copper^

Mr Delaval assures us, from his own experience, that

silver purified by the test retains so much copper, that,

when melted several times with nitre and borax, it al-

ways imparted a green colour at the first and second

melting: though aflerwards no such colour was ob-

tainable from it. Tbe only ooloor produced by cop-

per is green. It is indifferent in what manner th»

copper is prepared in order to tinge tbe glass, provided

it is exposed without any other ingredient to a suffi-

cient degree of heat. If a quantity of ealts k added'

in tbe preparation, they will, by attenuating tbe mix-
ture, make tbe glass incline to blue, the colour next

in order : but this happens only when the fire is mo-
derate ; for, in a greater degree of heat, the rednn-

dmdt salts, even those of the most fixed nature, are ex-
pelled. It is troe, that copper is mentioned by some
writers as an ingredient in red glass and enamel : but

tbe redj which is the colonr of the nsetal not dissolved

or mix^ with the glass, remains only while the com-
position is exposed to such a degree of beat as is toe

small to melt and incorporate it ; for if it be suflkred

to remain in tbe furnace a few minutes after the cop-

per k added, tbe mass will turn out green instead of

red. Iron, the metal next ia density to copper, is apt

te

Colours by Transmitted
Light.

White
Yellowisb'red

Black
Violet

Blue
White
Yellow
Red
Violet

Blue

Green
Yellow
Bed

Bluish-green

Red
Bluish-green

Bed
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78 CHROMATICS.
surfaces are more or less uaited* These figures will

not fail to appeari if the glasses are well wiped and
wanned before the friction.

When the colours are forraed, the glasses adhere

with considerable force, and would always continue se

without any change in the colours. In the centre of

all those ovals, the longer diameter of which generally

exceeds ten lines, there appears a small plate of the

same figure, exactly like a plate of gold interposed be*

tween the glasses ; and in the centre of it there is often

a dark spot, which absorbs all the rays of light except

the violet : for this colour appears very vivid through

a prism.

If the glasses are separated suddenly, either by
sUding them horizontally over one another, or by the.

action of fire, as will be explained hereafter, the co-

lours will appear immediately upon their being put to*

gather again, without the least friction.

** Beginning by the slightest touch, and increuing

the pressure by insensible degrees, there first appears

an oval plate of a faint red, and in the midst of it a
spot of light green, which enlarges by the pressure, and
becomes a green oval, with a red spot in the centre ;

and this, enlarging in its tom, discovers a green spot

in its centre. Thus the red and the green succeed one

another in turns, assuming difierent shades, and having

<nher colours mixed with them, which will be distin-

guished presently.

The greatest difference between these colours ex-

hibited between plane surfaces and those formed by
curve ones is, that in the former case pressure alone

will not produce them, except in the case above men-
tioned. With whatever force he compressed them, his

attempts to produce the colours, were in vain without

previous friction. But the, reason of this plainly was,

that with sliding one of the glasses over the other, they

could not be brought to approach near enough for the

purpose.

Having made these observations with plates of

glass whose sides were nearly parallel, he got two

prisros' with very small refracting angles ; and rubbing

them together, when they were joined so as to form a
parallelopiped, the colours appeared with a surprising

Instre. at the placea of contact, owing, be did not

doubt, to the separation of the rays, of light, by the

prism. In this case, differently coloured ovals appear-

ed, but the plate of gold in them was much whiter,

and only appeared yellow about its edges« The plate

having a black spot in its centre, was bordered by a
deep purple. He could not perceive any violet by his

naked eye, bnt it might be perceived by the help of

a lens with a weak light. It appeared in a very small

quantity at the confines of the purple and the blue,,

and seemed to him to be only a mixture of these two

colours. It was very visible in each of the coloured

rings by inclining the glasses to the light of the moon.

Next to the purple and violet appeared blue, orange,

red tinged with purple, light green, . and faint purple.

The other rings appeared to the naked eye to con-

sist of nothing bnt faint reds and greens ; and they

were so shaded that it was not easy to mark their ter-

minations. That the order of these may be compared

with Newton\ he gives a view of both in the follow-

ing table

:

Order the Colours in the\Orderofthe

FUme Glasses*

{

Black spot

Whitish oval

Yellow border

Deep purple

'

r Blue
Order IL < Orange

t Purple

r Greenish blue

Order III. < Yellow green

C Purple red

Order IV.

Order V.

Order VI.

Order VII.

e Greta

I Red
\ Faint green

I Faint red
^ Weak green

Light 1^
Very faint grecn|

Very faint red

Colours in

Newt* Ofyect Glasses*

Black
Blue
White
Yellow
Red
Violet

Blue
Green
YeUew
Bed
Purple

Bliw
Green
Yellow
Red
Green
Red
Gceenioh bfam

Red
Greenish blue

Red
Greenish bine

Pale red

When those colonred glasses wore suspended over
the flame of a candle, the colours dtsappoaved soddos-
ly, though the glasses still conrinned to< adhere to one
another, when they were parallel to the borixon. When
they were snfiered to cool, the coloure retomed by de-
grees to their former places, in the order of the pve-

ceding table.

After this the Ahb^ took two plates modr tlddcer
than the former, in order to observe at bis leisere the
action of fire upon the matter which he supposed to

produce the colours ; and observed, that as they grew
warm, the coloure retired to the edges of the gimssee,

and there became narrower and narrower till they weie
reduced, to imperceptible lines. Withdrawing the
flame, they returned to their place. ThistexperiramC
be continued till the glasses were beat, by the violence

of the heat. It was ^easant^ be says^ to observe, these

colonrs glide over the sorfiwe of the glass n they were
pureued by the flame.

At the first our author had no doobt bnt drat

these coloure were owing to a thin, plate ofair betwew
the glasses, to which ^&w<ton has aeorihed thenr: hot
the remarkable difference in the circumstancee attend-

ing those produced by thefiat-pieoes, and thoseproduoed:

by the object-glasses of Newton, convinoedlnnrthat the
air was not tbe cause of this appearance. The colours'

of the flat plates vanished at the approach of flame,

but those of the object-glasses did not. He even heat-

ed tbe latter till that which was next the fliune: woe
cracked by tbe beat, before be oonld observe the least'

dilatation of the colonred rings. Thisdiftrence was
not owing to the plane glasses being less compressed
than the convex ones} for though the former were
compressed ever so much by a pair of forceps, it did not

in the least hinder the effect of tbe flame.

Afterwards be put both tbe plane glasses and* the-

convex ones into the receiver of an air pomp, snipeod-

ing the former by a thread, and keepings thelattercom-
pressed
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fluddenlyi he observed upon their surface verj thin

vapours, which formed different colours, but present-

ly vanished altogether.

To try the effect of vapour, he breathed upon
one of his plates of glass, and observed that the va-

pours which adhered to the glasses sometimes formed,

before they were entirely dispersed, a surprising va-

riety of colours. This experiment, he obsei*ves, does

not always succeed at the first trial. The glass must
be breathed upon several times, and care most be ta-

ken to wipe it every time with one^s band, both to

take off the moisture, and also to make upon the glass

a kind of furrows, which contribute very much to the

variety of colours, by making inequalities in the thick-

nesses of the vapours. It is necessary also, that the

glasses on which these experiments are made have no
quicksilver upon them.

When the particles of water which formed this

vapour were too thick to exhibit these colours, be

struck them several times with his pencil, in order to

attenuate them ^ and then he saw an infinity of small

•coloured threads which succeeded one another with

great rapidity.
** Putting a drop of water between two pieces of

common glass, he observed that the compression of them
produced no colour ^ but if, while they were compres-
sed, the water was made to pass from one place to an-

other, it left behind it large spots, red, yellow, green,

purple, &c. and the spots assumed different colours with

a surprising rapidity, and presented to the eye a most
beautiful variety of shades.

In order to determine with greater certainty whe-
ther they were vapours that caused the colours in his

first observations, he first breathed upon one of his plates

of glads, and then rubbed them against one another,

when the colours appeared in the same order as before,

but darker, and dispersed in confusion in the places oc-

cupied by the vapours : but when he made use of fire,

to dissipate the watery particles, the colours resumed
their lustre.

** Newton, having introduced a drop of water be-

tween his two object-glasses, observed, that in propor-

tion as the water insinuated itself between the glasses,

the colours grew fainter, and the rings were contract-

ed : and ascribing these colours to the thickness of the

plate of water, as he ascribed the former to that of the

plate of air, he measured the diameters of the colour-

ed rings made by the plate of water, and concluded

that the intervals between the glasses at the similar

rings of these two mediums were nearly as three to

four ^ and thence he inferred, that in all cases, these

intervals would be as the sines of the refractions of these

mediums.
The Abb6 Mazeas, in order to assure himself

whether, agreeable to this rule, the coloured rings of

his glasses depended upon the thickness of the water
only, dipped one of the edges of his coloured glasses

in a vessel of water, having taken care to wipe and
warm them well, before be produced bis colours b^
friction. The water was a considerable time in ri-

sing as high as the glasses j and in proportion as it

ascended, he perceived a very thin plate of water, which
seemed to pass over the matter which he thought

produced the colours, without mixing with it j for

beyond this plate of water, he still perceived the co*

3

lours in the same place and order, but deeper and

darker ; and holding the glasses above the flame of a

candle, be saw the colours go and come several times

as he moved them nearer to or farther from the flame.

He then moistened both the glasses more than before

;

and rubbing them as usual, he always saw the same

appearance ; and seizing the moment when the co-

lours had disappeared to separate the glasses, he al-

ways found that they were wet. On this account,

be thought that it could not be the water on which

the colour depended, but some substance much more

sensible to heat. He also thought that these coloured

rings could not be owing to the compression of the

glasses
; or that, if this circumstance did contribute

any thing to them, it served rather to modify than to

generate them.

M. du Tour gave particular attention to the pre-ic.dn

ceding observations of the Abb^ Mazeas. He repeat- Toar'iol

ed the experiments with some variation of circnm-*®^^®*

stances, particularly comparing them with those of

Sir Isaac Newton. He is so far from supposing a plate

of air to be necessary ta the formation of these co-

loured rings, that he thinks the reason of their not ap-

pearing between the flat plates of glass is the adhe-

ring of the air to their surfaces ; and that mere pres-

sure is not sufficient to expel it ; except, as the Abb6
Mazeas observed, the rings had before been made in

the same place •y in which case, simple apposition with-

out friction is sufficient *, the air, probably, not having

bad time to apply itself so closely to the surface of the

glass. The contact of some other substances, M. du

Tour observes, is not so prejudicial in this experiment

as that of air ; for be found, that, if he only gave the

plates a slight coating of any^ kind of grease, the rings

would appear without friction. AIm dipping them

slightly in water, or wiping them with bis finger, would

answer the same purpose. He verified bis conjectures

by means of the air-pump^ for, dipping two pieces

of glass in water, one of which bad been wiped, and

the other not, the former appeared to have no bubbles

adhering to it when the air was exhausted, whereas the

other had.
** When one of the glasses is convex, our author

observes, that the particles of air may more easily

make their escape by pressure only ; whereas their re-

treat is in a manner cut off when they are compressed

between two flat surfaces. The air-pump, he found,

was not able to detach these particles of air from the

surfaces to which they adhere ^
leaving these flat plates

for a considerable time in an exhausted receiver, was
not sufficient to prepare them so well for the experi-

ment as wiping them.
'

** Besides the observations on the cobnrs of tbin£zpcri-

plates, it has been seen that Sir Isaac Newton iroa->»«>^ts o

gined be could account for the colours exhibited

thick ones in some cases in a similar manner j parti-

cularly in those curious experiments in which he ad-

mitted a beam of light through a hole in a piece of

pasteboard, and observed the rings of colours reflected

back upon it by a concave glass mirror of equal thick-

ness in all places. These experiments were resumed,

and happily pursued by the duke de Cfaaulnes, who
ascribed these colours to the inflection of light *. Chance* ^

led the duke to observe, that when the nearer surface**^'

of the glMs mirror was clouded by breathing upon it,

so
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evidenty plates of which wo aoppose all «a-

Uiral bodies to be composed, ncHist be similar to one

that is perpetually varying in its thickness ; for soppo-

sing the plates of which any substance U composed to

be of any determinate thtckness, 9 miUionth parts of

an inch for instance ^ such of the rays as are reflected

from this plate will be red. But if any of them pe-

netrate to the depth of 11^ of these parts, they will

be reflected by a violet colonr, &c. and thus must al-

loy and obscure the red ^ and so of others. If we
suppose the colours to be produced by inflection, it

will be equally difficnlt to account for some particular

rays being inflected and others not ; seeing we ob-

serve that ail of them are capable of being inflected

by every substance whatever, when they pass very

near it. In some cases, too, colours are produced

when the liglU is neither refracted nor inflected, as far

as we can judge ; and this seems to obscure ike theory

of chromatics more than any thing we have yet men-

tioned.

As the experiments we are now about to mention are

of Uie greatest importance, and iu direct terms contra-

dict one of Sir Isaac Newton^s, we shall give a full ac-

count of them, from Priestley^s History of Vision, &c»
with his remarks thereon.

One of Sir The experiment in question is tlte eighth of New-
liaac New- ton's second book of Optics: “ He (Sir Isaac New-
toa*sexpc- found, he says, that when light goes out of air

foind to be
several contiguons refracting mediums, as

erroneout. through water and glass, and thence goes out again

into air, whether the refi*acting surfaces be parallel or

inclined to oae another, that light, as often as, by con-

trary refractions, it is so corrected, that it emerges in

lines parallel to those In which it was incident, con*

tinues ever after to be white *, but if t^e emergent

rays be inclined to the incident, the whiteness of the

emerging light will, by degrees, in passing on from

the ^ce of emergence, become tinged at its edges

with colours. This be tried by refracting light with

prisms of glass, placed within a prismatic vessel of wa-

ter.
** By theorems, deduced from tills experiment, he

infers, that tlie refraction of the rays of every sort,

made out of any medium into air, are known by ha-

ving the refraction of the rays of any one sort ^ and

also, that the refraction out of one medium into another

is found as often as we have the refractions out of them

both Into any third medium.

On the contrary, a Swedish philosopher (M. Klin-

Swed genstierna) observes *, that in this experiment, the

AbhanL rays of light, after passing through the water and the

toL xtL glass, though tJiey come out parallel to the incident

P 3CO. rays, will be coloured } but that the smaller the glass

prism is, the nearer will the result of it approach to

Newton's description.

This paper of M. Klingenstierna, being communi-

cated to Mr Hollond by M. Mallet, made him enter-

tain doubts concerning Newton's report of the resnlt

of bis experiment, and determined him to have re-

course to experiments of his own.
** He therefore cemented together two plates of

parallel glass, at their edges, so as to form a prismatic

vessel when stopped at the ends or bases
^ and the edge

being turned downwards, he placed in it a glass prism

with one of its edges upwards, and filled up the va-

A T I C S.

capey with dear water $ so that the reliracttoa of *

prism was contrived to be contrary to that of the wa-
ter, in order that a ray of light, transmitted through
both these refracted mediums, might be effected by the

difference only between the two rcfractieiis. As be
found the water to refi*act more or less than the glass

prism, he diminished or increased the angle between
the glass plates, till he found the two contrary refrao*

tnms to he equal, which he discovered by viewing an
object through this double prism. For when it ap-

peared neither raised nor depressed, be was satisfi^

that the refractions were equal, and that the emergent
rays were parallel to the incident.

^ Now, according to the prevaiikig opinion, be ob-

serves, that the object should have appeared through
this doable prism in its natural colour ; for if the dif-

iereace of refrangibility had been in all respects equal,

in tbe two equal refractions, they would have rectified
^

each other. Bat this experiment folly proved tbe fal-Coloen
lacy of the received opinion, by showing tbe divergen-prodoce<

cy of the light by the glass prism to be almost double

of that by the water j for the image .f the object

though not at all refracted, was yet as nracb infected

with prismatic colours as thongh it had been seen

throngh a glass wedge only whose angle was near 30
degrees.

“ This experiment is tbe very same with that of Sit

Isaac Newton above mentioned, notwithstanding tbe

result was so remarkably different : bnt Mr Dollond
assures us, that be used all possible precaution and care

in bis process ; and he kept bis apparatos by him, that

he might evince the truth of what be wrote, whenever
be should be properly required to do it.

He plainly saw, however, that if the refracting

angle of tlie water-vessel could have admitted of a suf-

ficient increase, tbe divergency of the coloured rays
would have been greatly diminished, or entirely recti-

fied ; and that there would have been a very great re-

fraction without colour, as he bad already produced a
great discolouring without refraction } but the incon-

veniency of so large an angle as that of tbe prismatic
vessel must have l^n, to bring the light to an equal
divergency with that of tbe glass prism, whose angle
was about 60% made it necessary to try some experi-

ments of the same kind with smaller an^^es.
** Accordingly be got a wedge of plate-glass, the

angle of which was only nine degrees j and, using it

in tbe same circumstances, he increased the angle of
the water-wed^e, in which it was placed, till the diver-

gency of tbe light by the water was equal to that by
the glass y that is, till tbe image of the object, thongh
considerably refracted by the excess of the refraction

of the water, appeared nevertheless quite free from any
colours proceeding from tbe different refrangibility of
tbe light. ’

Notwithstanding it evidently appeared, I may say Deibnc
to almost all philosophers, that Mr Dollond bad made Sir Isai

a real discovery of something not comprehended in

the optical principles of Sir Isaae Newton, It did not
appear to so sensible a man, and so good a mathema-
tician as Mr Murdoch is universally acknowledged to

be. Upon this occasion he interposed in tbe defence,

as he imagined, of Sir Isaac Newton ^ maintaining,

that Mr l^llond's positions, which be says, he known
not by what mishap have been deemed paradoxes in

Sir
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«3 parent bodies to reflect Hght, being deduced from very

No light numerous experiments, may therefore be held as a ge-

tT^th^*^co
appear the more extensive, if we

louring
consider, that, for the most part, the tinging particles

particles. liquors or other transparent substances are extracted

from opaque bodies ^ that the opaque bodies owe their

colours to those particles, in like manner as the trans-

parent substances do ;
and that by the loss of them they

14 are deprived of their colours.
Apparatus For making his experiments, Mr Delaval used small

thoM^x”*
phials of flint-glass, whose form was a parallelopiped, and

lim^ti!^* tjieir height, exclusive of the neck, about two inches,

the base about an inch square, and the neck two inches

in length. The bottom and three sides of each of

those phials were covered with a black varnish ; the

cylindrical neck, and the anterior side, except at its

edges, being left uncovered. He was careful to avoid

any crevices in the varnish, that no light might be ad-

mitted except through the neck or anterior side of the

phials.

In these experiments it is of importance to have the

phials perfectly clean ; and as many of the liquors are

apt to deposit a sediment, they ought to be put into

the phials only at the time the experiments are to be

made. The uncovered side of the phials should not be

placed opposite to the window through which the light

is admitted •j because in that situation the light would
be reflected from the farther side of the phial ^ and our

author observes, that smooth black substances reflect

light very powerfully. But as it is a principal object

in the experiment, that no light be transmitted through

the liquor, this is best accomplished by placing the un-

covered side of the phial in such a situation that it may
25 form a right angle with the window.

The oolour. With these precautions, our author viewed a great

onu”sho^
number of solutions, both of coloured metallic salts and

iuelr by matter of vegetables j universally observ-

tfHDimiUed ingy that the colour by reflection was black, whatever
fight. It might be when viewed by transmitted light. If these

liquors, however, are spread thin upon any white ground,

theyiappear of the same colour as when viewed by trans-

mitted light ; but on a black ground they afford no co-

lour, unless the black body be polished ^ in which case

the reflection of the light through it produces the same
effect as transmission.

The experiments with tinged glasses were in many
respects analogous to those with transparent-coloured

liquors. For these he made several parcels of colour-

less glasses, principally using one composed of equal

parts of borax and white sand. The glass was reduced

to powder, and afterwards ground, together with the in-

gredients by which the colours were imparted. ** This

method (says he) of incorporating the tinging particles

is greatly preferable to mixing them with the raw ma-
terials ; and the glasses thus composed excel most others

in hardness, being scarcely inferior in lustre to real

gems.*’

The result of all the experiments made in this man-
ner was, that when matter is of such thinness, and the

tinge so dilu^d, that light can be transmitted through

A T I C S.

it, the glasses then appear vividly coloured $ but when
they are in larger masses, and the tinging matter is

more densely diffused through them, they appear black ;

for these, as well as the transparent-coloured liquors,

show their colour by transmission. The following ex-

periments were made with a view to determine the pro-

portion of tinging matter which produces colour or

blackness.

1. Glass was tinged green by adding to it <^th of£speri-

its weight of copper j and that whether the latter was menu to

used in its metallic or calcined state. detenaiue

2. A blue glass was made by the addition of

a purple one by manganese, a red glass by gold, andynging
yellow glasses by silver and calcined iron. A yellow maUtr.

glass resembling a topaz was likewise made by the ad-

dition of a small quantity of charcoal in powder. The
sanie colour was likewise procured by the addition of

wheat-flour, rosin, and several other inflammable mat-

ters. Small pieces of each of these glasses being

ground by a lapidary, resembled gems of their different

colours.

3. Having formed pieces of such glasses about two
inches thick, he inclosed them in black cloth on all

sides, except their farther and anterior surfaces. In
this situation each of them showed a vivid colour when
light was transmitted through them ; but when the

posterior surface was likewise covered with the cloth to

prevent this transmission, no other colour than black

was exhibited by any of them.

4. When plates of transparent-coloured glass, some-

what thicker than common window-glass, were made
nee of, they always exhibited their colours by trans-

mitted light.

5. On intercepting the light transmitted through

these coloured plates, they as constantly appeared black

when placed in such a direction as to form a right

angle with the window.

F:om these phenomena Mr Delaval deduced the

following observations : i. That the colouring particles

do not reflect any light. 2. That a medium, such as

Sir Isaac Newton has described, is diffused over both

the anterior and farther surfaces of the plates, where-

by objects are equally and regularly reflected as by a
mirror. Hence, when it is said that light is reflected

by the surfkce of any substance, it should, be understood

from this expression, that the reflection is effected by
the medium diffused over its surface.

6. When a lighted candle is placed near one of those On Uk re-

coloured plates, the fhime is reflected by the medium flection of

which is diffused over the anterior surface. The image
thus reflected entirely resembles the flame in size

colour^ being scarcely diminished, and not in the leastgintsct.

tinged by the coloured glass.

7. If the plate be not so intensely coloured, or so

massy, as to binder the transmission of tbe light of the

Candle, there appears a secondary image of the flame^

which is reflected by the medium contiguous to the

farther surface of the glass ^ and as tbe light thus re-

flected passes through tbe coloured glass, it is tinged'

very vividly.

8.

Wben

such a mixture of them as does not compose whiteness, or any of the gradaticas between white and black

as are calM by Sir isape Newton,, gray, dun, or russet brown.
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actly reseniliiiog the colour^hich btd been extracted

from the leaves.

3. After the colour had been totally extracted by

the vinous spirit^ tbe leaves remained apparently un-

altered, either as to figure or texture \ but were en-

tirely white, or bad their whiteness slightly tinged with

brown.

4. Red, purple, and blue flowers, were also digested

ill spirit of wine, all of which yielded their colouring

• matter to tbe spirit, and became white by being de-

prived of it. From most of these flowers, however, the

spirit acquired either no tinge at all, or only a very

faint one j
but when acidulated, it became red, and

by tbe addition of an alkali appeared blue, purple, or

green, according to the quantity of alkali, and tbe na-

ture of the infusion. In these states, all of them, when
viewed by transmitted light, or poured upon a white

ground, showed their colours, but universally appeared

black by reflexion.

5. Red, purple, and blue flowers, were digested in

water slightly acidulated with nitrous acid. Thus, red

infusions were obtained, which, by saturation with sea-

salt, might be preserved for many years.

6. The same liquors were changed green, blue, or

purple, by the addition of an alkali : but here tbe case

was tbe same as before ; all of them yielding vivid co-

lours by transmission, but none by reflection. In ma-
king this experiment, care must be taken to add the al-

kali very gradually ^ for if too much is put in at once

to the red liquor, the immediate colours between the

red and the green will be wanting. To half an ounce

of the red infusion it is proper to add, at once, only

the smallest quantity that can be taken upon tbe point

of a pen
;
repeating this addition slowly, until each of

the colours be produced.

7. The flowers, after having been repeatedly mace-
Tated in acidulated water, lost their colouring matter,

and became white.

8. Yellow flowers also communicated their colours

to water and to spirit of wine. Tbe infusion and

tinctures of these flowers were subjected to tbe same
experiments as bad been employed in the examination

of tbe liquors already mentioned *, and appeared yel-

low by transmitted light, but did not reflect any co-

lour.

9. White paper, linen, &e. may be tinged of any
of these colours, by dipping them in the infusions •y

and tbe consideration of tbe manner in which the co-

lours are imparted to the linen, aflbrds much insight

into the manner in which natural colours are produ^

ced. It has already been observed, that, when tbe co-

louring matter of plants is extracted from them, the

solid fibrous parts, thus divested of their covering, dis-

play their natural whiteness. White linen, paper,

&c, are formed of such fibrous vegetable matter ^

which is bleached by dissolving and detaching the he-

terogeneous colouring particles. When these are dyed
nr painted with ve^table colours, it is evident that

they do not difler in their manner of acting on the

rays of light from natural vegetable bodies ^ both

yielding their oolonrs by transmitting, through the

transparent coloured matter, the light which is re-

flected from the white ground. This white matter
frequently exists, without any considerable mixture, in

plants, while they are in a state of vegetation as cot-

2

ton, white flowers, tbe pith, wood, seeds, roots, and

other parts of several kinds of vegetables. When de-

cayed trees, &.c. have been long exposed to the atmo-

sphere, their coloured juices are sometimes so perfect-

ly extracted, that the fibres appear white. This white

matter is not distinct from the vegetable earth to which

plants are reduced by burning. Mr Delaval has ren- ^9

dered ashes intensely white, by carefully calcining
^

them, and afterwards grinding with a small propor- Qitde in-

tion of nitre, and exposing them to such a degree ofunsely

he&t as would cause the nitre deflagrate with the re- white,

maining quantity of phlogiston. Lastly, the ashes were

digested with muriatic acid, in order to dissolve tbe fer-

ruginous matter diflused through them, and repeated-

ly washing the remainder in water. Mixing ashes thus

purified with borax, and applying a vitrifying beat, an

opaque enamel Is obtained, remarkable for its white-

ness.

Hence it appears, that the earth which forms the White

substance of plants is white, and separable from that eatth of

substance which gives to earth its peculiar colour*,

whenever it is pure and uumixed, or diflfused through

colourless media, it shows its native whiteness ; and is them that

the only vegetable matter endowed with a reflective rcflecu the

power. It may be discovered, however, by other 1^1^^

means than that of burning : thus, roses may be

whitened by exposing them to the vapour of burning

sulphur : an efiect which cannot be attributed to tbe

sulphuric acid, but to the phlogiston contained in that

vapour. This was proved to be tbe case, by exposing

several kinds of red and purple flowers to the j^logi-

stic vapour issuing from hepar sulpburis •y and by this

every one of them was whitened
^ their colour being af-

terwards restored by tbe addition of an acid either mi-

neral or vegetable.
** Thus (says Mr Delaval) it appears, that tbe co- Colouing

louring matter of the flowers is not discharged or re- matter die.

moved, but only dissolved by carbonic acid and solved bjr

thereby divided into particles too minute to exhibit

any coloor. In this state, together with the vege-

table juice in which they are diflused, they form a co-

lourless transparent covering, through which the white

matter of tbe flowers is seen untinged. The colouring

particles of plants consist principally of inflammable

matter, and their solubility in carbonic acid, and union

with it, are analogous to the action of other inflam-

mable bodies upon each other. Thus, cether dissolves

all essential and expressed oils, animal empyreomatic
oils and resins. Sulphur, camphor, and almost all sub-

stances abounding in phlogiston, are soluble in oils,

ardent spirits, or other inflammable menstrua. Tbe
manner in which tbe red colour of vegetable flowers

is restored, appears to be explicable from known che-

mical laws. 'When acids are applied to the whitened

flowers, they unite with tbe phlogiston which the sul-

phur had communicated, and disengage it from the

colouring particles ^ which, being thus extricated, re-

sume their original magnitude and hue. A .change of

the same kind is also produced by fixed alkali, which,

like the acids, has a strong attraction for phlogiston,

always changes tbe whitened flowers to a blue, purple,

or green colour.

^ In like manner, the action of tbe rays of light Colours

operates upon coloured bodies. Thus, dyed silk, orstroyed b>
other substances of that kind, when exposed to the'Jj®

'
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is produced, to the vegetable bodies already treated of*

The tinctures and infusions of cochineal and of kermes
yield their colours when light is transmitted through

them, but show none by reflection. On diluting fresh

oX'gall with water, and examining it in the phials al-

ready mentioned, that part of it which was in the

neck of the phial, and viewed bv transmitted light,

was yellow
^
but the anterior surface was black, and

reflected no colour. Flesh derives its colour entirely

from the bload, and when deprived of it, the fibres and
vessels are perfectly white

^
as are likewise the mem-

branes, sinews, and bones, when freed from their aque-

ous and volatile parts ; in which case they are a mere
earth, unalterable by fire, and capable of imparting an

opaque whiteness to glass.

or the CO-
examining blood diluted with water in one of

loar of phials formerly described, it transmitted a red co-

blood. lour, and the anterior surface was almost, but not en-

tirely, black for it received a slight hue of brown
' from some coagulated particles that were suspended in

the liquor. In order to procure blood sufficiently di-

luted, and at the same time equably and perfectly dis-

solved, he mixed as much cruor witJi spirit of sal am-
moniac as imparted a bright colour to it. The liquor

being then viewed in the phial, that part which was
contained in the neck, and transmitted the light, ap-

peared of a fine red ^ but the anterior part reflecting

no light, was intensely black. Hence it appears, that

the florid red colour of the flesh arises from the ligbt

which is reflected from the white fibrous substance,

and transmitted back through the red transparent co-

vering which the blood forms on every part of it.

Blood, when recently drawn, does not assume the

appearance common to transparent coloured liquors ^

for these, when too massy to transmit ligbt from their

farther surfaces, always appear black ^ but blood, when
recently drawn, always shows a fine red colour, in

whatever way it be viewed. This is occasioned by a
white matter diffused through the blood ; and which
Is easily separated from the cruor, by dividing it after

coagulation into a number of thin pieces, and washing
in a sufficient quantity of pure water. Thus the water
acquires a red colour, and ought to be changed daily.

In a few days it will acquire no more tinge ; and the

remaining masses of the cruor are no longer red, bnt
white.

Ofth^Lielli
manner, the red colour of the shells of lob-

•of boiling, is no more than a mere superficial

covering spread over the white calcareous earth of
which the shells are composed, and may be easily re-

moved from the surface by scraping or filing. Before
the application of heat, this superficial covering is

much denser, insomuch that, in some parts of the shell,

it appears quite black, being too thick to admit the

passage of the light to the sliell and back again
; but

where this transparent blue colour of the unboiled lob-

ster is thinner, it constantly appears like a blue film.

In like manner, the colours of the eggs of certain

birds are entirely superficial, and may be scraped oflP,

leaving the .white calcareous earth exposed to view.

The case is the same with feathers, which owe their

''colours entirely to a very thin layer of some transpa-
rent matter upon a white ground. Our author ascer-

tained this by scraping oflf the superficial colours

certain feathers which were strong enough to bear the

3
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operation } and thus separated the coloured layers from
the white ground on which they had been naturally
spread. The lateral fibres of the feathers cannot indeed
have their surfaces separated in ibis manner

^ but their

texture, when viewed by a microscope, -seems to indi-

cate, that the colours are produced upon them by no
other means than those already related. In the exa-
mination of some animal subjects, where the colouring
matter could not be separated by chemical means, our
author bad recourse to mechanical division

} but this

can only be employed when the principal part of the
white substance is unmIxed with the coloured coat or
covering which is spread upon its surface. All of
them, however, by whatever means their colours could
be separated, showed that they were produced in the
same manner, namely, by the transmission of light

from a white ground through a transparent coloured
medium.

The coloured substances of the mineral kingdom are or the co.
very numerous, and belong principally to two classes, lova of m
viz. earths and metals. The former, when pure, are°^
all perfectly white, and their colours arise from car-'**®®***

bonic or metallic mixtures. Calcareous earths, when
indurated, constitute marble, and may be tinged with
various colours by means of metallic solutions: all

which are similar in their nature to the dyes put upon
silk, cotton, or linen, and invariably proceed fit>m the
same cause, viz. the transmission of light through a
very thin and transparent coloured medium. Flints
are formed from siliceous earths, and owe tbeir colour
to carbone. When sufficiently heated, they are ren-
dered white by the loss of the inflammable matter
which produced their colour. When impregnated
with metals, they form agates, cornelians, jasper, and
coloured crystals. The coloured gems also receive tbeir

Afferent hues firom metals: and all of them may be
imitated by glasses tinged with such carbonic or me-
tallic matters as enter into the composition of the ori-

ginal substances.

Thus our author concludes, that the coloured earths, of
gems, &c. exhibit tbeir various tints in the same
manner with other substances

\ viz. by the transmission
of ligbt reflected from a white ground. Our author,
however, proceeds farther

^ and asserts, that even the
colours of metals themselves are produced in the same
manner.

Gold (says he) exhibits a white light, which is

tinged with yellow. I have used this expression, be-
cause it appears from experiment that gold reflects a
white light, and that its yellow colour is a tinge super-
added to its whiteness. The experiment is thus set
forth by Sir Isaac Newton. Gold in this light (that
is, a beam of white light) appears of the same yellow
colour as in day light, but by intercepting at the lens
a due quantity of the yellow-making rays, it will ap-
pear white like silver, as I have tried ^ which shows
that iu yellowness arises from the excess of the inter-

cepted rays, tinging that whiteness with their colour
when they are .let pass.

** I have already shown, by numerous experiments,
in what manner coloured tinges are produced \ and it

uniformly appears, from all these experiments, that
colours do not arise from reflection, but from trans-
mission only* A solution of silver is pellucid and co-
lourlesss. A solution of gold transmiu yellow, but re-

flects
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only hj the white or colourless perticles. They con-

sist of pellocid mediii, throaghont which white or co-

lourless opaque particles are dispersed. The latter are

disposed at such distances from each other« that some

of the incident rays of light are capable of passing

through the intervals which intercede them, and thus

are transmitted through the semipellucid mass. Some
sorts of rays penetrate through such masses, while

others, which differ from them in their refrangihility,

are reflected by the light or colourless particles ;
and

from thence are transmitted through the pellocid part

of the medium which intervenes between the reflecting

particles and the anterior surface of the mass. On the

same principle our author explains the blue colour of

, the sky, the green colour of the sea, and other natural

43 phenomena : and firoip his numerous experiments on
CO- gubject at last concludes, ** that the power by which

shof^^ the several rays of light are transmitted through differ-

tnasmitted ent media is inherent in the particles themselves, and

light therefore is not confined to the surfaces of such media.

For if the transmissive force was exerted at the surface

only, the thinner plates of coloured substances would

act upon the rays as powerfully as thicker masses. But
it appears from experiment, that in proportion as the

rays pass through different thicknesses of coloured me-

dia, they exhibit colours differing not only in degree,

but frequently in species also.

** The sun^s light, by which bodies are illuminated,

consists of all the rays of which a white light is com-
pounded. These rays, in their entire and undivided

state, are incident upon the opaque particles of semi-

pellucid substances, and upon the colouring particles

of transparent coloured substances, whenever these

media are exposed to the light. When the rays accede

to the opaque particles of semipellucid substances,

some sorts of them are reflected back from the ante-

rior sorface of these particles : the other sorts of rays,

which are not reflected back, are diverted from the

direction which is opposite to the anterior surface

of the opaque particles, and passing through the inter-

vals between the particles, are transmitted through

the mass.
** When the rays are incident upon the particles of

transparent coloom bodies, none of them are reflected

back I because the colouring particles are not endowed
with any reflective power j but some of the rays are

either stopped at the interior surface of the particles,

or are diverted into such directions as render them in-

capable of passing towards the further side of the mass}
and consequently such rays cannot be transmitted. The
rays which are thop intercepted or dispersed, are

transmitted in the same manner as those which pass

through semipellucid media. Thus it is evident, that

the coloured rays which are transmitted through semi-

pellucid substances, are inflected bythe opaque particles

}

and those which are transmitted through transparent-

coloured substances are inflected by the colouring par-

ticles. From the preceding observations likewise it ap-

pears, that the particles of coloured media inflect the

several sorts of rays according to the several sizes and
densities of the particles ; also in proportion to the in-

flammability of the media which owe their colour to

them ; and it is manifest that the transmission of co-

loured rays depends upon their inflection. All these ob-

servations are conformable to Sir Isaac NowtonV doc-

a
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trine that the rays of light are reflected, refracted, and
inflected, by one and the same principle acting vaii*

onsk in various circumstances.**

Tbe most remarkable part ofMr Delaval*s doctrine

is that concerning tbe metals
}

for the better under-
standing of which we shall premise a short abstract of
his general doctrine concerning white bodies, and tbe ^
manner in which light is reflected by them. ** All the or ihe^

earths, (he observes), which in their natural state are manner ir

of a pure white, constitute transparent colourless media y^hicb ligi

when vitrified with proper fluxes, or when dissolved in

colourless menstrua
}
and tbe saline masses obtainable iM)dict.

from their solutions are transparent and colourless,

while they retain tbe water which is essential to their

crystallization, and are not flawed or reduced to pow-
der } but after their pores and interstices are opened
in such a manner as to admit tbe air, they become
then white and opaque by tbe entrance of that rare

medium. The earthy particles which form the solid

parts of bodies generally exceed the other in density }

consequently these particles, when contiguous to toe
rare media already mentioned, most reflect the rays of
light with a force proportionate to their density. The
reflective power of bodies does not depend merely upon
their excess of density, but upon their diflFerence of
density with respect to the surrounding media. Trans-
parent colourless particles, whose density it greatly in-

ferior to that of the media they come between, alsa

powerfully reflect all sorts of rays, and thereby become
white. Of this kind are the air or other rare fluids

which occupy tbe interstices of liqnort } and in gene-'

ral of all denser media in whose interstices such rare
particles are admitted.

Hence we may conclude, that white opaqne bodies

are constituted by tbe union or contiguity of two or
more transparent colourless media di&ring consider^

ably fi*om each other in their reflective powers. Of
these substances we have examples in froth, emnlsionSp

Or other imperfect combinations of pellucid liquors,

milk, snow, calcined or pulverized salts, glass or cry-
stal reduced to powder, white earths, paper, linen, and
even those metals which are called white by mineralo-

gists and chemists : for the metals just mentioned do
not appear white unless their surfaces be rough } as in

that case only there are interstices on their surfaces suf-

ficient to admit the air, and thus make a reflection of a
white and vivid light.

** But the polished surfaces of metallic mirrors re-

flect the incident rays equably and regularly, accord-

ing to their several angles of incidence } so that the

reflected rays do not interfere with each other, but
remain separate and uumixed, and therefore distinctly

exhibit their several colours. Hence it is evident,

that white surfaces cannot act upon the light as mir-
rors } because all the rays which are reflated from
them are blended in a promiscuous and disorderly

manner. ..

The above mentioned phenomena give much in-Oftte
sight into the nature aud cause of opacity: as they canie off

clearly show, that even the rarest transparent colour-

less substances, when their surfaces are adjacent to me-
dia differing greatly from them in refractive power,
may thereby acquire a perfect opacity, and may assume
« resplendency and hoe so similar to that of white me-
tals, that the rarer pettncid substances cannot by the

sight
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colour of those three. For the yellow and blue, if

they are equal in quantity, will draw the intermediate

green equally toward them, and keep it, as it were, in

equilibrio, that it verge not more to the one than to

the other. To this compound green there may be

added some red and violet ; and yet the green will not

imniediately cease, but grow less vivid ^ till by adding

mere red and violet it will become more diluted ; and

at last, by the prevalence of the added colours, it will

be overcome, and turned into some anomalous colour.

If the sun’s white, composed of all kinds of rays, be

added to any homogeneous colour, that colour will not

vanish, nor change its species,, but be diluted •y and by

adding more white, it will* become continually more

diluted. Lastly, if red and violet be mixed, there will

be generated, according to their various proportion^,

various purples, such as are not tike, in appearance,

to the colour of any homogeneous light ; and of these

purples, mixed with blue and yellow, other new colours

may be composed.

III. Out of thr^e of the pnmai*y colours
y
redy yellow

y

and hluey to produce all the other prismatic coloursy

and all that an intermediate to them^

Provide three panes of glass (fig. 2.) of about five

inches square
\ and divide each of them, by parallel

Hnes, into five equal parts. Take three sheets of very

thin paper
\
which you must paint lightly, one blue,

another yellow, and the third red (d). Then paste on

one of the glasses five pieces of the red paper, one of

which must cover the whole glass, the second only the

four lower divisions, the third the three lower, the

fourth the two lowest, and (he fifth the last division

only. On the other glasses five pieces of the blue and
yellow papers must be pasted in like manner. You must
also have a box of about six inches long, and the same
depth and width as the glasses \ it must be black on
the inside: let one end be quite open, and in the

opposite end there most be a hole large enough to see

the glasses completely. It must also open at the top,

that the glasses may be placed in it conveniently.

When you have put any one of these glasses in the

box, and the open end is turned toward the sun, you
will see five distinct shades of the colour it contains.

If yon place the blue and yellow glasses together, in a
similar direction, you will see five shades of green dis-

tinctly formed. When the blue and red glasses are

placed, a bright violet will he produced: and by the

red and yellow, the several shades of orange.

If, instead of placing these glasses in a similar posi* Fig. 3.

tion, you place the side AB of the yellow glass against

the side BD of the blue, you will see all the various

greens that are produced by nature (e)
^ if the blue

and red glasses be placed In that manner, you will have
all the possible varieties of purples, violets, &c.

^ and,

lastly, if the red and orange glasses be so placed, there

will be all the intermediate colours, as the marygold,

aurora, &c.

IV. "By means of the three primary colourSy redy yellow^

and hluey together with light and shadey to product
ad the gradations f the prismatic colours*

On seven square panes of glass, paste papers that

are painted with the seven prismatic colours, in the same
manner as the last experiment. I1ie colours for the

orange, green, indigo, and violet, may be made by

mixing the other three. Then with bistre (F,) weft

diluted, shade a sheet of very thin paper, by laying it

light on both its sides. With pieces of this paper cover

four*fifihs of a glass, of the same size with the others,

by laying one piece on the four lowest divisions, an*

other on the three lowest, a third on the two lowest,

and the fourth on the lowest division only, and leaving

the top division quite uncovered. When one of the

coloured glasses is placed in the box, together with the

glass of shades, so that the side AB of the one be ap-

plied to the side BC of the other, as in fig. 3. the se-

veral gradations of colours will appear shaded in the

same manner as a drapery judiciously painted with that

colour.

It is on this principle that certain French artists

have proceeded in their endeavours to imitate, by de-

signs printed in colours, paintings in oil : which they

do by four plates of the same size, on each of which is

engraved the same design. One of these contains aH
the shades that are to be represented, and which are

painted either black or with a dark gray. One of the

three other plates is covered with blue, another with

red, and the third with yellow \ each of them being

engraved on those parts only which are to represent

that colour ^g) \ and the engraving is either stronger

or weaker, in proportion to the tone of colour that is

to be represented (h).

These four plates are then passed alternately under

the

(d) Water-colonrs must be used for this purpose : the blue may be that of Prussia, and very bright ; the red,

carmine; and the yellow, gamboge, mixed with a little saffron, lliese colours must be laid very hght and even
on both sides of the paper,

(e) In the first position of the glasses, the quantity of blue and yellow being equal, the same sort of green was
constantly visible ; but by thus inverting the glasses, the quantity of the colours being constantly unequal, a
very pleasing variety of tints is produced.

(f) The bistre here used, must be made of soot, not that in stone.

(g) When a red drapery is required; it iS engraved on the plate assigned to that colour 5 and so of yellow
and blue : but if one of the other colours be wanting, suppose violet, it roust be engraved on those that print the
red Uue ; and so of the rest. The plates of this kind have been hitherto engraved in the manner of mezzotinto ^
but these, unless they ate akilfiiUy managed, are soon effaced. Engravings in the manner of crayon will per-

haps answer better.

(«) Tlie principal diffleoky in thte^oft of engrwfiiig arises from want of skilful mnnagement,. ki giving
eaoh plate that precise degree of engraving which will p^nce the tone of colcnr required. If a bright grem

ia
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^ 8.

C H R O M
Vm. Tie diatonic scah of colours.

Tbe illi^trioas NewtOD, in the course of his investi-

gsttODS of the properties of light, discovered that the

length of the spaces Vfhich the seven primarj colours

possess in the spectrum, exactly corresponds to those

cf chords that sound tbe seveiv notes in tbe diatcmic

scale of music : As is evident by tbe following expert*

ment.

On a paper in a dark chamber, let a of light be

largely refracted into tbe spectrum AFTMGF (fig.

70 * mark the precise boundaries of tbe several

colours, as o, 6, c, &o« Draw lines from those pmnts
.perpendicular to the opposite side, and you will find

that the spaces M r^* F, by which tbe red is bounded %

r g ef^hj which the orange is bounded \ qp o by
which tbe yellow is bounded, &c« will be in exact pro-

portion to the divisions of a musical chord for tbe notes

of an octave ; that is, as the intervals of these numbers

T» T*

IX. Cohrijic music.

Father Castel, a Frenchman, in a curious book be

has published on chromatics, supposes the note u% to

answer to blue in tbe prismatic colours } tbe note re to .

yellow, and mi to red. The other tones he refers to the

intermediate colours \ from whence he constmcts the

following gamut of colorific music :

Ut Blue

Ut sharp

Re
Sea green

Bri^t green

Re sharp Olive green

Mi Yellow

Fa Aurora ^

Fa sharp Orange
Sol Red
Sol sharp Crimson

La Violet

La sharp Blue Violet

Si Sky blue

Ut Blue

This gamut, according to this plan, is to be conti-

nued in tbe same manner for tbe following octave } ex-

cept that tbe colours are to be more vivid.

He supposes that these colours, by striking the eye

in tbe same succession as the sounds (to which ht
fliakes them analogous) do the ear, and in the same
cffder of time, they will produce correspondent sen-

sations of pleasure in the mind. It is on these general

principles, which F. Castel has elucidated in bis trea-

tise, that he has endeavoured, though with little success,

to establish his ocular harpsichord.

Tbe construction of this instrument, as here ex-

plained, will show that tbe effects produced by colours

hy no means answer those of sounds, and that t^
principal relation there is between ^n^ consists in

the duration of tbe time that they.rsspecti^p«ly;affect the

senses. ^
Between two circles of pasteboard, of teA indie«d^

meter, AB and CD, (fig. 8.), inclose a Mlbw paste-

A T I C S.

board cylinder £, i8 inches long. Divide this cylin-

der into spaces half an inch wide, by a spiral line that

mns round it from the top to the bottom, and divide

its surface into six equal parts by parallel lines drawn
between its two extremities : as is expressed in the
figure.

Let the circle AB, at top, be open, and let that at

bottom, CD, be closed, and supported by an axis or
screw, of half an inch diameter, which must turn free-

,

ly in a nut placed at tbe bottom of a box we shall

presently describe. To tbe axis just mentioned adjust

a wooden wheel G, of two inches and a half in dia-

meter, and that has 12 or 15 teeth, which take tbe

endless screw H. Let this cylinder be inclosed in a
box ILMN (fig. 9.) whose base is ^uare, and at

whose bottom there is a nut, in which tbe axis F
turns. Observe that the endless screw H shoold come
out of the box, that it may receive the handle O, by
which the cylinder is to be turned.

This box being closed all round, place over it a tin

covering A, which will be perforated in different

parts ^ from this cover there most hang three or four

lights, so placed that they may strongly illumine the

inside of tbe cylinder. In one side of this box (which
.should be covered with pasteboard) cot eight apeitures,

o, 5, c, d^ f gy (fig. 9.) of half an inch wide, andl%. p.'

y of an inch hi^ \ they must be directly over each
other, and tbe distance between them must be exactly

two inches. It is by these openings, which here
correspond to the musical notes, that the various co-

lours analogous to them are to appear^ and which
being placed on tbe pasteboard cylinder, as we have
shown, are refiected by means of the lights placed

withinit.

It is easy to conceive, that when the handle O is

turned, the cylinder in consequence rising half an
inch, if it be turned five times round, it will succes-

sively show, at tbe openings made in the side of the

box, all those that are in the cylinder itself, and which
are ranged according to the direction of tbe inclined

Uoes drawn on it. It is therefore according to the

duration of the notes which are to be expressed, that

the apertures on the cylinder are to be cut. Observe,

that tbe space between two of tbe murallel lines drawn
vertically on tbe cylinder, is equal to one measure of

time \ therefore, hr every tuni of tbe cylinder, there

are six measures, and thirty measures for the air that

is te be played by this instrument.

The Severn apertures being made in the side of the

cylinder, in conformity to the notes of the tune that

is to be expressed, they are to be covered with double

pieces of veiy thin paper, painted on both sides with

tbe colours that are to represent the musical notes.

This experiment might be executed in a different

manner, and with much greater extent } but as the en-

tertainment would not equal tbe trouble and expence,

we have thought it sufficient to give tbe above, by which
tbe reader will be enabled to judge bow fiu* the analogy

supposed by F. Castel really exists. See tbe article

Chbomatics in the SumocMXNT.

CHRONIC,
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fbwiie, CHRONIC, or Crroicical, among physicians, an

Ckroflidc. appellation gtren to diseases that continue a long time ^

- in contradistinction to those that soon terBsinate, and

are called acvte.

CHRONICLE, in matters of literatnre, a species

or kind of histoij disposed according to the order of

time, and agreeing in nost respects with annals. See

Ankals.
Parian Chrovicls. See Arundelian Marbles.

Since that article was printed, in which an abstract was
giren ofMr Robertson’s doubts and observations respect-

ing the anthenticity of the Parian Chronicle, one or

two publications have appeared in answer, but none

of them calculated to remove the objections, or mate-

rially to affect the arguments that had been stated with

00 much learning and ingenuity against it. The fol-

lowing strictures, however, with which the Monthly
Reviewers have concluded their critique of Mr Robert-

son’s performance, seem to merit consideration.

On Objection I. That the characters have no certain

toM. or unequivocalmarksofantiquity

^

theReviewers remark,
Jaa. 1719. iii^i seems rather to he an answer to a defender of

*

the inscription, than an objection. If a zealous 4iarti-

zan of the marble should appeal to its characters and

orthography, as decisive proofs of its being genuine, it

would be proper enough to answer, that these circum-

stances afford no certain criterion of autbeoticity. But
in this word certain sculks an unlucky ambiguity. If

it means demonstrative, it most be allowed that no in-

scription can be proved to be certainly gennine from

these appearances ; hnt if it means no more than high-

ly pro^ble, many inscriptions possess sufficient inter-

nal evidence to give their claims this degree of cer-

tainty. The true question is. Has not the Parian

Chronicle every mark of antiquity that can be expect-

ed in a monument claiming the age of 2000 yean ?

The letters r and 3; are, bj Mr R.’s own conKssion,

such as occur in genuine inscriptions
j and to say in an-

swer, that an impostor might copy the forms of these

letters from other inscriptions,, is already to suppose

the inscription forged, before it is rendered probable

by argument. The learned author of the Dissertation

seems to betray some doubt of his own conclusion:

for he adds, p. 56.
** that the antiqnitv of an inscrip-

tion can never be proved by the mere mrm of the let-

ters, because the most ancient characters are as easily

counterfeited as the modem.” But this objection is

equally applicable to all other ancient inscriptions

;

and is not to the purpose, if the present inscription has

any peculiar marks of imposture in its characters and
orthography. ** The characters do not resemble the

Sigean, the Nemean, or the Delian inscriptions.” Mr
R. answers this objection himself, by adding, ** which
are supposed to be of a more ancient date.” The op-

posite reason to this will be a sufficient answer to the

other objection, that they do not resemble the Far-
nesian pillars or the Alexandrian MS.” If they

differ in many respects friim the Marmor Sandvicense,”

they may be presumed to agree in many. ** They
seem to resemble more than any other, the alphabet

taken by Montfaufon from the marmor Cyzicenum.”
Thus it appears that the Parian Chronicle most nearly

resembles the two inscriptions, to whose age it most
nearly approaches.

'When Mr R« adds, that the letters ” are such as

C 95 1 C H R
an ordinary stone-cutter would probably make, if he Ckroafrlc.

were employed to engrave a Greek inscription, accord- ’ *

ing to the alphabet now in use,” be must be under-

stood cum grano salis. The engraver of a fac-simile

generally omits some nice and minute touches in ta-

king his copy but, even with this abatement, we dare

appeal to any adept in Greek calligraphy, whether the

specimen facing p. 56. will justify our author’s obser-

vation ? The small letters (O, 0 ,
fl,) intermixed

among the larger, have an air of affectation and arti-

fice.” Then has the greater part of ancient inscrip-

tions an air of affectation and artifice, For the O is

perpetually engraved in this diminutive size \ and

being of a kindred sound, and 0 of a kindred shape,

how can we wonder that all three should be represent-

ed of the same magnitude ? In the inscription which

immediately follows the marble in Dr Chandler’s edi-

tion, No. xxiv. these very three letters are never so

large as the rest, and often much smaller $ of which

there are instances in the three first lines. See also

two medals in the second part of Dorville’s Sicula,

Tab. xvi. Numb. 7. 9.
^ From the archaisms, such as py Avitu^uat $y

&c. See. no conclusion can be drawn in fa*

vour of the authenticity of the inscriptiou.” Yetsure^
ly every thing common to it with other inscriptions,

confessedly genuine, creates a reasonable presump*

tion in its favour. ** But what reason could there be

for these archaisms in the Parian Chronicle ? We do
not usually find them in Greek writers of the same
age, or even of a more early date.” The reason is,

according to our opinion, that such archaisms were
then in use : this we know from other inscriptions, in

which such archaisms (or, as our author afterwards

calls them, barbarisms) are frequent. Nothing can
be inferred from the Greek writers, unless we bad

their autographs. The present system of orthography,

in our printed Greek books is out of the question. A-
gain, ” The inscription sometimes adopts and some-

times neglects these archaisms, as in lines 4, 1 2, 27,

52, 63, 67.” This inconsistency either is no valid

objection, or if it be valid, will demolish not only al-

most every other inscription, but almost every writing

whatsoever. For example, in the inscription just

quoted. No. xxiv. we find rsN 1. 20. and svaM,

24. A little farther, N^ zxvi. 1. 31. we have
iP MtfyfsrMCf, 57. 73. 81. iK MtfymrMtf, and 106, lo8.

•Kr Mmynirme. The Corcyrean inscription (Montfan-

fou, Diar. Ital. p. 420.) promiscuously uses

and In English, who is surprised to find.

has and hath^ a hand and an hand^ a useful and an use^

ful^ in the works of the same author ? We could pro-

duce instances of this inaccuracy from the same page,

nay from the same sentence.

” The authenticity of those inscriptions, in which
these archaisms appear, must be established, before

they can be produced in opposition to the present ar-

gument.” This is, we cannot help thinking, rather

too severe a restriction. If no inscription may be
quoted before it be proved genuine, the learned author

of the Dissertation need not be afraid of being con-

futed
•f

for nobody will engage with him on such con-

ditions. Perhaps the reverse of the role will be thought

more equitable 5 that every inscription be allowed to

be genuine, till its authenticity be rendered doubtful

*7
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CliroDide. ^ probable arguments. We will conclude tbb head

—V— with two short observations. In Selden's copy^ 1. 26.

was written nOHSIN, which the latter editions have al-

tered to nOIHSIN, but without reason, the other be-

ing the more ancient way of writing, common in MSS.
and sometimes found on inscriptions. (See G. Koen^s
Nbtes on Gregorius de Dialecth^ p. 30.) In 1 . 83. the

marble has KttKXuv^ for which Palmer wished to

substitute KmKXuv, Dr Taylor refutes him from the

Marmor Sandvicense^ observing at the same time, that

this orthography occurs in no other place whatever,

except in these two monuments. Is it likely that two
engravers should by chance coincide in the same mis-

take, or that the forger of die Parian Chronicle (if it

be forged) should have seen the Marmor Sandvtcense^

and taken notice of this peculiarity with the intention

of afterwards employing it in the fabrication of an im-

posture ?

The reviewers next proceed to consider, but more
briefly, the other objections.

ii. It is notprobable that the Chronicle was engraved
for private usc.—i. Because it was such an expence^ as

few learned Greeks were able to afford If only afew
were able to afford it, some one of those few might be

willing to incur it. But let Mr B, consider how like-

ly it is that a modern, and probably a needy Greek,
should be more able to afford it in the last century, than

a learned Greek 2000 yeai*s ago ! 2. A manuscript is

more readily circulated. Do men never prefer cumbrous
splendor to cheapness and convenience P And if this

composition, instead of being engraved on marble, had
been committed to parchment, would it have had a
better chance of coming down to the present age P

Such a flying sheet would soon be lost \ or, if a copy
liad, by miracle, been preserved to us, the objections

to its being genuine would be moi-e plausible than any
that have been urged against the inscription. What
Mr R. says about the errors to which an inscription is

liable, &c. will only prove that chronological inscrip-

tions ought not to be engraved \ but not that they ne-

ver were. We allow that the common method of wri-

ting in the reign of Ptolemy Philadelpbus was NOT on
STONES. Rut it was common enough to occur to the

mind of any person who wished to leave behind him a
memorial at once of his learning and magnificence*

III. This objection, that the marble does not appear
to be engraved by public authority^ we shall readily ad-

mit, though Bentley (Diss. on Phalaris, p. 25 1.) leans

to the contrary opinion. In explaining this objection,

the learned dissertator observes, that though the ex-

pression, would lead us to suppose that

the inscription ivlated to Paros, not a single circum-

stance in the history of that island is mentioned. But
this expression only shows that the author was an in-

habitant of Paros, and intended to give his readers a
clue, or parapegma^ by the aid of which they might
adjust the general chronology of Greece to tfie dates

of their own history. It is as absurd as would be a

marble in Jamaica containing the revolutions of Eng-
land.*^' We see no absurdity in supposing a book to

be written in Jamaica containing the revolutions of

England. The natives of Paros were not uninterested

in events relating to tlie general history of Greece,

particularly of Athens
^
and bow can we tell whether

the author were an inquilinus^ or a native of the island ^

3

whether he thought it a place beneath bis care \ or chronicle,
whether he bad devoted a separate inscriptioo to the ^

chronology of Puros ?

IV. It has beenfrequently observed^ that the earlier

periods oftlse Grecianhistoryareinvolvedindarknessand
confusion. Granted. It follows, then, that an author
who should attempt to settle the dates of the earlier pe-

riods would frequently contradict preceding, and be con-

tradicted by subsequent, writers j that he would natu-

rally fall into mistakes \ and at best could only hope to

adopt the most probable system. But the difficulty of
the task, or the impossibility of success, are not sufficient

to prove that no man has been rash or mad enough to

make the attempt.'* On the contrary, we know that

many have made it. W^hat a number of discordant

opinions has Mr R. hinieelf given us from the ancients

concerning the age of Homer? This consideration

will in part obviate another objection, that the Parian
Chronicle does not agree with any ancient author.

For if the ancients contradict one another, how could

it follow more than one of them ? fmd why might not
the author, without any imputation of ignorance or
rashness, sometimes depart from them all ? If indeed
he disagrees with them when they are unanimous, it

might furnish matter for suspicion : though even this

would be far from a decisive argument, unless the an-
cients were so extremely unlike the moderns, as never
to be fond of singular and paradoxical positions.

V. This Chronicle is not once mentioned by any writer

of antiquity. How many of those inscriptions, which
are preserved to the present day, are mentioned by
classical autliors ? Verrius Flaccus composed a Roman
kalendar, which, as a monument of his learning and
industry, was engraved on marble, and fixed in the most
public part of Preneste. Fragments of this very ka*
lendar were lately dug up at Preneste, and have been

published by a learned Italian. Now if the passage

of Suetonius, which informs us of this circumstance,

bad been lost, would the silence of the Latin writers

prove that the fragments were not genuine remains of
antiquity ? It may be said that the cases are not pa«

rallel \ for not a single author mentions the Parian
Chronicle, wherea.s Suetonius does mention Verrius's

Roman kalendar. To this we answer, It is dangerous

to deny the authenticity of any monument on the

slender probability of its being casually mentioned by
a single author. We shall also observe, that this fact

of the Hemicyclium of Verrius will answer some part of

the Dissertalor’s second objection : “ The Parian Chro-

nicle is not an inscription that might have been con-

cealed in a private library Why not ? it is of no

extraordinary bulk^ and might formerly have been

concealed in a private library, or in a private room,

with as much ease as many inscriptions are now con-

cealed in very narrow spaces. But unless this monu-
ment were placed in some conspicuous part of the

island, and obtruded itself on the notice of every tra-

veller, the wonder will in great measure cease why it

is never quoted by the ancients. Of the nine authors

named in p. 109, bad any one ever visited Paros ? If

Pausanias had travelled thither, and published his de-

scription of the place, we might perhaps expect to

find some mentioo of this marble in so curious and in-

quisitive a writer. But though the inscription existed,

and were famous at Paros, there seems no necessity for

any
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Ckronicle. them IroQi Alheneito : yet never mentions Athe-
I — jj^^g in bU Various History. So that whether .£liaa

copied from the marble, or only drew from a comBion
source, he might, and very probably would, conceal bis

authority.

VIII. The hiiiory of the discovery (f the hlarbles is

obscure and unsatisfactory.

In p. 169, it is said to be ** related with suspicions

circumstances, and without any of those clear and un-

equivocal evidences which always discriminate truth

from falsehood.^* The question is then 6nally decided.

If the inscription has not any of those evidences which
truth always possesses, and which falsehood always
wants, it is most certainly forged. The learned dis-

sertator seems for a moment to have forgotten the mo-
dest character of a doubter^, and to personate the d<^-

matist. But waving this, we shall add, that, as far

as we can see, no appearance of fraud is discoverable

in an^ ^rt of the transaction. The history of many
inscriptions is related in a manner equally unsatisfacto-

ry \ and if it could be clearly proved that the marble

was dug up at Paros, what could be easier for a critic,

who is determined at any rate to object, than to say,

that it was buried there in order to he afterward dug
up ? If the person who brought this treasure to light

had been charged on tlie spot with forging it, or con-

curring in the forgery, and had then refused to pro-

duce the external evidences of its authenticity, we
should have a right to question, or perhaps to deny,

that it was genuine. But no such objection having

been made or hinted, at the original time of its disco-

very, it is unreasonable to require such testimony as it

is now impossible to obtain. There is nothing said

of it in Sir T. Roe's negotiations." 'What is the in-

ference ? That Sir Thomas knew nothing of it, or be-

lieved it to be spurious, or forged it, or was privy to

the forgery ? Surely nothing of this kind can be pre-

tended. But let our author account for the circum-

stance if he can. To us it seems of no consequence on

either side. " Fieresc made no effort to recover this

precious relic ; and from this composure he seems to

have entertained some secret suspicions of its authenti-

city." Fieresc would have had no chance of recover-

ing it after it was in the possession of Lord Arundel's

agents. He was either a real or a pretended patron of

letters ;
and it became him to affect to be pleased that

the inscription bad come into England, and was illu-

strated by his learned friend Selden. John F. Grono-
vlus had, with great labour and expence, collated Au<
na Comnena's Alexiades, and intended to publish them.

While he was waiting for some other collations, they

were intercepted, and the work was published by an-

other. As soon as Gronovius heard this unpleasant

news, he answered, that learned men were engaged in

a common cause t that if one prevented another in any
publication, he ought rather to be thanked for light-

ening the burden, than blamed for interfering. But
who would conclude from this answer, that Gronovius

thought the Alexiades spurious, or not worthy of any

renrd ?

Mr R. calculates, that the venders of the marble re-

ceived 200 pieces. But here again We are left in the

dark, unless we knew tlie precise value of these pteces.

Perhaps they might be equal to an hundred of our

pounds, perhaps only to fifty. Besideib ^ they at first

2

bargained with Samson, Piereae's supposed Jew ageni. Chronicle,

for fifty pieces only, they could net have forged the
'

inscription with the clear prospect of receiviag more \

aeither does it appear that they were paid by Samson.
It is fully as reasonable to suppose fimud oa the ono
side as on tlie other ) and if Samson, after having the

marble iu his possession, refused or delayed to pay the

sum stipulated, he might, ia consequence of such refu-

sal or delay, be thrown into prison, and might, in re-

venge, damage the marble before the owners could re-

cover iL We own this account of ours to be a ro*

mance •, but it is lawful to combat romance with ro-

mance.

IX. The world has beenfrequently imposed upon hy
spurious books and inscriptions ; and thereforewe should

be extremely cautious with regard to what we receive

unden the venerable name of ontiqstity.

Much truth is observable ia this reasark. But the

danger lies in applying such general apophthegms to

particular cases. In the first place, it must be observ-

ed, that no forged books will exactly suit Mr R.'a

purpose, hut such as pretend to be t^ author's own
hand -writing \ nor any inscriptions, bnt such as are

still extant on the original materials, or such as were

known to be extant at the time of their pretended dis-

covery. Let the argument be bounded by these li-

mits, and the number of forgeries will be very much
reduced* We are not in possession of Cyriacua Anco-
nitanus's book *, but if we were governed by authority,

we should think that the testimony of Reinesioa in bis

favour greatly overbalances all that Augustinus has said

to his prejudice. The opiuion of Reinesius is of the

more weight, because be suspects Ursinus of poUishing

counterfeit monuments. We likewise find the mosl
eminent critics of the preaent age quoting Cyrincos

without suspicion (Vid. Rubnken. in Timsei Lex. Pint,

pw lo. spud Keen, ad Gregor, p. 140.). The doctrine

advanced in the citation from Hardouin is exactly con-

formable to that writer's usual paradoxes. He wanted
to destroy the credit of all the Greek and Latin wri-

ters. But inseriptiena bung like a millstone about the

neck of his project* He Uierefore resolved to make
sore work, and to deny the geouinenees of ns many as

he ' saw convenient : to effect which purpose, be in-

trenches himself in a general accusatioii* If the anther

of the dissertation had quoted a few more paragraphs

from Hardouin, in which be endeavours, after his man-
ner, to show the forgery of some inscriptions, be would
at once have administered the poison and the antidote*

But to the reveries of that learned madman, respeet-

ing Greek supposititious compositions oF this nature,

we shall content ourselves with opposing the sentiments

of a modem critic, whose judgment on the subject of

spurious inscriptions will not be disputed. Maffei, in

the introduction to the third book, c. 1. p. 51. of bis

admirable, though unfinished, work, de Arte Critsca

Lapidaria^ uses these wordr: Inscripiwnsan Greece d>-

quentium conunentitias^ si cum Latinis comparemus^ de*

prehendipaucas; neque emm uUum omnino estj m tan*

ia dehacehantium faUariorum UbUine^ monumentige*
nuSf in quod n sibt minus licere putaverinU Argumento
est^ paucissintas usque in hone diem ah eruditis varw, et

in hoc literarum genere pkarimum versatis r^eetas ersf,

faisique danmatas,

Moks ff CBMONiCLMSf n canonical writing of tbo

Old
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CHRONOLOGY.
CkroKicIet. Old Tettamesit It is uncertain arhich were written
* ^ first, The Books ofKsngs^ or Tke Chronicles^ since they

each refor to the other. However it be, the latter is

often more fidl and comprehensive than the former.

Wheoee the Greek interpreters call these two books

na^aXfisv^iyui, Sypplements^ AdditmnSy or things omiu
led, becanse they contain some circamstanoes which are

omitted in the other historical books. The Jews make
bat one book of the Chronicles, trader the title of Du
bre-Haiamm^ i. e. Jtnsmals jot Asmals, Ezra is ge-

nerally believed to be the author of these books. It is

oeitain they were written after the end of the Babylo-

Dtsk captivity and the first year of the reign of Gyms,
of whom mention is made in the last chapter of the so-

eond book.

The Chronicles^ or Faraletpomena^ are an abridge*

mest of all the sacied history, from the beginning of

(he Jewish nation to their first retnm from the capti- chrono.
vky, taken out of those books of the Bible which we gnm.
still have, and oot of other annals which the author Chrono.

had then by him. The desin of the writer was to .

give the Jews a series of their history* The first book ’

relates to the rise and propagation of the people of
Israel from Adam, and gives a punctual and exact ac*

count of the reign of David. The second book sets

down the progress and end of the kingdom of Jndah,

to the very year of their return from the Babylonbh
captivity.

CHaONOGRAM, a species of false wit, consist*

ing in this, that a certain date or epocha is expressed

by nameral ktters of one or more verses ; snch is that

which makes the mettC of a medal struck by Gnstavus
Adolphus in 1632

:

ChrlstVa DVX} ergo trlVMphVs.

CHRONOLOGY,

Treats of time, the method of measuring its

parts, and adapting these, when disthignished by
proper marks and characters, to past transactions, for

the illustration of history. This science therefore con-

I onts of two parts. The first treats of the proper roea-
Hw diri- tnrement of time, and the adjustment of its several di-
^ visions

; the second, of fixing the dates of the various

events recorded in history, and ranging them accord-

ing to the several divisions of time, in the order in

a which they happened.

Ckmology Chronology, comparatively speaking, is bat of mo-
dem dale. The ancient poets appear to have been en-

tircly mracquainted with itjj and Homer, the most ce-

lebrated of them all, mentions nothing like a formal

kaleodar in any part of his writings. In the most early

periods, the only raeasurement of time was by the sea-

sons, the revolutions of the son and moon \ and many
nges most have elapsed before the mode of compntation

by dating events came into general nse. Several cen-

htcovau tnries mtervened between the era of the Olympic games
ethods oC and the fiivt historians ; amd several more between these
mifitiai' HH4 the first anchors of chronology. When time first

began to he reckoned, we find its measures very inde-

•t termhinte. The succession of Jono's priestesses at Ar-
gos served Hellanicus for the regulation of bis narra-

tive ; whHe Ephorns reckoned bis matters by genera-

tions. Even in the histories of Herodotus and Thucy-
dides, we find no regular dates for the events record-

ed : nor was there any attempt to establish a fixed era,

mitil the rime of Ptolemy Philadelpbus, who attempted

it by comparing and correcting the dates of the O-
lympiads, the kings of Sparta, and the succession of

the priestesses of Juno at Argos. Eratosthenes and A-
poU^oms digested the events recorded by them, ac-

cording to t^ soccession of the Olympiads and of the

ipsftao (cYilgs.

The uwoettalirty of the measures of time in the morft

early periodr renders the histories of those times rqna-

ly anoertain ; and even iffter the invention of dates

and eras, we find the 'ancient historians very inatten-

rive to them, and inaecnrate in their computations.

Aeqoanliy their eits and yekrs were reckoned dif-

ferently without their being sensible of it, or at least

without giving the reader any information concerning

it ; a circumstance which has rendered the firagments

of their works now remainiag of very little use to po-

sterity. The Chaldean and E^ptian writers are ge-

nerally acknowledged to he fabnlous \ and Strabo ac-

quaints ns, that Diodorus Siculus, and the other early
^

historians of Greece, were ill informed and crednlons. Ancient b!«

Hence the disagreement among the ancient historians, storiant not

and the extreme confusion and contradiction we "“eet^^®*^*
with on comparing their works. Hellanicus and Acn-^'

siians disagreed about their nnealogies \ the latter re-

jected the traditions of Hesiod. Timscos accused £-
phonis of falsehood, and the rest of the world accused

Timseus. The most fabulous legends were imposed

on the world by Herodotus \ and even Thucydides and

Diodorus, generally accounted ah!e historians, have

heen convicted of error. The chronology of the La-
tins is still more uncertain. The records of the Ro-
mans were destroyed by the Gauls j and Fabins Pic-

tor, the roost ancient of their historians, was obliged

to borrow the greatest part of his information from the

Greeks. In other European nations the chronology

is still more imperfect, and of a later date > and even

in modem times, a considerable degree of confusion

and inaccuracy has arisen from want of attention in the

historians to ascertain the dates and epochs with preci-

sion.

From these observations it Is obvions how necessary 5

a proper system of chronology must be for the right chroSrf^.
understanding of history, and likewise how very diffi-Hst of cbrol

colt it roust be to establish such a system. In this, nologcrt,

however, several learned men have excelled, particu-^^

larly Julius Africanos, Eusebius of Csesarea, George
Cyncelle, John of Antioch, Dennis, Petau, Cluviar,

Caivisius, Usliet, Simson, Martbam, Blair, and Play-

fair. It is founded, i. On astronomical observations,

particularly of the eclipses of the sun and moon, com-
bined with the calculations ofihe eras and years of dif-

ferent nations. 2. The testimonies of credible authors.

3. Those epochs in history which are so well attested

and determined, that they have never been control

N a verted.
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verted. 4. Ancient medals, coins, monnments, and
inscriptions. None of these, however, can be suffi*

ciently intelligible without an explanation of the first

part, which, we have already ob^rved, considers the

divisions of time, and of which therefore we shall treat

in the first place.

The most obvious division oftime is derived from the

apparent revolutions of the celestial bodies, particular-

ly of the son, which by the vicissitudes of day and
night becomes evident to the most barbarous and ig-

norant nations. In strict propriety of speech, the word
dhfy signifies only that portion of time during which

the sun diflTnses light on any part of the earth ; but in

the roost comprehensible sense, it includes the night

also, and is called by chronologers a civi/ day ; by

astronomers a natural^ and sometimes an artificial

day.

By a civil day is meant the interval betwixt the

son’s departure from any given point in the heavens

and next retom to the same, with as much more as

answers to its diurnal motion eastward, which is at the

rate of 59 minutes and 8 seconds of a degree, or 3 mi-

nutes and 57 seconds of time. It is also called a color

day, and is longer than a sidereal one, insomuch that,

if the former be divided into 24 equal parts or hours,

tlie latter will consist only of 23 hours 56 minutes.

The apparent inequality of the sun’s motion, likewise,

arising from the obliquitv of the ecliptic, produces an-

other inequality in the length of the days : and hence

the difference betwixt real and apparent time, so that

the apparent motion of the sun cannot always be a true

measure of duration. These inequalities, however,

are capable of being reduced to a general standard,

which furnishes an exact measure throughout the year \

whence arises the difference between mean and appa-

rent time, as is explained under the article Astro-
nomy.

There have been very considerable differences among

computing regard to the beginning and ending of

the begia- their days. The be^nning of the da^ was counted
aing of the jrom sunrise by the Babylonians, Syrians, Persians,
dv* and Indians. The civil day of the Jews was began

from sunrise, and their sacred one from sunset \ the

latter mode of computation being followed hy the A-
thenians, Arabs, ancient Gauls and other European
nations. According to some, the Egyptians, bemn
their day at sunset, while others are of opinion that

they computed from noon or from sunrise \ and Pliny

informs us that they computed their civil day from one

midnight to, another. It is probable, however, that

they had different modes of computation in different

province* or cities. The Ausonians, the most ancient

inhabitants of Italy, computed the day from midr

mgbt \ and the astronomers, of Cathay and Oighur in

the East Indies reckoned in the same manner. This
mode of computation was adopted by Hipparchus,
Copernicus, and other astronomers, and is now in com-
mon use among ourselves. The astronomual day, bow-
evor, as. it is called, 00 account of its being used in

astronomical calculation, oommences at noon, and

^ ends at the same time the following day. The Maho^
SissDgo metaqa reckon from one twilight to another. In Ita-
method Jiiy commences at some indeterminate

Doint after sunset ; whence the time of noon varies with

the season of the year*. At the summer sobUt^, the

clock strikes x6 at noon, and 19 at the time of the

winter solstice. Tbns also the length of each day dif*

fers by several minntes from that immediately preced-

ing or following it. This variation requires a consi-

derable difficulty in adjusting their time by clocks. It

b accomplished, however, by a sodden movement
which corrects the difference when it amonnts to n
quarter of an hour y and this it does sometimes at the

end of eight days, sometimes at the end of 15, and

sometimes at the end of 40. Information of all this is

given by a printed kalendar, which annonoces, that

from the 16th of Febrnary, for Instance, to the 24th,

it will be noon at a quarter past 18 j from the 24tli of

February to the 6th of March, it will be noon at 1

8

o’clock precisely } from the first of June to the 13th of

July, the hour of noon will be at 16 o’clock} 'on the

13th of July it will be at half an hour afier 16 } and

so on throughout the different months of the year.

This absurd method of measuring the day continues,

notwithstanding several attempts to suppress it,through-

out the whole of Italy, a few provinces only ex-

cepted.
^ ^

JO
The subdivisions of the day have not been lest varl-Tarioiw

ons than the computations of the day itself. The most“Wmsioii»

obvious division, and which coold at no time, nor

no age, be mistaken, was that of morning and evening.

In process of time the two intermediate points of noon

and midnight were determined } and this division in-

to quarters was in use long before the invention of

hours.

From this subdivision probably arose the method
used by the Jews and Romans of dividing the day and.

night into foor vigils or watches. The first began at

sunrising, or six in the morning } the second at nine }

the third at twelve } and the fourth at three in the af-

ternoon. In like manner the night was divided into

four parts } the first beginning at six in the evening,

the second at nine, the third at twelve, and the fonrth

at three in the morning. The first of these divisions

was called by the Jews the tkird hour of the day } the

second the sixth; the third the ninth; and the fourth

the twelfth^ and sometimes the eleventh. Another di-

vision in use, not only among the nations above men-
tioned, bat the Greeks also, was that which reckoned

the first quarter from sunset to midnight y the second

from midnight to sunrise
}

the third, or morning watch,

from morning to noon } and the fonrth from noon to

sunset. ,t

It is uncertain at what time the more minote sub-InycDtM»

division of the day into hoars first comneiiced. Ito^homs

does not appear from the writings of Moses that

was acquainted with it, as he mentions only the morn-
ing, mid-day, evening, and sunset. Hence we may
conclude, that the Egyptians at that time knew no-

thing of it, as Moses was well skilled in their learning.

According to Herodotus, the Greeks received the

knowledge of the twelve hours of the day from the

Babylonians. It Is probable,, however^ that the divi-

sion was actually known and in use befisre the name
hour was applied to, it } as Censorinus infonss us that

the term was not made use of in Rome for 300 years

after its fbundatioa} nor was it known, at the time

the twelve tables were constructed.

The eastern nations divide the day and night in a
vei7 singular manner 3 the origiit of wmek is notcasilT

disoevered*.
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of die ‘pendokim ; but at «ea, where a pendalmn can-

eot be usedy the inaccuracj U of consequence moch
greater

^
nor was it thought possible to correct the er-

rors arising from these causes in any tolerable degree,

until the late invention of Mr Harrison’s time-piece,

which may be considered as making perhaps as near an

approach to perfection as possible.

Having thus given an account of the more minute

divisions of time, with the methods of measuring

them, we must now proceed to the larger ; which more
properly belong to chronology, and which must he

,5 kept on record, as no instrument can be made to

Of weeks, point them out. Of these the division into weeks of

seven days is one of the most ancient, and probably

took place from the creation of the world. Some,

indeed are of opinion, that the week was invented

some time' after for the more convenient notation of

time ; but whatever may be in this, we are certain

that it is of the highest antiquity, and even the most

rude and barbarous nations have made use of it. It is

singular indeed that the Greeks, notwithstanding their

learning, sbonld have been ignorant of this division y

and M. Goguet informs us, that they were almost the

only nation who were so. By them the month of 30
days was divided into three times 10, and the dap of

it named accordingly. Thus the 15th day of the

month was called t^ second fifths or fif^h of the se^

cond tenth \ the 24th was called the thirdfourth^ or

the fourth day of the third tenth. This method was
in use in the days of Hesiod, and it was not until se-

veral ages bad elapsed, that the use of weeks was re-

ceived into Greece from the Egyptians. The inha-

bitants of Cathay, in the nortliem part of China, were
likewise unacquainted with the week of seven days,

but divided the year into six parts of 60 days each.

They had also a cycle 6f 15 days, which they used

as a week. The week was likewise unknown to the

ancient Persians and to the Mexicans \ the former

having a different name for every day of the month,

and the latter making use of a cycle of 13 days. By
almost all other nations the week of seven mys was
adopted.

Of ho?i-
remarkable, that one day in the week has ai»

days.
' Mp been accounted as sacred by every nation. Tbos

Saturday was consecrated to pious purposes among
the Jews, Friday by the Turks, Tuesday by the Afri-

cans of Guinea, and Sunda^r by the Christians.

Hence also the origin of Ferut or holidays linqoent-

Jy made use of in Systems of Chronology ; and which
)n*ose from the following circumstance. In the church

of Rome the old ecclesiastical year began with Easter

week 5 all the dap of which were called Ferks or Fe*
riatt\ that is, holy or sacred days ^ and in process of

time the days of other weeks came to be distlngoisb-

ed by the.same appellation, for the two following rea-

sons, f . Because every day ought to be holy in the es-

timation of a Christian. 2. Because all days are holy

to ecclesitsties, whose time ought to he entirely de-

*vOted to religious worship.-—The term week is some-

times used to signify seven years, not only in the pro-

yibeticttl writings, but likewise by profane authors:

thus Varro, in his book inscribed Hehdomades^ informs

us, that he had then entered the i2(b week of his

It
y®*”-

Of months. dtvisioB ef tune ooperhnr to weeks, is that

of months^ This appears to have been, if not coeval

with the creation, at least in use before ibe flood. As
this division is naturally pointed out by the revolution

of the moon, the months of all nations were origi-

nally lunar ( until after some considerable advances
bad been made in science, the revolatloos of that lu-

minary were compared with the son, and thus the Ih-

mits of the month fixed with greater accuracy. The
division of the year into 12 months, as being found-

ed on the number of foil revolutions pf the moen m
that time, has also been very general \ though Sir Jebii

Chardin informs us, that the Persiaiis divi£d the year
into 24 months } and the Mexicans into 1 8 mootbs of
20 days each. The months generally contained 30
days, or 29 and 30 dap alternately ; tbongh this rule

was far from heio^ witfaoot exception. The montlis

of the Latins consisted of 16, 18, 22, or 36 days;
and Romulns gave his people a year of 20 months
and 304 days. The Kamtschatkadalea divide the year
into 10 months; reckoning the time proper for la-

bonr to be nine months, and the winter seasen, when
they are obliged te remain inactive, only as one
month.

It has been a very ancient custom to give names to

the different months of the year, though this appears
to have been more modem than the departure of the

Israelites out of Eg^pt, as they would otherwise nn-
doubtedly have earned it with them

; hot for a oon-
siderable time after their settlement in Cnanan, they
distinguished the months only by the names of first,

second, &c. After their return from the Babylo-
nisfa captivity, they adopted the names jpven to the

months by ihe Cbaldmans. Other nations adopted
various names, and arrao^ the months themselves

according to their fancy. Fross this last ckcumstance
arises the variety in the dates of the months

; for as

the year has been reckoned from dificrent signs in the

ecliptic, neither,the nomber ner the quantity of months
have been the same, and their situation has hkewisn
been altered by the interoaktkms necessary to he
made.

These intercnlatioDS became necessary 00 account
of the excess of the solar above the lunar par ; and
the months compo^ of intercalary dap are likewise

called emhoHsmaL These embolismai smnlbs are either

notunU or 'dviL By the former the selar and hnar
years are adjusted to one another ;

and the latter armes
from the defiset of the chril ^enr itsdf. The ssdar of
the Jews, which always oonsssts of 30 dap, is an ex-
ample of the natural emhoKsmal meiicb.

The Romans bad a method of dividing their months
into kalends, nones, and ides. The first was derived

from an old word cok, ** to call hecanse, at every new
moon, one of the lower class of priests assemU^ tho

people, and called over, er annonnoed, as many days at

inlervened betwixt that and the aoues, in order to no-

tify the difference of time and the retom of frstivals.

The 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, 6tb, and 7th of March, May,
July, and Oct^r, were *nooes of these months ;

but in the other months were the 2d, 3d, 4th, mad 5th

dap only. Thus the 5th ofJanuary was ks nones;
the 4th was pridk nonarmn { the 3d, Urtio nonarttm^

Aco. The i^ contaiaed eight days in eveiyroeuth,

and were anie dap distant from the nooea. 11ms tho

25th day of Che lour months idready mentiowed was
the
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tioos of this were ill founded. By reason of the ine-

quality above mentioned^ the heliacal rising of Sirios

gradually advanced nearly at the rate of one day in

fonr years ; so that in 1461 years it completed a revo-

lution, by arising on every succeeding day of the year,

and returning to the point originally fixed for the be-

ginning of the year. Tins period, equal to 1460
Julian years, was termed the great Egyptian year^ or

aanwular cycle. From the accounts we have of the

time that the canicular cycle was renewed, the time of

Its original commencement may be gathered with to-

lerable certainty. This happened, according to Cen-
sorinns, in the 138th year of the Christian era. Rec-
koning backward therefore from this time for 1460
years, we come to the year B. C. 1322, when the sun

was in Cancer, abont 14 or 15 days after the summer
solstice, which happened on July ytb. The Egyptians

used no Intercalation till the time of Augnstna, when
the corrected Julian year was received at Alexandria

by his order ; but even this order was obeyed only by

the Greeks and Romans who resided in that city \ the

superstitious natives refusing to make any addition to

the length of a year which had been so long establish-

ed among them.

We are not informed at what precise period the

true year was observed to consist of nearly six hours

more than the 365 days. Though the priests of Thebes
claim the merit of the discovery, Herodotus makes
no mention of it ; neither did Thales, who introdneed

the year of 365 days into Greece, ever uae any inters

Calatfon. Plato and Endoxns are said to have obtain-

ed it as a secret from the Egyptians about 80 years

after Herodotus, and to have carried it into Greece

;

which showed, that the knowledge of this form of the

year was at that time recent, and only known to a few
learned men.

The ^ear of the ancient Jews was lunisolar \ and

we are informed by tradition, that Abraham preserved

in bis family, and transmitted to posterity, tlie Chal-

dean form of the year, consisting of 360 days
$ which

remained the same without any correction until the

date of the Era of Nabonassar. The solar year was
adopted among them after their return from the Ba-
bylonish captivity ) but when subjected to the succes-

sors of Alexander in Syria, tbev were obliged to admit

the lunar year into their kalendar. In order to adjust

this year to the coarse of the sun, they added at cer-

tain periods a month to Adar, formerly mentioned,

And called liVe Adar. They composed also a cycle

of 19 years, in seven of which they inserted the inter-

calary month. This correction was intended to regu-

late the months in such a manner, as to bring the 1 5th

of Nlsan to the equinoctial pointy and likewise the

courses of the seasons and feasts in such a manner, that

the corn might be ripe at the passover, as the law re-

quired.

We shall not take up the reader's time with any
further account of the years made use of by difierent

nations, all of which are resolved at last into the luni-

solar \ it will 1>e sufficient to mention the improve-

ments in the kalendar made by the two great reformers

of it, Julius Cstsar, and Pope Gregory Xlll. The
institution of the Roman year by Romulus has been

already taken notice of \ bat as this was evidently very

imperfect, Numa, on bis advancement to the throne,

3

undertook to reform it. With a design to n»ke a
complete lunar year of it, he added 50 days to the

304 of Romulus
^ and from every one of his months,

which consisted of 3 1 and 30 days, he borrowed one
day. Of these additional days he composed two
months ; calling the one January, and the other Fe-
bruary. Various other corrections and adjustments

were made ^ but when Julius Csesar obtained the sove-

relgnty of Rome, he found that the months had con-

siderably receded from the seasons to which Nnma bad

adjusted them. To bring them forward to tbeir places,

he formed a year of 15 months, or 445 days^ which,

on account of its length, and the design with which it

was formed, has been called the year ofcoffuekm. It

terminated on the first of January 45 B. C. and
from this period the civil year and months were re-

gulated by tlie course of the son. The year of Nn-
ma being ten days shorter than the solar year, two
days were added by Julius to every one of the months
of January, August, and December

\
and one to April,

June, September, and November. He ordained like-

wise, that an intercalary day should be added every

fourth year to the month of February, by reckoning

the 24th day, or sixth of the kalends of March, twice

over. Hence this year was styled busexHle^ and also

leap year^ fit>m its leaping a day more than a common
year.

The Julian year has been nsed l>y modem chronolo-

gers, as being a measure of time extremely simple and

sofficiently accurate. It is still, however, somewhat
imperfect, for as the true solar year consists of 365d*

5b. 48' 45t\ it appears that in 131 years after the

Julian correction, the sun must have arrived one day

too soon at the equinoctial point. During Caesar's

reign the vernal equinox had been observed by Sosi-

genes on the 25th of March ; but by the time of the

Nicene conncil it bad gone backward to the 2 1st.

The cause of the error was not then known y bat in

1582, when the equinox happened on the llth of

March, it was thought proper to give the kalendar its

last correction. Pope Gregory XUI. having invited

to Rome a considerable number of mathematicians and

astronomers, employed ten years in the examination of

their several formulee, and at last gave the preference

to that of Alosia and Antoninus Lelius, who were bro-

thers. Ten days were now cat off in the month of

October, and the 4U1 of that month was reckoned the

15th. To prevent the seasons from receding In time

to come, be ordained that one day should be added

every fourth or bissextile year as before \ and that the

l6ootb year of the Christian era, and every fourth

century thereafter, should be a bissextile or leap year.

One day therefore is to be intercalated in the years

2000, 2400, 2800, &c. but in the other centuries, as

1700, i8oo, 1900, 2100, &c. it is to be suppressed^

and these are to be reckoned as common years. Even
this correction, however, is not absolutely exact ; but

the error must be very inconsiderable, and scarce a-

moonting to a day and a half in 5000 years. 27

The commencement of the year has been deter- Commcnc

mined by the date of some memorable event or occur-

Fence, such as the creation of the world, the universal

deluge, a conjunction of planets, the incarnation of

our Saviour, &c. and of coarse has been referred to

different points in the ecliptic. The Chaldean and
tbe
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tins table will sometimes Yaiy a day fVonn tbe ttath III

feap-years after February. Aod it is impossible to

one more correct, unless We extend It to four times Ijp

or y6 years
j in wbicli there arc 19 leap-yeirs tvitliout

a remainder. But even then, to have it of perpetual

use, it must be adapted to the old style; because, ih

every centennial year not divisible by 4, the regutiil*

course of Teap-years is interrupted in tbe Ueiv J as was

^5 the case in the year 180O.
Diony^aa 2. I'he ryc/e ofEaster^ also calTcd the T){on^tjtan
period, or riof is a devolution of 532 years, found by rtiultrplyhf^

the solar cjcle 28 by the lunar cycle 19. If the rieUr

moons did hot anticipate u^h this Cycle, £itster>day

would always 'be the Sunday next after tneBrst fiill moou
which follows the 2tst of March. But, bh account of

the above anticipation, to which no proper regard waS

had before the late alteration of the style, the ecclesiaS^

tic Easter has several times been a week difFereht froth

the true Easter within this last century ^ which incon-

venience is now remedied by making the table, which

used to find Easter for ever, in tlic Common PrSyer
Book, of no longer use than the fubhr difference frofn

the new style will admit of.

Domiuca] earliest Faster possible is the 22d of Match, thb

leltei. latest the 25th of April. Within these limits are '35

days, and the number belonging to each of them Is Call-

ed the number <fdirection ; because thereby the titne eff

Easter is found for any given year.

The first seven letters of the alphabet are commonly
placed in the annual almanacks, to show on what days

of the week the days of the months fall throughout

the year. Aud because oiie of these seVen letters must

necessarily stand against Sundays it is printed In k

capital form, and called the dominical letter; the other

six being inserted in small characters, to denote the other

six days of the week. Now, since a comhion Juliati

year contains 365 days, if this nutnber be divided by

7 (the number of days in a week) there will remain

one day. If there bad b^en no remainder, it is plain

the year would constantly begin on the satfie day of the

week ; But since one renlaios, it is plain that the year

must begin and end on the same day of the 'Week ; and
therefore tlie next year will begin on the day follow-

ing. Hence, when January begins on Sunday, A is

the dominical or Sunday letter Tor that year : Then,
because the next year begins on Monday, the Sunday
will fall on the seventh day, to which is annexed the

seventh letter G, which therefore will be the domini-

cal letter for all that year : and as (be third year will

begin on Tuesday, the Sunday will fall on the sheth

day ; therefore F will be the Sunday letter for that

year. Whence it is evident, that the Sunday lelters

will go annually in a retrograde order thus, G, F, £,
D, C, B, A. And, in the course of seven years, if

they were all common ones, the same days of the Week
and dominical letters would return to the same days of

the months. But because there are 366 days in a leap-

year, if this number be divided by 7, the^e will remain

iyro days ovh* and above the 52 weeks of which the
ear consists; And therefiire, if the leap-^ear begins
n Sunday^ it will end on Monday : and the next year

will begin on Tdesday, the first ^odky whereof huist

fall on the sixth of January, to which is annexed the
letter F, and not G, as in common years. By this

means, the leap-year deturnin^ every fourth year, the
order of the dominical letters is iotermpted ; and the
series cannot retiirO to its first state till after four times
seven, or 28 jr^trs ; atid the^n the same days of the
months return in order to the same dajns of the week k%
before.

TABL6 I.

c
'f

«< Hi

6
i|s
« Cl

i
11

4 ^

.‘I

J<.

•?
r 't

1 s s>»7'*7 t 11 ‘9
' 5 t>14 3 11 >5

3 ein e 3
h 8

A 6 i 3 16

J 3 11 11 *9 h !i6

1 *4 3 T4 3 »9 16 5 5

7 3 3 n 11 *9 8 It >3
' 8 11 '9 8 8 16 5 5 *3

9 11 >9 11 '9 *3 1

IC *9 8 8 16 16 5 *3 2 10

11 8 5 *3 2 2 10

12 8 16 8 16 16 5 10 18

*3 5 *3 *3 2 10 18 7

M 16 5 16 5 2 10 18 r8 7

>5 5 13 *3 2 7 *5

16 ^3 2 10 10 18

17 »3 2 *3 2 ^8 7 *5 4 4
18 2 2 10 10 18 'F

>5 12

^9 10 18 7 7 4 4 12

2C 10 18 10 18 *5 12 1 1

21 18 18 7 7 15 4 12 9
22 7 ‘j 4 4 12 j I 9
23 7 *5 7 *5 12 9 >7 >7

24 *5 4 4 12 I 9 6

25 ‘5 4 12 1 9 »7 «7 6

26 4 4 12 1 6

27 1[2 1 1 9 9 »7 6 >4

28 it2 1 ]12 9 ]n 6114 '4 3 3
29 I 1 9 1^7 3 11

30 1'7 6 6 1t4 3 1[1

31 A 1

[4.1 .
1[I

L2
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TABLE II.

ITablEi sowing the Golden Number (which is the same both in the Old

I
and New Style)from the Christian Era^ to A. Z). 400,

Years less thao a hundred.

Hundreds
of

Years.

0

»9

35

76

21

I

20

39
J8
77
96

2

40

59
78

97

3
22

41
60

79
98

4
23

42
61

$0

99

5
24

45
62
81

6

25

44

82

7
26

45
64
83

8

27

46

65
84

9
28

47
66

85

10

48
67
86

II

30

49
68

87

12

3'

50

69
88

13

32
5*

70

89

24

33
52

72

90

»5

34

53
72

9»

i6

35
54

73
92

>7

36

55
74
5)3

28

37
56

75
94

0 1900 3800 1 2 3 4 5
“6 "7 “8 "9 10 i7 >3 M 25 16 >7 18 29

100 2000 3900 6 7 8 9 to II 12 *3 »4 *5 16 27 18 >9 1 2 3 4 5
200 2100 400c 11 12 13 *4 16 17 18 >9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

300 2200 &c. 16 *7 18 •9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ? 9 10 11 12 23 24 25

400 2300 —

-

2i 4 5 6 7 8 9 fO 11 12 23 »4 25 i6 27 18 29 X

sod 2400 — 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 16 >7 18 ‘9 1 2 3 4 5 6

60O 2500 — 12 15 16 *7 18 •9 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II

700 2600 — 17 18 *9 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 M *5 16

800 2700 — 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 >3 *4 ‘5 16 27 18 *9 1 2

900 2800 — 8 9 10 II '3 M 15 16 n 18 *9 ,1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1000 2900 13 »4 15 16 17 18 1 2 3 4 5 6
1

7 8 9 10 11 12

1 100 3000 ... 18 >9 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 '*1 *4 16 *7

1200 3100 — 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 »4 16 17 18 *9 I 2
1

1300 3200 — 9 10 11 12 13 14 *5 16 17 18 «9 I 2
1

4 5 6 7 8

1400 3300 *4 16 *7 18 *9 1 2
'i

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13

150c 3400 '9 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 >4 16 »7 18

1600 3500 — 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 *3 U 16 *7 18 29 1 2 3 4
I70Q 3600 — 10 II 12 *3 14 *5 16 '7 18 >9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1800 3700 — 16 *7 18 *9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 *3 M

Jtfiaape- From the oioltAplicatiOD of ihe Siolar cycle of 28
oad. ^ears into the lunar cycle of 19 years, and tl^e Roman

mdiction of 15 ycaic, arises great Julian period,

consisting of 7980 Tears, which had its beginning 764
years before Dtraucniiis’s .supposed year of the creation

(for no later could all the three cycles begin together),

and it is not yet completed : And therefore it includes

all other cycles, periods, and eras. There is but one

year in the whole period that has the same numbers for

the three cycles of which it is made up : And there-

fore, if historians had remarked in their writings the

cycles of each year, there had been no dispute about

f t^ time of any action recorded by them.

To^ the Dionysian mr rnlgar era of Christas birth was
ywtitht about the end of tlye Tear of the Julian period 4713 ;

JwUmm pe- ftoi consequently tlm nrst year of his age, according to

that account, was the 4714th year of the said period.

Therefore, if to the current year of Christ we add

4713, the snm will ;be fbood to be the Julian period.

$0 the year 178919^ he found .to be the 6502^ year

of that period. Of»itOjfiiul the year of the Julian pe-

riod answering to nny.§iVen year before Abe first year

of Christ,,subtract tfia n^ber of thfit given year from

4714, and the rciaaiiiHkic^irill be Abo year of the Julian

perit^. Thus, the year jSj before the first year of

Christ (which was the 584th before bis birth) was the

4129th year of the said period. Lastly, to find the

cycles of the sun, moon, and indiction for any given

year of this period, divide the given year by 28, 19,

and 15 1 the three remainders will be the cycles sought,

and the quotients the number of cycles run since the

beginning of the period. So in the above 4714U1 year

of the Julian period, the cycle of the sun was 10, the

cycle of the moon 2, and the cycle of indiction 4 ^ the

solar cycle having mn through 168 courses, the lunar

248, and the indiction 314. .37
The vulgar era of Christ’s birth was never settled till Year of

the year 527, when Dionysius Exiguus, a Roman
hot, fixed it to the end of the 4713th year of the

period, which was four years too late ^ for our Saviour

was bom before the death of Herod, who sought to

kill him as soon as be beard of bis birth. And accord-

ing to the testimony of Josephus (S* xvii.cA.^8.), there

was an eclipse of the moon in the time of Herod’s last

illness ^ which eclipse appears by our astronomical tables

to have been in the year of t^ Jnliaii ^rtod 4710,
March 13. at three boors past midnight, at Jerusalem.

Nosr, as our Saviour most have been bom pome mopths

before Herod’s death, since in the interval be was cai^

ried into Egypt, the latest time in which we can fix

0 2 the
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io8 C H R O N
tbe tnw era of hit birth is aboot the end of the 4709th

3S year of tbe Julian period.

VrmR 9t E- As there are certain fixed points in the heaTent from

vhicb astronoroert begin their computations, so there

are certain points of time from which historians begin

to reckon ; and these points or roots of time are called

fras or epochs. The most remarkable eras are, those

of the Creation, the Greek Olympiads, the building

of Rome, tbe era of Nabonassar, the death of Alex-

ander, the birth of Christ, the Arabian Hegira, and
the Persian Jesdegird : All which, together with se-

veral others of less note, have their beginnings fixed

by chronologers to tbe years of tbe Julian period, to

the age of the world at those times, and to the years

before and after tbe year of Christ^ birth.

.
3? -

Ihttoric Havivo thus treated as fully as our limits will ad-
^ mit, of tbe various divisions of time, we must now con-

sider the second part of chronology, vix. that which

more immediately relates to history, and which has

already been observed to have the four following foun-

dations: 1. Astronomical observations, particularly of

eclipses. 2. The testimonies of credible authors. 3*£-
pocbs in history universally allowed to be true. 4. An-
cient medals, coins, monuments, and inscriptions. We
ahall consider these four principal parts in the order

4P: they here stand.

(K eclipses i, it is with great reason that tbe eclipses of the son
of the tun moon, and the aspects of the other planets, have
apd mooiv

called public and celestial characters of the times,

as their calculations afford chronologers infallible proofs

of the precise epochs in which a great number of tbe

most signal events in history have occurred. So that

in chronological matters we cannot make any great

progress, if we are ignorant of tbe use of astronomic

tables, and the calculation of eclipses. Tbe ancients

regarded the latter as ppognostios of the fall of em-
pires, of the loss ef battles, of the death of monarchs,

&c. And it is to this superstition, to this wretched

ignorance, that we happily owe tbe vast labour that

historians have taken to record so great a iHimber of

them. The most able chronologers have collected

them with still greater labour. Calviskis, for example,

founds bis chronology on 144 eclipses of tbe sun, and

127 of the meon, that he says he had calculated^ Tbe
grand conjunction of tbe two superior planets, Saturn

and Jupiter, which, according to Kepler, occurs once

in 800 years in the same point of the zodiac, and which

has happened only eight times since tbe creation (tbe

last time in tbe mon& of December 1603), may also

furnish chronology with Incontestable proofs. The
same may be said of tbe transit of Venos over the sun,

which has been observed in our days, and all tbe other

uncommon positions of tbe planets. But among these

celestial and natural characters of times, there are also

some that are named civil or artificial^ and which,

nevertheless, depend on astronomic calculation.

Such are the solar, and lunar cycles; tbe Roman>

indktion ; the- feast of Easter; the bissextile year; the

jubilees y the eabbatlc-years ; tbe combats and Olym-
pic games of the Greeks,, and Hegira of the Maho-
metans, &c. And to these may be added the periods,

eras, epochs, and years of di&rent nations, ancient

, We 4all only remark on this occasion.

O L O G Y.
that the period or era of tbe Jews commences with

tbe creation of tbe world ; that of the ancient Romans
with the foundation of tbe city of Rome ; that of the

Greeks at tbe establishment of the Olympic games;
that of Nabonassar, with the advancement of the first

king of Babylon to the throne ; tbe Yezdegerdio

years, with the last king of the Persians of that name p
the Hegira of the Turks, with the flight of Mahomet
from Mecca to Medina, &c. The year of the birth

of Christ was the 4713th year of the Julian period,

according to the common method of reckoning. Astro-

nomical chronology teaches ns to calculate the precise

year of the Julian period in which each of these epochs

happened.

II. The testimony of antbors is tbe second principal Of tbs tes-

part of historic chronology. Though no man what-^“®®f®^

ever has a right to pretend to infallibility, or to be re.***™***

garded as a sacred oracle, it would, however, be ma-
king a very unjust judgment of mankind, to treat them
all as dupes or impostor^ ; and it would be an injury

offered to public integrity, were we to doubt tbe vera-

city of authors universally esteemed, and of facts that

are in themselves highly worthy of belief. It would be
even a kind of infatuation to doubt that there have

been such cities as Athens, Sparta, Rome, Carthage,

&c. or that Xerxes reigned in Persia and Aagustus

in Rome : whether Hannibal ever was in Italy ; or

that the emperor Constantine built Constantinople, &c«
Tbe unanimous testimony of tbe most respectable his-

torians will not admit any doubt of these matters*

When an historian is allowed to be completely able to

judge of an event, and to have no intent of deceiving

by bis relation, his testimony is unexceptionable. But to

avoid the danger of adopting error for truth, and to be

satisfied of a fact that appears doubtful in history, we
may make use of the four following rules, as they are

founded in reason.

1. We ongbt to pay a particular regard to the tes-

timonies of those who wrote at tbe same time t^
events happened, and who have not been contradicted

by any cotemporary antbor of known authority. Who
can doubt, for example, of tbe troth of the facts re-,

lated by Admiral Anson, in tbe history of bis voyage

round the world P Tbe admiral saw all the facts there

mentioned with bis own eyes, and pnblished his book
when two hundred companions of bis voyage were still

living in London, and could have contradicted him im-

mediately, if he bad given any false or exaggerated

relations.

2. After tbe cotemporary authors, we should give

more credit to those who lived near the time the events

happened than those who lived at a distance.

3. Those doubtful histories, which are related by*

authors that are but little knowu, can have no weight,,

if they arc at variance with reason, or established tra-

dition.

4. We must distrust tbe truth ef a history that is re-

' kted by modern authors, when they do not agree

among themselves in several circumstances, nor witk

ancient historians, who are to be regarded as original

sources. We should especially doubt the troth of those

brilliant portraits, that are drawn at pleasore by sucb

as never knew the persons they are intended for, and
even mede several centuries after their decease.

The
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no CHRONOLOGY.
Before the world. Nomberleu books have been lost^ and
Chriit. those which have come down to us are mutilated or

» altered by transcribers. The Greeks began to write

very late. Herodotus, their first historian, was of a
credulous disposition, and believed all the fables that

were related by the Egyptian priests. The Greeks
were in genei*al vain, piu*tial, and held no nation In

esteem but their own. The Romans were still more
infatuated with notions of their own merit and gran-

deur ; their historians were altogether as unjust as was
their senate, toward other nations that were frequently

far more respectable. 5. The eras, the years, the per

riods, and epochs, were not the same in each nation ^

and they, moreover, began at different seasons of the

year. All this has thrown so much obscurity over

chronology, that it appears to be beyond all human
capacity totally to disperse it.

Christianity itself had subsisted near 1200 years,

before tliey knew precisely how many years had passed

since the birth of oUr Saviour. They saw cleaHy that

the vulgar era was defective, but it was a long time

before they could comprehend that it required four

whole years to make up the true period. Abbd De-
nis the Little, who in the year 532 was the first among
the Christians to form the era of that grand epoch,

and to count the years from that time, in order to

make their chronology altogether Christian, erred in

bis calculation, and led all Europe into his error.

They count 132 contrary opinions of different authors

concerning the year in which the Messiah appeared on

the eprth; M« Vallemont names 64 of them, and all

icelehrated writers. Among all these authors, how-
ever, there is none that reckon more than 7000, nor

less than 3700 years. But even this difference is enor-

mous. The most moderate fix the birth of Christ in

the 4000th year of the world. The reasons, however,

on which they found their opinion, appear to be suffi-

ciently arbitrary.

Be these matters, however, as they may, the wis-

dom of Providence lias so disposed all tilings, that there

remain sufficient lights to enable us nearly to connect

the series of events : for in the first 3000 years of the

world, where profane history is defective, we have the

chronology of the Bible to direct us •y and after that

period, where we find more obscurity in the chronolo-

gy of the Holy Scriptures, we have, on the other

hand, greater lights from profane authors. Ic is at

this period that begins the time which Varro calls ^*-

stonv ; as, since the time of the Olympiads, the truth

of such events as have happened shines clear in history.

Chronology, therefore, draws its principal lights from
history

\ and, in return, serves it as a guide. Refer-

ring the reader, therefore, to the article History,
and the Ch€trt thereto annexed, we shall conclude the

present article with

A Chronological Table of Remarkable Events^

Discoveries^ ^nd Inventions^ from the Creation to

the year 1^20,

Bef. Christ.

4008 The Creation of the world and Adam and Eve.

4007 The birth of Cain, the 'first who was bom of a
woman.

3917 Enoch, for bis piety, is translated to heaven.

2352 T^ old world is destroyed by a deluge which Befhre
continued 377 days. Christ.

2247 The tower of Babel is built about this time by
' " "

Noab^s posterity, upon which God roiractilous-

ly confounds their language, and thus disperses

them into different nations.

2237 About this time, Noah is, with great probabili-

ty. supposed to have parted from bis rebelli-

ous offspring, and to have led a colony of some
of the more tractable into the east, and there

either bo or one of bis successors to have
founded the Chinese mpna^by*

2234 The celestial observations are begun at Babylon,
the city which first gave birth to learning and
the sciences.

2188 Misraim, the son of Ham, founds the kingdom
ofEgypt, which lasted i66s joars, down to the

conquest of Cambyses, in 525 before Christ.

2059 Ninus, the sou of Belus, foun^ the kingdom of
Assyria, which lasted above 1000 years, and
out of its ruins were formed the A^vriaos of

Babylon, those of Nineveh, and the kingdom
of the Medes.

1985 The covenant of God made with Abram, when
he leaves Haran, to go into Canaai^ which be-

gins the 430 years of sojoniming.

1961 The cities of Sodom and Gomorrah are destroyed

for their wickedness by fire from heaven.

1 856 The kingdom of Argos, in Greece, begins un-

der Inachus.

1822 Memnon, the Egyptian, invents the letters.

1715 Prometheus first struck fire from Hints.

2635 Joseph dies in Egypt.

1574 Aaron bom in Egypt ^ 1490, appointed by God
first high priest of the Israelites.

1571 Moses, brother to Aaron, bom In Egypt, and
adopted by Pbaraoh^s daughter, who educates

him in all the learning of the Egyptians.

1556 Cecrops brings a colony of Saites from E^pt
into Attica, and begins the kingdom of Athens
in Greece.

1555 Moses performs a nnmber of miracles in Egypt,
and departs from that kingdom, together with

600,000 Israelites, besides children, which

completed the 430 years of sojourning. They
miraculously pass through the Red sea, and

come to the desert of Sinai, where Moses re-

ceives from God, and delivers to the people,

the Ten Commandments, and the other laws,

and sets up the Tabernacle, and in it the ark
of the covenant.

1546 Scaroander comes from Crete into Phrygia, and
begins the kingdom of Troy.

1515 The Israelites, after sojourning in the Wilder-
ness forty years, are led under Joshua into the

land of Canaan, where they fix>(|befBselves,

after having subdued the natives the pe-

riod of the sabbatical year commence*

j 503 The deluge of Deucalion.

1496 The council of Ampbictyons established at Ther-

mopylae.

1493 Cadmus carried the Pbenician letters into Greece,

and built the citadel of Thebes*

1490 Sparta buHt by liaeedaemon.

148;
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II 2 C H R O N
Before Ing taken by Cyras, who, in 536, gives an edict

Christ, for the retarn of the Jews*

534 The foundation of the temple laid by the Jews*

526 Learning is greatly encouraged at Athens, and a
public library first founded.

520 The second edict to rebuild Jerusalem*

515 The second temple at Jerusalem is finbhed under

Darius*

510 Hippias banished from Athens.

509 Tarquin, the seventh and last king of the Ro-
mans, is expelled, and-Rome is governed by two

consuls, and other republican magistrates, till

tbe battle of Pbarsalia, being a space of 461
years*

508 The first alliance between the Romans and Car-

thaginians*

507 The second census at Rome, 130,000 citizens.

504 Sardis taken and burnt by the Athenians, which

gave occasion to tbe Persian invasion of Greece*

498 Tbe first dictator appointed at Rome.

497 Tbe Saturnalia instituted at Rome*
The number of citizens 1 50,700*

493 Tribunes created at Rome ^ or, in 488*

490 The battle of Marathon, September 28*

486 ^scbylus, the Greek poet, first gains the prize

of tragedy.

483 Questors created at Rome.
481 Xerxes, king of Persia, begins his expedition a-

gainst Greece.

480 Tbe defence of Thermopylss by Leonidas, and
the sea-fight at Salarois*

476 The number of Roman citizens reduced to

103,000.

469 Tbe third Messenian war*

466 Tbe number of Roman citizens increased to

124^214.

458 Ezra is sent from Babylon to Jerusalem, with tbe

captive Jews and tbe vessels of gold and silver,

* &c. being seventy weeks of years, or 490 years,

before the crucifixion of our Saviour*

456 Tbe Ludi Seculares first celebrated at Rome.

454 The Romans sent to Athens for Solon^s laws.

451 Tbe Decemvirs created at Rome, and the laws of

tbe twelve tables compiled and ratified.

449 Tbe Decemvirs banished.

445 Military tribunes, with consular power, created

at Rome.

443 Censors created at Rome.

441 The battering ram invented by Artemones.

437 The Metonic cycle began July 15th.

431 Tbe Peloponnesian war begun, and lasted 27
years.

430 The history of the Old Testament finishes about

this time.

A plague over all tbe known world.

Malachi the last of tbe prophets.

405 The Athenians entirely defeated by Lysander,

which occasions tbe loss of the city, and ruin

of the Athenian power.

401 The retreat of the 10,000 Greeks under Xeno-
phon. Tbe 30 tyrants expelled from Athens,

and democratic government restored*

400 Socrates, the founder of moral philosophy among
the Greeks, believes tbe immortality of the soul,

a state of rewards and punishments j for which

3

O L O G Y.
and other sublime doatrinei, be is pot to d^h Befon
by the Athenians, who soon after repent, and ChrUt.

erect to his memory a statue of brass* »

399 Tbe feast of Lectistemium instituted. Catapoltae

invented by Dionysius.

394 Tbe Corinthian war begun*

390 Rome burnt by the Gauls.

387 The peace of Antalcidas between tbe Greeks and
Persians.

Tbe number of Roman citizens amounted to

.15^83-
384 Dionysius begins tbe Punic war*

379 Tbe Boeotian war commences.

377 A general conspiracy of tbe Greek states against

the Lacedemonians.

373 A great earthquake in Peloponnesus.

371 Tbe Lacedemonians defeated by Epaminondas at

Leuctra.

367 Praetors established in Rome* The Liciniau law

passed.

363 Epaminondas killed at tbe battle of Mantinea.

359 The obliquity of the ecliptic observed to be 23^

49' lo".

358 The Social war began*

357 Dionysius expelled from Syracuse*

A transit of the moon over Mars observed.

356 Tbe Sacred war begun in Greece.

Birth of Alexander the Great*

345 Dionysius II. expelled from Syracuse*

Commencement of the Syracusan era*

338 Philip of Macedon gains tbe battle of Cbtr-

ronaea, and thus attains to the sovereignty of

Greece.

335 Thebes taken and rased by Alexander the

Great.

334 Tbe Persians defeated at Granicus, May 22.

333 They are again defeated at Issus in Cilicia, Oc-
tober.

332 Alexander takes Tyre, and marches to Jerusalem.

'

33 1 Alexandria built.

Darius entirely defeated at Arbela*

330 Alexander takes Babylon, and the principal cities

of the Persian empire.

The Calippic period commences*

328 Alexander passes Mount Caucasus, and marches

into India.

327 He defeats Poms, an Indian prince, and founds

several cities*

326 The famous sedition of Corcyra.

324 Alexander tbe Great dies at Babylon.

323 His family exterminated, and bis dominions part-

ed by his officers.

315 Rhodes almost destroyed by an inundation.

311 The Appian way, aqueducts, &c. constructed at

Rome.
308 The cities of Greece recovered their liberties for

a short time

307 Antioch, Seleucia, Laodicea, and other cities,

founded by Seleucus.

301 Antigonus defeated and killed at Ipsus.

299 The first barbers came from Sicily to Rome.

294 Tbe number of effective men in Rome amounts to

270,000.

293 Tbe first sun-dial
,
erected at Rome by Papirius

Cursor.

385
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Befare >85 Diooysiot of Alexandria began bis astronomical

CItfikt era on Monday June 26. being the first who
^ ' found the exact solar year to consist of 365

days, 5 hours, and 49 minutes.

The watch tower of Pharos at Alexandria huilt.

Ptolemy Philadelphus, king of Egypt, employs 72
interpreters to translate the Old Testament

into the Greek language, which is called the

Sepittagifti,

284 The foundation of the Achsean republic laid.

283 The college and library founded at Alexan-

dria.

282 The Tarentine war begins.

280 Pyrrhus inrades Italy.

279 A census at Rome. The number of citizens

278,222.

269 Tlie first coining of silver at Rome.

265 The number of Roman citizens augmented to

292,224. .

264 The first Punic war begins, and continues 23
years. The chronology of the Arundelian mar-

bles composed.

262 A transit of Mercury over the hulPs horn ; the

planet being in 23° of ti ,
and the sun in 29^

30' on.

260 Provincial qnestors established at Rome.
The Romans first concern themselves in naval af-

fairs, and defeat the Carthaginians at sea.

255 Regulus, the Roman consul, defeated and taken

prisoner by the Carthaginians under Xantip-

pus.

252 A census at Rome. The number of citizens

297,897.

247 Another census. The number of citizens 251,21 2.

246 The records of China destroyed.

241 Conclusion of the first Punic war.

240 Comedies first acted at Rome.

237 Hamilcar, the Carthaginian, causes his son Han-
nibal, at nine years old, to swear eternal enmi-

ty to the Romans.

236 The Tartars expelled from China.

235 Rome at peace with other nations. The temple

of Janus shut.

231 Corsica and Sardinia subdued by the Romans.

The first divorce at Rome.

230 The obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Eratos-

thenes to be 23® 51' 20".

224 The Colossus at Rhodes overturned by an eartli-

qiiake.

219 The art of surgery introduced at Rome.
218 Commencement of the second Punic war.

Hannibal passes the Alps, and invades Italy.

216 The Romans defeated at Cannae, May 2ist.

214 Syracuse besieged by Marcell us.

209 A census at Rome. The number of citizens

227,107.
208 Asdrubal invades Italy ^ but is defeated and

killed.

206 Gold first coined at Rome.
202 Hannibal defeated by Scipio at Zama.
201 Conclusion of the second Punic war.

194 8parta and Hither Spain subdued by the Ro-
mans.

. 192 A census at Rome. The number of citizens

^43*704-
VoL. VL Part I. t
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191 Antiociiiw defeated bj the Romans at Tberao* Bcibre

Christ.

190 The first Roman army enters Asia, and from the

'

spoils of Antiochns brings the Asiatic luxury

first to Rome.
188 The Spartans obliged to renounce the institu-

tions of Lycorgus.

179 A census at Rome. The namber of citizens

273,244.

173 The Jewish high-priesthood sold by Antiochus

Epipbanes.

170 Paper invented in China.

The temple of Jerusalem plundered by Antiochus.

169 A census at Rome. The namber of citizens

212,805.
x68 Macedon reduced to the form of a Roman pro-

vince.

The first library erected at Rome.

165 The temple of Jerusalem purified by Judas Mac-
cabeus.

164 A census at Rome. The number of citizens

3^7.032.
162 Hipparchus began hid astronomical obeervations

« at Rhodes.

x6i Phalosophere and rhetoricians banished from

Rome.
150 The third Punic war commenced.
146 Corinth destroyed.

Carthage, the rival to Rome, is rased to the

ground by the Romans.
** A remarkable comet appeared in Greece.

143 Hipparchos began bis new cycle of the moon,
consisting of 111,035 days.

141 The Numantine war commenced.

135 The history of the Apocrypha ends.

133 Nnmantia destroyed by Scipio.

124 A census at Rome. The number of citizens

39<5*736*

X05 The Cimbri and Tcutones defeated the Romans.
102 The Teotones and Ambrones defeated by Ma-

rios.

88 Rome besieged by the chiefs of the Marian fac-

tion.

82 Sylla created perpetual dictator at Rome.

69 A census at Rome. The number of citizens

450.000.
66 Catiline^s conspiracy.

55 Jnliiis Csesar makes bis first expedition into Bri-

tain.

Crassus defeated and killed by the Parthlans.

51 Gaul reduced to a Roman province.

50 A census at Rome. The number of citizens

320.000.

48 The battle of Piiarsalia, between Csesar and Pom-
pey, in which the latter is defeated.

The Alexandrian library, consisting of 400,000
valuable hooks, burnt by accident.

45 The war of Africa, in which Cato kills himself.

The solar year introduced by Csesar.

44 Caesar, the greatest of the Roman conquerors,

after having fought 50 pitched battles, and
slain 1,192,000 men, is killed in the senate-

boose by conspirators.

42 The repuUionos defeated at PhUippi.

31 The battle of Aotinm fodgbt, in which Mark
P Antony
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Antony and Cleopatra are totallf defeated hj
Octavius, nephew to Julius Ceesar.

Alexandria, in Egypt, is 4akeo Uy .Octavitts, upon
which Antony and Cleopatra put tlieoMelves to

death, and Egypt is reduced to a Roman pro*

vince.

A census at Rome. The number ^ citizens

4,101,017.
Octavius, by a decree of the senate, obtains the

title of Augustus Caesar, and an absolute ex*-

emption from the laws, and is properly the first

Roman emperor.

The Pantheon at Rome built.

Rome at the height of its glory.

The temple of Jerusalem rebuilt by Herod*
Agrippa constructed the magnificent aqueducts at

Rome.
A census at Rome. The number of citizens

4,233,000.
The temple of Janas is shut by Augustus, as an

emblem of universal peace ^ and

JESUS CHRIST is born, on Monday, December
25-

The vulgar Christian era commenced from Janu-

ary I. the Saviour of the urorld being then five

years of age.

Jesus Christ disputes with the doctors in the tem-

ple.

A census at Rome, 4,370,000 citizens.

Mathematicians and magicians expelled from

Rome.
Twelve cities in Asia destroyed by an earth-

quake.

Pilate made governor of Judea.

Jesus baptized ip Jordan by John.

He is crucified at Jerusalem.

St Paul converted.

St Matthew writes his gospel.

Pontius Pilate kills himself.

A conjunction of Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars*
The name of Christians first given at Antioch to

the followers of Christ.

Claudius CsBsar^s expedition into Britain.

St Mark writes his gospel.

London is founded by the Romans ; 368, surround-

ed by ditto with a wall, some parts of wliicb are

still observable.

Caractacus, the Bntisb -king, is earned in chains

to Rome.
The council of tlie Apostles at Jerusalem*

St Luke writes his gospel.

Rotterdam built.

The emperor Nero puts bis mother and brothers to

death.

Mi - M - perseoutes the Druids in Britain.

Christianity introduced into Britain.

Boadicea, the British queen, defeats the Romans
;

but is conquered soon after by Suetonius, gover-

nor of Britain.

8t Paul is seat in bonds to Rome writes bis epis-

tles between 51 and 66.

The Acts of the Apostles writteo.

A great earthquake in Asia.

Rome set pn 6n^ aad biniiod far aix days $ opon
ft

which began (under Nero) the first persecutmn Ann
against tlie Chnstiaus. Chmi

65 Many prodigies seen about Jerusalem.

66 St Peter and St Paiul put to death.

70 While the factious Jews are destroying one ano-

ther with mutual fury, Titus tlie Roman general

takes Jerusalem, wliich is rased to the ground,

and the plough made to pass over it.
^

73 The philosophers banished from Rome by Vespa-

sian.

79 The cities of Pompeii and Heroulaueum destroy-

ed by an eruption of Vesuvius.

80 The Capitol and Pantheon at Rome destroyed by
fire.

83 The philosophers expelled Rome by Domittan.

85 Julius Agricola, governor of South Britain, to

protect the civilized Britons from the incur-

sioos of the Caledonians, builds a line o[ forts

between the rivers Forth and Clyde ; defeats

the Caledonians under Galgaciis on the Gram-
pian hills

}
and first sails round Bxitaio, which

he discovers to be an island.

86 The Capitol ine games instituted by Domitian.

88 The Secular games celebrated at Rome.

93 The empire of the Huns in Tartary destroyed by
the Chinese.

The Evangelist John banished to Patmos.

94 The second persecution of the Christians, under
Domitian.

96 St John the Evangelist wrote his Revelatioo-*his

Gospel in 97.

103 Dacia reduced to a Roman province*

105 A great earthquake in Asia and Greece.

107 The' third persecution of the Christians, under
Trajan.

1 14 Armenia reduced to a Roman province.

A great earthquake in China.

115 Assyria subdued by Trajan*

An insurrection of the Jews, wbo murder ft00,000
Greeks and Romans.

A violent earthquake at Antioch.

120 Nicomedia and other cities swallowed up by to
earthquake.

121 The Caledonians reconquer from the Romans aU
the southern parts of Scotland ; upon which the

emperor Adrian builds a wall between New-
castle and Carlisle ; but this also proving inef-

fectual, Lollius Urbicus, the Roman generaU
about the year 134, repairs Agricola^s forts,

which he joins by a wall four yards thick.

130 Jerusalem lebuilt by Adrian.

132 The second Jewish war commenced.

135 The second Jewish war ends, when they were all

banished Judea.

139 Justin writes his first apology for the Christians.

141 A number of heresies appear about this time.

146 The worship of Serapis introduoed at Roam.
152 The emperor Antoninus Pius stops the persecution

against the Christians.

An inundation of the Tiber, and an caetbqoaka
at Rhodes.

163 The fourth perseonUon of the Christkiis, nndef
Marcus Aurelius Antoninas.

ft66 Hie Romm asnt ambassafan to Chios.

168
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168 A plague over the whole world.

188 The Capitol at Rome destroyed by lightaiug.

191 A great part of Rome destroyed by lire.

20J The fifth persecution of the CbristiaDs, under Se-

rerus.

205 An earthqoiike in Wales.

209 Severus*8 wall in Britain built.

ai8 Tfso comets appeared at Rome. The course of

the most remarkable from east to west.

222 About this time the Roman empire begins to de-

cline. The barbarians begin their irruptions,

and the Goths have annual tribute not to molest

the empire.

225 Mathematicians allowed to teach publtoly at

^me.
236/ The sixth pcFsecotion of the Christians under

Maximin.

242 The Franks first mentioned in history.

250 The seventh persecution, under Decius.

252 A dreadful pestilence broke out in Ethiopia, and
spread over the whole world.

The eighth persecution, under Callus.

253 Europe ravaged by the Scythians and Goths.

2^58 The ninth persecution, under Valerian.

260 Valerian is taken prisoner by Sapor king of Per-

sia, and flayed alive.

The Scythians ravaged the Roman empire.

The temple of Diana at Ephesus burnt.

261 A great plague throughout the Roman empire.

262 Ej^hqnakes in Europe, Asia, and Africa, and
three days of darkness.

273 The Romans took Palmyra.

274 Silk first brought from India ; *he manufactory

of it introduced into Europe by some monks,

551^ first worn by the clergy in England,

* 534-
. « . .

276 Wine first made in Britain.

277 The Franks settled in Gaul.

284 The Dtoclesian era commenced Aiigast 29th, or

September 17th.

287 Carausins proclairawd emperor of Britain,

289 A great comet risihle in Mesopotamia for 29
days.

291 Two eoipems and two Cscsars march to defend

the four quarters of the empire.

297 Alexandria destroyed by Diochesian.

303 The tenth persecution nnder Dioclesian.

306 Constantine the Great begins bis reign.

308 Cardinals first appointed.

312 FesdJeoce all over the East.

S
cle of indiction began.

e tenth persecution ends bv aw edict of Con-
stantine, who favonrs the Christians, and gives

foll> liberty^ to their religion.

314 Three bisbops, or fhtbers, are sent from Britain

to assist at the conncil' of Arles.

315 Crocifixion abolished.

321 Observation of Sunday enjoined.

323 The fikst general cooneU at Nke, when 318 fa-

tKere attended, against Arius^ the footer of
Arianism, where wao composed’ the famous Ni-
etaW'CMed^ whieh wwattrihtfte>tntiliem.

328 Constantine removes the seat of empire from
Hinm ta Byzaatimi| wMolt isnhereafter called^

OhiMtaHtiBiapliii
*

O L O G Y.
I

330 A dreadful persecation of the Ghristiana in Perria,
which lasts 40 years.

333 Constantine orders all the heathen temples to be
destroyed.

334 Three hundred thonsand Sarmatiana revolted from
their masters.

341 The gospel propagated In EBiiopia by Froroen-
tius.

344 Neoesesarea rained by an earthquake.

351 The heathens first called Pagans.

358 A hondred and fifty cities in Asia and Greece

. overturned by an earthquake.

360 The first monaetety founded near P^tiers in

France, by Martin.

363 The Roman emperor Julian, surnamed- the Apos-
tate, endeavonra in vain to rebnild the temple
of Jerusalem.

364 The Roman empire is divided mto the Eastern
(ConstantiDople the capital) and Western (of

which Rome continued to be the captkl), each

being now under the government of different

eaiperort.

373 The Biblh translated into the Gothic language.

376 The Goths settled in Thrace.

379 The cycle of Thcopj^ns commenced.

390 A fier^ column seen in the air for 30 days.

400 Bella invented by Bishop Paotinns of Campania.
401 Europe overrun by the Goths, nnder Adarle.

404- Another irruption of the Goths.

The kingdom of Caledonia, or Scotland^ revives

under Fergus,

406 Third irruption of the Goth^
The Vandals, Alans, and Snevi, spread into France

and Spain, by a concession of Honcrins, empe-
ror of the West.

408 The Christian religion propagated in Persia.

409 Rome taken and plondrred by the Goths, < Au-
gust 24.

412 The Vandals begin their kingdom hi Spain.

413 The kingdom of Burgundy begun in Alsace,

415 The kingdom of Thonlotise founded by the Vid-
gotlis.

417 The Alans extirpated by the Goths.

419 Many cities in Palestine destroyed by an earth-

quake.

420 The kingdom of France begins opow the Jhower
Rhine, under Pharamond.

421 The Salique law promulgated.

426 The Romans, reduced to extremities at home,
withdraw their troops from Britcrn, and tiever

return : advising the Britens to arm in their

own defence, and trust to their own vakmr.

432 The gospel preached in Irdaad by St Patrick.

444 All Europe ravaged by the Hums,

446 The Britons, now left to tbemselvusv are' greatly

harassed by the Scots and Piets, upon which
they once more make their cnmpiasnt th the
Romans (which they entitle, TAe Groans oftko
Britons')

y
but receive no assistance from that

quarter.

447 Attila (snrnamed the- Scourge' of God) with bis

linne ravage the Roman empire. .

449 king of the Britons, invites the

8ta(sns‘ into* Brimin, against the* Seoar and

Piets.

P 2 45a
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452 The city of Venice fonnded.

455 The Saxons haring repulsed the Scots an4 Piets,

invite over more of tbeir countrymen, and be*

gtn to establish themselves in Kent, under

Hengist.

476 The western empire is finished, 523 years after

the battle of Pbarsalia \ upon the ruins of

which several new states arise in Italy and other

parts, consisting of Goths, Vandals, Huns, and

other barbarians, under whom literature is ex-

tinguished, and the works of the learned are

destroyed.

480 A great rarthquakev at Constantinople, which

lasted 40 days.

493 Italy reduced by Theodoric king of the Goths.

496 Clovis, king of France, baptized, and Christianity

begins in that kingdom.

506 The Jews talmud published.

508 Prince Arthur begins to reign over the Bri-

tons.

510 Paris made the capital of the French dominions.

514 Constantinople besieged by Vitaliarius, whose

fleet is burnt by a speculum of brass made by

Prod us.

516 The computing of time by the Christian era is in-

troduced by Dionysius tbe monk.

517 Five years drought and famine in Palestine.

519 A bearded comet appears.

529 Tbe codex of Justinian, the eastern emperor, is

published.

534 Tbe kingdom of the Vandals in Africa comes to

an end, after having continued 105 years.

536 The manufacture of silk introduced at Constanti-

nople by two Indian monks.

540 Antioch destroyed by the Persians.

541 Basilius tbe last consul elected at Rome.

542 . Antioch rebuilt.

An earthquake all over the world.

550 An earthquake in Palestine and Syria.

Tbe kingdom of Poland founded.

551 An earthquake in Greece, attended with a great

commotion in the sea.

553 The empire of the Goths in Italy destroyed by
Narses.

A great earthquake at Constantinople.

557 Another violent earthquake at Constantinople,

Rome, &c.
A terrible plague all over Europe, Asia, and A-

frica, which continues near 50 years.

568 The Lombards founded a kingdom in Italy.

569 Tbe Turks first mentioned in history.

The exarchate of Ravenna begins.

575 The first monarchy founded in Bavaria.

580 Antioch destroyed by an earthquake.

c8i Latin ceased to be spoken about this time ia

Italy.

584 The origin of fiefs in France.

588 The city of Paris destroyed by fire*.

589 Rome overflowed by tbe Tiben

593 The Gascons establish themselves in the country

called by tbeir name.

596 John of Constantinople assumes the title of univer-

sal bishop.

J97 Augustine the monk conies into England with

forty monks.

O L O G Y.
,

599 A dreadful pestilence in Africa. /Iftei

604 St Paulas church in London founded. Chriti

605 The use of bells introduced into churches.. v
606 Here begins the power of tbe popes, by tbe con-

cessions of Phocas, emperor of the East.

622 Mahomet, tbe false prophet, flies from Mecca to

Medina in Arabia, in the 44th year of his age,

and lotb of his ministry, when be laid Uie

foundation of tbe Saracen empire, and from
whom tbe Mahometan princes to this,day claim

tlieir descent. His followers compute their

time from this era, which in Arabic is called

hegira^ i. e. “ the Flight.”

628 Au academy founded at Canterbury.

632 Tbe era of Jesdegird commenced June i6th.

637 Jerusalem is taken by tbe Saracens, or followers

of Mahomet.
641 Alexandria in Egypt is taken by ditto, and tbe

grand library There burnt by order of Omar,
tbeir caliph or prince.

643 The temple of Jerusalem converted into a Maho-
metan mosque.

653 The Saracens now extend tbeir conquests on every
side, and retaliate the barbarities of the Goths
and Vandals upon tbeir posterity.

They take Rhodes, and destroy the famous Co-
lossus.

England invaded by tbe Danes.
66q Organs first used in churches.

663 Glass invented by a bishop, and brought into Eng-
land by a Benedictine monk.

669 Sicily invaded, and Syracuse destroyed by tbe Sa-

racens.

685 The Britons, after a bnrve struggle of near 150
years, are totally expelled by the Saxons, and
drove into Wales and Cornwall.

698 Tbe Saracens take Carthage, and expel tbe Ro-
mans from Africa.

700 Cracow boilt, and first prince of Poland elect-

ed.

704 Tbe first province given to tbe Pope.

713 Tlie Saracens conquer Spain.

714 France governed by Charles Martel.

718 Tbe kingdom of tbe Aatorias in Spain founded
by Pelagio.

719 Christianity promulgated in Germany.
726 The controversy about images begins, and oc-

casions many insurrections in tbe eastern em-
pire.

727 Tax of Peter^s pence begun by Ina king of Wes-
sex.

732 Charles Martel defeats tbe Saracens near Tours.

735 Institution of tbe office of Pope^s nuncio.

746 Three years pestilence in Europe and Asia.

748 The computing of years firom the birth of CbrisI

began to be used in history.

749 The race of Abbas become caliphs of tbe Sara-

cens, and encourage learning.

The empire of the Saracens divided into three*.

752 Tbe exarchate of Ravenna abolished by Astolphnt

king of the Lombards..

755 Commencement of the Popt*s temporal domi-
nion.

76a Tbe city of Bagdad npen the Tigrie is made tbe

capiud for tbe caliphs of the house of Abbas.

76a
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xo6l Surnamet appointed to be taken in Scotland by a

parliament held in Forfar.

1065 The Turks take Jerusalem from the Saracens.

J066 The conquest of England by William (sumamed
the bastard) duke of Normandy, in the battle

of Hastings, where Harold is slain.

1070 The feudal law introduced into England.

1075 Henry IV. emperor of Germany, and the pope,

quarrel about the nomination of the German
bishops. Henry, in penance, walks barefooted

to the pope towards the end of January.

1076 Justices of the peace first appointed in England.

An earthquake in England.

Asia Minor, having been two years under the

power of Soliman, is from this time called

Turkey.

10%0 Doomsday-book began to be compiled by order

of William, from a survey of all the estates in

England, and finished in 1086.

The tower of London built by ditto, to curb his

English subjects ^ numbers of whom fly to

Scotland, where they introduce the Saxon or

English language, are protected by Malcolm,

and have lands given them.

1086 The order of Carthusians established by Bruno.

XO90 The dynasty of Bathineens or Assassins begins in

Irak, and continues for 117 years*

1091 Thf* Saracens in Spain, being bard pressed by
the Spaniards, call to their assistance Joseph

king of Morocco ^ by which the Moors get

possession ofall the Saracen d.:minions in Spain*

1096 The first crusade to the Holy Land is begun un-

der several Christian princes, to drive the in-

fidels from Jerusalem*

1098 The order of St Benedict instituted.

1099 Jerusalem taken by the crusaders ^ Godfrey elect-

ed king of it •y and the order of knights of St

John instituted.

1110 Edgar Atheling, the last of the Saxon princes,

dies in England, where he had been permitted

to reside as a subject.

Learning revived at Cambridge.

Writing on paper made of cotton common about

this time.

1118 The order of the Knights Templars instituted

to defend the ^pulcbre at Jerusalem, and to

protect Christian strangers*

1119 Boliemia erected into a kingdom*

1132 The kingdom of Portugal began*

1137 The pandect of Justinian found in the ruins of

Amalphi.

The factions of the Gueipbs and Gibellines pre-

vailed about this time.

1143 The Koran translated into Latin.

1x44 The Peripatetic philosophy introduced into Ger-

many.

1151 The canon law collected by Gratian, a monk of

Bologna.

1154 Christianity introduced into Finland;

11^6 The city of Moscow in Russia founded*

The order of the Carmelites instituted*

1163 London bridge, consisting of 19 small arohes,

first built of stone*

X 1 64 The Tentoaic order of reUgioas knights begins

in Germany.

XI 71 The dynasty of the Fatemites ended in Egypt \ X/
the sovereigns of the country henceforth call- chi
ed Sultans. ^

1172 Henry II. king of England (and first of tlie

Plantagenets), takes possession of Ireland^

which from that period has been governed by
an Engli4i viceroy or lord-1ientenaot.

1176 England is divided by Henry inUi six circuits,

and justice is dispensed by itinerant judges.

1179 The university of Padua founded*

X 180 Glass windows began to be used in private honscs

in England.

1181 Tbe laws of England are digested about this

time by Glanville.

1x82 Pope Alexander HI. compelled tbe kinga of

England and France to hold tbe stirrups of

bis saddle when he mounted his horse.

1183 Seven thousand Albigenses massacred by the in-

habitants of Berry.

1186 A conjunction of all the planets at sunrise Sep-

tember 1 6. Tbe sun in 30^ ; Jupiter in

2® 3' o ;
Venus in 3° 49' y Saturn in 8° 6'

;

Mercury in 4° lo'j Mars, 9® 8'
5 tail of the.

Dragon, 18® 23' ^
1187 Jerusalem taken by Saladin*

1192 Tbe battle of Ascalon, in Judea, iu which Ri-

chard, king of England, defeats Saladio's ar-

my, consisting of 300,000 combatauts*

1194 Dieu et mon Droity first used as a naotto by Ri-

chard, on a victory over the French*

1195 Denmark and Norway laid waste by a dreadful

tempest.

1198 Institution of the order of the Holy Trinity*

1 200 Chimneys were not known in England*
Surnames now began to be used *y first among the

nobility.

University of Salamanca In Spain founded*

1204 Constantinople taken by the French and Vene-
tians*

Tbe inquisition established*

The empire of Trebizond established.

1208 London incorporated, and obtained their first

charter, for electing their lord mi^or and
other magistrates, from King John*

The order of Fratres Mitiores established*

Tbe pope excommunicates King John*

X 209 Tlie works of Aristotle imported from Constan-

tinople into Europe*

Tbe silk manufacture imported from Greece in-

to Venice.

1210 The works of Aristotle condemned to be bnmt
at Paris.

Tbe emperor Otho excommunicated by tbe

pope.

Violent persecution of tbe Albigenses*

1215 Magna Charta is signed by King John and tbe

barons of England*

Court of common pleas established*

Orders of tbe Dominicans and Knights Hospi-
tallecs founded*

The doctiioe of transuhstantiation introdu-

ced.

1216 King Alexander and the whole kingdom ti

Scotland eaeommonirated. by the 4e-

gate.

1220
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Alter IJ49 The orc!cr of the Garter instituted in Englnod,
Chriftt by Edward III. altered in 15579 nnd consists

*
^ ^ of 26^ knights.

1352 The Turks first enter Europe.

1353 Africa desolated by locusts.

^ 1354 money iu Scotland till now the same as in

England.

1356 The battle ofPoIctiers, in which King John of

France and his son are taken prisoners by

Edward the Black Prince.

1357 Coals first brought to London.

1358 Arms of England and France first quartered by

Edward 111 .

University of Cologne founded.

Tamerlane began to reign in Persia.

1362 The law pleadings in England changed from

French to English in favour of Edward 111.

to his people.

The military order of Janizaries established a-

mong the Turks.

1365 The universities of Vienna and Gencya founded.

1369 John Wicklifie, an Englishman, begins to call in

question the doctrines of the church of Rome
about this time, whose followers are called

Lollards.

1370 The office of grand visier established.

1377 Inundation of the sea in Flanders.

1378 Greenland discovered by a Venetian.

1381 Bills of exchange first used in England.

1384 The first act of navigation in England^ no goods

to be exported or imported by Englishmen in

foreign bottoms.

1383 A company of linen weavers from the Nether-

lands established in London.

Windsor castle built by Edward III.

1387 The first lord high admiral of England insti-

tuted.

1388 The battle of Otterburn between Hotspur and

the earl of Douglas.

Bombs invented at Venloo.

1391 Cards invented in France for the king^s amuse-

ment.

1399 Westminster abbey rebuilt and enlarged.—West-
minster hall ditto.

Order of the Bath instituted at the coronation

of Henry IV. renewed in 1725, consisting of

84 knights.

1402 Tamerlane defeats and takes prisoner Bajazet

the Turkish sultan.

1405 The Canary islands discovered by Bathencourt a

Norman.

1410 Guildhall, London, built.

Painting in oil-coldurs invented at Bruges by

John Van-eyck.

1411 The university t)f St Andrew’s in Scotland

founded.

1412 Algebra brought from Arabia into Europe.

1415 The battle of Agincourt gained over the French

by Henry V. of England.

X420 The island of Madeira discovered by the Portu-

guese.

1421 The revenue of England amounted to 55,754l.

1428 The siege of Orleans the first blow to the Eng-
lish power in France.

J431 A great earthquake at Lisboa.

3

1432 Great innndations in Germany.

1427 obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Ulug Chi

Beg to be 23® 3c/ 17".

1440 Printing invented by L. Koster at Haerlem in

Holland
;
brought into England by W. Cax-

ton, a mercer of London, 1471*

1446 The Vatican library founded at Rome.
The sea breaks in at Dort in Holland and drowns

100,000 people.

1453 Constantinople taken by the Turks, wliich ends

the eastern empire, 1 1 23 years from its dedi-

cation by Constantine the Great, and 2206
years from the foundation of Rome.

1454 The university of Glasgow in Scotland founded.

1457 f>lsss first manufactured in England.

1460 Engraving and etching on copper invented.

The obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Por-

bacliins and Regiomontanus to be 23® 29'.

1473 study of the Greek language introduced in«

to France.

147
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university of Aberdeen in Scotland founded.

X479 Union of the kingdoms of Arragon and Castile.

1482 The coast of Guinea discovered by the Portu-

guese.

A court of inquisition erected in Seville.

1485 Richard III. king of England, and last of the

Plantagenets, is defeated and killed at the

battle of Bosworth, by Henry (Tudor) VII.

which put an end to the civil wars between

the houses of York and Lancaster, after a con-

test of 30 years, and the loss of 100,000 men.

1487 Henry establishes fifty yeomen of the gnards, the

first standing army.

1489 Maps and sea charts first brought to England by
Barth. Colombus>

1490 William Groceyn introduces the study of the

Greek language into England.

The Moors, hitherto a formidable enemy to the

native Spaniards, are entirely subdued by Fer-
dinand, and become subjects to that prince ou
certain conditions, which are ill observed by
the Spaniards, whose clergy use the inqnisitioci

in all its tortures; and in 1609, near one mil-

lion of the Moors were driven from Spain tc

the opposite coast of Africa, from whence they

originally came.

1492 America first discovered by Columbus, a Ge-
noese in the service of Spain.

The Moors expelled from Granada, which tliey

had possessed upwards of 800 years.

1495 The venereal disease introduced into Europe.

1496 The Jews and Moors banished out of Portugal.

1497 The Portuguese first sail to the East Indies by
the Cape of Good Hope.

South America discovered by Americus Vespu-
8IUS, from whom unjustly it has its name.

1499 North America discovered, for Henry VII. by
Cabot, a Venetian.

1508 Maximilian divides the empire of Germany in-

to six circles, and adds four more in 1512*

Brazil discovered by the Portuguese. Florida

discovered by John Cabot an Englishman.

Painting in cliiaro-obscuro discovered.

A great plague in England.

1505 Shillings first coined in England.

1507
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121CHRONOLOGY.
After 1107 The iaiand ef BCadagifcar disoovered by the For-
CfcriiL toguete*

1509 Gardening introduced into England from the

Netherlands, from whenoe vegetables were im-

ported hitherto.

1510 The obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Werae-
naa lo be 23^ 28' 30'^

1513 The battle of Fiowden, in which James IV.
king of Scotland is killed, with the flower of

his nobility.

1514 Cannon bullets of atone still in use.

X515 The first Polyglot Bible printed at Alcala.

Tbe kingdom of Navarre annexed to that of

Castile by Ferdinand.

1516 The kingdom of Algiers seized by Barbarosaa*

1517 Martin Luther began the reformation.

Egypt is conquered bv the Tnrks.

The kingdom ef the Mamelukes in Egypt over-

thrown by tbe Turks. 4

1518 Discovery of New Spain, and the Straits of Ma-
gellan.

X 52X Henry VIII. (or his writings in favour of popery,

receives tbe title of Defender of the Faith

from his Holiness.

X522 Rhodes taken by the Turks.

The first voyage round tbe world performed by
a ship of Magellan's squadron.

1526 The inquisition established in Portugal.

Lutheranism established in Germany.

1527 Borne taken and plundered by tM Imperial

army.

1528 Popery abolished in Sweden.

X529 The name of Protestant takes its rise from the

reformers protesting against tbe church of

Rome, at the diet of Spires in Germa^.
1 530 Union of tbe Protestants at Smallcalde, Decem-

ber 22.

Secretary of Statens oflice established in England.

1531 A great earthquake at Lisbon.

1532 The Court of Session instituted in Scotland.

X533 Insurrection of the Anabaptists in Westphalia.

X 534 The reformation takes place in England, under

Henry VIII.

Barbarossa seized on the kingdom of Tunis.

X535 Tbe reformation introduced into Ireland.

Tbe society of Jesuits formed.

X539 ^he first English edition of tbe Bible authorised \

the present translation finished in 1611.

About this time cannon began to be used in

ships.

Six hundred and forty-five religious houses sup-

pressed in England and Wales.
X54O The variation of the compass discovered by Se-

bastian Cabot.

The obliquity of tbe ecliptic observed by Coper-

nicus to be 23® 28' 8".

Society of Jesuits established, September 27.

^ 543 stockings first worn by the French king \

first worn in England by Queen Eliz. 1561

4

the steel frame (or weaving invented by the

Rev. Mr Lee, of St John's College, Cam-
bria, 1589.

Pins first used in England, before which time

the ladies used skewers.

Iron cannon and mortars made in England.
VoL. VI. Part I. t

1544 Good laads lot in England at one shiUing per acre,

1545 Tbe famous council of Trent begins, and conti- Christ.

nnes 18 years. —
X547 First law in England estabKsbing tbe interest of

Money at 10 per cent.

1548 The Reformation gained ground in Poland.

X549 Lords lieutenants of connties instituted in Eng-
land.

1550 Horse guards instituted in England.
The bank of Venice established about this time.

X552 Books of geography and astronomy destroyed in

England, as being infected with magic.

Tbe book of Common Prayer establisbed in Eng-
land by act of parliament.

1554 The kingdom of Astrmcan conquered by the

Russians.

1555 Tbe Russian company established in England.

^55^ Queen Elizabeth begins her reign.

X560 The Reformation in Scotland completed by John
Knox.

X561 Livonia ceded to Poland.

1563 Knives first made in England.

1565 Revolt of tbe Low Countries.

Malta attacked by the Turks.

1566 Tbe 39 articles of the church of England eota*

blished.

1568 Queen Mary imprUoned in England.
Liberty of profeuing the reformed religion grants

ed to the Low Countries.

1569 Royal exchange first built.

1571 The island of Cyprus taken by the Turks.
They are defeated at Lepaato.

1572 The great massacre of P^testants at Paris.

A new star in Cassiopeia observed by Cornelius

Gemma. It appeared in November, and dis-

appeared in March.

1576 The profession of tbe Protestant religion authori-

sed in France. This toleration followed by a
civil war.

'

1578 The first treaty of alliance betwixt England and
tbe States General, January 7.

1579 Tbe Dutch shake oflT tbe Spanish yoke, and the

republic of Holland begins.

English East India company incoi^rated—csta-
Uisbed x6oo.

' -- " Turkey company incorporated.

1580 Sir Francis DnAe returns from hit voyage round

the world, being tbe first English circnmnavi-

g»tor.

Parochial register first appointed in England.

Tbe kingdom of Portugal seized by Philip of

Spain.

X581 Copper first used in France.

X582 Pope Gregory introduces the New Style in Italy
^

tbe 5th of October being counted tbe 15th.

1583 Tobacco first brought from Virginia into Eng-
land.

The first proposal of settling a colony in Ame-
rica.

X587 Mary Queen of Scots is beheaded by order of
Elizabeth, after 18 years imprisonment.

X588 Tbe Spanish Armada destroyed by Drftke and
other English admirals.

Henry IV. passes the edict of Nantes, tolerating

the Protestants.
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122 C H R O N
AfUr 1588 Daelling with small swords introduced into

Cbriit. England.
‘

1589 Coaches first introduced into England; hackney

act 1693 \ increased to 1000 in 1770.

1593

Band of pensioners instituted in England.

Telescopes invented by Jansen, a spectacle-maker

in Germany.

1591 Trinity College, Dublin, founded.

1593 A great plague in London.

1594 The Jesuits expelled from France.

The obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Byrgius

to be 23° 30'.

1595 observed by Tycho Brahe to be 23®

29' 25".

1596 A great earthquake at Japan,

1597 Watches first brought into England from Ger-

many.

1598 The edict of Nantes by Heniy IV. of France.

1602 Decimal arithmetic invented at Bruges.

1603 Queen Elizabeth (the last of the Tudors) dies,

and nominates James VI. of Scotland as her

successor ;
which unites both kingdoms under

the name of Great Britain.

1605 The Gunpowder plot discovered at Westminster

;

being a project to blow op the king and both

houses of parliament.

1606 Oaths of allegiance first administered in Britain.

1608 Colonies sent from Britain to Virginia.

1609 independency of the United States acknow-
ledged by Spain.

z6lO Galileo, of Florence, first discovers the satellites

about the planet Jupiter, by the telescope, late-

ly invented in Germany.
Henry IV. is murdered at Paris, by Ravaillac, a

priest.

Thermometers invented by Drebel, a Dutchman.

1611 Baronets first created in Britain by James I.

May 22.

An earthquake in Constantinople ^ 200,000 per-

sons died there of the plague.

1612 The north-west passage to China attempted in

vain by the British.

16x4 Napier of Marcbeston, in Scotland, invents the

logarithms.

Sir Hugh Middleton brings the New river to

London from Ware.
1616 The first permanent settlement in Virginia.

1619 W. Harvey, an Englishman, confirms the doc-

trine of the circulation of the blood, which

bad been first broached by Servetus, a French
physician, in 1553.

1620 The broad silk manufacture from raw silk, in-

troduced into England.

Barbadoes discovered by Sir William Courteen.

Navarre united to France.

Copper-money first introduced in England.

1621 New England planted by the Puritans.

The two parties of Whigs and Tories formed in

Britain.

1622 The Palatinate reduced by the Imperialists.

1623 The Knights of Nova Scotia instituted.

1624 Massacre of the English at Amboyna.

1625 King James dies, and is succeeded by his son,

Charles I.

O L O G Y.
1625 island of Barbadoes, the first British settle-

ment in the West Indies, is planted. ChH
1631 The transit of Mercury over the sun’s disk, first

observed by Gassendi.

A great eruption of Vesuvius.

1632 The battle of Lutzen, in which Gustavos Adol-
phus, king of Sweden, and bead of the Pro-
testants in Germany, is killed.

1633 Galileo condemned by the inquisition at Rome.
Louisiana discovered by the French.

1635 Province of Maryland planted by Lord Balti-

more.

Regular posts established from London to Scot-

land, Ireland, &c.
1636 A transit of Mercury over the son’s disk obser-

ved by Cassini.

1639 A transit of Venus over the sun’s disk, first obser-

ved by Mr Horrox, November 24. O. S. 2 h.

lyP.M.
^

1640 King Charles disobliges his Scottish subjects
j on

which their army, under General Lesley, en-

ters England, and takes Newcastle, being en-

couraged by the malecontents in England.
The massacre in Ireland, when 40,000 English

Protestants were killed.

The independency of Portugal recovered by John
duke of Braganza.

1642 King Charles impeaches five refractory members,
which begins the civil wars in England.

1643 on beer, ale, &c. first imposed by parlia-

ment.

Barometers invented by Torricelli.

1648 A new star observed in the tail of the Whale by
Fabricius.

1649 Charles I. beheaded by Cromwell at WbitehaU,
January 30. aged 49.

Pendulums first applied to clocks by Huygens.
1651 The sect called Quakers appeared in England.

1652 The Dutch colony at the Cape of Good Hope
established.

1653 Cromwell assumes the protectorships

The air-pump is invented by Otto Guericke of
Magdeburg.

1655 The English under Admiral Penn, take Jamaica
from the Spaniards.

One of Saturn’s satellites observed by Huygens.

1658 Cromwell dies, and is succeeded in the protector^

ship by his son Richard.

x66o King Charles II. is restored by Monk, com-
mander of the army, after an exile of twelve
years in France and Holland.

The people of Denmark, being oppressed by the

nobles, surrendered their privileges to Frederic
III. who becomes absolute.

x66i The obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Heve-
lius to be 23® 29' 7".

1662 The royal society established at London by
Charles II.

2663 Carolina planted: 172S, divided into two se-

parate governments.

Prussia declared independent of Poland.

1664 The New Netherlands in North America con-
quered from the Swedes and Dutch by the
English.

1665
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CHRONOLOGY.
After 1665 The plague rages In London, and carries off

tkmt 68,000 persons,
' " The magic lantern Invented by KIrcher.

1666 The great hre of London began Sept. 2. and
continned three days, in which were destroyed

13,000 bonses and 400 streets.

Tea first used in England.

^667 The peace of Breda^ which -confirms to tbe Eng-
lish the New Netherlands, now known by the

names of Pennsylvania, New York, and New
Jersey.

4568 . « ditto, Alx-la-Chapelle.

St Jameses Park planted and made a thorough-

fare for public use by Charles IL
1669 The island of Candia taken by the Turks.

1670 The English Hudson^s Bay company incorpo-
' rated.

The obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Men-
goli to be 23® 28' 24".

1672 Louis XIV. overruns great part of Holland,

when the Dutch open their sluices, being de-

termined to drown their country, and retire to

their settlements in the East Indies.

African company established.

The obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Richer ^

to be 23® 28' 54".

1677 The micrometer invented by KIrcher.

1670 The peace of Nimeguen.

Tbe habeas corpus act passed.

A strange darkness at noonday, Jan. I2.

1680 A great comet appeared, and from its nearness

to our earth alarmed the inhabitants. It con-

tinued visible from Nov. 3. to March 9.

William Penn, a Quaker, receives a charter for

planting Pennsylvania.

1683 India stock sold from 360 to 500 per cent.

1685 Charles II. dies, aged 55, and is succeeded by

his brother James II.

The duke of Monmouth, natural son to Charles

II. raises a rebellion, but is defeated at the

battle of Sedgmore, and beheaded.

Tbe edict of Nantes is revoked by Louis XIV.
and the Protestants are greatly distressed.

1686 The Newtonian philosophy published.

1687 The palace of Versailles, near Paris, finished by

Louis XIV.
1688 Tbe revolution In Great Britain begins Nov. 5.

King James albdicates, and retires to France,

December 23 .l|

King William and Queen Mary, daughter and
son-in-law to James, are proclaimed Februa-

ry 13.

Viscount Dundee stands out for James in Scotland,

but is killed by General Mackay at the battle

of Killycrankie } upon which the Highlanders,

wearied with repeated misfortunes, disperse.

Smyrna destroyed by an earthquake.

1689 Tbe land-tax passed in England.

Tbe toleration act passed in ditto.

William Fuller, who pretended to prove the

prince of Wales spurious, was voted by the

commons to be a notorious cheat, Impostor,

and false accuser.

Several *bishops are deprived for not taking the

oaths to William.

123
1689 Episcopacy abolished in Scotland. After

1690 The battle of the Boyne gained by William ChrisL

against James, In Ireland.
——v—

a

1691 The War In Ireland 4nisbed by the surrender of

Limeric to William.

Tbe obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Flam-

.

stead to be 23® 28' 32".

1692 Tbe English and Dutch fleets, commanded by
Admiral Russel, defeat the French fleet oflf La
Hogue.

Tbe massacre of Glencoe In Scotland, Jan. 31.
O.S.

Earthquakes In England and Jamaica, Septem-
ber 8*

Hanover made an electorate of tbe empire.

1693 Bayonets at the end of loaded moskets first used

by the French against the confederates In the

battle of Turin.

Bank of England established by King William.

The Srst public lottery was drawn this year.

1694 Queen Mary dies at tlie age of 33, and William
reigns alone.

Stamp-duties instituted in England.

2697 The peace of Ryswkk.
1699 The Scots settled a colony at tbe isthmus of Da-

rien in America, and called it Caledonia.

2700 Charles XII. of Sweden begins his reign.

1701 King James II. dies at St Germains, in the 68th
year of bis age.

Prussia erected into a kingdom.
Society for the propagation of the gospel in fo-

reign parts established,

Z702 King William dies, aged 50, and is succeeded by
Queen Anne, daughter to Janies II. who, with

the emperor and states general, renews the

war against France and Spain.

Tbe French sent colonies to tbe Mississippi.

1703 Tbe obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Bian-

chini to be 23® 28' 25".

1704 Gibraltar taken from tbe Spauiards by Admiral
Rooke.

Tbe battle of Blenheim won by tbe duke of

Marlborough and allies against tbe French.
Tbe Court of Exchequer instituted in England.

1706 Tbe treaty of union betwixt F.ngland and Scot-

land, signed July 22.

The battle of Ramillies won by Marlborough
and tbe allies.

1707 Tbe first British parliament.

The allies defeated at AJroanxa.

1708 Minorca taken from the Spaniards by General
Stanhope.

The battle of Oudenarde won by Marlborough
and tbe allies.

1709 Peter tbe Great, czar of Moscovy, defeats Charles
XII. at Poltowa, who flies to Turkey.

The battle of Malplaquet won by Marlborough
and the allies.

X 710 Queen Anne changes the Whig ministry for

others more favourable to tbe interest of her
brother the late pretender

The cathedral church of St Paul, London, rebuilt

by Sir Christopher Wren in 37 years, at one
million expence, by a doty on coals.

The English Sooth sea company began.

^2 17*2
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CHRONOLOGY.124
AOer 1^12 Duke of HumtHoQ god Lord Mohan killed in a
t'hiiit. duel in Hyde-pork.

^ ^ 7^3 The peace of Utrecht, whereby Newfoundland,
Nova Seotiar, New Britain, and Hadson^s bay

in North America, were yielded to Great Bri-

tain \
Gibraltar and Minorca in Europe were

also confirmed to the said crown by this treaty.

1714 Queen Anne dies at the age of 50, and is ane-

cecded by George I.

Interest reduced to five per cent.

lyij Louis XIV. dies, and U succeeded by his great-

grandson Louis XV.
The rebellion in Scotland begins in September,

under the earl of Mat, in favour of the pre-

tender. The action of SherifFiaufr, and the

surrender of Preston, both in November, when
the rebels disperse,

The obliquity of the ecliptic observed by Lou-
ville to be 23® 28' 24".

1716 The Pretender married the princess of Sobieska,

graad-daughter of John Sobteski, late king of

Poland.

An act passed) fiir septtanial parliaments.

1718 Sardinia erected into a kia^om, aod givea to

tbe duke of Savoy.

1719 The Mississippi scheme at its heiglit in France.

Lomb^s silk-throwing machine, containing

26,586 wheels, erected at l>erby; takes up
one-eighth of a mile $ one water-wheel moves
the rest; and in twenty-four hours it works

318,504,960 yards of orgMsine silk thread.

1720 The South-sea scbemo in Englmnd begun April

7. was at its height at the end of June, and
quite sunk about September 29.

A gceat earthquake in China.

1724 An earthquake in Denmark.
J727 King George dies, in tbe 68th year of bis age

;

and is succeeded, by hts only son, George II.

Inoculation first tried on criminals wkh success.

Bussla, iomicrly a dukedom^ is now establkbed as

an empire.

The aberration of the fixed stars discovered and
accounted for by Dr Bradley.

1732 Kouli Khan usurps the Persian throne, conquers

the Mogul empire, and returns with two hocN
dred and thirty chio millions sterling.

Several public-spirited gentlemen begin the set-

tlement of Georgia in North America*

1733 The Jesuits expelled from Paraguay. ^

2736 Captain PorUons having ordered his soldiers to

fire upon the popuki^ at the execution oT a
smuggler, is himself banged by the mob at

Edinborghw

A transit of Mercury observed by Cassini.
*

27337 A dreadful hurricane at the mouth of tbe Gan-
ges, October lOv

173A Wcslminster brid^„ oonsisting of 15 arebes, be-

gun; finished in 175a at the expence of

389,000!. defrayed by parliament.

The order of St Januarius established at Naples.

1739 Lettera of marque ksuad o«t in Britain against

Bpnin, July 21 • and war declared, Oct. 23.

The empire if indostan ruined by Kouli Khan.
An iotmiae frost hi* Britain^

1743

The battle of Dettiagcn wen by theEngiieh and
allies in favour of ibe'queen of Hungary.

1

744

A dreadful plagne In Sicily. Aft

1744 War declared against France.—Commodore"An- Ckri

son returns from his voyage round the world. ^

1745 The allies lose the battle of Fonteney.

The rebellion breaks out in Scotland, and the

Preteuderis army defeated by the duke of

Cumberland at Culloden, April i6. 1746.

2746 British Linen Company erected.

Lima destroyed by an earthquake.

1747 Kouli Khan murdered.

1748 Tbe peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, by which a resti-

tntion of all places taken daring the war was
to be made on all sides.

2749 The interest on the British funds reduced to

three per cent.

British herring-fishery incurperated.

The colony of Nova Scotia fouuded.

1750 Earthquake in England.

2751 Frederic prince of Wales, fatlier to bit present

majesty, died.

Antiquarian Society at London incorporated.

2752 The new stile introduced into Great Britain;

the 3d of September being counted tbe 14th.

2753 The British Museum erected at Montague-bouse*
Society of arts, manufactures, and commerce,

instituted in London.

2754 A dreadful eruption of Mount ^tna.
A great earthquake at Constantinople, Cairo,

&c. Sept. 2.

2755 Quito in Pern destroyed by au earthquake,
April 28.

Lisbon destroyed by an earthquake, Nov. i.

1756 146 Engiisbmen are confined in the Black Hole
at Calcutta in tbe East Indies by order of the

Nabob, and 2 23 found dead next morning,
Mariue toeie^ established at London.
Tbe king of Prussia commenced hostilitieu in tbe

month of August in Sajmny. Defeats the Au-
strians at Lo.

1757 Daraten attempted to assassinate the French king.

Tbe king of Prussia kivades Bohemia. Defeats
the Austrians at Reicfaenberg, April 21. and
at Prague, May 6. Repulsed by Count Dana
at Kolin, June 18.

The allies defeated by tbe French at Hasteii-

beck, July 26.

Conveutiori of Closter-Seven, Sept 8.

Tbe ktag of Prussia defeats the French and Au-
strians at Rosbach, Nov. 5, The Pnasi^s de-
feated dear Breslaw, Nov 22. The Austrians
defeated at Lissa, Dee. 5.

2758 Senegal taken by the British, May i. They
take Lonisbourg, July 27.

The king of Prussia defeats the Russians at Zorn-
dorf, Aug. 25. Is defeated by Count Daun
at Hoch-kircben, Oct. 14.

Goree taken by Commodore Keppel, Dec. 29.
Attempt to assassinate the king of PorfogaF,

Dec. 3.

2759 General Wolfe is klfled in the battle of Quebec,,
which is gained by tbe British.

Tbe French defeated by Prince Ferdinand at
Bergen, April 23.

Gumdaloupe taken hv the British, May 2.

King of Prussia defeated by the Russians at Cd-
nendorf, Aiig. 22.

nS9
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C H R O N
After <759 The French fleet defeated bj Admiral Hawkcf
Cliitt. Nov. 20.

“w ^ Balbec and Tripoli destroyed by an earthquakey

Dec. 5.

1760 King George II. dies, Oct. 25. in the 77th year

^
of bis age, and is succeeded by his late ma-
jesty, who, on the 22d September 1761, mar-

ried the princess Charlotte of Mecklenburgh
Strelitz.

Blackfriars bridge, consisting of9 arches, began •y

finished 1770, at the expence of 152,840!. to

be discharged by a toll.

1761 A transit of Venus over the son, June 6.

Earthquakes in Syria, Oct. 13.

The king of Prussia defeats the Austrians at

Torgau, Nov. 3.

Pondicherry taken by Col. Coote, Jaiu 1 5.

Belleisle surrendered to the British, Feb. 4.

1762 War declared against Spain.

Peter III. emperor of Russia, is deposed, impri-

soned, and murdered.

American philosophical society established in

Philadelphia.

George Augustas Frederic, prince ofWales, born

^
August 12.

Hartinico surrendered to the British, Feb. 4.

Havannah surrendered to ditto, Aug. 1 2.

Maotlfa taken by ditto, Ott. 6.

1763 The definitive treaty of peace between Great

Britain*, France, Spain, and Portugal, con-

cluded at Paris, February lotb j
which con-

firms to Great Britain the extensive province

of Canada, East and West Florida, and part of

Louisiana, in North America ; also the islands

of Grenada, St Vincent, Dominica, and Toba-

go, in the West Indies.

The Jesuits expelled from France.

1764 The parliament* granted io,oool. to Mr Har-
rison for his discovery of the longitude by bis

time-piece.

Famine and pestilence in Italy.

An earthquake at Lisbon.

2765 His majesty’s royal charter passed (or incorpo-

rating the society of artists.

An act passed annexing the sovereignty of the

island of Man to the crown of Great Britain.

1766 April 2ist, a spot or macula of the son, more

than thrice the bigness ofour earth, passed the

sun’s centre.

The American stamp-act repealed, Mareb i8«

A great earthqaake at Constantinople.

The Jesuits expelfecT from Bohemia and Den-
mark.

The Jesuits expelled from Spain, Venice, and
Genoa, April 2d.

Martinico almost destroyed by an earthquake.

The Protestants tolerated in Ireland, Nov. 2d.

1768 Academy^ of painting established in London.

The Turks imprison the Russian ambassador, and

declare war agahrst that empire.

The Jesuits expelled from Naples,. Malta, and
Pkrma.

fled from Corsica, June 13. The island

then reduced b]r the French.

.

O L O G Y,
1770 An earthquake at St Domingo.

1771 Dr Solander and Mr Banks, in his majesty’s ship

the Endeavour, Lieut. Cook, return from a
voyage round the world, having made several

important discoveries in the South Seas.

An emigration of 500,000 Tourgouths from the

coasts of the Caspian sea to the firoutiei*s of

China.

1772 The king of Sweden changes the constitution

from aristocracy to a limited monarchy.

The Pretender marries a princess of Germany,
grand-daughter of Thomas late earl of Ayles-

bury.

The emperor of Germany, empress of Rnssia, and
the king of Prussia, strip the king of Poland
of a great part of his dominions, which they di-

vide among themselves, in violation of the most
solemn treaties.

X773 Captain Phipps is sent to explore the North pole^

but having made 81 degrees, is in danger of
- being locked up by the rce, and his attempt

to discover a passage in that quarter proves

fruitless.

The English East India company having, by
conquest or treaty, acquired the extensive pro-

vinces of Bengal, Orixa, and Bahar, contain-

ing 15 millions of inhabitants, great irregula-

rities are committed by their servants abroad ;

upon which government interferes, and sends

out judges, &c. for the better administration

of justice.

Tlte war between the Russians and the Turks
proves disgraceful to the latter, who lose the

islands in tho Archipelago, and by sea are

everywhere unsuccessful.

The society of Jesuits suppressed hy the pope’s

bull, Aug. 25.

1774 Peace is proclaimed between the Russians and

the Turks.

The British parliament having passed an act lay-

ing a duty of 3d. per pound upon all teas im-

ported into America, the colonists, consider-

ing this as a grievance, deny the right of the

British parliament to tax them.

The American colonies send deputies to Phila-

delphia, who assume the title of The Congress

of the Thirteen United Provinces^ and all the

powers of government.

1775 The American war commenees. Action at

Banker’s Hill, June 7.

The Spaniards land near Algiers, and are de-

feated, July 8.

1776 The congress declare the United States of A-
merica independent of tbs crown and parlia-

ment of Great Britain.

The Americans receive a dreadful defeat at

Long Island, Aug. 27- ^
1777 Philadelphia Uken by the British, Oct. 3.

General Borgoyne with bis army surrenders to

the Americans.

1778 A roost extraordinary eroprion of Vesuvius, Au-
gust 8.

The siege of Gibraltar begun by the Spaniards,

July 8.

1780
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126 G H R O N
After 1780 Jao. 14th, 6b* A. M. the tlierroometpr suspend*
Christ, ed in the open air at Glasgow, stood at 46®

’ below o.

The Spanish fleet defeated by Admiral Rodney,

Jan. 16th.

Charlestown surrendered to the British,Ma^ 1 2th.

A dreadful insurrection in London, .and riots in

many other places of the kingdom*

A great number of British ships taken by the

combined fleets of France and Spain*

Lord 'Cornwallis defeats the Americans at Cam-
den.

A dreadful hurricane in the Leeward Islands,

Oct. 9.

An eactraordinary storm of wind in England*

War declared against the Dutch, Dec. 20.

1781 A terrible engagement between the Dutch and

British fleets near the Dogger bank, August

5th.

Lord Cornwallis with his army surrenders to the

united forces of France and America, Oct.

i8tli.

1782 Minorca surrendered to the Spaniards, February

4th.

The French fleet under De Grasse defeated and

almost destroyed by Admiral Rodney, April

1 2th*

The Spanish floating batteries before Gibraltar

entirely destroyed, Sept* 12*

1783 Preliminaries of a general peace signed* Ame-
rica declared independent, Jan* 20th*

A dreadful earthquake, attended with many
extraordinary circumstances, in Italy and Si-

cily.

Tlie sun obscured by a kind of fog daring the

whole summer*

A yolcanic eruption in Iceland surpassing any

thing recorded id history* The lava spouted

up in three places to a great height in the air,

and continued flowing for two months^ during

which time it covered a tract of ground to a

great extent, and in some places more than

100 feet deep*

i A large meteor appears to the northward of

Shetland, and takes its direction southward,

with a velocity little inferior to that of the

earth in its annual course round the sun* Its

track observed for more than 1000 miles*

Algiers bombarded by the Spaniards,

A great tumult at Philadelphia between the in-

' habitants and French soldiery*

An extraordinary aurora borealis seen at London*

'Bednore taken by the English*

Magazine at Bencoolen blown up.

Bottles made of the lava of volcanoes.

Byrne, the Irish giant, eight feet four inches,

dies by intemperance*

Famine in the Carnatic*

Charles Gustavos prince of Sweden dies*

A father kills three of his children with the

thigh bone of a horse, after hearing a sermon
on the happiness of those who die young.

Sir Eyre Coote defeats Hyder Ally*

Cremnitz in Hungary destroyed by lightning*

Dartmouth East Indiaman lost*

I

O L O G Y.
1783 Definitive treaties between Britain and France,

Spain and America, concluded* « Chri«t«

The East India house rubbed.
‘ ^ ^

Thanks to General Elliot voted by the house of

commons.
Embargo on salt in Ireland taken off.

A forest in Poland suddenly disappears.

Island of Formosa destroyed bv an earthquake.

Gold and silver lace prohibited in Denmark.
A conspiracy against the Grand Signior disco-

vered.

Grosvenor Indiaman lost.

Mangalore surrenders to the British*

Five meteors or fire-balls seen at different places

in England.

Serious mutinies at Portsmouth, Jersey, Guern-
sey, Dublin, &c.

A plague breaks out at Constantinople*

Powder mills at Ewell blown op.

A man in Moscow has 84 children alive out of

87 by three wives.

Queen Charlotte delivered of a princess.

1784 ^neral Cornwallis made constable of the

Tower.
Sluices at Lillo opened by the Dutch.

Great earthquakes in Iceland, Grenoble, &c*
Fort Frederic at Grenada blown up*

Commodore Lindsay visited by the king and
queen of Naples,

Pennsylvania in extreme distress.

A general thanksgiving for peace with Ame-
rica, &c*

Allan Ramsay, Esq. son of the celebrated poet

of the same name, dies at pover.
St Augustine in Florida declared a free port.

A gang of desperate robbers apprehended at

Glasgow.

A volcano discovered in the moon*

1785 Melancholy fate of two aeronauts*

A singular calamity at Barbadoes, by the sink-

ing of the surface in different places.

A new comet discovered*

The queen of France is delivered of a son*

A remarkable accident happens at the court of

king's bench.

A dreadful inundation happens at Vienna in

Germany.

1786 The Halsewell East Indiaman struck on the

rocks of Purbeck, and about 100 of the crew
perished, Jan. 6th,

Joiner's works performed by a blind man in such

a masterly manner as to astonish the ablest

judges, at Hermanstadt in Transilvania.

The king of Prussia makes a handsome provision

during life for the widow and children of Co-
lonel Vantroseke, a deserving officer* April*

The west tower of Hereford church, 125 feet

high, built in the 1 2th century, fell down on
the evening of 17th April, but none of the

people then in the chnrch-yard received anj
injury*

M* Blanchard ascends in a balloon 96 miles in

as many minutes. Writes a letter in the air,

dated April 18th, to the editors of the Paris

Journal*

1786
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C H R O N
jjiar 1786 To tlie number of 6398 boyn and girls clothed,

Chiia. educated, and supported by voluntary contrl-
^

• bntions, assemble under the dome of St Paul’s

cathedral.

A small prayer-book composed by Queen £11*

zabetb, and in her own hand-writing, sold in

London for 100 guineas, June 7th.

The prince of Wales orders his whole stod to be

disposed of by auction, to enable him to liqui-

date his debts.

1787 The king of Prussia establishes a court of ho«

nonr for the purpose of suppressing dnelling.

A meeting of notables convened by the king

of France for reforming abuses relating to the

subject of finance, January lotb.

Two ships sailed from Gravesend with black

people on board, for a new settlement at Sier-

ra Leone, January pth.

The king of Poland has an interview with her

Imperial majesty at Kiow, March 7th.

Nine ships sailed for Botany Bay from Spithead

with convicts, 21st.

A motion in parliament for repealing the test

and corporation acts, 28.

M. de Calonne is dismissed from office, April loth.

Mr Hastings impeached at the bar of the house

of lords. May 10th.

—" petitions to he admitted to bail, 22d.

The sum of i6i,oool. voted for the liquidation

of the prince of Wales’s debts, 24tb.

The Hartwell East Indiaman lost off the island

of Bona Vista, 24th.

Two satellites belonging to Georgtum Sidus dis-

covered by Dr Herscbel, June 7th.

The Bussian ambassador at G>nstantinople im-

prisoned, August i6tb.

The Prussian troops under the duke of Bruns-

wick take possession of Utrecht, Sept. 17th.

Twenty-three sail of the line put into commis-

sion, and seventeen new admirals appointed,

Sept. 24th.

The Prussians gain possession of Amsterdam,

October iith.

A most remarkable aurora borealis appears, 13th.

Lord OeoTM Gordon apprehended and com-

mitted to Newgate, December 7th.

1 788 Died at Bryngwyn in Radnorshire six persons

during the month of January, whose united

ages made up 644 years.

A new copper coinage of halfpence begins to

circulate in Britain, July 19th.

William Brodie and George Smith tried for break-

ing into the General excise office for Scotland,

and sentenced to be executed, September 1st.

A dread fnl hurricane at Martinico laid many pa-

rishes waste, and deprived multitudes of their

existence, August 14th.

The king of France abolished the torture, and
ordained that every accused person shall have

counsel immediately assigned him, October

18th. He ordered also, that a majority ofone

may acquit the accused, while three are re-

quired to condemn.

An iron barge built by John Wilkison, Esq.
at Wilby wharf Shrewsbury, was launched,

O L O G Y. 12'

drawing only eight Inches water, and moving After

very easily on that element, Novemb^ 7th. Christ.

His Britannic majesty is seized with a severe in-

disposition, October 17th.

A new comet in the constellation of Ursa Ma-
mr, discovered by M. Messier astronomer at

Paris, November 26th.

1789 Coins bearing date 1057 were found beneath
the foundation of the old market-house at Farn-
ham.

Another satellite discovered by Dr Herscbel be-

longing to Saturn.

Earthquake at Comrie, November 3d.

Foundation stone of that magnificent structurd

the university of Edinburgh, laid by the Right
Honourable Francis Lord Napier, grand mas-
ter-mason of Scotland, November 16th.

Phipps (father and son) banged for forgery,

September 5th.

Revolution of France is begun and gradually

advanced.

General Washington makes a splendid entrance
into the city of Philadelphia, where a sump*
tuous entertainment is provided for him by
the joyful citizens, April 22d.

An excellent and cheap dye invented in Germany.
Dr Withers sentenced to 12 months imprison-

ment, to pay a fine of 50I. and to find secu-

rity for five years, himself in 500I. and two
others in 250I. each for defaming the charac-

ter of Mrs Fitzberbert, November 21st.

The sum of 261 1. 3s. voted to Brook Watson,
Esq. to defray the expences of a new invent-

ed method of cultivating hemp, December
14th.

1790 Exile of the duke de Orleans.

Bed of justice instituted in France.

Calamitous state of affairs in that country.

The archbishop of Toulouse dismissed from of-

fice.

A convention signed at the Escorial between his

Britannic majesty and the king of Spain, Oc-
tober 28th.

A memorial of the court of Spain delivered to

Mr Fitzlierbert, June 13th.

M. Montmorin’s letter to the national assembly
of France.

Louis XVI. delivers a speech to the national

assembly.

A blackbird’s nest wkh four eggs found Decem-
ber 25th, near Nunebam in Oxfordshire.

1791 Serious riots at Paris.

The Tiers Etat constitute themselves a national

assembly.

Paris is surrounded by the military at the desire

of the king.

Prisons set open by the mob, and a great famine

in Paris, whether real or artificial is involved

in obscurity.

M. Necker is dismissed from office, and the Ba-
stile demolished.

M. La Fayette appointed commander in chief

of the national guard.

M. Necker is recdled with every demonstration

ofjoy.

J79t
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After 1791 A most horrid insurrection takes place on tha
CliiTiU jth of October.

Xhe royal family comes from Versailles to Paris.

The abolition of orders decreed by the assembly.

The Island of Corsica united to France.
The unpopular and oppressive tax on salt abo-

lished.

M. Necker again resigns, about ivhich time a
riot breaks out at Paris, and a serious mutiny
In the harbour of Brest.

Foreign powers combine against France.

The king of France flies, is apprehended, and
returns.

The city of Paris put under martial law.

The Netherlands revolt from Germany.
Peace is concluded between Austria and Prussia,

and between Prussia and Sweden.

The grand vixier is disgraced, and dies.

A peace concluded between Russia and Constan-

tinople.

A convention is entered into with Spain relative

to Nootka Sound.

War carried on in India with Tippoo Saib.

The British parliament is dissolved, and the new
parliament is soon after opened by a speech

from the throne.

A bill is presented In the British parliament for

the relief of Protestant Catholics.

The French constitution settled by the assem-

bly, and presented to the king, September

Accepted of by tbe king, 13th.

1 792 Washington's speech to both houses of congress,

October 25th.

A treaty between Britain and Prussia relative to

the marriage of the duke of York with Fre*
derica Charlotte.

Gustavus III. of Sweden is assassinated by An-
karstrom.

General DUloa is inhumanly murdered by his

own soldiers.

M. Rochambeau resigns the command of the

French army in the north, and is succeeded

by M. Luckner.

Horrible outrages are committed in Paris on the

20th June.

The French arms are victorious in tbe Nether-
lands.

A petition Is presented to the assembly, praying

for the deposition of Louis XVI.
Tbe palace is abandoned by tbe royal family of

France, and attacked by the federates, at

which time the Swiss guards are massacred.
.

Louis is deposed, and be and his family Impri-

soned.

War proclaimed by the assembly of France
against tbe king of Hungary and Bohemia,
April 20th.

Tbe king of the French writes a confidential

letter to the king of Great Britain.

A manifesto against the French revolution by
the emperor of Germany and the king of

Prussia.

The French national assembly proceeds to tbe

trial of the king. He is condemned and eze-

3

cuted, Jan. 21. after which M. ChanTtUn 'ii

dismissed from Loudon.

Dumourier arrests tbe commissioners sent to ^

bring him to the bar of tbe convention, and
sends them as prisoners to tbe Austrians. He
finally abandons the cause of France as hope-

less, and desperate. He Is succeeded by Ge-
neral Dampier.

The Brissotine party is denounced by tbe people

of Paris.

Marat is committed to the abbey, but soon re-

leased, and assassinated at last by a female from
Normandy.

An expedition is undertaken against Dunkirk,
whicii is rendered abortive.

General Custine, the quMn, the deputies of the

Gironde, Manuel, Houchard, BaiUy, Bar-
nave, Rabaut, tbe duke of Orleans and Ma-
dame Roland, are condemned and executed.

Earl Moira makes an unsuccessful descent on
tbe coast of France.

Toulon surrenders to tbe British, but is retaken

by tbe French.

1794 Earl Stanhope moves that the French republic

be acknowledged by Rrltaln.

Mr Adam proposes to amend the criminal law

of Scotland, which gives rise to interesting

debates.

Tlie first reading of a bill for suspending the Ha-
beas Corpus act is protested against. May 22.

Protest against the vote of thanks to Lord Hood,
June 17.

Tbe king of Pmssla withdraws from the coali-

tion.

A bill is brought into parliament for tbe aboli-

tion of tbe slave-tr^e, and rejected by tbe

lords.

General Fitzpatrick moves for an inquiry into'

tbe reasons of M. la F^ette^s imprisonment.

A motion for peace with France is made by the

duke of Bedford and Mr Fox.

Thanks are voted by both houses to Lord Howe,
Sir Charles Grey, and Sir John Jervis.

That valuable instrument the Ultgraph is invent-

ed by tbe French.

The bold eloquence of Billand Varennes, and
Tallien, opens the eyes of France respecting

the ambitious views of that sanguinary mon-
ster Maximilian Robespierre, who is condemn-
ed and executed (28th June), with about 20
of his diabolical coadjutors.

General Clairfait is defeated, and Louvain and
Namur are taken by tbe French.

A treaty is entered into between Sweden and
Denmark, and nentral powers oblige Britain

to indemnify them for their losses.

1795 La Pique of 38 guns captured by Vice-admiral

Caldwell, Jan. 4.

Admiral Hothman captures two French ships,

Ca-ira of 80, and tbe Censeor of 74 goes,

March 16.

Warren Hastings acquitted of the serious char-

ges preferred against him, by a majority of

the house of peers, April 25.

,

Tbe Boyne of 98 gons is blown op at Spithead,

hoc
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CHRONOLOGY.
4jot odt 80 mocli damoge done to adjacent Tes*

Mels as there was reason to dread, all her guns

being loaded, May 4.

Caplain Anthony James Pye Molloy dismissed

from the command of the Csesar of 74 guns,

for neglect of duty.

Some ships of war belonging to the French taken

by the fleet under the command of Admiral

Bridport, 23d June«

Leopold brother to the emperor of Germany
died August lo.

La Minerve of 42 guns captured by Captain

Towry, June 24.

The beautiful church of St PauPs, CoTent-gar-

den, totally consumed by Are, Sept. 19.

A shock of an earthquake felt through most of

the town of Birmingham, Nov. 23.

1796 A stone was thrown at his Britannic majesty^s

carriage on bis way from Pall-mall to Buck-
ingham-house, which broke a window and
greatly alarmed Lady Harrington, Feb. i.

,
A reward of lOOoL was offered for the ap-

frehensioQ of the criminal, but without ef-

fect.

Admiral Cornwallis is tried on board the Orion,

for acting contrary to orders received from the

admiralty, and acquitted, April 17.

Sir Sidney Smith taken by the French at Havre,
April.

L^Vnit^ a French frinte of 38 guns, taken by
Captain Cole, and La Virginie of 44 by Sir

Edward Pellew, April 13. and 20.

Crossfield, for attempting to assassinate his maje-

sty, was tried and acquitted, May 20«

Two bouses fell do-wn in Clare-market, in the

ruins of which 17 persons were unfortunately

buried, June 27.

The Ampblon frigate of 32 guns blown up at

Plymouth, when about 260 lives were lost.

Sept. 22.

The empress Catharine II. of Russia died at her

palace of an apoplectic fit, Nov. 17.

1797 Part of a French fleet came to anchor in Bantry

bay, having on board an army of 25,000 men,

under the command of General Hocbe y but

afterwards weighed and stood out to sea, Ja^

nuary B.

The steeple of a church near Norwich (ell down^

while the bell was ringing for public worship,

Jan. 8.

The city of Savannah nearly consumed to ashes

by fire.

Sir John Jervis, with a fleet of 15 sail, engages

•a Spanish fleet of 27 sail of the line, which be

defeats, taking the Salvador del Mundo and

San Josef of 1 1
2

^pms -each, the San Nicolas

of 80 and San Ysidro of 74. guns, February

14-

The island of Trinidad surrenders to the British

forces under the command of Sir Ralph Aber-

crombie.

Alarming symptoms of a mutiny appear among
the seamen of the British fleet. May 7.

The nuptial oeremonles are solemnized between
\0L. VI. Part L

the prince of TVirtemberg Stotgard and Char-
lotte Augusta Matilda, eldest daughter of his

BriUnnic majesty George III. May 18.

Lord Malmsbury appointed minister plenipoten-

tiaiy from the court of Britain to France for

negotiating a treaty of peace, July 1.

About 30 French war vessels of different dimen-
sions taken or destroyed by the squadron under
Sir J. B. Warren, between 17th July and 6th
of September.

A desperate engamment off Camperdown be-

tween Admirals Duncan and De Winter, when
the latter is totally defeated by the former, with
the loss of 1 1 ships.

1 798 A powder-mill belonging to Mr Harvey is blown
up, which demolishes several adjacent build-

ings, and kills three of the workmen, AprM
25.

L^Hercule a French ship of 74 guns, captured
by the Mars, April 21.

Rebels in the Curragh of Kildare, Ireland, lay

down their arms. May 29.
Wexford rebels defeated with great loss and

slaughter, June 10.

Proposals o( the Irish rebels rejected by General
Lake, June 12.

The Princess Amelia East Indiaman accidentally

burnt on the coast of Malabaa, and 40 of her

crew perished, April 5.

Aa engagement at Castlebar between General
Lake and a party ofFrench landed in Ireland,

August 27.

A dreadful engagement between the British fleet

under the command of Sir Horatio Nelson,

and the French fleet commanded by Admiral
Bruys, off the month of the Nile, when nine

sail of the line belonging to the French were
taken, three burnt, one sunk, and four escaped,

Aug. 1.

The yellow-fever, which carried off 3000 people

in New-York, in a few months, happily cea^
to rage, Nov. 15.

1799 A dreadful shock of an earthquake was felt.at

Guernsey on the night of the 6th.

A desperate battle fi^ht between the Arch-
duke Charles and General Jourdan at Stsckash,

March 25.

Three frigates captured by theCentaur, J. Wood
commander, June ip.

Mantua surrenders to the Austrians ,
June 30.

The British forces destined to invade Holland

begin to disembark, 27th August.

Seven ships of war, and 13 Iddiamen and trans-

ports, taken in the Nienve Diep by Admiral
Mitchell, August 27.

Seringapatam surrenders to <he British forces,

when Tippoo Sultan is slain, 4th May.
British and Russian forces obliged to evacuate

Holland, November.
1800 A convention betwiten the ambassadors of the

Ottoman Porte and General Desaix, siraed at

£1 Arisch, 24th January, by which the French

troops were permitted to return to their own
country.

^ B His
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His Britannic majeaij shot at in tho theatre.

May i6th, by a maniac of the name of Had«
field.

The Queen Charlotte of loo guns is burnt off

Leghorn, and the gallant crew perish, 17th

March.
The French ship of war Guillaume Tell of 86

guns and 1000 men snrrenders to the Lion,

Penelope, and Fondroyant, March 30.
Unsuccessful expedition against Ferrol, August.

His Britannic majesty^s ship Marlborough of 74
guns, was completely wrecked off Belleisle,

4U1 November.
1801 An embargo laid on all Russian, Danish, and

Swedish vessels in the ports of Great Britain,

14th January-

The united parliament of Great Britain and Ire-

land met for the first time, January 22.

The Invincible of 74 guns ran aground on the

coast of Norfolk, and was totally lost, when
about 4C0 souls perished, March.

A dreadful enga^ment off Copenha^n, be*

tween the Danish line and the British fleet

under Admiral Parker ; in which 943 of the

British were killed and wounded, April 2.

Abonkir surrenders to the British under the com-
mand of Sir Ralph Abercrombie, who receiv-

ed a mortal wound on the 21st March, of

which that great officer died on the 28th.

In an engagement between a French and British

squadron in the hay of Algeziras, tho Hanni-
bal unfortunately fell into tbe hands of the

enemy by taking tbe ground. Tiie British

squa^n rendered useless two of 84, one of

74 gtoa, and a large frigate, July 5.

A cessation of arms by sea and land between

Britain and the French republic, resulting from

the* signing of preliminaries of peace by Lord
Hawkesbury, and M. Otto, October i*

Alexaodkria surrenders to General Hutchinson

on the 2d September.

Tbe Swiftsure captured by Admiral Gantbeaume,
who treated the ctew with the utmost huma-
nity and tenderness.

i8c^2 Mr Moore arrived with the definitive treaty of

peace signed at Amiens on the 27th March,
at four in the afternoon.

A dreadful fire bro^p out (May 13.) in tbe town
of Bedford, which destroyed 72 houses, and
deprived about 700 persons of their all.

A decision obliging booksellers to publbh no

books without the name of the printer at tbe

beginning and end of them, was ratified, 20th

October.

1803 A serious rebellion suppressed in China, occa-

sioned by the effints of Ong Feng, a daring

chief, at tbe head of 50,000 men.

1 804 Active measures taken in Dublin to secure the

country against invasion.

Duke D’Enghien and other emigrants seized,

sent to France, and executed, March 15.

Mr Addington^s administration dissolved, and a
new ministry appointed, with Mr Pitt at its

head.

Coronation of Btmaparte as emperor of France.

2

2805 Impeachment of Lord Melville, June 26.

Bonaparte crowned king of Italy.

Capitulation of General Mack, wt. 20.

Austrians and Russians defeated at Austerlitz,

December 2.

Tbe combined French and Spanish fleets defeat-

ed by tbe British fleet under Lord Nelson at

Trafalgar, Oct. 21.

1806 Death of Mr Pitt, January 23.

Acquittal of Lord Melville, June 1 2.

Tbe Prussians defeated by the French at Jena,

October 14.

Tbe Cape of Good Hope taken from tbe Dutch
by tbe British, January 9.

Buenos Ayres taken by Sir Home Popham,
27th June.

Death of Mr Fox, September 7.

1807 Dissolution of tbe Whig ministry, dnko of Port-

land ippointed first lord of the treasury, ictb

March.
Battle of J^lau between tbe Rossians and the

French, Febroary 7.

Siege of Copenhagen and surrender of tbe Danish
fleet, September 5.

Portuguese court sail for tho Brazils, and the

French occupy Portugal, November 29.

Local militia established in Britain, Api^.
1808 Ferdinand signs a forced rennneiation of the

Spanish crown at Bayonne, May 5.

1809 French defeated at Vimiera, August 21 •

Colonel Wardle brings charges of mismanaging
tbe army against the duke of York, January

27.

French defeated at Talavera, July 27.

Austria declares war against France, April 6.

Battle of Aspem between tbe Austrians and
French, May 21 •

Austrians defeated at Wagraro, Joly 6.

Peace signed between France and Austria, Octo-
ber X 5.

King of Sweden deposed, March 13.

Tbe Walcbereo expedition sails, July 28.

Mr Maddison succeeds Mr Jefferson at president

of the United States, March.
Duel between Lord CasUereagh and Mr Canning,

September 22.

Marriage of Bonaparte with tbe arcbducbeti

Maria Louisa, March xx.

In tbe course ofthis year revolutionary nsovemenU
began in tbe Caraccas, and in the other Spa-

nish Ameriean colonies.

George tbe Third affected by a mental disease,

November i.

x8il French defeated by the British at Barrosa,

March 5.

Batavia ti^en by the British, Aogust 26.

x8x2 United States declare war against Britain, June
X2.

French defeated at Salamanca, July 22.

Rossians defeated by the French at Smolensk,
Aogust i6.

Rttssiaos defeated again at Moskwm, Sept. 7.

Napoleon quitted Moscow, October 19.

1813 French defeated at Vitleria, Jane 20.

defeated at Leipsic, OoCoher i6«

18x4
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Chronome- wood, in the upper side of which there is a groove,

ter hollowed along from the end that stands out to that

Chr
is fixed in the ruler, and near each end of it a

» - ^ » hole is made : through the^ holes a pendulum cord is

drawn, which runs in the groove : at that end of the

cord which comes through the hole farthest . from the

ruler, the ball is hung : and at the other end there is

a small wooden pin, which can be put in any of the

holes of the ruler: when the pin is in the uppermost hole

at 72, then the pendulum from, the top to the centre

of the ball must be exactly 72 inches ; and therefore,

whatever hole of the ruler it is put in, the pendulum

will be just so many inches as that figure at the hole

denotes. The manner of using the machine is this

:

The composer lengthens or shortens his pendulum, till

one vibration be equal to the designed length of his

bar, and then the pin stands at a certain division,

which marks the length of the pendulum
; mad this

number being set with the cliff at the beginning of

the song, is a direction for others how to use the

chronometer in measuring the time according to the

composer*8 design : for with the number is set the

note, crotchet,, or minim, whose value he would have

the vibration to be ; which in brisk duple time is best,

a minim or half bar; or even a whole bar, when that

is but a minim ; and in slow time a crotchet. In

triple time, it would do well to be the third part, or

half, or fourth part of a bar ^ and in the simple triples

that are allegro, let it be a whole bar. And if, in

every time that is allegro, the vibration is applied to

a whole or half bar, practice will teach us to subdi-

vide it justly and equally. Observe, that, to make
this machine of universal use, some canonical measure

of the divisions must be agreed upon, that the figure

may give a certain direction for the length of the pen-

dulum.

CHROSTASIMA, in Natural Htstory^ a genus of

pellucid gems, comprehending all those which appear

of one simple and permanent colour in all lights ; such

are the diamond, carbuncle, ruby, garnet, amethyst,

sapphire, beryl, emerald, and the topaz. See Dia-
mond, Carbuncle, &c.
CHRYSA, in Ancient Geography^ a town ofMysia,

on the sinus Adramyttenus ; extinct in Pliny^stime : il

b«.d a temple of Apollo Smintheus, (Homer, Strabo).

The country of the fair Cbryseis, who gave first rise to

the quarrel between Agamemnon and Achilles.

CHRYSALIS, or Aurelia, in Natural History^ a
state of rest and seeming insensibility, which buttermes,

moths, and several others kinds of insects, must pass

through, before they arrive at their wiqged or most
perfect state.

In this state, no creatures afford so beautiful a va-

riety as the butterfly kinds, and they all pass through

this middle state without one exception.. The figure

of the aurelia or chrysalis generally approaches to that

of a cone ; or at least the hinder part of it is in this

shape ; and the creature, while in this state, seems to

have neither legs nor wings, nor to have any power of

walking. It seems indeed to have hardly so much as

life. It takes no nourishment in this state, nor has it any
organs for taking any

;
and indeed its posterior part is

all that seems animated, this having a power of giving

itself some motions. The external covering of the

chrysalis is cartilaginous, and considerably large, and is

usually smooth and glossy : but some few of them have Cbiytali

a few hairs
;
some are also as hairy as the caterpillars

from which they are produced ; and others are rough,

and, as it were, shagreened all over.

In all these there may be distinguished two sides ;

the one of which is the back, the other the helly, of

the animal. On the anterior part of the latter, there

may always be distinguished eertahi little elevations

running in ridges, and resembling the fillets wound
about mummies : the part whence these have their ori-

gin, is esteemed the head of the animal. The other

side, or back, is smooth, and of a rounded figure in

most of the chrysalises ; but some have ridges on the

anterior part, and sides of this part ; and these usually

terminate in a point, and make an angular appearance
on the chrysalis.

From this difference is drawn the first general dis-

tinction of these bodies. They are by this divided in-

to two classes ; the round and the angular kinds. The
first are, by thq. French naturalists, calledfevea ; from
the common custom of calling the chrysalb of the silk-

worm, which is round, by this name.
There is something more regular in this distinction

than might at first be conceived ; for the division is

continued from the fly-state : the rounded chrysalises

being almost all produced by
,

the phalenee or moths ;

and the angular ones by the paptlios^ or day-flies.

There ate several subordinate distinctions of these

kinds ; but, in general, they are less difereat from one-

another than the caterpillars from whence they are
produced.

The head of those of the first class usually termi-

nates itself by two angular parts, which stand separate

one from the other, and resemble a pair of horns. On
the back, eminences and marks are discovered, which
imagination may form into eyes, nose, chin, and otheD^

parts of the human face.

There is a great variety and a great deal of beauty

in the figures and arrangement of the eminences and
spots on the other parts of the body ofthe chrysalises of
different kinds. It is a general nervation that those

chrysalises which are terminated by a single horn, af-

ford day-butterflies of the kind of those which bavw
buttoned antennas,, and whose wings, in a state of rest,

cover the under part of their body, and which use all

their six le« in walking, those of many other kinds

using only f^r of them. Those chrysalises which are
terminated by two angular bodies, and which are co-

vered with a great number of spines, and have the fi^

gure of a human face on their back in the greatest

perfection, afford butterflies of the day kind ; and of

that class the characters of which are, their walking
on four legs, and using the other two, that is, the an-
terior part, in the manner of arms or hands. The
chrysalises which have two angular bodies on their

heads, but shorter than those of the preceding, and
whose back shows but a faint sketch of the human face,

and which have fewer spines, and those less sharp,,

always turn to that sort of butterfly, the upper wings-

of which are divided into segments, one of which is

so long as to represent a tail, and whose under wingw
are folded ov^r the upper part of the back. A careful

observation will establish many more rules of this kind,
which are not so perfect as to be free from all ekcep-
tious •y yet are of great use, as they teach us in gene-

ral
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ClarjB4lif. tbe body of the caterpillar in a weak state, with limbs

» unable to perform their offices, whereas it comes from

the cbr^alis perfect.

Hitt, of In^ M. Reaumur has giren ns many curious observa*

teett^ toL I. tions on the structure and uses of the several cover-
p. a.—18. iugg attend the varieties of the caterpillar kind in

this state.

The creatures in general remain wholly immove-

able in this state, and seem to have no business in it

but a patient attendance on the time when they are

to become butterflies j and this is a change that can

happen to them, only as their parts, before extremely

sou and weak, are capable of hardening and becoming

firm bp degrees, by the transpiration of that abnodant

humidity which before kept them soft: and this is

proved by an experiment of M. Reaumur, who, inclo-

sing some chrysalises in a glass tube, found, after some

time, a small quantity of water at the bottom of it

;

which could have come there no other way, bnt from

the body of the inclosed animal. This transpiration

depends greatly on the temperature of the air; it is

increased by beat,, and diminished by cold; bnt it has

also its peculiarities in regard to the several species ef

butterfly to which the chrysalis belongs.

According to these observations, the time of the

duration of the animal in the chrysalis state most be,

in different species, very different
;
and there is in-

deed this wide difference in the extremes, that some

Species remain only eight days iU this state, and others

eight months.

^We know that the caterpillar changes Its skin four

or five times during its living in that state
; and that

all these skins are at first produced with it from the

egg, lying closely over one another. It parts with,

or throws off, all these one by one, as the butterfly,

which is the real animal, all this time within, grows

more and more perfect in tbe several first changes.

When it throws off one, it appears in another skin ex-

actly of the same form ; hot at its final change from

this appearance, that is, when it throws off the last

skin, as the creature within is now arrived at such a

degree of perfeotion as to need no farther taking of

nourishment, there is no farther need of teeth, or any

of the other parts of a caterpillar. Tbe creature, in

this last change, proceeds in tbe very 82me manner as

ill all the former, tbe skin* opening at tbe back, and

the animal making its way out in this shape. If a ca»

^rpillar, when about to throw off this last skin, be

thrown into spirits of wine, and left there for a few

days, the membranes within will harden, and the

creature may be afterwards carefully opened, and the

chrysalis taken out, in which the form of the tender

butterfly may be traced in all its lineaments, and its

eyes, legs, &c. evidently seen. It is not necessary,

however, to seize upon this exact time for proving

the existence of the chrysalis or butterfly in tbe cater-

pillar : for if one of these animals be thrown into spi-

rit of wine, or into vinegar, some days before that

time, and left there for tbe flesh to harden, it may af-

terwards be dissected, and all the lineaments of tbe

butterfly traced out in it
;
tbe wings, legs, antennee, &c.

being as evident here, and as large, as in the chrysalis.

It is very plain from this, that the change of the

caterpillar into chrysalis is not the work of a moment,

but is carrying on for a long time before, even from

tbe very batching of the creature from tbe egg. The ChfTsal
parts of tbe butterfly, however, are not disposed ex- -v—
actly in the same manner while in the body of tbe ca-
terpillar, as when left naked in the form of tbe chry-
salis: for tbe wings are proportionally longer and
narrower, being wound np. into tbe form of a cord

;

and the antennae are rolled np on the head
; the trunk

is also twisted op and laid upon tbe head ; but this in
a very different manner from what it is in tbe perfect

animal, and very different from that in which it lies

within the chrysalis ; so that the first formation of the
butterfly in the caterpillar, by time arrives at a pro- ^

per change of tbe disposition of its parts, in order to

jU being a chrysalis. Tbe very eggs, hereafter to be
deposited by the butterfly, are also to be found, not
only in tbe chrysalis, hot in the caterpillar itself, ar-
ranged in their natural, regular order. They are in-

deed in this state very small and transparent ; but af-

ter the change into the chrysalis, they have their pro-
per colour.

As soon as tbe several parts of the butterfly, there-

fore, are arrived at a state proper for being exposed
to tbe more open air, they are thrown out from the
body of the caterpillar surrounded only with their

membranes; and as soon as they are arrived after

this at a proper degree of strength and solidity, they
labour to break through these thinner coverings, and
to appear in their proper and natural form. Tbe
time of their duration in this state of chrysalis is very
uncertain, some remaining in it only a few days,
others several months, and some almost a year in ap-
pearance. Bnt there is a fallacy in this that many are
not aware of. It is natural to think, that aa soon as
the creature has inclosed itself in its shell, he that of
what matter it will, it undergoes its change into tbe
chrysalis state. And this is tbe case with the gene-
rality : yet there are some which are eight or nine
months in the shell before they become chrysalises, so
that their duiTition in tbe real chrysalis state is mnoh
shorter than it natormlly appears to be. M. Reaumur
carefully watched the auriculated caterpillar of the
oak in its several changes, and particularly from its

chrysalis, which is of this last kind, into tbe fly ; and
has given an account of the method of this, as an in-

stance of the general conrse of nature in these opera-
tions.

The membranes which envelope tbe creature in

this chrysalis state are at first tough and firm, and im-
mediately touch the several pails of the inclosed ani-

mal ; bnt by degrees, as these parts harden, they be-

come covered, some with hairs, and others with scales.

These, as they continue to grow, by degrees fall off

tbe several particular membranes which cover the

parts on which they are placed, to a greater distance,

and by degrees loosen them from tbe limbs. This is'

one reason why those membranes dry and become
brittle.

The middle of tbe upper part of the CORSXLET is

nsnally marked with a line which runs in a longitndi-

nal direction ; and this part is always more elevated

than the rest, even in the conic kinds, which are no
otherwise angular. This line is in some very bold and
plain'; in others, it is so faint as not to be distingnish-

able without glasses ; but it is always in the midst of that

line that tbe shell begins to open. The motion of the

head
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Chorchci. Stantine, 'and consectated under Jn^Unian. It was at
' i that time so magnificent, that Justinian is said to have

cried out in the consecration thereof, vt,

I have outdone thecj Solomon* The dome, which is said

to have been the first that was huilt, is 530 leet dlame-
ter.

The first church puhliclj built by the Christians,

some authors maintain to be that of St Saviour at

Rome founded hy Constantine \ others contend^ that

several churches abroad, called by the name of Si Peter
Vivu9y were built in honour of that apostle daring his

lifetime.

Church, with regard to architecture, Daviler de-

fines a large oblong edifice, in form of a ship, with

nave, choir, aisles, chapel, belfry, &c. See each part

under its proper head.

Church^ Simple^ is that which has only a nave and a
choir.

Church with Aisles^ that which has a row of porti-

coes, in form of vaulted galleries, with chapels in its

circumference.

Church in a Greek cross, that where the length of

the traverse part is equal to tlmt of the nave ; so called

because most of the Greek churches are buUt in this

form.

Church in a Latin crost^ that whose nave is longer

than the cross part, as in most of the Gothic churches.

Church in Rotunda^ that whose plan is a perfect cir-

cle, in imitation of the Pantheon.

For the form of the ancient Greek churches, when
they had all their parts, it was as follows : first was a

porch, or portico, called the vaunt-nave^ ^ this

was adorned with columns on the outside, and on the

inside surrounded with a wall \ in the middle whereof

was a door, through which they passed into a second

pOrtico. The first of these porticoes was destined for

the energumenif and penitents in the first stage of

their repentance } the second was much longer, desti-

ned for penitents of the second class, and the catecho-

jnens, and hence called ferttia^ because those

placed in it began to be subject to the discipline of the

church. These two porticoes took up about one

third of the space of the church. From the second

portico they passed into the nave, mmt, which took, up

near another third of the church. In the middle, or

at one side of the nave, was the ambo, where the dea*

cons and priests read the gospel and preached. The
nave was destined for the reception of the people, who
here assisted at prayers.

Near the entrance of this was the baptistery or font.

Beyond the nave was the choir, seats,

and round : the first seat on the right, next the sanctu-

ary, being for the ebantor, or choragus*

From the choir they ascended by steps to the sanc-

tuary, which was entered at three doors. The sanc-

tuary had three upsides in its length ^ a great one in

the middle, under which was the altar, crowned with

a baldachin, supported four columns. Under each

of the small upsides, was a kind of table or cupboard,

in manner of a beaufet.

Though, ef the Greek churches now remaming, few

have all the parts above described, most of them having

been reduced to ruins or converted into mosques*

High Church was a denomination originally given

to those otherwise called Nonjurors^ who refosed to ac-

R -

knowledge the title of 'William HI* to- the crown of chnrcTw
Great Britain, under a notion that James II. though Cburchi

excluded, was still their rightful sovereign. This ap- #

pellation was given tliem, because they entertained

high notions of the dignity and power of the churchy
and the extent of its prerogatives and jurisdiction. And
those, on the contrary, were called low-church-^men^
who disapproved of the succession and obstinacy of tliu

Qonjurors, distinguishing themselves by their moderation
towards dissenters, and were less ardent in extending
the limits of church authority. The denomination

high-church-men is now more generally applied to al^

who form pompous and ambitious conceptions of the

authority and jurisdiction of the church, and who
would raise it to an absolute independence on all hu-

man power.

Church-AIc. Sec Whitsuh^AIc*
Church Reeves

f

the same with CRURcn-Wardens*
Church Scot^ or Churchesset^ a payment or contri-

bution, by the Latin writers frequently called primitim
seminum ; being, at first, a certain measure of wheat,
paid to the priest on St Martinis day, as the first fruits

of harvest. This was enjoined
,
by the laws of King

Malcolm IV. and Canute, c* 10. But after tl^isi

Church scot came to signify a reverse of corn-rent paid

to the secular priests, or to the religious ; and some-
times was taken in so general a sense as to include

poultry, or any other provision that was paid in kind tQ

the religious. See Tithe.
Church- JFdrdens {jecclesice guardiant)

^ in the Eng-
lish ecclesiastical polity, are the guardians or keepers

of the church, and representatives of the body of the

parish. They are sometimes appointed by the mini-

ster, sometimes by the parish, sometimes by both toge^

tber, as custom directs. They are taken, in favour of

the church, to be, for some purposes, a kind of corpo-

ration at the common law }
that is, they are enabled,

by tl>at name, to have a property in goods and chat-

tels, and to bring actions for them, for the use and
profits of the parish. Yet they may not waste the

church goods, bjut may be removed by the parish, and
then called to account by actions at commou law : but

there is no method of calling them to account but by
first removing them } for none can legally do it but

those who are put in their place. As to lands, or other

real property, as the church, churchyard, &c. they

have no sort of interest therein } but if any damage is

done thereto, the parson only or vicar shall have the

action. Their office also is to repair the church, and
make rates and levies for that purpose : but these are

recoverable only in the ecclesiastical courts. They
are also joined with the overseers in the care and
maintenance of tlie poor. They are to levy a shilling

forfeiture on all such as do not repair to church on
Sundays and holidays > and are empowered to keep
all persons orderly while there ; to which end it has

been held that a church-warden may justify the pul-

ling off a man^s hat, without being guilty of either an
assault or a trespass. There are also a multitude of

other petty parochial powers committed to their charge

by divers acts of parliament.

CHURCHILL, Sir Winston, the father of the

great duke of Marlborough, was descended from an
ancient and honourable family in Dorsetshire. He
was bqrn at Wotton Glanville in that county in 16101

and
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Charcliill.

educated at St John*8 college rt Oxford. He cn-

>
V
"* ^ gaged in the cause of his unfortunate sovereign Cha. 1.

tor which he sufifered severely in hie fortune y and

taring married, while young, Elizabeth, the daughter

of Sir John Drake of Ashe in Devonshire, she was for^

ced to seek a refuge in her father’s house, when Mr
Churchill’s misfortunes left him none that he could call

bis own ; and there roost of hU children were bom.
After the Restoration, he was elected a burgess to serve

in parliament for the borough of Weymouth ; and, in

1669, bis majesty was pleased to confer on him the

honour of knighthood. The next year be was made
one of the commisioners of claims in Ireland 5 and

upon his return from thence, was constituted one of

the clerks comptrollers' of the green cloth : but writ-

ing a kind of political essay upon the History of

England, which gave great oflence to the parliament,

he was, in 1678, dismissed from his post. He was,

liowever, soon restored to it again; and lived to see

his eldest surviving son raised to the peerage, and the

rest of his children in a fair way to promotion. He
died in 1688.

Churchill, /oA/?, duke of Marlborough, and

prince of the holy Roman empire, a most renowned

general and statesman, was born at Ashe in Devon-
shl re in 1650. He was eldest son of Sir Winston

without acquainting him by letter with the* reason of CbarchHk
bis so doing, liord Churchill was graciously received ’ n

by the prince of Orange i and was by him employed
first to re-asseroble the troop of guards at Londmi«
and afterwards to reduce some lately raised regiments,
and to new-model the army; for which purpose be
was invested with the rank and title of lieutenant ge^
neral. In 1689, be was sworn one of the privy coun-
cil, and one of the gentlemen of the king’s bed-cham-
ber; and on the 9th of April following, was raised

to the disniiy of earl of Marlborough in the county of

Wilts. assisted at the coronation of their majesties

;

and was soon after made commander in chief of the

English forces sent over to Holland ; and here he first

laid the foundation of that fame which was afterwards
spread over all Europe. lo 16^, he was made ge-
neral of the forces sent to Ireland; where be made
the strong garrisons of Cork and Kinsale prisoners of
war. The year following. King William showed the
good opinion be had of his conduct, by sending him
to Flanders to pot all things in readiness, and to draw
the army together before his arrival. In 1692, he
was dismissed from all his employments ; and, net
long after, was with some other peers committed to

the Tower on an accusation of high treason ; which,
however, was afterwards found to be a false and ma-

Churchill who carried him to court while very young,

and where he was particularly favoured by James
duke of York, afterwards King James II. when only

twelve years of age. In 1666, he was made an ensign

of the guards daring the first Dutch war ; and after-

wards improved himself greatly in the military art at

Tangier. In 1672, Mr Churchill attended the duke

of Monmouth, who commanded a body of auxiliaries

in the French service, and was soon after made a cap-

tain in the duke’s own regiment. At the siege of Nl-

meguen, which happened in that campaign, he distin-

guished himself so much that he was taken notice of

by the celebrated Marshal Turenne, who bestowed on

him the name of the handsome E.nglishman,^Axi 1673,
he was at the siege of Maestricht, where be gaini^

such applanse, that the king of France* made him a

public acknowledgement of his service
;
and the duke

of Monmouth, Who had the direction of the attack,

told King Charles IT. that be owed his life to Mr
Churchill’s bravery. In 1681, he married Sarah, daugh-

ter and co-heiress ^ith her sister the countess of

Tyrconnel) of Richard Jennings, Esq. of Sandricb, in

Hertfordshire. The duke of York recommended him

licious report, the anthors of which were punished.

Marlborongh was soon restored to favour, and in 1698
was appointed governor to the earl of Gloucester;
with this extraordinary compliment from King 'William,

My lord, make him but what jou are, and my ne-
phew will bo all I wish to see bun.” The same day
he was again sworn one of the privy council ; and in

July following was declared one of the lords justices of
England, for the administratbn of the government, in
which great trust he was three times successively in the

king’s absence. In 1701 he was appointed general of
the foot, commander in chief of the Engli^ forces,

and ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary at

the Hague. Upon the accession of Queen Anne to

the throne, he was elected into the order of the Gar-
ter, declared captain general of all her majesty’s forces,

and sent ambassador extraordinary and plenipotentiary

to Holland. After several conferences about a war,
he put himself at the head of the army, where all the

other generals had orders to obey him. His exploits

in the field have been taken notice of under the arti-

cle Britain, No 344—370: wc shall therefore only

take notice in this place of the rewards and honours

in a very particular manner to the king; who, in

1682, created him baron of Eyemouth in the county

of Berwick, in Scotland, and made him colonel of the

'third troop of guards. A little after King James’s ac-

cession, he was created Baron Churchill of Sandrich in

the county of Hertford, and made brigadier-general

of bb majesty’s army in the west; where, wl^n the

duke of Monmouth came to surprise the king’s army
while the earl of Feversbani and the majority of the

officers were in their beds, he kept the enemy in

play, till the king’s forces had formed themselves, and

thereby saved the whole army. When James showed
an intention of estahUshing the Catholic religion in

Britain, Lord Churchill, notwithstanding the great ob-

ligations he owed him, tliougbt it bis duty to tibandon

royal cause; but even then did not leave him

conferred upon him for these exploits. After his first

campaign be was created marquis of Blaodford and
duke of Marlborough, with a pension of 5000I. out

of the post office, to devolve, for ever upon thote en-

joying the title of dnke of MarlborougL In 1703,
he met Charles III. late emperor, going to Spain, who
presented him with a sword set with diamonds. In

1 704, having forced the enemy’s lines at Schellenberg,

he received a letter of thanks from the emperor Leo*>

pold, written with hit own hand; an honour seldom
done to any but sovereign princes. After the battle

of Blenheim, he received coogratolatory letters from
roost of the potentates in Eorope, particularly from the

Btates-general, and from the emperor, wm desired

him to accept of the dignity of a prince of the empire, ,

which with the queen’s leave was conferred upon him
S 2 by
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fimrcbitl. the title of Prince ofMildenhetmJn the province of youngy was to purchase a box to put his money in; drarcU

Suabia* After the campaign was ended, he visited an indication this of the economical, not to say ava-

the court of Prussia, where he laid such schemes as ricious, temper that accompanied him through life,

tnspended the disputes with the Dutch about King Dr Joseph Warton relates, that, on the evening of an
'William^s estate ; which wise conduct caused the whole important battle, the duke was heard to chide bis ser-

confederacy to acknowledge that he bad done the

greatest service possible to the common cause. Upon
his return to England, the queen, to perpetuate his

memory, granted the interest of the crown in the

honour and manor of Woodstock and hundred of

Wotton to him and his heirs for ever. In 1705
he made a tour to Vienna, upon the invitation of the

emperor Joseph ; who hijrhly caressed him, and made
him a grant of the lordship of Mildenbeim. After

the campaign of 1708, the speaker of the bonse of

commons was sent to Brussels on purpose to compli-

ment him ; and on bis return to England he was again

complimented in the house of lords by Lord Chancellor

Cowper. All his services, however, and all the ho-

nours conferred upon him, were not sufficient to pre-

serve him from being disgraced. After the change of

the ministry in 1710, his interest daily declined; and
in 1712, on the first day of the new year, he was re-

moved from all his places. Finding all arts used to

render him obnoxious in his native country, he visited

his principality of Mildeolieim, and several towns in

Germany; after which he returned to England, and
arrived there on the day of the queen^s death. After

being welcomed by the nobility and foreign ministers,

he attended on King George I. in his public entry

through London, who appointed him captain-general,

colonel of the first regiment of foot guards, one of the

commissioners for the government of Chelsea hospital,

and master general of the ordnance. Some years be-

fore his death, he retired from public business. He
died at Windsor-lodge in 1722, aged 73 ; leaving bo-

kind him a very numerous posterity, allied to the no-

blest and greatest families in these kingdoms. Upon
kis demise all parties united in doing honour, or rather

justice, to bis merit, and his corpse was interred the

^h of August following, with all the solemnity due
to a person who bad deserved so highly of bis country,

in Westminster-abbey. The noble pile near Wood-
stock, which bears the name of Blenheim-house, may
be justly styled his monument : but without pretending

to the gift of prophecy, one may venture to foretel,

that his glory will long survive that structure; and
^at so long as our histories remain, or indeed the

histories of Europe, his memoiy will live and be the

boast of Britain, which by bis labours was raised to be

the first of nations, as during the age in which be lived

he was deservedly esteemed the first of men. If he bad
foibles, as these are inseparable from human nature,

they were so hidden by the glare of his virtues as to be

scarcely perceived, or were willingly forgotten, A
certain parasite, who thought to please Lord Boling-

broke by ridiculing the avarice of the duke, was stopt

short by his lordship; wha said, ** He was so very
great a man, that 1 forgot he had that vice.'*

Out of a variety of auecflotes and testimonies con-

cerning this iilustrions personage, collected in the new
edition.of the Biograpkia Britanmco^ the following se-

kction may serve to illustrate more particularly bis dis-

position and manners.

One of the first things which he> did, when, very

3

vant for having been so extravagant as to light four

candles in his tent when Prince Eugene came to confer

with him. Mr Tyers, on the other hand, men-
tioned a circomstance, wh'cb, if well founded, re-

dounds to his grace's generosity
; though in a differ-

ent respect it is much to bis discredit: It is, that

during the rebellion in 1715, he sent io,oool. to the

earl of Mar. We consider the stoiy only as a tradi-

tional report, which has not in itself any great degree
of probability; and therefore we are by no means con-

vinced of its truth. The late Mr Richardson junior,

the painter, bath recorded a pleasing instance of the

duke's calmness of disposition ; for which, indeed, be
was always remarkable. ** The duke of Marlborough
Tsays the writer), riding out once with Commissary
Marriot, near the commissary's house in the country,

it began to rain, and the duke called for bis cloak;
Marriot having bis put on by bis servant immediately.

The duke's servant not bringing the cloak, he called

for it again ; but the man was still puzzling about the

straps and buckles. At last, it raining now very bard,

the duke called again, and asked him, what be was
about that he did not bring liis cloak P" * You must
stay (grumbles the fellow), if it rains cats and do^,
till I can get at iu' The duke only turned to MarnoC
and said, ** I would not be of that fellow's temper.'^

The duke of Marlborough (adds Mr HicliardsonJ did

1^ nature and constitution, what Seneca judged by
philosophy ought to be done. QviV/ cst quare ego $ervi

$nei hilarius responsum^ et contumaciorem vultum^

gellis et compedibus exptem 9

Dr Swift, in one of his letters to Stella, relates the

following particulars concerning the duke of Marl-
borough. ** I was early this morning with Secretary

St John, and gave him a memorial to get the queen's
letter for the first-fruits, who has promised to do it in

a very few days. He told me * be bad been with the

duke of Marlborough, who was lamenting bis former
wrong steps in joining with the Whigs, and said be
was worn out with age, fatigue, and misfortunes.' 1
swear it pitied me ; and I really think they will not do
well in too much mortifying that man, although in-

deed it is bis own fault. He i^covetous as hell, and
ambitious as the prince of it : be would fain have been
general for life, and has broken all endeavours for

peace, to keep bis greatness and get money. He told

the queen ' he was neither covetous nor ambitions.*

She said, * if she could conveniently have turned about,,

she would have laughed, and could hardly forbear it in

his face.' He fell in with all the abominable measures
of the late ministry, because they gratified him for

their own designs. Yet he has been a successful gene-
ral, and I hope he will, continue his command."

Various characters have been drawn of the duke of
Marlborough ; most of which we shall omit, as either

already sumciently known, or as not meriting particu-

lar. notiee. That which is given of him by Dr Swift,

in his " History of the four last years of the queen,'*

has all the malignity and meanness of a party pam-
ghlet*. It is even so foolish as to insinuate, that the

duke'k.
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CkMiUU. doke*s miliUrj ftCcoroplUhments were problematical, qaeen* Tbero the graces protected and promoted cKorebill
' - f and that he was destitute of personal courage. Mr him: for while lie* was an eoslgo of the guards, the’ y ^

Macphersou^s character of his grace Is very elaborate- duchess of Cleveland, then favourite mistress to King
ly composed, and displays no small degree of ability Charles struck by those very graces, gave him
and penetration; though It is not, perhaps, entire- 5000I. ; with which he immediately brought an an-
ly free from prejudice. The historian considers It nuity for his life of 500L of my grandfather Halifax

;

as a fact, that Lord Churchill, at the time of the which was the foundation of his subsequent fortune,

revolution, had a design of placing his unfortunate His figure was beautiful
; but his manner was inesist-

master King James II. a prisoner in the hands of his ibie by either man or woman. It was by this engaging
rival the prince of Orange. But this story must he graceful manner that he was enabled, daring all hit

regarded as wholly unworthy of credit. It is found- wars, to connect the various and jarring powers of the
ed upon suggestions and informations so groundless ^rand alliance, and to carry them on to the main ob-
and even ridiculous, that it cannot deserve a formal ject of the war, notwithstanding their, private and te-
refutatlon. On the other hand, Mr Macpherson has parate views, jealousies, and wrongheadedness. What-
done justice to the duke of Marlborough's prosecution ever court he went to (and be was often obliged to go
of the war in Flanders, and hath shown that be con- himself to soma testy and refractory ones,), be as con-
ducted it upon the principles of sound wisdom and good stantly prevailed, and brought them into his measures,
policy.

^ I

The pensionary Heinsios, a venerable old minister.

There are two testimonies to the honour of the grown gray In business, and who had governed the re-
duke's memory,.by two celebrated noble writers, which public of the United Provinces for more than 40 years,

cannot be passed over. One is by Lord Bolingbroke, was absolutely governed by the duke of Marlborough,
in bis letters on the Study and Use of History, as that republic feels to this day. He was always cool

;

Speaking of the consternation raised among the allies and nobody ever observed the least variation in hit

of the grand confederacy by the death of King Wil- countenance: he could refuse more gracefully than
liam, and of the joy which that event gave to the other people could grant ; and those who went away
French, his lordship observes, that ** a short time from him the roost dissatisfied as to the substance t>f

showed how vain the fears of some and the hopes of their business, were yet personally charmed with him,
others were. By his death, the duke of Marlborough and in some degree comforted by bis manner. With
was raised to the bead of the army, and indeed of the all his gentleness and gracefulness, no man living was
confederacy : where be, a new, a private roan, a sub- more conscious of his situation, nor maintained his dig-

ject, acqnired, by merit and by management, a more nity better."

deciding influence than high birth, confirmed autho- A perusal of the above passage will convince us of
rity, and even the crown of Great Britain, had given the frivolous turn of the earl of Chesterfield's mind,
to King William. Not only all the parts of that vast His lorilship, in his zeal to exalt the duke of Marl-
roachloe, the grand alliance, were kept more compact borough’s external accomplishments, either forgets or
and entire, but a more rapid and vigorous motion was depreciates the far greater talents of which be was
given to the whole : and instead of languishing out possessed. There it an observation upon the subject In
disastrous campaigns, we saw every scene of the war the British Biography, with which we entirely concur,

full of action. All those wherein he appeared, and That the duke of Marlborough (says the writer)

many of those whereiu be was not then an actor, but was eminently distinguished for uie gracefulness of hia

abettor however of their action, were crowned with manners, cannot be questioned
; but the earl of Cbes-

the most triumphant success. I take, with pleasure, terfield appears to have attributed too much to their

this opportunity of doing justice to that great man, influence, when be ascribes^he better half of the

whose faulu I knew, whose virtues I admired ; and duke of Marlboroug|i's greatness and riches to those

whose memory, as the greatest general, and as the graces. That the uncommon gracefulness of his man-
greatest minister, that our country, or perhaps any oers facilitated bis advancement, and contributed to

other, has produced, I honour." the success of his negotiations, may readily be admit-
The other testimony to the duke's accomplisbments ted ; but surely it must have been to much higher

is by the carl of Chesterfield, in bis Letters to his Son. qualities that he owed the esteem of King William and
** Of all the men (says his lordship) that ever I knew of Prince Eugene, his reputation throogbout all £u-
ia my life (and I knew him extremely well), the late rope, and bis many victories and conquests. It was
doke of Marlborough possessed the graces In the high- not by a polite exterior that be obtained bis laurels at

eat degree, not to say engrossed them : and indeed he Scbellenbrrg, at Oudenarde, at Bamillies, and at
got the most by 9 ^ venture (contraiy Blenheim."

to tlie custom of profound historians,, who always as- How mneh the duke of Marborough. has been ce-

sign deep causes for great events) to ascribe the better lebrated by our poets, Is well known by Addison's,

brif of the duke of Marlborough's greatness and riches ** Campaign and by Philips's Bleinbeim." Mr Ad-
to those graces. He was eminently illiterate; wi*ote dison. In bis Rosamond, has properly assumed another

-

* bad En^ish, and spelled it still worse. He bad no and voluntary occasion of paying a toe compliment to

share of what Ucommonly called parts.; that Is, be had his grace's milliary exploits, and the glory by which.
00 brightness, nothing sbtniiig in bis genius. He bad they would be followed. Upon the duke'a removal
had, most undoubtedly, an excellent good plain under- from his places, an ode was Inscribed to him by Mr So-,

standing, with sound judgment. But tliese alone would mervillc, animated with all the zeal of wbiggisb entbu—
probably have raised liifu but somethiog higher than siasm, and containing some passages that are truly

wey &und bimt which wa9 page tp King James II.'.s poetic^., Acoiher ode^. not much iniierior in spirit,,

waa>
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Chsrcliill. was addressed to his grace, on occasion of his embark-

> for Ostend in the year 1712.

The duke of Marlborough's Scots title of Baron
Eyemouth, being to heirs male, died with 'himself; but

his English title going to his daughters and their beirs-

male, went into the Spencer family, who retain their

own snrname of Spencer.

Chorchill, Charles, a celebrated satirist, the son

of Mr Charles Churchill, curate and lecturer of St

John's, Westminster, was educated at Wesminster

school, and received some applanse for his abilities from

his tutors in that famous seminary. His capacity,

however, was greater than his application, so that lie

acquired the character of a boy that could do good if

be would. As the slightest accounts of persons so

noted are agreeable, it may not be amiss to observe,

that having one day got an exercise to make, and

ffom idleness or attention having failed to bring it

at the time appointed, his master thought proper to

chastise him with some severity, and even reproached

his stupidity : what the fear of stripes could not effect,

the fear of shame soon prodoced, and he brought his

exercise the next day, finished in such a manner, that

he received the public thanks of all the masters. Still,

however, his progress in the learned languages was

but slow •, nor is it to be wondered at, if we consider

how difficnlt it was for a strong imagination, such as

he was possessed of, to conform and walk tamely for-

ward in the trammels of a school education; minds

like his are ever starting aside after new pursuits; de-

sirous of embracing a multiplicity of amusing objects ;

eager to come at an end, without the painful investi-

gation of the means. In short, for want of proper

skill in these languages, he was rejected from Oxford,

whither his father had sent him; and probably this

might have given occasion to the frequent invectives

we find in his works against that most respectable uni-

versity. Upon his return from thence, he again ap-

plied to his studies in Westminster school, where, at 17

years of age, he contracted an intimacy with a lady,

to whom he was married, and their mutual regard for

each other continued for several years. At the usual

age of going into orders, Mr Churchill was ordained

by the late bishop of London, and obtained a small

curacy in Wales of 30I. a-year. Thither he carried

his wife
;

they took a small house ; and be passed

through the duties of his station with assiduity and

cheerfulness. Happy had it been for him had he

continued there to enjoy the fruits of piety, peace,

and simplicity of manners. He was beloved and

esteemed by his parishioners ;
and though bis sermons

were rather above the level of his audience, they were

commended and followed. But endeavouring to ad-

vance his fortune, by keeping a cyder cellar, it in-

volved him in difficulties which obliged him to leave

Wales and come to London. His father dying soon

after, he stepped into the church in which he had of-

ficiated; and in order to improve bis income, which

scarcely produced lool. a-year, he taught young la-

dies to read and write English at a boarding school,

kept by Mrs Dennis, where he behaved with that de-

cency and decorum which became his profession. His

method of living, however, bearing no proportion to

his income, he contracted several debts in the city;

which being unable to pay/ a jail, the terror of indi-

gent genius, seemed ready to complete his misfoituhc^ ^
but from this state of wretchedness he was relieved c.-—
by the benevolence of Mr Lloyd, father to the poet
of that name. Meanwhile, Mr Lloyd, the son, wrote
a poetical epistle called the Actor, which being read
and approved by the public, gave the anthor a distin-

guished place among the writers of his age. This
induced Mr Churchill to write the Bo^ciad.

*
It first

came out without the author’s name ; but the justness
of the remarks, and the seventy of the satire, soon
excited public curiosity. Tbongh he never disowned
his having written that piece, and even openly gloried

in it
;
yet the public, unwilling to give so much me-

rit to one alone, ascribed it to a co^ination of wits,

nor were Messrs Lloyd, Thornton, or Colman, left

unnamed upon this occasion. This misplaced praise

soon induced Mr Churchill to throw off the mask, and
the second edition appeared with his name at fall

length. As the Bosciad was the first of this poet’s

performances, so many are of opinion that it is the
best. In it we find a very close and minute discussion

of the particular merit of each performer; their de-

fects pointed out with candour, and their merits
praised without adulation. This poem, however,
seems to be one of those few works which are injured

by succeeding editions; when he became popular,

his judgment became intoxicated with applause
; and

we find, in the later editions, men blamed whose me-
rit was incontestable, and others praised that were at

that time in no degree of esteem with the judicious.

His next performance was bis Apology to the Critical

Reviewers. This work is not witbont its peculiar

merit
;
and as it was written against a set of critics

whom the world was lulling enongb to blame, the
public read it with their nsual indulgence. In this

performance he showed a particular happiness of
throwing his thoughts, if we may so express it, into

poetical paragraphs ; so that the sentence swells to the

break or^onclusion, as we find in prose.

But while bis writings amused the town, his actions

disgusted it. He now quitted bis wife, with whom
be had cohabited many years ; and resigning his gown
and all clerical functions, coihmenced a complete man
of the town, got drunk, frequented stews ; and, giddy
with false praise, thought his talents a sufficient atone-

ment for all his follies. In some measnre to palliate

the absurdities of bis condnet, he now undertook u
poem called Night, written upon a general subject in-

deed, hot upon false principles; namely, that what-
ever our follies are, we should never attempt to con-

ceal them. This, and Mr Churchill’s other poems,
being shown to Dr Johnson, and bis opinion being ask-

ed, be allowed them but little merit; which being

told to the author, he resolved to requite this private

opinion with a public one. In his next poem, there-

fore, of the Ghost, he has drawn this gentleman under
the character of Pomposo; and those who disliked

Dr Johnson allowed it to have merit. Dr Johnson’s

only reply to Churchill’s abuse was, ** Chat he thought

him a shallow fellow in the beghming, and could say

nothing worse of him still,” The poems of Night
and the Ghost bad not \ho rapid sale the- author ex-
pected ;

hut his Prophecy of Famine soon made ample
amends for the late paroxysm in his fame. In thfs

piece, written in the spirit of the fkraons North Bri-

ton,
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CHYTRIUM, in Ancient Geography^ a place in

Ionia, in ifhicb formerly stood Clazomenej the Cla-

zomenians, through fear of the Persians, removing

from the continent to an adjacent island (Pausanias)^

Alexander reduced the island, by a mole or causeway,

to a peninsula.

CHYTRU8, in Ancient Geography^ an inland town

of Cyprus, to the north of Citium \ famous for its ex-

cellent honey.

CIANUS siKUS, in Ancient Geogj^hy^ a bay of

Bithyn'a, named from the town and river Cius.

CIBAL^, or CiBALis, in Ancient Geography^ a

town of Pannonia Inferior, on an eminence, near the

lake Hiulka, to the north-west of Sirmium ; the coun-

try of the emperor Gratian, where he was brought up

to rope-making : a place rendered famous for the sur-

prisai and defeat of Lictnius by Constantine.

CIBBER, Colley, a celebrated comedian, dra-

matic writer, and poet laureat to the king, was born at

London in 1671. His father Caius Gabriel Cibber,

was a native of Holstein, and a skilful statuary, who

executed the basso relievo on the pedestal of the Mo-
nument, and the two admired figures of lunatics over

the piers of the gate to Bethlehem Hospital in Moor-

fields. Colley, who derived his Christian name from

the surname of his motber^s family, was inteuded for

the church, but betook himself to the stage, for which

he conceived an early inclination \
and be was some

time before be acquired any degree of notice, or even

a competent salary. His first essay in writing, was the

comedy of Lovers Last Shifty acted in 1695, which met

with success }
as did his own performance of the cha-

racter of the fop in it. From that time, as be says

himself, ** My muse and my spouse were so equally

prolific, that the one was seldom the mother of a child,

but in the same year the other made me the father of

a play. I think we had a dozen of each sort between

us j of both which kinds some died in their infancy,

and near an equal number of each were alive when we
quitted the theatre.^ The Careless Husband^ acted in

1704, met with great applause, and is reckoned his

best play : but none was of more importance to him

than the Nonjuror

^

acted in 1717, and levelled against

the Jacobites. This laid the foundation of the misun-

^rstanding between him and Mr Pope, raised him to

be the hero of the Dunciad, and made him poet-Iaureat

in 1730. He then quitted the stage, except a few oc-

casional performances^ and died in 1757. Cibber

neither succeeded in writing nor in acting tragedy j and

his odes were not thought to partake of the genius or

apirit he showed in his comedies.

His son Theophilus^ also a comic actor after him, was

born during a great storm in 1703 \ and after passing

a life of extravagance, distress, and perplexity, pe-

rished in another storm in 1758, in the passage be-

tween Dublin and England. Theophilus married the

sister of Thomas Augustine Ame, the famous musical

composer ^
who became a celebrated tragi6 actress,

wad whose honour was sacrificed to her husband's ex-

travagance.

CiBDELOPLACIA, an old term in Natural His-

tory ; applied to spars debased by a very large admix-

ture of earth : they are opaque, formed of tliin crusts,

covering ve^^tables and other bodies, by way of in-

crustations.
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Of this genus we have the following species ; i. A cibd

grayish white one, with a rough surface. 2. A whi- pU
tish brown one : both these are friable. 3. A hard, ^ M

pale brown kind, which is the osteocolla of the shops.
^

4. The whitish-gray kind, with a smooth surface : this

is the unicomu mssil and ceratites of authors. 5. The
whitish brown coralloid kind.

CIBDELOSTRACIA, an old term in Natural
History^ including earthy spars, destitute of transpa-

rency, formed into thin plates, and usually found coat-

ing over the sides of fissures, and other cavities of
stones with congeries of them to great extent, and of

plain or botryoid surfaces.

Of these there are usually reckoned seven kinds

:

the first the hard, brownish-white cibdelostracium,

found in Germany: the second is the hard, whitish

cibdelostracium, with thin crusts, and a smoother sur-

face, found also in the Harts-forest in Germany : the

third is the hard, pale-brown cibdelostracium, with

numerous very thin crusts, found in subterranean ca-

verns in many parts of England as well as Germany

:

the fourth is the white, light, and friable cibdelostra-

cium, found also in C^rman^, bnt very rarely in any
part of England \ the fifth is the light, hard, pale-

brown cibdelostracium, with a smooth surface, found

in almost all parts of the world : the sixth is the whi-

tish, friable, crustaceous cibdelostracium, with a rough-

er surface, frequent in Germany and England \ and
the seventh is the brownish-white friable cibdelostra-

cium, with a dusky surface, found in several parts of

Ireland as well as Germany.
CIBORIA, in antiquity, the large husks of Egyp-

tian beans, which are said to have been so large as to

serve for drinking-cups ; whence they had their name
ciborium^ signifying a cup, in the Egyptian language,

CIBORIUM, in ecclesiastical writers, the coveting

for the altar. This covering is supported by four high

columns, and forms a kind of tent for the eucharist, in

the Romish churches. Some authors call it turris ges-

tatoria^ and others pyxis; but the pyxis is properly the

box in which the eucharist is preserved.

CIBUS FERiALis, in antiquity, an ontertainroent

peculiar to a funeral \ for which purpose, beans, pars-

ley, lettuce, bread, eggs, lentils, and salt, were in use.

CICADA, the Frog-HOPPER or Flea-locust, a
genus of insects belonging to the order of bemiptera.

See Entomology Index.

CICATRICULA, among natural historians, de-

notes a small whitish speck in the yolk of an egg, sup-

posed to be the first rudiments of the future chick.

CICATRIX, in Surgery
,
a little seam or elevation

of callous flesh rising on the skin, and remaining there

after the healing of a wound or ulcer. It is commonly
called a scar.

CICATRIZANTS, in Pharmacy^ medicines whiclr

assist nature to form a cicatrix. Such are Armenian
bole, powder of tutty, &c.

Cicatrizants are otherwise caWcAescharotics^epuJotics^

incamatives^ agglutinants^ &c.
CICCA, in Botany^ a genus of tlie tetrandria order,

belonging to the monoecia class of plants. The male
calyx is tetraphyllous \ there is no corolla the female
calyx triphyllous^ no corolla^ four stiles) the capsule
^uadricoccous or four-berried.

CICELY, in Botany^ the EnglUh name of a species

of
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Cicero. ' by the votes of particular citizens, but the comroon

^ auffrage of the city •, nor declared by the voice of the

crier, but of the whole Roman people,*’

Cicero had no sooner entered upon his office than

he had occasion to exert himself against P. Servilius

Ralliis, one of tlie new tribunes, who had been alarm-

ing the senate with tlie promulgation of an agrarian

law^ the purpose of which was to create a decemvi-

rate, or ten commissioners, with absolute power for

five years over all the revenues of the republic, to dis-

tribute them at pleasure to the citizens, &c. These
laws used to be greedily received the pupalace,

and were proposed therefore by factions magistrates

as oft as they had any point to carry with the multi-

tude against the public good j so that Cicero’s first bu-

siness was to quiet the apprehensibns of the city, and
to baffle, if possible, the intrigues of the tribune. Ac-
cordingly, in an artful and elegant speech from the

rostra, be gave such a turn to the inclination of the

people, that they rejected this law with as much eager-

ness as they had ever received one. But tlie grand

affair of all, which constituted the glory of his consul-

ship, and has transmitted his name with such lustre to

j'.^sterity, was the skill he showed, and the unwearied

pains he took, in suppressing that horrid conspiracy

which was formed by Catiline and his accomplices for

the subversion of the commonwealth. For this great

service he was honoured with the glorious title ofpater

pairite^ ** tlie father of bis country,” which he retain-

ed for a long time after.

Cicero’s administration was now at an end ; but he

had no sooner quitted bis office, than he began to feel

the weight of that envy which is the certain fruit of

illustrious merit. He was now, therefore, the com-
mon mark, not only of all the factious, against whom
he had declared perpetual war, but of another party

not less dangerous, the envious too, whose united

spleen never left him from this moment till they bad
driven him out of that city which he had so lately pre-

served. Cicero, upon the expiration of hit consul-

ship, took care to send a particular account of bis

whole administration to Pompey, who was finishing

the Mitbridatic war in Asia, in hopes to prevent any
wroD^r impressions there from the calumnies of bis

enemies, and to draw from him some public declara-

tion in praise of what be had been doing. But Pom-
pey being informed by Metellus and Caesar of the ill

humour that was rising against Cicero in Rome, an-

swered him with great coldness, and instead of pay-

ing him any compliment, took no notice at all of

what had passed in the affair of Catiline, upon which
Cicero expostulates with him in a letter which is still

extant.

About this time Cicero bought a house of M. Crassus

on the Palatine-hill, adjoining to that in which he had
always lived with his father, and which be is now sup-

posed to have given up to his brother Quintius. The
house cost him near 30,oooh and . seems to have
been one of the noblest in Rome. It was built about

30 years before by the famous tribune M. Livius Dni-
8US \ on which occasion we are told, that when the ar-

chitect promised to build it for him in such a manner
that none of his neighbours should overlook him >

But if you have any skill (replied Drosus), contrive

it rather so^ that all the world may see what I anr

3

doing.” The purchase of so expensive a house raised cicev

some censure on his vanity \ and especially as it was
made with borrowed money. This circumstance he

himself does not dissemble, but says merrily upon it,

that ” he was now plunged so deeply in debt, as to bo

ready for a plot, only that the conspirators would not

trust him.”

The most remarkable event that happened in this

year, which was the 45th of Cicero’s life, was the

pollution of the mysteries of the hana dea by P. Clo-

dius, which, by an unhappy train of consequences,

involved Cicero in a great and unexpected calamity.

Cloditts bad an intrigue with Csesar’s wit'e Pom*
peia, who, according to annual custom, was now ce-

lebrating in her bouse those awful sacrifices of the

goddess, to which no male creature ever was admitted,

and where every thing masculine was so scrupulonsly

excluded, that even pictures of that sort were covered

during tlie ceremony. It flattered Clodius’s imagioa*

tion greatly to gain access to nis mistress in the midst

of her holy ministry ^ and with this view he dressed

himself in a woman’s habit, that by the benefit of

his smooth face, and the introduction of one of the

maids, be might pass without discovery ; but by some
mistake between him and his guide, he lost bis way
when lie came within the house, and fell unluckily

among the other female servants. Here be was detect-

ed by his voice, and the servants alarmed the whole

company by their shrieks, to the great amazement of

the matrons, who threw a veil over their sacred

teries, while Clodius found means to escape. The
story was presently spread abroad, and raised a general

scandal and horror throughout the city. The whole
defence which Clodius made when, by order of the se-

nate, be was brought to trial, was to prove himself

absent at the time of the fact, .for wbidi purpose he

produced two men to swear that he was then at Inter-

amna, about two or three days journey from the city.

But Cicero being called upon to give his testimony, de-

posed, that Clodius had been with him that very morn-

ing at bis house in Borne. Irritated by this, Clodius

formed a scheme of revenge. This was to get himself

chosen tribnoe, and in that office to drive Cicero out

of the city, by the publication of a law, which, by
some stratagem or other, he hoped to obtrude upon

the people. But as all patricians were incapable of the

tribunate, by its original institution, so his first step

was to make himself a plebeian, by the pretence of an
adoption into a plebeian house, which could not yet

be done without the suffrage of the people. The first

triumvirate was now formed, which was nothing else in

reality but a traitorous conspiracy of three of the most
powerful citizens of Rome, to extort from their coun-

try by violence what they could not obtain by law.

Pompey^s chief motive was to get his acts confirmed

by Ceesar in his consulship, which was now coming on \
Cscsar, by giving way to Pompey’s glory, to advance

his own \ and Crassus, to gain that aseendence by the

authority of Pompey and Caesar, which he could not

sustain alone. Cicero might have made what terms be

pleased with the triumvirate, and been admitted even

a partnertof their power, and a fourth in their league \

but he wotdd not enter into any engagements with the

three, whose union he and all his friends of the republic

abhorred. Clodius, in the mean timoi had been push-

ing
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Cicero, employed all their common friends to press him with

— letters 011 that subject j ail which was done j but in

Tain, for Cicero was impatient to be gone to Pompey.
In the mean time, these letters gWe us a roost sen-

sible proof of the high esteem and credit in which Ci-

cero flourished at this time in Rome > when in a con-

test for empire, which force alone was to decide, we
see the chiefs on both sides so solicitous to ^ain a man
to their party, who had no peculiar skill in arms or

talents for war. Pursuing, however, the result of all

his deliberations, he embarked at length to follow

Pompej, who had been obliged to quit Italy some
time before, and was then at Dyrrbachium ^ and ar-

rived safely in bis camp with his son, his brother, and

his nephew, committing the fortunes of the whole

family to the issue of that cause. After the battle of

Pharsalia, in which Pompey was defeated, Cicero re-

turned into Italy, and was afterwards received into

great favour by Csesar, who was now declared dicta-

tor the second time, and Mark Antony his master of

horse. We may easily imagine, what we find indeed

from his letters, that he was not a little disconcerted

at the thoughts of an interview with Ceesar, and the

indignity of offering himself to a conqueror against

whom he had been in arms^ for though upon many
accounts he had reason to expect a kind reception

from Caesar, yet he hardly thought his life, he says,

worth begging, since what was given by a master

might always be taken away again at pleasure. But
at their meeting he had no occasion to say or do any

thing that was below his dignity ; for Caesar no sooner

saw him than he alighted, ran to embrace him, and

walked with liini alone, conversing very familiarly, for

several furlongs.

Cicero was now in his 6ist year, and forced at last

to part with his wife Terentia, whose humour and

conduct had been long uneasy to him. She was a

woman of an imperious and turbulent spirit, and

though he bad borne her perverseness in the vigour of

' health, and flourishing state of his fortunes ^
yet, iu

declining life, soured by a continual succession of mor-

tifications from abroad, the want of ease and quiet at

home was no longer tolerable to him. But he was

immediately oppressed by a new and most cruel af-

' fliction, the death of his beloved daughter Tullia, who
died in child-bcd soon after her divorce from her

third husband Dolahella. She was about 32 years

old at the time of her death ^ and, by the few hints

which are left of her character, appears to have been

an excellent and admirable woman. She was most

affectionately and piously observant of her father,

and, to the usual graces of her sex, having added the

more solid accomplishments of knowledge and polite

letters, was qualified to be the companion and delight

of bis age
^ and was justly esteemed not only as one

of the best, but the most learned of the Roman ladies.

His affliction for the death of this daughter was so

gt*eat, that to shon all company as much as be could,

he removed to Atlicus’s house, where he lived chiefly

in his library, turning over ev; ry book he could meet

with on the subject of moderating grief. But finding

his residence here too public, and a greater resort to

him than he could bear, he retired to Asturia, one of

his seats near Antium ; a little island on the Latian

shoie, at the mouth of a river of the same name, cover-

ed with wood and groves cat into shady walks} a Cicero,

scene of all others the fittest to indulge melancholy, and v
""

where be could give a free course to his grief. ** Hera
(says be to Atticus) I live without the speech of man }

every morning early 1 hide myself in the thickest of
the wood, and never come out till the evening. Next
to yourself, nothiug is so dear to me as this solitude

}

and m^ whole conversation is with my books.*' In-
deed his whole time was employed iu little else than
reading aud writing during Csesar's administration,

which he could never cheerfully submit to } and it waa
within this period that he drew up one of the gravest

of those philosophical pieces which are still extant in

his works.

Upon the death of Caesar, Octavius his nephew and
heir coming into Italy, was presented to Cicero by
Hiitius and Pansa, with the strongest professions on
the part of the young man that he would be governed
entirely by his direction. Indeed Cicero thought it

necessary to cherish and encouiage Octavius, if for no-

thing else, yet to keep him at a distance from Antony}
hut could not yet be persuaded to enter heartily into

bis affairs. He suspected his youth and want of expo-
riened

^
and that be bad not strength enough to deal

with Antony } and, above all, that he bad no good dis-

position towards the conspirators. He thought it im-
possible he should ever be a friend to them

} and was
persuaded rather, that if ever he got the upper band,

his uncle's acts would be more violently enforced, and
his death more cruelly revenged, than by Antony him-
self. And when Cicero did at last consent to unite

himself to Octavius's interests, it was with no other

view but to arm him with a power sufficient to oppress

Antony} yet so checked and limited, that be sl^uld

not be able to oppress the republic.

In the midst of aU this political bustle, he was still

prosecuting his studies with bis usual application } and
besides some philosophical pieces, now finished his book
of offices, or the duties of man, for the use of his son

:

A work admired by all succeeding ages as the most per-

fect system of Heathen morality, and the noblest effort

and specimen of what reason could do in guiding men
through life with innocence and happiness. How-
ever, he paid a constant attention to public affairs }

missed no opportunities, but did every thing that hu-

man prudence could do for the recovery of the repub^

lie : for all that vigour with which it was making this

last effort for itself, was entirely owing to his counsels

and authority. This appears from those memorable
philippics which from time to time he published against

Antony, as well as from other monuments of antiquity.

But all was in vain ^ for though Antony's army was
entirely defeated at the siege of Mpdena, which made
many people imagine that the war was at an end, and
the liberty of Rome established

}
yet the death of the

consuls Pansa and Hirtius in that action gave the fatal

blow to all Cicero's schemes, and was the immediate

cause of the ruin of the repuldic.

Octavius having subdued the senate to his mind,

marched towards Gaul to meet Antony and Lepi-

dus} who bad already passed the Alps, and brought

their armies into Italy, in order to have a personal

interview with him ^ which bad been privately con-

certed for settling the, terms of a triple leagUe, and
dividing the power and provinces of Italy among

themselves.
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Cicfro an important public object roused his mind, and de-

ll manded indignation and force, he departs considerably

from that loose and declamatory manner to which he

at other times is addicted, and becomes very forcible

and vehement. This great orator, however, is not with-

out his defects. In most of bis orations there is too

much art, even carried to a degree of ostentation. He
seems often desirous of obtaining admiration rather than

of operating conviction. He is sometimes, therefore,

siiowy rather than solid, and diffuse where he ought to

have been urgent. His sentences are always round and

sonorous. They cannot be accused of monotony, since

they possess variety of cadence ; but from too great a

fondness for magnificence, he is on some occasions defi-

cient in strength. Though the services which be bad

performed to his country were very considerable, yet he

is too much bis own panegyrist. Ancient manners,

which Imposed fewer restraints on the side of decorum,

may in some degree excuse, but cannot entirely justify,

bis vanity.”

CICHORIUM, Succory. See Botaky Index.

CICINDELA, the Sparkler, in Zoology^ a genus

of insects belonging to the order of coleoptera. See

Untomology Index.

CICISBEO, an Italian term, which in its etymolo-

gy signifies a whisperer ; a term bestowed in Italy both

on lovers, and those who to outward appearance act

as such, waiting on married ladies with as much at-

tention and respect as if they were their lovers. This

Italian custom has been spoken of very reproachfully

by some writers : Mr Baretti has taken great pains to

vindicate it. He ascribes it to a spirit ofgallantry, de-

rived from the ages of chivalry, and much heightened

and refined by the revival of the Platonic philosophy in

Italy, about the thirteenth century j and by the verses

of Petrarch in compliment to the beautiful Laura, and

his numerous imitators.

CICLUT, or CiCLUcH, a strong frontier town of

Dalmatia, situated on the river Narentba, in £• Long.

18. 22. N. Lat. 43. 29. It is surrounded with wails

built in the ancient manner, and was taken by the Ve-
netians from the Turks in 1694.
CICONES, a people of Thrace near the Hebrus.

Ulysses at bis return from Troy conquered them, and
plundered their chiefcity Ismarus. They tore to pieces

Orpheus for bis obscene indulgencies.

CICUTA, properly signifies a hollow intercepted

between two knots, of the stalks or reeds of which

the ancient shepherds used to make their pipes. It is

now, however, generally used to signify the water-hem-

lock, and also the common sort ; but Linnseus bas de-

scribed the latter under the old name of Conium.
See that article.

There are three species of water-hemlock \ the virosa,

the bulbifera, and the maculata. Of these the first is

the only one remarkable, and that for the poisonous

qualities of its roots, which have been often known to

destioy children who ate them for parsnips.

CicuTA is also used, chiefly among the ancients,

for the juice of liquor expressed from the above plant,

being the common poison wherewith the state crimi-

nals at Athens were put to death : Though some have

suggested, that the poisonous draught to which the

Atl^iaAS doomed t^ir criminals was an inspissated

juice compounded of the juice of cicuta anS some other Cleiita
corrosive herbs.

|
Socrates drank the r/ctr/a.*—Plato, in his dialogue Cilicia,

on the immortality of the soul, observes, that “ The * ^

executioner advised Socrates not to talk, fur fear of
causing the cicuta to operate too slowly.” M. P^it,
in bis Observationes Miscellanea!^ remarks, that this

advice was not given by the executioner out of hu-
manity, but to save the cicuta ; for be was only allow-

ed so much poison per ann. which, if he exceeded, lie

was to fiirnish at bis own expence. This construction

is confirmed by a passage in Plutarch : the executioner
who administered the cicuta to Pbocion, not having
enough, Phocion gave biro money to buy more) ob-
serving by the way, that it was odd enough, that at
Athens a man roust pay for every thing, even for his

own death.”

CID, Roderigo Dias le, a Castilian oflScer, who
was very successful against the Moors, under Ferd^
naod II. king of Castile ; but whose name would hard-
ly have been remembered, if Corneille had not made
bis passion for Chiinene the sobject of an admired tnn
gedy, founded on a simple but affecting incident. The
Cid is desperately in love with Chimene, dai^hter
of the count dc Gomes ; but he it at variance with
the count, ahd being challenged by him, kills him
in a duel. The conflict between love and honour in

the breast of Chiinene, who at length pardons aod
marries the Cid, forms the beauty of the piece. He
died in 1^8.
CIDARIS, in antiquity, the mitre used by the Jew-

ish bigb-priests. The Rabbins say, that the bonnet
used by priests in general was made of a piece of lineu

cloth 16 yards long, which covered their heads like a
helmet or turban ) and they allow no other difference

between the bigh-priest*8 bonnet and that of other

priests, than that the one is flatter, and more in the

form of a tnrban ; whereas that worn by ordinary

priests rose something more in a point.

CIGNANI, Carlo, an Italian painter, was bom at

Bologna in 1628 : and was the disciple of Albani. He
was esteemed by Pope Clement XI. who nominated
him prince of the academy of Bologna, and loaded him
with favours. Cignani died at For 11 in 1719. The
cupola of la Madona del Fuoco at Forli, in which be

represented Paradise, is an admirable work. His prin-

cipal pictures are at Rome, Bologna, and Forli.

CIGOLI, or CivoLi, the painter. See Civou.
CILIA, the Eye-lashes. See Anatomy Index.
CILIATED leaf, among botanical writers, one

surrounded wiih parallel filaments somewhat like the

hairs of the eyelids.

CILICIA, an ancient kingdom of Asia, lying be»

tween the 36th and 40th degree of north latitude:

bounded on the east by Syria, or rather by Mount
Amanus, which separates it from that kingdom ) by
Pamphylia on the west ) by Isauria, Cappadocia, and
Armenia Minor, on the north ) and by the Mediter-

ranean sea on the south. It is so surrounded by steep

and craggy mountains, chiefly Taurus and Amanus,
that it may be defended by a handful of resolute men
against a numerous army, there being but three nar-

row passes leading into it, commonly called Pyiee C/-

Hcia^ or the gates of Cilicia ; one on the side of Cap-
padocia^
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C^mbrr. under the consul Papirlus €arbo« On the approach of
" V the Roman army, the Olrabri made proposals of peace.

The consul pretended to accept of it ^ but having

thrown them into a disadvantageous situation, trea-

cherously attacked their camp. His perfidy was reward-

ed as it deserved \ the Cimbri ran to arms, and not

only repulsed the Romans, but, attacking them in their

turn, utterly defeated them, and obliged the shattered

remains of their forces to conceal themselves in the

neighbouring forests. After this victory the Cimbri

entered Transalpine Gaul, which they quickly filled

with slaughter and desolation. Here they continued

five or six years, when another Roman army under the

consul Silanus marched against them. This general

met with no better success than Carbo had done. His
army was routed at the first onset •y in consequence of

which, all Narbonne Gaul was exposed at once to the

ravages of these barbarians.

About 105 years before Christ, the Cimbri began

to threaten the Roman empire itself with destruction.

The Gauls marched from all parts with a design tojoin

them, and to invade Italy. The Roman army was com-

manded by the proconsul Caepio, and the consul Mal-
lius *y but as these two commanders could not agree,

they were advised to separate, and divide their forces.

This advice proved tlie ruin of the whole army. The
Cimbri immediately fell upon a strong detachment of

the consular army commanded by M. Aurelius Scanrus,

which they cut off to a man, and made Scaurus him-

self prisoner. Mallius being greatly intimidated by
this defeat, desired a reconciliation with Csepio, but

was haughtily refused. He moved nearer the consul,

however, with his army, that the enemy might not be

defeated without his having a share in the action. The
Cimbri, by this movement, imagining the commanders

bad made up their quarrel, sent ambassadors to Mallius

with proposals of peace. As they could not help go-

ing through Csepio's camp, he ordered them to be

brought before him
j
but finding they were empower-

ed to treat only with Mallius, he could scarce be re-

strained from putting them to death. His troops, how-

ever, forced him to confer with Mallius about the pro-

posals sent by the barbarians : but as Csepio went to

the consul’s tent against his will, so he opposed him in^

every thing j
contradicted with great obstinacy, and

insulted him in the grossest manner. The deputies 011

their return acquainted their countrymen that the mis-

understanding between the Roman commanders still

subsisted
^
upon which the Cimbri attacked the camp

of Caepio, and the Gauls that of Mallius. Both were

forced, and the Romans slaughtered without mercy.

Eighty thousand citizens and allies of Rome, with

40,000 servants and sutlers, perished on that fatal day.

In short, of the two Roman armies only zo men, with

the two generals, escaped to carry the news of so dread-

ful a defeat. The conquerors destroyed all the spoil, pur-

suant to a vow they had made before the battle. The
gold and silver they threw into the Rhone, drowned

the horses they bad taken, and put to death all the pri-

soners.

The Romans were thrown into the utmost conster-

nation on the news of so terrible an overthrow. They
saw themselves threatened with a deluge of Cimbri

and Gauls, numerous enough to overrun the whole

oouutry. They did not, however, despair. A new
I

army was raised with^ incredible expedition ^ no citi- Cimbrt

zen whatever who was fit to bear arms being exempt- y —
ed. On ibis occasion also, fencing-masters were first

introduced into the Roman camp ^ by which means the

soldiers were soon rendered in a manner invincible.

Marins, who was at that time in high reputation on

account of his victories in Africa, was chosen com-
mander, and waited for the Cimbri in Transalpine

Gaul : but they had resolved to enter Italy by two
different ways ^ the Cimbri over the eastern, and the

Teutones and other allies over the western Alps. Tlie

Roman general, therefore, marched to oppose the lat-

ter, and defeated the Ambrones and Teutones with

great slaughter*. The Cimbri, in the mean time,«9ce^fl
entered Italy, and struck the whole country with ter-Wi«sao
ror. Catullus and Sylla attempted to oppose them

;

bat their soldiers were so intimidated by the fierce

countenances and terrible appearance of these barba-

rians, that nothing could prevent their flying before

them. The city of Rome was now totally defence^

less •y and, hi^d the Cimbri only marched briskly for-

wards they had undoubtedly become masters of it;

but they waited in expectation of being joined by their

allies the Ambrones and Teutones, not having heard

of tlieir defeat by Marius, till the senate bad time to

recal him to the defence of his country. By their or-

der he joined bis army to that of Catullus and Sylla;

and upon that union was declared commander in chief.

The Roman army consisted of 52,3CXD men. The ca-

valry of the Cimbrt were no more than 15,000, but
their foot seemed innumerable ; for, being drawn up
in a square, they are said to have covered 30 furlongs.

The Cimbri attacked the Romans with the utmost

fury ; but, being unaccustomed to bear the heats of

Italy, they soon began to lose tbeir strength, and were
easily overcome. But they bad put it out of tbeir

power to fly ; for, that they might keep their ranks

the better, they had, like true barbarians, tied them-
selves together with cords fastened to their belts, so

that the Romans made a most terrible havoc of them.

The battle was therefore soon over, and the whole

day employed only in the most terrible butchery. An
hundred and twenty thousand were killed on the field

of battle, and 60,000 taken prisoners. The victorious

Romans then marched to the enemy’s camp, where
they had a new battle to fight with the women, whom
they found more fierce than even their husbands bad

been. From their carts and waggons, which formed

a kind of fortification, they discharged showers of darts

and arrows on friends and foes without distinction.

They first suffocated their children in their arms,

and then put an end to their own lives. The greatest

part of them hanged themselves on trees. One was
found hanging at a cart iVilh two of her children at

her heels. Many of the men, for want of trees and
stakes, tied strings in running knots about their necks,

and fastened them to the tails of their horses, and tlie

horns and feet of their oxen, in order to strangle them-

selves that way ;
and thus the whole multitude was de-

stroyed.

The country of the Cimbri, which, after this ter-

rible catastrophe, was left a mere desert, was again

peopled by the Scythians
;
who being driven by Pom-

pey out of that vast space between the Euxine and the

Caspian sea, marched towards the north and west of

Europe,
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Cinltri Jlorope, tubdaing all the nations they met with in their

CiaioKa.
They conquered Bnssia, Saxony, 'Westphalia,

and other countries as far as Finland, Norway, and

Sweden. It is pretended that Wodin their leader, tra-

versed so many conntries, and endeavonred to snbdoe

them, only with a view to excite the people against

the limans y and that the spirit of animosity which

be had excited operated so powerfully after his death,

that the northern nations combined to attack it, and

never ceased their incursions till it was totally sub-

verted.

CIMEX, or Bug, in Zoology^ a genus of insects

belonging to the order of hemiptera* See EirroMO-

LOGY I^x.
The methods of expelling honse bugs are various, as

oil of turpentine, the smoke of corn-mint, of narrow-

leaved wild cress, of berb-robert, of the reddish agaric,
‘

of mustard, Guinea pepper, peats, or turf, &c. See

also Bug and Cimicifuga.
CIMICIFUGA. See Botakt Index.

The cimicifuga foetida has obtained the name of

cimicijuga^ or bughane^ both in Siberia and Tartary,

from its property of driving away those insects; and

the botanists of tnose parts of Europe which are infest-

ed with them have long desired to naturalise it in their

several countries. Groelin mentions that in Siberia

the natives also use it as an evacuant in dropsy, and

that its effects are violently emetic and drastic*

CIMMERII, anciently a people near the Fains

Mseotls. They invaded Asia Minor 1284 years be-

fore Christ, and seized upon the kingdom of Cyaxa-

res. After they had been masters of the country for

28 years, they were driven back by Alyates king of

Lydia. The name also of another nation on the west-

ern coast of Italy. The country which they inhabit-

ed was supposed to be so gloomy, that to express a

great obscurity, the expression of Cimmerian darkness

has proverbially been used ; and Homer, according to

Plutarch, drew his images of hell and Pluto from the

gloomy and dismal country where they dwelt.

CIMIMERIUM, in Ancient Geography^ a town at

the mouth of the Palus Mseotis ; from which the Bos-

phorus Cimmerius is named ; that strait which joins the

Euxine and the Palus Mseotis. Cimmerii was the name

of the people (Homer) : and here stood the Fromon-

torium Cimmerium (Ptolemy); and hence probably

the modern appellation Crim.

Cimmerium, in Ancient Geography^ k place near

Baiae, in Campania, where formerly stood the cave of

the sibyl. The people were called Cimmerii^ whe liv-

ing in subterraneous habitations, from which they is-

sued in the night to commit robberies and other acts

of violence, never saw the light of the sun (Homer).

To give a natural account of this fable, Festus says,

there was a valley surrounded with a pretty high ridge,

which precluded the morning and evening sun.

CIMOLIA TERRA, in Natural History^ a name ap-

plied by the ancients to aneearth, at one time much
employed in medicine ; but which later a^ have sup-

posed to be no other than our tobacco-pipe clay and

fullers earth.

The cimolia terra of the ancients was found In se-

veral of the islands of the Archipelago, particularly

in the island of Cimolus, from whence it has its name.

It was used with great success in the erysipelas, in-
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ffammations, and the like, being applied by way of Cimolim

cataplasm to the part. They also used, as we do, H

what we call cimolia^ or fullers earth, for the cleansing

of clothes. This earth of the ancients, though so long ’

disregarded, and by many supposed to be lost, is yet

very plentiful in Argentiere Ahe ancient Cimolus),

Sphanto, and many of those islands. It is a marl of

a lax and crumbly texture, and a pure bright white

colour, very soft to the touch. It adheres firmly to

the tongue, and, if thrown into water, raises a little

hissing and ebullition, and moulders to a fine powder.

.
It makes a considerable effervescence with acids, and
suffers no change of colour in the fire. These are the

characters of what the ancients called simply terra cf-

moliai but besides this, they had from the same place

another earth which they called by the same general

name, but distinguished by the epithet purple, purpu-
reectns. This they described to be fattlsh, cold to the

touch, of a mixed purple colour, and nearly as bard as

a stone. And this was evidently the substance we call

steatites^ or the soap»rock^ common in Cornwall, and al-

so in the island of Argentiere, or Cimolus.

Cimolia Alba^ the officinal name of the earth of
which we now make tobacco-pipes. Its distinguishing

characters are, that it is a dense, compact, heavy earth,

of a dull white colour,, and very close texture; it will

not easily break between the fingers, and slightly stains

the skin in handling. It adheres firmly to the tongue

;

melts very slowly in the mouth, and is not readily dif-

fusible in water. It is found in many places. That
of the isle of Wight is much esteemed for its colour.

Great plenty of it is found near Pole in Dorsetshire,

and near Wedensbnry in Staffordshire.

Cimolia N^a^ is of a dark lead colour, bard, dry,

and heavy : of a smooth compact texture, and not vis-

cid : it does not colour the bands ; crumbles when dry ;

adheres to the tongue ; diffuses slowly in water
; and

is not acted upon by acids. It boms perfectly white,

and acquires a considerable hardness. The chief pits

for this clay are near Northampton, where it is used in

the manufacture of tobacco-pipes. It is abo mixed
with the critche clay of Derbyshire, in the proportion

of one part to three, in the manufacture of the hard
reddish brown ware.

CIMOLUS, in Ancient Geography^ one of the Cy-
clades, now called Argentiere.

CIMON, an Athenian, son of Miltiades and He-
gisipyle. He was famous for bis debaucheries in his

youth, and the reformation of bis morals when arrived

to years of discretion. He behaved with great cou-

rage at the battle of Salamis, and rendered himself po-

pular by his munificence and valour. He defeated

the Persian fleet, took 200 ships, and totally routed

their land army, the very same day, A. U. C. 284.

The money that be bad obtained by his victories was not

applied for his own private use, but with it be fortified

and embellished the city. He some time after lost all

bis popularity, and was banished by the Athenians, who
declared war against the Lacedaemonians. He was re-

called from bis exile, and at bb return he made a re-

conciliation between Lacedaemon and bis countrymen.

He was afterwards appointed to carry on the war a-

gainst Persia in Egypt and Cyprus, with a fleet of 200
ships, and on the coast of Asia he gave battle to the

enemy, and totally ruined their fleet, A. U. C. 304.
U He
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^Cyprus, He may fee calted llie last of tfie GVeew

Cinchona.

j

^y^osg spirit and bdldnefts defeated ifee armies oi t ie

' liarbanatis. He was such kn inveterate enemy to t le

I^rsiah power, .that forhied a plan of tplaily de-

stroying it^ aiid in tils wars lie Had 'so rediicbd uie

Persians, tbat they Promised in a treaty hoi to piss

the blielldhhiah iMano^s with ttieir approach

Within a day’s journey of the tJreciah Icai, Sfee At-
tic,

day^s journey

t^MAtit)A, a province of ^le'xlcd tn Sodtli A-
iherica, abounding in corn, cattle, and cotton

\
and

rendered extremely picturesque by k Itumher of beau-

tiful casckdbs df clear water that fall down from the

mdiibtaihs. It lips dh the eistehi coast of the sea

of taiifdrhra, hut la how Included in tbe province of

Sdhd'ri^

CtNARA, the AR^i‘ctf6k£. S'cctVkAkA, l8b-

Tany Indci^

feed ) 6̂tav\ Th^cx.

AccoVdiiig to some, the Perdvikhs learned the h^
of the bark of this tree by observing certain, animals

kfrcctcd with i’ntermittenls in'strnctrvefy led to it j whil^

dihers sky, that a Ppruvhm hivlhg ah agdc, was cured

by happening d^nhk of a Jpodl whTA, from some

trees having Talleh into it, tasted dt cinchona 5 and Its

use In gangrene w Vkid to have orTglhatea Trdm its cur-

ing bhe In ah kgolsn pi^tieht. About the year

the Ikdy of the Spanish vTceroy, the (^nfiitisba del tin-

choh, was cuVed^ the bark, which has therefore heeh

called or (^{Hthoncs^ XjhinacHi»

ha di ChtricKthd^ Kinakind or ^inktha^ Qiiina^dina or

Qc^izjtrt/in / and from the interest yfhTch the cardinal

& Lugo and the Jesuit fathers fook In dwtrihtftlon.

It has been cafled Cortex *6r ^ulvts de

rafrvthy ^c.

OA Its ‘ffrst introduction Trvto feoVdj^, it was repro-

bated^ by many eminent physicians 5 ana k*t difeVent pe-

riods long after, it was considered a dangerous remedy^

bill its cnarecter, ih process of time, heckme very uni-

versally Vstabtished. 5Pdr a tiiimher of years, 'the hark

which 18 rofle^ up into AoVt tbich eiiills, wltli a rough

coat, and a bright cinbambn cbTour in the inside,

which broke brittje, and was sound, had an aromatFc

flkvour, a bitteifrsh astringent tasfe, with a degree of

aromatic warmth, was esteemed the bVst'j 'though some
esteemed the large pieces as 'of equal goodness, bur-

^ the time of the late "war, in the year ij^9, fhb

j^ss^ frigate took a fepahish ship, loaded princ^ally

with Peruvian bark, ‘which was much larger, thicker,

and of a deeper ‘faddish colour 'than the bark 'in com-

mon use. Soon after it wa's brought ‘(6 iLondoir, it was

tried in*St Bartholomew’s Hospital, abd ih other hospi-

tals about town, and, was said to be more ellTcacious

than the quill bark. I'his put pfactitibneVs upon exa-

mining into the history of the oaih, oh trying experi-

ments with i^ and of malting cbnFparatrVe trials of its

effects with those of the bant in comihdn use dn pa-

tients labouring under intermittent complaints, in

July 17*82, fjr William Baundersqiiibllshed ah account

of ^is red bark, in which he says that the small quill

bark used In ^England is either *fhe bark of young

trees, or of the twigs orhrknclies of the old oncs j

and that the Istrgc bark, calted the 'red^drlc^tvom the

difep colour, is Ibbhark bf *tffeffuhk of 'the oTdtk^es)

2

j C I t#

Ih and be hiebtibhs a Mr Arqot, Who hlrn^lf gifhefi

(fee bkrk froW llie lrefe§ iH PeHi \ kttd \tofIs. Cbhd

mind, who giV'eS k‘ri accodiit bf ihd tttd id the M
moiH bf Ihb Acbdehiy of SciehceS kt thris (B l!

year 1^3^ j
who bolh say, that laklhg Ihd birk ftd

ah bl(i tfte bffecluatty RiHi llj hdt that iVi^ bf tl

young irees which are harked Hfcovi^f, ahd bbhtih

hekllny ; and Ihkt for ihbse rekiohl Mie SpahikrtlB nt

harked the jrouhger trees fof fbrelgri liiarKttf. tbohj

they still Imported into Spkih some bf thft blih bf t

old trees, which they esteemed to be mnch rodtb

cacious than \vhkt Was got fr6Hi the ydtktl){. Fk
thelie accouhls l)r Skuriders boheVudei, iftkt thb Ikr

red bark brought to London in the year WkS

thb same kind a* that uSed hy Sydennabi kba Mb^o
as it ankwe^ra to the description of ihb baric usfed

ihei^time, which is glVeh by Ifalb khd btnitf Wrirt

oh thb rhatbrla hiedica, Who wbrb theif dbntbhiJkoWirii

Dr Saunders says, that it ft not btil^ fetf'ohgef ai

pope resinous, but likewise mbfe efficabibub khd bbrta

Th Its efiect, thah thb comnibh Wk^ aftd hid Cir

ihany agues after tbe dther had faih^.

A species of cTnbhona has *a1 s6 bbeh \JfttoVbrbd

the West India islands, particiitiriy ih Ikihitbi. R
accuriitefy described ttr Wright, ttndfet thfe til

pt tihchdna Udmatcensiit^ In k P^P®^ ^Ohli'shbd iti t

Fhilbkb^hical Transactions, Ih Jainaica it ft ball

the Bea^side ieech^ and groWs 1h*om id to 40 febt hi^

Ifbe white, furrowed, thick outer birk ft ’hot bSei

the dark brown inner bark has the bo'hihioa ftiYbt

with A mixed kind of k taste, at Ihrst fif boike-radi

and iglnger, becoming at last bitter and astrihgebt.

sebtns to give but more extractive mattet tbah the d
choha bmcinalis. feome of it was imj^rted ffohi

liucia, in conseqnehce of its having been ufeed With i

anta^ In tbe army ind navy during tbe la^^t ’war j
a|

ft hajJateTy keen treated ot at xonsidetikhle length

lir Kentish, under the titfe of !St Af/rra %ork, IT

fresh hark is found to be conslderabW emetib and i

tbaytic, which properties ft ft said to lose oh 6mtg,
The palb and red are chiefly in use Th firital

Itke pale is brought to hs in pieces of difierent siK

eTthe’r Idat or quilled, and fhe .powder is rather ot

lighter colour than that of cinnamon. The red is
|

neratly in much targev, thicker, idaftish pieces, I

Sometirr^s also in the tbrm of quills, and its powder
reddish

,

like that of Armenian ho'le. As already <

served, It is inticli tndre resinous, and pbssesses the s<

sible qualities of the cinchona in a ’mucb bi^er flegi

than the other sorts
; and tbe mbre nearly 'fbe otl

kinds resemble the red hark, the better they are il

considered. The red hark is heavy, Bilto, sound, a

dry ;
friable between the teeth ^ does not separate ii

fibres
;
and breaks, hot shivery, bat short, close, a

smooth. It lias ^hree layers
j tbe ohter is thin, in

ged, of a reddish brown colour, but frequently co^
ed with mbssy matter

y
j^be middle is thicker, m

compact, darker coloured, very resinous, brittle, s

yields fiiht fo the pestle^ fbe inmost Is more woO'

fihVoiis, and of a brighter red.

The Peruvian bark yields its virtues both to e
and boiling water ^

hut the decoction is thicker, gi

diit its taste itrore readily, and forms an ink wftl

chailybeate more auddenly tbah tbe fresh cold infusl

This ibfiftidD, however, cbhtalbs a*t leatt aa ynacb
trad
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timctive matter, but loare in a etate of aalMtioP i Ati

-'eolaar, standiag topie tliae nit^ Ui^pbaljrbeatf, be?

Msee darker, wbiia tbet of the 4lefiQptiQn bae^er
more faint. When they are of a aertaip age* the ad?
dHion of a oba^beate repdem ih^n gceen $ and when
this ae the case, they acf found to be in a Htate of fier?

aMtataan, and eftte. A|Ud or cauatic al|udie«, or

lime, precipitate the eatraotive matter, nrbiqb in tbo

case ofthe paaatic alkali is radimolved hj a fapthorad?

dkian of the alkali. Lime-water precipitates Unr (eom

a freoh iaduiion than from a fresh dscoctiop j apd in the

Keipkate of abis last some mild earth is pecceptibifi.

I million is by age reduced to the same sb|te mtb
the fresh decoction, and then ithey deposke mmriy an
signal quantity of mild eaeth and extnmtivc matter » so

that lime-water, as well as a chalybeate, may he nso4

ns a teat of the «dature sUengtb, and perishable nature

of the dilBerent psepacatioas, and of difieipnt sharks.

^Acordsngiy nold infnaions an found by eape^imants

pp he leas perUlmbfe than decnotions ; infusioos and dor

cociupis of jtbe red bask than :those* of the pale s those

ofefae rad bark, however, areipjnod by len^ it time

|oaepai»te more mild earth .wkh the lime-water^ pad
HMce axtfaiciine matter. Lime-water, as precifptatgaig

the axtiqcliife matter, appeaep an equaliy ^mpedper and
disagreeable menstruum.

Water is found to soapepd the swsin hv means of

snneh iess gnm 4han has bean supposed. Aboehol

oxtfncts .a UUaenass, but no astrioganoj, ienm
asdmmidM aSosians ofeoidjoater^ and^water axtramU
wstsiogrney, iuit no bitterness, from the rcaidanm pfas
many oflusioas of alcohol. The residuum in both is

im^.
ffom many ingenis«m<eapeidineiks the £e-

eoBtan bark i^r Irvine, plnQbmseAQW puUi^n in

^diiatentation mbioh gained 4be peue medal gixan ;by

she Randan Society of <£dinbttrgh for ^e
pewer nf jdiffMrent snonstrua, las aOing upon j^oiuap
hack, is mspeetnined with greater Aocurpey thanhqddN^
lim>b|pen dpaej; and it appears, Abat juitb easpect to

mampafative pomer, itbe i^ds after roaotioaod laet in
ahe aider in esbioh^tbay ace planed.

Daloified spirit ^f yidol.

Caustic ley.

trench iiipn^.

^h^msh wine.

Soft water.

Vinegar and water,

dd'olqifiei spirit of nltK.

&fild .voUtile alkali.

Alcehol.

fifUci yegetajble ^Ikali.

Lime-water.

4mrable. 4. Spmtuppf tinctpup ; this is hssf wadn ciachooa.
wijLb propf-spirit. 5. The depiction : this pi^jpuration, ^

^ou^ fimqapptlf ployed, is ypt in many irespeptf

iolorior even to a sim^f wptery iofufioo*

The best form is that ojP powder, in which the
constituent par4 are ip the ipp^ pffectid peopgrtipn.

The c;pld iofpsipn, which can bp made ip a few W-
nntes by agitatipp, the spirituous tincMire, pud tbp
eatrapt^ aip likewise prqpcr in this rrfpppf* Eof cp-

w}ug the tps^e, .differput patients require ^Ssdant ge-

hWb f JiflPww, gwmatips. apids, popt-wipa, awaU
bear, ppx<ay, milkiibutterTmilk, fee. are frequently,em-

ployed j and itfewe who the tastp of^ it-

self, vfgry m their aufiwpts to which the pf^je^iVPO is
due ^ or it paay be given inUm pf eteapary wUh epr-

yont jeHy, or with brapdy or rnm*
T^actiMup^ hs.ve dlQered nipch with regard ^ the

mode of operation of the Peruvian bark. Some bhltO

saccibed its watpas merely to p a^mplant power, fut
while the strong^ pod perma^pf stn^nii bavg
by no pwai\8 the same eflfcpt with bork }n the cpre pf

disnasps, the itself shows haidly a^y stiwl^t
power, eitbor ftem its action on the MAmaeh, or on
other sensible ppi^ to which it is applied. Fpoip jtf

aot iop dead animal fibnis, there he no doubt pf
Us hevpg.a powfpl astringent j and ftomifs good rf-

fects in certain casqs pf,disease, there is to mrmm that it la p stUl more powerful ^nic. To
Umc power some fhink than its actiqn as ae
is ^0 be ontimly.aUrihptedi bat tbM, indeBandeptjly

of this, it has ^ vmjy gowesful eflfect ,ip m^istiogw
ieptic process to wbi^smlmoldmhstapcesate
•ulyecH, >&ppeam beyond all dispote, ftom
in remstipg pouaafaction, not onJ^ ip dead pnip^
lids, bpt even in .animal dnids, when entirely detm^
from the iimif ^ody.

fiot.aUhon^ it be admitted itbat the Fe^man hmfe
acts>powerfidly as an astrinpnt, as a,tome, as an
antiseptic j yet these principles wMl by rPo means ex-
plain idl >tbe rSP^cts ideuyed from At in Jhe .pure pf dis-

eases. And aoppirdipgly, from no artibpiail cqmhi^-
tiou in .which ^ese .powers ^qsrnhmedt or in whi^
they exist Ayep to a,higher dpgr^, can ^ gqod .cm>-
sequences reuniting from Ferpyian hark 4^0 .qb^uioed.

Many praatitioners, tbprefrre, pro .disims^ -te T»ew it

naaspecific. If^ a Apeoifewe mean OP infallilde re-

medy, it .canpot indeed be ponsidered jis qn^tled to

dbat jtppeUaUan j but m as fay as it is^a .reir .poweifrd
remedy, of the operation of which no sa^^sfretpry ex-
.pluatiun Jui8 yet been giyep, it may WA^ great pro-

liriety he denominated a specific. )dpt wba^er its

jmie of.operptioq may be, 4wfe cpn bew di>d>t that

it is daily employed with success in a grf^.ypliety pf
different idiseases.

* The iwntamptic .powers nf .vinegar and ibark .unitqd

nee 4onb|e ;Um anm of those .taken separately. Tim
.inetringent pnmr^of ithe J|qurk is inoseased/hy..eii|pburic

.ramd nod the bitter taste isdestroyed by it.

3The.iSffcuial v|irtpaca)ioas xif <ihe bark 4oe, The
powder: of this, the first parcel.that.pmseSitheniave,

Jbsmgdlmjnostjosinous.aad brUtleJayer, islbestrong-

-nst. a. Xhe extsaot : 4he .watery ond apiijftiioua ex-

itaant oonjained form (the >niD8t pnaper .pmpargtiims .ff

this kind. 3. Theresia: this cAonpt.peohapaibe.ob-

Cqtned sapaiatefromlhe.gipnmy^ast, nor .mould it bn

It was first intrpduned,,as, bps already dM|cp,am^
the cure jof intermittent fevers^ and m these, yiihen

^mperly exhibij^, it jcmfr frils jsf ^raqti-
tlooers, however, have differed with regj^.to the bpSt

.mode ofn^bibitio^ •, .some prirrer gfripg it ,^st ^before

some .during the <fit, pthars inunqdmtely a(t|w
.it. <SomeKOggin, .order it in 4he.quaptky of an nmicf,
,beteen the fiU; the dpso ,beipg ,ttxe more /ryqueot
.lum iaigec.accnrdmg freqnency.of the fru
this mode of exhibition, although it .PCfbsps

jomaliwfis kad dP aq^qynMpt ofjm» hark.lhan
U 2 18
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Cinchona, is necessary^ we consider as upon the whole preferable,
' ' — V- " from being best suited to most stomachs. The requisite

quantity is very different in different ca^es ; and in

many vernal intermittents it seems even hardly neces-

sary.

It often pukes or purges, and sometimes oppresses

the stomach. These, or any other effects that may
take place, are to be counteracted by remedies parti-

cularly appropriated to them. Thus, vomiting is of-

ten restrained by exhibiting it in wine j looseness, by

combining it widi opium ^
and oppression at stomach,

by the addition of an aromatic. But unless for ob-

viating particular occurrences, it is more successful

when exhibited in its simple state than with any addi-

tion }
and there seems to be little ground for believing

that its powers are increased by crude sal ammoniac,

or any other additions which have freqnently been

made.

It is now given, from the very commencement of

the disease, without previous evacuations, which, with

the delay of the bark, or under doses of it, by retard-

ing the cure, often seem to induce abdominal inflam-

mation, schirros, jaundice, hectic, dropsy, &c. symp-

toms formerly imputed to the premature or intempe-

rate use of the bark, but which are best obviated by its

early and large use. It is to be continued not only till

the paroxysms cease, but till the natural appetite,

strength, and complexion, return. Its use is then to

be gradually left off, and repeated at proper Intervals

to secure against a relapse ; to which, however unac-

countable, independently of the recovery of vigour,

there often seems to be a peculiar disposition, and
especially when the wind blows from the east. Al-

though, however, most evacuants conjoined with the

Peruvian bark in intermittents are rather prejudicial

than otherwise, yet it is of advantage, previoos to its

use, to empty the alimentary canal, particularly the

stomach ^ and on this account good effects are often

obtained from premising an emetic.

It is a medicine which seems not only suited to both

formed and latent intermittents, but to that state of fi-

bre on which all rigidly periodical diseases seem to de-

pend } as periodical pain, inflammation, hemorrbSgy,

spasm, cough, loss of external sense, &c.
Bark is now used by some in all continlied fevers:

at the same time attention is paid to keep the bowels

clean, and to promote when necessary the evacuation of

redundant bile ^ always, however, so as to Weaken as

little as possible.

In confluent small-pox, it promotes languid eruption

and suppuration, diminishes the fever through the

whole course of it, and prevents or corrects putrescence

and gangrene^

In gangrenous sore throats it is much used, as it is

externally and internally in every species of gangrene.

In contagious dyseutery, after due evacuation, k
has been used by the mouth, and by injection with and

without opium.

In all those hemorrhagies called passwe^ and which

it is allowed all hemorrhagies are very apt to become,

and likewise in other increased discharges, it is much
used $

and in certain undefined cases of hseoioptysis,

some allege that it is remarkably effectual when joined

with an absorbent.

I| is used for obviatinj^ the disposition to oenrons and

convulsive diseases; and some have great confidence cioclioa
in it joined wit|^ sulphuric acid, in cases of phthisis,

|f

scropbnla, ill-conditioned ulcer, rickets, scurvy, and Cinoas.

in states of convalescence.

In these cases, in general, notwithstanding the nse

of the acid, it is proper to conjoin it with a milk diet.

In dropsy, not depending on any particular local

affection, it is often alternated or conjoined with diu-

retics, or other evacuants
; apd by its early exhibition

after the water is once drawn off, or even begins to

be freely discharged, a fresh accumulation is prevented,

and a radical cure obtained. In obstinate venereal

cases, particularly those which appear under the form
of pains in the bones, the Peruvian bark it often snc-

cessfully subjoined to mercury, or even given in con-

jonctlon with it.

CINCINNATUS, the Roman dictator, was taken

from the plough, to be advanced to the dignity of

consol, in which oflice he restored public tranquillity,

and then returned to his rural employments. Being
called forth a second time to be dictator, he conquered

the enemies of Rome, and refosing all rewards, reti-

red again to his farm, after he had been dictator only

16 days. The same clrcnmstance occurred once more
in the 8otb year of bis age. He died 376 years be-

fore Christ.

Order of Cincinnatus^ or the Cincmnatt\ n society

which was established in America soon after the

peace, and consists of the generals and oflBcers of the

army and navy of tbe United States. This instito-

tion, called after the name of the Roman dictator

mentioned in tbe preceding article, was intended to

perpetuate the memory of tbe revolution, the friend-

ship of tbe officers, and tbe union of tbe states ; and
also to raise a fund for tbe relief of poor widows and
orphans, whose bnsbands and fathers bad fallen during

the war, and for their descendants. The society was
sobdivided into state societies, which were to meet on
the 4th of July, and with other business depute a num-
ber of their members to convene annually in general

meetings. The members of the institution were to be
distinguished by wearing a medal, emblematical of tbe

design of the society ; and the honours and advantages

were to be hereditary in the eldest male heirs, and in

default of male Issne, in tbe collateral male heirs. Ho-
norary members were to be admitted, hot without tbe

hereditary advantages of the society ; and provided

their number should never exceed the ratio of one to

four of the oflicers or their descendants. Though the

apparent designs of this society were harmless and
honourable, it did not escape popular jealon^. Views
of a deeper nature were imputed to tbe framers, and
tbe institution was censured and opposed as giving

birth to a military nobilitVy of a dangerous aristocratic

power, which might ultimately prove ruinous to the

liberties of the new empire. But the principal groaod
of apprehension was the supposed right of inberitaace

connected with this hononr to render it hereditary

;

which, however, has been given up and totally dU-
clairo^ by tbe society.

CINCTURE, in Architecture^ a ring, list, or orle,

at the top and bottom of tbe shaft of a column, se-

parating the shaft at one end from the base, and at the
other from tbe capital.

CINEAS, a Thessalian, minister and.friend to Pyr-

rhus..
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great liall on bis right faanci ^ to be ezemjited from sub-

sidies and other aids j their heirs to be free from per-

sonal wardship, notwithstanding any ttfnure^ to be

t impleaded in trieir own towns, and not elsewhere ^ not

to be liable to tolls, &c*
The Cmqoe-ports give the following titles: Ha-

stings, a barony to the ancient family of Hnntington t

Homney, to the Mai-dharos : Dover, new barony, to a

branch of the York family ; formerly a dukedom (now
extinct) to the Queensberir family: Sandwich, an

earldom to a branch of the Montagues.

CINTRA, a cape and mountain of Portugal, in the

the province of Estremadnra. It lies on the north aide

of the entrance of the river Tajo }
and is famons fbr a

convention concluded here in August 1 668 between the

generals of the French and British armies.

CINUS, or Cynus, a famous civilian of Fistm In

the 14th century. His commentary on the *0060 was
finished in 1313 >

he also wrote on some parts of the

Digest. He was no less famous for bis Italian poems,

and is ranked among those Who first gave graces to the

Tuscan Jyric poetry.

CINYRA, in the Jewish antfqnities, a mnsieai in-

strument. This, and the Hebrew dnnor^ which is gc-

Derally translated cHhera^ or pzaktHum^ are the

same. It was made of wood, and was played on in 'the

temple of Jerusalem. Josephus says that the ctnyra of

the temple had ten strings, and that it sras tonohed

with a bow. In another place he says that Bolomon
made a great number of them whh a precious kind of

metal called etectrum^ Whereinhe contradicts the ‘Scrip-

tures, Which inform us that Sdlomon*s cinnor$ were
made of wood.

CINYR AS, in fabidous history, a king of Cypnw,
son of Papbgs. He married Cendireis, by whom be

had a daughter coiUed Myrrha. Mynha fefll In love

with her father, and in the flbsence of her mother she

introduced herself into liis bed by means of her fiprse.

'Cinyras had by her a son called Adonis ; ^and when he

*knew (he incest be bad coromitted» he attempted to

stab his daughter, who escaped his pursuit wnd fled to

Arabia, ifthere, after she had brought forth, she was
changed into a tree whidh StilPhears her name. Ciny-

ras, according to some, stabbed 'himsdlf.

CION, or Cyoit, in ‘GorWeitfiig, a young shoot,

sprout, or sprig, put forth by a tree, Grafting Is per-
formed by the application of the cion of One ^ant up-

on the stcMik of another. To produce a stoOk of cions

for grafting, planting, Sec. the gardeners sometimes

cut off the bodies of trees a little above the ground,

and only leave a stnn^i or root standing : the redun-

dant sap will not fail nOlt spring to put forth a great

number ofShoots. Tn dressing dwarf-trees, a great many
cions are tp be cut off.

CIOTA*T, a sea-port town of 'Provente in 'France j

iamons for nluscadme Wine. It is seated on the' bay of

Laquea, between Marseilles and Tonlon ; and the har-

bour is defended by a strong fort. ’£. Long. 5. 30.
N. Lat. 43. 10.

CIPHER, or 'Cypher, one of the Arabic charac-

ters or figures used in .Computation, formed thos, o.

See Arithmetic.
Cipher is dlso a kind of enigmatic character com-

posed of several letters interwoven, which are general-

ly the initial letters of the persons names for whom
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the ciphers are intended. Tbete are (peqaeptlf iim4 CiplM
on se^P, coaches, aad other fiMveqbles.9-nAiicifliilly,^

merebanta and tradesmea were not allowed (a bear
arms : in lieu theveof, bore their ciphers, or the
initial letters of their names, artfiiU^ taterwewea ahoal
a cross, of which we have dtvars mstanoes ao tombs,
&c. See Device.
Cipher, denotes likewise certam aecret charaelpfsv

disguised and varied, osed m writing kttais that con-

tain some secret, aot to be undeistaad hut hj dune ba>

tween whom the cipher is Mreed on.

De la Guilletiere, in bis Lagedmmofisumsmi amdimh
dem^ endeavours to OMdee the aaoiant Spartans <he sn^

ventors of the art of writing in cipher. Tbesr ocytaja,

according to him, was the Biat sketch af this snystess-

ens art : these seytalse wdie two rolien of wiiadt of
equal length and thickness'; ana of them kept hy the
epkori, the ether by *the general af tthe

any expedition agaioet the eaeaiy. l¥he
magistrates would sendany eeiniitsiHlcos to the
they took a slip of parcbmiit, suad retted it any fuWlp
about the scytsrla wi^b they bed laeeived, and io Ibis

state wrote their intentieasy'whicb appeared 'feihmt aal
consistent while (be pavdaBent oondpaed ea the jwll

:

when taken off, the writiag was amiwed, and aithaal
connection, bet was easily retrieved by <tfaegeaead|, n|v
on bis applying it to ins scytala.

Polybius says, that^^sieiw Tactitps, aooo yearn age^
collected together 20 different maaners af wriliiig so

as not to be understood by any but those in ibeaecisat^

wart whereof wese Invented hiaweAf, and need
before his lime.—-Tritbemkis, Cap. Poda, . VigfHMie,
and P. Niceron, have written caDpreesly an the •nh^ant

of cipkers.

As the writing of wpAar is heooam ap net, ao isr(^
readingor unravriling tbereedyesiUed denipktrmgu The
rules of deciphering are dlfferant inAMfeiaut langnagai.

By observing the following, you will toea larise out

*aay common eipher written ^ngliab.

I. Observe the loders or dharaotm lbnt nipet fins-

qttenff^ occur, and set them down for tbe six vawah,
including y, and of these the mostfwqoent will gene-
rally be r, and the least frequent w.

'S. Tbe vowtls that most fcequcntly «enie Ingnlbtr

are ca and on.

3. The coDsenaUt most eemmon'ntdheiend'of Mods
is j, and tbe next (roqnent r and d.

4. When trrn limllir trhsrartnrfT snmr Ihiijr

are most likely to be the consonantsy) /, or .or Ibe
vowels e or 0.

5. The letter that proetdes or ^Uows^wo^Ular
characters is eitber a vowel, or /, m, tis, or r.

'6. Id deciphering, begin with the words thatviwnlint

of a single letter, which will he either a, i, o, or

7. Then lake tbe words oftwo Aotteia, one of whkb,
will be a vowel. Oftbete words4he most .frequent'nne,

on, to, he, by, of, on, or, no, 90,jos, nt,^ m, At,

me, my, us, we, am*

S, .in words of thiwe letters4iwroiare in6st«eninian-

]y two coDsenaots. Of >tbeae woods themost fitiqnant

nre, the, and, not, bnt,yet^far, 4ho^,*houf,.miihyf aii,a^,
she, his, her, OHr,who,may, cmn, dfid,ws, are, hae^had
let, one, two, she, ten, Seme of these, or rthone of
two letters, 'will be found in every senienoe.

9. The most common words of four letters are, this,

• that.
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here^ iomCi masi^ name,

' V tiey, ihem^ whnmy mine^ your^ self^ must, will, Itave, been,

werrfjimr,jiv€, nine, &c.
10. The meat bhUI wiNrda of fiv^ letters, ere, their,

these, thnee, which, where, whiie, since, there, shaU,

might, couUl, womid, ought, three, seven, eight, Slc^

11. Werfb of twe or more syllablet frequently bBgm
nrltb double consonants, or with a proposition y that it,

a tokel joined with one or moee centonante. The most

ooftimen doable oonsototontt are dr,fi,fr, gJ, gr,

pk^ pi, pr, eh, eb, ep, si, th, tr, wh, Wr, itc. and the molt

eomalon prapoeitiona are com, con, de, die, ex, im, in,

M, mis, per, pro, pro, re, sub, ettp, un,

1 2» The double consonants most frequent at the end

of long words, on tk, id. If, mn, nd, ng, rl, rm, rw, rp,

r#| eoi, at, stt, &ta and Uw asdst oeotaion ierminattone

tieo ed, en, &r, es, et, ing, iju, sen, sum, ikn, able, esses,

ski, ment,fidi, iess, mess, &c.
On Plate CXLIV* in Vol. V. fig. 7. is girea an

enalplB of a cipher wrote ia arbitrary s^aractera as is

commonly practised. It will be easily deciphered by

obeeritei; the ruin c bet when the diMoters are all

pkeed ciesb together, as la the exan^la fig. 8. and ae

ti^^fvayt shdiiM b^ the decipbering is meeh aaefe

To deeiphter a wnimg of this eoit, you must fiiet

leek fior Uioee ohaiuoteie that orast fri^iiently oecar,

and set them down for vowels as befitee* Theo eh-

eerto the siaMiar fcharadeie that oome togellier $ hut

Veo esasl jumeiidier that two elich characters may
Mw belong to two words^ Yea aio next to rtnwiwhtr
the cottbmdtioWi of tire or tbm ekameters Ikat ane

note frdynent ^ which will be aeme of tbe worde In

the oevtadi wnd oigbtb of the faregewg ndes y oaA by
oheervfog tbt lotlitr rtdea, yoa wiil in^UIUy diaceeer,

wkh dmk and octontleo, any dpher 'mmto oa tboee

principles.

When Ihe wards wre wrote all ohne together, if

the key to the wi{dier were to he ohaiiged every ward,

hooeidiiig te • Ngalar wntbod agreed oa betwm the

parties, as might he dewe by ekher df the seetbele

medtie^ «n li). helew, with very little ad^tienal

teottbla, Che wrkmg woedd then be wtreiaely diffioak

tode^^er; Theloorger aayletictr writen ni u^iber

f% tbewBoreiBaay ft is to deorpben, as then the eefte-

tkioBS 'oftiberohoraoterswnd Wanfanialieiis are the meiU
freqneati.

TbO tfbikiwwg wre tbe oonteats of%be two feregoing

oiphem, In Which wehttwe trmvted dhe wrderof ‘tbe

words and letters, that they who wre desipoiis oftryeag

tliM^talOOt at demphering, may uoi, hiadvetteutly,

read the explanation before the cipher.

'elwl olio ton dna ebteom ekhw eerht, Baeidifrep

daa iBorcu^Doitiiwc %l eenedavp ib Idat >Miw woy : on,

Boliart, Boelgen & ecnte’dffidni eiti. yltrofas rOltel a ea
deestitwtiaetn^mos dntf /iwhtie, UrOeh ebt maif sewwe
ti tahtWiswm tel wrodi ecaf ymweswterdb iWvenwo.

^tWt 4b tnohwbt tatbgia 8ffat,Aedatic ebt fb fetag

ebi«ereM> elbmcBsa llier edneirf ree dim. reeh wbt dt
(aetomip eb: dteaperp >Ueer -cnoc dna, ytiebil «woy
uttger ol, ykhrwrb eid re. tbgin eht si Bibt, an tsebedi

Behtieiaht, etiepau oeodoo rO.

vioosly agrea b what mannar tbp cards shall be fibt Cieher.
pbcbl, and thsa haw ih^ shall be sboflUd. Thassqp- ^ >

pesa the cards are te be first placed b the order as bere-
after follows, aid thsa shnfi^d by tskiqgoff 3 from the
lop, pottbg the next 1 OTsr thoa, and the (dlowbg 3
oader thorn *, and so altoroaUly. Therelbni the par-

*

ty who roods the cipher first writes the coaUmts of
on 0 separate paper,^ then copies tho fint 32 letters manner,
on the Cards, hy writing one letter oa erery card | he there will

then shoftes them b Ihe manner described, and wriUwr^”’"^*
the second 32 let|ers ; bs sbnfllrs than a second tbte,
nod writes the third letUvn, end 10 of tbs reat. An last,

•cample will make tbs plab* Sopfost the l«|tef to be
as frllows*

I am inJitMmmnk to reUncfyon ; withml
I shgU b$ wkh yest. tks snl^smy in the meon tissss

nhmldwmh$nneussndk,rpnssnbir^ihniy(mowyt9yonr
€smmfs\y, toyour/mmiy,nmdyour4e{f. tint with hd{nour
nr die tniihgU^
Order of the cards before

Uie ist shufle.

Acesj^es induyi
Ton diamen|ls a is ui
Eight hearts snlmoiu

spades ispmi
^be obbe nhisn
Seven ^mond# ' /bps ri
Kine dioamads w fs a f 4 n
Aoedbhs iwkryd
Knave hearte is e^ps
Seaeaifades spiormw
Tea cli^ aiiher
^eo hearts rrho/^
Qonmsfnhm cissi
Eight diamoi;^ h a hy w
Eight cbhs Syoopt
SenwehmuRta oynoho
Queen clubs r 0 nuyh
Nbcepodcs *

Ku^hwmte is)ieuk
Queen diamoads ids os
Ei^epadee sinwso
Kmteeela^ p/n»4g
.Senmchdw stpdy
Aoeheaias yrslr
Jb{ioe<^scts oisiwot
Acedbiaeeds sthssSfd
S#p«eepabw wimni
Ten spades isy t r r
King diamonds 1 1 ib ur
Qasew hearts dihm mst
fKeqg cinbs i n m t h
Knave diamonds nsssm

Contrivancesfor commusncdtinginielligence by Cipher.

h*diy!sns0m tfn^pndctfsards^ fflmpartieawMstfac^

Tbe^mraoa that iwomves»thesecaadsArst pis

In the order agreed on, and transcribes the first .letter

on every card. Be then shuffles them, according to
erder, and transcribes the second letter on each card.
He shuffles them a second time, and transcribes the
third letter, and so of the rest.

di llbe tonrds were to be shuffled the second time by
Chrreswiid dears, the third time by twos and Ibors, fltc.

•twenUanake tbs w^beralill mere difiealt to disco-
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Cipher, ver : though as all ciphers depend on the combination
~

» of letters, there are scarce any that may not be decipher-
ed with time and pains \ as we shall show further on.

Those ciphers are the best that are by their nature most
free from suspicion of being ciphers 5 as, for example,
if the letters were there written with sympathetic ink,

the cards might then pass for a common pack.
II. By a dial. On a piece of square pasteboard

ABCD, fig. 3. 4. draw the circle EFGH, and divide

it into 26 equal par\s, in each of which must be writ-

ten one of the letters of the alphabet.

On the inside of this there most be another circle of
pasteboard, ILMN, moveable round the centre O, and
the extremity of this must be divided into the same
number of equal parts as the other. On this also must
be written the letters of the alphabet, which, however,
need not be disposed in the same order.^ The person with
whom ^ou correspond must have a similar dial, and at the

beginning of your letter you must put any two letters

that answer to each other when you have fixed the dial.

Exam, Suppose you would write as follows :
** If

you will come over to us, you shall have a pension, and
you may still make a sham opposition.** You begin
with the letters which show bow the dial is fixed :

then for If you^ you write un jac, and so for the rest,

as you see at fig. 6.

The same intention may be answered by a ruler, the

upper part of which is fixed, and the lower part made
to slide

f but in this case the upper part most contain

two alphabets in succession, that some letter of that part
may consUntly correspond to one in the lower part.

The divisions standing directly over each other in a
straight line will be much more obvious than in the
circumference of a circle. Or (wo straight pieces of
pasteboard regularly divided, the one containing a sin-

gle, and the other a double alphabet, would answer ex-
actly the same purpose. In this case a blank space may
be left at each end of the single alphabet, and one or
two weights being placed on both the pieces will keep
them steady.

III. T/le corresponding spaces. Take two pieces of
pasteboard or stiff paper, through which you most cut
long squares, at different distances, as you will sec in
the following example. One of these pieces you keep
^urself, and the other you give to your correspondent.
When you would send him any secret intelligence, you
lay the pasteboard upon a paper of the same size, and
in the spaces cut out, you write what yon would have
understood by him only, and then fill op the interme-
diate spaces with somewhat that makes with those words
a different sense.

|I eball be
|
much obliged to you, as reading |alone|

engages my attention present, if you will lend me
any one of the |eight| volumes of the Spectator. I

.
hope you will excuse |this

|
freedom, but for a wioter*8

|evening
|
I

[
dont[ know a better entertainment. If I

[fail
I

to return it soon, never trust me for the time

|to come.|

A paper of this sort may be placed four different
ways, either by potting the bottom at the top, or by
turning it over j and by these means the superfluous

3

words may be the more easily adapted to the sense of -cioliei
the others.

*11

This is a very eligible cipher, as it is free from su- Circassi

spicion, but it will only do for short messages
\ for if

the spaces be frequent, it will be very difficult to make
the concealed and obvious meanings agree together^
and if the sense be not clear, the writing will be liable
to suspicion.

IV. The mustcal^cipher. The construction of this
cipher is similar to that of N® II. The circleEFGH
(flff* 3*) ** 1^ divided into twenty-six equal parts)
in each part there must be written one of the letters
of the alphabet, and on the anterior circle ILMN,
moveable round the centre O, there is to be the same
number of divisions : the circumference of the inner
circle must be ruled in the manner of a music paper)
and in each division there is to be placed a note, dif-
fering either in figure or position. Lastly, within the
musical lines place the three keys, and on the outer
circle, the figures that arc commonly used to denote
the time.

Then provide yourself with a ruled paper, and place
one of the keys, as suppose that oige re so/, against the
time two fourths at the beginning of the paper, which
will inform your correspondent how to fix his circle.
You then copy the notes that answer to the several let-
ters of the words you intend to write, in the manner
expressed at fig. 5.

A cipher of this sort may be made more difficult to
discover by frequently changing the key, and that will
not in the least embarrass the reader. You may like-
wise add the mark % or b to the note that begins a
word, which will make it more easy to read, and at
the same time give the music a more natural aspect.
This cipher is preferable to that of N® II. above, as k
may be inclosed in a letter about common affairs, and
pass unsuspected.

CIPUS, in antiquity, a low column, with an Inscrip-
tion, erected on the high roads, or other places, to show
the way to travellers

) to serve as a boundary
j to mark

the grave of a deceased person, &c. -
CIR, 8t, a village of France, two miles from Ver-

sallies, which was remarkable for a nunnery founded
by Louis XIV. The nuns were obliged to take care
of the education of 250 girls, who could prove their
families to have been noble from the 4th generation on
the father’s side. They could not enter before 7, nor
after 12 years of age} and they continued till they
were 20 years and three months old. The house was
formerly a most magnificent structure.
CIRCARS, Northern, a district of HindosUn.

See SOPPLEMENT.
CIRCASSIA, a laige country of Asia, situated be-

tween forty-two and forty-five degrees of north lati-
tude, and between forty and forty-five of east longi-
tude. It is bounded by Russia on the north

} by Astra-
can and DagisUn on the east} by Georgia and Shirvaa
on the south

} and by the territories of the Russian
Cossacs on the west. This country has long been cele-
brated for the extraordinary beauty of iu women} and
here it was that the practice of inoculating for the
smallpox first began. Terki, the principal city, is
seated in a very spacious plain, very swampy, towards
the sea-side, in 43® 24' north latitude ; it is about
three wersU in compass, well fortified with rampMts

and
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Circe curjy ^ent to Circe, ami demanded sword in hand the

B restoration of his companions to their former state. She
Circle, complied, and loaded the hero with pleasures and ho-

' nours. In this voluptuous retreat Ulysses had by

Circe one son called Telegonus, or two, according to

Hesiod, called Agrius and Latinus. For one whole

year Ulysses forgot his glory in Circe^a arms. At his

departure the nymph advised him to^ descend to hell,

and to consult the manes of Tiresias concerning the

fates that attended him. Circe showed herself cruel to

Scylla her rival, and to Ficus.

CIRCENSIAN GAMES, a general term under which

was comprehended all combats exhibited in the Roman
circus, in imitation of the Olympic games in Greece.

Most of the feasts of the Romans were accompanied

with Circensian games
^
and the magistrates, and other

officers of the republic, frequently presented the people

with them, in order to procure their favour. The
grand games were held five da^s, commencing on the

13th of September. Sec Circus.

CIRCLE, in Geometry^ a plane figure comprehend-

ed by a single curve line, called its circumference, to

which right lines drawn from a point in the middle,

called the centre, are equal to each otl)cr* See Geo-
metry.

CiRCLEi ofthe Sphere, arc such as cut the mundane
sphere, and have their periphery either on its move-

able surface, or in another immoveable, conterminous,

and equidistant surface. See Sphere. Hence arise

two kinds of circles, moveable and immoveable. , The
first, those whose peripheries are in the moveable sur*

face, and which therefore revolve with its diurnal mo-
tion ; as, the meridians, &c. The latter having their

periphery in the immoveable surface, do not revolve \

as the ecliptic, equator, and its parallels, &c. See

Geography.
Circles ofAltitude, otherwise called almucantars, are

circles parallel to the horizon, having their common
pole in the zenith, and still diminishiag as they ap-

proach the zenith. See Almucaktar.
Diurnal Circles, are immoveable circles, supposed

to be described by the seven stars, and other points of

the heavens, in their diurnal rotation round the earth \

or rather, in the rotation of the earth round its axis.

The diurnal circles are all unequal : the equator is the

biggest.

Horary Circles, in Dialing, are the lines which
show the hours on dials \ though these be not drawn
circular, but nearly straight, ^e Dialing.

Circles oJ Latitude, or Secondaries (f the Ecliptic^

are great circles parallel to the plane of the ecliptic,

passing through the poles thereof, and through every

star and planet. They are so called, because they

serve to measure the latitude of the stars, which is no-

thing but an arch of one of these circles Intercepted

between the star and the ecliptic. See Latitude.
Circles of Longitude, are several lesser circles, pa-

rallel to the ecliptie \ still diminishing, in proportion

as they recede from it. On the arches of these circles,

the longitude of the stars is reckoned.

Circle ofperpetual Apparition, one of the lesser cir-

cles, parallel to the equator, described by any point

of the sphere touching the northern point of the bo-

Viuon, and carried about with the diurnal motion. All
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the stars included within this circle never set, but are Circte.

ever visible above the horizon.

Circle ofperpetual Occultation, is another circle at a
like distance from the equator, and contains all tliose

stars which never appear in our liemispherp. The stars

situated between these circles alternately rise and set at
certain times.

Eolar Circles, are immoveable circles, parallel to

the equator, and at a distance from the poles equal to

the greatest declination of the ecliptic. That next the
northern pole is called the Arctic •, and that next to
the southern one the Antarctic.

Fairy Circle, See FAiRY^Circle,

Druidical Circles, in British topography, a name
given to certain ancient inclosures formed by rude
stones circularly arranged, in the manner represented
on Plate CXLV. These, it is now genei^lly agreed^
were temples, and many writers think, also places of
solemn assemblies for councils or elections, and seats of
judgment. Mr Borlase is of this opinion. ** Instead,

therefore (says he), of detaining the reader with a
dispute, whether they were places of worship or coun-
cil, it may with great probability he asserted, that they
were used for both purposes •, and having for the most
part been first dedicated to religion, naturally became
afterwards the curiae and fora of the same communi-
ty.^’ These temples, though generally circular, oc-

casionally difier as well in figure as magnitude : with
relation to the first, the most simple were composed of
one circle : Stonehenge consisted of two circles and
two ovals, respectively concentric, whilst that at Bot-
talch near St Just in Cornwall is formed by fonr inter-

secting circles. And the great temple at Avebury in

Wiltshire, it is said, described the figure of a seraph
or fiery flying serpent, represented by circles and right

lines. Some besides circles have avenues of stone pil-

lars. Most, if not all of them, have pillars or altars

within their penetralia or centre. In the article of
magnitude and number of stones, there is the greatest

variety, seine circles being only twelve feet diameter,

and formed only of twelve stones, whilst others, such
as Stonehenge and Avebury, contained, the first 140,
the second 652, and occupied many acres of ground.

All these different numbers, measures, and arrange-

ments bad their pretended reference ; either to the

astronomical divisions of the year, or some mysteries of
the druidical religion. Mr Borlase, however, supposes,

that those very small circles, sometimes formed of a low
bank of earth, sometimes of stones erect, and frequent-

ly of loose small stones thrown together in a circular

form, inclosing an area of about three yards diameter,

without any larger circle round them, were originally

places of burial.

Circle, in Logic, or Logical Circle, is when the

same terms are proved in orbem by the same terms
; and

the parts of the syllogism alternately' by each (^er,
both directly and indirectly.

Circles ofthe Empire, such provinces and principali-

ties of the German empire as have a right to he present

at diets. Maximilian 1 . divided the empire into six,

and some years after into ten circles. This last divi-

sion was confirmed by Charles V. The circles, as

they stand in the Imperial Matricola, are as follow

:

Austria, Burgundy, the Lower Rhine, Bavaria, Up-
per
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Circuit ter of a second ; and that its motion was Instantaneous

H through a wire of 1319 feet. In 1 7471 Dr Watson, and
Circulation, ptfaer English philosophers, after many experiments

^ of a similar kind, conveyed the electric matter through

a circuit of four miles ^
and they concluded, from this

and another trial, that its velocity is instantaneous.

CIRCULAR, in a general sense, any thing that is

described, or moved in a round, as the circumference

of a circle, or surface of a globe.

Circular Numbers^ called also sphericaloneSy accord-

ing to some, are such whose powers terminate in the

roots themselves. Thus, for instance, 5 and 6, all whose
powers do end in 5 and 6, as the square of 5 is 25 j

the square of 6 is 36, &c.
Circular Sailtngy is the method of sailing by the

arch of a great circle. See Navigation.
CIRCULATION, the act of moving round, or in

a circle j thus we say, the circulation of the blood,

&c.
Circulation of the Bloody the natural motion of

the blood in a living animal, whereby that fluid is

alternately carried from the heart into all parts of

the body, by the arteries, front whence it is brought

back to the heart again by the veins. See Anatomy
Index,

In a foetus, the apparatus for the circulation of the

blood is somewhat different from that in adults. The
septum, which separates the two auricles of the heart,

is pierced through with an aperture, called the Jhrji-

men ovale

;

and the trunk of the pulmonary artery, a

little after it has left the heart, sends out a tube into

the descending aorta, called the communicating canaL

The fqstus being born, the foramen ovale closes by de-

grees, and the canal of communication dries up, and

becomes a simple ligament.

As to the velocity of the circulating blood, and the

time wherein the circulation is completed, several

computations have Seen made. By Dr KeiPs account,

the blood is driven out of the heart into the aorta with

a velocity which would carry it twenty-five feet in a

minute \
but this velocity is continually abated in the

'

progress of the blood, in the numerous sections or

branches of the arteries \
so that before it arrives at

/ the extremities of the body, its motion is greatly di-

minished. The space of time wherein the whole mass

of blood ordinarily circulates is variously determined.

Some state it thus : Supposing the heart to make two

thousand pulses in an hour, and that at every pulse

there is expelled announce of blood ; as the whole mass

of blood is not ordinarily computed to exceed twenty-

four pounds, it must be circulated seven or eight tiroes

over in the space of an hour.

The curious in microscopic observations, have found

an easy method of seeing the circulation of the blood

in the bodies of animals : for these inquiries it is ne-

cessary to choose such animals as are small, and easily

manageable, and which are either wholly or in part

transparent. The observations made by this means

are preferable to any others we can have recourse to,

since, in dissections, the animal is in a state of pain,

or dyings whereas in animals small enough to be thus

viewed, all is left in its usual course, and we see what

nature does in her own undisturbed method. In these

creatures also, after viewing, as long as we please the

l^tuml state aod current of the blood, we m#y, by

3

pressure, and several other ways impede Its course j cirmLitior
and by putting various mixtures into the creature’s —

—

water, induce a morbid state, and finally see the crea-
ture die, either by means of this or by any other me-
thod

\ and we may thus accurately observe all the
changes it undergoes, and see what occasions the trem-
bling pulse, &c. of dying people.

The current of the blood in small animals, that is,

its passing on through the vessels, either to or. from
the heart, is very easily seen by the microscope

; but
ita circulation, that is, its "running to the extremitiea
of the parts, and thence returning, is more difficult ^
because the vessels where this should be seen are so ex-
tremely minute, as not easily to come under obserya^
tion. The larger arteries are easily distinguished fronv
the. veins by the motion of the blood through them,
which ill the veins is always smooth and regnlar;
but in tlie arteries, by several propulsions after the
manner of pulsation. But this difference is not to be
found in the more minute vessels, in all which, as well
arteries as veins, the motion of the blood is even and
regular.

The transparent membrane, or web between the
tOes of a frog’s binder foot, is a very proper object
to observe the circulation of the blood in. The tails

or fins of fishes are also very fine objects j and when
the fish is sers small, these are manageable, and af-
ford a view of a great number of veins and arteries,

with. a very quick and beautiful succession of blood
through them. The tail of a flounder may be very
conveniently placed before the double microscope on
a plate of glass

\ and its body being supported by
something of equal height, the fish will lie still, and
the circulation may be seen very agreeably. In the
minutest vessels thus examined, the blood always ap-«

pears pale or colourless, but in the large ones it is

manifestly red. The arteries usually branch out ex-
tremely before they join the veins to carry the blood
back to the hearty but this is not always the case^
for Mr Leowenhoeck has observed, that on each side>

of the little gristles which give a stiffness to the tail

of a flounder, there may be seen a very open-

communication of the veins and arteries^ the blood >

running towards the extremities through arteries, and
returning back again through veins, which were evi-

dently a continuation of those arteries and of the
same diameter with them. The whole fish, on the tail

of which this examination was made, was not more
than half an inch in length

; it is easy to conceive,
therefore, how small the tail must be \ and yet in it

there were 68 vessels which carried and returned the
blood i and yet these vessels were far from being
the most minute of all. How inconceivably nume-
rous then must the circulations in llie whole human
body be ? Mr Leuwenhoeck is of opinion, that a
thousand different circulations are continually carried
on in every part of a man’s body in the breadth of a
finger uall.

The tail of a newt or water-li3Lard affords also a ve-

ry entertaining prospect of tlie circulation of the blood

through almost numberless small vessels \ but no ob-
ject shows it so agreeably as one of these animals,
while so young as not to be above an inch long } for

then the whole body is so very transparent, that the

circulation, may be seen in. every .part of it, as well aa
in
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CifC«l«iion the tall j and, in these objects, nothing is more

I beautiful than the course of the blood into the toes and
Circotuor back again, frlierc it may be traced all the way with

. . great ease. Near the bead there are also found three

small fins which afford a very delightful prospect

;

these are all divided like the leaves of polypody ^
and

in every one of the branches of these, the blood may
he very accurately traced, running to the end through

the artery^ and there returning ^ck again by a vein

of the same^eize, and laid in the same direction y
and

as the vessels are very numerous and large in this part,

and the third or fourth magnifier may be used, there

are sometimes seen thirty or forty channels* of running

blood at once y
and this the more as the globules of

blood in the newt are large, and fewer in number,

in proportion to the quantity of serum, than in any

other animal : and their figure, as they are protruded

through the vessels, changes in a very surprising man-

ner. The impetus occasioning the circulation is great

enough in some animals to raise the blood six, seven, or

eight feet high from the blood-vessel it springs out at,

which, however, is far exceeded by that of the sap of a

vine in bleeding time, which will sometimes rise 40
feet high.

CiBCVLATWH of the Sap of Plants^ See Plants
and Sap.

Circulation of the SpintSy or Nervous Fluid, See

Anatomy Index,

Circulation, in Chemistry

y

is an operation whereby

the same vapour, raised by fii*e, falls back, to be re-

turned and distiUed several times.

Circulation <f Money, See Commerce and Mo-
net.

Sttbterranean Circulation. See Springs.

CIRCULUS, in Chemistryy an iron Instrument in

form of R ring, which being heated red hot, and ap-

plied to the neck of retorts and other glass vessels till

they grow hot, a few drops of cold water thrown upon

them, or a cold blast, will make the necks fly regularly

and evenly oflf.

Another method of doing this is, to tie a 'thread,

first dipt in oil of turpentine, round the place where

you would have It break *, and then setting fire to the'^

thread, and afterwards sprinkling the place with cold

water, the glass will crack exactly where the thread

was tied.

CIRCUMAMBIENT, an appellation given to a

thing that surrounds another on all sides \ chiefly used

in speaking of the air.

CIRCUMCELLIONES. Sec Circoncellio-

NES.

CIRCUMCISION, the act of cutting off the pre-

puce y a ceremony in the Jewish and M:^honietan reli-

gions, wherein they cut off the foreskin of their males,

who are to profess the one or the other law.

Circutmisum commenced in the time of Abraham \

and was the seal of a covenant stipulated between God
and him. It was in the year of the world 2178 that

Abraham, by divine appointment, circumcised himself

and all the males of his family *, from which time

it became an hereditary practice among his descend-

ants.

llie ceremony, however, was not confined to the

Jews. Herodotus and Philo Judeeus observe, that It

•bui&ed also among the Egyptians and Ethiopians.

G I R
Herodotus says, that the custom was very ancient among Ciicumci-
each people

y so that there was no determining which »i^n.

of them borrowed it from the other. 1'he sanm histo-

rian relates, that the inhabitants of Culchis also used
circumcision

^ whence lie concludes, that they were
originally Egyptians, He adds, that the Phenicians
and Syrians were likewise circumcised j that they bor-

rowed the practice from the Egyptians ; and, lastly,

that a little before the time when he wrote, circumci-
sion had passed from Colchis to the people inhabiting
near Thermodon and Partbe nius.

Marsbam is of opinion, that the Hebrews borrowed
circumcision from the Egyptians ^ and that God was
not the first author thereof, citing Diodorus Siculus,

and Herodotus as evidences on his side. This latter

proposition seems directly contrary to the testimony
of Moses, who assures us (Gen. xvii.), that Abraham,
though 99 years of age, was not circumcised till he
had the express command of God for it. But as to the

former position of Marsham, it will admit of more de-
bate. The arguments on both sides may be seen in one
view in Spencer de Legibus Hebrceoruniy 1. 2. c. 4.
Be this as it will, it is certain the practice of cir-

cumcision among the Hebrews differed very consider-

ably from that of the Egyptians. Among the first it

was a ceremony of religion, and was performed on the

eighth day after the birth of the child. Among the

latter, a point of mere decency and cleanliness
; and,

as some will have it, of physical necessity
\ and was not

performed till the 13th year, and then on girls as well

as boys.

Among the Jews, the time for performing this rite

was the eighth day, that is, six full days, after the

child was born. The law of Moses ordained nothing

with respect to the person by whom, the instrument
with which, or the manner how, the ceremony was to

be performed \ the instrument was generally a knife

of stone. The child is usually circumcised at home,
where the father or godfather holds him in his arms,

while the operator takes bold of the prepuce with one
band, and with the other cuts it off ^ a third person

holds a porringer, with sand in it, to catch the blood ;

then the operator applies bis mouth to the part, and^

having sucked the blood, spits it into a bowl of wine,

and throws a styptic powder upon the wound. This
ceremony was usually accompanied with great rejoi-

cings and feasting
\ and it was at this time that (he

child was named in presence of the company. The
Jews invented several superstitious custom.s at this ce-

remony, such as placing three stool.s, one for the circum-

cisor, the second for the person who holds the child,

and the third fur Elijah, who, they say, assists invisibly

at the cremony, &c.
The Jews distinguished their proselytes into two

sorts, according as they became circumcised or not

:

those who submitted to this rite were looked upon
as children of Abraham, and obliged to keep the

laws of Moses ^ . the uncircumcised were only bound
'

to observe the precepts of Noah, and were called Noa-
cht'da\

The Turks never circumcise till the seventh or eighth

year, as having no notion of its being necessary to sal-

vation. The Persians circumcise their boys at 13, and
tJieir girls from 9 to 15. Those of Madagascar cut

the flesh at three several times, and the most zealous
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Circiiinci- of the relations present catches hold of the preputlum

and swallows it.

Circumfcr
Circumcision is practised on women by cutting off

cttior.

' foreskin of iht clitoris^ which bears a near resem-

*
y

I > blance and analogy to the preputiom of the male pe-

nis. We are told that the Egyptian captive women
were circumcised •y and also the subjects of Prester

John.

Circumcision is also the name ofa feast, celebrated

on the first of January, in commemoration of the cir-

cumcision of our Saviour.

CIRCUMDUCTION, in Scots Low. When par-

ties in a snit are allowed a proof of allegeances
^

af-

ter the time limited by the judge for taking the proof

is elapsed, either party may apply for circumduction

of the time of proving ; the effect of which is, that no
proof can afterwards be brought, and the cause must
be determined as it stood when circumduction was ob-

tained.

CIRCUMFERENCE, in a genera] sense, denotes

the line or lines bounding a plane figure. However,
it is generally used in a more limited sense for the

curve line which bounds a circle, and otherwise called

a periphery ; the boundary of a right-lined figure being

expressed by the term perwieter,

CIRCUMFERENTOR, an instrument used by
surveyors for taking angles.

Pkte It consists of a brass index and circle, all of a piece*
CXLV.

'j'ljg index is commonly about 14 inches long, and an
inch and a half broad

^
the diameter of the circle is

about seven inches. On this circle is made a chart,

whose meridian line answers to the middle of the

breadth of the index, and is divided into 36b degrees.

There is a brass ring soldered on the circumference of

the circle, on which screws another ring, with a flat

glass in it, so as to form a kind of box for the needle,

suspended on the pivot in the centre of the circle.

There are also two sights to screw on, and slide up and
down the index, as also a spangle and socket screwed
on the back side of the circle for putting the head of

the staff in.

Ibid. How to observe the Quantity ofan angle by the Or-
cumferentor. Let it be required to find the quantity

of the angle EKG } first place your Instrument at K,
with the flower-de-luce of the chart towards you ; then

direct your sights to E, and observe what degrees are

cut by the south end of the needle, which let be 296 j

then, torning the instrument about, direct your sights

to G, noting then also what degrees are cut by the

sooth end of the needle, which suppose 247. This
done, always subtract the lesser from the greater, as

in this example, 247 from 296, the remainder is

49 degrees, which is the true quantity of the angle

EKG.
A circumferentor was made by Mr Jones of Hol-

boru on an improved construction. From a very simple

contrivance, it is rendered sufficient to take angles with

the accuracy of a common theodolite
;
and by it angles

of altitude and depression may be observed as readily

ibid, ^ horizontal ones. The improvement chiefly consists

in an arm or index (G), so applied to the centre of

the compass box, and within it, that, at the time of

observing, by only slipping a pin (/)) out, the circle of

degrees alone may move round, and leave the index

(G) fixed. This index will remain stationary, from Cuemnffei
its being attached to the socket that screws on the head enter

of the staffs. On the end of this index, next the de- H

grees in the box, there is graduated a nonius scale, by ^iroamlo-

which the circle of 360 degrees is subdivided into five .

minutes or less if desired. To take angles of alti-
’

tudes or depressions, the instrument is turned down on
its ball and socket into a perpendicular position, and
adjusted to its level by a plnmb line (/), that is hung
on a pin at the back of tlie box, and mado to coincide

with a mark made thereon. Then by looking through

the small sight boles (r) purposely made, the angles

are shown on the circles of degrees by the nonius as

before. The arms (AA) of the instrument slip off (at

BB), and the whole packs into a case but 5^ inc^s
square and 3 deep.

CIRCUMFLEX, in Grammar^ an accent serving

to note, or distinguish, a syllable of an intermediate

sound between acute and grave ;
and generally sorae-

‘ what long.-—The Greeks had three accents, the acute,

the grave, and the circumflex ; formed thus, \ \
In Latin, English, French, &c. the circumflex is

made thus a.—The acute raises the voice, and the

grave falls nr lowers it : the circumflex is a kind of

nndulatioB, or wavering of the voice, between the two.

It is seldom used among the moderns, unless to show
the omission of a letter which made the syllable long

and open ^
a thing much more frequent in the French

than among bs : thus they write piSte for paste $ tite

for teste ; fdmes for JusmeSy &c. They also use the

circumflex in the participles; some of their authors

writing connevy peuy others conwiy pd, 8tc. Father

Buffier is at a loss for the reason of the circumflex on
this occasion.

The form of the Greek circumflex was anciently the

same with that of ours, viz. a ; being a composition of

the other two accents a in one.—But the copyists

changing the form of the characters, and introducing

the running hand, changed also the form of the cir-

cumflex accent ; and instead of making a just angle,

rounded it off, adding a dash, through loo much haste ;

and thus formed an Sy laid horizontally, which produ-

ced this figure^ instead of this a*

CIRCUMGYRATION, denotes the whirling mo-
tion of any body round a centre ; such is that of the

planets round the sun.

CIRCUMLOCUTION, an ambages, or tour of

words, used either when a proper term it not at hand,

to express a thing naturally and immediately by ; or

when one chooses not to do it, out of respect, or for

some other reason. The word comes from circumloqtiory

I speak about.”

Circumlocution, in oratory, is the avoiding of

something disagreeable or inconvenient to be expressed

in direct teims ; by intimating the sense thereof in a

J^ind of paraphrase, so conceived as to soften or break

the force thereof.

Thus Cicero, unable to deny that Clodius was slain

by Milo, owns it, with this circumlocution, Milo*s

servants being prevented from assisting their master,
** who whs reported to be killed by Clodius ; they, in

his absence, and without his privity, or consent, did
** what every body would expect from their own ser-

** vants on such an occasion.^*

CIRCUMPOLAR
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Cironcesleranipton. Not many years ago they discovered, by

|j
in a meadow near the town, an ancient build-

Cirrus. uj^Jcr ground, 50 feet long, 40 broad, and 4 high,

and supported by lOO brick pillars, curiously inlaid

with stones of various colours, supposed to have been

a Roman bath. Circenster has now but one bburcb,

in the windows of which are the
.
remains of very va-

luable painted glass. The town is governed by two

high constables, and 14 wards-men, who govern seven

distinct wards
)
and it sends two members to parlia-

ment. It has a free-school, a charityiSclTOol, with se-

'veral alms-houses )
and is seated on the river Churn,

36 miles north-east of Bristol. Population 4540 in

i8i I. W. Long. o. 2. N. Lat. 51. 42.

CIRENZA, a city of Naples, capital of the Basi-

licatc, with an archbishop's see. It was formerly a

'considerable place, but is now of small consequence.

'It is situated on the river Brandano, at the foot of the

'Apennine mountains, in E. Long. 16. 44. N. Lat«

•40. 48.

GIRO FERRI, an excellent Italian painter and ai>

xhitect, was born at Rome in 1614, and was the dis-

ciple of Peter de Cortona, whose designs be imita-

ted with such exactness, that it is difficult to distin-

guish them. He was esteemed by Pope Alexan-

der VII. and his three successors, and died at Rome
in 1698.
CIRRUS, or CiRRHus, in Botany^ a clasper or

tendril ; that fine spiral string or fibre put out from the

footstalks, by which some plants, as the ivy and vine,

fasten themselves to walls, pales, or trees for support.

The term is synonymous to the capreolus, clavicula,

and viticulus of other botanists
^
and is ranked by Lin-

naeus among the fulcra, or parts of plants that serve

for protection, support, and defence.

Tendrils are sometimes placed opposite to the leaves,

as in the vine \
sometimes at the side of the footstalk

of the leaf, as in the passion flower ^ and sometimes, as

in winged pea, pisum ochrus^ they are emitted from the

leaves themselves. With respect to composition, they

are either simple, that is, composed of one fibre or

chord, as in the vetch *, or compound, that is, con^

slst of two, three, or more, as in the everlasting pea.

Bitter sweet, solanum dulcamara^ bignonia, and iv^,

send forth tendrils which plant themselves like roots in

the adjacent walls, or the bark of the neighbouring

trees. Claspers, says the ingenious Dr Grew, are like

trunk roots, a mean betwixt a root and a trunk, but a

compound of both, as may be gathered from their cir-

cumvolutions, in which they mutually ascend and de-

scend. In the mounting of the trunk, continues the

same author, claspers serve for support. Thus, in

vines, the branches being very long, fragile, and slen-

der, would be liable to frequent breaking, unless, by
means of their claspers, they were mutually contained

together^ so that the whole care is divided betwixt the

gardener and nature : the former with bis ligaments

of leather, secures the maiu branches
j
and nature, with

tliose of her own providing, secures the less. Their
aptitude to this end is seen in their convolutions, a

motion not proper to any other part 5 and also in their

toughness, which is so much the more remarkable, as

they are slenderer than the branches from which they

proceed. In the trailing of the trunk, tendrils serve

for stabilement and shade : thus, in cuenmbers Cirrlui

trunk and branches being long and fragile, would be I

driven to and fro by the winds, to the great preju-
^*****"1**

dice both of themselves and their tender fruits, were
they not, by these ligaments, held fast together, and
preserved in association and good fellowship. The same
claspers serve likewise for shade, so that a natural ar-

bour is formed by the branches of the cucumber, in the
same manner as an artificial one is made by tangling
together the branches of trees

^
for the branches, by the

linking of the claspers, being couched together, the
tender fruits lie under the umbrage of a bower made
of their own leaves.

CIRRI, in Ichthyology^ certain oblong and soft

appendages, not unlike little worms, hanging from
the under jaws or mouths of some fishes

; these cirri,

commonly translated beards^ afford marks to distia-

guish the different species of the fishes on which they
are found.

CIRRIPEDES, in Zoology^ a class of animals.
See Supplement.
CIRTA, in Ancient Geography^ the metropolis and

royal residence, not far from the river Ampsaga, in the
inland parts of Numidia Propria. A colony, surna-
med Colonia Sittianorum^ very rich, when in the hands
of Syphax. The colony was led by one P. Sittius,

under the auspices of Csesar, and was sumamed Juliom

Now called Constantino^ in Algiers. E. Long. 7. o.

N. Lat. 35. 30.

^

CISALPINE, any thing on this side the Alps.
The Romans divided Gaul and the country now called

Lombardy^ into Cisalpine and Transalpine. That which
was Cisalpine with regard to the Romans, is Transalpine
with regard to ns.

CISLEU, in Hebrew chronology, the ninth month
of their ecclesiastical, and third of their civil, year, an-
swering nearly to our November.
CISPADANA Gallia, in Ancient Geography

;

a
district of Italy, to the south of the Po, occupied by the
Gauls in the time of the kings of Rome, separated from
Liguria on the west, as is thought by the Irla, running
from south to north into the Fo \ bounded on the south
by the Apennines, and on the east by the Adriatic.
The term is formed analogically, there being much
mention in Cicero, Tacitus, Suetonius, and ancient
inscriptions, made of the Transpadani

;

which and Cw-
padani are terms used with respect to ^me. Ptolemy
calls the peculiarly Gallia Togofa, extending
between the Po and Appenines, to the Sapis and Ru-
bicon.

CISSA, or CissuM, in Ancient Geography^ a town
of the Hither Spain, in Lusitania, on the east side of
the Iberus (thought to be Guissona)^ where the Car-
thaginians were first defeated by Scipio. Another
Cissa of Thrace, situated on the river ZEgos Potamus,
which Scylax seems to call Cressa^ or Crissa ; so that
the reading is doubtful.

CISSAMPELOS. Sec Botakt Index, There are
two species of this genus, the pareira and caapeba, both
natives of the warmest parts of America. The root
of the second, applied externally, is said to he an an-
tidote against the bites of venomous serpents. The
plant being infused in water, quickly fills the liquor
with a mucilaginous substance, which is as thick as

jelly ;
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Ciirinot v0$cemSf pyramide brevu It is never found ooloturlese

. I like the other crystals, but has great variety of tinges,

from that of the deeper ochres to a pale lemon colour*

^ It is very plentiful in the West Indies, and is some-

times found in Bohemia. Our jewellers have learned

from the French and Italians, who are very fond of it,

to call it citrine ; and ofren cot stones for rings out of

it, particularly out of the pyramid, which is always finer

than the column ; and these, after they have passed

through two or three bands, are generally mistaken for

topazes.

CITRON-tree. See Citrus, Botany Index,

CiTHON Water^ a well-known strong water or cor-

dial, which may be thus made : Take of fine thin le-

mon-peel, 18 ounces ;
of orange-ped, 9 ounces ^ per-

fect nutmegs, 4 ounces; the finest and best alcohol

2 gallons and a half. Digest in balneo marise for

one night : draw off with a slow fire
;

then add as

much water as will just make the matter milky (which

will be about 7 quarts or 2 gallons) ; and lastty, add 2
pounds of fine sugar. This composition may be im-

proved by fresh elder flowers, hung in a cloth in the

head of the still, sprinkled with ambergris in powder,

or its essence.

CiTROS’-Wood^ the wood of an American tree, call-

ed hy the natives candle^wood^ because, being cut

into splinters, it boms like a candle. The tree is fre-

quent In the Leeward islands, and gh>ws to a consi-

derable size : the leaves are like those of the bay-tree,

but of a finer green ; the flower is sweet, and much
like those of the orange ; the fruit succeediiig these is

black, and of the size of a pepper-cora. The trunk

is so like the yellow saunders in colour, that there was
once an opinion that it was the same tree, and much
of it was imported into Europe, and sold as such ; but

they were soon found to be different ; the saunders be-

ing of a sweet scent, and but moderately heavy and
resinous : but the citron-wood considerably heavy, very

oily, and of a strong smell. It is of no known use in

medicine; but is used in France and Germany b^ tbe

turners, being a fine firm-grained wood, and taking a
fine polish, and with age Incoming of a very beautiful

brown.

CITRUS, the Citron-tree. See Botany Index.

This genus includes tbe citron, tbe lemon, tbe lime,

the orange, of irhich there are different varieties, the

shaddock, and the forbidden fruit.

, CITTERN, a musical instrument much resembling

the gnitar, for which it has been frequently mistaken.

Anciently it was called the cistrum^ and till lately was
held in great contempt both in France and Britain.

The practice on it being very easy, it was formerly

the amosement and recreation of lewd women and
their visitors, insomuch, that in many of the old Eng-
lish dramatic writers, it is made the symbol of a wo-
man that lived by prostitution. It was also the com-
mon amusement of waiting customers in barbers shops,

as being the roost east of all instruments to play on,

and therefore it was thought that almost every body
could make use of it.

CITY, according to Cowel, is a town corporate

which bath a bishop and cathedral clinrch
; and is call-

ed civitas^ oppiduntj and urh : civitaSy in regard it is

governed by justice and order of magistracy; oppi^

dum^ because it contains a great number of inhabi*

I

tants ; and urhs because it is in due form sniroonded Cky.
with walls. —
Kingdoms have been said to contain as many cities

as they have seats of archbishops and bishops ; but, ac-

cording to Blount, dtp is a word that hath obtained

since the Conquest ; for in the time of the Saxons,

there were no cities, but all the great towns were
called burghsy and even London was then called Zon-
dtmburghy as the capital ofScotland is called Edinburgh^
And long after the Conquest the word dty is used pro-

miscuously with the burghy as in the charter of Leice-

ster, where it is both called dvitas and burgus; which
shows that those writers were mistaken who tell na

every city was, or is, a bishop^s see* And tbongh the

word dtp signifies with us such a town corporate as bath
nsually a bishop and a cathedral church, yet it is not

always so.

As to the ancient state of cities and viHages, whilst

the feudal policy prevailed, they held of some great

lord on whom they depended for protection, and were
subject to his arbitrary jurisdiction. The mbabitanta

were deprived of tbe natural and most unalienable

rights of humanity. They could not dispose of the

e^cts which their own industry bad acquired, either

by a latter will or by any deed executed during their

life. They had no right to appoint guardians for their

children during their minority. They were not Mr-
mitted to marry without purchasing the consent ot the

lord on whom they depended. If once they had com-
menced a law-suit, they durst not terminate it by an
accommodation, because that would have deprived the

lord, in whose court they pleaded, of tbe perquisites

due to him on passing his sentence. Services of vsn-
ous kinds, no less disgraceful than oppressive, were cx-^^***^*

^

acted from them without mercy or moderation. The
spirit of industry was checked in some cities hy absurd

regulations, and in others by unreasonable exactions;

nor would tbe narrow and oppressive maxims of a mili-

tary aristocracy have permitted it ever to rise to an]r

degree of height or vigour.

The freedom of cities was first established in Italy,

owning principally to the Introduction uf commerce.

As soon as they began to turn their attention towards*

this object, and to conceive some idea of the advan- •

tages they miglit derive from it, they became impa-

tient to shake off the yoke of their insolent brds, and

to establish among themselves such a free and equal

government, as would render property secure and in-

dustry flourishing. Tbe German emperors, especially

those of the Franconian and Suabian lines, as the Seat

of their government was far distant from Italy, possess-

ed a feeble and imperfect jurisdiction in that country.

Their perpetual quarrels, either with the popes or their

own turbulent vassals, diverted their attention from the.

interior police of Italy, and gave constant employmenl

for their arms. These circumstances induced some ot
the Italian cities towards tbe beginning of thejiitfi

century, to assume new privileges ;
to unite together

more closely, and to form themselves into bodies polU

tic, under the ^vernment of laws established by com-

mon consent. The rights which many cities acqoired

by bold or fortunate usurpations, ethers pnrchased from

the emperors, who deemed themselves gainers when
they received large sums for immunities which they

were no longer able to withhold ; and some cities ob-

tained
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Civic than any other crown, though composed of no better

Crown materials than oak boughs. Plutarch, in the life of

.
U C. M. CorioUnus, accounts as follows for using on

/i^il
this occasion the branches of this tree before all others :

because, says he, the oaken wreath being sacred to

Jupiter, the great guardian of their city, they thought

it the most proper ornament for him who had pre-
*Ltd.xri served the life of a citizen. Pliny*, speaking of the

4 * honour and privileges conferred on those who had
merited this crown, says, ** They who had onco ob-

tained it, might wear it always.^’ When they appeared

at the public spectacles, the senate and people rose to

do them honour, and they took their seats on these

occasions among the senators. They were not only

personally excused from all troublesome offices, but

procured the same immunity for their father and grand-

iather by the father^s side.

CLVIDAD DE LAS Palmas, the capital town of

the island of Canary, with a bishop's see, and a good

harbour. The bouses are well built, two stories high,

and flat- roofed. The cathedral is a very handsome

structure }
and the inhabitants are gay and rich. The

air is temperate, and free from extremes of heat and

cold. It is defended by a small castle seated on a hill.

.

W. Long. 14. 35. N. Lat. 28. o.

CiriDAD Real^ a town of Spain, in New Castile, and
capital of La Mancha. The inhabitants are noted for

dressing leather extremely well for gloves. W. Long.

4. 15. N. Lat. 39. 2.

CiriDAB RoderigOy a strong and considerable town

of Spain, in the kingdom of Leon, with a bishop's see.

It was taken by Lord Wellington in January 1812.

W. Long. 6. 52. N. Lat. 40. 38.

CiviDAD di Frtuli\ a small but ancient town of Italy,

in Friuli, and in the territory of Venice ^ seated on the

river Natisona. £. Long. 13. 25. N. Lat. 46. 15.

CIVIL, in a general sense, something that regards

the policy, public good, or peace, of the citizens or

subjects of the state ;
in which sense we say, civil go-

vernment, civil law, civil right, civil war, &c«
Civil, in a popular sense, is applied to a complai-

sant and humane behaviour in the ordinary intercourse

of life. See Civility.
Civil, in a legal sense, is also applied to the ordi-

nary procedure in an action, relating to some pecuniary

matter or interest
}

in which sense it is opposed to cri-

minal.

CiFiL Deaths any thing that cuts off a man from

civil society j as a condemnation to the galleys, perpe-

tual banishment, condemnation to death, outlawry, and

excommunication.

Civil Law^ is properly the peculiar law of each state,

country, or cfty : but what we usually mean by the

civil law, is a body of laws composed out of the best

Boroan and Grecian laws, compiled from the laws of

nature and nations ; and, for the most part, received

and observed, throughout all the Roman dominions for

above 1200 years. See Law Index.

It was first brought over into England by Theobald

a Norman abbot, who was elected to the see of Can-

terbury in 1138 ^ and he appointed a professor, viz.

Roger sumamed VtcaHus^ in the university of Oxford,

to teach it to the people of this country. Never-

theless, it gained ground very slowly. King Stc-

l^eo issued a proclamation, prohibiting the study of

.
. - 2

it. And thongh the clergy were attached to it, the ci^a Law
laity rather wished to preserve the old constitution. g-

However, the zeal and influence of the clergy pre- Civil War.

vailed
;
and the civil law acquired great reputation

"

»

from the reign of King Stephen to the reign of King
Edward the III. botli inclusive. Many transcripts of
Justinian's Institute are to he found in the writings of
our ancient authors, particularly of Bracton and Fleta \

and Judge Blackstone observes, that the common law
would have been lost and overrun by the civil, bad it

not been for the incident of fixing the court of common
pleas in one certain spot, and the forming the profession

of the municipal law into an aggregate body.

It is allowed that the civil law contains all the prin-

ciples of natural equity \ and that notbiug can be bet-

ter calculated to form good sense and sound judgmeot.
Hence, thongh in several countries it has no other au-
thority but that of reason and justice, it is everywhere
referred to for authority. It is not received at this

day in any nation without some alterations
^ and some-

times the feudal law is mixed with it, or general aud
particular customs ; and often ordinances and statutes

cut off a great part of it.

In Turkey, the Basillcs are only used. In Italy,

the canon law and customs have excluded a good part

of it. In Venice, custom hath almost an abMlute go-
vernment. In the Milanese, the feudal Jaw and par-

ticular customs bear sway. In Naples and Sicily, the

constitutions and laws of the Lombards are said U>

prevail. In Germany and Holland, tbe civil law is

esteemed to be the municipal law \ but yet many parts

of it are there grown obsolete \ and others are altered,

either by tbe canon law or a different usage. Jo
Friesland, it is observed with more strictness > but in

the northern parts of Germany, the jus Sazonicum,
Lubecense, or Culmeuse, is preferred before it. In
Denmark and Sweden, it hath scarce any antbority at
all. In France, only a part of it is received, and that

part is in some places as a customary law \ and in those

provinces nearest to Italy it is received as a municipal

written law. In criminri causes, the civil law is more
regarded in France \ but tbe manner of trial is regula-

ted by ordinances and edicts. In Spain and Portugal,

tbe civil law is connected with tbe jus regium and cu-

stom. In Scotland, the statutes of the sS^erunt, part

of the regiam miyestatem, and their customs, contronl

tbe civil law.

In England, it is used in the ecclesiastical courts, in

tbe high court of admiralty, in the court of chivalry,

in tbe two universities, and in the courts of equity %

yet in all these it is restrained and directed by the com-
mon law.

Civil Society. See Law Index.

Civil State^ in the British polity, one of the gene-

ral divisions of the Laity, comprehending all orders of

men, from tbe highest nobleman to the meanest peasant,

that are not included under the Military or Mari-
time states •y though it may sometimes include indivi-

duals of these as well as of the CiXRGY j sinee a noble-

man, a knight, a gentleman, or a peasant, may becoma
either a divine, a soldier, or a seaman. Tbe division

of this state is into Nobility and Commonaltyw
See these articles.

Civil JTcu'^ a war between people of tbe same state,

or the citizens of the same city.

Civil
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munners : tome indeed are plain ; but others, perticu-

Turchino larly three, are richly adorned, having a double roiv

... of Etruscan insoriptions running round the upper part

of the walls, aud under them a kind of frieze of fi-

f^re§ in painting •, some have an ornament under the

figures, whioh seems supply the place of an archi-

trave. The paintings seem to be in fresco } and in

mneral resemble those which are usnally seen upon
Etruscan vases

; though some of them are perliaps

superior to any thing as yet seen of the Etruscan art

in painting. In general they are slight, hot well con-

ceived j and prove, that the artist was capable of pro-

ducing things more studied and better finished } though,

in such a subterraneous situation, the delicacy of a fi*

nisbed work would in a great measure have been

thrown away. It is probable, however, that among
the immense number of these apartments that yet re-

main to be opened, many paintings and inscriptions

may be found, suflBcient to form a very useful and en-

tertaining work. At present this great scene of anti-

quities is almost entirely unknown, even in Rome. Mr
Jenkins, resident at Rome, was the first Englishman
who visited it.

CiriTA Vecekia^ a sea-port town of Italy in the pa-

trimony of St Peter, with a good harbour aud an ar-
' senal. It contains about 9000 inhabitants, and was
made a free port in I74t« The air is very unwhole-
eeme. E. Long. 12. 31. N. Lat. 45. 5.

CIVOLI, or CiGOLi, Lewis^ an Italian painter,

whose family name was Cardi^ was bom at the castle

of Cigoli, in Tuscany, in the year 1559* His ecce ho*

mOf whifh he performed as a trial of skill with Barocl^io

and Michael Angelo de Caravaggio, was judged better

than those executed by them. He excelled in de*

signing, and was employed by the popes and princes of

his time. He died at Rome in 1613.
CIUS, in Ancient Geography^ a town and river of

Bithynia, which gave name to the Sinus Cianus. The
town was afterwards called Prusia, Cius having been
destroyed by Philip father of Perseus, and rebuilt by
Prusias king of Bithynis. In the river, Hylas, the fa-

vourite boy of Hercules, was drowned) (Aprilonius

Rhodius).

CLAC, among countrymen. To clack wool, is to

cut off the sheep^s mark, which makes the weight less,

and yields less custom to the king.

CLACKMANNAN, the name of a small shire in

. Scotland, not exceeding eight miles in length and five

in breadthfc It is bounded on the south by the frith

of Forth ) on the north and west by Perthshire ) and
on the east by Fife. The country is plain and fertile

towards the frith, producing corn and pasture in abun-

dance. It likewise yields great abundance of excel-

lent coal, considerable quantities of which are shipped

to supriy Edinburgh with fuel. It is watered by the

rivers Fortb and Devon, and joins the shire 'of Kinross
in sending a member kltemately to parliament.

Population of the different Parishes in this County at

two Periods.

hi 1755. tlo 179C—1795.

Alloa, • 5816 4802
Clackmannao, 1913 2528

I* I7SS. la X79C— 1798. dackmai

Dollar, 5>7 510
Ban

- It

Tillicoultry, 7J7 909 Clamp.

9003
1
o\

11
00

Population in 1811, 12,010*. •Statist,

See Clackmananshtre, Supplement. Hwf.

^
Clackmannan, a small town of Scotland, and ca-

pital of the coun^ of that name, is situated on the
northern shore of the Forth, in W. Long. 3. 40.
N. Lat. 56. 15. It stands on a hill, on the top of which
is the castle, commanding a noble prospect. It was
long the seat of the chief of the Bruces, who was here-
ditary sheriff of the county before the jurisdictions were
abblished. The large square tower is oalled after
Robert BrucCf whose great sword and casque are still

preserved here. The hill, with the tower, forms a pic-

turesque object. Clackmannan had 3605 inhabitants
in 1 81 1, and is still the seat of the Bruces of Kennet.
CLAGENFURT, a strong town of Germany, anff

capital of Carinthia, situated in £• Long. 13. 56. N*
Lat. 46. 50.

^

CLAGET, William, an eminent and learned di-

vine, born in 1646. He was preacher to the society
of Gmy*s Inn, which employment be exercised until

be died in 1688, being then also one of the king^s
chaplains. Archbishop Sharp gives him an excellent
character

) and Bishop Burnet has ranked him among
those worthy men whose lives and labours contributed
to rescue the church from the reproaches which tho
foiliea of others had drawn upon it. Dr Claget pu-
blished several things

) but his principal work is his
** Discourse concerning the Operations of tJie Holy
Spirit nor must it be forgotten that be was one of
tliose excellent divines who made a noble stand against
the designs of James II. to introduce popery. Fqur
volumes of his sermons were published after his death
by his brother Nicholas Claget, archdeacon of Sud-
bnry, lather of Nicholas Claget, afterwards bishop of
Exeter.

CLAIM, in Law^ a challenge of interest in any
thing that is in possession ofano^er.
CLAIR OBSCURE. See Claro Qhscuro.

CLAIRAULT, AiJtxis, of the French acade-

my of sciences, was one of the most illustrious mathe-
maticians in Europe. He read te the academy in

1726, when he was not 13 years old, A Memoir
upon Four new Geometrical Curves of his own inven-

tion and supported tlie character he thus laid a
foundation for by various publications from time to

time. He published EUmens de Giometrie^ ^74^f
8vo ) Piemens d’ Algebre^ *746, in 8vo \ Theorie de la

Figure de la Terrc^ 1743, in 8vo ) Tables de la Lune^

1754, in 8 VO. He was concerned also in the Journal

des Spavans^ which he furnished with many excellent

extracts. He died in 1765. He was one of the acade-

micians who were sent into the north to determine the

figure of the earth.

CLAM, in Zoo/qgy, a shell fish. See Venus.
CLAMP, a piece of wood joined to another.

Clamp is likewise the temi for a pile of onbamt
bricks
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Clarendon greatly narrowed the total exemption they claimed

.
from secular jurisdiction.

Clarigatio.^ CLARENDON, Earl of. See Hyde.
^ ^ CLARENNA, (Tabulae), in Ancient Geography^ a

town of Vindelicia, at the confluence of the Lycus and

Danube. Now Rain^ a town of Bavaria, on the south

side of the Danube, at the confluence of the Lech.

£. Long. 1 1, o. N. Lat. 48. 45.
CLARENZA, the capital of a duchy of the same

name in the Morea^ it is a sea-port town, situated on

the Mediterranean. E. Long. 21. 40. Lat. 37. 40.
' CLARET, a name given by the French to such of

their red wines as are not of a deep or high colour.

See Wine.
CLARICHORD, or Manichord, a musical in-

strument in form of a spinet.

It has 49 or 50 stops, and 70 strings, which hear

on five bridges \ the first whereof is the highest, the rest

diminishing in proportion. Some of the strings are

In unison, their number being greater than that of the

stops. There are several little mortizes for passing

the jacks, armed with brass-hooks, which stop and raise*

the chords instead of the feather used in virginals and
spinets

\
but what distinguishes it most is, that the

chords are covered with pieces of cloth, which render

the sound sweeter, and deaden it so that it cannot be

heard at any considerable distance \ whence it comes

to be particularly in use among the nuns, who learn to

play, and are nnwilling to disturb the silence of the

dormitory.

CLARIFICATION, the act of cleaning or fining

any fluid from all heterogeneous matter or feculencies.

The substances usually employed for clarifying li-

t]iior, are whites of eggs, blood, and isinglass. The
two first are used for such liquors as are clarified whilst

boiling hot \ the last for those which are clarified

In the cold, such as wines, &c. The whites of eggs

are beaten up into a froth, and mixed with the liquor,

upon which tliey unite with and entangle the impure

matters that float in it \ and presently growing bard

by the heat, carry them up to the surface in the

form of a scum, no longer dissoluble in the liquid.

Blood operates in the same manner, and is chiefly used

in purifying the brine from which salt is made. Great
quantities of isinglass are consumed for fining turbid

wines. For this purpose some throw an entire piece,

about a quarter of an ounce, into a wine cask ; by de-

grees the glue dissolves, and forms a skin upon the sur-

face, which at length subsiding, carries down with it

the feculent matter which floated in the wine. Others

previously dissolve the isinglass \ and having boiled it

down to a slimy consistence, mix it with the liquor,

roll the cask strongly about, and then sufler it to stand

to settle. Neumann questions the wholesoroeness of

wines thus purified, and assures us that be himself,

after drinking only a few ounces of sack thus clarified,

but not settled quite fine, was seized with sickness and
vomiting, followed by such a vertigo, that he could not

stand upright for a minute together. The giddiness

continued with a nausea and want of appetite for seve-

ral days.

CLARIGATIO, in Roman antiquity, a ceremoiw

that always preceded a formal declaration of war. It

was performed in this manner : first four heralds

xrowned with vervain were sent to demand satisfaction

for the injuries done the Roman state. These heralds Clarl(>atl

taking the gods to witness that their demands were I
just, one of them, with a clear voice, demanded restitu-

,^J**^**
tion within a limited time, commonly 33 days, which

'

being expired without restitution made, then the pater
patrattiSf or prince of the heralds, proceeded to the ene-
mies frontiers, and declared war.

CLARII Apollinis Fanum (Strabo, Pliny), a
temple and grove of Apollo, situated between Colo-
phon and Lebedos, in Ionia

^ called Chros (Thucydi-
des, Ovid). The name also of a town and mountain
there (Nicander) \ and of a fountain (Clemens Alex-
andrinus), the waters of which inspired with prophe-
tic fury. Clarius the epithet of Apollo (Strabo).

CLARION, a kind of trumpet, whose tube is nar-
rower and its tone acuter and shriller than that of the
common trumpet. It is said that the clarion, now used
among the Moors, and Portuguese who borrowed It

from the Moors, served anciently for a treble to several
trumpets, which sounded tenor and bass.

CLARISSES, an order of nuns so called from their

founder St Clara or St Clare. (See St Clare.) She
was in the town of Assisa In Italy •, and having re-

nounced the world to dedicate herself to religion, gave
birth to this order in the year 1212^ which compre-
hends not only those nuns that follow the rule of St
Francis, according to the strict letter, and without
any mitigation, but those likewise who follow the same
rule softened and mitigated by several popes. It is at
^sent one of the most flourishing orders of nuns in

Europe. ARer Ferdinand Cortez had conqneied
Mexico for the king of Spain, Isabella of Portugal,

wife of the emperor Charles V. sent thither some nuns
of the order of St Clara, who made several settlements

there. Near their monasteries were founded commu-
nities of Indian young women, to be instructed by the

clarisses in religion, and such works as were suitable to

persons of their sex. These communities are so con-
siderable that they usually consist of four or five hun-
dred.

CLARKE, Dr Samuel, a preacher and writer of

considerable note in the reign of Charles II. was,
during the interregnum, and at the time of the ejec-

tion, minister of St Dennet Fink in London. In No-
vember 1660, he, in the name of the Presbyterian mi-
nisters, presented an addres*; of thanks to the king for

his declaration of liberty of conscience. He was one
of the commissioners of the Savoy, and behaved on
that occasion with great prudence and moderation. He
sometimes attended the church as a hearer and com-
municant, and was much esteemed by all that knew
him, for bis great probity and industry. The roost va-

luable of his numerous works are said to be bis Lives
of the Puritan Divines and other persons of note, 23
of which are printed in his Martyrology

j the rest are

in his Lives of sundry eminent Persons in this latter

Age, folio ; and his Marrow of Ecclesiastical History,

in folio and quarto. He died in 1680.

Clark, Samuel^ the son of the former, was fellow

of Perobroke-hall in Cambridge ; but was ejectedvfrom

his fellowship for refusing to take the engagements, at

he was also afterwards from his rectory of Grendon ia

Buckinghamshire. He applied himself early to the

study of the Scriptures, and his Annotations on the
Bible, printed together with the sacred text, is highly

commended
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Clarke, soners, for one that goes right, ten lose tbemseWes in

> mist, or ramble after visions, which deprive them of

ail sight of their end, and mislead them in the choice

of wrong means.** Clarke, it is probable, would not

have denied this ; and the poet perhaps would have

spared his better reasoners, and not have joined them

with such company, had he collected our author*s

Apology for using the argument d priori* ** The argu-

ment i posteriori (says he) is indeed by far the roost

generally useful argument, most easy to be understood,

and in some degree suited to all capacities ^ and there-

fore it oaght always to be insisted upon : But for as

much as atheistical writers have sometimes opposed the

being and attributes of God by such metaphysical rea-

sonings, as can no otherwise ^ obviated than by ar-

guing d priori; therefore this manner of arguing also

is useful and necessary in its proper place.** To this

may be added the answer he made to Mr Whiston up-

on this occasion, as narrated hy the latter in his His-

torical Memoirs* ** When Clarke brought me his

book, I was in my garden against St Peter*s college in

Cambridge, where I then lived. Now I perceived

that in these sermons he had dealt a^mat deal in ab-

stract and metaphysical reasoning. 1 therefore asked

him how he ventured into such subtleties, which I ne-

ver durst meddle with \ and showing him a nettle, or

some contemptible weed in my garden, 1 told him

that weed contained better arguments for the being and

attributes of God than all his metaphysics. Clarke

confessed it to be so } but alleged for himself, that since

such philosophers as Hobbes and Spinosa had made use

of those kind of subtleties against, he thought proper to

show that the like way of reasoning might be made better

nse of on the side of, religion ^ which reason or excuse

1 allowed to be not inconsiderable.** Undoubtedly,

as the present editor of the Biograpbia Britannica ob-

serves, the grand, the proper, the decisive proof of

the existence, perfections, and providence of the Deity,

must be drawn from bis works. On this proof, as be-

ing equally satisfactory to the profoundest philosopher

and Uie meanest peasant, the cause of religion will

ever stand secure. Nevertheless if there be such a
thing as an argument d priori^ why may not specula-

tive men be employed in its examination ? Several able

divines and philosophers have thought, and still think,

that this argument for the being and attributes of God
will stand the test of the severest scrutiny ^ and there-

fore tliey cannot be blamed for endeavouring to set it

in a convincing light to others. As to the merit, in-

deed, of the whole work under consideration, including

the evidences of natural and revealed religion, it is un-

doubtedly of the first order. Difficulties nuy be raised

on particular points, and the ablest and most candid

iiiqoirers may sometimes see cause to hesitate with re-

gard, to the validity of the reasonings but still in ge-

neral, (he book reflects honour on the age as well as

the author that produced it, and will descend, with

distinguished reputation, to a late posterity. The de-

fence, in particular, of the sacred ociginal and autho-

rity of Christianity is adn>irably conducted.

In 1 706 ho published ** A letter to Mr Dodwell ^**

wherein all tlie arguments in his. epistolary discourse

against the- immortality of the soul are particularly an-

swered, and the judgment of the fathers, to whom
Mr Dodwell had appealed coocemiog that matter.

truly represented. Bishop Hoadly observes, that in

this letter be answered Mr Dodwell in so excellent a
manner, both with regard to the philosophical part,

and to the opinions of some of the primitive writers,

upon whom these doctrines were fixed, that it gave
universal satisfaction. Hot this controversy did not stop

here
;

for the celebrated Collins, coming in as a se-

cond to Dodwell, went moch farther into the philoso-

phy of the dispute, and indeed seemed to produce all

that could possibly be said against the immateriality of
the soul, as well as the liberty of human actions. This
enlarged the scene of the dispute, into which our au-

thor entered, and wrote with such a spirit of clear-

ness and dcrmonstratlon, as at once showed him great-

ly superior to his adversaries in metaphysical and phy-
sical knowledge, and made every intelligent reader re-

joice, that such an incident had happened to provoke
and extort from him that plenty of strong reasoning

and perspicuity of expression, which were indeed very
much wanted upon this intricate and obscure subject.
^ And 1 am persuaded (continues the bishop), that

as what he has written in this controversy comprebenda
the little that the ancients had said well, and adds still

more evidence than ever appeared clearly before, and
all in words that have a meaning to them, it will re-

main the standard of good sense on that side of the

question, on which he spent so many of his thonghts,

as upon one of his favourite points. Clarke*s letter

to Dodwell was soon followed by four defences of it,

in four several letters to the author of ** A letter to

the learned Mr Henry Dodwell, containing some Re-
marks on a pretended Demonstration of the Immate-
riality and natural Immortality of the Soul, in Mr
Clarke*s Answer to his late Epistolary Discourse, &c,**

They were afterwards all printed together t and the

Answer to Tolmnd*s Amyntor** i^ded to them.

In the midst of all these labours, he found time to

show bis regard to mathematical and physical studies,

and exact knowledge and skill in them. And bis na-

tnral affection and capacity for these studies were not

a little improved by the friendship of Sir Isaac Neww
ton, at whose request he translated his ** Optics** in^

to Latin in 1 706. With this version Sir Isaac was so

highly pleased, that he presented him with the sum of
500L or lool. for each child, Clarke having then five

children.

This year also. Bishop Moore, who had h>ng form-
ed a design of fixing him more conspicuously, procur-

ed for him the rectory of St Bennet*s, PauPs Whar^
in London j and soon after carried him to court, and
recommended him to the favour of Queen Anne. She
appointed him one of her chaplains in ordinary ; and,

in consideration of his great merit, and at the request

of the bishop, presented him to the rectory ef St
Jamea*s, Westminster, when it became vacant in 1 70^.
Upon tys advancement to this station, be took the

degree of D. D. when the public exercise which he
performed for it at Cambridge was prodigiously admi-
red. The questions which be maiatakied were these:

I. ** Nuilnm fidei Cbristianm dogma, in sacris scriptu-

ria traditubiy eat reette rmtioni disseataoeom ;** that

is,
** No article of the Christian faitb delivered in the

Holy Scriptures, is disagreeable to right reason.** 2.
** Sine actionum humanarum libertate nulla potent esse

religio >** that is, ^ Without the liberty of human ac-

tions
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Clarke. Books and pam^ets, however, were not all whith
'" V » w' the Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity” occasioned :

it made its author obnoxious to the power ecclesiastical,

and his book to be complaiDed of by the Louver House
of convention. The doctor drew up a preface, and af-

terwards gave in several explanations, which seemed to

satisfy tbe Upper House , at least the afifair was not

brought to any issue, tbe members appearing desirous

to prevent dissensions and divisions.

In 1715 and 1716, he bad a dispute with tbe cele-

brated Leibnitz, relating to the principles of natural

philosophy and religion
; and a collection of the pa-

pers which passed between them was published in 1717*
This performance of the doctor’s is inscribed to her

late Majetv Queen Caroline, then princess of Wales,

who was pleased to have the controversy pass through

her bands. It related chiefly to tbe important and dif-

ficult subjects of liberty and necessity.

In 1718, Dr Clarke made an alteration in the forms

of (loxology in the singing psalms, which produced no

small noise and disturbaace, and occasioned some pam-
phlets to be written. The alteration was this :

To God, through Christ, his only Son,

Immortal glory be, &c.
And

To God, through Christ, his Squ, our Lord,

All glory be therefore, &c.

A considerable number of these select psalms and

hymns having been dispersed by the Society for Pro-

moting Christian Knowledge, before the alteration of

the doxologies was taken notice of, he was charged

with a design of imposing upon the society •y whereas,

in truth, the edition of them had been prepared by
him for the use of his own parish only, before the so-

ciety had thoughts of purchasing aiiy of the copies >

and as the usual forms of doxology are not established

by any legal authority, ecclesiastical or civil, in this be

had not offended.

About this time he was presented by tlie lord Lech-

naere, the clianoellor of the duchy of Lancaster, to the

mastership of Wigston’s hospital in Leicester. In 1724,
he published 1 7 sermons preached on several occasions,

I I of which were never before printed : and the year

following, a sermon, preached at the parish-church of

St James’s, upon the erecting a charity-school for the

.education of women servants. In 1727, upon tbe

death of Sir Isaac Newton, be was offered by the court

the place of nuister of the mint, worth commumbtts an^

im 1200 or 1500I. a-year. But to this secular prefer-

ment he could not reconcile himself, and therefore ab-

solutely refused it. Whiston seems to wonder, that

Clarke’s eulogists should lay so little stress upon this re*

fusal, as to mention it not at all, or at least very negli-

gently \ while “ he takes it,” he says ** to be one of

the most glorious actions of his life, and to afford un-

deniable conviction, that be was in earnest in his re-

ligion.” In 1728, was published, ” A Letter from

Dr Clarke to Mr Benjamin Hoadly, F. B. S. occa-

sioned by the controversy, relating to the Proportion

of Velocity and Force iw Bodies in Motion^’ and print*

ed in the Philosophical Transactions, No 401.
In 1729, he published the 12 first books of ^ Ho-

mer’s Iliad.” This edition was printed in 4to, and
dedicated to the duke of Cumberland. Tbe Latin

z

version is almost entirely new, and annotaHons are

added io the bottom of the pages* Homer, Bishop * "
y

Hoadly tells us, was Clarke’s admired author, even to a
degree of something like enthusiasm, hardly natural to

hit temper, and that in this be went a little beyond tbt

bounds of Horace’s judgment, and was so unwilling

to allow the favourite poet ever to nod, that be hat

taken remarkable pains to find out, and give a rea-

son for every passage, word, and title, that could

create ai^.y snspicion. The translation, (adds the

Bishop), with his corrections, may now be styled ac-

curate, and his notes^ as far as they go, are indeed a
treasury of grammatical and critical knowledge. He
was called to bk task by royal command j and be has^

performed it in such a manner, as to be wortliy of the

young prince, for whom it was laboured.” Tbe year

of its publication was the last of this great man’s life*

Though not robust, be bad always enjoyed a firm state

of heahh, without any indisposition bad enough to

confine him, except the small-pox in his youths till

on Sunday May 11. 1729, going oat in the rooming

to preach before the judges at Sergeant’s-Inn, he was
there seized with a pain in bit side, which made it'

impossible for him to perform the office bo was called

to
^ and quickly became so violent, that he was obli-

ged to be carried home. He went to bed, and thought

himself so much better in tbe afternoon, that he would

not suffer himself to be bled ;
against which reme-

dy, it is remarkable that he had entertained strong

prejudices. But the pain retumuig violently about

two the next morning, made bleeding absolutely ne-

cessary \ be appeared to be out of danger, and conti-

nued to think himself so, till the Saturday morning
following \ when, to the inexpressible surprise of all

about him, the pain removed from bis side to hia

bead ; and, after a very slmrt complaint, took away
bis senses so, that they never returned any more. He
continued breaLblng till within seven and eight of the

evening of that day, which was May 17. 1729 \ and

then died, in his 54th year.

Soon after bis death were published, from his origi-

nal manuscripts, by his brother Dr John Clarke, dean

of Sarom, ” An Exposition of the Church Catechtsm,”

and ten volumes of sermons, in 8vo. His Expeai*

lion” is made up of those lectures be read every

Thursday rooming for some months in tbe year, at St

James’s church. In the latter part of bis time he re-

vised them with great care, and left them eompletely

prepared for tbe press. As to the sermons, few dis-

courses in the English language are more judicious,

and fewer still are equally instructive. Tbe reasoning

and the practical parts are excellent, and tJie expUna-
tions of Scripture are uncommonly valnable. Though
Dr Clarke had not the turn of mind which qualified

him for moving tbe passions, and indeed did not make
it bis object, his sentiments, nevertheless, are frequent-

ly expressed with such a clearness of conception, and

such a force of language, as to produce in well dispo-

sed readers all tbe effect of tbe patbetie. Several vo-

lumes of sermons have been published since his time,,

which are far superior in point of elegance and beauty,

and we have tlie highest sense of their merit. But still

if we were called upon to recommend discourses, whieft

abound with the roost solid instmetion, and promise

the most lasUng improvement, we should never fbiget

o
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CUukt, the discovery made by Martin Folkes, Ftq. af the old

Saxon ponnd. It was dedicated to the duke of Ncw-
cabtie, whose beneficent disposition is celebrated for

having conferred obligations upon the author, which

ivere not the effects of importunity. Mr Clarke’s per-

formance was ^ perused in manuscript by Arthur On-
slow, Esq. speaker of the house of commons, who ho-

noured him with some useful hints and observations j

but lie was chiefly indebted to Mr Bowyer, who took

upon him all the care of the publication, drew up se-

veral of the notes, wrote part of the dissertation on the

Koman sesterce, and formed an admirable index to the

whole. By this work our author acquired a great

and just reputation. Indeed, it reflects honour upon

the country by which It was produced ^ for there are

few performances that are more replete with profound

and curious learning. Mr Clarke’s last promotions were

the chancellorship of the church of Chichester, and the

vicarage of Amport, which were bestowed upon him in

1770. These preferments be did not long live to en-

joy, departing this life on the 21st of October, in the

following year. He had resigned In 1768, the rectory

of Buxted to his son Edward. In Mr Nichols’s Anec-
dotes of Bowyer, there are several letters and ex-

tracts of letters written to that learned printer by Mr
Clarke, which display him to great advantage as a man
of piety, a friend, and a scholar*

In a sketch of his character in the Biographia Brt^

tannica^ furnished by Mr Hayley, who was his inti-

mate acquaintance, be is represented as not only a man
of extensive erudition, but as possessed of the pleasing

talent of communicating his various knowledge in fa-

miliar conversation, without anpr appearance of pedan-

try or presumption. Antiquities were the favourite

study of Mr Clarke, as his publications suiRcieotly

show } but he was a secret, and by no means an unsuc-

cessful, votary of the muses. He wrote English verse

with ease, elegance, and spirit. Perhaps there are few

better epigrams in our language than the following,

which be composed on seeing the words Domus uitima

inscribed on the vault belonging to the duke of Rich-

mond in the cathedral of Chichester.

Did he, who thus inscribed the wall.

Not read, or not believe, St Paul,

Who says there is, where’er it stands.

Another house not made with bands f

Or, may we gather from these words,

That house is not a bouse of lords ?

Among the happier little pieces of his sportive

poetry, there were some animated stanzas, describing

the cnaracter of the twelve English poets, whose por-

traits, engraved by Vertue, were the favourite orna-

ment of bis parlour : but be set so modest and bumble

a value on his poetical compositions, that they were sel-

dom committed to paper, and arc therefore very im-

perfectly preserved in the memory of those to whom
be sometimes recited them. His taste aud judgment

in poetry appear indeed very striking in many parts

of his learned and elaborate Connexion of Coins. His
illustration of Nestor’s cup, in particular, may be

esteemed as one of the happiest examples of that light

and beauty which the learning and spirit of an elegant

antiquarian may throw on a cloudy and mistaken

passage of an ancient poet, dn strict attention to all

3

the duties of his station, in the most active and nnlrea* Clarke
lied charity, he might 1^ regarded as a model to the |
ministers of God. Thongb his income was never large,

it was his custom to devote a shilling in every guinea ^

that he received to the service of the poor. As a ma-
ster, as a husband, and a father, his conduct was ami-
able and endearing \ and to close this imperfect sketch
of him with his most striking features, he was a man of
genuine unaffected piety.

CLARO-obscuro, or Clair-obscure, in paint-

ing, the art of distributing to advantage the lights and
shades of a piece, both with respect to the easing of the

eye and the effect of the whole piece. See Paint-
ing.

CLAJUh Obscuro^ or C^mro-arwro, is also used to signi-

fy a design consisting only of two colours, most usually

black and white, but sometimes black and yellow ^ or
it is a design washed only witli one colour, t^ shadows
being of a dusky brown, and the lights heightened up
by white.

The word is also applied to prints of two colours

taken off at twice ; whereof there are volumes in the

cabinets of those who are curious in prints.

CLARUS, or Claros, in Ancient Geography^ a
town of Ionia, famous for an oracle of Apollo. It was
built by Manto, daughter of Tiresias, who fled from
Thebes after it had been destroyed by the Epigoni.
She was so afflicted with her misfortunes, that a lake
was formed with her tears, where she first founded the

oracle. Apollo was from thence surnamed Chrius.
Also an island of the ^geaii sea, between Tenedos and
Scios.

CLARY. See Salvia, Botany Index.

CLABY^Wdter^ is composed of brandy, sugar, clary-

flowers, and cinnamon, with a little ambergris dissolved

in it. It helps digestion, and is cardiac. This water
is rendered either purgative or emetic, by adding resin

of jalap and scammony, or crocus metallorum. Some
make clary-water of brandy, juice of cherries, straw-

berries, and gooseberries, su^r, cloves, white pepper,

and coriander seeds 5 infused, sugared, and strained.

CLASMIUM, an old term in Natural History^ ap-

plied to some fossils, of the class of gypsums ; the cha-

racters of which are, that they are of a soft texture,'

and of a dull opaque look, being composed, as all the

other gypsuins, of irregularly arranged fiat particles.

The word is derived from the Greek a
fragrant or small particle \ from the flaky small parti-

cles of which these bodies are composed. Of this ge-

nus there is only one known species : this is of a tole-

rably regular and even structure \ though very coarse

and harsh to the touch. It is of a very lively and
beautiful red colour; and is found in thick round-

ish masses, which, when broken, are to be seen com-
posed of irregular arrangements of flat particles ; and
emulate a striated texture. It will neither give fire

with steel nor ferment with acids ; but calcines very

freely and easily, and affords a very valuable plaster

of Paris, as do all tbe purer gypsums. It is common
in Italy, and Is greatly esteemea there ; it is also found

in some parts of England, particularly Derbyshii*e, but

there it is not much reganled.

CLASPERS, or Tendrils. See Cirrhus.
CLASS, an appellation given to the most general

subdivisions of any thing ; thus, animat b subdivided

into
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Clan into the classes quadrupeds, birds. Babes, &c. \vliich

Q are again subdivided into serieaes or orders ^ and these
cUidct fait into genera* See Botany.

Class, is also used In schools, in a synonymous sense

withJorm^ for q number of boys ail learning the same

thing.

CLASSIC, or Classical, an epithet chiefly ap-

plied to authors read in the classes at schools.

This term seems to owe Its origin to Tullius Ser-

vius, who, in order to make an estimate of every per-

sonas estate, divided the Homan people into six bands,

which he called ciasses. The estate of the first class

was not to be under 200I. and these by way of emi-

nence were called cktssict\ ** classics :*’ hence authors

of the first rank came to be called ciassics^ all the rest

being said to be tnfra cktsscm

:

thus Aristotle is a das-

me author in philosophy j
Aquinas in school divinity,

CLASSICUM was the alarm for battle, given by

the Roman generals, and sounded by trumpets and

other martial music throughout the army.

CLATHRI, in antiquity, bars of wood or iron, nsed

in securing doors and windows. There was a goddess

called Clathra^ that presided over the clathri.

CLAVARIA, Club-top. See Botany Index,

CLAVARIUhf, in antiquity, an allowance the Ro-

man soldiers bad for furnishing nails to secure their

shoes with. They raised frequent mutinies, demanding

largesses of the emperors under this pretence. *

CLAVATA vestimenta, in antiquity, habits a-

domed with purple clavi, which were either broad or

narrow. Sec Clavus.
CLAUBERG, John, a learned professor of philo-

sophy and divinity at Diushurgh, was bom at Solingen

in 1622. He traveled into Holland, France, and

England, and in each country obtained the esteem of

the learned. The elector of Brandenburgb gave him
blic testimonies of bis esteem. He died in 1665.
is works were printed at Amsterdam, in 2 vols 4to.

The roost celebrated of these is his treatise, entitled

La^a vetue et nova^ &c.
CLAUDE LE Lorrain, or Claude Geles, a cele-

brated landscape painter, and a striking example of the

eflicacy of industry to supply, or at least to call forth

genius. Claude was bora in the diocese of Tool in Lor-

rain in l6oo; and, being dull and heavy at school, was
put an apprentice to a pastry-cook ; he afterwards ram-
bled to Rome to seek a livelihood ; but, being very

Ill-bfed, and unacquainted with the language, nobody

cared to employ him. Chance threw him at last in

the way of Augustin Tassi, a painter, who hired him to

grind his colours, and to do all the household drud-

gery. His master hoping to make him serviceable to

him in some of his greatest works, taught him by de-

grees the rules of perspective and the elements of de-

sign. Claude at first did not know what to make of

tl^ principles of art f hut being encouraged, and not

fitiling in application, lie came at length to understand

them. Then his mind began to expand, and be cul-

tivated the art with wonderful eagerness. He exerted

his utmost industry to explora the true principles of

painting by an incessant examination of nature, that

genuine source of excellence ; for which purpose, be
made his studies in the open fields; where he very

frequently contiaoed from sunrise till the dusk of

the evening compelled him to withdraw himself {tnm cifuide.

Ills contemplations. It was bis custom to sketch what- ^

ever fie Uiought beautiful or striking; and every cu-

rious tinge of light, on all* kinds of objects, he mark-
ed in his sketches, with a similar colour ;* from which
he perfected his landscapes with such a look of real

nature, and gave them such an appearance of truth, as

proved superior to any artist that had ever painted in

that style.

The beauties of his paintings are derived from na-
ture herself, which he examined with uncommon as-

siduity
; and Sandrart relates, that Claude used to ex-

plain to him, as they walked tluough the fields, the
causes of the diflerent appearances of the same prospect

at different hours of the day, from the reflections or
refractions of light, from dews or vapours in the even-
ing or morning, with all the precision of a philosopher.

He worked on bis pictures with great care, endeavour-
ing to bring them to perfection, by touching them fre^

qoently over again
;
and if any performance did not an-

swer bis ideas, it was customary with him to alter,

to deface, and repaint it several times over till it

corresponded with the image pictured in his mind*.

But whatever struck bis imagination, while be observed
nature abroad, it was so strongly impressed on bis me^
mory, that on his return to his work, be never failed

to make the happiest use of it.

His skies are warm and full of lustre, and every ob-
ject is properly illumined. His distances are admira-
ble, and in every part a delightful union and harmony
not only excite our applause but our admiration. His
Invention is pleasing, his colouring delicate, and bis

tints have such ao agreeable sweetness and variety,

as have been but imperfectly imitated by the best sub-
sequent artists, but were never equalled. He frequent-
ly gave an uncommon tenderness to his finished trees

by glazing; and in his large compositions which be
painted in fresco, he was so exact that the distinct spe-

cies of every tree might readily be distinguished. As to

bis figures, wnen he painted them himself, they are very
indifierent; ^ut he was so conscious of his deficiency

in this respect, that be usually engaged other artists

who were eminent to paint them for him ; of which
number were Courtois and Philtppo Laura. His pic-

tures are now very rare, especially sueh as are unda-
maged

; and those are at this time so valued, that no
price, however great, is thought to be superior to their

merit. In order to avoid a repetition of tlie same sub-
ject, and also to- detect such copies of his works as
might be injurious to bis fame, by being sold for ori-

ginals, it was hU custom to draw (in a paper book pre-

pared for this purpose) the designs of all those pictures

which were transmitted to dllFercot countries
; and on

the back of the drawings, be wrote the name of the
person who bad been the purchaser. That book,
which he titled Libro di Vertta^ is now in the posses-

sion of the duke of Devonshire.

Claude, John^ a Protestant divine, bora in the
province of Angenots in 1619. Mesa, de Port Royal
using their utmost endeavours to convert M. de Tu-
renae to the Catholic faith, presented him with a piece

calculated to that end, which his Ikdy engaged Ml^
Claude to answer ; and bis performance gave rise tc

the most famous controversy that was ever -carried on

in France betweea the Roman Catholics and Prole-

staots.
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Claude fitants. On the revocation of the edict of Nantz, be re«

11 tired to Holland, where he met with a kind reception,
Claudianus. honoured with a considerable pension by tlie

prince of Orange. He died in 1687 *, and left a son,

Isaac Claude, whom he lived to see minister of the

Walloon church at the Hague, and who published se-

veral excellent works of his deceased father.

CLAUDIA, a vestal virgin at Rome, who being

suspected of unchastity, is said to have been cleared

.from that imputation in the following manner : the

image of Cybele being brought out of Phrygia to

Rome in a barge, and it happening to stick so fast in

the river Tiber that it could not be moved, she tying

lier girdle, the badge of chastity, to the barge, drew
it along to the city, which a thousand men were unable

to do.

Claudia Aqua (Frontinus), water conveyed to Rome
by a canal or aqueduct of eleven miles in length, the

contrivance of Applus Claudius the Censor, and the

brst structure of the kind, in the year of Rome 441.
Called also Aqua Appia,

Claudia Copta^ (Inscriptions), a name of Lugdunum^
or Lyons in France, the birthplace of the emperor
Claudius : a Roman colony called Claudia^ from its be-

nefactor the emperor ; and Copia from its plenty of all

necessaries, especially corn. See Lugdukum.
Claudia, or Clodia Via (Ovid,) was that road

which, beginning at the Pons Milvios, joined the Fla-

roinia, passing through Etruria on the south side of tiie

Lacus Sabatinus, and striking oflP from the Cassia, and
leading to Luca (Antonine) : large remains of It are

to be seen above Bracciano (Holstenius).

Claudia Lex^ de Comitiis^ was enacted by M. Cl.

Miu'cellus in the year of Rome 702. It ordained, that

at public elections of magistrates no notice should be

taken of the votes of such as were absent. Another,

de Usura^ which forbade people to lend money to mi-

nors on condition of payment, after the decease of their

parents. Another, de Negotiatione^ by Q. Claudius the

tribune, 535. It forbade any senator or father of a
senator to have any vessel containing above 300 am-
phora:, for fear of their engaging themselves in com-
mercial schemes. The same law also forbade the same
thing to the scribes and the attendants of the questors,

as it was naturally supposed
,
that people who had any

commercial connexions could not be faidiful to their

trust, nor promote the interest of the state. Another,

376, to permit the allies to return to tlieir respective

cities, after their names were inrdlled. Liv. 41. c. 8.

Another, to take away the freedom of the city of Rome
from the colonists which Ctesar bad carried to Novi-
comum.
CLAUDIANUS, Claudius, a Latin poet, flou-

rished in the 4th century, under the emperor Theo-
dosius, and under bis sons Arcadius and Honorius. It

is not agreed of wliaJt country he was a native ; but

he came to Rome in the year of Christ 395, when ho

was about 20 years old
$ and there insinuated himself

into Stilicbo's favour ; wbo^ being a person of great

abilities both fpr civil and military affairs, though a
Goth by birth, was so considerable a person under Ho-
norius, that he may be said for many years to have

governed the western empire. Stilicho afterwards fell

into disgrace^ aud was put to death ^
and it is more

than piobahle that the poet was involved in the mis-

fortunes of his patron, and severely persecuted in his Claudktim

person and fortunes by Hadrian, an Egyptian by birth, |

who was captain of the guards to Honorius, and sue- Clauviot.

ceeded Stilicho. There is reason, however, to think
*

»

that he rose afterwards to great favour, and obtained

several honours both civil and military, llie princess

Serena bad a great esteem for Claudian, and recom-

mended and married him to a lady of great quality

and fortune in Libya. There are a few little poems
on sacred subjects, which through mistake have been -

ascribed by some critics to Claudian ^ and so have made
him be thought a Christian. But St Austin, who was
cotemporary with him, expressly, says that he was a

Heathen. The time of Claudiao’s death is uncertain,

nor do we know any farther particulars of bis life thau

what are to he collected from his works, and which we
have already related above. He is thought to have

more of Virgil in bis style than all the other imitators

of him.

Claudius 1 . Roman emperor, A. D. 41. The be-

ginnim^ of bis reign was very promising^ but it was
soon discovered that little better than an idiot filled

the throne, who might easily he made a tyrant ; ac-

cordingly he became a very cruel one, through the

influence of his empress, the infamous Messalina : after

her death, he married his niece Agrippina, who caused

him to be poisoned to make room for Nero, A. D. 54.

See (^History 0/) Rome.
Claudius II. Aurelius^ surnamed Gotkicus^ signa-

lized himself by his courage and prudence under the

reigns of Valerian and Julian *, and on the death of the

latter was declared emperor in 268. He put to dezih

Aureoius, the murderer of Gallienus ^
defeated the

Germans ; and in 269 marched against the Gotlis,

who ravaged the empire with an army of300,000 men,

which he at first harassed, and next year entirely de-

feated ^
but a contagious disease, which had spread

through that vast army, was caught by the Romans
and the emperor himself died of it a short time after,

aged 56. Follio says, that this prince bad the mode-

ration of Augustus, the virtue of Trajan, and the piety

of Antoninus.

CLAVES INSUL£, a term used in the Isle of Man,
where all weighty aud ambiguous causes are referred

to a jury of twelve, who are called claves insula^ the

keys of the island.

CLAVICHORD, and Clavicitherium, two mu-

sical instruments used in the 16th century. They were

of the nature of the spinet, hut of an oblong figure.

The first is still used by the nuns in convents ^ and

that the practitioners may not disturb the sisters iu the

dormitory, the strings are muffled with small bits of

fine woollen cloth.

CLAVICLE. See Anatomy Index.

CLAVICYMBALUM, in antiquity, a musical

instrument of 30 strings. Modern writers apply the

name to our harpischords.

CLAVI VE8T1UM, were flowers or studs of purple,

interwoven with or sewed upon the garments of knights

or senators ^
only, for distinction, the former used them

narrow, the latter broad.

CLAVIS properly signifies a KEY and is some-

times used in English to denote an explanation of some
obscure passages of any book in writing.

CLAVIUS, Christopher, a German Jesuit,

born
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Clizom#- by one is a cave hewn in the rock, and affording water.

A vaulted room with a chimney at one end, and a ho-

vel or two made with stones piled, are all the present

structures ; and these are chiefly jfrequented by fisher-

men and by persons employed to watch and to drive

away birds when the grain ripens. Referring to this

confined situation of Claromense, a famous sophist,

when importuned to adorn his native city by residing

in it rather than at Smyrna, replied. The nightingale

refuses to sing in a cage,

CLEANTHES, a Stoic philosopher, disciple of

Zeno, flourished 240 years before Christ. He main-

tained himself in the day by working in the night

:

being questioned by tho' magistrates how be subsisted,

he brought a woman for whom be kneaded bread,

and a gardener for whom he drew water ; and refused

a present from them. He composed several works,

of which there are now only a few fragments remain-

ing-

CLEAR, as a naval term, is variously applied to

the weather, the sea-coasts, cordage, navigation, &c.
The weather is said to be clear when it is fair and
open, as opposed to clondy or foggy. The sea coast it

called clear when the navigation is not interrupted, or

rendered dangerous by rocks, sands, or breakers, &c*
It is expressed of cottage, cables, &c. when they are

unembarrassed or disentangled, so as to be ready for

immediate service. It is usually opposed tofoul in all

these senses.

CLEARCHUS, a tyrant of Heraclea in Pontns,

who was killed by Chion and Leonidas, Plato's pu-

pils, during the celebration of the festivals of Bacchus.

He had enjoyed the sovereign power during 12 years.

A Lacedasmonian sent to quiet the Byzantines. He
was recalled, but refused to obey, and fled to Cyrus
the younger, who made him captain of 13,000 Greek
soldiers. He obtained a victory over Artaxerzes, who
was so enraged at the defeat, that when Clearcbus fell

into his hands by the treachery of Tissaphemes, be put

him immediately to death.

CLEATS, in naval affair^, pieces of wood having
one or two projecting ends whereby to fasten the

ropes : some of them are fastened to the shrouds below
for this purpose, and others nailed to different places

of the ship's deck or sides.

CLECHE, in Heraldry^ a kind of cross, charged
with another cross of the same figure, but of the colour

of the field.

CLEDGE, among miners, denotes the upper stra-

tum of fullers earth.

CLEDONISM, Cledonismus, a kind of divina-

tion, in use among tlie ancients. The word is formed

from acAn^iw, which signifies two things, rumor^ a
report," and avisy “ a bird." In the first sense, cle-

donisni should denote a kind of divination drawn from
words occasionally uttered. Cicero observes, that the

Pvtbagoreans made observation not only of the words
of the gods, but of those of men ; and accordingly be-

lieved the pronouncing of certain words, e. g. incen^

diuniy at a meal, very unhappy. Thus, instead of pn-
son, they used the word domicitium ; and to avoid erin*

nyty furies, said eumenides. In the second sense, ciedo^

nism should seem a divination drawn from birds ; the

same with ornithomaiitia.
’ CLEEVERS. See Clivers.

86 J C L E
CLEF, or Cliff, in iiusicy derived from the La- cict

tin word davisy " a key because by it is expreased -

the fundamental sound in the diatonic scale, which re-

quires a determined succession of tones or temkooee,
whether major or minor, peculiar to the note from
whence we set out, and resulting from its position in

the scale. Hence, as it opens a way to this succes-

sion, and discovers it, the technical term key is wed
with great propriety. But clefs rather point out

the position of different musical parts in the general

system, and the relations which they bear one to an-

other.

A clef, says Rousseau, is a character in music placed

at the be^nning of a stave, to determine the de^nec ef

elevation occupied by that stave in the general claviarj

or system, and to point out the names of all the notes

which it contains in the line of that clef.

Anciently the letters by which the notes of the ga-
mut were signified were called clefs. Thus the letter

A was the clef of the note loy C the clef of trl, £ the

clef-efwi^ &c. In proportion as the system was ex-

tended, the embarrassment and superfluity of this mul-
titude of clefs were felt.

Gui d'Arezzo, who had invented them, marked n
letter or clef at the beginning of each line in the stave \

for as yet he had placed no notes in the spaces. In
process of time they marked no more than one of the

seven clefs at the beginning of one of the lines only ^

and this was sufficient to fix the position of all the

rest, according to their natural order ; at last, of these

seven lines or clefs they selected four, which were call-

ed claves aignatsty or dhcrimtnating clefsy because they

satisfied themselves with marking one of them upon
one of the lines, from which the powers of all the others

might be recognized. Presently afterwards they even

retrenched one of these four, viz* the ^gamma, ef

which they made use to mark the sol below, that is to

say, the bypoproslambanome added to the system ef

the Greeks.

In reality Kircber asserts, that if we understood the

characters in which ancient music was written, and
examined minutely the forms of our clefs, we should

find that each of them represents the letter a little rL
tered in its form, by which the note was originally

named. Thus the clef of sol was originally a G, the

clef of ut a C, and the clef offa an F.

We have then three clefs, one a fifth above ibepuoe

other: the clef of F, or fay which is the lowest ;
CXUV.

the clef of uty or C, which is the fifth above the

mer \
and the clef of soly or G, which is a fifth above

^ *

that of f/f. These clefs, both as marked by foreigners

and in Britain, may be seen in art. 170 of Music \ op-

on which it is necessary to remark, that by a remain

of ancient practice, the clef is always placed upon a
line, and never in a space. It deserves notice, that

the clef offa is marked in three different manners : one

in music which is printed \ another in music which is

written or engraved ;
and a third in the full harmony

of the chorus.

By adding four lines above the clef of soly and three

lines beneath the clef of fay which gives both above

and below the greatest extent of permanent or esta-

blished lifles, it appears, that the whole scale of notes

which can he placed upon the gradations relative to

these clefs amounts to 24 ^
that is to say, three octaves

and

e
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Clemency. CLEMENCY, denotes macb the same with mercy,
^ and implies a remission of severity towards offenders*

The term is most generally used in speaking of the

forgiveness exercised by princes or persons of high

authority. It is the result, indeed, of a disposition

which ought to be cultivated by all ranks, though
its effects cannot be equally conspicuous or extensive*

In praise of clemency joined with power, it is observed,

that it is not only the privilege, *the honour, and the

duty of a prince, but it is also bis security, and better

than all his garrisons, forts, and guards, to preserve

himself and his dominions in safely : That that prince

is truly royal, who masters himself ; looks upon all in-

juries as below him ; and governs by equity and rea-

son, not by passion or caprice* In illustration of this

subject, the following examples are selected out of many
recorded in history.

Fu^tsfi.c.p. I* patricians having conspired against Titus

the Roman emperor, were discovered, convicted, and
sentenced to death by the senate; but the good-na-

tured prince sent for them, and in private admonished
them, that in vain they aspired to the empire, which

was given by destiny ; exhorting them to be satisfied

with the rank in which by Providence they had been

placed, and offering them any thing else which was in

his power to grant* At the same time he dispatched

a messenger to the mother of one of them, who was
then at a great distance, and under deep concern about

the fate of her son, to assure, her, that her son was not

only alive, but forgiven*
Zo»^iu574. 2. Licinins having raised a numerous army, Zosi-

mus says I30,cxx} men, endeavoured to wrest the go-

vernment out of the hands of his brother-in-law Con-
stantine the emperor* But bis army being defeated,

Licinins fled with what forces he could rally to Nico-

roedia, whither Constantine pursued him, and imme-
diately invested the place ; but on the second day of
the siege, the emperor’s sister intreating him, with a
flood of tears, by the tenderness he had ever shown
for her, to forgive her husband, and grant him at least

his life, he was prevailed upon to comply with her re-

quest; and the next day, Licinius, finding no means
of making his escape, presented himself before the

conqueror, and throwing himself at his feet, yielded

to him the purple and the other ensigns of sovereignty*

Constantine received him in a very friendly manner,
entertained him at bis table, and anerwards sent him
to Thessalonica, assuring him, that be should live un-

molested so long as he raised no new disturbances.

3. The council of thirty, established at Athens by

Lysander, committed the most execrable cruelties*.

Upon pretence of restraining the multitude within

their duty, and to prevent seditions, they had caused

guards to be assigned them, had armed 3000 of the

citizens for that purpose, and at the same time dis-

armed all the rest* The whole city was in the utmost

terror and dismay. Whoever opposed their injustice

and violence fell a victim to their resentment* Riches

were a crime that never failed of drawing a sentence

upon their owners, always followed with death and the

confiscation of estates; which the thirty tyrants di-

vided amongst themselves. They put more people to

death (says Xenophon) in eight months of a peace,

tb^n their enemies had done ia a war of thirty years*

AU the citizens of any consideration in Athens, and

who retained a love of liberty, quitted a place reduced Clemency,
to so hard and shameful a slavery, and sought elsewhere ^ »

an asylum and retreat where they might live in safety*

At the head of these was Tbrasybulus, a person of ex-
traordinary merit, who beheld with the most lively afi*

fliction the miseries of his country. ^

The Lacedaemonians had the inhumanity to endea-
vour to deprive those unhappy fugitives of this last re-

source* They published an edict to prohibit the cities

of Greece from giving them refuge, decreed that they

should be delivered up to the thirty tyrants, and con-
demned all such as should contravene the execution of
this edict to pay a fine of five talents* Only two ci-

ties rejected with disdain so unjust an ordinance, Me-
gara and Thebes

;
the latter of which made a decree

to punish all persons whatsoever that should see an A-
tbenian attacked by his enemies without doing bis ut-

most to assist him. Lysias, an orator of Syracuse who
had been banished by the thirty, raised 500 soldiers at

his own expence, and sent them to the aid of the com-
mon country of Eloquence. Tbrasybulus lost no
time* After having taken Phyla, a small fort in At-
tica, he marched to the Piraeus, of which be made
himself master* The thirty flrw thither with their

troops, and a battle ensued. The tyrants were over-

thrown. Critias, the most savage of them all, was
killed on the spot : and as the army was taking to

flight, Tbrasybulus cried out, ** Wherefore do you fly

from me as from a victor, rather than assist me as the

avenger of your liberty ? We are not enemies, but fel-

low-citizens, nor have we declared war against the

city, but against the thirty tyrants.” He cootintied

to remind them, that they had the same origin,

country, laws, and religion : he exhorted them to

compassionate their exiled brethren, to restore their

country to them, and resume their own liberty. This
discourse had the desired effect. The army, npoo their

return to Athens, expelled the thirty, and substituted

ten persons to govern in their room, whose conduct

proved no better than theirs; but King Pausanias,

moved with compassion for the deplorable condition to

which a city, once so flourishing, was reduced, had the

generosity to favour the Athenians in secret, and at

length oUained a peace for them. It was sealed witlk

the blood of the tyrants, who having taken arms to re-

instate themselves in the government, were all pot to

the sword, and left Athens in the full possession of its

liberty* All the exiles were recalled. Tbrasybulus

at thst time proposed the celebrated amnesty, by which
the citizens engaged upon oath, that all past transac-

tions should be buried in oblivion* The government
was re-established upon its ancient footing, the laws

were restored to their pristine vigour, and magistrates

elected with tlio usual form*

This (says Bollin) is one of the finest events in ancient

history, worthy the Athenian clemency and benevo-

lence, and has served as a model to sncceeding ages in

. ail good govemmente. Never had tyranny been morn
cruel and bloody than that whiob the Athenians bad
lately thrown off. Every house was in mourning*

every family bewailed the loss of some relation : it had
been a series of public robbery and rapine, in which
license and impunity had authorized all manner of

crimes* The people seemed to have a right to demand
the blood of all accomplices iu such notorious malver-

sations^
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Clement operators. It availed but little that the operators

H showed themselves alive and in good health, and that

the surgeons and physfoians proved the falsehood of
* '

' every part of the report. Clement XIV. appears to

have been a man of a virtuous cluiracter, and possessed

of considerable abilities. He died much regretted by

his subjects.

CL£M£NTIN£, a term used among the Aogu*
stins, who apply it to a person who, after having been

nine years a superior, ceases to be so, and becomes a
private monk, under tlie command of a superior. The
word has its rise hence, that Pope Clement, by a bull,

prohibited any superior among tbe Augustins from con-

tinuing above nine years in his o£Sce.

Clementines, in the canon law, are the constitu-

tions of Pope Clement V. and the canons of the coun-

cil of Vienne.

CLENARD, Nicholas, a celebrated grammarian
in the i6tli century, was bom at Diest^ and after ha-

ving taught humanity at Louvain, travelled into France,

Spain, Portugal, and Africa. He wrote in Latin, i.

' Letters relating to Ills Travels, which are very curious

and scarce. 2. A Greek Grammar, which has been

revised and corrected by many grammarians ; and other

works.- He died at Grenoble in 1542*
CLEOBIS and Biton, two youths, sons of Cy-

dippe the priestess of Juno at Argos. When oxen
could not be procured to draw their mother’s chariot

to tbe temple of Juno, they put themselves under the

yoke, and drew it 45 stadia to tbe temple, amidst the

acclamations of the multitude, who congratulated tbe

mother on account of the piety of her sons. Cydippe
intreated the goddess to reward the piety of her sons

with tbe best gift that could be granted to a mortal.

They went to rest and awoke no more ; and by this tbe

goddess showed that death is the only true happy event

that can happen to a man. The Argives raised them
statues at Delphi.

CLEOBULUS, son of Evagoras, and one of the

Grecian sages
j he was valiant, a lover of learning,

and an enemy to vice. Flourished about 560 years be-

fore Christ.

CLEOMBROTUS, m king of Sparta, son of An-
axandrides. He was deterred from building a wall

across the isthmus of Corinth against the approach of
tbe Persians, by an eclipse of the sun. He died in the

75th Olympiad, and was succeeded by Plistarohus, son

of Leonidas, a minor.

Cleombrotus II. son of Pausanias king of Sparta,

after his brother Agesi polls I. He made war against

the Boeotians, and lest he should be suspected of treach-

erous communications with Epamiiiondas, he gave that

general battle at Leuctra, in a very disadvantageous

place. He was killed in the engagement, and bis army
destroyed, in the year of Rome 382.
Cleombrotus III. a son-in-law of Leonidas king

of Sparta, who for a while usurped tbe kingdom after

the expulsion of his father-in-law. When Leonidas
was recalled, Cleombrotus was banished, and bis wife

Cbelonis, who had accompanied her father, now accom-
panied her husband in hit exile.

CLEOME, in Botany^ a genus of tbe siliquosa

order, belonging to the tetradynamia class of plants \

and in the natural method ranking under the 25th or»

der, Putamine€t. There are three nectariferous glan*

X

dules, one at each sinns of tbe calyx except the lowest } Cleeme

the petals all rising upwards i the tiliqua unilocular and B

bivalved. There arc 1 5 species, all of them, except Gco^tiu

two, natives of warm climates. They are herbaceous
^

plants, rising from one to two feet high \
and are adorn-

ed with flowers of various colours, as red, yellow, flesh-

colour, &c. They are propagated by seeds, and re-

quire no other care than what is common to other ex-

otics which are natives of warm countries.

CLEOMENES, king of Sparta, conquered the

Argives, and freed Athens from the tyranny of tbe Pi-

sistratida^ By bribing the oracle, be pronounced De-
maratus, his colleague 00 tbe throne, illegitimate, be-

cause be refused to punish the people of ^gina, who
bad deserted the Greeks. He Uled himself in a fit of

madness.

Cleomenes IL succeeded bis brother Agesipolis XL
He reigned 34 years in tbe greatest tranquillity, and
was father to Acrotatos and Cleonymos. He was suc-

ceeded by Areus I. sou of Acrotatus.

Cleomenes ILL succeeded his father Leonidas.

He was of an enterprising spirit, and resolved to-restore

tbe ancient discipline of Lycurgus in its full force. He
killed the Ephori, and removed by poison his royal col-

leagne Eiirydamidei, and made bis own brother EnclI-

das king, against tbe laws of tbe state, which forbade

more than one of the same family to sit on the throne.

He made war against the Aebseans, and attempted to

destroy tbe Achman league. Aratus the general of tbe

Achasans, who supposed himself inferior to hit enemy,
called Antigonus to hit assistance ; and Cleomenes,

when he had fought the Dofortonate battle of Sellasta,

retired into Egypt to tbe court of Ptolemy Euei*getes,

where his wife and children had gone before him.

Ptolemy received him with great cordiality ^ hut his

successor, weak and suspicious, soon expressed bis jea-

lousy of dlls noble stranger, and imprisoned him.

Cleomenes killed himself, and liis body was flayed and
exposed on a cross, 140 Oiymp.
CLEON, the name of several noted men of anti-

quity. 1. Of an Athenian, who, though originally a
tanner, became general of the armies of the state by his

intrigues and eloquence. He took Tboron in Thrace,

and was killed at Amphipolis in a battle with Brasidas

the Spartan general, Olyrop. 8pth. 2. A general of

Messenia, who disputed with Aristodemns for the sove-

reignty. 3. A statuary. 4. A poet, who wrote a
poem 00 the Argonauts. 5. An orator of Halicaruas-

8U8 who composed an oration for Lysander, in which
he intimated the propriety of making tbe kingdom of

Sparta elective. 6. A Magnesian who wrote some com-
mentaries, in which he speaks of portentous events, &c.
CLEONiE, in Ancient Geography

^

a town of Ar«
golis, above Mycenae, on the road which leads from

Argos to Corinth ; stsnding on an eminence, on every

side occupied by houses. In tbe forest near this town
was slain by Hercules the huge lion (Sil. Italicus, Se-

neca). Cieomeus the epithet. Cleonceum Sidue^ tbn

lion. ' Another Cleonet on Mount Atbos in Cbal-

cidice.

CLEOPATRA, the celebrated queen of Egypt,
was daughter of Ptolemy Auletes. By her extraor-

dinary beauty, sbe subdued the two renowned Roman
generals Julias Cscsar and Mark Antonym the latter of

whom, it is tbonght, lost tbe empire of Rome by bis

attachment
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C'lere, and in bis colonring he resembled bis master. He died

. Cle^y. jp 1633.
Clerc, Sebastian engraver, and designer in or-

dinary to the French king, was bom at Metz in 1637*
ARer having learnt designing, he applied himself to

mathematics, and was engineer to the marshal de la

Fert^. He went to Paris in 1665, ^here he applied

himself to designing and engraving with such success,

that M. Colbert gave him a pension of 600 crowns.

In 1672 he was admitted into the royal academy of

painting and sculpture) and in 1680 was made pro-

fessor of geometry and perspective in the same acade-

my. He published, besides a great number of designs

and prints, 1. A Treatise on theoretical and practical

Geometry. 2. A treatise on Architecture ) and other

works: and died in 1714.—He was an excellent ar-

tist, but chiefly in the petit style. His genius seldom

exceeds the dimensions of six inches. Within those

limits he could draw up 20,000 men with great dex-

terity. No artist except Callot and Della Bella could

touch a small figure with so much spirit. His most

esteemed prints arc : i. The passion ofour Saviour^ on

36 small plates, lengthwise, from his own compositions.

The best impressions are without the borders. 2. The
fuiracle of the feeding five thousand^ a middling sized

plate, lengthwise. In the first impressions, which are

very rare, a town appears in the back-ground ) in

place of which a mountain is substituted in the common
ones. 3. The elevation of the large stones used in build-

ing thefront of the Louvre^ a large plate, lengthwise.

The first impressions are without the dale 1677, which

was afterwards added. 4. The acaden^ of the sciences^

a middling-sized plate, lengthwise. The first impres-

sions are before the skeleton of the slag and tortoise

were added. The second impressions are before the

shadow was enlargeid at the bottom, towards the right-

hand side of the print. Both these impressions are

very scarce. The first is rarely met with. This print

was copied for Chamberses Dictionary. 5. The Moy
ofthe ChbelinSy a middle-sized plate, lengthwise. The

- lirst impression is before the woman was introduced,

who covers the wheel of the coach. 6. Thefour con-

quests^ iRTge plates, lengthwise, representing the taking

of Toumay, the taking of Douay, the defeat of the

coropte de Marsin, and the Switzerland alliance. 7. The
battles of Alexander^ from Le Bmn, six small long

plates, including the title, which representa tfie picture

gallery at the C^belins. The first impressions of the

tent of Darios, which plate makes part of this set, is

distinguished by the shoulder of the woman, who is

seated in the front, being without the shadow, which

was afterwards added ) for which reason they are called

the prints with the naked shoulder, 8. The entry of
Alexander into Babylon^ a middle-sized plate, length-

wise. In the first impressions, the face of Alexander

is seen in profile ; in the second, it is a three quar-

ter face, and therefore called the print with the head
turned,

Clkrc, George le. See Buffok.
CLERGY, a general name given to the body of

occlegiastics of the Christian church, in contradistinc-

tion fo the laity. See Laity.
The distinction of Christians into clergy and laity

was derived from the Jewish church, and adopted into

the Christian by the apostles themselves: whenever

any number of converts was made, as toon as they Gkrgy.
were capable of being formed into a congregation or ^ m
church, a bishop or presbyter, with a deacon, were or-

dained to minister to them. Of the bishops, priests,

and deacons, the clergy originally consisted ) but in the

third century, many inferior orders were appointed, as

subservient to the oflice of deacon, such as Acolu-
THisTs, Readers, &c.

This venerable body of men being separated and set Btmeku,

apart from the rest of the people, in order to attend
the more closely to the service of Almighty God, have
therefore large privileges allowed them by our muni-
cipal laws ) and had formerly much greater, which
were abridged at the time of the reformation, on ac-
count of the ill use which the Popish clergy had endea-
voured to make of them. For, the laws having ex-
empted them from almost every personal duty, they
attempted a total exemption from every secular tie.

But it is observed by Sir Edward Cooke, that as the
overflowing of waters doth many times make the ri-

ver to lose its proper channel, so, in times past, eccle-

siastical persons seeking to extend their H^rties be-

yond their due bounds, either lost, or enjoyed not,

those which of right belonged to them. The personal

exemptions do indeed for the most part continue : a
clergyman cannot be compelled to serve on a jury, nor
to appear at a coort-leet, or view of frank-pledgr,

which almost every other person is obliged to do)
hut if a layman is summoned on a jury, and before tho

trial takes orders, he shall notwithstanding appear and
be sworn. Neither can he be chosen to any temporal

oflfice, as 'bailtflP, reeve, constable, or the like ) in re-

gard of bis own continual attendance on the sacred

function. During his attendance on divine service, he
is privileged from arrests in civil suits. In cases also

of felony, a clerk in orders shall have the benefit of his

clergy, without being branded in the hand ) and may
likewise have it more than once ) in both which per-

ticulars he is distinguished from a laymen. But, as

they have tlieir privileges, so also they have their dis-

abilities, on account of their spiritual avocations. Cler-

gymen are incapable of sitting in the house of com-
mons; and by statute 21 Hen. VIII. c. 13. are not

In general allowed to take any lands or tenements to

farm, upon pain of lol. per month, and total avoidance

of the lease ; nor, upon like pain, to keep any tap-

house or brew-house ; nor engage in any manner of

trade, nor sell an^ merchandise, under forfeiture of

treble value. Which prohibition is consonant to the

canon law.

Benefit ofClergy^ is an ancient privilege, whereby
one in orders claimed to be delivered to his ordinary to

purge himself of felony.

After trial and conviction * of a criminal, the judg- • the
ment of the court regularly follows, unless suspended articlen

or arrested by some intervening circumstances, of which raignment^

the principal benefit ofclergyi a title of-no small

riosity as well as use ; and concerning which, therefore,

it may not be improper to enquire, 1. Into its original,

and the various mutations which this privilege of the

clergy has sustained. 2. To what persons it is to be

allowed at this day. 3. In what cases. 4. The conse-

quences of allowing it.

I. Clergy, the privilegium clericale^ or (in common B/mektt,

speech, the benefit of clergy) bad its onginal from the Cowtmemu

pious
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Clergy. eonvioUd elerk, abs^ puf^gaitonejkout^o ; *tHiicb

7 ^ situation the clefk convict could not make^fMiKgation }

but ivas to continue in prison during lifey^uid wasdn-
capable of acquiring .mny personal propefty,tor'receiT-

ing the profits of bis lands, unless the king should

please to.pardon him. Both these courses were in* some
degree exceptionable ^ the latter perhaps being too ri-

gid, as the former was productive of tlie most abandon-
ed perjury. As therefore these mock trials took their

rise from factious and (popish tenets, ’tendlag to exempt
one part of the nation from the general mtmtolpal law,

it became high time, when the seformation kwas the-

i-oogbly established, to abolaih so vain and impious a
ceremony.

Accordingly the statute i8 £liz. c. 7. enacts, that,

for the; avoiding sueh perjuries and abuses, after the

offender has been allowed his clergy, he shall not be

delivered to the ordinary as formerly^ but, upon each

allowance, and burning of the hand, be shall forthwith

be enlarged and delivered out of prison, with pro-

viso, that the judge may, if he thinks fit, continue the

oSeuder in gaol for auy time ;not exceeding a *ycar.

And thus tiie Jaw eontinaed unaltered for above a
century j exoept only, that tlie statute 21 Jac. 1. c. 6*

allowed, that women convicted of simple larcenies

under the value of xos. should (not prop^y have^he
4>entfft of clergy, for they ware not upon to

read ^
but) be burned in the hand, whipped, or stock-

ed, or imprisoned for any ttme mot exceeding a year.

And a similar indulgence by the statutes 3 and 4 Will,

and Mary, C. 9. and 4 and 5 Will, aod Mary, c. 24.

was extendcdkto .women guilty df any I clergyable felony

whatever^ who were allotted .onceito claim the heoeiit

of the statute, in like manner as men might claim the

benefft of clergy, and <to be disdiarged upon being

burned in the band, and imprisoned for any time not

exceedingia year. All women, .all peers, and ail male

commoners who 1 could read, were therefore disebarged

in such felonies absolutely, if clerks In orders^ and for

the first offenee ypon burning in the hand,.if lay
^
yet

all liable (except peers), if tfo; judge saw eccasibn, to

imprUonment not .exceeding a year. And itliese men
who could not ;read, if under the degree ofipcemge,
were banged.

Afterwards, indeed, it .wae considered, that educa-

tion and. learuing were not mxt^iuattoQS of guilt, but

quite the reverse; and that if< the punishment of ^death

for sifTiple felony was too severe for those who Iwd
been liberally instructed, it was, afortiori^ too severe

for the ignorant also. And thereupon, by otatute

5 Anne, c. 6. it was enacted that (he benefit of clergy

^ould be granted to all those who -were entitled to a^:

it, without requiring them to read by way of coodi-

tional merit. And experience having shown that so

universal a lenity was' frequently inconvenient, and «n
encouragement to commit the lower degrees of felo-

ny ;
and that though capital punishments were too ri-

gorous for these inferior offences, yet uo punishment

at all (or next to none, as branding or whipping),

was as much too gentle; it was enacted by the same
statute 5 Anne, c. 6. that when any person is convict-

ed of any theft orjarceny, and burnt in the hand

for the siime, be shall, at the dUcretiou of the judge,

be committed to the house of correction, or public

work-boute, to be there kept to bard labwr for any

. - a

tinronotdm than 6» ^months, mid wbt ‘oorefi^iing ^iwo clergy,

years ; with a power of iitflictingm^double endilnemeUt < » ^

~—
locate of ahe>party^ ^escape from the^lirtt. And it

is ^also cnaeted by tlie ^ttatvktes 4 *Geo« I. ‘c. 11. and
6'Oeo. 1 . c. 23. that ydren any peivons 'ribfUl be eon-

yieted of any larceny, either grand or*pOtit,'or%ny fe-

lonious stealing' or taking of'money or goods and clmt-

tek, eitber from the person or'the bouse of ony oHier,

or in any' other manner, and who by'tbe law.shall be

entitled to the benefit of olergy, and Koehle only^ the

penalties of burning In the band, or whipping*; *tfae

court hi therr discretion, instead df each ^burning in

the hand, or whipping, may direct ouch dfien'denf to

be itransported to America 'for seven years ; and if

they rolum, or are seen at large in this kingdom
within that time, it shall he felony without hen^t of

clergy.

In this state does the benefit of dlcrgy at present

stands very considerably (difiereUt from ha original in-

stitution ; the wisdom lof tfae^Eugli^ legislature hav-
ing, *in the course ofaiongand kbortons process, ex-

tracted, by a nobleraldhemy, ridh medicines oot df poi-

sonous ingredients
;
and converted, by gradual muta-

tions, what was at first an wnreosoffablc exemption bf

particular 'popish' ecelesiaittfs, into la mcrcifdl mitiga-

tion of the general law with respect to capital *punith-

ments.

From the whole of this detail, we may colleet, 'that

however in times of ignoianoe and superstition, that

monster in true policy roay^for a while subsist, of a

body of men residing In a state, and yet independeHI

of its lawa; ^3^t when learning and rational religiim

have a little enlightened men^s minds, seeiety can no

longer endure an absurdity sOvgros6,‘as inust destroy its

very fundamentals. For, by tbe ^original contract of

government, the price of protection'by the united dbroe

of individuals, is that of obedience to the united ^vriU

of the community. Thrs united will is declared in ‘the

laws of the land
;
and ‘that united force is exerted in

their due, and universal, execution.

II. Weare next to inquire, to what ’persons the be-

nefit of clergy f is to be allowed at 'this day ; and this

must chiefly be ^coUeeted from what has bron obser-

ved in tbe preeeding article. Fsr, upon the vthole,

we may pronounce, that all clerks iu orders are, with-

out any branding, and Of course without any trans-

portation (for that is only •sabetituted in lieu of tbe

other), to be admitted to this privilege, and immedi-

ately discharged, or at most only confined for one year$

and this as often as they oflend. Again, all lords of

parliament, and peens Of the realm, by tbe statute

1 £dw. 'VI. c. 12. shfill be discharged in all clergyable

and other felonies provided for by the act without any •

buroing in the hand, in the same manner as real clerics

convict
;
but this is only for the first offence. Lastly,

all the commons of the realm, not in orders, vthether

male or. female, shall, for the first ofience, be dischar-

ged of the punishment of felonies, within tbe benefit of

clergy, upon being burnt in the hand, and suffering

discretionary imprisonment ;^or, in case of larceny, up-

on being transported for seven years, if the court shall

think proper.

III. Tbe third point to be considered is, for vShat

crimes the privtiegium clericaie^ or benefit of clergy,

is to be allowed. And it is to be observed, that nei-

ther
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Clergy* treason, nor in petit larceny, nor in any

,fM i ^inere misqeroeanors, it was indulged at the common
]aw; and therefore we may lay it down as a nile,

that it wae allowable only in petit treason and capital

felonies ^ which for the most part became legally en*

titled to this indalgence by the statute ^ clero^

35 Edw. 111. stat. 3. c. 4* which provides, that clerks

convict for treason or felonies, touching other persons

than the king himself or his royal majesty, shall have

tlie privilege of holy church. But yet it was not al-

lowed in all cases whatsoever^ for in some it was de**

nied even in common law^ viz* iiisidatto viarumy or ly-

ing in wait for one on the highway
;
depopulatio agro^

rum^ or destroying and ravaging a country ;
combustio

dnmorum^ or arson, that is, burning of houses ; all

which are a kind of hostile acts, and in some degree

border upon treason. Amd farther, all these identical

crimes, together with petit treason, and very many
other acts of felony, are ousted of clergy by particular

acts of parliament.

Upon the whole, we may observe the following'

rules. I. That in all felonies, whether new created,

cr by common law, clergy Is now allowable, unless ta-

ken away by act of parliament. 2. That where clergy

is taken awi^ from the principal, it is not of course ta-

ken away from the accessory^ unless be be also particu-

larly included in the words of the statute. 3. That
when the benefit of clergy is taken away from the of-

fence (as in case of murder, buggery, robbery, rape,

and burglary), a principal in the second degree, being

present, aiding and abetting the onme, is as well ex-

cluded from bis clergy, as he that is a principal in

the first degree : hot, 4. That where it is only taken

away from the person ooramittiog the ofieoce (as in

the case of stabbing, or committing larceny in a

dwelliog-house), his aiders and abettors are net ex-

cluded, throngh the tenderness of the law, which hath

determioed that such statntes shall not be taken lite-

rally.

IV. Lastly, We are to inquire what the conse-

quences are toitbe party, of allowing biro this benefit

of cleiigy* We speak not of the branding, imprison-

ment, or transportation \ which are rattier concomitant

conditions, than oonseqaences, of receiving this indul-

genocw The cooseqneneea are such as< affect his pre-

sent interest, and fbture credit and capacity; as hav-

ing been onee >a fekm, hat* now purged* from that

guilt by the privilege of clergy \ whidi operates as a
kind of statnte pazdon. And we may obsem, x. That,
by his conviotian, he forfeits all his goods to the king

;

which, being once vested in the crown, shall not after-

wards be restored to the offender. 2. That, after con-
viction, and till be receives the judgment of the law
by branding or the like, or else is pardoned by the

kin^, be is, to all intents and purposes, a felon ; and
subject to all the disabilities and other incidents of a
felon. 3* That, after burning or pardon, he is dis-

charged for ever of that, and all other felonies before

committed, within the benefit of clergy ; but not of

felonies from which such benefit is excluded ; and this

by statutes 8 Eliz. c. 4. and 18 Eliz. c. 7. 4. That
by the burning, or pardm of it, he is restored to all

capaoitiesand credits, and the possession of hk lands,

M if be bad never been, convicted- 5. That what is

mi with regard tathetadvaotagos of commeners and

laymen, subsequent to the burning in the band, is Clergy,

equally applicable to all peers and clergymen, although Clerk,

never branded at all. For they have the same privi-
*

•

leges, without any burning, to which others are entitled

after it.

CLERK (^clertcus\ a word formerly used to signify

a learned man, or man of letters. The word comes
from the Greek

,
used for clergy ; but more pro-

perly signifying lot or heritage^ in regard the lot and
portion of clerks or ecclesiastics is to serve God. Ac-
cordingly clerus was at first used to signify those who
had a particular attachment to the Service of God.
The origin of the expression is derived from the Old
Testament, where the tribe of Levi is called the /o/,

heritage^ ; and God is reciprocally called their

portion

;

by reason that tribe was consecrated to the

service of God, and lived on the offerings made to God,
without any other settled provision as the rest had.

Thus Pasquier observes, the officers of the counts (ro-

mites) were anciently created under the title of clerks

accompis ; and secretaries of state were called clerks

of the secret. So clericus domini regis, in the time of

Edward I. was Englislied, the king^s secretary^ ox clerk

ofhis council. The term was applied indiflerently to

all who made any profession of learning ; or who knew
Ifow to manage the pen ; though originally it was ap-

propriated to ecclesiastics. As the nobtliW and gentry

were usually brouglit up to the exercise of arms, there

were none but the clergy left to cultivate the sciences :

hence, as it was the clergy alone who had made any
profession of letters, a very learned man came to be

called a great clerk^ and a stupid i^orant roau a bad
derk.

Clehk is also applied to such as by their course of

life exercise their pens in any court or office ; ofwhich
there are various kinds : thus,

Clbbk of the Bails^ an offiw ’in the court of kingU
bench, whose business is to file all bail-pieces taken in >

that courts where be always attends.

Clerk of the Cheeky an officer belonging to the king’s

court; 80 called, because be has the cimk and con-

troulment of the yeomen that belong to the king, queen,

OF prince. He likewise, hy himself or deputy, sets the

watch in the court. There Js also an officer in the

navy of the same name, belonring to the king’s yards.

Clerk of the Crown^ an officer in the king’s bench,

who frames, reads, and records all indictments against

offenders, there arraigned or indicted of any public

crimes He is likewise termed c/erA: tf the ci'own^of

'ftccj in which capacity he exhibits information by order

of the court for divers offences.

Clerk of the Crawn^ in chancery, an officer whose

business it is constantly to attend the lord chancellor

in person or by deputy ; to write and prepare for the

great seal special matters of state by commission, both

ordinary and extraordinary, vtau commissions of lieu-

tenancy, of justices of assize, oyer and terminer, gaol-

delivery, and of the peace
; all ^eral j^rdons, grant-

ed either at the king’s coronation, or in parliament

;

the writs of parliament, with the names of the knights,

citizens, and borgesses, are also retorned into bis office.

He also makes ont special pardons and writs of execu-

tion on bonds of statute-staple forfeited-

Clerk of the DeHveries ofthe OrdtWKr. Sec Ord-
KAKC&

B b a Clerk
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Clerk. Clerk of the Errors^ in the court of common pleas,

—V— ^ an officer who transcribes and certifies into the king^s

bench the tenor of the record of the action on which

•the writ of error, made out by the cursitor, is brought

there to be determined. In the king^s bench, the clerk

of the errors transcribes and certifies the records of

•causes, by bill, in4hat court, into the exchequer. And
the business of the clerk of the errors in the exchequer,

is to transcribe the records certified thither out of the

king^s bench, and to prepare them for judgment in the

exchequer chamber.

Clerk of the Essotns^ in the court of common pleas,

keeps the essoin roll, or enters essoins : he also provides

parchment, cuts it into rolls, marks the numbers on

them, delivers out all the rolls to every officer, and re-

ceives them again when written. See Essoin.

Clerk of the Estreats^ an officer in the exchequer,

wrho every term receives the estreats out of the lord-

ireasurer^s remembrancer's office, and writes them out

<0 be levied for the crown.

Clerk of the Green Cloth^ formerly an officer in

chancery, but now abolished.

Clerk oJ the Hamper or Hanaper^ an officer in

chancery, whose business is to receive all money due to

the king for the seals of charters, letters patent, com-

missions, and writs \ also the fees due to the officers

for enrolling and examining them.

CLERK^ComptroUer of the King^e Houeehold^ an offi>»

cer of the king's ‘court, authorised to allow or disallow

the charges of pursuivants, messengers of the green-

cloth, &c. to inspect and controul all defects of any of

the inferior officers \
and to sit in the counting-house

with the lord-steward and other officers of the house-

hold for regalating such matters.

Clerk of the King^s Silver^ an officer of the common
pleas, to whom every fine is brought, after it has pas-

sed the office of the cuetos brevium ; and who enters the

effect of writs of covenant, into a book kept for that

purpose, according to which all the fines of that term

are recorded in the rolls of the court.

Clerk of the Market^ an ofiicer of the king's bouse,

to whom is given the charge of the king's measure and

w eights, the standards of those that ought to be used

all over England.

Clerk ofthe Ntcht/s or Nthils^ an officer of the ex-

chequer, who makes a roll of all such sums as are ni-

chilled by the sheriffs npon their estreats of green wax,
aud delivers them into the remembrancer of the trea-

sury, to have execution done upon them for the king.

See Nihil.
Clerk of the Ordnance. See Ordnance.
Clerk of the Outlawries^ an officer of the common

pleas, and deputy to the attorney-general, for making
out all writs of capias utlegatum^ after outlawry, to

which there must be the king's attorney's name.

Clerk of the Papcr-aficcy an officer belonging to the

king's bench, whose business is to make up the paper-

books of special pleadings in that court.

Clerk ofthe Peace

^

an officer belonging to the ses-

sions of the peace, whose business is to read indictments,

inrol the proceedings, and draw the process : he like-

wise certifies into the king's bench transcripts of in-

dictments. outlawries, attainders, and convictions had

before the justices of peace, within the time limited by

statute, under a certain penalty. This office is in the

3

gift of the custos rotulorum^ and may be executed by Clerk,

deputy. " *

Clerk of the Pells, an officer that belongs to the

exchequer, whose business is to enter every teller's bill

into a parchment roll called pellis receptorum ; and to

make another roll of payments called pellis exittmm.

Clerk f the Petty Bag, an officer of the court of

chancery, whereof there are three, the master of tbo
' rolls being the chief : their business is to record the

return of all inquisitions out of every shire
; to mako

out patents of customers, gauger, comptrollers, &c*

)

liberates upon' extent of statntes-staple ; conge iPelirts

for bishops ^ summons of the nobility, clergy, and bni^

gesses to parliament \ and commissions directed to
knights and others of every shire, for assessing subsi-

dies and taxes.

Clerk of the Pipe, an officer of the exchequer, who
having the account of all debts doe to the king, deli-

vered out of the remembrancer's office, charges them
in a great roll folded op like a pipe. He writes out
warrants to sheriffs, to levy the said debts on the goods
and chattels of the debtors ; and if they have no goods,

then he draws them down to the treasurer's remem-
brancer to write estreats against their lands.

Clerk of the Pleas, an officer of the exchequer, in
whose office all the officers of the court, having special

privilege, ought to sue or to be sued in any acUon. In
this office also actions at law may be prosecuted by other
persons, but the plaintiff ought to ^ tenant or debtor
to the king, or some way accountable to him. The
under clerks are attorneys in all suits.

Clerks of the PHuy-seal, four officers that attend

the lord privy seal, for writing and making out all

things that are sent by warrant from the signet to the
privy ieal, and to be passed the great seal \ and like-

wise to make out privy seals, upon special occasions of
bis majesty's affairs, as for loan of money or the like.

Clerk ofthe Rolls, an officer of the chancery, whose
business is to make searches affer, and copies of deeds,

officers, &c.
Clerk of the Signet, an officer contindally attending

upon bis majesty's principal secretary, who has the cu-
stody of the privy signet, as well for sealing the king's

private letters as those grants which pass tbe king's

band by bill signed. There are four of these offiem
who have their diet at the secretary's table»

Six Clerks, officers in chancery next in degree be-

low tbe twelve masters, whose bustnew is to inrsi com-
missions, pardons, patents, warrants, &c. which pass

the great seal. They were anciently and for-

feited their places if they married. These are also at-

torneys for parties in suits depending in the court of
chancery.

Clerk of the Treasury, an officer belonging to the

court of common pleas, who has the charge of keeping
the records of the court, makes out all records of nisi

prius, and likewise all exemplifications of records being

in the treasury. He has the fees due for all searches ^

and has under him an under keeper, who ahrays keeps

one key of tbe treasury-door.

Clerk (f the Wvrrants, an officer of tbe common
pl6as, wliM business is to enter all warrants of at-

torney for plaintiffs and defendants in suit •, and to in-

rol deeds of bargain and sale, that are a^nowledged
in court, or before a judge. His office is likewise to

estreat
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Clevet 5000 inhabitants* CalviDists, Lutherans, and Roman
II Catholics, are all tolerated in this city, £. Long. 5*

CHniate. jq^ N. Lat. 5 1, 45.
CLIENT, among the Romans, a citizen who put

himself under the protection of some great man, who
in respect of that relation was called patron.

This patron assisted bis client with his protection, in-

terest, and goods \ and the client gave his vote for his

patron, when he sought any office for iiimself or his

friends. Clients owed respect to their patrons, as these

owed them their protection.

The right of patronage was appointed by Romulus,

to unite the rich and poor together, in such a manner
as that one might live without contempt and the

other without envy ^ but the condition of a client, in

course of time, became little else than a moderate sla*

very*

Client is now used for a party in a law-suit^ who
has turned over his cause into the hands of a counsellor

or solicitor.

CLIFFORTIA. See Botany Index^

CLIMACTERIC, among physicians, (from cli*

mactei'^ a ladder’’), a critical year in a person’s

life.

According to some, this is every seventh year ; but

others allow only these years produced by multiplying

7 by the odd number 3, 5, 7, and 9, to be climacteri-

cal. These years, they say, bring with them some
remarkable change with respect to health, life, or for-

tune : the grand climacteric is the 63d year
^ but

some, making two, add to thh the 8 1st: the other

remarkable climacterics are the 7th, 2 1st, 35th, 49tk,

and 56th*

CLIMATE, ot Clime, in Geography^ a part of

the surface of the earth, bounded by two circles

parallel to the equator, and of such a breadth, as

that the longest day in the parallel nearest the pole

exceeds the longest day in that next the equator by

some certain spaces, viz. half an hour* The word
comes from the Greek ineUnamentum^ an in**

cHnation.”

The begiamng of the climate is a parallel circle

wherein the day is the shortest. The end of the cli*

mate, is that wherein the day is the longest. The
climates therefore are reckoned from the equator to

the pole \
and are so many bandsi, or zones, termi* Climate,

nated by lines parillel to the equator \ though, in Climax,

strictness, there are several climates in the breadth of •

one zone* Each climate only differs from its conti-

guous ones,, in that the longest day in summer is longer

or shorter by half an hour m the one place than in the

other. As the climates commence ^m the equator,

the first climate at its beginning has its longest day
precisely 12 hours long; at its end, 12 hours and a
half : the second, which begins where the first ends,

viz. at twelve hours and a b^f, ends at 13 hours ; and
so of the rest, as far as the polar oirclee, where, what
the geographers call hour^limaUi terminate, and month*
climates oomroenoe. An hour climate is a space com-
prised between two parallels of the equator, in the

first of which the longest day exceeds that in the latter

by half an hour
;
so the month-climate is a space ter-

minated between two circles parallel to the polar cir-

cles, whose longest day is longer or shorter than that of

its contiguous one by a month or 30 days*

The ancients who confined the climates to what
they imagined the habitable parts of the earth, only

allowed of seven. The first they madh to pass throngh

Meroe, the second through Sienna, the third through

Alexandria, the fourth through Rhodes, the fifth

throngh Rome, the sixth through Pontus, and the

seventh through the mouth of the Borysthenes. The
moderns, who have sailed fnitlier toward the poles,

make 30 climates on each side; and, in regard the

obliqnity of the sphere makes a little difference in the

length of the longest day
;
instead of half an hour,

some only make the difference of climates a quarter.

Vulgarly the term climate is bestowed on any coun-

try or region differing from another either in respect

of the seasons, the quality of the soil, or even the

manners of the inhabitants; without any regard to

tbe length of the longest day. Abulfeda, an Arabian

author, distioguisfaes the first kind of diroates by tbe

term real cUmates^ and the latter by that of efparen^
climates, Vareniua gives us a table of 30 climates

;

but without any regard to the refraction. Riociolus

furnishes a more accurate one, wherein the refractions,

are allowed for; an abstract of which foliowa^ See

this subject fully treated in the aiiicle Climate in tbe

Supplement.

Middle
of Clinu

Longest

D»y. Latit.
Middle
of dim.

Longest

Day. Latit.
Middle
of dim.

Latit.
Cont.

Light.

North
Night.

Cont.

Light.

South
Night.

I 1 2th 30 7° 18 VIII 16th 0 48 15 XV 66 53 31
’'

27» 300 i8<*

II »5 0 36 IX •7 0 53 46 69 30 62 58 60 59
III 13 30 *3 8 X 18 0 57 44 73 0 93 87 89 88
IV 14 0 29 49 XI 19 0 60 39 78 e 124 117 120 ti8
V *4 30 35 3 J XII 0 44 XIX 84 0 156 148 130 >49
VI *5 0 40 3 * XIII 22 0.65 10 XX 90 6 188 180 178 >77
VII 30 4.4 4 » XIV 24 o\6s 54

CLIMAX, or Gradation, in Bhetork^ a figure

wherein the word or expression which ends the first

member of a period begins the second, and so on ; so

that every member will make a distinct sentence, ta-

king its rise from tbe next foregoing, till the argument
and period be beautifully finished ; as in the following

gradation of Dr Tillotson. After we have practised

good actions a while, they become easy; and when
they are easy, we begin to take pleasure in them ; and

when they please us we do them frequently
; and by

frequency of acts, a thing grows into a habit ; and con-

firn^d habit is a kind of second nature : and so far as

any
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ClWe vas honoured by the Mogul with the dignity of an

I omrah of the empire ; and was rewarded by the new
.
soubah with a grant of lands, or a jaghire, producing

' ' 27,0001. a-year. In 1760, he returned to England,
where he received the unanimous thanks of the corn-

pany, was elected member of parliament for Shrews-
buiT, and was raised to an Irish peerage by the title

of Lord Clive, Baron of Plassey. In 1764, fresh dis-

turbances taking place in Bengal, Lord Clive was es-

teemed the only man qualified to settle them, and was
accordingly again appointed to that presidency j after

being honoured with the order of the Bath, and with
the rank of major-general. When he arrived in India,

he exceeded the most sanguine expectation, in resto-

ring tranquillity to the province without striking a
blow, and fixed the highest ideas of the British power
in the minds of the natives. He returned home in

1767 ; and in 17721 when a parliamentary inquiry

into the conduct of the East India Company was
agitated, he entered into an able justification of
himself in a masterly speech in the house of com-
mons, He died tuddcnly towards the close of the

year 1774.
CLOACA, in antiquity, the common sewers of

Rome, to carry off the dirt and soil of the city into

the Tiber
;
justly reckoned among the grand works of

the Inmans. The first common sewer, called Cloaca
Maxima^ was built by Tarquinius, some say Priscos,

others Soperbus, of huge blocks of stone joined toge-

ther without any cement, in the manner of the edi-

fices of those early times, consbting of three rows of
arches . one above another, which at length conjoin

and unite together ; measuring in the clear 18 palms
in height, and as many in width. Under these arches,

they rowed in boats, which made Pliny say that the
' city was suspended in air, and that they sailed be-

neath the bouses. Under these arches also were ways
through which carts loaded with hay could pass with
ease. It began in the Forum Romanum $ measured

300 paces in length and emptied itself between the

temple of Vesta and the Pons Senatorius. There were
as many principal sewers as there were hills. Plinv
concludes their firmness and strength from their stand-

ing for so many ages the shocks of earthquakes, the

fall of houses, and the vast loads and weights moved
over them.

CLOACINA, the goddess of jakes and common
sewers, among the Romans.
CLOCK, a machine constructed in such a manner,

and regulated so by the uniform motion of a pendulum
(a), as to measure time, and all its subdivisions, with

great exactness.

The invention of clocks with wheels is referred to

Pacificus, archdeacon of Verona, who lived in the time

of Lotharius son of Louis the Debonnair, on the cre-

dit of an epitaph quoted by Ughelli, and ^borrowed by
him from Panvinius. They were at first called noo
iumal dia/s^ to distinguish them from sun-dials, which
showed the hour by the sun^s shadow. Others ascribe

the invention to Boethius, about the year 510. Mr
Oerham makes clock-work of a much older standing }

and ranks Archimedes's sphere mentioned by Clau- Clock,

dian, and that of Posidonius mentioned by Cicero, ^" v

among the machines of this kind : not that either their

form or use was the same with those of ours, but that

they had their motion from some hidden weights or

springs, with wheels or pulleys, or some such clock-

work principle. But be this as it will, it is certain

the art of making clocks, such as are now in use, was
either first invented, or at least retrieved, in Germany,
about 200 years ago. The water-clocks, or clepsy-

drae, and sun-dials, have both a much better claim to

antiquity. The French annals mention one of the

former aind sent by Aaron, king of Persia, to Charle-

magne, about the year 807, which seemed to bear

some resemblance to the modem clocks : it was of
brass, and showed the hours by twelve little balls of
the same metal, which fell at the end of each hour,

and in falling struck a bell and made it sound. There
were also figures of 1 2 cavaliers, which at the end of
each hour came forth at certain apertures or win«

dows in the side of the clock, and ^ut them again,

&c.
The invention of pendulum clocks is owio|^ to the

happy industry of the last age : the honour of it is dis-

puted by Huygens and Galileo. The former, who
has written a volume on the subject, declares it was
first put in practice in the year 1657, the descrip-

tion thereof printed in 1657. Becker, de Notxt Tern*

poris dimetiendi Theoria^ anno 1680, contends for Ga-
lileo; and relates, though at second-hand, the whole
history of the invention ; adding, that one Tresler, at

that time clock*maker to the father of the Grand Duke
of Tuscany, made the first pendulum-clock at Florence,

by direction of Galileo Galilei ; a pattern of which
was brought into Holland. The Academy del’ Ci*

menta say expressly, that the application of the pen-

dulum to the movement of a clock was first proposed by
Galileo, and first put in practice by bis son Vincenzo
Galilei, in 1649. inventor who be will, it is

certain the invention never flourished till it came into

Huygen’s bands, who insists on it, that if ever Galileo

thought of such a thing, he never brought it to any de-

g
-ee of pe^ection. llie first pendulum-clock made in

ngland was in the year 166a, by Mr Fromantil, a

Dutchman.
Among tbe modern clocks, those of Strasburg and

Lyons are very eminent for tbe richness of their fur-

niture, and die variety of their motions and figures.

In the first, a cock claps bis wings, and proclaims the

hour ; the angel opens a door and salutes tbe virgin ;

and the Holy Spirit descends on her, &c. In the se-

cond, two horsemen encounter, and beat tbe hour on
each other ;

a door opens, and there appears on tbe

theatre the Virgin, with Jesus Christ in her arms
; the

Magi with their retinue, marching in order, and pre-

senting their gifts ; two trumpeters sounding all tbe

while to proclaim tbe procession. These, however, are

excelled by two lately made by English artists, and'

intended as a present from the East India Company te

tbe emperor of China. The clocks we speak of are

in tbe form of chariots, in which are plac^, in a fine

altitude,

(a) a balance not unlike the fly of a kitcheo-jack was formerly used in place of the pendulum.
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dock. ^ leftning her right hand upon a part

-
^

, / of the chariot, under which is a clock of curious work-

manship, little larger than a shilling, that strikes and

repeats, and goes eight days. Upon her 6nger sits a

bird finely modelled, and set with diamonds and ru-

bies, with its wings expanded in a flying posture, and

actually flutters for a considerable time on touching a

diamond button below it $ the body of the bird (which

contains part of the wheels that in a manner give life

to it) is not the bigness of the i6th part of an inch.

The lady holds in her left band a gold tube not much
thicker than a large pin, on the top of which is a small

round box, to which a circular ornament set with dia-

monds not larger than a sixpence is fixed, which goes

round near three hours in a constant regular motion*

Over the lady^s head, supported by a small fluted pil-

lar no bigger than a quill, is a double umbrella, under

the largest of which a bell is fixed at a considerable di-

stance from the clock, and seems to have no connection

with it } but from wUch a communication is secretly

conveyed to a hammer, that regularly strikes the hour

and repeats the same at pleasure, by touching a dia-

mond button fixed to the clock below. At the feet of

the lady is a gold dog > before which from the point

of the chariot are two birds fixed oo spiral springs ;
the

wings and feathers of which are set with stones of va-

rious colours, and appear as if flying away with the

chariot, which, from another secret motion, is con-

trived to run in a straight, circular, or any other direc-

tion ; a boy that lays hold of thp chariot behind, seems

also to push it forward. Above the umbrella are flowers

and ornaments of precious stones ^ and it terminates

with a flying dragon set in the same manner. The
whole is of gold, most curiously executed, and embel-

lished with rubies and pearls.

Ofthe ffeneral Mechanism of Clocks^ and how they

measure Time* The first figure of Plate CXLVI. is

S|. 1.
^ profile of a clock : P is a weight that is suspended

by a rope that winds about the cylinder or barrel C,

which is fixed upon the axis a a; the pivots b b go into

holes made in tlie plates TS, TS, in which they turn

freely. These plates are made of brass or iron, and are

connected by means offour pillars ZJL
^ and the whole

together b called theframe*
The weight P, if not restrained, would necessarily

turn the barrel C with an uniformly accelerated motion,

in the same manner as if the weight was falling freely

from a height. But the barrel is furnished with a rat-

chet-wheel KK, the right side of whose teeth strikes

against the click, which is fixed with a screw to the

wheel DD, as represented in fig. 2. so that the action

of the weight is communicated to the wheel DD, the

teeth of which act upon the teeth of the small wheel i/,

which turns upon the pivots c c. The communication

or action of one wheel with another, is called the /nVe^-

ing; a small wheel like d U called a pinion^ and its teeth

are leaves of the pinion. Several things are requisite

to form a good pitching, the advaptages of which are

obvious in all machinery where teeth and pinions are

employed. The teeth and pinion leaves should be of a
proper shape, and perfectly equal among themselves ^

the size also of the pinion should be ofa just proportion

to the wheel acting into it ; and its place roust be at a

certain distance from the wheel, beyond or within

which it will make a bad pitching.

VoL. VI. Part I. +

The wheel ££ is fixed upon the axis of the pinion cioi'k.

d

;

and the motion communicated to the wheel DD v'

hy the weight is transmitted to the pinion J, conse-

quently to the wheel £ £^ as likewise to the pi-

nion € and wheel FF, which moves the pinion f upon
the axis of which the crown or balance wheel GH is

fixed. The pivots of the pinionf play in holes of the

plates LM, which are fixed horizontally to the plates

TS. In a word, the motion begun by the weight is

transmitted from the wheel GH to the palettes IK,
and, by means of the fork UX rivetted on the pa-

lettes, communicates motion to the pendulum AB,
which is suspended upon the hook A. The pendulum
AB describes, round the point A, an arc of a circle

alternately going and returning. If then the pendu-

lum be once put in motion by a push of the hand, the

weight of the pendulum at B will make it return upon
itself and it will continue to go alternately backward
and forward, till the resistance of the air upon the pen-

dulum, and the friction at the point of suspension at A,
destroy the originally impressed force. But as, at every
vibration of the pendulum, the teeth of the balance-

wheel GH, act so upon the palettes IK (the pivots

upon the axis of these palettes play in two holes of the

potence s <), that after one tooth H has communicated
motion to the palette K, that tootli escapes ^ then the

opposite tooth G acts upon the palette I, and escapes

in the same manner, t and thus each tooth of the

wheel escapes the palettes IK, after having commu-
nicated their motion to the palettes in such a manner
that the pendulum, instead of being stopt, continues to

move.

The wheel ££ revolves in an hour ^
the pivot c of

the wheel passes tbrongh the plate, and is continued

to r f upon the pivot b a wheel NN with a long socket

fastened in the centre
^ upon the extremity of this

socket r the minute-hand is fixed. The wheel NN
acts upon the wheel O ^ the pinion of which p acts

upon the wheel g fixed upon a socket which turns,

along with the wheel N. This wheel gg makes its re-

volution in 12 hours, upon the socket of which the

hour-hand is fixed.

From the above description it is easy to see, i. That
the weiglit p turns all the wheels, and at the same
time continues tlie motion of the pendulum. 2. That
the quickness of the motion of the wheel is determined

by that of the pendulum. 3. That the wheels point

out the parts of time divided by the uniform motion of

the pendulum.

AVhen the cord from which the weight is suspend-

ed is entirely run down from ofi* the barrel, it b wound
up again by means of a key, which goes on the square

end of the arbor at Q by taming it in a contrary di-

rection from that in which the weight descends. For
this purpose, the inclined side of the teeth of the wheel

B (fig. 2.) removes the click C, so that the ratchet- pjg. 2.

wheel R turns while the wheel D is at rest > but as

soon as the cord is wound up, the click falb in between
the teeth of the wheel D, and the right side of the

teeth again act upon the end of the click, which obli-

ges the wheel D to turn along with the barrel ^ and.

the spring A keeps the click between the teeth of the

ratchet-wheel R.

We shall now explain bow time b measured by the

motion of the pendulum ; and how the wheel £, upon

C c the
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the axil of which the minate-hand is fixed, makes hut

one precise revolution in an hour. The vibrations of

a pendulum are perfurroed in a shorter or longer time

in proportion to the length of the pendulum itself. A
pendulum of 3 feet ^ French lines in length, makes
3600 vibrations in an hour, /• e. each vibration is per*

formed in a second of time, and for that reason it is

called a secondpendulum* But a pendulum of 9 inches

2i French lines makes 7200 vibrations in an hour, or

two vibrations in a second of time, apd is called a half-

second pendulum* Hence, in constructing a wheel

whose revolution most be performed in a given time,

the time of the vibrations of the pendulum which re*

gulates its motion must be considered. Supposing,

then, that the pendulum A B makes 7200 vibrations.in

an hour, let us consider how the wheel £ shall take up

a hour in making one revolution. This entirely de*

pends on the number of teeth in the wheels and pini*

ons. If the balance wheel consists of 30 teeth, it will

turn once in the time that the pendulum makes 60 vi*

brations j for at every turn of the wheel, the same tooth

acts once jn the palette I, and once on the palette K,
which occasions two separate vibrations in the pendu*

kim \ and the wheel having 30 teeth, it occasions twice

30, or 60 vibrations. Consequently, this wheel must
perform 1 20 revolutions in an hour

;
because 60 vibra*

dens, which it occasions at every revolution, are con-

tained 120 times in 7200, the number of vibrations

performed by tbe pendnlom in an hour. Now, in

order to determine the ntmiber of teeth for the wheels

EF, and the pinions it must be remarked, that

one revolution of the wheel £ must turn the pinion e

as many times as the number of teeth iu the pinions

is contained in thd number of teeth in the wheel.

Thus, "if the wheel E contains 72 teeth, and the pi-

nion e 6, the pinion will make 12 revolutions in tbe

time that the wheel makes 1 1 for each tooth of the

wheel drives forward a tooth of tbe pinion, and |vhen

the 6 teeth of the pinion are moved, a complete re*

Tokitton is perform^; bnt the wheel £ has by that

dme only advanced 6 teeth, and has still 66 to ad-

vance before its revolution be completed, which will

occasion 1 1 more revolutions of the pinion. For the

same reason, tbe wheel F having 60 teeth, and the

pinion f 6, tbe pinion will make 10 revolutions while

the wheel performs one. Now, the wheel F being
turned by the piuion e, makes 1 2 revolutions for one
of the wheel £; and the pinion f makes 10 revolu-

tions for one of the wheel F j consequently, the pi-

nion ^performs 10 times 12 or 120 revolutions in

the time the wheel E performs one. But the wheel
G, which is tnmed by tbe pintonf occasions 60 vi-

brations in the pendulum each time it turns round;

consequently tbe wheel G occasions 60 times 120 or

7200 vibrations of the pendulum while the wheel £
^rfbrms one revolution ; but 7200 is tbe number of

vibrations made by the pendulum in an hour, and con-

sequently tbe wheel £ performs hat one revolution in

an hour ; and so of the rest.

From this reasoning, it is easy to discover bow a
clock may be made to go for any length of time with-

out being wound up : 1. By increasing the number of

teeth in the wheels ; 2. By diminishing the number of

teeth in the pinions
; 3* By increasing tbe length of

the cord that sn^pends tbe weight
; 4. By increamg

3

the length of the pendulum ; and, 5. By adding le

the number of wheels and pinions. But in proportion

as the time is augmented, if the weight continues tbe

same, the force which it communicates to the last wheel
GH will be diminislied.

It only remains to take notice of the number of
teeth in the wheels which turn the boor and minute-
hands.

The wheel E performs one revolution in an boor;
the wheel NN, which is turned by the axis of tbe

wheel E, roust likewise make only one revolution in

tbe same time; and the minute-hand is fixed to the

socket of this wheel. Tbe wheel N has 30 teeth, and
acts upon tbe wheel O, which has likewise 30 teetii,

and the same diameter; coasequently the wheel O
takes one hour to a revolution : now the wheel O car^

ries the pinion /», which has 6 teeth, and which acts

upon tbe wheel 77 of 72 teeth; consequently the pi-

nion p makes 12 revolutions while the wheel 7 7 makes
one, and of course tbe wheel 7 7 takes 1 2 hours to one
revolution; and upon the sot^t.of this wheel tbe

hour hand is fixed. All that has been said here con-

cerning tbe revolutions of the wheels, &c. is equally

applicable to watches as to clocks.

Tbe ingenious Dr Franklin contrived a clock tn
show tbe hours, minutes, and seconds, with only three

wheels and two pinions in the whole movement. The
dial-plate (fig. 3.) has tlie hesirs engraven upon it in

spiral spaces along two diameters of a circle containing

four times 60 mhintes. The index A goes round in

four hours, and counts tbe minutes from any hour by
which it has passed to the next following boor. The
time, therefoiT, in the position of the index shown in

tbe figure is either 3 2^ minutes past XII. III. or VIII.;
and so in every other quarter of the circle it points to

the number of minutes after the hours which the in-

dex last left in its motion. Tbe small bond B, in tbe

arch at top, goes round once in a minute, and shows
the seconds. The wheel-work of this clock may be
seen in fig. 4* A is the first or great wheel, contain-

ing 160 teeth, and going round in fonr hours with the

index A in fig. 3. let down by a bole on its axis. This
wheel toms a pinion B of 10 leaves, which thereibre

goes round in a quarter of an hour. On tbe axu of
this pinion is the wheel C of 120 teeth ; which goes

round in tbe same time, and turns a pinion D of

eight leaves round in a minute, with the second

hand B of fig. 3. fixed on its axis, and also the com-
mon wheel E of 30 teeth for moving a pendulom
(by palettes) that vibrates seconds, as in a common
clock. This clock is woond up by a line going over

a pulley on tbe axis of the great wheel, like a common
thirty-hour clock. Many of these admirably simple

machines have been constructed, which measure timq

exceedingly well. It is subject, however, to tbe in-

convenience of requiring frequent winding by drawing
op the weight, and likewise to some uncertainty as to

tiM particular hour shown by the index A. Mr Fer-

guson has proposed to reme^ these inconveniences by
the following construction. In the dial-plate of bis

clock (fig. 5.) theio,is an opening, ahcd^ below tho

centre, through which appears part of a flat plate, on
which the 1.2 hours, with, their divisions into qaarters^

are engraved. This plate toms round in 12 hours;

and the index A points oat the true boor, flee. B is

the

CScck.

fig.4.

Figs*
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Clock, the minate-liand^ which goes round the large circle of

^ 6o minates whilst the plate abed shifts its place one

boor under the fixed index A. There is another open*

ing, efgt through which the seconds are seen on a

moTcable Hog at the extremity of a fleur-de-lis

engraved on the dial-plate. A in fig. 6. is the gteat

wheel of this clockt containing 120 teeth^ and tuhi*

ing round in 1 2 hours. The axis of this wheel bears

the plate of hours, which may be moved by a pin pas-

sing through small boles drilled in tbe plate, without

i^ecting the wheel-work. The great wheel A turns

a pinion B of ten leaves roiind in an hour, and cat-

ties tbe minute hand B on its axis round the dial-

plate in the same time. On this axis is a wheel C of

j 20 teeth, turning round a pinion D of six leaves in

three minutes \
on the axis of which there is a wheel

^ of 90 teeth, that keeps a pendulum in motion, vi-

brating seconds by palettes, as in a common clock,

krhen the pendulum-wheel has only 30 teeth, and goes

h>ond in a uiidUte. In order to show the seconds by

ibis clock, a thin plate must he divided into three

times sixtyy or 180 eqdal parts, and numbered l6y 20,

30, 40, 50, 60, three tisnea succeslsively
j
and fixed on

the same axis with the wheel of 90 teeth, so as tU

turn round near the back of the dial-plate } and tbesh

divuiens will show tbe seconds through the opening

ef fig. 5. This clock will go a week without

winding, and always show tbe precise hour $ but this

clock, as Mr I^erguson candidly acknowledges, has two

disadvantages of which Dr t'ranklin^s clock is free.

When the mimite-hand B is adjusted, the hour-plate

iMnsI als# be set right by means of a pin y and the small-

ness of the teeth in the pendnlurn-wheel will cause tbe

.penduldm^ball to descrite but small arcs in its vibra-

tions ; and therefore thC inomentum of tbe ball will be

less, and the times of the vibrations will be more affect-

ed by any unequal impulse of the pendulum-wheel on

the palettes. Besides, the weight of the flat ring on

Which the seconds are engraved will load tho pivots of

the axis of the penduhim-wbeel with a great deal of

friction, which ought by all possible means to be avoid-

ed. To remedy ibis inconvenience, the second plate

might be omitted.

A clock similar to Dr Franklin^s was made in Lin-

oalnsbire about the end of the 17th century or begin-

ning of the 18th j
and is said to be in London in tbe

possession of a grandson of tbe person who made it.

A clock, shying the apparent diurnal motions of

the sun and moon, the age aod phases of the moon,

with the time of her coming to tbe meridian, and the

times of high and low water, hy having only two

wheels and a ptnion added to tbe common movement,

was contrived by Mr Ferguson, and described in liis Se-

nsU led Exercises. The dial-plate of this clock (6g. 7.)
C^vn. contains aU the twenty-four hours, of the day ai^ night.

S is the SOD, which serves as an boor index by going

round the <Kal-plate in twenty-four hours ; and M is

the moon, which goes round in twenty-fonr bonrs fifty

minttfes and a half, the time of her going round in the

heavens front one meridian to the same meridian again.

The sna is fixed to a circular plate (see fig. 8.) and

carried round by the motien of that plate on which the

twenty-fimr heurs are engraven ; and within them is a

circle divided into twenty-nine and a half equal parts

for tbe days of the moen^s agsy reckoning from

moon to ne# moon ; and each day stands directly on- cioch.

der the time, in tbe twenty-four hour circle, ^ the

moonS toming to the meridian ; tbe XII under the

sun standing tor oOon, and the opposite XII for mid-
night. The moon M is fixed to another circular plate

(fig. 6.) of the same diameter with that which carries

tbe sun, part of which may be seen through the op^n-

ing, oVer which the small Wired r and b pass in the

moon-plate. The wire a shows the moon^s age and
time of her coming to tbe meridian, and b shows the

time of high-water for that day in tbe sdn-plate. The
distance of these wires answers to tbe difference of time

between the moon’s coming to the meridian and high-

water at the place for which tbe clock is made. At
London their difference is two hours and a half.

Above the moon-plate thefe is a fixed plate N, sup-

ported by a wire A, joined to it at one end, and fixed at

right angles into the dial plate at tbe midnight XII.
This plate may represent the earth, and the dot L
London, or the place to Which the clock is adapted.

Around this plate there is an elliptic shade on tbe

moon-plate, the highest points of which are marked
liigh-water, and the loWest low<*>water. As this plate

turns roond below the plate N, these points come suc-

cessively even with L, and stand over it at the times

#hen it is high or low water at the given place i

Which times are pointed by the sun S on the dial-

plate $ and the plate H above XII at noon rises or

fiills wkh the tide. A* the son 8 goes roond tbe dial-

plate in twenty-four hours, and the moon M in twenty-

four hours fifty minutes and a half, it is plain that the

moon makes only iwenty-Mnght revolntions and a half;

whilst the son makes twenty-nine and a half
^ so that

it will be twenty-nine days and a half from conjunc-

tion to conjonction. And thns tbe wire a shifts over

one day of the moon’s age on the sno-plate in twenty-

four hours. The phases Uf the moon for every day of

her age may be seen through a round hole m in the

moon-plate : thus at conjunction or new-moon, the

wholes space seen through m is black } at opposition or

full moon this space is white > at either quadrature

half black and half white $ and at every position the

white part resembles tbe visible part of tbe moon for

every day of her age. Tbe black-shaded space N^F /

(fig. 8.) on the sun-plate serves for these appearances.

N represents the new moon, F the full moon, and/
her first qtiaKer, and / her last quarter, &c. The
wheel-work and tide-work of this dock are repre-

sented in fig. 9. A and B are two wheels of equal 9*

diameters; A has fifty^seven teeth, with a hollow axis

that passes through the dial of the clock, and carries

the son-plate with the son S. B has fifty-nine teeth,

with a solid spindle for its axis, which toms within the

hollow axis of A, and carries the moon-plate with the

moon M : both wheels are turned round by a pinion

€ of nineteen leaves, and this pinion itf turned round
b^ the common clock-work in eight hourd

; itnd as

fiffieteen is the third part of fifiy-seven, the wheel A
will go round in twenty-four hours ; ami the wheel B
in twenty-four hours fifty mrnbtes and a half; fifty-

seven being to twenty-fooir as fifly-nine to twen^-fdrur

hours fifty minutes and tt half very nearly. On the

back of the wheel B is filed an elliptical ring D, which,*

in its revolotion, raises and lets down a lever £F, whose
teuOte of fflodon it 00 a pin at Ff waA fhiit bj tlie op-

€ 0 i right
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Clock, right bar G, raises and lets down the tide-plate H

' twice in the time of the nioou^s rerolving from the me-
ridian to the meridian again : this plate moves between

four rollers R, R, R, R. A clock of this kind was
adapted by Mr Ferguson to the movement of an old

watch : the great wheel of a watch goes round in four

hours ^ on the axis of this he fixed a wheel of twenty

teeth, to turn a wheel of forty teeth on the axis of the

pinion C ^ by which means that pinion was turned

ronnd in eight hours, the wheel A in twenty-four, and
the wheel R in twenty-four hours hfty minutes and a
half.

. / .

To this article we shall subjoin a brief account of

two curious contrivances. The first, for giving motion

to the parts of a clock by making it to descend along

an inclined plane, is the invention of Me Maurice
Wheeler ^ the clock itself was formerly seen in Don

Plate Saltero's coffee-house at Chelsea. D£, fig. lo. is the

inclined plane on which the clock ABC descends
j

consists externally of a hoop about an inch broad,

and two sides or plates standing out beyond the hoop

about one-eighth of an inch all round, with indented

edges, that the clock may not slide, but turn round

whilst it moves down. One of these plates is inscribed

with the twenty-four hours, which pass successively

Fig. 2x. under the index LP, fig. 11. which is always in a po-

sition perpendicular to the horizon, and shows the hour

on the top of the machine : for this reason the lower

part of the index, or HL, is heaviest, that it may pre-

ponderate the other HP, and always keep it pendu-

lous, with its point to the vertical hour, as the move-

ment goes on. Instead of this index, an image may
be fixed for ornament on the axisg*, which with an
erected finger performs the office of an index. In or-

der to describe the internal part or mechanism of this

clock, let L£TQ be the external circumference of
* the hoop, and,/y the same plate, on which is placed

the train of wheel work 1, 2, 3, 4, which is much the

same as in other clocks, and is governed by a balance

and regulator as in them. But there is no need of a
spring and fusee in this clock : their effects being

otherwise answered as we shall see. In this machine
the great wheel of 1 is placed in the centre, or upon the

axis of the movement, and the other wheels and parts

towards one side, which would therefore prove a bias

to the body of the clock, and cause it to move, even
on a horizontal plane, for some short distance : this

makes it necessary to fix a thin plate of lead at C, on
the opposite part of the hoop, to restore the equilibrium

of the movement. This being done, the machine will

abide at rest in any position on the horizontal plane

HH ;
but if that plane be changed into the inclined

plane D£, it will touch it in the point D j but it

cannot rest there, because the centre of gravity at M
acting in the direction MI, and the point T having

nothing to support it, must continually descend, and
carry the body down the plane. But now if any
weight P be fixed on the other side of the machine,

such as shall remove the centre of gravity from M to

the point V in the line LD which passes through the

point D, it will then rest upon the inclined plane, as

in the case of the rolling cylinder. If this weight

P be supposed not fixed, but suspended at the end of

an arm, or vectis, which arm or lever is at the same
time fastened to a centrical wheel i, moving on the axis

M of the machine, which wheel by its teeth shall com- clock,
municate with the train of wheels, &c. on the otlier < \
side, and the power of the weight be just equal to the

friction or resistance of the train, it will remain motion-

less as it did before when it was fixed ^ and conse-

quently the clock also will be at rest on the inclined

plane. But supposing the power of the weight P to

be superior to the resistance of the train, it will then

put it into motion, and of course the clock likewise ;

which will then commence a motion down the plane y
while the weight P, its vectis PM, and the wheel i,

all constantly retain the same position which they have

at first when the clock begins to move. Hence it is

easy to understand, that the weight P may have sucU

an intrinsic gravity as shall cause it to act upon the

train with any required force, so as to produce a mo-
tion in the machine of any required velocity

^
such, for

instance, as shall carry it once round in twenty- four

hours : then, if the diameters of the plates ABC be
four inches, it will describe the length of their circum-

ference, viz. 1 256 inches, in one natural day ^ and

therefore, if the plane be of a sufficient breadth, such

a clock may go several days, and would furnish a
perpetual motion, if the plane were infinitely ex-

tended. Let SD be drawn tbrou^ M perpendicular

to the inclined plane in the point D ^ also let LD be

perpendicular to the horizontal line HH, passing

through D •y then is the angle HD£=:LDS=DMT y

whence it follows that the greater the angle of the

planers elevation is, the greater will be the arch DT y

and consequently the further will the common centre

of gravity bo removed from M ^ therefore the power
of P will he au^ented, and of course the motion of

the whole machine accelerated. Thus it appears, that

by duly adjusting the intrinsic weight of P, at first to

produce a motion showing the mean time as near as

possible, the time may be afterwards corrected, or the

clock made to go faster or slower by raising or depres-

sing the plane, by means of the screw at S. The an-

gle to which the plane is first raised is about ten de-

grees. Tlie marquis of Worcester is also said to have

contrived a watch that moved on a declivity. See

farther FhiL Trans. Abr. voL 1. p. 468, &c* or

161.

The other contrivance is that of M. de Geones fox

making a clock ascend on an inclined plane. To this

end let ABC (fig. 1 2.) be the machine on the inclined Fig. 1 2.

plane £D£, and let it be kept at rest upon it, or in

equilibrio, by the weight P at the end of the level PM.
The circular area CF is one end of a spring barrel in

the middle of the movement, in which is included a

spring as in a common watch. To this end of the

hurrel the arm or leverPM is fixed upon the centreM y

and thus, when the clock is wound up, the spring

moves the barrel, and therefore the lever and weight P
in the situation PM. In doing this, the centre of

gravity is constantly removed farther from the centre

of the machine, and therefore it most determine the

clock to move upwards, which il will continue to da
as long as the spring is unbending itself ^ and thus the

weight and its lever PM will preserve the sitoation they

first have, and to do the office of a chain and fusee.

Phil, Trans. N® 140. or Abridg. vol. i. p. 467.
By stat. 9 and 10 W. III. cap. 28. $ 2. no peMa

shall export, or endeavour to export, out of this king-

dom,
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Cbck. ftny outward or inward box-case or dial-plate, of

u
^
m, j gold, silver, brass, or other metal, for clock or watch,

without the movement in or with every such box, &c.
made up fit for use, with the maker's name engraven

thereon ^ nor shall any person make up any clock or

watch without putting hh name and place of abode

or freedom, and no other name or place, on ^very

clock or watch ; on penalty of forfeiting every such

box, ease, and dial-plate, clock and watch, not made
up and engraven as aforesaid }

and 20I. one moiety

to the king, the other to those that shall sue for the

same.

Clocks, Portable^ or Pockety commonly denomina-

ted Watches, See the article Watch.
CtocK^Work^ properly so called, is that part of the

movement which strikes the hours, &c. on a bell ; in

contradistinction to that part of the movement of a

clock or watch which is designed to measure and ex-

hibit the time on a dial-plate, and which is termed

Watch~work^

I. Of the Clock part. The wheels composing this

part are : The great or first wheel H, which is moved
^

by the weight or spring at the barrel G : in sixteen or

thirty-hour clocks, this has usually pins, and is called

the pin~wheel

;

in eight day pieces, the second wheel

1 is commonly the pin-wheel, or striking wheel, which

is moved by the former. Next the striking wheel is

the detent-wheel, or hoop-wheel K, having a hoop

almost round it, wherein is a vacancy at which the

clock locks* The next is the third or fourth wheel, ac-

cording to its distance from the first, called the wam»
ing-wheel L. The last is the flying pinion Q, with a

fly or fan, to gather air, and so bridle the rapidity of

the clock's motion. To these must be added the pi-

nion of report, which drives round the locking-wheel,

called also the count-wheel

;

ordinarily with eleven

notches in it, onequally distant, to make the clock strike

the hours.

Besides the wheels, to the clock part belongs the

rash or ratch \ a kind of wheel with twelve large fangs,

running concentrical to the dial wheel, and serving to

lift up the detents every hour, and make the clock

strike : the detents or stops, which being lifted op and

let fall, lock and unlock the clock in striking the ham-

mer, as S, which strikes the bell R ; the hammer-tails,

as T^, by which the striking pins draw back the ham-
mers \ latches, whereby the work is lifted up and un-

locked \ and lifting-pieces, as P, which lift up and un-

lock the detents.

The method of calculating the numbers of a piece

of clock-work having something in it very entertain-

ing, and at the same time very easy and useful, we
shall give our readers the rules relating thereto : i. Re-
gard here needs only be had to the counting-wheel,

striking-wheel, and detent-wheel, which move round

in this proportion : the count-wheel commonly goes

round once in 1 2 or 24 hours ^ the detent-wheel moves

round every stroke the clock strikes, or sometimes hut

once in two strokes : 'Wherefore it follows, that, 2.

As many pins as are in the pin-wheel, so many toms
bath the detent-wheel in one turn of the pin-wheel \

or, which is the same, the pins of the pin-wheel are

the quotients of that wheel divided by the pinion of

the detent-wheel. But if the detent-wheel moves but

once round in two strokes of the clock, then the said

6)
6)
6)

78
60

48

(>3
(10

( 8

quotient is but half the number of pins. 3. As many Clock,

turns of the pin-wheel as are required to perform the ^ 'V
strokes of 12 hours (which are 78), so many turns must
the pinion of report have to turn round the count-wheel

once ; or thus the quotient of 78, divided by the num-
ber of striking-pins, shall be the quotient for the pi-

nion of report and the count-wheel
\ and this is in case

the pinion of report be fixed to the arbor of the pin-

wheel, which is Commonly done.

An example will make all plain : The locking-wheel

being 48, the pinion of report 8, the

pin-wheel 78, the striking pins are 13,
and so of the rest. Note also, that 78 8) 48 ( 6
divided by 13 gives 6, the quotient of

the pinion of report. As for the warn-
ing-wheel and fly-wheel, it matters little

what numbers they have ; their use being

only to bridle the rapidity of the motion

of the other wheels.

The following rules will be of great' service in this

calculation, i . Tofind how many strokes a clock strikes

in one turn ofthefusee or barrel

:

As the turns of the

great wheel or fusee are to the days of the clock's con-

tinuance ; so is the number of strokes in 24 hours, vix»

156, to the strokes of one turn of the fusee.

2. Tofind how many days a clock will go: As the

strokes in 24 hours are to those in one tnm of the fu-

see ^ so are the turns of the fusee to the days of the

clock's going.

3. Tofind the number of turns of thefusee ot* bar-

rel : As the strokes in one turn of the fusee are to those

of 24 hours so is the clock's continuance to the turns

of the fusee or great wheel.

4. Tofind the number f leaves in the pinion ofre-
port on the axis of the great wheel

:

As the numlier of

strokes in the cl^k's continuance is to the turns of the

fusee
^ so are the strokes in 12 hours, viz. 78, to the

quotient of the pinion of report fixed on the arbor of

the great wheel.

5. Tofind the strokes in the clock*s continuance

:

As
1 2 is to 78 ^

so are the hours of the clock's continuance

to the number of strokes in that time.

By means of the following table, clocks and
watches may be so regulated as to measure true equal

time.

The stars make366 revol0tiorisfrom

any point of the compass to the same
point again in 365 days and one

minute } and therefore they gain a

365th of a revolution every 24 hours

of mean solar time, near enough for

regulating any clock or watch.

This acceleration is at the rate of
|

3 min. 55 sec. 53 thirds, 59 fourths

in 24 hours ^ or in the nearest round

num^rs, 3 minutes, 56 seconds } by

which quantity of time every star

comes round sooner than it did on the

daybefore.

Therefore, if yon mark the precise

moment shown b^ a clock or watch
when any star vanishes behind a chim-

ney, or any other object, as seen

through a small bole in a thin plate

of metal, fixed in a window-shutter }

1

2

3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12

*3
14

n

H. M. S.

56

48

44
19 40
23 36
27
3*

35
39
43
47
5*

55
59
2
6

28

24
20
16
12
8

4
o
56

x8
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and do this fur several nights succes*

' V*— ' M H. M. S. sively (as suppose twenty) ^ if, at the
” end of that time, the star vanishes as

18 1 10 48 much sooner than it did the first night,

19 1 14 44 by the clock, as answers to the time

. ao 1 1 8 40 denoted in the table for so many days^

21 1 22 36 the clock goes true ; otherwise not.

22 I 26 32 If the difierence between the clock

23 I 30 28 and star be less than the table shows,

24 I 34 24 the clock goes too fast} if greater,

25 1 38 20 it goes too slow ; and must be re^

26 1 42 16 giilated accordingly, by letting down

27 1 46 1 2 or raising op the ball of the pendulum,

28 I 50 8 Uy little and little, by turning the

29 I 54 4 screw-nut under the ball, till you find

30 1 58 o it keeps true equal time.

Thus supposing the star should disappear behind a

chimney, any night when it is XII. by the chock

}

and that, on the 20th night afterward, the same star

should disappear when the time is 41 minutes 22 se*

coiids past X, by the clock
}
which bein^ subtracted

from 12 hours o min. o sec. leaves remaining i hour

18 minutes 40 seconds for the time the star is then

faster than the clock : look in the table, and against

20, in the left-hand column, you will find the acce-

leration of the star to be i hour 18 min. 4^
agreeing exactly with what the difference ought to be

between the clock and star} which shows that the

'clock measures true equal time, and agrees with the

I mean solar time, as it ought to do.

II. Of the Watch part of a clock or watch. This

Is that part of the movement which is designed to

measure and exhibit the time on a dial-plate } in con-

tradistinction to that part which contributes to the

striking of the hour, &c.
The several members of the watch part are, i. He

balance, consisting of the rim, which is its circular part}

wnd the verge, which is its spindle } to which belong

two palettes or leaves, that play in the teeth of the

t»nwn-whee 1 . 2. The potence, or pottance, which is

the strong stud in pocket watches, whereon the lower
pivot of the verge plays, and in the middle of which
one pivot of the balance-wheel plays } the bottom of

the pottance is called the foot, the middle part the

nose, and the upper part the shoulder. 3. The cock,

which is the piece covering the balance. 4. The re-

jpilator, or pendulum spring, which is the small spnng,

in the new pocket-watches, underneath the balance.

5. The pendulum (fig. 13.) } whose parts are, the verge

palettes 5, 5, cocks yyy; the rod, the fork, 0, the

flatt 2, the bob or great ball 3, and the corrector or

reffulator, 4, being a contrivance of Dr Derham for

bringing the pendulum to its nice vibrations. 6. The
wheels, which are the crown-wheel F in pocket-

pieces, and swing-wheel in pendulums } serving to

drive the balance or pendulum. 7. The contrate-wheel

E, which is that next the crown-wheel, &c. and
whose teeth and hoop lie contrary to those of other

wheels ; whence the name. 8. The great, or first

wheel C } which is that the fusee B, &c. immediately

drives, by means of the chain or string of the spring-

box or barrel A } after which are tlm second wheel

D, third wheel, &c. Lastly, between the frame and
dial-plate, is the pinion of report, which is that fixed

on the arbor of the great wheel } and serv^ to drive cidck.

the dial-wheel, as that serves to carry the hand.

For the illustration of this part of the work which lies

concealed, let ABC (fig* 14.) represent the uppermost
side of the frame-plate, as it appears when detached

from the dial-plate i tlie middle of this plate is perforated

with a hole, receiving that end of the nthor of the

centre wheel which carries the minute hand } near
the plate is fixed the pinion of report o £ of 10 teeth )

this drives a wheel c d of 40 teeth } this wheel carries

a pinion efof 12 teeth } and this again drives a wheel

g h with 36 teeth.

As in the body of the watch the wheels every-

where divide the pinions } here, on the contrary, the

pinions divide the wheels, and by that means dimi-

nish the motion, which is here necessary } for the hour
hand, which is carried on a socket fixed on the wheel

g is required to move but once round, while the

pinion a b moves twelve times round. For this pur-

pose the motion of the wheel r is ^ of the pinion a bt

Again, while the wheel c //, or the pinion e goes
once round, it turns the wh^I g h but f part round \
consequently the motion of^ A is but 4 of ^ of the mo-
tion of a ^ ; but y of ^ is y^ 9 <• ihe hour-wheel g h
moves once round in the time that the pinion of re-

port, on the arbor of the centre of the minO'te wheels
makes 1 2 revolutions, as required. Hence the struc-

ture of that part of a clock or watch which shows the

time may be easily understood.

The cylinder A (fi^. 13.) put into motion by a
weight or inclosed spring moves the fusee B, and the

great wheel C, to which it is fixed by the line or cord
that goes round each, and answers to the chaiu of W
watch*

The method of calcufatioo is easily understood by
the sequel of this article } for, suppose the great wheel
C goes round once in 1 2 boors, t^n if it be a royal

pendulum clock, vibrating seconds, webave 60 X 60X 1

2

=543200 seconds or heats in one turn of the great

wheel. Bat because there are 60 swings or seconds

in one minute, and the seconds ute shown by an index
on the end of the arbor of the swiDg-wbeet, which in

those clocks is in an horizontal pMition } therefore H is

necessary that the swing-wheel F should have 30 teeth;

whence iJJ^=720, the number to be broken into

quotients for finding the onmber of teeth for the other

wheels and pinions.

In spring-clocks, the disposition of the wheeU in

the watch part is such as is here represented ia tlie fif-

gnre, where the crown-wheel F is in an horizoolat po-

sition
} the seconds not being shown there by an index,

as is done in the large pendulum clocks. Whence in

these clocks the wheels are disposed in a different man-
ner, as represented in fig. 1 5. where C is the great wbed^fi^.
und D the. centre or minute wheel, as Iwfore : but
the contrate wheel £ is placed on one side, und F the
swing-wheel is placed with its centre in the same per*

pendicnlar line GH with the minute-whee^ and with
its plane perpendicular to the bortzoo, as are all the

others. Thus the minute and hour hands turn on
the end of the arbor of the miunte wheel at a, and
the second hand on the arbor of the swing-wheel
at b.

Theorg and eakulatwn of the Watch^part^ as laid

doum
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18 the samey in a manner, as ki the last example : and
consequently thus : as 12 : 170 :: 10000 : 141666,
which fourth number is the beats in one turn of the

fusee its half, 70833, being divided by 17, gives

4167 for the quotient
^ and because this number is too

big for three quotients, therefore choose four, as 10,

8, 8, 6 f > whose product into 17 makes 71808, near-

ly equal to half the true beats in one turn of the fu-

see. Then say, as 170 : 12 :: 71808 : 5069, which is

half the true train of your watch. And again, 170 :

.12 :: 12t44i ^he denominator of which expresses the

pinion of report, and the numerator is the number of

the dial-wheel. But these numbers being too big to be

cut in small wheels,
. they roust be varied by the fourth

j*ule above. Thus

:

As 144 : 170 :: 360 : 425 ;

Or 170 : 144 :: 360 : 305.

24) 20 Then dividing 360, and either of these

- two fourth proportionals (as directed by

6) 60 (10 the rule), suppose by 15 ;
you will have

6) 48 ( 8 77 or
>
then the numbers of the whole

5V 40 ( 8 movements will stand as in the margin.

5) 33 ( ^ calculation of ordinary
! ,, watches, to show the hour of the day:

17 in such as show minutes, and seconds, the

process is thus

:

I. Having resolved on the beats in an hour, by di-

viding the designed train by 60, find the beats in a mi-

nute and accordingly, find proper numbers for the

crown-wheel and quotients, so as that the minute-wheel

shall go round once in an hour, and the second wheel
once in a minute.

Suppose, you shall choose a pendulum of seven

inches, which vibrates 142 strokes in a minute, and

8520 in an hour. Half these sums are 71, and
4260. Now, the first work is to break this 71 into

a good proportion, which will fall into one quotient,

and the crown-wheel. Let the crown-wheel have 15
notches } then 71, divided by 15, gives nearly 5 > so

a crown-wheel of 1 5, and a wheel and pinion whose
quotient is 5, will go round in a minute to carry a

hand to show seconds. For a band to go

8) 40 ( 5 round in an hour to show minutes, because
> there are 60 minutes in an hour, it is but

15 breaking 60 into good quotients (suppose

10 and 6, or 8 and 7^, &c. : and it is

8) 64 ( 8 done. Thus, 4260 is broken as near as

8) 60 ( 7t can be into proper numbers. But since

8) 40 ( 5 it does not fall out exactly into the above
.. mentioned numbers, you must correct (as

15 beforedirected), and find the truenum^r
of beats in an hour, by multiplying 15 by

5, which makes 75 5 and 75 by 60 makes 4500, which
is half the true train. Then find the beats in one turn

of the fusee; thus, l6 : 192 :: 4500 : 540C0; which
last is half the beats in one turn of the fusee. This

54000 being divided by 4500 (tbo true

9) 108 (12 numbers already pitched on), the quo-

8) 64 ( 8 tient will be 10 ; which, not being too big

8) 60 ( 77 for a single quotient, needs not be divided

8) 40 ( 5 into more: and the work^ ill stand as
I in the margin. As to the hour-hand, the

15 great wheel, which performs only one re-

volution in 1 2 turns of the minute-wheel,

will show the hour ; or it may be done by the minnte- Qock,
wheel. Clodia.

It is requisite for those who make nice astronomical » -

observations, to have watches that make some exact
number of beats per second, without any fraction

; bat
we seldom find a watch that does. As four beats per
second would be a very convenient number, we shall

here give the train for such a watch, which would (like

most others) go 30 hours, but is to be wound up once
in 24 hours.

The fusee and first wheel to go round in four hours.

This wheel has 48 teeth, and it tarns a pinion of 1

2

leaves, on whose axis is the second wheel, which goes

round in one hour, and carries the mioute-band. This
wheel has 60 teeth, and turns a pinion of 10 leaves;

on whose axis is the third wheel of 60 teeth, turning

a pinion of 6 leaves ; on whose axis is the fonrth (or
contrate) wheel, turning round in a minute, and car-

rying the small hand that shows the seconds, on a
small circle on the dial-plate, divided into 60 parts

:

this contrate wheel has 48 teeth, and turns a pinion

of 6 leaves ; on whose axis is the crown or balance-

wheel of 15 teeth, which makes 30 beats in each revo-

lution.

The crown-wheel goes 480 times round in an hour,

and 30 times 480 make 14400, the number of beats

in an hour. But one hour contains 3600 seconds ; and

14400 divided by 3600 quotes 4, the required number
of beats in a second.

The fusee must have 7^ turns, to let the chain go so ^

many times round it. Then, as x turn is to 4 hours,

so is 7t turns to 30 hours, the lime the watch would
go after it is wound up.

See further the articles Movement, Turn, &c.
And for the history and particular construction of

Watches^ properly so called, see the article Watch.
CLODIA LEX, de Cypro^ was enacted by the tri-

bune Clodius, in the year of Borne 607, to reduce Cy-
prus into a Roman province, and expose Ptolemy
king of Egypt to sale in his regal ornaments. It em-
powered Cato to go with the praetorian power and
see the auction of the king*s goods, and commission-

ed him to return the money to Rome. Another,

Magistratibus^ 695, by Clodius the tribune. It for-

bade the censors to put a stigma or mark of infamy

upon any person who had not been actually accused

and condemned by both the censors. Another, de Re^
ligumcy by the same, 696, to deprive the priest of Cv-
bele, a native of Pessinuns, of his office, and confer the

priesthood upon Brotigonus, a Gallogrecian. Ano-
ther, de Provittciis, 695, which nominated the pro-

vinces of Syria, Babylon, and Persia, to the consul

Gabinius, and Acbaia, Thessaly, Macedou, and Greece,

to bis colleague PIso, with proconsular power. It

empowered them to defray the expences of their

march from the public treasury. Another, 695, which
required the same distribution of com among the

people gratis, as had been given them before at six

ases and a triens the bushel. Another, 695, by the

same, de Judietts, It called to an account such as

had executed a Roman citlxen without a judg-

ment of the people and all the formalities of a trial.

Another, by the same, to pay no attention to tbo

appearances of the heavens while any afiair was be-
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ClodU fore the people. Another, to make the power of

tribunes free in making and proposing laws.

>

^
‘ Another, to re-establish the companies of artists which

had been instituted by Numa, but since his time abo-

lished.

CLODIUS, Publius, a Roman descended of an

illustrious family. He made himself famous for his li-

centiousness, avarice, and ambition. He committed

incest with his three sisters, and introduced himself in

women's clothes into the bouse of Julius Csesar, whilst

Pompeia, Caesar's wife, of whom he was enamoured,

was celebrating the mysteries of Ceres, where no man
was permitted to appear. He was accused for this

violation of human and divine laws y but he made him-

self tribune, and by that means screened himself from

justice. He descended from a patrician into a ple-

beian family to become a {tribune. He was such an

enemy to Cato, that he made him go with praetorian

power, in an expedition against Ptolemy king of Cy-
prus, that by the difficolty of the campaign he might

ruin his reputation, and destroy his interest at Rome
during bis absence. Cato, however, by his uncommon
success, frustrated the designs of Clodius. He was also

an inveterate enemy to Cicero, and by his influence be

banished him from Rome, partly on pretence that he

had pnnished with death and without trial the adhe-

rents of Catiline. He wreaked his vengeance upon Ci-

cero's house, which he burnt, and set all his goods to

sale \
which, however, to his great mortification, no

one offered to buy. In spite of Clodius, Cicero was

recalled, and all bis goods restored to him. Clodius

was some time after murdered by Milo, whose defence

Cicero took upon himself.

CLOGHER, an episcopal town of Ireland, in the

county of Tyrone, and province of Ulster. It sent

two members to the Irish parliament. In a very early

a^ an abbey of regular canons, dedicated to the Vir-

gin Mary, was founded here. St Patrick is said to

have presided over the church of Clogher j
and having

appointed St Kertenn to be bis successor, he resigned

this government, and went to Armagh, where he found-

ed bis celebrated abbey. On the 20th of April 1396,
a dreadful fire burnt to the ground the church, the

two chapels, the abbey, the court of the bishops, and

thirty-two other buildings, with all the sacerdotal vek-

ments, utensils, &c. belonging to the bishop's chapter

and church. In the year 1610, on the 24th of July

whilst George Montgomery was bishop of Clogher,

King James annexed this abbey and its revenues to

that see. The see (valued in the king's books at 350I.

per annum hy txieni returned 15th James I.) is re-

puted to be worth 4000I. annually. W. Long. 6. 50 .

N. Lat. 54. 30.

CLOISTER {Ciaustrum)^ a habitation surrounded

with walls, and inhabited by canons or religious, <Scc.

In a more general sense, cloister is used for a mona-
stery of religious of either sex. In a more restrain-

ed sense, cloister is used for the principal part of a re-

gular monastery, consisting of a square built around
;

ordinarily between the church, the chapter-house, and
the refectory \ and over which is the dormitoryr. The
cloisters served for several purposes in the ancient mo-
nasteries. Petrus filesensis observes that it was here
the monks held their lectures : the lecture of morali-

ty at the north side» next the church
5 the school on

VoL. VI. Part I. f

the west, and the chapter on the east ; spiritual medi- Cloifter

tation, &c. being reserved for the church. Lanfranc 11

observes, that the proper use of the cloister was for ^*®‘®*J**“f

the monks, to meet in, and converse together, at cer- —
tain hours of the day.

The form of the cloister was square ^ and it had its

name clausirum^ from claudo^ ** I shut or close as

being inclosed on its four sides with buildings. Hence
in arcbitectnre, a building is still said to be* in form of

a cloister, when there are buildings on each of the four

sides of the court.

CLONMELL, the assixe town of the county of

Tipperary in Ireland, is situated on the river Suir, bath

a barrack for two troops of horse, and is governed by
a mayor, recorder, bailiffs, and town-clerk. The river

is navigable from this town to Garrick and Waterford ^

and there is some trade carried on here in the woollen

branch, particularly by the Quakers, who are very nu-

merous in this neighl^nrhood. Near this place is a
spring of Spa water, that issues from the side of a
rising ground, and is overlooked by a pretty steep

hill, on that side of the river Suir, which is in the

county of Waterford. The cores performed by drink-

ing this water in the scurvy, and other chronic di-

tempers, drew thither, some years ago, a great re-

sort of people ; but fashion, which reigns with an ab-

solute authority, has brought other waters of late into

higher credit. It was in this town that the celebrated

and reverend Laurence Sterne was boro, on the 24th

of November 1713. The town consists of four cross

streets, and has a spacious bridge of 20 arches 'over

the river Suir^ the market-house is strong and well

built, and there is a charter-school here for forty chil-

dren, to which the late John Dawson, Esq. and Sir

Charles Moore, Bart, were considerable benefactors.

A Dominican friary was founded at Clonmeli, in

1269, and dedicated to St Dominick. In the same
year Otho de Grandison erected one of the most mag-
nificent in Ireland. In it was kept an image of ot

Francis respecting the miracles wrought by which, <

many marvellous stories are circulated. This town is

very ancient, being built before the invasion of the

Danes: it was formerly defended by a square wall.

Oliver Cromwell, who found more resistance from this

place than any other of his conquests in the kingdom,
demolished the castles and fortifications, of which now
only the ruins remain. The town sends one member
to the imperial parliament. W. Long. 7. 42. N. Lat.

CLOSE, in Heraldry, When any bird is drawn in

a coat of arms vTith its wings close down about it,

(i. e. not displayed), and in a standing posture, they

blazon it by this word close; but if it be flying, they

call it volant. See Volant.
Close, in Music, See Cadence.
Close-hauled^ in Navigation^ the general arrange-

ment or trim of a ship's sails when she endeavours to

make a progress in the nearest direction possible to-

wards that point of the compass from which the wind
blows. In this manner of sailing, the keel commonly
makes an angle of six points with the line of the wind \

but sloops and some other small vessels are said to sail

almost a point nearer. All vessels, however, are sup-

posed to make nearly a point of leeway when close-

hauled, even when they have the advantage of a good

D d sailing
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dote- sailing breeze and smooth water. The angle of lec-

hauled way, however, increases in proportion to the increase

II of the wind and sea. In this disposition of the sails,

a

^

*

they are all extended sidewise on the ship, so that the

wind as it crosses the ship obliquely toward the stem
from forwards, may fill their cavities. But as the cur-

rent of wind also enters the sails in an ohliqoe direc-

tion, the effort of it to make the sliip advance is conai-

dermbly diminished : she will therefore make the least

progress when sailing in this manner. The ship is

said to be close-hauled, because at this time her tmcks^

or lower comers of the principal sails, are drawn close

down to her aide to windward, the sheets hauled cioae-

aft, and all the how-ltnea drawn to their greatest ex-

tension to keep the sails steady.

Close- Q,uarters^ certain strong barriers of wood,

stretching across a merchant-ship in several plates.

They are used as places of retreat wlien a ship is

boarded by her adversary, and are therefore fitted

with several small loop-holes through which to fire the

small arms, and thereby annoy the enemy, and defend

themselves. They are likewise furnislied with several

caisons called powder^chnts^ which are fixed open the

deck, and filfed with powder, old nails, &c. and may
be fired at any time from the cloee-qnsrters upon the

hoarders.

Falconer^* We have known an English naercbant-difp of i6
nieL ofthigaja^ and properly fitted with dose-quarters, defeat
Maxine. united efforts of three French {wivateers who

boarded Ifer in tho last war, after having engaged at

some distance si^vly a day and a half, with very few

intervals of lest. Two of the cruisers were equipped

with twelve guns each, and the other with eight. The
French saUors were, after boarding, so mneh exposed

to continned fire of musqnetry and oohoras charged with

graoadoes, that a dreadful scene of carnage ensued, in

whioh the decks were soon* covered wkh tim dead bo&s
of the enemy, several of which the hoarders, io tlieir

hurry to escape, bad left behind.

cLoT-biiUd: a species of Frikgilla. See Or-
nithology Index.

CLOTH, in commerce, a manufacture made of

wool, wove in the loem.

Cleths are of divers qualities, fine or coarse. The
goodness of cletb, mcooi^ng to some, consists in the

fellowing paiticcdars: x. That the wool be of a good

quality, and well dressed, a. It must he equally spun,

cMcfuRy observing that the thread of the warp be

finer and better twisted than that of the woof. 5. The
doth must be well wrought, and beaten on the loom,

so as to be everywhere equally compaot. 4. The
wool jnost not be finer at one end of the piece than io

the rest. 5. The lists must be sufficiently strong, of

the same length with the and must consist «f

good wool, hair, or ostrich-fcntliers ; or, what is still

better, of Danish dog’s hair. 6. Ibe cloth must be

free i^rnm knots and other imperfections. 7. It must

he well scoured with fnllecs earth, well foiled with

the best white seop, and afterwords washed in dear
water. 8. The hair or nap most be well ^wn out

with the teazd, wltbovt being loo much opened*

9. It roust be shorn close without making k tbread-

baie« la It most be wdl-dned. xi. It must not he

teuter-stretched, to force it to its just dnaenmns*

1 2. It most be pressed cold, not hat-pressed, the latter ctoib.
being very injurious to woollen cloth. Vi—

,

Manufacturing white CiotAs which arc intended

for dyeing. The best wooU for the manufacturing of
cloths are those of England and Spain, especially those

of LinedDsbire and S^ovia. To use those wools to

the best advantage, they must be scoured, by putting

them into a liquor somewhat more than lake-warm,
con>posed of three parts of fair water and one of urine.

After the wool has continued long enough in the li-

qner to soak, and dissolve the grease, it is drained and
well washed in running water. When it feels dry, and
has no smell hot the uatural one of the sheep, it is said

to be duly scoured.

After this, it is huug to dry in the shade
\ the heat

of the son making it harsh and inflexible : when dry,

it is beat with rods upon hardies of wood, or on cords,

to cleanse it from dust and the grosser filth \ the more
it is Uhis heat and deaused, the softer it becomes, and
the better for spinaing. After heating, it roust be well

picked, to free it from the rest of the filth that bad es-

caped the rods.

It is now in a proper condition to be oiled, and
carded on large iron cards placed slopewise. Olive oil

is esteemed the best for this purpose \ ene-fifth of which
shonld be used for the wool rotemled for the woof, awd
a niath for that designed for the warp. After the

wool has been well otfed, it is given to the spinoexs,

who first card it on- the knee, with small fine cards,

and then spin it eu the wheel, observing to mnke the

thread of the warp smaller by one-third than that of
the woof, and mneh compacter twisted.

The thread thus spun, is reeled, and made into

skeins. That desigaed for the woof is wound on little

tubes, pieces of paper, «r twshes, so disposed as that

they may be easily put is the eye of die shuttle. That
for the warp is wownd os a kind sf large wooden bob-

bins, to dispose of it for warping. When warped, it is

stiffened with size 5 tlie best of whioh is that made of

shreds of parchment $ asd when dry, » gives to the

weavers, moust it ea the loom.

The warp thss mossted, the weavers, who are two
to each loom, one os each side, tread alternately on
tlie treddle, first on the right step, asd then on die

left, which raises and lowers the threads of the warp
equally; between which they throw transvenely the

sh^le from the ose to the ether ; and every tiam

that the shuttle is thus throws, asd a thread of the

woof inserted within the warp, they strike it conjnncU

]y with the same firaose, wherein is fastened the cosA
or reed, between whose teeth the threads of the warp
are passed, repeating the stroke as often as is neees^

saiy.

The weanert having conthined their work till lbs

whole warp is filled with the woof, the doth is finish*

ed ; k is then taken off the loom, by unrolling k fimm

the beam wbmen it had been rolled in proportion as k
was wove ; and now given to be cleans^ o{ the knots,

ends ef thmads, stxaws, and other filth, which is dene

with iron nippers.

In this conditloD it vs carried to Ibe fiiHery, to he

scoored with urine, or a kind dF potters day, well

steeped in water, pot along with tbe doth in tbe

teongh whertin it is foUod. The cloth being again

cleated
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CW. proiligioos and inconceivable quantitieR, and many very

w terrible and destructive phenomena have been occa*

siuned by clouds very highly electrified. The most ex-

traordinary instance of this kind perhaps on record

5 happened in the island of Java, in the East Indies,

Terrible^ in August 1772. On the iith of that month, at mid-

^ bright cloud was observed covering a moun-

trified cloud tain in the district called Chcribon^ at the same time

in Javd. several reports were heard like those of a gun. The
people who dwelt upon the upper parts of the moun-

tain not being able to fly fast enough, a great part

of the cloud, almost three leagues in circumference,

detached itself under them, and was seen at a dis-

tance rising and falling like the waves of the sea, and

emitting globes of fire so luminous, that the night be-

came as clear as day. The effects of it were asto-

nishing j
every thing was destroyed for seven leagues

round ;
the houses were demolished ; plantations were

buried in the earth j
and 2140 people lost their lives,

besides 1500 head of cattle, and a vast number of

^ horse:!, goats, &c.

• iheulana
Another instance of a very destructive cloud, the

S Maltd!
'
electric quality of which will at present scarcely be

doubted, is related by Mr Brydone, in his Tour

through Malta. It appeared on the 29th of October

1757. About three quarters of an hour after midnight,

there was seen to the south-west of the city of Melita,

a great black cloud, which, as it approached, changed

its colour, till at last it became like a flame of fire

mixed with black smoke. A dreadful noise was heard

on itt approach, which alarmed the whole city. It

passed over the port, and came first on an English ship,

which in an instant was torn in pieces, and nothing

left but the hulk •, part of the masts, sails, and cord-

age, were carried to a considerable distance along with

the cloud. The small bo^ts and felloques that fell in

its Way were all broken to pieces and sunk. The noise

increased, and became more frightful. A sentinel, ter-

rified at its approach, ran into his box ; but both he

and it were lifted up and carried into the sea, where he

perished. It then traversed a considerable part of the

city, and laid in ruins almost every thing that stood in

its way. Several houses were laid level with the

ground, and it did not leave one steeple in its passage.

The bells of some of them, together with the spires,

* were carried to a considerable distance ; the roofs of

the churches demolished, and beat down, &c. It went

o(F at the north-east point of the city, and demolisliing

the iight-Iiouse, is said to have mounted up into the air

with a frightful noise j
and passed over the sea to Sicily,

where it tore up some trees, and did other damage j

hut nothing considerable, as its fary had been mostly

spent at Malta. The number of killed and wounded

amounted to near 200 > and the loss of sliipping, &c.

was very considerable.

The effects of thunder-storms, and the vast quantity

of electricity collected in the clouds which produce

these storms, are so well known, that it is superfluous

to mention them. It appears, however, that even

the clouds are not so highly electrified as to produce

7 their fatal effects on those who are immersed in them.

liwtaacG of discharge of part of their electricity up-
two people

gyjjj, iiodies as are either not electrified at all, or

ITthMiMier- not »o highlyelectrified as the cloud, that docs all the

vload. mischief. We have, however, only the following in-

2 ] C L O
stance on record, of any person being immersed In the Cleed.

body of a thunder cloud. Professor Saussure and young '
w ^

Mr Jalabert, when travelling over one of the high Alps,

were caught among clouds of this kind ; and, to their

astonishment, found their bodies so full of electrical fire,

that spontaneous flashes darted from their fingers with

a crackling noise, and the same kind of sensation as

when strongly electrified by ;irt.
^

The height of clouds in general is not great*, the Height of
summits of very high mountains being commonly quite the clouds,

free from them, as Mr Brydone experienced in his jour-

ney up Mount ABtna ; but those which are most high-

ly electrified descend lowest, their height being often

not above seven or eight hundred yards above the

ground
; nay, sometimes thunder-clouds appear acts-

ally to touch the ground with one of their edges *; *See7%«n.
but the generality of clouds are suspended at the beight<^*

of a mile, or little more, above the earth. Some,
however, have imagined them to rise to a most incre-

dible and extravagant height. Maignan of Thooloose,

in bis Treatise of Perspective, p. 93, gives an account

of an exceeding bright little cloud that appeared at

midnight in the month of August, which spread itself

almost as far as the zenith. He says that the same
thing was also observed at Rome ; and from tbcnce

concludes that the cloud was a collection of vapours

raised beyond the projection of the earth^s shadow,

and of consequence illuminated by means of the sea.

This, however, can by r.o means be credited
\ and it

is much more probable that this cloud owed its splen-

dor to electricity, than to the reflection of the solar

beams.
^

In the evenings after sunset, and mornings before T^eir viiri-

sunrise, we often observe the clouds tinged with bean- *®**“”*

tiful colours. They are mostly red j sometimes o-

range, yellow, or purple \ more rarely bluish
\ and

seldom or never green. The reason of this variety of

colours, according to Sir Isaac Newton, is the differ-

ent size of the globules into which the vapours are con-

densed. This is controverted by Mr Melville, who
thinks that the clouds reflect the sun^s light precisely

as it is transmitted to them through the atmosphere.

This reflects the most refrangible rays in the greatest

quantity ; and therefore ought to transmit the least re-

frangible ones, red, orange, and yellow to the clouds,

which accordingly appear most usually of those colours.

In this opinion he was greatly confirmed by observing,

when he was in Switzerland, that the snowy summits
of the Alps turned more and more reddish after sunset,

in the same manner as the clouds, and he imagines that

the semitransparency of the clouds ; and the obliquity

of their situation, tend to make the colours in them
much more rich and copious than those on the tops of
snowy mountains.

The motions of the clouds, though sometimes dt^Oftbemo^
rected by the wind, are not always so, especially when^'®"*®^

thunder is about Ip ensue. In ibis case they seem
move very slowly, and often to be absolutely stationary

for some time. The reason of this most probably is,

that they are impelled by two opposite streams of air

nearly of equal strength
^ by which means their velo-

city is greatly retarded. In such cases both the aerial

currents seem to ascend to a very considerable height

;

for Mess. Charles and Roberts, when endeavouring to

avoid a thunder-cloud in one of their aerial voyages,

could
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Clouts ^ on that part of the axle-tree of a gtin-carnage which

II comes through the nave, and through which the linspin

[
Clony« goes.

CLOYNE, a town of Ireland, in the county of

Cork and province of Monster. W. Long. 8. 5.

N. Lat. 51. 52. It is but a small place, though an
episcopal residence. A church was built, and a bishop-

ric erected here, by St Colroan, who died on the 4th

of November 604 ; and in 707 an abbey was also

founded here. In 1430, the bishopric was united to

that of Cork
^ and the union continued till the nth

of November 1638, when Dr George Synge was con-

secrated bishop of Cloyne ; since which time this see

has been governed by Its own prelates, one of whom
was the celebrated Berkeley. Tills see is not taxed in

the king^s books ^ but is now reputed to be worth

2500I. a-year. The chapter of Cloyne is composed of

a dean, chapter, chancellor, treasurer, an archdeacon,

and fourteen prebendaries. The diocese is divided in-

to four rural deaneries, and the collegiate church of St

Mary of Yooghal is united to the bishopric. The ca-

thedral is a decent Gothic building. The nave is a-

bout 1 ao feet long ^
having lateral aisles, besides the

cross aisles, divided by Gothic arches, five on each side.

In the choir there is an excellent organ. The bishops

palace, which was rebuilt at the beginning of the pre-

sent century, is large and convenient. To the north-

west of Cloyne is a reputed holy well, dedicated to St

Colmao, which is much frequented on the 24th of No*
vember, being the patron day.

CLUE OF A SAIL, the lower comer } and hence

CLUE-Garnets are a sort of tackles fastened to the

dues, or lower comers of the mainsail or foresail to

trass them up to the yard as occasion requires, which
is usually termed cheing up the saiis.

€lue^

L

ines are for the same purpose as clue-garnets

;

only that the latter are confined to the courses, where-

as the former are common to ail the square sails. See

these ropes as represented in the article Ship.

CLUNIA, in Ancient Geography^ a principal town
of the Hither Spain, a Roman colony, with a conven-

tus juridicus, on the Durhis, to the west of Numantia.
Now Corunna del Conde,

CLUNIUM, in Ancient Geography^ a town of Cor-

sica, near Bastia. Now St Catharine,

CLUNY, or Clugny, a town in Burgundy, with a
celebrated abbey of Benedictine monks, who were dis-

persed at the commencement of the French revolution.

The town contains about 4200 inhabitants, and is

situated on the river Grdne. The abbey was founded

by William duke of Berry and Aquitain ^ or, as others

say, by the abbot Bernon, supported by that duke, in

th^ear 910.
This abbey was anciently so very spacious and mag-

nificent, that in 1245, after the holding of the first

council of Lyons, Pope Innocent IV. went to Cluny,

accompanied with the two patriarchs of Antioch and

Constantinople, 12 cardinals, 3 archbbhops, 15 bishops,

and a great number of abbots ^ who were all enter-

tained, without one of the monks being put out of

their place ; though S. Louis Q. Blanche his mother,

the duke of Artois bis brother, and his sister, the em-
peror of Constantinople, the sons of the kings of Ar-

Vragon and Castile, the duke of Burgundy, six counts.

and a great number of lords, with all their retinues, Chrap.
were there at the same time. Clopea.

Cluny, at its first erection, was put under the kn- v“
mediate protection of the apostolic see, with express

prohibition to all secular and ecclesiastic powm, to

disturb the monks in the possession of their effects, or

the election of their ablmt. By this they pretended

to be exempted from the jurisdiction of bishops
; which

at length gave the hint to other abbeys to insist on the

same.

Cluny was the head of a very numerous and exten-

sive congregation : in effect, it was the first congrega-

tion of divers monasteries united under one chief, so as

only to constitute one body, or, as they call it, one or-

der, that ever arose.

This order of monks was brought into England by
William, earl of Warren, son-in-law to William the

Conqueror, who built a bouse for them at Lewes in

Sussex about the year 1077. There were 27 priorier

and cells of this order in England, which were govern-

ed by foreigners, afterwards made denixens.

CLUPEA, or Herring, in Ichthyology^ a genus
belonging to the order of abdominales. The upper jaw
is furnished with a serrated mystache

^
the branchiestege

membrane has eight rays ; a scaly serrated line runs

along the belly from the head to the toil; and the

belly-fins have frequently nine rays. There are ix

species, viz.

I. The harengus^ or common herring, has no spet^

and the under jaw is longer than the upper one. A
herring dies immediately after it is taken out of the

water ; whence arises the proverb. As dead as a her»

ring. The meat is everywhere in great esteem, being

fat, soft, and delicate
; especially if it is dressed as soon

as caught, for then it is incomparably better than on the

next day.

The herring was unknown to the ancients. Not-
withstanding the words and funne are by transla-

tors rendered halec^ the characters given to those fish,

are common to such numbers of difierent species as ren-

ders it impossible to say which they intended, f

Herrings are found from the highest northern lati-

tudes yet known, as low as the northern coasts of
^

France ; and except one instance, brought by Dod, ofHemngt.
a few being once taken in the bay of Tangier, none where

arc ever found more southerly. They are met wkhf®*“*k

in vast shoals on the coast of America, as low as Ca-
rolina. In Chesapeak-bay is an annual inundation of

those fish, which cover the shore in such quantities as

to become a nuisance. We find them again in the seas

of Kamtsebatka, and probably they reach Japan ; for

Keropfer mentions, in bis account of the fish of that

country, some that are congenerous. The great win-

ter rendezvous of the herring is within the arctic circle

:

there they continue for many months in order to re-

cruit themselves after the fatigue of spawning ; the seas

within that space swarmhig with insect fo^ in a far

mater degree than those of our warmer latitudes. ^

This mighty army begins to put itself in motion id the Intatmte

spring ; we distingui^ this vast body by that name 5
thoals of

for the word herring comes from the German
an army,^ to express their numbers. They begin

to appear off the Shetland isles in April and May;
these are only the forerunners of the grand shoal which

comes

2
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Cbpct. comes in Jaoe; and their appearance if marked by

certain signs, tbe number of birds, such as ganneU
and others, which follow to prey on them

; hot when
the main body approaches, its breadth and depth is

such as to alter the appearance of the very ocean. It

is divided into distinct columns of five or six miles in

length, and three or four in breadth, and they drive

tbe water before them with a kind of rippling : some*

times they sink for the space of ten or fifteen minutes,

and then rise again to the surface ; and in fine wea-

ther reflect a variety of splendid colours like a field of

tbe most precious gems in which* or rather in a much
more valuable, light should this stupendous gift of Pro-

vidence be considered by tbe inhabitants of the British

kies.

The first check this army meets in its march south-

ward is from the Shetland isles, which divide it into

two parts; one wing takes to the east, the other to

the western shores of Great Britain, and fill every hay
and creek with their numbers ; others pass on to-

wards Yarmouth, the great and ancient mart of her-

rings: they then pass through the British Channel,

aod after that, in a manner disappear. Those which
take towards the west, after ofleriog themselves to tbe

Hebrides, where the great stationary fishery is, pro-

ceed to the north of Ireland, where they meet with a
second inleiTuptioo, and are obl^;ed to make a second

division : the one takes to tbe western side, and is

scarce perceived, being soon lost in tbe iaunensity of

the Atlantic ; but the other, that passes into the Irish

sea, rejoices and feeds the inhabitants ef mgst of the

coasts that border on it. These brigades, as we may
call them, which are thus separated from the greater

adomos, are often capricious in their motions, and do

j
Dot show an invariable attachment to their haunts.

WmUM Were we inclined to consider this partial migration
sf in a moral light, we might reflect with veneration and

awe on the mighty power which originally impressed

OD this most useful body of his creatures the instinct

that directs and points out the course, that blesses aod
enriches these islands, which causes them at certain

and invariable times to quit the vast polar deeps, aod
ofier themselves to our expecting fleets. That bene*

volent Being has never been known, from the earliest

aoooiiot of time, once to withdraw this blessing from

the whole ^ tboogb he often thinks proper to deny it

to parttcolara, yet this partial failure (for which we see

DO natnral reason) shouid fill us with the meat exalted

aod grateful sense of bis providence for impresaiog such
an invariable and general instinct on these fi&b towards

a soathward migration when the whole is to be bene-

fited, mad to withdraw it when only a minute part is to

suffer.

This instinct was given them, that they might re-

move for the sake of depositing their spawn in wanner
seas, that would mature and vivify it more assuredly

than those of the firazen zone. It is not from defect

of food that tbcT set tfaemselires In motion ; for they

come to 08 fnll of fat, and on their return are almost

oaiveioally observed to be kan and miserable. What
their food is near the pok we are not yet inCormed

;

hoi in onr seas they feed much on the oniscus marumo^
a cmstaceoos insect, and sometimes on their own fry.

They are foil of roe in tbe end of June, aad conti-

nue in perfection tiU the begioniog of winter, when

they deposit their spawn. Tbe young herrings begin Clopea.

to approach tbe sberes in July and August, and are ' ' ^ i

then from half ao inch to two ioclies long ; these in

Yorkshire are called herring nU. Thongh we have no young ooei
particular authority for it, vet as very few young her- probably

rings are found in our seas during winter, it seems most retire with

certain that they must return to their parental haunts P**

beneath tbe ice, to repair the vast destmetion of their

race during summer by men, fowl, and fish. Some of

tbe old herrings continue on our coast the whole year

;

the Scarborough fishermen never put down their nets

but they catch a few ; but the numbers that remain are

not worth comparison with those that return* See
Herring-FiuiERYB
The Dutch are most extravagantly fond of this fish

when it is pickled. A premium is given to the first

buss that arrives in Holland with a l^ng of this their

ambrosia, and a vast price given for each keg. There
is as much joy among the inhabitants on its arrival, aa
the Egyptians show on the first overflowing of tbe

Nile. Flanders had tbe honour of inveutiog tbe art pickling of
of pickling herrings. One William Beaokkn of Bi*bemop
verlet, near SJuys, hit on this useful expedient ; from when in-

him was derived tbo name pickle^ which we borrow from
the Dutch aod German. Beauklendied in 1397* Tbo
emperor Charks V. held his memory in such venera*

tion fiur the servkw he did to mankind, as to do bis

tomb the honour of a visit. It is very singular that

most nations give the name of their favourite dish to

the facetious attendant on every mountebank* Thus
tbe Dutch call him piMe herring ; the Italians wtoca-

roaii the French, yroi> pottage; tbe Germaus han$
wurst^ that is, jmk saurage ; and the English dignify

him with the name ofjack padding* 5

2. Tbe eprattus has 1 3 rays in the baok fin# It is a Sprattns,

native of the European seas, and has a great resom- wbeiv

hlaace to the berriag, only it is of a less size* They
come into the river Thames below hridgie in the be-

ginning of Novnmber, and leave it in Match ; and ant,

durkg that season, a great relief to the poor of the ca-

pital. At Gravesend and at Yanaouth they arc curad
like red-beixiDgs ; they art somotimes pickled, and are

lUtk inkrinr in flavour to tbe anchovy, hat the boaee
will not dksolve like those of the latter.

^
3* The oibsa, or shad^ has a forked soout, and black or

spots 00 the sides. According to Belonius aad Ha^sbaS/wherc

selqeist, this is a fish of passage in the Nile. Tbe kat^^
says, it is found in the Mediterraoeeti near Smyrna,
and on the coast of Egypt near Bnsetta ; and that io

the months of December and January it asoends the

Nik as high as Cairo, wbone the people staff it with

pot maijoram ; and when dressed in that mannes*, k g

win very nearly intoxicate tlw eater. In Great Bri- fioett

tain the Severn aflhads this fish in higher perfection

than any other river. It makes iu first appoaiaiicc^^^
there in May, hut in very warm seasons in April ; for

its arrival sooner or later depends much on the temper
of Xhe air. It coutinufs in tho river about two months,

and then is succeeded hf a variety which we shall have
oceaaiou to mention hcreaftor.

The Seveni shad is esteemed a very delicate fish

abopt the time of its first appearance, especially in that

part ef tbe river that flows if Gloucester, where they

aiw taken io nets, aad uiually sell deaaer than sahnou

:

some ace sont (to Iioiidoof where the fishmongers di-

stinguisb
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Cluitca stinguish them from those of the Thames hy the French

n name aloscn Whether they spawn in this river and the
Chisium. Wye is not determined, for their fry has not yet been

' discovered. The old fish come from the sea into the

river in full* roe. In the months of July and August,

multitudes of bleak frequent the river near Gloucester

;

some of them are as big as a small herring, and these

the fishermen erroneonsly suppose to be the fry of the

shad. Numbers of these are taken near Gloucester, in

those months only, but none of the emaciated shad are

ever ca^ht in their return.

The Thames shad does not frequent that river till

the latter end of May or beginning of June, and is

esteemed a very coarse and insipid sort of fish. The
Severn shad is sometimes caught in the Thames, though

rarely, and called aUis (no doubt ulose^ the French
name) by the fisherman in that river. About the same

p time, and rather earlier, the variety called, near Glou-
Twaiic de- cester, the twaite^ makes its appearance, is taken in
fcdbed. great numbers in the Severn, and is held in as great

disrepute as the shad of the Thames. The differences

between each variety are as follow : the true shad

weighs sometimes eight pounds \ but their general

size is from four to five. The twaite^ on the con-

trary, weighs from half a pound to two pounds,

which it never exceeds. The twaite differs from a

shad only in having one or more round black spots on

the sides
; if only one, it is always near the gill ; but

commonly there are three or four, placed one under

10 the other.

Anchov/ The encraskolus^ or anchovy^ has its upper jaw
described.

|Qnge|. than the under one, and is about three inches

long. They are taken in vast quantities in the Medi-
terranean, and are brought over here pickled. The
great fishery is at Georgia, a small isle west of Leg-
horn. See Anchovy-Fishery.
The other species are, 5. The atherinoides has a

shining line on each side, and small belly-fins. It is a

native of Surinam. 6. The thrissa has 28 rays in the fin

at the anus. It is found in the Indian ocean. 7. The
sima has yellow fins, those of the belly being very

small. The mouth is fiat ^ the upper jaw is very

short \ the body is of a shining silver colour, and the

fins are yellow. It is a native of Asia. 8. The stemi-

. cla has no belly-fins, and the body is broad. It is a
native of Surinam. 9. The mystus is shaped like a
sword, and the fins at the anus are united. It is

found in the Indian ocean. 10. The tropica has a
wedge-like tail, and a white, broad, compressed body.

It is found at Ascension island. 11. The sinensis is very

like the common herring, but broader. It has no teeth,

and is a native of China.

CLUSIA, the Bai.sam-tree. See Botany Index.

CLUSINA PALUS, in Ancient Geography^ a lake of

Tuscany, extending north-west between Clusiiim and
Arretium, and communicating with the Arnus and Cla-

nis. Now Chiana Palude.

CLUSINI roNTES, (Horace), baths in Tuscany,
in the territory of Clusium, between this last to the

north, and Acula to the south, at the distance of eight

miles from each. Now Bagni di S. Casciana.

CLUSIUM, anciently called Camars\ (Virgil, Li-
vy)

j a town of Tuscany, at the south end of the Palus
Clusina, where it forms the Clanis ; the royal resi-

dence of Porsenna, three days journey from Rome to

3
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the north, (Polybius). Clusinus the epithet. Clusini eiusium
Veteres the people. Now Chiusi. E. Long. 13®, Lat. |
43®,

—

Clummi Novum^ was a town of Tuscany, near Clyde,

the springs of the Tiber, in the territory of Arretium j
^

where lies the Ager Clusinus : now called Casentino.

C/usini Novif the people, (Pliny).

CLUTIA. See Botany Index.

CLUVIER, Philip, in Latin C/uverius^ a cele-

brated geographer, born at Dantzic in 1580. He tra-

velled into Poland, Germany, and the Netherlands, in

order to study law ;
but, being at Leyden, Joseph

Scaliger persuaded him to give way to bis genius for

geography. Clavier followed his advice, and for this

purpose visited the greatest part of the European
states. He was well versed in ' many languages j and

wherever he went, obtained illustnous friends and
protectors. At his return to Leyden, he taught there

with great applause*, and died in 1623, aged 43.
He wrote, i. De tribus Rheni alveis. 2. Germania
antiqua. 3. Sicilia antique. 4. Italia antique. 5. in-

troductio in universam Get^raphiam. All justly esteem-

ed.

CLYDE, a large river of Scotland, which, with

the rivers Tweed and Annan, has its source at the south

comer of Lanarkshire, and joins the sea at Greenock,

where it forms the Frith of Clyde. It is navigable for

small vessels up to Glasgow. The canal, which joins

the Forth, falls into it ten miles below that city. The
cataract called the Falb of the Clyde^ opposite to La-

nark, is a great natural cariosity, and the first scene
'

of the kind in Great Britain. This tremendous sheet

of water for about a mile falls from rock to rock. At
Stone-byres, the first fall is about 60 feet ^ the next

at Cora-Lynn, is over solid rock, and is still higher.

At both these places this great body of water exhibits

a grander and more interesting spectacle than imagina-

tion can possibly conceive.

At Cora-Lynn, the falls are seen to most advantage

from a pavilion placed in a lofty situation, and which

is furnished with mirrors which produce a fine effect.

The cataract is full in view, seen over the tops of trees

and bushes, precipitating itself, for an amazing way,

from rock to rock, with short interruptions, forming a

rude slope of furious foam. The sides are bounded by

vast rocks, clothed on their tops with trees ; on the

summit and very verge of one is a ruined tower, and

in front a wood overtopt by a verdant hill. A path

conducts the traveller down to the beginning of the fall,

into which projects a high rock, in floods insulated by

the water *, and from the top is a tremendous view of

the furious stream. In the clifis of this savage retreat

the brave Wallace is said to have concealed himself,

meditating revenge for his injured country.

On regaining the top, the walk is formed near the

verge of the rocks, which on both sides are perfectly

mural and equidistant, except where they overhang

:

the river is pent up between them at a distance far be-

neath ;
not running, but rather sliding along a stony

bottom sloping, the whole way. The summits of the

rock are wooded \
the sides smooth and naked ; the

strata narrow and regular, forming a stupendous natu-

ral masonry. After a walk of above half a mile on the

edge of this great chasm, on a sudden appears the

great and bold fall of Boniton, in a foaming sheet, far

projecting into a hollow, in which the water shows a
violent
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Coach, riai coaches* The harnesi wta omamcnted with fri&«

gee of red silk on dajs of festivity. The imperial

coaohes were only distinguished by having leather tra*

ces, white the ladies in the emperor's suite were con-
tented with traces made of ropes. Fifty gilt coaches
having six horses each, were to be seen in l68l at

the Court of Ernest Augottos of Hanover. The first

time that plenipotentiaries apneared in coaches, was
at the Imperial commission in 1613, held at £i^
furth.

We meet with ample proof in the history of France,
that the raonarchs i^e on horses, the servants on
mules, and ladies of distinction sometimes on asses, at

Paris, in the 14th, 1 jth, and even 16th centories. Yet
carriages of some kind seem to have been used in

France at an early period, since there is still preserved

a statute of Philip the Fair, issued in 1 294, for the sup-

pression of luxury, and in which the wives of citizens

were prohibited the use of carriages.

The oldest coaches used by the ladies of England
were denominated whirlieotes^ a name now sunk in ob-

livion. About the end of the 14th century, when
Richard II. was forced to fly before his rebellious sub-

jects, he and all his attendants travelled on horseback,

his mother alone riding in a coach, as she was indispo-

sed. This became afterwards unfashionable, the daugh-

ter of Charles IV. having showed the ladies of Eng-
land how conveniently she could ride on a side-sad-

dle.

According to Stow, coaches first came to be used in

England about the middle of tbo 16th century, having

been introduced from Germany by the earl of Arun-
del. The English plenipotentiary came to Scotland in

a coach in the year 1598, and they were generally

used about the year 1605.
Authors observe, as a thing very singular, that there

were at first no more than three coaches in Paris \ the

first that of the queCn \ the second that of Diana mis-

,

tress of Henry II. \ and the third belonging to Jean de
Lava de Bois Danphin \ whose enormous bulk disabled

him from travelling on horseback. One may hence

judge how much vanity, luxury, and idleness, have
grown upon our hands in latter days ; there being now
computed in that same city no less than l c.ooo

coaches.

Coaches have bad the fate of all other inventions, to

be brought by degrees to their perfection \ at present

they seem to want nothing, either with regard to ease

or magnificence. Louis XIV. of France made several

sumptuary laws for restrminiug the excessive richness of
coaches, prohibiting the use of gold, silver, &c. there-

in ^ but they have had the fate to be neglected.

The following are the duties payable on carriages of

this description in Britain (1804).

For one carriage, with four wlieels, the

annual sum of - - - L. JO 0 0
For two ti 0 0

three 12 0 0
four - 12 10 0
five 0 0
six

.
- 10 0

seven 14 0 0
eight - - - *4 10 0
nine and opwarde 0 0

And for every additional body saceeaslve-

ly used on the same carriage or number
of wheels, the further sum of - L«5 o o

For carriages with less than four wheels,

drawn by one horse - - 5 5 ^
For carriages drawn by two or more

horses - - - 770
For every additional body - a 10 o
For carriages with four wheels let out to

hiro - - - -880
Every nmker of coaches, chaises, diariots, 8cc« must,

from and after the 5th day of July 1 785, take out at

the excise office in London, or of their agents in the

country, a license, to be renewed annoally at least tea

days before the expiration of the former, for which they

most pay 20s» They must also pay 20a. doty for every

four-wheeled carriage newly built for sale, and los. for

every two-wheeled carriage. These dories are also pay-

able to the commissioners of the excise in town, or tbetf

agents in the conntry.

Coach-makers in Scotland are to take out their li-

censes and pay the duties to the oommissiooers of ex-

cise in Edinbnrgh, or their agents in the country of
that part of Great Britain.

Every coach-maker neglecting to take out a liceuse,

and renew the same annually, forfeits 1^; and ne-

glecting or refusing to settle every six weelu, in the

manner particularly directed by" the act, is a fiorfeitoie

of 20I. See Coach, SurFUCMXNT.
Hacknc^CoACBES^ those exposed to hire, in the

streets of London, and some ocb^ great cities, at rateo

fixed by authority.

One thousand hackney-coaches are allowed in

don and Westminster : which are to be licensed by
commissioners, and to pay a doty to the crown. They
are all numbered, having their numbers engraved on

tin plates fixed on the coach-doers. Their fares or rates

are fixed by act of parliament \ and by a late act have
been increased in conseqoeoce of a new weekly tax.

Stage-CoACHSS are those appointed for ibp convey-

ance of travellers from one city or town to another.

The masters of stage coaches are not KaUe to an ac-

tion for things lost by their coachmen, who have mo-
ney given them to carry the goods, unless where sucb

master takes a price for the same.

Persons keeping any coach, beiiin, landan, or other

carriage with four wheels, or any calash, chaise, chair^

of other carriage with two wheels, to he employed as

pnblic stage-coaches or carriages, for the pnrpoee of

conveying passengers for hire to and from different

places, shall pay annually ys. for a lioeuse ^ and no per-

son so licensed shall by virtoeof one license keep mere

than one carriage, under the penalty of loL
MatUCoACHKS are stage-coaches of a parrioolar coo-

stniction to prevent overturns •, and for a certain cenei-

deration carry his majesty's mails, wbtoh are protected

by a guard, and subject to the Vfgiilatious of the post-

office. They are punctual as to their -Cicne of anivul

and departure, are restricted to four inside pumengeio^

and from expelienoe have preved vorjF beuencial to tho

commerce and correspondence of this cooutiy. The
late John Palmer, Esq. whe had die merit ei tho in-

vention, and was iuiUfiitigable in bringiag tbo esln^

blishment to a permanent footing, was greatly pa-
* tsenbed
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Coftf. oHy substances and sooty which is a kSnJ of coal raised

-V**—^ during inflaaunation, are as difficultly reduced to ashes

as animal coals. These coals contain very little saline

mattery and their ashes yield no alkali. The coals

which are so difficultly bumty are also less capable of

inflaming with nitre than others more combustible ; and

some of them even in a great measure resist the action

of nitre.

CoALy in Mineralogy^ a kind of solid inflammable

substanccy supposed to be of a bituminous nature, and
commonly used for fuel. Of this substance there are

various species.

1. Pit-coal {^Lithanthrax^^ is a blacky solid, com-
pact, brittle mass, of moderate hardness, landellated

structure, more or less shining, but seldom capable of a
good polish \ and does not melt when heated. Ac-
cording to Kirwan, it consists of petrol or asphaltum,

intimately mixed with a small portion of earth, chiefly

argillaceous, seldom calcareous, i^d frequently mixed
with pyrites. A red tincture is extracted from it by
spirit of wine, but caustic alkali attacks the bituminous

part. From some sorts of it a varnish may be made by
means of fat oils. Fixed alkali has never been found

in any kind of it, nor sulphur, unless when it happens

to be mixed with pyrites.—None of the various kinds

are found to be electrics per se (a).

The varieties of lithanthrax, enumerated by Cron-
stedt, are, l. With a smafl quantity of argillaceous

earth and sulphuric acid. It is of a black colour, and
shining texture ; it burns, and is mostly consumed in

the Are, but leaves, however, a small quantity of ashes.

2.

Slaty coal.

2. Culm coal^ called Aro/m, by the Swedes, has a
greater proportion of argillaceous earth and sulphuric

acid, with 41 moderate proportion of petrol. It has the

same appearance with the foregoing, though its texture

is more dull : it burns with a flame without being con-

sumed, but leaves behind it a slag of the same bulk

with the original volume of the coal. The following

is Mr Kirwan^s description of it, from the memoirs of

the Stockholm academy. Its fracture has a rougher

section than the cannel coal } its specific gravity from

1.300 to 1.370. The best kind afibrds, by distilla-

tion, at first fixed air, then an acid liquor, after-

wards inflammable air, and a light oil of the nature

of petrol t ^tben a volatile alkali } and lastly pitch-

oil. The residuum is nearly three quarters of the Coal,

whole; and being slowly burnt, affords 13 per cent.

'

s —
of ashes, which consist mostly of argillaceous earth ;

and about three hundredth parts of them are magnetic.
It is found in England, and among some aluminous 01 es

in Sweden,”

3. Slate-coal contains such a quantity of argillaceous

earth, that it looks like common slate ; however, it

burns by itself like a flame. M. Magellan is of opi-

nion that this is the bituminous substance already

described. This schistus is of a dark bluish rusty co-

lour ; when thrown on the fire it burns with a lively

flame, and almost as readily as the oily wood of dry
olive-tree, or lignum vitse; emitting the very dis-

agreeable smell of petrol. Such large quarries of it

are found near Purbeck in Dorsetshire, that the poorer
Mrt of the inhabitants are thence supplied with fuel.

From the appearance of this slaty coal, Cronstedt has
been induced to suppose that the earth of Vll kinds of
coal is argillaceous, though it is not so easy to distin-

guish it after being burnt. The pit-coals, be sajs,

contain more or less of the sulphuric acid ; for wbicli

reason the smoke arising from them attacks silver in

the same manner as sulfur does, let the coals be ever
so free from marcasite, which, however, is ol^en im-
bibed or mixed with them.

4. Cannel coal (^Ampelitei)^ is of a dull black co-

lour ; breaks easily in all directions ; and, if broken
transversely, presents a smooth conckoidal surface. It

bums with a light lively flame, but is very apt to fly

in pieces in the fire
;
however, it is said to be entirely

deprived of this property by immersion in water for

some hours previous to its being used. It contains a
considerable quantity of petrol in a less condensed state

than other coal. Its specific gravity is about 1.270.
This kind of coal being of an uniform hard texture,

is easily turned on a lathe, and takes a good polish.

Hence it is used for making various to^s, which appear
almost as well as if made of the finest jet.

5. Ki^cenny coal has a specific gravity equal to

1.400. It contains the largest quantity of asphaltum

;

burns with less smoke and flame, and more intensely^

though more slowly, than the cannel coal. The quan-
tity of earth k contains does not exceed one-twentieth

part of its weight ; but this kind of coal is frequently

mixed with pyrites. It is found in the county of Kil-

kemijr,

(a) ** The varieties of this coal (says M. Magellan) are very numerous, according to the different sub-

stances with which it is mixed ; but in regard to their economical uses, only two kinds are taken notice of by
the British legislature, viz. culm and caking coals. The caking coals, in burning, show an incipient fusion, so

that their smallest pieces unite in the fire into one mass ; by which means the smallest pieces, and even the

mere dost of this kind, are almost equally valuable with the largest pieces. The other sort, called rw/wi, does not

fuse or unite in the fiercest fire ; so that the small coal, being unfit for domestic purposes, can only be used in

Imraing limestone.
” It should be an easy matter for any person to distinguish culm from small caking coal, either by trying to

make fire with it in a common grate, without interposing any other fuel between it ; when if it kindles, it is a
caking coal ; if not, it is culm : Or by putting some of these small fragments of coal on an ignited iron shovel

;

if they melt and run togptber, they belong to the caking kinds ;
if not, they are culm. But it seems that coal

merchants are now in the custom of calling culm the powdery parts of pit-coal, of whatsoever kind they may
happen to be. The reason of this is, that there is a difference in the duty payable by culm and by caking coals,

There never was any difficulty, however, on the subject ; nor would there ^ any difficulty in collecting the tax,

were it not for the insufferable ignorance and love of despotic oppression which, generally pervades the underling

officers of the revenue^**
*
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Coal, Small CaALf a tort of charcoal prepared fironi the

Coalery, spray and brnsfawood, stripped off from the branches of
• * coppice woody sometimes bound in balms for that pur-

pose, and sometimes charred without binding, in which

I case it is called coming together.*^

History of COALP-BY, COALIERT, or CoLLIERT ^ a COal-
coals. work, or place where Coals are dug.
* See Am* It is generally agreed, that our cannel coal * is the

lapis ampelites of the Bomans, though it seems to

hare been used by them only for making toys, brace-

lets, &c« But of that common fuel which we denomi-

nate coals^ the native Bomans were entirely ignorant.

It is certain that they are not, as some have imagined,

the lapis obsidianus of Pliny, about which there have

f L. zax?l been great disputes f : nor the Gagates or Jet,
cap. t6. which others, again, have taken for the lapis ohsidia-*

^lac^^tbe
though the lightness and texture show plainly

statues of either stone or coal. In fact, there are

four ele- no beds of it in the compass of Italy. The great line

phanu
^

of that fuel seems to sweep away round the globe, from

north-east to south-west j not ranging at a distance even

pie of Con-
south-easterly parts of our island, as is ge-

cord. uerally imagined, hut actually visiting Brabant and
France, and yet avoiding Italy.

Bnt the primaeval Britons appear to have need it

And in the precincts of Manchester particularly, which

are furnished with an inexhaustible abundance of it,

they could not have remained nna]^rised of the agree-

lVhitakcf^$ able combustible around them. The currents there

HiUory of frequently bring down fragments of coal from the
^neh€$- mountains : and in the long and winding course of

them through the parish, the Britons would soon mark
the shining stones in the channels

;
und by the aid of

accident, or the force of reflection, And out the utility

of them. But we can advance still nearer to a cer-

Castlefield, and allure the Britons successively to a col- Coaleiy.

lection of the one,, and a search after the other.

But, even for ages after the discovery, wood continu-

ed to compose the general fuel of the nation. In 852,
a grant was made of some lands by the abbey of Peter-

borough, under the reservation of certain boons and

payments in kind to the monastery^ as, one nigbt^s

entertainment > JO vessels of Welsh, and two of com-

mon ale ; 60 cart-loads of wood, and 1 2 of pit-coal

}

where we see the quantity of coal was only one cart-

load to five of wood. The latter naturally continued

the principal article of our fuel as long as the forests

and thickets presented themselves so ready to the hand }

and such it continued to a very late period. The
first public notice of the former is mentioned by Mr
Hume to have been in the time of Henry III. who, in

the year 1272, granted a charter to the town of New-
castle, giving the inhabitants a license to dig coals ;

and the first statute relating to this article was the 9th

Henry V. c. 10. ordaining all keels in the port of

Newcastle to be measured by commissioners, before

carriage of coals, on pain of forfeiture. Th^ were not

brought into common use till the reign of Charles I.

;

and were then sold for about 17s. a chaldron. In somt

years after the Bestoration, there were about 200^000
chaldrons burnt in London^ in 1670, about 270,000
chaldrons ^ at the Bevolution upwards of 300,000 chal-

drons ^ and at present, full 600,000 are annually con-

sumed there. There is, besides, an immense consnmp-

tion in other parts of Britain, and in Ireland. In Scot-

land, they supply their own consumption, and also ex-

port. In Ireland, though they have coal, yet they take

annually to the value of 30,000!. from England, and
l2,oool. from Scotland.

The most remarkable coalery, or coal-work, that we
tainty. Several pieces of coal were discovered some
years ago in the sand under the Boman way to Bib-

chester, when both were dug up at the construction of

a house in Quay-street. The number of pieces, seve-

,ral of them as large as eggs, was not less than 40 ; and
a quantity of slack was dug up with them. These cir-

cumstances show the coals to have been lodged upon the

spot before the road of the Bomans covered it. That
i ground being in the neighbourhood of Mancenion j:, the

Britons had there reposited a quantity of coals, proba-
'
bly for the use of the garrison

\ and many of the small-

er fragments, and some of the slack were buried in the

sand upon which they were laid. And that the Britons

in general were acquainted with this fuel, is evident
^ from its appellation amongst us at present, which is

not Saxon, but British j and subsists among the Irish

in their 0 gual^ and among the Cornish in their kolafi^

to this day.

The extensive beds of fuel, therefore, with which the

kingdom of England, and the precincts of Manchester,

are so happily stored, were first noticed by the skill,

and first opened by the labour of the Britons ) and
some time before the arrival of the Bomans among os.

And the nearer quarries in the confines of Bradford,

Newton, and Manchester, would naturally attract tho

notice, and invite the inquiries of the Britons, before

any others. The current of the Medlock, which
washes the sides of them, would bring down specimens

of the riches within, lo^e many of them about the

have ever bad in this island, was that wrought at Bor-
rowstounness, under the sea. The veins of coal were
found to continue under the bed of the sea in this place,

and the colliers had the courage to work the vein near

half way over ^ there being a mote half a mile firon the

shore, where there was an entry that went down, into

the coal-pit, under the sea. This was made into a
kind of round quay or mote, as they call it, built so as

to l^eep out the sea, which flowed there twelve feet.

Here the coals were laid, and a ship of that draught

of water could lay her side to the mote, and take in

the coal.—This famous coalery belonged to the earl

of Kincardine's family. The fii^sh water which sprung

from the bottom and sides of the coal-pit was always
drawn out upon the shore by an engine moved by wa-
ter, that drew it forty fathoms. This coal-pit con-

tinued to be wrought many years to the great profit of

the owners, and the vronder of all that saw it •, but, at

last, an unexpected high tide drowned the whole al

once : the labourers had not time to escape, but perish-

ed in it.

There are several other countries in Europe which
possess considerable coal-mines \ as France, Liege,

Germany, and Sweden. Also on the other side of the

Atlantic ocean, there has been coal discovered, and
wrought : in Newfoundland, Cape-Breton, Canada, ,

and some of the New England provinces. But in all £xceU«ace

these countries, the coal is of a quality much Inferior the Bri-

to the British, and entirely unfit to be used in many^^
manufactures ^
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Cuierf. mftirafaotQres ; so that they import coal from Britaia

^ for varioas manofactures. For a fuller account of the

coal in different countries of the worlds see WtlitamsU

Mineral Kingdom^ 2d edition, by James Millar, M. D.
Edinborgh, 1810.

lapoftaace Our inland coal-trade, that is, carrying coals from

of the coal- Newcastle, Sunderland, Blith, and other adjacent places

<'‘de. 10 the north of England, as also from the frith of Edin-

burgh in Scotland, and other places adjacent, to the

city of London, and to the port towns on the coast all

the way, as well on this side of Newcastle, north, as up

the channel as high as Portsmouth west, is a prodigious

article, and employs abundance of shipping and sea-

men \ insomuch that, in a time of urgent necessity, the

coalery navigation alone has been able to supply the go-

vernment with a body of seamen for the royal navy,

able to man a considerable fleet at a very short warn-

ing, and that without difficulty when no other branch

of trade could do the like. Likewise the Whitehaven

coaleries in Cumberland, belonging to Lord Lonsdale,

furnish several counties in Ireland with coals, and con-

stantly employ upwards of 2000 seamen ^
which also

is a noble nursery for the navy of this kingdom. And
not only do the pit-coal sufficiently supply all the ports,

but, by means of those ports and the navigable rivers,

all the adjacent counties very far inland.

In short, coals, though not an exclusive, yet may,

with propriety, be styled a peculiar blessing to Britain,

from their great plenty, their acknowledged excel-

lence, and their being found in such places as are

conveniently situated for exportation. Nor is there

any danger of the export trade being lessened even by

the several duties that have been laid npon them ; for

the foreign consumpt being founded in necessity with

regard to manufactures, and in economy where they

are used for convenience (wood and turf being dearer

than coals tritb the doty), we need be in no fear of

the mariLets declining. There is as little room to be
alarmed from an apprehension of their being exhausted \

as the present works are capable of supplying os for a

long series of years, and there are many other mines

ready to be opened when these shall fail. Besides,

there are known to be coals in many parts of the three

kingdoms, which blthe^rto they have had no encourage-

ment to work.

Besides the value bf this commodity as a conveni-

ency of life, as an article of commerce, and as giving

rise to a nursery of seamen for the increase of the

marine \ other important advantages deserve to be no-

ticed. Coals are in many respects, and in a very high

degree useful to the land^ interest ^ not only by rai-

sing exceedingly the real value, and of course ttm pur-

chase, of those lands in which they are found, and those

through which it is necessary to pass * from the works
•JWtreto the places where they are embarked, but from the

general improvements they have occasioned; so that

counties are now better cultivated than Nor-
wstfc let thumberland, and the same effects they have had in a
•tu high greater or less degree in other places. Thousands of

Uborious people are employed in and about the mines;

^(0^ 1^^ thousands more in conveying them to the ports, and
on board the ships ; to say nothing of those that draw
their subsistence from the carriage of them by land to

supply fiimilies, &c« There are also great numbers

that live IQ a superior station
; as stewards, directors, Coalery.

factors, agents, book-keepers, &c. To these we may ^

add the extraordinary encouragement given to inge-

nious artists who have invented, and the numerous
workmen continually employed about those several

curious and costly machines which, for a variety of
purposes in this busiuess, are in continual use, and of
course in continual wear ; we may join to these the

multitndes that obtain their living from the many ma-
nufactures in which they are employed, and which
could not be carried on hot by the help and cheapness
of coals. Lastly, the produce of coals exported, which
amounts to a very considerable sum, besides being pro-

fitahle to the owners, merchants, and mariners, is so

much clear gain to the nation.

It might be expected, that a trade so beneficial to

Individuals, aud to the nation in general, and which
has been gradually increasing for several centuries past,

would have been advanced by this time to vei^ great

perfection, and reduced to a regular system. But, in

one very essential respect, it is found to be quite other-

wise. The art of working coal-mines in the most pro-

fitable manner is indeed highly Improved ; bat the fun-

damental of the art, that of searching for and disco-

vering coal in any district of country where it has not
yet been found, has never, that we know of, been
treated in a systematic manner. The reader, therefore,

will not be displeased to find this defect supplied in the

course of the present article, together with a detail of
all the other operations in the business of coaleries. 4
The terrestrial matters which compose the solid ^tnadon af

parts of the earth arc disposed in strata, beds, or layers,^® itraia,

the under surface of one bearing against or lying upon
the upper surface of that below it, which last bears or
lies on the next below in the same manner.

These strata consist of very different kinds of mat-
ter, such as free-stooe, lime-stone, metal-stone or whin-
stone, coal, &c. as will be particularly specified In the

sequel.

Some of these strata are of considerable thickness,

being often fonnd from 100 to 200 feet or upwards,
nearly of the same kind of matter from the superior

to the inferior surface ; and others are found of the least

thickness imaginable, one inch or less.

All these strata are divided or parted from each
ether laterally, either by their even, smooth, polished

surfaces, with very thin lamina of soft or dusty matter
betwixt them, called the partings which renders them
easy to separate ; or else only by the surfaces closely

conjoined to each other, without any visible matter in-

terposed betwixt them ; yet the different substance of
each stratum is not in the least intermixed, though
sometimes they adhere so strongly together, that it is

very difficult to part or disjoin them ; in this last case

they are said to have a bad parting.

Besides this principal division or parting laterally^

there are, in some strata, secondary divisions' or part-

ings also laterally, separating or approaching towards
a separation, of the same stratum, into parts of dif-

ferent thicknesses, nearly parallel to each other, in the
same manner as the principal partings divide the dif-

fisxent strata from each other: but these secondary
ones are not so strong or visible, nor make so effectual

a parting, as the principal ones do ; and are only met
widi
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Cmilerf. With in such Btrata, af are not of an uniform hardness,

y
— texture, or colour, from the upper to the under sur-

face.

There are other divisions or partings, called backs^

in almost every stratum, which cross the former late-

ral ones longitudinally, and cot the whole stratum

through its two surfaces into long rhomboidal figures.

These again are crossed by others called cutters^ run-

ning either in an oblique or perpendicular direction

to the last-mentioned backs, and also cut the stratum

through its two surfaces. Both these backs and cut-

ters generally extend from the upper or superior stra-

tum down through several of the lower ones ; so that

these backs and cutters, together with the lateral

partings before mentioned, divide every stratum into

innumerable cubic, prismatic, and rhomboidal figures,

according to the thickness of the stratum, and the po-

sition and number of the backs and cutters. They
sometimes have a kind of thin partition of dustv or

soft matter in them, and sometimes none, like the first-

mentioned partings
j but the softer kind of strata

generally have more backs and cutters than the harder

kind, and they do not extend or penetrate through the

others.

GXJ^ To explain this a little farther, let A, B, C, D, K,

I,
* F, G, (fig. I.) represent the principal partings before

mentioned, or the upper and under surfaces of any

stratum } then a, 5, c, (/, e, ^ will represent the se-

condary lateral partings nearly parallel to the princi-

pal ones
; g. A, f. At, /, iw, the longitudinal partings call-

ed backs ; it, o, p, r, the cross partings called cut*

ierSf crossing the last-mentioned ones either obliquely

or perpendicular.

In all places where the strata lie regular, they are

divided and subdivided in the manner above men-

tioned j and sometimes in this manner extend through

a pretty large district of country ; though it is often

otherwise ^ for their regularity is frequently interrupt-

ed, and the strata broken and disordered, by sundry

chasms, breaches, or fissures, which are difierently de-

nominated according to their various dimensions, and
the matters with which they are filled, viz. dikes,

bitches, and troubles, which shall be explained in

^
order.

Dikes. Dikes are the largest kind of fissures. They seem
to be nothing but a crack or breach of the solid strata,

occasioned by one part of them being broken away and
fallen from the other. They generally run in a straight

line for a considerable length, and penetrate from the

surface to the greatest depth ever yet tried, in a di-

rection sometimes perpendicular to the horizon, and

sometimes obliquely. The same kind of strata are found

lying upon each other in the same order, but the whole

of them greatly elevated or depressed, on the one side

of the dike as on the other. These fissures are some-

times two or three feet wide, and sometimes many
fathoms. If the fissure or dike be of any considerable

width, it is generally filled with heterogeneous mat-

. ter, difierent from Chat of the solid strata on each side,

of it. It is sometimes found filled with clay, gravel,

or sand ; sometimes with a confused mass of different

kinds of stone lying edgeways
;
ami at other times

with a solid body of free-stone, or even whin-stone.

'When the fissure is of no great width, as suppose two

or three feet only, it is then usually found filled with

3

a confosad mixtm of the diSereot loattert which Cbalery.
compose the adjoining strata, consolidated into one^ y -
mass. If the dike runs or stretches north and sooth,

and the same kind of strata are found on the east side

of the dike, in a situation with respect to the horizon
JO or 20 fathoms lower than on the other side, it is

then said to be a dip*dike^ or downcast~dike of lo or 20
fathoms to the eastward ; or counting from the east
side, it is jthen said to be a rise*dike^ or upcast of so
many fathoms westward. If the strata on one side

are not much higher or lower with respect to the ho-
rizontal line, than those on the other, but only broken
off and removed to a certain distance, it is then said

to be a dike of so many fathoms thick, and from the
matter contained between the two sides of the fissure

or dike, it is denominated a clay^ike^ stone*dike^ &c. 6
A bitch is only a dike or fissure of a smaller degree, Hitches,

by which the strata on one side are not elevated or
separated from those on the other side above one fa-

thom. These bitches are denominated in the same
manner as dikes, according to the number of feet they
elevate or depress the strata.

'There are dikes (though they are not often met
with in the coal-countries) whose cavities ore filled

with sparr, the ores of iron, lead, vitriol, or other me-
tallic or mineral matters j and it is pretty well known,
that all metallic veins are nothing else than what in
the coal conntries are called dikes*

The strata are generally found Iving upon each
other in the same order on one side of the dike as on
the other, as mentioned above, and nearly of the same
thicknesses, appearing to have been originally a con-
tinuation of the same regular strata, and the dike only
a breach by some later accident, perpendicularly or
obliquely down through them, by which one part is

removed to a small distance, and depressed to a lower
situation than the other. But this is not the only al-

teration made in the strata by dikes
; for generally, to

a considerable distance on each side of the dike, all the
strata are in a kind of shattered condition, very ten-

der, easily pervious to water, and debased greatly in

their quality, and their inclination to the horizon often

altered.
^

troubles may be denominated dikes of the smallest Troobiet.

degree ; for they are not a real braach, but only a ten-

dency towards it, which has not taken a full effect.

The strata are generally altered by a trouble from
their regular site to a different position. When the
regular course of the strata is nearly level, a trouble

will cause a sudden and considerable ascent or descent^
where they have, in their regular situation, a certain
degree of ascent or descent, a trouble either increases

or alters it to a contrary position : and a trouble has
these effects upon the strata in common with dikes,

that it greatly debases them from their original qua-
lity •, the partings are separated \ the backs and cutters

dif^oined, and their regularity disordered
\ the original

cubic and prismatic figures, of which the strata were
'Composed, are broken, the dislocation filled with hete-

rogeneous matter, and tlie whole strata are reduced to

a softer and more friable state.

The strata are seldom or never found to lie in a
true horizontal situation \ but generally have an incli-

nation or descent, called the dip^ to some particular

part of the horizon. If this inclination be to the east-

ward.
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Coal'TY tloned appear like small clouds composed of particles of

r—'coal.

Brown or yellow post is often met wltli of differ-

ent degress of colour \ most commonly of tbe colour

of light ochre or yellow sand. It is as bard as the

rest, and sometimes variegated with white and black

streaks.

Red post is generally of a dull red colour; this is

but rarely met ifith
; it is often streaked with white

or black.

All these lie in strata of different thicknesses ; but

commonly thicker than any other strata whatever : they

are separated from each other, and from other kinds of

strata, by partin^^ of coal, sand, or soft matter of dif-

ferent colours which are very distinguishable.

3. Of Sand-Stone,'] This is a freestooe of a coarser

texture than post, and not so hard
; is so lax as to be

easily pervious to water ; when broken, is apparently

of a coarse sandy substance ; is friable and moulders to

sand when exposed to the wind and rain ; has frequent-

ly white shining spangles in it, and pebbles or other

small stones inclosed in its mass. Of this, there are

two kinds commonly met with, distinguished by their

colours, gray and brown, which are of different shades,

lighter or darker in proportion to the mixture of

white in them. It is most generally found in strata of

considerable thickness, without many secondary part-

ings ; and sometimes, though rarely, it is subdivided into

layers as thin as tbe common gray slate* It has gene-

rally sandy or soft partings.

4* Of metal-stone,] This is a tolerably hard stratum,

being in point of hardness next to sand-stone
;
gene-

rally solid, compact, of considerable weight and of

an argillaceous substance, containing many nodules or

balls of iron ore, and yellow or white pyrites ; its part-

ings, or the surfaces of its strata, are bard, polished,

and smooth as glass* When broken, it has a dull

dusky appearance (though of a fine texture), like hard

dried clay mixed with particles of coal. Though hard

in the mine or quarry, wheo exposed to the fresh air it

falls into very small pieces* The most usual colour of

this stone is black
;
but there are several other lighter

colours, down to a light brown or gray* It is easily

distinguished from freestone by its texture and colour,

as well as by its other characteristics. It lies in strata

of various thicknesses, though seldom so thick as tbe

two last-mentioned kinds of stone.

5. Of Shiver,] This stratum is more frequently met
with in coaleries than any other. There are many va-

rieties of it, both in hardness and colour ; but they all

agree in one general characteristic. The black colour

is most common ;
it is called by the miners black shiver^

black metal^ or bleas. It is softer than metal-stone,

and in tbe mine is rather a tough than a hard sub-

stance, is not of a solid or compact matter, being ea-

sily separable by the multitude of its partings, &c*
into very small parts, and readily absorbing water*

The substance of this stratum is an indurated bole,

commonly divided into thin laminas of unequal thick-

nesses, which break ioto long small pieces when struck

with force ; and, on examination, they appear to be

small irregular rhomboids : each of these small pieces

has a polished glassy surface^; and, when broken cross

the grain, appears of a dry, leafy, or laminated tex-

ture, like exceeding fine clay : it is very friable ; (^Is Coalery*

to the touch like an uuctuous substance ; and dissolves v"—
in air or water to a fine pinguid black clay* There are

almost constantly found inclosed in its strata lumps or

nodules of iron ore, often real beds of the same*

There are other colours of this stratum besides black.

Tbe brown or dun shiver is very frequently met with ;

it agrees with the above description in every thing but

colour. Gi*ay shiver is also very common : it seems to

be only a mixture of tbe black and dun ; and by the

different degrees of mixture of these colours others are

produced. It lies in strata sometimes of considerabla

thickness, at other times not exceeding a few feet:

they are commonly parted from each other by laminae

of spar, coal, or soft matter.

6. Of Coal,] Referring the reader, for tbe scientific

division of coals, to Mikeralogt, and the preceding

articles, we shall here consider them as distinguishable

into three kinds, according to their degrees of inflam-

mability. For a full view of the natural history of

coal, see Williamses Mineral Kingdom by Dr Millar.

I. The least inflammable kinds are those known by
the name of Welsh coal^ which is found in Wales ; Kil-

kenny coal, which is found near Kilkenny in Ireland ^

and blind or deafcoal^ which is found in many parts of

Scotland and England* This coal takes a considerable

degree of heat to kindle it, but when once thoroughly

ignited will burn a long time ; it remains in the fire

in separate pieces without sticki.:.g together or caking ;

it produces neither flame, nor smoke, and inakes no

cinders, hut bums to a white stony slag : it makes a
hot glowing fire like charcoal or cinders, and emits

efliuvia of a suffocating nature, which renders it unfit

for burning in dwelling-houses, its chief use being

among maltsters, dyers, &c* for drying their commo-
dities. 2 * Open burning coaly soon kindles, making a
hot pleasant fire, but is soon consumed ; it produces

both smoke and flame in abundance ; but lies open in

tbe fire, and does not cake together so as to form cin-

ders, its surface being burnt to ashes before it is tho-

roughly calcined in the midst; from this it has its

name of an open burning coal; it barns to white or

brown ashes very light. Of this kind are caonel-coal,

jett, parrot, splint, and most of the coals in Scotland*

3. Close burning coal
;
kindles very quickly, makes a

very hot fire, melts and runs together like bitumen,

tbe very smallest culm making the finest cinders, which

being tWougbly burnt, are porous and light as a pu-

mice stone, and when broken are of a shining lead co-

lour ;
it makes a more durable fire than any other

coal, and finally burns to brown or reddish coloured

heavy ashes. Of this kind are the Newcastle aad se-

veral other qf the English coals, and the smithy coals

of Scotland* The open and the close burning coal

mixed together, make a more profitable fire for domes-

tic uses than either of them separate*

In all those districts of country where coal is found,

there are generally several strata of it ; perhaps all the

different kinds above mentioned will be found in some,

and only one of tl^e kinds in others ; yet this one kind

may be divided into many different seams or strata,

by beds of shiver or other kinds of matter interposing,

BO as to give it the appearance of so many separate

strata.

All
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Coalery. All these strata above described, with their several

^ ^ Tarieties, do not lie or bear upon each other in the

^ order in which they are described, nor in any certain

it which
^ invariable order. Thoogli there be found the same

they lie. k^nds of strata in one coalery or district as in another,

yet they may be of very different thicknesses. In

some places there are most of the hard kinds, in others

most of the softer i and in any one district it rarely

happens that all the various kinds are found : for some
kinds, perhaps, occur only once or twice, whilst others

occur 10 or 20 times before we reach the principal

stratum of coal.

Ill order to explain this, suppose the strata in the

Plate pit at A (fig. 3.) lie in the order a, d, c, i/, &c. they

may be so much altered in their thicknesses, by rea-

son of some of them increasing and others diminish-

ing, at the distance of B, that they may be found there

of very different thicknesses ; or if they &te examined
in a pit at D, by reason of its lower situation, and the

strata there not being a continuation of those in the

other places, they may be very different both in their

order and thicknesses, and yet of the same kinds.

Though they be thus found very different in one

coalery or district from what they are foond to be in

another, with respect to their thicknesses, and the or-

der in which they lie upon each other, yet we never

meet with a stratum of any kind of matter but what
belongs to some of those above described.

To illnstrate bow the vanoas strata lie in some
places, and how often the same stratum ma^ occur be-

twixt the surface and the coal, we shall give the fol-

lowing example. The numbers in the left-hand co-

lumn refer to the classes of strata before described, to

which each belongs. The second column contains the

names of the strata
^ and the four numeral columns, to

the right hand, express the thickness of each stratum,

in fathoms, yards, feet, and inches.

Example.

iKo Tir y3J Fi. lu>

Soil and gravel 0 1 1 0
Clay mixed with loose stones 1 1 0 0

3 Coarse brown sand-stone, with soft part.

in«s 3 0 2 6
2 White post, with shivery payings 1 I 0 5

5 Black shiver or bleas, with iron-stone balls 2 0 2 0
6 Coarse splinty coal - • . 0 0 2 6

5 Soft gray shiver - - . . 0 1 0 7
a Brown and gray post, streaked with black I 0 2 0

5 Black shiver, wiih beds and balls of iron-

stone . - - . 0 I 2 6

4 Gray and black metal stono 0 t 1 9
a White and brown post 1 1 0 0

5 Black and gray shiver, streaked with white 0 1 0 6

3 Soft gray sand-stone, with shivery (mrtings 0 X 1 0
a Yellow and white post, with sandy partin^v 1 0 2 0

5 .
Black and don shiver, with iron.stene bails 0 1 2 6

a White post streaked with black, and black

partings - - - . - 1 0 0 6

i Gray shiver, with iron.stone balls 0 1 0 9
Brown and black cnctn!.stone 1 1 2 6

5 Hard slaty black shiver I I 0 0
6 Coal, bard and fine splint 0 0 3 6

5 Soft black shiver .... 0 0 0 3
6 Coal, fine and clear ... 0 0 3 3

$ Kafd black shiver ... 0 0 1 0

Total PathoiM 2 ft 0 0 0

In this instance the species of sand-stone only occurs Coaltir.

twice, post five times, whilst the shiver occurs no less
'

'

' •

than nine times.

To apply the foregoing observations to practice.

Suppose it was required to examine whether there

was coal in a piece of ground adjoiuiog to, or in the

neighbourhood of, other coaleries.
1

,

In the first place, it is proper to be informed, at Methods of

some of the adjacent coaleries, of the number and kinds tcarchin)^

of strata, the order in which they lie upon each other j

to what point of the horizon, and iu what quantity,

they dip; if any dikes, hitches, or troubles, and tho

course they stretch. Having learnt these circumstan- R“lc

ces, search in the ground under examination where
the strata are exposed to view, and compare these with
the other. If they be of the same kinds, and nearly

correspond in order and thickness, and be lying in a
regular manner, and agree by computation with the

dip and rise, it may safely be concluded the coal is

there ; and the depth of it may be judged from the

depth of the coal in the other coalery, below any par-

ticular stratum which is visible in this.

If the solid strata are not exposed to view, neither Rale ad.

in the hills nor valleys of the ground under examina-
tion, then search in the adjoining grounds, and if the

same kind of strata are found there as in the adjacent

coalery, and there is reason, from the, dip and other

circumstances, to believe that they stretched through

the ground to be examined ; it may then be concluded

the coal is there, as well as these other strata.

Suppose a coalery is on the side of a bill at A, fig.

3. and you would search for a coal at B, on the other
^

*

side of the hill, but in a much lower situation ; by ob- •

serving the several strata lying above the coal at A, and
the point to which they dip, which is directly towards

B (if clear of dikes), you may expect to find the same
kind of strata on the other side of the bill, but much
lower down. Accordingly, if some of the strata are

visible in the face of the precipice C, they may be

compared with some of those in the pit at A. Or, if

they are not to be seen there, by searching in the op-

posite hill, -they may perhaps be discovered at the place

F ; where, if they be found in the manner before men-
tioned, and there be reason to believe they extend re-

gularly from the first place to this, it is more than pro-

bable the coal, as well as these strata, will be found in

the intermediate ground.

If the ground to be examined lie more to the rise ofRal# 3d.

the coal, as at £, which being supposed to be on a
flat, perhaps the solid strata there may be wholly co-

vered by the gravel, clay, &c. of the outward surface

lying upon them. In this case, by measuring the ho-

rizontal distance and the descent of ground from A
to £, and computing the quantity of ascent or rise of

the coal in that distance; by comparing these toge-

ther, it may be judged at what depth the coal will be

found there, allowing that it lie regular. Thus, sup-

pose the coal at A 80 yards deep, the distance from A
to £ 500 yards, and that the ooal rises one yard in 10
of horizontal distance

:

Then, from the depth of the pit 80
Deduct the descent of ground from A

to £, suppose - - - 24

F f 2 This
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Coalciy. This remainder would be the depth, !f

the coal was level - 56
But as the coal rises i in JO yards, then

deduct what it rises in 500 yards,

which U------.- - 50

And the remainder is the depth of that

coal atK------- - 6 yards.

Rile 4tli, Or suppose that the place at B is 500 yards the

contrary way, or to the full dip of the coal at A ^ if a
view of the solid strata cannot be obtained, then by

proceeding in the same manoer as before, the depth

of the coal at that place may be computed. Thus,

To the depth of the coal at the pit A 80
Add the descent or inclination of the

coal in 500 yards, which, as before,*

50

This sum would be the depth, if the

ground was level -----
But as the ground descends towards B,

deduct the ^antity of that, which

suppose - - -- -- -- 80

Remains the depth of the coal at B - 50 yards.

If the place to be examined be neither to the full

dip nor full rise, but in some proportion towards ei-

iher, the same method may be pursued, computing how
much the coal rises or dips in a certain distance in that

direction.

If there is known to be a dike in the workings of

tlie pit at A, which elevates or depresses the strata to-

wards the place under examination, then tlie quantity

of the elevation or depression must be accordingly ad-

ded to or deducted from the .computed depth of the

coal at that place. Suppose there is an upcast dike

of 10 fathoms or 20 yards towards B, then deduct 20

from 50, the depth before computed, there will re-

xnain 30 yards or 1 5 fathoms for the depth of the coal

at B.

But it often happens that coal is to be searched for

In a part of the country, at such a considerable distance

from all other coaleries, that by reason of the interven-

tion of hills, valleys, unknown dikes, &c. the con-

nexion or relation of tlie strata with those of any other

coalery cannot be traced by the methods last mention-

ed ^
in which case a more extensive view must be tak-

en of all eircumstances than was necessary in the for-

mer i and a few general rules founded on the foregoing

observations, and on conclusions drawn from them,

will greatly assist in determiniog, sometimes with a

great degree of probability, and sometimes with abso-

lute certainty, whether coal be in any particular di-

strict of country or not.

J|aJe 5tk. pcoper step to be taken in such a case, is

to take a general view of that district of country in-

tended to be searched, ip order to judge, from the out-

ward appearance or face of the country, which parti-

cular part out of the whole is the most likely to con-

tain those kind of strata favourable to the production

of coal y
and consequently such particular part being

found, is the most adviseable. to be begun with.in the

lamination*.
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Though the appearance of the outward surface Ce«.l«ry.

gives no certain or infallible rule to judge of the kinds

of strata lying beneath, yet it probable one j

for it is generally found, that a chain of mountains or oat tima-
hills rising to a great height, and very steep on thetiooi.

sides, are commonly cooi posed of strata much harder

and of different kinds from those before described

wherein coal is found to lie, and therefore unfavour-

able to the production of coal ; and these mountainous

situations are also more subject to dikes and troubles

than the lower grounds
y

so that if the solid strata com-
posing them gave even favourable symptoms of coal,

yet the last circumstance would render the quality

bad, and the quantity precarious. And, on the whole

it may be observed, that mountainous situations are

found more favourable to the production of metals tj
than of coal. It is likewise generally found tliat thoseHillt aod
districts abounding with valleys, moderately rising hills,

and interspersed with plains, sometimes of consider-

able extent, do more commonly contain coal, and
those kinds of strata favourable to its production, than

either the mountainous or champaign countries •y and
a country so situated as this last described, especially

if at some considerable distance from the mountains,

ought to be the first part appointed for particular ex-

amioatioD. Plains, or level grounds of great extent, PUiaa.

generally situated by the sides of rivers, or betwixt

such moderate rising grounds as last described, ate

also very favourable to the productiou of coal, if the

solid strata, and otlier circumstances in the higher

grounds adjoining, be conformable ; for it will scarce-

ly be found, in such a situation, that the strata are fa-

vourable in the rising grounds, on both sides of the

plain, and not so io the space betwixt them. Though
plains be so favourable, in such circumstances, to the

production of coal, yet it is often more diffieiilt to be
discovered in such a situation, than in that before de-

scribed ; because the clay, soil, and other lax matter,

brought ofi' the higher grounds by rains and otlier

accidents, have generally covered the surfaces of such,

plains to a considerable depth, which prevents the ex-

ploration of the solid strata there, unless they be ex-^

posed to view by digging, quarrying, or some such

operation.

That part of the district bring fixed upon which
abounds with moderate hills and valleys as properest

to begin the examination at, the first step to be taken

is to examine all places where the solid strata are ex-

posed to view (which are called the crops of the stra-

ta), as in precipices, hollows, See, tracing them as ac-

curately and gradually as the circumstances will allow,

from the uppermost stratum or highest part of the

ground to the very undermost : and if they appear to

be of the kinds before described, it will be proper to

note in a memorandum book their difieient thicknesses

;

the order in which they lie upon each others the point

of the horizon to which they dip or incline, the quan-

tity of that inclination, and whether they lie in a re-

gular state. This should he done in every part of the

ground where they can be seen, observing at the same
time, that if a stratum can be found in one place,

which has a connexion with some other in a second

place, and if this other has a connexion with another

in a third place, &c. ; then, from these separate con-

npxioqs, the joint correspondence of the whole may
be.
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CgaHry ^ tratei), and the strata* T?hicli !n some places are co-

u\ vered* may be known by their correspondence with

those which are exposed to view.

If by this means the crops of all the strata cannot

lie seen (which is often the case), and if no coal lie

discovered by its crop appearing at the surface
;
yet

if the strata that have been viewed consist of those

kinds before described* and are found lying in a regu-

lar order* it is sufficiently probable that coal may be

in that part uf the district, although it be concealed

from sight by the surface of the earth or other matter.

Therefore, at the same time that the crops of the strata

are under examination, it will be proper to take notice

of all such springs of water as seem to be of a mineral

oature* particularly those known by the name of iron

water* which bear a mud or sediment of the colour of

rust or iron* having a strong astringent taste. Springs

of thia kind proceed originally from those strata which

contain beds or balls of iron-ore ; but by reason of

the tenacity of the matter of those strata* the water

only disengages itself slowly from them, descending

into some more porous or open stratum below, where,

gathering in a body, it runs out to the surface in small

streams or rills. The stratum of coal is the most ge-

neral reservoir of this water ; for the iron-stone being

lodged in different kinds of shiver, and the coal com-

monly connected with some of them, it therefore de-

scends into the coal, where It finds a ready passage

through the open backs and cutters. Sometimes, in-

deed, it finds some other stratum than coal to collect

and transmit it to the surface ^ but tlie difference is

easily distinguishable \ for the oebrey matter in the

water, when it comes from a stratum of coal, is of a

darker rusty colour than when it proceeds from any

other, and often brings with it particles and small

pieces of coal \
therefore, wherever these two circum-

stances concur in a number of these kind of springs,

situated in a direction from each other answerable to

the stretch or to the inclination of the strata, it may
be certain the water comes off coal, and that the coal

lies in a somewhat higher situation than the apertures

of the springs.

There are other springs also wbiob come off coal,

and are not distingubbable from common water, other-

wise than by their astriogency* and their having a blue

•cum of an oily or glutinous nature swimming upon

the surface of tbe water. These, in common with the

others, bring out particles of coal, more especially in

rainy seasons when tbe springs flow with rapidity.

When a number of these kinds are situated from each

other in the direction of the strata, as above descri-

bed ; or if the water does not run forth as in springs,

but only forms a swamp, or an extension of stagnant

water beneath the turf ^ in either case, it may be de-

pended upon that this water proceeds from a stratum

of coal.

If the stratum of coal is not exposed to view, or

cannot be discovered by the first method of searching

for the crop, although the appearance of (he other

strata, be very favourable, and afford a strong proba-

bility of coal being there ^ and if the last-mentioned

method of judging of the particular place where tbe

crop of the ^ oal may Ue^ by the springs of water issu-

ing from it, should, from the deficiency of those springs

or other circorostances* be thought e<]^aivocal* and

not give a satisfactory indication of the coal *, then a Coslery.

further search may be made in all places where the
“

outward surface, or the stratum of clay or earth, is

turned up by ploughing, ditching, or digging, parti-

cularly in the lower grounds, in hollows, and by the

sides of streams. These places should be strictly exa-

mined, to see if any pieces of coal be intermixed with

the substance of the superior last strata ; if any such be

found, and if they be pretty numerous and in detached

pieces, of a firm substance, the angles perfect or not

much worn, and the texture of the coal distinguish-

able, it may be concluded, that the stratum of coal to

which they originally did belong, is at no great dis-

tance, hut in a situation higher with respect to the

horizon ; and if there be also found along with tbe

pieces of coal other mineral matter, .such as pieces of

shiver or freestone, this is a concurrent proof that it

has come only from p small distance. Though the two

fore-mentioned methods should only have produced a

afrong probability, yet if this last- mentioned place,

where the pieces of coal, &c. are found in the clay,

he in a situation lower than the springs when this

circumstance is joined to the olher two, it amounts to

little less than a moral certainty of the stratum of coal

being a very little above the level of the springs. But
if, on tbe contrary, these pieces of coal are found more

sparingly interspersed in the superior stratum, and if

the angles are much fretted or worn off* and very lit-

tle of other kinds of mineral matter connected with

them it may then be concluded, that they have come
from a stratum of coal situated at a greater distance

than in the former case ; and by a strict search and an

accurate comparison of other circumstances, that parti-

cular place may be discovered with as much certainty

as tbe other.

After tbe place is thus discovered where tbe stra-

tum of coal is expected to lie concealed, the next pro-

per step to be taken, is to begin digging a pit or hole

there perpendicularly down to find the coal. If the

coal has no solid strata above and beneath it, but be

found only embodied in the clay or other lax matter, .

it will not be there of its full thickness, nor so hard

and pure as in its perfect state when enclosed bettvixt

two solid strata, the uppermost called tbe roo/^ and

the undermost called the pavemunt of the coal : in

such situation therefore it becomes necessary, either

to dig a new pit, or to work a mine forward until the

stratum of coal be found included betwixt a solid roof

and pavement, after which it need not be expected to

increase much in its thickness : yet as it goes deeper

or farther to the dip, it most likely will improve in its

quality ; for that part of the stratum of coal which lies

near tlie surface, or only at a small depth, is often de-

based by a mixture of earth and sundry other impuri-

ties washed down fiom the surface, through the liacks

and cutters, by the rains ; whilst the other part of the

stratum which lies at a greater depth is preserved pure,

by tbe other solid strata above it iuterceptiug all the

mud washed from the surface.

The above methods of investigation admit of many
different cases, according to the greater or less number
of favourable circumstances attending each of the modes
of inquiry ; and the result accordingly admits every

degree of probability, from the most di-tant, even up

to absolute certainty. In some ftituatious* tbe coal

will
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Omiei}* only below the surface, the engine by this means
""

V * would be enabled to draw one-sixth part more water than

without it
;
and if there were any feeders of water in

the pit above this level, they might be conveyed into

it, where they would be discharged \>i.hcut being drawn
by the engine.

The engine-pit may be from seven to nine feet

wide, and whether it be circular, oval, or of any

other form, is not very material, provided it be suf-

ficiently strong, though a circular form is most gene-

rally approved. If any feeders of water are met
with a tew fathoms from the surface, it will be pro-

per to make a circular or spiral cutting about one foot

deep, and a little hollowed in the bottom, round the

circumference of the pit, in order to receive and con*

duct the water down, without flying over the pit and

incommoding the workmen. If the strata are of so

tender or friable a nature as not to bear this opera-

tion, or if the water leaks through them, then it will

be necessary to insert in the fore-mentioned cutting a

circular piece of timber called a crtlf, hollowed in the

same manner, to collect the water ^ and a second may
be inserted two or three yards below the first, with a

sloping niche down the wall or side of the pit, to con-

vey the water from the former into it
j
proceeding by

some of these methods until the pit is sunk 15 or 20
fathoms, at which place it would be proper to fix a
cistern or reservoir, for the first or upper set of pumps
to stand in for if the pit be 30 fathoms as supposed,

it would be too great a length for the pumps to be all

in one set from bottom to top) therefore, if any ex-

traordinary feeders are met with, betwixt 15 and 20
fathoms deep, it would be best to fix the cistern where
it may receive them, and prevent their descending to

the bottom ; observing that the upper set of pumps be

80 much larger than the lower one, as the additional

feeders may require ^
or if there are no additional feed-

ers, it ought then to be a little smaller.

After the upper cistern is fixed, the operation may
be pursued by the other set of pumps in much the same
manner as has been described, until the pit is sunk to

die coal i which being done, it would be proper to

sink it six or eight feet deeper, and to work some coal

out from the dip side of the pit, to make room for a
large quantity of water to collect, without incommod-
ing the coal-pits when the engine is not working.

It would exceed the proper bounds of this article to

enumerate all the accidents to which engine-pits are

liable in sinkings we shall therefore only lecite a few
which seem important.

If a quicksand happens to lie above the solid strata,

next the surface, it may be got through by digging

the pit of such a wideness at the top (allowing for the

natural slope or running of the sand) as to have the

proper size of the pit on the uppermost solid stratum,

where fixing a wooden frame or tub as the tirober-

' work of the pit, and covering it rouud on the out-

side with wrought clay up to the top the sand maj
again be thrown into the excavation round the tub, and
levelled with the surface.

If the quicksand should happen to lie at a consider-

able depth betwixt the clay and solid strata, then a
strong tub of timber closely jointed and shod with

iron, of such a diameter as tbe pit will admit, may be

let down into it 5 and by fixing a great weight upon

3

the top, and by working out the sand, it may be made Ccmiery,

to sink gradually, until it comes to tbe rock or other ^ '

solid stratum below; and when all the sand is got
out, if it be lightly calked and secured, it will be suf-

ficient.

It sometimes happens, that a stratum of soft matter
lying betwixt two hard solid ones, produces so large a
quantity of water as greatly to incommode tbe opera*

tions. In such a case, a frame-work of plank, strength*

ened with cribs and closely calked, will keep back tbe

whole or the greatest part of it, provided the two stra-

ta which include it are of a close texture
; or let an ex-

cavation of about two feet be made in tbe soft stratum
quite round tbe circumference of the pit, and let that

be filled close up betwixt tbe hard strata with pieces of
dry fir-timber about ten inches square inserted endwise,

and afterwards as many wooden wedges driven into

them as they can be made to receive ; if this be well

finished, little or no water will find a passage through

it.

It rarely happens that any suflbeating damp or foul

air is met with in an engine-pit
; the falling of water,

and the working of tbe pumps, generally causing a suf-

ficient circulation of fresh air. But that kind of com-
bustible vapour, or inflammable air, which will catch

fire at a candle, is often met with. It proceeds fiom
the partings, backs, and cutters, of tbe solid strata^

exhaling from some in an insensible manner, whilst

from others it blows with as great impetuosity as a
pair of bellows. When this inflammable air is per-

mitted to accumulate, it becomes dangerous by taking

fire, and burning or destroying tbe workmen, and
sometimes by its explosion will blow tbe timber out of

the pit and do considerable damage. If a consider-

able supply of fresh air is forced down tbe pit by air-

boxes and a ventilator, or by dividing the pit into two
by a close partition of deals from top to bottom, or bj
any other means it will be driven out, or so weakened
that it will be of no dangerous consequence ; or wbea
the inflammable air is very strong, it may be safely car-

ried off by making a close sheathing or lining of thm

.

deals quite round tbe circumference of the pit, from

the top of the solid strata to tbe bottom, and length-

ening it as tbe pit is sunk, leaving a small vacancy be-

hind the sheathing ; when tbe combustible matter

which exhales from tbe strata, lieing confined behind

these deals, may be vented by one or two small leaden

pipes carried from the ebeathiug to the surface, so

that very little of it can transpire into the area of tbe

pit. If a candle be applied to the orifice of tbe pipe

at the surface, the inflammable air will instantly take

fire, and continue burning like an oil-lamp, until it be

extinguished by some internal cause. Upon the whole,

every method should be used to make tbe pit as strong

in every part, and to keep it as dry as possible ; and

whenever any accident happens, it should be as ex-

peditiously and thoroughly repaired as possible, before

any other operation be proceeded in, lest an additional

one follow, which would more than double tbe diflicul-

ty of repairing it. ly
Tbe first operations, after sinking tbe engine-pit^m Of working

the working or driving a mine in the coal, and sink- eoaL

ing the first coal-pit. Tbe situation of tbe fii t coal-

pit should be a little to the rise of tbe engine-pit, that

the wxter which collects there may not obstruct the

working
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fnirr vorl^>H of Ao eoglt ever/ Ume tbe cypgiqe »

Ui«"y * jttd it ftbooM n«t c;xG«ed the disUDce of ao* 30, or 40
Tordfii becaose when the first mine lias to be driven a

long way, it becomes both difficult and expensive. If

there be not a sufficient circulation of fresh air in the

tniney it nay be supplied by the before described air-

boxes and a ventilator, until it arrives below the in-

tended coal pit, when the pit may be bored and sunk

to the ooai, in the nnnner bi^re mentioned.

After the pit is thus got down to the coal, the next

ooBsideration should be, the best method of working

km The most general practice in Scotland is to ex-

cavate and take away a part oply of the stratum of

coal in the first working of the pit, leaving the other

part as pillars for sejFtorting the roof) and after the

coal is ^lov^bt in this manner to such a distance from

the pit as intended, then these pillars, or so many of

them as can be got, are taken out by a second work-

and the roof and other solid strata above permit-

ted to fall down and fill up .the excavation. The
quantity of coal vmugbt away, and the size of tlie

pillars left in the first working, is proportioned to the

hardness and strength of the coal and other strata adja-

cent, compared with the incumbent weight of the supe-

rior strata*

The same mode of working is pursued in most parts

of£ngland, dlfiering only as the circuoMtances of the

coalery may require ) for the English coal, particnlar-

ly in the northern counties, being of a fine tender tex-

Uue, and of the close^burning kind, and also the rpof

mod pavement of the coal in general not so strong as

in Scotland, ihev are obliged to leave a larger proper*

iiftn of coal ki the pillars for snpporting the roof, du-

tiog the first time of working ) and in the second work-

ing, as many of these pillars are wrought away as can

be got with safety.

The Scots coal in general being very hard, and of

the open-burning kind, it is necessary to work it in

^miah a manner as to produce as many great coals lu

ponsible, which is best effected by taking away as high

a proportion of the coal as circumstances will allow in

the first working ) on the contrary, the English coal

being very tender, cannot possibly jbe wrought Urge,

nor is it of much importance how small they are, be-

ing of so rich a quality ) so that a larger proportion

may be left in pillars in this coal than could with pro-

priety be done in the other ) and, when all cireumstan*

ces ere considered, each nietbod seems well adapted to

the different purposes intended.

TbeJincicnt method of working was, to work away
• as naneb of the coal as could be got with safety at one

working only, by which means the pillars were left so

email as to he crushed by the weight of the superior

atcaUf Mid entirely lost. As great quantities of coals

were lost by this method, it is now generally ex-

jploded, and tbe former adopted in its place, by which
M much laiger quantity of coal is obtained from jllie

%mi f extent of ground, and at a mneh less expence in

end.

Tbe exact proportion of coal proper to be wrought
nsfay, land to be left in pillars at the first working,

voiaj he judged of by a comparisoD ef tbe oirqumstan-

etiubefbre meatiooed. If tbe roof and pavement are
Jbelh.stSMiff, as well as the coal, and the pit .about ja
fiiUiqms deep, then .two-thirds, or probably tbree-

Vou yi. Part I. +

fourtlu, may bo taken away at tbe first and iCoeUtry.

ooe*tbird or one-foiwtb left ia pillars. Xf bolfi y^oof —
and pavement be soft teadey, then a larger pro-
portion most be left jn pillars, probably one-tbird or
near one-half ) and ip pU cpses tbe hardness or strengtli

of the coal mast be considered. If tender, it wHl re-

quire p larger pillar thap ipird coal
) because, by being

exposed to tbe sir after the first working, a pprt of ft

wiU mouldy and fall off, by which it will Jose mpeh
of its solidity and cepistance.

Tbe preportion to be wrought awsy and left fii

pillars being determ^d, tbe next proper step is to
fix upon sneb dimenaiqDi of the pillars to be left and
of the excavations from which the coal is to be taken
away, as may produce that proportion. Jo order to

form a just idea of which, see a plan of part of a pii^s

workings (fig. 6.) suppos^ to be at the depth of 30
fathoms, a^ the coal having a moderate rise* A, re-

presents the engine-pjt ; <B, tbe coal-pit ; A 0 B, tbe
mine from the former to tbe Utter) BC, tbe first

working or excavation made from tbe coal-pit, com-
monly called tlie winning mine or winning headway^
nine feet wide ) bbbb^ 6tc. tbe workings called rooms^
turned off at right angles from the others, of tbe width
of 12 feet : cccc, &c» the workings called throughers
or thirlings^ 9 feet wide, wrought through at right

angles one room to another ) ddd^ &c. tlie pil-

lars of coal left at tbe first working for snpporting tlie

roof, iS feet long and 1 2 feet broad ) DD, two large

pillars of coal near the pit bottom, 15 or 20 yards lorrj,

and 10 or 15 broad, to support the pit, and prevent iu
being damaged by tbe roof falling in ) re, tbe level

mine wrought in the coal from tbe engine-pit bottom
four or five feet wide )y[/^ &c. Urge pillars of coal left

next the level, to secure it from any damage by the

roof falling in ) g g, a dike which depresses the coal,

I fathom f bbf Urge pillars and harriers of coal,

left onwrought, adjoining to the dike where the roof

is tender, to prevent its falling down. The coal ta-

ken out by the first working in this pit is supposed to

be one third of the whole ) and allowing tl^ rooms
1 2 feet wide, and the thirlings 9 feet wide, then the

pillars will require to be 12 fret wide and 18 feet long)

for if one pillar be in a certain proportion to its ad-

joining room and thirling, the whole number of pillars

will be in tbe same proportion to the whole number
of rooms and thirlings in the pit. Suppose ABCD
(%• ?•) to be a pilUr of coal 18 feet long and 12 feet p- «

broad, its area will be 216 square (ret ) ACHE, tbe

adjoining thirling, 12 feet by
9

feet, and its area 208
^square fret ) BAEFG, tbe ^joining room, 27 fret long

and 12 fiset broad, and its area 324 square feet) which
added to 108 gives 432 square feet or two-thirds

wrought, apd 216 square fret left, or one-third of the

whole arqa FGHD.
It is proper to observe, that in the prosecution of

the workings, tbe rooms to the right of the winning
headway should he opposite to tbe pilUrs on the left,

and the first, third, and fifih pillar, or the; second,

fourth, aqd sixth, adjoining to tbesaid headway, should
be of suqli .ajeqgtb as to overlay the adjoining thir-

lings, as, in the plan, the pillar 1 overlays the tliir-

liogt 1 and 3) and tbe pillar 4 overUyc the thir-

Biiga 3 J^d 5; this will effectually support the roof

of the main roed BC, and will bring the other juIUra

G g into
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Cotlery. into ibeir regular order, bj wbich means each pillar effectually drain it. Suppose AB, fig. 8. to be a sec

" ¥ —^will be opposite to two thirllngs. Also a larger pro- tion of the engine-pit; BC, tbe coal drained by tb

portion of coal than common should be left in all engine; BD, tbe coal to the dip of tbe engine in

places which are intended to be kept open after tbe tended to be drained
; then if tbe engine-pit be iBunI

second working, such as the pit-bottoms, air-courses, deeper to £, a stone mine may be wrought in the di

roads and water-courses, or where the roof is tender, rection ED, until it intersect the coal at D, by wbicl

as it generally is near dikes, hitches, and troubles
;

the water will have a free passage to the engine, an^

and if the roof should continue tender for a consider- the coal will be drained.

able space, it will perhaps be found proper to leave a If there be another stratum of coal lying at such 1

few inches of coal adhering to the roof, which, toge- depth below the first as the engine-pit is intended t

ther with a few props of timber fixed under it, may be sunk to, the upper seam may in some situations b

support it effectually for a Ions time. Tbe level mine conveniently drained, by driving a mine in tbe lowc

e e, and the winning headway BC, should be wrought seam of coal from £ to F, and another in the uppe

forward a considerable length before tbe other rooms, one from B to D ; and by boring a bole from D to i

in order to be driven through any dikes that might in- the water will descend to F, and, filling the mine £I
terpose, otherwise the progress of the workings might rise up to the engine-pit bottom at £, which is upon
probably,be stopc a considerable time, waiting until level with D.
a course of new rooms were procured on tbe other Whenever it is judged necessary to work the pil

side of the dike. Suppose the dike gg^ fig. 6. to de- lars, regard must be bad to tbe nature of tbe rooi

press the coal six feet or one fathom, and that it rises If the roof is tender, a narrow room may be wrougb

in the same manner on the under side of tbe dike as it through tbe pillar from one end to the other, leavia

does on the upper side
;

in such a case, tbe only reme- only a shell of coal on each side for supporting the roc

dy would be to work or drive a level mine through the tbe time of working. Suppose ABCD, fig. 7. to b

strata of stone from the engine-level at e, over the a pillar of coal 18 feet long and 12 feet broad: ifth

dike, until it intersect the coal at t; and from thence roof is not strong, the room i, 2, 3, 4, of eight fee

to drive a new level mine in the coal at f t, and a new wide, may be wrought up thrqpgb that pillar, leavin

winning headway 1 k. In order to gain a new set of a shell of two feet thick on each side ; and if it can b

rooms, and to supply fresh air to this new operation, a safely done, a part of these shells may also be wrougli

small mine miglt be driven from the room A, and a hole away, by working two places through them as at 5 an

mink down upon the level room ti; therefore, if tbe 6. By this means very little of the coal will be lost

level mine ee was not driven so far forward as to have for two-thirds of the whole being obtained "by the fin

all these operations completed before tbe rooms and working, and above two thirds of tbe pillar by the m
other workings were intercepted by the dike, the cond working, the loss upon the whole would not ea

working of the pit might cease until these new places ceed one-tenth : but it may be observed, that some pi

W€i*e ready. lars will not produce so great a proportion, and pei

If there be two or three strata or seams of coal in haps others cannot be wrought at all ; so that, upc

the same pit (as there often are) having only a stratum the whole, there may be about one-sixth, one-seventi

of a few feet thick lying betwixt them, it is then ma- or in some situations but one-eighth part of the coal los

terial to observe, that every pillar in the second seam If the roof be hard and strong, then as muoh coal ma
be placed immediately before one in the first, and be wrought off each side and each end of the pillar a

every pillar in the third seam below one in these- can be done with safety, leaving^only a small piece stam

cond
;
and in such a situation tbe upper stratum of coal ing in tbe middle ; and when the roof is very stron]

ought to be first wrought, or else all the three toge- sometimes several pillars may be taken entirely ou

ther ; for it would be unsafe to work the lower one without any loss of coal : and in general this last m<

^ first, lest tbe roof should break, and damage those ly- tbod is attended with less loss, and produces larg<

ing above. coals, than the former. In all cases it is proper 1

Tt sometimes becomes necessary to work tbe coal begin working those pillars first which lie farthest fro

lying to tbe dip of tbe engine or tbe level ; which coal the pit bottom, and to proceed working them regular

is consequently drowned with water, and must there- away towards the pit
;
but if there be a great numb

fore be drained by some means before it can be wrought, of pillars to tbe dip of the pit, it is tbe safest meth<

If the quantity of water proceeding from it be incon- to work these out before those to tbe rise of the pit ai

siderable, it may then be drained by small pumps laid begun with.

upon the pavement of tbe coal, and wrought by men There is no great difference in the weight of diffe

or horses, to raise tbe water up to the level of tbe en- ent kinds of coals, the lightest being about 74 poun

gine-pit bottom ;
or if tbe feeders of water be more avoirdupois, and tbe heaviest about 79 pounds the 0

considerable, and the situation be suitable, the work- bic foot ; but the roost usual weight is 75 pounds tl

ing rod of these pumps might be connected with those foot, which is 18 hundred weight and 9 pounds tl

in the engine-pit ;
by which means the water would be cubic yard. Tbe statute chalder is 53 hundred weighi

raised up to the level ;
but if the quantity of water be or when measured is as follows : 268.8 cubic inches

very great ; or If, from other chrcumstances, these mo- tbe Winchester gallon
; 44 gallons to the coal pec

thods may not he applicable ; then the engine pit may about 3 pounds weight ; 8 coal- pecks to the boll, abo

be sunk as deep below the coal as may he necessary, ^47t pounds ; and 24 bolls to tbe chalder, of

and a level stone mine driven from its bottom to the dip hundred weight. If one coal measuring exactly a c

of the strata, until it intersect the stratum of coal, from bic yard (nearly equal to 5 bolls) be broken in

whenceanewlevelminemightbe wrought^ wbiob would pieces of a roodevato siae, it wiU ineasiire seven ci
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Colliery, rent of fresli air will oirodate throngb an4 ventilate tlid

y"" ' whole working8| in the directioii pointed to hy the smalt

arrows in the plan, olearhig away all the damps and
noxious vapours that may generate* When it is arrived

at C, it it conducted across the main headway, and
carried through the other part of the pit's workings in

the same manner, until it refoms through w w to the

pit B, where it ascends ; and as the rooms advance
farther, other stoppings are regularly made.

In some of those stoppings, on the side of the main
headway, there must be doors to admit a passage for

the bringing out of the coals from the rooms to the pit,

as at 5 5 : these doors must be constantly shut, except

at the time of passing through them.

There are other methods of disposing the stoppings

so as to ventilate the pit > but none which will so ef*

fectually disperse th# damps ns that described above.

If the damps are not very abundant, then the course

of stopping III, 8cc. in the level mine, and the others

nibbbj &C. in the main headway, without any otbera,

may perhaps be sufficient to keep the pit clear. If at

any time the circolation of the fresh air is not brisk

enongb, then a large lamp of fire may be placed at the

bottom of the pit B, which, by rarefying the air there,

will make a quicker circulation.

Of Icndiof^ Most of the larger coaleries send their coals to tbo
and ditp. ships for the coasting trade or exportation \ and, as the

toafa
*** quantity is generally very large, it would take a ^ater

number of carts than could conveniently be obtained at

nil times to carry them; besides the considerable expellee

of that manner of carriage : they therefore generally

nse waggons, for carrying them- along waggon-ways,
kid witn timber, by which means one horse will draw
horn two to three tons at a time, when in a cart not

above half a ton could be drawn.

The first thing to be done id making a waggon-way
Is to level the ground in such a manner as to take ott

all sudden ascents and descents, to effect which, it is

sometimes necessary to cat through bills, and to raise

an embankment to carry the road through hollows.

The road should bo formed about 1 2 feet wide, and

no part should have a greater descent than of one yard

_ perpendicular in 10 of a horizontal line, nor a greater

asoent than ode yard in 30. After the road is formed,

pieces of Umber, about six feet long, and six inches

diameter, called s/eeperSf are laid across it, being 18 or

24 inches distant from each other. Upon these sleepers

other pieces of timber, called ro^r, of four or five inches

square, are laid in a lateral direction, four feet distant

from each other, for the waggon-wheels to run upon ;

which being firmly pinned to the sleepers, the road may
then be filled with gravel and finished.

The waggons have four wheels, either made of so-

lid wood or of cast iron* The body of the carriage is

longer and wider at the top than at the bottom ; and
usually has a kiud of trapdoor at the bottom, which,
being loosed, permits the coals to mu out without any
trou^* The size of a waggon to carry 50 hundred
ireight ofooak is as follows

:

Feet. Inekti*

Length of the top,

Breadth of the top,

Length of the bottom,

BreMtb of the bottom,

¥et|iendicular height, .

7 9
5 o

5 o
2 6

A i

Where the pits are situated at some considerable di- CoaWry
stance from the harbour, it becomes necessary to bavo |
a store-house near the shipping place, where Che coals

may bo lodged, until the lighters or ships are ready to » ~

take them in. The waggon-way should be made inSo

the store-house, at such a height from the ground, aa

to permit the coals to run from the waggons down a
spout into the vessels

; or else to fall down into the

store-bouse, as occasion may require.

This kind of store-bouse is well adapted to dispatch

and saving expence ; for a waggon load of coals may be
delivered either into the'store-boose or vessels instantly

with vem little trouble : and if the coals were exposed
to the effects of the sun and rain, they would be greaUy
injured in their quality : but being lodged under cover,

they are preserved. See Coalert, Supplement.
COALESCEKCt:, the union of growing together

of two bodies before separate. It is principally applied

to some bones in the b^y, which are separate during
infancy, hot afterwards grow together; or to some
morbid union of parts, which should naturally be dis-

tinct from each other. Thus there is a coalescence of
the sides ef the vulva, anus, and nares •, of the eye-Uds,

fingers, toes, and many other parts.

COALLIER, a vessel employed to carry coals from
one port to another, chiefly from the northern parts

of England to the capital, and more southerly parts,

as well as to foreign markets. This trade is known
to be an excellent nursery for seamen, although they
are often fonnd, from tho constitution of their di«
mate, not to bo ao well calculated for southern navi-

gation.

COAMINGS, in sbip-boUdlng, are these planks,

or that frame, forming a border round the hatches,

which raise them up higher than the rest of the deck.

Loop-holes for muskets to shoot Out at are often made
in the coamings, in order to clear the deck of tbo

enemy when the ship is boarded.

COANE, among tbo Greeks, a name given to a
pecnliar species of tutia or tutty, which was always
found in a tubular form. It had Its name from
a word used to express a sort of cylindric tube, into

which the melted brass was received from the furnace,

and in which it was suffered to cool. In cooling, it

always deposited a sort of recrement on the sides

of tl^ vessel or tube, and this was the tatty called

coane.

COAST, a sea-shore, or the country adjoining to

the edge of the sea. Dr Campbell, in his Political

Survey of Great Britain, considers an extensive sea-

coast as of great advantage to any kingdom ; and con-

sequently that this island hath many convenienciet re-

sulting from the extent of its coasts, superior to other

kingdoms which are mneb larger. The chief advan-

tages arising from ao extensive sea-coast are, that

thus there is a convenient opportunity for exportatioii

and importation to or from all parts of the kingdom.
Thus, a number of cities are formed on the coasts;

^ tbit means the internal parts are improved, &c*
^1^ extent of the sea-coasts of Arabia, he looks upon
as the genuine source of wealth and splendour |o the

ancient inhabitants of that peninsula ; the same was
the instfument of tho greatness of ancient Egypt, of
Phoenicia, &c. In short, according to him, no coun-

try or city caa for, spy length o£ time be^ flourishing

ualesa
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CoaUonie.^tA« viper^s heady is the Mexican name of a flower of

ooxochiti incomparabie beauty. It is composed of five petals or

II leaves, purple in the innermost part, white in the mid*
0 ooie.«

elegantly stained with yellow and

white spots. The plant which bears it has leaves re-

sembling those of the iris, but longer and larger \
its

tfunk is small and slim : This flower was one of the

roost esteemed among the Mexicans. The Lincean

academicians of Rome, who commented on and pub-

lished the History of Hernandez in 1651, and saw the

paintings of this flower, with its colours, executed in

Mexico, conceived such an idea of its beauty, that they

adopted it as the emblem of their very learned acade-

my, denominating it Fior de Lince.

COBAXT, a metallic substance which was former-

ly classed with the semimetals. See Chemistry and

Mikeralogy Index.

COBBING, a punishment sometimes inflicted at

sea. It is performed by striking the oflfender a certain

number of times on the breech with a flat piece of

wood called the cobbing^board. It is chiefly used as a

punishment to those who quit their station during the

period of the night-watch.

COBTTIS, the Loache, in Ichthyology

^

a genus

of fishes belonging to the order of abdom inales. See

Ichthyology Index. It is frequent in the stream

near Amesbury in Wiltshire, where the sportsmen,

through frolic, swallow it down alive in a glass of

white-wine.

COBLE, a boat used in the turbot fishery, twenty

feet six inches long, and five feet broad. It is about

one ton burthen, rowed with three pair of oars, and
admirably constructed for encountering a mountainous

. sea.

COBLENTZ, an ancient, handsome, and strong

town of Germany, seated at the confluence of the rivers

Rhine and Moselle, in a fertile country, with mountains

covered with vineyards. It was the usual residence of

the elector of Treves, to whom it belonged. Over the

Rhine is a bridge of twelve arches,^ built for the con-

venience of the inhabitants of Coblentz and the adja-

cent places. A ferry machine is constantly going from
the city to the other side of the Rhine, where there is

a little town and very strong castle built on an eminence
named the rock ofhonour. This machine is erected on
two boats, in the form of a large square gallery, en-

compassed with ballustrades. Its inhabitants in 1815
amounted to about 10,500, including the snburbs. Its

territory produces the best Moselle wine, which is ex-

ported both toErankfort and Holland, The situation

of the place is very favourable for trade, as it commu-
nicates with France by the Moselle, and with Ger-
many and Switzerland by the Rhine. It is now the

chief town of the Prussian territories on the Rhine.

It has two yearly fairs. £. Long. 7. 32. N. Lat.

50. 24.

COBOB, the name of a dish among the Moors. It

is made of several pieces of nmtton wrapt up in the

cawl, and afterwards roasted in it \ the poorer people,

instead of the meat, use the heart, liver, and other

parts of the entrails, and make a good dish, though
not equal to the former.

COBOOSE, in sea-language, is derived from the

Dutch kambuisy and denotes a sort of box, resembling

a sentry-box, used to cover the oliimneys of some roer- Cobcxne

chant ships. It generally stands against the barricade, B
.

on the fore-part of the quarter-deck. It is called in

the West indies cobre vega.

COBURG, a town of Germany in the circle of

Franconia, and capital of a principality of the same
name, with a famous college, a fort, and a castle. The
town contains about 7000 inhabitants ; the principality

in 1815 contained 72,000. It is seated on the river

Itch, in E. Long. 11. 18. N. Lat. 50. 22.

COBWEB, in Physiologyy the fine net-work which
spiders spin out of their own bowels, in order to catch

their prey. See Aranea.
COCCEIUS, John, professor of theology at Bre-

men, was founder of a sect called Cocceians ; they held,

amongst other singular opinions, that of a visible reign

of Christ in this world, after a general conversion of

the Jews and all other people to the true Christian

faith, as laid down in the voluminous works of Coc-
ceius. He died in 1699, aged 66.

COCCINELLA, in Zoology^ a genus of insects of

the order of coleoptera. See Entomology Index.

COCCOLOBO, in Botany^ a genus of the trigy-

nia order, belonging to the octandria class of plants 5

and in the natural method ranking under the I2tb or-

der, Hoforacece, See Botany Index.

COCCOTHRAUSTES, the trivial name of a spe-

cies of Loxia. See Ornithology Index.

COCCULUS Indicus, the name of a poisonous

berry, too frequently mixed with malt-liquors in order

to make them intoxicating 5 but this practice is ex-

pressly forbidden by act of parliament. It is the fruit

of the Menispermum Cocculus. Fishermen have a
way of mixing it with paste, which the fish swallow

greedily, and are thereby rendered lifeless for a time,

and float on the water. It is sometimes used with

stavesacre, for destroying vermine in children's beads.

COCCUS, in Zoology^ a genus of insects belonging

to the order of bemiptera. See ENTOM(y.OGY Index.

COCCYG.^US musculus. See Anatomy, Ta-
ble of the Muscles.

COCCYX, or CoccTGis os. See Anatomy In-

dex.

COCHIN, a settlement on the coast of Malabar, in

N. Lat. 10. o. E. Long. 76. 8. The town is not un-

pleasant. The fortification is irregular, but strong

enongh to resist any of the Indian powers, and has 40
or 50 cannon facing the sea. The people in this town
and the country adjacent are subject to a strange dis-

order of the legs, called Cochin or elephant legSy in which
the swelled limb is sometimes of such an enormous bulk

as to have greatly the appearance both in shape and
size of the leg of an elephant. According to Mr Ives,

this disorder seems to be merely an oedematous swelling,

occasioned by an impoverished state of the blood and
juices. The persons aflSicted with this distemper very
seldom apply to European surgeons, and thus are

rarely, if ever, cured. Indeed, our author observes,

that their application would probably be of little avail,

as the only thing that could be prescribed would be an
alteration from the poorest to the most cordial and
nutritious diet •y and the Indians are so invincibly wed-

. ded to their own customs, that they would sooner die

than break through them. Of this be says there were
several
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'^(x4ihi- iWwmrad fen «fmay forofeaai. The Cechta-Cbtnete

€Mia« tbemselyes, not being inclined to tmTel, seldom sail out
^ '• of sightt of dicir vwn shore, but fiacchasc many trifles

from foreigaecs at great rates, particularly combs, oee-

tiles, -bracelets, glass pendacats, &c* They are very

ibnd of our bats, caps, ghrdles, shirts, and other olotbes j

and, above all, set a great value on coraU The coun-

try is said to have 700 miles of coast, vrith many large

inlets of the sea, and above 60 convenient lading

places ; which, however, aocon^ag to Captain HamiU
loo, are bnt seldom 'viaiced by strangers^

The people of this country have a great affinity

with those of Tonqoin, with whom they have a com-

^mon origin, and from whom they differ very little in

their manner of living, as well as their manners and
customs, all of which they have in a great roeasuve

borrowed from the Chinese. The principal exports

of the country are silk, sugar, ebony, a^ calamba

^od
;

gold in dost or in bars, which is sold for only

ten times its weight in silver j and chopper and poroe-

Jsin brought from China and Japan. From this conn*

*try also are exported the birds-nests esteemed such

a delicacy at the table. They are found in four islands

aituated near the coasts of Cochin-China, to the east-

ward of which sore iive other smaller ones, where are

fotmd prodigious numbers of turtles, the flesh of which

4s so delicate that the Tonquiuese and people of Co-

chin-China frequently fight desperate batUes, in order

4o take them from one another. The commodities

which sell most readily in this country are, saltpetre,

uulphur, lead, fine cloth, and ban^ or flowered

'cbintz. Fenrls, amber, and coral, were formerly In

great request, hut at preoent only the two last are sale-

able 5 and <even these will not answer unless the

heads of coral bo round, well polished, and of a beau-

tiful rad colour : the amber most also be extremely

clear, the heads of an equal siae, and not larger than

a baaed nut.

The only money current in Cocbia«>Cbina is tiiat of

dFapan, which is paid and Toceived by weight. The
miiey of the country is of copper and as lal^ as our

eoantert ; of a raund figure, and baviug a hole in

the middle by which the pieces may he strong Hke
hoadi. Three handrad of these are pot 00 one side,

and as nauiy on the other, which to Caobfn<4)iiioa

pass Ibr a tLousand ^ booaose in 600 are found ten

times 60, udiiob make a century among ahnoot all the

people of the oaOt. There is, however, scarce any
eonetiy h whsoh merdhaats are more apt to be

oeived with regard >to the value ofmem^ tbon Coohin-

Cbina, owing to the pieces being oaequal in figare

and quality, and the difficulty of £terairaing tbw va-

lue, whkdi is regulafted only by a few characters stamp-

ed upon 'thess. Tlie dealers must therefore he at pains

to have honest and skilffil people to aseertain the va-

lue of the pieces they receive, otherwise they von a
grsot risk being deceived in their value, as the Co-
^ffi-Ohinese make a great merit of being abletoOheat
an dBorspean.

£uropean mevchaots complain, according to if.

Crosier, onjustly of the demands made in CodbiwvChi-

ua Ibr entrance, olearaace, and ^neborage. The du-

ties, indeed, are very :trWng, ausaoating only, even

those oF tbe cvitmdb^so, to 4 per omit. $ bnt nothing

wan he Mooved inima diip wUeh mgthm therawntfi

3

tbe has fimt been inspecled, wbeo the castoaiheiise todbia-
oflkers aaload her, we^ and count the smallest pieces, Chwm«

and generally take what they look open to he moet
valuable, in order to seud it to the king. Tbe mo- ^

*

naroh takes what he thinks proper, and retunm the va-

lue j but tbe grandees are said to keep part of the goods

alto, withoot paying any thing for them. Thus tbe

ordinary goods, which, had they been accompanied
with the more valuable part of Hm cargo, would have
fonod a ready market, can now scarcely be disposed

of } thongfa OUT author is of cpinion, that tbe matter

is not altogether without rem^y. When tbe JDntch

sent to this country vessels losided with clotbs, lead,

and saltpetre, their cargoes were soflerad to remain
entire, because they had taken tbe pmcautioo to pay
every year a certain aum for each vessel that

Other nations, by endeavouring to avoid tbe payment
of this duty, entirely destroyed their commerce : tbe

people of CocUii-China, however, for some years past,

have been mnefa more moderate in their demands ^ and
wliatever their exmotiens may be, they are far less ex-
orbitant than those of the Tonquinese.

M. Grosier observes, that a false report has gasaed

ground in Enrope, that whea a trading vessel happens

to run aground in Cochin-China, or to he driven into

any of its harbours by stress of weather, tbe king aeiaes

tbe cargo if the rudder he br^eo. He assures us,

however, that, so far from this being the case, a ves-

sel in distress is much safer on tbe coasts of Coohia-

Cbina than almost anywhere else. Barks are imme-
diately sent to the relief of the crew, and people em-
ployed to drag the sea with nets in order to recover

tbe goods that are lost ; and, in short, neither labonr

nor expences are spared to put tbe ships in the best

condition possible. Only two things can hurt the

trade of foreigners at Cochin-China, one of which
may he easily avoided. This regards the clearing out

of vessels, llina, while tbe master is waiting on the

evening before his departure, or on the day fixed for

sailing, in order to receive bis dispatches, it often hap-

pens that be loses his voyage, which may prove the

ruin of a trader. For this reason, care moat be taken

to s^ch a clearance a month before } by which meaas
one is always certain of obtaining it, and departing

on the day appointed. The other difficully is occasion-

ed by the ncoessity df selling goods on credit, which are

•ekm paid at the stipulated time. This, however, is

contrary to the inclioation of the prince^ for every

memiiant who can convey to him an account of tliese

njust delays, is sure to be paid, and oometimes even

with interest.

COCHINEAL, or Coohuki^cl, a drag used tbe

dyers, &c* for giving red colours, espoemUy crimsons

and scarlets, and for making carmine^ and likewise in

medioiBe as a cardiac, oord^, sudorifio, alexipharmar,

and iebrtfu^.

Tbe cochineal, in the state in whiob it is broogbt

to 08, IB in small bodies of an irregular figure, 08tta%
iconvex, ridged and furrowed on one side, and con-

cave on tbe other. The colonr of the best is a pocplioli

•gtay, powdered over with a sect of white dust. >All

that the world knew of it for a long time waa, that

.k was gathered from certain plants in Mexico ; aad
-tberofore it was natorally supposed to ha a seed, till

via the year ifipa FatberJPlamier gane Pomet an ac-

count
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CocbUeal eotint of its being an animal. And this, though then

I
. disregarded, has been confirmed by subsequent obser-

.^^^l^^.
yatlons. Indeed, to determine the point, we have

now the means in our own hands, even in this part of

the world.^We need only moisten and soak in wa*

ter, or in vinegar, a number of cochineals till they

are swelled and distended, to know that every one is

the more or less perfect body of an insect ^ the most

imperfect and mutilated specimens always show the

rings of the body ; and from observing others, it will

be easy to find the number and disposition of the leg%

parts, or even whole ones, being left on several, and

often complete pairi>. In this way the legs, anten-

nae, and proboscis, may be discovered. See CcKCUS

above, and Dteinc.
M. Macquer observes, that the cochineal of Sylves-

ter is gathered in the woods of Old and New Mexico.

The insect lives, grows, and multiplies on the unculti-

vated opuntias, which grow there In great abundance.

It Is there exposed to the inclemencies of the weather,

and dies naturally. The colour is-ihore durable than

that of the common cochineal, but less bright: but

there is no advantage in using it j for, though cheaper,

* a greater quantity is requisite.

COCHLEA, the Suell-swail. See Helix, Con-
CHOLOGY Index.

Cochlea, in Anatomy. See Anatomy Index.

COCHLEARIA, Scurvy grass. See Botany
Index.

COCHLITES, in Natural History^ an appellation

given to the petrified shells of the cochleae or snails.

COCINTUM, in Ancient Geography^ a promontory

of the Brutiil, reckoned tbe longest in Italy, and which

Holstenius and Vosslus have restored to Ovid, reading

Cocimtia for Ceraunia^ Metain. xv. v. 704.

—

Cocintum^

alao m town 22 miles to the south of Scylaceum, al-

most on tbe spot where now Stiio stands, from which

the opposite promontory Cocintum is commonly called

Capo de Stiio.

COCK, In Zoology^ the Engli:ib name of the males of

gallinaceous birds, but more especially used for the com*

mon dunghill cock. See Phasianus, Ornithology
Index.

Black Cock. 1 See Tetrao, Ornithology
Cock of the IFood. J Index.

CoCK-Chaffer. See SCARABJEUS, ENTOMOLOGY /«-

dex.

CocK‘Paddle^ Lumpfish or Sea-owl. See Cyclop-

TERUs, Ichthyology Index.

CocK^PiU * theati*e upon which game-cocks

fight.

It must appear astonishing to every reflecting mind,

that a mode of diversion so cruel and inhuman as that

of cock-fighting should so generally prevail : that not

only the ancients, barbarians, Greeks, and Romans,

should have adopted It ; but that a practice so savage

and heathenish should be continued by Christians of all

sort^, and even pursued in these better and more en-

lightened tinses.

The ancient Greeks and Romans, as is well known,

were wont to call all the nations in the world barba-

rians \ yet certainly, if we consider tbe many instances

of cruelty practised among them, there was very little

reason for tbe distinction. Human sacrifices were com-

mon both to them and tbe barbarians \ and with them
VoL. VI. Part I. t

the exposing of infants, the combats ' of men with wild Cock-pit.

beasts, and of men with men in the gladiatorial scenes,

were spectacles of delight and festivity.

Tbe islanders of Delos, it seems, were great lovers

of cock-fighting ; and Tanagra a city in Boeotia, the

isle of Rhodes, Chalcis in Euboea, and the country of
Media, were famous for their generous and magnani-
mous race of chickens. Tbe kingdom of Persia was
probably included in the last, from whence this kind

of poultry was first brought into Greece ;
and if one

may judge of the rest from the fowls of Rhodes and
Media, tbe excellency of the broods at that time con-

sisted in their weight and largeness (as tbe fowls of

those conntries were heavy and bulky), and of tbe na-

ture of what our sportsmen call shakebagsox iumpokes.
The Greeks, moreover, had some method of prepa-

ring tbe birds for battle, by feeding \ as may be col-

lected from Columella.

It should seem, that at first cock-fighting was partly

a religions and partly a political institution at Athens \

and was there continued for the purpose of improving
the seeds of valour in the, minds of their youth \ but
was afterwards abused and perverted both here and in

tbe other parts of Greece to a common pastime, with-

oot any moral, political, or religious intention, and as

it is DOW followed and practised among ns.

At Rome, as the Romans were prone to imitate the

Greeks, we may expect to find them following their

example in this mode of diversion, and in the worst

way, viz. without any good or laudable motives, since

when they took and brought it to Rome, the Greeks
bad forgotten every thing that was commendable in it,

and had already perverted it to a low and unmeaning
sport. Signior Hyam thinks tbe Romans borrowed
the pastime from Dardanus, in Asia \ but there is little

reason for making them go so far for it, when it was
so generally followed in Greece, whose enstoms tbe Ro-
mans were addicted to borrow and imitate. However,
it is probable, they did oot adopt this opinion very

early. It may be gathered from Columella, that the

Romans did not use the sport in hit time. This au-

thor styles cock-fighting a Grecian diversion; and
speaks of it in terms of ignominy as an expensive a-

moseinent, unbecoming the frugal householder, and of-

ten attended with the ruin of the parties that followed

it. “ The words are remarkable. “ Nos enim ceose-

mus instituere vectigal industrii patris familias, non ri-

xosarum avium lunist^ cujus plerumque totum patrinio-

niiim pignus ales, victor gallinaceus pyctes abstulit

When be describes^ as we think, the manner nut of

the Romans, but of the Greeks, who had in bis time

converted the diversion of cock fighting into a species

of gaming, and even to the total ruin of tlieir families,

as happens but too often In England at this day. The
Romans, however, at last gave into the custom, though

not till the decline of tbe empire. The first cause of

contention between tbe two brothers Bassianus and
Geta, sons of tbe emperor Septimus SeVerus, happen-

ed, according to Herodlan, In their youth, about

tlie fighting of their cocks ; and if the battling be-

tween tho^e two princes was the first instance of it,

probably they had seen and learned it in Greece, whi-

ther they had often accompanied tbe emperor their fa-

ther.

It is observable, that cocks and quails pitted for the

H b ptfrpose
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6ock-pit. ptnrpoBe of engaging one atiotiiery ^ or to the

V*""
’

^ hwt gksp, for diversion, are freqnently compared, and

with much propriety, to gladiators. Hence Pliny's

expressioO, ceu gladiatc/rtHn ; and that of

Columella, tixosamfn avium lanisia; lanitta being the

pro^r term for the master of the gladiators. Cense*

quently one would expect, that when the bloody

scenes of the amphitheatre were discarded, as they

Vrere soon after the Christian religion became the

establishment Of the empire, the wanton shedding of

men's blood in sport, being of too cruel and savage

a nature to be patronixed and encouraged in an in-

stitution so harmless and innocent as the Christian

was, one might justly expect that the and
the would have ceased oi coOrse. The
fathers of the church are continually inveighing

against the spectacles of the arena, and upbraiding

their adversaries with them. These indeed were more
unnatural and shocking than a main of cocks ^ but

this, however, had a tendency towards infusing the like

ferocity and implacability in the breasts and disposi-

tions of men.

Besides, this mode of diversion has been in fact the

bane and destruction of thousands here, as well ns of

those hnist^ avium^ ** cock-fceders," mentioned by
Cohimella, V7ho8e patrimonial foitnnes were totally

dissipated and destroyed by it.

The cock is not only an useful animal, but Stately in

bis figure, and magnificent in bis phrmage. ** Imperil

tani suogtneri, says Pliny, et rtgnuiH in qnacunqne sunt

dome, exertenO^ Aristophanes compares him to the

king of Persia \ most authors also take notice of the
^ spectatissimum insigne, seiratum, ^uod eomm verti-

Cem regia emma ntwh exomat." His tenderness to-

wards hh brood is snefa, that, contrary to the custom

of many other males, he will scratch and provide for

them trith an assidui^ almost eqOal to that of the ben \

and his generosity is so great, that, on finding a hoard

of meat, be tvill chuckle the hens toother, and with-

out touching one bit himself will relinquish the whole

of it to them. He eras called the bird^ x«y* by
many of the ancients \ be was highly esteemed in some
countries, and in others was even held sacred, ioso-

moeb that one cannot but regret that a creature so ose-

fnl and noble, should, by a strange fatality, be so enor-

monsly abused by us. It is true, our or
the massacre of Shrove Tuesday, is now in a decUning
way ;

and, in a fhw years, it is to be hoped, will be
totally disused \ but the cock>pit still coiitinites a re-

proach to the humanity of Englishmen, and to their

religion ; the purest, the tenderest, and most compas-

sionate, of all others, not excepting even the Bracb-
mannic.

It is unknown when the pitched battle first entered

England, but it was probably brought hither by the

Homans. This bird was here before Csesar's arrival,

hot no notice of his fighting occurs earlier than the

time of William Fitz-Stephen, who wrote the life of
Archbishop Becket, some time in the reign of Henry H.
and describes the cocking as a sport of scbool-boys on
Shrove Tuesday. From this time at least the diver-

sion, however absurd and even impious, was continued
amon^t ns. It was followed, though disapproved and
p^ibited, 39 Edward III. \ also in the reign of
Henry VllL and A» D. 1 It 4ua by some been

called a retfOl d^oermu ; and^ as every one kuows^ the CoclHatr
cock-pit at Whitehall was erected by a crowned head, Cockbonik

for the more magnificent celebration ef It. There wuo ' *

another pit in DiUry-lanC, and another in Javin-streef*

It was prohibited, however, by one of Oliver's acts,

March 31. 1664. What aggravates the reproach and
disgrace upon Englishmen, are those species of fight-

ing which are called the bedtU-reged and the Welsh-
mom, known nowhere in the world but there ; neither

in China, nor in Persia, nor in Malacca, nor among the

savage tribes in America. These are scenes so bloody

as almost to be too shocking to relate ^ and yet, as
many may not be acquainted with the horrible nature

of them, it may he proper for the excitement of our
aversion and detestation to describe them in a fbw
words. In the former, an unlimited number of fowls

are pitted, and when they have slaughtered one ano*
ther for the*diversion (Du boni!') of the otherwise ge-
nerous and hnmane Englishman, the single surviving

bhrd is to be esteemed the victor, and carries away the

prize. The Welsh-main consists, we vrill suppose, of
16 pairs of cocks

\ of these, the 16 conquerors are pit-

ted a second time \ the 8 conquerors ofthese are pitted

a third time j the 4 conquerors the fourth time ; and
lastly, the two conquerors of these are pitted the fifth

time
;

so that (incredible barbarity) 31 cocks nm
sure to be most Inhumanly murdered for the sport and
pleasure, the noise and nonsense, the profane cursing

and swearing, of those who have the effrontery to enU
themselves, with all these bloody doings, and with all

this impiety about them, Christians

;

nay, what with
many is a superior and distinct character, men of be-

nevolence and morality. But let the morality md be-

nevolence of such be appreciated foom the following

instance recorded as authentic in the obituary of thn
Gentleman's Magazine for April 1789. Died
April 4. at Tottenham, John Aidesoif, Esq. a young
man of large fortune, and in tbe splendour of hk car-

riages and horses rivalled by few country gentlemen.

His table was that of hospitality, where it may be said

he sacrificed too much to conviviality \ but if he bad
bis foibles, be had his merits also that far outweighed

them. Mr Ardesoif was very fond of cock-fighting,

and had a favonrite cock upon which he had won many
profitable matches, Tbe last bet he laid upon this cock
he lost \

which so enraged him, that he tbe bird

tied to a spit and roasted alive before a large fire. The
screams of the miserable animal were so afecting, that

some gentlemen who were present attempted to inter-

fere, which 80 enraged Mr Ardesoif, that he seized a
poker, and with tbe most furious vehemence declared,

that he would kill tbe first man who interposed \ but, ta

the midst of his passionate asseverations, he fell down
dead upon tbe spot. Sneh, we are assured, were the

circumstances which attended tbe death of this great

pillar of humanity."

CocK-riT, of a ship of war, the apartment of the snr-

geon and his mates, being tbe place where the wounded
men are dressed in time of battle, or otherwise. It ia

situated under the lower deck.

COCKBURNE, Mns CATHAmiKX, a most accom-
plished lady and celebrated writer, was the daughter of
Captain David Trotter, a native of Scotland, and a sea-

commander in tbe reign of King Charles II. She was
born in London, August lA* 1679^ and baptised m

ibn
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Ctekborne. tbe Protestant cburcb, according to which she was bred
\ I up. She gave early marks of her genius ^ and learned

to write, and also made herself mistress of the French

language, by her own application and diligence, with*

out any instructor ; but she had some assistance in the

study of the Latin grammar and logic, of which latter

she drew up an abstract for her own use. The most

eerious and important sebjects, and especially religion,

soon engaged her attention.—But notwithstanding her

education, her intimacy with several families of distinc*

cion of the Romish persuasion, exposed her, while very

young, to impressions in favour of that church, which

not being removed by her conferences with some emi-

nent and learned members of the church of England,

she embraced the Romish commnnien, in which she con-

tinued till the year 1707. In 1695 she produced a tra-

gedy called Agnes de Castro^ which was acted at the

tlieatre>royal when she was only in her 1 7th year. The
reputation of this performance, and the verses which

she addressed to Mr Congreve upon his Mourning Bride

in i6py, were probably the foundation of her acquaint-

ance with that celebrated writer. Her second tragedy,

Fata] Friendship, was acted in 1698, at the new theatre

in LincolnVInn Fields. This tragedy met with great

applause, and is still thought the most perfect of her

dramatic performances. Her dramatic talents net be-

ing confined to tragedy, she brought upon the stage, in

1707, a comedy called Zove at a loss^ or Most votes

carry it* In the same year she gave the public her

third tragedy, entitled the Unhappy Penitent^ acted at

the theatre-royal in Drury-)ane. But poetry and dra-

matic writing did not so far engross the thoughts

of our author, but that she sometimes tamed them to

subjects of a very diflerent nature, and distinguished

herself in an extraordinary manner in defence of Mr
Locke's writings, a female metaphysician being a re-

markable phenomenon in the republic of letters.

She returned to the exercise of her dramatic genius

in 1703, and fixed upon the revolution of Sweden, un-

der Gustavus Erickson, for the subject of a tragedy.

This tragedy was acted in 1706, at the queen's theatre

in the ijay-Market. In I707» her doubts concerning

the Romish religion, which she had so many years pro-

fessed, having led her to a thorough examination of

the grounds of it^ by consulting the best books on both

sides of the question, and advising with men of the best

judgment, the result was a conviction of the falseness

of tbe pretensions of that church, aud a return to that

of England, to which she adhered during the remain-

der of her life. In 1708 she was married to the Rev.

Hr Cockburae, then curate of St Dunstgn's in Fleet-

street, blit he afterwards obtained the living of Long-

Horsely, near Morpeth in Nortbumberland. He was

a man of considerable abilities j and, among several

other things, wrote an account of the Mosaic Deluge,

which was much approved by the learned.

Mrs Cockburne's remarks upon some writers in the

cmitroversy concerning the foundation of moral dnty

and moral obligation, were introduced to the world

in August 1712, in the Literary Journal, eqthled. The
History of the Works of the Learned. The strength,

clearness, and vivacity shown in her remarks upon tbe

most abstract and perplexed questions, immediately rai-

sed the curiosity of all good judges about the conceal-

00c
ed writer; and tbeir admiration was greatly increased Cockbnme
when her sex and advanced age were known. Dr Ru- |)

therford's Essay on the Nature and Obligations pf Cochet.

Virtue, published in May 1744, soon engaged her
*

’ ^

thoughts ; and notwithstanding tbe asthmatic disorder

which had seized her many years before, and new left

her small intervals of ease, she applied herself to the

confutation of that elaborate discourse, and finished It

with a spirit, elegance, and perspicoity, equal, if not

superior, to all her former writings.

The loss of her husband in 1748, in the 71st year of

his age, was a severe shock to her ; and she did not

long survive him, dying on the 11th of May 1749, in

her 71st year, after having long sopported a painfol

disorder with a resignation to the Divine will, which
had been tbe governing principle of her whole life, and
her support under the various trials of it.

Her works are collected into two large volumes 8vo
by Dr Birch, who has prefixed to them an account of
her Life and Writings.

COCKERMOUTH, a town of Cumberland iil

England, situated in W. Long. 3. la. N. Lat. 54. 35.
It is a large town, irregularly built, with broad streets.

It is washed by the Derwent on tbe western side;

divided in two by tbe Cocker ; and the parts are con-

nected by a stone bridge of a single arch. Tlie num-
ber of inhabitants is between three and four thousand :

the manufactures are shalloons, worsted stockings, and
hats; the last exported from Glasgow to the West
Indies. It is borougb-town, and th^ right of vo-

ting is vested by burgess tenure in certain houses : this

is also the town where the county elections are held.

—Here is a castle seated on an artificial mount on a
hank above tbe Derwent. It is a square building,

and strengthened with several square towers : on each
side of the inner gate are two deep dungeons capable

of holding 50 persons in either, lliey are vaulted at

top, and have only a small opening in order to lower

through it the unhappy victims Into this dire prison ;

and on the outside of each is a narrow slit with a slope

from it, down which were pnt the provisions allotted

for tbe wretched inhabitants. This castle was found-

ed by Waldof, first lord of Allerdale, and son of Gos-
patrick earl of Northumberland, cotemporary with
William tbe Conqueror. Waldof resided first at Pap-
castle, which be afterwards demolished ; and with the

materials built that at Cockermoutb, where be and his

family long resided ; but several arms over the gate-

way, which Camden says are those of the Multons^

HumfranviUes^ Lucies^ and Percies^ evince it to have
belon|^ in Igter times to those families. It appears

that It was first granted by Edward II. to Anthony
de Lucie, sou of Thomas de Multon, who bad assum-

ed that name, because his mother was daughter and
co-heiress to Richard de Lucie; and afterwards, by
marriages, this castle and its hononrs descended to the

Humfranvilles, and finally to the Percies. In 1658,
it was garrisoned for the king ; and being besieged and
taken by tbe rebels, was burnt, and never afterwards

repaired.—Cockermonth is now in tbe possession of the

Lowther family, who have here a great property in

coal-works. iSe town sends two members to parlia-

ment, and had 2964 inhabitants in 1811.

COCKET, is a seal belonging to the kki|r*8 custom-

H h 3 boose.
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Cockct house, or rather a scroll of parchment sealed and deli*

1) vered by the officers of the customs to merchants, as a

warrant that their merchandises are customed.
’ It is also used for the office where goods transported

were first entered, and paid their custom, and had a

cocket or certificate of discharge.

COCKLE. See Cardium, Cokchology Indes.

Cockle, Schorl^ or Shirle^ in Mineralogy^ a spe-

cies of stones, belonging to the siliceous class. See

Mineralogy Index.

COCKNEY, a very ancient nickname for a citizen

of London. Ray says, an interpretation of it is, A
young person coaxed or cockered, made a wanton, or

nestle-cock, delicately bred and brought up, so as when
arrived at man's estate to be unable to bear the least

hardship. Another, A person ignorant of the terms

of country economy, such as a young citizen, who ha-

ving been ridiculed for calling the neighing of a horse

laughing, and told that it was called neighing, next

morning, on hearing the cock crow, to show instruction

was not thrown away upon him, exclaimed to his for-

mer instructor. How that cock neighs ! whence the

citizens of London have ever since been called cock-

ueiglis, or cockneys. Whatever may be the origin of,

this term, we at least learn from the following verses,

attributed to Hugh Bagot earl of Norfolk, that it was

in use in the time of King Henry II.

Was I in my castle at Bungay,
Fast by the river Waveney,
I would not care for the king of Cockney.

(i. e. the king of London.)

The king of the cockney occurs among the regula-

tions for the sports and shows formerly held in the

Middle Temple, on Childermas day, where he had

his officers, a marshal, constable, butler, &c. See

Dugdale's Ortgines Juridicales^ p.<247.

COCKROACH. See Blatta. In Captain Cook's

last voyage, the ships, while at Huaheine, were infest-

ed with incredible numbers of these creatures, whom
it was found impossible by any means to destroy. E-
very kind of food, when exposed only for a few mi-

nutes, was covered with these noxious insects, and pier-

ced so full of holes, that it resembled a honey comb.

They were particularly destructive to birds which had

been stuffed for curiosities, and were so fond of ink,

that they ate out the writing ou labels. Books, how-
ever, were secured from their ravages by the closeness

of the binding, which prevented them from getting

in between the leaves. They were of two kinds, the

Blatta Orientalis, and Germanica.

COCKSWAIN, or Cockson, an officer on board

a man of war, who hath the care of the boat or sloop,

and all things belonging to it. He is to be always

ready with bis boat's gang or crew, and to man the

boat on all occasions. He sits in the stern of the boat,

and steers ; and bath a whistle to call and encourage

his men.

COCLES, Pub. Horatius, a celebrated Roman,.
' who alone opposed the whole army of Porseuna at

the bead of a bridge, while his companions behind

him were cutting off the communication with the

ether shore. When the bridge was destroyed. Codes,

though wounded by the darts of the enemy, leapt

into, the Tiber, and swam across it with bis arms.

A brazen statue was raised to him in the temple of Cories

Vulcan, by the consul Publicola, for his eminent ser- B

vices. Codes,

COCOA. See Cocos, Botany Index. ’

COCONATO, a town of Piedmont in Italy, fa-

mous for being the birth-place of Columbus, who
first discovered America. E« Long. 8. o. N. Lat.

44. 50-
.

COCOS, in Botany^ a genus belonging to the natu-

ral order of Balmee. See Botany Index.

COCTION, a general term for all alterations made
in bodies by the application of fire or heat.

COCYTUS, one of the rivers of hell, according to

the . theology of the poets. It has its name nt
K#avfif, from groaning and lamenting. Hence Milton,

Cocytus nam'd of lamentation loud,

Heard on the rueful stream.

It was a branch ^f the river Styx : and flowed, accord-

ing to Horace, with a dull and languid stream.

COD, in Ichthyology. Sec Gadus and Fishery.
Cod is also a term used, in some pSrts of the king-

dom, for a pod. See PoD.
CoD^Cape^ a promontory on the coast of New Eng-

land, near the entrance oi Boston harbour. W. Long.

69. 50. N. Lat. 42. o.

CODDY MODDY, the English name of a species of

Larus.
CODE (jDodex^^ a collection of the laws and consti-

tutions of the Roman emperors, made by order of

Justinian. The word comes from the Latin codex^

a paper book so called d codicibusy or caudteibus

arhommy “ the trunks of trees the bark whereof be-

ing stripped off, served the ancients to write their books

on.

The Code is accounted the second volume of the civil

law, and contains twelve books
^ the matter of which is

nearly the same with that of the Digests, especially the

first eight books \
but the style is neither so pure, nor

the method so accurate, as that of the digests
; and it

determines matters of daily use, whereas the digests
*

discuss the more abstruse and subtle questions of the

law, giving the various opinions of the ancient lawyers.

Although Justinian's code is distinguished by the ap-

pellation of codcy by way of eminence, yet there were

codes before his time : such were, 1. The Gregorian

code, and Hermogenean code, collections of the Ro-
man laws, made by two famous lawyers,* Gregorius

and Hermogenes, which included the constitutions of

the emperors from Adrian to Dioclesian and Maxiroi-

nus. 2. The Tbeodosian code, comprised in 16 books,

formed out of the constitutions of the emperors* from
Constantine the Great to Theodosius the Younger:
this was observed almost over all ihe west, till it was
abrogated by the Justinian code. There are also seve-

ral later codes, particularly the ancient Gothic, and
those of the French kings \ as the code of Euridic,

code-Lewis, code-Henry, code-Marchande, code des

Erux, &C. I and the present king of Prussia has lately

published a code, which comprises the laws of his king-

dom in a very small volume.

CODEX, in antiquity, denotes a book or tablet on

which the ancients wrote. See Code.
Codex also denoted a kind of punishment by means,

of a clog or block, of woo^^ to which slaves who had of-

fipndeA
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Codci fended were tied fart, and obliged to drag it along with

I them ; and sometimes they sat on it closely bound.
Coecsm. CODIA, among botanists, signifies the head of any

’ plant, but more particniarly a poppy head
5
whence its

syrup it called diacodium.

CODICIL, is a writing, 1>y way of snpplement to a

will, when any thing is omitted that the testator would

have added, or wants to be explained, altered, or re-

cnUled.

CODLIN, an apple useful in the kitchen, being the

most proper for baking.

CODLING, an appellation given to the young cod-

fisli. See Gadus, Ichthtologt Index,

CODON (Kw)«flr), in antiquity, a cymbal, or rather

little brass bell, resembling the head of a poppy. They

were fastened to the trappings and bridoles of horses.

CODRINGTON, Christopher, a brave English

ckfficer, and not less distinguished for his learning and

benevolence, was bom at Barbadoes in the year 1668,

and educated at Oxford ; after which he betook him-

self to the army \ and by his merit and courage, soon

recommending himself to the favour of King William,

was made a captain in the first regiment of foot-guards.

He was at the siege of Namur in 1695 3
and, upon the

conclusion of the peace of Ryswick, was made captain-

general and governor in chief of the Leeward and

Caribbee islaads. However, in 170T, several articles

were exhibited against him to the house of commons

in England \ to which be published a distinct and par-

ticular answer, and was honourably acquitted of all

impotatious. In 1 703, he showed great bravery at the

attack of Gaadaloupe, but at last he resigned his go-

vernment, and lived a studious retired life \ for a few

yean before his death, he chiefly applied himself to

cburcb-history and metaphysics. He died at Barba-

does on the 7th of April 1710, and was buried there

the day following \ but his body was afterwards brought

over to England, and interred on the 19th of June

1716, in the chapel of All-Souls College, Oxford. By
his last will, be l^qoeathed his plantations in Barha-

does, and part of the island of Barbuda, to the society
^

for propagating the gospel in foreign parts ^ aud left a

noble legacy to All-Souls College, of which be had

been a fellow. This legacy consisted of bis library,

which was valued at 6000k; and io,oool. to be laid

out, 6000 in building a library, and 4000 in furnish-

ing it with books. He wrote some of the poems in the

Musa Anglicana^ printed at London in 1 74 f

.

CODRUS, the 17th and last king of Athens, son

of Melantbus. When the Heraclidee made war against

Athens, the oracle said that the victory would be

granted to that nation whose king was killed in battle.

The Heraclidse upon this gave strict orders to spare

the life of Codrus ; hot the patriotic king disguised

himself and attacked one of the enemy, by whom he

was killed. The Atlienians obtained the victory, and

Codrus was deservedly called the father of his coun-

try. He reigned 21 years, about 2153 years before

tbe Christian era. I'd pay more honour to his me-

mory, the Athenians made a resolution that no man
after Codrus should ^eign in Athens under the namo of

king.

COECUM, or Blind Gut. See Anatomy Index*

Dr Musgrave gives os an accdunt, in tbe Philoso-

phical Transactions^ of tbe coecum of a dog being cut

out without any prejudice to the animal. Mr Giles Coccnw
gives os another of the coecum of a lady being' distend- H

ed, so as to form a tumor that held almost six pints of Coelus.

a thin grayish, almost liquid snbetance, of which she

died. And Mr Knowler a third, of a boy's coecum

being vastly extended and stufi’ed with cherry-stones,

which likewise proved mortal.

COEFFICIENI'S, in Algebra^ arc such nombers or

known quantities as ai*e put before letters or quanti-

ties, whether known or unknown, and into which they

are supposed to be multiplied. Thus in 3 a:, o jc, or

b x; 3, £? and are the coifficients of x

;

and in 6 o,

9^; 6 and 9 are the coefficients of a and b* See

Algebra.
COELESTIAL, or Celestial, In general, de-

notes any thing belonging to the heavens: thus we say,

ce/esiial observations^ tlie celestial globe
^ ^ c,

COELIAC ARTERY, in Anatomy, that artery which

issues from the aorta, just below the diaphragm. Sce

Anatomy Index,

CoBLiAC Vein, in Anatomy, that running through the

intestinom rectum, along with the coeliac artery.

COELIMONTANA Porta (Pliny), one of the

gates of Rome, situated at the foot of Mount Coelius

;

and hence its name, thought to be the ancient Asinaria

by some ; bat this others donbt. By this gate Alaric

with his Goths is said to have entered and plundered

Rome.
COELIOBRIGA, in Ancient Geography, a town

of the Bracari in the Hither Spain, to tbe south of

Bracara Augusta, the north of the Durins, and not

far from the Atlantic ; a munieipium (Coin). Now
thought to be Barcelos, a town of Entrc Minho y
Duero. W. Long. 9. 15. Lat. 41. 20.

COELIUS MONS, one of the seven bills of Rome,
so called from Codes, a Tuscan captain, who Came to

the assistance of Romulus against tbe Sabines, (Diony-

sius Halicarnassus). Called also Querculanus or Qi/er-

cetulanus, from the oaks growing on it
;
and Augustus,

by Tiberius (Tacitus, Suetonius). To tbe east it had

tbe city walls, on the south the Coeliolus, to tbe west

the Palatine, and on tbe north the Esqniline.

COELIOLUS, a part of Mount Coelius to the

south, called Minor Cdlius (Martial) ;
having the city

walls on the east, the Aventine to tbe south, and oh

the west and north the valley through which the rivulet

of the Appia runs.

COELOMA, among physicians, a hollow ulcer,

seated in the tunica cornea of the eye.

GOELOS portus, in Ancient Geography, a town

of the Chersonesus of Thrace, to the south of Sestos^

where the Athenians erected a trophy, after a sea vic«^

tory over the Lacedaemonians (Djodoius Siculus).

tOELOSYRlA, in the larger sense of the word,

was tbe name of the whole country lying southwarii

of Seleucia, and extending as far as Egypt and Arabia;

but this word is principally applied to the valley lying

between Libanus and Antilibanus. This word occurs

only in the apocryphal writings of the Old Testa*

ment.

COELUS (Heaven), in Pagan mythology, the son

of ^ther and Dies, or Air and Day. According to

Hesiod, he married Terra or the Earth, on wlioni he

begat Aurea or tlie Mountains, the Ocean, &c. But
having at length imprisoned tbe Cyclops, who were

also.
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Cceltti also lu8 childreOy his wife, being offended^ Incited her

n son Saturn to rerenge the injury done to his brothers ;

assistance, he bound and castrated Coelns,

^ when the blood that flowed from the wound produced

the three furies, the giants, ^and the wood-nymphs ^

and the genital parts being thrown into the sea, im-

precated the waters and formed the goddess Venus.

This deity was called by the Greeks Uranus*

COEMETERY. See Cemetery.
. COEMPTIONALES, among the Romans, an ap-

pellation given to old slaves, which were sold in a lot

W^'th others, because they could not be sold alone.

COENOBITE, a religions who lives in a convent,

or in community, under a certain role j in opposition

to anchoret or hermit, who lives in solitude. The
word comes from the Greek mimt, communis ; and /Smt,

vitOy life.** Cassian makes this difference between a

convent and a monastery^ that the latter may be applied

to the residence ef a single religious or recluse, whereas

the convent implies coenobites^ or numbers of religions

living in common. Fleury speaks of three kinds of

monks in Egypt ; anchorets
^ who live im solitude y

coenobites^ who continue to live in community \ and
rahaites^ who are a kind of monks-errant, that stroll

from place to placb. He refers the institution of coe-

nobites to the times of the apostles, and makes it a kind

of imitation of the ordinary lives o( the faithful at Je-

rusalem. Though St Pachomius is ordinarily owned
the institutor of the coenobite life, as being the first who
gave a rule to any community.
COENOBIUM, the state of living in a

society or community, where all things are common.
Pythagoras is thought to be the author or first insti-

tutor of this kind of life $ bis disciples, though some
hundreds in number, being obliged to give up all their

private estates, in order to be annexed to the joint

stock of the whole. The Essenians among the Jews,

and Platonists, are said to have lived in the same man-
ner. Many of the Christians also have thought this

the most perfect kind of society, as being that in which

Christ and his apostles chose to live.

COESFELDT, a town of Germany, in Westphalia,

and in the territories of the bishop of Munster, where
he often resides. It Is near tlie river Bnrkel. £• Long.
64. 2. N. Lat. a. 58.

COEVORDEN, one of the strongest towns in the

United Provinces, in Overyssel, fortified by the fa-

mous Cohorn. It was taken by the bishop of Munster,

1673 i Hutch retook it the same year. It is

surrounded by a morass. £. Long. 6. 41. N. Lat.

52. 40.

COFFEA, the Coffee-tree. See Botany Inden*

The flowers, which are produced in clusters at the root

of the leaves, are of a pore white, and have a very

grateful odour. The fruit, which is the only useful

part, resembles a cherry. When it comes to be of

a deep red, it is gathered for the mill, in order to be

manufactured into those coffee-beans now so gdnerally

known. The mill is composed of two wooden rollers

furnished with iron plates 18 inches long, and 10 or

1 2 in diameter. These moveable rollers are made to

approach a third which is fixed, and which they call

the chops* Above the rollers is a hopper, in which
they put the coffee, from whence it falls between tbe^

rollers and the chops, where it is stripped of its first

skin, and divided into two parts, as may be seen by the CoAts.
form of it after it has undergone this operation \

%

flat on the one side and round on the other. From this

machine it falls into a brass sieve, where the skin drops

between the wires, while the fruit slides over them into

baskets placed ready to receive it : it is then thrown
into a vessel full of water, where it soaks for one nighty

and is afterwards thoroughly washed. When the

whole is finished, and well dried, it is put into an-

other machine called the peeUng-miU* This is a wood-
en grinder, turned vertically upon its treadle by a
mule or horse. In passing over the coffee it takes off

the parchment, which is nothing bnt a thin skin that

detaches itself from the berry in proportion as it grows
dry. The parchment being reroov^ it is taken out

of this mill to be pot into another, which is called the

winnowing-miU* This machine is provided with fbor

pieces of tin fixed upon an axle, which is turned by a
slave with coosiderable force; and the wind that ia

made by the motion of these plates clears the coffee

of all the pellicles that are mixed with it. It is after*

wards put upon a table, where the broken berries^

and any filth that may remain among them, are sepa^

rated by negroes, after which the coffee is fit Cor

sale.

The coffee-tree is cultivated in Arabia, Persia, the

£ast Indies, the isle of Bourbon, and several parts of

America. It is also raised in botanic gardens in seve-

ral parts of £urope. Prince £ngene’s garden at Vi-
enna produced more ooflise than was sufficient for Us
own consumption. It delights particularly in hills and
mountains, where its root is almost always dry, and
its bead frequently watered with gentle showers. It

prefers a western aspect^ and plou^ed ground with*

out any appearance of grass. The plants should be

placed at eight feet distance firom each other, and in

holes twelve or fifteen inches deep. If left to them-
selves, they would rise to tho hei|^t of 16 or 18 feet,

as already observed ; but they are generally stinted

to five, for the convenient of gathering their fruit

with the greater ease, ^us dwarft, they extend

their branches so, that they cover the whole spot round
about them. They begin to yield fruit the third year,

hot are not in full hwing till the fifth. With the

same infirmities that most other trees are subject to,

these are likewise in danger of being destroyed by a
worm or by the scorching mvs of the sun. The mils

where the coffee-trees are foond have generally a
gravelly or chalky bottom. In the last, it languishes

for some time and then dies ; in the ffirroer, ks room,

which seldom fail of striking between stones, obtain

nourishment, and keep the tree alive and fniitfid for

30 years. This is nearly the period for plants of the

GofiM-tree. The proprietor, at the end of this period,

not only finds himself witbont trees, bnt has bis land

reduced that it is not fit for any kind of cultuie ; and
unless be is so situated, that be can break np a spot of

virgin land, to make himself amends for that which is

totally exhausted by the coffee-trees, bis loss is irrepa-

rable.

The coffee produced in Arabia is found so greatly

to excel that raised in the American plantations or

elsewhere, that the cultivation of the tree is now hot

seldom practised in any of the British colonies. Large
plantations of this kind were formerly made in some

of
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Cc4)re«, that it moderates alimentarf fenseiitatidDy and is

Coffer, powerfully sedative. Its action on tbe nervous system

probably depends on tbe oil it contains $ which re-

t:eives its flavour, and is rendered mildly empyreu-

niatic, by tbe process of roastirig. Neumann obtained

by distillation from one pound of coflee, flve ounces

five drachms and a half of water, six ounces and half

a drachm of thick fetid oil, and four ounces and two

drachms of a caput mortuuni. And it is well known,

that rye, torrefied with a few almonds, which furnish

the necessary proportion of oil, is now frequently em* .

ployed at a substitute for these berries.

‘‘ The medicinal qualities of coffee seem to be de-

rived from the grateful sensation which it produces in

the stomach, and from the sedative powers it exerts on

tbe vis vita. Hence it assists digestion, and re-

lieves the beadach *, and is taken in large quantities,

with peculiar propriety by the Turks and Arabians, be-

cause it counteracts tbe narcotic effects of opium, to

the use of which those nations are much addicted.
** In delicate habits, it often occasions watchfulness,

tremors, and many of those complaints which are de-

nominated nervous. It has been even suspected of

producing palsies ; and from my own observation, I

should appreliend, not entirely without foundation.

Slare affirms, that he became paralytic by the too li-

beral nse of coffee, and that this disorder was removed

by abstinence from that liqnor.
** The following curious and important observa-

tion is extracted from a letter with which I was ho-

noured by Sir John Pringle, in April 1773: * On
reading your section concerning coffee, one quality

occurred to me which I bad observed of that liquor,

confirming what you have said of its sedative virtues.

It is the best abater of tbe paroxysms of tbe periodic

asthma that I have seen. The coffee ought to be of tbe

best Mocco, newly burnt, and made very strong imme-

diately after grinding it. 1 have commonly ordered

an ounce for one dish i which is to be repeated fresh

after tbe interval of a quarter or half an hour
j
and

which I direct to be taken without milk or sugar. The
medicine in general is mentioned by Musgrave, in bis

treatise Ds arthi'itide anomola ,* but I first beard of it

from a physician in ibis place, who having once practis-

ed in Litchfield, had been informed by tbe old people

of that place, that Sir John Fioyer, during the latter

years of his life, kept free from, or at least lived easy

under, bis asthma, from tbe use of very strong coffee.

This discovery, it seems, he made after tbe publica-

tion of bis book upon that disease. Since the receipt of

that letter, I have frequently directed coffee in the

asthma with great Kiiccess.^*

COFFER, in Architecture^ a square depressure or

sinking in each interval between tbe modillions of the

Corinthian cornice ^ ordinarily filled up with a rose ;

sometimes with a pomegranate, or other enrichment.

coffer always in the moat, taking op its whole breadth^ Coibr
which the capouiere does not. it differs from the I

traverse and gallery, iu that these latter are made by
tbe besiegers, and the coffer by the besieged. Tlie

besieged generally make use of coffers to repulse the

besiegers when they endeavour to pass tbe ditch. To
save themselves from the fire of these coffers, the be-

siegers throw up the earth on that side towards the

coffer.

COFFERER of the Kiyd*8 Housesold^ a princi-

pal officer in the court, next under the comptroller.

He was likewise a white-staff officer, and always a
member of the privy council. He had a special charge

and oversight of the other officers of the household.

He paid the wages of the king^s servants below stairs,

and for provisions as directed by tbe board of green

cloth. This office is now suppressed, and the business

of it is transacted by the lord steward, and paymaster

of the household. He had lool. a-year wages, and
400I. a year board wages.

COFFIN, tbe chest in which dead bodies are put

Into the ground.

The sepulchral honours paid to the manes of de-

parted friends in ancient times, demand attention,

and are extremely curious. Their being put into a
coJin has been particularly considered as a mark of

the highest distinction. With us the poorest people

have their coffins. If the relations cannot afford them,

the parish is at tbe expence. On tbe contrary, in

tbe east they are not at alt made use of in our trmes

;

Turks and Christians, as Tbevenot assures ns, agree

in this. The ancient Jews seem to have buried Uieir

dead in the same manner : neither was the body of

our Lord, it shoold seem, put into a coffin \ nor that

of Elisha, a Kings xiii. ai. whose bones were touched

by tbe corpse that was let down a little efter into bis

sepulchre. However, that they were anciently made
nse of in Egypt, all agree \ and antique coffins ofstone

and sycamoi'e wood^ are still to be seen in that country \

not to mention those said to be made of a kind of

pasteboard ; formed by folding or glueing cloth to-

gether a great many times, curiously plastered, and

then painted with hieroglyphics. Its being an ancient

Egyptian custom, and not practised in tbe neighbouring

countries, were, doubtless, the cause that tbe sacred

historian expressly observes of Joseph, that be was not

only embalmed, but put into a coffin too *
} both being « -

managements ptculiar to the Egyptians. «5,

Bishop Patrick, in his commentary on this passage,

takes notice of these Egyptian comns of sycamore

wood and of pasteboard; but he doth not mentioa

the contrary usage in the neighbouring countries,

which was requisite, one might suppose, in order fully

to illustrate the place ; but even this perhaps would

not have conveyed the whole idea of the sacred au-

thor. Maillet apprehends that all were not inclosed

Coffer, in Fortijlcation^ denotes a hollow lodge- in coffins who were laid in tbe Egyptian repositoiies

ment, athwart a dry moat, from 6 to 7 feet deep, of the dead ; but that it was an honour appropriated

and from 16 to 18 broad; tbe upper part made of to persons of figure: for after having given an uc-

pieces of limber raised two feet above the level of count of several niches found in those chambers of

tbe moat, which little elevation has hurdles laden death, he adds f, But it must not be imagined that

with earth for its covering, and serves as a parapet tbe bodies deposited in these gloomy apartments were

with embrasures : the coffer is nearly tbe same with all Inclosed in chests^ and placed in niches. The

f JLct. fife

p. 1^.

the caponiere, excepting that this last is sometimes greatest part were simply embalmed and swathed af-

naade beyond the counterscarp on tbe glacis, and tbe ter that manner which every one bath some notion

ofi
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Coheiien. that Uie<e priimtive particles being foUd, are ineom* to a small

parably harder than any porous bodies composed of

tbeDi4 aren so ver^ hard as never to wear or break

in pieces ^ no ordinary power being able to divide

what God himself made one at the first creation. While
the particles continue entire, they may compose bodies

of one and the same nature and texture in all ages

}

but should they wear away, or break in pieces, the

nature of all things depending on them would be chan-

ged. Water and earth composed of old worn particles

and fragments of particles, would not now be of the

same texture with water and earth composed of en-

tire particles in the beginning. And therefore, that

nature may be lasting, the changes of corporeal things

are to be placed in the various separations and new
associations and motions of these permanent particles }

compound bodies being apt to break, not in the midst

of sdid particles, hut where these particles are laid to-

gether, and touch in a few points.^’ It seems farther,

That these particles have not only a vis inertia^ ac-

companied with such passive laws of motion as natural-

ly result from that force \ but also that they are moved
by certain active principles, suck as that of gravity,

and that which causeth fermentation and the cohesion

of bodies. These principles are to be considered not

as occult qualities, supposed to result from the specific

•forms of things, hut as general laws of nature by which
the things themselves are formed

^
their truth appear-

ing to us by pheoomeua, though their cause is not yet

discovered.'’

The general law of nature, by which all the diflTer-

tUe general bodies io the universe are composed, according

turL^
***" ^ Isaac Newton, is that of attraction : i. e. Eve-

ry particle of matter has an attractive force, or a

tendency to every other particle \ which power is

strongest in the point of contact, and. suddenly de-

creases, insomuch that it acts no more at tlie least sen-

sible distance \ and at a greater distance is converted

into a repellent force, whereby the parts fly from
each other. On this principle of attraction may we
account for the cohesion of bodies, otherwise inexpli-

cable*

The smallest particles may cohere by the strong-

est attractions, and compose bigger particles of weaker
*rtuc

•f
and many of these may cohere, and compose

bigger particles, whose virtue is still less : and so on
for divers successions, until the progression end in the

biggest particle^ on which the operations in chemistry,

and the colours of natural bodies, depend ^ and which,

5
by cohering, compose bodies of a sensible magnitude.

Dhtmetion If the body is compact, and bends or yields inward to

pressure without any sliding of its parts, it is bard and
elastic, returning to its figure with a force arising

from the mutual attraction of its parts. If the parts

slide from one another, the body is malleable or soft*

If they slip easily, and are of a fit size to be agita-

ted by beat, and the heat is great enough to keep
them in agitation, the body is fluid : and if it be apt

to stick to things, it is humid ^ and the drops of every

fluid affect a round figure by the mutual attractions of

their parts, as the globe of the earth and sea affects a
ronud figure from the mutual attraction and gravity of

its parts.

Since metals dissolved in acids attract but a small

quantity of the acid, their attractive force reaches bnt

3
Attraction

Tonnatioit

C O H
distance* Now, as hi algebra, where af« Cohesion,

firmative quantities cease, there negative ones begin y >

so in mechanics, where attraction ceases, there a re- ^
puUive virtue must succeed. That there really is such Esifteucc

a virtue seems to follow from the reflections and in-ofrepalam

flections of the rays of light j the rays being repelled

by bodies in both these cases without the immediate
contact of the reflecting and inflecting body. The same
thing seems also to follow from the emissioo of light j

a ray, as soon as shaken off from a body by the vibra-

ting motion of the parts of the body, and got* beyond
the reach of attraction, being driven away with ex-

ceeding great velocity ; for that force which is suffi-

cient to turn it back in reflection may be sufficient to

emit it. From the same repelling power it seems to

be that flies walk upon the water without wetting their

feet ; that the object-glasses of long telescopes lie op-

on one another without touching j and that dry pow-
ders are difficultly made to touch one another so as to

stick together, without nielting them or wetting them
with water, which, by exhaling, may bring them to-

gether.

^ The particles of all hard homogeneous bodies

which too^ one another, cohere with a great force ^

to account for which, some philosophers have recourse

to a kind of hooked atoms, which in effect is nothing

else but to beg tlie question. Others imagine, that

tlie particles of bodies are connected by rest, i. e. in

effect by nothing at all ^ and others, by conspiring mo-
tions, i. e. by a relative rest among themselves. For
mjself, it rather appears to me, that the particles of

bodies cohere by an attractive force, whereby they tend

mutually to each other."
y

From this account of the formation and constitution Ko oon-

of bodies, we can conclude nothing, except * that they cliiUni to

are composed of an Infinite nnml^r of little particles,

kept together by a force or power ^ but of what na-
^ecoout.

ture that power is, whether material or immaterial,

we must remain ignorant till farther experiments are

made. Some of the Newtonian philosophers, how-
ever, have positively determined these powers to be

immaterial. In consequence of this supposition, they

have so refined upon attractions and repulsions, that

their systems seem not far from downright scepticism,

or denying the existence of matter altogether. A
system of this kind we find adopted by Dr Priestley qf

from Messrs Boscovich and Michell, in order to solve

some difficulties concerning the Newtonian doctrine of**
^

light- " The easiest method (says he) of solving all Mr Ml-
diffioulties^ is to adopt the hypothesis of Mr Boscovich, cbeirs hy-

wbo supposes that matter is not impenetrable, as has
5®*^**?k**

been i^rbaps nniversally taken for granted; ^hat^p^^][^
it consists of physical ^ints only, endued with powers

of attraction and repulsion in the same manner as solid

matter is generally supposed to be
:
provided, there-

fore, tliat any body moves with a sufficient degree of

velocity, or has a sufficient momentum to overcome
any powers of repulsion that it may meet with, it will

find no difficulty in making its way through any body
whatever ; for nothing else will penetrate one another

but powers, such as we know do in fact exist in the

same place, and oounterbalanee or overrule one ano^

tber* The most obvious difficulty, and indeed almost

the only one that attends this hypothesis, as it sopposea

the mutual penetrability of matter, arises frem the

idea
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Cd1ie»i'on ing ascerUSned, whether the particles of the electric

,
N fluid do really repel one another, and attract all other

Ceiinbra. matter, or not. See the article Cohesion in

* the SOPPLEMEKT.
COHOBATION, in Chemistry^ an operation hy

which the same liquor is frequently distilled from the

same body, either with an intention to dissolve this

body, or to produce some change upon it. Tliis is one

of those operations which the ancient chemists prac-

tised with great patience and zeal, but which is now
neglected. To make the operation easier, and to pre-

vent the trouble of frequently changing the vessels, a
particular kind of alembic, called ^ pelican^ was in-

vented. This vessel was made in the form of a cucur-

bit with an alembic head, but had two spouts commu-
nicating with the body. As the vapour rose up into

the head, it was gradually condensed, and ran down
the spouts into the body of the pelican, from whence it

was again distilled
\
and so on.

COHORN (N.) the greatest engineer Holland has

produced. Among his other works, which are esteem-

ed masterpieces of skill, he fortified Bergen-op-zoom

;

which, to the surprise of all Europe, was taken by the

French in 1747 \ but that, it is Mieved, was the ef^

feet of treachery. He wrote a treatise on fortification,

and died in 1704.
COHORT, in Roman antiquity, the name of part

ef the Roman legion, comprehending about 600 men.
There were ten cohorts in a legion, the first of which
exceeded all the rest both in dignity and number of

men. When the army was ranged in order of battle,

the first cohort took op the right of the first line \

the rest followed in their natural order} so that the

third was in the centre of the first line of the legion,

and the fifth on the left } the second between the first

and third } and the fourth between the third and fifth

:

the five remaining cohorts formed a second line in their

natural order.

COIF, the badge of a sergeant of law, who is call-

ed sergeant of the coif, from the lawn coif they

wear under their caps when they are created ser-

geants.

The chief use of the coif was to cover the clerical

tonsure. See Tonsure.
COILING, on shipboard, implies a sort of serpen-

tine winding of a cable or other rope, that it may oc-

cupy a small space in the ship. Each of the wind-
ings of this sort is called aJake ; and one range of

fakes upon the same line is called a tier. There are

generally from five to seven fakes in a tier } and three

or four tiers in the whole length of the cable. This,

however, depends on the extent of the fakes« The
smaller ropes employed about the sails are ceiled npon
cleats at sea, to prevent their being entangled amongst
one another in traversing, contracting, or extending the

sails.

COILON, in the ancient Grecian theatres, the

same with the cavea of the Romans.
COIMBRA, a handsome, large, and celebrated

town of Portugal, capital of the province of Beira,

with a bishop*8 see, and a famous university. The
eathedral and the fountains are very magnificent. It

Im seated in a very pleasant country, abounding in vine-

yards, olive-trees, and ftvits. It stands,oa a moontain.

bribe side of the river Mondego. W. Long. 8. 17. Coiaibiw,

N. Lat. 40. 12. Coia.

COIN, a piece of metal converted into money by the
* '"'v

impression of certain marks or figures thereon.

Coin diflers from Money as the species from the

genus. Money is any matter, whether metal, wood,

leather, glass, horn, paper, fruits, shells, or kernels,

which have currency as a medium in Commerce.
Coin is a particular species, always made of metal, and
struck according to a certain process called Coining.

The precise epocha of the invention of money is too

ancient for our annals
}
and, if we might argue from

the necessity and obviousness of the thing, roust be

nearly coeval with the world.

Whether coins be of equal antiquity, may admit of

some doubt } especially as most of the ancient writers

are so frequent and express in their mention of leathern-

moneys, paper-moneys, wooden-moneys, &c. Some,
however, notwithstanding this, are of opinion, that

the first moneys were of metal r the reasons they give,

are the firmness, neatness, cleanness, durableness, and
universality of metals ; which, however, do rather con-

clude they ought to have been so, than that they actu-

ally were so.

In eflFect, the very commodities themselves were
the first moneys, i. e. were enrrent for one another

by way of excliange } and it was the difficulty of enU
ting or dividing certain commodities, and the impos-

sibility of doing it without great loss, that first pnt men
on the expedient of a general medium. Ste Ex»
change.

Indeed, thus much may be said in behalf of coins,

that, on this view, it was natural fer men to have their

first recourse to metals, as being almost the only things

whose goodness, and as it were integrity, is not dimi-

nished by partition } besides the advantages above ex-

pressed, and the conveniences of melting and returning

them into a mass of any size or weight.

It was probably, then, this property of metals which
first accustomed people, wbn traded together, to ac-

count them in lieu of quantities of other merchandises

in their exchanges, and at length to substitute them
wholly in their stead ; aud thus arose money ; as il waa
their other property to preserve any mark or impressiou

a long time, which confirmed them in the right
} and

thus was the first rise of coins.

In the first ages, each person cut bis metal into

pieces of diflerent sizes and forms, according to tlie

quantity to he given for any merchandise, or accord-

ing to the demand of the seller, or the quantity stipu-

lated between them. To this end they went to mar-
ket loaded with metal in proportion to the purchase
to be made, and furoisbed with instruments for por-^

tioning it, and scales fmr dealing it out, according an
occasion required. By degrees, it was found more
commodious tc have pieces ready weighed } and As

there were difereot weights required according to the

value of the different wares, all those of thesame weighs
began to be distinguished with the same mark or figure

:

thus were coins carried one stej^ further.. At length*

the growing commerce of money beginning to be di-

sturbed widi frauds, both in the weights a^ the mat-
ter, the public authority interposed} and hence the-

first stamps or impressions of money } tawhkheucceed-
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Ctin. ed the names of the mooeyers ; and at length the effigy

-y—

7

of the prince^ the date, legend, and other precautions

to preTent the alterations of the species } and thus were
coins completed.

Modern Co/ats. In England the current species of

f
old are the guinea, half*guinea, seven-shillings piece,

acobus, lanreat, angel, and rose noble ; the four last

of which are now seldom to be met with ; having been

most of them converted into guineas, chiefly during the

reign of Charles XL and James II. The silver coins

are the crown, half-crown, shilling, and sixpence. Cop-
per coins are the farthing, half-penny, penny and two-

penny pieces.

In Scotland, by the articles of the Union, it is ap-

potnted that all the coins be reduced to the English,

and the same accounts observed throughout. Till then

die Scots had tbeir pounds, shillings, and pence, as in

England ; but their pound was but 20 pence English,

and the others in proportion : accordingly, their roerk

was 1
^4

*. Scots, current in England at i3Yd. ; their

noble in proportion. Besides these they had their tur-

norer peiioe and half-pence j their penny xt of that of

England : besides base money of achisons, babees, and
pla^s. The bodle 3 of the penny, j of the acbison, y
of the babee, and i of the plack.

In Ireland, the coins are as in England, viz. shil-

lings, pence, &c. with this difference, that tbeir shil-

ling is but equal to sterling: whence their

pound is only i8s. 5yd.

£ttt, for a view of all the coins presently cnrrent

in the fear quarters of the globe, with their values

and proportions, see the table subjoined to the article

Movet.
• In many places shells are current for coins ^ particu*

larly a small white kind dog out of the ground in the

hfaldives, and some parts of America, called in the In-

dies cowries or coru, on the coast of Africa bonges^ and
in America porcelaines; of which it takes a vast num-
ber to be equivalent in value to a penny. Of zimbis,

another kind of shell current, paiticulariy in the king-

doms of Angola and Congo, two thousand make what
the negroes call a macoute^ which is no real money \

for of this there is none in this part of Africa, but a
manner of reekouiog : thus, two Flemish knives they

esteem a maooute \ a copper bason two pounds weight,

and X 2 inches diameter, they reckon three macontes ^
a fusee 10, &c.

In some places fruits are current for coins. Of these

there are three sorts used } two in America, particu-

lar among the Mexicans, which are the cacao and
maize

^ the other in the East Indies, vizi almonds
brought thither from Lar, and growing in the desarts of

Arabia. Of cacao 15 are esteemed equivalent to a
Spanish rial, or seven pence sterling. Maize has

ceased to be a common money since the discovery of

America by the Europeans. Almonds are chiefly used

where the cowties are not current. As the year proves

more or less favourable to this fruit, the value of the

money is higher or lower. In a common year 40 al-

most are set against a pescha^ or halfpenny sterling j

which brings each almond to of a farthing.

Aneient Com are those chiefly which have been
current among the Jews, Greeks, and Romans,
aalnes nbd.pcoportioof are at follow;

c
JEWISH.

O I

sterl. /. r.

Gerab

10

20

I60000I

Becah

Shekel

i2od 120 50

I6000I3000I

Maneh
Mina hebraica

|6o|Talent
}

Solidus aureus, or sextula, worth
Siculus aureus, worth

A talent of gold, worth

0 0

0 0

0 0 2t

5 14 oi

34^ 3 9
0 12 Oi
I 16 6

5475 0 O-

GRECIAN.
iLepton o o

7

14

Cha

2

Icus - • - - 0 0 Ojy

Diclialcus - - 0 0 lyy.

28 4 2 Hemiobolum - 00 2tV

56 8 4 2 Obolns - - 0 I ly

112 16 _8 4 2 Diobolum • 0 2 2y

224 32 16 8 4 2 Tetrobolum 0 5 Oy

336 GO 24 12 j6 3 Drachma 073
662 96 48 ^4 12 3 2 Dtdraebroon 132.
1314 II 2 96 4?E 12 6 I4

^Tetrardstat. 2 7^0
1660 00 120 60 30 15 74 5 3*3

18 1

I IX 3v

ROMAN.

iTeruncius

^Semilibella

Libellal

As J

20\IQ\ 5i

l4Q|ao*iQ|

ISestertibs

Qainarins

Victoriatus

^Denariua

1

sterl* Sm. d. frs..

- ' 0 0

- a 0

- 0. 0 3^
- 0 X 3i

- - 0 3

Q 7 3
Httt*

C.*oiii.

Sterl. a. d» qrs»

Note

:

Of these the drachma, didracbma, &c* were
of silver, the rest for the most part of brass. Tbe
other parts, as tridrachm, tribolus, &c. were sometimes

coined.

Note also : The drachma is here, with the genera-

lity of authors, supposed equal to the deoarios j though
there is reason to believe that the drachma was some*,

wbat tbe weightier* See Drachma and Denarius.

sterl. 4 a. d.

The Grecian gold coin was the stater

aureus, weighing two Attic drachms, or

half of the stater argenteui, and exchang-

ing usually for 25 Attic dtachms of sifter

in our money.

According to our proportion of gold to

silver - •

There were likewise tbe stater Cyzice-

nus, exchanging for 28 Attic drachms, orJ
Stater Philippicus, and stater Alexan-

drinos, of the same value.

Stater Daricus, according to Jotepbus, 7
worth 50 Attic drachms, or • 3

Stater Croesius, of the same value.

Vo 16 li

o 9
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Coin,

C'chiagf.

Note. Of these the denarius, victoriatos, sestertius,

and sometimes the as, were of stiver, the rest of brass.

See As, &c.
There were sometimes also coined of brass the triens,

sextans, uncia, sextula, and dopondlus.

The Homan gold coin was the aureus,

which weighed generally double the dena-

rius ; the value of which, according to the

first proportion of coinage, mentioned by

Pliny, was
According to the proportion that ob-^

tains now amongst us, worth 3
According to the decuple proportion,

mentioned by Livy and Julius Polli^x,

worth

According to the proportion mention-

ed by Tacitus, and which afterwards

tained, whereby the aureus exchanged

25 denarii, its value.

•}
ion-")

ob-/

Iforf

$. d.

4 3i

o 9

12 11

16 li

Coin, in Architecture^ a kind of dye cut diagonal-

ly, after the manner of a flight of a staircase, serving

at bottom to support columns in a level, and at top to

correct the inclination of an entablature supporting a
vault.

CoiK is also used for a sol Id angle composed of two
surfaces inclined towards each other, whether that

angle be exterior, as the coin of a wall, a tree, &c. or

interior, as the coin of a chamber or chimney. See
Quoin.
COINAGE, or Coining, the art of making money,

as performed either by the hammer or mill.

‘ Formerly the fabric of coins was diflerent (n>m
what it is at present. They cut a large plate of metal

into several Iktle squares, the corners of which were
cut oflF with scissars. After having shaped these pieces,

so as to render them perfectly conformable, in point of

weight, to the standard piece, they took each piece

in band again, to make It exactly round by ^ gentle

hammering. This was called a planchet^ and was fit

for Immediate colutng. Then engravers prepared, aa
they still do^ a couple of steel masses In form of dyes,

cut and terminated by a flat surface, rounded o(F at the

edges. They engraved or stamped on it the hollow of

a bead, a cross,, a scutcheon, or any other figure, ac-

uording to the custom of tbe times,, within a short le-

gend. As one of these dyes was to remain dormant,
and the other moveable, the former ended in a square
prism, that it might be introduced into the square bole

of the block, which, being fixed very fast, kept the

dye as steady as any vice could have done. The plan-

chet of metal was horizontally laid upon this Inferior

mass, to receive tbe stamp of it on one side, and that

of the upper dye, wherewith it was covered, on the

other. This movable dye, having its round engraved
surface resting upon the plauchet, had at Its opposite

extremity a flat, square, and larger surface, upon which
they gave several heavy blows, with a hammer of an
enormous size, till tbe double stamp was sufliclently,

in relievo, impressed on each side of tbe plancliet.

This being finished, was immediately succeeded by an-

othei:, and they thus became a standard coin, wbieb
bad the degree of fineness of the weight and mark de-.

termlned by tbe judgment of tbe inepectors, to make It

g>ood current money ) tbe strong tempering which

was and is still given to tbe two dyes, rendering tbete Cofange.
capable of bearing those repeated blows. Coining has ^

been considerably improved and rendered expeditious,

by several ingenious machines, and by a wise applica-

tion of the surest physical experiments to tbe methods

of fining, dyeing, and stamping tbe diflerent metals.

Tbe three finest iustrumeDts the miut-Ban uses, are

tbe laminating engine ) the machine for making tbe

impressions on tbe edges of coins; and tbe mill.

After they have taken the laminae, or fdates of me-
tal, out of the mould into which they aie cast, they do
not beat Uiem ou tbe anvil, as was formerly done,

but make them pass and repass between tbe se-

veral rollers of the laminating ebgiue, which being
gradually brought closer and closer, to each other, pre-

sently give tbe lamina its uniform and exact thickness.

Instead of dividing tbe lamina into small squares, they

at once cut clean out of it as many plancbets as it can
contain, by means of a sharp steel trepan, of a rons-i

dish figure, hollow within, and of a proportionable

diameter, to shape and cut off tbe piece at one and the

same time. After those plancbets have been prepared

and weighed with standard pieces, filed or seraph to

get off tbe superfluous part of tbe aietal, and tben

boiled and made clean, they arrive, at last, at the ma-
chine (fig. X.), which marks them opon tbe edge ;

*

and finally, the mill (fig. 2), which, squeezing each plate CL.
of them singly between tbe two dyes, brongbt ncei
each other with one blow, forces tbe two surfaces or

fields of tbe piece to fill exactly all tbe vacancies of the

two figures engraved hollow. The engine which serves

to laminate lead, gives a suflicient notion of that which
serves to flatten gold and silver laminie betweea rolkcs

of a lesser size.

The principal pieces of tbe machine (fig. x.), to Fig. i*]

stamp coins on the edge, are two steel Immoue, about a
line thick. One half of the legend, or of the ring, is

engraved on the thickness of one of tbe laminse, and
the other half on the tbsekaess of tbe other ; and these

two laminae are straight, akbougfa tbe plaacbet mark*
ed with them be circular.

When they stamp a phmebet, they first pat it be-

tween the laminae in such a manner, as that these be-

ing each of them laid: flat upon a copperplate, which

is fasteiwd opoa a very thick woodea IsMe, mad the

phuicbet being likewise laid flat upon tbe same plate,

the edge of tbe plancbet may touch tbe two buniom on
each side, and in their thick part

One of these laminas is immoveable^ mad fastened

with s^eral screws ; tbe other slides by means of a
dented wheel, which takes into tbe teeth that are on
tbe surface of tbe lamina. Tins sliding lamina makse
tbe planchet turn in such a manner, that it remams
tamped on the edge, when it baa made one turn. On-
ly crown and half-crown pieces can bear the impresaion

of letters oa the thickness of their edges.

Tbe coining engine or mill is to &ted for dispatch,

(fig. 2.), that a single man auiy stamp 20,000 p)«ioh-fig.

ets in one day ; gold, silver, and copper plancbets, are

all of them coined with a milt, to which the ooining

squares (fig. 3.) commonly oalled dyee are fMteood;
that of the face under, in a square box fiiniisbed with

male and female screws, to fix aad keep it steady ; and
the other above, in a little hex, garnished with the

same screws, to fasten the coining square. The plan-

chet
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•Coke Sir Thomas Overboiy in the Tower in 1612. His

Q contest not long after with the lord chancellor Egerton,
with some other cases, hastened the ruin of his into-

^ rest at court; so that he was sequestrated from the

council-table and the office of lord chief justice. In
1621, he vigorously maintained in the house of com-
mons, that no proclamation is of any force against the

parliament. The same year, being looked upon as

one of the great incendiaries in the bouse of commons,
he was removed from the council of state with dis-

grace ; the king saying, ** that he was the fittest in-

strument for a tyrant that ever was in England be
was also committed to the Tower, and bis papers were
seized. Upon the calling of a new parliament in

1625, the court-party, to prevent bis being elected a
member, got him appointed sheriff of Buckingham-
sliire; to avoid the office, if possible, he drew up ex-

ceptions against the oath of a sheriff, but was obliged

to undertake the office. In 1628 he spoke vigorously

upon grievances, and made a speech, in which he af-

firmed, that the duke of Buckingham was the cause

of all our miseries.’* While he lay upon bis death-

bed, bis papers and last will were seized by an order

of council. He died in 1634, and published many
works ; the most remarkable are bis Institutes of the

Laws of England ; the first part of which is only a
translation and comment of Sir Thomas Littleton, one
of the chief justices of the common pleas in the reign

of Edward IV.

COKENHAUSEN, a strong town of Livonia in

Russia, on the river Dwina. £. Long. 25. 50. N. Lat.

j6. 30.

COL, one of the western islands of Scotland, is an-
nexed to the county of Argyle. It is 13 miles long,

and 9 broad. It abounds in corn, pasture, salmon,

eels, and cod. The inhabitants are chiefly employed
la the fisheries. W. Long* 7. 15. N. Lat. 57.
COLAPIS, CoLOFS, in Ancient Geography^ a river

of Liburnia, which after a winding north-east coarse,

falls into the Savus at the Insula Segestica. Now the

Culpe^ the boundary of the Alps, running through Cro-
atia Into the Save. Colapiani, the people living on it

(Pliny).

COLARBASIANS, or Colorbasiavs, a set of
Christians in the second century ; so called from their

leader Colarbasus, a disciple of Valentinus ; who, with
Marcus, another disciple of the same master, maintain-

ed the whole plenitude and perfection of truth and re-

ligion to be contained in the Greek alphabet; and that

it was upon this account that Jesus Christ was called

the alpha and omega. This sect was a branch of the

Valentinlans. See also Marcosians.
COLBERG, a strong, handsome sea-port town of

Germany, in Pomerania, belonging to the king of Prus-
sia, with 3000 or 4000 inhabitants. It is remarkable
for Its salt works ; and is seated at the mouth of the
river Persant, on the Baltic sea, 60 miles north-east of
Stetin, -and 30 north-east of Camin. It was taken by
the Russians in I76r, but restored at the subsequent
peace. E. Long. 15. 39. N.‘ Lat. 54. 22.

COLBERT, John Baptist, Marquis of Segnelai,

one of the greate.<»t statesmen that France ever had,
was born at Paris in 1619; and descended from a fa-

mily that lived at Rbeims in Champagne, no way
considerable for its splendour and antiquity. His

3

grandfather is said to have been a wine merchant, and Colbert,

bis father at first followed the same occupation ; but

afterwards became clerk to a notary. In 1648, his

relation John Baptist Colbert, lord of S. Pouange, pre-

ferred him to the service of Michael le Tellier, secre-

tary of state, whose sister he had married ; and here be

discovered such diligence, and exactness in executing

all the commissions that were entrusted to his care, that

be quickly grew distinguished. One day bis master

sent him to Cardinal Mazarine, who was then at Se-

dan, with a letter written by the queen-mother ; and

ordered him to bring it back, after that minister bad

seen it. Colbert carried the letter, and would not re-

turn without it, though the cardinal treated him rough-

ly, used several arts to deceive him, and obliged him

to wait for it several days. Some time after, the car-

dinal returning to court, and wanting one to write bis

agenda, or memoranda, desired Le Tellier to furnish

him with a fit person for that employment : and Col-

bert being presented to him, the cardinal had some re-

membrance of him, and desired to know where be bad

seen him. Colbert was afraid of putting him in mind

of Sedan, lest the remembrance of his importunacy, in

demanding the queen’s letter, should renew the cardi-

nal’s anger. But his eminency was so far from hating

him for his faithfulness to his late master, that be re-

ceived him on condition that be should serve him with

the like zeal and fidelity.

Colbert applied himself wholly to the advancement

of bis master’s interests, and gave him so many marks
of his diligence and skill, that afterwards he made him
his intendant. He accommodated himself so dexte-

rously to the inclinations of that minister, by retrench-

ing bis superfluous expences, that be was entrusted

with the management of that gainful trade of selling

benefices and governments. It was by Colbert’s coun-

sel, that the cardinal obliged the governors of frontier

places to maintain their garrisons with the contribu-

tions they exacted ; with which advice his eminency

was extremely pleased. He was sent to Rome to ne-

gotiate the reconciliation of Cardinal de Retz, for

which the pope had showed some concern ; and to per-

suade bis holiness to consent to the disincamerating of

Casto, according to the treaty concluded with bis pre-

decessor Urban VIII. Upon the whole Mazarine bad

so high an opinion of Colbert’s abilities, and withal

such a regard for bis faithful services, that at his death,

which happened in 1661, be earnestly recommended
him to Louis XIV. as the properest person to regulate

the finances, which at that time stood in much need

of reformation. Louis accepted the recommendation,

and made Colbert intendant of the finances. He ap-

plied himself to their regulation, and succeeded,

though it procured him many enemies, and some af-

fronts. France is also obliged to this minister for esta-

blishing at that time her trade with the East and West
Indies : a great design, and from which she has reaped

innumerable advantages.

In 1664, be became superintendant of the build-

ings; and from that time applied himself so earnestly to

the enlarging and adorning of the royal edifices, that

they are at present so many masterpieces of architec-

ture ; witness the palace of the Thuilleries, the Lou-
vre, St Germain, Fountainbleau, and Cbambord. At
for Vemilles, it may be said that be raised it from the

ground.
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Coicketter count the arms of this town are a cross regalee between

II three ducal coronets, two in chief and one in base, the

,

Colchis, coronet in base passing through the cross. .

^ The walls of the town are still tolerably entire on the

south, east, and west sides, but much decayed on the

north side f they are generally about nine feet thick.

By a statute of Henry VIll. this town was made the

see of a suffragan bishop.

This town is the most noted in England for making
of baize ; it is also of special note for candying the

eringo roots, and fur oysters.

In tbe conclusion of the civil war 1648, this town

sustained a severe siege of 10 weeks \ and tbe besieged

making a very gallant defence, it was changed into a

blockade, wherein the garrison and inhabitants suffer-

ed the utmost extremity of hunger, being reduce^ ^
the necessity of eating horse-flesh, dogs, and cats, and

were at last, obliged to surrender at discretion, when
their two valiant chief officers, Sir Charles Lucas, and

Sir George Lisle, were shot nnder the castle walls in

cold blood. Colchester is a borough by prescription,

and under that right sends two members to parliament,

all their charters being silent on lhat head. The char-

ter was renewed in 1763. The town is now governed

by a mayor, recorder, 12 aldermen, 18 assistants, 18

common-council men. Quarter sessions are held here

four times in the year.

The famous abbey-gate of St John is still standing,

and allowed to be a surprising, curious, and b^^autiful

piece of Gothic architecture, great numbers of persons

coming frx)m distant places to see it. It was built, to-

gether with the abbey, in 1097 ; and Guido, steward

to King William Rufus, laid the first stone.

St Ann^s chapel, standing at the east end of the

town, is valuable in the esteem of antiquarians as a

building of great note in the earl^ days of Christianity,

and matle no small flgure in history many centuries

past. It is still pretty entire. St Botoph’s priory

was founded by Ernulphus, in tbe reign of Henry I.

in the year 11 10. It was demolished in the wars of

Charles l« by the parliament army under Sir Thomas
Fairfax. The ruins still exhibit a beautiful sketch of

ancient masonry, mucb admired by tlie lovers of anti-

goities. The castle is still pretty entire, and is a mag-
nifioent structure, in which great improvements have

of late been made. Here is an excellent and valuable

library.

The markets, which are on Wednesday and Satur-

day, are very well supplied witli all kinds of provisions.

The town contained 12,544 inhabitants in 18 Ji. Col-

chester is 51 miles from London, ami 22 ENE of

Chelmsford. It had 16 parish churclies, in and out of

tbe walls, only la of which are now used, the rest be-

ing damaged at tbe siege in 1648. E. Long. i. O.

N. Lat, 51. 55.
COLCHI (Arrian, Ptolemy), a town of the Hither

India, thuugbt to be Cochin^ on tbe coast of Malabar ^

DOW a factory and strong fort of the Dutch. E. Long.

75. o. N. Lat. 10. o.

COLCHlCUMt Meadow-sajt&ok. SeeBoTANT
Index,

COLCHIS, a country of Asia, at the south of

Asiatic Sarmatia, east of the Euxine sea, north of Ax*
menia, and west of Iberia. It is famous for tbe expe*.

dition of the Argonauts, and as the birth-place of Me*

COL
dea. It was fruitful in polsonoos herbs, and produced Mehii
excellent flax. Tbe inhabitants were originally Egyp- I

tians, who settled there when Sesostris king of Egypt .

extended his conquests in tbe north,
*

COLCOTHAl^ tbe substance remaining after tbo

distillation or calcination of martial vitriol or sulphate

of iron. See CuKMiSTRT Index,

COLD, in a relative sense, signifles tbe sensation

produced by tlie abstraction of beat from the body. >

The nature of cold, and the methods of producing

it artificially, have been treated of under the article

Chemistry, to which we refer the reader.

Great degrees of cold occur naturally in many parts

of the globe in the winter-time. In the winter of

1780, Mr Wilson of Glasgow observed, that a ther-

mometer laid on tbe snow sunk to 25* below but

this was only for a short time ; and in general our at-

mosphere does not admit of very great degrees of cold

for any length of time. In 1732, tbe tl^rmometer at

Petersburgb stood at 28° below o 5 and in 1737, when
the French academicians wintered at the north polar

circle, or near it, the thermometer sunk to 33^ below

o j and in the Asiatic and American continent, stiU

greater degrees of cold are very common.
The eflfects of these extreme degrees of cold are

vexy surprising. Trees are burst, rocks rent, and iv
vers and lakes frozen several ieet deep \ metallic sub-

stances blister the skin like red-hot iron: the air, when
drawn in by respiration, hurts tbe lungs, and excites a
cough : even the efleete of fire in a great meaauro
seem to cease \ and it is observed, that though metals

are kept for a considerable time before a strong fire^

they will still freeze water when thrown upon them.
W^o the French mathematicians wintered at Tornoo
in Lapland, the external air, when suddenly admitted
into their rooms, converted the moisture of tbe air

into whirls of snow \ their breasts seemed to be
rent when they breathed it, and tbe eaetact of U
was intolerable to their bodies \ and the aicobo4t
wbicb had not been highly rectified, hurst soeae of

their tbernaometers by the congelation of the nqoeoot
part.

Extreme cold very often proves fatal to aoinoaJs in

those countries where the winters are very severe y and
thus 700c Swedes perished at once in attempting to

pass the mountains which divide Norway from Sweden*
It is not necessary indeed, that tbe cold, an order te

prove fatal to the human life, sliould be so very intense

as has been just mentioned. There is onl^ requisite n
degree somewhat below 3 2^ of Fahrenheit, aecompa*
Died with snow or liail, from which ibolter cannot hn
obtained. The snow which falls upon the delhes, or

tbe uncovered parts of the body, then meks^ nnd
a continual evaporation carries off the animal beat to

such a degree, that a suflicient quautity is not left for

tbe support of life. In such cases, the person first feels

himself extremely chill and uneasy % be begioa to tnra

listless, unwilling te walk or use exereian te keep hina-

self warm ) and at last turns drowsy, sits down In m*'

fresh Iiimself with sleep, but wakes not mom* An in*

stance of ibis was seen net many years ago at Tcm
del Fuego, when Dr Sdsnder, with tome olhccs^ hw*

ving taken an eocenraion up the onnntry, the csld wan
so inteiise, that one of ihsir mmiher died. The Doc*
tsr himself, though he had warned hia. nompaninoe of

C *58 1
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CM Ae danger of sleeping in that situation, yet coold not

I be prevented from making that dangerous experiineot

Co!d-6nck Umself ; and though he was awakened with all possible
~ • " expedition, his body was so much shrunk in bulk, that

bis shoes fell off bis feet, and it was with the utmost

difficulty that he was recovered.

In those parts of the world where vast masses of ice

are produced, the accumulation of it, by absorbing the

heat of the atmosphere, occasions an absolute sterility

in the adjacent countries, as is particularly the case

with the island of Iceland, where the vast collections

of ice floating out from the northern ocean, and

stopped on that coast, are sometimes several years in

thawing. Indeed, where great quantities of ice are

eollected, it would seem to have a power like fire,

both augmenting its own cold and that of the adjacent

bodies. An instance of this is related under the article

Evaporation, in Mr Wedgewood’s experiment,

where the true cause of this plieuomenon is also pointed

out. ^e Ck>LD, Supplement.

Col©, in Medicine. See Medicine Index.

Cold. See Farriery Lidex.

COLDENIA. See Botany Index.

COLDINGHAM, supposed to be the Colonia of

Ptolemyi and called by Bede the city Coldana and of

Colud {Coludvm)^ situated on the borders of Scot-

land, about two miles from Eyemouth, was a place

famous many ages ago for its convent. This was the

oldest nunnery in Scotland, for here the virgin-wife

Etbeldreda took the veil in 670 ;
but by the ancient

name Coiudum it should seem that it had before been

inhabited by the religious called Culdees. In 870 it

was destroyed by the Danes, but its name rendered

immortal fly the heroism of its nuns ; who, to pre-

serve themselves inviolate from those invaders, cut off

their lips and noses ; and thus rendenng themselves

objects of horror, were, with their abbess Ebba, burnt

in the roonasterv by the disappointed savages. After

this it lay deserted till the year J098, when King

Edgar founded on its site a priory of Benedictines in

honour of St Cuthbert, aud bestowed it on the monks of

Durham.
Mr Pennant’s description of the black, joyless,

heathy moor where it was situated, might be sufficient

to guard tlio fair inhabiUnts of the nunnery were it

•till sobsisting. That description, however, is now al-

tog^er inapplicable ; The whole tract, five miles

over, has been since improved, and converted into corn

fields > the cheerless village of Old Cambus is no more}

a decent inn with good accommodations baa been esta-

blished at a convenient distance } and the passage of

tbe steep glen called the Fcaae^ which terminates the

moor on tbe road towards Edinburgh, and was former-

ly the terror of travellers, is now rendered safe and

easy by means of a bridge extending from one side of

tbe chasm to tho other.

COLDINGUEN, a town of Denmark, in North

Jutland, and diocese of Ripen. It is remarkable for

its bridge, over which pass all tbe oxen and other cat-

tle that go from Jutland into Germany, which brings

in a considerable revenue to tho king. It is seated on

an eminence, iu a pleasant country abounding with

game. £. Long. 9. 25. N. I^at. 55. 35.

COLD-FiNCH, a species of Motacilla. See Ok-

viTaoi.o0T IfHkx.

COLDSHIBE Iron, that which is brittle .when Coldtbire

cold. II

COLE, William, the most famous botanist of his Colc ntin.

time, was born at Adderbury in Oxfordshire about

the year 1626, and studied at Merton college in Ox-
ford. He at length removed to Putney, near London

}

and published The Art of Simpling
; and Adam in

Eden, or Nature’s Paradise.” Upon the restoration of

King Charles II, be was made secretary to Dr Dup-
pa, bishop of Winchester } but died two years after,

aged 37.
COLE-FISH, a species of Gadus. See Ichthyo-

logy Index.

CoLE-Secd^ tbe seed of the napus sativay or long-

rooted, narrow- leaved rapa, called in English navtWy
and reckoned by Linnseus among the brassicas, or cab-

bage kind. See Brassica.
This plant is cultivated to great advantage in many

parts of England, on account of the i*ape oil expressed

from its seeds. The practice of sowing it was first in-

troduced by the Germans and Dutchmen who drain-

ed the fens of Lincolnshire } and hence the notion

hath generally prevailed, that it will thrive only in a

marshy soil } but this is now found to be a mistake. In

preparing the land which is to receive it, care must

be taken to plough it in May, and again about mid-

summer, making the ground as fine and even as pos-

sible. It is to be sown tbe very day of the last plough-

ing, about a gallon on an acre. In the months of Ja-

nuary, February, and March, it affords very good food

for cattle, and will sprout again when cut } after which

it is excellent nourishment for sheep. After all, if it

is not too closely fed, it will bear seed against next

July. Tbe same caution, however, is requisite with

this food as with clover, till cattle are accustomed to

it, otherwise It is apt to swell them. When this plant

is cultivated solely with a view to (lie seed, it roust

be sown on deep strong land without dung, and must

be suffered to stand till one-half of the seeds at least

are turned brown } which, according to tbe seasons wilt

be sometimes sooner, sometimes later. In this state

it Is to be cut in tbe same manner and with tbe same

care as wheat } and every handful as it is cut is to be

regularly ranged on sheets, that it may dry leisurely

in the sun, which will commonly be in a fortnight;

after which it is to be carefully threshed out, and car-

ried to the mill for expressing the oil. Tbe produce

of cole-seed is generally from five to eight quarters

on an acre ; and is commonly sold at 20s. per quar-

ter.

COLEOPTERA, or Beetle, the name of Lin-

nsDus’s first order of insects. See Entomology Index.

COLEWORT. See Brassica.

COLERAIN, a large town of Ireland, in the

county of Londonderry and province of Ulster
; seated

on the river Bann, four miles south of the ocean, in

W, Long. 7. 2. N. Lat. 55. 10. It was formerly a

place of great consideration, being the chief town of a

county erected by Sir John Perrot, during bis govern-

ment of Ireland }
whereas it is now only the bead of

one of the baronies in the coonty of Londonderry }

but it is still a corporation, and sends two members

to parliament. It is of a tolerable size, and very ele-

gantly built. Tbe port is very indifferent, occasioned

by the extreme rapiffity of the river, wbich repels tbe

Kka tidt,
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Goleraio makes the coming ap to the town difBcnlt

;

I 80 that it has hot little trade, and might perhaps have
^Icu less, If it was not for the valuable salmon-fishery, which

“
• amounts to some thousand pounds a-year. If the na-

vigation of the Bann could be opened, which is total-

ly obstructed by a ridge of rocks, it would quickly

change the face of things ; for then, by the help of

this river, and the Newry canal, there would be a di-

rect communication across the kingdom, and, with the

assistance of the Black-water river, which likewise falls

into Lough Neagh, almost all the counties of the pro-

vince of Ulster might have a correspondence with each

other by water-carriage, to their reciprocal and very

great emolument.

COLES, Elisha, author of the well known Latin

and English dictionary, was born in Northamptonshire

about the year 1640; and was entered of Magdalene

College Oxford, which he left without taking a de-

gree y and taught Latin to young people, and English

to foreigners, in London, about the year 1663. He
afterwards became an usher in Merchant-taylors school ^

but for some great fault, nowhere expressly mentioned,

he was forced to withdraw to li^laud, whence he never

returned. He was, however, a good critic in the

English and Latin tongues ^ and wrote several useful

books of instruction in his profession.

COLET, John, dean of St PauPs, the son of Hen-
Colet, knight, was bom in London in the year 1466.

is education began in St Anthony's school in that

city, from whence, in 1483, he was sent to Oxford,

and probably to Magdalene college. After seven years

study of logic and philosophy, he took his degrees in

arts. About the year 1493, Colet went to Paris,

and thence to Italy, probably with a designs to improve

himself in the Greek and Latin languages, which at

this time were imperfectly taught in our universities.

On his return to England in 1497* he took orders ^ and

returned to Oxford, where he read lectures gratis^ on

the epistles of St Paul. At this time he possessed the

rectory of 8t Denningtou in Suffolk, to which he had

been instituted at the age of 19. He was also pre-

bendary of York, and canon of St Martin's le Grand
in London. In 1 502 he became prebendary of Sarum $

prebendary of St Paul's in 1505 y and immediately af-

ter dean of that cathedral, having previoosly taken

the degree of doctor of divinity. He was no sooner

raised to this dignity, than he introduced the practice

of preaching and expounding the scriptures
^ and soon

after established a perpetual divinity lecture in St Paul's

church, three days in every week ; an institution which

gradually made way for the reformation. About the

pear 1508, Dean Colet formed his plan for the foun-

dation of St Paul's school, which he completed in 151 2,

and endowed with estates to the amount of i22l. and-

upwards. The celebrated grammarian, William Lyle,

was his first master, and the company of mercers were
appointed trustees. The dean's notions of religion

yrere so much more rational than those of his contem-

porary priests, that thoy deemed him little better than

a heretic ^ and on that account he was so frequently

molested, that he at last determined to spend the rest

of his days in peaceful retirement. With this inten-

tion he built a house near the palace of Richmond
\

but being seized with the sweating sickness, he died

in 1519, in the 53d year of his age» He was buried

COL
on tbe south side of the choir of 8t PauPs) and a Co!et

stone was laid over his grave, with no other inscription H
than his name. Besides the preferments above men-
tinned, he was rector of the guild of Jtsns at St

' ' '

'

Paul's, and chaplain to King Henry VIII. Dean Co-

let, though a Papist, was an enemy to the gross super-

stitions of the church of Rome. He disapproved auri-

cular confession, the celibacy of the priests, and such

other ridiculous tenets and ceremonies as have ever

been condemned by men of sound nnderstsnding in

every age and country. He wrote, i. Budimenta
grammatiees. 2. The construction of the eight parts of

speech. 3. Daily devotions. 4. Epistola ad Erasmum*
5. Several sermons : and other works which still remain

in manuscript.

COLIBERTS {Colibertt\ in Law; were tenants in

soccage, and particularly such villeins as were manu-
mitted or made freemen. But they had not an abso-

lute freedom \ for though they were better than ser-

vants, yet they had superior lords to whom they paki

certain duties, and in that respect might be called ser-

vants, though they were of middle condition between

freemen and servants.

COLIC, a severe pain in tlie lower venter, so called

because the colon was formerly supposed to be the part

affected. 8ee Medicine Index.

Colic, in Farriery. 8ec Farriery Index.

COLIGNI, Gaspard de, admiral of France, was
bom in 1516. He signalized himself in his youth, in

the reigns of Francis I. and Henry II. and was made
colonel of infantry and admiral of France in 1552.
Henry II. employed him in tbe most important affairs ^

but after tbe death of that prince, he embraced the

reformed religion, and became the chief of the Prote-

stant party : he strongly opposed the house of Guise,

and rendered this opposition so powerful, that it was
thought he would have overturned the French go-

vernment. On the peace made after the battles of

Jernac and Montcontour, Charles XL deluded Coligni

into seenrify by his deceitful favours j and though be

recovered one attempt on his life, when he attended

tbe nuptials of the prince of Navarre, yet he was in-

cluded io the dreadful massacre of the Protestants oa
St Bartholomew's day 1572, and his body treated with

wanton brutality by a misguided Popish populace.

COLlMA, a sea-port town of Mexico in Norik
America, and capital of a fertile valley of the same
name. It is seated at the month of a river, iu W.

,

Long 103. 20. N. Lat. 18. 30.
COLIOURE, a small, but ancient and strong town'

of France, in Rousilion, seated at the foot of the Pr-
ronean mountains, with a small harbour. £. Long. 3.

10. N. Lat. 43. 24.

COLIR, an officer tii China, who may properly he
called an inspector, having an eye over what passes in

every court or tribunal of tbe empire. In order to

render bim impartial, he is kept independent, * by
having bis post for life. Tbe power of tbe colirs is

such, that they make even tbe pi races of the blood

tremble.

COLISEUM, or Colisjeum, in the ancient arcfai-

tectnre, an oval amphitheatre, built at Rome by Ves-
pasian, in the place where sto^ the bason of Nero'a
gilded ibonse. Tbe word is formed from ctdosceum^ on
account of the colossus of Nero that steod^ near it y

or^
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CoKam iLCCording to Nardioi, from the Italian coliseo. In

I this were placed statnes, representing all the provinces
Collaterai empire \ in the middle whereof stood that of

^ Rome, holding a golden apple in her hand. The same
term, cotiseum^ is also given to another amphitheatre

of the emperor Severus. In these colisea were repre-

Oented games, and combats of men and wild beasts ^

bat there is now little remaining of either of them,

time and war having reduced them to ruins.

' COLLAERT, Adrian, an eminent engraver who
flourished about 1550, was born at Antwerp. After

having learned in bis own country the first principles

of engraving, he went to Italy, where he resided some
time to perfect himself in drawing. He wrought en«

tirely with the graver, in a firm neat style, but rather

stiff and dry. The vast number of plates executed by
his hand sufficiently evince the facility with which be

eograved \ and though exceedingly neat, yet they are

seldom highly finished.

CoLLAERT, Hans or Jokn^ son to the foregoing,

was also an excellent artist. He drew and engraved

exactly in the style of bis father, and was in every

respect equal to him in merit. He most have been

very old when he died ; for his prints are dated from

X555 to 1622. He assisted his father in all his great

works, and engraved besides a prodigious number of

plates of various subjects. One of his best prints is

Moses striking the rock^ a large print, lengthwise, from

liamberi Lombard. A great number of small figures

are introduced into this print ; and they are admirably

well executed the heads are fine, and the drawing
venr correct.

COLLAR, in Roman antiquity, a sort of chain put

generally round the neck of slaves that had run away,

after they were taken, with an inscription round it, in-

timating their being deserters, and requiring their be-

ing restored to their proper owners, &c.
Collar, in a more modem sense, an ornament con-

sisting of a chain of gold, enamelled, frequently set

with ciphers or other devices, with the badge of the

order hanging at the bottom, worn by the knights of

several military orders over their shoulders, on the

mantle, and its figure drawn round their armories.

Thus, the collar of the order of the Garter consists

of S. S. with roses enamelled red, within a garter en-

amelled blue, and the george at the bottom.

Lord Mayor’*s Collar is more usually called chain.

See Chain.
Knights of the Collar^ a military order in the re-

public of Venice, called also the order of St Maik, or

the Medal. It is the doge and the senate that confer

this order > tlie knighU wear no particular habit, only

the collar, which the doge puts around their neck,

with a medal, wherein is represented the winged lion

of the republic.

Collar ofa Draught-horse^ a part of harness made
of* leather and canvas, and stuffed with straw or wool,

to be put about the horse^a neck.

COLLARAGE, a tax or fine laid for the collars

of wine-drawing horses.

COLLATERAL, any thing, place, country, &c.
titoated by the side of another.

Collateral, in genealogy, those relations which
proceed. from the same stock, but not in the same line

of Moendapts or descendants, but being, as it were, aside

of each other. Thus, uncles, aunts, nephews, nieces, Co'.Wisfal

and cousins, are collaterals, or in the. same collateral |

line : those in a higher degree, and nearer the common Collateral.

root, represent a kind of paternity with regard to those

more remote. Sec Consanguinity.
Collateral Succession, When a defunct, for want

of heirs descended of himself, is succeeded in his estate

by a brother or slfster, or their descendants, tbe estate

is said to have gone to collateral heirs,

• COLLATIA, in Ancient Geography^ a town of the

Sabines, thought to be distant between four and five

miles from Rome to the east \ situated on an eminence

(Virgil.) Of this place was Tarquinius Collatinus,.

married to Lucretia, ravished by Sextus Tarquinius

(Livy;
^ situated on this or on the left side of tbe Aiiio

(Pliny). Extant in Cicero's time, but in Strabo's

day only a village ; now no trace of it remains.—An-
other supposed Collatia of Apulia, near Mount Gar-
ganus, because Pliny mentions tbe Collatini in Apulia,

and Frontinns the Ager CoUatinus,

COLLATINA porta, a gate of Rome, at the

Collis Hortulorum, afterwards called Pinciana^ from

the Pincii, a noble family. Its name Collatina is from

Collatia^ to the right of which was the Via Collatina,

which led to that town.

COLLINA, a gate of Rome, at 4l(ie Collis Qniri-

nalis, not far from the temple of Venus Erycina (Ovid) \

called also Solaria^ because the Sabines carried tlieir

salt through it (Tacitus). Now Salaro,

COLLATION, in the canon law, the giving or

bestowing of a benefice on a clergyman by a bishop,

who has it in his own gift or patronage. It diffei'S*

from institution in this, that institution is performed

by the bishop, upon tbe presentation of another ^ and

collation is bis own gift or presentation ^ and it dif-

' fers from a common presentation, as it is the giving

of the church to the person, and presentation is the

giving or offering of the person to tbe church. But
collation supplies tbe place of presentation and instU

tution, and amounts to the same as institution where

the bishop is both patron and ordinary. Anciently the

right of presentation to all churches was in the bi-

shop ^ and now if tbe patron neglects to present to a

church, this right returns to tbe bishop by collation.

If tbe bishop neglects to collate within six months after

the elapse of the patron, then the archbishop hath a
right to do it j

and if the archbiHliop neglects, then it

devolves to the king ^
the one as superior, to supply

the defects of bishops, the other as supreme, to supply

all defects of govemnient.

Collation, in common law, the comparison or

presentation of a copy to its original, to see whether

or not it be conformable } or the report or act of the

officer who made the comparison. A collated act is

equivalent to its original, provided all the parties con-

cerned were present at the collation.

C0LI.ATION, in Scots Law, that right which an heir

has of throwing tbe whole heritable and moveable
estates of the deceased into one mass, and sharing it

equally with tbe others in tbe same degree of kindred,

.

when he thinks such share will be more than tbe value

of the heritage to which he had an exclusive title.

Collation is also used among the Romanists for *

tbe meal or repast made in a fast day, in lieu of a sup-

pen Only fruitf are allowed In a collation t F. Lobi«

neao4
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CoKmion neau obsems, that anciently there was BOt allowed

H even bread in the collations in Jjent, nor any thing
Coljcctor. |)esides a few comRts and dried herbs and fruits j which
....

^ custom, he adds, obtained till the year 1513. Cardi-

nal Humbert observes farther, that in the middle of

the iith century there were no collations at all allow-

ed in the Latin church in the time of Lent ; and

that the custom of collations was borrowed from the

Greeks, who themselves did not take it up till about

the iith century.

Collation is also popularly used for a repast be-

tween meals, particularly between dinner and supper,

^riie word collation, in this sense, Pu Cange derives

from collocuttQ^ “ conference,*^ and maintains, that ori-

ginally collation was only a conference, or conversation

on subjects of piety, held on fast days in monasteries \

hut that, by degrees, the custom was introduced of

hrlngliig in a few refreshments
j and that by the ex-

cesses to which those sober repasts were at length car-

ried, the name of the abuse was retained, but that of

the thing lost.

Collation of Seals^
denotes one seal set on the same

, label, on the reverse of another#

COLLEAGUE, a partner or associate in the same
eflice dy magistrature. See ApJU>’CT.

COLLECT, Collection, a voluntary gathering

of money, for some pious or charitable purpose. Some
say, the name collect^ or collection^ was u?ed, by rea-

son those gatherings were anciently made on the days

of collects^ and in collects^ i, e. in assemblies of Christi-

ans
j

but, more probably, ^uia colligehaiur pccunio.

Collect, is sometimes also used for a tax, or impo-

sition, raised by a prince for any pious design. Thus,

histories say, that in 1166, the king of England com-

ing into Normandy, appointed a collect for the relief

of the boly land, at the desire and after the example of

the king of France. See CaoiSAPE,
^ Collect, in the liturgy of the church of England,

and the mass of the Romanists, denotes a prayer accom-

modated to any particular day, occasion, or the like,

Sec LiTuacy and Mass,
In the general, all the prayers in each office are

called i'olhcts i either because the priest speaks in the

name of the whole assembly, whose sentiments and de-

sires he sums up by the word ** let us pray,**

as is observed by Pope Innocent III, or, because those

prayers are ofjered when tbo people are assembled to-

gether, which is the opinion of Pamelius on Tertul*

lian.

The congregation itcclf is in some ancient authors

called collect, The popes Gelasius and Gregory are

said to have been the first who established Oc-
speuce, a doctor of the faculty of Paris, has an express

treatise on collects^ their origin, antiquity, authorfl,

&c.
COLLECTIVE! among grammarians, a term ap-

plied to a noun expressing a multitude, though itself

bo only singular t as an army, company, troop, dec.

called collective nouns,

COIXECTOR, in general, denotes a person who
gets or brings together things formerly dispersed and
separated. Hence,

Collector, in matters of civil polity, is a person

appointed by the commiisioners of any duty, the inha-

bitants of a parish, to raise or gathar any kind of Coneeior
tax.

P
Collector, among botanists, one who gets toge- College,

tber as many plants as he cao, without studying botany
'

* ^

in a scicntifical manner.

COLLEGATORY, in the Civil Law^ a person

who has a legacy left him in common with one or more
other person*?.

COLLEGE, an assemblage of several bodies or so-

cieties, or of several persons into one society.

College, among the Romans, served indifferently for

those employed in the offices of religion, of government,
the liberal and even mechanical arts and trades; so

that, with them, the word signified what we call a cor-

poration or company.

In the Roman empire, there were not only the college

of atfgur^i, and the college of capitolini^ i, e. of those

who had the superinteodance of the capitoline games
;

but also colleges of artificers, ctrtificum; col-

lege of carpenters, fabricorum or fabrorum tignario^

I'vm ; of potters, fgvlorum ; of founders, (BvariofUm ;

the college of locksmiths, fabrorum serrariorvm ; of
engineers of the army, iignariorum ; of butchers, /a-

niorttm \
of dendrophori, dendrophororum ; ofcentona-

ries, centonariorum ; of makers of military casques,

sagariorum ; of tent-makers, tabcmaculariorttm ; of
bakei*s, pistorum ; of musicians, tibicinum^ &c, Plu-
tarch observes, that it was Numa who first divided the

people into colleges, which he did to the end that each
consulting the interests of their colleges, whereby they
were divided from the citizens of the other colleges,

they might not enter Into any general conspiracy a-

gainst the public repose.

Each of these colleges had distinct meeting places or
halls

;
and likewise, in imitation of the state, a trea-

sury and common chest, a register, and one to repre-

sent them, upon public occasions, and acts of govern* ^

ment. These colleges had the privilege of manumit-
ting slaves, of being legates, and making by-laws for

their own body, provided they did not clash with those

cf the government.

There are various colleges on foot among the mo-
derns, founded on the model of those of the ancients.

Such are the three colleges of the empire, viz.

ColhEQB of Electors^ or their Deputies^ assembled in

the diet of Ratisbon,

CoiLEGjs of Princes ; the body of princes, or their

deputies at the diet of Ratisbon.

CoLiBGE of Cities, is, in like manner, the body of

deputies which the imperial cities send to the diet.

College of Cardinals, or the Sacred College; a
body composed of the three orders of cardinals. See
CaRPIKALS.
College, is also used for a public place endowed

with certain revenues, where the several parts of learn-

ing are taught.

An assemblage of several of these colleges consti-

tutes an university. The erection of colleges is part of

the royal prerogative, and not to be done without the

king’s license.

The establishment of colleges or universities is a
remarkable period in literary history. The schooli

in cathedrals and monasteries confined themselves

chiefly to the teaching of grammar. There were on-

ly
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CoUfgt. {y oae or two masters employed ia that office. Bat,

V in colleges, professors are appointed to teach all the

different parts of science. The first obscure mention

of academical degrees in the university of Paris (from

which the other universities in Europe have borrowed

most of their customs and institutions), occurs A. D«

1215.

College ofCiviliansj commonly called Doctors Com^
mons

;

a college founded hy Dr Harvey, dean of the

arches, for the professors of the civil law residing in

London ^
where .usually, likewise, reside the judge of

the arches court of Canterbury, judge of the admi*

ralty, of the prerogative court, &c. with other civi-

lians ; who all live, as to diet and lodging, in a col-

legiate manner, commooing together ; whence the ap-

pellation of Doctors Commons, Their house being

consumed in tlie great fire, they all resided at Exeter-

house m the Strand till 1672 ^
when their former house

was rebuilt, at their own expence, in a very splendid

manner. To this college belong 34 proctors, who
make themselves parties for their clients, manage their

causes, &c.
College of Physicians^ a corporation of physicians

in. London, who, by several charters and acts of par-

liament of Henry VI IL' and his successors, have cer-

tain privileges, whereby no man, though a graduate

in physic of any university, may, without license, un-

der the said college-seal, practise physic in or within

seven mi>es of London ^ with power to administer

oaths, fine and imprison offenders in tliat and several

other particulars ^ to search the apothecaries shops,

&c. in and about London, to see if their drugs, &c.
be wholesome, and their compositions according to the

form prescribed by the said college in their dispensa-

tory. By the said charter they are also freed from all

tsonbiesome offices, as to serve on juries, be constables,

keep watch, provide arms, &c.
The society had anciently a college in Knight-rider-

•treet, the gift of Dr Linacre, physician to King Hen-
ry VIII. Since that time they have bad a bouse built

them by the famous Dr Harvey, in 1652, at the end

of Amen-corner, which be endowed with bis whole in-

heritance in bis lifetime > but this being burnt in the

great ffre in 1666, a new one was erected at the ex-

pencae of the fellows, in Warwick-lane, with a noble

library, given partly by the marquis of Dorchester, and

partly by Sir Theodore Mayerne.

Of this college there are at present a president, fonr

censors, eight electors, a register, and a treasurer cho-

sen annually in October ^ the censors have, by charter,

power to survey, govern, and arrest, aU physicians, or

others practising physic, in or whbin seven miles of

London, and to fine, amerce, and imprison them, at

discrettoa. The number of fellows was anciently tfair*

Ijj till King Charles II. increased their number to

(mftj and King James II. giving them a new charter,

allowed the number of feUows to be enlarged $0 as not

to exceed fourscore $
reserving to himself and succes-

sors die power of placing and displaeing any of them

for the ftiture.

The college is not very rigorous tn asserting their

pmilegoa) there being a great number of physicians,

omne of very good aUlilits, who practise in London,
&c. without their license, and are eomiivod at by the

ooUege-^ yet, by law, if any person not expressly al«

lowed to practise, take on him the cure of any disease,

and the patient die under his hand, it is deemed felo-

ny in the practiser. In 1696, the college made a sub-

scription, to the number of forty-two of their mem-
bers, to set on foot a dispensatory for the relief of the

sick poor : since that they have erected two other dis-

pensatories.

Edinburgh College ofPhysicians was erected on the

26th November 1681. The design of this institution

was, to prevent the abuses daily committed by foreign

and illiterate impostors, quacks, &c. For this reason,

his majesty, at the time above mentioned, granted let-

ters patent to erect into a body corporate and politic,

certain physicians in Edinburgh and their successors,

by the title of the President and Royal College of

Physicians at Edinburgh,’* with power to choose an-
nnally a council of seven, one whereof to be president

:

these are to elect a treasurer, clerk, and otlier officers

;

to have a common seal \
to sue and be sued ^ to make

laws for promoting the art of physic, and regulating

the practice thereof within the city of Edinburgh,
town of Leitli, and districts of the Csnongate, West-
port, Pleasance, and Potterrow: through all which
the jurisdiction of the college extends. Throughout
this jurisdiction, no person is allowed to practise phy-
sic, without a warrant frona the college, under the pe-

nalty of 5I. sterling the first month, to be doubled
monthly afterwards while the offence is continued

;

one-half tlie money arising from such fines to go to

the poor, the other to the use of the college. They are

also empowered to punish all licentiates ia physic with-

iu the above-meotioned bounds, for faults committed
against tlie institutions of the college ^ and to fine them
of sums not exceeding 40s. On such occasions, how-
ever, they must L.4-e ouc of the bailies of the city to

ait in judgment along with them, otherwise their sen-

tence will not be valid. They are also empowered to

search and inspect all medicines within their jurisdto-

tion, and throw out into the street all such as are bad

or unwholesome. That they may the better attend

their patients, they are exempted from watching, ward-
ing, and serving on juries. They are, liowever, re-

strained from erecting schools for teaching the art of

physio, or conferring degrees on any person qualified

for tbe office of a physician \ but are obliged to license

all such as have takeu tlxir degrees in any other mu-
versi^, and to admit as honorary members oil the pro-

fessors of physic in tbe rest of the universities of Scot-

land. These privileges and immunities are not, bow-*

ever, to interfere with tbe rights and privileges of the

apothecary-surgeons, in their practice ofcuring wounds,

contusions, fractures, and other external operations.

Edinburgh College of Surgeons. This is but a
very late institution, by which the surgeons of Edin-
bnrgh are incorporated into a Royal CoUege^ aid au-

thorized to carry into execution a scheme for making
provision for their widows and children, &t. They
have also the privilege of examining and licensing, if

found qualified, all practitioners in snrgery within cer-

tain bounds.

College tfJustice^ the supreme civil court of Scot-

land *, otherwise called Court of Stssiom^ or of Comttil

and Session. See Law Index.

Siam College^ or the college of the London clergy,

which has been a religious house time out of mind,

sometiiMi

College.
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C«llege. sometimes under the denomination of a priory, some-

» times under that of a spital or hospital : at its dbsolu-

tion under 31st Kenry Vlll. it was called J5/son*« Spt»

tal^ from the name of its founder, a mercer, in 1329.

At present it is a comMsition of both, viz. a college

for the clergy of Lon»n, who were incorporated in

1630, in pursuance to the will of Dr White, under

the name of the President and Fellows ofSion College ;

and an hospital for ten poor men and as many wo-

men. The officers of the corporation are the presi-

dent, two deans, and four assistants, who are annually

chosen from among the rectors and vicars of London \

and are subject to the visitation of the bishop. They
have a good library, built and stocked by Mr Simpson,

and furnished by several other benefactors, chiefly for

the clergy of the city, without excluding other students

on certain terms*^ and a hall, with chambers for stu-

dents, generally occupied by the ministers of the

neighbouring parishes.

Gresham QoLLsas^ or Collbqe of Philosophy; a

college founded by Sir Thomas Gresham, and endowed

with the revenue of the Royal Exchange. One moiety

of this endowment the ffiunder bequeathed to the

mayor and aldermen of London and their successors,

in trust, that they should find four able persons to read

within the college, divinity, geometry, astronomy, and

music \ who are chosen by a committee of the common
council, consisting of the lord mayor, three aldermen,

and eight commoners, and allowed each, besides iodg-

ing, 50I. per annum. The other moiety he left to

the company of mercers, to find three more able per-

sons, chosen by a committee of that company, consist-

ing of the master and three wardens, during their of-

fice, and eight of the court of assistants, to read law,

physic, and rhetoric, on the same terms \ with this li-

mitation, that the several lecturers should read in term-

time, every day in the week, except Sundays \ in the

morning in Latin, in the afternoon the same in Eng-
lish \ but that in music to be read only in English.

By 8tb Geo. 111. cap. 32. the building appropriated

to this college was taken down, and the excise office

erected in its room. Each of the professors is allowed

50I. per annum, in lieu of the apartments, &c. relin-

quished by them in the college, and is permitted to

marry, notwithstanding the restriction of Sir Thomas
Gresbam^s will. The lectures are now read in a room
over the Royal Exchange ; and the city and mercer’s

company are required to provide a proper place for this

purpose.

In this college formerly met the Royal Society, that

noble academy, instituted by King Charles II. and ce-

lebrated throughout the world for their improvements

in natural knowledge. See their history and policy

under Society.
College de Propaganda Fide^ was founded at Rome

in 1622 by Gregory AV. and enriched with ample re-

venues. It consists of thirteen cardinals, two priests,

and a secretary \ and was designed for the propagation

and maintenance of the RomiA religion in all parts of

the world. The funds of this college have been very

considerably augmented by Urban Vlll. and many
private donations. Missionaries are supplied by this

institution, together with a variety of books suited to

their several ^appointments. Seminaries for their in-

3
'

struction are supported by it, and a number of charita- College
ble establishments connected with and conducive to the |
main object of its institution. Coll^patc.

Another college of the same denomination was esta- •

blished by Urban VIII. in 1627, consequence of the

liberality of John Baptist Viles, a Spanish nobleman.

This is set apart for the instruction of those who are

designed for the foreign missions. It was at first com-
mitted to the care of three canons of the patriarchal

churches \ but ever since the year 1641 it is under the

same government with the former institution.

College ofHeralds^ commonly called the Herald's

Ofke

;

a corporation founded by charter of King
Richard III. who granted them several privileges, as

to be free from subsidies, tolls, offices, &c. They bad
a second charter from King Henry VI.

\ and a bonse

built near Doctors Commons, by the earl of Derby, in

the reign of King Henry Vll. was given them by the

duke of Norfolk, in the reign of Queen Mary, which
bonse is now rebuilt.

This college is subordinate to the earl marshal of
England. They are assistants to him in his conrt of

chivalry, usually held in the common hall of the col-

lege, where they sit in their rich coats of bis majesty’s

arms. See Herald.
College of Heralds in Scotland^ consists of Lyon

king at arms, six heralds, and six pursuivants, and a
number of messengers. See Ltok.
COLLEGIANS, Collegiani, Collecxakts, a

religious sect formed among the Arminians and Ana-
baptists in Holland, about the beginning of the seven-

teenth century \
so called because of their colleges, or

meetings, twice every week, where every one, females

excepted, has the same liberty of expounding the

Scripture, praying, &c. They are said to be all ei-

ther Arians or Socinians \ they never communicate in

the college, but meet twice a-year from all parts of
Holland at Rhinsbergb, (whence they are also called

Riunsberghers')^ a village two miles from Leyden, where
they communicate together \ admitting every one that

presents himself, professing his faith in the divinity of
the Holy Scriptures, and resolution to live suitably to

their precepts and doctrines, without regard to bis sect

or opinion. They have no particular ministers, but
each officiates as he is disposed. They never baptize

without dipping.

COLLEGIATE, or Collegial, chnrches, are

those which have no bishop’s see, yet have the ancient

retinue of the bishop, the canons and prebends* Snch
are Westminster, Rippon, Windsor, &c. governed by
deans and chapters.

Of these collegiate churches there are two kinds ;

some of royal, and others of ecclesiastical foundation

;

each of them. In matters of divine service, regulated

in the same manner as the cathedrals. There are

even some collejmte churches that have the episcopal

rights. Some of these chnrches were anciently abbeys,

which in time were secularized. The church of St

Peter’s, Westminster, was anciently a cathedral \ hot

the revenues of the monastery being by act of parlia-

ment, X Elisabeth, vested 10 the dean and chapter,

it commenced a collegiate church. In several cansee

the styling it caihedral^ instead of collegiate church of

Westminster, has occasioned error in the pleadings.

COLLET
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COLLETy among jewellersi denotes the horizontal

I £ace or plane at the l^tom of brilliants. See Brii>

^
LIAFT.

* Collet, in glass-making, is that part of glass ves-

sels which sticks to the iron instrument wherewith the

metal was taken out of the melting-pot ; these are af-

terwards used for making green glass.

COLLETICS, in Fharmacy^ denotes much the

same with Agglutinants or Vulneraries.
COLLIER, Jeremy, a learned English nonjuring

divine, bom in 165c, and educated in Caius college

Cambridge. He bad first the small rectory of Amp-
ton near St Edmund^s Bury in Suffolk, which in six

years he resigned, to come to London, in 1685,
where be was made lecturer of Graves Inn ^ but the

change of government that followed, soon rendered

the public exercise of his fipction impracticable. He
was committed to Newgate for writing against the

revolution \ and again, for carrying on a correspon-

dence which that chapge of events made treasonable j

hot was released IkhIi times, without trial, by the in-

tervention of friends. It is observable that he carried

his scruples so far, as to prefer confinement to the ta-

cit acknowledgement of the jurisdiction of the court

by accepting his liberty upon bail. Suitable to these

principle, be next acted a very extraordinary part

with two other clergymen of his own way of think-

ing, at the execution of Sir John Friend and Sir Wil-
liam Perkins for the assassination plot \

by giving them
solemn absolution, and by imposition of hands. Ab-
sconding for which, be continued under an outlawry

to the day of his death in 1726. These proceedings

having pot a stop to his activity, he employed bis re-

tired hours rather more usefully in literary works.

In 1698, be attempted to reform our theatrical enter-

tainments, by publishing his Short view of the im-

morality and profanensss of the English stage,^* which

engaged him in a controversy with the wits of the time \

bat as Mr Collier defended bb censures not only with

wit, but with learning and reason, it is allowed that

the decorum observed, for the most part, by succeed-

ing dramatic writers, has been owing to his animad-

versions. He next undertook a translation of Mor-
reri^s great Historical and Geographical Dictionary \

a work of extraordinary labour, and which appeared

in 4 xols. folio. After this be published An Eccle-

siastical History of Great Britain, chiefly of England,'^

in 2 voU. folio ^ which is allowed to be written with

great judgment, and even with impartiality. He was
besides engaged in several controversies, which his

conduct and writings gave rise to, not material to men-

tion. In Queen Annexe reign, Mr Collier was tempt-

ed, by offers of coosiderable preferment, to a submis-

sion \ but as he was a nonjuror upon principle, be could

not be brought to listen to any terms.

Collier, or Coallier. See Coallier.
COLLIERY, Coalert, or Coalliery. See

Coaler Y.

COLLINS, Anthony, a polemical writer, born

at Hesten near Hounslow in the county of Middlesex

in 1676, was the son of Henry Collins, a gentleman

of about 1500I. a-year. He was first bred at Eton
college, and then went to King's-colle^ Cambridge,

where he bad for his tutor Mr Francis Hare, after-

watds bishop of Chichester. He was afterwards a

VoL. VI. Part I. f

student of the Temple ^ but not relishing the law, Co!llnt.

soon abandoned that study. He was an ingenious < " '

v

roan, and author of several curious books. His first

remarkable piece was published in 1707,
^ An Essay

concerning the use of reason in propositions, the evi-

dence whereof depends on human testimony.^^ In

1702, he entered into the controversy between Mr
Clark and Dr Dodwell, concerning the immortality

of the soul. In 1713, be published bis discourse on
free-thinking, which made a prodigious noise. In

1725, be retired into the county of Essex, and acted

as a justice of peace and deputy lieutenant for the

same county, as be had done before for that of Mid-
dlesex and liberty of Westminster. The same year,
he published a ** Philosophical Essay concerning hu-

man liberty.” In 1718, be was chosen treasurer of

the county of Essex; and this office be discharged
with great honour. In 1724, be published his ** Hi-
storical and critical Essay on the 39 Articles.'* Soon
after, he published bis ** Discourse of the Grounds and
reasons of the Christian religion to which is prefix-

ed, “ An Apology for free debate and liberty of

writing; which piece was immediately attacked by
a j^nt number of authors. In 1726 appeared liis

** ocbeme of literary prophecy considered, in a view of

the controversy occasioned by a late book entitled, A
discourse of the grounds,** &c. In this discourse he
mentions a MS. dissertation of his, to show the Sibyl-

line oracles to be a forgery made in the times of the

primitive Christians, who, for that reason, were call-

ed Sibyliists by the Pagans ; hot it never appeared in

print. His Scheme of literary Prophecy was replied to

by several writers ; and particularly by Dr John Ro-

f
ers, in his “ Necessity of divine revelation asserted.**

n answer to which onr author wrote, ** A letter to the

Reverend Dr Rogers, on occasion,** &c. His health

began to decline some years before bis death, and he
was very much afflicted with the stone, which at last

put an end to his life at bis house in Harley square in

1729. He was interred in Oxford chapel, where a
monument was erected to him, with an epitaph in La-
tin. His curious library was open to all men of letters,

to whom he readily communicated all the assistance in

bis power; he even furnished his antagonists with

books to confute himself, and directed them how to give

their arguments all the force of which they were capa-
ble. He was remarkably averse to all indecency and
obscenity of discourse

; and was, independent of his

scepticism, a sincerely good man.
Collins, John^ an eminent accountant and mathe-

matician, born in 1624, and bred a bookseller at Ox-
ford. Besides several treatises on practical subjects,

he communicated some curious papers to the Royal So-

ciety, of which be was a member, which are to be

found in the early numbers of the Philosophical Trans-

actions : and was the chief promoter of many other

scientifical publications in bis time. He died in 1683 ;

and about 25 years after, all his papers coming iiuo the

bands of the learned William Jones, Esq. F. R. S. it

appeared that Mr Collins held a constant correspond-

ence for many years with all the eminent mathemati-
cians ; and that many of the late discoveries in physical

knowledge, if not actually made by him, were yet

brought forth by bis endeavours.

Collins, William^ ao admirable poet, was born

L 1 at
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Colllnf. At Chicheftter, about the jear 1724. He received hia

V ^ classical education at Winchester, after which be stu-

died at New college in Oxford, was admitted a com-

moner of King^s college in the same universitj, and
was at length elected a demy of Magdalene ^lege.
While at Oxford, lie applied himself to the study of

poetry, and published bis Oriental Eclogues ^ after

which he came to London. He was naturally pos-

sessed of an ear for all the varieties of harmony and

modulation ; bis heart was susceptible of the finest

feelings of tenderness and humanity, and was particu-

larly carried away by that high enthusiasm which gives

to imagination its strongest colourings and be was at

once capable of soothing the ear with the melody of

his numbers,* of influencing the passions by the force

of the pathos, and of gratifying the fancy by the luxu-

ry of description. With these powers, be attempted

lyric poetry ; and in 1 746, published bis Odes, de-

scriptive and allegorical } but the sale of this work be-

ing not at all answerable to its merit, he burnt the

remaining copies in indignation. Being a man of

a liberal spirit and a small fortune, bis pecuniary re-

sources were unhappily soon exhausted ^ and bis life

became a miserable example of necessity, indolence,

and dissipation. He projected books which be was

well able to execute } and became in idea an historian,

a critic, and a dramatic poet
^
but wanted the means

and encouragement to carry these ideas into execu-

tion. Day succeeded day, for the support of which

he had made no provision ^ and he was obliged to sub-

sist, either by the repeated contributions of a friend

or the generosity of a casual acquaintance. His spi-

rits became oppressed, and he sunk into a sullen de-

spondence. While in this gloomy state of mind, his

uncle Colonel Martin died, and leU him a considerable

fortune. But this came too late foi* enjoyment j be

had been so long harassed by anxiety and distress that

he fell into a nervous disorder, which at length re-

duced the finest understanding to the most deplorable

childishness. In the first stages of this disorder be en-

deavoured to relieve himself by travelling, and passed

into France ^ but the growing malady obliged him to

return *, and having continued, with short intervals, in

this pitiable state till the year 1756, he died in the

arms of bis sister.

The following character of the poetry of Collins is

drawn by Mrs Barbauld, and is extracted from an
essay prefixed to an edition of his works published in

1 797. ** He will be acknowledged to possess imagi-

nation, sweetness, bold and figurative language. His
numbers dwell on the ear, and easily fix themselves in

the memory. His vein ^f sentiment is by turns ten-

der and lofty, always tinged with a degree of melan-

choly, but not possessing any claim to originality. His
originality consists in his manner, in the highly figu-

rative garb in which be clothes abstract ideas, in the

felicity of his expressions, and his skill in embodying
ideal creations. He had much of the mysticism of

poetry, and sometimes became obscure, by aiming at

impressions stronger than be had dear and well-de-

fined ideas to support. Had bis life been prolonged,

and with life had he enjoyed that ease which is neces-

sary for the undisturbed exercise of the faculties, he
would probably have risen far gbove most of bis coatem-
poraries.”

COLLINSON, PcTEE, Ett emiEefit natanluf and Colfiaaea..

antiquarian, descended of an aacioat family, was born »

on the paternal estate called Hugal Hail^ or Height qf
Hugaif near Windermere lake, in the parish of Stavely,

about ten miles from Kendal in Westmorehtnd. Whilsl
a youth, be discovered his attachment to aatnral history.

He began early to make a cotlectioa of dried speci-

mens of plants, and had access to the best gardens at

that time in the neighbourhood of London. He be-

tame early acquainted with the most eminent natoral-

ists of his time j the Drs Derham, Woodward, Hale,
Lloyd, and Sloane, were amongst his friends. Among
the great variety of articles which form that soperb
collection, now (by the wise disposition of Sir Hano
and the munificence of parliament) the British Mu-
seum, small was the number of those with whose hi-

story Mr CoHiusoB was not well acquainted ^ he being

one of those few who visited Sir Hans at all times fa-

miliarly ; their inclinations and pursuits iu respect to

natural history being the same, a firm friendship bad
esrly been established between them. Peter Collin-

son was elected a fellow of the Royal Society 00 tbo
12th of December 1728^ and perhaps was one of the

most diligent and useful members, not only in sopply-

ing them with many curious observations hinsself, but

in promoting and preserving a most extensive corre-

spondence with learned and ingenious foreigners in aH
countries and on every useful subject. Besides his at>

tention to natural history, he minuted every striking

hint that occurred either in reading or oonversaiton }

and from this source he derived much infiirmatioB, an

there were very few men of learning and ingennity

who were not of bis acqnamtanoe at home > and moat
foreigners of eminence in natural history, or in arts and
sciences, were recommended to bis notice and friend-

ship. His diligence and economy of time were suob^

that though be never appeared to be in a bnrry, be
maintained an extensive correspondence wkh great

punotuality ; acquainting the learned and ingenious is

distant parts of the glo^ with the discoveries and im-
provements in natural history in this country, and re-

ceiving the like kiforniation from the most eminent
persons in almost every other. His correspoDdeoou

with the ingenious Cadwallader Coldeu, Esq* of New-
York, and the justly celebrated Dr Franklin of Phila-

delphia, furnish instances of the benefit resulting from
his attention to all improvements. The latter of these

gentlemen communicated bis first essays on electricity

to Mr CollinsoD, in a series of letters, which were then

published, and have been reprinted in a late edition of

the Doctoris ingenious discoveries and improvements.

Perhaps, in some future period, the account procured

of the management of sheep in Spain, published in the

Gentleman's Magazine for May and June 1764, may
not be considered among tbe least of the benefits ac-

cruing from bis extensive and inquisitive correspon-

dence. His conveivatioD, cheerful and usefully enter-

taining, rendered his acquaintance much desired by
those who bad a relish for natural history, or were stu-

dious in cultivating rural improvements^ and secured

him the intimate friendship of some of the most emi-

nent personages in this kingdom, as distinguished by
their taste in planting and horticnltore, as by their rank
and dignity. He was the first who inti^uced the

great variety of seeds and shrubs which are now the

priucipai
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Colinan pieces either original or translations, and selected the

II ablest actors, particularly in comedy. To a translation
Colofflie.

|jg niade of Horace’s Art of Poetry, he prefixed an in-

genious account of the intention of its author ; and add-
ed importance to tite whole work by many critical notes.

The Genius, and the Gentleman, were other two of his

performances, as also a number of small pieces of the

humorous kind. His understanding was much impair-

ed by a stroke of the palsy, which seized him in the

year 1789, in consequence of which melancholy event,

Lis son was intrusted with the management of the theatre.

He died in the month of August 1794, in the 6id year

of his age.

COLMAR, a considerable town of France, in the

department of the Upper Rhine, of which it is the ca-

pital. It has great privileges, and the Protestants have
liberty of conscience. It is seated near the river III, in

E. Long. 7. 27. N. Lat. 48. 5.

COLMARS, a town of France, in the department

of Lower Alps, and the diocese of Sens. It is seated

near the Alps, in E. Long. 6. 35. N. Lat. 44. 7.

COLNBROOK, a town of Buckinghamshire in

England, seated on the river Coin, which separates

this county from Middlesex. It is a great thorough-

fare on the western road, and has several good inns.

There are some small islands formed In its neighbour-

hood by the dlflerent branches of the river Coin, where
the Danes are supposed to have sheltered themselves

from the attacks of Alfred. W. Long. o. 25. N. Lat.

51. 30.

COLNE, a town of Lancashire In England, seated

on a small bill near the confines of the county. W.
Long. 2. 5. N. Lat. 53. 50.

COLOCHINA, an ancient town of the Morea, In

Turkey In Europe. E. Long. 22. 25* N. Lat. 36. 32.

COLOCYNTHIS, in Botany^ a species of Cu-
CUMIS.

COLOCZA, a town of Hungary, seated on the Da-
nube, and capital of the county of Bath, with an arch-

bishop’s see. It was taken by the Turks In 1686, bnt

afterwards retaken by the Imperialists. E. Long. l8.

29. N. Laf. 46. 38.
COLOGNA, a town of Italy, in Padua, and In the

territory of Venice, now subject to Austria. E. Long.

17. 27. N. Lat. 45. 14.

COLOGNE, The Archbishopric or Diocese of,

formerly one of the states that composed the electoral

circle of the Rhine, in Germany. It was hounded on
the north by the duchy of Cleves and Gueldres, on the

west by that of Juliers, on the south by the archbisho-

pric of Cleves, and on the east by the duchy of Berg,

from which it was almost wholly separated by the Rhine.

This country is very fruitful in corn and wine, which

the inhabitants dispose of by embarking it on the

Rhine, it extending above seventy miles along that ri-

ver. It was divided into the Higher and Lower Dio-
cese : the Higher Diocese contained that part which
lies above Cologne, wherein is Bonn^, the capital town
of the electorate, and where the elector resided ; be-

sides which there were Lelchnicli, Andernacb, Bruyl,
Zulich, and Kerpen. The Lower Diocese was on the

other side of Cologne, and contained the towns of Zonz,
Neuys, Heizarwart, Kempen, Rhynberg, and Alpen.
Tlie city of Cologne and connjty of Meurs, though

HJtbin the diocese of Cologne, did not belong to

for Cologne was a free city, and Meurs belonged to the Cologim
house of Nassau Orange ; but bjr way of recompense, '

the elector bad considerable dominions in Westphalia,

which they call the Domain, This prelate was one of

the electors of the empire, and held alternately with

that of Treves the second or third rank in the elec-

toral college. He was arch- chancellor of the empire

in Italy, which dignity was very important when the

emperors were masters of Italy. When the emperors

were crowned at Aix-la-chapelle. the archbishop of

Cologne performed the ceremony, which caused him to

pretend to the same right elsewhere \ but be was op-

posed by the archbishop of Mentz. This occasioned

an order, that tbe^ should each of them have that ho^

nour in his own diocese, but if it was done elsewhere,

they should perform it alternately. The archbishop of

Cologne was elected by the chapter in that city, which
was the most illnstrions in all Germany. They were
all princes or counts, except eight doctors, who have
DO occasion to prove their nobility. The archbishopric

was secularised during the French revolution, and ia

DOW subject to Prussia.

Cologne, an ancient and celebrated town of Ger-
many, in the diocese of that name, with an archbishop’s

see, and a famous university, seated on the river Rhine,

in E. Long, 7. 10. N. Lat. 50- 55* In the times of

the Romans, this city was called Colonia Agrippina^ and
Ubmrum^ because it was built by Agrippina, the wife

of Claudius I. and mother of Nero ; and because the

Ubii inhabited this country on the Lower Rhine. In

755 it was an archbishopric, and in 1260 entered inte

the Hanseatic league, which has now no existence. The
university was established in 1388 by Pope Ufban VL
Tlie city is fortified with strong walls, flanked with 85
large towers, and surrounded with three ditches \ but

these fortifications being executed after the ancient

manner, could make but a poor defence at present. It

lies in the shape of a half-moon, and is said to have

20 gates, 19 parishes, 17 monasteries, and 365 chnrchea

and chapels^ but the streets, in general, are dirty

and badly paved, the windows of the houses composed

of small bits of round glass, and the inhabitants are

but few for so large a place. It is inhabited mostly by*

Papists ) but there are also many Protestants, who re-

pair to the neighbouring town of Mulbeim, in tho^

duchy of Berg, for public worship. Its trade, which

is considerable, especially in Rhenish wine, is chiefly

in the hands of Protestants, and carried on by the

Rhine. The ships with which they trade to the Nether-
lands are of a particular construction, and considerable

burden. The clergy here are very numerous, and have

large revenues. That of the archbishop was 130,000!.

Baron Polnitz says, that though Cologne Is one of
the greatest cities, it is one of tbe most melancholy Iir

all Europe ; there being nothing to be seen but priests,

friars, and students, many of whom beg alms with a-

song, and nothing to be heard but the ringing of

bells \ that there are very few fkmilies of quality ; that

the vulgar are very clownish ; and that the noblemen

of the chapter stay no longer in town than their duty

obliges them. Mr Wright, in his Travels^ says, that

the women go veiled ; and that the best gin is that

distilled from the juniper berries which grow in thia

neighbourhood. This city is perhaps tbe most re-

markable of any in tbe world for tbe great number of

precious^
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Col«^« precious relics it contains, of which the Popish clergy

—
> DO doubt make their advantage. In the church of

St Ursula, they pretend to show her tomb, and the

bones oj the 11,000 pretended virgin martyrs, though

that story is entirely bwing to a mistaken inscription.

The beads of some of these imaginary martyrs are kept

in cases of silver, others are covered with stuffs of gold,

and some have caps of cloth of gold and velvet. Bre-

vat says^ be saw between 4000 and 5000 skulls, decked

with garlands and coronets, ranged on shelves. The
canonesses of St Ursula, who must be all countesses^

have a handsome income. In their church they pre-

tend to show three of the thorns of our Saviour^s

crown, and one of the vessels which contained the

water that he converted into wine at the marriage of

Cana. In the church of St Gereon are 900 heads of

Moorish cavaliers, said to have been in the army of

Constantine before it was converted, and to have been

beheaded for refusing to sacrifice to idols. Every
one of the heads has a cap of scarlet, adorned with

pearls. In the magnificent cathedral of St Peter, the

three wise men who came from the east to visit our

Saviour, are said to be interred. They lie in a large

purple shrine spangled with gold, set upon a pedes-

tal of brass, in the midst of a square mausoleum, faced

within and without with marble and jasper. It is

opened every morning at nine o^clock, if two of the

canons of the cathedral are present, when the kings

or wise men are seen lying at full length, with their

heads bedecked with a crown of gold garnished with

precious stones. Their names, which are Gasper^ Mel-

ehter^ and Balthasar^ ore in purple characters on a

little grate, which is adorned with an infinite number
of large rich pearls and precious stones, particularly

an oriental topaz as big as a pigeon^s egg, and valued

at above 30,000 crowns. Over against them are six

large branches of silver, with wax candles, which burn

ni^t and day. The hones of these men, we are told,

were brought to Constantinople by Helena mother to

Constantine, from thence to Milan by Eustorpius

bishop of that see, and afterwards hither by Archbishop

Rainold. In the Jesuits college are the portraits of

the Erst 13 generals of that order, with Ignatius Lo-

yola at their bead ^ and in the church, which is the

finest in Cologne, are many rich statues, with an ama-

zing quantity of fine silver plate
;;
and the utensils for

mass are all of gold enriched with precious stones. In

the Cordeliers church, is the tomb of the famous Duns
Scotus, sornamed Doctor Subtilis^ with this epitapli,

Scotia me ^enoit, Anglia me suscepit, Gallia me
docuit, Colognia me tenet.^^ Cologne was a free impe-

rial city, hut was deprived of its privileges in 1806,

and is now subject to Prussia. Towards the defence

of the empire, its assessment was 825 florins
; and to-

wards the maintenance of the chamber-court, 405 rix-

dollars 72^ kruitzers, eneb term. Its militia consists

of four companies of foot, who keep guard at tbe gates.

Cologne surrendered to the French in 1794, and was
delivered over to the Prussians in 1814. It bas re-

peatedly suffered from inundations of the Rhine, par-

ticularly in 1784. The wine raised in the adjacent

country is of a very inferior quality. The principal

objects of export are wine, timber, earthen-ware, slates,

hard-ware, and fire-arms.

CoLOGNS-Earth^ a kind of very light bastard oebre, Cologoe

of a deep brown colour. It

COLOMBO, a handsome, pleasant, and strong town
of Asia, seated on the western side of the island of

^

Ceylon in the East Indies. It was built by tbe Por-

tuguese in 1638 •y and in 1658 they were driven from

it by the natives, assisted by the Dutch, who were af-

terwards dispossessed by the British. It is about three

quarters of a mile long, and as much in breadth. Tbe
Datives live in the old town, without the walls of the

new ‘y the streets of this last are wide and spacious ^

and tbe buildings are in the modem taste, particularly

tbe governor's house, which is a handsome structure.

E. Long. 80. 25. N. Lat. 7. 10.

COLOMEY, or Colomia, a town of Poland in

Red Russia, seated on tbe river Pruth, in E. Long. 25.

9. N. Lat. 48. 45.
COLOMNA, Fabio, a very learned botanist, born

at Naples about the year 1567. He became skilled

in the languages, in music, designing, painting, and
the mathematics; and died about the middle of the

17th century. He wrote, i. seu Planta-

rum aliquot (ac piscium) historia. 2. Minos cogni-

tarum rariorumque stirpium itemqoe de aqua-
tilibus, aliisque nonnullis animalibus, iibellus; and,

other works.

COLON, In Anatomy

y

the first and most consi-

derable of the large intestines. See Akatomt, N*'

194.

CoLOK, in Grammary a point or character formed
thus [:], serving to mark a pause, and to divide tbe

members of a period. See Pointing; see also Pe-
riod, Comma, and Semicolon. Grammarians gene-

rally assign tbe use of a colon to be, to mark the mid-

dle of a period ; or to conclude. a sense less perfect than

tbe dot or period but, a sense less perfect than the-

period, is an expression extremely vague and indeter-

minate. See Period.
Others say, a colon is to be used when tbe sense is-

perfect, but the sentence not concluded } but neither is

this over clear and express.

A late author, in a ingenious discourse, De ratione

interpungendiy marks tbe office of the colon, and where-

in it differs from the semicolon, &c. more precisely.

A colon, on his principles, serves to distinguish th*ose

conjunct members of a sentence, which are capable of
being divided into other members ; whereof one, at

least, is conjunct. Thus, in the sentence, As we can-

not discern the shadow moving along the diaUplatey so

the advances we make in knowledge are only perceived

by the distance gone over; tbe two members bein^ both

simple, are only separated by a comma. In this, As
we perceive the shadow to have movedy but did not per-

ceive it moving; so our advances in understandingy in

that they consist ofsuch minute steps
y
are onlyperceivable

by the distance ,^the sentenee being divided into two •

equal part5>, and those conjunct ones, since they include

others ; we separate the former b^ a semicolon, and
tbe latter by commas. But in this, As we perceive

the shadow to have moved along the dialy but did net

perceive it moving ; and it appears thegrass hasgrown
y

though nobody ever saw it grow : so the advances we
make in knowledgty as they consist ofsuch minute stepsy^

arc only perccivable:by.the distaiice^\ht. advancement
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Colon in knowledge it compared to tke motion of a iliadow^

n and the growth of grass ; which comparison divides the
CoIoiiM gentence into two principal parts : but since what is said
rojana^

movement of the shadow, and likewise of the

growth of grass, contains two simple members, the^ are

to be separated by a semicolon ; consequently a higher

pointing is required to separate them from the other

part of the sentence, which they are opposed to : and

this is a colon. See Punctuation.
COLONEL, in military matters, the commander

. in chief of a regiment, whether horse, foot, or dra-

goons.

Skinner derives the word from colony, being of

opinion, the chiefs of colonies, called coloniales^ might

give the name to chiefs of forces. In the French and

Spanish armies, colonel is confined to the infantry and
dragoons : the commanding officer of a regiment of

horse they usually call mestre de camp. Formerly, in-

stead of colonel, the French used the word coronel

:

and this old spelling comes nearer to our common way
jof pronouncing the word colonel,

A colonel may lay any officer of his regiment in

arrest, but roust acquaint the general with it ; he is

not allowed a guard, only a jBentry from the quarter-

guard.

CoLOifEL-Lieutenant^ he who commands a regiment

of guards, whereof the king, prince, or other person of

the first eminence, is colonel. These colonel-lieute-

nants have always a colonePs commission, and are usu-

ally general officers.

.Lieutenant CoLOKSLy the second officer in a regi-

ment, who is at the head of the captains, and com-
mands in the absence of the colonel.

COLONIA, in Ancient Geography^ a town of the

Trinobantes, a little above Camelodunum. Now Col-

chester in Essex, according to Camden, who supposes it

to take its name from the river Colne, and not that it

was a colony ; though others think Antonine^s distance

agrees with Sudbury.

CoLONiA Hqueetris^ an ancient and noble colony on

the Lacus Lemanus. It appears to be the work of

Julius Caesar, who settled there £quites Limatenei; and
to this Lucan is thought to refer. By the Itinerary it

. is supposed to have stood between Lausanne and Gene-
va, 1 2 miles from the last place by Peutinger^s map,
which directs to Nyon, placed in Cavo Lemano, ac-

cording to Lucan^s expression, that is, a bay or cove of

the lake. Its ancient name was Noviodunum^ (Notitia

Gallise) : hence its modem name.

CoLONiA Metailina^ or MetaUinensie^ a town of Lu-
sitania, situated on the right or west side of the Anas,

or Guadiana ; but now on the left or east side, from

the river^s shifting its bed or channel, and called Me-
del in, a town in Estremadura. W. Long. 6. 12. Lat.

38- 45-
CoLONiA Morinorum^ a town in Belgica, thought

to be Tarvenna, the capital of the Morini. Now
Terrouen, a town of Artois. E. Long. 2. 15. Lat.

37-
CoLONiA Norbensisj or Norba Casarea^ a town of

Lusitania, to the south of Trajan^s bridge on the Ta-
gus. Now Alcantara^ in Estremadura. W. Long.
7. 10. N. Lat. 39. 10.

CoLOSiA Trajana^ (Antonine, Peutinger) \ a town

of Belgica, somamed also Ulpia^ (Aotoniae) ; and
Triceeima^ from being the station the thirtieth le- Trajana

gion, (Ammum). Now Kellen, a village of the duchy I

of Clcves, a mile from the Rhine. .

Col^y.

CoLOKiA Valentia^ (Ptolemy, Livy) j a town of the
'

Hither Spain, on the Tnrias^ destroyed by Pompey,
(Sallust) \ restored by Julius Csesar. Still called Va-
lencia, on the river Guadalaviar, in Valencia. W.
Long. 35. Lat. 39. 20.

COLONNA, a town of Italy In the Campagna of
Rome, 18 miles eastward of that city. £• I^ng. 12.

56. N. Lat. 41. 55.
CoLONNA, Pompey^ cardinal archbishop of Mont-

real in Sicily, and bishop of a very great number of
places, made a conspicuous figure In the world. He
was equally qualified to wear the cmidinaPs hat and
the helmet, and experienced more than once the re-

verses of fortone. Julius II. removed him from all

his dignities; but Leo I. restored him, created him
cardinal, and sent him on several embassies. Cle-

ment VIL divested him of the purple, and again re-

stored him to it. It was pretended be was oUiged to

him for bis exaltation to the papal throne. The pope
refusing him some request, he reproached him, saying.

That it was by bis interest he had arrived at his

dignity The pope replied, ** It is true, but let roe

be pope, and do not endeavour to be so yourself ; for

by acting as yon do, yon endeavour to dispossess roe

of that you have raised me to.** He died viceroy of

Naples in 1532. He wrote some poems in praise of

Isabella Filamarini, in which be protests the chastity

of bis wishes. He wrote another woilt, De kntdibut

mulierum,

COLONNADE, in Architecture^ a peristyle of a
circular figure ; or a series of columns dispoM in a
circle, and insulated within side.

A Polyeiyle Colonnade^ is that whose numbers of

columns are too great to be taken in by the eye at a
single view. Such is the colonnade of the palace of

St Peter*8 at Rome, consisting of 284 columns of the

Doric order, each above four feet and a half diameter,

all in Tiburtine marble.

COLONOS, in Ancient Geography^ as eminence

near Athens, whither Oedipus, after bis banishment

from Thebes, is said to have retired ; and hence it is

that Sophocles calls the tragedy on the subject Oedipus

Coloneus, A place sacred to l^ptune, and where stood

an equestrian statue of bkn. Here also stood Timon*s
tower; who, for his love of solitude, and hatred to

mankind, was called Misanthropos^ (Pausanias.).

COLONSAY, one of the Hebrides or Western
Islands belonging to Scotland. It coroprehends| that

of Oronsay, from which it is only separated in time of

flood, and both belong to the same proprietor,

Mr M‘Neil. See Oronsat.
COLONUS, a husbandman or villager, who was

bonnd to pay yearly a certain tribute, or at certain

times of the year to plough some part of the lord's

land ; and from hence comes the word r/hum, who is

called by the Dutch, boor,

COLONY, a company of people transplanted in-

to a reuiote province in order to celtivate and inha-

bit it.

We may distingubh three kinds of colonies. First,

those

2
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CtlMif. tlMMe MrviBg to ea«e or disohargo the inhabitants of a

country, where the people are become too name-
roof, so that they cannot any longer conveniently enb-

•ist.

The aeceed fre thoee established by victorious prin-

ces and people, in the middle of vanquished nations, to

keep them in awe and obedience.

third may he called cohmei of commerce

;

be-

cause, in effect, it is trade that is the sole occasien and

object thereof.

It was by means of the first kind of colonies that,

some ages after the deluge, the east first, and sacces-

sively all the other parts of the earth, became inha-

hked \ and without mentioning any thing of the Pboe-

nioian and Grecian colonies, so famous in ancient hi-

story, it is notorious that it was for the establishment

of so^ cokmies, that, during the declension of the em-
pire, thoee torrents of barbarons natrons, issuing, fo^

the generality, out of the north, overran the C^ls,
Italy, and the other southern parts of Europe \

and,

after several bloody battles, divided it with the ancient

inhabitants.

For the second kind of colonies, the Romans used

them more than any other people ^ and that to secure

the cooqnests they had made from the west to the

east. It is well known how many cities in Gaol,

Germany, Spain, and even England, valoe themselves

on their having been of the number of Roman colo-

nies.

There were two kinds of colonies amon|^ the Ro-
mans : these sent by the senate \ and the military ones,

nonsisting of old soldiers, broken and disabled with the

£st^e8 of war, who were thus provided with lands

at the reward of their services. See Bekefioe. The
ebonies sent by the senate were either Roman or La»
tin, u e. composed either of Roman citizens or Latmt.
The colonist Lathim were such as enjoyed thejw Zo-
tw; ssnd to consist in those two things; one, that

whoever was edile or prsotor in a town of Latium, be-

came for that reason a Roman citizen ; the other, that

the Latins were subject to the edicts oi their own and
not to those of the IhMnan magistrates : in the year of

the eity rix boodred and sixty-two, after the Social

war, the cky was granted to all Latinm, by the leat

Jul$a, The colonise Romanse, were such as had the

jus Romanom, but not in its lull extent ; namely, in

the right of suffrage, patting np for honours, magistra-

cies, command in t^ ormy, &c. ; but the jos Qoiri-

tnm only, or private right; as right of liberty, of

Mtility, or dignity of family, sacrifice, marriage, &c.
For it was long a rule, never to grant the li£irty of

the city in fall to colonies ; nor is there any instance

to the contrary, till after the Social war, in the year

of the city six hundred and sixty-twow According to

Ulpian (I. z. D. ch Cens,) there were other colonies,

which little more than the name, only enjoying

what they called yti# Italicum^ i. e. they were free mm
the tributes and taxes paid by the provinces. Such
were the colonies of Tyre, Berytns, Heliopolis, Pal-

myra, &c« M. Vndlant bns filled a volaroe in folio

wrtb medals struck by the several colonies, in bnnour

of the emperors who founded them. The ordinary

symbol they engraved on their medals, was either an
eagle ; as when the veteran legions were distriboted hi

the ooloniss : or a Ishowrer, holding m pleugh dtawii

b^ a pair of oxen ; as when the colour consisted of or-

dinary inhabitants. On all the medals are seen the

names of the decemviri, who held the same rank and
bad the same authority there as the consuls had at

Rome.
' Lastly, the colonies of commerce are those esta-

blished by the English, French, Spaniards, Portngoese,

and other nations, within these two last centuries, and
which they continue still to establish, in several parts

of Asia, Africa, and America : either to keep up a
regular commerce with the natives, or to cultivate the

ground, by planting sugar canes, indigo, tobacco, and
other commodities. The principal of this kind of co-

lonies are in the one and the other America, north-

ern and sontbem
;
particolarly Peru, Mexico, Canada,

(lately Virginia, New England, Carolina), la Loui-
siana, TAcadia, Hudson^ Bay, the Antilles isfiaads,

Jamaica, Domingo, and the other islands.—In Africa,

Madagascar, Cape of Good Hope, Cape Verd, and ks
islands, and all those vast coasts extendiug thence as far

as to the Red sea. Lastly, in Aria, the famous Batavia

of the Dutch ; Goa, Diu, of the Portoguese
;
and some

other less considerable places of the English, French,

and Danes.
The practice of settling commercial cdonieo in di-

stant countries hath been adopted by the wisest nations

of antiquity, who acted systematically upon maxims
of sonnd policy. This appears to have been the case

with the ancient Egyptians, the Chinese, the Phoeni-

cians, the commercial states of Greece, the Carthagi-

nians, and even tlie Romans ; for though the colonies

of the latter were chiefly Oiilitary, it could easily be

shown that they were likewise made use of for the pur-

poses of trade. The savage nations who ruined the Ro-
man empire, sought nothing bat to extirpate or bold in

vassalage those whom they overcame ; and therefore,

whenever princes enlarged their dominions at the ex-

pence of their neigbhoors, they had recourse to strong

forts and garrisons to keep the conquered in awe.

For this they have been blamed by the famous Machi-
avel, who labours to show, that the settling of colonies

woold have been a clieaper and better method of brid-

Kng conquered countries, than boilding fortresses m
them. John de Witt, who was one of the ablest and
best statesmen that ever appeared, strongly recom-

mended colonies ; as aflbrding a refuge to such as had
been onfortunaCe in trade ; as opening a field for socfi

men to exert their abilities, as tbrofigh want of inte-

rest could not raise themselves in their own country

;

and as a supplement to hospitals and other charitahlo

foundations, which be thought in time might come to

be overcharged. Some, however, have ridiculed tha

supposed advantages of colonies, and asserted that they

must always do mischief by depopidatiog the mother-

country.

The history of the British colonies undonhtedfy

•hows, that when colonists become numerous and opu-

lent, it is very diflicult to reum them in proper soIk

jection to the parent state. It becomes then a qnes-

tidn not very easily answered, how far they are entit-

led to the rights they bad as inhabitants of the mother-

conntry, or how far they are bound by its laws P On
this subject Mr Blackstooe hath the fotlowiag observa-

tions.

^ PiaotntiMiSy or oohmiet b distant eountrits ar#

cither

Colony.
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* Colony, either such where the lands are claimed by right of for which the grant was made be substantially pursued

' ’ occupancy only, by finding them desert and unculti- and that nothing be attempted which may derogcat

ated, and peopling them from the mother-country
^ from the sovereignty of the mother-country. 3. Chai

or where, when already cultivated, they have either ter governments, in the nature of civil corporations

been gained by conquest, or ceded to us by treaties, with the power of making bye-laws for their own in

And both the rights are founded upon the law of na- terior regulation, not contrary to the laws of Britain

tore, or at least on that of nations. But there is a and with such rights and authorities as are speciall

difierence between these two species of colonies with given them in their several charters of incorporatior

-respect to the laws by which they are bound. For it The form of government, in most of them, is boi

hath been held, that if an uninhabited country be dis- rowed from that of England. They have a governo
covered and planted by English subjects, all the Eng- named by the king (or, in some proprietary colonies

lish laws then in being, which are the birthright of ^ the proprietor), who is representative or deputy

every subject, are immediately there in force. But They have courts of justice of their own, froni wbos
this must be understood with many and very great re- decisions an appeal lies to the king in council here i

strictions. Such colonists carry with them only so England. Their general assemblies, which are thei

much of the English law as is applicable to their own house of commons, together with their council of stat<

situation, and the condition of an infant colony
\
such, being their upper house, with the concurrence of tfa

for instance, as the general rules of inheritance, and of king, or his representative the governor, make lau

protection from personal injuries. The artificial re- suited to their own emergencies. But it is partict

finements and distinctions incident to the property of a larly declared, by stat. 7 and 8 W. 111 . c. 22. that a

great and commercial people, the laws of policy and laws, bye-laWs, usages, and customs, which shall be i

revenue (such especially as are enforced by penalties), practice in any of the plantations, repugnant to an
the mode of maintenance for the established clergy, the law made or to be made in this kingdom relative t

jurisdiction of spiritual courts, and a multitude of other the said plantations, shall be utterly void and of non
•provisions, are neither necessary nor convenient for effect. And, because several of.the colonies had claim

•them, and therefore are not in force. What shall be ed the sole and exclusive right of imposing taxes upo
admitted, and what rejected, at what times, and under themselves, the statute 6 Geo. III. c. 12. expressl

what restrictions, must, in cases of dispute, be decid- declares, that all his majesty's colonies in America
ed in the first instance by their own provincial judica- have been, are, and of right ought to be, subordinat

ture, subject to the revision and controul of the king to and dependent upon the imperial crown and parlis

in council $ the whole of their constitution being also ment of Great Britain, who have full power and ai

liable to be new-modelled and reformed by the gene- thority to make laws and statutes of sufficient validit

ral superintending power of the legislature in the mo- to bind the colonies and people of America, subjects t

ther-country. But in conquered or ceded countries the crown of Great Britain in all cases wbatsoevei

4hat have already laws of their own, the king may in- And the attempting to enforce this by other acts of pai

deed alter and change those laws \ but, till be does liament, penalties, and at last by military power, gav

actually change them, the ancient laws of the country rise, as is well known, to the late revolt and final seps

remain, unless such as are against the law of God, as ration of thirteen colonies. See the article America
in an infidel country. Our American plantations are This country is now detached from Britain, and coi

principally of this latter sort, being obtained in the sists of 21 independent states. See the article CoLC
iast century, either by right of conquest and driving NY, Supplement.
out the natives (with what natural justice 1 shall not at COLOPHON, in Ancient Geography^ a town <

present inquire), or by treaties. And therefore, the Ionia, in the Hither Asia, on a promontory on the JE
common law of England, as such, has no allowance or gean sea, and washed by the Halesus. The anciec

authority there ^ they being no part of the mother- Colophon was destroyed by Lysimachus, in bis wa
country, but distinct (though dependent) dominions, with Antigonus, in order to enlarge Ephesus. Pav
They are subject, however, to the controul of the par- sanias says, it was rebuilt in the neighbourhood, in

liament ; though (like Ireland, Man, and the rest) not more commodious scite. This was one of the citi<

bound by any acts of parliament, unless particularly that laid claim to Homer. Colophonem addere^ a pr
named." verbial saying, explained by Strabo to denote, that tl

With respect to their interior polity, our colonies, Colophonian horse turned the scales in favour of tl

whether those we formerly possessed or still possess, side on which they fought. The Colophonians had

may be distinguished into three sorts, i. Provincial grove, a temple, and an oracle of Apollo Clarii

establishments, the constitutions of which depend on (Strabo). Of this town was the poet Antimachu
the respective commissions issued by the crown to remarked on for his turgid style by Catullus. B
the governors, and the instructions which usually ac- wrote a life of Homer, whom be makes a Colopboni:i

company those commissions ; under the authority of (Plutarch).

which provincial assemblies are constituted, with the COLOPHONY, in Pharmacy^ black resin, or tu

power of making local ordinances not repugnant to pentine, boiled in water, and afterwards dried
;

o

the laws of Britain. 2. Proprietary governments, which is still better, the caput mortuum remaining a

granted out by the crown to individuals, in the nature ter the distillation of the ethereal oil, being furth«

of feudatory principalities, with all their inferior rega- urged by a more intense and long continued fire.—

lities, and subordinate powers of legislation, which receives its name of colophoma, from Colophon, a cil

formerly belonged to the owners of counties palatine ; of Ionia, because the best was formerly brought fro

yet ttill with these express conditions, that the ends thence. Two sorts are mentioned in ancient writings

3 ‘I
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He also observed, that when joang, other chil-

dren conld discern cherries on a tree, bj some pre-

tended difference of colour, though he could only dis-

tinguish them from the leaves by the difference of

their size and shape. He observed also, that by means

of this difference of colour they could see the dierries

at a greater distance than he could, though he could

see other objects at as great a distance as they, that is,

where the sight was not assisted by the colonr. Large
objects he could see as well as other persons ^ and

even the smaller ones if they were not enveloped in

other things, as in the case of cherries among the

leaves.

1 believe he could never do more than guess the

name of any colour^ yet he could distinguish white

from black, or black from any light or bright colour.

Dove or straw colour he called white, and diflKerent

colours he firel^uently called by the same name yet

he could discern a difference between them when pla-

ced together. In general, colours an equal degree

of brightness, however th^ might otherwise differ, he

confounded together. Yet a striped ribbon be could

distinguish from a plain one; but be could not tell what

the colours were with any tolerable exactness. Dark
colours, in general, be often mistook for black; bnt

never imagti^ white to be a dark colour, nor dark to

be a white colour.

He was an intelligent roan, and very desirous of

vroderstanding the nature of light and colours; for

which end he bad attended a course of lectures in na-

tural philosophy.

^ He had two brothers in the same circumstances as

to sight ; and two other brothers and sisters, who, as

well as their parents, bad nothing of this defect.

One of the first mentioned brothers, who Is now
living, 1 met with at Dublin, and wisb^ to try his

capacity to disttngnisb the colours m a prism ; but not

having one by me, 1 asked him, Whether he had ever

seen a rainbow? be replmd, He bad offea, and could

distinguish the different cohmrs; meaning only, that

it was composed of different colours, for he could not

tell what they were.
^ I then procured and showed him a piece of rib-

bon ; he imi^iately, and withont unj difficnlty, pro-

nounced it a striped, and not a plain, ribbon. He
then attempted to name the different stripes ; the se-

veral stripes of white be uniformly and without hesi-

tation called white ; the four black stripes he was
deceived in ;

for three of them he thought brown,

though they were exact^ of the same shade with the

other, which he propeny called black. He spoke,

however, with diffidence, as to all those stripes ; and

it most be owned, that the black was not very di-

stinct ; the light green he called yellow ; but be was

not very positive ; he said, 1 think this is what jon
cair yellow.’* The middle stripe, which had a slight

tinge of red, he called a sort of blue. But be was
most of all deceived by the orange colour, of which he

spoke very confidently, saying, ** This is the colour of

grass, this is green.” I alto showed him a great va-

riety of ribbons, the oolonv of which he sometimes

named rightly, and sometime^ as differently as possible

from the true colour.

I asked him wfaetber be imagined it possible for

all the various colours he saw to ba mere differesee of

light and shade ; and that all colours could 1m eompo*
•td of these two mixture only f Whh somo hesitation

he replied. No, he did imagine there was some olhci

difference.

I*
It is proper to add, that the experiment of tbs

striped ribbon was made in the day-time, and in a oOod

light.”

CoLOUMfor staMng differmt kinds efStones, See
Chemistry.

Colour, in Dyeing, See Dteirg.
Colour Plants, is an attribote found to be very

variable. Different coteuni are observed, not only in

different individoals of the same species, but likewise in

different parts of the same individual. Thus, marvel
of Peru, and sweet-william, have frequently petals ol

different colours on the same plant. Three or ibui

different colours are frequemly found open the tame
leaf or flower, as on leaves of the amaraathm
tricolor, and the flowers of the talip, auricola, three^

coloured vielet and others. To produce the most

beautiful and striking variety of crieurs in sech

flowers, is the principal delight and business of the

florist.

The primitive colooit, and their intermediate shades

or gradatioos enouMrated by botanmts, are as follew:

Water-coloiir, hyaUmss,

White.
Lend-colour, cinereus.

Black, niger.

Brown,yiijctrr.

Piteh-blaek, ater^

YELLaw, luteus.

Straw-colour,^^wonu.

Fla«ie-eoloOr,^^tMir.

Iron-colour, giJhns.

Bed.
Fleeh-oriour, incnmatus.

Scarlet, coecineus,

PuRTLS.
Violet-colour, cesrulefhpttrpureHS,

Blue, ceeruleus,

Greek.

These colours seem to be appropriated to particola]

parts of the plant. Thus wbke is most common ii

roots, sweet bmies, and the petals of spring flewen
Water-coloiir, in the filaments and styles. Black, ii

the roots and seeds; rarely in the seed-vessel, an<

scarce ever to be found in the petals. Yellow is fre

quent in the antherse or tops of the stamina
; as like

wise in the petals of antoronal flowers, and the com
ponnd ligulated flowen of Linnsens. Red is commo
in the petaleof summer flowers, and in the acid fmiti

Blue and violet-colour in the petals. Green in th

leaves and calyx, hot rarely io the petalsi In the ir

terchanging of colours, which in plants is found t

depend upon differences in heat, climate, aoi), and cu
ture, a sort of elective attraction is ohserv^ to tak

place. Thus, red is more easily changed into whit

and blue; blue into white and yellow; yellow int

white ;
and white into pnrple. A red colour is ofte

changed into a white, in the flowers of heath, mothi
of thyme, betony, pink, viscons caropioo, cutubalu

trefout orchis^ foxglove^ thistle, cudweed, saw-wor
ro»
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fotty poppet fumitory^ and geraniofn. Red passes into

blue in pimperneK Blue !s changed into white in

beil-floiieri greek-valerian, bind-weed, odurobine, vi-

olet vetch, milk-wort, goat^s rue, viper's bugloss, com-

irey, borrage, hyssop^ dragon's head, scabious, blue-

bottie, and succory. Blue is changed into yellow in

crocus. Yellow passes easily into white in roelilot, agri-

mony, mnUein, tulip, blattaria or moth-mullein, and

corn marigold. White is changed into purple in wood-

sorrel, thorn-apple, pease, and daisy.

Althongh plants are somotiafies observed to change

their colour upon being moistened with colonred juices,

yet that quality in vegetables seems not so much

owing to t^ uatnro of their nourishment, as to the ac-

tion of the internal and external air, heat, light, and

the primitive organization of the parts. In support of

this opinion, we may observe with Dr Grew, that

there is a far Less variety in the colours of roots, than

of the other parts of the plant} the pulp within the

Ain, being usua^ white, sometimes yellow, rarely

iwd., That this eSeet is produced by their small inters

coarse with the external air, appears from this circum-

StaJice, that the upper parts of roots, when they hap-

pen, to stand naked above the gronnd, are often dy^
wkh aeveral colours: thus the top6> of sorrel roots

tpim red^ those of tnmips^ mullein^ and radishes,

pnrplo } and many others green } whilst those parts of

the sane, roots, which lie mote under ground^ are com-

nMfily white. The green colour is so proper to leaves,

tbatninfiy, at those of aage^ the youn|^ speonta of St

Jsihn'a wort,, and others which are reddish when in the

bs4 toqoirc a perfect green npon being fully expand-

ed. Id itkemanner^ the leaves of the sea-sido grape (po*

b^pnrnm), which when young are entirely red, become,

nil they; advanoe in^growtlH perfectly green, except the

middle and transverse} ribs,^ which retain their former

colour.

As flowers gradnally open and are exposed to the.

niiv throw off. their old oolour and acquire a new
oae» Id fact,, no flower haa> its proper colour till it ia>

ftdiy evpandid.. Thaa the purple stock julyfloweit:

ace while or* pale in* tho bud In like manner ba^

cheloB^, buttons} blue-bottle, poppy,, red* datsiea, and)

many other, fiswera^ though of divers colours when.

Uown^ are all! white in; tbo* budi Nay^ many fiowers)

change their colour thrice successively } thus, the very

yeong buds, ofl lady's looking-glass, buf^oss, and; the;

liki^ are all white } the Ivgev Imdk per^e or. momy }.

and the. open flowers bluet*,

With respect to the coloureof the juiceaof pkats,.

we may observe, that most;rewDous gome are tinctured ;

,

some, however, are limpid | that which drops from the

domeetie pine is clear as rock-water. The milk of!

eeme planU.is pale, as in burdock} of others white, as

in dandelion, eophorhiura, and seorzonera} and of

othtri yeBew, asi in . lovage, and greater oelandinew

Mosteuicilages >have little coloor, taste, or smell. Of
all( thfr oolonra above eoninerate^ green is the most,

common ta plants, blacki is the most rare.

Colour brag a quality in phinU so apt to change,

newtrtoi be empl.7ed in dutingoisUng tbelr

•peeiM. Thneooght to:boi characterized from cir-<

cuawlanceenet liabW to alteration by culiore or other

J^donts^ 19ie:anoie intenatmncyf of: coloor obeerved

in the flowers, is likewise to be found in tho other

parts of plants. Berries frequently change from green
Colaur.

to red, and from red to white. £ven in ripe fruits, !

the colour, whether white, red, or blue, is apt to vary }

particularly in apple, pear, plum, and cherry trees.

Seeds are more constant in point of colour than the
vessel which contains them. In the seeds, however,
of the poppy, oats, pea, bean, and kldney-hean, va-
riations are frequently observed. The root, too, al-

tkougb not remarkably subject to change, it foonil to

vary iu some species of carrot and raddash* Leaves
frequently become spotted, as in a species of orchis,

hawk-weed, ranunculus, knot-grass, and lettnce } hot
seldom relinquish their green colour altogether, llose
of some species of amarantbua, or flower-gentle, are
beautifully coloured. The spots that appear on the

surface of the leaves are of different colours, liable to

vary, and not seldom disappear altogether. The
leaves of oflicinal lung-wort, and some speeiet of sow-
bread, sorrel, trefoil, and ranunculus, are covered with

.

white spots. Those of dog's-tooth violet, with purple
and white. Those of several species of ranonculns, and
orchis, witkblack and purple. Those of amavantbus tri-

color,. with green, red, and yellow, lliose of ranunculus
acris, and a species of bog bean, with redor purple. Tbe
under surface of tbe leaves of some species of pnopernci
and the sea-plantain is marked with a number of dots or

points
} a white line runs througfa the leavot of Indian

reed, black-boiried heath, ana a. species of Canary
grass: and tho margin or hrim of the leaf, in some spe-

cies of box, honeysuckle, ground-ivy, and the ever-

green oak, is of a sUver^wbito colour. The whole plant

is often found to assume a colour tliat is onnatur^ or

foreign to it. The varieties in some species of eryogo,

mng-wort, orraoh, amnrantiitiBi pmslano, and* lettuce,

furnish examples.

Such being the inconstancy of colours) ili all tbe parts

of the plant, specific names derived from that quality

are very properly, by Limisons, deemed erroneous^

wbethec they> respoct tbe colour of tbe flower, fruit,

seeds, roots, leaves,, op exprero in general the beauty
or deformity of the entire plant, with a psrticolaU

view to that ctccmnsUnoe. Of this impropriety^ com-
mitted by former botanists, Linnseos biiiiself is not
always guiltless. Thus the two species o{ sarracemf^ or
the sidMaddle flower, are distiogoisbed by the colour
of their petals into tbe yellow and purple sarraoena

}

although the shapes) and figure of the leaves afforded

muchmore coostaot as well as striking charaetem. The
same may be said of bis lupinus albus and loteut} re-

seda alba,
.

glanem, and lutea*}, angelica atro-porporea }

dictamuos albus } lamiom album >} selago cocoiuea } sida^

alba
}

passifiora rnhra, lutea, incaroata, and cosrulea

}

and of many others, hi whkh.the specific name is de-

rived from a character or quality that is so liable to vary

is the same spedes.

We shall conclude this article with observing, tlmt*

of all sensible qualities, . colour is the leael^lsefurin in-

dicating the virtoes and powers* of vegetabltsi The
following general positions on this subject are laid down
by Linnseos, and seem soflkiently confirmed by expe-

nment. A yellow colour generally iedfoates » bitter

‘

taste} as in geotiao, aloe, celandine, tormevie, and
other yellow &wers. Red indicatoS' an* acid or sour
taste } as incranbenrios, barberries,esrrants, rsnpberries,

malbmies, cberries, tbe fruit of tbe rose, sea-buck-

M m a thorn,
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Coloan, thorn, and serrice-tree. Herbs that tom red towards
CoUMf. automn, have likewise a soar taste j as sorrel, wood-
nittking. bloody dock. Green indicates a erode al-

* kalioe taste, as in leaves and onripe fnits. A pale co-

k>ur denotes an insipid taste, as in endive, asparagus,

and lettuce. White promises a sweet luscious taste \

as in white currants and plums, sweet apples, &c.
Lastly, black indicates a harsh, nauseous, disagreeable

taste ; as in the berries of deadly night-shade, myrtle-

leaved sumach, herb-christopher, and others j many of
which are not only unpleasant to the taste, but perni-

cious and deadly in their effects.

To be ascertained of the acid or alkaline property of

any plant, express some of the juice, and rub it upon a
piece of blue paper ( which, if the plant in question is

of an acid nature, will turn red
^

if of an alkaline,

green. For the method of extracting colours from

the different parts of plants, see the article Colour^
Making,

Difference of Colour in the Human Species, See
Complexion.

Colour, in Heraldry, The colours generally used

in heraldry are, red, blue, black, green, and purple \

which the heralds call gules^ a%ure^ sahle^ vert or si»

noplej and purpure ; tenne or tawny, and sanguine, are

not so common \ as to yellow and white, called or and
argent^ they are metals, not colours.

The metals and colours are sometimes expressed in

blazon by the names of precious stones, and sometimes

by those of planets or stars. See Blazoning.
Oenomaus is said first to have invented the distinc-

tions of colours, to distinguish the gundillse of comba-
tants at the Circensian games ; the green for those who
represented the earth, and blue for those who repre-

sented the sea.

Colours, In the military art, include the banners,

fiags, ensigns, &c. of all kinds, borne in the army or

fleet. See Flag and Standard.
Colours, in the Latin and Greek churches, are used

to distinguish several mysteries and feasts celebrated

therein.

Five colours only are regularly admitted in the La-
tin church : these are white, green, red, violet, and
black. The white is for the mysteries of our Saviour,

the feast of the Virgin, those of the angels, saints, and
confessors : the red is for the mysteries and solemnities

of the holy sacrament, the feasts of the apostles and
martyrs^ the green for the time between pentecost and
advent, and from epiphany to septuagesima

$ the violet

in advent and Christmas, in vigils, rogations, &c. and

in votive masses in time of war ^
lastly, the black is for

the dead, and tbe ceremonies thereto belonging.

In tbe Greek church, the use of colours is almost

abolished, as well as among us. Red was, in the Greek
church, the colour for Christmas and the dead, as hlack

among us.

To Colour Strangers Goods^ is when a freeman al-

lows a foreigner to enter goods at the customhouse in

his name.

CoLOUR’^Making^ the art of preparing the diSerent
kinds of colours used in painting.

This art properly belongs to chemistry and is one
of the most curious, though least understood, parts of

it. The ppjncipies on i^ich.colouc-making depends

are entirely different from those on which the theory ol

other parts of chemistry is founded \ and tbe practical

part being in the hands of those who find it their in«

terest to conceal their methods as much as possible, it

thence happens, that there is not only no distinct tbeoiy

of this art, but scarce a single good receipt for making

any one colour hath ever yet appeared.

Tbe first general division of colours is into opaque

and transparent. By the first are meant sodh colours

as, when laid over paper, wood, &c. cover them fully,

so as to efface any other painting or stain that might

have been there before j the others are of such a nature

as to leave the ground on which they are laid visible

through them. Of tbe first kind are white-lead, red-

lead, vermilion, Sxjc, ^ of the latter kind are the colouzi

used for illuminating maps, &c.
Another division is into oil-colours and water-co-

lours by which is meant such as are appropriated tc

painting in oil and in water. Most of alt those whicl:

are proper for painting in water, are also proper foi

being used in oil. There is, however, this remarkable

difference betwixt colours when mixed with water anc

with oil, that such as are quite opaque in water will

become perfectly transparent in oil. Thus, blue ver-

diter, though exceedingly opaque in water, if ground

with oil, seems totally to dissolve, and will become
very transparent. The same thing happens to sue!

colours as have for their basis the oxide of tin, alabas-

ter, or calcareous earth. Tbe most perfectly opaque

colours in oil are such as have lead, mercury, or iron

for their basis : to the latter, however, Prussian blue

is an exception $ for though the basis of that colour U

iron, it proves quite transparent when ground with oil

In water colours, those prepared from metals, Prus-

sian blue alone excepted, are always opaque ^ fron

vegetables or animals, transparent. Coals, however
whether vegetable or animal, are opaque both in watei

and oil.

Colours, again, may be considered as either simph
or compound. The simple ones are such as require no
thing to be superadded to them, in order to make a ful

strong colour, without regarding whether tbe^ are form

ed of many or new ingredients > and in this view, white

lead, red-lead, vermilion, oxides of iron, &c. are simph

colours. Tbe compound ones are formed by tbe unioi

of two or more colouring substances
}
as blue and yel

low united together to form a green, red and yellow t

form an orange, a white earth or oxide with the re
colour of cochineal or brazil to form a lake, &c. ; an<

thus carmine, lake, rose-pink-. Dutch-pink, English

pink, &c. are compound colours.

The last and most important division of colours i

into true and false. By the former are meant thos

which retain their colour under every possible vartet

of circumstances, witbont fading in the least : tbe othei

are such as do not } but either lose their colour altc

gether, or change to some other. What is chiefly a|

to affect colours, is their being exposed to tbe sun i

summer, and to tbe cold air in winter: but to thi

there is- one exception, viz^ wbit^lead^ wbich^ whe
ground with oil, retains its whiteness if exposed to tfa

weather, but degenerates into a brownish or yellowis

colour if close kept. In water this substance ia ver

apt to lose its -colooTi whether exposed to the air c

BO
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that the anion between the two substancefl may be
as perfect as possible. If the colour Is to be a very

fine one, suppose from cochineal, the colouring mat-

ter must be extracted with alcohol without heat.

When the spirit is sufficiently impregnated, it is to

he poured by little and little upon the oxide, rub-

bing it constantly, in order to distribute the colour

equally through all parts of the oxide. The spirit soon

evaporates, and leaves the oxide coloured with, the co-

chineal. More of the tincture is then to be poured

on, rubbing the mixture constantly as before •, and
thus, with proper management, may very beautiful

colours, not inferior to the best carmine, be prepared

at a moderate expence. If, instead of cochineal, we
substitute brazil-wood, turmeric, logwood, &c. differ-

ent kinds of red, yellow, and purple, will be produced.

For the coarser colours, aqueous decoctions are to be

used in a similar manner j only, as these are much
longer in evaporating than the alcohol, very little must
be poured on at a time, and the colours ought to be

made in iargevquantity, on account of the tediousness

of the process.

Hitherto we have considered only the effects of the

pure and simple salts, viz. acids and alkalies, on differ^

eye-briglit, iris, &c. are heightened so as to equal,

if not excel, the blue produced by a solution of cop-

per in volatile alkali. In short, this solution seemi

to be of much more extensive use in colour-making,

when properly applied, than any thing hitherto thought

of. It Is not, however, universally serviceable. The
colour of madder it totally destroys, and likewise tba<

of saf-flower, changing them both to a dull orange.

It likewise spoils the colour of archil ; and what is very

remai'kable, the 'fine red colour of tincture of rose^

made with sulphuric acid ia by solution of tin cfaange(|

to a dirty green.

The most important conaideratlon in colonr-nsaklng

is to make choice of such materials as produce the

most durable colours \ and if these can be produced,

an ordinary colour from them is to be preferred tc

a bright oue from those which fa4^ sooner. In whaj

the difference consists between the colours that fade

and tliose which do not, is not known with any de<

gree of certainty. From some appearances it woul^

seem, that those substances which are most remarkable

for keeping tbeir colour, contain a viscous glutinow

matter, so combine^ with a resinous, one as to be so<

luble both in water and a)cobok The most durable

kinds of ent colours ^ but by combining the acids with alka-
sahi. earths, or metals, these effects may be varied

almost in infinitum; neither is there any rule yet laid

down by which we can judge, d priori of the changers

of colour that will happen on the admixture of this or

that particular salt with any colouring substance. In
general, the perfect neutrals act weakly \ the imper*

feet ones, especially those formed from metals, much
more powerfully. Alum and sal ammoniac consider-

ably heighten the colour of cochineal, brazil, turme-

ric, fustic, madder, logwood, 8^9. The saqae thing

is done, though in a less &gcce» by common i^t,

plauher^s salt, nitre, and mpny other neutrals. 80-.

Iptions of iron in all the acids strike a black with,

every, one of the. above roantipped substances y and;

likewise with sumach, galls, apd otfier aftriogents.

Solutions of lead, or saceba^um saturni, uoiveraally,

debase red coloqrs to a dull pprple^ Solptlon. qf copr,

per changes the purple colou^ of logwood to a pretty,

good blue 5 and, in general, splutlons of this, metal, are

friendly to blue colours. Tbq elffeqtp of solutions 0^
gold, silver, and mercury, ape not sp well known v
they seem to produce dark colours of no great beauty.

Solution of .The most powerful solution, however, wlth rewd to a,

tin the most great number of colours, is that of tin, made in ni-

powerful. tro-muriatic acid. Hence we may see the fallacy of

* See Chro’Mr DelavaVs hypothesis concerning colours that;

mntiot, the least refrangible ones arp produced by the most
s. dense metals : for tin, which hath the least density of

any, metal, hath yet, in a state of solution, the most ex-

traordinary effects upon the least refrangible colours, as

well as those that are most sp. The cplour of cochi-

neal is changed bj it into the roost beautiful sparlet )

a similar change is made upon the colouring matter of.

gum-lac. Brazil-wpod is made to yield a fine purr,

plish criiuspn"^ logwood, a, beautiful dark purple; tur-,

meric, fpstic, weld, and all yellow-polouring woodq and.

flowers, are. made to communicate cojloufs far .morp
beautiful than can be got from.them by any, pthep me-,

tbod. The blue colour of t% . flpureza . of Tiolets,.

red colour is prepaid from gu^m-lac, Tbi^ is verj

strongly resinous, though at the san^ time so fai

glutinous, that the colouring m^ter opa be extractec

from it by water. Next to gnm-]ac are madder-rooti

and cochineal. The madder is a^ exceedingly pene
trating substance, insomuch that, when given to ani

mals along with their food, it tmges thpir bones of 1

deep red colour. Its colouring matter is soluble hot!

in water and glcobol. Along with the pure red, bowi

ever, there is in madder a kind of vjscous astringen

substance, of a dark brown ^ colour, which seems U
give the durability to the whole. The colourini

matter of cochineal,^ though soluble both in water am
alcohol,, is. very teuqcipus and mpcilpginoqs» in wbid
it bears some respmb)appe tp the p^tjwrQ of the an
cieuts, which kept its .colour exceedipgly well- Wher;
the colours ape fugitive, the tingiug substance.seems t

be too resinous or too mucilaginpaq. Tluis the colour

qf brazil, turmeric, &c. are very resinoi^, especialJi

the latter, insomuch that the colouring matter of tur

mqric can scarcely
^
be extracted by waterp ^otfa Ihea

arp perishable, though beautiful colours ; apd mucl

more are t^e red, purple, and blue flpwers, cofumool

to be met with. These seem to be entii^y,: mucila

ginous, without the least quantity of resinous iiuUtei

The yellow flower are different, and in general kee
tbeir colour pretty well. Whether it wpuld be ppss

hie, by adding occasionally a proper quantity of gui

or resin, to make, the fugitive colours . more. dorabU
hath not yet been tried, but seems to have some proba

bility. What tends a little to confirm this, is a pit

cess given by M. Hellot for imparting durability t

the colour of brazil. It consists only in letting deco<

tions of the wood stand for some time in wooden cash

ti\l they grow stale and Pieces of woollen clol

now dyed in the liquor acquiredje.colpur so. durabl

that they werenot in tbp least altered by jexposure 1

the air during four months in, t her. winter seaso!

Whether thjs, change, in thq, durability , of, tha coloi

was effected by the ropiness following the ferment
tio
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Colour- finely prepared chalk. PeorUwhite is made from
woking. oyster-tthelU j and egg-shell white from the shells of

^
’ eggs* All these, hy their attraction for acids, mast

necessarily destroy such colonrs as have any acid or

metallic salt in their composition. The nitrate of bis-

muth is apt to turn black, as are also flake-white and
white-lead, when used in water. The white precipi-

tate of lead recommended underChemistry, 1856.
is greatly superior as a water-colour to all these, being
petfectly free of any alkaline quality, and not at all

apt to lose its own colour, or to injure that ofother sub-

stances. It is a carbonate of lead.

Red 3. Red, The red colours used in minting are of

loon. sorts, viz. those which incline to the purple, and
such as are ofa full scarlet, and tend rather to the orange.

The first are carmine, lake, rose-pink, red-ochre, and
Venetian-red. The second are vermilion, red-lead,

scarlet-ochre, common Indian red, 8panish-brown, and
terra di Sienna, burnt.

We have already laid down some general rules for

the preparation of carmine and lake. Particular re-
’ ceipts have been delivered with the greatest confidence

for making these fine colours ; but all of them must
necessarily prove ineffectual, l^canse an earthy basis

is recommended for striking the colour upon. From
the principles of chemistry, however, we are certain,

that if nitric acid, or solution of tin, is made use of

for brightening a colour made with any earthy basis, it

must infallibly be^destroyed by that basis, by reason of
its alkaline quality. Carmine is the brighest and most
beautiful red colour known at present ; the best comes
from France. Lake differs from it in being capable

of mixture with oil, which carmine is not, unless with

great difficulty. The former is also much more in-

clined to purple than carmine. This last quality, how-
ever, is reckoned a defect ^ and accordingly, the more
that lake approaches to the scarlet or true crimson, the

more it is valued. On dropping solution of tin into

an aqueous tincture of brazil wood, a beautiful preci-

pitate falls, of a purplish crimson colour. This may
— be very well substitoted in place of the dearer lakes on

many occasions.

Rose pink is a very beautiful colour, inclining more
to the purple than scarlet. It seems to he made ofchalk,
coloured with a decoction of brazil-wood, heightened

by an alkaline salt ^ for which reason it is exceedingly
perishable, and but little esteemed. The colour might
be made much more durable, as well as better, by em-
ploying for a basis the white precipitate of lead above-

mentioned, and brightening it with solution of tin.

Red ochre and Venetian red differ in nothing from
the colcotbar of vitriol well calcined. The oxides of

iron may be made to appear either purplish, or in-

clining to the scarlet, according to the manner in which
the calcination is performed. If the matter is per-

fectly deprived of its phlogiston, and subjected to an
intense fire, it always turns out red ; but the mixture
of a small quantity of inflammable matter gives it a pur-

plish cast. Hence various paints are kept in the shops

under different names, which yet differ from each other

only in the slight circumstances above mentioned; and
such are the scarlet-ochre, Spanish brown, and terra

di Sienna burnt. It is remarkable, that the oxides of

iron never show their colour till they become cold.

Colcothar of vitriol, while hot, always appears of a

veij dark dusky purple.

Of the preparation of vermilion and red-lead, an ac

count is given under the article Chemistry, 1701

1832. These are very durable colours-: the first istb<

best red used in oil painting, but does not answer wel

in water ; the other is rather an orange
; and, lik<

other preparations of lead, is in some cases apt to tun

black.

4. Onwt^. The only true orange-coloured paint

are red orpiment and orange lake. The first is a sub

limate formed of arsenic and sulphur ; the other mai

be prepared from turmeric infused in alcohol havin]

its colour stmok upon oxide of tin, and brightened

by a solution of that metal. All the shades of orange

however, may be extemporaneously prepared by mix
ing red and yellow colours together, in due propox

tioBS.

5. Yellow. The yellow paints most commonly ii

use are, king's-yellow, Naples-yellow, Dutch-pink

£nglish-pink, masticot, common orpiment, yellow

ochre, terra di Sienna unbumt, and tnrpitb mineral.

King's-yellow is evidently an arsenical preparatioii

Its colour is exceedingly l^autifal, but apt to fade

on which account, and its great price, it is seldoii

used.

Naples- yellow was for a long time thought to be

preparation of arsenic, but is now discovered to hav

lead for its basis. It is therefore apt to turn black ani

lose its colour, which makes it the less valuable. It i

nevertheless used in preference to kingVyellow, on ac

count of its inferiority in price. This colour is parti

cularly liable to be spoilt by iron when moist, an

therefore should never be touched by that metal unles

previously ^und in oil.

Dutch-pink is said to be prepared by striking th

colour of yellow berries upon finely levigated chalk

But of this there is great reason to doubt ; the basi

of Dutch-pink seems much more hard and gritty tha

chalk, and its colour more durable than those strucl

upon that earth usually are. Very good yellows ma
be prepared with the white precipitate of lead, foi

merly mentioned, by using either yellow berries, fusti<

or any other substance capable of yielding that coloui

Flnglish pink is paler than the Dutch, and keeps il

colour greatly worse.

Masticot is prepared by calcining white-lead till

assumes a yellowish colour. It is not apt to chang<

but the colour is so dull that it is seldom used either i

oil or water.

Common orpiment is a pretty bright greenish-ye

low, prepared by subliming arsenic with sulphur. I

nauseous smell, which is greatly increased by grlndiii

in oil, makes it very disagreeable ; nor does it keep i

colour for any length of time. That kind of orpimei

least inclined to green is to be preferred for the pu
poses of painting.

Yellow-ochre and terra di Sienna are ferruginoi

earths, capable of becoming red by calcination. Grei
vitriol precipitated by lime may he advantageously su

stituted for either of them. See Chemistry.
Turpith mineral is but little used in painting, thou|

its fine yellow colour seems greatly to recommend
This preparation is in aU probability very durabh

ai
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Cdfoor* and should seem therefore worthy of a preference either

to king^s or Naples yellow. See Chemistry Index.
’ Gamboge is a paint that can only be used in water,

and is the most common yellow made use of for co*

hmring maps, &c. ^ but for this it is not very proper,

being neither quite transparent, nor very durable.
Grecaco. 5, Green. The only simple green colour that hath

a tolerable degree of brightness is verdigris, or pre-

parations of it. This, however, though a very b^o*
tiful colour, is far from being durable. It is improved

in colour, though not in durability, by dissolution and
crystallization in distilled vinegar, in which state it is

called distilled verdigris, A more durable water coloer

is made by dissolving the verdigris in cream of tar-

tar, or rather the pure tartaric acid ; but in oil this is

found to be equally fugitive with the verdigris itself.

Bee Chemistry Index,

Compound greens are either made of Prussian or

some other blue, mixed with yellow ; but in whatever

way these colours can be compounded, the beauty of

the green produced is greatly inferior to distilled, or

even common verdigris. The tartaric solution of

verdigris, mixed with a little gamboge, is the best

transparent green water-colour we* have had an oppor-

tunity of trying \ and a mixture of Prussian blue and
turpith-mineral is probably the best opaque one.

Sap-green is a simple colour, but exceedingly infe-

rior to distilled verdigris, or even to the tartaric

solution of verdigris with gamboge. It is prepared

from the juice of unripe buckthorn berries evaporated

to the consistence of a gum. Its green colour is greatly

inclined to yellow. A kind of compound green has

heen sometimes used, called Prussiangreen^ which con*

iists only of Prussian blue and yellow ochre. It has

no beauty, nor is it durable. It is prepared as Prus-

sian blue, only not pouring on any muriatic acid to

dissolve the ochreous sediment which falls at the same
time.

Another green sometimes need is called terre verte.

This is a native earth, probably impregnated with cop-

per. It is of a bluish-green colour, much of that tint

called sea-green. It is gritty, and therefore must be

well levigated before it is nsed. Its colour is durable,

ft but not very bright.

*hsw- y. Blue. The blue colours are ultramarine, Prns-

sian blue, verditer, smalt, bice, and indigo. Of these

the nltramarine is the finest, but its great price bin-

ders it being much used. It is a preparation from

lapis lazuli ^ is an exceeding bright colour, and never

fades with whatever substance it is mixed. It is now,

however, in a ^eat measure superseded by Prussian

bine, to the disadvantage of painting in general \ as

Pmssian blue, though very beautiful, is far from being

durable. For an account of its preparations, see the

article ULTRAMARUfe.
The process for making Prussian blue is described,

and its nature folly centered, under Chemistry,

774 > is sufficient here to observe, that

Prussian blue is to be accounted of the best quality

when it is deep, bright, and not inclined to purple.

It ought to be tried by mixture with white lead, as

the brightness of the colour will appear much more
when dlloted than when concentrated in the lumps of

the bine itself.^

The preparation of bine verditer is kept a secret, and
VoL. VI. Parti. f

the best chemists have been puzzled to find out the Colosr-

roethod. The colonr is exceedingly bright, and has a nakuia.

considerable tinge of green. A method of preparing'
'

a colour equally heautiful, and agreeing in all respects

with what is sold in the shops, except that of efier-

vescing with acids, we have found to be as follows

:

Dissolve copper in strong caustic alkali, until the liquid

has assumed a veiv deep blue colour \ and the deeper

this colour is, the finer will your verditer be. When
the menstruum has dissolved as much of the metal as it

can take op, it is to be poured out into a broad and
well glazed earthen pan, held over a very gentle fire

;

and from the moment it is put on, the liquor is to be

continually agitated with a wooden spatula, so that the

liquor may be heated as equally as possible* The
whole secret consists in properly regulating the degree

of heat ; for if it exceeds the doe proportion ever so

little, the verditer will turn out of a dirty green. The
proper degree is about 90^ of Fahrenheit's thermome-
ter. In this gentle heat the alkali slowly evaporates

;

and in proportion to its doing so the verditer falls to

the bottom. After it is once formed, freed from the

alkaline liquor, and dried, it can bear the effusion oF
boiling water without the least injury. Dr Priestley,

in his sixth volume, takes notice, that a solution of

copper in volatile alkali affords a blue precipitate by
heat, but without taking notice of the requisites for its

success. In making this preparation it is necessary to

dissolve copper in its metallic state ^ for the solution of

any oxide will not yield a blue but a green colonr.

This colour is durable in water, but dissolves in oil,

and has then all the inconveniences of verdigris above

mentioned.

Smalt is glass coloured with zaffre, a preparation

from cobalt *. It is comitionly so grossly powdered * See

that it cannot be used in painting, and its texture is

hard that it cannot easily be levigated. Its colour is

exceedingly bright and durable ; so that when finely

levigated it is used instead of ultramarine. The most
proper materials for levigating tbb substance seem to

be the plates of M. Beaomor*s porcelain recommended
by Dr Lewis. See Chemistry Index, For the pre-

paration and qualities of bice, see the articles Abmevus
Lapis and Bicx.

Indigo is but little used in painting either in oil or

water, on aoconnt of the dulness of the colonr. It re-

quires no other preparation than being washed over.

Its goodness is known by the darkness and brightness of

the colour. See Indigo. a

9

8. Purple, The only simple colour of this kind used Purple co-

at present is colcotbar of vitriol. A beaatiful purple

dake may be prepar^ from logwood by means of solu-

* tion of tin ^ but this method of preparing colonrs is

very little known as yet. 30
^,^Br6wn, The brown colours are, bistre, brown- Brown co-

ochre, Cologae-eartb, umber, and brown-pink. Under loon,

the article Bistre is given a process for making that

colour, by infnsiog soot in watery pouring off the tine- 31
tare, and then evaporating it to an extract

^ but Dr Hr LcwU*s

Lewis is ef opinion, with M. Laodois in the French .

Encpchpidie^ that the soot is either boiled in water,
^

or ground with a little liquid of some kind into a smooth

paste \ it is then diluted with more water, and after

standing for about half an hour till the grosser sub-

stance of the soot has settled, the liquor is poured off

Nn
* '

into
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Colmin. iQto anothtr veisel, and set by for ii?o or three dayt,

^
aiaking^ that*,the finer parts may fall to the bottom, and this

*
' » ^ fine matter is the bistre. This is a very useful colour

. in water, being exceedingly fine, durable, and jiot apt

to spoil any other colours with which it is mixed. The
brown pink is said to consist of chalk tinged with the

colouring matter of fustic, heightened by fixed alka-

line salts. It is therefore very perishable, and is sel-

dom used. The other browns are a kind of ochreous

earths j for a description of which see their proper ar-

tides.

Aueinpla Having now considered most of the colouring sub-

to make stances usually to be met with in the shops, we shall

lake of all notice of some attempts that have been made
eooors.

produce all the different colours from vegetables,

after the manner of lakes ; which, though the methods

hitherto tried have for the most part failed of success,

may perhaps some time or other be found applicable to

3^ valuable purposes.
Black from From infusions of astringent vegetables mixed with
aiiriagcnu.

vitriol, is produced a deep black liquor of very

• Sea extensive use in dyeing *. The substances which pro-

SRf* duce the deepest blacks are galls and logwood. When
a decoction or infusion of the galls is dropped into a

solution of the vitriol largely diluted with water, the

first drops produce bluish or purplish red clouds, which

soon mingling with the liquor, turn it uniformly of

their own colour. It seems to be on the quality of

the fvater that this difference in the colour depends.

With distilled water, or the common spring waters,

the mixture is always blue. If we previously dissolve

in the water the most minute quantity of any alkaline

salt, too small to be discovered by any of the common
means by which waters are usually trM, or if the wa-

ter is in the least putrid, the colour of the mixture proves

purple or reddish. Kain-water, caught as it falls from

the clouds in an open field in clean glass-vessels, gives

a blue ^ but such as is collected from the tops of the

houses, grows purple with the mixture of vitriol and

galls : from whence it may be presumed, that this last

has contracted a putrid tendency, or received an alka-

Une impregnation, though so slight as not to be sensi-

ble on other ways of trial.

Both the purple and blue liquors, on adding more

of the astringent infusion, deepen to a black, more

or less intense, according to the nature of dilution : if

the mixture proves of a deep opaque blackness, it again

becomes bluish or purplish when further diluted. If

suffered to stand iu this diluted state for two or three

days, the colouring matter settles to the bottom in

form of a fine black mud, which hy slightly shaking

the vessel is diffused again throu^i the liqnor, and

tinges it of its former colour. When the mixture is

of a full blackness, this separation does not happen, or

'in a far less degree
; for though a part of the black mat-

ter precipitates in standing, yet so much remains dis-

solved, that the liquor continues black. This suspen-

sion of the colouring substance, in the black liquid,

may be attributed in part to the gummy matter of the

astringent infusion increasing the consistence of the

. watery fluid j for the separation is retarded in the

diluted mixture by a small addition of gum arabic*

If the mixtMre either in its black or diluted state is

poured into a filter, the liquor passes through colour-

only n part of .the . black, matter.remainiog on the

filter. The filtered liquor, on standing for some ilmi

becomes turbid and full of fine black flakes : bein

freed from these by a second filtration, it again pul

on the same appearance : and thus repeatedly till a

the colouring parts are separated, and the liquor hs

become colourless.

Dr Lewis, from whose Philosophical Commerce <

Arts this account is taken, further informs ns, that th

colouring matter, when separated from the liquor an

dried, appeared of a deep black, which did not seei

to have suffered any change from the air by exposoj

for upwards of four months. Made red hot, it glowc

and burnt, but did not flame, and became a rust

brown powder, which was readily attracted by a ma|

netic bar*, though in its black state the magnet hi

no action upon it. Sulphuric acid, diluted with vri

ter and digested on the black powder, dissolved tli

greatest part of it, leaving only a very small quantil

of whitish matter. Solution of pure fixed alkalii

salt dissolved very little of it : the liquor received

reddish brown colour, and the powder became blackis

brown. Tliis residuum was attracted by the magni

after being red hot, though not befoie : the alkaiin

tincture, passed though a filter, and mixed with

solution of green vitriol, struck a deep brownish blac

colour, nearly the same with that which results fro

mixing with the vitriolic solution an alkaline tinctui

of galls.

It hath also been attempted to produce black fro

a combination of other colours
^
as green may be pr

duced from a mixture of blue and yellow. M. le Bloi

in his Harmony of Colours, gives a method of formir

black, by mixing together the three coloort callc

primitive^ viz. blue, red, and yellow ^ and M. Caste

in his Opliqtte dts Couleurs published in 1740, sa]

that this compound black has an advantage in pain

ing, above the simple ones, of answering better f

the darkening of other colours. Thus, if blue, by t]

addition of black, is to be darkened into the colo

called blue^blackj the simple blacks, according to hii

if used in sufficient quantity to produce the requisi

deepness, conceal tbe blue, while the compound blacl

leave it distinguishable. Le Blon does not menth
the proportion of the three colours necessary for pr

during black. Castel directs 15 parts of blue, five

red, and three of yellowy hot takes notice that the

proportions are rather speculatively than practica

ly just, and that the eye only can be the true judgi

our colours all being very imperfect, and our pigmer

or other bodies of one denomination of colour beii

very unequal in their degree of intensity. |le o

serves, that the pigments should all be of the deepc

and darkest kind \ and that instead of taking one pi

ment for each colour, it is better to take as many
can be got \ for tbe greater discord there is of het

rogeneous and discordant drugs, tbe more true a
beautiful, he says, will the black be, and> the me
capable of uniting with til other colours, witbo

suppressing them, and even without making tb<

tawny.

Dr Lewis acquaints us, that by mixing diflferc

blue, red, and yellow coloort, be hts not b^n able

produce a perfect black
\ but hts often obtained fn

them very dark colours, such as may be called brou
blach* or gray*blacks ; eucb as we commonly see in t

da
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Colour* names of the plant \rhich produces it, safflower; and
making, from the countries whence it is commonly brought to

'us, Spanish-red^ and China lake. This pigment im-

pregnates alcohol with a beautiful red tincture, but

communicates no colour to water. I have endea-

voured to separate, by the same treatment, the red

matter of some of the other reddish yellow flowers,

as those of garden marigold, but without success.

Plain water extracted a yellow colour, and alkaline

ley extracted afterwards only a paler yellow ; though

the digestions were continued till the flowers had lost

their colour, the tinctures were no other than yellow,

and not so deep as those obtained from the pure yel-

low flowers. 'I1ie little yellow flocculi, which in some
kinds of flowers are collected into a comrpact round

disc, as in the daisy and corn marigold, agree, so far

as they have been examined, with the expanded yellow

petals. Their colour is aflected in the same manner
by acids, by alkalies, and by alum

\ and equally ex-

tracted by water and by spirit. But the yellow farina,

or fine dost, lodged on the tips of the stamina of flowers,

appears to be of a different kind. It gives a fine bright

yellow to spirit, and a duller yellow to water \
the un-

dissolved part proving in both cases of a pale yellowish

white. Both the watery and spirituous tinctures were
heightened by alkaline liquors, turned red by acids,

and again to a deep yellow on adding more of the al-

kali : 1 know no other vegetable yellow that is turned

red by acids.

t¥hite flowers are by no means destitute of colour-

ing matter. Alkaline lixivia extract from some of them
a green tincture, and change their colourless expressed

juices to the same colour \ but I have not observed that

they are turned red by acids. The flowers of the com-
mon wild convolvulus or bind- weed, which in all their

parts are white, give a deep yellow or orange tincture

to plain water \ which, like the tinctures of flowers

that are naturaHy of that colour, is rendered paler by
acids, heightened a little by alum, and more consider-

ably by alkaline salts. The vapours of the volatile sul-

phuric acid, or of burning sulphur, which whiten or
destroy the colour of. the coloure.d flowers, make no
change in the white.

** The red juices of fhiits, as currants, mulberries,

elder-berries, morello, black cherries, &c. gently in-

spissated to dryness, dissolve again almost totally in

water, and appear nearly of the same red colour as at

first. Bectified spirit extracts the tinging particles,

leaving a considerable portion of mucilaginous matter
ondissolved ; and hence the spirituous tincture proves

of a brighter colour than the watery. The red solu-

tions, and the juices themselves, are sometimes made
dull, and sometimes more florid W acids, and gene-
rally turned purplish by alkalies. I'ne colours of these

juices, are, for the most part, perishable. They resist,

indeed, the power of fermentation, and continue al-

most unchanged, after the liquor has been converted

into wine ^ but when the juice is spread thin npon
other bodies, exsiccated, and exposed to the air, the

colonr qoickiy alters and decays ; the bright lively red

changes the soonest : the dark dull red stain from the

juice of the black cherry, is of considerable durability.

The fruit of the American opontia or prickly pear,

the plant npon which the cocbineal insect Is produced,

is perhaps an exception : This bright red ftnit, ao-

2

3^
Colovrs

from fraiu.

cording to Lahat, gives a beantiful red dye. Son

experiments, however, made npon the juice of thi

fruit, as brought into England, did not promise to 1

of any great advantage
^
but the particulars 1 eaon

now recollect.

** The ripe berries of buckthorn stain paper of

green colour. From these b prepared the sobstam

called sap green, a pigment sufliciently durable, re

dily soluble in water, but not miscible with oil. 11

berries dried while green, and macerated in alui

water, are said to yield a yellow pignient ; and wIm

they have grown over ripe so as to fall off spontan

ously, a purple one. It b said that the berry of tl

beliotropum tricoccum, which grows wild aboot Mon
pelier, stains paper of a green colour, and that tli

green tarns presently to a blue : that the common bb

paper receives its colonr from this juice : and that tl

red rags called tumsol, employed for colouring win

and other liquors, are tinctured by the same juii

turned red by acids. According to M. Nissole of tl

French academy of sciences (as qnoted by Savary

his Dictionnaire de Comgierce), following juice

obtained, not from the berries, but from tops of tl

planted gathered iii August, groond in mtlls, and thi

committed to the press. The juice b exposed to tl

sun about an honr, the rags dipt in k, dried in the su

moistened by the vapour which arises during the slaci

ing of quicklime with urine, then dried again in die so

and dipped again in the juice. The Dutch and othe

are said to prepare tnrnsol rags, $nd tornsol in the mai

from different ingredients, among which archil is a pri

cipat one.

In some plants, peony fbr instance, the seeds 1

a certain point of matnrity are covered with a fit

shining red membrane. The pellicles ef the seeds

a certain American tree afford the red masses brong

Into Europe under the names of annotto^ orkan, ai

raucou^. Mr Pott, in the Berlin Meinoirs for t!

year 1752, mentions a very extrordlnary property

this concrete. * With sulphuric acid it produces » bl

colonr, of extreme beauty \ bnt with tbb capital defei

that all salts and liquors, and even common water, d

stroy it.^ The specimen of anootto, wbieb I exami

ed, was not sensibly acted npon by snlphurie acid ^

received no change in its own colour, and commnnici

ed none to the hqnor. Nor did any visible chang

ensue npon dropping tbe acid into tincture of annul

made in water, or in spirit.

The green colour of tbe leaves of plants is e

tracted by rectified spirit nf wine and oils. T
spirkuous tinctures are generally of a fine deep gre<

even when the leaves themselves are dull-coloured,

yellowish, or hoary. The colour, however, seldi

continues long even in the liquor ; much less when t

tinging matter is separated in a solid form, and ex]

sed with n large surface to the air. The editor of 1

Wirtemberg Fbaraiacopoeia observes, that tbe leai

of acanthus, brankursine, or bearis-breach, give

more durable green tincture to spirit than those of a

other herb. Alkalies heighten the colour both of 1

tinctnres and green juices 5 acids weaken, destroy,

change it to a brownish: lime water improves b<

tbe colour nnd durability : by means of lime, not

elegant green lakes are procurable from ^e leaves

gcantfads, Hfy of tbe vaHev^ mud severat other plat

Thi
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Colours

4t
Colourii

for maps.

by any other method. It mast, however, he observed,

(hat there are several sabstances ased in coloor*making,

which solution of tin cannot bear to be mixed with.

These are principally sugar of lead and cream of tar«

tar, as well as all the calcareous earths and alkaline

salts. With alum it may be mixed very safely, and
is in many cases the better for it. The roots of plants,

fVom roots, however, seem to promise more durability of colour

than the upper parts. We have seen a blue colour of

considerable durability and brightness prepared from

the roots of common radishes by expressing the juice,

combining it with tobacco-pipe clay, and brightening it

with a little alum. The root of the red beet is also

said to yield a durable colour of a beautiful red, in*

dining to scarlet •, but this we cannot affirm from our

own experience.

With regard to liquid colours for maps, &c. we
apprehend there can be very little difficulty in pre-

paring all the possible varieties of them, if what we
have above laid down is attended to. The only co-

lour with which there can be any difficulty is Siue ;

but the common solution of indigo in alkalies or acids

may be made to answer this purpose, though, on ac-

count of their strongly saline quality, they are not very

proper. A very curious method of procuring a beau-

tiful transparent bine colour is by extracting the colour-

ing matter from Prussian blue, by means of a caustic

alkali. This, when laid upon paper, appears of a dirty

brown "colour ^ but if washed over with a weak solution

of green vitriol, is instantly changed to. a roost beauti-

ful blue. This seems to afford a method of procuring

blue transparent colours of greater beauty than they are

usually met with.—^ee specimens of transparent colours

prepared according to the above rules, on the Chart
suMoined to History.
COLOURING, among painters, the manner of ap-

plying and conducting the colour of a picture ; or the

mixtures of light and shade, formed by the various co-

lours employed in painting. See PaINTIKC.
CoLouRim ^ Glass. See Glass.
CoLouRiyotfPorcelain. See Porcelain.
COLT, in Zoology^ a general name for the young of

the horse kind : the male being likewise, for distinc-

tion’s sake, called a horse^olt ; the female, aJilly. 1

_ ^

After the colts have been foaled, you may suffer

them to run with the mare till about Michaelmas,
onary,

gooner or later, according as the cold weather comes
in ; then they must be weaned j though some persons

are for having them weaned after Martinmati, or the

middle of November. The author of the Complete

Horseman is of opinion, that the reason why most foals

advance so slowly, and are not capable of service till

they are six or seven years old, is because they have

not suckled long enough ^ whereas, if they had sucked
the whole winter over, they would be as good at four

or five years old as they are now at eight.

They ought now to be kept in a convenient house,

with a low rack and manger for their hay and oats,

which must be sweet and good
\ with a little wheaten

bran mixed with the oats to cause them to drink, and
to keep their bodies open. But, since there are some
who allege, that oats make foals become blind, or

their teeth crooked
^

the same author is of opinion,

that oats will wear their teeth, and make them the

sooner to change, and also (0 ra^e \ therefore he judgpea

t

M to be the best way to break them In a inill, because

that by endeavouring with their jawi to braise and chei

them, they stretch and swell their eye mod nether-jai

veins, which so attract the blood and humours that the;

fall down upon the eyes, and frequently occasion thi

loss of them \ so that it is not the beating quality c

the oats, but the difficnlty in cbewing, that la the caus

of their blindness.

Further, colts thus fed with grain do not groi

thickish upon their legs, but grow broader and bette

knit than if they had eaten nothing but hay and bran

and will endure fatigue the better. But above al

they must be kept from wet and cold, which are hurt

ful to them, nothing being more tender than they an
For proof of this, take a Spanish stallion, and let bir

cover two mares, which for age, beauty, and cornel

i

ness, may admit of no difference between them
\

ani

if they produce both horse-colts, or both fillies, wbic

is one and the same thing, let one run abroad, and tb

other be housed every winter, kept warm, and ordinar!

ly attended \ and that colt which hat been kept abroa

shall have large fleshy shoulders, flabby aod gout

legs, weak pasterns, and ill hoofs ; and shall be a dul

heavy jade, in comparison to the other which is boused

and orderly kept ^ aod which will have a fine forehead

be fine shaped, and have good legs and boofe, and b

of good stren^h and spirit \ by which you may knov
that to have the finest stallion, and the most beautifv

mare, is nothing, if they are spoiled in the breedin

up. It is worth observation, that some foals, under si

months old, though their dams yield plenty milli

yet decay daily, and have a cough, proceeding froi

certain pellicles or skins that breed in their stomaebi

which obstruct their breathing, and at last destr6

them entirely. Tu remedy this malady,* take the ba

wherein the colt was foaled, dry it, and give him a

much of it in milk as yon can take up with three fin

gers ; but if you have not preserved tbe bag, procul

the lungs of a young fox, and use it instead of the afon

said powder.

It will be proper to let the colts play an hour c

two in some court-yard, &c. when it is fair weathei

provided you put them up again carefully, and sc

that they take no barm. When tbe winter is spen

turn them into some dry ground, where the grass i

short and sweet, and where there is ^ood water, thi

they may drink at pleasure ; for it is not necessai

that a colt should fill his belly immediately, like

horse that labours hard. The next winter you mi

take them into the house, and use them just as you f

your other horses ; but let not your borse-colts an

fillies be kept together after the first year. This m<

tbod may ba observed every summer and winter ti

you break them, which you may do after they liai

been three years old
;
and it will be a very eqsy thin

if you observe the aforesaid method of bousing then:

for ordering them tbe second year as you do yoi

other horses, they will be so tame and gentle, th

yon need not fear their leaping, plunging, kickin

or the like \ for they will take the saddle quietly. I

for all those ridiculous methods of beating and cnrbii

them, they are In effect spoiling them, whatever tli<

call it, tu plooghed fields, deep wsys, or the lik<

instead of which, let tbe rider strive to win them I

gentle usage, never correcting l|Ot ^wbea it

necessai
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Co!nmbanus COLUMBANUS, a daint and a poet, was bora ia

H Ireland, and broagbt up to a religious life among' the

^ disciples of St Columba. He made uncommon pro-

*
^

'

r gress in learning ^ and very early in life distinguished

himself for poetical abilities, by the composition of a

book of psalms, and a number of moral poems, intend-

ed also to be set to music. Jonas, a vrriter of eccle-

siastical history, mentions, that Colnmbanus belonged

originally to a monastery of the name of Benchor, The
same monastery is mentioned by St Bernard in his life

of bis friend St Malachi ^
and he relates that it sent

out a great number of monks, who spread over Eu-
rope. Columbanus passed from Britain into France,

in the year 589, and founded the monastery of Luxeville

near Besan^on. He had been kindly received and pa-

tronized by King Childebert j but he was afterwards

expelled out of France by the wicked queen Brunichild.

He retired to Lombardy in Italy, where be founded

the monastery of Bobio.

COLUMBARIA, in Ancient Geography^ an island

like a rock on the west of Sicily, opposite to Drepa-
num, now Columbara*

COLUMBIA RIVER, a large river of North Ame-
rica, which rises in the Rocky mountains near the 54tb

degree of north latitude, and after receiving the large

branches called Lewis river, and Clarke's river, falls

into the Pacific ocean in N. Lat. 45. 5c. W. Long.

124. The tide flows op the Columbia 183 miles, and

vessels of considerable burden nwy ascend as far as the

first fall, which is a6i. miles from the mouth. By
means of this river, and the Missouri, whose head brau-

ches approach near one another, the Americans have

established an inland communication with the Pacific

ocean.

COLUMBIC ACID. See Chemistrt Index.

COLUMBINE. See A^uilegia, Botany Index.

COLUMBIUM, a new metal which was discover-

ed in a mineral from North America. See Chemis-
try Index.

^

COLUMBO ROOT, an article lately introduced in-

to the materia medica, the natural histo^ of which is

not yet well known. According to Hr Percival's ac-

count, it grew originally on the continent of America,

from whence it was transplanted to Columbo, a town

in Ceylon, which gives name to, and supplies all

India with it. The inhabitants of these countries have

for a long time used it in disorders of the stomach and
bowels. They carry it about with them, and take it

sliced or scraped in Madeira wine. This root comes

to us in circular pieces, which are from half an inch

or an inch to three inches in diameter j and divided in-

tofrwita^ which measure from two inches to one quar-

ter of an inch. The sides are covered with a thick

corrugated bark, of a dark brown hue on its external

surface, but internally of a light yellow colour. The
surfaces of the transverse sections appear very unequal,

highest at the edges, and forming a concavity towards

the centre. On separating this surface, the root is

observed to consist of three lamina, viz. the cortical,

which in the larger roots, is a quarter of an inch

thick } the ligneous, about half an inch ; and the me-
dullary, which forms the centre, and is near an inch

in diameter. This last is much softer than the other

parts, and. when chewed, seems mucilaginous \ a num-
ber of small fibres run longitudinally through it, and

appear on the surface. The cortical and ligncoas parti Colombo-

are divided by a black circular Hue. All the thicker

pieces have small holes drilled through them, for the
’

convenience of drying. Columho-root has an aroma-

tic smell, but is disagreeably bitter, and slightly pun-

gent to the taste, somewhat resembling mustard seed,

when it has lost, by long keeping, part of its essential

oil. Yet, though ungrateful to the taste, when recei-

ved into the stomach, it appears to be corroborant,

antiseptic, sedative, and powerfully antiemetic. In

the cholera morbus it alleviates the violent tormina^

checks the purging and vomiting, corrects the putrid

tendency of the bile, quiets the inordinate motions of

the bowels, and speedily recruits the exhausted strength

of the patient. It was administered to a great Dumber

of patients, sometimes upwards of 20 in a day, afflict-

ed with the cholera morbus, by Mr Johnson of Che-

ster, in 1756. He generally found that it soon stopped

the vomiting, which was the most fatal symptom, and

that the purging and remaining complaints quickly

yielded to the same remedy. The dose he gave was

from half a drachm to two drachms of the powder,

every three or four hours, more or less according to

the urgency of the symptoms* Though this medi-

cine possesses little or no astringency, it has been ob-

served to be of great service in diarrhoeas, and even in

the dysentery. In the first sta^ of these disorders,

where astringents would be hurtrol, Columbo-root may
be prescribed with safety ^ as, by its antispasmodio

powers, the irregular actions of the primse vise are cor-

rected. But as a cordial, tonic, and antiseptic remedy,

it answers better when given towards their decline. Its

efficacy has also been observed in the vomitings which

attend the bilious cholic ^ and In such cases, where au
emetic is thought necessary, after administering a small

dose of ipecacuan, the stomach may be washed with an
infusion of Colombo-root. This wDl tend to prevent

those violent and convulsive retchiogs which in irrita-

ble habits abounding with bile are sometimes excited

by the mildest emetic. In bilious fevers, 15 or 20
grains of this root, with an eqnal or doable quantity

of vitriolated tartar, given every four, five,
^
or six

hours, produce very beneficial effects. From its effi-

cacy in these bilious diseases of this country, it is pro-

bable that it may be useful in the yellow fever of the
West Indies, which is always attended with great sick-

ness, violent retchings, and a copious discharge of bile.

The vomiting recurs at short intervals, often becomes
almost incessant, and an incredible quantity of bile is

sometimes evacuated in a few hours. Children during
dentition are often subject to severe vomitings and di-

arrhoeas. In these cases the Colnmbo-root is an use-
ful remedy, and hath often procured almost instant re-

lief, when other remedies often efficacious have been
tried in vain. This root is also extremely beneficial in
a lan^nid state of the stomach, attended with want oi

appetite, indigestion, nansea, and flatulence* It may
be given either in substance, with some grateful aro-

matic, or infused in Madeira wine. Habitual womi'
ting, when it proceeds from a weakness or Irritability

of the stomach, from an irregular gout, acidities^ acn
monious bile, or an increased and depraved secretion c

the pancreatic juice, is greatly relieved by the use t

Columho-root, in conjunction with aroroatica, chaL
beates, or the testaceous powders. In the nausea^ ar

vomitir
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fotumbuf. cogent reason, however, was a mistaken notion of
'

^ the ancient geographers conceml^ the immense ex-

tent of the continent of India. Thoogh hardly any

of them had penetrated beyond the river Ganges, some

Greek writers had ventured to describe the provinces

beyond that river, which they represented as repons

of an immense extent. Ctesias affirmed that India

was as large as aH the rest of Asia. Onesicritus, whom
Pliny the naturalist follows, contended that it was equal

to a third part of the habitable earth. Nearchus as-

serted that it would take four months to march from

one extremity of it to the other in a straight line. The
journal of Marco Polo, who travelled into Asia in the

13th century, and who had proceeded towards the east

far beyond the limits to which any European had ever

advanced, seemed also so much to confirm these ac-

counts, that Columbus was persuaded that the distance

from the most westerly part of Europe to the most

easterly part of Asia was not very considerable *, and

that the shortest, as well as most direct course to the

On discovering this dishonourable transftctlon, Co- CohmbQt

Iambus immediately quitted . Portugal, and applied to —v**
the king of Spain ^ but lest be should be here again

disappointed, he sent his brother Bartholomew into

England, to whom he had fully communicated bis ideas,

in order that he might negotiate at the same time

with Henry VII. who was reckoned one of the most

sagacious as well as opulent princes of Europe. Bar-

tholomew was very unfortunate in his voyage : be fell

into the bands of pirates, who stripped him of every

thing, and detained him a prisoner for several years.

At last he made his escape, and arrived in Lon-

don, but in such extreme indigence that he was obli-

ged to employ himself, during a considerable time,

in drawing and selling maps, in order to pick op as

much money as would purchase a decent dress in

which he might venture to appear at court. The pro-

posals ^vere received by Henry with more approbation

than by any monarch to whom they had hitherto been

presented.

remote regions of the east, was to be found by sailing Columbus himself made his proposals to the king of

due west. Spain, not without many doubts of success, which

In 1474, Columbus communicated his ideas on this soon appeared to be well founded. Tme science bad

subject to one Paul a physician in Florence, a man
,

as yet made so little progress in the kingdom of Spmn,

eminent for bis knowledge in cosmography. He that most of those to whom the consideration of his

approved of the plan, suggested several facts in cOn- plan was referred were utterly ignorant of the first

firmation of it, and warmly encouraged Columbus principles on which he founded his hopes. Some,

to persevere in an undertaking so laudable, and which from mistaken notions concerning the dimensions of the

must redound* so much to the honour of this country globe, contended that a voyage to those remote re-

and the benefit of Europe. Columbus, folly satisfied gions of the east which Columbus expected to dis*

of the truth of his system, was impatient to set out on cover, could not be performed in less than three

a voyage of discovery. The first step towards this years. Others concluded, that either he would find

was to secure the patronage of some of the considera- the ocean of infinite extent, according to the opinion

ble powers of Europe capable of undertaking such an of some ancient philosophers ^ or that if he should per-

enterprise. He applied first to the republic of Genoa ;
sist in steering westwards beyond a certain point,*

but his countrymen, strangers to his abilities, incon- the convex figure of the globe must infallibly pre*

siderately rejected bis proposal as the dream of a chi- vent his return
) and he must perish In the vain at*

merical projector, and thus lost for ever the opportu- tempt to unite the two opposite hemispheres, which
nity of restoring their commonwealth to its ancient nature had for ever disjoined. Even without design*

lustre. His next application was to the court of For- ing to enter into any particular disenssion, some re*

tugal, where. King John U. listened to him in the jected the scheme in general, upon the credit of a
most gracious manner, and referred the consideration maxim made use of by the ignorant in all ages, ** That
of his plan to Diego Ortiz, bishop of Ceuta, and two it is presumptuous in any person to suppose Uiat he
Jewish physicians, eminent cismographers, whom he alone possesses knowledge superior to all the rest of
was accustomed to consult in matters of this kind, mankind nnited.*^ By continual disappointmenta and
Unhappily these were the persons who had been the delays, he was at last wearied out, and resolved to
chief directors of the Portuguese navigations, and had repair to the court of England in person, in hopes
advised to search for a passage to India by steering a of meetioff with a favourable reception there. lie
course directly opposite to that which Columbus had bad already made preparations for this purpose, and
recommended as shorter and more certain. They taken measures for the di^osal of bis children during

could not therefore approve of his proposal, without his absence, when Juan rerez, the prior of the mo
submitting to the double mortification of condemning nastery of Rabida near Palos, in which thew had beei

their own theory, and of acknowledging his superio* educated, earnestly solicited him to defer his jonme
rity. The result of their conferences was, that they for a short time. Perez was a man of considerabl
advised the king to fit out a vessel privately, in order learning, and some credit with Queen Isabella. T
to attempt the proposed discovery, by following exact- her therefore he applied ^ and the consequence of h
ly the course which Columbus seemed to point out. application was a gracious invitation to Columbus bac
John, forgetting on this occasion the sentiments of a to court, accompanied with the present of a smi
monarch, meanly adopted this perfidious counsel. But sum to equip him for the journey. Ferdinand, bo^

the pilot chosen to execute Columbus’s plan had nei- ever, still regarded the project as chimerical ; and h
tfaer the genius nor fortitude of its author. Contrary the address to employ, in this new neMtiation 'w

winds arose ^ no sign of approaching laud appear- him, some of the persons who had formerlj’ p
ed; his courage failed^ and he returned to Lisbon, nounced his scheme to be impracticable. To tl

execrating the project as equally extravagant and daa* astonishment, Colnmbus appeared before them v
^rons. the same confident hopes of snecesa as fbriDerly^
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^^lumella Roman philosopher, was a natire of Cadiz, and lived

I under the emperor Claudius, about the year 42. He
Colamn. wrote a book on agriculture, entitled De Re Ruetioa^

• and another De Arboribus*

COLUMEY, a town of Bfed Russia in Poland, seat-

ed on the river Frutb, towards the confines of Molda-
via, about 38 miles from Halicz, and 63 south of Leo-
pol* This town has been often pillaged by the Cossacks,

insomuch that it is now inconsiderable, thoi^b there

are several mines of salt in its district. £• Long.
j 6. 25. N. Lat. 48. 45.
COLUMN, in Architecture^ a round pillar made

to support and adorn a building, and composed of a

base, a shaft, and capital. See Architecture, N®
33 -

. .

Columns, denominatedfrom their f/ee.^Astronomi- •

cal column is a kind of observatory, in form of a very

high tower built hollow, and with a spiral ascent to an

armlllary sphere placed a-top for observing the motions

of the heavenly ladies. Such is that of the Doric or-

der erected at the Hotel de Soissons at Paris, by Catha-

rine de Medicis, for the observations of Orontius Fine-

us, a celebrated astronomer of that time.

Chronological Column^ that which bears some histo-

rical inscription digested according to the order of time}

as by lustres, olympiads, fasti, epocbas, annals, &c. At
Athens, there were columns of this kind, whereon was
inscribed the whole bUtory of Greece digested into

olympiads.

Funeral Column^ that which bears an urn, wherein

are supposed to be inclosed the ashes of some deceased

hero } and whose shaft is sometimes overspread with

tears and flames, which are symbols of grief and of

immortality.

Gnomonic Cotunn^ a cylinder whereon the hour of

the day is represented by the shadow of a stile. See

Dial.
Historical Column^ is that whose shaft is adorned

with a basso-relievo, running in a spiral line its whole

length, and containing the history of some great perso-

nage : such are the Trajan and Antonine columns at

Rome.
Hollow Column^ that which has a spiral staircase

withinside for the convenience of ascending to the top

;

as the Trajan column, the staircase whereof consists of

^ 285 steps, and is illuminated by 43 little windows, each

of which is divided by tambours of white marble. The
Monument, or fire-column at London, has also a stair-

case } but it does not reach to the top. These kinds

of columns are also called columna^ coclideee^ or coch~

Udeee.

Indicative Column^ that which serves to show the

tides, &c. along the sea-coasts. Of this kind there is

one at Grand Cairo of marble, on which the overflow-

ings of the Nile are expressed ; by this they form a
judgment of the succeeding seasons } when the water,

for instance, ascends to 23 feet, it is a sign of great fer^

tility in Egypt. See Nilometer.
Instructive Column^ that raised, according to Jose-

phus^ lib. i. cap. 3. by the sons of Adam, whereon
were engraven the principles of arts and sciences.

Bandelot tells ns, that the son of Pisistratus raised aiu>-

tber of this kind, of stone, containing the roles and
precepts of agriculture.

Itinerary Column^ a column with several faces,. pla-

ced in the cross ways in large roads } senlng to Bbow CohooB.

the different routes by inscriptions tbereos.

Loctary Columk^ at Rome, according toFestQi,wu

a column erected in the herb-market, now the plice

Montanara^ which had a cavity in its pedestil, where-

in young children abandoned by their ptrenti, out of

poverty or inhumanity, were exposed, to be brought up

at the public expenee.

Legal Column. Among the Lacedsemooiaos there

were columns raised in public places, whereon were en-

graven the fundamental laws of the state.

Limitrophous or Boundary Column^ that which shows

the limits of a kingdom or country conquered. Such

was that which Pliny says Alexander the Great erect-

ed at the extremity of the Indies.

Manubiary ColumnfTom the Latin manuhia^ ** spoils

of the enemy a column adorned with trophies built

in imitation of trees, whereon the spoils of enemies were

anciently hung. See Trophy.
Memorial Column^ that raised on occasion of any

remarkable event, as the Monument of London, built

to perpetuate the memory of the burning of that city

in 1666. It is of the Doric order, fluted, hollow,

with a winding staircase ; and terminated a-top with

waving flames. There is also another of the kind, in

form of an obelisk, on the banks the Rhine in the

Palatinate, in memory of the famous passage of that ri-

ver by the great Gustavos Adolphus and his army.
Menian Column^ any column which supports a bal-

cony or meniana. The origin of this kind of cohimB,
Suetonius and Ascanins refer to one Menias

} who ha-
ving sold his house to Cato and Flaccos, consuls, to be
converted into a public edifice, reserved to himself the
right of raising a column withontside, to bear a balco-

ny, whence he might see the shows.

Military Column^ among the Romans, a column
whereon was engraven a list of the forces in the Roman
army, ranged by legions, in their proper order

} witb
design to preserve the memory of the number of sol-

diers, and of the order preserved in any military ex-
pedition. They bad another kind of military column,
which they called coktmnm beUiem^ standing Imfore the
temple of Janus } at the foot whereof the consul decla-

red war by throwing a javelin towards the enemies
countries.

MiUiary Column^ was a column of marble raised by
order of Augustus in the middle of the Roman fomm }

from whence, as the centre, the distances of the several
cities, &C. of the empire were reckoned, by other mil-
liary columns disposed at equal distances on all the

grand roads. This column was of white marble, tlu

same with that which is now seen on the ballustrade o
the perron of the capitol at Rome. Its proportion i

massive, being a short cylinder, the symbol of the gVob
of the earth. It was called mUliarium erurettm^ s

having been gilt, at least the ball, by order of Angn
tus. It was restored by the emperors Vespasian ar
Adrian, as appears by the inscriptions.

Sepulchral Column^ anciently was a colomn ereot>
on a tomb or sepulchre, with an inscription on its bat
Those over the tombs of persons of distinction vet

very laige }
those for the common people small 3 th«

last are called Stella and cippi.

Statuary Column^ that which supportra statue. St
was that erected by Pope Paul V. on a pedestal bef
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ConbUa* Tbe cooBtrucUon^ of this table is veiy simple. The

tioo. Iloe A a consists of the first 1 2 numbers. Tbe line^ V ' 'Kb consists everprwhere of units ; the second term 3,
of the line B c, is composed of the two terms 1 and 2
in the preceding rank : the third term 7, in that line,

is formed of the two terms 3 and 3 in tbe preceding

rank : and so of tbe rest j every term, after the first,

being composed of the two next terms in the preced-

ing rank : and by the same method it may be conti-

nued to any number of ranks. To find by this table

how often any number of things can be combined in

another number, under 13, as suppose five cards^iut of

8 : in tbe eighth rank look for the fifth term, which is

569 and that'lis tbe number required.

Though we have shown in the foregoing problems

the manner of finding tbe combination of all numbers
whatever, yet as this table answers the same purpose,

for small numbers, b^ inspection only, it will be found

useful on many occasions ^ as will appear by the follow-

ing examples.
V. To find how many different sounds may be pro-

duced by striking on a harpsichord two or more of

the seven natural notes at the same time. 1. The
combinations of two in seven, by tbe foregoing tri-

angle are, - - • • 2X
2. The combinations of 3 in 7, are - 35
3. The combinations of 4 in 7, are • - 35
4. The combinations of 5, are - - 21

5* Hie combinations of 6, are • - 7
6. The seven notes altogether once, • x

Theitfore the nomber of all the sounds will be X20

VL Take four square jneces of pasteboard, of tbe
' same dimensions, and divide them diagonally, that is,

by drawing a line from two opposite angles, as in tbe

figures, into 8 tnangles ; paint 7 of Uiese triangles

with the primitive colours, red, orange, yellow, green,

blue. Indigo, violet, and let tbe eighth he white. To
find how many chequers or regular four-sided figures,

di&rent either in form or cmour, may be made out
of those eight triangles. First, by combining two of
these triangles, there may be formed eitherw trian-

^ar square A, or the inclined square B called a rhomb.
Secondly, by combining four of tbe triangles, tbe large

square C may be formed } or the long square D, c^led
ti paralklf^am.

r 295 3 COM

D

Now the first two squares, consisting of two parts Conbiafu
out of 8, they may each of them, by the eighth rank tion.

of the triangle, be taken 28 different ways, which
*

makes 56. And the last two squares, consisting of

four parts, may each be taken by the same rank of the

triangle 70 times, which makes - 140
To which add the foregoing nomber * * 56

196
And tbe nomber of tbe different squares that 7
may be formed of the 8 triangles will be 3
VII. A man has X2 different sorts of flowers, and a

large number of each sort. He is desirous of setting

them in beds or flourishes in his parterre : Six flowers

in some, 7 in others, and 8 In others ^ so as to have tbe

greatest variety possible
j the flowers in no two beds to

be tbe same. To find how many beds he must have.

X. The combinations of 6 and X2 by tbe last rank of the

triangle, are - 924
2. The combinations of 7 In I2, are - 792
3. The combinations of 8 In 1 2, are - 495

Therefore the number of beds most be - 221 x

VIII. To find the number of chances that may be

thrown on two dice. As each die has six faces, and as

each face of one die may be combined with all the^

faces of the others, it follows that 6 multiplied by 6,

that is, 3&, will be the number of all tbe chances > as

is also evident from the foliowing table

:

Points.

Nombbof
chances.

Nomb. of

points.

2 I.l

3 2-*

42.21

54.1

63-3

lOj

II

I2|

. 5-*

]6,i 1.6

4.46.2

96-3

5

-

51

6-

i
6.61

1.2

3 -»l'-3 [

i.4^3.i2.3|

3-6

6^^6<
5.W

*•5

5*2

2.6

15
-44-il

14.22.41

^•5 4*3 3«4

5-3 3-5

1 2

2 6

3 12

4 20

5 30
6 42

5 40

4 36

3 30
2 22
I 12

252—
It appears by this table, x. That the number of

chances for each point continually increases to the point

of seven, and then continually decreases till x 2 :^tbere-

fore if two points are proposed to be thrown, the equa-

lity, or the advantage of one over the other, is dearly

visible (a). 2. The whole nomber of chances on the

dice being 252, if that number be divided by 36, the

number of different throws on the dice, tbe quotient is

7.: it fellows therefore,' that at every throw there is

an equal chance of bringing seven points. 3. As there

are 36 chances on the dice, and only 6 of them
^^uhlets, it is 5 to x, at any one tbrow» against throw-

ing A doiddat.

Bj

(a) It is easy from hence to determine whether a bet proposed at hazard, or any other game with the dice, be

jdvantageous or not ; if the dice be true (which, by the way, is rarely the case for any long time together, as h>

ie so easy for those that nre possessed of a dexterity of hand to change the true dice for false.)
,

2
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Corobiim- By the tame method the number of chances upon

lion, any number of dice may be found i for if 36 be mul*
^ - tiplied by 6, that product, whioh it 216, will be the

chances on 3 dice ; and if that number be multiplied

by 6 f the product will be the chances of 4 dice, &c.
Combinations of the Cards. The following expe*

Timents, founded on the doctrine of combinations, may
possibly amuse a number of our readers. The tables

given are the basis of many experiments, as well on

numbers, letters, and other subjects, as on the cards

;

but the effect produced by them with the last b the

most surprising, as that which should seem to prevent

any collusion, that is, the shuffling of the cards, is on

the contrary the cause from whence it proceeds.

It is a matter of indifference what numbers are made
use of in forming these tables. We shall here confine

ourselves to such as are applicable to the subsequent

experiments. Any one may construct them in such

manner as is agreeable to the purposes be intends they

shall answer.

To make them, for example, correspond to the nine

digits and a cipher, there must be ten cards, and at

the top of nine of them most be written one of the

digits, and on the tenth a cipher. These cards must

be placed u^n each other in the regular order, the

number 1 being on the first, and the cipher at bottom.

Yon then take the cards in yonr lef^ band, as is com-

.

monly done in shuffling, and taking off the two top

cards 1 and 2; yon place the two following, 3 and 4,
upon them ; and under those four cards the three fol-

lowing 5, 6, and 7 ^ at the top yon put the cards 8
and 9, and at the bottom the card marked O) con-

stantly placing in succession a at top and 3 at bottom

:

And they will then be in the following order

:

8»9**3 *4-*^*^**^*^*7**^

If yon shuffle them a second time, in the same manner,

they will then stand in this order

:

6*7**3*^*^*9**^*^^*7**^

Thus, at every new shuffle they will have a differ-

ent order, as b expressed in the following lines :

X shnffle 8.9.3.4.i.a.5.6.7.o

a 6.7.3.4.8.9.I.2.5.0

3 a.3 «3 *4*^*7*®*9*^*®

4 9.1.3.4.2.5.6.7.8.0

5 7 .8 .3 .4.9.I.2.5.6.0

€ 5.6.3.4.7.8.9.1.2.0

7 I.2.3.4.5.6.7.8.9.0

It b a remarkable property of this number, that

the cards return to the order in which they were first

placed, after a number of shuffles, which added to the

number of columns that never change the order, b
equal to the number of cards. Thus the number of
shuffles is 7, and the number of columns in which the

cards marked 3, 4, &c. never change their placet it 3,
which are equal to 10, the number of the cards. This
property is not common to all numbers \ the cards
sometimes returning to the first order in a less num^r,
and sometimes in a greater number of shuffles than that

of the cards.

COM
Tables of Combikations,

Constructed on the foregoing principles.

I. For ten Numbers.

Order bcfbre dealing. AAer itt deaU After the ad. 4.rier the 3d.

Comblna.
lion.

6

7

3

4
8

9
1

2

5
o

2
a

5

3
4
6

7
8

9
I

o

These tables, and the following examples at piquet,
exc^ the 36th, appear to have been composed by
M. uuyut.

n. For twentyfour Numbers.

Order before dealing. After ist deal. After the ad. Alter the 3d.

X *3 21 17
2 H 22 20

3 18 12 2
4 *9 *5 7
5 5 *3
6 14 6 H
7 8 9 3
8 9 3 x8

9 3 x8 X 2
10 4 *9 15
IX I *3 21
X 2 2 24 22
13 s *3 5
»4 6 *4 6

7 8 9
16 10 4 *9

n 11 I 23
x8 12 2 24
^9 7 8
20 16 10 4
2 X *7 11 I

22 20 16 10
23 21 *7 IX

H 22 20 16

in. For tiventy-seven Numbers.

Order before dealing. After lit deaL After the ad. After the 3d.
X 23 21 *7
2 H 22 20
3 18 12 2
4 »9 *5 7
5 >3 5 *3
6 6 14

1 8 9 3
8 9 1

x8

9 3 18 12
10 4 *9 16
IX I *3 21
X 2 2 24 22
*3 5 *3 5

14
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Order before dealing. After itt deal. After the ad. After the 3d.

>4 6 M 6

*5 7 8 9
x 6 xo 4 *9

11 I 23
18 X 2 2 24

*9 *5 7 8

20 16 10 4
21 17 IX X

22 20 16 10

23 21 *7 XX

24 22 20 16

^5 25 25 25
26 26 26 26

^7 27 27 27

IV. For Thirty-two Numbers.

Order before dcaliihr. After itt deal After the ad. After the 3d.

I 28 26 22

2 29 27 25

3 23 27 7

4 ^4 20 12

5 18 10 9
6 *9 II 3

7 *3 I 28

8 14 2 29

9 8 14 2

10 9 8 *4
11 3 23 *7
12 4 24 20

*3 X 28 26

»4 2 29 27

5 18 xo

16 6 *9 XI

*7 7 13 I

18 10 9 8

*9 II 3 23

20 12 4 24
11 15 5 x8

22 x6 6 »9

»3 17 7 *3

24 20 12 4
»5 21 15 5
26 22 16 6

27 25 21 *5
28 26 22 16

29 27 25 21

30 30 30 30

3 » 3 ^ 3 ^ 31

32 32 32 32

L ** Several letters that contain no ineaoing, being
** written upon cards^ to make them, after they have
^ been twice shuffled, to give an answer to a question

that shall be proposed ^ as, for example, ^lat ts

“ Let 24 letters he written on as many cards

which, after they have been twice shuffled, shall give Combina-
the following answer : tion.

A dream ofjoy that soon ts d*er.

First write one of the letters in that line on each of

the cards (b). Then write the answer on a paper, and

assign one of the 24 first numbers to each card, in the

following order

:

ADREAMOFJOYTHATSOON
123456 78 9 loxi 121314x516171819

I S 0 » E R.

20 21 22 23 24.

Next write on another paper a line of numbers
from I to 24, and looking in the table for 24 combi-

nations, you will see that the first number after the se*

cond shuffle is 21 $ therefore the card that has the first

letter of the answer, which is A, mnst be placed '

against that number, in the line of numbers you have
just made (c). In like manner the number 22 being

the second of the same column, indicates thlat (he card

which answers to the second letter D of the answer,

must be placed against that number ; and so of the rest.

The cards will tlien stand in the following order ;

X 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 j6 i8 19
OOFSAMNTO ISRHAEO’EJ

20 21 22 23 24
R A D Y T

From whence it follows, that af^er these cards have
been twice shuffled, they most infallibly stand in the

order of the letters in the answer.

Observe, x. You should have several questions, with

their answers, consisting of 24 letters, written on cards
^

these cards should be put in cases and numbered, that

yon may know to which question each answer belongs.

You then present the questions ^ and when any one of

them is chosen, you pull out the case that contains the

answer, and showing that the letters written on them
make no sense, you then shuffle them, and the answer
becomes obvious.

2. To make this experiment the more extraordi-

nary, you may have three cards, on each of which
an arswer is written > one of which cards most be
a little wider, and another a little longer, than the
others. Yon give these three cards to any one, and
when he has privately chosen one of them, he gives

you the other two, which you put in your pocket with-

out looking at them, having discovered by feeling

which he has chosen. You then poll out the case that

contains the cards that answer to his question, and per-

form as before.

3* You may also contrive to have a long card at the

bbttom after the second shuffle. The cards may be
then cot seveial times, till you perceive by the tonch

that the long card is at bottom, and then give the an-

swer ;

(b) These letters should be written in capitals on one of the comers of each card, that the words may be easily

legible when the cards are spread open.

(c) For the same reason, if you would have the answer after one shuffle, the cards must be placed according

to the first column of the table \ or if after three shuffles, atcordiog to the third colonm.

VoL. VI. Part I. t P p
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Combma. twer ; for the repeated cottings, howerer ofteoy will

tioQ. make no alteration in the order of the cards.
** The second of these observations is applicable to

some of the snbsequent experiments, and the third majr

be practised in almost all experiments with the cards.

You should take care to put up the cards as soon as

the answer has been shewn > so that if any one should

desire the experiment to be repeated, you may offer

another question, and pull out those cards that contain

the answer.

Though this experiment cannot fail of exciting at all

times pleasure and surprise, yet it most be owned that

a great part of the applause it receives arises from the

address with which it is performed.

II. The 24 letters of the alphabet being written
** upon so many cards, to shuffle them, and pronounce
** the letters shall then be in their natural order ; but

that not succeeding, to shuffle them a second time,

and then show them in proper order.** Write the

24 letters on the cards in the following order

:

1234 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12

RSHQ EFTPG U X C

13 <4 22 23 24NODYZ IK&ABLM
The cards being disposed in this manner, show them

upon the table, that it may appear they are promisco-

ausly marked. Then shuffle and lay them again on the

table, pronouncing that they will be then in alphabe-

tical order. Appear to be suprised that yon have fail-

ed take them up again, and give them a second shuffle,

and then counting them down on the table they will

all be in their natural order.

III. ** Several letters being written promiscuously
^ upon 32 cards, after they have been once shuffled, to

** find in a part of them a question $ and then shuffling

** the remainder a second time, to show the answer.
** Suppose the question to be, What is each Briton^s

and the answer. His liberty; which taken
** toother contain 32 letters.**

After you have written those letters on 32 cards,

write on a paper the word, his liberty^ and annex to

the letters the first ten numbers thus

:

BOAST?
18 19 20 21 22

IBSLERTHIY
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

Tlterefore, hy the first column of the table, they will

next stand thus :

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16
ITBRONSCHBOA EA S T longcard.

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 ^7 28 29 30 31 32
I ISBS LIBERTWHHIY
You must observe, that the card here placed tho

1 6th in order* being the last of the question, is a long

card ; that you may cut them, or have them cut, after

the first shuffle, at that part, and by that means sepa-

rate them from the other ten cards that contain the

answer.

Your cards being thus disposed, yon show that they

make no meaning ; then shuffle them once, and cut-

ting them at the long card, you give the first part to

any one, who reads the question, but can find no an-

swer in the other, which you open before him; yoa
then shuffle them a second time, and show the answer
as above.

IV. ** To write 32 letters on so many cards, then

shuffle and deal them by twos to two persons, in

such manner, that the cards of one shall contain a
** question, and those of the other an answer. Snp*
** pose the question to be, Is nothing certain $ and the
** answer, Fes, disappointment^

Over the letters of this question and answer, write

the following numbers, which correspond to the order

in which the cards are to be dealt by two and two.

ISNOTHINGCERTAIN?
31 32 27 28 23 24 19 20 15 16 II 12 7 8 3 4

YES,DI SAPOINTMENT.
2930 252621 2217 18 13 14 9 10 5 6 I 2

Then have recourse to the first column of the table

for 32 numbers, and dispose these 32 cards in the fol-^

lowing order, by that column.

Combuia-
iion.

H I S L I B E R T Y. 1 a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ii 12 13 14 15 16
OIERGCANTPINTAIS

Then have recourse to the table of combinations for

ten numbers, and apply the respective numbers to them

iq the same manner as in experiment 1. taking the first

column, as these are to be shuffldd only once according

to that order-

I 2345678910
IBS LERTHI

Y

This is the order in which these cards roost stand

after the whole number 32 has been oncq shuffled, so

that after a second shuffle they may stand in their pro-

per order. Next dispose the whole number of letters

according to the first column for 32 letters; the last

ten are to be here placed in the order above ; as fol-

lows

WHATI8EACHBRI TON *8

I 234567 8 9 10 II 12 13 1415 16 17

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32TMKHSnfNNOYNTEIS
The cards being thus disposed, shuffle them once,

and deal them two and two

:

when one of the parties

will necessarily have the question, and the other the

answer.

Instead of letters you may write words upon the 32
cards, 16 of which may contain a question, and the re-

mainder the answer
;

or what other matter you please.

If there be found difficulty in accommodating the

words to the number of caras, there may be two or

more letters or syllables written upon one card.

V. ** The five beatitudes.** The five blessings we
will suppose to be, 1. Science. 2. Courage. 3. Health.

4. Riches, and, 5. Virtue. These are to be found

upon cards that yon deal, one by one, to five persons.

First,, write the letters of these words successively, in

the
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Cards*

COM
Nninberi. Cards.

*

I Nine 1 9
2 King V spa4e« lo

3 Seven J 7
4 Seven diamonds 7

5 Ace spades %

carried op 34

[ 300
Numban.

brought op 34
6 Ten clubs 10

7 Ten diamonds 10
8 Ten hearts

^
lO

9 Ace clubs I

10 Ace hearts (wide card) 1

1 1 Eight hearts

12 Eight spades

13 Seven hearts

14 Nine clubs

17 Queen clubs

18 I^ne hearts

19 Queen spades

20 Knave clubs

21 King hearts

8
8

7

9
10

10
10

9
10
10
10

22 Queen hearts

23 Nine

24 Knave
25 Eight

26 King
27 Queen ^
28 Knave hearts

29 King clubs

30 Ace diamonds

3*

diamonds

3 a Eight

J

10
10
10
10

X

I

carried up loi total 194

When the cards are by sbufBing disposed in this oi~

der, you cut them at the wide card^ and pronounce
that the cards you have cut off contain 66 poiotS| and
consequently the remaining part 194^

VIII. “ The Inconceivable Repique (e).” When
you would perform this experiment with the cards used
in the last, you must observe not to disorder the iirst 10
cards in laying them down on the table. Putting
those cards together, in their proper order therefore,

you shuffle them a second time in the same manner, and
offer them to any one to cot, observing carefully if he
cut them at the wide card, which will be the ace of
hearts, and will then be at top

\ if not, you roust make
him, under some pretence or other, cut them till It is j

and the cards will then he ranged in such order that

you will repique the person against whom you play,

though you let him choose (even after he has cut) in

what suit yon shall make the repique.

Order of the cards after they have been shuffled and
cut.

1 Eight hearts

2 Eight

3 Knave > spades

. 4 Ten j
5 Queen
6 Knave

7 King
8 Queen

10 King I J

11 Queen \
12 Ace J

* clubs
I

[•hearts

13 Seven 1
, ,

14 Eight

15 Kqave hearts

16 King clubs

IsKna've}**'*®*"*

19 Nine hearts

20 Queen spades

21 Seven hearts

22 Nine clubs

23 Ten hearts

24 Ace dabs

]

25 Seven s^^des

26 Seven diamonds

27 Nine spades

28 King
~

29 Ace
28 King 7 J

®
J-

spades

! o M
30 Ten dobs
31 Ten diamoods

32 Ace hearts

wide card.

Combtnt-

total 66

brought up 161

10

9
10
8

The cards being thus disposed, yon ask your adver-
sary in what suit you shall repiqoe him ? If be say in
clubs or diamonds, you must deal the cards by threes,
and the hands will be as follows

:

Spade

Elder.

Hearts, king

— queen" knave
—— nine— eight

• seven

,

queen

» knave

—

eight

diamonds, eight

Clubs, eight

seven

Re«tr6e, or take la of

the elder.

Seven spades

Seven diamonds
Nine 1
King > spades

Ace J

Touoger.

Clubs, ace

king

' queen
"

' knave
— nine

Diamonds, ace

king
— queen

knave
• nine

Spades, ten

Hearts, ten

Rentrie of tie younger

Ten clnba

Teu diamonds
Ace hearts

If ho against whom you play, who » supposed to be
elder hand, has named cluU to the vepique, and bat
taken in five cards, yon most then lay oot tba queen,
knave, and nine of diamonds, and you will have, with
tie three cards yon take in, a sixiens major in dobs,
and quatorze teas. If be leave ene or two cards, you
must discard all the diamonds.

If he require to be repiqued in diamuds^ tben dts*
card the queen, knave, and nine of dubs : or all tie
dubs, if be leave two cards > aad will then laew n
band of tie same strength as befbse.

Note. If the adversary sbeuld discard Eve of hk
hearts, you will not repique him, ae he wiil'llen have
a septlem in spades : or if he only take one card : hot
neither of these any eae can do, who has the least
knowledge of the game. If the person against whom
you play would be repiqued in hearts or spades, yen
must deal the cards by twos, and the game will stand
thus

:

Elder haod.

King T Ace

NiliV*
King
Ace

Eight J Queen

clubs

diamonds

Queen

(e) This manoeuvre of piquet was invented by the countess of ]

ted by her to M. Guyot.
(a French lady), and cemmonica-
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Eldtr Jkaad.

dabs

hearts

Queen
*

'Knave
Nine
Eight

Seven

Eight 7
Se^o 3
Eight spades

Bentr6e

Seven spades

Seven diamonds

Nine
King > spades

Ace j

Yoaoger baed*

Qoeen 7
Knave >
Ten 3
King
Queen
Knave
Ten
Nine

spades

hearts

Rentr^e.

Ten clubs

Ten diamonds

Ace hearts

If he require to be repiqned in hearts, yon keep the

quint to a king in hearts, and the ten of spades, and
lay out which of the rest you please

^
then, even if he

shMld leave two cards, you will have a sixiem major
in hearts, and quatorze tens, which will make a re*

pique.

But if he demand to be repiqned in spades $ at the

end of the deal you must dexterously pass the three

cards that are at the bottom of the stock (that is, the

ten of clubs, ten of diamonds, and ace of hearts) to

the top (r), and hy that means yon reserve the nine,

kmg, and ace of spades for yourself
^

so that by keep-

ing the quint in hearts, though yon should he oblig^
to lay out four cards, you will have a sixiem to a king

in spades, with which and the quint in hearts you roust

make a repique.

Observe here likewise, that if the adversary lay out

only three cards, yon will not make the repique j bot

that be will never do, unless he be quite ignorant of the

game, or has some knowledge of your intention.

This last stroke of piquet has gained great applause,

when those that have publicly performed it have
known how to conduct it de'xterously. Many persons

who understand the nature of combining the cards,

have gone as far as the passing the three cards from
the bottom of the stock, and have then been forced

to confess their ignorance of the manner in which it

was performed.

XI. ** The Metamorphosed Cards.” Provide 3 J
cords that are differently coloured, on which several

different words are written, and different objects paint-

ed. These cards are to be dealt two and two to four

persons, and at three different times, shuffling them
each time. Affer the first deal, every one*s cards are

to be of the same colour $ after the second deal they

are all to have objects that are similar : and after the

third, words that convey a sentiment.

€ardi» Coloon. Object#. Worda

5 White Bird To hear

6 White Orange Beanty

7 Red Butterfly My
8 Red Flower Notes

9 Red Flower In

10 Red Butterfly Shepherdess

11 Green Butterfly Lever
12 Green Butterfly Your
13 White Flower Of
14

‘ White Flower An inooDstant

15
16

Yellow
Yellow

Orange
Flower

ImaM
Enchanting

White Onmge Adorn
18 Yellow Butterfly My
*9 Yellow Butterfly Pl^llis

20 White Bird Birds

SI Red Orange Sing

22 Red Orange Dear
23 Green Orange And sweetnese

H Green Orange The
^5 Green Bird Of
26 Green Bird Freeent

27 Yellow Flower As
28 Red Bird Changes

Red Bird Bosom
30 Yellow Orange Me
3» White Butterfly Your
3* White Butterfly I long

The cards thus coloured, figured, and tranicribod,

are to be put in a case, in the order they here stand.

When you would perform tbk experiment, you take

the cards out of the case, and show, without changing
the order in which they were pu^ that the oolonrs,

objects, and words, are all placed prombcoonsly. You
then shuffle them in the same manner as before, and deal

them, two and two, to four persons, observing that they

de not take up their car^ till all are dealt, nor mix
thorn together : and the eight cards dealt to each person

will be found all of one colour. You then take each
personas cards, and put those of the second person un-

der those of the firs^ and those of the fourth person

under those of the third. After which you shuffle them
a second time) and having dealt them in the same
manner, on the first personas cards will be pointed all

the birds ) on the second person’s cards all the battor-

flie^ ; on those of the third, the oranges ; and on those

of the fbnrib, the flowers. Yon take the cards a se-

cond time, and observing the same preoaotions, shuflk

and deal them as before ) and then the first person, who
had the last time the bi^ in his hand, will have the

words that compose this sentence

:

Dispose of the cards in the following order.

Cerda Coloura Objecta Werda

1 Yellow Bird I find

2 Yellow Bird In you

3 Green Flower Cbannlng

4 Green Flower Flowers

Sing^ dear birds; I iong to hear your enchanting notes.

The second person, who the last deal had the butter-

flies, will now have these words

:

Ofan inconstantioveryourchanges present me the image*

The third, who had tbs oranges, will have this sen*
teaoe

:

(r) The manner of doing this is explained in the article L£G£RD£MAIN.
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As in mjf Phyilisj Ifind in you beauty and sweetness.

„ I The frartb, who had the flowen. will have these
Comedy^

tfords :

' Charmingflowers^ adorn the bosom ofmy shepherdess.

It seems quite enoecessary to give any further detail,

as they who ooderstand the foregoing experiments will

easily perform this.

Among the different purposes to which the doctrine

of ' combinations may be applied, those of writing in

cipher, and deciphering, hold a principal place. See

the article Cipher.
Combination, \vl Chemistry^ signifies the union of

two bodies of different natures, from which a new
compound body results. For example, when an acid

is united with an alkali, we say that a combination be-

twixt these two saline substances takes place
\
because

from this union a neutral salt results, which is compo-
sed of an acid and an alkali.

COMBUST, in Astronomy. When a planet is in

conjunction with the sun, or not distant from it above
half its disk, it is said to be combust, or in com-
bustion.

According to Argol, a planet is combnst, or in com-
bustion, when not above eight degrees and thirty mi-

nutes distant from the sun, either before or after him.

COMBUSTIO PECUNiJE. the ancient way of trying

mixed and corrupt money, by melting it down, upon
payments into the exchequer. In the time of King
Henry II. a constitution was made, called the trial by
combustion; the practice of which differed little or no-

thing from the present Oietbod of assaying silver. But
^ wheUier this examination of money by combustion was
to reduce an equation of money only to sterling, vix.

a doe proportion of alloy with copper, or to reduce it

to pore fine silver, does not appear. On making the

constitution of trial it was considered, that thongh the

money did answer numero et pondere^ it might be de-

ficient in value \ because mixed with copper or brass,

&c.
COMBUSTION, a term denoting the operation of

fire upon any inflammable substance, by which it

smokes, flames, and » reduced to ashes.

There is not a phenomenon in nature by which the

attention of philosophers has been more engaged, or
which has puzxled them more to account for, than this

very common operation. To explain it, theories have
been invented, the most opposite and contradictory to

ene another that can be imagined \ and, till very
lately, the state of science did not affoi^ data sufficient

to explain it in a rational manner. See Chemistry
Index.

COMEDY, a sort of dramatic poetry, which gives

a view of common and private life, recommends vir-

tue, and corrects the vices and follies of mankind by
means of ridicule. See the article PoETRT.

This last kind alone was received among the Ro-
mans, who nevertheless made a new subdivision of it

into ancient, middle, and new, according to the vari-

ous periods of the commonwealth. Among the an-
oient comedies were reckoned those of Livius Andro-
nions ; among the middle those of Pacuvius ^ and a-

mong the new ones, those of Terence. They likewise

3

distinguished comedy according to the quality of ihe Cowedy
persons represented, and the dress they wore, into |
togatse, prsetextatss, trabeatae, and tabernarise, which

.

Comet,

last agrees pretty nearly with our farces. Among os, »

comedy is distingubhed from farce, as the former re-

presents nature as she is ; the other distorts and over-

charges her. They both paint from the life, but with
different views : the one to make nature known, the

other to make her ridiculous.

COMENIUS, John Amos, a grammarian and
Protestant divine, born in Moravia in 1592. He was
eminent for his design to introduce a new method
of teaching languages \ for which purpose he publish-

ed some essays in 1616, and had prepared some others,

when the Spaniards pillaged his library, after having
taken the city of Fulnec, Where he was minister and
master of the school. Comenius fled to Lesna, a city

of Poland, and tau^t Latin there. The book he pub-
lished in 1631, under the title of Jam/a Linguarum
reseratUf gained him a prodigious reputation, insomudi
that be was offered a commissioi\ for regulating all the
schools in Poland. The parliad^ent of England desi-

red bis assistance to regulate the schools in that king-

dom. He arrived at London in 1641 ; and would
have been received by a committee to hear his plan,

bad not the parliament been taken np with other mat-
ters. He therefore went to Swedep, being invited

by a generous patron, who settled a stipend upon him
that delivered him from the fatigues of teaching ; and
now be employed himself wholly in discovemg ge-

neral methods for those who instructed youth. In

1657 ^ published the different parts of (lis new me-
thod of teaching. He was not only taken op with the

reformation of schools ^ but he also filled bis brain with
prophecies, the fall of Antichrist, Millennium, &c. At
last Comenius took it into bis bead address Louis
XIV. of France, and to send him a copy of the pro-

phecies of Drabicius ^ insinuating, that\t was to this

monarch God promised the empire of the world. Ho
became sensible at last of the vanity of his labours, and
died in 1672.
COMET, an onaque, spherical, and soHd body

like a planet, perrorming revolutions about t^ son
in elliptical orbits, which have the sun in one of their

foci.

There is a popular divbioU of comets into tailed^

bearded^ and hairy comets \ though ibis division rather

relates to the different circumstances of the same co-

met, than to the phenomena of several. Thus, when
the light is westward of the sun, and sets after it, the

comet is said to be taded^ because the train follows it

in the manner of a tail : when the comet is eastward
of the son, and moves from it, the comet is said to be
bearded^ because the light marches before it in the

manner of a beard. Lastly, when the comet and the

sun are diametrically opposite (the earth between
them), the train is hid behind the body of the comet,

except a little that appears round it in form of a bor-

der of hair

:

and from this last appearance the word
comet is derived ; as tufsmtt cometOf comes from Mpie,

eomo, hair. But there have been comets whose dbk
was as clear, as round, and as well defined, as that of

Jupiter, without either tail, beard, or coma. See
AjSTRONOMT Index.

COMETABIUM,
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Comkki. vided ioto two parts or orders } the proUtarii and the"

V capite censu The former, as their name implies, were

designed purely to stock the republic with men, since

they could supply it with so little money : and the

latter, who paid the lowest tax of all, were rather

counted and marshalled by their heads than by their

estates.

Persons of the first rank, by reason of their pre-emi-

nence, bad the name of ckusici; whence came the name
of classici auctores for the most approved writers. All

others, of what classis soever, were said to be infra

classem* The assembly of the people by centuries was

held for the electing of consuls, censors, and prsstors ^

as also for the judging of persons accused of what they

Called crimen perduHitonie^ or actions by which the

party had showed himself an enemy to the state, and

for the confirmation of all such laws as were proposed

by the chief magistrates, who had the privilege of caU
ling these assemblies.

The place appointed for their meeting was the cam-

pus martius ; because in the primitive times of the com-

monwealth, when they were under continual appre<*

^ hensions of enemies, the people, to prevent any sudden

assault, went armed, in martial order, to hold these
' assemblies ^ and were for that reason forbidden by the

laws to meet in the city, because an army was upon

no account to be marshalled within the walls
^

yet, in

later a^s, it was thought sufficient to place a body

of soldiers as a guard in the janiculum, where an im-

perial standard was erected, the taking down of which

denoted the conclusion of the comitia.

Though the time of holding these comitia for other

matters was undetermined \ yet the magistrates, after

the year of the city 601, when they began to enter on

their place, on the kalends of January, were constant-

ly designed about the end of July and the beginning of

August.

All the time between their election and confirmation

they continued as private persons, that inquisition

might be made into the election, and the other candi-

dates might have time to enter objections, if they met
with any suspicion of unfair dealing. Yet, at the elec-

tion of the censors, this custom did not hold ; but as

soon as they were elected, they were immediately in-

vested with the honour.

By the institution of these comitia, Servius Tullius

secretly conveyed the whole of the power from tlie

commons \ for the centuries of the first and richest

class being called out first, who were three more in

number than all the rest put together, if ‘they all a-

greed, as generally they did, the business was already

deeided, and the other classes were needless and insig-

nificant. However, the three last scarce ever came to

vote.

The commons, in the time of the free state, to re-

medy this disadvantage, obtained, that before they

proceeded to voting any matter at these comitia, that

century should give their suffrages first npon whom it

fell by lot, with the name of ceniuria prerogativa ; the

rest being to follow according to the order of their

classes. After the constitution of the 35 tribes into

which the classes and their centuries were divided, in

the first place, the tribes cast lots which should be the

prerogative tribe ; and then the centuries of the tribes

for the boDour of being a prerogative ceUtury. All

the other tribes fuid oontnries had the appeUation of Cmnida.
jure vocatee^ becaase they were called oot according to ^

'

-

their proper places.

Tbe prerogative century being chosen by lot, the

chief magistrate, sitting in a tent in the middle of tbe

campus martius, ordered that century to come out and
give their voices \ upon which they presently separated

from tbe rest of tbe multitude, and came into an inclo-

sed apartment, which they termed septa or ovUia^ pas-

sing over tbe pontes or narrow boards laid there for the

occasion \ on which account de pontibus dejici signifies

to be denied tbe privilege of voting, and persons thus

dealt with are called depontani,

At tbe higher end of the pontes stood the diribitores •

(a sort of under officers, so called from their mmhall-
ing the people), and delivered to every man, in tbe

election of uiag^rates, as many tablets as there appear-

ed candidates, mie of whose names was written upon
every tablet. A proper number of great chests were
set ready in the septa^ and every body threw in which
tablet be pleased.

By tbe chests were placed some of the public ser-

vants, who taking out tbe tablets of ever^ century,

for every tablet, made a prick or a point in another

tablet which they kept by them. Thus, tlie bntiness

being decided by most points gave occasion to the

phrase omne tulit punctum^ and tbe like.

The same method was o^erved in tbe justiciary pro-

cess at these comitia, and in the confirmation of laws ^

except that, in both these cases, only two tablets were
offered to every person

}
on one of which was written

U. R. and on the other A, in capital letters
^

tbe two
first standing for uti rogas^ ** be it as you desire,^* rela-

ting to the magistrate who proposed the question } and
the last for antique^ or 1 forbid it.**

It is remarkable, that though in tbe election of ma-
gistrates, and in the ratification of laws, the votes of

that century, whose tablets were equally divided, sig-

pified nothing *, yet in the trials of life and death, ifthe

tablets pro and con Were the same in number, the par-

son was actually acquitted.

The division of people into tHbes was an invention

of Romulus, after be had admitted the Sabines into

Rome ; and though he Constituted at that time only

three, yet as the state incrOased in power, and tbe

city in number of inhabitants, they rose by degrees to

35. For a long time after this institution, a tribe sig^

nified no more than Such a space of ground with its in-

habitants. But at last the matter was quite altered^

and a tribe was nO longerpars urbis^ butpats cMkziiS ;

not a quarter of (he city, but a company of citixeUs

living where they pleased. This change was chiefly

occasioned by the original difference between the tribes

in point of honour. For Romulus having committed’

all sordid and mechanic arts to tbe care of Strangers,

slaves, and libertines ^
and reserved the more honest

labour of agriculture to tbe freemen and citizens, who
by this active course of life might be prepared for

martial service j the tribus rusiiccB were for this rea-

son esteemed more hononrable than the tribus urbot/t.

And noxt all persons being desirous of getting into the

more creditable division
^ and there being several ways

of accomplishing their wished, as hy adoption, by the

power of censors, or the like ; that rustic tribe which

bad the most worthy nttines in its roll had tbe prefe-

rence
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Cummer. Anciently the administration of Tseant bishoprics

Hrtni, belonged to the nearest neighbooring bislinp; which is

^ practised between the archbishopric of Lyons and
^ the bishopric of Anton : on this account they were

called commendatory buhops.

This custom appears to be very ancient. St Atha-
nasius says of himself, according to Nicephoros, that

there had been given him in commendam^ i. e. in ad-

ministration, another church besides that of Alexandria

whereof he was stated bishop.

The care of churches, it seems, which had no pastor,

was committed to a bishop, till they were provided

with an ordinary: thb register of Pope Gregory I. k
full of th^se commissions, or commendams, granted du-

ring the absence or sickness of a bishop, or the vacancy

of the see.

Some say, that Pope Leo TV. first established the

modern commendams, in favour of ecclesiastics who had
been expelled their benefices by the Saracens \ to whom
the adminbtration of the vacant chorcbes was commit-
ted for a time, in expectation of their being restored %

though St Gregory is said to have used the same while

the Lombards desolated Italy.

lu a little time the practice of commendams was ex-

ceedingly abused ^ and the revenues of monasteries gi-

ven to laymen for their subsistence. The bishops Mo
procured several benefices, or even bishoprics, tncom-
mendttfn^ which served as ^ pretext for bolding them
all, without ditectly violating the canons. Fart of the

abuse has been retrenched \ but the use of commendams
k still retained ms an expedient to take off the incom-
patibility of the person by tbe nature of the benefice.

When a parson is made bishop, hk parsonage becomes
vacant \ but if ^the king give him power, be may still

hold it in commendam.
COMMENDATUS, one who lives nnder the pro-

tection of a' great man. Comfnendati hominet^ were
persons who, by voluntary homage, pat tbemsehres

nnder tbe protection of any anperior lord : fdr nnnltit ftmmm
bomage was ehber prediai^ dne for some< tenoiw \ Or dates

perBonal^ which was by compulsion,- as a sign of twoes- H

sary subjection j or voluntary, with a. desire of protee-

tion and those who, by voluntary homage^ put them-
« / ‘

selves under the protection sf any man of pawery Were
sometimrs called homines ejus commendati^ as often oc-

curs in Doomsdays Commendati dimidii were those

who depended on two several lords, and pnid one baH*of

their homage to eacfhi and sod-rofiimo/fdklr ware Kke
undertenants under the contmnnd of persons that %stw
themselves under the command of some superior lord :

also there were dimidii sub-cammendiitiy wba bore a
dooble rdatTon to such depending lords. Thk pbfase

seems to ba still in use in the usnid compKment, Com-
mend me to such a friend,’* fico* which is to lat Mm
know, ** I am his humble servant.’*

COMMENSURABLE, among geomelriolnni, an
appellation given to snch qnantkies as are ineasnrcd by
one and the sapie common measure.

CoMMBJfsvRdBLEiSumhers^ whether integeiv nr firee-

tions, are such as can be measured or divided by some
other'^nnmber without any rernmnder^ sneh am Hand
x8, as being measured by 6 and 3.

CoMMEHsuEJBLE in Power^ is said of fi^t linet^

when their squares are measured by ode and the sanre

space or snpei^fices.

CoMUESsoRABLE Surds^ thosc that being redneed

to their least terms, btceme trne figurative qoantkkn
of their kind \ and are therefore as a rationM quantity

to a rational one.

COMMENTARY^ or CbiiMEitt, in nrattorsof U-

teraturs, an illustration of the diffieuH orehsenre pas-

sages of an author.

CoMHENTART, Of Commentaries^ likewise denotes a
kind of history, or memoirs of eertain tiaasactieas,

wherein the autber bad a considerable hand : soch are

tbe Commentaries of Caesar.

COMMERCE,
TS an operation by which the wealth, or work, either
^ of individuals or of societies, may be exchanged by
a set of men called merthanis^ for an equivalent, proper
for supplying every want, without any interruption to

industry, or any check upon consumption.

Chap. I. History s/Commerce.

j I. General Hutory.

It is a pomtr'as yet undetided by the learned, to

what nation the invention and first ose of commerce
belonged : some attribute it to one people, some to

another, for reasons that are too long to be discussed

here. But it seems most probable that the inhabitants

of Arabia were those that first made long voyaget.

It must be alldwed, that no country was so happily

•itnated for this purpose as that which they inhalnted,

being a peninsola washed on three sides by three fa-

mous seas, tbe Arabian, Iddhm, and Phrsiam It k
also certain, that it was very early inhabited; and Hk

first notice we have of any considerable trade refirrs

it to the IshmaeKtes, who were settled in the hitfaer

part of Arabia. To them Joseph was sold by hk
brethren, when they were going down with their cn^

meb to Egypt with spicery, balm, and myrrbw ft

may seem strange to infer from hence, that commerce
was already practised by this nation, since ipentioit k
here made of camels, or a caravan, which certainly

implies an inland trader and it most be likewise al-

lowed, that balm and myrrh were the commodities of

their country. But whence had the^r the spicery ? OT
how came Arabia td be so famous in ancient times for

spices P Or whence proceeded that mktake of many
great authors of antiquity, that spices aetdalfo* grew
there? Most certainly, because these people mlt in

them ; and that they dealt hi them the ferst of any
nation that we know of, appears firuinr thk very in-

stance. Strabo and 'many other good aotkors assure

us, that in succeedifag tnnes they were very grant

traders ; they tell nr particularly^ what ports Md^
whal profU^ous magaxhies tfaty kbpt of tbe richest

kinds
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ttMtanni Unit of goods ; what vooderful woalth they obtained i

what pcodigioiu magnificence they Hred, and into

what exeeises the^ fell in respect to their expences for

earring, building, and statnes. All this s^ws that

they were rery great traders } and it also shows, that

they traded to the East Indies •, and from thence only

they could have their spices, their rich gums, their

aweeUscented woods, and their ivory, all which it is

expressly said, they had in the greatest abundance.

This thmfore proves, that they had an extensive and
fionrishing commerce

^
and that they had it earlier

than any other nation, seems evident from their deal-

ing at that time in spices. Besides, there is much less

difficulty in supposing that they first discovered the

rsote to the Indies, than if we ascribe that discovery

to any other nation ; for, in the first place, they lay

aearest, and in the next they lay most conveniently }

to whi^ we may add, thirdly, that as the situation

of their country naturally inclioed them to navigation,

no by the help of the monsoons they might make re-

gular voyagea to and from the Indies with great facili-

ty ; nor is it at aU unlikely that this discovery might

Veal first owing to chance, and to some of their veseele

Veiag blown by a strong gale to the opposite coast, froai

whence they might take the courage to returo, by ob-

serving the regularity of the winds at certain eeasons.

All tlwee reasons taken together seem to fiavoor this

opinion, that commerce flourished first among them;
and aa to its consequences in making theoa rich and
hap^, there is no dispute about them.

We find in the records of anitqmty no nation cele-

brated more early for carrying all arts to perfection

than the inhabitants of Egypt : and it is certain also,

that no art was there cultivated more early, with

BMre asaidiiity, or with greater success, than trade.

It appears firom the foregoing instance, that the richest

commodities were canri^ there by land ; and k is no
lust certain, that the meet valuable manufactures wcro
inveotod and brought to perfection there many ages

before they were Siought of in other cduutrica; fv,
as the learned Dr 'Warburtpn very jnsdy observes, at

the tune that Joseph came into Egypt, the people

, were not only pesseesed of all the couvenicaces of

Ufo, but were remarkable also for their magnificeoec,

dieir^politenoss, and even for their luxury ; whiob ar-

gues, that traffic had been of long standing amongst
them* To say the truth, the great advantages deri-

ued from their coontry*s lying along the Red sea, and
the many bandits that accrued to them firom the Nile,

which they very emphatically called TbARiver^ w TAe
SmKT ofBgypi^ and of which they< knew how to make
all the usee that can he imagined, gave them, an op-

pertonity of carrying their ialaod trade not only to a
greater height than in any coantry at that time, but

even higher than it has bemi carried anywhere, Chi-

na only mtcepted ; and some people have thought it

noittiv^ argument to prove the descent of the Chi-

nese from the Egyptians, that they have exactly the

came tort of geaiue, and with womferfal andoetry and
cave have diMn- so many cuts nod oansils, that their

ceaotry is almaet.hi eusry fart of it navigable^ It

was by soeh> method^ by a.wise apd welhregnlated

gouemment, and by prumotiug a spirit of iadaetry

aamoget the people, that the ancieot Egyptians .be-

came ,aa nonieiuas, so ckh, se powerfid ; aodithat
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their country, for large cities, magnificent structures,

and perpetual abundance, became the glory and won-

der of the world.

The Phoenicians, though they possessed only a nar-

row slip of the coast of Asia, and were surrounded by

nations so powerful and so warlike that they were

never able to extend themselves on that side, became
famous, by ereotiog the first aaval power that makes
any figure in history, and for the raising of which they

took the roost prudent and effectual measures. In orr

der to this, they not only availed themselves of all the

creeks, harbours, and ports, which nature had bestow-

ed very liberally on their narrow territory, hot im*

proved them in such a roanuer, that they were no less

remarkable for their strength than considerable for

their conveniency ; and so attentive were tliey to

whatever might contribute to tite increase of their

power, that they were not more admired for the va&t

advantages they derived from their commerce, than

they were formidable by their fleets and armies*

They were likewise celebrated by antiquitv as the in*

venlors of arithmetic and astfunomy ; and ia the last-

mentioued science they must have bm very coMidei^
able proficients, since they had the ceunge to under-

take Jong voyages at a time when no other nation

(the Arabians and Egyptians exeepted) doist ventniu

farther than their ova coasts. By these arts Tyre
and Sidon became the most famous marts in the onU
verse, and were resorted to by all their neighbours,

and even by people at a eoueiderahle distance, as the

great etorehousee of the world. We leara from the

Scriptures, ktffr^dvantageous Ihoir friefidslNp> and al<*

liance became to the two great kings of Israel, David
and Solomon; and we see, by the appKoatUm of the

latter for arobiteets and artists to Htsam king , of Tyre,

to what a predigioua be^t tliey bad carpied’ maoofoc-

tures of every kind.

It is very certain that Solomen made use of their

assistance in equippieg his fleets at Elaih and Eaiong^
her ; and it is very probable that they put him upon

acquiring those ports, and gave> him the first bints of

the amazing advantages that n^ight bu derived from

the possession of ibero, and from the commence, be

might from tlieuce be able to carry ou- These ports

were tmust oemmodiously ekuated on the Arabian

g^f; and feom tbcnce Ids vesecls, roanued chiefly by
Fhceniclans, tailed to Ophir and Tbarsis, wherever

those places were. Some writers null needs have

them to be Mexicn and Peru, which is. certainly a

wild and extravagant suppoeitkio ; others believe that

we are to look for Ophir on the coast of Afem,
and Tbarsis in Spain ; but the most proheUe opinion

is, that they were both seated in the East Indie^

By this adventurous navigation, be brought into bis

oountry cutiaseties not only unseen, but unUard of be-

fore, vid, riches in such abundanoe, tbgl, as the Sonip-

tnre finely expresses it, He made, silver in Jeruealeoi

as stones, and cedar- trees as syoamoieatbatt grow in. the

phins;** The metaphor ia very bold and nmphatioaJ ^

but wbeo wo ooneider that it is reoordedi in this HI-,

story, that the lelura of< one voyi^ only to, Ophir
produced 45a toknta of gold, whioh makes
ponndaof our Troy weight, about 2^4^7441. sterling*

Wttoannotdouht efthe immeneepoUfit that accrued finm

iUstnoouDecee. It is alsnjohsemldu l^t.lhe.^U0Ol^'Ofi

Q q 2 Sheba,
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HHtory. tbe Scilly islandi, which are now so inconsiderable,

were to them an Indies, the route to which they used

the utmost industry to conceal. On the other hand,

they discovered a great part of the coast of Africa,

the Canary islands ; and some there are who believe

they 6rst found the way to America. While they

consigned themselves to trade, and the arts which be-

longed thereto, their power was continually increas-

sing ; but when industry gave way to luxury, and a

spirit of ambition banished their old maxims of fruga-

lity and labour, their acquisitions remained at a stand.

The Romans began to grow jealous of their naval

power, which it cost them two obstinate wars of 40
years continuance to humble. When she was at length

destroyed, her very ruliis were majestic; for at the

beginning of the third fatal Punic war, this city con-

tained 700,000 inhabitants alone, and bad 300 cities

in Africa under her dominion. Such was the empire

of Carthage, raised entirely by commerce : and to

which, if she had been content to have applied herself

with the same steadiness in her highest prosperity as in

her early beginnings, there is no donbt she had pre-

served her freedom much longer than she did ; for as

economy, diligence, and good faith, are the pillars of

a commercial state ; so when these are once shaken, it

is not only natural that she should decline, but also

unavoidable.

The Ptolemies, who were the snccessors of Alex-

ander in Egypt, entered deeply into that hero’s scheme,

and reaped the benefit of his wise establishment. Pto-

lemy Pbiladelphus, by encouraging trade, made his

subjects immensely rich, and himself inexpressibly

powerful. We are told by an ancient author, that he

bad 120 galleys of war of an enormous size, and up-

wards of 4000 other vessels, small and great. This

would appear incredible, if other wonders were not

related of him, which seem to explain and confirm

these. He raised a new city on the coast of the Red
sea

; he was at an immense expence in opening har-

bours, constructing quays, in raising inns at proper

distances on the road, and in cutting a canal from sea

to sea. A prince who comprehended the importance

of commerce to a degree that induced him to dare

such rxpences as these, might have what treasures,

what armies,' what fleets he pleased. Iti his tin>e,

Alexandria appeared in pomp and splendour. She

owed her birth to Alexander; but it was Ptolemy,

who caught a double portion of bis master’s spirit,

which raised her to that magnificence that ages could

not deface. We may guess at what slie was in her

glory, by what we are told was the produce of her

customs, which felt little short of two millions of our

money annually; and yet we cannot suppose that

Ptolemy, who understood trade so well, would cramp
it by high duties, or extravagant impositions. VV’heii

the revenue of the prince from a single port was so

great, what must have been the riches of his subjects ?

But what shows uh Alexandria in the highest point

of light, is the credit she maintained after Egypt sunk

finmi an empire into a province. The Romans them-

selves were struck with the majesty of her appearance
;

and though till then they had little regarded traffic,

yet they were not long before they comprehended

the advantages of such a port, and such a mart as

Alexaodria^^ they confirmed her privileges, they pro^
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tected her inhabitants, they took every measure pos- HUtory.

sible to preserve her commerce ; and this with so good

an effect, that she actually preserved it longer than

Rome herself conld preserve her power. She follow-

ed, indeed, the fortune of the empire, and became at

last dependant upon Constantinople, when its founder

removed thither the capital of the empire; and his

successor found means to transfer also a part of the

trade of Alexandria to the same place. Yet this city

continued still to hold np her head, and though she

sunk under the barbarous power of the Arabs, yet

they grew polished by degrees ; by degrees she re-

covered somewhat lof her ancient pre-eminence ; and
though she never rose to any thing like her former

Instre, yet she remained the centre of what little trade

there was in the world ; which is more than can be said

of almost any place that has fallen under the Moham-
medan power.

When the Roman empire was overrun by barbari-

ans, and arts and sciences sunk with that power which
had cultivated and protected them, commerce also vi-

sibly declined ; or, to speak with greater propriety,

was overwhelmed and lost. When that irruption of

various nations had driven the Roman policy out of

the greatest part of Europe, some straggling people

either forced by necessity, or led by inclination, took

shelter in a few straggling islands that lay near the'

coast of Italy, and which would never have l^en

thought worth inhabiting in a time of peace. This

was in the 6th century ; and at their first fixing there

they had certainly nothing more in vtew'than living io' *

a tolerable state of freedom, and acquiring a subsistence

as well as they could. These islands being divided

fi*om each other by narrow channels,' and those chan-

nels so encumbered by shallows that it was impossible

for strangers to navigate them, these refugees found*

themselves tolerably safe*; and uniting amongst them-

selves for the sake of improving their condition, and
augmenting their security, they became in the 8th

century a well-settled * government, and assumed the

form of a republic.

Simple and mean as this relation may- appear, yet it

is a plain and true account of the rise, progress, and
establishment of the famous and potent republic of Ve-
m*ce. Her beginnings were indeed weak and slow^

but when the foundation was once well laid, her

growth was quick, and the increase of her power

amazing. She extended her commerce on all sides ;

and taking advantage of the barbarous maxims of the

Mohammedan monarchies, she drew to herself fho

profits of the Indian trade, and might in some sense,

he said to make Egypt a province, and the Saracens*

her subjects. By this means her traffic swelled beyond

conception ; she became the common mart of a]l na-

tions ; her naval power arrived at a prodigicus height

;

and making use of every favourable conjuncture, she

stretched her conquests not only over the adjacent ter-

ra firma of Italy, but though the islands of the Ar-*

chipelago, so as to be at once mistress of the sea, of

many fair and fruitful countries, and of part of the

great city of Constantinople itself. Bat ambition, and*

the desire of lording it over her neighbours, broagbt*

upon her those evils which first produced a decay of

trade and then a declension of power. General hi-

stories indeed- ascribe this to ,the league of Cambrayr
when
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History. all tbe gfeat powers }n Europe combined agoinst

^ this republic : and in tmthy from that period tbe

slokiog of her power is truly dated : but tbe Venetian

writers very justly obsenrcy that though this effect

followed the leagucy yet there was another more la-

tent, but at the same time a more effectual cause,

which was, the falling off of their commerce and

they have ever since Im^o more Indebted to their wis-

dom than their powers to the prudent concealing

of their own weakness, and taking advantage of tbe

errors of their enemies, than to any other cause, for

their keeping up that part which they still hear, and

which had been lost long ago by any other nation but

themselves.

At the same time that Venice rose, as it were, oat

of the sea, another republic was erected on the coast

of ][taly. There could not well be a worse situation

than the narrow, marshy, unprofitable, and unwhole-

some islands in the Adriatic, except the rocky, barren,

and inhospitable shores of Liguria ; and yet as com-
' moron raised Venice the Rich on the one, so she erect-

ed Cffnoa the Proud on the other, la spite of ambi-

tious pud warlike neighbours, in spite of a confined

and nnproducing country, and, which were still great-

er irnp^iments, in spite of perpetual factions and

successive revolutions^ the trade of Genoa made her

rich and great* Her merchants traded to all countries,

nnd throve ^ carrying the commodities of the one to

lliC other. Her fleets became formidable $ and, be-

sides tbe adjacent island of Corsica, she made larger

nnd important conquests. She fixed a colony at CaflBs,

and was for some time in possession of tbe coasts on

both sides of the Black sea. Tbe emulation which

is natural to neighbouring nations, and that jealousy

which rises from tbe pursuit of the same mistress, com-

iBcroe, begat continual wars between these rival re-

pablios } which, after many obstinate and bloody bat-

tles, were at last terminated in favour of Venice, by

that famous victory of Cbiozxo gained by her doge

Andrew Confarini, from which time Genoa never pre-

tended to he mistress of tbe sea. These quarrels were

fatal to both j but what proved more immediately

destructive to the Genoese, was their avariect which

induced them to abandon the fair profits of trade for

the sake of that vile method of acquiring wealth by

usury.

But we most now look to another part of the world*

Xn tbe middle age of the German empire, that is,

about the middle of tlie i^tb century, there was
formed a confederacy of many maritime cities, or at

least of cities not far from the sea. This confederacy

apiely regarded commerce, which they endeavoored to

promote and extend, by interesting therein a great

number of persons, and endeavouring to profit by
their different views and different lights. Though the

cities of Germany held the principal rank in the Teu-
tonic Hanse, they did not however forbear associating

many other cities, ps well in France as in England and

in the Low Countriss ^ the whole, however, without

faurClog the anthority, without prejudice to the rights

of the sovereign on whom tliey depended. Tbit confe-

deracy bad its laws, its ordinances, and its judgments,

which were observed with tbe same respect as the ma-
yitime code of Uie Bbodiaas, who passing for the nb-

Ipsi teamen in all antiquity, their constilntiaBt; were
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observed by the Greeks and Romans. The Tentonio HiOerT;.
Hanse grew in a short time to so high a rank in power ^

g

and authority by the immense riches it acquired, that

princes themselves rendered it a sincere homage from
principles of esteem and admiration. Those of tbe

north principally bad frequent occasion for their cre-

dit, and borrowed of them considerable sums. The
grand masters of the Teutonic older, who were aS
that time sovereigns of Livonia, declared tkemselven

conservators of the rights and^privileges of the Hanse

:

all succeeded, not only to, but beyond their wishes;
aod Germany, chamUd with their progress, looked
on them with tbe same eyes as a curieus gardeoqr
does on certain rare plants, thpugh not of his own
raising and culture. The kip^ of France and Eng-
land granted also various privileges te the Tentoiuo
confederscy ; they exempted their vessels in case of
shipwreck from all demands wbatsever from the ad-

miralty, or from private persons; they forbade any
disturbance to their navigation pt all times, and even
when France was at war with tbe emperor, or the

princes of the north. In fine, during the course of
these unhappy wars which were styled Crm^de$^ the

Hanse was signally consulted, and gave always pois^

sant succours in money and in shipa to tbe Christians

oppressed by infidels* It is astonishing that cities at so

great a distance from each other, subject to differcai

kings, sometimes in open war, but always jealous of
tiieir rights, should be able to confederate and live to-

gether in so strict an onion. But when this union bad
rendered them very rich and powerful, it cannot scam
at all strange, that on the one baud they grew anro-

gaot and overbearing, took upon them not only to

treat with severeigos on tbe foot of equality, but even
|o make war with them, aod more than once with
success* It will, on tbe oUier hand, appear still less

strange, that each behaviour as this awakened vaneos
princes to a more particular view of the dangers tha^

such a league might produce, and the advantages that

would naturally &»w to their respective sUtes, by re-

covering their trade, thus made over, at least ia some
part, to others, entirely to themselves ; and these, in

fow words, were tbe canses of the gradual dedeosiofs

of the Hanseatic alliao^ which is now totaUv dis-

solved, ahhoogb the enties of Lubeck, Hamburgh, and
Bremen, maintain sufTicieat marks of that spkndour

and dignity with which this confederacy was oaoe.

adorned.

We roust now (urn our eyes to Portugal and Spain,

wliere in the space of about 50 years there happened
a train of events which gradually led on to ouch dis-

coveries as changed tbe whole face of affairs in tbe

commercial world, and gave to the knowledge of later

ages what for some thousand years bad been kept se-

cret from all mankind ; we mean a perfect and distinct

notion of that terraqueous globe which they, inbahiu

Tbe kingdom of Portugal was smell, but well cultiva-

ted, very popoloos^ and blessed with a variety ef ^d
ports; all which, however, bad stood them, in little,

stead, if they bad not had a soocession of wise princes,

who, instead of involviog Uiemaaivts in war with

their nriglihours to gratify their asshilioa, eodeavonr-:

ed to expend the happiness and wealth of their subjects,

and coaeequeatly their own pewtr, in tbe softer ami. ^

move swccemfol method of proteatingarlp and oomnoeH
encouraging
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ffictort. encoDttgSng !ddti«trj, ddd filTbittiag trade. Hits, with

^ the coovenient eitaation of their coontry, in the ^gib-
ing of the 1 5th century, (prompted some lirely spirits

to attempt discoveries ; and these, countenanced by a
heroic yonng prince, poshed on their endeavours with

sQch sdCcess, that step by step the coast of Africa was
surveyed as far as the Cape of Good Hope, to which
they gave that name. The point they had in view
Was a new ronte to tbh East Indies, which Vasquez
de Gama happily discovered ; and in a short space of

time Portugal, tom one of the least considerable, gretv

to be one of the richest powers iri Enrope, gained pro-

digious dominions in Asia and Africa, and raised a
natal power soperiof to any thing that had been seen

for many ages before.

See Coltm- while this was doing, Christopher Colambns, a

Of (Ckrip- Genoese of great capacity, thongh of almost unknown
t*phtr). original, who had been bred to the sea from his youth,

and who had carefully studied ivbat others made a
trade, formed in bis mind the amazing project of

counteracting etperience, and sailing to the Indies by

a Western course. He offered this project to the Por-

tugese, by whom it was considered and rejected as a
chimera. He pro^sed it afterwards to other states,

but with no better fortune ; and at last owed the dis-

covery of (he New WoHd to the high spirit of a he-

roine, (he famous Isabella, queen of Castile, who al-

most at her own expence, and with very little counte-

nance from her hiisband, who yet was styled Ferdi^

nand the Wtte^ furnished the adventurous Columbus
with (hat poor souadron, with which, at once, in spite

of all the difllcolties that the envy of his officers, and

the obstinacy of his mutinous crew, threw in his way,

he perfected his design, and laid open a new Indie^

though in reality he aimed at the discovery of the old.

Neither was this noble effort of his matchless under-

standing defeated; fdr after his decease, Ferdinand

Ifagellan, a Portuguese, proposed to the emperor

Charies V. the discovery of a passage to the spice

isfands by the South sea^ which was what Columbus
aimed kt ; and though Magellan lived not to return,

in one voyage the discovery Was perfected. It is

ifcelvabfe almost how many and how great benefits

accrued to Europe tom these discoveries ; of which,

however, it is certain, that the Portuguese made a
very indifferent, and the Spaniards a much worse, use

;

the former making slaves of, and the latter rooting

out the natives. This, as it Was a most ungrateful

return to divine Providence for so high a blessing ; so

it might have been easily foreseen it wonld prove, as

experience has shown it did prove, highly prejudicial

to their own interests, by depopulating very fine coun-

tries, which have been thereby tamed in(0 deserts ;

and though on their first ditovery infinite treasures

were returned tom (hem, which were coined in tbd

mints of Spain ; yet by an obstinate pursuit of (his

fidse policy, the Spanish islands in the West Indies are

new brought so low as to be scarce worth keeping,

Ihe consequences that naturally followed on the dis-

covery of a passage by (be Cape of Good Hdpe, and

of a fourth part of the globe in the western hemi-

sphere, were, as it has been already hinted, the cause

of an entire change in the state ef Ebrope, and pro-

duced, not only in Pbrtogal and S^m, but in roost

ocher mitidiuri a desire of visiting these remote parts ; of

a
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establishing colonies and manUbctdres ; of* export- History,

iftg add impotdng commodities, and of raising, v—

'

(ling, and protecting « new nianufkctures. By this

means, as the reader cannot but perceive, not only

particular nations brought abont signal advantages to

themselves, but Europe Iri general received a lasliiig

and invaluable benefit ; for its potentates made then)-

selves ffirmidable^ mud even terrible in those distant

parts of the earth, where tlicir fame had hardly reach-

ed before. It is hoWever true, that this hits not been

carried On as high as it might have been
;

for though

there was room enough fOr every nation to have had
Its share, and though it might be demonstrated that

(he good of the whold would have contributed suffi-

ciently to the profit of every state, the subjects

of which had engaged in this traffic
;
yet instead of

.

prosecuting so natural and so equitable a measure,

they have taken a quite contrary course ; and by de-

crying, attacking, and destroying each other, have

very much lessened that ptodigions reverence which
the Asiatics, Africans, add Americans, at first bad fdr

the inhabitants of Europe.

The naval power of the Portuguese received an in-

curable wound by falling under the poWer of the

Spaniards ; and though human policy would have sug-

gested, that this alone must have raised the latter to

the monopoly of commerce, and the universal dominion

of the sea
}
yet the very pursOit of a design so visibly

detrimental td (he interest of mankind, proved very

quickly tlieir rUtU also. For the Spaniards, torn tile

Datural haughtiness of their tCitipef, misled by the

boundless ambition of their princes, and endeavouring

to become tlie lords' of Eoro^, foYced other nations in

(heir own defence to make a much quicker progress

in navigation than otherwise they could have done*

For the English and Dutch, who till this time seemed •

blind to the advantages of their situation, bad (heir

eyes opened by the injurto they received ;
and by dt^-

grees the passion of revenge inspired them with designs

that possibly public spirit would never have excited. In

short, the paiiia taken by Spain to keep all tho rIcTies

(hat flowed from these discoveries to herself, and (hh

dangerous, detestable, and destructive purjmses (6

which she applied tile immense wealth that flowed iii

Upon her from them, produced effbets dilrectiy opposite

to those which she proposed, ami made her enemies

rich, great, powerful, and happy, in proportion as her

commerce dwindleil aWay, and as her naval power
sunk and crumbled to pieces, merely by an improper

display, ab ill<mianaged exertion, and a wrong .'ippllca-

tiort of It.

It was tom hence that the inhabitants of the Seven

Provinces, whom her oppresvion had made poor, and her

severities driven mad, became first free, then potent,

and by degrees rich. Their distresses taught them
the necessity of establishing a moderate and equal go-

vernment
;

the mildness of that government, and the

blessings which It procured to its subjects, raided

their nurobef and elevated their hopes. The conse-

quences became quickly visible, and in a short time

amazing both to friends and enemies ; every fish-

ing village improved into a trading town ; their little

towns grew up into large and magnificent cities;

their inland bdrodghs were filled with manufactures

;

and in less thbu bmf !a century the distressed Sutes of

Holland :
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aiftoij. Holland became high and mighty ^ nay, In spite of the

^ dangers and ezpences which attended a war made all

that time against a superior force, these people, sur-

rounded with enemies, loaded with taxes, exposed to

personal service, and to a thousand other disadvantages,

greW'Up to such a strength as not only made the Spa-

niards despair of reducing them any more under their

dominion, but inclined them to wish, and at last forced

them to solicit, their friendship.

This, at least as far as ancient or modem histories

inform us, was the quickest and strongest of all the

f
mductions of commerce that the world has ever seen.

'or it is beyond dispute that the republic of the United

Provinces owes her freedom, her power, and her wealth,

entirely to industry and trade. The greatest part of

the country is far from being fertile : and what is so,

produces not enough to suffice the tenth part of the

inhabitants for the tenth part of the year : the climate

is rather tolerable than wholesome j and its havens are

rather advantageous from the difficulty of entering

them, than from their commodiousness in any other

respect. Of native commodities they have few or

none
^
timber and maritime stores are entirely want-

ing their country cannot boast so much as of a coal-

mine and yet these provinces, upon which nature has

bestowed so little, in consequence of an extensive trade,

are enriched with all things. Their store-houses are

full of corn, even when the bar>'est in corn-countries

fails j there is no commodity, however bulky, or scaixe

and hard to he come at, wnich may not be had from

their magazines. The shipping of Holland is prodi-

gious ^ and to see the quantities of naval stores with

which their yards and ports abound, astonishes thosewho
are unacquainted with the vigour of that cause which
produces this abundance. But above all, the populous-

ness of this country is the greatest miracle. That men
should resort to a Canaan, and desire to live in a land

flowing with milk and honey, is nothing strange ^ but

that they should make it their choice to force nature,

to raise palaces, fay out gardens, dig canals, plant

woods, and ransack all the quarters of the earth for

fruits and flowers, to produce an artificial paradise in

a dead plain, or upon an ungrateful heath in the midst

of fogs and standing lakes, would in so critical an age

as this pass for a fable, if the country did not lie so

near us as to put the truth of it out of question.

$ 2. British History.

We may easily conceive, that foreign commerce by
the natives of this island must have been a work of

time j for men first think of necessaries, then of con-

euiences, and last of superfluities. Those who came
originally from the continent might have better no-

tions of things } but at it must he presumed that ei-

ther fear of indigence drove them hither, so it is easy

to apprehend that succeeding generations must for some
time sink much below their ancestors in their notions

of the commodities of life •y and, deriving their man-
ners from their circumstances, become quite another

Boit of people. But those on the opposite continent,

knowing that this island was inhabited, and having

the use, though in ever so imperfect a degree, of ves-

sels and of foreign traffic, came over hither, and bar-

tered their goods for the raw commodities of the Bri-

3

tons, tUl by degrees perhaps they taO{;ht the latter to History,

make some improvements in those slight leather and y
-

wicker boats, which they used for passing their own
rivers, and creeping along their coasts, till at last they

ventured themselves over to Gaol, and entered upon
some kind of correspondence with their neighbours.

All this is so deducible from the laws of nature, that

we might have conceived thus much by the light of

reason, if we bad not the Commentaries of Caesar to

guide us, and to strengthen by the authority of history,

the facts that might have been found out by the force

of rational conjecture.

Things were precisely in this situation when the

Bpmans invaded Britain ; and there is no doubt that

our ancestors falling under the power of that empire,

and under its power at a time when, with respect to

arts and sciences, it was in a most flourishing condi-

tion, was a great advantage to them ; and though from
their love of civil liberty, which, when under the di-

rection of reason, is the most natural and laudable of

all passions, they made a long and vigorous, and in

some sense a noble and glorious, resistance
^ yet by

degrees they caught the manners and customs of their

conquerors, and grew content to be happy rather than

free. With learning and politeness the Romans in-

troduced foreign commerce ; and according to the

nature of their policy, as they made high roads through

the island, established colonies in proper places, and
fixed standing camps, which were a kind of fortresses,

where they thought proper ^ so they were no less care-

ful with regard to marts or emporiums for the conve-

niency of traders, and of which what they found was
uncertain ^ but that they left many, is without ques-

tion *, and among the rest London, which is not more
famous for her present extensive trade, than venerable

for her unrecorded antiquity.

When the Romans unwillingly left Britain, and the

Britons as unwillingly made way for the Saxons, a
new deluge of barbarity overflowed this island

}
al-

most all the improvements of our civilized conquerors

were eflaced j and upon the establishment as it were
of a new people, things were all to begin again.

This necessarily took up a great deal of time ^ and
before they were in any tolerable posture, the Saxons
found themselves distressed by fresh swarms of barba-

rians. Tet there still remain some evidences of their

having been acquainted with, inclined to, and, if their

circumstances would have permitted, most certainly

would have entered upon and carried foreign com-
merce to a great height. We have authentic testi-

monies, that Alfred the Great formed projects of vast

discoveries to the North, as be actually sent persons

of great prudence and abilities into the Last ^ and the

curiosities which they brought home were for many
ages preserved In the treasury ,of the church of Salis-

bury.

As for the Danes, they were not long onr masters ;

but as they became so by a maritime force, and as

their countrymen had established themselves not only

on the opposite shore of France, but in other parts of

Europe, it is reasonable to believe that they held some
correspondence with them from thence ; and that,

if their dominion had lasted longer, this might havn
been better regulated, and productive of many advan-

tages. But they had soon to do with their brethren

ia
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of iodastry Sn eTery branch, in every part of

( 9 the country. From this knowledge they regulate the

prices they offer ; and as they are many, they serve as

a check upon one another, from the principles of com-

petition.

From the current prices, the manufacturers are as

well informed, as if they kept the correspondence

themselves : the statesman feels perfectly where hands

are wanting, and young people destined to industry,

obey, in a manner, the call of the public, and fall na-

turally in to supply the demand.

Two gretit assistances to merchants, especially in the

infancy of trade, are public markets for collecting the

work of small dealers, and large undertakings in the

manufacturing way by private hands. By these means

the merchants come at the knowledge of the quantity

of work in'the market, as on the other hand the manu-

facturers learn, by the sale of the goods, the extent of

the demand for them. These two things being justly

known, the price of goods is easily fixed.

Public sales serve to correct the small inconveni-

ences which proceed from the operations of trade. A
set of manufacturers got all together into one town,

and entirely taken up with their industry, are thereby

as well informed of the rate of the market as if every

one of them carried thither his work ^ and upon the

arrival of the merchant, who readily takes it off their

hands, be has not the least advantage over them from

his knowledge of the state of demand. This man
both buys and sells in what is called wholesale; and

from him retailers purchase, who distribute the goods

to every consnmer Uirougbout the country. These

last buy from wholesale merchants in every branch,

that proportion of every kind of merchandise which is

suitable to tbe demand of their borough, city, or pro-

vince.

Thus all inconveniences are prevented, at some ad-

ditional cost to the consumer, who must naturally re-

imburse tbe whole expence. Tbe distance of the ma-

nufacturer, the obscurity of bis dwelling, tbe caprice

in selling bis work, are quite removed \ tbe retailer

has all in his shop, and the public buys at a current

price.

J 2. How the price of Goods is determined hy Trade.

In the price of goods, two things must be considered

as really existing, and quite different from one another j

Co wit, tbe real value of tbe commodity, and the profil

upon alienation.

I. Tbe first thing to be known of any manufacture,

when it comes to be sold, is how much of it a person

can perform in a day, a week, a month, according to

the nature of the work, which may require 'more or

less time to bring it to perfection. In making such

estimates, regard is to he bad only to wbat, upon an

average, a workman of the country in gener^ may
perforin, without supposing him tbe best or ibo worst

in his profession, or having any peculiar advantage or

disadvantage as to tbe place where be works.

Hence the reason why some people prosper by their

iodastry, and others not} why some maaufacturea

fionrisb in one place and not in another.

II. The second thing to be known is, tbe value of

tbe workman’s subsistence, and necessary expence, both

for supplying his personal wants and providing the
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instruments belonging to bis profession, which must Principle!,

be taken upon an average as above, except when the ’ —
nature of the work requires the presence of the work-
man in the place of consumption

} for although some
trades, and almost every manufacture, may be carried

on in places at a distance, and therefore may fall under
one general regulation as to prices

}
yet others there

are, which, by tbeir nature, require the presence of

the workman in the place of consumption
} and in that

case the prices must be regulated by circumstances re-

lative to every particular place.

1] 1. The third aud last thing to be known, is the

value of the materials, that is, the first matter employ-
ed by the workman } and if the object of his industry

be the manufacture of another, the same process of in-

quiry must be gone through with regard to tbe first as

the second } and thus the roost complex manufactures

may be at last reduced to the greatest simplicity.

These three articles being known, the price of ma-
nufacture is determined. It cannot be lower than the

amount of all tbe three, that is, than tbe real value ;

whatever it is higher, is the manufacturer’s profit.

This will ever be In proportion to demand, and there-

fore will fluctuate according to circumstances.

Hence appears the necessity of a great demand, in

order to promote flourishing manufactures.

By the extensive deallogv of merchants, and their

constant application to tbe study of tbe balance of

work and demand, all tbe above circumstances are

known to them, and are made known to the industrious,

who regulate their living and expence according to

their certain profit.

Employ a workman in a country where there is

little trade or industry, he proportions his price al-

ways to the urgency of your want, or your capacity

to pay, but seldom to his owu labour. Employ ano-

ther in a country of trade, he will not impose upon
you, unless perhaps you be a stranger, which supposes

your being ignorant of the value } hut employ the

same workman in a work not usual in the country,

consequently not demanded, and therefore not regula-

ted as to the value, he will proportion bis price as in

the first supposition.

We may therefore conclude, from wbat has been
said, that in a country where trade has been establish-

ed, manufactures must flourish, from the ready sale, the

regulated price of work, and the certain profit result-

ing from industry. Lei us next inquire into the con-

sequences of such a situation.

j 3. Howforeign Trade opens to an industrious Feo-

pie, and the consequences ofit to the Merchants who
set it onfoot.

Tbe first consequence of tbe situation described in

tbe preceding section is, that wants are easily supplied

for tbe adequate value of tbe thing wanted.

The next consequence is, the opening of foreign

trade, under its two denominations of passive and ac-

tive. Strangers and people of distant countries, find-

ing tbe difficulty of having their wants supplied at

home, and the ease of having them supplied from this

country, immediately have recourse to it. This is pas-

sive trade. The active is when merchants, who have

executed this plan at home with success, begin to trans-

R r a port
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rrincipiCT. gence, in order to become able, in time, to purchase

> considerable cargoes at a bigh value 5 from which sup-

position is inferred a strong disposition in the people to

become luxurious, since nothing but want of ability

prevents them from complying with the highest de-

mand : but still another circumstance must concur to

engage the merchants not to lower their price. The
great proportion of the goods they seek for in re-

turn, must be found in the hands of a few. This will

be the case if slavery be established
; for then there

must be many poor and few rich j and they are com-

monly the rich consumers who proportion the price

they offer, rather to their desires, than to the value of

the thing.

The second thing which may be done is, to encou-

rage a great demand ^ that is, to lower their prices.

Th is will sink the value of the manufactures in the

opinion of the inhabitants, and render prohts less in

proportion, although indeed, upon the voyage, the pro-

fits may be greater.

This part they will take, if they perceive the inha-

bitants do not incline to consume great quantities of

the merchandise at a high value, either for want of

abilities or Inclination ; and also, if the profits upon

the trade depend upon a large consumption, as is the

case in merchandise of a low value, and suited chiefly to

the occasions of the lower sort. Such motives of expe-

.

diency will be sufficient to make them relinquish a bigh

demand, and prefer a great one ; and the more, when
there is a likelihood that the consumption of low-priced

goods in the beginning may beget a taste for others of

a higher value, and thus extend in general the taste of

^ superfluity.

A third part to be taken is the least politic, and

perh;rps the most familiar. It is to profit by the com-

petition between the buyers, and encourage the rising

of demand as long as possible ; when this comes to a

stop, to make a kind of auction, by first bringing down
the prices to the level of the highest bidders, and so to

descend by degrees, in proportion as demand sinks.

Thus we may say with propriety, that demand com-

monly becomes great, in proportion as prices sink. By
this operation, the traders will profit as much as possi-

ble, and sell off as much of their goods as the profits

will permit.

But this plan, in a new discovered country, is not po-

litic, as it both discovers a covetousness and a want of

faith in the merchants, and also throws open the secrets

of their trade to those who ought to be kept ignorant

of them.

Let us next suppose, that the large profits of our

merchants shall be discovered by others, who arrive at

the same ports in a separate interest, and who enter in-

to no combination which might prevent the natural ef-

fects of competition.

Let the states of demand among the natives be sup-

posed the same as formerly, both as to height and great-

ness, in consequence of the operation of the different

principles, which might have induced our merchants

to fellow one or other of the plans we have been de-

scribing : we must, however, still suppose, that they

have been careful to preserve considerable profits upon

every branch.

If we suppose the inhabitants to have increased in

numbers, wealth, and taste for superfluity, since the

E R C E.
last voyage, demand will be found rather on the rising principles,

hand. Upon the arrival of the merchants in competi- ^ •

tion with the former, both will offer to sale ; but if

both stand at the same prices, it is ver^ natural to sup-

pose, that the former dealers will obtain a preference
j

as, C€tterii paribus^ it is always an advantage to know
and to be known. The last comers, therefore, have no
other way left to counterbalance this advantage, but to

lower their prices.

This is a new phenomenon : here the fall of prices

is not voluntary as formerly, nor consented to from
expediency ; not owing to a failure of demand, but
to the influence of a new principle of commerce, to

wit, a double competition, which we shall now ex-
amine.

} 5. Of double Competition^

When competition is much stronger on one side of
the contract^ than on the other, it is called simple.

This is the species of competition which is implied in

the terms high demand^ or when it is said that demand
raises prices.

Double competition is, when, in a certain degree, it

takes place on both sides of the contract at once, or
vibrates alternately from one to the other. Tblj it

what restrains prices to the adequate value of merchan-
dise.

The great difficulty is to distinguish clearly between
the principles of demand and those of competition

:

here
then follow the principal differences between the two
relatively to the effects they produce severally in the

mercantile contract of buying and selling, which we
here express shortly by the word contract.

Simple demand is what brings the quantity of com-
modity to market. Many demand, who do not buy

\

many offer, who do not sell. This demand is called

great or small

;

it is said to increase," to augment, to

swell and is expressed by these and other synonymous
terms, which mark an augmentation or diminution of
quantity. In this species, two people never demand the

same tiling, but a part of the same thing, or things

quite alike.

Compound demand is the principle which raises

prices, and can never make them sink
\ because in this

case more than one demands the very same thing. It is

solely applicable to the buyers, in relation to the price

they offer. This demand is called high or btw^ and is

said to rise, to fall, to mount, to sink, and is expressed

by these and other synonymous terms.

Shnple competition^ ydhen between buyers, is the same
as compound or high demand

;

but differs from it in so

far, as this may equally take place among sellers, which
compound demand cannot \ and then it works a con-

trary effect : it makes prices sink, and is synonymous
with low demand

;
it is this competition which over-

turns the balance of work and demand.

Double competition is what is understood to take

place in almost every operation of trade
\ it is this

which prevents the excessive rise of prices 5 it is this

which prevents their excessive fall. While double

competition prevails, the balance is perfect, trade, and
industry flourish.

The capital distinction, therefore, between the terms
demandand competition is, that demand is constantly re-

lative to the buyers \ and when money is not the price,

as
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Brinciplet. more immediate and more genera) effects and rerda-
-» tions produced by the opening of a foreign trade in a

nation of industry.

The first and most sensible alteration will be an in-

crease of demand for manufacturers, because by sup-

plying the wants of strangers, the number of eonsu-

mers will now be considerably augmented. What
again will follow upon this, must depend upon circum-

stances.

If this revolution in the state of demand should

prove too violent, the consequence of it will be to raise

demand ; if it should prove gradual, it will increase it.

This distinction is well understood, and the consequence

appears just ; for, if the supply do not increase in pro-

portion to the demand, a competition will ensue among
the demanders ^ which is the common effect of such

sadden revolutions. If, on the other hand, a gentle

increase ef demand should be accompanied with a pro-

portional supply, the whole industrious society will

grow in vigour, and in wholesome stature, without

being sensible of any great advantage or inconveniency ^

Uie change of their circumstances will even be imper-

•eptible.

The immediate effects of the violent revolotioa will,

in this example, be flattering to some and disagreeable

lo- others. Wealth will be fonnd daily to augment,

from the rising of prices, in many branches of industry*

This will encourage the industrious classes, and the

idle consumers at home will complain. We have al-

ready dwelt abundantly long upon the effect resulting

from this to the lower classes of the people, in providing

them with a certain means of sobsistence. Let os now
•xamine in what respect even the higher classes will bo

made likewise to feel the good effects of this general

change, although at first they may suffer a temporary

inconvenience from it*

Farmers, as has been observed, will have a greater

difficulty in finding servants, who, instead of labonring

the ground, will choose to torn themselves to manufac-

tures. This we have considered in the light of purging

the lands of superfluous mouths ; but every consequence

in this great chain of politics draws other consequences

afterJt •y and as they follow one another, things put on
different faces, which affect classes differently. The
purging of the land is but one of the first ^ here follows

another.

The desertion ef the hands employed in a trifling

agriculture will at first, no doubt, embarrass the farm-

ers *y but in a little time every thing becomes balanced

in a trading nation, because here every indiistrions man
must advance io prosperity, in spite of all general com-
binations of circumstances.

In the case before os, the relative profits upon farm-

ing mast soon become greater than formerly, becaose

of this additiooak expenee which must affect the whole

class of fiirmers
^ consequently, this additional expence,

instead of turning out to be a loss to either landlord

or farmer, will, after some little time, turn out to the

advantage of both, because the produce of the ground,

being indispensably necessary to every body, most in

every ariioie increase in its value* Thus, in a short

time, accounts will be nearly balaoced on all hands t

that is to say^ the same proportion of wealth will,

tiSterii parilnHy oonlinoe Um same among the indas-

IrloMfi*- We say among the industrious for. those

who are either idle, or even negligent, will be great Priaeiplec.

losers. ^ >

A proprietor of land, inattentive to tlie causes of his

farmer^s additional expence, may very imprudently

suffer his rents to fall, instead of assisting him on a pro-

per occasion, in order to make them afterwards rise the

higher.

Those who live upon a determined iocouie in money,
and who are nowise employed io traffic, nor in any
scheme of rodustry, will, by^ aagmentation of prices,

be found in worse circumstances than before.

In a trading nation every man most turn bis talents

to account, or he will undoubtedly be left behind Hi

this oniversal emulation, in which the most mdastrious,

the most ingenious, and the most ftogal, will constantly

carry oflf the pnze.

This consideratioii ought to he a spur to every
roan* The richest men in a trading nation have no
security against poverty; we mean proportional po-

verty; for though they diminish nothing of their iiw

^ tiot increasing it io proportion to others,

they lose their rank in wealth, and from the first class
^

in which they stood they will slide insensibly down to

a lower*

There is one conseqoence of an additional benefieial

trade, which raises demand and increases wealth ; but

if we suppose no proportional augmentation of supply,

it will prove at best but an airy dream which lasts for

a moment ; and when the gilded scene is passed away,

numberless are the inconveoieoces which are seen to

follow*

We shall now point oot the natorml consequences of

this augmentation of wealth drawn from fiMvign na-

tions, when the statesman remains inattentive to in-

crease the sopply both of food and mannfactnres, in pro-

portion to the aogmentation of mouths, and of the de-

mand for the prepuce of industry*

lu such a sltuatioo profits will daily swell, and every

scheme for reducing them within the bounds of mode-

ration, will be looked upon as a hortfiil and nnpopnlar

measure : be it so
;
but let os examine the eooseqnen-

ces.

We have said, that the rise of demand for mannfac-

tores naturally increases the value of work : now wo
must add, that under such circumstances, the angroen-

tation of riches in a country, cither not capable of im-

provement as to the soil, or where preoaotioos have net

been taken for facilitating a multiplication of inhabi-

tants, by the importation of subsistence, will be produc-

tive of tbe most calamitous consequences.

On one side, this wealth will effectually diminish

the mass of the food before produced ; and on tbe

other, will increase the number of uselm consumers..

Tbe first of these oircumstances will raise tbe demand

for food ; and tbe second will diminish the number
of useful free hands, and consequently raise the price

of manufactnres : here ace sbmtly the outlines of this

pCDgrCM.

The more rich and loxorions n people are, the more

delicate they become in their manner of living: if

they fed on bread formerly, they will now fe^ on
meat; if they fed on meat, they will now feed on

fowl* The iume ground which feeds a hnndred with

bread, and a proportional quantity of animal-lbod,^

will not maintain an equal number ef delicate liters.

Food
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Commit- lol.) will sign a certificate to that porport } the oon-

missioners are theo to authenticate such certificate

» under their hands and seals, and to transmit it to the

lord chancellor : and he, or two judges whom be shall

appoint, on oath made by the bankrupt that such oerti*

ficate was obtained without fraud, may allow the same $

or disallow it, upon cause shown by any of the creditors

of the bankrupt*

If no cause be shown to the contrary, the certi*

ficate is allowed of course ^ and then the bankrupt is

entitled to a decent and reasonable allowance 00 1 of

his effects for bis future support and maintenance, and
to put him in a way of honest industry. This allow-

ance is also in proportion to bis former good beha-

viour, in the early discovery of the decline of hie

affairs, and thereby giving his creditors a large di-

vidend. For if his ef^ts will not pay one half of his

debts, or los in the pound, he is left to the dis-

cretion of the commissioners and assignees, to have a
competent sum allowed him, not exceeding 3 per cent. \

but if they pay los. in the pound, be is to be allowed

^
per cent. ^ if 1 2s. 6d. then 7^ per cent. ; and if 1 5s*

in the pound, then the bankrupts shall be allowed 10
per cent.

;
provided that such allowance do not in the

first case exceed aool* in the second 250]. and in the

third 300!.

Besides this allowance, he has also an indemnity

granted him, of being free and discharged for ever

from all debts owing by him at the time he became a
bankrupt j even though judgment shall have been ob-

tained against him, and be lies in prison npon execntion

for such debts ^ and, for that among other purposes,

all proceedings on conunission of bankrupt, are, on
petition, to entered on record, as a perpitual bar

against actions to be commenced npon this account:

though, in general, the production of the certificate

properly allowed shall be sufficient evidence of all pre-

vious proceedings* Thus the bankrupt becomes a
clear man agpiin y and by the aseistanoe of his allow-

ance and his own industry, may become an useful mem-
ber of the commonwealth ; which is the rather to be
expected, as he cannot be eptitled to these benefits,

but by the testimony of his creditors themselves of his

honest and ingenuous disposition ; and onless his failures

have been owing to misfortunes, rather than to miscon-

duct and extravagance.

a. As to the proceedings which affect the bankrupt’s

property*

By virtue of the statutes before mentioned, all tlie

pevonal estate and effects of the bankrupt are consi-

dered as vested, by the act of bankruptcy, in the fu-

ture assignees of bis commissioners, whether they be

goods in actual possession, or debts, contracts, and other

choses in action ^ and the commissioners by their war-

rant may cause any bouse or tenement of the bankrupt
to be broken open, in order to enter upon and aeixe the

same. And when the assignees are chosen or approved
by the creditors, the commissioners are to assign every
thing over to them j and the property of every part of
the estate is hereby as fully vested in them as it was
in the bankrupt . himself, and they have the same re-

medies to recover it.

The property vested in the assignees is the whole
that the bankrapt had in himself, at the time he com-
mitted the first act of bankruptcy, or that has been

vested in him since, befim his debts are satisfied or Csuiwls«

agreed fisr* Therefore, it is usually said that oace a sion.

bankrupt and always a bankrupt j by which is meant, ' v

that a plain direct act of bankruptcy ouce committed,

cannot be purged, or explained away, by any subse-

quent conduct, as a dubious equivocal act may be ; bnt^
that, if a commission is afterward awarded, the com-
mission and the property of the assignees shall have a
relation, or reference, back to the first and original act

of bankruptcy* Insomuch that all transaetuNis of the

bankrupt are from that time absolutely null and void,

either with legard to the alienation of his property, or

the receipt of bis debts from such as are privy to bis

bankruptcy) for they are no longer his property, or

his but those of the future assignees* And if aa
execution be sued out, but not served and executed

on the bankrupt’s effects till after the act of bank-

ruptcy, it is v^, as against the assignees* But the

king is not bound by this fictitious relation, nor it

within the statutes of bankrupts ) for if, after the acl

of bankruptcy committed, and l^fore the assigumenC

of his effects, an extent tssnes for the debt of cho

ertwn, the goods are bound thereby. In France tbia

doctrine of relation is carried to a very great length ;

for there, every act of a merchant, for ten days prece-

dent to ti^ act of bankruptcy, is prosumed to be frau-

dulent, and is therefore voiA But with us the law

stands upon a more reasonable footing; for as these

arts of bankruptcy may eocnetimes be secret to all but

a few, and it would be prejudicial to trade to carry

this notion to its utmost length, it is provided by stat*

19 Goto. 11. c. 32* that no money paid by a ba^rupt
to a bonaJide^ or real creditor, in a course of tnu^
ovea aftCT an art of bankrupt^ done, ohali bo liable

to be refunded* Nowby otat* 1 Jac* L c* 15. shall any
debtor of a bankrupt that pays him bis d^t witbool

knowing of his baukroptew, be liable to account for it

again. The intention of this relative power being

m\y to reach fraudulent transdcUoo^ and not to distroso

the fair trader.

The assignees may porsne any legal method of re-

covering this property so vested in them by their own
aatbority ; but cannot conmience a suit in equity, nor

compound any debts owing to the bankrupt, nor refer

any matters to arbitrmtioo, without the oonsent of tbo

rreditoh, or the major part of them in value, at a

meeting to be held in pursuance of notice in the ga«

sette*

When they have got in all the effects they can rea-

sonably hope for, and reduced them to ready mon^,
the assignees most, within 12 months after the com-

mission issued, give a 1 days notice to the creditors, of

a meeting for a dividend or dtstribuiion ;
at whicb

time they moat produce their accounts, and verify

them upoa oath, if required* And then the commU-
sionero shall direct a divldead to be made, at so much
in the pound, to all creditors wbo have before proved,,

or shall then prove their debts* This dividend must

be made equally, and in a rateable proportion, to all

the creditors, according to the quantity of their debU |

no regard being paid to the quality of them. Mart-

gages, indeed, for which the creditor has a real secu-

rity in his own hands, are entirely safis^ for the com-

mission of bankrupt reaches only the equity of re-

demption* 80 are all pertooal debts, where 4be cre-

ditor
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Comrao- COMMODATE, Commodatum, in tbe civil ja«

dnie rlsprudence, the loan or free concession of any thing

n moveable or immoveable, for a certain time, on con-

>

"*|**^* dition of restoring again the same individual after a

certain term. The commodate is a kind of loan 5

there is this difference, however, between a loan and

a commodate, that the latter is gratis, and does not

transfer the property : the thing must be returned in

essence, and without impairment j so that things which

consume by use or time cannot be objects of a com-

modate, but of a loan } in regard they may be return-

ed in kind, though not in identity. See Law In*

^ ifex.

COMMODIANUS, Gazeus, a Christian author

in the 4th century, who wrote a work in Latin verse,

entitled Instructions ^ the moral of which is excellent,

but the verse extremely heavy. M. Davies published

a fine edition of it in 171 if at the end of Minucins

Felix.

COMMODITY, in a general sense, denotes all

sorts of wares and merchandises whatsoever that a per-

son deals or trades in.

Staple Commodities^ such wares and merchandises

as are commonly and readily sold in a market, or ex-

ported abroad ; being for the most part the proper pro-

duce or manufacture of the country.

COMMODORE, a general officer in the British

marine, invested with the command of a detachment

of ships of war, destined on any particular enterprise,

during which time he bears the rank of brigadier-

general in the army,.and is distinguished from the in-

ferior ships of bis squadron by a broad red pendant

tapering towards the outer end, and sometimes fork-

ed. The word is corrupted from the Spanish contm-

dador.

Commodore is also a name given to some select ship

in a fleet of merchantmen, who leads the van in time

of war, and carries a light in his top to conduct the rest

and keep them together. He is always the oldest cap-

tain in the fleet which be commands.

COMMODUS, L. Aurelius Antokikus, son of

M. Antoninus, succeeded bis father in the Roman
empire. He was naturally cruel and fond of indul-

ging his licentious propensities. He wished to be call-

ed Hercules \ and, like that hero, he adorned his

shoulders with a lianas skin, and armed his hand with

a knotted club. He publicly fought with the gladi-

ators, and boasted of his dexterity in killing the wild

beasts in the amphitheatre. He required divine ho-

nours from the senate, and they were granted. He
was wont to put such an immense quantity of gold

dust in his hair, that when he appeared bareheaded in

the sunshine his bead glittered as if surrounded with

•un-beams. Martia, one of his concubines, whose

death he had prepared, poisoned him : but as the poi-

son did not quickly operate, he was strangled by a

wrestler. He died in the gxst year of his age, and

the 13th of his reign. It has been observed, that he

never trusted himself to a barber \ but always burnt

his beard, in imitation of the tyrant Dionysius. A. D.
192.

COMMON, CoMMUKii, something that belongs to

%

all alike ; is osmed or allowed by aD ^ and not confined Co
to this more than that. In this sense, common stands~
opposed to proper^ peculiar^ &c. Thus, the earth is

said to be our common mother \ in the first or golden

age all things were in common, as well as the son and
elements ; the name animal is common to man and
beast ; that of substance to body and spirit.

Common, Communm^ (i. t»quod ad omnes perttnei)^

in law, signifies that soil, the use whereof is common to

a pirticular town or lor^hip \ or it is a profit that a
man hath in the land of another person, usually in

common with others ; or a right which a person hath to

pot bis cattle to pasture into ground that is not bis

own. And there is not only common of pasture, but

also common of piscary, common of estovers, common
of turbary, &c. And in all cases of common, the law
much respects the custom of the place \ for there

the rule is, consuetudo loci est observanda* See CoM-
MONTY.
Common Council. Sec Council.
Common Law^ that body of law received at roles

in parliament to alter the same. See Law, Part U.
N® 36.

CoMMON-Place Book^ is a register of what things

occur, worthy to be noted, in the course of a man’s
thinking or study, so disposed as that among a nom-^

ber of subjects any one may be easily found. The ad-

vantages of making a common-place book are many :

it not only makes a man read with accuracy and at-

tention, but induces him insensibly to think for him-

self, provided he considers it not so much as a register

of sentiments that strike him in the course of reading,

but as a register of his own thoughts upon various sub-

jects. Man^ valuable thoughts occur even to men of

no extraordinary genius. These, without the assist-

ance of a common-place book, are generally lost

both to himself and others. There are various me-
thods of arranging common-place books ; that of Mr
Locke is as good as any that have hitherto been con-

trived.

The first page of the book you intend to take down
« their common-place in, is to serve as a kind of index

to the whole, and to contain references to every place

or matter therein : in the commodious contrivance of

which index, so as it may admit of a sufficient copia or

variety of materials, without any confusion, all the se-

cret of the method consists.

In order to this, the first page, as already mentioned,

or, for more room, the two first pages that front each

other, are to be divided by parallel lines into 25 equal

parts \ whereof every fifth line is to be distinguished

by its colour or other circumstance. These lines are to

be cut perpendicularly by others, drawn from top to

bottom : and in the several spaces thereof the several

letters of the alphabet, both capital and minuscle, are

to be duly written.

The form of the lines and divisions, both horizontal

and perpendicular, with the manner of writing tbe let-

ters therein, will be conceived from the following spe-

cimen \
wherein, what is to be done in the book for all

the letters of the alphabet, is here shown in the first

four, if, B, C, and D.

V
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The index to the common-place book thus formed,

matters are ready for the taking down any thing there-

in.

In order to this, consider to what head the thing

you would enter is most naturally referred } and un-

der which one would be led to look for such a thing ^

in this head, or word, regard is had to the initial let-

ter, and the first vowel that follows it i which are the

characteristic letters whereon all the use of the ipdex

depends.

Suppose (e. gr,) I would enter down a passage that

refers to the bead beauty* I consider, is the initial

letter, and e the first vowel: then looking upon the

index for the partition B, and therein the line e

(which is the place for all words whose first letter is

and the first vowel e; as beauty^ binejicence^ breads

breedings blemishes)^ and finding no numbers already

down to direct me to any page of the book where words

of this characteristic have been entered, 1 turn forward

to the first blank page 1 find (which, in a fresh book,

ms this is supposed to be, will be page ad), and here

write what 1 have occasion for on the head beauty;

beginning the head in the margin, and indenting all

the other subservient lines, that the bead may stand

out, and show itself ^ this done, 1 enter the page where
it is written, viz. 2. in the index in the space B e; from

which time the class b e becomes wholly in possession

of the ad and 3d pages, which are consigned to letters

of this characteristic.

Had 1 found any page or number already entered

in the space B e, 1 must have turned to the page, and

have written my matter in what room was left therein :

so, if after entering the passage on beauty, I should

have occasion for benevolence^ or the like, finding the

number 2 already possessed of the space of this cha-

Tacteristic, I begin the passage on benevolence in the

remainder of the page \ which not containing the whole,

I carry it on to page 3d, which b also for be ; and add
the number 3 in the index.

Common rleae is one of the king^s courts now held

constantly in Westminster-ball, but in former times was
moveable.

All civil causes, as well real as personal, are, or

were formerly, tried in this court, according to the

strict law of the land. In personal and mixed actions

it has a concurrent jurisdiction with the kingb bench,

bnt has no cognizance of pleas of the crown. The
actions belonging to the court of common>pleas come
thither by original, as arrests and outlawries \ or by
privilege, or attachment for or against privileged per-

sons \ or out of Inferior courts, not of record, by iwne,

Voi.; VI. Part I. t

recordart^ accedas ad curiam^ writ of false judgment,

&c. The chief judge of this court b called lord chief

justice ofthecommon pleas^ who b assisted by three other

judges. The other officers of the court are the custos

brevium^ who is the chief clerk } three prothonotaries,

and their secondaries \
the clerk of the warrants, clerk

of the essoins, 14 filazers, 4 exigentors, a clerk of the

juries, the cbirographer, the clerk of the king^s silver,

clerk of the treasury, clerk of the seal, clerk of the

outlawries, clerk of the inrolment of fines and recove-

ries, and clerk of the errors.

Common Prayer b the liturgy in the church of Eng-
land : (See Liturgy.) Clergymen are to use the pub-

lic form of prayers prescribed by the Book of Common
Prayer : and refusing to de so, or using any other pub-

lic prayers, are punishable by stat. i Eliz. c. ii.

Common, in Grammar^ denotes the gender of nouns

which are equally applicable to both sexes ^ thus parens^
** a parent,*’ is of the common gender.

Common, in Geometry^ b applied to an angl^, line,

or the like, which belongs equally to two figures.

Common Divisor^ a quantity or number which ex-

actly divides two or more other quantities or numbers,

without leaving any remainder.

commonalty, the lower of the two divbions of

the civil state. See Cirn. State*

The commonalty, like the nobility, are divided into

several degrees : and as the lords, though different in

rank, yet all of them are peers in respect of theb nobi-

lity; so the commoners, though some are greatly su-

perior to others, yet all are in law commonalty, in re-

spect of their want of nobility.

1. The first name of dignity next beneath a peer was
anciently that of vidameSf vice^donuni^ or vavasors:
who are mentioned by our ancient lawyers as ffiri

magnet dignitatis; and Sir Edward Coke speaks highly

of them. Yet they are now quite out of use ; and our

legal antiquarians are not agreed upon even their ori-

ginal or ancient office.

2. Now, therefore, the first personal dignity after the

nobility is a knight of the order of St George or of the

Garter, first instituted by Edw. III. A. D. 1344.

3. Next (but not till after certain official dignities,

as privy-counsellors, the chancellors of the exchequer
and duchy of Lancaster, the chief justice of the king’s

bench, the master of the rolls, and the other English
judges), follows a knight banneret; who indeed, by
statutes 5 Richard If. stat. 2. c. 4. and 14 Richard II.

c. II. is ranked next after barons ; and bis precedence

before the younger sons of viscounts was confirmed to

him by order of King James L ia the tenth year of hb
T t reign.
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fomiDoa* reigo» But in order to entitle Iiim to this rank, he

a^ty. must have been created by the king In person, in |he
'

field, under the royal banners, in lime of open w^r 5

else be ranks after,

4. Baronets; who are the next in order: wliioh is

- a dignity of inheritance, created by letters patent,

and usually descendible to the issuermale. Ike BaKO-
HETS.

5. Next follow knights of the Bath. See Bath.
6. I'he last of these inferior nobility are knights ha^

chelors

;

the most ancient, though the lowest, order of

knighthood amongst us. See Bachelor.
7. The above, with those enumerated under the ar-

ticle Nobilitt, Sir Edward Coke says, are all the

names of dignity in this kingdom \ esquires and gentle*

men being only names of worship. But before these

last the heralds rank all colonels, sergeants at law, and

doctors in the three learned professions.

8. Esquires and gentlemen are confounded together

by Sir Edward Coke : who observes, that every es-

quire is a gentleman, and a gentleman is defined to

be one qui orma gerit^ “ who bears coat-armour j’* the

grant of which adds gentility to a man's family : in

like manner as civil nobility among the Romans was

founded in theji/s imaginum^ or having the image of

one ancestor at least who bad borne some curule of-

fice. It is indeed a matter someffbat unsettled what
constitutes the distinction, or who is a real esquire

\

for it is not an estate, however large, that confers this

rank upon its owner. Camden, who was himself a
l^erald, distinguishes them the most accurately \ and he

reckons up four sorts of them : ist, The eldest sons of

knights, and their eldest sons in perpetual succession.

2dl^, The eldest sons of younger sons of peers, and

tbeir eldest sons, in like perpetual succession : both

:|rhicb species of esquires Sir Henry Spelman entitles

armigeri natalitii. 3dly, Esquires created by the king's

letters patent, or rather investiture ; and their eldest

sons. 4thly, Esquires by virtue of their ofiBce : as

justices of the peace and others who bear wny office

of trust under the crown. To these may be added the

esquires of the knights of the Bath, each of whom con-

stitutes three at his installation \ and all foreign, nay,

Irish peers *, far not only these, but the eldest sons of

peers of Great Britain, though frequently titular lords,

are only esquires in the law, and must be so named in

all legal proceedings.

9. As for gentlemen^ says Sir Thomas Smith, they

be made good cheap in this kingdom \ for whosoever

studieth the laws of the realm, who studieth in the

universities, who professeth liberal sciences, and (to be

short) who can live idly and without manual labour,

and will bear the part, charge, and countenance of a

gentleman, be shall be called master, and shall be taken

for a gentleman.

10. A yeoman is be that bath free land of 4O6. by

the year} who is thereby qualified to serve on juries,

vote for knights of the shire, and do any other act

where the law requires one that is prohus et legalis

homo.

11. The rest of the commonalty are tradesmen^

aitiificers^ and labourers; who (as well as all others)

roust, in pursuance of the statute 1 Henry V« c. 5.

.be styled by the name and addition of their estate,

degree, or mystery^ in all actions and other le^l Cotaaion-
egedings. ally

COMMONER, or Gentlemak-Commoker, hi

t|ie universities, a student entered in a certain rank,

COMMONS, or House of Commons, a denomi-
nation given to the lower house of parliament. $ee
Parliament.
The commons conaiat of all such men of any pro-

perty in the kingdom as ]mye got aORts in the house
lords, every one of whom has a voice in par-

hament, either personally or by his representatives.

In a free state, every man who is supposed a free

ajgent, ought to he in some measure his own gover-

nor : and therefore a branch at least of the legisla-

tive power should reside in the whole body of the

people. And this power, when the territories of the

state are small and its citizens easHy known, should be

exercised by the people in tbeir aggregate or collec-

tive capacity, as was wisely ordained in the petty re-

publics of Greece, and the first rudiments of the Ro-
man state. But this will be highly inconvenient when
the public territory is extended to any considerable

degree, and the number of citizens, i^ increased. Thus
when, after the Social war, all thq burghers of Italy

were admitted free citizens of Roiqe, and each had
vote in the public assemblies, it became impossible to

distinguish the spurious from the real voter, and from
that time all elections and popular deliberations grew
tumultuous and disorderly

} which paved the way foi^

Marius and Sylla, Pompey and Csesar, to trample oa
the liberties of their country, an,d at last to dissolve

the commonwealth. In so large a state as ours, there-

fore, it is very wisely contrived, that the people should

do that by their representatives which is imprac-
ticable to perform in person : representatives chosen

by a number of minute and separate districts, where-

in all the voters are or may be easily disUoguisbed.

The counties are therefore represented by knights,

elected by the proprietors of lands } and cities and bi>-

roughs are represented by citizens and burgesses cho-

sen by the mercantile or supposed trading injterest of

the nation } much in the same manner as the burghers

in the diet of Sweden are chosen by the corporate

towns, Stockholm sending four, as London does with

us, other cities two, and some only one. The nnm-
ber of English representatives k 5139 of Scots 45, of
Irish 100 ; in all 638, and every member, though

chosen by one particnlar district, when elected and re-

turned, serves for the whole realm } for the end of his

coming thither is not particular, but general} not
barely to advantage bis constituents, but the commoUf-

wealtb } to advise his majesty, as appears from the writ

of summons, ** de commnni consilio super negotils qui-

busdam arduis et urgentibus, regem, statum, et defen-

sionem regni Anglise et ecclesim Auglicanse concer-

nentibus." And therefore he is npt bound, like a de-

puty in tbe United Provinces, to consult with, or

take tbe advice of, his constitnents upon any partient

lar point, unless be himself thinks it proper or prudept.

so to do.

The peculiar laws and customs of the house of com-
mons relate principally to the raising of taxes, and tbe.

elections of members to serve in parliaqient. See

Taxes and Elections.
Dbetors
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CoMBMiiiioB sacrament, extracted from several ancient litorgies, as

K those of St Basil, St Ambrose, &c.
Co«i|Met. gy rubric, part of this service is appointed

to be read every Sunday and holiday, after the morn-
ing prayer, even though there be no communicaats.
COMMUNITY, denotes a society of men living in

the same place, under the same laws, the same regula-

tions, and the same customs.

COMMUTATION, in Law^ the changes of a pe-

nalty or punishment from a greater to a less ^
as when

death is commuted for banishment, &c.
COMNENA, Ann, daughter of Alexius Corone-

nus emperor of the East
; memorable for her great

learning and virtue, and for her history of the life and
actions of her father, which is highly esteemed. She
flourished about the year 1117. The history, which
is in 15 books, was first published very imperfectly by
Heschelius in 1610 \ and afterwards printed in the col-

lection of the Byzantine historians, with a diffuse and
incorrect Latin version by the Jesuit Possimus, but

with excellent notes by the learned Du Fresne.

COMO, a strong and populous town of Italy, in the

duchy of Milan, and in the Comasco, with a bishop^s

see. It was taken by the Imperialists in 1706, and is

seated on a lake of the same name, in E. Long. 8. 57.
N. Lat. 45. 45.
Como, the lake so called, is the largest in Italy. It

is situated in the duchy of Milan, in the Comasco, on

the confines of Switzerland and the Grisons. It is 88
miles in circumference, yet is not above 6 miles over

in any part.

COMORA islands lie between the north end of the

island of Madagascar and the coast of Zanguebar,
from 10 to 15 degrees sooth latitude. Authors differ

greatly with regard to their number, some speaking

of three, others of five, and some of eight of these

islands. They all abound in homed cattle, sheep, hogs,

and a variety of fruits common in warm countries.

They are said also to produce a kind of rice which
turns of a violet colour when boiled. The most re-

markable of them, and which tbe Europeans are best

acquainted with, is tbe island of Johanna. See that

article.

COMORIN, or Caps Comorin, the most south-

erly promontory of tbe Hither India, lying north-west

of the island of Ceylon*

COMORRA, a handsome and large town of Lower
Hungary, and capital of a territory of the same
name. It is so well fortified, that tbe Turks could

never take it. The greatest part of the inhabitants

are Hungarians or Russians, who are very rich, and

are of the Greek religion. It is seated on tbe river

Danube, in tbe island of Silbnt. £. Long. 18. 5.

N. Lat. 47. 4&
COMOSA^ in Bokmy^ from Cbma; an order of

plants ill the former edition of Linnseus*s Fragments
of a Natural Method, consisting of the spiked willow

or spirssa fmtex, ^opwort, and greater meadow-
sweet. These, t^ugh formerly distinct genera, are

by Linnseus collected into ono, under tbe name of spi^

r^ea. The iowers growbg in a bead resemble a bush,

or tuft of hair, whi^ prolmbly gave rise to the epithet

COMPACT, In is said of bodies whieb.

are of a close, dense, and heavy texture, with few eonpast,

pores, and those very small. Conpanioa.

Compact, in a legal sense, signifies an agreement or » ^

contract stipulated l^tween several parties.

COMPANION^ one with whom a man frequently

converses.

As tbe human mind cannot always he on the

stretch, nor tbe hand always employed in labour, re-

creation becomes both agreeable and necessary. Of
all recreations, that of the company of a few chosen

companions roust be allowed to be the most manly and
most improving : but as in those hours of recreation

we are mclst in danger of being misled, being general-

ly at such seasons more off our guard than usual, the

greatest care should be taken in making choice of
whom to associate with \ for according to our choice

of them, both our character and disposition will re-

ceive a tincture, as waters passiag through minerals

partake of their taste and efficacy. This is a truth so

universally received, that it is become a proverb botb
in the natural and moral world, That a man i» kaown
by his company. As by chemistry we learn, that dis-

cordant mixtures produce nothing but broil and fer-

mentation till one of them gets tbe ascendency of the

rest ; so from Scripture we learn, that two cannot walk
together except they be agreed. From which we
may see, how impossible it is for any one (e be thought

a person of real goodness and integrity, whilst be
chooses for his companions the abandoned and licen-

tious.

By associating with such, he will not only lose hia

character, but bis virtue \ for whatever fallacious di-

stinction he may be pleased to make between the men
and their vices, in tbe end tbe first generslly qualifies

tbe last \ and by ceasing to hate them he will soon learo

both to love and practise them. In short, the society

of sensual men it peculiarly eusoanDg. The malignity*

of their eontagieu doth not appear all at once. Their
frolics first appear harmless ; then, when partaken of,

they leave a longing relish behind them \ and one ap-

pointment makes way for another, one expence leads

on to a second ; and so time and fortune are wasted
away to very bad purpose. Tbe one appetite craves,

and another must be gratified, till all become too im-

portunate to be denied ; which verifies what the wisest

of men long since said, That tbe beginning of sin it

like tbe breaking forth of waters, which when it once
makes an entrance, carries all before it with rushing

impetuosity.’* Some pangs of remorse may be felt by
the infatuated creature on tbe first degeneracy, and
some faint resolutions against being seduced any more ;

which will no sooner be discovered by those leaders to

destruction, than all arts will be used to allure him
back to bear them company in tbe broad beaten patb>

to ruin. Of all which methods, none is more to be
dreaded than raillery ) for this is generally exercised

with all its force, and too oflea proves fatal. Ano-
ther lueCbod used to mislead the young novice not

yet hackneyed in vice, and no less dangerous than tbu

other, is to call evil good, and good evil. Lost and
sensuality OMist pass for love and

.

gallantry ^ revenge

and malice, for heroism. But steadiness should be
shown, by holding such pests of society in derision, andh

lookiag on them with contempt by appearing uamo-
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CMiptnjr. Ted by their ill-founded banters, and opstung by their

"* impious jests.

Upon the whole, in order to escape the danger

whicli attends the keeping of evil company, let those

you associate with be persons as carefully educated

and as honestly disposed as yourself^ of a good moral

character, not given to any known vice > whose lives

are temperate, and whose expences are moderate : with

socb company as these, you will neither get discredit,

nor degenerate into excess. You will be a mutual

check to each other} and your reputation will be so

established, that it will be the ambition of others to be

admitted members of your society. Select those for

your companions who are men of good sense, and un-

derstanding; and, if possible, who excel in some art,

science, or accomplishment ; that so, in the course of

your acquaintance, your very hours of amusement may
contribute to your improvement ; and for the roost

part such are opeo and communicative, and take as

much pleasure in being heard as you to be informed.

By pursuing such a conduct, you will be an ornament

and useful member of society.

COMPANY, a collective term, understood of seve-

ral persons assembled together in the same place, or

with the same design. The word is formed of the

French compagnie^ and that of companion or cwnpaniet^

which Chifflet observes, are found in the Salic law,

tit. 66. and are proper military words, understood of

soldiers, who, according to the modern phrase, are

comrades or mess- mates, i. e. lodge together, eat toge-

ther, &C. of the Latin, cum^ with,’*and pcpifs, bread.”

It may be added, that in some Greek authors under the

western empire, the word uufVKtnm occurs in the sense

of society.

CouFAKT, in a familiar or fashionable sense, is used

for an assemblage of persons met for the purpose of con-

versation, pastime, or festivity.

The love of company and of social pleasures is na-

tural, and attended with some of the sweetest satisfac-

tions of human life ; but, like every other love, when
it proceeds beyond the bounds of moderation, it ceases

to produce its natural effect, and terminates in disgust-

ful satiety. The foundation-stone and the pillar on

which we build the fabric of our felicity, most be laid

in oar own hearts. Amnsement, mirth, agreeable va-

riety, and even improvement, mdy be sometimes sought

in tne gaiety of mixed company, and in the usual di-

versions of the world ; but if we found our general hap-

piness on these, we shall do little more than raise castles

in- the air, or build booses on the sand*

To derive the proper pleasure and improvement from

company, it ought to be select, and to consist of per-

sons of character, respectable botli fox their morals and
their understandings. Mixed and undistinguished so-

ciety tends only to dissipate our ideas, and induce a
laxity of principles and practice. The pleasure it af-

fards is of a coarse, mixed, noisy, and rude kind. In-

deed, it commonly ends in weariness and disgust, as

even they are ready to confess who yet constantly

pursue it, as if their chief good consisted in living in a
crowd-.

^
Among these, indeed, who are exempted by their

oincumatancts froia- professional and official employ^

roepts, and who professedly devote themselves to a life Compsay.

of pleasure, little else seems to constitute the idea of it, *

but an unceasing succession of company, public or pri-

vate. The dress, and other circumstances preparatory

to the enjoyment of this pleasure, scarcely leave a mo-
ment for reflection. Day after day is spent in the same
toilsome round, till a habit is formed, which rendeia

dissipation necessary to existence. One week without it

would probably induce a lowness of spirits, wbiob might
terminate in despair and suicide. When the mind bas

no anchor, it will suffer a kind of shipwreck ; it will

sink in whirlpools, and be dashed oo rocks. Wbat, in-

deed, is life or its enjoyments withont settled principles,

laudable purposes, mental exertions, and internal com-
fort ? It is merely a vapour, or, to drop the language of

figure on so serious a subject, it is a state worse than

non-entity, since it possesses a restless power of action,

productive of nothing but misery.

It is recommended, therefore, to all who wish. to

enjoy their existence (and who entertains not that

wish ?) that they should acquire a power not only of

bearing, but of taking a pleasure in, temporary soli-

tude. Every one must, indeed, sometimes be alone.

Let him not repine when he is alone, but learn to set

a value on the golden moments. It is then that he is

enabled to study himself and the world around him.
It is then that he has an opportunity of seeing things

as they are, and of removing tl>e deceitfnl veil, which
almost every thing assumes in the busy scene of worldly

employments. The soul is enabled to retire into her-

self, and to exert those energies which are always at-

tended with sublime pleasure. She is enabled to see the

dependent, frail, and wretched state of man as the

child of nature ; and incited by her discoverv,^ to im-
plore grace and protection from the Lord of the uni-

verse. Tbej, indeed, who fly from solitude, can sel-

dom be religious; for religion requires meditation.

They may be said to ” live without God in the world

not, it is true, from atheistical principles, bat from a

.

carelessness of disposition ; a truly deplorable state, the

consciousness of which could not fail to cloud the gaie-

ty of those halcyon beiugi who sport In the sunshine of
unremitted

'

pleasure.

There is no doubt that man is made for action, and
that his duties and pleasures are often roost numerous
and most important amidst the busy hum of men. Many
vices, and many corrupt dispositions, have been foster-

ed in a solitary life. Monkery is not fav'oorahle to hu-
man nature or human happiness ; but neither is unlimit-

ed dissipation.

In short, let there be a sweet interchange of retire-

ment aud association, of repose and activity. A few
boors spent every day by the votaries of pleasort in se-

rious meditation, would render their pleasure pure, and
more unmIxed with misery. It would give them know-
ledge, so that they would see how far they might ad- •

vance in their pursuit without danger \ and resolntion,

so that they might retreat when danger approached.
It would teach them bow to live, a knowledge which .

indeed they think they possess aUeady ; «nd it would
also teach them, what .they mta. often too little solicitous

to learn^how to die.

COMPANY,
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COMPANY,

common interest.

When there are only two or three joined in this

manner, it is called a partnership ; the term company
being restrained to societies consisting of a considerable

number of members, associated together hy a charter

obtained from the prince.

The mechanics of all corporations, or towns incor-

porated, are thus erected into companies, which have

charters of privileges and large immunities.

Company seems more particularly appropriated to

timse grand associations set on foot for the commerce of

the remote parts of the world, and vested by charter

with peculiar privileges.

When companies do not trade upon a joint stock,

but are obliged to admit any person, properly qualified,

upon payir|^ a certain fine, and agreeing to submit to

the regulations of the company, each member fading

upon his own stock and at his own risk, they are called

Regulated Companies, When they trade upon a joint

stock, each member sharing in the common profit or

loss in proportion to his share in this stock, they are

called Joint-stock Companies, Such companies, whether

regulated or joint-stock, sometimes have, and some-

times have not, exclusive privileges.

However injurious companies with joint-stock, and in-

corporated with exclusive privileges, may at this time be

reckoned to the nation in general, it is jet certain that

they were the general parent of all our foreign commerce ^

private traders being discouraged from hazarding their

fortunes in foreign countries, until the method of traffic

had been first settled by joint-stock companies. Rut
since the trade of this kingdom and the number of traders

have increased, and the methods of assurance of ship-

ping and merchandise, and the navigation of all parts of

the known world have become familiar to us, these com-
panies, in the opinion of most men, have been justly

looked upon in the light of injurious monopolies.

I. Regulated Companies resemble, in every re-

spect, the corporations of trades, so common in the ci-

ties and towns of all the different countries of Europe

;

and are a sort of enlarged monopolies of the same kind.

As no inhabitant of a town can exercise an incorpo-

rated trade, without first obtaining bis freedom in

the corporation ^ so in most cases no subject of the

state can lawfully carry on any branch of foreign trade,

for which a regulated company is established, without

first becoming a member of that company. The mo-
nopoly is more or less strict according as the terms of

admission are more or less difficult ; and according as

the directors of the company have more,or leas autho-

rity, or have it more or less in their power to manage
in such a manner as to confine the greater part of the

trade to themselves and their particular friends. In

the most ancient regulated companies the privileges of

apprenticeship were the same as in other corporations \

and entitled the person who had served his time to a

member of the company, to become himself a member,

either witbont paying any fine, or ujpon paying a much
smaller one than what was exacted from other people*

a

The usual corporation spirit, wherever the Taw does Companr.
not restrain it, prevails in all regulated companies. ^

^

When they have been allowed to act according to

their natural genius, they have always, in order to

confine the competition to as small a number of persons
as possible, endeavoured to subject the trade to many

-

burdensome regolartions. When' the law has restrained

them from doing this, they have become altogether

useless and insignificant.

The r-'golated companies for forei|pi commerce,
which at present subsist in Great Britain, are. The
Hamburgh Company, the Russia Company^ the East-
land Company, the Turkey Company, and the African
Company.

1. The Hamburgh Company is the oldest trading es-

tablishment in the kingdom \
though not always known

by that name, nor restraioed to those narrow boimds
under which it is now confined. It was first called

the Company ofMerchants trading to Calais^ Holiamd^

Zealand^ Brabant^ and Flanders : then it acquired tbe^

general title of Merchant-adventurers ofEngland

:

as
being composed of all the English merchants who trad-

ed to the Low Countries, the Baltic, and the German
ocean. Lastly, it was called the Company of Mer-
chant-adventurers ofEngland trading to Hambttrgh,

This company was first incorporated by Edward I.

in 1296$ and established again, by charter, in 1406,
under the reign of King Henry IV. It was afterwarda

confirmed, and augmented with divers privileges, by
many of his successors. Before the charter of Henry >

IV. all the English merchants who trafficked out of

the realm, were left to their own discretion, and ma-
naged their affairs with foreigners as might be most for-

their respective interests, without any regard to the ge-

neral commerce of the nation. Henry, observing tra
disorder, endeavoured to remedy it, by uniting aH the-

merchants in bis dominions into one body ; wberttn,

without losing the liberty of trading each for himself,

they might be governed by a company still sobsistmg^

and be subject to regulations, which should secure^ the

^neral Interest of the national commerce, without pre-

judice to the interest of particulars. With this view,

he granted all the merchants of bis states, particularly

those of Calais, then in his hands, a power of assoda-'

ting themselves Into a body politic, with directors and
governors, both in England and abroad } to hold as->

semblies, both for the direction of business and the de-

ciding of controversies among merchants) make laws^

punish delinquents ) and impose moderate duties and

taxes on merchandises, and merchants, to be employed

in the service of the corporation. These few articles

of the charter of Henry IV. were afterwards much
augmented by Henry VII. who first gave them the

title of Merchant^advcnturers to Calais^ Holland^ &c.
gave them a power of proclaiming and continuing free

fairs at Calais ) and ordered, that to be reputed a mem-
ber of the society, each person pay 20 marks steriing i

and that the several members sbduld attend the general

meetings, or courts, appointed by the directors, whedier^

at London, Calais, or elsewhere.

A petition being made to Queen Elixabetb, in 15649
for
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ht an explanaUdd of eeriaio artioles in the charter of

^ imm9 Ueaiy VII. cad a coafinnatuNi of the rest granted by

other kings \ that princess, by a charter of the same

jrear declares that, to end all disputes, they shall be

incorporated anew, under the title of the Company 6f
Mercianf^dventurers ^ Etigland; that all who were

members of the former company should, if they de-

sired it, he admitted members of this \ that tbey should

bare a comnMm seal % that they should admit into their

society what other persons, and on what terms, they

pleased, and expel them again on misbehaviour \ that

the city of Hamburgh and neighbouring cities should

be reputed within their grant, tigether with those of the

Low Countries, Stc. hi that of the former Company :

that BO member should marry out of the kingdom,

uor purchase lands, &c. in any city beyond sea \ and

that those who do, shall be, tpso Jocto^ excluded for

ever. Twenty*two years after this first charter. Queen
Elizabeth granted them a second \ confirming the for*

mer, and further granting them a privilege of excln*

sien \ with a power of erecting in each city within their

grant a standing council.

The revolutions which happened in the Low Coun-

tries towards the end of the sixteenth centu^, and

which laid the foundation of the republic of itollaud,

having hindered the company from oontinning their

commerce with their ancient freedom \ it was obliged

to tom it almost wholly to the side of Hamburgh, and

the cities on the German ocean \ from which change,

somn people, took occasion to change its name to tbst

of the Hamburgh Company ; though the ancient title

of Merehant^aiaenimrers is itill retained in all their

writings.

Abo^ thn. middle of the last century, the fine hr
ndmisaion was fifty, nod at one time one hundred pounds,

and the conduct of the company was said to be ez-

tfemely oppressive, lo 1643, 1661,

the draiers and free traders of the west of England
complained of them to parliament, as of monopolists

who confined the trade and oppressed the roanufa^ares

of the country. Though those complaints produced

no act ef parliament, they had probably intimidated

the company so far, as to oblige them to reform their

oondidst. The teirao of admission are now said to be

quite easy ; and the directors either have it not in their

power to sohject the trade to any bnrdensomo restraint

sr regedatioDS,. or at least have not of late exetoishd

that power.

2. TAo Rutsia Camparm^ was first projectedtowards

the end of the reign of King Edward VI. executed in

the first and second years of Philip and Mary \ bat had
not its perfection till its charter was confirmed by act

of parliament, under Queen Elizabeth, in 1566. It

had its rise from certain adventurers, who Were sent in

three vessels on the discovery of new coontrtes % and to

find out a^ north»east passage tO‘ China j these, fall-

ing into the:White sen, and making up to the p^ of

Arahnn^l, were exceedingly well received by the

Mnscovites; end, at their return, solicited letters pa*

tent to secure to» themselves the commerce of Bussia,

for which they bad formed an association.

their charter, the association was declared a body
poKtio, uadcr the name of the Cemptmy Merchant^
adventurtrs of Engiaadf for the durotery (f landr^

ttrriiorinf i$hmds^ dro. unkmwn or utyrequitt^rdm
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Their privileges were, to have a governor, four con- CenipaDy.

suls, and 24 assistants, for their commerce ; for their ^

policy, to make laws, inflict penalties, send oat ships,

to make discoveries, take possession of them in the

king^s name, set up the banner royal of England, v

plant them \ and lastly, the exclusive privilege of tra-

.ding to Archangel, and other ports of Muscovy, not

yet frequented by the English.

This charter not being sufficiently guarded, was
confirmed by parliament in the 8th year uf Queen
Elizabeth ) wherein it was enacted, that in regard the

former name was too long, they should now be called

Company of English Merchants for discovering new
trades

;

nUder which name, they should be capable of"

acquiring and bolding all kinds of lands, manors, rents,

&c. not exceeding 100 marks per annum, and not
held of her majesty ^ that no part of the continent,

island, harbour, &o. not known or frequented before

the firkt enterprise of the merchants of tlielr company,
situated to the north, or north-west, or north-east of

London } nor any part of the continent, islands, &c.
under the obedience of the emperor of Bussia, or in the

countries of Armenia, Media, Hyreania, Persia, or

the Caspian sea, should be visited bjr any subjects of.

England to exercise any commerce, without the con-

sent of the said company, on pain of confiscation. The
said company shall use no ships in her new ooidmerce

but those of the nation ; nor transport any cloths,

serges, or other woollen stofls, till they have l^en dyed
and pressed. That in case the company discontinue of

itself to dnload commodities in the road of the abbey
of S. Nicolas, in Bussia, or Soine other phrt on tbu

north coasts of Russia, for the space of three years, the

other subjects of England shall be allowed to traffic to

Narva, while the said company discontinues its comi*

merce Kite Russia, only using English vessels.

Tins company sobented with reputation almost a
whofle century, till the time of the civil wart. It is said,

.

the czar then reigning, bearing of the ntorder of King
Churles 1. ordered dl the English iir bis states to be

expelled } which thS Dutch taking the advantage of, set-

tled in thebr room. After the Restoration, the remains

of the company re-established part of their conimerce

at Archangel, but Uevee with the same success as be-

fore ; the Biissiam being now well accustomed to

the ^tch merchants and merchandise.
^

Tbdi company subsists still, under the directioii of-

a governor^ four consuls, and assistant. By the loth

and nth* of William IIL c. 6. tba fine for admission

was reduced to 5I.

3 The Eastk^ Company ynnslntorporattd by Queen
Elizabeth. Its charter is dated in the year 1 579. By
the first article the company is erected into a body po-

litic under the title of the Company ofMerchants ofthe
East

;

to consist of Englishmen, all real merchants, who
have exercised the business thereof, and trafficked

through the 8onUd before the year 1568, into Nor-
way, Swedein Poland, Livonia, Prussia, Pomerania;

as also Revel, Coningsberg, Dantzick, Copenha-
gen^ &o. excepting Narva, MnsCovy,* and its depen-

dencies. Most of the following articles grant them
the osnal prerogatives of such companies, as a teri; go^

vener, coffrts,'laws; &c.
The privileges peeoKsr to this company are, that'

DOM shall be- adii^ted a meoiber who is already a
member
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member of any other company ^ nor any retail-dealer

at all. Tbat no merchant qualihed be admitted with-

out paying six pounds thirteen shillings and sixpence.

That a member of another company desiring to re-

nounce the privileges thereof, and to be received into

tbat of the East shall be admitted gratis ; provided be

procnres the same favour for a merchant of the East
willing to fill his place. That the merchant-adventu-

rers who never dealt in the East, in the places expres-

sed in the charter, may be received as members of the

company on paying 40 marks ; tbat, notwithstanding

this union of the adventurers of England with the

company of the East, each shall retain its rights and
privileges. Tbat they shall export no cloths but what
are dyed and pressed, except a hundred pieces per an-

num, which ar^ allowed them gratis. This charter

was confirmed by Charles II. in 1629, addi-

tion, that no person, of what quality soever, living in

London, should be admitted a memW, unless he were

free of the city. This company was complained of as

a monopoly, and first curtailed by legal authority in

1672 ; and since the declaration of rights in 1689, ex-

ist only in name ; but still continue to elect their an-

nual officers, who are a governor, a deputy, and twen-

ty-four assistants.

7. TAe Turkey or Levant Conmany^ bad its rise un-

der Queen Elizabeth, in 1581. James I. confirmed its

charter in 1605, adding new privileges. During the

civil wars, there happened some innovations in the go-

vernment of the company
\
many persons having been

admitted members, not qualified by the charters of

Queen Elizabeth and KingJames, or tbat did not con-

form to the regulations prescribed. Charles II. upon
Ilia restoration, endeavoured to set it upon its ancient

basis \ to which end, be gave them a charter, contain-

ing not only a confirmation of their old one, but also

several new articles of reformation. By this, the com-
pany is erected into a body politic, capable of making
laws, &c. under the title of the Company ofl/Lerchants

ofEngland trading to the seas of the Levant, The
number of members is not limited, but is ordinarily

about three hundred. The principal qualification re-

quired is, tbat the candidate be a freeman of London,
and a wholesale merchant, either by family or by ser-

ving an apprenticeship of seven years. Those under 25
years of age pay 25!. srerling at their admission \ those

above, twice as much. The fine was reduced by act

of parliament, in 1753, to 20I. and tbe privilege of

admission extended to every British subject. Each
makes oat|] at bis entrance not to send any merchan-
dise to the Levant but on bis own account

^ and not

to consign them to any but the company's agents or

factors. This restriction is likewise enlarged by tbe

above-mentioned statute.

The company has a court or board at London,
which is composed of a governor, deputy-governor,

and fifteen directors or assistants, who are all actually

to live in London or the suburbs. They have also a
deputy-governor in every city and port, where there

are any members of the company. Tbe assembly at

London sends out the vessels, regulates the tariff for

tbe price at which the European merchandises sent to

the Levant are to be sold, and for tbe quality of those

returned. It raises taxes on merchandises, to defray

impositions, and the common expences of tbe compa-

3

ANY.
ny \ presents the ambassador which the king is to keep eosapomy.

at the Porte, elects two consuls for Smyrna and Con- \ ^

stantinople, &c.
One of the best regulations of tbe company is, not to

leave tbe consuls, or even ambassador, to fix the impo-
sition on vessels for defraying the common expences

(a thing fatal to the companies of most other nations) }

but to allow a pension to tbe ambassador and consuls,

and even to tbe chief officers, as secretary, chaplain,

interpreters, and janizaries, that there may not be any
pretence for their raismg any sum at all on the mer-
chants or merchandises.

In extraordinary cohcs, tbe consuls, and even the

ambassador, have recourse to two deputies of tbe com-
pany, residing in the Levant ^ or, if the affair be very
important, they assemble the whole body. Here are

regulated the presents to be given, the voyages to be
made, and every thing to be delibmted \ and on the

resolutions here taken, the deputies appoint tbe trea-

surer to furnish the moneys, &c. required.

Tbe ordinary commerce of this company-employs
from 20 to 25 vessels, carrying from 25 to 30 piecee

of cannon. The merchandises exported thither are,

cloths of all kinds and colours, pewter, lead, pepper,

cochineal, and a great deal of silver, which they take

up at Cadiz : the returns are in raw silk, galls, camlets,

wools, cottons, Morocco leather, ashes for making
glass and soap, and several gums and medicinal drugs.

The commerce to Smyrna, Constantinople, and Scan-

derooA, is not esteemed much less considerable than

that of the East India Company) but is, doubtless,

more advantageous to Britain, mcanse it takes off

much more of the British manufactures than the other,

which is chiefly carried on in money. The places re-

served for tbe commerce of this company are, all the

states of Venice, in the gulf of Venice ) tbe state of

Bagusa) all tbe states of tbe grand seignior, and the

ports of the Levant and Mediterranean ) excepting

Cartbagena, Alicant, Barcelona, Valencia, Marseilles,

Toulon, Genoa, Leghorn, Civita Veccbia, Palermo,

Messina, Malta, Majorca, Minorca, and Corsica ) and

other places on tbe coasts of France, Spain, and

Italy.

5. The Company of Merchants trading to Afrka^
established in 1750. Contrary to the former practice

with regard to regulated companies, who were reckon-

ed unfit for such sort of service, this company was sub-

jected to the obligation of maintaining forts and garri-

sons. It was expressly charged at first with tbe main-

tenance of all tbe British forts and garrisons that lie

between Cape Blanc and the Cape of Good Hope, and
afterwards with that of those only which lie between

Cape Bouge and the Cape of Good Hope. Tbe act

which establishes this company (tbe 23d of George U.
c. 31.) seems to have had two distinct objects in view )

first, to restrain effectually the oppressive and mono-

polizing spirit which is natural to tbe directors of a
regulated company )

and secondly, to force them as

much as possible to give an attention, which is not na-

tural to them, towards tbe maintenance of forts and

garrisons.

For tbe first of these purposes, the fine for admission

is limited to forty shillings. Tbe company is pro-

hibited from trading in their corporate capacity, or

upon a joint stock ) firom borrowing money upon com-
mon
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Company, obliged by stat. 9 and 10 Will, to pay ten per cent* in
''

" i order to assist the company in maintaining their forts

and factories* But notwithstanding ibis heavy tax,

tlie company were still unable to maintain the com*

petition > their stock and credit gradually declined.

In 1712, their debts had become so great, that a parti*

cular act of parliament was thought necessary, both for

their security and for that of their creditors. It was
enacted, that the resolution of two-thirds of these cre-

ditors in number and value should bind the rest, both

with regard to the time which ahould be allowed to

the company for the payment of their debts, and

with regard to any other agreement which it might be

thought proper to make with them concerning those

debts. In 1730, their affairs were in so great disor-

der, that they were altogether incapable of maintain-

ing their forts and garrisons^ the sole purpose and pre-

text of their institution. From that year till their

final dissolution, the parliament judged it necessary to

allow the annual sum of ten thousand pounds for that

purpose. In 1732, after having been for many years

losers by the trade of carrying negroes to the West
Indies, they at last resolved to give it up altogether \

to sell to the private ti*aders to America the negroes

which they purchased upon the coast ^ and to employ

their servants in a trade to the inland parts of Africa

for gold dust, elephants teeth, dyeing drugs, &c* But
their success in this more confined trade was not greater

than in their former extensive one. Their affairs con-^

tinned to go gradually to decline, till at last being in

every respect a bankrupt company, they were dissolved

by act of parliament, and their forts and garrisons vest-

ed in the present Regulated Company of Merchants
trading to Africa.

1[. Joint-Stock Companies^ established either by

royal charter or by act of parliament, differ in several

respects not only from regulated companies, but from

private copartneries. 1. In a private copartnery, no

partner, without the consent of the company, can

transfer his share to another person, or introduce a

new member into the company* Each member, how-

ever, may, upon proper warning, withdraw from the

copartnery, and demand payment from them of his

share of the common stock. In a joint-stock company,

on the contrary, no member can demand payment of

bis share from the company : but each member can,

without their consent, transfer bis share to another

person, and thereby introduce a new member. The
value of a share in a joint-stock is always the price

which it will bring in the market ^ and this may be

either greater or less, in any proportion, than the sum
which its owner stands credited for in the stock of the

company. 2. In a private copartnery, each partner is

bound for the debts contracted by the company to the

whole extent of his fortune. In a joint-stock company,

on the contrary, each partner is bound only to the ex-

tent of bis share.

The trade of a joint-stock company is always ma-
naged by a court of directors. This court indeed is

freqnentiy subject, in many respects, to the controul

of a general court of proprietors. But the greater

part of those proprietors seldom pretend to understand

any thing of the business of the company ) and when
the spirit of faction happens not to prevail among
them, give themselves no troable about it, but receive

contentedly such half-yearly or yearly dividend as the CeBpaBj.
directors think proper to make to them. This total ^ i *

exemption from trouble and from risk, beyond a limi-

ted sum, encourages many people to become adven-

turers in joint-stock companies, who would upon no
account hazard their fortunes in any private copart-

nery. Such companies, therefore, commonly diaw
to themselves much greater stocks than any private

copartnery can boast of. The trading stpck of the

South-Sea Company, at one time, amounted to up-

wards of thirty-three millions eight hundred thousand

pounds. The directors of such companies, however, be-

ing the managers rather of other people^s money than of

their own, it cannot well be expected that they should

watch over it with the same anxious vigilance with

which the partners in a private copartnery frequently

watch over their own. Like the stewards of a rich

man, they are apt to consider attention to small matters

as not for their master^s honour, and very easily give

themselves a dispensation from having it. Negligence

and profusion, therefore, must always prevail, more or

less, in the management of the affairs of such a com-
pany. It is upon this account that joint-stock compa-
nies for foreign trade have seldom been able to main-

tain the competitions against private adventurers. They
have, accordingly, very seldom succeeded without an
exclusive privilege ; and frequently have not succeeded

with one. Without an exclusive privilege they have

commonly mismanaged the trade. With an exclnsive

privilege they have both mismanaged and confined it.

The principal joint-stock companies presently sub-

sisting in Great Britain are, the South Sea and the

East India companies) to which roi^ be added,

though of very inferior magnitude, the &sdson*s Basf
Company.

I. The South-Sea Company. During the long war
with France in the reign of Queen Anne, the payment
of the sailors of the royal navy being neglected, they

received tickets instead of money, and were frequently

obliged, by their necessities, to sell these tickets to avar

ricious men at a discount of 40 and sometiiiies 50 per

cent. By this and other means, the debts of the na-

tion unprovided for by parliament, and which amount-
ed to 9947I1321I. fell into the bands of these usurers.

On which Mr Harley, at that time chancellor of the

exchequer, and aftemards earl of Oxford, proposed a
scheme to allow the proprietors of these debts and de-

ficiencies 6 per cent, per annum, and to incorporate

them for the purpose of carrying on a trade to the

South Sea) and they were accordingly incorporated

under the title of the Governor and Compai^ of

Merchants of Great Britain trading to the South Seas,

and other parts of America, and for encouraging the

Fishery,” &c.
Though this company seemed formed for the sake

of commerce, the niinist^ never thought seriously, dur-

ing tbs course of the war, about making any setUement

on the coast of South America, which was what flattered

the expectations of the people ) nor was it ever carried

into execution by this company.

Some other sums were lent to the government ia

the reign of Queen Anne at 6 per cent. In the third

of George 1. the interest of the whole was reduced to

5 per cent, and the company advanced two millioos

more to the govennBeut at the same Interest* By the

statute
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Company. 8on !s qaallfied to Ue gorernor, his majesty eKcepted,

r
' ' unless such governor has in his own name and right

5000I. in the trading stock ^ the sub-governor is to have

4000I. the deputy-governor 3000I. and a director 2000L
in the same stock. In every general court, every mem-
ber having in his own name and right 500I. in trading

stock, has one vote } if 2000I. two votes j if 3000I.

three votes ; and if 3000I. four votes.

2. The East India Company, The first, or as it is

called the Old East India Company^ was established

by a charter from Queen Elixabetb in 1600 \ but for

some time the partners seem to have traded with se-

parate stocks, though only in the ships belonging to

the whole company. In 1612, they joined their stocks

into one common capital : and though their charter

was not as yet confirmed by act of parliament, it was
looked upon in that early period to be sufficiently

valid, and nobody ventured to interfere with their

trade. At this tame their capital amounted to about

740,000!. and the shares were as low as 50I. : their

trade was in general successful, notwithstanding some
heavy losses, chiefly sustained through the malice of

the Dutch East India Company. In process of time,

however, it came to be understood that a royal char-

ter could not by itself convey an exclusive privilege to

traders, and the company was reduced to distress by
reason of the multitude of interlopers who carried off

the most of their trade. This continued during the

latter part of the reign of Charles II. the whole of

that of James II. and part of William III. when in

1698 a proposal was made to parliament for advancing

the sum of 2,000,000!. to government, on condition

of erecting the subscribers into a new company with ex-

clusive privileges. The old company endeavoured to

prevent the appearance of such a formidable rival, by
offering government 700,000!. nearly the amount of

their capital at that time ^ but such were the exigen-

cies of the state, that the larger sum, though at eight

per cent, interest, was preferred to the sm^er at one

half the expenee.

Thus were two East ludia Companies erected in

the same kingdom, which could not but be very pre-

judicial to each other. Through the negligence of

those who prepared the act of parliament also, the

new company were not obliged to unite in a joint-stock.

Tlie consequence of this was, that a few private traders,

whose subscriptions scarce exceeded 7200I. insisted on
a right of trading separately at their own risk. Thus
a'kind of third company was established \ and by their

mutual contentions with one another, all the three were
brought to the brink of ruin. Upon a subsequent occa-

sion, in 1730, a proposal was made to parliament for

potting the trade under the management of a regula-

ted company, and thus laying It in some measure open.

This, however, was opposed by the company, who re-

presented in strong terms the mischiefs likely to arise

Smiih't from such a proceeding. ** In India (they said), it

WeaUh of raised the price of goods so high, that they were not

^1^^, worth the buying \ and in England, by overstocking

tlie market, it sunk the price to such a degree that no
profit could be made of them.** Here Dr Smith re-

marks, that by a more plentiful supply, to the great

advantage and conveniency of the public, it must have
reduced very much the price of Indian goods in the
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English market, cannot well be doubted ; but that it Conpaarw
should have raised very much their price in the Indian ^ ^ J

market, seems not very probable, as all the extraordi-

nary demand which that competition could occasion,

must have been but as a drop of water in the immense

ocean of Indian commerce. The increase of demand,

adds he, though in the beginning it may sometimes

raise the price of goods, never fails to lower it in the

issue. It encourages production, and thereby in-

creases the competition of the producers, who, in or-

der to undersell one another, have recourse to new di-

visions of labour and new improvements of art, which

might never otherwise have been thought of. The
miserable effects of which the company complained,

were the cheapness of consumption and the encourage-

ment given to production, precisely the two effects

which it is the business of political economy to promote.

The competition, however, of which they gave this

dolefnl account, had not been allowed to continue

long. lu 1702 the two companies were, in some

measure, united by an indenture tripartite, to which

the queen was the third party; and in 1708, they

were, by act of parliament, perfectly consolidated into

one company by their present name of “ The United

Company of Merchants trading to the East Indies.**

Into this act it was thought worthy to insert a clause,

allowing the separate traders to continue their traffic

till Michaelmas 1711, but at the same time empower^

ing the directors, upon three years notice, to redeem

their capital of 7200I. and thei*eby convert the whole

capital of the company into a joint-stock. By the

same act, the capital of the company, in consequence

of a new loan to government, was augmented from

2,ooo,oool. to 3,200,oool. In I743> another noil-

lion was advanced to government. But this being

raised, not by a call upon the proprietors, but by

selling annuities and contracting bond-debts, it did

not augment the stock upon which the proprietert

could claim a dividend. Thus, however, their trading

stock was augmented ;
it being equally liable with tbq

other 3,200,oool. to the losses sustained, and debts

contracted, by the company in the prosecution of

their mercantile projects. From i7o8,^or at leasi

from 1711, this company being freed from all eem-

petkors, and fully established in the monopoly of thu

English commerce to the East Indies, carried on a
successful trade ;

and from their profits made annually
^

a moderate dividend to their proprietors. Unhappily,

however. In a short time, an inclination for war and

conquest began to take place among their servants;

which, though it put them in possession of extensrvn

territories and vast nominal revenues, yet embarrasned

their afiairs in such a manner, that they have not to

this day been able to recover themselves. The parti-

culars of these wars are given under the articles Bri-
tain, and Indostan. Here it will be sufficient to

observe, that they originated during the war in 1741
through the ambition of M. Dupleix the French go-

vernor of Pondicherry, who involved the company io

the politics and disputes of the Indian princes.^ Af-

ter carrying on hostilities for some time with variona

success, they at last lost Madras^ at that time the prin-

cipal settlement in the East Indies, but it was restored

by the treaty of Aix-la Cbapelle. During the war
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Coaptny. of I755t ihej acquired the reyenues of a rich and ex-
^ V f tensive territory, amounting, as was then said, to near

3,ooo,ooo1. per annum.

Fdr several years they remained in quiet possession

of the revenue arising from this territory, though it

certainly never answered the expectations that had

been formed concerning it. But in 1767 the British

ministry laid claim to the territorial possessions of the

company, and the revenne arising from them, as of

right belonging to the crown
; and the company, ra-

ther than yield op their territories in this manner,

agreed to pay government a yearly sum of 400,000!.

They had before this gradually augmented their di-

vidend from about six to ten per cent.; that is, on

their capital of 3,200,oool» they bad raised it from

192,0001. to 320,0001. a>year. About this time al-

so they were attempting to raise it still farther, viz.

from 10 to 12} per cent. ; but from this they were pre-

vented by two successive acts of parliament, the design

of which was to enable them to make a more speedy

payment of their debts, at this time estimated at more
than six or seven millions sterling. In 1769 they re-

newed their agreement with government for five years

more, stipniating, that during the course of that pe-

riod they should be allowed gradually to augment their

dividend to 12^ per cent. ; never increasing it, however,

more than one per cent, annually. Thus their annual

payments could only be augmented by 6o8,oool. be-

yond what they had been before their late territorial

acquisitions. By accounts from India in the year

f 768, this revenue, clear of all deductions and military

charges, was stated at 2,048,747!. At the same
time they were said to possess another revenne, arising

partly from lands, but chiefly from the customs esta-

blished at their different settlements, amounting to

about 439,ooo1. The profits of their trade, too, ac-

cording to the evidence of tlicir chairman before the

house of commons, amounted to at least 400,000! per

annum ; their account made it 500,000!. ; and the

lowest account stated it at least equal to the highest

dividend paid to their proprietors. Notwithstanding

this apparent wealth, however, the affairs of the com-
pany from this time fell into disorder ; insomuch that

in 1773 their debts were augmented by an arrear

to the treasury in the payment of the 400,000!. stipu-

lated ; by another to the customhouse for duties un-

paid ; by a large sum borrowed from the bank ; and

by bills drawn upon them from India to the amount
of more than i,200,oool. Thus they were not only

obliged to reduce their dividend all at once to six per

cent, but to apply to government for assistance. A
particular account of this transaction is given under the

article Britain. Here it may be mentioned in gene-

ral, that the event proved very unfavourable to the

company, as they were now subjected to an Interference

of government altogether unknown before. Several

important alterations were made in their constitution

both at home and abroad. The settlements of Madras,

Bombay, and Calcutta, which had hitherto been entire-

ly independent of one another, were subjected to a go-

vernor-general ; assisted by a council of four assessors.

The nomination of the first governor and council, who
were to reside at Calcutta, was assumed by parliament

;

the power of the court *of Calcuttai which had gradual-
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ly extended its jurisdiction over the rest, was now re- Componj.

cfuced and confined to the trial of mercanti le causes, * —

i

- *

the purpose for which it was originally instituted. In-

stead of it a new supreme court of judicature was esta-

blished, consisting of a chief justice and three judges

to he appointed by the crown. Besides these altera-

tions, the stock necessary to entitle any proprietor to

vote at the general courts was raised from 500I. to

loool. To vote on this qualification, too, it was
necessary that he should have possessed it, if acquired

by bis own purchase and not by inheritance, for at

least one year, instead of six months, the term requi-

site formerly. The court of 24 directors had before

been chosen annually ; but it was now enacted, that

each director should for the future be chosen for four

years; six of them, however, to go out of office by
rotation every year, and not to be capable of being re-

chosen at the election of the six new directors for the

ensuing year. It was expected that, in consequence

of these alterations, the courts both of the proprie-

tors and directors would be likely to act with more
dignity and steadiness than formerly. But this was
far from being the ease. The company and its ser-

vants showed the utmost indifference about the happi-

ness or misery of the people who had the misfortune

to be subjected to their jurisdiction. This indifference,

too, was more likely to be increased than diminished

by some of the new regulations. The bouse of com-
mons, for instance, had resolved, that when the

i,6oo,oool. lent to the company by government should

be paid, aud their bond debts reduced to 1,500,000].

they might then, and not till then, divide eight per

cent, upon their capital ; and that whatever remained
of their revenues and nett profits at home should be
divided into four parts ; three of them ta be paid into

the exchequer for tlie use of the public, and the fourth

to be reserved as a fund, either for the further reduc-

tion of their bond debts, or for the discharge of other

contingent exigencies which the company might la-

bour under. But it could scarce be expected that, if

the company were bad stewards and bad sovereigns

when the whole of their nett revenue and profits be-

longed to themselves, they would be better when three-

fourths of these belonged to other people. The regu-

lations of I773f therefore, did not put an end to the

troubles of the company. Among other institutions,

it bad been at this time enacted, that the presidency

of Bengal should have a superiority over the other pre-

sidencies in the country ; the salary of the chief justice

was fixed at 8000I. per annum, and those of the other

judges at 6oool. each. In consequence of this act.

Sir Elijah Impey, who was created a baronet on the

occasion, set sail with three other judges, for India, in

the year 1774* The powers with which they were in^

vested were very extraordinary. They bad the title

of bis Majesty's Supreme Court of Judicature in In-

dia. Civil law, common law, ecclesiastical, criminal,

and admiralty jurisdiction, belonged of right to them.

They were empowered to try Europeans on personal

actions, and to assess damages without a jury. Every
native, either directly or indirectly in the service ofthe

company, or in their territories, was made subject to

their jurisdiction, with a view to prevent the Euro-

peans from dodiag justice under the pretence of em-
ploying
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CtflDpiny. by jury might be granted to the British subjects in

' ^nga4 in all oases ifhere it was established by law in

England ; that the retrospective powers of the su-

preme court might be limited to the time of its esta-

blishment in Bengal ; that it should be dehned beyond

the power of discretional distinction who the persons

were that properly came under the jurisdiction of the

court, and who did not; that it should be expressly

declared what statutes should, and what should not, be

in force in Bengal ; that distinct and separate judges

for the law and equity sides of the court should be ap-

pointed ; and that a power of delaying executions in

criminal cases until his majesty^s pleasure was known,

should be lodged in the governor and council.

This petition was soon followed by another signed

by Warren Hastings, Esq. governor-general, Philip

Francis and Edward Wheeler, Esqs. counsellors for the

government and presidency of Fort-William in Ben-
gal ; in which they represented, that, though the ju-

risdiction of the supreme court of judicature at Cal-

cutta, as well as the powers granted to the governor-

general and council, were clearly limited by parlia-

ment and the king^s letters patent, yet the chief

justice and judges of that court had exercised authori-

ty over persons not legally within their jurisdiction,

and had illegally and improperly advised and admitted

snits against the governor-general and council : that

they had attempted to execute their writs upon natives

of high rank in the kingdom of Bengal, who were not

within their jurisdiction : the governor and council

therefore had found themselves under a necessity of

opposing them, and of affording protection to the

country and people, who were placed under their own
immediate inspection, and freeing them from the terrors

of a new and usurped dominion. Tliey had even been

obliged to make use of a military force, in order to re-

sist the proceedings of the judges and their officers :

And they declared, that no other conduct could have

saved those provinces, and tlie interests of the company,

or of the British nation itself, from the ruin with which
they were threatened. They also declared themselves

to be of opinion, that the attempt to extend, to the

inhabitants of these provinces, the jurisdiction of the

supreme court of judicature, and the authority of the

English law, which weYe still more intolerable than

the law itself, would be such a restraint on the minds
of the people of those provinces, by the difference of

such laws and forms from their laws, that they might
at last inflame them, notwithstanding their known mild-

ness and patience, into an open rebellion.** The pe-

tition was concluded, by soliciting an indemnity from
the legal consequences of the resistance they had been
obliged to make to that court.

While the British were thus expressing their dis-

pleasure against the conduct of these judges, the na-

tives were thrown into the utmost consternation and
despair by the acts of oppression and violence com-
mitted by^ them. A prosecution for forgery had been
commenced against Nondcomar, a bramin of the first

rank in Bengal. The crime was not capital by the

laws of Indostan, and bad been committed many
^eart before; yet with the utmost cruelty and in-

justice was this man condemned and executed on the

British statute, by which forgery is made capital ; a sta-

tute which, at the oomBSisaioii of the crime, he bad
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never beard of, nor could ever dream that be would be Company,

subjected to its power. What rendered this execution '

the more remarkable was, that, at the very time when
the charge of forgery was brought against him, Nund-
comar bad been employed in exhibiting an accusation

against Mr Hastings. This, together with the hurry

in which the court were to have him put to death (for

the court refused to allow him a respite till his nrajes-

ty*8 pleasure was known), made the natives conclude

that be was executed, not on account of the forgery,

but for haviug ventured to prefer an accusation against

an English governor. In other respects they were ter-

rified to such a degree, that many of them ran into the

river on seeing a bramin put to death with such circum-

stances of ignominy.

The alarm excited by the execution of Nondcomar
was kept op by fresh decisions of the snpreme court

:

Among those the Patna cause, as it is commonly
called, was one of the most remarkable. An adven-

turer, named Shabax Beg Cawn, had come from Ca-
bul in Persia to Bengal, where he entered himself in

the service of the company, and was preferred to the

command of a body of horse. Having gained a com-
petent fortnne, and obtained from the Mogul a grant

of lands called an Vliumghaw in the province of Ba-
har, be retired from the army, and settled in Patna.

About this time, when advanced in years, he married

a woman of low rank, named Nadara Begum^ by whom
he had no children. His brother, Allum Beg, came
likewise to Patna ; and on bis leaving the place some
time after, committed the care of one of bis sons,

named Behader Beg^ to his brother Shabax Beg Cawo.
On the death of the latter in 1776, 9 dispute ensned

concemiog the inheritance betwixt the widow and
Bebader Beg. The widow having taken possession

of the whole property of Shahaz, the nephew, as

adopted son and heir, give in a petition to the provincial

council at Patna, on the id of January X777, setting

forth his claim. In this petition be stated, that the

widow was removiug and secreting the efiects of the

deceased; and concluded with a prayer, that orders

should be given to prevent their removal ; to recover

socb as bad already been carried away ; and that the

cadi or Indian judge should be directed to ascertain

his right. As the parties were Mahometans, the

conncil of course referred the cause to the cadi and

two mufties, the proper officers for determining it ac-

cording to the established laws of the country. These
having inquired into the matter, reported, that the

title-deeds, on which the widow pretended to found

her right, appeared to be forged ; and that, even if

they bad appeared in the life-time of Shahaz, .they

were still informal, on account of a point of the Ma-
hometan law, which requires, that te make deeds ot

gift valid, possession should be entered into at the time

of executing or delivering them over ; bat that, as no

posseMion of this kind had been given, the estate onght

to be divided according to the Mahometan law ; viz.

one-fourth to the wife, and tbree-fonrths to the ne-

phew, as the representative of bis father Allnm Beg, .

who was considered as the more immediate heir of the

deceased. This decision was confirmed by the coun-

cil of Patna, with the following exception in favour of

the widow, that the heir-at-law shoold pay her one-

fourth of the rente of the ultumghaw> or royal gnmf»
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Company. Tor Iicr aapport during life* The widow, however,

* refused to submit to the decision, or to deliver up the

edects of her husband ; in consequence of which corn-

pulsatory methods were used ; when by the advice of

itome English lawyers, an action of trespass was brought,

according to the law of England, against the cadi and

two mufties for their proceedings against her, laying

the damages at about 66,000). sterling. This process

being brought before the supreme court, was by them
conducted in such a manner as must entail everlasting

infamy on the actors. They began with obliging the

cadi and mnfties to find b^iil in no less than 40,000
pounds for their appearance, which was immediately

given by the council at Patna. The supreme court

then having entered into the merits of the cause, and

decided the matter in the most rigorous manner, ac-

cording to all the forms of English law, assessed the

cadi and mufties in damages no less than 30,000!.

sterling. Their houses and effects were seiied by the

sheriff's officers, and publicly put up to sale ^ the cadi,

who was upwards of 60 years of age, and bad been in

office for many years with great applause, died on his

way to the common gaol at Calcutta, to which the

nephew and two mufties were conveyed, being a di-

stance of no less than 400 miles from their former re-

sidence at Patna. A suit, however, was commenced
against the widow, on account of haring forged the

title-deeds by which she claimed her husband's estate j

but it was suppressed on account of some informality.

Another decision, by which the supreme court like-

wise incurred much censure, was that against Jagger-

naut, the principal public officer of a Mahometan
court at Dacca. The action was brought at the instiga-

tion of an English attorney, Im behalf of one Kh^ne, a

•ervaot or messenger,who had been fined and impnsoned

for a misdemeanor, in which Jaggemaut had conenr-

red in virtue of bis office at judge of the Nizamut
(the name of the Mahometan court just mentioned).

The sheriff-officers attempted to arrest the judge as

he sat on the tribunal ; which could not fail to produce

much disturbance. Jaggemaut, with his officers, de-

nied the authority of the supreme court over the Niza-

inut, and refused to comply with the writ. The Eng-
lish sheriff-officers proceeded to force y and a violent

scuffle ensuing, Jaggernaot's father was wounded in

the head with a sword by one of the under-sheriff's at-

tendants, while his brother-in-law was very danger-

ously wounded with a pistol ballet by the under-sheriff

himself. The immediate consequence of this was an

absolute refusal of the judge to take cognizance of any

criminal matter } and this was intimated iu a letter

from the conncil at Dacca to the English governor

and council of India ; wherein they declared that all

criminal justice was at a stand.

The supreme court, having proceeded in this arbi-

trary and oppressive manner for some time, at length

attempted to extend their jurisdiction over the heredi-

tary zemindars of fiengal. These are a kind of tri-

butary lords, or great landholders, who are answerable

to the company for the revenues or rents of the di-

stricts ^ and excepting the circumstances of remitting

their revenues to the company^ have not the least con-

nection with the English in any respect. At the time

we speak of, however, a writ upon an action of debt

was issued out to arrest one of these zemiodats io his
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palace. Timely notice,* however, was given, by one Coapaay.
of the company's collectors, of this attempt to the

governor and council, and application made to protect

a man of such quality from the disgrace of an arrest.

They being unanimously of opinion that the zemin-
dar was not within the jurisdiction of the court of

Calcutta, desired him to pay no regard to the writ.

The court, however, determined io enforce their pro-

cess by a writ of sequestration } upon which the na-

tives, who are snperstitiously attached to their zemin-
dars, rose in his defence, and insulted the sheriff's of-

ficers. The latter having obtained a reinforcement,

the zemindar's palace was entered by 86 men armed
with bludgeons, cutlasses, and muskets ; the apartment

of his women, always held inviolably sacred by the

Asiatics, was broken open ^ liis temple profiioed •, and
the image which was the object of bis worship, put
into a basket, and carried off with some common lum-
ber. This roused the attention of the governor and
council ; who, from a full conviction of the ruinous

tendency of these proceedings, determined at last to

oppose it force by force. They accordingly sent a par-

ty of military to apprehend the sheriflPs people, and
they were all conducted prisoners to Calcutta. The
judges ordered attachments against the officers who
commanded the troops, and against two other servants

of the company ^ while the governor and council eo-

deavonred to justify their proceedings, by writing to

England as already mentioned.

Besides all this, the natives themselves testified their

disapprobation of the conduct of the supreme court in

very strong terms. A petition to bis Britannic ma-
jesty was sent by the natives of Patna ; in which are

the following remarkable passages : When the ordi-

nances of this court of judicature were issued, as they

were all contrary to the customs, modea, usages, and
institutions, of this country, they occasioned terror in

us and day by day, as the powers of this court havn

be^me more established, our ruin, uneasiness, disho-

nonr, and discredit, have accumulated } till at last we
are reduced to such a situation, that we consider death

to us as infinitely preferable to the dread we entertain

of the court : for from this court no credit, 00 charac-

ter it left to us, and we are now driven to the last ex-

tremity. Several who possessed means and ability,

deeming flight as their only security, have banbhed
themselves from the country ; but bound as we are by
poverty and inability, and fettered by the dearest ties

of consanguinity, we do not all of us possess the means
of flight, nor have we power to abide the oppression of

this court."— If, which God forbid! it should so

happen, that this our petition should not be accepted,

and should be rejected at the chamber of audience,

those amongst us who have power and ability, discard-

ing all affection for our families, will fly to any quar-

ter we can ^ whilst the remainder, who have no means
or ability, giving themselves up with pious resignation

to their fate, will sit down in expectation of death."

These repeated complaints could not but be taken

notice of in ' parliament. On the 1 2th of February

1781, General Smith made a motion in the house of

commons, that the petition from the British inhabi-

tants of Bengal, Bahar, and Orissa, should be taken

into consideration by a select committee, consbling of

15 persons, chosen by ballot In the introduction to
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CtmpaDv. kU motion^ he stated briefly the bad conduct of the

' supreme court in the particulars already related ^ aud
concluded, that the afiairs of^Bengal required the im-

mediate attention and consideration of parliament. The
matter was accordingly debated

^ when, after various

proposals, a motion was at length made by General

Smith, for leave to bring in a bill to explain and
amend so much of an act passed in the 13th year of

his present majesty, for the better regulation of the

East India Company, as related to the administration

of justice in Bengal : and also to indemnify the go-

vernor and council of Bengal for having resisted by

force of arms the execution of an order of the supreme
court of judicature in that kingdom.*^ Leave was ac-

cordingly given to bring in the hill. The house hav-

ing resolved itself into a committee. Lord North ob-

served, ** that it had been much his wish that an agree-

ment for the renewal of the company's charter bad been

made in an amicable manner •, and that voluntary pro-

positions should have come from themselves, oflering

terms for the benefit of the exclusive trade and the ter-

ritorial acquisitions. No such terms, however, bad been

proposed, nor any agreement made. A negotiation had
indeed taken place between him and the chairman and
deputy-chairman ^ but the propositions made by them
were neither such as the public might expect, nor had
the company any right to them. With regard to the

territorial possessions, be was clearly of opinion, that

they of right belonged to the public j though how far

it might be proper to allow the revenue of them to re-

main in the possession of the company was quite ano-

ther matter. In his opinion it would be proper to

allow it to remain in their bands as long as they pos-

sessed an exclusive trade, but he never would consent

to forego the claim of the public. He made a mo-
tion, therefore, that it was the opinion of the com-
mittee, that three-fourths of the surplus of the nett

profits of the East India Company, ever since the com-
pany’s bond debt was reduced to 1,500,000]. and the

company’s dividends had been eight per cent, per an-

num, belong to the public
^
and that 6oo,oocl. in lieu

thereof, and in discharge of all claims on that part of

the public, be paid into his majesty’s exchequer by in-

stalments, in such manner, and at such times, as shall be*

agreed on.” This proposal was vehemently opposed by
the minority. Mr Burke called it the daring effort of

a minister determined on rapine and plunder, without

regard to truth, honour, or justice* Mr Hussey repro-

bated the idea of taking >^oo,oool. from the company
tn their circumstances at that time. He produced

a paper full of arithmetical calculations, which be

read to the house ^ asserting that they contained an
exact state of the amount of the company’s exports and
imports, the expences of their trade at borne, and the

balance of profit of each year, for many years past, di-

etingnisbing the territorial from the commercial income
and expeaces. From these he showed, that the com-
mercial and tenrtiorial revenues of the company had,

upon an average for 16 years, coQstituted a sum equi-

valent to a proportion of 16 per cent. ; that 9 per cent,

of this had arisen icoixi the commercial profits accruing

to the company •, and therefore, that there had not

been 8 per cent, divided upon that part of the profits to

which the public bad any claim or pretension. The
aceessioo of territorial possessione. be obserred, bad

Yol. VI. Part I. f

A N Y.
brought along with it additional expences ; and the

public had already received a very large share of the

company’s profits. He declared it to be his opinion,

that the company should always make it a rule to give

as ample and full relief to the public burdens as their

situation would allow ^ and if they did this, he saw no.

reason why the minister should exact any more. Mr
Dempster reminded the house of the consequences of

violating the American charters ^ and added, that to

tear from the company by force what was not stipula-

ted in any act of parliament, would be a breach of

public faith disgraceful to the nation, and such as

would damp the spirit of enterprise and adventure,,

which bad been productive of such happy eflects.

—

Notwithstanding these remonstrances, however, the bill

was at last passed into a law; only with this mitigation,

that the company should pay only 400,000!. instead

of 6oo,oool. demanded originally by the minister.

—

Another bill was also passed the same year, in conse-

quence of the motion made by General Smith. This

act declared, that the governor-general and council of

Bengal were not subject to the jurisdiction of the su-

preme court, and indemnified the former for the re-

sistance they had made to the orders of that court. It

enacted also, that no person should be subject to the

jurisdiction of that court on account of his being a

landholder or farmer of land in the provinces of Ben-
gal, Babar, or Orissa

; that no judicial officers in the

country courts should he liable to actions in the su-

preme court for their decisions ; and the two mufties,

with Belmder Beg, who were then in prison, in con-

sequence of the decision of that court in the Patna
cause, were ordered to be set at liberty.

The debates on this subject were attended with the

most violent charges against the minister, and assertions

the most humiliating and disgraceful to the British na-

tion.^ Mr Towiishend affirmed, that it was from the

minister’s screening the delinquents who came from

India that all the evils in that quarter had originated ;

and if matters were suffered to go on in that country

as they bad done for some time past, the conduct of

tiie British in the East Indies must be viewed in alight

still more detestable than that of the Spaniards in A-
merica. It was reported, that the nabob of Arcot had*

several members in the bouse of commons ! If it were
true, that by sending over a sum of money to Eng-
land be could seat eight or ten members in that house,

then Mr Townsbend declared, that in his opinion they

were the most abject and contemptible beings in the

world.—The bill for regulating the powers of the su-

preme court, also, though so evidently founded in rea-

son and justice, did not pass without opposition, par-

ticularly from Mr Donning ; who was thonght on

this occasion to have allowed his regard for bis friend

Sir Elijah Impey, the chief justice, to bias him too

much.

The regulations just mentioned did not yet put an end
to the troubles of the East India Company, nor al-

lay the ferment which had been so eflectually excited.

Their afiairs were still a subject of parliamentary dis-

cussion ; and in the month of April 1782, a motion was
made by Mr Dundas, then lord advocate of Scotland,

for taking into consideration the several reports concern-

ing affairs, which had been made by the secret commit-

tee appomted to, inquire into them during the last and

Xx present
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Company, pr^nt session of parliament. In his speech on this

occasion, he remarked, that the opinion of Lord Clive

bad been against keeping too extensive a territory

in that country. Instead of this he had restored Sujah

Dowlah to the possession of his country
^ considering

the British territories in Hindostan, with those on the

coast of Coromandel and Bombay, as sufficient for all

the purposes by which this country could be benefited ^

but instead of adhering to the maxims of sopnd policy

laid down by his lordship, they had become so ambi-

tious of extending their territories, that they had in-

volved themselves in a war with almost all India. He
then considered the finances of the company. The re-

venue of Bombay, be said, fell short of the necessary

civil and military establishment by 200,ooo1. a year,

which was annually drawn from Bengal. With regard

to that of Madras, it appeared on an average of 12

years, from 1767 to 1779, there had been eight

years of war and only four of peace ; and that, during

the whole time of war, the revenue had not been able

to support the civil and military establishments ^ though

in time of peace, it was able to do nearly one-half

more. Bengal, however, was the most lucrative of all

the East India settlements ^ bnt such had beeh the ex-

pences of the Mahratta war, that the governor-general

had been obliged to contract a very large debt, inso-

much, that it was doubtful whether the investments for

England should be wholly or partially suspended. Mr
Hastings, he said, bad in many instances proved him-

self a very meritorious servant: but be wished (bat

every one of their servants would consider himself as

bound in the first place to prove a faithful steward to

the company ; not to fancy that be was an Alexander

or Aurengzet^, and prefer frantic military exploits to

the improvenient of the trade and commerce of his

country.-—Greneral Smith observed, that by the evi-

dence produced to the committee, it appeared that

there had been a variety of great abuses in India. Sir

Elijah Imp^, his roajesty^s chief justice in that coun-

try, had so far derogated fi'om the character of a judge,

as to accept of a place from the company ^ by which

means he was brought under their controul, and con-

sequently allowed himself to be deprived of that inde-

pendence which he ought to possess as a judge. Ju-

stice had been so partially administered, that several

worthy and respectable persons had been imprisoned,

some had been mined, and others died in jail. From
all which Considerations be moved, that the affairs of

the company ought to be taken into consideration by

a committee of the whole bouse. Some hints were

thrown out by Mr Dundas, that the territorial pos«

sessions in the East ought to be taken from the Com-

pany entirely, and put under the direction of the

crown } bnt this was opposed by Mr Fox, as furnish-

ing ministers with such ample meant of corruption and

undue influence, as might overthrow the constitution

entirely. For this reason, he thought it would be

more prudent to leave the appointment of its own ser-

vants to the company } but at the same time to keVp

a watchful eye over them, in ordet to be able to pu-

nish and remove those who should be found delin-

quent.

The house having resolved itself into k edtnrfiittee^

a (notion was made by General Smith, That 'Waiteil

HiUtingi, £oq. goterttor-geneoKl df Bengal^ ddd Sir

3

ANY.
Elijah Impey, the chief justice, appear to have been Cempaaj.
concerned, the one in giving, the other in receiving, '
an office not agreeable to tlie late act for regulating

the coropariy^s affairs
^
which nnjostifiakle transaction

was attended with cireninstances of evil tendency and
example.’* Resolutions were also pasted for ascertain-

ing more distinctly the powers of the governor-general

and cooncil of Bengal ; and votes of censure against

Laurence Sullivan, Esq. chairman of the East India

.
Company, for having neglected to transmit to India

an act for explaining and amending the act for regnlat-

ing the affairs of the company, and for the relief of

certain persons imprisoned at Calcutta. Among the

number of this gentleman’s transgre&^ions, also, was his

imposing an oath of secrecy on Mr Wilkes, one of the

company’s clerks ; and especially his restraining bin
from giving iDformation to a select committee of the

house of commons.
Mr Dundas having made several mdtions tending

to criminate Sir Thomas Rombold, formerly gover-

nor of Bengal, a bill was brooght in and passed into

a hiW| for restraining him and Peter Peiring, Esq.
from going out of the kingdom for the space of one
year, for discovering their estates, &c. An address

was also presented to the king, requesting him to re-

cal dir Elijah Inipev from India, in order to answer
for high crimes and misdemeanours. A number of

other reselutions Vrere now passed by the bouse, in

consequence of motions by Mr Dnndas, and which

were founded on the reports of the secret committee.

Among these it was resolved, That the ordefs of

the court of directors of the East India Company,
which have conveyed to their servants abroad a prohi-

bitory condemnation of all schemes of cooqnest and
enlargement of dominion, by prescribing certain rales

and boondariea for the operation of their military

force, were founded no less in wisdom and policy than

in justice and moderation. That every transgression

of these orders, without evident necessity, by any ef

the several governments in India, has l^eh highly

reprehensible, and tended in a great degree te weaken
the force and influence, and to diminish the influence

of the company in tlmse parts. That every interfe-

rence of the company as a party in the domestic or

national quarrels of the countiy powers, and all new
engagements with them in offensive alliance, have
been wisely and providentially forbidden by the com-
pany in their commands to their administrations in

India. That every unnecessary deviation from these

roles should be severely reproved and punished. That
the maintenance of an inviolable character for mode-
ration, good faith, and scrupoloos regard to treaty,

ought to have been the simple grounds on which the

British government should have endeavoured to esta-

blish an extensive influence, superior to that of other

Europeans ; and that the danger and discredit arising

from the forfeiture of this pre-eminence, could not be
eompeUsated by the temporary success of any plan of

violence and injustice. That s^uld any relaxation Uke
place, without suflicient cause, in those principles of

good government on the part of the directors themselves^

It WUttId bring ttpUn them, in a heavier degree, tha

resentment of the legislative power of tlieir country..

That the conduct of the company, and their servants

bfk ladii, in Tirioui instances s|U^ed| was contrary

ta
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Compuny. accoonU to the court of proprietors; and at the he-

^ ginning of every session, a state of their accounts and
establishments to both booses of parliament. Their
number was limited to seven ; but they were to he as-

sisted by a board of nine persons, each of them posses-

sed of 2000I. company's stock ; who, as well as the

commissioners, were to be appointed in the first in-

stance by parliament, and ever afterwards by the court

of proprietors. They were also to be removeable at the

pleasure of any five commissioners, and were disquali-

fied from sitting in the house of commons. The whole

system of government thus proposed, was to continue

for the space of three or five years.

This was accompanied with another bill, the pro-

fessed design of which was to preclude all arbitrary and
despotic proceedings from the administration of the

company's territorial possessions. By this the powers

of the governor-general and supreme council were as-

certained more exactly than had hitherto been done

:

it deprived the governor-general of all power of act-

ing independent of his council; proscribed the dele-

gation of any trust ; and declared every British power
in the East incompetent to the acquisition or exchange
of any territory in. behalf of the company, to the ac-

ceding to any treaty of partition, the hiring out of

the company^8 troops, the appointing to office any
person removed for misdemeanour, or to the hiring

out any property to a civil servant of the company.

By this also monopolies were entirely abolished ; and
illegal presents recoverable by any person for bis sole

benefit. The principal part of the bill, however, re-

lated to the zemindars, or native landholders, who
were now to be secured by every possible means in the

possession of their respective inheritances, and defend-

ed in all cases from oppression. Lastly, a mode was
presented for terminating the disputes between the

Uabob of Arcot and the rajah of Tanjore ; disqualify-

ing every person in the service of the company from

sitting in the boose of commons during his continuance

in their service, and for a certain specified lime after

bis demission.

During the course of the debates on this bill, Mr
Fox set forth the affairs of the company as in the most

desperate situation. They had asked leave, be said,

the year before, to borrow 500,000! • upon bonds ;

bad -petitioned for 300,000!. in exchequer bills; and

for the suspension of a demand of yoo,oool. due to

government for customs. He took notice also, that,

according to an act of parliament stiU in force, the

directors could not, by their own authority, accept

bills to the amount of more than 300,000!. ; under

which ctrcumstances it would no doubt surprise the

boose to be informed, that bills were now coming
over for acceptance to the amount of 2,ooo,OOol. It

was evidently, therefore, and indispensably necessary,

that government should interfere in the affairs of the

company to save them from certain bankruptcy. He
stated their actual debt at no less than 11,200,000!.

while their stock in hand did not exceed 3,200,000!.

There was therefore a deficiency of 8,ooo,OOol. ; a
most alarming sum when compared with the compa-
ny’s capital. Unless speedily assisted, therefore, they

must inevitably be ruined ; and the ruin of a company
of merchants so extensive in their concerns, and of

such importance in the eyes of all Europe, conld not

349
but give a very severe hlos^ to the national credit. Company.
On the other band, the requisite assistance was a mat- ^

ter of very extensive consideration. It would be ab-
solutely necessary to permit the acceptance of the bills

to the above-mentioned amount ; and to do this without
regulating their affairs, and reforming the abuses of
their government, would only be to throw away the
public money.
The conduct of the company’s servants, and of the

company itself, was now arraigned by Mr Fox in the

most severe terms
; and their misconducts were pointed

out under their following heads :

1. With regard to Mr HastinM.—The chairman
of the committee bad moved in the bouse of com*
mons, that it was the duty of the company to recai

that gentleman ; to which motion the house bad a-

greed. In obedience to this resolution, the directors

bad agreed that Mr Hastings should be recalled
; but

supposing this to be a matter rather beyond their ju^

risdiction, they bad submitted their determination to a
court of proprietors, who rescinded the resolution of
the directors : and after this the whole affair came to

be laid before the bouse of commons. In the mean
time every thing was anarchy and confusion in the

East, owing to this unsettled conduct with regard to

the governor ; as the whole continent had been made
acquainted with the resolution of the bouse for recal-

ling him, while that of the proprietors for continuing

him in his office was kept a secret. The proprietors

had also been guilty of another contradiction in this

respect, as they had voted their thanks to Mr Hast-
ings for bis conduct in India. Hence Mr Fox was
led to comment on the nature of the company’s con-

nexions with their servants abroad, as well as on the

character of the company themselves. Among the

former, he said, tliere were a few, who, being pro-

prietors themselves, endeavoured to promote the trade

of the company, and increase its revenues. The views

of the rest were otherwise directed ; and from the dif-

ference in speculation > between the two parties, the

former were inclined to support that governor who
enabled them to make large dividends ; and who, for

that reason, after having peculated for bis own advan-

tage, was obliged to do the same for the benefit of the

proprietors. The latter, therefore, could not belter

gratify their wishes, than by supporting a governor who
had in his power so many opportunities of providing for

his friends.

2. The next charge was against the servants of the

company, whom be accused of a regular and systema-

tic disobedience to the orders of the proprietors.—

The supreme council of Bengal, he said, bad resolved,

in opposition to Mr Hastings, to send two gentlemen, .

Mr Fowke and Mr Bristow, the one to reside with

the nabob of Oude, the other at Benares. Mr Hast-

ings, however, refused to send them ; the directors
*

transmitted the most positive orders to carry the vote

of the supreme council into execution ; . but still Me
Hastings disobeyed ; alleging in bis defence, that be

could not employ persons in whom he bad no confi-

dence. Afterwards, however, Mr Hastings seemed to

contradict himself in a very curious manner. He
granted Mr Fowke a contract, with a commission of

5 per cent. ; which, be observed, was a great sum,

and might operate as a temptation to prolong the war*
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Company, g&ve. To the former part he must ineritably agree.

That the act of 1 784 gave to the board of controul

complete authority, had alurays been bis opinion. For
that reason he had opposed it ^ but entertaining that

opinion, be must justify the present bill, which in bis

mind was a true declaration of the fact. He could not

but equally approve of the restraints that were pro-

posed upon the exercise of patronage. Patronage was
inseparable from power. But when he saw the in-

dustry with which it was limited, and ministers were
tied down from the abuse of it, he couL^ not view the

present measure with the same jealousy with which be

was accustomed to regard propositions for extending the

power of the crown. The bill at length passed.

From this period no material change took place in

the constitution of the company till 1813. Their char-

ter being then nearly expired, a bill was brought into

parHament by Lord Castlereagh, 22d March, renewing

the charter for 20 years. By this bill the company
was continued in the possession of all its old territories

and new acquisitions, and of the exclusive trade to

China. But the trade to the ports within the com-
pany's limits, China excepted, was thrown open on cer-

tain specified conditions. The directors were bound to

grant a license, on application, to ships trading to the

settlements of Fort William, Fort St George, Bombay,
and Prince of Wales island *, those trading to other

places require a speeial license, which the directors

might grant or refuse, but under appeal to the board of

controul. The act farther provided a church establish-

ment for India, specified the purposes' to which the

company's revenue was to be applied, and limited the

annual djvidends to 10 per cent, till a certain fund was
exhausted. The change made by this act has not dis-

appointed the expectations formed. The price of Indian

commodities has fallen, and the amount of the trade has

nearly doubled.

3. Hudson*s Bay Company. Tlie vast countries which

surround Hudson's Bay abound with animals- whose
furs and skins are excellent, being far superior in qua-

lity to those found in less northerly regions. In 1670,
a charter Was granted to a company, which does not

consist of above nine or ten persons, for the exclusive

trade to this bay \ and they have acted under it ever

since with great benefit to themselves. The company
employ four skips and 130 seamen. They have seve-

ral forts, viz. Prince of Wales's fort, Churchill river.

Nelson, New Severn, and Albany, which stand on the

west side of the bay, and are garrisoned by x86 men.
The French, in May 1782, took and destroyed these

Yorts, and settlements, &c. valued at 5CX),oool.

They export eommodities to the value of i6,0ooK
and bring home returns to the value of 29,340!.
which yield to the revenue 3734I. This includes the

fishery in Hudson's Bay. This commerce, small as it

is, affords inMnense profits to the company, and even
some advantages to Great Britain in general \ for the

eommodities we exchange with the Indians for their

skins and furs, are all manufactured in Britain \ and as

the Indians are net very nice in their choice, snch

things are sent of which we have the greatest plenty,

and which, in the mercantile phrase,, are drugs with

ns. Though the workmanship too happens to be in

many respects so deficient that no civilized people

would take it off oar bands, it may be admired among

the Indians: On the other hand, the skins and fora CemptBy^
we bring firom Hudson's Bay, enter largely into onr ^

manufactures, and afford ns materials for trading with

many nations of Europe to great advantage. These
circumstances tend to prove incontestably the imnienae

benefit that would redound to Great Britain, by throw-

ing open the trade to Hudson's Bay, since even in its

present restrained state it is so advantageous. This
company, it is probable, do not find their trade so ad-

vantageous now as it was before we got possession of

Canada. The only attempt made to trade with La-
brador has been directed towards the fishery, the auuual

produce of which exceeds 49,0001.

The above are the principal trading companies pre-

sently subsisting in Great Britain \ but to the numbev
might have been added one of vast importance, the

Scotch Darien Company^ had it not been for the crook-

ed and pusillanimous policy of the English ministry at

the time. For an account of which, see the article

Darien.
Greenland Company. See Greenland*
Banking Companies, See Bank.

Of establishments similar to the above in other

countries, the follewlng belonging to the Dutch and
French, may be mentioned as the most important.

I. Dutch Companies, i. Their East India com-
pany had its rise in the midst of the struggle which
that people had for their liberty : for the Spaniards

having forbidden all commercp with them, and shut

up all their ports, necessity inspired some Zlealanders to

seek a north-east passage to China.

This enterprise proving nasuccessful to three se-

veral armaments in iS94f ^S9Sf 1596, a second

company was formed, under the name of the Company

^ Remote Parts

;

which, in 1597, took the ordinary

route of the Portuguese to the Indies, and letomed in

two years and a half's time with little gain bnt good
hopes.

This company, and a new one just established at Am-
sterdam, being united, equipped other fleets \ and these

occasioned other companies at Amsterdam, Rotterdam^

in Zealand, &c. insomuch that the states soon began
to apprehend they might be prejudicial to each other*

Under this concern, they called all the directors of the

several companies together, who all consented to an
anion, the treaty whereof was confirmed by the states

in 1602} a very remarkable epocha, as being thi^ of

the most solid and celebrated establiohment of coounerce

that ever was in the world.

Its fiat capital was six million six hundied thonsand

guilders. It had sixty directors, divided into several

ebambers^ twenty in that of Amsterdam, twelve in

that of Zlealand^ fourteen in that of Delft and Rot-
terdam,. and a like nomber in those at Sloys and Horn.
As each grant expires, the company b obliged to pro-

cure a new one, which it has already done five times

since the first, paying a considerable som caoh time.

The last application was in 1 775, when the company,
after stating that its trade bad declined, solicited the

states-general to grant a diminution of the sum for-

merly paid for the renewal of the charter. Upon this

representation tboir high mightinesses, in order to

have time to inquire into the matter, prolonged the

charter
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sissipi, he was killed in One of then by a party who
mutinied against him ; whereupon the colony was dis*

persed and lost. M. Hiberville afterwards succeeded

better. He found the Mississippi, built a fort, and

settled a French colony there ; but he being poisoned,

it is said, by the intrigues of the Spaniards, who feared

such a nei^boor, in 17x2 M. Crozat had the whole

property of trading to the French territories called

Louisiana granted him for 15 years.

4. Company^the West, In 1717, the Sieur Crozat

surrendered this grant ^
and in the same year a new

company was erected under tlie title of Company of the

West: to which, besides every thing granted to the

former company, was added t^ commerce of beaver,

enjoyed by the Canada company from the year 1706,
hot expiring in 1717. In this establishment, an eqval

view was bad to the finances and the commerce of the

nation \
and, accordingly, part of the conditions of its

establishment r^rded the settling a colony, a txade,

dec. ; the other the vending part of the bills, called

hills of siate^ which could no jonget subsist on tbeir pre*

sent footing. The former are no more than are usual

in such establishments : for the latter, the actions are

fixed at 500 livreS, each payable in bills of state
\
the

actions to be esteemed as merchandise, and in that

quality to be bought, sold, and trafficked. The hills of

state, which make the fond of the actions, to be con-

verted into yearly revenue. To put the finishing hand

to the company, in 17I7» its fund was fixed at an hon*>

dred millions of livres j which being filled, the cash was

shut up.

5. India Company, The junction of the former com-
pany with that of Canada was immediately followed hj
its union with that of Senegal, both in the year 17x0,

by an arret of council : which at the same time grant-

ed the new company the commerce of beavers, and

made it mistress of the negro or Guinea trade to the

French colonies in America.

Nothing was now wanting to its perfection hot an

union with the East India company, and with those

of China and St Domingo ; which was effected, with

the two first in 1719, and with the third in 1720*
This union of the East India and China company with

the company of the West, occasioned an alteration 6f

4he name ^ and it was henceforth called the India Com^
pony.

The reasons of the union were, the inability of the

two former to carry on tbeir commerce ; the immense

debts they had contracted in the Indies, especially the

East Company, complaints whereof had been sent to

court by the Indians, which discredited the company
so that they durst not appear any longer at Surat ^

the little care they took to discharge their en-

gagements j and their having transferred their privi-

lege to the private traders of St Malo, in considera-

tion of a tenth in the profits of the returns of tbeir

ships.

The ancient actions of the company of the West,
which Were not at par when this engraftment was pro-

jected, before it was completed, were risen to 300 per

cent, j which unexpected success gave occasion to con-

clude the new actions of the united companies would

•not bear less credit. The concourse of subscribers was
so grant, that in a month’s time there were above fifty

-millions sobscrlbed forj the first twenty-five million

3

•ANY.
actions which were granted to the India company, he- c
yond the hundred millions of stock allowed the com-
pany of the West, being filled as soon as the books
were opened ; to satisfy the earnestness of the subscri-

bers, the stock was increased by several arrets to three

hundred millions. Credit still increasing, the new ac-
tions rose to 1200 per cent, and those of the ancient

company of the West to 1900 per cent.
; an exorbitant

price, to which no other company ever rose. Its con-
dition was now so flourishing, that in 1719 it offered

the king to take a lease of all his farms fer nine yean
at the rate of three millions five hundred thousand livres

per annum more than bad been given* before ; and also

to lend his majesty twelve hundred millions of livres to

pay the debts of the state. These offers were accept-

ed I and the king, in consideration hereof, granted
them ail the privileges of the several grants of the com-
panies united to that company to the year 1770 ; on
condition, however, of discharging all the debts of the

Old East India Company, without any dedoedon at all.

The loan of twelve hnodred millions not being suffi-

cient for the occasion of the state, was augmented,
three months afterwards, with three hundred millions

more 5 which, with the formbr loan, and another of
one hundred millions before, made sixteen hundred mil-

Kous, for which the king was to pay interast at the rate

of three per cent.

The duke of Orleans, in February 1720, did the

company the honour to preside in tbeir assembly, where
he made several propoeals to them on the part of the

king : the priacip^ of these was, ffiat they should take

on them the charge aod admiuistimtion of the royal

hank. This was accepted of : and Mr Law, ooraptrsl-

ler-general of the finances, was named by the king
inspector-general of the India Company and hank
united.

This union, which, it was proposed, sbsuM have been

a mutual help to both those famous estaUtsbiaeots,

proved the fetal point from wbenoe the fell of both

commenced : from this time, both the hank bills and
the actions of the company began to fell. In efiect,

the first perished absolutely, the other bad been

drawn along with it but fer the prudent precautious

taken for its support.

The first precaution was the revokiag the office of

Inspector-general, and the obliging Mr Law to quit

the kingdom ; the ancient directors were discarded,

and new ones sobstituted } and to find the bottom of

the company’s affairs, it was ordered tiiey afaould give

an account of what they had received and disbursed,

both on the account of the company and of the bank,

which they bad bad the managemeot of near a year.

Another precaution to come at the state of the conn
pany was, by endeavouring to distinguish the lawful ac-

tionaries from the Mississippi extortioners ; whose im-
mense riches, as well as tbeir criminal address in rea-

lizing their actions either into specie or merchandise,

were become so fetal to the state, in order, if posrible,

to secure the honest adventorers in tbeir stock. To
this end, an inquisition was made into tbeir books, &c.
by persons appointed by the king } and the new direc-

tors, or as they were called, regisseurs^ began serious-

ly to look about for tbeir commerce abroad. Their
itfairs, however, declined, and at length sunk into a
ruined and bankrupt state about the year 1769. The
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or by night, at the soricitation of the directors, to

search for prohibited goods ivbicb were to be conhe*

cated to the use of the company. These kinds of vU
sits of the officers of revenue, hitherto unauthorized in

France, were represented as peculiarly ohnoxSons, when Conpaay.
they were made for the sole benefit of a privileged mo* ^

nopoW.

COM
Company COMPANY, in military affairs, a small body of foot,

II commanded by a captain, who has under him a lieute*

^
^

*

r The number of sentinels or private soldiers in a com*
pany is from 50 to 100 ^ and a battalion or regiment

consists of 9, 10, or xi, such companies, one of

which is always grenadiers, and posted on the right ^

next them stands the coloners company, and on the

left the light infantry company. Companies not incor-

porated into regiments are called irregulars^ or tnde-

pendent companies.

Artillery Company. See Artillery.
Company of Ships^ a fleet of merchantmen, who

make a charter-party among themselves \ the principal

conditions whereof usually are, that certain vessels shall

be acknowledged admiral, vice-admiral, and rear-ad»

miral \ that such and such signals shall be observed j

that those which bear no guns shall pay so much per

cent, of their cargo > and in case they be attacked, that

what damages are sustained shall be reimbursed by the

company in general. In the Mediterranean such com-
panies are called conserves.

COMPARATIVE anatomy, is that branch of

anatomy which considers the secondary objects, or the

bodies of other animals
^ serving for the more accurate

distinctions of several parts, and supplying the defect of

human subjects.

It is otherwise called t^e anatomy ^beasts^%ud some*

times zootomy s and stands in contradistinction to hu-

man anatomy, or that branch of the art which consi-

ders the human body the primary object of anatomy.

See Anatomy.
Comparative Degree^ aniong grammarians, that be-

tween the positive aud superlative degrees, expressive

of any particular quality above or below the level of an-

other.

COMPARISON, in a general sense, the considera-

tion of the relation between two persons or things,

when opposed to each other, by which we judge of their

agreement or difference.

Comparison of Ideas^ an act of the mind, whereby
it compares its ideas one with another, in respect of ex-

tent, degree, time, place, or any other circumstances.

See Idea.
Comparison, in Grammar^ the inflection of the

comparative degree. See Grammar.
Comparison, in Rhetoric^ is a figure whereby two

things are considered with regard to some third, which
is common to them both.

Instruction is the principal, but not the only end of

comparison. It may be employed with success in put-

ting a subject in a strong point of view. A lively idea

is formed of a man^s courage by likening it to that of

a lion ; and eloquence is exalted in our imagination by
comparing it to a river overflowing its banks, and in-

volving all In its impetuous course. The same effect

COM
is produced by contrast : a man in prosperity becomes

more sensible of his happiness, by comparing his con-
. ,

.

dition with that of a person in want of bread. Thus
comparison is subservient to poetry as well as to philo-

sophy.

Comparisons serve two purposes : when addressed to

the understanding, their purpose is to instruct
\ when

to the heart, their purpose is to please. Various means

contribute to the latter: ist, The suggesting some un-

usual resemblance or contrast 2d, The setting an •See the

object in the strongest light *, 3d, The associating

object with others that arc agreeable ; 4th, The cIc-blakcb'

vating an object \
and, 5th, The depressing it. And a»Ki Dutt-

that comparisons may give pleasure by these varioo8*’n^itiid«.

means, will be made evident by examples which shall

be given, after premising some general observations.

Objects of different senses cannot be compared to-

gether \ for such objects are totally separated from

each other, and have no circumstance in common to

admit either resemblance or contrast. Objects of hear-

ing may be compared together, as also of taste, of

smell, and of touch \
but the chief fund of comparison

are objects of sight
\
because in writing or speaking,

things can only he compared in idea, and the ideas of

sight are more distinct and lively than those of any

other sense.

When a nation emerging out of barbarity begins to

think of the fine arts, the beauties of language cannot

long lie concealed \
and when discovered, they are

generally, by the force of novelty, carried beyond all

hounds of moderation. Thus, in the earliest poems

of every nation, we find metaphors and similes found-

ed on the slightest and most distant resemblances,

which, losing their grace with their novelty, wear

gradually out of repute
j
and now, by the improve-

ment of taste, no metaphor nor simile is admitted into

any polite composition but of the most striking kind.

To illustrate this observation, a specimen shall be given

afterward of such metaphors as we have been describ-

ing : with respect to similes take the following specimen

:

Behold, thou art fair, my love : thy hair is as

a flock of goats that appear from Mount Gilead :

** thy teeth are like a flock of sheep from the wash-
‘‘ ing, every one hearing twins : thy lips are like

“ a thread of scarlet : thy neck like the tower of

“ David built for an armoury, whereon hang a

thousand shields of mighty men : thy two breasts

** like two young roes that are twins, which feed

** among the lilies : thy eyes like the fish-pools in

** Hesbon, by the gate of Bath-rabbim : thy nose

like the tower of Lebanon, locking toward Da-
“ mascus.’* Song of Solomon.

Thou art like snow on the heath \ thy hair like

** the mist of Cromla, when it curls on the rocks

and shines to the beam of the west : thy breasts
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^ are like swo smooth rocks seen from Branno of the

^ streams : thy arms like two white piUars in the
** ball of the mighty Fiogal.*’ Fingal.

It has no good effect to compare things by way of

simile that are of the same kind $ nor to contrast things

of different kinds. The reason is given in the article

above cited on the margin, and shall be here illustra*

ted by examples. The first is a comparison b'lilt upon

a resemblance so obvious as to make little or no im«

pression. Speakbg of the fallen angels searching for

mines of gold

:

A nomerens brigade hastenM^ as when bands

Of pioneers with spade and pickaxe armM,
Forerun the royal namp to trench a field

Or cast a rampart. MilUm.

The next is of things contrasted that are of different

kinds.

Qucetu What, is my Bichard both in sba^ and
mind

Transformed and weakf Hath Bolingbroke deposM
Thine intellect ? Hath he been in thy heart f

The lion, dying, thrusteth forth his paw.

And wounds the earth, if nothing else, with rage

To be overpowered : and wilt thou, pupil like,

Take tby correction mildly, kiss the 1^,
And fawn on rage with base humility ?

Richard IL Act v. sc. x.

This comparison has scarce any force: a roan and a

lion are of different species, and therefore are proper

sobjectB for a simile ; but there is no such resemblance

between them in general, as to produce any strong

effect by contrasting particular attributes or circum-

stances.

A third general observation is. That abstract terms

«an never be the subject of comparison, otherwise than

by being personified. Shakespeare compares adversity

to a toad, and slander to the bite of a crocodile \ but

in such comparisons these Abstract terms most be ima-

gined sensible beings.

To have a just notion of comparisons, they most be

distinguished into two kinds ; one common and fami-

liar, as where a roan is compared to a lion in courage,

or to a horse in speed \ the other more distant and re-

fined, where two things that have ia themselves no

resemblance or opposition, are compared with respect

to their effects. There is no resemblance between a
flower pot and a cheerful song ; and yet they may be

compared with respect to their effects, the emotions

they produce in the mind being extremely similar.

There is as little resemblance between fraternal con-

cord and precious ointment ; and yet observe bow suc-

cessfully they are compared with respect to the impres-

sions they make.

** Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for

brethren to dwell together in unity. It is like the

** precious ointment upon the head, that ran down
ee upon Aarones beard, and descended to the skirts

“ of his garment.ee Psalm 133.

For illoitrating this sort ofxomparison, we shall add

some more examples 4

VoL. VL Part I. t

] COM
** Delightful is thy presence, O Fingal ! it is like Coaipaii-

** the son on Cromla, when the hunter mourns his ton.

absence for a season, and secs him between the •

clouds.

Did not Ossian hear a voice? or is it the sound
of days that are no more ? Often, like the evening
sun, comes the memory of former times on my

“ soul.

**Hts countenance is settled from war; and is

calm as the evening-beam, that from the cloud of

the west looks on ConaVs silent vale.ee FingaL

We now proceed to illustrate, by particular instances,

the different means by which comparisons, whether of

the one sort or the other, can afford pleasure ; and, in

the order above established, we shall begin with such

instances as are agreeable, by suggesting some unusual

resemblance or contrast.

Sweet are the uses of Adversity,

Which, like the toad, ugly and venomous,

Wears yet a precious jewel in her bead.

As you like it^ Act ii. sc. i.

See, how the rooming opes her golden gates,

And takes her farewel of the glorious sun \

How well resembles it the prime of youth,

Trimmed 'like a yonker prancing to his love.

Second Part Henry VI, Act ii. sc. I.

Thus they their doubtful consultations dark
^

Ended, rejoicing in their matchless chief

:

As when from mountain tops, the dusky clouds

Ascending, while the North-wind sleeps, oVerspread

HeaveaVs cheerful face, the lowering clement
Scowls oeor the darkened landscape, snow, and

shower

;

If chance the radiant snn with farewel sweet

Extends his evening-beam, the fields revive.

The birds their notes renew, and bleating herds

Attest their joy, that hill and valley rings.

Paradise Lost^ Book iu

None of the foregoing similes tend to illustrate the

principal subject, and therefore the chief pleasure they

afford must arise from suggesting resemblaoces that are

not obvious ; for undoubtedly a beautiful subject intro-

duced to form the simile affords a separate pleasure,

which is fek in the similes mentioned, particnlarly in

that cited from Milton.

The next effect of a comparison In the order men-
tioned, is to place an object in a strong point of view ;

which effect is remarkable in the following similes.

As when two scales are charg’d with doubtful loads,

From side to side the trembling balaoce nods,

(While some laborious matron, just and poor,

'With nice exactness weighs her woolly store).

Till poised aloft, the resting beam suspends

Each equal weight ; nor this nor that descends ;

So stood the war, till Hectoreg matchless might.

With fates prevailing, turned (be scale of fight.

Fierce as a whirlwind op the wall he flies,

And fires bis host with loud repeated cries.

Iliad^ Book xil. 521.

I She never told her love ;

But let conoealment. like a wonn i* tk* bod,

Z z Feed
^
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Compari- Feed on her damask cheek : she pSnM in thought ^

soo. And with a green and yellow melancholy.

She sat like Patience on a monument,

Smiling at grief. Twelfth Nighty Act. ii. sc* 6.

** There is a joy in grief when peace dwells with

the sorrowful. But they are wasted with mourn-
“ ing, O daughter of Toscar, and their days are

“ few. They fall away like the flower on which

the sun looks in his strength, after the mildew has

passed over it, and its head is heavy with the drops

of night.” FingaL

Out, out, brief candle !

Lifers but a walking shadow, a poor player.

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage.

And then is heard no more.

Macbethj Act. t. sc. 5*

] COM
But when he frown'd, it was against the French,

And not against his friends. His noble hand

Did win what be did spend ) and spent not that

Which his triumphant father's hand had won.

His hands were guilty of no kindred's blood,

But bloody with the enemies of bis kin.

Oh Richard, York is too far gone with grief.

Or else he never would compare between.

Richard IL Act ii. sc. 3.

O thou goodness.

Thou divine nature ! bow thyself thou blazon'st

In these two princely boys ! they are as gentle

As zephyrs blowing below the violet.

Not wagging bis sweet head j
and yet as rough

(Their royal blood inchaf'd) as the rudest wind,

That by tue top doth take the mountain-pine,

And make him stoop to the vale.

Cymheline^ Act iv. sc. 4*

” Why did not I pass away in secret, like the

flower of the rock that lifts its fair head unseen,

and strows its withered leaves on the blast

Ftngah

As words convey but a faint and obscure notion of

great numbers, a poet, to give a lively notion of the

object be describes, with regard to number, does well

to compare it to what is familiar and commonly known.

Thus Homer compares the Grecian army in point of

number to a swarm of bees} in another passage he

compares it to that profusion of leaves and flowers

which appear in the spring, or of insects in a summer's

evening : And Milton,

As when the potent rod

Of Amram's son in Egypt's evil day

Wav'd round the coast, up call'd a pitchy clond

Of locusts, warping on tbe eastern wind.

That o'er tbe realm of impious Pharaoh hung

Ziike night, and darken'd all the land of Nile }

So numberless were those bad angels seen,

Hov'ring on wing under the cope of bell,

'Twixt npper, nether, and surrounding fires.

Paradise Lost^ Book U
Such comparisons have, by some writers, been con-

demned for tbe lowness of the images introduced, but

sorely without reason > for with regard to numbers,

they put tbe principal subject in a strong light.

The foregoing comparisons operate by resemblance }

others have the same effect by contrast.

York. I am the last of noble Edward's sons.

Of whom thy father, prince of Wales, was first

}

In war, was never lion rag'd more fierce

}

In peace, was never gentle lamb more mild.

Than was that young and princely gentleman.

His face tbou bast, for even so look'd he,^

Accomplish'd witb the manbec of thy bones.

Milton has a peculiar talent in embellishing tbe prin-

cipal subject, by associating it with others that are

agreeable} which is tbe third end of a comparison*

Similes of this kind have, beside, a separate effect

:

they diversify tbe narration by new images that are

not strictly necessary to the comparison} they are

short episodes, which, without drawing us from the

principal subject, afford great delight by their beauty

and variety.

He scarce bad ceas'd, when tbe soperior fiend

Was moving toward the shore
}

bis pond'rous shield.

Ethereal temper, massy, large, and round,

Behind him east : tbe bread circumference

Hung on his shoulders like tbe moon, whose orb

. Through optic glass the Tuscan artist views

At evening from the top of Fesole.

Or in Valdamo, to descry new lands,

Rivers, or mountains, in her spotty globe.

Milton^ Book i.

Thus far these beyond

Compare of mortal prowess, yet observ'd

Their dread commander. He, above the rest,

In shape and stature proudly eminent.

Stood like a tow'r } his form had not yet lost

All her original brightness, nor appear'd

Less than archangel min'd, and th' excess

Of glory obscur'd : as when the sun new-risen

Looks through the horizontal misty air

Shorn of bis beams } or, from behind the moon.
In dim eclipse, disastrous twilight sheds

On half the nations, and with ^ar of change

Perplexes monarchs. Milton^ Book i*

As when a vulture on Imans bred.

Whose snowy ridge the roving Tartar hounds.

Dislodging from a region scarce of prey

To gorge the flesh of lambs, or yeanling kids,

On bills where flocks are fed, flies toward the springs

Of Ganges or Hydaspes, Indian streams,

But in bis way lights on the barren plmns
Of Sericana, where Chineses drive

With sails and wind their cany waggons light

:

So on tills windy sea of land, the fiend

Walk'd Dp and down alone, bent on his prey.

Milton^ Book iiu

Next of comparisons that aggrandise or elevate.

These affect us more than any o&er sort ^ tbe reason

of which will be evident fi:om the following instances

:

As when a flame the winding valley fills.

And runs on crackling sbrul^ between the hills.

Then o'er the stubble up the monataiu flies,

Fires the high woods, and blazes to the skies^

Thu
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CoaparU This x9zj and that, the spreading torrent roars j

So sweeps the hero through the wasted shores.

' Around him wide, immense destruction pours,

And earth is delugM with the sanguine showers.

Iliad. XX. 569.

Methioks, King Bichard and myself should meet

With no less terror than the elements

Of fire and water, when their thnndVing shock,

At meeting, tears the cloudy cheeks of heaven.

Bachard II. Act. iii. sc. 5.

** As rusbeth a foamy stream from the dark shady

steep of Cromla, when thunder is rolling above, and

dark brown night rests on the bill
y

so fierce, so vast,

** so terrible, rush forward the sons of Erin.
^

The

chief, like a whale of ocean followed by all its bil-

lows, pours valour forth as a stream, rolling its might

along the shore.” JFingaly Book i.

” As roll a thousand waves to a rock, so Swaran’s
** host came on ; as meets a rock a thousand waves, so

•* Inisfail met Swaran.'* Ibid.

The last article mentioned, is that of lessening or

depressing a hated or disagreeable object > which is ef-

fectually done by resembling it to any thing low or des-

picable.

Thus Milton, in his description of the rout of the

rebel-angels, happily expresses their terror and dismay

in the following simile

:

As a herd

Of goats or timorous flock together throng'd.

Drove them before him thunder-struck, pursu'd

With terrors and with furies to the botfnds

And crystal wall of heav'n, which op'ning wide,

Roll'd inward, and a spacious gap disclos'd

Into the wasteful deep j
the monstrous sight

Struck them with horror backward, but far worse

Urg'd them behind \
headlong themselves th^ threw

Down from the verge of heav'n. Miltoriy Book vi.

By this time the different purposes of comparison,

and the various impressions it makes on the mind, are

sufficiently illustrated by proper examples. This was

an easy work. It is more difficult to lay down rules

abOTrt the propriety or impropriety of comparisons;

in what circumstance* they may be introdoced, and

in wiwit oircmiiotanoee they are out of place. It is evi-

dent, that a eomparison is not proper upon every occa^

ssoa; a man to bis cool and 9c<Ute moments is not

disposed to poetical flights, nor to sacrifice truth and

reality to the delusive opefations of the imagiiiation ;

far less Is be so di^osed when oppressed with care, or

interested in some important transaction that occn-

pics him totally. On the other h^d it is observed,

that a man, when elevated or animated by any pas-

sion, is disposed to elevate or animate all his subjccU ;

be avoids familiar names, exalu objects by circumlo-

cution and meUpbor, and gives even life and volun^
action to inanimate beii^. In this warmth of mind,

the highest poetical flights are indulged, and the

boldest similes and metaphors lelisbed* Bat without

soaring so high, the mind is frequently in a tone to

relish chaste and moderate ornament; such as com-

parisons that set the principal object in a strong point

of view, or that embellish and diversify the narration*

[ 363 ] c O M
In general, when by an^ animating passion, whether

pleasant or painful, an impulse is given to the imagi-

nation; we are in that condition disposed to every

sort of figurative expression, and in particnlar to com-

parisons. This in a great measure is evident from

tlie comparisons already mentioned ; and shall be far-

ther illustrated by other instances. Love, for example,

in its infancy, rousing the imagination, prompts the

heart to display itself in figurative language, and in

similes

:

Compari-
son.

Troilus. Tell me, Apollo, for thy Daphne's love.

What Cressida is, what Pandar, and what we ?

Her bed is India, there she lies a pearl

:

Between our Illnm and where she resides.

Let it be call'd the wild and wand'ring flood

;

Ourself the merchant, and this sailing Pandar

Our doubtful hope, our convoy, and our bark.

Troilui and Cressidoy Act i. sc. i.

Again

:

Come, gentle night; come, loving black-brow'd

night

!

Give me my Romeo : and when he shall die.

Take him and cut him out in little stars.

And he will make the fiice of heav'n so fine.

That all the world shall be in love with night,

And pay no worship to the garish sun.

Romeo and Juliety Act iii. sc. 4*

Bat it will be a better illustration of the present

bead, to give examples where comparisons are impro-

perly introduced. Similes are not the language of a

man in bis ordinary state of mind, dbpatching his

daily and usual work : for that reason the following

speech of a gardener to his servant is extremely im-

proper :

Go, bind thou up yon dangling aprlcoU,

Which, like unruly children make their sire

Stoop with oppression of their prodigal weight

:

Give some supportnnees to the bending twigs.

Go thoo, and, like an executioner.

Cut off the heads of two fast growing sprays.

That look too lofty in our commonwealth

:

All must be even in our government.

Richard II. Act iii. sc. 7.

The fertility of Shakespeare's vein betrays him fre-

quently into this error.

Rooted grief, deep aognish, terror, remorse, despair,

and all the severe dispiriting passions, are declared ene-

mies, perhaps not to figurative language in general,

but undoubtedly to the pomp and solemnity of compari-

son. Upon this account, the rimile pronounced by

yonng Rutland, under terror of death from an invete-

rate enemy, and praying mercy, is unnatural

;

So looks the pent-up lum o'er tbe wretch

That trembk^ under bis devooring paws

;

And so be walks iMulting oVr bis prey.

And so he comes to rend his limbs asunder.

Ah, gentle Clifford, kill me with thy sword,

And not with each a cruel diremt'ning look.

Third Fori Hemry rl. Act i. tc. 5.

A man spent and dispirited after losing a battle is

t disposed to heighten or fllostrate his mscoursc bynot^

similes^

Zz% York.
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ComptrU York. With this we charg’d again: bat out! alas^

too. We bodg’d again
^

as I have seen a swan
» * With bootless labour swim against the tide,

And spend her strength with over-matching waves.

Ab! hark, the fatal followers do pursue,

And I am faint and cannot fly their fury.

The sands are number’d that make up my life ^

Here must 1 stay, and here my life must end.

'Third Part Henry VI, Act. 1 . sc. 6.

culiar character of a grand object to fix the attention, CeaipariL
and swell the mind \ in which state, it is disagreeable um,
to contract the mind to a minute object, however cle< ^ v

gant. The resembling an object to one that is greater,

has, on the contrary, a good effect, by raising or swell-

ing the mind
; for one passes with satisfaction from a

small to a great object
; but cannot be drawn down,

without reluctance, from great to small. Hence the

following similes are faulty.

Similes thus unseasonably introduced are finely ridi-

culed in the Rehearsal.

** Bayes,. Now here she most make a simile.

** Smith, Where’s the necessity of that, Mr Bayes ?

** Bayes, Because she’s surprised \ that’s a general

rule
^
you must ever make a simile when you are sur-

“ prised 5
’tis a new way of writing.”

A comparison Is not always faultless, even where it

is properly introduced. A comparison, like other hu-

man productions, may fall short of its end ^ of which

defect instances are not rare even among good writers

:

and to complete the present subject, it will be neces-

sary to make some observations upon such faulty com-

parisons. Nothing can be more erroneous than to in-

stitute a comparison too faint : a distant resemblance or

contrast fatigues the mind with its obscurity, instead of

amusing it \ and tends not to fulfil any one end of a

comparison. The following similes seem to labour un-

der this defect.

K. Rich, Give me the crown.-^Here, coasio»

seize the crown,

Here on this side, my band on that side, thine.

Now is this golden crown like a deep well.

That owes two backets, filling one another ^

The emptier ever dancing in the air,

The other down, unseen, and full of water

;

That bucket down, and full of tears, am I,

Drinking my griefs, whilst you mount up on high.
' Richard II, Act iv. sc. 3.

Meanwhile the troops beneath Patroclns’ care,

Invade the Trojans, and commence the war.

As wasps, provok’d by children in their play.

Pour from their mansions by the broad highway.
In swarms the guiltless traveller engage.

Whet all their stings, and call forth all their rage ^

All rise in arms, and with a general cry

Assert their waxen domes and buzzing progeny :

Thus from their tents the fervent legion swarms.
So loud their clamours, and so keen their arms.

Iliad^ xvL 312.

So bums the vengeful hornet (soul all o’er)

Repuls’d in vain, and thirsty still of gore j

(Bold son of air and heat) on angry wings
Untam’d, nntir’d, be turns, attacks, and stings.

Fir’d with like ardour, fierce Atri^s flew.

And sent his soul with every lance he threw.

liiad^ xvii. 642.

An error opposite to the former, is the introducing

a resembling image, so elevated or great as to bear
no proportion to the principal subject. Their re-

markable disparity, being the most striking circum-
stance, seizes the mind, and never fails to depress the

principal subject by contrast, instead of raising it by
resemblance : and if the disparity be exceeding great,,

the simile takes on an air of burlesque : nothing being
more ridiculous than to force an object out of its pro-
per rank in nature, by equalling it with one greatly

.

superior or greatly inferior. This will be evident from
the following comparison.

K, John, Oh ! cousin, thou art come to set mine

The tackle of my heart is crack’d and burnt

;

And all the shrouds wherewith my life should sail,

Are turned to one thread, one little hair

:

My heart hath one poor string to stay it by.

Which holds but till thy news be uttered.

K, Johftj Act iv. sc. lo.

York, My uncles both are slain in rescuing me :

And all my followers to the eager foe

Turn back,.and fly like ships before the wind.

Or lambs pursu’d by hunger-starved wolves.

Third Part Henry VI, Act i. sc. 6,

The latter of the two similes is good : the former,

because of the faintness of the resemblance, produces

BO good efieet, and crowds the narration with an useless

image.

In an epic poem, or in any elevated subject, a wri-

ter ought to avoid raising a simile upon a low image,

which never fails to bring down the principal subject.

In general, it is a rule, that a grand object ought ne-

ver to be resembled to one that is diminutive, how-

ever delicate the resemblance may be ; for it is the pe-

Loud as a bull makes bill and valley ring.

So roar’d the lock when it releasM the spring.

.

Odyssey^ xxi. yu
Such a simile Bpon the simplest of all actions, that of
opening a lock, is pore burlesque.

A writer of delicacy will avoid drawing his compa-
risons from any image that is nauseous, ugly, or re-

markably disagreeable ^ for however strong the resem-
blance may be, more will be lost than gained by such
comparison. Therefore we cannot help condemning,
though with some reluctancy, the following simile, or

rather metaphor.

O thou fond many ! with what loud applause
Didst thou beat heaven with blessing Bolingbroke
Before be was what thou would’st have him be ?

And now being trimm’d up in thine own desires.

Thou, beastly feeder, are so full of him,

That thou provok’st thyself to cast him up.

And so, thou common dog, didst thou disgorge

Tby glutton bosom of the royal Richard,
And now thou wouldst eat tby dead vomit up,

And bowPst to find it.

Second Part Henry IV, Act. x. se. 6L

Tha
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CMipiri- The strongest objection tbit can lie against a com-

•00. parison is^ that it consists in words only, not in sense.

» Such false coin, or bastard-wit, does extremely well in

burlesque y but it is far below the dignity of the epic,

or of any serious composition.

The noble sister of Poplicola,

The moon of Rome j chaste as the icicle

Tbat^s cordPd by the frost from purest swon,

And bangs on Dianas temple.

CoriolanuSf Act v. sc.. 3.

There is evidently no resemblance between an icicle

and a woman, chaste or unchaste : but chastity is cold

in a metaphorical sense j and an icicle is cold in a pro-

per sense y and this verbal resemblance, in the hurry

and glow of composing, has been thought a sufficient

foundation for the simile. Such phantom similes are

mere witticisms, which ought to have no quarter, ex-

cept where purposely introduced to provoke laughter.

Lucian, in his dissertation upon history, talking of a

certain author, makes the following comparison, which

is verbal merely.

** This author's descriptions are so cold, that they
** surpass the Caspian snow, and all the ice of the

•• north."

But for their spirits and souls

This word rebellion had froze them up

As fish are in a pond.

Second Part Henry IV, Act i. sc. 3.

Pope has several similes of the same stamp.

And hence one master passion in the breast.

Like Aaron's serpent, swallows up the rest.

Epist. ii. I3Z.

And again talking of this same ruling or master pas-

sion •y

Nature its mother, habit is its nurse :

Wit, spirit, faculties, but make it worse )

Season itself but gives it edge and pow'r ;

As heaven's blest beam turns vinegar more sour.

Ibid. 145.

Where the subject is burlesque or ludicrous, such

similes are far from being improper. Horace says

pleasantly,

Qjuanquam tu levibr corttce. Lib. iii. od. 9.

And Shakespeare.

In breaking oaths he's stronger than Hercules.

And this leads to observe, that besides the forego-

ing comparisons, which are all serious, there is a spe-

cies, the end and purpose of which is to excite gaiety

or mirth. Take the following examples.

Falstaff speakmg to bis page

:

** I do here walk before thee, like a sow that hath
** overwhelmed all her litter but one.'’

Second Part Henry IV. Act L sc. xo.

** I think he is not a pick-purse, nor a horse-
^ stealer > but for his verity in love, I do think him
** as concave as a covered goblet, or a worm-eaten
**

nut." As you lifU fV, Act iii. sc. 10.

This sword a dagger had his page, Cooipari-

That was but little for his age \ ton

And therefore waited on him so, H

As dwarfs upon knight-errants do. Compaw.

Hudibras^ canto i.

<< Books, like men, their authors, have bnt one way
of coming into the world \ but there are ten thou-

** sand to go out of it, and return no more."

Tale ofa Tub,

The roost accomplished way of using books at pre-
** sent is, to serve them as some do lords, learn their
** tttlesy and then brag of their acquaintance."

Ibid,

He does not consider, that sincerity in love is as

much out of fashion as sweet snuff *, nobody takes it

now." Careless Husband,

COMPARTITION, in Architecturey denotes the

useful and graceful disposition of the whole ground-
plot of an edifice, into rooms of office, and of reception

or entertainment.

COMPARTMENT, in general, is a design com-
posed of several different figures, disposed with symme-
try, to adorn a parterre, a ceiling, &c.
A coropartmeut of tiles or bricks, is an arrangement

of them, of different colours, and varnished, for the de-

coration of a building. Compartments in gardening,

are an assemblage of beds, plots, borders, walks, &c.
disposed in the most advantageous manner that the

ground will admit of. Compartments in heraldry, are

otherwise called partitions,

COMPASS, or Mariners Steering CoMPJSSy is aa
instrument used at sea by pilots to direct and ascertain

the course of their ships. It consists of a circular brass

box, which contains a paper card with the 32 points of

the compass,, fixed on a magnetic needle that always

turns to the north, excepting a small declination vari-

able at different places. See Variation.
The needle with the card turns on an upright pin

fixed in the centre of the box. In the centre of the

needle is fixed a brass conical socket or cap, whereby
the card banging on the pin turns freely round the

centre.

The top of the box is covered with a glass that the

card's motion may not be disturbed by the wind. The
whole is enclosed in another box of wood, where It is

suspended by brass hoops or gimbals, to preserve the

card horizontal. The compass-box is to be so placed

in the ship, that the middle section of the box, parallel

to its sides, may be parallel to the middle section of

the ship along its keel.

The compass being of the utmost consequence to

navigation, it is reasonable to expect that the greatest

attention should be paid to its construction, and every

attempt to improve it carefully examined, and if pro-

per, adopted. But so careless are the generality of

commanders of this roost useful instrument, that almost

all the compasses used on board merchant ships have
their needles formed of two pieces of steel wire, each

of which if bent iu the niiddle, so as to form an ob-

tuse angle $ and their ends being applied together,

make an acute one ^ so that the whole represents the

form of a lozenge } in the centre of which, and of

the cards, is placed the brass cap. Now, if we e^
mine
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C'lmpaM. mine a namber of these cards, we shall rarelj, if ever,

‘ "
<
)- find them all in the same direction, but they will all

vary more or less, not only with regard to the true di-

rection, but from one another.

These irregularities are owing to the structare of

the needle ; for the wires of which it is composed are

only hardened at the ends y now if these en^ are not

equally hard, or if one end be hardened up higher
* than the other, when they come to be put together,

in fixing them to the card, that end which is hardest

will destroy much of the virtue of the other ; by which

means the hardest end will have the most power in

directing the card, and consequently make it vaiy to-

wards its own direction : and, as the wires are dispo-

sed in the form of a lozenge, these cards can have but

little force, so that they will often, when drawn aside,

stand at the distance of several degrees on either tide

the point from whence they are drawn : for all mag-
netical bodies receive an additional strength by being

placed in the direction of the earth's magnetism, and

act proportionally less vigorously when turned out of

it ; wherefore, when these kind of needles are drawn
aside from their true point, two of the parallel sides

of the lozenge will conspire, more directly than be-

fore,. with the earth’s magnetism •, and the other two
will be less in that direction ^ by which means the

two sides will very much impede its return } and
the two latter will have that impediment to over-

come, as well as the friction, by their own force

alone.

To remove these inconveniences, some needles are

made of one piece of steel of a spnng temper, and
broad towards the ends, but tapering towards the

middle, where a bole is made to receive the cap. At
the ends they terminate in an angle, greater or less

according to the skill or fancy of the workman. These
needles, though infinitely preferable to the other, are,

however, far from being perfect j for every needle of

this form bath six poles instead of two, one at each

end, two where it becomes tapering, and two at the

hole in the middle : this is owing to their shape : for

the middle part being very slender, it has not sub-

stance enough to conduct the magnetic stream quite

through from one end to the other ; all these poles

appear very distinctly, when examined with a glass

that is'^sprlnkled over with magmetlc sand* This cir-

cumstance, however, does not hinder the needle from
pointing true

\ but as it has less force to move the

card than when the magnetic stream moves in large

curves from one end to the other, it is certainly an im-
perfection.

These inconveniencies induced the ingentous Dr
Knight to contrive a new sea-compas, which came in-

to use on board all the ships of war* The needle in

this instrument is quite straight, and square at the

ends
^ and consequently has only two poles, though

about the bole in the middle the curves are a little

confused. Needles of this construction, after vibra-

ting a long time, will always point exactly in the

same direction •, and If drawn ever so little on one
side, will return to it again, without any sensible dif-

ference. We may therefore conclude, that a regular

parallelopiped is the best form for a needle, as well as

the simplest, the holes for the cap being as small as

possible.

And as the weight should be removed to the great- Compait.

est distance from the centre of motion, a circle ofv—-y—

^

brass, of the same diameter of the card, may he ad-

ded, which will serve also to support the card, which

may then be made of thin paper, without any thing

to stiffen it. This ring being fixed below the card,

and the needle above it, the centre of gravity is placed

low enough to admit of the cap being pot nnder the

needle, whereby the hole in the needle becomes unne-

cessary.

The above observations will be easily understood

from viewing the several parts of the instrument as re-

presented on Plate CL. where fig. 6. is the card with

the needle KL, and its cap M, fixed upon it, beiog

one-third of the diameter of the real card. Fig. 8. is

a perspective view of the backside of the card, where

AB represents the tumiog down of the brass edge, C
the under part of the cap, D and £ two sliding weights

to balance the card, and F, G, two screws that fix

the brass edge, &c* to the needle. Fig. 7. is the pe-

destal that supports the card, containiug a screwing

needle, fixed in two small grooves to receive it, by

means of the collet C, in the manner.of a port-crayon.

D, the stem, is filed into an octagon, that it may be

the more easily unscrewed. For its further illustration

and application to use, see Navigatiok.
The invention of the compass is usually ascribed to

Flavio da Melfi, or Flavio Gioia, a Neapolitan, about

tire year 1302 ^ and hence it is, that the territory of

Principato, which makes part of the kingdom of Na-
ples, where he was bom, has a compass for its arms.

Others say that Marcos Paulus, a Venetian, making
a journey to China, brought back the invention with

him in 1 260. What conbrros this conjecture is, that

at first they used the compass in the same manner as

the Chinese still do } i. e. they let it float on a Ikde

piece of cork, instead of suspending it on a pivot. It

is added, that their emperor Cbiniogus, a celebrated

astrologer, bad a knowledge of it i x 20 years before

Christ. Tlie Chinese only divide their compass into 24
points. Faucliette relates some verses ofGuoyot de Pro-

vence, who lived in France about the year 1200, which

seem to make mention of the compass under the name
of marmeite or mariner*s stone; which shew it to have

been used in France near xoo years before eitlm the

Melfite or Venetian. The French even lay claim to

the invention, from the Jleur de lys wherewith all na-

tions still distio^isb the north |mint of the card. With
as much reason Dr Wallis ascribes it to the English,

from its name compass^ by which name most nations

call it, and which be observes is used in many parts of

Ei^and to signify a circle.

Though the manner’s compass has been loi^ in use,

the best construction of it was attended with many
inconveniences, till the improvements which it re-

ceived from the Invention and experiments of Dr
Knight, and the farther emendation of Mr 8mea-

ton.

The compass is sometimes observed to be distnrh-

ed by the electricity of its glass cover; and this

from 60 slight an application of the finger as was
barely necessary to wipe off a little dust The same
glass, rubbed a little more with the finger, a hit of

muslin, or paper, would attract either end ofthe needle

so as to hold it to the glass for several minotes, far oot
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of the doe direction, according to that part

* glass which was most excited. And when the needle,

after adhering to the glass, has dropped loose, and
made .‘brations, those would not be bisected as usual

b^ that point where the needle should rest, but would

either be made all on one side, or be very unequally

divided, by means of some remains of electrical virtue

in that part of the glass which had attracted the needle,

until at length, after 15 minutes or more, all the elec-

tricity being discharged, the magnetical power took

[ 367 ] COM
of the as the needle is both longer and broader

;
hence its Compan*.

magnetism must be stronger, and of course the line of ^

its magnetic direction correspondent with the card. In
another particular, in order to prevent the motions of

the vessel from afiecting the needle, which is the most
desirable object, the patent compass-box, instead of

swinging in gimbals at right angles to each other, is

supported in its very centre upon a prop ; and what-
ever motion the other parts of the box may have, this

centre being in the vertex of the hollow cone, may be
place. The remedy for this inconvenience is to moi- considered as relatively at rest j and therefore gives
-4. .1 r r .1 - 4. c — *4. • 4.i__ ji. a _ • •

sten the surface of the glass
^
a wet finger will do it

immediately and effectually. The mariner's compass

with a chart is much less dangerously moved than the

common compass with a bare needle •y and the deeper,

or farther distant, the needle bangs below the glass, the

less disturbance it is likely to receive.

Improved sea-compasses have lately been construc-

ted by Mr McCulloch of London, for which he ob-

tained a patent. The particulars are as follows.

Fig. 1. is a section of the steering compass, a aaaoy
The common wooden box, with its lid. 6 by The brass

compass-box. e c. The glass cover to ditto, d dy The
hollow conical bottom, e. The prop upon which the

compass is supported instead of gimbals ^ the spherical

top of which is finely polished, and the apex of the hol-

low cone is fitted in a peculiar manner to receive it.

ffy A quantity of lead run round the bottom and cone

of the compass-box, to balance and keep it steadily

horizontal, g g, The card and the magnetical needle,

bent in such a manner that the point of the conical

pivot on which it moves and is supported, may be

brought yery near to the centre of gravity, as well as

to the centre of motion. A A, Two guards, which by
means of two pins % t, affixed to the compass-box, pre-

vent it from turning round and deceiving the steers-

man.

Fig. 2. a perspective view of the steering compass,

with the lid off and the front laid open. A A, The
f[aards. A, The cumpass-box. e. The prop, &c. as

in fig. I.

Fig. 5* a view of the azimuth compass. A, The
compass-box. A, One of the guards, e. The prop,

as in fig. I. and 2, with this di£ference, that in an azi-

muth compass, instead of being screwed to the bottom

of the wood-box, it stands in a brass socket, and may
be turned round at pleasure, i. A brass bar upon which

the sight-vanes are fixed. 2. A dark glass, which moves
up and down on 3, the sight-vane. 4. A magnifying

glass, which is also moveable on the other vane. 5.

xlie nonius or vernier. 6. A slide for moving the

vernier so as to stop the card In taking the azimuth.

7. A doable convex-glass, by which toe division on

the vernier may be read with accuracy.

Fig. 4« is a section representing another application

of the magnetic needle and card, constructed by Mr
M^ulloch. a a a Oy The common wood-box. A A,

Hie brass compass-box. c c, The brass support for the

circle and pendulom* dy The pendulum, e, The agate.

f^y The magnetic needle and card, g gy The brass

circle. A A, The glass cover and brass ring. /, The
lead weight. N, B, All the centres of motion are in

the same plane.
** In one particular this patent compass is considered

as ao improvement on the common compasses, in as far

little or no disturbance to the needle. Again, the pi-

vot or centre upon which the needle turns, is so con-

trived as to stand always perpendicular over the centre

of the compass-box, or apex of the hollow cone, as

upon a fixed point y and is therefore atill less affected

by the motions of the vessel. Thus the centres of

motion, gravity, and of magnetism, are brought almost

all to the same point y the advantages of which will be

readily perceived by any person acquainted with me-
chanical principles." M^CuUoch^s Account,

The following is a description of Dr Knight's azi-

muth compass, with the improvements of Mr Smeaton.

Plate CLI. fig. 6. is a perspective view of the com-
pass, when in order for observation

y
the point of

view being the centre of the card, and the distance

of the eye two feet. AB is the wooden box. C and

D are two milled nuts y by means whereof the axes of

the inner box and ring are taken from their edges on
which they move, and the friction increased, when
necessary. £F is the ring that supports the inner box.

GH is the inner box y
and I is one of its axes, by

which it is suspended on the ring £F. The magnet
or needle appears passing through the centre together

with a small brace of ivory, that confines the cap to its

place. The card is a sin^e varnished paper, reaching

as far as the outer circle of figures, which is a circle of

thin brass y the edge whereof is turned down at right

angles to the plane of the card, to make it grow stiff.

O is a catgut line, drawn down the inside of the box,

for determining the degree upon a brass edge. PQRS
is the index bar, with its two stiles and catgut threads

y

which being taken off from the top of the box, is

placed in two pieces, T and V, notched properly to

receive iU W is a place cut out in tbe wood, serving

as a handle.

The use of the azimuth compass is for finding the

sun's magnetical azimuth, or amplitude*, and thence the

variation of the compass. If the observation be for an

amplitude at sun-rising, or for an azimuth before noon,

apply the centre of the index on the west point of the

card, within the box y
so that the four lines on the

edge of tbe card, and those on the inside of the box,,

may meet. If the observation be for the sun's am-

plitude setting, or an azimuth in tbe affernoon, turn

the centre of the index right against the east point of

the card, and make tbe lines within tbe box concur

with those on tbe card: tbe instrument thus fitted

for observation, turn the index A c towards the sun, till

the shadow of tbe thread a e fall directly on tbe slit of

the sight, and on the line that is along tbe middle of

the index : then will tbe inner edge of the index cot

tbe degree and minute of the sun's magnetical azimuth

from the north or south. But note, that if, when the

compass is thus placed, tbe azimuth is less than 54^
from
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Compaiis. from the south, and the index turned towards the sun,

* —
^ it will pass off the divisions of the limb ; the instrument

therefore in this case must be turned just a quarter of

the compass, i. e. the centre of the index must be

placed on the north or south point of the card, accord*

ing as the son is from you ; and then the edge will cut

the degree of the magnetic azimuth, or the sun^s azi-

muth, from the north as before.

The sun's magnetical amplitude thus found, the va*

nation of the needle is thus determined. Being oat

at sea the 15th of May, 1717 in 45? north latitude,

the tables gave me the sun's latitude 19^ north, and

his east amplitude 27^ 2^ north \ by the azimuth com-

pass, I find the sun's magnetical amplitude at his rising

and setting ; and find he rises, e. gr. between the 6zd
and 63d degree, reckoning from the north towards the

east point of the corapas^s, i. e. between the 27th and

28th degree, reckoning from the east. The magneti-

cal amplitude, therefore, being here equal to the true

one, the needle has no variation \ but if the son at his

rising should have appeared between the 52d and 53d
degree from the north towards the east, his magnetical

amplitude would then have been between 37 and 38
degrees, i. e. about ten degrees greater than the true

amplitude : therefore the needle would vary about 10

degrees north-easterly. If the magnetical east ampli-

tude found by the instrument should be less than the

true amplitude, their difference would show the varia-

tion of the needle easterly. If the true east amplitude

be southward, as also the magnetical amplitude, and
this last be the greater^ the variation of the needle

will he north-west \ and vice versa.

What has been said of north-east amplitudes bolds

also of south-west \ and what of south-east amplitudes

holds of north-west. Lastly, if amplitudes be found

ef different denominations, e, gr, if the true amplitude

be six degrees north, and the magnetical amplitude be

six degrees south ^ the variation, which in this case is

north-west, will be equal to the sum of the magnetical

and tnie amplitudes \
understand the same for west am-

plitudes.

The variation may likewise be found from the azi-

muth : but in that case the sun's declination, latitude

of the place, and his altitude, must be given, that bis

true azimuth may be found.

This instrument is also useful for settling the ship's

wake, in order to find tlie leeway ; and also to £nd the

bearings of headlands and other objects.

Experience evinces, that the needle of a compass,

like every other magnet, whether natural or artificial,

continually loses something of its magnetic powers,

which frequently prepuces a difference of more than a
point \

and we may venture to assert, that the ^eat
errors in ships reckonings more commonly originate

from the incorrectness of the compass than from any
other cause.

Steel cannot be too highly tempered for the needle

of a sea-compass, as the more it is hardened, the more
permanent is the magnetism it receives \ but to pre-

^rve the magnetism, and of course the polarity of the

needle, it should be cased with thin, well-polished, soft

iron. It has been found by repeated experiments, that

the cased needle preserves its magnetism in a more
perfect degree than a needle not cased 3 and perhaps

the magnetic power of the cased needle may increkse, cwpori,
while that of the uncased needle loses of its polarity. » . $

This is not an opinion hastily adopted, but the result

of a fair and judicious trial, as the gentleman from
whom the above observations were in substance taken,

placed a cased and uncased needle in a room for three

months, having at first exactly the same direction, and
about the same degree of force. At the end of this

period it was found that the cased needle had not in

the least changed its direction, while the uncased had
varied two decrees, and its^magnetic power was consi-

derably diminished.

These remarks have the air of novelty, and may pe)r-

baps contribute to the improvement m the compass.

But the defects of this instrument are not confin^ to

the needle. The heaviest brass compasses are not to

be implicitly trusted in a hollow or high sea, as they

have the box hanging in two brass rings, thus allow-

ing it to have only two motions, both vertical and at

right angles with each other \ by which confinement

of the box, upon any succussion, particularly sudden,

ones, the card is always too much agitated, and before

it can recover itself, another jerk prevents it from
pointing to the pole. It b even not uncommon to see

the card unshipped by the violence of the ship's piteb-

iog.

All these defects are abundantly supplied by giving

the box a vertical motion at every degree and minute

of the circle, and combining these motions with a ho-

rizontal one of the box as well as of the card. By this

disposition of the box, the effects of the jerks on the

card are avoided, and it will always with steadiness

point to the pole. Mr Bernard Homans found by ex-

perience, that the card not only is not in the smallest

degree affected by the hollow sea, but that, io all the

violent shocks and whirling which it is possible for the

box to receive, the card lies as still as in a room unaf-

fected by the least motion.

A compass was recently invented and made in Hol-

land having all these motions. It is about the size of

the brass compass commonly used. The bottom of the

brass box, instead of being shaped like a bowl, roust

be a hollow cone resembling the bottom of a common
glass bottle

\
the vertex of it must be raised $0 high as

to leave only one inch between the card and the glass ^

the box most be of the usual depth, and a quantity of

lead must be poured iu the bottom of the box, round

the base of the cone, which secures it on the stile where-

on it traverses.

This stile is firmlv fixed in the centre of a square

wooden box, like the common compass, but with a

thicker bottom. The stile is made of brass about six

inches long, round, and one-third of an inch thick,

having its head blunt like that of a sewing thimble,

and of a fine polish, and placed perpendicular. The
inner vertex of the cone roust likewise be well polish-

ed. The vertical part of the coue ought to be suffi-

ciently thick to allow a well-polished cavity for hold-

ing a short stile, proceeding from the centre of the

card on which it traverses. " The compass I saw,

(says Mr Homans), was so constructed \ but I see 00

reason why the style might not proceed from the centre

of the vertex of the cone, and so be received by tbe

card the common way. The seedle must be a mag*
netic
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r^npirm 3, and the compasses opened

\
the distance be-

^ - V » tween the points will be as 3 to i, and so a line is di-

Tided into 3 equal parts ; and so you proceed for any
other number of parts under lo.

The numbers of the line of planes answer to the

squares of those in the line of lines } for because super*

fices or planes are to each other as the squares of their

like sides ^ therefore, if the index be placed against

2 in the line of planes, the distance between the

small point will be the side of a plane whose area is

one } but the distance of the larger points will be the

like side of a plane whose area is two ; or twice as

large. If the index be placed at 3, and the compasses

opened, the distances between the points at each end

will be the like side of planes whose areas are as 1 to

3 } and so of others.

The numbers of the line of solids answer to the

onbes of those of the line of lines ; because all solids

are to each other as the cubes of their sides or diame*

ters \
therefore, if the index be placed to number 2, 3, 4,

' &G. in the line of solids, the distance between the les*

ser and larger points will be the like sides of solids,

which are to each other as i to 2, x to 3, i to 4, &c.
For example ^ If the index be placed at 10, and the

compasses be opened so that the small points may take

the diameter of a bullet whose weight is one ounce,

the distance between the large points will be the dia-

meter of a bullet or globe of 10 ounces, or which is 10

times as large.

Lastly, The numbers in the line of circles are the

tides of polygons to be inscribed in a given circle, or

by which a circle may be divided into the equal parts,

from 6 to 20. Thus, if the index be placed at 6,

the points of the compasses at either end, when opened

to the radios of a given circle, will contain the side

of a hexagon, or divide the circle into six equal

parts. If the index be placed against 7, and the coov-

passcs opened so that the larger points may take in the

radino of the circle, then the shorter points will divide

the circle into seven equal parts for inscribing a hep-

tagon. Again, placing the index to 8, and opening

the eompaesos, the larger points will contain the radius,

and the lesser points divide the circle into eight equal

parts for inscribing an octagon or square. Aud thus

you ma^r pfoceed for others.

Proportio$ud Compasses with the sector lines. The
atmcture of these is so like that of the common propor-

tional compasses, only a little nicer, that it needs no

ptrlienlar deSeri^ion. The lines on the first face are

the line of lilies, marked lines ; it is divided into 100

equal parts, every tenth numbered \ and the line of

chords, which goes to 60^, is marked chords. On the

other faee art a line of sines to 90°, and a line of

tangents to 45^. On one side are the tangents from

45^ to 71^ 34''^ on the other, secants from to

70P 8<y.

For the use of these compOsses : i. To divide a Hue

into any number of equal parts less than 100 : divide

160'bp' the number of parts required \
slip the cursor till

tbvlwe on the slidtng dove-tail be against the quotient

on the line of lines : then, the whole line being taken

Between Ibe pmtsof the composses most remote from

thie<wpiitret the iq^rture of the other will show tbedi-

Tistbii repaired; ' 2. A right Hde given, supposed tube

divided ktv 10b parts, 10 take- uny imikber of these

parts ; slip the line on the sliding dove-tail to the num-Cornpauei.
her of parts required : the whole Hoe being taken be- ^ ^

tween the points farthest from the centre, the aperture
of the other two will include the number of divisions

required. 3. The radius being given, to find the
chord of any other under 60^} slip the line on the slid-

ing dove-tail to the degrees required on the line of
chords : the radius being taken between the points far-

thest from the centre of the cursor
; the aperture of

the other line will be the chord required, provided the
number of degrees be greater than 29 : if it be less,

the aperture taken from the radios will leave the chord
required. 4. If the chord of an arch under 60^ be
given, and the radins required*^ slip the line on the
dove-^tail to the degrees given on the line of chords :

the given chord being taken between the two points

next the cursor, the aperture of the other will be the

radius required. 5. The radius being given, to find

the sine of any number of degrees *, slip the line on
the dove-tail to the degree on the line of sines whose
sine is required : the radius taken between the points

furthest from the cursor, the aperture of the other will

give the sine of the angle required. But if the sine

sought be less tban'30^, the difference of the apertorea

of the opposite points will be the sine required. 6. The
radius being given, to find the tangent of any number
of degrees under 71 *, if the tangent required be under
26^ 30', then slip the line on the dove-tail to the de-

gree proposed on the tangent line ; the radios taken
between the points farthest from the cursor, the aper-

ture of the others will be the tangent of the degrees

required; if the tangent required be above 26° 30%
but under 45% the line on the cursor most be slipped

to the degrees given on the tangent line ; then the ra-

dios being taken between the points farthest from the

cursor, the aperture of the others will be the tangent.

If the tangent required be greater than 45*, but less

than 56^ 20', slip the notch on the tangent side of the

turned-cheek to the degree o in the tangent line ou
the side of the compass

; the radius taken between the

points furthest from the cursor ; the difference between
the aperture of the other and these, added together,

will be the tangent required. Thus, for the tangents

of the degrees under 71. After the, like manner
may the secant of any number of degrees under 71 be

found.

Mr Heath, a mathematical instrument-maker in

London, constructed a pair of proportional compasses,

in 1746, with a curious and useful contrivance for pre-

venting the shorter legs from changing their petition,

when these compasses were used. It consisted of a

small beam soldered to a screw, and running parallel to

the leg of Che compasses nearly of the length of the

groove ;
in this beam a slit was made, which admitted

of a sliding-nut, the other end of which fell into a hole

in the bottom of the screw, belonging to the great nut

of the compasses. The screw-pin of the beam passed

through an adjuster, by means of which the mark 6n

the slider might be brought exactly to any division^

But the proportional comoasses have been much out of

use siiyce the invention of the sector.

Spring Compasses^ ot dividers *, those with an

arched head, which by its spring opens the lege 5 the

opening being directed by a circular screw fastetH^ to

one of the legs and let through the other, worked

3 A 2 with
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Compasses ^ These compasses are made of hardened

H steel.

Competl- Trisecting Compasses consist of two central roles,

. . and an arch of circles of 1 20 degrees, immoveable,
^ with its radius, which is fastened with one of the

central rules like the two legs of a sector that the cen-

tral rule may be carried through all the points of the

circumference or the arch. The radius and rule should

be as thin as possible : and the rule fastened to the ra-

dius should be hammered cold, to attain the greater

elasticity ^ and the breadth of the central rule should

be triple that of the radius ;
there must also be a groove

in this rule, with a dove-tail fastened on it for its mo-
tion, and a hole in the* centre of each rule. The use

of this instrument is to facilitate the trisection of angles

geometrically •j and it is said to have been invented by
M. Targen for that purpose.

Turn-up^CoMPASSES, The body of this instrument

is like the common compasses ^
but towards the bottom

of the legs, witbout-side, are added two other points

besides the usual ones \ the one whereof carries a
drawing pen point, and the other a port-crayon, both

adjusted so as to turn round, and be in the way of use,

or out of it, as occasion requires. Tliese compasses

have been contrived to save the trouble of changing

the points.

COMPASSION, or Commiseration, in Ethics^ a
mixed passion compounded of love and sorrow, and

excited by tbe sight or recital of distress. Hobbes
makes this a merely selfish passion, and defines it as be-

ing fear for ourselves^ Hutcheson resolves it into in-

stinct ; but Dr Butler, much more properly, considers

compassion as original, distinct, particular affection

in human nature.

COMPATIBLE, something that may suit or con-

sist with another. See iNCOMrATlBLE.
COMPEIGNE, a handsome town of France, in

the department of Oise, with a palace or castle,

where tbe king often resided. Tbe maid of Orleans

was taken prisoner here in 1430. It is seated on the

river Oise, near a large forest. E. Long. 2. 55. N.
Lat. 49. 25. It stands about 45 miles north-east of

Paris.

COMPENDIUM, in matters of literature, denotea

much the same as epitome or abridgement. See A-
BRIDGEMENT.
COMPENSATION, in a general sense, an action

whereby any thing is admitted as an equivalent to

another.

Compensation, in Law. When tbe same person is

debtor and creditor to another, the mutual obligations,

if they are for equal sums, are extinguished by com-
pensation \ if for unequal, the lesser obligation is ex-

tinguished, and the greater diminished, as far as tbe

concourse of debt and credit goes.

COMPETENCE, or Competency, in a general

sense, such a quantity of any thing as is sufficient.

Competency, in Law^ tbe right or authority of a
judge, whereby he takes cognizance of any thing.

COMPETENTES, an order of catechumens, in

the primitive Christian church, being tbe immediaie
candidates for baptism. See Catechumen.
COMPETITION, in a general sense, is the same

with rivalship, or when two or more persons contend for

the same thing.

Competition, in Scots Low. In etclieats, see Law, Comped-
Fart III. N^ clxvi. 17, &c. In confirmations by tbe Um
superior, in resignations, and in personal rights of II

lands, ibid, clxviii. 5-^9. In inhibitions, in adjudica-

tion, amongst assignees, arresters, and poinders, ibid. *

clxxi. 6. clxxii. 3. clxxvii. 2. clxxviii. 8, 9, 10. A-
mongst creditors of a defunct, clxxxi. 19.

COMPETALIA, or Competalita, feasts held

among the ancients in honour of the lores. The word
comes from the Latin, compitum^ a cross-way ^ because
the feast was held in the meeting of several roads.

Tbe competalia are more ancient than tbe building

of Rome. Dionysius Halicamasseus, and Pliny, in-

deed say, they were instituted by Servius Tullius $ but
this only signifies that they were then introduced into

Rome. The feast being moveable, the day whereon
it was to be observed was proclaimed every year. It

was ordinarily held on the 4th of tbe nones of Fe-
bruary, i. e. on the second of that nmoth. Macrobins
observes, that they were held not only in honour
of the lares^ but also of mama^ madness. The priests

who officiated at them were slaves and liberti, and
the sacrifice a sow. They were re-established, after

a long neglect, by Tarquin the Proud, on occasion

of an answer of the oracle, that they should sacrifice

headsfor heads

;

i. e. that for the health and prospe-
rity of each family, children were to be sacrificed :

but Brutus, after expelling tbe kings, in lieu of those
barbarous victims substituted the heads of garlic and
poppy •y thus satisfying the oracle which bad enjoined
capitOy heads. During the celebration of this feast,

each family placed at the door of their honse the
statue of the goddess Mania

:

they also hung up at
tbeir doors figures of wool, representing men and wo-
men ; accompanying them with supplications that tbe
lares and mania would be contented wkh those figures,

and spare the people of tbe bouse.

COMPLEMENT, in Geometrvy is what remaino
of the quadrant of a circle, or 90 , after any certain

arch has been taken away from it. Thus, if the arch
taken away be 40^, its complement is 50 \ heoanse •

3O-)-40=:90. Tbe sine of the complement of an arch'

is called the cosiney and that of the tangent the co-

iongenty &c.
COMPLETUS FLOS, in Botany. A flower Is said

to be complete, which is provided with both the co-

vers, viz. the calyx or flower-cup, and the petals. Tbe
term was invented ^ Vailiant, and is synonymous with
calycuhtus JUs in Linuieus. Berkenhout eiroBeoml^r

confounds it with the aucius and calycuiatus calys of
tbe same author.

COMPLEX, in a more general sense, a term syee—
nymous with compound ; though in strictness of speech
there is some diffmnee.

CoMVLEX is properly applied where a thing contahie
many others, or consists of different parts not really di-

stinct from each other, but only imaginarily, or in

our conceptions. In this sense tbe soul may hie said to-

be complex. In respect of the understanding afnd wiU,
which are two things that our reason alone dibriugnishca

in it.

Complex Term^ or IdeOy Is a term oompoundod off

several simple or incomplex ones. Thu^ in the propori^t

tion, aJust God cannot leave eriptee unptmisAedi iho'

subjct:t of ihis< proposition^ viz. ajust Gody is aoom-<
pies
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Cooipltiu degree, and makes the summers considerably hotter

ioo. than those which are found to exist in the same lati-
'
tude where the soil is different. To this proximity of

what may be termed burning sands^ and to the sulphn-

reous and metallic particles which are continually ex-

haling from the bowels of the earth, is ascribed the

different degrees of blackness by which some African

nations are distinguished from each other, though

under the same parallels. To these observations wc
may add, that though the inhabitants of the same pa-

rallel are not exactly of the same hue, yet they differ

only by shades of the same colour \ or, to speak with

more precision, that there are no two people, in such

a situation, one of whom is white and the other black.

To sum up the whole—Suppose we were to take a

common globe \ to begin at the equator *, to paint

every country along the meridian line in succession from

thence to the poles
\
and to paint them with the same

colour which prevails in the respective inhabitants of

each, we should see the black, with which we had

been obliged to begin, insensibly changing to an olive,

and the olive, through as many intermediate colours,

to a white \
and if, on the other hand, we should

complete any one of the parallels according to tbe

same plan, we should see a difference perhaps in tbe

appearance of some of tbe countries through which it

ran, though the difference would consist wholly in

shades of the same colour.

The argument, therefore, which is brought against

the hypothesis, is so far from being an objection, that

it may be considered as one of the first arguments in its

favour ; for if the climate has really an influence on the

mucous substance of the body, it is evident that we
roost not only expect to see a gradation of colour in

the inhabitants from the equator to the poles, but also

different shades of the same colour in the inhabitants

af the same parallel.

To this argument may be added one that is incon-

trovertible, which is, that when tbe black inhabitants

of Africa are transplanted to colder, or the white in-

habitants of Europe to hotter climates, their children,

born there, are of a different colour from themselves •y

that is, lighter in tbe first, and darker in the second

. instance.

As a proof of the first, we shall give the words of

the Abbh Raynal, in his admired publication. The
children,^* says he, “ which they (the Africans) pro-

create in America, are not so black as their parents

were. After each generation the difference becomes

more palpable. It is possible, that after a numerous
successioD of generations, the men come from Africa

would not be distinguished from those of the country

into which they may have been transplanted.^^

This circumstance we have bad the pleasure of hear-

ing confirmed by a variety of persons who have l>een

witnesses of the fact ;
but particularly by many intel-

ligent Africans, who have been parents themselves in

America, and who have declared, that the difference

is so palpable in the northern provinces, that not only

they themselves have constantly observed it, but that

they have heard it observed by others.

Nekber is this variation in the children from tbe

colour of the parents improbable. The children of

the blackest Africans are bom white. In this state

they continne for about a month, when they change CompleK-
to a pale yellow. In process of time they become ion.

brown. Their skin still continues to increase in dark- ^

ness with their age, till it becomes of a dirty sallow

black ; and at length, after a certain period of years,

glossy and shining. Now, if climate has any influence

on the mucous substance of the body, this variation ia

the children from the colour of their parents is an
event which must be reasonably expected ; for being

born white, and not having equally powerful causes

to act upon them in colder, as their parents bad in

the hotter climes which they left, it most neces-

sarily follow, that the same effect cannot possibly be

produced.

Hence also, if the hypothesis be admitted, may be

deduced the reason why even those children who have

been brought from their country at an early age into

colder regions, have been observed to be of a lighter

colour than those who have remained at home till they

arrived at a state of manhood. For having ondergone

some of tlie changes which we mentioned to have at-

tended their countrymen from infancy to a certain

age, and have been taken away before the rest could

be completed, these farther changes, which would have
taken place bad they remained at home, seem either

to have been checked in their progress, or weakened in

their degree, by a colder climate.

We come now to the second and opposite case ; for

a proof of which we shall appeal to tbe words of Dr
Mitchell in the Philosophical Transactions, 476.
sect. 4. ** The Spaniards who have inhabited Ameri-
ca under the torrid zone for any time, are become as

dark coloured as our native Indians of Virginia, of

which 1 myself have been a witness •y and were they

not to intermarry with the Europeans, but lead the

same rode and barbarous lives with tbe Indians, it is

very probable, that, in a succession of many generations,

they would become as dark in complexion.^’

To this instance we shall add one, which is mention-

ed by a late writer, who, describing the African coast

and the European settlements there, has the following

passage. There are several other small Portuguese
settlements, and one of some note at Mitomba, a river

in Sierra Leone. The people here called Portuguese
are principally persons bred from a mixture of tbe first

Portuguese discoverers with the natives, and now be-

come, in their complexion and woolly quality of their

hair, perfect negroes, retaining, however, a smattering

of the Portuguese language.”

These facts with respect to the colonists of the Eu-
ropeans are of tbe highest importance in the present

case, and deserve a serious attention. For when we
know to a certainty from whom they arc descended

j

when we know that they were, at tbe time of their

transplantation, of the same colour as those from whom
they severally sprung; and when, on the other hand,

we arc credibly informed that they changed it for

the native colour of tbe place which they now inhabit

:

tbe evidence in support of tliese facts is as great as if a
person, on the removal of two or three families into

another climate, had determined to ascertain the cir-

cumstance ; as if he had gone with them and watched
their children

;
as if he bad communicated his observa-

tions at his death to a successor ; as if bit successor IhhI

protecutqd

.
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Complex, prosecuted the plan 1 and thus an nnintermpted chain

of evidence had been kept up from their first removal
' to any determined period of succeeding time.

But though these facts seem sufficient of themselves

to confirm our opinion^ they are not the only facts

xrhich can be adduced in its support. It can be shown,

that the members of the very same family, when divi-

ded from each other, and removed into different coun-

tries, have not only changed their family complexion,

but that they have changed it to as many different co-

lours as they have gone into different regions of the

world. We cannot have, perhaps, a more striking in-

stance of this than in the Jews. These people are scat-

tered over the face of the whole earth. They have

preserved themselves distinct from the rest of the world

by their religion ^ and as they never intermarry with

any but those of their own sect, so they have no mix-

ture of blood in their veins that they should differ from

each other ; and yet nothing is more true, than that

the English Jew is white, the Portuguese swarthy, the

Armenian olive, and the Arabian copper j in short,

that there appear to be as many different species of

Jews as there are countries in which they reside.

To these facts we shall add the following observa-

tion, that if we can give credit to the ancient histori-

ans in general, a change from the darkest black to the

purest white roust have actually been accomplished. One
instance, perhaps, may be thought sufficient. Herodo-
tus relates, that the Colchi were black, and that they

had crisped hair. These people were a detachment of

the iEthiopian army under Sesostris, who followed him
in bis expedition, and settled in that part of the world

where Colchis is usually represented to have been situa-

ted. Had not the same author informed os of this

circumstance, we should have thought it strange that

a people of this description should have been found in

such a latitude. Now, as they were undoubtedly settled

there, and as they were neither so totally destroyed,

nor made any such rapid conquests, as that history

should notice the event, there is great reason to pre-

sume that their descendants continued in the same, or

settled in the adjacent country } from whence it will

follow, that they most have changed their complexion

to that which is observed in the inhabitants of this par-

ticular region at the present day ; or, in other words,

that the black inhabitants of Colchis moat have been

changed into the fair Circassian. Suppose, without

the knowledge of any historian, they had tnade such

considerable conquests as to have settled themselves at

the distance of 1000 miles in any one direction from

Colchis, still they must have changed their colour: For
•had they gone in an eastern or western direction, they

must have been of the same colour as the Circassians

;

if to the north whiter ^ If to the south, of a copper-

colour. There are no people within that distance of

Colchis who are black.

From the whole of the preceding observations

on the subject, we may conclude, that as all the

inhabitants of the earth cannot be otherwise than

the children of the same parents, and as the difference

of their appearance must have of course proceeded from
incidental causes, these causes are a combination of

those qualities which we call cUmaU; that the blackness

^f the Africans is so far engrafted in their constitu-

tion, in the course of many generations, that their chil-

dren wholly inherit it, if brought up in the same spot ; C^plec-
but that it is not so wholly interwoven in their nature, ion.

that it cannot be removed if they are born and settled
‘

^

in another.

The same principles with the above we find adopted

and further illustrated by Professor Zimmerman of
Brunswick, in his celebrated work, The Geographical
History of Man, &c. He there proves in the most sa-

tisfactory manner. That the complexion of the human
species is uniformly correspondent with the degree of

heat or cold to which they are habitually exposed. In
maintaining this position, he makes a very proper di-

stinction with regard to climate. By climates we are

to understand, not simply or solely those distinguished

by tbe geographical divisions of the globe, to the ex-

clusion of what be terms physical climate, or that which
depends on tbe changes produced in any given lati-

tude by such adventitious circumstances as tbe lower

or more elevated situations of a country, its being en-

compassed by water or large tracts of land, overspread

or surrounded with forests, placed in an extensive plain,

or environed by lofty mountains. Peculiarities of tbe

like kind, as has been already noticed, frequently pre-

vent the physical climate from corresponding entirely

with the geographical^ as a country influenced by them
is offen much wanner or colder than other regions pla-

ced under tbe same degree of latitude. The influence

of these secondary or modifying circumstances has been
already adverted to, and need not be further enlarged

upon : we shall here only observe, that the erroneons

reasoning of Lord Karnes on this subject seems to have
been owing to this inattention to the difference above
mentioned. At Senegal, and in tbe adjacent lands,

the thermometer is often at 1 1 2 or 117 degrees in the

shade
;
and here we find tbe inhabitants jet black, with

woolly hair. The heat is equally great in Congo and
Loango, and these countries are inhabited by negroes

only
\
whereas in Morocco, to the north of these re-

gions, and at the Cape of Good Hope, to tbe south,

the beat is not so intense, nor are tbe inhabitants of so

deep a hue. Lord Kames asks. Wherefore are not tbe

Abyssinians and tbe inhabitants of Zaara of as dark a
complexion as the Moors on tbe coast of Guinea ?

M. Zimmerman answers, that these coontries are

much cooler.* The desert is not only farther from the

equator, but the winds blowing over the Atlas moun-
tains, which like the Alps are covered with snow, and
the westerly wind coming from tbe sea, must consider-

ably mitigate the heat. Nor is Abyssinia so warm as

either Monomotapa or Guinea. The north-east winds
from tbe side of Persia and Arabia are cooled by their

passage over the Bed sea : the northern winds from

Egypt lose much of their beat on the chain of monn-
tains that is extended between tbe countries j the

winds from the south and the west are sea winds. Thus,

the only quarter from which they can derive excessive

heat is from tbe east, as the air on tins side must pass

over tracts of heated lands.** For a similar reason it

is that negroes are not found either in Asia or South

America under tbe equator. The situations of these

countries, our author observes, expose them to sea-

breezes and cooling winds from the continent. He
confirms this hypothesis by observing, that the mono-
taiueers of warm climate^ as in Bar^ry and Ceylon,

are much fairer than the inhabitants of tbe valleys

:

that
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of their people. The one, faowoTer, U not in«

oowpotible with the other. An boor of reUxetion in

o winter erening might serve for the aocomplishment

of thb ptons purpose ; and one should imagine tbat^

independent of religious considerations! the spirit of

the craft might dictate such a measorc! as calculated to

produce popular entertainment and gain popular affeo*

tion»

In oompositioo! the author either confines himselff

as a subject! to the mere mechanical modulations and

arrangemeaU of sound! and! as bis end! to the plea-

sure of the ear alone } or otherwise he soars a nobler

height 5 be aspires to imitative music ; be endeavours

to render the hearts and souls of bis auditors ductile bj
his arty and thus to produce the noblest emotions and

most salutary effects. In the first vieWy it is only ne-

cessary that he should look for beautiful sounds and

agreeable chords ; but in the second be ought to con-

sider music in its conformity with the accents of the

human voioe,^ and in the expressive powers of notes

harmonically combined to signify or Mint such objects

as are susceptible of Imitation. In ftoossean^s article

Cfpmi! some ideas may be found by which the art may
be ennobled and elevated, by for^g music into

^

a
lanfluage more powerful and pathetic than eloquence it-

idfiSce OrxaA.
CoMTOStTioK, in literature, the art of forming and

amuigio^ sentiments, and clothing them with lan-

guage suitable to the nature of the subject or discourse.

See the articles Language, Oratory, Poetry,
Dialogue, EritrLE, aud History.

CoMFOSiTioK, in CkemiHry^ is the union and com-

hiaatioa of two more substances of different natures,

from which a compound body results. From this union

bodtos of diflEerent natures, a body is formed, of a
dilennt nature, which Becker and Stahl have c^ed a
imwterr, and wbkb may be called a oombintahn^

meal compoftVmfi, to avoid the equivocal sense of the

word mmttm. By tbb lest, we onderstand only a

mere apposition of parts ) and which would Ihmfoie

give a very fidse idea of chemical composition, in

which a mutual adhesion takes place between the com-

bined subsUncm. See nnder Cheiiistry.

CoMPOamoN, in Pnmtim, includes the invention

as well as dispssitioa of the ngures, the chotoe of atti-

tpdes, &C. •

Composttieo) therefore, consisU of two parts; one

of whU finds out, by means of history, proper objects

Ibr a ^cture $ and the otber disposes them to advan-

tage. 8be Painting.
CoiiPOSiTipN, in PAarmacy^ the art or Si^ of mis-

sng divers in^predlents together into a medicine, so as

they may assist each other^s virtues, supply each other^s

defects, or correct any ill qualities hereof. See Phar-
macy.
CoMFOsmoK, in Commerce^ a contract between

n insolvent debtor and bis creditors, whereby the

latter accept of a part of tbo debt in composition for

the whole, and give a general acquittance sccording-

h*
CoMPOsmoN, in Printings commonly termed com-

fonmg^ the arran^g of several types or letters in the

composing-stick, in order to form a line ; and of so-

vend linep arranged in order, In the galley, to make a

3
Pfge} ud
Pb»

C 0
of several pages to

M
make a form. See Coiiibotl^

'RINTING. tiou

COMPOSITE in BoUmgf the name of a class in B

Hennannus and Royen ; as likewise of an order in

Linnseus^s fragmenu of a natural method, coosisting

in general of the plants which have the characters

enumerated in the following article. A particular

description of this order is given under the article

Sykgenesia, which inclines all the compound
flowers.

COMPOSITUS FLOS, in Botany^ an aggregate

flower, composed of manyfloecuUmtScM^ on a comnioa
entire rece^culum, with a oommea periantbiooi, ai:d

whose antberss being five in number unite in the form
of a cylinder ; the &tculi are motaopetaloos, and under
each of them is a mooosptsrmoos germen. Compound
flowers are either Hgulati^ tmbuioii^ or radkUu
COMPOST, in AgriemUmre^ dMotes a certain kind

of mixture desinoed to nssist the soil io the way of ve-

getation, instead of dong. The requisites for a com-
post are, i. That it ougfai to be cheaper than the

quantity of dong required for an equal extent of soil,

a. It ought to be lees bulky ; and, 3. It ought to pro-

duce equal effects.

Under the article AGRICULTURE we have endea-

vored to show, that tbo true vegetable food consists

in realit;|r of the putrid effluvia proceeding fironi de-

cayed animal and vegetable snbstanoes. If this theory

is admitted, the hope of asaking composts as a succe-

daneum for dung is but very small, onlem they are

made of putrified animal and vegetaUe eobstancet ; in

which case, unless in very sinmilar circumstances, they

will prove much dearer than donff itselfi Several at*

tempts, however, have been made by those who had
otb^ views concerning the natnre of the true vege-

table food. Aa oil compost is recomamdod in the

Geprgical Essays, upon a supposition that the food of

vegetables is of an oily natnre. It is nuide as follows i

Take of North Anmcan potash ia lb. Break the

salt into small pieces, and pot it into a convenient ves-

sel with four gallons of water. Let the miEtnre stand

48 hours : then add coarse train oil 14 gaUoos. In a
few days the salt will be dissolved, a^ the mixtnre,

open stirring, will become nearly oniferm. Take 14
bushels of sand, or 10 of dry mom i open these pour

the above liquid ingredients. Turn this cooipositioo
frequently over, and in six months it will be fit for use.

When the liquid ingredients are put to one at two
hogsheads of water, a liquid compost will be iormed,

whusb must be used with a water-cart.*'

This compost, however, the inventor himself owns

to ho inferior to rotten dong, as indeed may very na-

turally be supposed | yet in seme cases it seems capable

of doing service, as will appear from sosse of the fol-

lowing experiments which we extract from the essays

above mentioned.

Exp. L By the author of the essays. ** I took fear

pots, I, 2, 3, 4. N* f.^ eantaiaed la lb. of barrea

•and, with 1 ox. of the sand oil-coMfOSt. N* 2. con-

tained lalb. of sand without any mixtnre. 3. had

12 lb. efsand with half an onnee of slaked lime. N^4.
Imd 12 lb. of sand with 4 ox. of the eand eil-oompmf.

In the month of March I pnt six grains of wheat in-

to each pot, and during the summer I occasionally

I B 1 watered
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Compett. watered the plants with filtrated water. All the time

‘ ~ w the plants were consuming the farina. I could observe

very little diflference in their appearince. But after

one month^s growth, 1 remarked that N® i. was the

best N® 2. the next 5 N® 3. the next ; and N® 4.

much the worst.^^ The same diflfeiences were observed

in August, when N® i. the best, had five small ears,

which contained a few poor grains of wheat.*’

jExp, II. By the same. ** In the month of June,
I selected four lands of equal goodness in a field in*

tended for tnrnips. The soil was a light sand with a

tolerable quantity of vegetable earth amongst it. It

was ploughed out of sward in November, and had not

borne a crop for many years. I shall distinguish my
experimental lands by N® l, 2, 3. 4. N® i. was ma-
nured with rotten dung*, N® 2. with oil compost^ N® 3.

with lime > N® 4. was left without any dressing. On
the 20th of June they were all sown with turnip-seed

broadcast, and during th^ course of the season were
twice hoed. In November I viewed the field, and made
the following remarks. N® i. the best ; N® 2. the next j

N® 3. the worst
j N® 4. better than N® 3.” Here the

t)il-compo8t appears in a favourable light ^ but other

trials, made with equal accuracy, seem rather to prove,

that it is not proper for turnips, barley, or quick-

growing vegetables. It requires being meliorated by

the 'atmosphere, and therefore is better adapted for

winter crops.”

Exf. III. By the same. ** In the month of May,
I planted 12 alleys that lay between my asparagus beds

with cauliflower plants. Each alley took up about

30 plants. One of the alleys I set apart for an experi-

ment with the oil-compost, prepared atcording to the

directions already given. A^ut a handful of the
compost was put to the root of each cauliflower plant.

In all other respects the alley was managed like the

rest. The plants in general flowered very well ; but

those to which 1 applied the compost sprung up hastily

with small stalks, and produced very poor flowers. I

imputed this unfavourable appearance to the fresh-

ness of the compost, which was only a few weeks old.

In the September following this unsuccessful experi-
ment, I planted the same alleys with early cab-
bages. The necessity of meliorating the compost was
in this trial fully confirmed : For the cabbages that
grew upon the alley, which In May had received the

. .compost, were larger and in all respects finer than the

others.”

Exp. IV, by James Stovin, Esq. of Doncaster.
In the year i*j6g^ I made the following trial with

the oil«compo8t, prepared as above directed. One acre
sown with barley

j and manured with oil-compost at
28a. |weduced five quarters five bushels. An acre
adjoining sown with barley, and manured with I2
loads of rotten dung at 31. produced four quarters
three bushels and two pecks. The compost barley
was bolder and better com than the other. In the
year 1770, the dunged acre produced of rye, three
qoarteli^. The compost acre of ditto, two quarters
eix bushels. In the year 1771, the same lands were
sown with oats, and the produce was greatly in fa-

vour of the dunged acre. These experimental lands

were in a common field that bad been long under the
plough.”

! £9^ V . by Riebasd Townley, Es^. of Belfield.

In the spring 1770, I prepared a piece of ground Cempott
for onions. It was laid out into six beds of the same

‘

size, and which were all sown at the same time. Over
two of them, the oil-compost was scattered in a very

moderate quantity. Over other two, pigeon’s dong

:

and over the remaining two, some of my weed-compost

(formed of putrified vegetables), which I esteem one

of the best manures, for most vegetables, that can be

made. The onions came up very well in all the beds ;

but in about six weeks, those that were fed with the

oil compost, plainly discovered the advantage they had

over the rest by their luxunancy and colour, and at

the end of the summer perfected the finest crop I bad

ever seen, being greatly superior to the others both in

quantity and size. The same spring I made an expe*

riment upon four rows of cabbages, set at the distance

of four feet every waf. Two were manured with oil-

compost, and two with my own. All the plants were

unluckily damaged, just before they began to form, by
some turkeys getting into the field and plucking off

the greatest part of the leaves. However, they so far

recovered, in the September following, as to weigh from

22 to 281b. a-piece. The rows proved so equal in good-

ness, thatJ conld not determine which had the advantage.

The same year, one part of a field of wheat exposed t#

the north-east winds, which that spring continued to

blow for a month or five weeks, appeared very poor

and languid at the time of tillering. Over it I orderw

ed some of the oil-compost to be sown with the hand ;

which not only recovered, bnt also poshed forwards

the wheat plants in that part of the field, so as to

make them little inferior, if any, to the rest. The same
spring, I made a comparative experiment, upon fisur

contiguous lands of oats, between the sil-coropost

and my own weed-compost. The latter bad manifest-

ly the advantage, though the other produced a very

large and fine crop. I also tried the oil-compost up-

on carrots, and it answered exceedingly well. I

did the tame this year (1771) both upon them and

my onions, and have the finest crops of these vege-

tables I ever saw anywhere upon tbs same compass of

ground.”

Exp. VI. by Mr J. Broadbent of Berwick, in El-

met near Leeds.———** On the first of October 17721
I sowed two acres of a light cbannelly soil with wfaealv

and harrowed in the compost with the grain. Being
at a considerable distance from a large town, we find

it very difiicult and expensive to procure ootten dung
in sufficient quantity for our tillage lauds, for which

reason we have recourse to land dressings both for onr

winter and spring corn. Rape-dust and soot are prin-

cipally nsed ; hut the present price of both these aiv

tides is a heavy tax upon the farmer. To obviate that

HicoDveaience, I resolved to make trial of the oil-

compost \ and from what I have observed in tliis one

experiment, I am enconraged to make a more exten-

sive use of it the next Yfsr. Being well acquainted

with the natnre and efficacy of soot, I am satisfied,

that the above two acres produced as good a crop of

wheat as if they bad been dressed with that excellent

manure.”
On the supposition that vegetables are supported by

-matters of a saline nature, composts formed of diflRe-

MUt sorts of salts have been contrived, but with less

success than the one above treated of. A fampus com*-

position
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Cofppntt. position of this kind was lately sold by patent, under

the name of Baron Van Hoak^s Compost. The follow-

. ing experiment is mentioned in the Georgical Essays,

as made iivith a view to determine the virtues of it

compared with the oil-compost and soot , mixed with

ashes.—** In the beginning of April 1773^ an acre of

land was sown with early oats. I pitched upon one

land in the middle of the piece, which I esteemed beU
ter than any of the rest, and upon this I scattered Ba«
ron Van Haak^s compost, in the quantity directed in

bis instructions. On one side 1 manured a land with

the oil-compost, but rather with a less quantity than

directed ; and, on the other side, I manured two lands

with dry coal-ashes sifted fine, - and an equal quantity

of soot. The lands upon which this experiment was
made, were much worn out with a long succession of

crops. The lands which had the benefit of the ashes

and soot produced an exceeding fine crop^ the oiU

compost produced a tolerable good one ^ but that

which bad only the assistance of the baron^s compost,

produced a very poor one. It could not have been

worse bad it been left destitute of every assistance.**

Composts, made with putrified animal substances

will no doubt answer much better, in most cases, than

any other kind of manure, but they are difficult to be

procured. The following is recommended by Dr Hun-
ter of York.—** Take a sufficient quantity of saw-

dust, incorporate it with the blood and offal of a
slaughter-house, putting a layer of one and a layer of

the other till the whole becomes a moist and fetid com-
positidn. Two loads of thb compost, mixed with

three loads of earth, will be sufficient for an acre of

wheat or spring-corn. Being a kind of top-dressings

it should be put on at the time of sowing, and har-

rowed in with the grain. The present year I have a
field of wheat manured in this manner, and have the

pleasure to say, that it is extremely clean, and has all

the appearance of turning out an excellent crop. As
this kind of compost lies in a snsall compass, it seems

well adapted for the use of such farmers as are obliged

to bring their manures from a distance. It is besides

extremely rich, and will probably continue in the land

much longer than fold-jrard or stable-dong. 1 appre-

hend that it is capable of restoring worn-out land to

its original freshness ; and I am induced to be of that

opinion, from the appearance of the above crop, which

is DOW growing upon land much impoverished by bad

management.**

Another compost, prepared from whales flesh, is

recommended by Mr Charles Chaloner.—** 1 have a
particular pleasure (says he) in describing and ma-
king public the best method of forming a compost

from whales flesh, as recommended to me by Dr Hun-
ter. Having marked out the length and breadth of

your intended dung-hill, make the first layer of earth

about a foot id thickness. Moor-earth, or such as is

taken from ant-hills, is the best for this purpose. O-
ver the earth lay one layer of long litter, from the

fold-yard or stable, above 12 inches in thickness,

then a layer of whale-flesh, and over that another layer

of dong. Repeat the operations till the head be rai-

sed about six feet, then give it a thick covering of

earth, and coat the heap with sods.. In this maoner
each layer of flesh will be placed between two layers of

dong. In about a month ioni the whole in the usual

manner, which will occasion a strong degree of heat Compoit

and’ fermentation. When turned, coat with earth as R

before, with a view to confine the putrid steam which Compoumh

would otherwise escape. In a month or two the heap ^

will be found to be considerably fallen, when it should

have a second turning as before. Die operation of

turning roust be repeated at proper intervals, till the

whole becomes an oniformly putrid mass. The whale-

flesh is of different degrees of firmness, some of it be-

ing almost liquid } and, in proportion to its firmness,

the heap will become sooner or later fit for use. In
general, the compost should not be used till 12 mouths
old ; but that depends upon circumstances. Guard the

heap from dogs, pigs, badgers, and vermin, as these

animals are remarkably fond of whale-flesh. This ani-

mal compost may with great advantage be applied to

all purposes where good rotten dung is required. I
have used it with great success for cabbages, and find

it ao excellent dressing for meadow-ground. Accord-
ing to the best computation, one hogshead of whale

refuse, will make eight loads of dung
;
which when we

consider the great facility with which this basis of. our
dung- hill may be carried, is a momentous conceru to

such farmers as lie remote from a large town.*’ See
Afomire, under Agriculture, where the method of

sparing it from peat earth, is particularly detailed.

We may here recommend a most ingenious thermome-
ter, invented by Mrs Lovi of Edinburgh, for regula-

ting the temperature of compost dunghills, which the
farmer will find of great use in managing the process*

Compost, in Gardenings is a mixture of several

earthy substances and dungs, either for the improve-

ment of the general soil of a garden, or for that of par-

ticular plants. Almost every plant delights in some
peculiar mixture of soils or compost, in which it will

thrive better than in othen.

COMPOSTELLA, a celebrated town of Spain,

and capital of Galicia, with an archbishop’s see, and
an univet^ity. The public squares, and the churches,

particularly the metropolitan church, are very magni'-

ficent. It has a great number of monasteries, for both

sexes, and about 1 2,000 inhabitants. It is pretended

that the body of St Janies was buried here, wbicli

draws a great number of pilgrims from most parts of

Christendom. They walk in procession to the church,

and visit bis wooden image, which stands on the great

altar, and is illuminated with 40 or 50 wax candles.

They kiss it three times with a very respectful devo-

tion, and then put their hats on its head. In the church

there are 30 silver lamps always lighted, and six chan-

deliers of silver five feet high. The poor pilgrims are

received into an hospital, built for that purpose, which

stands near the church \
round it are galleries of

free-stone, supported by large pillars. The archbishop

is one of the richest prelates in Spain, having 70,000
crowns a-year. From this town the military order of

St Jago, or St James, bad its oririn. It is seated in a
peninsula, formed by the rivers Tambra and Ulla, in. a
pleasant plain, 265 miles north-west of Madrid. W.
Long. 8. 17. N. I^t* 42. 52^

Jsew CoMPOSTMLLAs a town of North America, in

New Spain, and province of Xalisco, built in 1531-
It is situated near the South sea. W. Long. 104. 42.

N. Lat. 21. 20.

COMFQUNDf in a general sense, an appelli^oi>

given.
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^ipomd given to whatever it composed or made op of difier*

I ent things } thus we say, a compound word, compound
Comprcs. sound, compound taste, &Le^^^Compound differs from

* - complex^ and stands opposed to See Compx^
and SiMPLK.
Compound Flower. See CoupooitUB Floe.

Compound Intereet^ called also interest upon intereet^

is that which is reckoned not only upon the principal,

but upon the interest itself forborne; which hereby
becomes a sort of secondary principal* See Imts-
iim.

Compound Motion^ that motion which is effitcted

hy several conspiring powers. Powers are said to con-

bpire if tlie direction of the one be not quite opposite to

that of the other, as when the radios of a circle is con-

ceived to revolve about a centre, and at the same time

a point to move straight along it*

' 'Compound Numbers^ those which may be divided

hy some other number besides unity, without leaving

any remainder; such as i8, ao, &c. the first being

measured by tbe nombers a, 6, $ i ^ second by
the numbers ^ 4, 5, lo*

CoMPOUNb'Q^miitiee. ^ee Algebra*
Compound Rath^ is that which the product of the

'antecedents of two or more ratios has to the product of

their consequents. Thus, 6 to 72 is in a ratio com-
pounded of 2 to 6, and of 3 to 1 2*

Compound (substantive), the result or effect of a
composition of difierent things ; or a mass formed by
the union of many ingredients*

COMPREHENSION, in English church-history,

denotes a scheme proposed by Sir Orlando Bridgman
in 1667-8, for relaxing the terms of conformity in be-

Ipilf of Protestant dissenters, and admitting them into

'the osmmuntoa of tbe church* A bill for this pur*

pose was drawn up by Lord Chief-Baron Hale, bat

disallowed* Tbe attempt was renewed by Tillotson

and Stillingfleet in 1674, and the terms were settled

to the sati^action of nonconformists ; bqjt tbe bi-

shops refused their assent* This scheme was likewise

kevived again immediately after the Revolution ; the

king and queen expressing their* desire of an union

:

however, the design failed after two attempts ; and the

act 6f toleration was obtained*

Comprehension, in MeU^eiee^ is that act of the

mind whereby it apprehends or knows any object that

is prcMoted to it, on all the sides whereon it is qapable

of bei^ apprehended or known* To comprehrad a
thing is denned by the schoolmen, rem aliquam Mam
ei Maiiter cdjgnoBcere.

Comprehension, in Rhetorici a trope or figure

wbereW the name of a whole is pot for a part ; or

that of a part for a whole ; or a definite number of

any thing for an indefinite*

COMPRESS, in Surgery^ a bolster of soft linen

doth, folded in several doubles, frequently applied to

cover a plaster, in order not only to preserve the'part

from the external w, but abo tk better to retani the

dressings or medicines*

COMPRESSION, the act of pressing or squeexing
some matter timber, so as to set its parts nearer to

. each other, and make it possess less space* Cypres*
man properly difiers from condeneation^ in that tbe lat-

ter is performed by the action of cold, the former by
soon external viomce*

1 381 ] COM
COMPROMISE, a treaty or contract, whereby two Comprs-

contending parties establish One or omre arbitrators to

judge of and terminate their differsnoe in an amicable

manner*

COMPTON, Henry, bishop of London, was thet

youngest son of Spencer earl of Northampton, and

bom in 1632* A^r the restoration of Charlm II*

be became comet of a regiment of horse ; but soon af-

ter quitting the army for tbe church, he was made bi-

shop of Oxford in 1674 ; and abont a year after trans-

lated to the see of Lon^* He was entrusted with

tbe education of tbe two princesses Mary and AnnCf
whom be also afterwards married to the princes of

Orange and Denmark ; and their firmness in the Pro-

testant religion was in a groat measure owing to their

tutor, to whom, when Popery began to prevail at court,

it was imputed as an unp^onable crime* He was
suspended from bis ecclesiastical function by James IL
but was restored by him again on tbe prince ofOrange*#

invasion* He and tbe bishop nf Bristol made the ma-
jority for filling tbe Vacant throne with a king : ho
perfonued tbe ceremony ef the coronation ; was ap-

pointed one of tbe commissioners for revising the litur-

gy ; and laboured with much xeal to reconcile dissea-

ters to the church* His spirit of moderatkm made bint

unpopnlar with the clei^, and in all probability

ch^ed his further promotion* He died in 1713 %

but living in busy times, did not leave many writings

behind him*

COMPTROLLER* Sec Contrchxer.
COMPULSOR, an officer under tbe Roman eis*

pemrs, dispatched from court into tbe provtaees, to

compel the payment of taxes, &c* net paid with-

in tbe time prescribed* Tbe word b fori^ ef tbu

verb comprifars, ** to oblige, constrain.** These were
charged with so nmny exactioos, under ooloer of

theb office, that Honorius cashiered them by a law iw

412*
The laws of tbe Visigoths mention military cook

polssrs ; which were officers among the Goths, whose

business was to oblige the yudy soUisrs to go into thu>

fight, or to run te an attack, &c*
Cassian mentions a kind of monastic eompoborit

whose business was to declare the hems of canonical

office, and to take care the monks went to church at

tfame henrs*

COMPUNCTION, in Tkeokgu, an inward grief

in the mind for having offended Gm* The word coums

finNn cempumgere^ of jamgerr, ^ to prick.**—-Tbe Bo-

manbts ewn theb oonfimsion insignificant aoleos attend-

ed with compunetion or pricking of heart*

Amon|^ spbitoaliits, oomponction bears a more ex-

tenrive tignificalbo ; aad implies not only a grief for

having ofended God, hut also a pious seusation of grief,

sorrow, and displeasure, on other motives.—Thus, tbe

miseries of Hfe, the danger of beii^ lost in the world,

the blindness of the wicked, &c* are to ^ons people

amlives of oompooclion*

COMPURGATOR, one that, by oath,.jnstifies aa-

ether peison*s innoccwce. .Compm^pUoss were intro-

duced as evidences in the juris^ndenoe of the middle

ages* Their aumber vari^ according to the import-

ance ef the subiect in dbpnte, or tbe nature of the

erime with whieh a person was cbaiged*

CmiPUTATION, in a geowrat seme, the
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M6T of estimating time, weights, metsim, moneys, or

tioa quantities of any kind.—The word is sometimes also

_
l_ used among roathematiciatis in the like sense at cal«

eolation.

COMUhl, in Ancient Geography^ a town of the

Orobii, of an ancient standing, and formerly powerful,

daring to dispute with the Romans : Comenses, the peo-

ple ; Comenstt Ager^ the epithet. It became afterwards

no inconsiderable mnnicipinm, to which Jalins Caesar

added 5000 new colonists (Strabo) ; whence it was ge-

nerally called Novoeomvm^ and the peopleTfooorommJrs.

Bot Hi time it recovered its ancient name, Comum ; Pli-

ny the younger, a native of that place, calling it by

no other name. Now Como, in the duchy of Milan,

at the sooth end of the lake of that name. £. Long.

37. N. Lat. 46. It is about 80 miles N. £• of
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ftunn.
COMUS, in Mythohgy^ the god of jollity or festi-

vity. There is great reason to believe he was tbo

Cbamos of the Moabites ; Beel-Phegor, Baal-Peor,

iPriapns, and Bacchus. * He is represented under the

appearance of a young man, with an inflamed red

oonntenanoe, his head inclined, and crowned with

flowers ; his air drowsy ; leaning on a hnntsroan^e

spear in his left hand, and holding an inverted torch

in his right. His statue was placed at the chamber

doors of new married persons ; his pedestal crowned

with flowers.

CON, or CoKD. See CowD.
CONANT, Dr John, a learned £nglish divine,

horn in 1608. He took bis degrees at £xeter college

Oxford } was, by the parliament, constituted one of

tbe assembly of divines, though he seldom, if ever, sat

with them ; and in 1657 admitted vice-chancellor

of the university. On tbe restoration he was one of

the commissioners, and assisted at the conferences in

the Savoy ; bot was deprived by the act of uniformi-

ty I after eight years he was conflrmed, and was made
archdeacon of Norwich, and prebendary of Worcester.

In 1686 be lost his sight; and died in 1693 ; leaving

a number of admired sermons, afterwards published in

six volumes.

CONARION, or Conoidzs, a name for the pineal

^and. See Anatomy Index.

CONATUS, a term frequently used in philosophy

and mathematics, defined by some to be a quantity of

motion, not capable of being expressed by any time

or length ; as tbe conatue recedendi ab axe motus^ is

the endeavour which a body, moved circularly, makes
to recede, or fly off, from the centre or axis of its mo-
tion.

CONCA, Sebastian, called Cavalier^ a celebrated

history and portrait painter, was bom at Gaeta in

1679, and placed as a disciple wKh Francesco Solime-

na, an incomparable master. Uuder his direction

Conca exerted his utmost industry to obtain a proper

knowledge of the true principles of the art of paint-

ing; nor did he permit any kind of amusement to

withdraw his attention from his studies. Solimena

toon perceived in his disciple sneb talents, and such a
disposition, as would qualify him to make a very great

progress ; and on that account he conceived so strong

an affection for him, that he not only afforded him the

best instructions, but often employed him to sketch

after his own designs ; took him along with him to

Monte Cassino, where he was to paint a chapel in fires* Cooca.

co; and there made Conca acquainted with every things

relative to that manner of painting. At his return to

Naples with Solimena, he was, if possible, still more
assiduous to improve himself to tbe utmost ; and en-

tered on a project that might at once advance his in-

come, and add to bis expertness in his profession. That
project was, to paint portraits in a small size and at a
low rate ; by which scheme all ranks of persons crowd-
ed to him; and beside the pecuniary advantages re-

sulting from it, he acquired an extraordinaiy fmdom
of band in penciling and colouring ; a good habit of
imitating nature wi» an elegant choice ; and likewise

great diversity of airs of beads, which were of extra-

ordinary use to him in bis future beautiful compositions*

As he had a great desire to see Rome, he obtained
permission from Solimena to indulge his inclination;

and although he was near thirty years of age when he
visited that city, yet be spent eight years in constant

study after the antiques, after Buonaroti, Raphael,
and tbe Carracci, and perfected himself in every part

of bis profession. The fame of his works soon spread
throughout Rome, and procured him the patronage of
Cardinal Ottobooni, who was a princely encourager
of artists ; and Conca having shown an elegant proof
of bis abilities in a composition representing Herod
inquiring of the wise men tbe place of the birth of
tbe Messiah, tbe figures being as large as life, the Car-
dinal thought it so excellent a performance, that be
rewarded him in a munificent manner, entertained him
in his own palace, and introduced him to Pope Cle-

ment XI. who appointed Conca to paint tbe picture of
Che prophet Jeremiah in tbe church of St John Late-
ran ; which he executed with universal applause. On
that occasion the pope was desiroos of giving him some
particular mark of bis esteem ; and therefore, in a ge-

seral assembly of the academicians of St Luke, he
conferred on him the order of knighthood, and the

cardinal presented him with a rich diamond cross,

which Conca, out of respect to bis patron, always
wore at his bosom. From that time he was incessant-

ly employed, and his works were solicited by most of

the princes of £urope. The churches and chapels of
every part of Italy are enriched with some of bis com-
positions ; of which he painted an incredible number,^
as he lived to a very advanced age, and never discon-

tinued his labours. He was earnestly invited by Phi-

lip V. of Spain to visit his court, but be could not he
prevailed on to leave Rome. He painted two admi-

rable pieces for the king of Poland, with figures as

large as life ; in one was represented Alexander pre-

senting Bucephalus to PhiUp, after be had managed
him ; a grand composition, with a multitude of fi-

gures, correctly designed, and charmingly grouped

and disposed ; the whole being adorned with most ele-

gant architecture, in true and beautiful perspective.

^e other was tbe marriage of Alexander with Rox-
ana, the daughter of Darius, which was in every re-

spect equal to the former. He was at last so strong- •

ly pressed to go \o Naples, that he undertook the

journey ; and was received in that kingdom with all ^

the respect and honour doe to his merit ; and there he
finished several noble designs, as also at Gaeta his na-

tive city. While lie continued at Naples, be received

in the royal presence a snnff-box of very great value,

presen^d
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Xonca presented to him io the king^s name by the marquis of

0 Tanucci, at that time prime minister $ and in the year
Conccp.

the king was pleased to ennoble him and all his
'

. descendants. At that time he was 78, and it is confi-

dently said, that he died in 1761, aged 82, which is

very probable, though not positively certain. He un«

derstood perspective and architecture thoroughly, and
added to it a fine understanding of the chiaro scuro.

His style of composition is grand and elegant \ his de-

sign very correct ^ his disposition ingenious ^ his atti-

tudes and expression full of truth, nature, and variety ^

and his colouring is excellent. The history of Diana
and Actseon, by Conca, is in the possession of the earl

of Pembroke at Wilton.

CONCALE BAT, is on the coast of France In Brit-

tany, where the British forces landed in June 1738,
in order to go to St Maloes \ which they did, and

burnt all the ships in that harbour, which were above

100, of all sorts. Concale is the town which gives

name to the bay, and is famous for oysters. It is 18

miles cast of St Maloes, and 197 west of Paris.

Long. I. 47. N. Lat. 48. 41.

CONCARNEAU, a town of France, In the de-

partment of Finisterre, with a harbour and a castle,

and 2200 inhabitants. E. Long. 4. 2. N. Lat. 47. 46.

CONCATENATION, a term chiefly used in

speaking of the mutual dependence of second causes

upon each other.

CONCAVE, an appellation used in speaking of the

inner surface of hollow bodies, but more especially of

spherical ones.

Concave Glasses^ such as are ground hollow, and

are usually of a spherical figure, though they may be

of any other, as parabolical, &c. All objects seen

through concave glasses appear erect and diminished.

CONCENTRATION, in general, signifies the

bringing things nearer a centre. Hence the particles

of sdt, in sea-water, are said to be concentrated ; that

is, brought nearer each other, by evaporating the wa-

tery part.

CONCENTRIC, in Mathematics^ something that

has the same common centre with another : it stands In

opposition to excentric*

CONCEPTION, in Logic^ the simple apprehension

or perception which we have of any thing, without

proceeding to aflirm or deny any thing about it. Some
writers, as Lord Karnes, distinguish between concep-

tion and perception }
making the latter to denote the

consciousness of an object when present, or to include

the reality of its object ; whereas conception expresses

the forming an idea of an object whether present or

absent, or without any conviction of its reality.

Conception, in Medicine^ denotes the first forma-

tion of the embryo, or foetus in the womb.
Conception is no other than such a concourse and

commixture of the prolific seed of the male with that

of the female, in the cavity of the uterus, as immedi-

ately produces an embryo.

The symptoms of conception or pregnancy are

when, in a few days after the conjugal act, a Small

pain is perceived about the navel, and is attended with

some gentle commotions in the bottom of the abdo-

men \ and within one, two, three, or even four

months, the menses cease to flow, or prove in less

quanti^ than usual. Upon the first failure of this

kind, the woman begins to count the series of ber Conpep-
weeks, without taking any notice of the time before tioa.

elapsed \ after this, or between the second or third »

months, but generally about the third, the motions of

the embryo become perceivable to the mother \ who
hereupon becomes troubled with a nausea, vomiting,

loathing, longing, &c. About tliis time the breasts

begin to swell, grow hard and painful, and contain a^

little milk ^ the nipples also become larger, firmer, and
darker coloured, a livid circle appearing round them ;

the eyes seem sunk and hollow. During the two first

months of pregnancy, the woman grows tliinner and
slenderer^ the abdomen being also depressed

^ though
it afterwards distends, and grows gradually larger.

The manner wherein conception is efiected is thus

laid down by the modem writers : In the superfices of
the ovaries of women, there are found little pellucid

spherules, consisting of two concentric membranes fill-

ed with a lymphatic humour, and connected to the sur-

face of the ovaria underneath the tegument, by a tlilck

calyx, contiguous to the extremities of the minute ra-

mifications of the Fallopian tubes.

These spherules, by the use of venery, grow, swell,

raise and dilate the membrane of the ovary into the

fonn of papillae \ till, the head propending from the

stalk, it IS at length separated from it ^ leaving behind

it a hollow cicatrix in the broken membrane of the

ovaiy }
which, however, soon grows op again;

Now, in these spherules, while still adhering to the

ovary, foetuses have been frequently found j whence it

appears, that these are a kind of ova, or eggs, deriving

their structure from the vessels of the ovary, and their

liquor from the humours prepared therein.

Hence also it appears, that the Fallopian tubes be-

ing swelled and stiflfi^ned by the act of venery, with

their muscular fimbriae, like fingers, may embrace the

ovaries, compress them, and by that compression ex-

pand their own mouths : and thus the eggs, now ma-
ture, and detached as before, may be forced into their

cavities, and thence conveyed into the cavity of the

uterus ; where they may either be cherished and retain-

ed, as when they meet with the male seed
; or, if they

want that, again expelled.

Hence the phenomena of false conceptions, abor-

tions, foetuses found in the cavity of the abdomen, the

Fallopian tubes, &c. For iu coition, the m:;le seed,

abounding with living animalcules, agitated with a
great force, a brisk heat, and probably with a great

quantity of animal spirits, is violently impelled through

the mouth of the uterus, which on this occasion is

opener, and through the valves of the neck of the ute-

rus, which on this occasion are laxer than ordinary,

into the uterus itself ^ which now. In like manner, be«

conies more active, turgid, hot, inflamed, and moisten-

ed with the flux of its lymph and spirits, by means of

the titillation excited in the nervous papillse by the at-

trition against the rugse of the vagina.

The semen thus disposed in the uterus, is retained,

heated, and agitated, by the convulsive constriction of

the uterus itself \ till meeting with the ova, the finest

and most animated part enters through the dilated

pores of the membranula of the ovum, now become
glandulous ^

is there retained, nourished, and dilated ,

grows to its umbilicus, or navel ; stifles the other less

lively animalcules ^ and thus Is conception cflSected.

Hence
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Con^ep- Hence !t appears, that conception may happen In

tion. any part where the semen meets with an ovum : thus

" whether it be carried through the Fallopian tube to

the ovary, and there cast upon the ovum ^ or whether

it meet with it in some recess of the tube itself ; or,

lastly, whether it join it in the cavity of the uterus, it

may still have the same effect, as it appears from obser*

vation actually to have had. But it is probable, that

conception is then most perfect when the two, viz. the

•einen and ovum, are carried at the same time into the

uterus, and there mixed, 6ac,

According to other physiologists the male seed is

taken up, before it arrives in the uterus, by the veins

which open into the vagina, &c. and thus mixed with

the blood ^ by which, in the course of circulation, it is

carried, duly prepared, into the ovary, to impregnate the

eggs.

It has been advanced by several writers, that women
may possibly conceive in their sleep, and be with child

without any knowledge of the occasion of it. As ridt*

cnloos and absurd as this doctrine may appear to the ge«

nerality of the world, no less an author than Gensili has

thought it worthy a particular dissertation.

CoscEPTioy^ Immaculate^ of the Hol^ is a

feast established in honour of the holy virgin, particu*

larly with regard to her having been conceived and

bom immaculate^ i. e. without original sin, held in the

Bomish church on the 8tb of December. The imma-
culate conception is the great head of controversy be-

tween the Scotists and Tbomists ; the former main-

taining, and the latter impugning it. In the three

Spanish military orders, of St James of the sword, Ca-

latrava, and Alcantara, the knights take a vow at

their admission to defend the immaculate conception.

This resolution was first taken in 1652. Peter d'Alva

has published 48 huge volumes in folio on the myste-

ries of the conception.

CoKCEFTiOK, an episcopal town of Chili in South

America. It is situated in W. Long. 73. 50. S. Lat.

36. 40 and is the oldest European settlement in Chi-

li, and the second in point of dignity. On their first

settlement here, the Spaniards were repeatedly driven

off by the Indians, so that they were obliged to take

np their residence at St Jago. Since that time both

the cities of Conception and St Jago have been fre-

quently destroyed by earthquakes. In the vear X751

bo^ of them were laid in ruins by a dreadful shock,

the first concussions of which were attended with an un-

usual swelling of the sea, that overturned the few houses

which had escaped the ravages of the earthquake.

The harbour is good, and pretty much frequented j on

which account the city is regarded as a place of con-

^uence. The king allowed annually 250,000 pieces

of eight for the support of a garrison of 3500 men •, a

CONCH
T8 that department of natural history which treats of^ A testaceous animals. In the Linnsean arrangement

it constitutes the third order of the class of Vermes.

This is the order testaeea^ of which we propose to lay

VoL. VL Part I. f

corps that was seldom complete. Noneof thefortifica- Cooerp.
tions are considerable ; bnt those towards the land are tion

wretched. The Spaniards now live in tolerable secu- H

- rity with respect to the Indians, and have no notion

of any attack on that side. This town, with the rest
^ ^

of the province, fell into the bands of the Independents

in 1817.

Conception, a town of North America, in New
Spain, and in the audience of Guatimala. It is seated

near the sea coast, 100 miles west of Porto-bello, and
a small river that runs into the sea. W. Long. 8x. 45.
N. Lat 10. o.

CoscEPTioK del Pao^ a town of Sooth America, in

the province of Caraccas, containing 2300 inhabitants,

who live chiefly by their cattle. It is 84 miles south-

east of Caraccas. W. Long. 65. lo. N. Lat. 8. 42-
CONCERT, or Concerto, in Music^ a number or

company of musicians, playing or singing the same
piece Of music or song at the same time.

CONCERTATO intimates the piece of music to be

composed in such a manner, as that all the parts may
have their recitatives, be it for two, three, four, or

more voices or instruments.

CONCERTO GROSSi, the grand chorus of a con-

cert, or those places where all the several parts per-

form or play together.

CONCESSION, in general, signifies either the act

of granting or yielding any thing, or the thing itself

which is so granted or yielded.

Concession, in Rhetoric^ a figure whereby some-

thing is freely allowed, that yet might bear dispute,

to obtain something that one would have granted to

bim^ and which he thinks cannot fairly be denied, as

in the following concession of Dido, in Virgil

:

^ The nuptials be disclaims, I urge no more ;

Let him pursue the promis’d Latian shore.

^ A short delay is all I ask him now \
** A pause of grief, an interval from wo.”

CONCHA, in Zoology

^

a synonyme of the Myti-
LUS, SoLEN, and othet* shell-fish.

CONCHES, a town of Normandy, in the depart-

ment of Eure, which carries on a considerable trade.

It is seated on the top of a mountain, in the territory

of Ouche, 45 miles north-west of Paris. £. Long,
o. 51. N. Lat. 48. 58.

CONCHITES MARMOR, a name given by the an-

cients to a species of marble dug near Megara, and
remarkable for containing a great number of sea-shells,

and other marine bodies immersed in it.

CONCHOID, in Geometry^ the name of a curve,

f
iven to it by its inventor Nicomedes. See ^
*LUX10N$.

OLOG Y,

before our readers a pretty full view in the present

treatise. The peculiarity and extent of this order of
animals have induced us to consider it in a separate

treatise, by which means we shall avoid swelling out to

3 C sm
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• HUtory. an inconvenient maghitu^e, tbe class of Vermes, whlcli

will be treated of in its proper place in the course of

j the work.

Importance The fine polish, splendid colours, and elegant form
of concho- of shells, have been long admired, and have procured

for them a conspicuous place in the cabinets of the curi*

ous. Indeed in this respect, mankind have discovered

no small degree of folly and extravagance, in the high

price which has been given for rare and beautiful shells,

and often only on account of their rarity. But tbe study

of conchology acquires a higher degree of importance

and utility in another view. In many parts of tbe

world, different kinds of testaceous animals are em*
ployed as an excellent and nutritious food

^ and some

tribes supply the table with a delicate luxury. Dif-
' ferent shells furnish employment to ingenuity and art,

in the manufacture of mother-of-pearl for various pur-

poses
; and the pearl itself, so much sought after as an

ornament of dress, and often the rival of the richest

CONCrtOLOGY. Chap. I.

gems, in the estimation of mankind, is ih^ .^rcdaciion Hitiory.

of testaceous animals. Its nature and mode of foitnatloq, ^

tiierefore,. cannot fail to be objects of curious investi-

gation. But testaceous animals and their productions,

are not only beneficial and ornamental
j some are found

to be highly pernicious. Tbe snail ravages the garden

and the field, and marks its progress with the diestructlon

of some of the fairest qf the vegetable tribes ; while

the ship-worm is justly the dread of tbe mariner ; se-

cure, as it were, in its Insignificance, It humbles the

glory and pride of man : and labouring in secret, de-

molishes the noblest efforts of ingenuity. Iti these

views, then, th^ economy and habits of testaceous ani-

mals, which at first sight might appear a barren and

useless pursuit, become an impohant and beneficial

subject of investigation. The following chapters, there-

fore, shall be occupied in tbe classification and natural'

history of this tribe of animals.

CHAP. I. HISTORY OF CONCHOLOGY.

3 p t

Cultmted THE few scattered fragments concerning the natu-

hy the an- ral history of shells, or testaceous animkls, which are
cienu. jQ found in the writings of the ancients, when com-

pared with the ‘more extended and systeniatic labours

of the moderns, are so tinimportant and inacenrate,

that it would be altogether superfluous to trouble bur

readers with an account of the infbrmation which they

contain. It appears, However, from the works of A-
ristotle and Pliny, the great naturalists of Greece and

Rome, that the study of conchology was not entirely

neglected in their time. It sfppears too, that adqiirers

and collectors of shells were not then waiting. Scipio

and Laelius, we are inforUied, found a relaxation fn>m

the toils and cares of war and government, by indul-

ging in this elegant amusement /a).

By the mo- '^or will it be' attended \vith much advantage to

dcnii. particular account of the works of the ^i^ier

writers on this subject, kmong the modems. These

are Gesner, Johnston, Rondbletius, Aldrovandus, Bel-

lonius, Wormibs, and some other kutbors, who culti- <

vated this department of natural history, and accompa-

nied their descriptions with figures, illustrative of the

obUcta which they described.

The first author who attempted a systematic division

of shells, according to their external (brrti and charac-

ter, was John f)aniel Miuor, professor of mbdicitie in

/ the university of Kiel ih Holstbin. l^is method is {Pub-

lished at the end of his CUrious and interesting remarks

on the treatise concerning the put'pura of Fabius ’Cd-

lumna, printed at Kiel in 1675. The system of tbe

German naturalist was followed by that of our Coun-

tryman Dr Lister, on a more extended and improved

plan, which was published ten years after. Succeeding

naturalists turned their attention to the study of epdebo-

logy, and to tbe improvement of the classification of

tbe numerous objects of this department of natural hi-

story. Soeb were Buonanni, Rumfiiiis, Lanrius,
^

nius, Toqmefort, Gualtieri, D^ArgeliTille, Kkin, Lin-
Dseus, Adanson, GeoflEroy, and Muller.

We shall here exhibit some of the niost celebrated

systems of conchblogy which have befen proposed by
Writers on this subject. This, we trust, will not h«
on.acceptable to onr readers, and particularly as tbe

Works of these authors are fn few haode, Sard there-

fore become less accessible.

I. The first general aitaugenieot of shells is

poblished by Jh Lister in a Work with Ike fpAciriUg^dMer.

title. Martini Lister^ M. Z). HistoHag swe S^/tiops£s

methodic^ Cohehyliarum liBri ^iUttuar^ cahHnefites

1057 nitidissime inscu^tiis^ ti Sasofiiih h
Anna Lister depictas. Londini, 1685—^688, fol^»

A Second edition of the same work was publisbOd at

Oxford in 1770, With additional figures. p

SYSTEM OF LISTER.

Lib. I. T>e Qochleis terreHribus*

Pars I. De Boedinis et Tnrbioibas tdbfedtiSbUli.

Sect. I. De Buccinis terrestribos a sinistra fiextrdrsum
tortilibns, Isevibos, Odentolis.

Beet. 2. De Buccinis teiTestrlbosasinrstradektVOi^Ui

tortilibus, edentniis, striafb.

Beet. 3. De Buccinis terrestribUs a sinbtra dektrorsUfli

tortilibns, apdrtnra denikta.

Sect. 4* De Buccinis terrestribos a dextra slnistrorsum

tortibhus, apertura plana.

Sect. 5. De Buccinis terrestribos a dextra sinistrorsum

tortilibus, apertdra deotata.

Sect. 6. De Turbioibus terrestribos cochksefonmbot,
id est compactiore figure.

Sect.

(a) Lseliuro et Sqipionem conchas et umbilicos ad Ca^tam et ad Laorentom legate coosoeMi at*ad jornnem
animl remissiooem ludumque descendere. Cic. de OraU Ub. it.
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Chap. J. CONCH
HIrtorr. Sect. 7. Trocbilus.

V Sect. 8. Dc Tarbioibui terrestrlbus, compressis eden*
tulU, iMO ambitu acuto.

Sect 9. De Tarbiaibus compressis, ambito obtusiore,

apertura edenUila.

Sect. 10. De Tarbinibos terrestrlbus compressisi a ai*

nbtra dextrorsum tortilibus, apertara dentata.

Sect 11. De Turbinibos terrestribus compressis, aper*
tora deotata, a dextra sioistrorsom tortilibu.s, apice
ioTcrso ex ipsa apertors parte.

Pars II. Cocbleee nudae terrestresi limaces qaibofidam

dictae.

Lib. II. De Turbtntbue et Bivalmbus aqua dukU*

Pars I. De TorblDibos.

Sect. 1. De Boccinis flovlatilibas.

Sect 2. De Cocbieif fluviatilibas.

Sect. 3* De Cocbleis flaviatillbus compresats.

Pars II. De Testacels bivalvibus fluviatilibua.

Sect. I. De Mnscalis fluviatilibus, cardiue dentate.

Sect. 2. De Mosculis fluviatilibus, cardioe laetL

Sect. 3. De Pectoncolis fluviatilibas.

Lib. III. De Testaceie bivahibue tnarinU.

Pars I. De Testaceis blvalvibas, imparibus testis.

Sect. I. Cap. I. De Pectinibus ex ntraque parte aeqaa-

liter auntts, striatis. Cap. 2. De Pectinibus acqua-

liter auritis, laevibus. Cap. 3. De Pectinibus iose*

qualiter auritls, non dentatis. Cap. 4. De Pectini-

bus inaequaliter auritis dentatis.

Sect. 2. Cap. I. De Ostreis apopbysi plana longa re-

curva, angulo acute desinente. Cap. 2.) De Ostreis

apophjsi brevi, subter dt quasi In occulto posita.

Sect 3. De Spondylis*

Pars II. De Testaceis bivalvibus, paribus testis.

Sect I. Cap. I. De Pectinibus roargaritiferis. Cap. 2.

De Pectinibus, bints apophysibus longis conjunctis.

Cap. 3. De Pectinibus margaritiferis polyginglymis.

Sect 2. Cap. I. De Pectunculis polyleptoginglymis,

margine ex altera parte productiore. Cap. 2. De
Pectunculis polyleptogiiiglymis, margine rotunda,

striatis. Cap. 3. De Pectunculis poTyleptqgingly-

mis, margine rotunda, Isevibus.

Sect 3. Cap* !• De Pectunculis Isevibus, triquetris

fere, cervicc angustiore. Cap. 2. De Pectunculis

laevibus, triquetris, cervice latiore. Cap. 3. De
Pectunculis Isevibus, rostro recurvo.

Sect 4« Cap. i. De Pectunculis fasciatis, lunula nota«

tis, margine striata. Cap. 2. De Pectunculis fascia-

tis, lunula quadam notatis, margine Isevi. Cap. 3.

De Pectunculis fasciatis, ad rostrum integris.

Sect 5. Cap. I. De Pectunculis striatis prodnctl-

oribus, striis a rostro ad medium usque dorsum

coQCurrentibus. Cap. 2. De Pectunculis striatis dU
versimode exafatus, sive dissimilibus. Cap. 3. De
Pectunculis striatis, striis similibus, dom ad alte-

ram latuB paulplum emmente. Cap. 4. De Pecton-

colis striatis, dorso in aciem compresso. Cap. 5. De
Pectunculis striatis, muricatis asperisve. Cap. 6.

De Pectunculis striatis, striis a rostro tantum deduc-

tis Isevibus. Cap. 7. Dc Pectunculis cancellatis.
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Cap. 8. De Pectunculis striatis, ex latere mnlto ma- History,
gis difiiisis, latioribus. Cap. 9. De Pectunculis stri- ^
atis, ex latere diflfusis angustioribus. Ca^. lo. De
Pectunculis striatis imbricatis.

Sect. 6. Cap. 1. De Musculis marinis, cardine Isevi

minimeque dentato. Cap. 2. De Musculis marinis
polyleptoginglymis.

Sect. 7. Cap. I. De Pinnis, margine velut prsecisa ob-

tusave. Cap. 2. De Pinnis, margine products et

auctiore.

Sect. 8. Cap. I. De Tellinis, id est conebis fere cunei*

formibus, arabitu serrata. Cap. 2. De Tellinis qui-

bus ambitus ex interna parte Isevis est.

Sect. 9. De Solenis, id est conebis tenuibus longissi-

misque ab utraque parte naturaliter biantibus.

Sect. 10. Cap. I. De Cbamis, ab altero tantum latere

fere naturaliter biantibus. Cap. 2. De Cbamis plio«

ladibus.

Pars II. De Testaceis multivalvibus.

Sect. 1. Cap. 1. De Plioladibus triurove testarum con-
ebis, cardinibus loculis quibusdam quasi perforatis.

Cap. 1. De Pboladibus, cardine integro.

Sect. 2. De Conebis quinque testarum anatiferis pie-

risque dictis.

Sect. 3. De Balanis, id est, duodecim testarum con-
chis prseter operculum roitratum.

Sect. 4. Sive appendi.x ad librum tertium de conebitis
iisve lapidibus, qui quandum similitudinem cum con-
ebis marinis babeant.

Lib. IV. De Buccints marinu^ quibus eiiam vermicuH
dentalia et patella^ numeranturm

Sect. 1. Cap. 1. DePatellis, vertice perforate. Cap. 2.

De Patel lis, vertice integro, Isevibus. Cap. 3. De
Patellis, vertice integro, striatis, margine quasi ra-

diata. Cap. 4. De Patellis, vertice adunco mar-
gine sequall. Cap. 5. De Patellis, vertice adunco,

margine obliqua. Cap. 6. De Patellis, vertice a-

dunco, quibus ex interna parte cavitas qusedam quasi

arcuata, longis compressis. Cap. 7. De Patellis,

vertice acuto, stilo quodam interno donatis.

Sect. 2. De Dental!bus.

Sect. 3. De Vermiculis.

Sect. 4. Cap. De Nautilis caudatis, sive e plurimis

tabulatis confectis. Cap. 2. De Nautilis vacuis, sive

non tabulatis.

Sect. 5. Cap. I. De Cocbleis marinis, apice brevi,

umbilicatis, sinu aurito. Cap. 2. De Cocbleis ma-
riiiis, apice brevi, umbilico simplici. Cap. 3. De
Cocbleis marinis, apice brevi, centro minima sinua-

to. Cap. 4. De Cocbleis marinis, basi brevi, apice

ad oris initium parum elato. Cap. 5. De Cocbleis

marinis, apice raediocriter prodocto, ore dentato.

Cap. 6. De Cocbleis marinis, apice roediocriter pro-

ducto, ore edentulo, Isevibus. Cap. 7. De C^h-
leis marinis, apice roediocriter producto, striatis.

Cap. 8. De C^bleis marinis, clavicula tenui

longissiroa, striatis. Cap. 9. De Cocbleis marinis,

clavicula tenui et longpssima, Isevibus.

Sect. 6. Cap. I. De Neritis dentatis, clavicula paulu-
lum proroinente. Cap. 2. De Neritis dentatis, ela-

viema compressa, striatis. Cap. 3. De Neritis den-
tatis, clavicula compressa, Imvibus. Cap. 4. De
Neritis ad columellam dentatis, labio prodnetiore

3 C 2 edentulo.
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History edentulo." Cup. 5. De Nentls edentalU Isevibus,

'
'"“w Cap. 6. De Neritis edentulis muricatls.

Sect. 7. De Aurihus marinis.

Sect. 8. Cap. i. De Trochis pyramidaliba^, apertora

alve basi leviter tumida. Cap. 2. De Trochis pyra-

midalibuSf basi panlulum cava sive slnuata. Cap. ’3.

De Trocbisi apertura sive basi plana. Cap. 4. De
Trochis brevioribus, umbilicatis, dentatis. Cap. 5.

De Trochis cocbleceformibus, umbilicatis, edeotu-

lis. Cap. 6. De Trochis clavicula breviore, colu-

mella paulo erectiore integra. Cap. 7. De Trochis,

^
>basi media leviter tumida, quasi altera clavicula.

Cap. 8. De Trochis, onico dente ad columellam

acuto.

Sect. 9. Cap. I. De Conchis vcnereis unicoloribus.

Cap. 2. De Conchis venereis, lineis nigris secundum
longitudinem depictis. Cap. 3. De Conchis unda-

tim depictis. Cap. 4. De Conchis venereis fascia-

tis, immaculatis ; et de conchis venereis fasciatis et

macufi&tis, aut alias cum fasciis variegalis. Cap. 5.

De Conchis venereis, punctis nigris distinctis. Cap. 6.

De Conchis venereis, maculis albis nigrisve inter-

spersis insignitis
^ et de conchis venereis maculis al-

bis quasi reticulatim depictis. Cap. 7. De Conchis

venereis, striis eminentibus conspicuis. Cap. 8. De
Conchis venereis, punctis elatis exasperatis, nodisve

inscqualibus. Cap. 9. De Conchis venereis, aper-

tura non dentata, basi integra. Cap. 10. De Con-
cbis venereis, basi umbilicata cochleata.

Sect. 10 . Cap. I. De Rhombis cylindraceis columella

dentata, crassis^ unius colons. Cap. 2. De Rbom-
bis cylindraceis dentatis, maculosis. Cap. 3. De
Rhombis cylindraceis dentatis, fasciatis. Cap. 4. De
Rhombis cprlindraceis dentatis, undatis. Cap. 5.

De Rhombis ^lindraceis dentatis, dorso gibboso.

Cap. 6. De ]miombis cylindraceis edentulis, ore

strictiore. Cap. 7. De Rhombis edentulis tenuibus,

ore patulo, clavicula paululum exserta. Cap. 8. De
Rhombis edentulis, ore patulo, clavicula compressa.

Pars II. Cap. 1. De Rhombis cylindrico*pyramidali-

bus, unius colons. Cap. 2. De Rhombis cylindri-

co-pyramidalibus, quibus linese maculatae circum io-

jicluntur. Cap. 3. De Rhombis cylindrico-pyrami-

dalibus, striatis. Cap. 4. De Rhombis cylindrico-

pyramidallbus, qndatis. Cap. 5. De Rhombis cy-

lindrico-pyramidalibus, fasciatis. Cap. 6. De Rhom-
bis cylindrico-pyramidalibus, retkulatU. Cap. 7. De
Rhombis cylindrico-pyramidalibus, dentatis.

Sect. II. Cap. I. De Buccinis persicis dictis. Cap. 2*

De Buccinis musicis dictis. Cap. 3. De Buccinis

columella dentata, clavicula longissima et tenuis-
' sima.

Sect. 12. Cap. I. De Buccinis bllinguibus, Isevibus.

Cap. 2. De Buccinis bilinguibus, striatis. Cap. 3.
De Buccinis bilinguibns, aspersis et omricatls. Cap. 4.
De Buccinis bilinguibus, digitatis.

Sect. 13. Cap. I. De Buccinis arapullaceis Isevibus,

aut certe minus asperis. Cap. 2. De Buccinis am-
pullaceis, muricatis. Cap. j. De Buccinis ampul-
laceis, ad sinistram convolutis.

Sect. 14. Cap. 1. De Buccinis utrinque productioribus,
Isevibus. Cap. 2. De Buccinis utrinque jproductiori-

bus, striis densis et tenuioribus exasperatis. Cap. 3.
De Buccinis utrinque productioribus, striis paucioii-

Chap. I.

bus donatis, labro siniplici. Cap. 4. De Buccinis HUtory.

utrinque productionbus, striis paucioribus, labro du-

plicato donatis. Cap. 5. De Buccinis utrinque pro-

diictioribus, muricatis.

Sect. 15. Cap. I. De Buccinis bu Austria, nodosis.

Cap. 2. De Buccinis brevirostns, striatis. Cap. 3.

De Buccinis brevirostris, Isevibus, fere clavicula

productiore. Cap. 4. De Buccinis brtvirostris, labro

repando, tenuibus. Cap. 5. De Buccinis brevirostris,

labro repaodo, crassis. Cap. 6. De Buccinis brevi-

rostris, coropressis. Cap. 7. De Buccinis auritis,

sive rostro recurvo donatis, ventriculosis. Cap. 8.

De Buccinis brevirostris, sinu reflexo, Isevibus. Cap. 9.

. De Buccinis brevirostris, rostro reflexo, clavicula

productiore.

Sect. 16. Seu appendix de buccinitis, iisve lapidibus

que bucciua oronigeDa valde referanu

6
II. In 1722, Lahgius presented to the world the fob of

lowing work on concbology. Caroli Nicolai Langii
Lucemen, Helvet, Phil, et Med, Sfc, Methodus nova

etfacUis^ testacea marina pUeraque^ quce hue ueque no-

bis nota 9int^ in suas debitas et distinctas classes^ ge^

nerOy et species^ distnbuendi^ nominibusque suit pro-

priitf structuree potissimum accommodatis nuncupandi^

^Lucernes^ 1722, 4to, p. 102-

SYSTEM or LANGIUS.

Pars Frima. Testacea marina univaluia non turbid

nata, v

ClaSSIS Prima. Testacea marina univalvia non tor-

binata, et io se non contorta.

Sect 1. Testacea marina univalvia non torbinata, et

in se don contorta nullo modo, vel solnmniodo in

tummo apice lantillnm iucorvata. Gen. 1. Fatellse-

Gen. 2. Balani.

Sect. 2. Tubuli roarini, seu testacea marina univalvia,

non turbinata, et in se non contorta, elongata tubuli

instar concava. Gen. i. Penicilla. Gen. 2. Den-
tales. Gen. 3. Tubuli radiciformes. Gen. 4. To-
bull vermiculares.

Classes Seconda. Testacea marina univalvia, non
turbinata, sed ita in se contorta, ut eorum spirm non
promineant.

Sect. I. Testacea marina univalvia ita in se transversim,

vel oblique secundum longitudinem contorta, ut eo-

rum circumvolutiones vix appareant. Gen. 1. Nau-
tili. Gen. 2. Nuces marinse.

Sect. 2. Porcellanse, sen testacea marina univalvia nan
turbinata. Gen. 1. Porcellanse vulgares. Geu* 2.

Porcellanse fimbriatse. Gen. 3. Porcellana spirales.

Gen. 4. Porcellanse tlioracicse. Gen. 5. Porcellanse

minores integrse.

Sect. 3. Divis. I. Cornua ammonia, qose sunt testacea

marina univalvia non turbinata, et serpentom in

modem in se contorta, ut eorum circumvolutiones

nulla ex parte promineant, et tamen ex utroque la-

tere omnes appareant. Gen. 1. Cornua ammonli
uuita. Gen. 2. Cornua ammonia anomala. Divts. 2.

Gen. I. Cornua ammonis simpliciter divisa. Gen. a.

Cornua ammonia integra divisa.

Pars.

CONCHOLOGY.
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Chap. I. CONCH
^ —^— . 7 Pars Secund*\. Cochlea manna^ aeu testacea martna

ujrtiv'jlvta iurbinafaj qua untca tanhtm constant valva

eiJigura sva cochlearum in modum intorta sunt^ ita

ut intirna torum spira aliqno saltern modo promineat

et producatur,

Classis Prima. Cochleae marinae longae, seu coch-

leae roarinae ore admodura elongato ct superius a-

perto.

Sect. I. Cochleae marttiae longae ore labiis rectw.

Oen. r. Cochleae pyramidales. Gen. 3. Cochleae

cylindroideae.

Sect. 2. CochlfBB 1 ona:8e pyriformes, sen cochleae ma-

riiiae longse ore labiis leyiter incurvatis, ideoque

etiam leviter ventricosis. Divis. t. Cochleae longs

pyriformes minores, Gen. i. Cochles longs pyri-

formes minores, vnlgares. Gen. 2. Cochles longs

pyriformes minores intorts inters. Gen. 3. Coch-

les longs pyriformes minores intorts ct insulcats.

Divis. 2. Cochles longs pyriformes majores. Gen. i.

Cochles longs pyriformes majores vnlgares. Gen. 2.

Cochles longs pyriformes majores, intorts integrs.

Gen. 3. Cochles longs pyriformes majores Intorts

cyliudroides.

CC.ASSIS Secunda. Cochles canaliculals, sen coch-

les marios ore elongato et superins in canaliculum

abeunte.

Sect. I. Cochles marins canalicnla recta. Gen. i«

Cochles canaliculats rects tenuiores. Gen« 2.

Cochles canaliculats rects crassiores. Gen. 3. Pur-

purs recti roiitrs.

Sect. 2. Cochles marins canaliculats incurvats. Gen.

1. Cochles canaliculats introrsum incurvats. Gen.

2. Cochles canaliculats extrorsum incurvats. Gen.

3. Mu rices. Gen. 4. Cochles rouriciformes in-

iigniter incrispats. Gen. 5. Purpurs curvirostrs.

Gen. 6. Cochles cassidiformes umbilicats. Gen. 7.

Cassids.

Classis Tertia. Buccina sont cochles inarins ore

et mucrone simul elongatb, primaque spira notabi-

Hter ventricosa.

Sect. 2. Buccina parva mucrone mediocriter elongato

et tenuiter acuminato. Gen. l. Buccina parva pruni-

formia acuminata. Gen. 2. Buccina parva pruni-

fbrmia canaliculats. Gen. 3. Buccina parva curvi.

rostra. Gen. 4. Buccina parva sulcata. Gen. 5.

Buccina parva sulcata et canaliculata. Geii. 6. Buc-

ctna parva integra ore perpendicular*. Gen. 7. Buc-

cina parva integra ore obliquo.

Sect. 2. Buccina majora, qus sunt Buccina mucrone

admodum elongato et acuminato. Gen. 1. Buccina

majors canaliculata rostrata ore simplici. Gen. 2.

Buccina majors canaliculata, ore labioso. Gen. 3*

Buccina majors canaliculata rostrata, ore labioso,

fimbriata. Gen. 4. Buccina majors canaliculata et

snlcata.

Classis Quarta. Strombi, qui sunt cochles ma-

rins ore et mucrone simul insigniter eloogatis, et

prima spira notabiliter angustiore quam in Buccinis.

Sect. I* Strombi ore superius aperto* Gen. i* Strombi
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canalicnlati aenminati. Gen. 2. Strombi Canalicu- HUtory.

lati rostrati, ore simplici. Gen. 3. Strombi Mnalt- »

cniati rostrati, ore anguloso. Gen. 4. Strombi cana-

liculati rostrati, ore labioso. Gen. 5. Strombi sulcati

vulgares. Gen. 6. Strombi sulcati, ore labioso.
^

Sect. 2. Strombi integri, ore superius clauso, sen inte-

gro. Gen. I. Strombi integri vnlgares, ore simplici.

Gen. 2. Strombi integri, ore labioso. Gen. 3. Strombi

integri, ore fimbriato et dentato.

Classis Quikta. Cochleae marinae, ore admodum
brevi seu parvo, mucrone vero insigniter elongato*

Sect. I. Turbines aperti, sen cochleae roarinae, ore ad-

modum brevi seu parvo snperius aperto, mucrone

longissimo. Gen. I. Turbines aperti lati. Gen. 2.

Turbines aperti acuminati. Gen. 3. Turbines aper-

ti canalicnlati recte rostri. Gen. 4. Turbines af^rti

canaliculati oblique incurvati. Gen. 5. Turbines

aperti sulcati.

Sect. 2. Turbines integri, ore superins clauso sen inte-

gro. Gen. i. Turbines integri vulgares. Gen. 2.

Turbines integri acuminati. Gen. 3. Turbines in-

tegri fimbriati.

Sect. 3. Troebi sen coclileac marinae ore admodum
brevi, seu parvo e basi lata et quasi plana in mnero-

nem quasi rectilineam conoideum insigniter e^onga-

tnm abeuntes. Gen. i. Trochi ore angusto et hori-

sontaliter compresso. Gen. 2. Troebi ore ampliore
,

et Bubrotundo.

Classis Sexta. Cochleae marinae breviores, seu

cochleae marinae ore et mucrone breviores, magisque

contracto.

Sett. i. Cochleae breviores proportionatae.
^
Oen. i.

Cochleae trochiformes breviores proportionatae et

mucronatae. Gen. 2. Cochleae marinae terrestri-

formes breviore proportionatae. Gen. 3. Cochleae

depressae.

Sect. 2. Cochleae marinae breviores perpendiculariter

anomalae. Gen. I. Neritae. Gen. 2. Cochleae nm-

bilicatae foraroine spirarum semicircolari. Gen. 3.

Coeblex umbilicats foramine spirarum rotnndo.

Sect. 3. Cochles marins breviores horisontaliter ano-

mals. Gen. i. Cochles plans. Geo. 2. Aures

marins.

Sect. 4. Varla hncnsqne enarratarum cochlearum oper-

cula qus aut propter ueum ant propter singolarem

structuram, magis nota sunt. Gen. i. Opercula

cochlearum marinarum subrotunda. Gen. 2. Un-

gues mariui, seu opercula cochlearum martnarum

oblonga.

Pars Tertia. Concha marina^ id est testacea mart-

fui bivalvia qua duohus constant valvts in cardine^

articuhtione quadam inter se conjunctis^ ut commode .

claudi et aperiri quearU.

Sect, I. Conchs marins notabiliter nmbonats et rec-

ts incurvats. Gen. l. Couchs marins valvis s-

qualibus aeqnilaters. Gen. 2. Conchs cordiformes

umbone cardinum deducto. Gen. 3. Conchs mari-

ns cordiformes squilaters, umbone cardinum, unito.

Sect. 2. Conchs marins valvis sqoalibns squilaters

leviter umbooats. Geo. u Conchs crassse. Gen. 2.

Pectioes
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Pectines tenues. Uen. 3. rectuQCuU. Gen. 4. Con-

^ chac pectin iformes sequilatenc subrotundae. Gen. 5.

Conchdc pectiniformes aequilaterae.

Sect. 3. Concliae marinae valvis Bcqualibas aequilaterae,

notabiliter umbonatse et oblique incurvatae. Geo. i.

Conchae marinaB incurvatae subrotundae vulgares.

Gen. 2. Cbamae aequilaterae.

Sect. 4. CoDchae mannae, valvis aeqnalibus aequilaterae,

Jevitur umbonatae et oblique incurvatae. Gen. f.

Conchae marinae valvis aequallbus subrotundae. Geo.

2.

Tellinae aequilaterae.

Sect. 5. Pinnae, seu conchae marinae valvis aequalibus

aequilaterae, cardine urobone destituta. Gen. i. Pin*

nae rectae. Gen. 2. Pinnae incurvatae.

Classis Secukda. Conchae inaequilaterae, seu conchae

marinae valvis aequalibus ex utroque cardinis latere

inaequaliter effusae.

Sect. 1. Conchae marinae valvis aequalibus inaequilaterae

notabiliter umbonatae, et rectae incurvatae. Gen. i.

Conchae marinae valvis aequalibus inaequilaterae sub-

rotundae. Gen. 2. Conchae maiinae cordiformes in-

aequilaterae, umbone cardine deducto. Gen. 3. Con-
chae marinae cordiformes inaequilaterae, umbone car-

dinum unito.

Sect. 2. Conchae marinae valvis aequalibus inaequilate-

rae, leviler umbonatae et rectae incurvatae. Gen. 1.

Conchae marinae leviter umbonatae et rectae incurva-

• tae subrotundae.

Sect. 3. Conchae marinae valvis aequalibus inequilate-

rae, notabiliter umbonatse et oblique incurvatae, sub-

rotundae vulgares. Gen. i. Cbamae inaequilaterae.

Geo. 2. Conchae rbomboidales.

Sect. 4. Concbse marinae valvis aequalibus insequilaterae,

leviter umbonatse et oblique incurvatae. Gen. i.

Conchae marinae, &c. subrotundae. Gen. 2. Conchae

pectiniforoies inaequilaterae triangulares. Geo. 3.

Tellinae inaequilaterae. Gen. 4. Conchae tellinaefor-

mes. Gen. 5. Musculi. Gen. 6. Conchae longae-

rugosae. Geo. 7. Conchae seleniformes. Gen. 8.

Mytili.

Sect. 5. Conchae marinae valvis aequalibus inaequilaterae,

leviter umbonatae et oblique incurvatae, structura et

striis peculiaribuf. Gen. 1. Conchae imbricatae. Gen.
2. Pboladee. Gen. 3. Dactyli. Gen. 4. Hystero-
concbae. Gen. 5. Conchae alasformes. Gen. 6. Con-
cbae quadratae.

Sect. 6. Conchae inaequilaterae non umbonatae, seu con-

cbae marioae valvis aequalibus inaequilaterae, cardine

umbone doQtituto. Gen. i. Solenes. Gen. 2. Conchae

marinae, &c. structura peculiari.

Classis Tertia. Conchae anomalae, seu conchae roa-

rinae valvis inaequallbus.

Sect. I. Conchae marinae anomalae umbonatae et auritae.

Gen. 2. Pectinet anomali. Gen. i. Spondyli.

Sect. 2. Ostreae, seu conchae marinae anomalae omni-
no, non vel irregulariter tantum umbonatae rugosae.

Gen. 1. Ostrea vulgaris. Gen. 2. Ostrea denticu-

Tata. Gen. 3. Ostrea rostrata. Gen. 4. Ostrea pe-

culiaris.

or Brey- ^ different system was proposed for the classi-

aiif. fication of testaceous animals by Breynius, in the fol-

lowing work, which was published in the year 1732.

Cliap. I.

Joannis Philippi BreynH dissertatio physica de poly* Hiitory.

t/ialamiis^ nova testaceomm cla$se^ cuiquadam prcmii* ^ ^
tunhtr de methodo testacea in classes et genera distri-

buendi: huso adjicitur commentatiuncula de belemnitis

pmssicis^ tqndcmque schediasma de Echinis methodice

disponendis i Gec/am', 1732, 4to.

SYSTEM OF BREYNIUS.

In this system the author has divided shells into the

eight following classes, viz. i. Tubulus. 2. Cochlidluro.

3* Polytbalamium. 4. Lepas. 5. Concha. 6. Con-
cboides. 7. Balanus. 8. Echinus.

1. Tubulus^ est testa tubulosa monothalamia, vel in

lineam rectam extensa, vel incurva, vel contorta, vel

aliquando ad spiram, sed irregulariter, accedens. Huic
pertinent deutalia, eutalia, solenes univalvi, &c.

2. Cochlidium^ est testa tubulosa, monothalamia, co-

nica, inspiraos constanter regularem, convoluta ali-

quaodo opercula prsedita, sepius vero eo destituta. Ad
hanc classcm spectant nautili tenues sive vacui vulgo

diet! j aures marinae, neritae, cochleae, buccina, muri-

ces, cassides, cylindri, volutae, porcellanae, et omoes
testae turbinatae, exceptis nautilo et anomia, ad cla^em
tertiaro referendis.

3. Polythalamium^ est testa tubulosa polythalamia,

conica, recta, vel in spiram regularem convoluta, cum
s^phunculo thalamos transeunte : huic reducendi nau-

tili anomia, litui, et orthocerata.

4. Lepas^ est testa vasculosa simplex, referens vas-

culum magis niiuusve cavum, orificio multum patents,

ut patellae similesque.

5. Concha^ est testa vasculosa composita blvalvis, id

est quae ex duabus compouitur valvis, sive vasculls ma-
gis minusve concavis in cardine articulatione quadam
inter se junctis ut aperiri et claudi queant ^ ut cbamae,

mytili, tellinae, pinnae, ostreae, pectinea anomiae.

6. Conehoides^ est testa vasculosa composita blvalvis,

sed qnae prmterea et aliquot minoribus portiunculis tes-

taceis componitur, ut pbolades anatiferae*

7. Balanus^ est testa vasculosa composita, que prae-

ter uniesm testam majorem alias portioiies minores ha-

bet ex quibiis componitur, ut balanus vulgo dictus.

8. Echinus^ est testa vasculosa composita, undique

clausa \ magis minusve concava, duobus tantum fora-

minibus seu apertoris pro ore et ano perforata, externe

aculeis vel claviculis mobilibns testaceis armata.

8

IV. The system of Touruefort appeared for the first Of Toaiao-

time, and was published from the author's man user! pt,^<wt.

in the treatise on conchology by Gnaltieri. In this

system shells are divided into three classes, viz. Mono*
toma, Ditoma, and Polytoma.

SYSTEM OF TOURNEFORT.

Testacea dicuntur quorundam animaliuro integumen-

ta, quee testse seu lateris duritiem babent, et in quibus

tantum, in testa animalia vivant.

Testacea autem omnia quae bucusqiie in musaeis cu-

riosorum adversari et congeri solent, ad tres classes fa*

cile revocarl possunt. Hsec enim vel moootoma sunt,

vel ditoma, vel polytoma.

Monotoroa testacea appellantur ea quornm testa in-

divisa est \ ditoma quse geminia constant testis ad car-

dlnem

CONCHOLOGY.
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Chap. I.

Hinory. dmem connixis
;
polytonm qnae ex pluribos slmiil

\ ^mmm % adoexU compinguntor.

Classis Prima. Qose testaoea monotoroa com-
plectitoh Testacea monotoma quorum testa iailt-

visa esty in tree fmniliiis abeaot : alia enim aolvaUia
stint, alia spirklia, alia fistnlosa.

Familia I. Testacearum univalvium, Monotoma a-

nivalvia dioimus quorum testa simplex est, in os amplius

effusa. Gen. i« Lepas* Gen. 2. Eruca.

Familia II. Testaceortm sptralium. Monotoma spi-

ralia dicimus testacea quorum pars inferior ki sptram

contorquetnr : liorum autem spirts sen helices exterius

patent, et timpHciter spiralia dicuntur, vel eorum spira

intus leconditur, et convoluta dicuntur. '

Divis. 1* Testacea monotoma simpliciter spiralia, oeu

quordm spira exterior est. Gen* x. Murex. Gen. a.

Murex alatus. Gen. 3. Murex aporrhais. Gen. 4.

Murex veneretis. Gen. 5. Murex pyramidalis. Gen. 6.

Buccinum. Gen^ 7. Bttccino-murex. Gen. 8. Purpu-

ra. Gen. 9. Buccino-purpura. Gen. 10. Peribolus.

Oen. II. Turbo. Gen. iX. Verticillus. Gen. 13.

Cochlea. Geo. 14. Cochlea terrestris. Gen. 15. Ce-

ratites. Geo. 16. Cochlea marina. Gen» 17. Nerita.

Oen. X 8. Anris marina.

Divis. 2. Testacea monotoma spiralia convoluta, quse

cocbteam interiorem babent vix foris coaspicoam.

Gen. t. Concha venerea. Gen» 2. Concha persica.

Gen. 3. Nautilnsi Gen. 4. Conchilinm*

Familia III. Testaceorumfistuhsorum. Testacea

monotoma fistulosa sen tubulosa, ut ex nomine patet,

fistulse in modum tennantur. Gen. i. Dentale. Gen.

2. Entale. Gen. 3. Tnbuli marini.

Clasks Secunda, quae testacea ditoana contluet.

Testacea ditoma semper ex duaibas testis ad cardinem

articoktis ooropinguAtur, et vel arete undique clandun-

tor, vel uuinque hiant > unde in duas fk^lias divldi

poesoDt.

familia I. TestaCeorum ditomorum quse arete clau-

duntur. Gen. i. Concha. Gen. 2. Conchnla. Gen. 3.

Ostreum. Gen. 4. Mydlns. Cen. 5. Pinna. Oen. 6.

Pema. Gen. 7. Pbolas. Gen. 8. Pecten. Oen. 9.

PectoDculus.

Familia if. Testaceorum ditomorum quae semper

hiant. Gen. 1. Chamsc. Gen. 2. Solen.

Cuiasis Tertia, qom testacea polytoma continet.

Poi]rtoina testacea dicuntur quorum testse ex plnribus

parUbos vel articuktia, vel per cartilaginem connexts

eoinpinguntur j unde in duas familias abeunt.

Familia I. Eorum quorum partes Articulantar*

Gen. I. Echinus.

Familia II. Eorum quorum partes per cartilaginem

conneibtantor. Gen. i. Balanos.

Of l)*Ar- V. M. D’Argcnvillf,
in 1 742, published at Paris a

ItsfUlc. treatise on Conchology witb 33 plates. A second edi-

tion of the same work appeared at Paris in 1757« lo

this edition the number ofthe plates Was increased to 41.

A more splendid edition was published after the death

of the author, by M. M. de Favanne de Montcerville

ftither and son. This edition is extended to 3 volnoieB,

two of which consist of letter .prtss,^ and the 3d contains

39*
the engravings, which are 80 in nnmber, and are exe- Hitury.

cutcif with great accuracy and elegance. But the de-

scriptions of the genera and species only reach the 19th

plate ; so that the work which was published in 1 780
it still unfinished.

SYSTEM OF D’ARGENVILLE.

In this system shells are divided into four parts. I.

Sea-shells. II. Fresh-water shells. III. Land-shells.

IV. Fossil-shells.

Part I. Sea-shells are divided into 3 Cksses. x. Uni-
valves. 2. Bivalves. 3. Multivalves.

Class I. contains 1 5 families, viz. x. Lepas. a. Oreil-

les de mer. 3. Tuyaox et Vermiaseaox de mer. 4.
Nautiles. 5. Lima9ons h bonche ronde. 6. Lima-
qons h bouebe demi-ronde. 7. Limacons h booebe a-

platie. 8. Comets on Volutes. 9. Olives ou Cylin-

dres. xo. Rooheis ou Murex. xx. Tonnes. X2.

Porcelaines. X3. Buccins. X4. Pourpres. 15.

.
Vis.

Class It. contains 7 families, viz. x. Huitres. 2. Ca-
rnes. 3. Tellines. 4. Moules. 5* Coears. 6. Peigoes.

7. Manebes de conteanx*

Class III. consists of 7 families, viz. X. Oscabrions,

00 lepas h huit pieces. 2. Oursins. 3. Glands de
mer. 4. Pousse-pieds. 5. Conques anatiferes. 6.

Pbolades. 7. Tuyaux de mer multivalves.

Part II. Fresh-water shells are divided into 2 Classes.

X. Univalves. 2. Bivales.

Class I. contains 8 families, viz. x. Lepas* a. Nanti-
les ou comes d^ammoo. 3. Limaqoes I bonche
ronde. 4. Limacons h bonche deroi-ronde. 5. IJ-
ma^ons a bouebe triangulaire. 6. Tenues. 7. Buc-
dns. 8. Vis.

Class II. is composed of two ramllles. i. Carnes. 2.

Tellines.

Part III. Land shells, constituting a siiigk olasa, viz.

Univnlves, which contaiiis 6 families •, viz. i. Lepas.
2. Limacons h bouche ronde. 3. Tiimn^tnfl h bonche
demt^Dde. 4. Limncoot a bonche aplade. c.

Boocins. 6. Vis.

Part IV. Fossil shells, which oonsist of 3 claues. i.

Univalves. 2. Bivnlves. 3. Mukivalves.

Class I. is composed of 15 families having the same
names as the fiuret ckss of sea-shells* ^

Class II. contains 7 families similar to the id class of

sea-shells.

Ckss ni. consists of 5 families, viz. x. Oursins. 2.

Glands de mer. 3. Pousse-pieds. 4. Phokdes. 5.

Tuyaox muhivnlves*

10
VI. A system of Conchology was published by Klein Of Kkia.

in 1753, and illustrated with engrnviogs. Inm same
work the author enters into an investigntion oonoern-

ing the fbrmatioii, Incrense, and colours of shells. The
following is an abridged view of this arrangement.

SYSTEM

CONCHOLOGY.
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History.

•--V—

Of Adan*
son.

CONCH
' SYSTEM or KLEIN.

In ihU system, shells are divided into 6 parts.

Part I. which is entitled Cochlis, is divided into 2

sections, viz. C^hlis simplex, and Cochlis com-

posita.

Sect. I. consists of 8 classes, viz. l. Cochlis plana, con-

taining 4 genera. 2. Cochlis convexa, 6 genera.

3. Cochlis fomicata, 5 genera. 4. Cochlis eliiptica,

6 genera. 5. Cona-cochlis, 16 genera. 6 . Cochlea,

8 genenu 7. Buccinuro, 5 genera. 8. Turbo, 14

genera.

Sect. II. Consists of five classes, viz. X. Cochlis rostra-

ta, 7 genera. 2. Voluta longa, X5 genera. 3. Vo-

lute ovata, 8 genera. 4. Alata, 6 genera. 5. Mu-
rex, 2 genera.

Part II. Concha, is also divided into 2 sections, viz.

Monoconchse and Diconchas aequales.

Sect. I. contains 2 classes, viz. 1. Patella, 2 genera*

2. Ansata, 4 genera.

Sect. II. consists of three subdivisions, viz. l. Diconcbse

conniventes. 2. Diconcbse intemiptse. 3. Diconcbse

insequales.

Subdiv. I. is composed of 6 classes, viz. X. Diconchas

figuratse, 4 genera. 2. Ostreura, 6 genera. 3.

Musculus, 3 genera. 4. Cyclas. 5. Diconcba au-

rita, 9 genera. 6. Diconcbse cordiformes, 3 ge-

nera.

Subdiv. 2. consists of 5 classes, viz. i. Diconcha sulca-

ta. 2. Diconcbse umbilicatse, 3 genera. 3. Diconchm

sinu profundo, sen chamae, 3 genera. 4. Diconchae

sinu prominulo, sen tellioae, 6 genera. 5. Pyloris,

p genera.

Subdiv. 3. Diconcbse insequales, 7 genenu

Part III. Polyconchse, consists only of one genus.

Part IV. Niduli Testacei, comprehends one class, viz.

Balanus, which includes 4 genera.

Part V. Echinus marinus, seu echinodermata, is di-

vided into 3 sections, viau x. Anocysti. 2. Catocy-

tti. 3. Pleurocysti.

Sect. I. contains 2 classes, viau x. Cidaris, 9 genenu 2.

Clipeus, X genus.

Sect. II. is composed of four classes, viz. i. Fibula, 2

genera. 2. Classis, 2 genera. 3. Scutum, 2 genera.

4. Placenta, 3 genera.

Sect. III. consisto of 3 classes, viz. i. Arachnoides, x

genus. 2. Cor marinum, 2 genera. 3. Ovum ma-

rinum, 2 genera.

Part VI. Tubulus marinus is composed of i x genera.

In the systems of Conchology which we have now

exhibited, the characters are taken from the shells. In

the three following, the marks of discrimination are

derived from the animal as well as from the shell. The

first by M. Adanson was published in 1757*

SYSTEM OF ADANSON.

This system consists of 3 classes, viz. i. Limaqons. 3.

Les conques. 3. Les conques multivalves.

Class I. Lima^ons. Sect. I. Lima^ons univalves.

Sect. II. Lima^ons opercul^s.

3

O L O G Y. Chap. I.

SecU I. Famille i. Les Mma^ons univalves qui n’ont History,

ni yeux ni comes. Gen. 1. Ea gondole, cambium. ^

Famille 2. Les limaqons univalves^ qui ont deux

comes, et les yeux places k lenr racine et sur leur

c6te interne. Gen. 2. Lc bulin, hulinus. Gen. 3.

Le coret, coretus. Gen. 4. Le pietin, pedipe**

Famille 3. Les limaqons univalves qui ont quatres

comes, dont les deux exterleures portent les yeux

sur leur sommeU Gen. 5. Lc limaqon, cochletK

Gen. 6. L’ormier, halioth» Famille 4. Les li-

ma9ons univalves qui ont deux comes, et les yeux

placds k leurs racines, et sur le c6te externe, ou par

derri^re. Gen. 7. Le lepas, Upas. Gen. 8. L'yet,

yettis. Gen. 9. La vis, terebra. Famille 5. Les

limaqoDs univalves qui ont deux comes et les yeux

posdt on peu au-dessus de leur racine, et sur leur

c6te externe. Gen. 10. La porcellaine, porccUano.

Gen. 1 1. Le pucelage, cypracu Geo. x 2. Le man-

telet, periboluss

Sect. II. Famille x. Limaqons opercul6s qui ont deux

comes, avec on renilement, et qui portent les yeux

ordinairement au-dessus de leur raciae, et k leur c6t6

externe. Gen. 1. Le rouleau, strambus. Gen. 2.

La pourpre, purpura. Gen. 3. Le boccin, buo^

cinum. Gen. 4. Lt cerite, cerithium. Famille 2.

Limaqons opercules, qui ont deux comes sans ren-

flement, et les yeux plaoes k leur racine, et sur leur

cAU externe. Gen. 5. Le vermet, vermetus. Gen.

6. La toupie, trochus. Gen. 7* La natice, naticQm

Famille 3. L^ limaqons opercol^s, qui ont qnatre

comes, dont les deux exterleures portent lea yeux

sur leur sommet. Gen. 8. Le sabot, turbo. Gen. 9.

La nerlte, nenta.

Class II. Les conques. Sect. I. Les conques bi-

valves. Famille I. Les conques bivalves, qui ont

les deux lobes du mantean separ^ dans tout leur

contour. Gen. i. L^huitre, ostreum. Famille 2.

Les conques bivalves dont les deux lobes du manteaa

forment trois ouvertores sans aucun tuyau. Gen. 2.

Le jataron, jataronus. Gen. 3. Le jambonneau,

pema. Famille 3. Les conques bivalves dont les

deox lobes du manteau forment trois ouvertores dont

deux prennent la figure d’nn tuyau assez long. Gen.

4. La came, chama. Gen. 5. La talline, tellina.

Gen. 6. Le pectoncle, pestunculus. Gen. 7. Le so-

len, soUn.

Class III. Les conques moUivalves. Famille i. Lea

conques multivalves, dont aucune des pieces de la

coquille ne prend la forme d’un tuyau. Gen. i.

La pholade, phohs. Famille 2. Les conques multi-

valves, dont One des pidees de la coqoiile prend la

forme d’un tuyau qui euveloppe eotierement tootes

les autres. Gen. 2. Le taret, teredo.

VIII. The method of GeofFroy, formed on similar

principles with the last, was published at Paris in 1767,^*
in a work entitled “ A Summary Treatise on the Testa-

ceous Animals found in the vicinity of Parik.*’ The

following is a view of tliis method.

SYSTEM OF GEOFFROY.

SzcT. I. Coquilles univalves.

Gen., f. Le Umax, cochlea. Qnatre tentacules, dont

deux plus grands portent des yeux k leur extremitd.

Coquille univalve en spirale.
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Chap. L CONCH
Hktocr. Geo. 2. Le bucciii) buccunmu Detix tentacales plats

en formes d*oreilles. Les yeox placds b la base des

tentacules da cAtd interieor. C^aille anivalve en

spirale et conique.

Gen. 3* Planorbci planorhiM* Deox tentacales fill-

formes. Let yeax placds b la base des tentacules du

c6t6 interiear. Coquille anivalre en spiralci et or-

dinairoment applatie.

Gen. 4* La nerlte, nerita* Deax tentacales. Les
yeux placds b la base des tentacales do c6l6 exte-

rtear. Opercale b la coqoille. Coquille aniyalre en

spirale et presqae conique.

Gen. 5. Ancile^ ancylus, Deax tentacales. Les yeox
placds b la base des tentacules da cAtd inferieor.

Coquille anivalve concave et unie.

Sect. II. Coq allies univalves.

Geo. I. La cftme, chamcu Deax siphons simples et

along^es. Cbamiere de la coquille dentelle. Coqoille

arrondde.

Geo. 2. La moulci myitlus. Deux siphon^ coarts et

frangds. Cbamiere de la coquille membraneuse et

sans dents. Coquille alongde.

IX. The system of Muller first published in I773f
and afterwards extended in a different work which a^
peared in 1776, arranges testaceous aniipals into three

families. The following is a view of this arrangement

taken from the latter work on the zoology of Denmark
and Norway.

SYSTEM or MULLER.

Familia I. TeHaeea Univalvia,

Sect. L Testacea onivalvia, testa pervia.

Gen. I. Echinus, Testa crostacea, ano veitioali, ten-

taculis simplicibus.

Gen. 2. Spatagus. Testa Crustacea, ano infero, tenta-

culis penicillatis.

Gen. 3. Denialium, Testa calcarea, testa rudi, ten-

taculis null!.

Sect. II. Testacea nnivalvia, testa patula.

Gen. 4« Akera, Apertura e&sa, tentaculis nollis.

Gen. 5. Argonauta, Apertora profunda, tentaculis

binis.

Gen. 6. Buiku Apertora repanda, tentaculis binis se-

taceis, collicalo extrinsecus oculatis.

Gen. 7* Buccinum, Apertora ovata, tentaculis binis

triaogularibus, angulo intrinseco oculatis.

Gen. 8. Carychium, Apertura ovata, tentacnlis binis

troncatis oonspicois, angulo intrinseco oculatis.

Gen. 9. Veritgo, Apertura subquadrata, tentaculis bi-

nts sublinearibus, apice oculatis.

Gen. 10. Turbo, Apertura orbiculari, tentaculis binis

setaceis, conspioeis, angaK) extrinseco oculatis.

Geo. 1 1. HeUx, Apertura lonari, tentaculis quatuor

linearibus, apice oculatis.

Geo. 12. Planorbis, Apertura semilunari, tentaculis

binis setaceis, angulo intrinseco oculatis.

Gen. 13. Ancylus, Apertura total! tentaculis binis

truncatis, occultis, angulo extrinseco oculatis.

Gen. 14. Patella, Apertura touli, tentaculis binis se-

taceis, occulto angulo, extrinseco oculatis.

VoL. VI. Part I. t

O L O G Y.
Gen. 15. HaUotis. Apertura lepanda, pons pertosa.

Sect. III. Testacea univalvia, testa operculata.

Gen. 16. Tritomum, Libera, apertura canaliculata,

tentaculis doobus linearibus, angulo extrinseco ocu-

latis. /
Gen. 17 . Trochus. Libera, apertora si^tetiagona, ten-

tacnlis doobus setaceis, colliculo extrinseco oculatis.

Gen. i8. Herita, Libera, apertura Innari,' tentaculis

doobus setaceis, angulo extrinseco oculatis.

Gen. 19. Valvata, Libera, apertura circinnata, ten-

taculis duobus setaceis, angulo postico oculatis.

Gen. 20. Serpula, Adnata, apertora orbiculari, ten-

taculis pinnatis.

Familia II. Testacea Bivahku

Sect. I. Testacea bivalvia cardine dentata.

Gen. I. Mya, Testa altera extremitate hiante ; car-

dine dente crasso solitario.

Gen. 2. Solen, Testa utraque extremitate hiante } car-

dine dente reflexo, ssepe gemino.

Gen. 3. Tellina, Siphone duplici, murico \ cardine

dentibus utrinque tribus alternis.

Gen. 4. Cardwm, Sipbone ^uplici, cirrato, pedeque

falciformi \ cardbe dentibus mediis alternis, remotis

penetralibns.

Gen. 5. Venus, Sipbone duplici, clrrata, pedeque la-

roineformi ; cardine dentibus tribns approximatis,

lateralibus divergentibos.

Gen. 6. Mactra, Cardine dente medio oompllcato,

adjacente foveola.

Gen. 7. Donan, Cardine dentibus doobus, lateralique

solitario.

Gen. 8. Area, Cardine dentibus nonwroals, alternis,

penetrantibus.

Gen. 9. Terebratula, Branchiis cirdnnatls ; cardine

dentibus alterius oncinatls, valvola soperiore deor-

sum perforata.

Sect. II. Testacea bivalvia, cardine edentnio.

Gen. 10. Anomia, Branchiis simplicibus ; valvola in-

feriore perforata.

Gen. II. Oitrea, Branchiis simplicibus, pede nolle;

cardines fossola cava.

Gen. 1 2. Pecten, Branchiis clrratls, pede joxta aori-

culam cardine fossula ovata, byssum emittens.

Gen. 13. Mytilus, Siphone duplici brevi ; fossola li-

near!, byssum emittens.

Familia III. Testacea Multivalvia.

Gen. I. Chiton, Valvulss dorsales, tentacola nulla.

Glen. 2. Lepas, Valvulm erectse, tentacola bipartita.

Gen. 3« Pholas, Valvnlss ad cardinem minores.

*4
X. To this account of the different methods of ar-Oa Costa,

ranring shells, we shall only add the system proposed

by Da Costa in bis Elements of Concbology. In this

ratem tbe author adopts the usual general division into

Univalves, Bivalves, and Moltivalves.

I. Univalves are distributed into 26 families, which
are divided into four orders.

Order I. Simple ; consists of four families. 1. Pa-
tella. 2. Haliotis. 3. VermicolL 4. Dentalia. Order IL
includes only one family. 5. Polythalamia. Order IIL
Revolved. Fam. 6. Turbinate involute. Order IV. Tur-

3 D binated
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AoioMii blnated. 7« CjmVmu. Fam. 9« Auris ^(y^hle^.

w^chiiLha-9. Cyllndri. Faro. lO.Voluta. Faro. 1 1. Globosa^ Faro.
bit Sheili. J2, Cassfdes. Faro. 13. Trocbi. Faro. 14. Cochlea^

Faro. 15. Baccina. Faro. 16. Murex.

II. BiyALYES composed of 3 orders.

Order I. With imequal valves, and shot close.

Fain. 1. Pecten. Faro. 2. Spondylus. Fam. 3. Ostre^

uro. Fain. 4. Auoroia. Ord. II. With equal valves.

Chap. U.

and shut close, is divided into three sectioas. SecU i« AnSfu
Multarticulate. Fam. 5, Pectinoides. Fam. 6. Poc*^vliichiobs-

tuaculi^ Fam. 7. Area. Sect. 2. Articulate. Fam. 8. Mi Shclli.

Pectunculus. Faro. 9. Tellina. Fam. 10. Placenta.
' ^ ^

*

Sect. 3. Inarticulate. Fam. ix. Margaritifera. Fam*
12. Musculus. Ord. III. With valves that never shut

close. Fam. 13. Cbama, Gapers,

III. Multivalves contain one order. Fam. I4»
Pholas. Fam. 15. Anatiferm. Fam. 16. Balani.

eoNCHOLocy.

CHAP. n. OF THE ANBIALS WHICH INHABIT SHELLS.

«5
Generic
characters

of testace-

ooianimt]s.

BEFORE we prooeed'to the classification of shells,

we shall here give a short description of the cnimals

which inhabit them. Of these, however, a minute and

accurate anatomical description is not to be expected ^

for little more is known of the structure of these ani-

mals than what has been giveq by naturalists concern-

ing tbeir external characters.

Some of the animals, which inhabit shells, are also

found in the mo/lusea state ; that is, without any testa-

ceous covering. Such, for instance, is the limax^ or

snail.

The animals which have been found inhabiting

shells are the following ) viz. Doris, Triton, Ascidia,

Tethys, Liroax, Spio, Amphitrite, Terebella, Ne-
reis.

Doris,

—

The body is creeping, oblong, and flat be-

neath ; the mouth is placed below on the forepart \

vent behind on the back, and surrounded by a fringe.

Feelers two or four, situated on the upper part of the

body in front, and retractile within the proper re-

ceptacles.

The animal which inhabits the chitop belongs to

this genus.

Triton,—The body is oblong, and the mouth is fur-

nished with an iuvoluta spiral proboscis \
tentacula or

arms xi, six on each side, divided nearly to the baee*

The hind ones cheliforous.

The triton iAhpbj(U different species of lepas,

Ascidia,^T\\t body is fixed, roundish, and apparent-

ly issuing from a s^thj apertures two, generally

placed near the upper end, eoe beneath the other. The
animals are found fo the sea, and adhere by their base

to rocks, shells, and other submarine substances^ they

are more or less gelatinous. The only powers of

motion which they possess seem to be that of contract-

ing and dilating themselves alternately^ by which

moans they are enabled to throw out the water which

they take in with considerable force.

This animal inhabits the pholas, solen, some species

of the n>ya, mactra^ end other bivalves.

Tethys,—The body is dotaohed, rather oblong,

flesby, without peduncles : the month is furnUb^
with a terminal cylindrical proboscis, under an ex-

panded membrane or lip: apertures twoi, on the left

aide of the neck.

The tethys inhabits a gxent pnoportioa of bivalve

shells, as many species of tellina, cardinm, mactra, ve«

nns, ostrea, and others

Limas.—^The body is oblong, creeping, with a fleshy

kind of shield above, and a longitudinal flat disc be-

neath : aperture placed on the right side within the
shield ; feelers 4, situated above the mouth, with an
eye at the tip of each of the larger ones.

The animals belonging to this genus inhabit the

turbinated univalve shells \ bqt it appears that all the

animals which inhabit these shells do not exactly cor.

respond with the above generic characters.

The body projecting from a tube, jointed

and fumisbed witli dorsal fibres; peduncles or feet rough
with bristles, and placed towards the back ; feelers % \

long, simple ; eyes 2 ; long.

This animal inhabits some species of sabella.

Amphiirite.^'&oAj projecting from a tube, and an-
nulate ;

peduncles or feet small, numerous, with lateral

fasciculi, and bra,uch^> feelers 7̂ approximate, fea-

thered ; no eyes.

The amphitrite inhabits aome species of sabejlw. end
serpula.

Terebeiia.—'Bo&f oblong, creeping naked, fomish-
ed with lateral fasciculi, or tnfts^ and branchiae;

mouth placed before, furnished with lips, without teeth,

and protruding a clavated proboscis; feelers numerous
ciliated, capillarvi and placed round the month.

This animal is an inhabitant of many species of deiH
talium, serpula and sabella*

Nereis.—Body long* creepiQgy with muDerais late-

ral peduncles or feel OA each nde ; feelen simple, vaie-

]y none ; eyes 2 or 4, rarely none. Accordiag to

some naturalists, the nereis inhahils soma species of
sabella.

Body fleshy, receiving the breast in a^iealb,
with a tubular aperture at its base; arms 6, beset

with numerous warts or suckers, and In most species a
pedunculated tentacula ; bead short; eyes laj^; mouth
resembling a parrot’s beak.

The animal which inhabits the argooanta is eeasi-

dored by naturalists as heloi^iDg to tbu geuns*

C/fo.—Bo^ oblong, natant, generally sheathed, and
fimisbed with two dilated membranaoeoue mmis or
wing-like processes ; tentacula 3, besides 2 hi the month.

According to some natoralists, it h an animal ho-
longing to this genus, which inhabits the argonanta.

CHAR
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Terms em-

J**^^.’* plojred in

CHAP. m. OF THE TERMS WHICH ARE EMPLOYED IN DESCRIBING
SHELLS.

Sbeili.

id
Tei» ex- AS it will tend to facilitate onr progress In the stu-

dy of Concholo^^ clearly to understand the terms which
are employed in describing shells, and the names by
which the different parts have been distinguished by
naturalists ^ we shall here give a few definitions of the

principal terms. And that these definitions may be
easily consulted, we shall observe the same order as in

the classification which Is to be adopted. They may
be conveniently arranged, therefore, into the three di-

.visioBS of multivalves, bivalves, and univalves.

I. Explanation ofthe Terms ofMultivalve Shells.

Moltl^ Multivalve shells are composed of more than two
^Tct, pieces.

Articulated (testse artlculatse), when the different

pieces of which the shell is composed are so strongly

united that they seem to form one shell.

JEquivalve shells (testae aequivalves), when the valves

of the two sides have the same form, size, and posi-

tion.

A shell is said to adhere (testa adherens,) when it is

attached to solid bodies by some of the pieces of
which It is composed : It is said to be lo^e (testa

libera), when it is not attached by any point.

Pedunculated (testa pedunculata), when all the pieces
of which it is composed, are supported by a ten£*
nous pedoBcle which is fixed to solid bodies.

Tubular (testa tnbnlosa,) when the greatest part of the
shell is formed of a cylindrical tube.

Bowf the shell (basis testae), that part on which it

is supported.

Ligament (llgamentum), is a membranous or tendl-

BOtts substance which connects the valves together,

and sometimes lines the cavity of the shells. Of
tbn there are several varieties.

—— scaly (llgamentum sqmnuatum,) when the sur-

Ikce is covered with small granular scales.

prickly (ligamentum aeuleatum), when the
surface is fumi^d with small rough points.

smooth (llgamentum Ise^e), when the snrikce
has neither points, scales, nor tul^rcles.

punctated (llj^mentum punctatum), when the
surface is marked with small cavities.

Lid (operculum), is the name given to four small tri-

angular valves, articulated in the form of a cross,

which shut op the superior orifice of some species of
multivalve shells.

Peduncle (pedunculus) Is the tendinous substance which
supports some of the multivalve shells. It is flexi-

ble while the animal is alive, and is smooth or
scaly.

Rags (radii) \ these are impressions on the external

iutme of some shells \ they are of a conical form,
having the vertex turned towards the base of the
shell They are only distinctly seen in adult
sheila

> filiform (radii filtformes) are long and narrow.
—

' smooth (radii leves.)
>

stmted (radii transversim striati.)

Valves (valvulse) are the different pieces of which mul-
tivalve shells are composed.

2. Explanation of the Terms applied to Bivalve Shells.

A BIVALVE shell is said to adhere (testa *^dbercns),

when it is fixed by any part of one of its valves to

a solid body.

It is said to have ears (testa- aurita), when it forms
at Its base, ope or two compressed angles.

Gaping (testa hlans), when the valves do not shot

close.

Bearded (testa barbata), covered externally with an
epidermis composed of strong hair or bristles.

Compressed (testa compressa), when the valves are flat,

forming a small cavity.

Heart-shaped (testa cordata), having the form of a
heart ^ (subcordata) approaching to that form.

Toothless (edentnla) without teeth at the hinge.

Equilateral (testa mquilatera), when the anterior and
posterior part of the shell is equal in form and
figure.

Equivalve (equivalvis), when the two valves are simi-

lar in form and convexity.

Itregular (testa irregularis), when the form varies in

the individuals of the species.

Lenticular (lenticularis) when the valves are round,

and little elevated in the middle,, and diminish gra-

dually in thickness towards the edges.

Linear (testa linearis), when the length considerably

exceeds the breadth, but without a cylindrical *

form.

Tongue-shaped (linguaeformis), flat and oblong, having
the two extremities round and obtuse.

Boat-shaped (navicnlaris), resembling the figure of a
boat.

Pectinated (pectinata), when the valves being fumbb-
ed with longitudinal ribs, have on their anterior sur-

face ribs nearly transverse, which form by their union
with the first acute angles.

Radiated (radiata), when it b marked on the exteraal

surface Uritb rays, ribs, or elevated striae, which pro-

ceed from the extremity of the summits, and termi-

nate in the circumference of the valvea.

Beaked (rostrata), when one of its surfaces, either an-

terior or posterior, being contracted and elongated,

terminates in form of a beak.

Base (basis). The situation in which Lhmaeos has de-

scribed and considered bivalve sbclb, consists in

placing the beaks of the shell turned downwards,
in such a way that the ligaments of the valves may
be seen, so that the base of the shell is the region of
its beaks. '

Margin of the shell (margo testse) signifies the whole
circumference of the shell, parallel to the edge of
the valves. It is divided into anterior, posterior, and
superior.

anterior (margo anterior), when the shell is

placed on the Iwak of the valve, commences at

the side of the ligament, on the- fore-part of the

3 D a beaks,
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Tctmt em*
plo3re4 io

deaoribiog

Ihelis.

ValveMf of bivalvo Bbells, are divided Into right and
left, equal and unequal, equilateral and inequilate-

ral, superior and inferior.

right valve (dextra), is distinguished from the

left, bj placing the shell on its base, having the car-

dinal ligament before, and the anus behind. In this

position the right valve of the shell corresponds to

the left of the observer, and the left valve (sinistra)

to the right of the observer.» equal (equales), vrhen the right valve corre-

sponds with the left in form, size, and other external

characters.

superior (valvnla superior). In an irregular

shell, such as the oyster, one of the valves is attach-

ed, to solid bodies \
the other in this case is superior.

This valve b sometimes called by Linnseus, the lid

(operculum) : in some species it is flat and small,

mod in others more convex than the inferior valve.— keel-shaped ^valvulse carinalse), when one

part of their convexity presents a sharp edge.

— chambered (concameratse), when they exhi-

bit in their cavity testaceous plates, detached and
raised.

spinous (spinosae), when the whole surface is

furnished with spines.

banded (fasciatse), exhibiting large coloured

transverse stripes or bands.

lamellated (lamellosse), when the surface b
furnished with^plates more or less separated.

radiated (radiates), exhibiting divergent or

coloured rays.

sinuated (lacnnosas), when one of the valves

has a sensible depression at the middle of its mar-
gin, and a corresponding elevation of the opposite

valve.

striated (striatse) when, the surface is marked
with strias.

transverse, when the strbe are parallel to the

margin of the valves.

- longitudinal, when they nm from the base to

the circumference*

Muicular imprcssumi (Impressiones), are marks on the

mterior surface of the valves, where the muscles of

the animal are attached.

I solitary (soUtariss), when the inner sorfaoe of

each valve has only one.

double (dnplicatm), two on the inner sorfaoe

of each valve.

— triple or temate (tematss), three in each

valve.

Ligament (ligamentnm), is a homy substance, of little

flexibility, which unites the two valves near their

base, and which in almost all bivalve shells b placed

at the lower end of their anterior surface. It b
divided into

•p—— gaping (hians), when its upper extremity b
divided into two.

— L double (duplex), when under the external li*

gament there appears a second,^ in a particular hol-

low of the hinge, which does not appear externally.

1
. internal (internum), when it unites the valves

without appearing externally.

—i-
I I profound (retractnm sen intractum), when it

b so deep in .the suture as scarcely to he secJLwhen

the valves are shut.

C O N C H O L O G Y. 397
truncated (truocatum), when shorter than its Termt em.

suture.

Furrows (sulci), are those impressions or interstices

between the ribs or rays on the surface of the

valves.

square (quadrat!), when the bottom is flat,

lamellated (lamellosi), when the bottom is

marked with small transverse scales.

punctated (excavato puuctati), when the whole

ployed in

detcribiug

Skells.

surface is marked with small cavities or dots.

3 . Explanation ofTerms applied to Univalve Shells.

J9

The base^ (basis) is the most elevated part of the Univalvet.

shell, opposite to the spire. It is divided into

p" notched (emarginata), when i^ is accompanied

with a deep notch.

> tubular (tubulosasen cordata), when it b form-

ed by a tube.

simple or entire (simplex aut Integra) without

notch or tube.^

Summit (vertex) signifies the top of some patells, and

from its positipn b central, marginal, or submar^

ginal.

The shell (testa) is divided -with regard to its posi-

tion into superior and inferior.

The anteriorpart (pars antica), is that which forms the

spire of the shell ; and it b also the superioi part.

The form of shells is

' bordered (marginata), when the two sides of

the opening are broader and thicker than the rest of

the diameter.

~ chambered (polythalamia), when it is Inter-

nally divided by different partitions parallel to the

opening. ~

— convoluted' (convoluta), when the spires turn

round a lengthened cone, nearly vertical to each

other.

^ rooted (radicata), when it is attached to a so-

lid body by a ligament proceeding from its base.

— — interrupted (interrupta), when the successive

additions to the shell are marked with distinct

rings.

nmbllicated (pmbilicata), when the axis round

which the spire turns, being empty, forms a cavi-

ty at the base of the shell, whose diameter is at least

a sixth part of that of the shell.

imperforated (imperforate sen exumbilicata),

when, its inferior axb has neither hole nor umbili-

cus.

1. » oval or elliptic (ovalis), the longitudinal dia-

meter exceeding the transverse, and the two extre-

mities equal and a little contracted.— egg-shaped (ovata), the Imigitudinal dbmeter
exceeding the transverse, and the extremities termi-

nated by the segment of a circle.

beaked (rostrata), when the two extremities,

sometimes tubular, form a projection in form of a

beak.

• imbricated (imbricata), when the surface is co-

vered with parallel scales, so arranged as to cover

each other.

turbinated (turbinata), when the belly of the

shell is large in proportion to the spires, which seem

to proceed from its centre.

Opening
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Terms e«i- Opening Kutmt/uth (apertara), is that part of the cavity

ployed 111 of the shell which Is visible. It is

dcsciihiiig — angular (angulata), when its circumference

. . has several angles.

. gaping (debiscens)y when one of the extremi-

ties is wider than the other.

LOGY. Chap. 111.

lineated (lineati)^ marked with coloured Knes.Ttnnt em.——— radiated (spinoso radiati), having the cirenm* plsyedin

ference bordered with straight spines, separating and detcribhig

divergent. ^
Sbcllt.— separated (disjuncti), having an interval be-

*
^

tween each convolution.

himargiiiated (bimargioata), when the right

lip forms a double margin.

—- compressed (coarctata), when it is distinctly

flattened.

semicircular (semiorhiculata), when it forms

half a circle.

linear (linearis), when it is narrow, and the

length considerably exceeds the breadth.

' ' ' longitudinal (longitudinalis), when the length

IS greater than the breadth, and the greatest dimen-

sion is parallel to the axis of the shell.

Orbicular (orbicularis), forming an entire cir-

cle.

- striated (striata), when the cavity is marked
with striae, parallel to the direction of the convolu-

tions.

" transverse (transversa), when the breadth is

greater than the length.

JPSiar (columella), is that part of the shell situated

within the opening, near its axis, round which the

spires turn. It is brought into view by dividing the

shell its whole length. It is

— — flattened (plana), when the surface is flat and
smooth.— caudated (candata), when it is lengthened be-

yond the base of the shell.

folded (plicata), marked with transvene and
distinct folds.

spiral (spiralis), proceeding from the base, and
forming a small twisted elongation.

truncated (truncata), cut transversely at the

base.

- furrowed (sulcati), having the surface marked
with furrows, which are always broader than striae.

- decussated (decussati), when the stria cross

each other at right angles.

Spire (spira), signifies all the convolutions taken to-

gether. It is

' pointed (acuta), when the convolutions jotir-

ed together form an acute angle.

— flattened (depressa), forming a flat surface.

- ' * convex (convexa), when it is rounded, and
the point of the base has little elevation.

* convex (convexo acuta), rounded at the outer
edge, but elevated into an acute angle.

* — - convex and elevated (convexe exserta), round-

ed at the outer edge, and elevated without formiog
an acute angle.

» convex and pointed (convexo-mocronata), ob-

tuse and almost rounded at the outer edge, and ter*

minated at the centre with a pointed elevation.

crowned (coronata), when the outer edges of
each convolution are accompanied with a ro# of

spines or tubercles.

capitate (capitate), the convolutions onited,

forming a swelling resembling a head.

obtuse (obtusa), the convolutions united, form-

ing an obtuse angle.

— piano concave (plano-concava), the convolu-

tions forming no elevation, but are slightly moved,
p pyramidal (pyramidata), of a conical rorm.

Sutures (snturse), signify the place of jonction of the

difierent convolutions, forming a spiral line. They
are

Convolutions (anfractus), are the turnings of the spire

round the pillar, from the opening to the base of

the shell. They afe

bifid (bifidi), when each is divided into two
equal parts by a furrow or spiral line.

" grooved (canaliculati), when the snperior edge
is marked with a groove.

- * keel-shaped (carinati), when the outer turn of

the shell is marked with an angle more or less

acute.

crowned (coronali), when the npper surface is

bordered at a little distance from the sutures, with a

single row of tubercles or spinous scales.

dextral (dextri), turning from the left to the

right.

- - sinistfal (sinistri), taming from the right to

the left.

lettered (script!), marked with characters.

spinous (spinosl), having short spines on tho

surface.

•—•entire (slmpHces), without furrows or tuber-

cles.

i banded (fasciatl), when the surface is marked
with broad coloured stripes.——— lamellated (lamellati), the surface marked with

longitudinal or transvetdo exorescences, and lamina-

ted like membranes.

• ' •
> grooved (canaliculate), wheU they are so deep

as to form a small canal.

— • notched (crenolate), when the points of con-

tact are marked with notches.

•*—»-' double (duplicate), accompanied with two
strie, which run parallel.

— ^ i *.. '! effaced (obsolete), when the place of jonctnm
is not perceptible.

Siphon (sipho), is a small canal situated in the inter-

nal part of the shell of the nautili, which penetrates

into the divisions of which it is Composed. It is

—- central (centralis), when it is situated in the

middle of the divisions.

lateral (lateralis), situated at one sido.

oblique (obliquus), cutting the axis of the di-

visions obliquely.

Veins (varices), are elevations or ribs, nmniiig in the

direction of the length of the shell, formed by the

junction of the different additions which the shell

has received. They cut the convolutions of the

spire transversely. They are

— continued (continuatse), proceeding from the

base of the spire to the convolution at the opening,
without interruption.

1 '— spinous (spinosse), famished with strong spines.

I « interrapted (decussatse), not corxespon&ig with

the different convolutions.

CHAP.
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SHELLS are divided by Linneeas into maltivalvei

bivalve, and univalve. In the following ckssifioation

the same arrangement will be adopted j and we shall

first exhibit in one view the characters of each genus,

in the original language of Linnaeus^ with a translation

opposite, for the sake of the English reader } so that

the genus of any shell may be easily determined. In

describing the species, we shall observe the utmost bre-

vity, giving such characters only as are necessary to

afford precise marks of distinction. In arranging the

species under each genus, the British species will be
distingoisbed with an asterisk j so that, with the advan-
tage of a ^Mral classification, this will answer the pur-

pose of a British conchology*

GENERIC CHARACrmS.

L MULTIV4LVE SHELLS.

Chiton. Animal doris. Testae plures, secun-

chancter dam longltudinem slbi appositae dorso incumbentes.
•fanlti-

2. Lepas. Animal triton. Testa basi affixa multi-

valvis : valvis inaequalibus erectis.

3. Pholas. Animal ascidia. Testa bivalvis divarl-

cata, cum miuoribus accessoriis difformibos : cardo re-

curvatus cartilagine connexus.

1. C. Animal inhabiting the shell a doris. Shell

consisting of several segments or valves disposed dowtt
the back.

2. L. Animal a triton. Shell affixed at the base,

and consisting of many unequal erect valves.

' 3* Animal an ascidia. Shell bivalve, divaricate,

differently shaped
j accessory valves : hinges bent backy

united by a cartilage ; beneath the binge, Eternally, is

an incurved tooth.

II. BIVALVE SHELLS.

Of bivalves. MrA. Animal ascidia. Testa bivalvis bians, ut

plurimom, altera extremitate : cardo dente (plerisque

ano) solido, crasso, patulo, vacuo } nec inserto testae

appesttsk

5. SoLEK. Animal ascidia. Testa, hivalvis obWa>^

gala, tttseqoa latere hiaaa. Cardo dens subulatus re-

lexus, saspe duplex, non insertns testae appositae > maiv

go laterafis magia olMolstos. .

6. Tcllin.4. Aniflsal tetkja. Testa biyalvia, an-

terius bine ad alterum latua flexa. Cardinis dentes ut

ploriaanm tres : lateialea plant alterins testae.

y. Carbium. Animal tethys. Testa hivalvis sub*

sequilatera, aequivalvis, plerumqiie eoavexa, loogitudi-

naliter costata, striata ant sulcata, margiue dostata.

Cardo dentibos mediia binis altornatis : alteso ut pluri*

mom inenrvo j
lateraliboa remotis iusertis.

Si Magtua. Animal tslkya. Testa bivah^ in-

mquilatfra, seqoivalvis. Cardo dente medio complicate

com adjecta foveola, laterallbus remotis insertis.

9. Donax^ Animal tetbys.
^

Tesla biveWis, mar-

gine ssepe crenolate antloo ebtusuaimo, Cardo deeti*

bos dnobus) marginalique solitario (rarins doplice,

tripliot, ant boUo) aubremoto sub ano.

10, Venus. Animal tethys. Te^ bivalvis y la^

biia nMTgiae antico iiciunbeiitibqs. Cardo dentibos

tribute enmibos approzimatis Lateralihus. apiee diver*

geotibns.

2

4. M. Animal an ascidia. Shell bivalve, generally-

gaping at one end. Hinge with broad, thick, strong
teeth (seldom more than one), and not inserted into

lbs opposite valve.

5. S. AuimaJ an aaoidiai
^
Shell bivalve, eblepg,

open at both ends. Hinge with a snbldate, sefleoted

tooth, often double, and not inserted in the opposite
valve i the Intend nntrgin more effaced.

6. T. Animal a tetbys. SheU bivalve, generally
sloping on one side, in the fere pait of eon valve a
cemvex, of the ether a concave f^ld. Hh^ usually

with three teeth : the batter ones, in ene £cU being
smooth.

7. C. Animal a tetbys. Shell bivalve, nearly equi-

lateral, ssquivalve, generally ^vex, IsegUudlnnny
ribbed, striated, or grooved, with a toethed innrgiii.

Hinge with two teeth near the beak, and n re^

mote lateral one on each side, each looking into the

opposite.

8. M. Animal a tetbys^ Shell bivalve, of uneqnnl
sides, and sBqujvalve. Middle tooth of the hinge couh
plicated, with a small hollow on each side, lateral ones

Semote and inserted into each other.

9. D. Animal a tetbys. Shell bivalve, genere%
with a Botched maigin : the f^ntal margm very ohtwif*

Hinge with two teeth, and a single marginal enepbaecd
behmd (rarely double, ^iple or none).

10. V. Aaimal a tethya SbeH bivalve ; the fieon*

tal margin flattened with mcombeut Upa Hmgf with

three teeth, all appioximale j the lateral eHee divergent

at the lip*

11. SrONDTLUS.
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IX. Spondtlus. Animal tethys. Testa inaeqni-

valvis rigida. Cardo dentibus doobos recams^ cum
foveola Intermedia.

1 2f Chama. Animal tethys. Testa blvaWIs eras-

slor, cardo callo gibbO| oblique inserto fossulae obliquae.

13. Arca. Animal tethys? Tesla blvalTls sequi-

valvis. Cardo dentibus numerosis, acutis, altemis in*

sertls.

14. OsTREA. Animal tethys. Testa hivalvis, pia*

rimis Insequivalvls subaurlta. Cardo edentulus, fossu-

la cava, ovata, sulcisque (in plurimis) laterallbus trans*

versis.

15. Akomia. Animal corpus ligula emarginata ei*

llata : cilils valvse superiori affixis ; brachiis doohus

llnearibus corpora longioribus conniventibus porrectis,

valvas alternis otrinque ciliatls : cilils affixis valvse utri*

que : testa insequivalvls, valva altera planluscula, al-

tera basi magis gibba
:
parum altera basi ssepe perfora-

ta. Cardo cicatricula linearl promlnente introrsom

dente laterall
;

valvde vero planieris in ipso margine.

lladil duo ossei pro basi animalis.

1 6. Mttilus. Animal ascidia f Testa hivalvis,

mdis, sseplus affixa hysso, ut plurimum, crassiori. Car-

do in plurimis edentulus, distinctus, panels ezeeptis,

llnea subulata, excavata longitudinal!.

17. Finka. Animal Umax. Testa sub-bivalvis fra-

gilis, erecta bians, emittens harbam byssinam. Cardo
edentulus, coalitis in unam valvis.

11. S. Animal a tethys. Shell hard, solid, with y>H4fs
unequal valves. Hinge with two recurved teeth, sepa- fion of

rated by a small cavity. Shslk.

12. C. Animal a tethys. Shell bivalve, rather

coarse. Hinge with a callous protuberance, obliquely

inserted in an oblique hollow.

13. A. Animal a tethys ? SheU bivalve equivalve.

Hinge with numerous sharp teeth, alternately inserted

between each other.

14. O. Animal a tethys. ^hell bivalve, generally

with unequal valves, and slightly eared. Hinge witlik

out teeth, but fumlsbed with an ovate cavity, and m
most with lateral, transverse furrows.

15. A. Animal an emarginate, ciliated, strap*shap-

ed body, with bristles attached to the upper valve ^

arms, two, linear, longer than the body, projecting and
approaching together, alternate on the valve, aim ci-

. Hated on each side, with bristles affixed to each valve.

Shell inequlvalve, one of the valves flattish, the other

nrotuberant at the base : one of the valves often pe»-

forated near the base. Hinge with a linear prominent
cicatrix, and a lateral tooth placed within ; but on the

very margin of the flat valve there are two bony rays

for the base of the animal.

16. M. Animal an ascidia? Shell bivalve, rough,

S
nerally aflixed by a byssus or beard of silky filaments.

inge mostly without teeth, and in most cases with a
subumte, hollow, longitudinal line.

17.

P. Animal a Umax. Shell bivalve, brittle,

raping at one end, and having a byssus or heard.

Hinge without teeth, the valves being united into one.

IIL UNIVALVE SHELLS.

Uniralvei. 18. ArGOKACTa. Animal sepia ant clio. Testa

onivalvis, spiralis, involute, membranacea, unilocularis.

19. Nautilus. Animal f Testa univalvis, isthmis

perforatis concamerata, polythalamia.

20. Conus. Animsd Umax. Testa univalvis con-

voluta, turblnata } apertura efibsa, longitudinalis, Une-
aris, edentula, has! Integra ^ columeUa levis.

21. CTPRiEA. Animal Umax. Testa onivalvis,

invokta, sob-ovata, obtusa, Isevis. Apertura utrinquu

effusa, linearis utrinqtie dentata longItudinaUs.

22. Bulla. Animal Umax. Testa univalvis con-

voluta, inermis. Apertura suh-coarctata, oblonga, lon-

gitudinalis, has! integerrima. Columella obliqua, Ise*

vis.

23. Voluta. Animal Umax. Testa unilocularis

spiralis. Apertura ecaudate, sub-effusa. Columella

plicate : labio umbiUcove (ut plurimum) nuUo.

24. Buccinum. Animal Umax. Testa univalvis,

spiralis, gibbosa. Apertura ovata desinens in canali-

culum (retusam lacunam) dextrum, caoda retusa. La-
bium interlus explanatum.

25. Strombus. Animal Umax. Testa univalvis,

spiralis, latere ampliata. Apertura labro saspius dila-

tato, desinens in canalem sinistmm.

Murex. Animal Umax. Testa univalvis, spi-

ralis, exasperata suturis membrauaceis. Apertura desi-

3

x8. A. Animal a sepia or cUo. Shell univalve,

spiral, involute, membranaceous, one cell.

19. N. Animal ? Shell univalve, divided into seve-

ral chambers communicating with each other.

20. C. Animal a Umax. Shell univalve, convolute,

turbinate) aperture effuse, longitodinal, linear, with-

out teeth ) entire at the base. Pillar smooth.

21. C. Animal a slug. SheU univalve, involute,

subovate, smooth, obtuse. Aperture effiise at each end,

linear, extending the whole length ef the shell, and
toothed on each side*

22. B. Animal a Umax. Shell univalve, convolute,

without teeth* Aperture a little narrowed, oblong, lon-

gitudinal, quite entire at the base. Pillar oblique and

smooth.

23. V. Animal a limaZi Shell one cell, ^iral.

Aperture without a beak, and somewhat effuse. Pillar

twisted or plaited
:
generally without Ups or perfora-

tion.

24. B. Animal a Umax. Shell univalve, spiral, gib-

bons. Aperture ovate, ending in a short canal, lean-

ing to the right, with a retuse beak. Internal or pil-

lar Up expanded.

25. S. Animal a limax. Shell univalve, spiral, en-

larged at the side* Aperture dilated with the Up ex-

panding, and ending in a groove towards the left.

26* M. Animal a Umax. Shell univalve, spiral,

rough, with membranaceous sutures. Aperture oval,

terminating
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neof in canalem integram rectum sive subatcenden-

tern.

27* Trochus. Animal limaz. Testa univalvis,

spiralis^ tobconica. Apertura subtetragono-angulata

sen rotundata, soperins transversd coarctata ^ colamella

cbliquata.

28. Turbo. Animal limax. Testa univalvis, spU

ralit| solida. Apertura coarctata, oibicalata, inte-

gn.
29. Helix. Animal Umax. Testa univalvis, spi-

ralis, suhdiaphana, fragilis. Apertura coarctata, intus

lunata sea sabrotunda ^ segmento circuli dempto.

30. Nerita. Animal Itroax. Testa uniralvis, spi-

ralis, gibba, subtus planiuscula. Apertura semiorbi-

cularis, vel semilunaris ^ labio columelle transverso,

truncate, planiusculo.

31. Haliotis. Animal limax. Testa auriformis,

patens : spira occultata lateral! disco, longitudiaaliter

porls pertusa.

32. Patella. Animal limax. Testa univalvis

su^onica, absque spira.

33. Dektalium. Animal terebella. Testa tubu-

Ipsa, recta, roonotlialamia, utraque extremitate pervia.

34. Serpula. Animal terebella. Testa unival-

vis, tubulosa, adherens (saepe istbmis integris passim

intercepta).

35. Teredo. Animal terebella. Valvis duabus
' calcariis bemispbericis, anterius excisis, et duabus lan-

ceolatis. Testa teres, flexuosa, lignum penetrans.

36. Sabella. Animal nereis. Ore ringente, ten-

laculis duobus crassioribus pone caput. Testa tubulosa,

contexta ex arenulis confertim membranas vaginali in-

sertis.

O L O G Y. 4.01

terminating in an entire straight, or slightly ascending

canal.

27. T. Animal a Umax. Shell univalve, spiral,

somewhat conic. Aperture somewhat angular, or

rounded : the upper side transverse and contracted $

pillar placed obliquely.

28. T. Animal a Umax. Shell univalve, spiral, so*

lid. Aperture contracted, orbicular, entire.

29. H. Animal a Umax. Shell univalve, spiral, sub*

diaphanous, brittle. Aperture contracted, semilunar

or roundish.

30. N. Animal a Umax. Shell univalve, spiral, gib-

bous, flattisb at bottom. Aperture semiorbicular or

semilunar, pillar lip transversely truncated and flatten-

ed.

31. H. Animal a limax. Shell ear-shaped dilated,

with a longitudinal row of orifices along the surface ^

the spire lateral and nearly concealed.

32. P. Animal a Umax. Shell subconic, without

spire.

33* D. Animal a terebella. Shell tubular, straight,

or slightly curved, with one cavity open at both en&.
34. S. Animal a terebella. Shell tubular, generally

adhering to other substances (often separated internally

by entire divisions.)

35. T. Animal a terebella. With two calcareous,

bemispberical valves, anteriorly cut off, and two lan-

ceolate ones. Shell round, flexuous, penetrating

wood.

36. S. Animal a nereis. With a ringent mouth,

and two thicker tentacula behind the bead. Shell tu-

bular, consisting of particles of sand united to a mem-
brane by a glutinous cement.

I. MULTIVALVES.
>4

Chiton. Gen. 1. Chitok.

Gen. Char.—The animal inhabiting this shell is a dorls.

Tbe shell consists of several segments or valves, ar-

ranged along the back.

Species.

All the Species marked • are British.

syuamosus l. Eight valves, semistriated ; margin covered with

minute scales \ 2 inches long. America, Wood, t. i«

f. I.

histriatus. 2. With eight doubly striated valves, middle valves

with curvilinear striae ; margin scaly. Chemnitz, viii.

t. 94. f. 788 to 91.

Jnlvus. 3. With eight valves, and whitish dotted strisej

margin coriaceous ^
i inch long. S. America. W^ood,

t. I. f. 2.

piccus. 4. With eight smooth valves
5

margin coriaceous

and spiny ^
colour pitchy •y 2 inches long. Red sea.

Woo^ t. I. f. 3.
'

granula- 5. Flat above, with numerous raised dots in rows

;

tui. border broad, coriaceous, spinous
; 2 Inches long. W«

Indies. Cbem. viii. t. 96. f. 806.

aeuleatus. 6. Eigbt-valved, striated ^ valves prickly
^ margin

VoL. VI. Part. IL f

with bristles •y 2^ inches long. Asia. Chemnitz, v. t.

173. f. 1692*

7. With eight valves ; lower triangular, half of the Jasciatus.

6 middlemost granulated
; inch long. W. Indies.

Chemnitz, viii. t. 94. f. 792 and 3.

8. Eight-valved, smooth, varied with white andmorwora-
hlack; margin tumid and scaly; inch long. W.tus.
Indies. Chemnitz, viii. t. 95. f. 803 to 5.

.9. Eigbt-valved, smooth, within sea-green; margin
covered with gray white scales

; 1 J inch long. India.

Chemnitz, viii. t. 95. f. 802.

10. With eight smooth, white valves
;

above the tumcatus.

membrane roundish ; margin coriaceous and reflected ;

4 inches long, and 1^ inch broad. North seas. Wood,
t. 2. f. I.

11. Eight-valved, thick, convex, while
; first ve\vegigas0

notched, last toothed, middle ones eroarginate
; 4 inches

long ; margin coriaceous. Cape of Good Hope.
Chemnitz, viii. t. 96. t. 819.

12. Eight-valved, kidney-shaped, fragile
; valves im*amicula^

bricated ;
covered with a broad coriaceous membrane

;
tus.

6 inches long, Kurile islands. Pallas, t. 7. f. 26.

13. With eight very smooth chesnut- coloured yeWeSy castaneus.

Inside rosy
; 2 inches long, Wood, t. 2. f. 2.

14. With eight valves, with slight curved strise

;

marmn red ; 1 inch long. North seas. Chemnitz, vTii.

t. 9^* 8 i3 «

3 E* *5-
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punciatus.

indicus,

virides^

Uneaius*

/asctcula*

ris.

sulcatus.

hicohr^

€$rannui,

magtUam-
tu$.

minmu4.

9wntic*.

MHUut..

ultindums,

margina-
iui»

€inereus^

9itus.

0i»katmu$<

kBVii.

CONCH
15. With eight valves, sraooth body

; with excava*
ted dots on the margin. Asia, Europe, and America.

16. Eight*valved, whitish ash colour, border scaly
;

middle valves Bnely punctured ; l inch long. W. In-

dies. Chemnitz, viii. t. 96. f. 811.

17. With eight valves
; keel triangular, very rougk

and slightly toothed \ margin scaly > 2 inches long.

Chemnitz, x. t. 173. f. 1689.
18. With eight smooth streaked valves; margin

broad and coriaceous; inch leng. Weod, t. 2w f.

4 and 5.

* 19. With eight valves, having one lateral tnf\ of hair

at the junction of each valve, and two in the front

;

from 7 to I inch long. Barbary. Wood, t. 2. f. 6.

30 . With eight thick, convex,, grooved valves;

margin broad and scaly
; 4 inches long. South seas.

Wood, t. 3. f. I.

21. Eight-valved, thick ridged ; the outside sea*

green ;
margin blackish, inside white; 2^ inches long.

India. Chemnitz, viii. t. 94. f. 794 and y.

22* With eight smooth cherry-coloured valves, and
a white crenated border; if inch long. Surinam.

Chemnitz, viii. t. 95. f. 797 and 8.

23. Eight-valved, thick, striated, black brown ; 2^
inohes long. Straits of Magellan. Chemnitz, viii. U
95. f. 797 and 8.

24. Eight-valved, brown, smooth ; inside teeth of the

margin snowy ; 2f inches long. India. Chemnitz, viii.

t. 95. f. 799 and 800.

25. Eight-valved, smooth, black, very small, mealy,

with a transverse band on each; f inch long. Norway.
Chemnitz, viii. t. 96. f. 814.

26. Eight-valved, carinated, diaphanous, banded ;

terminal valves finely punctured; f inch long. Nmr-
way. Chemnitz, viii. t. 96. f. Si 5.

27. Eight-valved, deep black, convex above, with a

yellowish spot on each valve
; ^ inch long. North seas.

Chemnitz, vii. t. 96. f. 816.

s 28.. With eight convex black valves, covered with

very minute raised dots; margin cinereous, minute.

Iceland.
* 29.. Ei^t-valved, carinated along the back ; the

valves projecting over each other in a point; 7 inch long,

Salcomb bay. Sandwich. Linn. Tr. viii. t. i. f. 3.

* 30. Eight valves, smooth, carinated, oval, compres-

sed ;
margin ciliated at tbe edge

; f to ^ of an Inch

long. Goree and Britain.

* 31. Eight valves,, smooth, with transverse lines at the

margin of the valves
;
body white, oval ;. first valve

notched on the hinder edge
; 7 inch long. Northern

seas ; on oyster shells from Poole. Linn. Tr. viii. t«

1 . f* 4*

.*32 With eight valves, oblong, efevated, with indis-

tinct striae ;
anterior and posterior valves, with cnrved

striae ;
margin very broad, minutely shagreened ; f inch

long*. Newbaveo. Brown, t. • f. .

* 33. Eight-valved, smooth, with an elevated band

down the back; tbe length f inch. Loch Broom,
Boss-sbire, Salcomb bay^ Pennant, iv. t. 36. f. 3.

34.

With eight black valves anterior one with

raised dots ; whole shell substriated, and slightly dotted

at the sides of tlie valves
; margin broad, with long

black tapering spines ; 2f inches long. N. Holland.

Xer^rarfi. . Brown’s Collection, N® lo..

O L O G Y. Chap. IV.
35. Seven-valved, body tuberculated ; if inch leag..to5ercti-

America. Schroeter, t. 9. f. 19. latus.

36. With seven striated greenish valves ; . striped UsnlaUtu.
with black and white on the back ; margin scaly ; 2
inches long. St Thomas’. Cbem. x. t. 173. f. 1690.
* 37. Seven-valved, thick set with short hairs; 4 incb^nWiVw#.
long. Sandwich, Aberdeen. Pennant iv. t. 36. f. i.

38. Six-valved, glabroos, oval, a little eonvex, sea-/Ao4i#f^
green; f inch long. America. Schroeter, t. 1. f. i. ittrr.

39. With six plates or valves striated ; colonr black-

ish gray, with white spots and dots. Scbroeler, t. 9. f.

i8.

* 40. With five valves oval, carinated, and strongly quinq^
shagreened ; margin broad, and finely eiliated at the vahu*
edge, and shagreened

; 4 long. Tenby. Brown, p» t.

Gem 2. Lefas, Acom^skeil. LepM..

Shell with many unequal valves, fixed by the base.

A. Shells sessile.

* With the base solid.

Gen. CAor.—-Animal a triton shell affixed at tbe base,

and composed of many nneqnal erect valves.

Species.

* 1. Conic, truncated, grooved, with the interstices AaAmiw..

striated transversely^ lid with four valves, sharp-point-

ed, and bent. Enropean seas, Britain. Brown, t. vi.

f. I.

* 2. Conic, truncated, snM>oth ; Hd 4-valved, two
per slightly striated transversely, obtuse. American
and Indian seas ; abundant on the coasts of Britain.

Brown, t. vi. f. 4.

* 3. Conical, truncated, rogged ; lid with four ftst/wiiictaltfa

valves, punctured.. Britain. Brown, t. vii. f. 13.

4* Conicah, eontracted at the aperture ; valves and lesm*
interstices smooth ; lid 4-valved and blunt.. £. Indies.

Chem. viii. t. 79. f. 715.
* 5. Conical, truncated ^ longitodinally striated v valves ilnklifr..

rounded at the summits ; interstices straight and
smooth. Britain and Holland. Cbem. t. 97. f. 823.
* 6. Snbcyjindrical, wrinkled longitudinally ; opercn-nigosa.^

lom 4-valved, acute. Dorset. Brown, t. vii. f. z.

f. Club-shaped, elongated, and dilated at the aper-

ture; lid with four obliquely striated valves. New-
foundland. Wood, t. 7. f.. 2.

* 8. Conic, smooth, valves pointed, apeiiore very cowotVfcr.

small ; shell small, reddish ^ valves finely tcsselated.

Weymouth. Brown, t. vi. {. 7.

9u Semiovate, valves longitudinally striated ; aper-os^gnjiata.

ture small, and much contracted. Barbary and £. In-

dies. Wood, t. 6. f. 5*

* 10. Somewhat conic, with eq,uidistaiit ribs, diver- corlola.

gent from tbe aperture ; lid sharp-pointed.. On rocks

on tlie Pembrokeshire coast. Brown, L vi. f. 3.
* iz* Depressed, with four serrated interlaced valves, slrofiSMi..

striated obliquely. Britain. Brown, t vii. f. 30.
1 2. Convex, with six equal 3-Iobed valves ^ aper- hemi^he^

tore oval ; lid convex, 4-valved.. Africa. Chem. viii. rani..

t. 9®* ^3 *

13. Depressed, with five radiated angnlarribs
;
aper-/Mifcttirfr».

ture small, and somewhat pentagonaJ. Coromandel.
Cbem. t. 98. f. 839.
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IV.
14. Conical, thick, of a violet colonr ;

valves slight-

ly grooved longitndlnally, and the interstices smooth*

£• Indies. Cbem. vHk t. 99. f. 842.

1 5. Conical, of a violet colour \ valves strongly rib-

bed longitudinally; interstices faintly striated trans-

versely. Wood, t. 8. f. 5.

16. Erect, conic ; valves palmated at the base

;

shell white.

17. With six smooth valves, marked with longitu-

dinal violet rays, and the interstices very finely stri-

ated transversely. Wood, t. 7. f. 7.

1 8. Conical, with unequal transversely striated dot-

ted valves, and the interstices smooth ;
aperture beak-

ed at one side. Wood, t. 7. f. 6.

19. Conical, with rows of incurved spines on the

valves, and the interstices striated transversely. £•

Indies. ^Vood, t. 7* 4* S*

20. With rugged irregularly muricated valves ; In-

terstices transversely striated. £• Indies. Wood,
t. 8. f. I. to 4.
* 21. Conic, longitndlnally striated ;

aperture very

small ; lid with four valves striated transversely. Ten-

by. Brown, t. vii. f. 9. to X2.

22. Conical, purplish, with the valves strongly and

irregularly ribbed
;

interstices delicately striated trans-

versely. W. Indies. Lister, t. 443. f. 385.

23. Subconical; whitish, with the valves slightly

wrinkled ; interstices striated longitudinally. Iceland.

Wood, t. 6. f. 3.

24. Conical, strong ; valves with deep longitudinal

stria, and the interstices very regularly striated trans-

versely. 8. America. Brownes Collection, N® 20.

25. Conical, strong, irregularly wrinkled ; luter-

strces with fine regular transverse strise. £. Indies.

Brownes Collection, N® 19.
* 26. Subconic, slightly striated longitudinally ; inter-

stices substriated ; lid 4-valved, upper two strongly

striated transversely and longitudinally, under two

very slightly, with a longitudinal groove. HartlepooL

Brown, t. vi. f. 10.

A. ** With radiated celU at the base.

27. Subhemispherical, transversely striated throngh-

oot, and strongly ribbed longitudinally. Northern ocean.

Wood, t. 4*

• 28. Depressed, longitodinally ribbed, upper half

smooth, lower parts and interstices striated transverse-

ly. Northern ocean, adhering to the Balsena Boops.

Wood, t. 5. f. I. to 3.

ieetmdma^ 29. Oval, depressed, with four nearly smooth valves.

r£g^ Attached to the backs of turtles. Wo^, t. 5. f« 4.

A. Porous at the base.

ywroM. 30. Subconical, with four consolidated rugged valves,

and the base porous. Tranquebar. Wood, t. 9. f. 4.

jwwysrus- 31. Angular, with four subconsolidated rugged

erne. valves, and the base porous. Amboyna. Wood, t. 9.

f. X. to 3.

A. With a cup-Uke appendage at the base,

32. Shell formed of two cones connected by a liga-

ment at their base, of which the upper is 6-v^ved and

spinous. Britain. Brown, t. vii. f. 24. to 26,

fo soto. 33. Shell formed of two cones, connected by a llga*

CONCHOLOGY.
ment at the base, of which the upper is 6-vah'ed and

smooth. Mediterranean. Phil. Trans, i. t. 14. f. 19.

A. ***** Tubular and truncated at both ends.

403

spimosa,

erispsta.

smnehtt.

bubem.

arassus.

semistrt^

ahts.

34. Tubular, truncated at both ends, longitudinally

striated, and transversely ribbed. Inhabits the S. seas,

imbedded in the skin of whales. Wood, t, 4. f. l.

to 3.

B. Shells seated on a fleshy peduncle.

B. * With more than Jive valves^ and a wreath

smaller ones round the base.

35. Compressed round the base, irregularly striated

transversely, and the peduncle scaly. Amboyna.
Wood, t. 10. f. 1.

* 36. Compressed, smooth, and the peduncle coveredjpo/Unyper.

with minute scales. Britain. Brown, t. v. f. 11.

* 37. Compressed, with 13 valves concentrically stri-

ated
; peduncle hairy, with testaceous scales. Britain*

Brown, t. v. f. 8, 9, and 10.

B. ** WithJive contiguous valves.

* 38. Compressed, with five striated valves
;

ptAan^Ae<tnseriJera

wrinkled transversely. Britain. Brown, t. v. f. i.

* 39. Compressed, somewhat triangular, with ^yttmotifera,

smooth valves seated on a red and long peduncle. Bri-
tain* Adheres to the bottom of ships, when it is well

known by the name of bemade. Brown, t. iv. f. x.

and 2.

It was from thb species of shell that the bernmcle eoose was
supposed to have had its origin. Gerard’s aecoant of Uiis trans-
formation, as it affords a reiniarkable instance of the credolity of
the times, is too curious to be omitted. ** There are fonnd ia
the north parts of Scotland, and the islaods adjacent called
Orehades, certain trees whereon do grow certain shells tending
to msset, wherein are contained litUe living creatures : which
shells in time of maturitie do open, and oat of them grow theta
little living things, which falling into the water do become
fowles, which we call bamakles; in the north of £ngland brant
geese ; and in I.ancasbire, tree geese ; but the other that do
fkll upon the land perish, and come to nothing. Thus much
from the writings of others, and also from the mooUu of people
of those parts, which may very well accord with troth.
“ But what our eyes have scene, and bands have tended,

we shall declare. There is a small island in Lancashire, called
the Pile of Feolders, wherein are found the broken pieces of
old and broised ships, some whereof have been cast thither by
shipwracke, and also the trunks and bodies with the branchea
of old and rotten trees, cast np there likewise : whereon is

Ihnnd a certain spume or froth that in time breedeth into eer-
tain shells, in shape like those of the moskle, but sharper poinu
ed, and of a whitish colour : wherein h contained a thing fai

forme like a lace of tilke, finely woven, as it were, together, of
a whitish eoloor, one end whereof Is fastened unto the inside of
the shell, even as the fish of oisters and muskles arc ; the odier
end is made fast nnto the belly of a rode mass or Inmpe, which
in time cemmeth to the shape and forme of a bird : when it ia

perfectly formed the shell gapeth open, and the first thing that
appeareth is the foresaid lace or string ; next come the legs of
the bird hanging oot, and as it growetb greater it openeth the
•bell by degrees, till at length it is all come forth and hangelh
only by the bill : in short space after it cometh to full matnntie,
and falleth into the sea, where it gathereth feathers, and grow.
eth to a fowl bigger than millard, and letsei than a goose,

ving blacke legs, bill or beake, and feathers blaeke and while,
spotted in sneh a manner as is our magpie, called in some places
a pie-annet, which the people of lAncashire call by no other
name than a tree goose : which place aforesaid, and those part*
adjoyning do so much abound therewith, tkat one of the best
is bought lor threepence. For the truth hereof^ if any doiih^

let them repaire nnto me, and 1 shall sadsfte them by the
monk of witnesses.*’ JMaU^ p. ;588.

3X2 *
<fO.
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* 40. Compressed, subtriangular, with five strongly

ribbed valves; peduncle short and dusky. Britain.

Brown, U v. f. 6.

pumici- 41. Compressed, five striated, and strongly spinous

cula, valves; peduncle short and brown. Devonshire. Brown,

t. y. f. 3.

fascicula<> * ‘^2% Compressed, with five smooth, membranaceous,

ris, semitransparent valves
;

dorsal valve dilated at the

base, and forming a prominent acute angle. Britain.

‘Brown, t. V. f. 2.

^ 43. Compressed, with five smooth valves, and the

dorsal ridge serrated. Britain. Brown, t. iv. f. 5*

44. Compressed, with five smooth valves, seated on

*a short downy peduncle. Mediterranean. Enc. Meth.

t. 166. f. 2.

45. Compressed, with five valves, scaly at the base ;

dorsal valve transversely wrinkled ;
peduncle scaly.

Mosquito shore. Ellis Zoop. t. 25. f. 5.

B. With minute distant valves placed on aJUshy
extension of the peduncle,

* 46. Membranaceous, ventricose, truncated, and an-

gular at the summit
;
green, with black striped, and

five minute narrow distant valves. Mediterranean.

Brown, t. v. f. 16, 17, and 18.

47. Membranaceous, ventricose, seated on a tube,

and ending in two ear-like appendages ;
aperture with

8 toothed valves. Northern ocean. Brown, t. v. f. 14*

and 15.

blainvillii,^ 48. Ventricose, membranaceous, seated on a tube,

and ending in two ear-like appendages ; colour whitish,

spotted, and streaked with brownish purple. Devon-

shire. Brown, t. v, f. 13.

dentata,

villosa,

dorsalis,

aurita.

Gen. 3. Pholas.

Gen, Char,—The animal is an ascidia. Shell bivalve,

divaricate, with several lesser differently accessory

ones at the hinge. Hinges recurved, united by a

cartilage. Beneath the hinge Internally is an in-

curved tooth.

Species,

dactylus. Oblong, with reticulated, subspinous striae, on
^ *

the upper part, and tlie anterior end strongly muricated

and beaked. Europe. Salcomb bay, Devonshire.

Five inches long ; is found in hard clay, marl, and

wood ;
has a phosphorescent property. Brown, t. viii.

f. I, 2, and 3.

ori^talis. 2. Oblong, with a straight margin : one half quite

smooth, the other reticulated with striae. Siam and

Tranquebar. Lister, t. 43 ^* ^74*
, ,

costaia, 3' Ovate ;
striated with strong elevated ribs j 6 in-

ches long. American seas. Lister, t. 434* *77 *

Candida, 4 - Oblong, muricated on all sides, with decussated

priokly striw. Europe, America, Salcomb bay. Brown,

t. ix. r. 6, 7, and 8.

parva,
*

5* Ovate, with reticulated striae ;
and the teeth of

the hinge issuing from a tubercle. Britain. Brown,

t. lx. f. II. and 12.

Striata, * 6, Ovate, multifariously striated ;
wedge-shaped be-

fore, and ventricose behind. Europe, Inaia. Brown,

t. viii. f, 4. to 9.—This species seems to he nearly

' equally destructive with the teredo navaltl. The pholas

perforates the tjrood across "die grain or fibre j lb? t?rodn.

O L O G Y. Chap. IV.
insinuates itself along the fibres, or in the same diiec-

tion.

7. Oblong, rounded
;

striae arched. America, In-pulsilia,

dia. This animal penetrates the bottom of sliips.

Wood, t. xvi. f. I, 2, and 3.

8. Short, turgid, furrowed, with fine elevated trans- ron/ofa.

verse striae; apertute heart-shaped. Ency. Method.

t. 169. f. 8. to 10.

9. Somewhat oval, variously striated ;
hiatus veryfalcatm,

large; hinge with a booked tooth. Wood, t. 16. f. 5.

to 7.

10. Bivalve, white, with transverse arched striae

:

convex in the middle, and wedge-shaped below ; aper-

ture large, oval
;
perforates calcareous rocks. Ameri-

can islands. Chem. t. 172. f. 1678 to 81.

11. Oval
;

part next the hinge more obtuse, waved, rr/Vpa/a.

striated ; tooth of the hinge curved, large, and strong.

Two inches long. Europe. West of England. Brown,

t. ix. f. 1 . to 5.

II. BIVALVE SHELLS.
‘7

Gen. 4. Mya. Gapers, Mym.

Gen, Char,^The animal is an ascidia. The shell is

bivalve, generally gaping at one end. Tbe binge

has broad, thick, strong teeth, seldom more thau

one, and not inserted into the opposite valve.

Species,

• Hinge with one or two rounded teeth^ not insert-

ed in the opposite valve,

* I. Gaping at both ends, thick, transversely wrinkled,

lainellous, oblong, oval
; 5 inches long, 10 broad. Me-

diterranean sea. Donovan, t. 142.

* 2. Ovate, truncated, gaping greatly behind ; tooth truncatOm

projecting, obtuse ; li inches long. Enrope. Brown,

1. X. f. 2.

* 3. Ovate, rounded behind; hinge with a tooth pro^orenaria,

jecting forwards, and a smaller one by its side ; 2}
inches long. European seas, Portsmouth. Brown, t.

4. Ovate, obliquely angulated, and sabtruBcated at^^vss.

the anterior end ; hinge with a thick tooth ; 2^ inches

long. Hebrides. A fish much esteemed as food by

the inhabitants. Brown, t. xi. f. 5.

* 5. Oval, convex, brittle ; anterior end obliquely convexa,

angulated ;
tooth in the hinge semtoval. Cramond

Island ; 2 inches long. Brown, t. xi. f* 3.

* 6. Sub-oval, with tumid deformed valves ; hinge distorta,

with a thick tooth. Plymouth, i inches long. Brown,

t. xi. f. 7.
^ ^ •

* 7. Subovate, obsoletely wrinkled; hinge with ivrof^rTvgt^

projecting teeth, separats^ by a large tnangular notch.

Portobello. Brown, 1. xi. f. 8. and 9.
^

^

* 8. Oval, thin, brittle, flat; slrke fine, concentric

hinge with a spoon-shaped tooth ; i inch long. Brown,

t. xiv. f. I.

9. Suborbicular, covered with decussated 9\x\ds \osiatina,

hinge with a spoon-shaped tooth. Mouth of the Niger.

6 inches long. Chem. vi. t. 2. f. 13. to 16.

IQ* Sohorbicular, with transverse stride, decussated

on one side ;
binge with a spoon-shaped te^* Wood,

t. 24. f. 4« to 6^

* U. Oblong, attenuated alt one end ;
obsoletely siti-prismatka

ated
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And Indian seas. Length l inch» breadth 8 inches.

Common on the shores of firitain, where it is employed
as food. Brown, t. xiii. f. 3.

4. Linear, straight, cylindrical, and very thin > hinge

with a single tooth in each valve \ thickness of a quill ;

breadth 3 inches. Nicobar islands. Wood, t. 2y«

^* ^*
. . *

* 5. Linear, in form of a scymeter ; one binge 2-tooth-

ed
; ^ of an inch long, 5 inches broad. European seas

;

not uncommon on the British shores. Brown, t. xiii.

f- 3*

6. Subarcbed, soboval, pellucid ; one binge 2 tooth*

ed
; length i inch, breadth above 1 inch. Anglesea,

Cornwall. Brown, t. xiii. f. 4.

* 7. Linear, oval, straight ; hinge in the middle 2-

toothed, one of them bifid ; 2\ inches broad. Europe*

an and Atlantic seas, Anglesea, Hampshire. Brown,
t. xiii. f. 8. and 9.

8. Kidney-shaped, a single tooth in one valve, two

in the other. Europe and India. Wood, t. 29. f. x.

** Shells ovate or oblong.

gigas. 9. Linear, oval, snbdiaphanous, rounded at both

ends ; a longitudinal rib within extends from the binge

to the margin ; 2 inches long and 5 broad. Amboyna.
Wood, t. 3 1 . f. 3.

magnus. 10. Linear, oval, subdiapbanons, straight ; binge la*

teral, with two teeth not shotting into each other, and

furnished with a rib ; ij inch long, 4 broad. Nicobar
islands. Chem. vi. t. 5. f. 35.

mikmui. 11. Linear, oval, straight ; binge lateral, with two
teeth, one bifid, with a longitudinal rib ; inch long,

Ji broad. Tranquebar. Chem. vi. t. 5. f. 31.

guineen- 12« Oblong, oval, ventricose, sobpellucid
; inside

sis. with a longitudinal rib ; i inch long, 3 broad. Guinea.

Chem. xi. 1 198. f. 1937*

tnflcMUi. 13. Ovate*oblong, margin somewhat inflected ; hinge

with two teeth in one valve, and a prominent longitu*

dinal rib; 1 inch long, 3 broad. Wood, t. 32. f. 1. and 2«

iiphos. 14. Oval, straight, smooth, with prominent mem-
branes ; 27 inches long, 5 broad. Indian ocean. Wood,
t. 32. f* 3*

radiatus. 1 5. Oval, straight, smooth, with two teeth in one

valve; and a transverse depressed rib on one side.

India. Wood, t. 31. f. i. and 2.

strigilatus i6. Oval, obliquely and concentrically striated, ex-

cept at one end ; if inch long, 3 broad. Atlantic and

Indian seas. Wood, t« 30. f. 1.

$rioitgu^ 17. Flat, fore-part truncated, yellow ; ij- inch long,

iaris. and 2 broad. Chem. vi. t. 10. f. 87.

soarctatus 18. Transversely wrinkled, contracted in the mid-

dle, rounded at both ends
; ^ of an inch long, 2^ broad.

Nicobar islands. Wood, t. 29. f. 3.

fragiUs. 19. Linear-oval, nearly smooth, and marked with a

brown longitudinal stripe in the middle ; 7 inch long,

X broad. Nicobar islands. Wood, t. 29. f. 4. and 5.

ematima. 20. Membranaceous, gibbous, with a short longitu-

dinal suture at the apex ; binge with a spoon-shaped

tooth, and crooked rib ; inch long and 2 broad.

Amboyna. Wood, t 30. f* 2. to 4.

ros9u§. 31. Equivalve, rosy, tooth of the hin^ subbifid ; I

inch loi^, 2 broad. Red sea. Chem. vi. t. 7. f. 55.

ekiatgi* 32. Equivalve, diaphanous, transversely striated;

hinge with a single tooth
; j- long. Nicobar islands.

Cbeni. ri. U 7. f. 57* and 38.

0 L O G Y. Chap, IV.
23. Oval, pellucid, smooth, marked with triangular cas/refisdN

characters, umbones prominent ; hinge with a single

tooth ; 10 inches long. Guinea. Chem. xi. t. 198.

f. 1935. and 1936.
24. Oval, with two white rays on the anterior side ; biradidiui

hinge with two bifid teeth in each valve
; I7 inch long,

2t broad. Wood, t. 33. f. i.

25. Suboval, quite smooth ; hinge callous, two-tooth- sof^inom
ed, flesh-coloured or rosy; inch long and 2 broad,

Jamaica. Wood, t. 33. f. 4. and 5.

26. Concentric^ly striated ; binges 2-tootbed, with occidem.

a hollow in the middle ; 4 inches broad and 2 long.

Nicobar islands. Chem* vi. t. 7. f. 61.

27. Oblong-oval, truncated at the anterior end ; variegaimi

hinge with two teeth in one valve and one in the other

;

1 inch long and 2 broad. Wood, t. 34. f. 2. to 4.

28. Oblong-oval, compressed, transversely striated,

and longitudinally rayed ; hinge with two teeth in each tus.

valve ; inch long and 2i broad. India. Wood,
t. 34. f. I.

29. Roundish-ovate, inflated, longitudinally grooved, buUahii.

gaping and muricated at the anterior margin ; 1 inch

long, lx broad. Jamaica. Wood, t. 56. f. 3.
* 30. Oval ; angles of the valves serrated ; size of ammlws.
cucumber seed. Coral rocks in Norwi^ and Green-
land ; in hard limestone at Plymouth. Brown, t. xiii.

f. I.

31. Ovate, oblong, with tumid bosses. Java. virens.

32. Suborbicular, minutely punctured; binge with

two bifid teeth diverging from the umbo ; i inches long,

i broad.

*9

Gen. 6. Tellina, Tellm. Tdliiia,

Gen. C^or.*—The animal is a tethys : the shell is bi-

valve, generally sloping on one side ; in the fore

part of one valve there is a convex, and in that of

the other, a concave fold ; the hinge has usually

three teeth, the lateral ones flat or nearly obsolete,

in one valve.

Srsciss.

* Shells ovate and thickisk.

z. Roundish, compressed, wrinkled on the fore-part ;gorg«u{Mi.

Xx inch long, broad. Indian ocean, very rare.

Chem. vi. t. 8. f. 65.

2. Wrinkles transversely undulated ; hinged withrwgoM*
two lateral teeth. Indian and American seas. Wood,
t. 41. f. X. and 2.

3. Sobovate, rough, with lunated scales, disposed inJ^j^iar-

aqoincunx order; x^ inch long. Indian ocean. Woo^^.
t. 40. f. 2. and 3.

4* Ovate-roundish, angulated at the anterior end,fwiif2^
striated transversely ; binge subcentral ; 2^ inches long. naUs.
China. Wood, t. 36. f. 2.

5. Angular, with transverse, recurved strim ; 2idrga^.
inches long,

and 2} broad. Indian and Atlantio o-

ceans. Wood, t» 35. f. 2. and 3.

6. Ovate-oblong, beaked, angulated, and bent at thedammylfl
anterior end ; rough, with transvme strim ; inch
long. W. Indies. Wood, t. 36. f. a.

7. Rounded, thick, gibbous
; strise longitudinal, fine ;du/lola.

lateral teeth remote ; if inch long. Chem. vL t. 9.
f. 76.

8. SttboTate
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mngulata. 8. Subovate, angular before, trith transverse, re-

curved striae *, no lateral teeth y inch long, and 2

broad. Indian ocean. Wood, t. 43. f. i.

pofygona* 9. Subventricose, transversely striated, orbicular, an-

gular on the fore-part ; inch long. Tranquehar.

Chem. vi. t. 9. f. 77.
Imcunwu 10. Ovate, thin, ventricose % hinge without lateral,

but with two primary teeth
\

inch long. Guinea*

Chem. vi. t. 9. f. 78.

gfUoia^ 1 1. Angular, ventricose, and finely striated trans-

versely. Gualteri, t. 77. f. Q.
gari. 1 2. Striae recurved, transverse

; lateral teeth obso-

lete \ ^ inch long. Indian ocean. Chem. vi. t. 10,

f. 92.

Jtrrknnt* * 13. Oblong, ovate, compressed, with fine, transverse

striae ;
1 inch long, and 2 broad. North seas, Wey-

moutb,^ Yorkshire. Brown, t. xvi. f. 182.

fragpit. 14* Ovate, white, gibbous, with transverse, recnrv-

cd striae ; beaks yellowish
^ ^ inch long. European

seas. Chem. vi. t. 9. f. 84.

MifWU IJ* Oval, very smooth, and marked with interrupt-

ed purple lines ;
lateral teeth rather prominent \ l inch

long. Wood, t. 41. f. 4. and 5.

** S?ulU ovate^ and compressed*

O L O G Y. 407

eJbida* i6. Oval, smooth, with prominent membranes, with-

out lateral teeth j I7 inch long. W. Indies and Bri-

tain. Brown, t. xvi. f. 3.

iridstgu^ 17- Slightly wedged, whitish, and transversely stri-

iaris* ated*, if inch broad, and i long. Chem. vi. t. lo.

f.
^

Ahngq* i8» Oblong, brittle, yellowish \ rounded ou one side

;

f inch long. Europe. Chem. vi. t. 10. f. 87.

spcngleru 19* White, transversely striated, and bifarioosly

booked on each side \ f inch long. Nicobar islands.

Wood, t. 37. f. 2.

Jotiaeea. 20. Oval, with rough pubes, fattened sides, serrated

;

if inch long, and 3 broad. Indian ocean. Wood,
t. 3^* f* ^ *

acuta* 21. Oval, compressed, very minutely striated longi-

tudinally ^ margins sharp \ 2 inches long. W. Indies.

Wood, t. 44. f. 1.

pUasata* 22. Ovate, compressed, transversely substriated,

smooth, with acute margins \ inch long, 2 broad.

European and Mediterranean seas. Bom, t. 2. f. 9.

23. With whitish bands, glabrous and wrinkled at

the margin. African shores. Adamson, t. 17. f. 10.

Uev^aUu 24. Ovate, smooth, lateral teeth, margined. Eu-
ropean and Indian seas. Wood, t. 41. f. 1.

madagas^ 25. Oval, a little pointed at one end f 2f inches

earitmis* long and jf broad. Madagascar. Wood, t. 39. f. 2.

and 2.

rodiaUM. 20. Oblong ; striss faint, longitudinal. European
and American seas. Wood, t. 38. f. 2. and 3.

paOescens. 27. Oblong, striated transversely, beaked, and ob-

liquely angulated ^ hinge central. £. Indies. Lister,

398. f. 237.

roitrcUa. 28. Oblong, the fore-part produced into an angular

beak. Indian ocean. Woon, t. 37. f. 3.

rmfeacens* 29. Purple, with white bands, and decussated strise

one valve convex, the other flat } 2^ inches broad, and

if long. Wood, t. 42. f. I.

j/ksuescfnc* 30. Oval, yellowish white, with decussated striae,

and one valve much more convex than the other; if
incklong, i:2f broad. £;» Indies. Gfaem. vi. t. xx. fi 9^

31. Oval, inequivalve, flat, peflucid, with fine At^hyaUna*
cussated striae

; f inch long, 3 broad. Guinea. Chem.
vi. t 1 1, f. 99.

32. Oblong, produced into a beak, upper valve iutfimequi*
lower convex ; length f inch, breadth 1 inch. Euro- valvU*.

pean and North seas. Wood, t. 47. f. 2 to 4.

33. Ovate, smoothisb, triradiate with red, and slight- trifasciata

ly striated transversely. European seas. Chem. vi.

t. 12. 1.114.

34. Oval, pellucid, scarlet, transversely striated, cocctncn.

very thin
; f inch long, if broad. Mediterranean.

Chem. vi. t. 12. f. 109.

^
35. Ovate, a little produced on the fore-part, AslU tneamaia,

tish ; 2 inches broad. European and Mediterranean
seas. Gualteri, t. 88. f. M.

36. Oval, pellucid, with a rib in each valve, reach- qpa/fiia.

Hig from the binge to the outer margin ; very thin.

Nicobar. Chem. vi. t. 112. f. 107.

37. Oval, very thill, transversely striated
; 10 Vines laneeoiata*

b>ng, if inch broad. India. Wood, t. 45. f. 2.

38. Oblong-oval, transversely striated, angular, sangtiiiisa

and somewhat beaked at the anterior end ; binge with
pointed lateral teeth ; f inch long. Wood, t. 44. f. 2.

39. Oval, compressed, somewhat angular on the sn^mvea*.
terior side ; binge with a solitary cleft primary tooth,

in one valve, inserted between two in the opposite. A-
merican ocean. Wood, t. 46. f. i.

^
40. Oval, flat, transversely grooved, and angulated ; niilMi/a.

binge with two teeth in one valve, and the lateraf tooth

prominent j f inch long. Wood, t. 47. f. i.

* 41. Ovate, flattish, very obtuse on the fore-part
; dbnactVia.

striated concentrically. Mediterranean, Sandwich,
Weymouth. Brown, t. xvf. f. 6.

42. Flattish, red, with white rays; one end pointed, oa^gifs/a.

the other rounded. Lister, t. 383. f. 226.

43. Oval, compressed, substriated; fore-part trun^iruncata*'

cated. Java.

44. Oval, flat, equal sided, transversely striated

I in^ long, 2 broad. Don, t. 1 23.
• 45. Very thick, depressed, oblong, with trsnsverse depressa*

concentric strise ; anterior end pointed. Europe, Bri-
tain. Brown, t. xvi. f. 12.

46. Ovate, compressed, inflated, lengthened before \fahula. .

one valve smooth, the other with oblique reflected

striae. Mediterranean, American and North scan,

Wales. Wood, t. 45. f. 4.

47. Yellowish, very thin, perpendicularly striated. tvVrro.

North and Baltic seas. Chem. vi. t« M. f. lOf.

48. Unequal sided, round at both ends, rosy white^x/rmtoi

pellucid ; 2 inches broad, if long. Gualteri, t. 89.
f. C.

49. Dilated, orbicular, lateral teeth in one valve. A?4itfsliVia
Mediterranean. Wood, t. 44. f. 3. and 4.

50. Ovate, very brittle, glabrous, and inflected sXadcorw*
the anterior end ; hinge with a primary cleft tooth in

one valve, which shuts into a eavity in the other. Ice«
hnd. Chem. t. 13. f. 136.

Shells subarbicuhsr* .

51. Compressed^and transversely^ wrinkledf 3 hiche^rejiius. •

long* 3i broad. Indian and Amencan oceans. Wood|
t. 38. f. I.

52. Ronndish-ovate ; somewhat truncated at the vn<-fau§UU .

lerior end, and obsoletely striated transversely. Ja-
maica. Lister, 265. fi ioi»'.

53.

liCDtifiMIDi,..
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reticulata, ^3. Lentiforoiy compressedy recticuUte. India.

Wood, t. 42. f. 2. and 3.
cancellata, 54. Thin, with numerous longitudinal grooves croes-

ing the transverse wrinkles. Atlantic. Adansoo, t.

.
17. f. 19.

gmnatca, 55. With transverse, minute, longitudinal strise

;

and the anterior surface waved. Guinea. Chem. x.

t. 170. f. 1651. to 1653.
scabra, 36. Squarish, convex, inflected on the anterior side,

strongly striated transversely ;
hinge with a single pri-

mary tooth. W. Indies. Chem. xi. t. 199. f. 1943.
and 1944.

crassa, 57. Very thick, broad, depressed j concentric striae

fluroerons, inch broad, and 1^ long. Europe, Bri-

tain. Brown, t. xvi. f. 16.

decuswta, j8. With fine decussated striae, inside variegated

with purple-brown zig-zag streaks
; i inch long. Wood,

t. 43. f. 2. and 3.

cordijor^ 39. Densely striated longitudinally, and transverse-

ly ^ two primary teeth in each valve, and oblong lateral

teeth. W. Indies. Chem. xi. t. 199. f. 1941. and 2.

muricata, 6c. Compressed, closely striated longitudinally, with

imbricated serrated striae. W. Indies. Chem. 209.

1. 199. f. 1945.
scobtnata, 61. Lent! form, rough, with lunated scales disposed

in a quincunx
\

inches long, 2^ broad. ludiao

ocean. Wood, t. 33. f. 1.

lactea* 62. Lentiforra, gibbous, white, pellucid, smooth.

Mediterranean. Montagu, t. 2. f. 4.
rotundata, 63. Bather convex \ hinge with two teeth in each

valve \ one is bifid, the other a little diverging. Mont,
t. 2. f. 3.

Jlexuoea, 64. Convex, thin, with a longitudinal furrow at the

anterior end extending from the apex. Britain. Wood,
t. 47. f. 7. and 8.

tarmaria, 65. White, with a rosy tinge within and without \

fine strise, disposed obliquely. Europe and American
islands. Wood, t. 40. f. 4. and 3.

%onata, 66. Rosy, with a white band. Shores of Tuscany.

Lister, 403. f. 230.
btmacula^ 67. Triangularly rounded, smooth, whitish, with two
ta, oblong red spots on the inside ) scarcely an inch broad.

Europe and American seas. Don, t. 19. f. I.

balthica, 68. Roundish, smooth, outside bloom colour ; size

of a horse bean. Baltic. Chem. vi. t. IX. f. 128.

pisiformis, 69. Subglobular, smooth, obliquely substriated ^ size

of a pea. Mouths of rivers in Europe.

dwartcaia 70. Subglobular, white, with oblique hifarious striae.

American seas. Wood, t. ^6. f. 6.

dentata, 71. Suborbicular, convex, with the two sides ob-

liquely striated, in opposite directions
j margin serrated.

Bahamas. Wood, t. 46. f. 6.

digitaria, 72. Subglobular, pale, surrounded with oblique uni-

form striae \ size of a pea, nearly an inch long. Ame-
rican and Indian seas. Chem. t. 12. f. I2i.

cornea, * 73. Globular, glabrous, horn-colour, with a trans-

verse groove 5 size of a pea. Ponds and fresh waters

of Europe, Britain. Wood, t. 43. f. 3.

lacustrism 74. Rhombic, flattish, glabrous, with an acute pro-

tuberance. Pools and marshes of Europe. Wood, t.

49. f. 3.

amnica, 75. Heart-shaped, transversely grooved. Pools and

ditches of Europe. Wood, t. 47. f. 6.

pukilla. 76. Ovate, ventricose, thin, transversely striated,

very minute. Rivers of Europe* Lister, t. 159, f. 1$,

3
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77. Ovate, transversely striated, and purple within \limosa,

umbones prominent and acute. S. American rivers ^

1 inch long. Linn. Tr. x. t. 24. f. 8. and 9.

78. Triangular, gibbous, transversely striated. 'Ri-Jluminalis

ver Euphrates. Chem. vi. t. 30. f. 320.

79. Triangular, gibbons, transversely ribbed. Cbinty^ttWWiea.

Chem. vi. t. 30. f. 322. and 323.
80. Triangular, transversely wrinkled. CxQioxkJluviatiUe,

Chem. vi. t. 30. f. 321.
81. Heart-shaped, triangular, thick, ponderous, Aerwia-

coarse, but very smooth. Rivers in Guinea. Chtm,phrodita,

VI. t. 31. f. 327. to 329.
82. Obliquely subovate, transversely grooved

5
sizeriW//.

of a pea. River Avon near Salisbury.

30
Gen. 7. Cardium, Cockle, Cardium.'

Gen, Char,—The animal is a tetbys : the shell is bi-

valve, nearly equilateral, equivalve, generally con-

vex, longitudinally ribbed, striated or grooved, with
.

a toothed margin. Hinge of the two teeth near the

beak, and a larger remote lateral one on each side

;

each looking into the opposite.

Species,

I* Gibbous, equivalve, with elevated, carinated, coi/att/M.

concave, membranaceous ribs
\ three inches long, three

and a half broad, three high. African ocean. Wood,
t. 36. f. I.

2. Gibbous, with p/ickly ribs
\ anterior ones with lima,

recurved, membranceous tubercles, crenated at the

sides. Nicobar islands. Cbem. vi. t. 1 5. f. 1 33.

3. Heart-shaped^ valves compressed and carinated r«r(&Vra*
with teeth; two inches and a half long, above two
broad. Indian ocean. Wood, t. 39. f. i. and 2.

4. Heart-shaped, valves compressed and keeled ; kumamtm
anterior side convex ; umbones approximate. Wood, t.

39. f. 3. and 4. East Indies.

3. Heart-shaped ; fore part surrounded with lines, roseum*
hind part with broader strise, forming by their union

the figure of a heart. Nicobar islands. Wood, t. 37.
f. 6.

6. Gibbous ; one side impressed and ochraceous, monstro^
the other convex, heart-shaped, and whitish, spotted .stiuf.

with yellow. Nicobar islands. A very rare species.

Cbem. vi. t. 14. f. 149. and 30.

7. Heart-shaped; valves striated, notched ; hehin^retusum*
the beaks a iunateil heart-shaped gape ; two inches long,

and nearly the same breadth. India, Arabia, and
Egypt. Wood, t. 38. f. 4« and 3.

8. Heart-shaped, subquadrilateral, with punctured ^mteor-
grooves ; valves carinated, beaks distant; Inches

long. Indian ocean. Wood, t. 37. f. 7.

9. Something heart-shaped, subangular ; valves an- medium,
gular, grooved, smooth. European and American seas.

Wood, t. 30. f. 3.

xo. Somewhat heart-shaped, longitudinally g^rooved )donactJbr»

anterior end truncated
;
umbones cancellated. West me.

Indies. Chem. vi. t- 16. f. 165*
* II. Somewhat heart-shaped, subangular; grooves

imbricated, or beset with recurved scales. Falmouth,
Sandwich. Don, t. 32. f. 3.

* 1 2* Somewhat heart-shaped^ ribs high, and grooved aculecdum

down the middle, and beset with large hollowed spines

near

e
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near the circumference. European and Mediterranean
seas, Devonshire. Wood, t. 48.

spi/uaum* 13. Somewhat heart-shaped, nearly equilateral, with

crowded longitudinal ribs, marked along the middle

with an obsolete groove, and very spinous. Mediter-
ranean. Wood. t. 51. f. I*

cchittaium^ 14. Slightly heart-shaped*, ribs spinous, carinated.

European seas, Britain. Wood, t. 49. f. 1. and 2.

ciliatum* ij* Slightly heart-shaped, with elevated subtriangu-

lar, ciliated grooves. North seas.

tuhercu* * 16. Somewhat heart-shaped, with obtuse, knotty,

latum* transversely striated grooves. Mediterranean. Wood,
t. 50. f. I. and 2.

isoccardia, 17. Heart-shaped, with arched imbricated scales

along the grooves. Mediterranean. Wood, t. 52, f.

1. and 2.

fragum*

unedo,

ringtns.

murica^

turn*

tiu^num.

Icucosto-*

tfUUH*

macular
turn*

Havuitu

kttdgattim

obloMgum.

serraktm*

papyra-
ceum,

mgatum.

latum.

HgUkm.

pectinir

formcrn

regukara.

18. Somewhat heart-shaped, subangular. India.

Wood, t. 58. f. I. and 2.

10. Subcordate, with lunated, coloured grooves.

India. Wood, t. 58. f. 3.

20. Rounded, ventricose, white, with deep teeth on

the margin \ anterior ones rosy. Africa ana America.
Lister, t. 330. f. 167.

21. Sul^ordate, grooved, and muricatedat the sides.

America. Wood, t. 51. f. 2. and 3.

22. Oblong, with angular grooves, serrated at the

side. America and India.

23. Oblong, with numerous longitudinal ribs, ere-

Bated on both sides, and imbricated at the anterior.

Jamaica. Wood, t. 53. f. 3.

24. Ventricose, with longitudinal angular ribs, stri-

ated transversely on the posterior side. Virginia.

Lister, t. 328. f. 165.

25. Subovate, grooved \ anterior margin rough, pos-

terior, one toothed. India. Schroeter, t. 7. f. 11.

26. Obovate, with obsolete, longitudinal striae, and
a few transverse ones concealed by a glossy, yellowish

brown epidermis. European and American seas. Wood,
t. 34* ^* ^ *

27. Oblong, ventricose, ribbed longitudinally, ex-

cept at the ends, which are nearly smooth. Mediter-
ranean. Wood, t. 55. f. 1.

28. Heart-shaped, carinated ; fore part obliquely

truncated, thin, quite smooth, snowy, with gilt ftrise

above an inch long. Wood, t. 52. f. 3.

29. Obovate, smooth, with obsolete striae y interior

margin serrated. Mediterranean and Indian seas.

^Vood, t. 34* ^* 3*

Pellucid, cinereous, with numerous thin longi-

tudinal ribs. India. Wood, t. 33. 1.3.

31. With obsolete slightly crenated lopgitndinal

ribs; anterior end produ^ and gaping. Jamaica.
Wood, t. 36. f. 2.

. . ?
32. Broad, unequal sided, within white ; ribs flat

and spinulous : two inches long, two and a half broad.

Tranquebar and Nicobar islands. Wood, t. 37. f. 4.

and 3.

33. Roundish, angulated at the anterior end, and
produced at the margin ; ribs crenulated and somewhat
nodnlons. Wood, t. 37. f. 2. and 3.

34. Roundish, compressed, with triangular ribs, and
•ides muricated. Chem. vi. t. 17. f. x8o.

^
33* Ovate, equilateral, with convex longitadlnal

rib^ and elevated crescent-sbaMd transverse strias i
lamellated at the anterior end. St Domingo.
l^L.VI.Partn. ®

t
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* 36. Antiquated, with 28 depressed ribs, with oh~ cdule,

solete recurved scales. Abounds frequently on all san-

dy coasts, and is lodged a little beneath the sand. This

is employed as a wholesome and nourishing food. It

is the common cockle of this country. Wood, t. 35.

f. 4.

37. Heart-shaped with 24 longitudinal ribs ; mzr-Jimbria*

gin fringed. Wood, t. 36. f. 4. and 5. turn.

,
38. Antiquated, with 20 remote grooves, the inter- rusttcum.

mediate spaces rugged. Mediterranean seas. Wood,
t. 33. f. 2. and 3.

39. Grooved with about 36 triangular, smooth ribs, islandi-

Iceland and Greenland seas. Chem. vi. t. 19. f. 1^6. cum.
and 7*

40. Antiquated, glabrous, thin, with angular green*

ruginous lines; two and three fourth inches long, three landicum.

and a half broad. Greenland and Iceland. Cbem. vi.

t. 19. f. 198.

41. Slightly heart-shaped and pectinated. Medlter-/>ecti/ra-

ranean. Wood, t. 57. f. i. turn.

42. Subantiquated, hind part with 20 grooves \m*glaucvm.

bricated upwards. Barbary.

43. Rounded, whitish, with a brown band ; ribsfasciatum.

flattened 27, with distant transverse strise. Montagu,
t. 27. f. 6.

* 44* Suboval, angulated, compressed, with 21 mnnd* elongatum
ed and slightly wrinkled ribs. Devonshire.
* 43. Minute, rounded, convex, glabrous, and pellu-re/6ru;».

cfd ; binge with nearly obsolete primary teeth. Devon
and Tenbjr. Montagu, t. 27. f. 4.
* 46. Minute, heart-shaped, opake, margin mnricated. rxca^i/-

Kent. Walker, f. 84. lum.

Gen. 8. BIactra. Mactra.

Gen. CAor.^The animal is a tetbys ; the shell is bi-

valve, unequal sided and equivalve
; the middle tooth

of the hinge is complicated, with a small hollow on
each side ; the lateral ones are remote, and inserted

into each other.

Species.

• Shells suhtriangular.

1. Smooth, with a flat anterior margin, on which i^spengleri.
a lunated cape, 3^ inches broad. Cape of Good Hope.
Chem. vi. t. 20. f. 199. to 20i.

2. With transverse, wrinkled plaits, diaphanous a.

anterior margin flattisb, shell thin like paper ; from z

to 2 inches long, 2f broad. Indian ocean. Chem. vL
t. 20. f. 202. to 204.

3* Thin, pellucid, white, convex, fore-part a WttXepapyracea.
nping, finely striated and ribbed. Nicobar islands.

Very rare. Chem. vi. t. 23. f. 201.

4* Somewhat heart-shaped, diaphanous and brittle, rtVrea.
transversely plaited ; anterior depression lanceolate

;

posterior ovate-oblong. Cbem. xi. t. 200. f. 1959.
3. Smooth, diaphanous ; back substriated, with astnatula.

smooth marginal impression before them, surrounded
with a rim y 2i incbM long, 3 broad. Mediterranean
and CoBomaodel coasU. Chem. vi. t. 2Z. f. 203. and
2o6.

6. ^iree-Bided, finely striated transversely
; foie*^cygnea.

part flattisb and slightly wrinkled i i inch long and ra-
{

ther broader. Tnofnebar. Chem. vL t 21. fi 207. '

7« Obtusely trungodh^smootby thin^ with pellucid

3 ¥ cbesDot
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410 CONCHOLOGY.
chesnut spots

; vrithm white, and finely striated ^ a
hearUshaped Impression behind the beaks; if inch

long, and rather broader. Nicobar islands. Chem.
vi, t. 21. f. 2c8.

turgida. 8. Inflated, faintly striated, ocbraceous and white

within
;
hinge with a supernumerary, triangular, double

tooth; 2^ inches long, 3f broad. Tranquebar. Chem.
vi. t. 21. f. 210. to 212.

violacea, 9. Thin, obsoletety radiated, finely striated trans-

versely ; margins on each side the beaks whitish ; 2
inches long and 3 broad. Tranquebar. Chem. vi.

t. 200. f. 1954.
cuneata. 10. Wedge-shaped, blue, with fine transverse striae;

margin notched within ; 1 inch long, and scarcely so

broad. Tranquebar. Chem. vi. t. 22. f. 213. and

214.

TOtundata. ii. Obtusely triangular, whitish, with milk-white

bands on the beak ; margins on each side the beaks

violet
; 17 inch long, and nearly 2 broad. Mediterra-

nean. Lister, t. 263. f. 99*
glabraia. 1 2. Smooth, diaphanous, striated ;

beaks smooth,

margins on each side of them striated ; i-f inch long

and 2 broad. African and Indian oceans. Chem.

t. 22. f. 216. and 217.

nitida. 13. Snowy, glossy, thick, diaphanous, smooth ; de-

pressions on each side the beaks striated. Schroeter,

t. 8. f. 2.

coraltina. 14. Smooth, subdlaphanous, white, with paler bands

;

2 inches broad, if long. Mediterradean and Guinea.

Chem. vi. t. 22. f. 21 8. and 219.

laQtea, 15. Thin, turgid, pellucid, white ; fore-part finely

striated, with paler bands. Indian ocean. Chem. vi.

t. 22. f. 220. and 221.

striata, 16. Triangular, thick, with strong, thick crowded,

arched strise. Chem. vi. t. 22. f. 222. and 223.

radiaia. * 17. Subtriangular, thin, brittle, compressed, with

five transverse and minute longitudinal strise. Ports-

mouth. Don. 1. 161.

stultorum, * 18. Semitransparent, smooth, glossy, obsolctcly radi-

ated, white without, purplish within ; sides nearly

equal; length if inch, breadth 1^. European and

American seas, England, and shores of Scotland.

Brown, t. xv. f, 2.

grandis, 19* Semitransparent, smooth, fawn colour with pale

rays ; beak and hinge placed beyond the middle ; 2j
inches long, 3f broad. New Jersey. Chem. vi. t. 23.

f. 228.

achatina. 20. Heart-shaped, smooth, radiated towards the mar-

gin, witli two violet spots on the anterior and two on

posterior slope. Tranquebar. Chem. xi. t. 200. f.

1957. and 1958.

solida, ^21. Strong, subtriangular, of a yellowish-white co-

lour, with a few concentric ridges; equal sided; if

inch long, i J broad. Common on European shores,

and also in Britain. Brown, t. xv. f. 4.

soUdis^ 22. Ovate, subtriangular, solid, with obsolete con-

sima, centric ridges ; lateral teeth striated ; hinge central.

N. Jersey. Chem. x. t. 170. f. 1656.

truncata. • 23. Triangular, equilateral, strong ; with concentric

ridges; umbones thick and prominent; lateral teeth

striated. Briuin. Brown, t. xv. f. 5.

subirun- * 24. Triangular, thickish, finely striated transversely;

cata, umbones thick and prominent. Briuin. Brown, t. xv.

f. 7.

austfialis, 25. Ti^^nsvcr^ly oval %nd wrinkled,^ oompreased,.

Chap. IV.
nearly equilateral, and rounded at both ends ; hinge

with two lateral teeth. N. Zealand. Chem. vi. t. 3.

f. 19. and 20.

26, Ovate, compressed, transversely striated ; hmwtpiperata,
teeth very minute, with a large oblique hollow. Medi-
terranean. Lister, t. 253. f. 88.
* 27. Subtriangular, rounded, compressed, and trans- tenuis^

versely wrinkled
;
hinge with lateral teeth in one valve

only. Britain. Montagu, t. 17. f. 7.
* 28. Ovate, compressed, glabrous

; binge with late- beysit.

ral teeth in one valve only. Britain. Montagu, t. 3.

f. 7.
* 29. Subtriangular, minute, strong, opaque ; umbones iriangu’^

prominent; margin crenated. Britain. Montagu, ibrtr.

3 * 5 *
.

* 30. Subtriangular, minute ; umbones prominent
;
minutis*

margin entire. Britain. Montagu. sima,

ShfiUs ovate oblong,

* 31. Ovate, dirty white, with glaucous rays, and fine^^ni^.

transverse strise
; 2f inches long, 3f broad. Mediter-

ranean. Brown, t. xv. f. i.

32. Ovate, thin, pellucid, white, with unequal inns-ptUucida,

verse striae; if inch long, and 2 broad. Guinea.

Chem. vi. t. 24. f. 234.

33. Ovate, thin, smooth, pellucid, flattish ; anterioryni;gt&

gape transversely striated, and wrinkled. Nicobar
islands. Chem. vi. t. 24. f. 235.

34. Ovate, dirty white, with elevated longitudinal

strise, crossing the transverse ones, which are a little

more raised
; 2f inches long, 2\ broad

; thick, and
white within. Mediterranean. Chem. vi. t. 24. f. 236.

35. Oblong-oval, coated with a yellowish epidermis ;
aegyptKo.

longitudinally striated. Red sea. Chem. xi. t. 200.

f.i955-

36. Oblong-oval, gaping, compressed, thick, finelypdxnala.

striated and ridged transversely ; hinge without lateral

teeth. Tranquebar. Chem. vi. t. f. 238. and 239.
* 37. Oval, oblong, smooth, with irregular concentric lu^rto,

strise ; inside glossy white, gaping a little at both ends.

Europe, near the mouths of rivers. Found venr large

on the coast of Caermarthen, and some parts of Corn-
wall.—The animal which inhabits this shell, accord-

ing to Montagu, is an ascidia ; and he observes that it

frequently protrudes not less than 7 or 8 inches from
the smaller end in search of food. Brown, t. xii. f. 2.

* 38. Oblong, gaping, marked with irregular rugged Afanr.

transverse strise, and upper margin incurved ; hinge

without lateral teeth. Britain. Brown, t« xii. f. l.

Gen. 9# Donax, or Wedge-ihelL Deaai.

Gen, Char,—The animal is a tetbys. The shell is bi-

valve, with generally a crenulate margin ; the ante-

rior margin very obtuse ; binge with two teeth, and
a single marginal one placed a little behind ; rarely

double or triple.

SPECZBS„

1. Triangular, heart-shaped, with a flat frontal scrotum,

gin. Indian ocean. Chem. vi. t« 25. L 242 to 247^
2. Ciliated, with spines on the anterior margin. In-puhetcens,

dian ocean. Chem. vi. I.. 25. f. 248.

3.. Wrinkled and. gibb^s before,, with notched mgoso.

roargios..
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roargros. Mediterranean and Atlantic seas. Chem.
t. 25. f. 250.

jerra. 4. Wedae-shaped ; anterior end wrinkled ^ margin

crenated ; ninge without lateral teeth j cartilage cleft,

oblong. Cape of Good Hope. Chem. !. t. 25. f.

251 and 252.

iruncubis. * 5* Oblong, smooth, glossy, finely striated longitudi-

nally ^ margin crenated ; 1 inch broad. European
coasts, Wales. Don. t. 29. f. 1

.

compla^ * 6. Oblong, smooth, glossy, light yellow, with small

nata. spots or streaks of white, and one broad ray of the same

from the back to the opposite margin ^ i
broad. Devonshire, but rare. Montagu, t. 5. f. 4.

strmtcu 7. Obtuse before, striated, the margin denticulated.

Southern Europe. Chem. t. 26. f. 255.

denticu^ 8. Obtuse in front, lips transversely wrinkled \ fine-

(ata. ly striated longitudinally •j margin denticulated. Euro-

pean and American seas. Lister, t. 376. f. 218.

piebeia. * 9* Oblong, suboval, smooth, glossy, commonly mark-

ed with two brown stripes longitudinally from the beak ^

margin smooth ; scarcely i inch long, ^ broad. Wey-
mouth, Dorsetshire. Montagu, t. 5. f. 2.

castamea* lO. Ovate, glossy, and slightly wrinkled transverse-

ly ; hinge with one large and one small primary tooth,

in each valve, and no lateral teeth. Britain. Mon-
Ugu, t. 17. f. 2.

spimta. IX* Hind-part smooth and perpendicularly striated ;

fore-part truncated, and finely cancellated ^ angles spi-

nous. Tranquebar. Very rare. Chem. vi. t. 26. f.

258.

incarnatOm 12. Flesh-coloured, anterior part truncated, wrink-

led, and marked with reticulated strise $ hind-part

wedge-shaped, and furrowed with fine perpendicular

strisc. Tranquebar. Chem. vi. t. 26. f.

cuneata. 13* Wedge-shaped, margins very entire ^ i inch long,

broad. Tranquebar. Chem. vi. t. 26. f. 260.

Uevigata. 14* Obtuse before
*,

obsoletely striated at the sides;

margin very entire ; binge without marginal teeth ;

if inch long, 2 inches broad. Tranquebar. Chem. vi.

t. 25. f. 249.

scripta. 15* Ovate, compressed, smooth, marked with purple

waved lines ; margins crenulate. Malabar coasts.

Chem. vi. t. 26. f. 261 to 265.

meroe. x6. Ovate, with narrow transverse grooves; ante-

rior depression excavated ;
posterior lanceolate ; mar-

gin crenulated. East Indies. Chem. vii. t. 43. f.

45^
fidnu 17* Gibbous, finely striated transversely, spotted

with yellow. Malabar. Chem. vi. t. 26. f. 266 and

radtaUu i8. Brown, with hyaline spots; outside with crowd-

ed, arched, transverse striae, inside with perpendicular

ones; i inch broad, if long. Tranquebar. Schroe-

ter, t. 8. f. 3.

muricata, 19* Ovate, striae muricated; margin denticulated.

Indian ocean.

straminea 30. With thin perpendicular striae, crossing the

transverse ribs on the fore-part; straw colour, with

darker transverse bands ; margin tawney and entire be-

hind ; I inch long, f broad. Schroeter, t. 8. f. 4.

21. Entirely white, with a few thin, arched, trans-

verse striae, which are oblique towards the rim ; hinge

with three oblique middle teeth ; margin entire ; i inch

long, and something broader. Tranquebar. Scbroe-

ter, t. 8. f. 5.

C O N C H O L O G Y. 41*
* 22. Oval, with transverse, waved, erect, striated, ir^/5.

memhranaceons wrinkles ; size of a small kidney bean.

Mediterranean, shores of Devonshire and Cornwall,

where it is found in the hardest limestone. Chem. vi.

t. 26. f. 268 to 270,

Venus.Genus 10. Vekus.

Gen. Char.—The animal a tethys ; shell bivalve, fron-

tal margin flattened, with incumbent lips
;

binge

with three teeth, all of them approximate ; the la-

teral ones divergent at the tip.

Species.

* With the anterior depression spinous or toothed on

the margin.

I. Transversely grooved, with a double row of spines

on the anterior slope. American ocean. This shell is

very rare. Lister, t. 307. f. 140.
* 2. Somewhat heart-shaped, with thickened ysv\Mt%*jpapJiia.

flattened side with attenuated wrinkles; lips compli-

cated ; 2 inches long, if broad. American islands.

Lister, t. 279. f. 1 16.

3. Somewhat heart-shaped, with thick depressed^^i^Vi/n.

transverse ribs, of an uniform thickness throughout.

W. Indies. Chem. vi. t. 27. f. 277 and 278.

4. Heart-shaped, with decussated striae, flattened
; iTtdrtVa.

margin lamellated. American ocean. Very rare.

Chem. vi. t. 27. f. 282 to 286.

5. Somewhat heart-shaped and compressed, viiihctngenda.

transverse remote reflected ribs, and longitudinal striae.

\V. Indies. Lister, t. 278. f. 115.

6. Somewhat heart-shaped, with transverse, remote,

reflected grooves
;
margin crenulated. American ocean.

Lister, t. 277. f. 114.

7. Heart-shaped, with transverse, remote, excavated

grooves ; margin crenulated.

8. Somewhat heart-shaped, and angulated towards

/

4rni.
the anterior end, with a few distant much elevated ribs

;

striated strongly on the lower sides. E. Indies. Chem.
t. 27. f. 279 to 281.

9. Somewhat heart-shaped, and angulated towardsp/fcato.

the anterior end, with numerous transverse, membra-
naceous ribs; cordiform depression, nearly smooth.

Levant sea. Chem. vi. t. 28. f. 295 and 297.
10. Lentiform, transversely striated, with a iietp^excavata.

heart-shaped depression behind the beaks ; flat side,

broad, ^hroeter, iii. t. 8. f. 10.

*11. Sub-triangular, with numerous equidistant txhs^ spiniera.
becoming confluent in pairs, and forming short obtuse

spines on the margin of the anterior slope. Devon-
shire. Montagu, t. 17. f. i.

•• Somewhat heart-shaped.

*12. With membranaceous, transverse, striated

grooves, forming tubercles towards the outer margin
;

margin crenulated ; 2 inches long, 2 broad. Mediter-
ranean, Antilles islands, Cornwall. Don. t. 44.

13. Longitudinally striated forwards, and transverse- 4iyiViVtf.
ly IwckwaHs. American islan^is. Chem. x. t. 172.
f. 1664.
* 14. With transverse, recurved, acute ^oves

; pos-ra-#/;ia.

terior margin crenated, and grooved behind the beaks.

3 F 2 European
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divergens,

canceliata.

gallina,

circinata,

petulva,

/Icxuosa,

crycina.

mercena*

ria,

isiaadica,

lusoria,

ddone,

maculata.

mcretrix,

paradoxa,

lata,

vastrensis,

phryne,

niinutam

rigida.

CONCHOLOGY. Chap. IV.
Euro^tn seas. It is often found in a fossil state* verse membranaceous reflected ribs \ posterior depres-
Britain. Don. t. 147. sion kidnev-shaped \ margin crenulated. Jamaica.^

15. White, with fine crowded, divergent striae. A- Lister, 280. f. X23.

merican islands. Cbem. x. t. 172. f. 1666. ^ 34. Heart-sbaped, with strong longitudinal strise, r«3cor*
16. With transverse, membranaceous, remote striae, and remote elevated transverse ribs. Montagu, t.

and a heart-shaped depression behind the beaks ^ l inch f. i.

long, 1' broad. Indian ocean. Don. t. 115. * 35. Ratber compressed, very glossy, with broad
*17. Radiate, with transverse, obtuse striae ^ hind transverse striae, and two red streaks at the margin,
tooth of the hinge minute j margin crenulated y 1 inch Falmouth. Monta^, t. 3. f. 3.

long, I7 broad. American and European seas, Com- * 36. Somewhat triangular, with transverse ribs, be-rti/coto.

wall. Don. t. 68. coming obsolete towards the umbones, and the depres-
18. With transverse, aente striae; lips finely striated sion oblong oval ; margin crenulated. Dunbar. Linn,

and rosy ; margin very entire. Africa. Lister, t. Tr. viii. t. 2. f. 2.

306. f. 109.
^

^ 37. Slightly compressed, with many re|mlar parallel

19. Slightly grooved, margin crenated ; size of a transverse ril^; margin entire. Lion. Tr. viii. t. 2.

hazel-nut. South of Europe. f. 3.

20. Grooves obtuse, transverse; lips of the anterior * 38. Slightly compressed, with regular strong tqui- danmonta,.

margin with an elevated angle ; I inch long, 1 7 broad, distant transverse ribs; margin crenulated. Devon-
American and Indian oceans. Lister, t. 281. f. lip. shire. Montagu, t. 29. f. 4.

21. Grooves transverse, parallel, obtuse; anterior 39. Suborbicolar, with numerous, thin, elevated, dis-

margin glabrous ;
depression behind the beaks ovate ; tant ribs, and the interstices minutely striated, longitn-

2f inches long, 3 broad. India. Lister, t. 268. f. dinally ; margin crenulated. Gualter, t. 75. f. 0.

104. * 40. Heart-shaped, much compressed, tnussverselyeompmia
22. Strong and thick, with slight transverse strise, grooved. Newhaven. Montagu, t. 26. f. i.

and covered with a brown cuticle; within, pale vio- 41. Flattish, with transverse, elevated, slightly mem-
let

;
margin crenated

; 3 inches long, and nearly 3 branaceous striee ; anterior depression lanceolate and
broad. North America. Shells of this species are wrinkled. Falkland islands. Chem. xi. t. 202. f.

found fossil in the mountains of Sweden. In North 1977 *

America they are called c/am, and the Indians make 42. Slightly gibbous, with elevated, decussated striae

wampum or money of them. Lister, t. 271. f. 107. and the margin crenulated. Jamaica. Lister, t. 338.
*

23. Thick and strong, with slight transverse striae, f. 175.
and covered with a brown cuticle ; within pure white, * 43. Oval heart-shaped, slightly compressed, with (wata*

and smooth ; margin entire
; 3i inches long, 4 broad, longitudinal grooves, and transverse striae

;
posterior

Europe, Africa, Caspian sea, Caermarthensbire, and depression oblong and elevated in the middle ; margin

shores of Scotland. The fish is employed ns food by crenulated. Britain. Linn. Tr. viii. t. 2. f. 4.

the Icelanders. Don. t. 77. 44. Smooth, with the anterior depression oval, and/Nii^er-

24. Somewhat heart-shaped, ponderous, with the an- the posterior, cordiform. Coromandel. Chem. xi. t. 202. c«/o.

terior slope truncated, and the margin very entire, f. 1977*
Amboyna. Chem. vi. t. 32. f. 340. * 45. Subtriangular, with a few transvem antiquated

* 25* Smooth, with fine transverse wrinkles; margin ridges, and the margin entire; hinge with three teethm.
entire ;

hind tooth of the hinge lanceolate ; 3 inches in one valve ; and two, besides a semilunar lamina, in

long, 3^ broad. Asiatic seas ; Cornwall, where this the other. Devonshire. Montagu, t. 1 7. f. 3.

species is called queen. Don. t. 17. 46. Oblong, heart-sbaped, polished, with broad trans- cottohi.

26. Smooth, with a few faint spots ; if inch long, verse ribs ; anterior depression lanceolate, and the pos*

2f broad. American ocean. Lister, t. 270. f. 106. terior cordiform. Ceylon. Chem. xi. t. 2Q2. f. 1975.

27. Glabrous, with a brown gibbous slope before, 47. Oblong, heart-shaped, polished, with flattisbjMict)!di.

and gaping membranes ;
margin entire. Near the transverse strise, and the posterior depression cordi-

mouths of rivers, Indian ocean. Chem. vi. t. 33. f. 347 form. South seas. Chem. xi. t. 202. f. 1976.

to 352. 48* Somewhat beart*sbaped, glabrous, thick, andpwigtitr.

28. Somewhat heart-shaped, solid, compressed at tumid ; anterior depression oval
;

posterior rounded

both ends, and the cartilage slope protruded in the and impressed ; margin entire. East Indies. Chem.

middle. Peru. Born, t. 4- f*
^

34* 355 357 *

29. Smooth, radiated with white ; lips of the anterior 49. Somewhat heart-shaped, glabrous, with threetrutidSwto.

slope violet ; if inch long, if broad. Mediterranean blackish rays ; anterior depression oval
;

posterior

and Indian seas. Chem. vL t. 34. f. 353. ovate. Tranquebar. Chem. vi. t. 34. f. 358.

30. Triangular, rounded, gibbous, smooth, and mark- 50. Somewhat heait-shaped, very smooth, without exiil^r

ed ^ith angular characters ; if inch long, 2 broad, any posterior depression ; anterior tooth of ^e hinge

Indian ocean. Lister, t. 262. f. 98. slightly crenulated. Malabar. Chem. vi. t. 34. f.

31. Smooth, transversely striated before and behind ; 362 and 363.

posterior slope obcordate, with violet veins. Southern 51. Somewhat beart-sba^d, with three longitudinal rreMr#. ^

ocean. Rumphius, t. 42. f. O. rays, and transversely striated; posterior depression

32. Subovate, transversely striated, and subpeliucid ;
impressed and oval. Coromandel. Chem. xi. t. 202.

membranes closed ; from 1 to 2 inches broad, if long. £ 1979«

Iceland. 52* Somewhat heart-shaped, ventricose ; tnmsvertelyjDrcta/K

33. Heart-shaped, ventricose, with numerous trans- striated ; posterior depression oblong-oval, striated, andctito.

^ ratber

e
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naceous strtSD^ if inch long, 2 broad. Earopeao seas,

Britain. Chem. vil. t. 39. f. 412. to 414.
dispar, 92. With the posterior side transversely striated,

and the anterior obliquely ribbed. South seas. Chem.
XX. t. 202. f. 1981. and 1982.

equivoca. 93. Slightly compressed, with angujated diverging
ribs

\ posterior depression lanceolate ; margin crenated.

£• Indies. Chem. xi. t. 202. f. 1980.
divaricata 94. With narrow transversely striated ribs, oblique-

ly divaricating from the centre *, margin crenulated.

£. Indies. Lister, t. 310. f. 146.
contraria, 95. Suboval, convex, with oblique curved striee

;

margin crenulated. Guinea. Chem. vi. t. 30. f. 317.
10319.

cot'rugafa. 96. Ovate, whitish j stri« transverse, anteriorly

thick and strong, posteriorly thin and undulating. Me-
diterranean. Chem. vii. t. 39. f. 410.

scripta, 97. Lentiform, compressed, striated, angular; the

hinder angle straight. Indian ocean, and Bed sea.

Very rare. Chem. vii. t. 40. f. 420. to. 426.
edentula, 98. Subglobular, lenticular, wrinkled, without teeth ;

posterior slope ovate. American ocean. Chem. vii.

t. 40. f. 427. to 429.
concentric 99. White, suborbicular, compressed, with concen-
ca, trie strise

;
margin very entire ; posterior slope heart-

shaped. Atlantic and American seas. A large shell.

Lister, t. 288. f. 124.
juvenis, 100. Lentiform, with transverse, crowded strise ; an-

teriorly circular, and terminating in wrinkles behind ;

posterior slope heart-shaped ; margin very entire. In-

dia. Chem. vii. t. 38. f. 405.
histrio, loi. Lentiform, with transverse, acute, arched strise;

margin entire; posterior slope heart-shaped. India.

Rare. Chem. vii. t. 38. f. 407.
globosa, 102. Globular, with fine transverse strise ; margin

very entire ; hinge with two teeth ; 1 inch long, I7

broad. Red sea. Very rare. Chem. vii. t. 40. f. 430.

43 ^*

discors, 103. Orbicular, a little convex, with longitudinal

strise perpendicular in the middle, obliquely divergent

towards the outside, and crossed by transverse ones

;

intermediate grooves and inner margin crenated. Isle

of France. Lister, 312. f. 148.

Qculeata, 104. Orbicular, subequilateral, with elevated, acute,

tuberculated ribs ; margin denticulated, and crenated.

Sebroeter, iii. t. 8. f. 13.

Subovalf and slightly angulated on the anterior

side,

gigantea, 105. Ovate, livid, with numerous, interrupted, bluish

rays
;

posterior slope ovate. Shores of Ceylon and

Florida. Chem. x. t. 171. f. 1661.

literate. 106. Ovate, anteriorly angular, with undulated trans-

verse striae
; 2 inches long, 2f broad. Europe and In-

dia. Lister, t. 402. f. 246.

geograc 107. Inequilateral, thin, with fine decussated striae ;

phica. white, reticulated with brown. Mediterranean. Chem.
vii. t. 42. f. 260.

rotundata io8. Ovate, anteriorly angular, with transverse

striae ; intermediate tooth of the hinge bifid ; if inch

long, 3 broad. Indian ocean. Chem. vii. t. 42. f. 441.

decussata* * 109. Ovate, with decussated strisp anteriorly angu-

lar ; if inch long, 2 broad. Mediterranean, British

coasts. Don. t. 67.

undulaUt* no. Oval, quite smooth, inequilateral; slopes ob-

3
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long ; margin veiy entire ; Inch long, 2^ brogd.

Malabar, lUd sea. Lister, t. 400. f. 239.
* 111. Subovate, anteriorly subangular, with unequal, t/frgmru.
transverse strise

;
anterior slope tumid. Adriatic. Bri-

tain. Lister, t. 403. f. 247.
112. Oval, with transverse strise, which are stronger obsolcta^

on the anterior side, and undulated in the middle. Me-
diterranean. Chem. vii. t. 42. f. 144.

113. Ovate, with fine decussated strise; white OTsenegalen*
fiesh-colonred, varied with brown; if inch broad, notm.
1 inch long. Senegal. Linn. Tr. vi. t. 17. f. 3.
* 114. Tliin, convex, somewhat triangular, with npetforans.
deep obtuse sinus in the middle of the front. Britain,

Montagu, t. 3. f. 6.
* 115. Suborbicular, inequilateral, transversely sirUaterca.

ated, and marked with faint longitudinal striae ; 1 inch

long, if broad. Dorsetshire. Lister, t. 404. f. 149.
116. Ovate, whitish ; strise decussated

; hinge ynithmonstrosa.
only two teeth in the left vajve. Nicobar islands.

Chem. vii. t. 42. f. 445.

^ 34
Gen. II. Spondtlus. Spondylai.

Gen. Char,—Tht animal a tethys ; shell solid, with
unequal valves, one of them convex, the other rather

fiat ; hinge with two recurved teeth, separated by a
small hollow.

Species.

* Shells with ears,

X. Slightly eared and spinous. Mediterranean, In-g^Jaro^
dian, and other seas.—-This species varies greatly in^^.
size, thickness, and colours. Sometimes it is entirely'^

purple, orange, white or bloom colour, and sometimes
it is marked with various streaks, spot, dots, or bands.

Lister, t. 206. f. 40.

2. White, base deep orange-coloured, longitudinally

sulcated ; spines very long, and somewhat tongue-sbap-

ed ; apice subfoUated. S. America. Chem. vii. U 45.
f. 465.

3. Thin upper valve, deep rose-coloured, with skori arachnoid
spines; the smaller valve with lamellated foliations,

and long submarginated spines. Knorr. Vig. v. t. 9.
f. I.

4. With distinct longitudinal strise, white and un-cani/fV/f/f

spotted, rough. N. Holland.

5. Round, white, larger valve purple, with lengitu-mv^'^i.
dinal strise; with tongue-shaped spines. £. Indies.

Chem. vii. t. 46. f. 472. and 473.
6. With white and purple longitudinal ribs and^/^i/y^.

stripes ; ribs spinous, aud with subserrated teeth. Red
sea. Knorr. Vig. i. t. 9. f. 2.

7. Longitudinally sulcated and ribbed ; ribs with vartegaius
very long white spines. £. Indies. Chem. vii. 4. 45.
f. 464.

8. Longitudinally sulcated and ribbed, thickly spin-

ed, of a reddish colour; alternate spines arenated, and|^*,iii.

tongue-shaped ; umbones orange-coloured. £. Indies.
^

Chem. vii. U 46. f. 472. and 473.
9. Without ears, and spinous. In this species the,*W|^j.

shell is sub-globular, white within, without purplish,

scarlet, flame colour, orange or white ; spines generally

two in^es long, sometimes cylindrical, with a crenated

margin. India, Malta. Very rare. Chem. vii. t. 46.

f. 471.

10.

Oblong-
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Chap. IV. CONCH
avieuUriu io« Oblong-oval, parple, longitudinally solcated,

ribbed, and spinous ; smaller valve, with the base turn-

ed upwards, and very much produced. £. Indies.

Gualt. t. 101. f. B.
cocctnus. 1 1. Round, longitudinally sulcated, of a scarlet and

purple colour, with short subulate spines
\
base extort-

ed and flexuous. Gualt. t. 99. f. £.
crasti- 12. Red on both sides, longitudinally ribbed and sul-

squama. cated ; ribs with distant scales \
scales strona* and

somewhat spoon-shaped, sometimes palmated. Rumph.
t. 48, f. I.

spathuH^

ferus*

ducalis.

hngiiudi^

nails*

microitpos

croceus*

auronU^
nui*

radians*

^naUs.

wsiacts*

ctns*

13. Purple, or whitish purple, longitudinally sulcat-

ed and ribbed \ scales spoon-shaped, erect and undi-

vided, £. Indies. Chem. vii. t. 47. f. 474. and 475.
14. Whitish, with brown and violet-coloured spots,

or longitudinally lineated \
scales white, spoon-shaped,

or palmated. £• Indies. Chem. vii. t. 47. f. 477.
and 478.

15. Oblong-oval, longitudinally sulcated, and scaly;

umbones white ; scales orange-coloured ;
underneath

scarlet.

16. Red on both sides, longitudinally ribbed and

striated; ribs with five or six truncated scales. £.
Indies. Knorr. vi. t. 1 2. f. 3.

1 7. Scarlet on both sides, longitudinally costated ;

with twenty distant ribs, variously spined. £. Indies.

Chem. vii. t. 45. f. 463.
18. Orange on both sides, with longitudinal ribs

;

and from 20 to 26 subulated spines on each. China.

£ncy. Method, t. 191. f. 3.

19. Whitish, spotted, with scarlet and purple, or

brown rays, sulcated and spined ; spines frequently

thin. Nicobar islands. Chem. vii. t. 45. f. 469. and

470-
20. Inequivalve, sulcated, radicated, and spined

;

nmbones white, spotted with black and white ; broad.

£. Indies.

21. Ash'Coloored and violet, with longitudinal ribs

and striai ; with sulcated scales, subcylindrical spines.

** Shells without ears^ and base attenuated.

pUcatus* 22. Without ears or spines, and plaited longitudi-

nally. Java. Lister, t. 210. f. 44.’

cristatus. 23. Oblong wedge-shaped, rust-coloured, subcrest-

ated ; with large simple plaits, and scaly. America.

Lister, t. 210. f. 44.
tenifarmis 24. Round, snbarcoated, white ;

plaits simple, and

scaly. Jamaica. Sloan, ii. t. 241. f. 20. and 21.

mustralis. 25. Round, spined, white
;
with a waved margin

and no plaits. N. Holland.

ClMiia. Gen. 1 2. Chama, or Gaping Cockle.

Gen. CAir.<f-The animal a tethys : the shell bivalve,

rather coarse ; hinge with a callous gibbosity, ob-

liquely inserted in an oblique hollow ; anterior slope

clostd.

Species.

• Shells detached.

* I. Bonndtsh, smooth ; beaks recurved ; anterior

sloped with a gaping foot. Adriatic and Caspian seas,

Hebrides. Sometimes it is fonnd of a large size.

Chem. vii. t. 48. f. 483^

O L O G Y. 415
2. Obtusely triangular, equilateral, plaited

;
anterior

slope elevated, with oblique plates and striae : sii^ of a

hazel nut. Cbem. vii. t. 48. f. 484. to 487.
3. Plaited, with arched scales ; posterior slope gap-g/gor.

ing, with crenulated margins. Indian ocean.—This
species sometimes measures only about an inch in

length, but sometimes it is found to he the largest of

shells, and equal to 5321b. weight. The fish which it

contains is said to fnrnish a meal to 1 20 men, and its

muscular strength is so great as to cut asunder a cable,

or lop off the band of a man. South Sea. Chem. vii.

t. 49. f. 492. to 494.
4. Plaited, murieated, posterior slope retuse, closed^ htppopus.

toothed
; 5 inches long, and 7 broad. Indian ocean.

Chem. vii. t. 50. f. 498. and 499.
5. Suborbicular, solid, tuberculated, and coated vrhhplumbca.

a brown epidermis
; apices recurved, and the margin

entire. South Sea. Chem. xi. t. 203. f. 1991.
6. Somewhat heart-shaped, with longitudinal grooves^ antiquata.

and transverse striae ; ribs from 19 to 22. Atlantic

and Indian seas. Chem. vii. t. 48. f. 488. and 489.
7. Somewhat heart-shaped, slightly produced at i\\anjax.

anterior end, with longitudinal flattish ribs, and trans-

versely striated and tuberculated
;

posterior depression

suborbicular. Mouth of the Niger. Chem. vii. t. 48. .

f. 490. and 491.
8. Trapeziform, gibbous, with longitudinal, CTana~trape%ia*

lated grooves ; about the size of a pea. Norway seas.

Cbem. xi. t. 204. f. 2005.

9« Suborbicular, compressed, coarse, with decus-
sated striae. Arabia. Chem. vii. t. 50. f. 502. and ^o^.culata.

10. Oblong, with imbricated grooves ; anterior part
retuse; f inch long, if broad. American and Indian
seas. Cbem. vii. t. 50. f. 500.

11. Heart-shaped, transversely striated; one sHitcerdata*

elongated, compressed. Indian and Red seas.

12. Roundish, with toothed grooves, mixed with
dots

;
posterior slope retuse ; heart-shaped.

13. Oblong, fore-part anralar, with anterior aesaiaobkmga.
teeth. Shores of Guinea. Cbem. xi. U 203. f. 1993.

^
14. Suborbicolar, with very deep grooves ; wrinklesn^oia.

slightly imbricated ; margin doubly frided. The grooves
are about 30 in namber.

15* Transversely wrinkled, and longitodinally sin- concante*
ated. In the middle of each valve within is an addition-ra(o«
al chamber. American ocean. Small, whitish. Very
rare. Cbem. vii. t. 50. f. 506.

16. Oblong, oblated above, and produced at thepectuncu*
base, with smooth longitudinal ribs. Lister, t. 347. L kts*

1 85*

1 7* Cylindrical, white, dipbanous, with decussated corralio^

striae; the transverse strife arched and imbricated./>Aqgo.

East Indies. Cbem. x. t. 172. f. 1673.

Shells attached to some other substance*

18. Imbricated, with jagged lamellm; beak a Wi-lassarusm
tie spiral obliquely. India. Chem. vii. t. 51. f. 507.

19. Orbicular, murieated; one valve flatter, Xhtgryphai*
other with a sobspiral, produced beak. Meditexra-^i.
nean, American, and Indian seas. Chem. vii. t. 52. f.

514.
20. With conic valves, and boro-sbapedf oblique, contt/m.

tubular beaks, longer than.the valve. Indian and A-
merienn seas,

12^ Grooved,
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arcinella,

lamelhsa,

punctata.

sineros^

tra.

arcinella.

Area.

tortuosa.

no(T*

harbaia.

imbricQta.

navtcula*

ris.

plicata.

Candida.

lacerata.

bicohraia

fnodiotus.

CONCH
21. Grooved, murlcated, with excavated doU: hinge

with a sessile callus; 2 inches broad and 2 long. A*
mcrican ocean. Lister, t. 355, f. 192.

22. White, with foliaceous, serrated, transverse,
stria*, the insterstices crenated, beaks recurved. Medi-
terranean and American seas.—.This species is found
fossil in Campania

; it is sometimes round, and some-
times oblong. Chem. vii. t. 52. f. 521.

23. Suborbicular, with transverse rows of rather dis-

tant scales, and the inside dotted. Guadaloupe. £ncj.
Meth. t. 197. f. 3.

24. Ear-shaped, thick, scaly, with one or two longi-

tudinal furrows
; margin crenulated, and the summits

reversed. West Indies. Chem. xL t. 116. f. 992.
and 993.

25. Somewhat heart-shaped, with spinous longitudi-

nal ribs, and excavated dots ; margin crenulated and
slightly plaited. Brazil. Lister, t. 355. f. 192.

Gen. 13. ArcA, or Ark^hell.

Gen. C^err.—The animal a tethys : The shell bivalve,

equivalve
; the hinge with a number of teeth, sharp,

alternate, and inserted all along the rim.

Species.

• With the teeth in a straight line.

1. Parallelopiped, distorted, with unequal valves

and sides, deeply striated longitudinally
;
lesser valve

obliquely carinated. Indian ocean. Very rare. Chem.
vii. t. 53. f. 524. and 525.
* 2. Noa/i*s ark; oblong, striated, and emarginated

at the tip ; beaks very remote, bent in ; margin gaping.

Mediterranean and Atlantic seas, Cornwall. !uon« t.

158. f. I. and 2.

* 3. Oblong, striated, bearded with byssus ; beaks ap-

proximate ; margin closed. Europe and Indian seas.

Lough Strangfoi^, Ireland. Chem. vii. p. 186. t. 54.

535 *

4. Ovate, rfaombpidal, with decussated strise, of

which the tmsverse are imbricated and acute ; apices

recurved and very remote. Jamaica and Ireland.

Liater, t. 367. f. 207.

5. Oblong, rhoroboidal, compresed in the middle,

and longitudinally ribbed ; apices incurved, and very

remote ; margin crenulated at both ends. West Indies.

Chem. vi. t. 5. f. 533#
6. Rbomboidal, with decussated strise on the sides,

and plaited and angulated at the anterior end ; mar-

gin crenated, and sinuated. Red sea. Chem. xi. t.

204. f. 2008.

7. Oblong, subrhomboidal, with longitudinal, slight-

ly decussated, crenulated striae, and intermediate smal-

ler ones towards the anterior end ;
margin obsoletely

toothed. Guinea. Lister, t. 229. f. 64.
^

8. Transversely subovate, depressed, with longitudi-

nal decussated strise, alternately larger ; mar|^s cre-

nulated and closed. East Indies. Chem. vii. t. 34.

f. 536. and 537.

9. Transversely oval, tumid, with decussated strise

;

summits approximated and recurved. Bed sea. Chem*

xi. t. 204. L 2007.

10. Oblong, striated, anteriorly angular; posterior

slope incurved. Mediterranean. Lister, ^,365* f.

205.
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11. Ovate, pellucid, substriated *, anterior slopepella.

beaked, prominent ; hinge ciliar. Mediterranean.
Chem. vii. t. 55. f. 546.

1 2. Ovate, with decussated striae, snowy, and cover- mVra.
ed with russet brown epidermis

; margin gaping. Red
sea. Cliemi vii. t. 54. f. 538.

13. Pellucid, brittle, round at each end, obsoletely 4rtv^ato.
striated ; teeth of the hinge very sharp. Nicobar islands.

Ency. Method, t. 309. f. 8.

14. W^ith cancellated striae, and bearded; ms,Tglacancellata
gaping in the middle. American ocean. Sebroeter,

iii. t. 9. f. 2.

15. Transversely ovate, with longitudinal granulated/t^ca.
striae ; summits approximated

; margins nearly entire

and closed. Barbadoes. Lister, t. 231. f. 65.
16. Entirely white, rhomboid, heart-shaped, and

ribbed
; anterior and dorsal ribs knotty ; beaks remote.

Indian and American oceans. Chem. vii. t. 56. f. 553. a.
• 17. W^ith a rbomboidal, yellowish white shell, andlactea.

obsolete, decussated striae ; size of a horse bean. Eu-
ropean seas, Devonshire. Don. t. 135.

18. Obliquely heart-shaped, with numerous unsim^antiquata.
ed grooves. Mediterranean and Indian seas. Lister,

t. 230. f. 64. a.

19. Obliquely heart-shaped, smooth, with grooves ; senilis.

margin plaited
; 3 inches long, 4 broad. America^

Africa. Lister, t. 238. f. 72.

20. Slightly heart-shaped, with muricated grooves •^granosa.

ij- inch long, broad. American and Indian oceans.

Lister, t. 241. f. 78.

2X. Ovate compressed
; with perpendicular knotty cor6u/a.

strise; beaks obtuse, approximate. Nicobar islands.

Lister, t. 234. f. 68.

22. Ventricose; striae decussated; anterior slope coacame-
heart-shaped; 2 inches long, and 3 broad. Nicobar ra/a.

Islands. Chem. vii. t. 53. f. 526. and 527.
23. Rounded on each side; cbesnut, and marked

with decussated striae ; external margin inflected, and ca,

repand in the middle ; beaks approximate. Straits of

Magellan. Cbero. vii. t. 53. f. 539.
24. Rbomboidal, white, with decussated striae ; reticulata.

beaks approximate ; anterior slope heart-shaped. West
Indies. Chem. vii. t. 54. f. 541.

25. Pellucid, rhomboid, with decussated striae ; ioTO-eompkma^

part produced ; bind-part truncated. American ocean ta.

and African shores. Chem. vii. t. 55. f. 544. and 555.
26. Inequivalve, ovate, with flat, longitudinal striae indica,

and deep grooves ; anterior slope heart-shaped
; ^ inch

long, 1y broad. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 232. f. 66.

27. Ovate, longitudinally grooved, with slight Xnas^ienegalen*

verse wrinkles ; white ; 8 lines long, 10 broad. Africa,m.
Adanson, t. 18. f. 6.

*• With the teeth in a curved line.

28. Ovate, with broad, crenated, or scaly perpendi-com/itfo-

cnlar striae ; binge arched. Campeaeby bay and hox^chiensis.

badoes. Lister, t. 237. f. 71.

29. Lenticular, without ears, smsi^b, with a plaited

margin; 2 inches long, 2 broad. American ocean.

C^ero. vii. t. 57. f. 560.

30. Lenticular, slightly eared, with slightly laAiA-pectuncu*

Gated grooves ; margin plaited; I7 inch long, and/t/r.

something broader. American ocean and Red sea.

Lister, t 239. t 73.
3f. Lenticular
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pecttnata, 31. LeAticular, witlionrt ears, with smooth longitudi*

nal striae. American ocean. Lister, t. 243. f. 74.
decussata. 32. Lenticular, with longitudinal striae, crossed by

faint, transverse ones j anterior slope closed. American
ocean. Chem. vii. t. 57. f. 561.

aquila^ 33. Lenticular, nearly equilateral, perpendicularly

tera, striated without and within } white, with chesnnt spots.

American ocean. Chem. vii. t. 57. f. 562.
pollens* 34* Lenticular, a little oblique, with decussated

strise ; anterior slope, with a very narrow vent. Indian

and American oceans. Schroeter, iii. t. 9. f. i.

ongttlosa: 35* Ventricose, with longitudinal striae and lines

;

and angpilar on one side ^ beaks approximate \ hinge

arched \ brown with a few spots. Shores of Africa and
American ocean. Lister, t. 245. f. 76.

glycyme^ * 36. Suborbicular, gibbous, and faintly striated trans«

ris» Tersely. European and Indian seas. Cornwall. Chem.
tH. t. 57. f. 564.

pilosa* * 37* Suborbicular, equilateral, hairy; if- inch long,

a} broaA Asiatic and American seas. Britain. Don.
c 37*

SUliata. 38. Orhicniar, with minute decossated strise ; sum-
mits curved obliquely, and stellated ; margin crenulat-

ed. Coasts of Portugal. Adanson, t. 18. f. 10.

scripUu 39. Soborbicttlar ; convex, with decussated strise,

and transverse zig-zag lines ; summits carved oblique-

ly 9 margin crenated. St Domingo. Lister, t. 246.
f. 80.

nttmmaria 40. Roundish, smooth, slightly eared, and trans-

versely striated ; summits incurved, margin crenulated.

Mediterranean. Lister, t. 239. f. 81.

tnulii^ 41. Ovate, suborbicular, rather compressed, with

itfidta* crowded longitudinal and minute transverse strise;

margin very entire. Red sea. Chem. vii. t. 58. f.

J73 -

*** With the teeth in a broken line.

kuelens* * 42. Obliquely ovate, srooothisb, with a triangular

hinge ; size of a hazel nut. European seas. It is

sometimes found fossil. Shores of Britain. Don. t.

63*
roitrata* 43. Convex, with transverse striss ; hind-part round-

ed, fore-part extended into an acute beak ; inch

long, li broad. Baltic and Norway seas. Ency.
Method, t. 309. f. 7*

mnmta. * 44. A li^ compressed, transversely striated, taper-

ing at the remoter end, and rounded at the opposite

ones ; 2} lines long, and 4 broad. Greenland seas.

Sandwich and Newhaven. Don. t. 78.

tenuis. * 45. Somewhat heart-shaped, smooth ; umbones small,

with the summits slightly inflected, and placed near to

one end ; margin entire. Dunbar and Leith. Mon-
tagu, t. 29. f. 1.

37
OWrea. Gen. 14. OsTREA, Oyster.

Gen. Char^—The animal is a tethys ; the shell bi-

valve, generally with unequal valves, and slightly

eared ; hinge without teeth, but furnished with an

ovate hollow, and mostly lateral, transverse grooves.

Species.

* Valves with as$ricles eqaaU Scallops.

* u WM i^or i^reniidedribs,kugitiidiaallyg^

o L o G y.
ed, with fine transverse striae

; 5 inches long, 57 broad :

ears large, with decussated striae ; lower valve convex,

white, often varied with red bands or spots
; upper

valve flat, reddish. Found in large beds in roost Eu-
ropean seas, where they are dredged up, pickled, and

ban*elled for sale, It is said, that the greatest quan-
tity is taken after a fall of snow. This is the shell

worn formerly by pilgrims on the bat or coat, as a mark
that they had crossed the sea for the purpose of pay-

ing their devotion to the Holy Land ; in commemora-
tion of this it is still preserved In the arms of many fa-

milies. Donovan, t. 49.
* 2. With about 14 angular and longitudinally striatedyoco^tfa.

rays
; upper valves flat, with rounded rays, which are

finely striated transversely ; lower valve with angular

rays, which are striated longitudinally. Ears concave

and smooth on the upper side. European seas. Dor-
setshire, but rare. Don. t. 137.

3. With 18 flattened rays; ears finely wrinkled

;

lower valve convex ; rays finely striated transversely

;

upper valve flat, with almut twice as many angular lines

as there are rays. American ocean. Lister, t. 168.

.

4. With z6 faint rays, and transverse membrana- x/rmtn/u.

ceons strise ; margin very entire ; valves nearly equally

flat. Indian ocean.

5. With 20 convex rays ; lower valve white and minuta.
very convex ; upper valve white, clouded with brown,

flatter and plaited. Indian ocean.

6. Equivalve, with 12 doubled rays, and smooth onpleuronec*

the outside; 4J Inches long, gaping at each end. In-lef.

dian ocean. Chem. vii. t« 61. f. 595.
7. Equivalve, a little convex, margined with ^t\^japomca.

low ; upper valve with faint lines crossing transverse

concentric bands, and 48 elevated strise within
; 5}

inches long, abont the same breadth. Goinea and Ja-

pan. Chem. vii. t. 62. f. 596.
8. Equivalve, glabrous, with oblong crowded striae ; tnagellani^

upper valve more convex, lower flatter than in most ca.

others. Straits of Magellan. Chem. vii. t. 62. f. 597.
9. With 9 or 10 rays; the interstices longitudinally ^y&rtV/a*

striated ; margin repand within. Norway seas. Chem.
vii. t. 63. f. (fox. and 602.

10. Nearly equivalve
;
with 12 convex rays crossed rac/i#/a.

by crenated striae
; 3^ inches long, 2f broad. Indian

ocean. Lister, t. 175. f. 12.

11. Equivalve, flattish, with 9 unequal rays, imhvU imbricata.

cated with scales. Red sea. Chem. vii. t. 69. f. G.
12. Nearly equivalve, with 16 convex srooothish/i/nnr.

rays, and striated across ; inch long, x inch broad.

India. Chem. vii. t. 62. f. 598.

13. Somewhat wedge-shaped, with six convex ribs /icf lutra.

and longitudinal striat; aoricles small and unequal.

Lister, t. 171. f. 8.

** Valves with the auricles equal.

14. Ducal mantle. Equivalve, with I2 convex tu^s^pattium.

striated, rough, and imbricated with scales ; red, varied

with brown and white ; ears striated, crenated or scaly.

India. Lister, t. i8y. f. 25.

15. Equivalve, with 9 thick obtuse rays; inter-

stices longitudinally striated, tuherculated and prickly. /btta.

Bed sea. Chem. vii. t. 64. 6o8.

16. With about 20 augulat^ ribs, and slightly im^paOiala.

bricated transverse striso. KnAnr. L 1. 15^ f. 2.

3 G 17. With
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nodosa.

pes fdisn

pellucens.

obliterata.

suleaia.

senatorta.

exotica.

sanguinea

varia.

push.

sinuosa.

muricata.

obsoicta.

levis.

Solaris.

glabra.

I

proteus.

opercula-

ris.

Uneata.

nucleus.

gidba.
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17. With 9 rays, covered with apparently vesicular

tubercles. American and African oceana. Lister, t.

174. f. II.

18. With 9 striated rough rays ^ one of the ears

very small. African seas. Chem. vii. t. 64* f. 612.

19. Nearly equivalve, with 9 rays
; smooth, with

spoon-like hemispherical scales on the lower valve}

minute, pellucid } upper valve spotted with red. Afri*

can seas. Lister, t. 184. f. 21.

20. Smooth on the outside, with 24 doubled raya.

Indian ocean. Chem. vii. U 66. f. 622« to 624.

.21. Suborbicular, compressed; with about ii pro-

minent, convex, transversely scaly ribs, and striated

longitudinally. Chem. viL t. 65. f. 614.

22. With about 22 rounded, transversely wrinkled

ribs ; and granulated strise in the Interstices ; valves

equal. Molucca islands. Chem. vii. t. 65. f. 617.

. 23. Suborbicular, slender, and smooth ; margin acute

and entire. Chem. xi. t. 207. f. 2037. and 2038.

24^ Equivalve, with 22 rays ; ears small ; 2 inches

long, I7 broad. Mediterranean and Atlantic seas.

Chem. vii. t. 66. f. 628.
* 25. Equivalve

;
rays about 30 ; compressed, and

beset with transverse, prickly scales ; one ear very

small } 2j inches long, 2 broad. European seas, coasts

of Britain. Don. t. i. f. i.

26. Equivalve, raya about 40, filiform ; surface

often irregular or distorted ; 2 inches long, ij- broad.

European and American seas. Chem. vii. t. 67. f.

^35 *

* 27. Ovate, irregularly tumid ; with about 45 un-

equal filiform ribs, and the auricles nearly equal. Bri-

tain. Don. t. 34.

28. Subovate, with numerous mnricated filiform ribs,

and the auricles nearly equal.

* 29. Equivalve, semi-transparent, smooth ; dark

purple } with 8 nearly obsolete rays
; ^ inch long.

British coasts. Don. t. l. f. 2.

* 30. Smooth } ears red
; ^ inch long. Anglesea,

Falmouth. Montagu, t. 4. f. 4.

31. Orbicular, flattish, glabrous; with 20 convex

rays, and intermediate longitudinal stria; ; ears nearly

equal. Adilatic. Chem. vii. t. 67. f. 638. to 640.

32. Lars nearly equal, equivalve, smooth, with from

10 to 15 smooth flattish rays; inside will) elevated

double striee ; 2 inches long, 2 broad. European and

American seas. Chem. vii. t. 67. f. 641. to 645.

33. Suborbicular, with about 5 broad convex plaits,

and numeious longitudinal strise; auricles nearly equal.

Mediterraucan. Chem. xi. t. 207. f. 2042.
*

34. Rays 20 ;
roundi*ilj and rough, with decussated

strise ;
upper valve a little more convex ; 2f inches

diameter. North seas, Devon-shire and Cornwall,

where it is called /riZ/ or queen. Don. t. I2.

* 35. Suborbicular, with about 20 subcarinated ribs,

and crowded decussated striae ; upper valve* more con-

vex than tbe lower. Britain, and coast of France.

Don. t. 1 16.

36. With 20 rounded rays ; interstices finely wrin-

kled ;
margin repand ;

upper valve more convex.

Tranquebar. Lister, t. 1 79. f. 1 6.

37. Equivalve, gibbous, with 20 glabrous rays, loo-

gitudinaily striated
;

slightly wrinkled transversely ;

smaller auricle oblique. American ocean, Cbom. vii.

t. 65. f. 619^ and 620.

,

3

38. White, with flesh-coloured spots 1; rays glabrous, nr/roSa.

32 on the lower valve, 35 on the upper ; ly inch long.

Malabar. Chem. vii. t. 63. f. 603. and 604.
* 39. Orbicular, with purple circles, and about loormisa^an-

> 3v inches long, 3^ broad. Mediterranean, Bri-wa.

tain. The fish of this species is employed as foocL

Lister, t. 1057. f. 4.

40. Equivalve, glabrous, immaculate, with minute /nraJiato.

striae ; upper valve with 3 rays, Norway seas, Chem.
xi* t. 207. f. 2043.

41. Nearly equivalve, striated, spotted, rough to-^Ws*

wards the margin. Found ou the fucus taccharinus in

the North sea. Chem. xi. t. 207. f. 2039.
42* Nearly equivalve, striated, glabrous, red, with/^^rm.

whitish spots. On fuci In the North seas* Chem. viL

t* 207. f. 2031. /

43. Equally convex, both sides with 20 glabrous

rays ; interstices with transverse, crowded wrinkles

;

margin with plaited teeth* Indian and American seas*

Lister, 1. 169* f. 6.

44. Convex, purple ; within, white or red, with %Sporpkjfria.
thick, rounded, scaly rays ; 2} inches long* Red sea.

Chem. vii. t. 66. f« 632.

45. Hyaline, with au acute margin, very slendersw^^
rays, and concentric scaly curves. North seas. Chem.
vii. t. 67. f. 637. a.

46. Suborbicular, with ahont 30 smooth ribs ; opperyjfsruibla.

valve fiattish
;
margin plaited. Malabar. Chem* vii*

t. 63* ^ and 4*

47. White, with purple spots, and numerous unequal joiic^a*
rays ; margin crenated. Bed sea. Chem. vii. t. 69. f. H.

48* Orange, with 22 rounded rays, and plaited mar-c&nms.
gin ; lower valve flatter. India. Chem. vii. t. 6c. f*

618.

•se Valves more gibbous on one side than on the

other*

49. Nearly equivalve, with 8 striated rays
; margin,y!!0viWm

rounded on one side. Sooth sea.

50. Equivalve, with 20 rough rap ; interstioesyoscuita.

striated ; ears equal, small. Atlantic seas. Chem.
vii. t. 68. f. 649. a.

51. Convex on each aide ; closed, oblong, pellocid ;fitr/Za/a*

32 rays ; twice as long as it is broad. A rare shell.

Chem. vii. t. 68. f. 649. b.

52. Equivalve, with 25 rays; margin very entire

ears acute; inch long. Nicobar islands* Chem.
vii. t. 68. f. 650.

53. Equivalve, with 22 imbricated scaly rap, Ifmo*

rouuded at one margin ; ears obliterated
; 3 inches

long, 2i broad. Mediterranean and Indian seas.*

Cbeni. vii. t. 68. f. 657.

54. With 50 imbricated, interrupted rays ; ttbngJdcudis.

equal
;
one of them unequally plaited. American ocean.

Chem. vii. t. 68. f. 652.

55* Whitish, thin, gaping on each side, and oblique,

with obsolete, undulated rap, and transverse, rounded,

semilunar strlse; if inch long, ^ broad. Norway.
Schroeter, iii. t. 9. f. 4.

56. Ovate, compressed, with about 50 narrow scaly rco^ru.

ribs, and the scales vaulted and imbricated
; hin^e

slightly oblique ; margin crenated. *W. Indies. Lis-

ter, t. 176. f. 13.

57. Dirty white, with longitudinal, undulated stri8e,esrcat;2^u*

anils few transverse rings; oue ear obsolete; m.irgia

entire ;
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raw and pickled. The shells palcined are employed
in medicine as an absorbent, and in common with

other shells, prove an excellent manure.

Stews or layers of oysters are formed in places

which nature never allotted as habitations for them.

Those near Colchester have been long famous ^
at pre-

sent there are others that at least rival the former, near

the mouth of the Thames. The ousters, or their spats,

are brought to convenient places, where thej improve
in taste and size. It is an error to suppose, that the

£ne green observed in oysters taken from artihcial beds,

is owing to copper; this substance, or the solution of

it, is destructive to all hsh. The following is the ac-

count of the whole treatment of oysters, from Bishop

Sprat’s History of the Royal Society, from p. 307 to

509*
In the month of May the oysters cast their spawn,

(which tile dredgers call their : it is like to a

drop of candle, and about the bigness of a half-

penny. The spat cleaves to stones,, old oyster-shells,

pieces of wood, and such like things, at the bottom

of the sea, which they call cuUch, It is probably

conjectured, that the spat in 24 hours begins to have

a shell. In the month of May, the dredgers (by the

law of the admiralty court), have liberty to catch all

manner of oysters, of what size soever. When they

have taken them, with a knife they gently raise the

small brood from the cultch, and then they throw

the cultch in. again, to preserve the ground for the

future,, unless they be so newly spat, that they can-

not be safely severed from the cultch ; in that case

they are permitted to take the stone or shell, &c. that

the spat is upon, one shell having many times twenty

spats. After the month of May, it is felony to carry

away the cultch, and punishable to take any other

oysters, unless it be those of size, (that is to say) about

the bigness of a half-crown piece, or when, the two

shells being shut, at fair shilling will rattle between

them.
** The places where these oysters are chiefly catch-

ed, are called the Pent-Burnham^ Malden^ and CoiWe-

waUrs i the latter taking its name from the river of

Colne, which passeth by Colchester, gives name to

that town, and runs into a creek of tbe sea, at a place

called the Hythe^ being the suburbs of the town. This

brood and other oysters they carry to the creeks of the

sea, at Bncklesea, Mersy, Langno, Fingrego, Wi-
venbo, Tolesbury,. and Saltcoase, and there throw them

into the channel, which they call their beds or layers^

where they grow and fatten ;
and in two or three years

the smallest brood will be oysters of tbe size aforesaid.

Those oysters which they would have green, they put

into pits about three feet deep in the salt marshes,

which are overflowed only at spring-tides, to which they

have sluices, and let out the salt water until it is about

a. foot and a^ balf deep. These pits, from some quality

in the soil co-operating with the beat of the sun, will

become green, and communicate their colour to the

<tysters that are put into them in four or five days,

though they commonly let them continue there six

wee^ or two months, in which time they will he of a

dark green. To prove that the sun operates in tbe

E
vening,. Tolesbury pits will green only in summer

;

t that tbe earth hath the greater power, Bricklesea

OLOGY. Chap^nr.
pits men both winter and summer : and for a further

proof, a pit within a foot of a greening pit will not

green ; and those that did green very wdl, will in time

lose their quality. The oysters, when tbe tide comes in,

lie with their hollow siwll downwards; and when it

ms out, they turn on the other side ; they remove not

far from their place, unless in cold weather, to cover

themselves in tbe oose. Tbe reason of the scarcity of
oysters, and consequently of their dearness, is, because

they are of late years bought up by the Dutch.
“ There are great penalties by tbe admiralty court

laid upon those that flsh out of those grounds which tbe

court appoints, or that destroy tbe cultch, or that take
any oysters that are not of size, or that do not tread

under their feet, or throw upon tbe shore, a fish which
they call afive-finger^ resembling a tpnr-rowl, because

that flsh gets into the oysters when they gape, and
sucks them out.

Tbe reason that such a penalty is set npon uxf'
that shall destroy the cultch is, because they find

that if that be taken away, the oose will increase,

and the muscles and cockles will breed there, and de-
stroy the oysters, they having not whereon to stick

their spat.

** The oysters are sick after they have spat ; but in

June and July they begin to mend, and in Au^sl
they are perfectly well ; the male oyster is black-sick,

having a black substance in the fin ; tbe female white-

sick (as they terra it), having a milky substance in tha

fin. They are salt in tbe pits,, salt in the layers, but
sahest at sea.’*

The oyster affords tbe curious in microscopic obser- Liquicl

vatlons a very pleasing entertainment. In tbe clear boat tbe

liquor many little round living anknalcules have been<’^*^'^i^

found, whose bodies being conjoined, form spherical

^

figures, with tails, not changing their place otbeswise

than b^ sinking to the bottom, as being heavier than

the fluid ; these have been seen freqoently separating,

and then coming together again. In other oysters,

aoimalcules of the same kind were found, not conjoin-

ed, but swimming by one another, whence they seem-

ed in a more perfect state, and were judged by Mr
Leeuwenhoek ta be the animaleules in the roc or semen
of the oyster.

A female oyster being opened, incredible multltiides

of small embryo oysters were seen, covered with little

shells, perfectly transparent, and swimming along slow-

ly in tbe liquor ; and in another female, the young ones

were found of a browner colour, and without any ap-

pearance of life or motion.

Monsieur Joblot also kept the water running from
oysters three days, and it appeared full of young oy-

sters swimming about nimbly In it ; these increased in

size daily ;
but a mixture of wine, or the vapour of vif>

negar, killed them..

lo tbe month of August oysters are supposed to

breed, because young ones are then found in thenn

Mr Leeuwenhoek, on tbe 4th of August, opened an

oyster, and took out of it a prodigious number of

minute oysters, all alive, and swimming nimbly about in

tbe liquor, by means of certain exceeding small organs,

exten^ng a little way beyond their shells ; and these be

calls their beards. In these little oysters, be could dis-

cover the joinings of the shells ; and perceived that there

were
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were lome deed ones, with their shells gaping. These,
though so extremely minute, are seen to ^ as like the

large oysters in form as one egg is to another.

As to the size of them, he compotes, that I20 of
them in a row would extend an inch ; and conse-

quently, that a glebolar body, whose diameter is an
inch, would, if they were also roiyid, be equal to

1,728,000 of them. He reckons 3000 or 4000 are

in one oyster, and found many of the embryo oysters

among the bairds ; some fastened thereto by slender

filaments, and others lying loose : he likewise found

animalcules in the liquor 500 times less than the em-^

bryo oysters.

It is not uncommon to see on oyster-shells, when in

a dark place, a shining matter or bluish light, which
sticks to the fingers when touched, and continues shin-

ing and giving light for a considerable time, though
without any sensible heat. This shining matter being

examined with a microscope, is said to consist of three

sorts of animalcules ; but it is more probable that it is

the phosphorescent light which separates from animal
matters, particularly fish, in the incipient stage of the

poirtfactive process.

mentaUi. 65. Parasitical, ovate, yellowish brown, with black

rays, and one valve roach flatter than tlie other. East
Indies. Cbem. viii. t. 71. f. 660.

fomicaia* 66. Rongh, oblong, Imear, with divergent hinges

;

internally vaulted. Red sea. Cbem. viii. t. 71. f.

667.
or6icu* 67. Orbicular, fiattisb, parasitical,, longitudinally

laris. plaited, and transversely wrinkled towards the margin ^

nnirgin obtuse, and somewhat toothed at the hinge.

dtniscM^ 68. Suborbicular, with strong, transverse, imbricated
/ofsi. wrinkles, and somewhat Imntated at the binge, on both

•ides of which the margin is toothed. Cape of Good
Hope. Lister, t 193 and J94.

Equivalve, pelkicid, flattened, oval, with per-

ioidca. peodicolar, undulated strim on the upper valve ; three

inches long, 2i broad. India. Cbem. viii. t. 72. fi

669.
forskallim 70. Plaited, and terminating in a long, incurved,

hollow beak $ middle ribs with imbricated, spinous

wrinkles ; 2 inches long, and 1 broad. Red sea. Chem.
iii. t. 72. f. 6.71.

pScata. 71. With longitudinal, wrinkled plaits y lower valve

smaller and flatter; varies much in shape and size.

American and Mediterranean seas. Cbem. viii. t. 72.

f. 674.
rostrata. 72. Oblong, rugged ; upper valve lamellated^ with a

denticulated' margin ; the lower excavated, and longi-

tudinally grooved. Mediterranean. Chero. viii. t. 75.
f. 676.

vtrginisa. 73. Nearly equivalve, thick, rough, lamellous
; one

valve with a prominent beak; 9 inches bng, and 4
broad. American and Indiaii oceans. Lister, t. 200.

fi 34*
cu€udata. 74. Upper valve flat, lower one hollow and striated

;

roogii with scales, wrinkles and plaits, and terminating

in an elongated beak. Indian and African oceans.

Cbem. viii. t. 74. f. 679.
ariorta. 7 Thin

;

lower valve convex and thicker y the

otimflat. Atlantic and Indian seas.-—This species,,

like the common oyster, fixes itself to the roots and
branches of trees, particnlarly the mangrove, which

oot of the water. It varies in foam and size,.

O L 0 G Y.
and is often as large as the palm of the hand, Chem.
viii. t. 74. f. 68 1.

76. Rugged, with imbricated laroellse ; margin witbrmtato.

obtusely plaited teeth ; l inch long. Schroeter, iii. t.

9* f« 7 *

77. Equivalve, roundish, smooth, flat; 2 inches senegalcn^

diameter. Shores of Senegal. Adanson, t. 14. f. 5. sts.

78. Oval, thin, terminating in a short, acute, lateral, ora/iV.

channelled beak
;

striae perpendicular, unequal, ob-

solete ; 1 ioch long. Schroeter, iii. t. 9. f. 8.

**** flic hinge composed of transverse furrows,
in a sira^ht line^

79. Oval, slightly eared, smooth, with an chWtyne semiaurita

base ; It inch long, and broad. Mediterranean.

Schroeter, iii. t. 9. f. 6.

80. Equivalve, obovate, unequal, rounder at cx\eperna.

end ;
inches long ; has some resemblance to a gam-

mon of bacon. Indian and American seas. Lister, t.

199. f, 33. ...
81. Equivalve, with a larger lobe, forming a right rVogonfim.

angle with the hinge ; from 5 to 7 inches long, and
broad in the middle ; shell blackish, violet withont,

pearly within. Indian ocean and South seas. Is a
rare shelL Chem. vii. t. 59. f. 584.

82. Equivalve, thin, pellucid, and pointed at tbcj>/c/a.

hinge ; the other end dilated ; margin acute ; 2 inches
’

long, more than an inch broad. Red sea. Chem. vik

nji.f. 57J.
' 83. Flat, hoary, thin, pellucid, lamellated

; inier^ legumen.
stices of the grooves black; 2 inches long, 4 lines

broad. Nicobar islands. Cbem. vii. t. 59. f. 578.
84. Equivalve, orbicular, compressed, mtmhtSLnn^ephippium

ceons; 5 inches long, 5^ broad. Indian ocean and
Cape of Good Hope. Very rare. Cbem. vii. t. 58. f.

576.
85. Flat, brittle, pellucid; dilated towards the mar-a/ato.

gin y hinge oblique. W. IndieSv^ Cbem. vii. t. 58. f.

575*

Gen. 15. Akomiaw Anooua.

Gen. Char.—The animal is a ligula or strap-shaped

body, emarginated and ciliated ; the bristles being
fixed to the upper valve. There are two linear

arms, longer than the body, open, stretched out, al-

ternate on the valve, ciliated on both sides; the hairs

are fixed to both valves. The shell is ineqnivalve ;

one valve being leather flat, the other more gibbous
at the base, with a produced beak, generally curved

. over the binge ; one of the valves is often perforat-

ed at the base ; the binge is without teetb. A small*

linear scar appears prominent, witk a lateral tootk

placed within ; but on the very margin of the flat

valve. There are two bony rays for ihe^ base of tbw
animaU

Species.

1. Orbicnlar ; the gibbous valve conico*convex; flat^ramb-
valve with three hollows at the base; 1 ioch long, i laris.

broad. Mediterranean seas and Philippine islai^.
It is sometimes found fiMsil. . Cbem# vin^< t.' 76;
688 .

2. Oblong,i with branolied grooves^ tlm gtbbbot clrVta^o*

valve
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** Flat^ or compressed into a flattenedform^ and slight-

ly eared,

margari* 4. Pearl-hearing mussel. Flattened, nearly orbicular,

tiferus. with a transverse base , imbricated with toothed tunics.

American and Indian seas. Lister, t. 22i. f. 56.—
This species is about 8 inches long, and somewhat
broader} the inside is finely polished, and produces the

true mother-of-pearl ; and frequently also it affords the

most valuable pearls. When the outer coat of the

shell, which is sometimes sea-green, or chesnnt with

white rays, or whitish with green rays, is removed, It

exhibits the same pearly lustre as the inside } the

younger shells have ears as long as tlie shell, and re-

semble scallops.

radiaiuu 5. Roundish, with transverse membranaceous scales,

forming spinous processes arranged in longitudinal lines.

Tranquebar. Chem. vlii. t. 80. f. 719.
vagw. 6. Roundish } longitudinally striated, pellucid, and

aligbtly eared. Mediterranean.

*** Somewhat ventricose or convex,

Uthopka^ 7. Cylindrical } rounded at both ends. European,
gas, American, and Indian seas. It is about an inch broad,

and 3 long.^It perforates and eats away coral rocks,

and even the hardest marbles. Those which are found

in Europe have a thin brittle shell : the shell of those

found ill India is soft, and nearly coriaceous. Chem.
viil. t. 82. f. 731.

orwMtft. 8. Subcylindrical, rounded at the hinge, and armed
at the opposite extremity with two beak-like processes

which cross each other. Senegal. Lion. Tr. viii. t. 6.

f. 2.

ambigime. * 9. Oblong, smooth, rounded at both ends, and gap-

ing on one side. Weymouth and Devonshire. Wood,
t« 25. f. 2. and 3.

rugmu. * 10. Rhombic, oval, brittle, rugged, antiquated, and
rounded at the ends. Seas and lakes, north of Europe.
Britain. Don. t. loi.—It is usually found lodged in

limestone ; each individual in a separate apartment,

with apertures too small for the shell to pass through.

preedeus, *11. Oblong, distorted, with the valves unequal, and
strougly wrinkled transversely } hinge terminal. Bri-

tain, adhering to roots of algae, or burrowed in lime-

stone. Montagu, t. 4. f. 2.

orhores- 12. Subcylindrical, smooth, compressed at the mar-
cems, gin, and marked over one half with minute branching

lines. China. Chem. xi. t. 198. f. 2016.

hUocitlaru 13. Striated, with vaulted knobs, and a white parti-

tion. Nicobar islands. Chem. viii. t. 82. f. 736.
exxHsu^ 14. Convex }

one of the margins angular
} the ante-

rior extremity crenated ; inch long. American
ocean and Red sea. Lister, t. 366. f. 206.

siriatmhie, 15. Very finely striated longitudinally, with the an<

terior side slightly angiilated, and the other incurved
}

strisB slightly crenated. Northern ocean. Scliroetrr,

iii. t. 9. f. 16.

edulis. * 16. Eatable or common mussel. Smooth, violet
}

valves slightly recurved on the obtuse side, and some-

what angular on the acute side ; he^ks pointed
} from

2 to 3 inches long. European and Indian seas. Lis-

ter, L 362. f 200.-—This species is observed to be

larger within the tropics, and to dimioisb gradually

O L O G Y.
towards the north. It is found in large beds, and ge-

nerally attaches itself to other bodies by means of its

long silky beard. The fish is employed as food in

many parts of the world, and is esteemed rich and nu-

tritious.

* 17. Very crooked on one side near the beaks, then i/irwrra-

generally dilated; within with a violet tinge. Coast tirs.

of Anglesea. Linn. Trans, viii. t. 3. f. 7.
* 18. Oval, transparent, and elegantly radiated \tagi\s-pcUucidus.

wise with purple and blue ; 2 inches long. Anglesea,

in oyster beds. Chem. t. 84. f. 755.
19. Smooth, slightly curved^ hind margin inflect-

ed } hinge terminal, ttvo-toothed. Mediterranean, Cape ^

of Good Hope, and New Zealand. Found at the lat-

ter place resembling M, edulis ; but is 5 inches long,

and 2t broad. Lister, t. 360. f. 199.
23. Ovate, with the posterior side rather convex,

and the apices distant and slightly curved ; hinge chan-

nelled with a tooth in one valve. N. Holland* Lister,

t. 362. f* 201.

21. Oblong, smooth, with the sides nearly straight,/>erm7.

and the apices acute ; hinge with a tooth in each valve,

and channelled. Straits of Magellan. Chem. viii. t.

83. f. 738.
22. Subtrlangular and compressed ; binge with iffo smaragdt-

teeth in one valve, and one in the other. Tranquebar. wi#x.

Chem. viii. t. 83. f. 746.
23. Oblong, longitudinally striated, except on the demissus,

anterior side next the hinge ; summits rounded and ap-

proximated. Virginia. Lister, t. 358. f. 196.
* 24. Smooth, blackish, obtose at the smaller end^modioius,

and rounded at the other
; one side angular, near the

beaks ; from 6 to 7 inches long, 3 broad. European,
American, and Indian seas, Devonshire, Weymouth.
Don. t. 23. A variety, with a deep umbilicus under

the summit, Is not unfrequent 00 our coasts. Don.
t. 4^*
* 25. Ovate, very brittle, transversely wrinkled ; an- cygneus,

terior end compressed, the other rounded ; binge late-

ral } from 2 to 5 inches broad, and 3 lon^r. Frequent
in the lakes and rivers of Europe, Britain.—It is the

largest of British fresh-water shells. It arrives at the

greatest size in ponds and stagnant waters. Lister,

t. 156. f. II.—With a suboval shell, of an olivaceous

brown colour, with concentric wrinkles
; size of the

M. anatinus, but broader in proportion to its length.

The posterior side generally more obtuse and ronnded.
River Avon in Wiltshire. Montagu, Test. Brit. 172.
Mytilus avonensis,

26. Transversely oval, rounded on both sides, nadjluviatilis.

smooth ; umlmnes large and rounded ; summits reflect-

ed. N. America. About 2 inches long, and 3 broad.

Lister, t. 157. f. 12.

27. Oval, flattish, and transversely ribbed
5 8 inches

broad, 4^ long. In fresh waters. Sowerby, Brit>

Misc. t. 16.

* 28. Oval, a little compressed; brittle and semi-anatinus,
transparent, with a membranaceous margin. Fresh
waters of Europe.—It resembles the last, but is longer
and narrower. Ducks and crows, it is said, are ex-
tremely fond of both this and the last species. Don.
t. 113.

29W Transversely wrinkled; obtuse at each end^duhius,

fulvous,
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ruber.

discrepens

discors.

9

impactus.

hirundo.

fnorio.

ala*corva.

rutgari:t.

pltcatus.

niveusm

cora/icpha*

gus.

Jineatus,

fuscus.

puniocus,

niger.

dubiuis

lingua^

falvous, wttbin pearly ; beaks obsolete
j hinge ivltbout

teeth } 5 Inches broad, 3 long. Fresh waters of Sene-

gal. Adanson, t. 17. f. 21*

30. Wrinkled ^ valves oblique and anteriorly di-

lated. Southern ocean.

*31. Transversely ovate, compressed, with the two
sides longitudinally ribbed, and plain In >the middle.

Baltic, and Newhaven near Edinburgh. Montagu,
t. 26. f.

*32. Oval, horny, subdlaphanous
; extremities longi-

tudinally striated ;
middle transversely. European and

southern seas, Cornwall and Devonshire. From the

South seas It Is inch broad j In Britain rarely ex-

ceeds f inch. Don. t. 25.

33. Transversely oval, somewhat four-sided, very

convex, with the two sides longitudinally ribbed, and

the middle transversely wrinkled ; inside Iridescent.

New Zealand. Cbem. viii. t. 86. f. 768.

34. Smooth
•f

valves 2-lobed ; lo^ at the hinge

longer and thinner. American, Mediterranean, and In-

dian seas. Chem. viii. t. 81. f. 722.

35« Transversely striated, with two lateral lobes,

and the epidermis longitudinally undulated, and form-

Ing rays from the umbo. Red sea. Chem. xi« t. 205.

f. 2018.

36. With two rather obsolete lobes, and marked with

minute white dots, forming longitudinal rays. Sooth

sea Islands. Cbem. vlli. t. 81. f. 727.

37. Flattened on one side and Inflected ^ beaks In-

curved, convergent *, binge 1 -toothed. American ocean.

Cbem. viii. t. 82. f* 732.

38. Rhombic, inequilateral ; transversely striated

and wrinkled $ beaks Incurved. Nicobar islands. Chem.
viii. t. 92. f. 733.

39. Ovate, subdlaphanous ; finely striated longitudi-

nally ^ margin acute ^ hinge 2-toothed ^ shell snowy
and polished within. Nicobar islands. Very rare,

Chem. viii. t. 82. f. 734.
40. Carinated In the middle, and crenated at the

margin, with an obtuse knob } i inch long. Indian

and American oceans. Perforates rocks like a pholas.

Chem. viii. t. 84. f. 752.

41. Triangular and dilated outwards, with angular,

decussated, and confluent lines ^ binge 2-toothed. A
minute shell. Cbem. vIII. t. 84. f. 753.

42. Oblong, narrow, finely striated transversely

;

one side emarginated, the other rounded j beaks pro-

minent, curved. A minute brown shell. £, Indies.^

Lister, t. 359. f. 197.

43« Gibbous, pointed, with 15 grooves ; margin

toothed ^14 lines long, and half as broad ; binge with

4 minute teeth. Africa. Adanson, t. Ij. f. 2.

44. Flat, thin, with minute ^oves, covered with a

black skin, under which It Is milky, and finely polish-

ed; It Inch long; grooves about 100. Africa. Adan-
son, t. 15. f. 3.

45. Transversely wrinkled ; obtuse at each end ;

fulvous, within pearly ; beaks obsolete ; hinge without

teeth ; 5 inches broad, 2 long. Fresh waters of Sene-

gal. Adanson, t. 17. f. 21.

46. Somewhat tongue-shaped, compressed, venr

brittle, and the umbones keeled ; summits acuminated,

and both ends gaping. Amboyna. Chem. x. t. 172.

f. 1675. and 1676.

CONCHOLOGY, Cliap. IV.

47. Oblong, thin, truncated ; beak sharp and carl- camelli.

nated
;

valves completely closed. Japan.

48. Striated, slightly curved; hind margin inflect-

ed
; hinge terminal, 2-toothed ; scarcely an inch long.

Mediterranean and Atlantic seas. Lister, t. 356. f.

* 93 -

Gen. 17. PiKKA, Sea-Wtng. Pianii.^

Gen. Cdar.F—The animal a Umax ; the shell bivalve,

fragile, upright, gaping at one end, and furnished

with a byssos or beard. Hinge without teeth ; the

valves united into one.

Species.

1. Vaulted with arched scales, arranged in rows*,rt<iAr.

from 12 to 16 indies long, and from 4 to 8 broad ; red ;

from 6 to 8 grooves. Atlantic, Indian, and Red seas.

Lister, t. 373. f. 214.

2. Ovate, ventricose, with the margin rounded on n^a.
both sides, and striated longitudinally. Amboyna and
Red sea. Chem. vlli. t. 88. f. 774.
* 3. Snb^ian^lar, ovate, slightly Incurved towards
the summit, with irregularly scaly wrinkles, and Inter-

rupted longitudinal striae. Scotland, and Devonshire.
Don. t. X52.

4. Longitudinally striated half way; one udepectmaia.
slightly wrinkled transversely ; 3 Inches long, 4 broad.

Indian ocean. Cbem. vlil. t. 87. f. 770.
5. Subtrlangolar, ovate, and 8]iglitl)r keeled loogito-

dinally, with abbreviated ribs on one side, and reticu-

lated wrinkles on the other. Nicobar Islands. Chem.
viii. t. 87. f. 771.
* 6. Thin, fl^h-coloured, suhtrianguiar

; peUocid,ciinifa.

with 8 or 10 longitudinal ribs beset sparingly with
vaulted spines at the broader end. West Indies, and
Dorsetshire. Montagu, t. 5. f. 3.

7. Siibtriangolar, ovate, with about 13 spinous n}mr^ida.
on one side, and the other transversely wrinkled ; spines

tubular. Curafoa. Chem. viii. t. 89. f. 775.
8. Striated, with channelled, tubular, subimbricated wo^A.

scales
; 7^ inches long, 3} broad. Mediterranean,

Adriatic, and American seas. Chem. viii. t 8o. f.

776.

9* Striated with concave, ovate, acute scales ; from fmericata^

?

to 9 inches long, and i to 3 broad. European and
ndian oceans. Lister, U 370. f. 10.

10.

With obsolete scales, margin rounded; some ro/MMtem
times 2 feet long. Mediterranean. Cbem. vuL t. 02.
f. 787.

II. With fine undulated scales, and flexnous broad J9saiwei0.

wrinkles ; smaller end pointed and naked
; 13 inches

long, 67 broad. Mediterranean. Cbem. vliu t.92. f.784.

12.

Smooth, satchel-shaped ; a little erect, ^ndsaccata.
slightly fastiglated ; 3^ Inches long, 2^ broad. Medi-
terranean and Indian seat. Lister, t. 371. f. 212.

13.

Smooth, tnbolar, finger-shaped, incurved; tx^digitUbr*

treme margin membranaceous
; peliucid. $nit.

14.

Naked, lobed, straw^oloured, with purple striae, hbata.

15.

Hyaline, with longitudinal waved striae; the vtVrra.

striae with a few scales, and crossed by other transverse

striae at the margin. Indian ocean. Very rare. Chem.
Villa t. 87* f> 77^

16.

Narrow, long, naked^ carinated, with trans-tifcarcMi.

verse,
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aperture oval. It is a very rare species. Amboyna.
Martini, t. l8. f. 163.

cymhiunu 4. Keel of the shell wrinkled, and without teeth ;

depressed, thin, wrinkled, with fine longitudinal striae

crossing the wrinkles. Mediterranean. Martini, i.

t. 18. f. 1 6 1, and 162.

comUt 5. Keel with 4 smooth elevated rings
j

i line high,

5 broad. Cape of Good Hope. Chem. x. t. 137. f.

1271.
arclica. 6. Shell perforated, with an entire keel

5 3-f lines

diameter. Greenland seas, where it is frequently seen

floating In spring and autumn.
hians, 7. With the keel dilating outwards

; lateral ridges

distant, alternately shorter
5
aperture dilated. Mexi-

co. Martini, i. t. 17. f. 158. and 159.
gondola, 8. With the keel edged, with compressed teeth ; la-

teral ribs numerous and branched aperture broad,

ovate.

hatfstrum, 9. With the keel edged, with compressed teeth ^
la-

teral ridges smooth and simple
; aperture subtriangular.

£. Indies. Martini, I. p. 221. f. 2.

Some species of the argonanta are met with In all

climates, from the Indian ocean to the shores of Green-
hind.

Kantilas. Gen. 19. Nautilus.

Gen, C//iir.—The nature of the animal which inhabits

this shell Is not well known. The shell is univalve,

divided Into several compartments, communicating
by an aperture with each other.

Species.

* Spiral^ roundedj with contiguous whorls.

pompilius, Aperture of the shell heart-shaped ; whorls ob-

tuse ^ smooth spire involuted and concealed. Indian

and African ocean. Lister, t. 550. f. i. and 3.—This
species Is often very large, and it is finely variegated

with brown flexuous streaks, spots, and marks, under

the epidermis, which is white }
within it exhibits a

beautiful pearly gloss. It is employed for drinking

cups by the inhabitants of the east.

suborbicu^ 2, Aperture beart-shaped ; whorls obtuse •y slightly,

latus, obsoletely, striated transversely ; spire with an umbili-

cus, involute, and concealed : very like the preceding

species, but may at once he distinguished by the um-
bilicus. New Guinea. Lister, t. 552. f. 4.

calcar, 3» Aperture of the shell linear; whorls with elevat-

ed joints ;
minute, white, opaque. Sheppey island.

Martini, i. t. 19. f. 169.

POiatus, * 4* Spiral, smooth, keeled *, joints six, with the par-

titions elevated and flexuous ; keel entire *, aperture

semlcordate. Rimini and England. Montagu, t. 15.

ksvigatus, 54 Spiral, smooth
;

joints 10, with the partitions

slightly elevated ;
aperture triangular. Kent. Mon-

tagu, t. 18. f. 7*

crispus, * 6 . With lateral spires, with about 20 flexuous, cre-

i>ated joints in the exterior whorl ;
marked by elevated

striae ;
aperture semlcordate ;

syphon central ;
very

minute. Mediterranean, Sheppey island, and Sand-

wich. MonUgii, t. 18. f. 5.

htecarii, 7 - Aperture obovate
; 4 or 5 volutions, with deep

sulcatfd joints ;
ip in the first spire, frequent on most

. 3.

Chap. IV.
shores

; minute. Adriatic, Britain. Montagu, t. 18.

f. 6.

* 8. Similar to the preceding species, but with theperversus,

spires reversed. Shores of Britain, frequent. Mont.
t. 18. f. 6.

* 9. Spiral, slightly umbi Heated on each side, deprsssu^

many depressed joints. Reculver, England. Very lus,

minute, and rare. Montagu, t. 18. f. 9.
* 10. Spiral, umblllcated, with furrowed joints; co-umbilica^
lour opaque, white. Sandwich. Minute, not common, tus,

Montague, t. 18. f. I.

* II. Thick, spiral, doubly umblllcated, with fine

joints
;
opaque, white. Reculver, England. Minute,

rare. Montague, t. 18. f. 2.

* 12. Spiral, lobate
;

spires rounded on one side, lobaHihis,

pressed on the other. Whitstable. Walker, t. 3.

7 *-
.

13. White, convex; aperture linear; first halihicus»

largest. Baltic. Schroeter, i. t. i. and 2.

14. Aperture linear; spires compressed, with thick- rtfgostrf.

ened margins. Southern ocean. Very small.

15. Aperture compressed, linear; spires compres-

sed
;
umbilicus concave

;
minute. Croatia, Column, tus.

Phytol. ii. t. 38. f. E.

** Spiral
y roundedy with detached whirls,

16. Aperture orbicular; whirls cylindrical and de-i^rtf4r.

tached
;
one inch in diameter. American and Indian

oceans. Lister, t, 550. f. 2.

17. Smooth, with 4 conic tubercles; very minute.

India. Spengler, I. t. 2. f. 9. b. and c.

1 8. Diaphanous, middle partitions protuberant out- ungmeu^
wards ; surface with six conic tubercles ; minute, la- latus,

dia. Spengler, i. t. 2. f. 9. d.

Elongatedy and nearly straight.

* 19. Incurved, spiral at tbe tip; whirls contiguous ssmUUuus„
minute, convex ; the partitions appearing outwardly.

Croatia, Sandwich. Rare. Montagu, t. 19. f. i.

20. Subconic
;
globular divisions growing gradually lituus,

less ; tip incurved, spiral. Red sea. Frequently found

fossil. Spengler, i. t. 2. f. 10. d. to g.
* 21. Oblong, carinated ; aperture oval, narrow, carwolu-
Sandwlch. Minute, rare. Walker, t. 3. f. 72. lus,

* 22. With a slight curvature
; divisions obliquely obliquus.

striated ;
syphon central. Mediterranean and Adriatic

seas, Britain. Montagu, t. 14. f. 4.

23. Subcyllndrical, with thick divisions, marked with r^hatu*
12 elevated striae

;
syphon central. Adriatic and Me-^tmtn.

diterranean seas.^ Lcdermuller, t. 4. f. x. lower figure.

24. Jointed divisions thick, with 17 elevated
\ raphantis,

syphon subUteral, oblique. Adriatic and Mediterra-

nean. Martini, i. vig. at p. i. f. A. B.

25. Ovate, oblong, with thick divisions, marked
with 8 Interrupted elevated strise ; syphon oblique

;

minute. Mediterranean.

26. Oblong, ovate, with 8 or 9 subglobose ^Tt\cu\^Tadicula,

tfons
;
aperture a small syphon. Adriatic, Sandwich.

Montagu, t. 6. f. 4.

* 27. Straight, ovate-oblong, with swollen spinous

joints. Britain. Montagu, t. 19. f. 5.

* 28. A little bending, with raised joints
;
length one- rc/Airraa*

tenth of an inch. Sandwich. Very rare. Montagu, tus,

L 6, f. 5.

29. Arcuated
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bicarina^ 29. Arcuated, ivlth two opposite longitudinal keels

t9ts. joints globose. Sandwich.

fascich 30. Divisions striated \ joints smooth, elevated : ob-

tuse at the tip ; denticulated at the margin \ syphon

central. Adriatic. Very small. Gualteri, t. 19. f. O.

incsqualis* 31* Cylindrical, with 8 divisions; aperture margiu-

ed ; very minute. Red sea. Spengler, i. t. 2. f. lO.

a. b. and c.

iiphumcu^ 32* Smooth, with cylindrical, remote divisions
;
joints

lus. tapering, cylindrical. Seas of Sicily. Gualteri, t. 19.

f. R. S.

legumen. * 33* Compressed, jointed, margined at one end ; sy-

phon lateral. Adriatic, Sandwich. Very rare. Mon-
tagu, t. 19. f. 6.

ftstaias* * 34* Straight, subcylindrical, tapering; joints 12,

raised, with 4 equidistant, strong, longitudinal ribs the

whole length
; ^ inch long. Coast of Kent. A va-

riety of this has been discovered with only 6 joints.

Montagu, t. 14. f. 5.

/wKorti. 35* Straight, compressed ; narrow jointed and rib-

bed at the smaller end. Dunbar. Montagu, t. 30. f. 9.

rectus^ 3^* Nearly straight, with smooth depressed joints.

Sandwich. Montagu, t. 19. f. 4. and 7.

u^Jnc^ra* 37 * V/’hirls of the shell with carinated strise. The
ocean. Frequently found fossil.

4»
Goaws.

marmo-
reus.

nocturnus

nicebari^

cus.

arachsuu-

des.

%ouatus4

impenalis

Juscatus,

Uuraius.

ebumsui.

Gen. 20. Conus, Cone-shelL

Gen. Char.—The animal is a liraax. The shell uni-

valve, convolute, turbinate ; aperture eflTuse, longi-

tudinal, linear, without teeth, entire at the base

;

pillar smooth.

Spmcjes,

* Spire somewhat truncated.

1. Brown, with ovate, subangular, white spots;

whirls of the spire channelled. American ocean. Lis-

ter, t. 787. f. 39.
2. Granulated at the base ; blackish, with bands of

white ;
somewhat heart-shaped, confluent spots ; spire

coronated and channelled. Amboyna. Rare. Martini,

ii. t. 62. f. 687.

3. Mottled, with black and somewhat heart-shaped

white spots, and marked with two darker transverse

bands ; spire coronated ; throat yellow. Chem. x. t.

139. f. 1292.

4. Reticulated with chesnut, with two or three dark-

er bands ; spire crowned and acute. A very rare

species. Coromandel. Chem. x. t. 144. A. f. c. and d.

5. With alternate articulated belts and tesselated

spots ;
spire crowned with tubercles ; shell often mi-

nute, and with a white baud. Asiatic ocean. Martini,

ii. t. f. 783. to. 785.

6. Whitish, with longitudinal livid bands, and di-

vided brown and white linear belts : spire flat, painted

with brown undulated stripes, often emarginated. A
rare shell. Lister, t. 766. f. 1^.

7. Brownish-green, with longitudinal confluent white

streaks, and darker transverse interrupted lines ; spire

coronated. New Zealand. Martini, ii. t. 62. f. 692.

and 693.
8. White, with brown dots

; spire marked with

brown stripes. Asiatic ocean. Lister, t. 770. f. 176.

9. White, with transverse rows of dark quadrangu-

lar spots, and the base transversely grooved
; whirls of
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the spire longitudinally striated. East Indies. Martini,

ii. t. 61. f. 674.
1 0. White, with transverse rows of red spots

;
base tesselatus.

violet, and slightly grooved transversely. Java. Lis-

ter, t. 767. f. 1 7.

11. Polished, with a pointed, muricated spire •ygeneraHs.

whirls channelled. India. Lister, t. 786. f. 35.
1 2. Smooth, reddish, with darker transverse dottedfnoniZr.

lines, and paler bands
;

spire flattish, mucronated, and
the whirls channelled. Nicobar islands. Chem. x. t.

140. f. 1301. to 3.

13. White, with reddish-brown Interrupted iruM~ canaUcu-
verse bands and lines ; spire mneronated, and the whirls

marginated. Ceylon. Chem. xi. t. 181. f. 1748.
14. Yellowish with a violet base; spire slightly t;irgo.

convex and obtuse. Java. Lister, t. 754. f. 2.

15. Conic, snowy; spire prominent, and crovined candidus.

with tubercles ; aperture large. Born, t. 7. f. 9.

16. Glabrous, with a brown base ; spire a little can- capitancus

vex, sometimes flat, and generally striped. Asia. Lis-

ter, t. 780. f. 27.

17. Greenish-brown, with two white spotted trans-c^em-
veise bands, and numerous scattered white dots

; base nit%iL

and throat blue. Ceylon. Chem. xi. t. 182. f. 1764.
and 1765.

18. Greenish, with white transverse bands spotted mtfrtr/i-

with brown; base with granulated lines; spire sub- ntrr.

conical and striated. Batavia. Chem. x.t. 138. f. 1280.

19. Brownish-yellow, with dark, longitudinal con- /ee^orr/t/r.

fluent stripes, and two white transverse bands ; spire

convex and striated.

20. With longitudinal dark red stripes, and trans- hyeena.
verse rows of dots

; spire mucronated. New Zealand.
Chem. xi. t. 181. f. 1750.

21. White, with three yellowish bands ; spotted with centt/nb.

chesnut: spire convex; base transversely striated.

St Domingo. Martini, ii. t. 59. f. 655.
22. Conic, rough with a brown and striated base : miles.

spire convex. India. Lister, t. 786. f. 34.
23. White, with irregularly alternate rows of broad spurius.

and smaller spots ; spire depressed, mucronated. St
Domingo. Martini, ii. t. 56. f. 626. to 628.

24. White, with brown contiguous spots forming in- leonius.

distinct bands
; spire flattish. Amboyna. Martini,

ii. t. 57. f. 640.

25. Transversely grooved at the base
; white, with charade*

numerous character-like spots ; spire truncated uud risticus.

spotted with brown. West Indies. Chem. xi. t. 182.

f. 1760. and 1761.
26. Transversely striated, granulated, glaucous, with cctrules*

irregular brown spots. West Indies. Chem. t. 182. cvn#.

f. 1762.

27. With white rays and bands, transversely groov- radiatus.
ed at the base. Favanne, ii. t. 15. f. O.

** Pyriform with a rounded base ,* Ix^y half as long
again as the spire.

28. Yellow, with purplish brown, longitudinalyWiice/v.
branched lines, marked with two white bands, which
have a few blown spots

; spire obtuse and iinely stri-

ated transversely
; 2i inches long. Indies. Chem. x.

t. 138. f. 1276.

29. Oblong, conical, grooved at the base
; white,yjisi/r.

undulated longitudinally, with yellowish brown ; whirls

3 H 2 of
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428 CONCHOLOGY. Chap. IV.
of tpiret striated and channelled. Asiatic ocean. Lis-

ter, t. 782. f. 29.

guinaicus* 30. Subconical, reddish, with obsolete brown and
white variegated bands \ spire obtuse, spotted and stri-

ated. Guinea. £ncy. Method, t. 337. f. 6.

fulmineusn 3 r. With chesnut stripes the whole length : spire

acute, and with the pillar lip spotted with chesnut \
the

base acute and obliquely striated. Africa.

lorenzinus 32. Subconical, yellow, with interrupted longitudi-

nal reddish stripes \ base dotted with red ; spire con-

cave and acute. East Indies. Chem. xi. t. 181. f.

1754-
amadti. 33. Pale brown, with a broad band, and articulated

belts above and beneath: spire acute, crowned with

tubercles, and finely striated transversely. Java. Chem.
X. t. 142. f. 1322. and 1323.

acumina^ 34. Striated at the base, white, reticulated with

tus. brown
;

whirls concave. Red sea. Martini, ii. t. 57.

f. 638. and 639.
ammiraUs 35. With rough punctures at the base.—This spe-

cies is divided into the following varieties, i. With-
out bands. 2. With irregular bands. 3. With one

regular band. 4. With two regular bands. 5. With
three regular bands. 6. With four regular bands. 7.

With five or more regular bonds. 8. With punctuated,

reticulated belts. To this last division belongs the

cedo nuUi^ or celebrated admiral shell, which has been

esteemed the rarest and most precious of testaceous

productions. Some specimens of the cedo nulli have

brought the extravagant price of 100 guineas. The
endless varieties of this species are found in the seas of

South America. Martini, ii. t. 57. f. 634.

tboma* 36. Smooth, white, with bay charapters and rows of

dots, with three white belts and spots ^ the tip reddish \

spire conic, with grooved whirls. Indian ocean. Chem.

X. t. 143. f. 1331.

architna^ 37. Granulated and brownish yellow, with three

lassus. transverse bands \
spire conical, and the whirls slightly

concave. Amboyna. Martini, ii. vig. 26. f. i.

cedonuttu 38. Granulated, and marked with dotted lines and

bands, and confluent or detached spots ^ spire conical and

coronated. Sooth America. Martini, ii. t. 57. f. 633.

aurantius^ 39. Conical, granulated, of an orange colour \ spire

conical and coronated. Philippine islands. Lister, t.

775. f. ai.

IcucoHtcus 40. Snb^ranulated, white, marbled with brown or

yellow spire acute, coronated, and nodulous at its

base. St Domingo. Lister, t. 759. f. 4.

viiuiinus* 41* White, marbled with orange, and granulated at

the base ;
spire with dotted striae.

pianoMi^ 42. Yellow, more or less granulated j spire depres-

sed, obtuse, and the whirls concave and striated

;

throat violet. Guinea. Ency. Method, t. 326. f. 8.

senator. 43. Conic, smooth, glabrous 5
with obtuse, sculptur-

ed whirls \
yellow spotted with white. Guinea. Mar-

tini, ii. t. 59. f. 659.

laH^s. 44* Subovate, more or less granulated, marbled with

brown and yellow, and marked with convex spotted

strise y
spire obtuse and striated. St Domingo. Mar-

tini, ii. t. 55. f. 609. and 610.

nobilis. 45* Subcylindrical, smooth, glabrous ; finely polish-

ed
;
yellow or brown, spotted with white. Amboyna.

Chem. X. t. 141. f. 1313. and 1314.

siamtntii. 46. Yellowish, with white bands, and numerous spot-

ted narrow belts. China. Rumpb. t. 34. f. £•

47. White, with transverse rows of yellow spots and papilkna^
dots

^ whirl slightly channelled. Guinea. Lister, t. cetix*

773-f->9*.

48. Conical-oblong, white, with transverse bands oxfiuciijer.

short ferruginous undulated stripes $ spire conical,

concave, and acuminated. Java. Lister, t. 771. f.

17. &c.

49. Striated at the base, white, with a blue band, musicut.
and transverse rows of spotted lines ^ spire obtuse and
coronated. China. Ency. Method, t. 322. f. 4.

50. Flesh-coloured, with two white bands, wa^mUiaru.
crowded transverse dotted lines

^ spire obtuse and co-

ronated. China. Ency. Meth. t. 319. f. 6.

51. With linear belts, articulated with white andgenuanms.
brown : red, with bands alternately tesselated with
brown and red. Guinea. Martini, ii. t. 56. t. 623.

52. Emarginated at the base, striated \ spire glaucus*
armed, with contiguous whirls. India and Africa.

Chem. X. t. 138. f. 1277. 1278.

53. Striated and emarginated at the base; yellow, aaroteiim
with transverse rows of brown linear spots

; spire con-

vex and mucronated
; spotted with brown. E. Indies.

Chem. xi. t. 181. f. 1752 and 1753.
54. Gibbous, clouded with bluish brown; acute, moiwicAwf

striated at the base
; sometimes dotted in rows. Me-

diterranean. Martini, ii. t. 55. f. 614.

55. White, clouded with red and yellow, or olive, romNSCif*
with elevated dotted strise ; spire obtuse, whirls siri-/ifr.

ated. American ocean. Ency. Meth. t. 331. f. i.

56. White, grey, or cinnamon colour, spotted, and ojifinoiie.

finely striated transversely ; spire obtuse and striated.
*

New Holland.

57. Scabrous at the base, of a dark colour, vtiihaehtttinus.

bluish white spots and interrupted dotted lines ; spire

acute.

^Vhitish, with brown spotted bands, and trans* Istwonicur,

verse milk-white interrupted lines ; spire convex, and
somewhat coronated. Philippine islands. Ency, Meth.

33®* ^*

59. Ovate, rugged, and muricated at the base ; rueticuu
spire conico-convex. Var. i. Without band. 2. With
a band, clouded, whitish. Africa. Lister, t. 765. f. 14.

60. Grooved towards the base, cinereous, clouded mjai,
with white, and marked with transverse rows of brown-
ish spots

; spire convex. East Indies. Chem. xi. t.

183. f. 1784. and 1785.
6f. With transverse granulated strise at the bate,&t^a/.

and livid, and one or two white bands
; spire coro-

nated and obtuse ; inside violet. Cape of Good Hope.
Ency. Meth. t. 321. f. 5.

62. Ash-coloured, with elevated transverse strise, mtr#.
one white band, and obsolete longitudinal yellowish

brown stripes
;

spire acute and coronated. American
ocean. Lister, 784. f. 31.

63. Somewhat elongated, with distant striae ; base diitanu
and throat violet ; spire convex and coronated. New
Zealand. Chem. x. t. 138. f. 1281.

64. Orange coloured, with crowded transverse pa-caMbn»-
rallel red strise ; spire acute, coronated. New Cale- cu9.
donia. Ency. Meth. t. 321. f. 10.

65. Pyriform, yellowish, with two marbled trans- tnittalM;

verse bands, and obsolete interrupted lines. Asiatic
ocean. Ency. Meth. t. 335. f. 3.

66L Ferruginous, with two white varigated bands ychutiomi*
base white* Astatic ocean. Ency. Meth. t. 335. f. 7.

67. Ovate^
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Chap. IV. CONCH
mercatar. 67. Ovate, white, with reticulated yellow bands.

Africa. Lister, t. 788. f. 41.

betulinus, 68. Slightly emarginated at the base and wrinkled

;

spire flattisb, mucronate. India. A large shell. Lis-

ter, t. 762. f. II.

figulinus. 69. Slightly emargiBated at the base, and wrinkled;

spire acuminated, with flattisb whirls : three inches

long. India. Lister, t. 785. f. 32.

qverctfws 70. Yellow, with numerous pale chesnut transverse

lines ; spire conical, depressed ; whirls longitudinally

striated. Madagascar. Martini, il. t. 69. f. 657.
Uneatus. 71. Granulated at the base, white, variegated with

brown, and marked with crowded interrupted lines

;

spire obtuse. Isle of France. £ncy. Metb. t. 326.
f. 2.

emneetr#.

72. Somewhat ventricose, whitish, with a transverse

yellow band, and two rows of distant large brown
spots; spire convex* New Zealand. Ency. Meth.
t. 335. f. 9.

73. Reddish-yellow, with two mottled bands, and
bla^ish granulations at the base ; spire conical, and

the whirls flat. Isle of France. Ency. Metb. t. 338.
t. 8.

vemUum* 74- Yellowish-brown, with two mottled bands, and
irregular longitudinal streaks ; base blackish ; spire

spotted with brown and tipped with yellow. Batavia.

Chem.xi. 1. 182. f. 1758.

testudi- 75* Whitish, clouded with dark grey, and marked

nariuSm with two dark bands, spotted with white ;
spire obtuse.

Surinam. Ency. Meth. t. 335. f. 6.

venulatm* 76. Striated at the base ; white, with somewhat re-

ticulated yellowish stripes; spire convex. Manilla.

Ency. Metb. t. 337. f. 9.

noffioca- 77. Yellowish, with numerous transverse darker

fni#« bands, and intem^iate lines ; spire obtuse and stri-

ated. South sea. Ency. Meth. t. 338. f. 5.

ebraeuM. 78. Ovate, white, with a black band, composed of

transverse spots : a small shell. E. Indies. Lister,

1.779.1.25.
arenatus^ 79* Emarginated at the base, white, with transverse

rows of black dots ; spire coronated. Batavia. Lis-

ter, t. 761. f. 10.

pdioariu$ 8o. Emarginated at the base
;

white, with small

brown ovate spots; spire mucronated and coronated.

New Guinea. Lister, t. 774. f. 20.

•iems. 81. Emarginated at the base; white, tinged with

chesnut colour, and marked with dark-clustered dots

;

spire depressed, coronated, with a double groove. Ma-
^mcar* Ency. Meth. t. 320. f. 8.

piferatms* 82* Emarginated at the base, fawn-coloured, with

two white belts, and numerous slightly elevated dotted

strise; spire coronated, and spotted with brown. £.
Indies. Ency. Metb. U 319. f. 8.

cancelkH 8^. White, cancellated with transverse grooves and

tar. longitudinal striae ; spire acuminated. Owbyhee, in the

South sea. Ency. Meth. t. 338. f. i.

sterau^ 84. Emarginated at the b^e, and striated
; whirls

mmscanm of tl^ spire channelled. Asia. Lister, t. 757. f. 9.

varm$m 85. Elongated, muricated : the spire crowned a-

cnte, and striated longitudinally. Indian ocean. Enc.
Meth. t. 321. f* 3*

portoru 86. Granulated, white, with brownish yellow spots ;

comm, spire convex and mucronated. America. Enc. Meth.
t. 338* ^* 4*

tSAMet/r. 87. Red, clouded with pale bluish spots, and scat-
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tered yellowish dots ; spire convex. Ency. Meth. t.

338, f. 2.

88. Slightly grooved transversely, and granulated

at the base, reddish, with two white bands
;

spire ob- sis.

tuse, and coronated. St Domingo. Ency. Meth. t.

322. f. 8.

89. Transversely grooved, and of a rose-colour, with roseus.

one white band ; spire obtuse and coronated. Martini,

ii, t. 63. f. 707.
90. Transversely striated, and granulated; scarlet, coccinewf.

with a white mottled band
;

spire convex, and coronat-

ed. Martini, ii. t. 61. f. 680.

91. Gibbous, with the base transversely striated

and granulated ; white, with one or two rows of large

remote spots
;

spire coronated. S. seas. Ency. Meth.
t. 322. f. I.

92. Transversely striated, of a blackish, violet co- taitensis.

lour, with a few white spots and dots
; spire obtuse,

striated. Otaheite. Ency. Meth. t. 336. f. 9.

93. White, with transverse elevated rougliish striae, scabrius^

and five transverse rows of reddish spots ; spire obtuse.

Guinea. Chem. xi. t. 182. f. 1768. and 9.

94. With transverse punctured grooves, livid, ViXiApunctura*

and marked with two white zones ; spire coronated, tits.

obtuse, tip rosy. Botany Bay. Ency. Meth. t. 322.
f. 9.

95 * Granulated at the base, yellowish, with \.vio ceylonen*

white spotted bands, and intermediate, zig-zag stripes
;
sis.

spire coronated and obtuse. Ceylon. Ency. Meth*
t. 322. f. 6.

96. White, with brown longitudinal spots, and di*exi^giii^.

stant transverse striae ; spire convex,>acute, and coro-

nated. Asiatic seas.

97. White, with longitudinal reddish stripes, sm^pusillus.

transverse rows of dots ; spire oonical, depressed, and
slightly coronated. Guinea. Chem. xi* 183. f. 1788.
and 9*

98. Slightly grooved, and the base granulated \lamsVosus
white, spotted with rose colour ; spire coronated and
lamellated. Ceylon. Ency. Meth. t. 322. f. 5.

99. Greyish violet, with a white band, and scatter- raiius.

ed distant spots
; spire obtuse..American coasts. Ency.

Metb. t. 338. f. 9.

100. Slightly gibbous, olive, with transverse rows otjamaicen*
dots, and white bands marbled with brown ; spire con- sis.

vex and acute. Jamaica. Ency* Metb. t. 335. f. 3.
1 01. Dull olive, clouded with two obsolete white iwrif/lfrr-

bands, and transverse brown lines and dots
;

spire a- raneus.

cute and striated. Algiers and Naples. Ency. Meth.
t 330. f. 4*

102. Slightly grooved at the base, white, with trans-punciicuU
verse rows of dots; spire obtuse, and whirls channel- /a/irs.

led. St Domingo. Ency. Metb. t. 331. f. 2.

103. White, with pale brownish yellow spots, andmot/nVi-
transverse rows of brown crescent-shaped dots; spire anus.
obtuse, base grooved. Africa. Ency. Metb. t. 330.
f. 9.

104. White, and transversely grooved
; spire core- sukatus.

nated, obtuse. W. Indies. Ency. Meth, t. 321. f. 6.

105. Striated, and granulated; spire conical, with «;errfico-

the lower whirls concave and crenated on the edge. sus.

Africa. Lister, t. 756. f. 8.

1 06. Rose-cloured ; base striated
; spire acute. Isle coiufpha.

of France. Ency. Meth. t. 331. f. 3.

107* Gieenbb, with three or four bands, clouded

withal
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radtatus,

jaspideus,

coffete.

viindanus,

fesUvus,

fulmineits,

arachnoid

des.

costatus.

cttrinus.

coronatus.

aknms.

aureus.

tereheUum

australis.

laevis.

strtgatus.

mitratus.

glans.

tenellus.

CONCH
vrith white and yellow, with transyerse brown and
white dotted lines \ spire acuminated. Aaialic ocean.

Ency. Meth. t. 333. f. 3.

108. With white rays and bands, transversely groov-

ed at the base. Favanne, ii. t. 15. f. O.
109. Light olive, with multifarious white dots, and

an oblique band oblong. Small. St. Domingo* Enc.
Meth. 334. f. 4.

no. short, brown, with two white bands: that

nearest the spire spotted with brown. American seas.

Ency. Meth. t. 336. f. 7.

111. White, variegated with scarlet, and white dot-

ted transverse lines ; aperture acuminated. Philippine

islands. Ency. Meth. t. 330. f. 7.

112. Scarlet, with two transverse rows of large

white spots, and numerous dotted brown lines ^ spire

conic ; whirls convex. Molucca islands. Chem. xi.

t. 182. f. 1770. and 71.

1 13. With chesnut stripes the whole length; spire

acute, and with the pillar lip spotted with chesnut ; the

base acute and obliquely striated. Africa. Enc. &leth.

t-337-f-3*.
1 1 4. Reticulated with chesnut, with two or three

darker bands
;

spire crowned and acute. A very rare

species. Coromandel. Chem. x. t. 144 A. f. c. and d.

1 15. Brown, with a white band, undulated with

reddish
;
thick, and broad striae ; spire nodulous, with a-

granulated band. South sea. Chem. ii. t. 181. f.

^ 745 -
. . . .

116. Citron, with black lines, interrupted beneath
;

spire crowned with tubercles, with the base white.

Cura^oa. Ency. Meth. t. 322. f. 3.

117. With alternate articulated belts and tesselated

spots ;
spire crowned with tubercles ; shell often mi-

nute, and with a white band. Asiatic ocean. Mar-
tini, ii. t. 63. f. 713. to 15.

Elongated and rounded at the base; body as long

again as the spire.

118. With convex smooth striae; the base bluish.

Indian ocean. Very rare. Lister, t. 774. f. 34.
1
1
9. Transversely striated

;
yellow, with orange

longitudinal stripes, and white triangular spots
;

spire

acute.

120. White, shaded with blue ;
subcylindrical, with

annular striae and yellow bands. Isle of France. Lis-

ter, t. 745. f. 6.

121. Transversely grooved, yellowish, with trans-

verse rows of brown spots, and irregular longitudinal

stripes
;

spire acuminated. New South Wales. Chem.

xi. t. 183. f. 1774. and 5.

T 22. Transversely striated, of a pale yellowish red,

with brown and white spots, and variegated with yel-

low
;

spire smooth.

123. Transversely striated, of a pale violet colour,

with yellowish spots and dots
;

spire convex. E. In-

dies. Ency. Meth. t. 342. f. l.

124. With transverse granulated striae ; white,

with brownish-yellow bands
;

spire pyramidal. Indian

ocean. Ency. Meth. t. ^42. f. 3.

125. Transversely ’striated, brown, with an obsolete

white band ; spire longitudinally striated, and convex.

Isle of France. Chem. x. t. 143. f. 133
X 26. Transversely striated and dotted ; white, with
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interrupted yellow bands ; spire depressed
;

whirls

channelled. Moluccas. Chem. xi. t. 183. f. 1782
and 3.

127. Transversely striated; white, clouded ^Ithnausaielia

yellow, and marked with transverse rows of dark dots

;

spire conical. Amboyna. Lister, t. 744. f. 35.
128. Elongated, transversely ribbed, dull yellowishyvna.

white
;

spire conical, striated ; whirls convex and
channelled at the sutures.

129. Subcylindrical, yellow ;
the base obliquely stri-or^ro^-

ated, with a white band near it; spire pointed with cor.

striped spots. America. Ency. Meth. t. 343. f. 6.

230. Bluish white, with four fulvous linear bands,

and intermediate dull purple dots. E. Indies. Ency.
Meth. t. 342. f. 4. and 5.

13 1. ^ugb, unarmed, with smooth, grooved sirise. gratsula^

African ocean. Shell red, with white bands, and pnr-^c<^

pie linear dots. Lister, t. 760. f. 5.

132. Orange Jiag^ smooth, with whitish hsuids auran/ia-

whirls grooved at the tips. India. Ency. Meth. t.cnr.

339 - f- 4-

133. Elongated with distant ribs
;

spire conical, oh* trrebra.

tuse, and the whirls flattish. Batavia. Ency. Meth.
t. 339. f. 2.

134. Elongated, transversely ribbed; white, mih f^phanus.

brownish yellow dotted bands ; spire obtuse ; apex
rosy. Asiatic ocean. Ency. Meth. t. 341. f. i.

and 2.

135. Grayish yellow, with a white interrupted hon^^adansoni.

and numerous rows of brown dots
;

spire convex, acute,

striated and spotted. Senegal. Ency. Meth. t. 343.
f. 7.

136. White, grooved at the base, with numerous natgwr.

transverse rows of reddish dots, and two oblong brown
streaks. Ceylon. Lister, t. 755. f. 7.

137. Subcylindrical, with longitudinal bands, dot-mqfw#.
ted with white. India, Isle of France. Chem. xi. t.

183. f. 1778. and 9.

138. Ovate, oblong, gibbous, clouded with fine ps^striatus.

rallel brown striae; 4 inches long. Africa. Ency.
Meth. t. 340. f. I, 2, and 3.

139. Reddish white, grooved at the base, with im*gubema*
gular, longitudinal undulated stripes, and two transverse /or.

brown bands ; spire mucronated. Asiatic ocean. JBney.

Meth. t. 340. f. 4, 5, and 6.

140. Subcylindrical, elongated, white, with minutegibrta-

brown reticulations, and transverse orange bands ; spire maria.

acuminated; upper whirls nodnlous. Indian ocean.

Ency. Meth. t. 47. f. 7.

141. Yellowish, with numerous longitudinal zig-zag/i^fromida-

brown lines, and irregular white spots ; spire elevated, /fs.

acuminated ; upper valve nodulous. Torrid zone.

Ency. Meth. t. 347. f. 5.

142. With zig-zag yellow veins, and yellow and/ex/rU^.

brown spots. Asia, Isle of France. Lister, t. 788.
f. 40.

143. Orange, striped with brown, and marked witha^^.
a few white spots, and three or four transverse bands.

Isle of France. Ency. Meth. t. 345. f. 3.

144. Ventricose, yellowish, with cancellated brown ofrAipiV-

lines, and four bands of blue violet and white reticu- cqpti^

lations ; spire acuminated. E. Indies. Ency. Meth.
t. 345* ^* 5 *

145. Brown, reticulated with crowded very vxk^eanonicus.

equal
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equal white angular spots

j spire acuminated
^ upper

whirls acuminated. £• Indies. £ncy. Meth. t. 345.
f. I.

episcopus.

prcelatus.

pemnactusrn

rubigino^

ws.

omaria.

aulicus.

ehngatus*

146. Dark brown, with triangular white spots, and
transverse dotted lines

^ spire obtuse. £. Indies. Lis-

ter, t. 790. f. 43.

147. Yellow, with transverse dotted lines, and two

hands, variegated with brown, white, gray, and flesh-

coloured
\

spire acute. £. Indies. £ncy. Meth. t.

345. f. 4.

148. Orange brown, with transverse dotted lines,

and heart-shaped white spots
\

spire obtuse. Amboyna.
£ncy. Meth. t. 344. f. 4.

149. Orange brown, with irregular large oblong

white spots
;

spire convex, obtuse. Amboyna. £ncy.
Meth. t. 344. f. 2.

150. Yellowish brown, with large, three-sided white

spots, and transverse dotted lines *, spire obtuse
^ lip

rosy. New Guinea. Ency. Meth. t. 344. f. 3.

151. White, with brown reticular veins, and inter-

rupted logitudinal bands. Asia. It varies much in its

colours. Amboyna. Ency. Meth. t. 343. f. 4.

152. Striated at the base, yellowish brown, with

transverse bands, of brown and white spots and dots *,

spire acute.

spectrum.

informu.

iimorensis'

nimboius.

bvliatus.

rosaceus.

tuHpa.

geogra^

phicui.

ventrico-

sus.

**** Ventricose^ with a wide aperture

>

153. Bluish, with yellow clouds and yellowish thick

dots and strise ^
spire rather acute. Asiatic seas.

Eney. Meth. t. 341. f. 9.

154. Striated at the base, often deformed, white,

with brown and bluish spots
\

spire convex, acute.

N. Zealand. Ency. Meth. t. 337. f. 8.

155. Flesh-coloured, mottled with white, and mark-

ed with a dotted transverse zone \ spire acuminated,

channelled \
aperture effuse. £. Indies. Ency. Meth.

t. 341. f. 3. ...
156. Transversely grooved, whitish, with transverse

brown lines and dots, and rose-coloured bands ; spire

depressed and striated. £. Indies. Ency. Meth. t.

341- f* 5-

157. Yellow clouded with whiter aperture large

and bluish \ spire sometimes flat, sometimes acute.

Molucca. Ency. Meth. t. 389. f. 6.

158. Snhventricose, rose-coloured, with two narrow

whitish bands \ spire conical \ aperture effuse. East

Indies. Chem. xi. t. 181. f. 1756 and 1757.

1 59. Oblong, gibbons, smooth \ aperture gaping.

India, South America. Lister, t. 764. f. 1 2.

j6o. Oblong, gibbous, crowned \ aperture gaping *,

wrinkled at the base, and a little narrower *, aperture

white ;
spire sometimes rosy. Indian and African seas.

Lister, t. 747. f. 41.

161. Brown, barred with white, beneath narrower,

shaded with bluish, and smooth
\

spire conic, expected.

African ocean. Ency. Meth. t. 337. f. 5.

4P
Cypcna. Gen. 21. CyPRiEA, Cowrie,

Gen, C^ir.—-The animal is a slug *, shell univalve, in-

volute, subovate, smooth, obtuse at each end \ apecT

ture effuse at each end
\

linear, extending the whole

length of the shell, and toothed on each end.

Sj^EClES.

O L O G y.

Species.

* Spire not quite concealed.

1. Slightly turbinated, ferruginous, with whitish cxe/a/Ae-

round spots and eyes^ line down the back a littlemu.

branched. American and Atlantic seas. Lister, t. 669.

2. Slightly turbinated, and marked with \rreg\x\2eT mappa,
characters ^ line down the back branched. Indian and
African seas, and Amboyna. Ency. Meth. t. 352.
f- 4 -

.

3. Slightly turbinated with irregular characters
\ arabica.

stripe down the back simple. India. Lister, t. 658.

3 *
.

4. With the character like markings confluent, veodihistrio.

inclosing paler spots. Amboyna. Lister, t. 659. f.

3 - A.

5. Slightly turbinated, subcylindrical, sprinkled withflrgf/&

eyes
\
beneath 4 brown spots

\
about 4 inches long.

Indian and Atlantic seas. Lister, t. 705. f. 54.
6. Obtuse, subcylindrical

$ extremities depressed. /cf/t/diiia-

Persian gplf and Indian ocean. This is the largest no.
shell of this genus. Lister, t. 689. f. 36.

7. Slightly turbinated, gibbous, with livid and testa- ^^rreoro-

ceous spots ; emarginate on each side, and flat beneath. rtVi.

Guinea. LUter, t. 587. f. 34.
8. Ventricose, orange, with a white unspotted mar-aiiror^.

gin and base
y

teeth orange. This rare and beautiful

shell is a native of Otabeite, is about 4 inches long,

and about 2^ broad. It is exceedingly valuable
^ and

not unfrequently sells for 50I. or 60I.

9. Slij^tly. turbinated, pale, with flesh-colouredcamm/p.
bands

j
mouth violet ^ 2^ inches long. Asiatic ocean.

Lister, t. 664. f. 8.

10. Slightly turbinated, subcylindrical, with psdetalpa.

bands
;
beneath thickened and brown y 3 inches long.

India. Lister, t. 668. f. 14.

11. Slightly turbinated, lurid and slightly hmed •y lurida.

extremities pale yellow, with 2 black spots. Mediter-
ranean and Atlantic seas. Lister, t. 671. f. 17.

12. Slightly turbinated, spotted, and marked with
yellowish dots ^ extremities spotted with brown

^ throat

rufous. Barbadoes. Lister, 684. f. 31.

13. Slightly turbinated, white, with subulate denti-/bto.

cles. Sicily. Martini, i. t. 30. f. 322.
14. Thin, gibbous, fulvous, dotted with white, mthguttata.

a horizontal line in the middle
^ beneath white with

yellow teeth. Lister, t. 676. f. 23.

15. Thin, oblong, barred with brown, and dotted ^angtifiio-

with red at the sides. Ency. Meth. t. 356. f. 1 2. lenta.

16. Cylindrical, milk-white
} one side bordered andtere^.

varied with a few pale yellow, narrow marks, back
with three brownish waved bunds. Schroeter, i. t. i.

7 -
.

17. Turbinated, undulated with brownish, clouded
with pale ochre, and deeper bands. Mauritia islands.

Chem. X. t. 144. f. 1337.

Obtusfy spire quite concealed.

18. With the sides dark brown, and thickly coated oc/io/iiiir.
with enamel } aperture wide. Otabeite. Martyn
Univ. Conch, i. t. 14.

19. Triangularly gibbous } behind.depressed, acute } mmirfSTi-

beneath ana.
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432 CONCHOLOGY.
beneatli blacky a larae shell, spotted with brown.
Java, Mauritius, and Nussatella. Lister, t. 703. f.

. .

caput* 20. Triangularly gibbous, and rather obtuse behind ;

serpentis. brown, spotted and whiter beneath white
^ if Inch

long. Mauritius and Nussatella islands. Lister, t.

702- f-
jp-. .

vitelhts. 21. Livid, with small white spots
^ 2 Inches long.

Indian ocean. Lister, t. 693. f. 40.
fnus, 22. Retuse, gibbous, cinereous, with a longitudinal

brown band *, teeth of the aperture blackish. Ameri-
can and Mediterranean seas. £ncy. Meth. t. 354.
f. I.

Chap. IV.
tremlty with 2 brown spots. Maldives. Lister, t.

680. f. 7.

42. Oblong, snowy, dotted with brown ; each end atomariom
marked with 2 dusky dots ; f inch long. £ncy. Meth.
t. 255. f. 10.

43. Oblong, gibbons, smooth, yellowish. Goalteri,sirA/Zaui.

t. 13. f. D.
44. Brownish, with two white bands

\ beneath pale^v/ea.

yellow, dotted with brown. Gronovlus, t. 19. f. 17.

45. Ovate, white, with ferruginous dots, ^nej.punetata.
Meth. t. 355. f. 10.

•*** With the margin thickened.

tigris. 23. Ovate, obtuse behind, and rounded before

;

ferruginous, with deep brown spots, and a yellow

longitudinal, dorsal line \ 4f inches long. Indian

ocean. Lister, t. 748. f. 42.
pantheri* 24. Reddish, with small dark spots

\
base white, and

na. the dorsal line undulated. Red sea. Lister, t. 681.

f. 28.

iynx. 25. Oblong, ovate, with brown dots, and a yellow-

ish line \ hind part a little acute, with a rufous mouth ^

2 Inches long. Madagascar. Lister, t. 683. f. 30.
cinerea. 26. Thin, ventricose, reddish gray, with paler bands.

Barbadoes. Lister, t 667. f. 1 1.

cyUndriceu 27. Cylindrical, above ;
pale violet, and spotted with

brown at the sides, with two brown spots at each end.

Bom, t. 8. f. 10.

felina. 28. Oblong, narrow, plumbeous, with ferruginous

dots and spots, and paler bands ^ marked at each ex-

tremity with 2 brown spots. Maldives. Lister, t.

680. f. 7.

isabeUa. 29. Subcylindrical, with pale yellow extremities
\

xf inch long. Mauritius. Lister, t. 660. f. 4.

scurra. 30. Ovate, oblong *, beneath flat
;

yellowish, with

greenish and livid confluent drops ^
sides varied with

•scattered brown dots. India. £ncy. Meth. t. 352. f. 2.

Umbilicated.

onyx,

clandesti*

na.

succincta.

%ic*%ac*

zonata,

hirundo.

asel/us,

errones.

ursellus.

pyrum.

feUna,

31. Beneath brown, above whitish; small. Asia.

Lister, t. 657. f. 2.

32. With fine transverse lines here and there meet-

ing together. India.

33. Interior lip rounded at each extremity. Chem.

xl. t. 180. f. 1741 and 1742.

34. Pale yellow, with brown dots ; the extremities

with 2 brown spots. £. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 661.

5-
.

35. Bluish, with 4 transverse zones, marked with

brown moon-shaped spots. Guinea. Chem. x. t. 145.

^342-

36. Above bluish; extremities marked with two

brown spots. Maldlvla Islands. Lister, t. 674* f« 20.

37. White, with 3 brown bands ; oblong ; minute.

Madeira Islands. Lister, t. 666. f. 10.

38. With an equal testaceous spot. £. Indies.

Martini, 1 . t. 27. f. 278 and 279.

39. Oblong, white; above smooth, varied with

brown, and marked with 2 brown dots at the umbilicus

or perforation. Martini, 1 . 1. 24. f. 241.

40. Pale brown, with paler bands and ocbraceous

•pots ;
beneath and at the sides fulvous ; within blue.

Sicily. Martini, t. 26. f. 267 and 268.

41. Oblong, narrow, plumbeous, with ferruginous

iots and spots, and paler bands ; marked at each ex«

46. Umbilicated, pale vellow, with white round spots,

China. Lister, t. 605. f. 42.

47. Whitish, with a knotty margin. Medlterra- utowrlff.

nean, Atlantic, £thioplc, and Indian seas.—This spe-

cies is collected in great quantities, and transported

to Bengal, Siam, and other parts of India, where it

Is employed by the natives as the medium of commerce.
Lister, t. 709. f. 59.

48. Surrounded on the back with a yellow nng.annuhu,
Amboyna and Alexandria. £ncy. Meth. t. 356. f. 7.

49. Gibbous, unequal, whitish ; margin dotted with caurica.
brown ;

back marked with testaceous clouds. Indian
ocean. Lister, t. 677. f. 24.

50. Pale glaucous, specked with ferruginous
; mar- cruenia.

gin slightly tumid, with bright red spots. Amboyna.
£ncy. Meth. i. t. 29. f. 303.

51. With a jagged margin; yellow, dotted witheroio.
white; sides with a brownish spot. Mauritius and
Ascension islands. Lister, t. 692. f. 39.

52. With a jagged margin, flesh-colour, with tidmcetna.
greenish back, marked with fulvous dots ; sides dotted

with brown. Mediterranean. £ncy. Meth. t. 356.
f. 10.

53. With a jagged margin; yellow, dotted nithjlaveoku
white; sides marked with obsolete scattered brown
dots.

^
54. Slightly margined, yellowish, with deeper specks

;
qmrca.

sides dotted with brown. Mediterranean. Martini, i.

t- 31* f*
J35*

55. Cinereous, vanegated with testaceous; white stotidb.

beneath, and at the sides; if inch long. Amboyna.
Martini, 1 . 1. 29. f. 305.

56. Glaucous, with somewhat tesselated bands, and UAeecene,
sprinkled with ferruginous dots ; margin thicken^ on
one side. Lister, t. 678. f. 25.

57. Triangularly gibbous, dotted with white, jagged hehxda.
behind ; beneath yellow. Immaculate. Indian ocean.
Lister, t. 691. f. 38.

58. Slightly margined, pale yellow with black eyes ; oceZ&tfo.

margin white, dotted with brown ; if inch long. In*
dian ocean. Lister, t. 696. f. 43.

59. Pale violet, dotted with white; a very smallporonb.
shell. Jamaica. Lister, t. 694. f. 41.

60. Bluish, with scattered white and ferruginousgaii^e-
spots, and two brown spots at each extremity. China, nosa.
Martini, i. t. 26. f. 261 and 262.

61. Ventricose, transversely ribbed, with a broad oatkia.
dorsal groove, and the ribs thickened at its edge ; aper-
ture broad. Adriatic sea. Lister, t. 706. f. 55.

62. With numerous transverse furrows, some ottukata.
which are forked ; a small shell, and ovate, with vari-

ous tints of red or white ; marked with a longitudinal

groove.
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virginea. 29. With party-colonred double baed«y and purple

truncated pillar ^ aperture semilunar. Rivers of Asia.

Lister, t. 15. f. 10.

ventricosa 30. Ovatc-Tentricoie, and of a yellowish uranffR^co-

lour$ aperture effuse, with a while, smooth, oblique

enlargement on the pillar. Lister, t. 746. f. 40.
fasciata^ 31. Conic, pointed with transverse bands and ondu-

lated spots \ aperture white. South Amerioe, India.

Lister, t. 12. f. 7.

itrigata* 32. Conic, pointed, glabrous, with undulated fulvous

streaks ; 2 inches long \ 8 whirls in the spire.

striatula. 33. Conic, white, striated
\ pillar straight and re*

fleeted.

tiarata, 34. Oblong, pointed, white, grooved ; spire with 6
cr 7 whirls. Chera. ix. p. 2. t. 120. f. 1031. and 1032.

xebra. 35. Ovate, pointed, with longitudinal brown bands ^

pillar inflected, entire. Tranquebar. A land species.

Lister, t. II. f. 6.

achatima* 36. Ovate, pointed, with a wide crimson mouth and
lip \ pillar truncated y 8 inches long. American ocean.

Lister, t. 579. f. 34.
pccUnaia. 37. Ovate, rough, with the aperture pectinated at

its base
\
apex trniicated. Denmark. Muller, ii. t.

71. f. 10. to 12.

soluta. 38. Subcylindrical, transversely striated, with the

outer whirl detached ^ apex truncated and ^annelled.

Ceylon. Chem. x. t. 146. f. 1359. to 1361.
ntlidula* 39. Oval, white, with straight, transverse, and waved

longitudinal red lines ^
spire convex. W. Indies. Lis-

ter, t. 715. f. 74.
ampiustre. 40. Roundish > spire elevated, obtuse, with flesh-co-

loured bands ^ shell white. Asia. £ncy. Metb. t.

velum*

p^um*

erasiula*

ampUu

truncata.

priamus*

bicarinaia

eylindrica*

ciflindra-

cea*

359 ' 2
-

. . . . . .

41. Thin, umbilicated on each side
^

white, with ca-

pillary brown lines, and a snowy band, edged with brown

on each side \ X inch long. Tranquebar. Cbem. x.

t. 1^6. f. 134^*

42. Pear-shaped, thick, and faintly striated trans-

versely *y beak produced •, aperture spreading. Lister,

t. 877. f. I.

43. Ovate, ventricose, rather thick ^ whirls revers-

ed ;
spire prominent. Virginia. Lister, t. 135. f. 35.

44. Elongated, seroicylindrical, white ; spire very

small > aperture effuse, with a striated oblique enlarge-

ment on ibe pillar. Martini, ii. t. 65. f. 722.

45. Oblong, turreted, white, striated longitudinally ;

sutures crenulated }
pillar truncated and inflected.

Chem. ix. t. 120. f« 1028. to 1030.

46. Ovate, ventricose, with transverse rows of di-

stant spots y pillar sinuated •y outer lip acute. Guinea.

Chem. ix. t. 120. f. 1026. and 1027.

47. Ovate, obtuse, ventricose, with the whirls re-

versed and bicarinated •y pillar truncated. Lister, t.

37. f. 36.

48. Cylindrical, involuted, umbilicated at the apex,

and striated at the two extremities. £• Indies. Chem.

X. t. 146. f. 1356. and 1357.

* 49. Cylindrical, smooth, white, thin, slightly umbi-

licated
;
twice as large as a grain of wheat. Europe,

Britain.

vmbilicaia * 50. Oblong, oval, smooth, white, apex rounded, um-

bilicated -y aperture very narrow j i inch long. Fal-

mouth. Montagu, t. 7. f. 4.

rctusa* * 51. Subcylindrical, opaque, white j
upper part Ion-

O L O G Y. Chap.IV.
gitudioaliy striated, lower plain ; apex truncated, and
largely umbilicated. Falmouth. Montagu, t. 7. f. 5.

* 52. Cylindrical, involuted, with the spire somewhat
prominent. Britain. Montagu, t. 7. f. 3.

53. Smooth, cylindrical, olive ^ aperture effuse
;
pil-to/uto^

lar inflated, truncated
^ 7 whirls in the spire. Chem..

xi. t. 117. f. 1009.

54. Subcylindrical, epical, reddish, with IbflgkudloaldbmW-
strise, and spotted ; sutures crenulated ^ pillars sinoat-

ed and truncated. St Dooiingo. Chem. ix. t. 117.

f. lOlf.

55. Ventricose, rugged, and longitudinally streak-/isfryittfm

ed ; aperture ovate, with a pointed lip, and deep black

border within. Africa, in rice fields. Lister, t. 581.

f. 35-

56. Ovate, roogb, slightly carinated on the back, scabra*

and marked with decussated strise ; white with rosy

lines ’y pillar scalloped, reflected. Java. Cbem. x. U
146. f. 352. and 353.
* 57. Ovate, pellucid, with a truncated channelled olero.

crown ; 6 lines long. Norway seas, Banff in Scotland,

and near Portsmouth. Don. t. 79.

58. Ovate, flesh-coloured, gibbous; lip arched, comm,
thickened and toothed within. Shores of Africa. £ncy.
Metb. t. 357. f. 2.

* 59. Smooth, glossy, white, pellucid, oblong, involut-patuh*.

ed ; aperture large, terminating in a short canal, meat
contracted at the top ; length 1 inch. Wcymoutlu
Don. t. 142.
* 6o« Sul^val, thin, pellucid, white, resembling a ha-

liotis ; a little wrinkled ; aperture oval ; length i incb.</ea.

Weymouth. Montagu, t. 7. f. 6.

* 61. Ovate, oblong, depressed, pellucid, thin; strong-pdwwnAr*
ly wrinkled concentrically ; length f inch. Miltom
sands, Devonshire. Montagu, t. 15. f. 9.

* 62. Pellucid, white, finely striated transversely ; co/rmr.

the striae, magnified, have the appearance of the links

of a chain
;

one-tenth inch diameter. Devonshire.

Montagu, t. 7. f. 7.

Gen. 23. VoLUTA, Volute*, Yq\JL

Gen. CAir.—The animal a Umax; the shell is ooe-cel*

led, spiral ; aperture without a beak, and sometimes

effuse
;

pillar twisted or plaited, generally without

lips or perforation.

Species*

* W'ttA the aperture entire*

1. Contracted, oval, oblong, with a rugged spire

;

pillar 2-tootbed
; 4 inches long. India. In marshy mida*

woods and swamps. Lister, t. 1058. f. 6.

2* Contracted, oblong ; spires smooth
; pillar 3-auris^

toothed. Fens of India. Lister, t. 32. f. xo. juda*
3* Ovate-oblong, longitudinally wrinkled ; aperture austrahs»

ear-shaped, contracted ; pillar with one tooth. N.
Holland. Cbem. x. t. X49. f. 1395.

4* Fusifora, granulate, with an ovate aperture
; pil-nurtr-

lar cut, spreading
; 3 inches long. New Caledonia. malcU*

Chem. ix. t. X2i. f. xo37.

5. Ovate, banded transversely round the sutures

aperture ear-shaped
;

pillar with one tooth. Austral-

asia. Cbem. xi. t. X2X. L 1041.

6. Oval-
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435Chap. IV. C O N C H O L O G Y.
•tifw-vfr- 6. Oval-oUoDgy rose^colouredy with a white band at

ginis. the suture •, aperture ear-shaped
;

pillar toothless. £.
Indies. Listery t. 24. f. 22.

mtru^vui^ 7« Ofaly with the whirls crenated and flattened at

pifue. top ; aperture ear-shaped
^ pillar without teeth. St

Helena. Cbem. xi. t. 210. f. 2086 and 2087.
auri$<atu 8. Oval, with the whirls longitudinally plaited \ aper-

ture contractedy with 3 folds on the pillary and the lip

reflected. Cbem. xi. t. 177. f. 1711 and 1712.

Jlammea. 9. Oval, ohlongy with a wide aperture ^ pillar !•

toothed. Lister, t. 814. f. 24.

fittva* 10. Contracted on the upper part
^
yellow, with a

crenulated lip
;

pillar with two plaits \ 44 lines long.

£. Indies. Martini, ii. t. 43. f. 444.
minuta. 11. Oral, oblong, banded; outer lip crenulated;

pillar with three plaits. Barhadoes. Lister, t. 834.
f. 60.

pmilla* 1 2. Thin, brown ; whirls of the spire caneellated ;

pillar 3*toothed ; very minute. Maj^ini, ii. t. 43. f.

446.
glabra. 13. Oval, oblong, glabrous, with a reflected grooved

lip ; pillar r-tootb^* Martini, ii. t. 43. f. 447 and

44®*

^uru-sf- 14. Oval, gibbous, ombilieated ; pillar with one thick,

flexuous plait ; 2 inehes long. Cbem. xi» t. 176. f.

1701 and 1702.

tamaUlu* * 15. Oval, pointed at each end, and spirally striated

;

i
illar with a single fold ; ^ inch long. Europe, Wales.

)on. t. 57. f.

denticular * x6. Ovate, glabrous; spire elevated, acute ; outer lip

ta. denticulated; pillar tooled. Britain. Montagu, t.

20. f. 5.

tripUcaUtm 17. Orate, smooth, with the spire elevated; aper-

ture narrow, contracted ; pillar with 3 teeth. W. In*

dies. Don. t. 138.

funUom x8. Ovate, striated, with the spire elevated
; pillar

with 3 teeth. Martini, ii. t. 43. f. 446.

bidcmUUa. * 19. Ovate, slightly wrinkled longitudinally; spire

elevated, conical
;
pillar with 2 teeth. Scotland. Mon-

tagu, t 30. f. 2.

alta. * 20. White, opaque, longitudinally striated. Very
minute. Sandwich* Walker, f. 61.

pelluctda. * 21. Conical, minute ; body striated transversely at

its base, and longitudinally ribbed above. Salcomb bay,

Devon^ire. Montagu, t. x 2. f. 9.

ufddcn* * 22. Conical, smooth, with 5 or 6 rather depressed

tata, whirls ; pillar with a single tooth. Devonshire.

inter* * 23. Turreted, minute, with 5 flattish whirls, longi-

etimcta. tudinally ribbed
;

pillar with a small tooth. Devon-
shire. Montagu, t. X2. f. xo.

imsculpta. * 24. Subconical, minute, with 5 or 6 transversely

striated whirls
;

pillar with a small tooth. Devon-
shire.

pUcatuJa. * 25. Acuminated, minute, smooth, with 6 flattish

whirls ; pillar with a tootb-like fold. Devonshire.

Monta^, t. 21.
,

etmbigaa. * 26. Acuminated, minute, smooth, with 6 or 7 flat-

tish whirls ; aperture suborbicular
;

pillar slightly fold-

ed. Devonshire. Montagu, t. 21. f. 4.

toiiduia. 27. Contracted, oblong, ovate, opaque, striated

;

spire elevated and a little pointed
;

pillar slightly plait-

ed. Southern ocean. Martini> ii. t. 43. L 440 and

441.
irvu/a. 28. Contracted, ovate, cylindrical; spire a little

elevated, obtuse; pillar with 5 plaits; X inch long.

Africa. Gualteri, t. 25. f. 13.

Subcylindncaty and emarginaUd,

29. Smooth; spire obliterated at the base; \\^ xa*porphyrea

tuse in the middle ;
pillar obliquely striated

; 5 inches

long. Brazil and W. Indies. Martini, ii. t. 46. f.

485 and 486.

30. Cylindrical ;
spire small, conical, with a pro- erythro*

jecting appendage over the upper angle of the aperture ;
stoma.

throat orange-coloured. Martini, ii. t. 45. f. 476 and

477-

31. Smooth ; spire short, depressed, reflected at the oava.

base ;
pillar obliquely striated. Indian seas. Lister,

t. 728. f. 15. There are 20 varieties of this species,

distinctly made out ; but the variety in the markings

is almost endless. Lamarck has formed distinct species

of almost all the above varieties.

32. Subovate, slightly gibbons ; spire elevated, with rmrutu.

a wide and deep suture; bulb simple. Amhoyna.
Lister, t. 720. f. 4 and 5.

33. Smooth, white, with a keel shaped ring on ihtannuiata.

back ; sometimes with reddish waves. Amboyna.
Lister, t. 717. f. I.

34. Soboval ; spire depressed, with the whirls con- ventricosa

vex ; pillar transversely ridged, with the upper ridge

thidkest. Mindanao and Molucca islands. Lister, t*

735. f. 25.

35. Ovate, gibbous; spire rather depressed, with tnernsru/a

the whirls thickened at the base ; outer lip somewhat
angular, and very thick. Moluccas. Martini, ii. t.

47. f. 499 and 500.

36. ^mewhat cone-shsped ; spire short and depres-|uiigtfi5.

sed, with a vitreous mass concealing the whirls, and
forming a callosity over the pillar lip; belt double.

Brazil. Cbem. x. t. 147. f. 1367. and 1368.

37. Ovate, gibbons ; spire elevated, with a vitreoosgf&^M.
mass ezteodiog over the base of the whirls, and form-

ing a callosity over the pillar lip
;

belt double. Coro-

mandel. Lister, t« 723. f. 10.

38. Cylindrical, with a prominent conic spire ; and ispidula.

the base of each whirl coated with enamel ; belt double.

Isle of France. Lister, t. 722. f. 9.

39* Elongated, smooth, with a prominent spire. In- utriculuSf

dian and Ethiopic seas.

40. Thin, with a cinereons spotted back, callous be- hiatula.

Death; aperture large; pillar toothed at the base.

Shores of Spain. Lister, t. 729. f. 17.

41. White, dotted with greenish brown, or v\o\ti\yaspidfa,

spire prominent ; whirls with a band composed of spots

at the base ; an inch long. Shores of Spain. Lister,

t. 725. f. 13.

42. Snowy, elongated, smooth, banded. Spanish ftiWa.

seas. WT. Indies. Martini, C. 50. f. 557. and 558.
43. Subcylindrical ; spire short, depressed, covered tigrina.

with enamel ; throat dark violet. Eastern ocean.
Lister, t. 72 X. f. 5.

44. Orange with blue bands; spire flattened; aper- cuntm4z*
tore white. Java and Isle of France. Martini, Ii. t*

46. f. 495.
45. Suboblong; spire shoi-t, covered with enamel

;

pillar lip thickened ; belt double. Moluccas and Phi-
lippines. Lister, t. 733* f. 22.

46* Subovate; spire conical, prominent; pillar Mpnitidula.

3 I 2 thickened
;
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43^
thickened ; belt double. Philippines.

. JO, f. J4J to 547.
oryza^ 47. Ovate-conical, minute, white, without any spots

\

and the spire conoidal. Martini, ii. t. 50. f. 548.

*** Ovate^ effuse^ and emarginatc,

dactylus. 48. Smooth, with decussated striae, obtuse^ pillar

with six plaits; i inch long. India. Lister, t. 813.
f- 23.

Jenestrata, 49. Ovate, with strong decussated striae, of which
the longitudinal are more obtuse

;
pillar with 8 plaits.

Indian seas. £ncy. Metli. t. 372. f. 3.

crenuhta, 50. Subcylindrical, with decussated striae, and the

whirls nodulous and crenulated at the suture
;

pillar

with 8 plaits. £. Indies. Lister, t. 813. f. 23. A.
texturata, 51. Ovate-acute and granulated, with transverse

grooves and longitudinal striae
;

pillar with 4 plaits.

Lister, t. 819. f. 36.

miliaria* 52. Slightly emarginated, white, with an obliterated

pale yellow spire
; pillar obliquely striated. Mediter-

ranean. Martini, ii. t. 42. f. 420.

manilis* 53. Entire white, with an obliterated white spire
;

pillar obliquely striated; inch long. China ; where

it is employed for making beads and necklaces. A
variety is found in Africa only 2f lines long, with 8 or

10 thin plaits in the pillar. China. Martini, ii. t.

42. f. 426.

exilis. 54. Obovate, entire, yellowish, with two brown

bands ;
spire prominent

;
pillar obliquely striated. Se-

negal. Martini, ii. t. 42. f. 427.
persicuh* 55. Smooth, with a retnse umbilicated spire ; pillar

with seven plaits; lip with a creaated margin ; 1 inch

long. African sea. Lister, t. 803. f. 10.

cinguldta* 56. Ovate, smooth, transversely striped, and the

spire retuse and umbilicated ;
pillar with 6 plaits.

Cape Verde. Lister, t. 803. f. 9.

guttata* 57. Ovate-oblong, reddish, spotted with white

;

spire concealed ;
pillar with 4 plaits. Jamaica. Mar-

tini, ii. t. 42. f> 417 and 418.

porcellana 58. Oval, white, with transverse rows of dark spots ;

spire obtuse, under lip gibbous and toothed
;

pillar

with 5 plaits. Indian ocean. Ency. Meth. 337 -

5 -

pallida* 59. Shell entire, oblong-ovate, with an elevated

spire
;

pillar with four plaits. African and European

shores. Lister, t. 714. f. 70.

catenata* * 60. Ovate, glabrous, involuted at the apex
;

pillar

with 4 plaits. Guernsey and W. of England. Mon-
tagu, t. 6. f. 2.

Uevit. * 61. Ovate, very smooth, with an obtuse spire
;
pillar

with two plaits ; outer lip gibbous, and slightly denti-

culated. Devonshire. Don. t. 165.

faba*. 62. Slightly emarginated, smooth, a little plaited
;

spire prominent; pillar with four plaits ; lip with a

csenuiated margin ; one inch long. African ocean.

Chap. IV.
conical

;
pillar 4-plaited

; outer lip margined. Brazil.

Ency. Meth. t. 377. f. 2.

66. Ovate, shining, slightly striated longitudinally ;castoiira.

pillar 4 plaited ; outer lip thickened, and toothed with-

in. Brazil. Martini, ii. t. 42. f. 430.
67. Ovate, smooth, obtuse; pillar 6ve-p1aited ; out- sfr/gaf#

.

er lip marginated
; thickened and toothed within.

Guinea. Ency. Meth. t. 377. f. 7.

68. Very entire, smooth, with a levigated spire

pillar with four plaits ; lip without tooth, or margin ;

I7 inch long. Island of Goree. Lister, t. 817. f.

28.

69. ^ith slight decussated grooves; lip internally

striated
;

pillars slightly perforated ; two indies long.

American ocean and Guinea. Lister, t. 830. f. 22.

70. Ovate, rugose
; plaited longitudinally

;
grooved ziervt^eHi

transversely at the base ; sutures channelled and ere-

nated
;

pillar 4-plaked
; outer lip denticulated. Ency.

Meth. t. 375. f. 9.

71. Striated, with an obtuse spire; pillar retuse, lAercoto*

toothed ; lip gibbous, denticulated
; ^ inch long. Me- ria*

diterranean, American, and Indian seas. Lister, t.

824. f. 43.

72. Smooth, with a prominent spire; pillar retuse,

toothed ; lip gibbous, denticulated. Mediterranean

and American seas. Lister, t. 824. f. 44.

73. Oval, oblong, smooth, obsoletely striated at the tarva*

base ; spire elevated ; subventricose
; pillar retuse,

slightly toothed; outer lip gibbous and denticulated*

Barbadoes. Lister, t. 826. f. 48 and 49.

74. Entire, smooth, with a striated base ; spire apauptr*
little prominent; pillar with four plaits; lip obtuse* cw/o*.

Mediterranean and Indian seas. Lister, t. 819. f.

35-

75. Ovate, transversely striated throughout; spirejneo*.

prominent
;

pillar five-plaited. Saint Bartholomew.

Ency. Meth. t. 372.f. 7.

7& Suboval, ventricose, transversely ribbed
; pillarferrvgata*

4-plaited. Martini, iv. t. 150. f« 1390. and 1399.

77. Ovate, solid, transversely striated, and angu-yMi^niirrA-

lated, with longitudinal plaits, forming nodules ona/ar.

the margins of the whirls ;
base granulated

; pillar 4
plaited. East Indies. Chem. x. t. 150. f. 1425. and

1426.

78. Ovate, solid, transversely grooved; grooves «Minca-
graoulated ;

spire short, angulated, and coronated ; tula*

pillar with 4 plaits. Indian ocean. Chem. x. t. 150*

f. 14^7*....
79. Slightly striated, with a slightly granulated m^iuhca-

Bpire; pillar smooth ; lip gibbous and denticulated

size of a kidney bean. Mediterranean and Indian

seas. Lister, t. 826. f. 47.
80. Ovate, ribbed longitudinally, and at the basenana.

transversely grooved ;
pillar three-plaited ; outer lip

denticulated. Mediterranean. Martini, ii. t. 44. f.

CONCHOLOGY.
Martini, ii. t.

Lister, t. 812. f. 22.

chem- 63. Ovate, smooth, with the spire nodulous
;

pillar

nits&ii* 4>plaited ; outer lip with a thickened toothed maigin.

Guinea. Chem. x. t. 150. f. 1422.

glabella. 64. Very entire, smooth, with a levigated spire;

pillar with four plaits; lip gibbous; margin toothed;

irom one to two inches long. African and American

seas. Lister, t. 818. f. 29*

pictfu. 6$* Ovate, smooth, body transversely angular ; spire

81. Ovate, obtusely ribbed longitudinally ; traos- f^,cro!SO-

versely wrinkled at the base ; pillar 3-plaited. Eastn^,
Indies. Ency. Meth. t. 374. f. 8.

82. Entire, plaited, reticulated; pillar with three cancr/Zattf.

plaits, slightly umbilicated, and a little produced.

African ocean. Lister, 830. f. 33. and 34.

83. Entire, ovate, transversely striated and sharply

rid^ ioogitudinally, with the whirls flattened at the

sutures

;
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sntaret

;
pillar nrobiHcated and three plaited. Guinea.

Martini, iv. t. 124. f. 1172. and 1 173.

84. Smooth, white, with bine bands and yellow

mouth ; spire nearly obliterated \ pillar six-toothed j

scarcely one inch long. Martini, ii. t. 42. f. 424. and

4*5 -

85. Smooth, greenish white, with numerous bands
\

lip inflected
j

pillar with four plaits^ 2^ inches long.

Indian ocean. Lister, t. 803. 1. 1 1.

margmata 86. Spire obsolete ^ sides with thickened margins ;

four plaits in the pillar. Guinea. £ncy. Meth. t. 376.
f. 9.

87. Substriated, glabrous ; spire obtuse, smooth,

prominent j
five plaits in the pillar. Indian ocean.

Gronovius, t. 18. f. ii.

88. Conic, white, with hollow punctured grooves

at the base \ whirls crenated ^ six plaits in the pillar.

Lister, t. 814. f. 23. b.

nticem.

€onut.

Fusifof'nu

tringa.

€omicula.

scJkroeteri.

nnrgo.

Jmuraia.

Mcabricula

rujina.

mthila.

s&nguh-

mga.

morw.

QCH$.

vutpecula.

89. Nearly entire, oblong, smooth, with a prominent

excoriated spire \ three plaits in the pillar ; lip slight-

ly toothed inwardly. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 825.

f. 45.
90. Oblong, slightly emarginated, smooth, and horn-

coloured \ spire rather long ^
pillar four-plaited ) outer

lip equal and toothless. Mediterranean. Cliem. xi. t.

179- *73*- and 1732.

91. Oblong, fusiform, nearly entire, smooth, of a

horn-colour, clouded with white and yellowish brown

spots
^

pillar four plaited. Guinea. £ncy. Meth. t.

371. f. 2.

92. Entire, tapering, plaited, and transversely stri-

ated \ three plaits in the pillar, which is perforated.

About a finger's length, and marked with about twelve

grooves. Haynam.

93. Fusiform, emarginate, very smooth, of a pale

colour, irregularly reticulated with white lines *, pillar

four-plaited. £ncy. Meth. t. 377. f. i.

94* Emarginated, striated, and transversely wrink-

led \ four plaits in the pHlar, which is perforated ^ lip

noU^ed^ two inches long. India. Ency. Meth. t. 371.
f.5.

95. Nearly entire, transversely wrinkled ; four plaits

in the pillar ^ lip crenulated. India. Lister, t. 822.

f. 40.

5^. Nearly entire, smooth, yellowish with red clouds

transversely striated ; lip crenulated ^ four plaits in the

pillar. Friendly islands. Cbem. xi. t. 177. f. 1705.
and 1706.

97. Emarginated, longitudinally grooved and trans-

versely striated \ lips smooth \ four plaits in the pillar

;

inch long. Mediterranean and Indian seas. Lis-

ter, t. 821. f. 38.

98. Enurginated, round, smooth; whirls of the

spire with plaited strisB ; four plaits in the pillar; 2{-

inches long. Asiatic sea. Ency. Meth. t. 373. f. 4.

99. Slightly emarginated, round, smooth ; about

three plaits in the. pillar. W. Indies.

100. Tapering, marked with transverse rays of red

doit ; spire pointed, smooth : scarcely, an inch long.

Martini, iv. t. 157. f. 1493. and 1494.
101. Emarginated, subangular, unarmed, and trans-

versely striated ; four plaits in the pillar ; throat stri-

O L O G Y.
ated ; two inches long. India. Amboyna. Ency.
Meth. t. 373. f. 5.

102. Turreted, emarginate, longitudinally ribbed,

and striated transversely ; whirls angulated above

;

pillar four-plaited. East Indies. Ency. Meth. t. 373.

3 *
.

103. Fusiform, with small longitudinal riba and mr/oi/ge’/ia

transverse strise, which are strongest under the sutures
;

pillar four-plaited. Indian ocean. Ency. Meth. t. 373.
‘•

3 -

104. Turreted, elongated, longitudinally plaited,

ribbed and angular, and transversely grooved ; pillar

four-plaited. Bombay. Ency. Meth. t. 373. f. 7.

105. Emarginated, angular, anterior angles a \\ii\eplicarta.

spinous ; four plaits in the pillar ; lip smooth
; 2 inches

long. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 820. f. 37.
106. Turreted, emarginate, angular, with longitu(li-crf/r/7^ry/a.

nal knotty ribs ; and transversely striated
;
pillar tliree-

pialted. East Indies. Chem. x. t. 257. f. 1438. and

M39 -

107. Tapering, black with white spots, transversely

striated, first whirl a little ventricose ; four plaits in the

pillar. Indian ocean. Chem. x. t. 151. f. 1428. and

1429-
. \

108. Tapering, emarginated, blackish; whirls flat-

tish
; four plaits in the pillar. Guinea, Greenland.

Cbem. X. t. 151. f. 1430. and 1431.
109. Tapering, emarginated, longitudinally ribbed) subdivmu

plaited, and transversely striated ; three plaits in the

pillar. Indian ocean. Ency. Meth. t. 373. f. i.

1 10. Turreted, with the whirls transversely angular; turricula.

outer lip thick, pillar two-plaited. Martini, iv. t. 140.

‘376. _
111. I usiform, elongated, subemarginate, and trans-

veraely striated ; outer lip rather thick
;

pillar four-

plaited. East Indies. Chem. xi. t« 177. f. 1709. and
1710.

112. Subfusiform, with transverse punctured striae, serpentina

and longitudinal undulated cliesnut stripes
;

pillar five-

plaited. Indian ocean. Ency. Meth. t. 3^0. f. 4.
1 13. Ovate, fusiform, nearly smooth, with obwlete odTvarfVr.

transverse striae
;

pillar five-plaited. Ency. Meth. t.

37 »*f- 3 -

114. Oblong, fusiform, emarginate, with transverse

crenulated grooves, and the margin of the whirls tooth-

ed ; outer lip denticulated
;

pillar above five-plaited.

East Indies. Ency. Meth. t. 370. f. 5.

1
1
5. Tapering, emarginated, granulous, with At* exhsperaia

cussated striae and longitudinal ribs barred with brown ;

five plaits in the pillar. Indian ocean. Cbem. x. t.

151- f. 1440. and 1441.
1 16. Tapering, emarginated, transversely striated;^ranorcr.

and longitudinally grooved, with elevated dots and
reddish lines ; three plaits in the pillar. Indian ocean.

E. Indies. Chem. x. t. 151. f. 1442. and 1443.
117. Tapering, smooth, brown with white bands ; carter,

six plaits in the pillar, which is emarginated at the
base. Shores of Amboyna. Chem. x. vig. 20. f. C.
and O.

1 18. Tapering, chesnut, with flexuous white bands \leucogom*
pillar obsoletely plaited : two inches long. Martini, as.

iv. t, 148. f. 1371. and 1372.
1 19. Tapering, white with reticnlated and spotted mart/tbra.

brown bands : one. inch long. Martini, iv. 1. 140. f. 1377;
119. Tapering,
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noduhsa. l*«penng, lirown, cancellated^ angles of the

section nodulous, and whitish : four plaits in the pil-

lar. West Indies. Martini, iv. t. 149. f. 1385.
spadicea. 1 21. Tapering, cbesnut with jellow clouds and spots ;

eight whirls in the spire, which are longitudinally plait-

et! and transversely striated
\ five plaits in the pillar.

Martini, tv. t. 150. f. 1392.
awantia. 122. Tapering, orangey a white band in the four

first whirls of the spire > lip denticulated ^ four plaits

in the pillar. Ency. Meth. t. 375. f. 5.

decusiata, 1 23. Tapering, with decussated strise
; the longitu-

dinal ones undulated ^
about four plaits in the pillar.

Martini, iv. t. 150. f. 1395.
polygona. 124. Tapering, punctured, whirls longitudinally

ribbed, and finely striated transversely \ three first an-

gular, about five plaits in a slightly umbilicated pillai\

East Indies. Martini, iv. t. I50.f. 140X. and 1402.
eiQuminaia 1 25. Tapering, cancellated ; beak short and cancel-

lated \ four plaits in the pillar. Tranquebar. Mar-
tini, iv. t. 150. f. 1403. and 1404.

hipltcata, 1 26. Tapering, smooth, white with yellow spots and
black dots

^ pillar doubly plaited. Martini, Iv. 1. 149.
*375 -

, . . , .

hneaia. 127. Tapering, with perpendicular black lines cross-

ing a white band
\ 3 plaits in the pillar. Martini, iv.

t. 149. f. 1376.
dfVcorr. 128. Tapering, beneath brown dotted with white ^

above white, with perpendicular waved yellow stripes
\

a minute shell* West Indies. Martini, iv. t. 1 co. f.

1400.
Hriata, 1 29. Tapering, finely striated transversely ; dusky,

with red dots, and two paler bands ^ minute. Minorca.
Martini, iv. t. 150. f. 1405* and 1406.

stdcaia. . 130. Tapering and grooved longitodinally $ brown,

with a transverse white nodulpns band
j

pillar five-

toothed. Tranquebar. Martini, iv. t. 150. f. 1407.
iavigata, 131. Tapering, smooth, brown •y spire with a paler

band •y narrow, small. Mediterranean. Martini, iv.

t. 150. f. 1408.
oc^llaia, 1 3 2. > Tapering, cbesnut, with white eyes ^ minute.

W. Indies. Martini, iv. t. 150. f. 1409.
fiasuta* 133. Tapering, red, with rows of black dots; lip

prominent
;
beak reflected. W. Indies. Martini, iv.

t. 250. f. 1411.

mamiorea 134. Tapering, varied with white and brown ; lip

inflected, W. Indies. Martini, iv. t. 150. f. 1411.

harbaden^ 135. Tapering, reddish, finely striated transversely;

m. aperture oblong, oval
; spire obtuse

;
i j- inch long. A-

nierican seas, Barbadoes. Lister, t. 819. f. 33.
iurrttfi. 236. Tapering, cbesnut brown, with undulated brown

lines ; aperture striated ; 3 plaits io the pillar. Lis-

ter, t. 836. f. 62.

137. Tapering, a little ventricose ;
longitudinally

wrinkled, and transversely striated ; whitish, with pi-

ceous lines. E. Indies. Ency. Meth. t. 373. f. 8.

sirigosa. 138. Tapering, cinereous, striated with red ; spire

glabrous ; whirls rather tumid.

clathrus, 139. Tapering, whitish, cancellated; whirls with a

band of yellow spots. China. Knorr. iii. t. 27. f. 2.

leucostoma 140. Tapering; spire acute, with longitudinal ribs,

which reach half down the body
; transversely striated

transversely
;

pillar with 8 plates ; the whole shell co-

vered with longitudinal uudulated clouds of a brown co-

lour; outer lip crenulated. E. Indies. Very rare.

Knorr. iv. t. II. f. 3.

2

O L O G Y. Chap. IV.
141, Tapering, transversely striated; yellow, vMLvartegaia.

a brown band and spots. Knorr. v. 1. 1 8. £ 6.

142. Emarginat^, tapering, marked with dccussa-J^EAlfit.

ted strise, and red thread-like lines ; pillar 3-plaited.

M3 - Tapering, white ; spire with fine transverse

strise, and rounded ribs ; first whirl with 3 brown
bands

; 4 plaits in the pillar. Schroeter, L 1. 1. f. 17.

144. Ovate, white; spire spotted with brown; six^p^rfii.

brown bands in the first whirl ; tail emarginated ; lip

impressed
;

pillar 6-plaked.

145. Emarginated, striated, and marked with bollow/’cr/wM.

punctures; lip denticulated
; 5 plaits in the pillar; 3

inches long. India. Lister, t. 858. f. 65.

146. Emarginated, smooth ; maigin of the whiris<^pt«t>^^
entire

;
lip denticulated

; 4 plaits in the pillar
; 5 inches

long. India. Lister, t. 839. f. 66.—The animal of
this shell is said to be poisonous when it is eaten, and
has the power of Inflicting a wound on those who touch
ir, with a kind of pointed trunk. The natives oF the
island Tanoa employ the shell as a hatchet, firing it in

a handle.

147. Emarginated, transversely striated ; niargios/’upo/^.

of the whirls and lip dendoulated
; pillar 4-plaited. In-

dian ocean. Lister, t 839. f. 67.

148. Emarginate, with transverse, hollow, punctured fairw.

strise ; whirls cootracted below, aud strongly toothed

at the margins
; outer lip denticulated, and pillar 4-

plaited. Madagascar. Lister, t. 840. f. 68.

149. Ovate, fusiform; transversely striated and coronota*

^nctured, with the sutures nodnlotis
; pillar j-pkited.

W. Indies. Ency. Meth. t. 371. f. 6.

150. Margined, with obtuse spines in the whirls;m«f^.
lip smooth and very thick ; pillar 8-plmited. American
ocean. The plaits in the pillar are from 9 to 12 in

some varieties. Lister, t. 806. f. 15.

151. Emarginate, with pointed nodulet on the titrearewr.

whirls ; spire produced at the summit
;

plaits on the

pillar numerous. Guinea. Ency. Meth. t. 382. f. 3.

152. Emarginate, longitudinally plaited and

lar, and transversely grooved ; spire nodulons
;

pillar

with 12 plaits. E. Indies. Cbem. x. t. 149. f. 1403
and 4.

153. Emarginated, with acute spines on the whirls \ve9pcrtiH0

lip smooth
;

pillar 4-plaited ; from 3 to 6 inches long.

Indian seas. Lister, t. 807. f. 16.

154. Emarginate; spire with carved spines; sum- fiu^ierrb/rV.

mit slightly mamillary
;

pillar 4-plaited. Molucca and

Philippine islands. Ency. Meth. t. 382. f. i.

155. Oblong, fusiform, emarginate ; spire much pro-^c|^co.
duced, and transversely angulated and nodulous

; pillar

with 5 plaits. Otabeite and New Zealand. Cbem. xi.

t. 178. f. 1713 and 14.

156. Emarginated ; whirls with subacute spines; ^ebr^<u
stronger and 3 obsolete plaits in the pillar ; 6 inches

long. India, Jamaica. Very rare. Lister, t. 809.
f. 18.

157. Nearly entire, turbinated, with conic Bome^iurbinet^^

what erect spines ;
upper ones larger

;
pillar 4-plaited ;/tu.

3 inches long. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 81 1. f.

20.

158. Ovate, nigged, knotty; 3 plaits in the piWwr ^capiteibnn,

2\ inches long. Indian and American seas. Cbem.
xi. t. 179. f. 1723 and 4.

1 59. Ovate, triangular, rugged, knotty, transversely rhinoceros

grooved and umbilicated
;
pillar 3-plaited ; lip toothed ;

throat
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throat striated ; Orhtrlii modicated with knobs. Shores

of New Goinea. Chem. x* U 150. f. 2407 and 8.

muricala* i6o. Ovate^ with alternately smaller ribs ^ base no-

dulous ^ whirls spioous} pillar 5>pUited. Jamaica.

Lister, t. Bto. f. 19.

161 0 Ovate, acute, with divergent spires ^ about 5
plaits in the pillar j spines on the outer whirls gradual-

ly lessening into tubercles. Coromandel and Ceram*
Lister, t. 829. f. 51.

162. Obovate, shghtlj tailed, with striated whirls

on the spire } tip proceed and quite glabrous ;
pillar

2-plaked ; 7 inches bng. Tranquebar and Ceylon.

Lister, t. 815. f. 25*

jgravis* 163. Ovate, somewhat beaked } striated, and slight-

ly reticulated ; spire rather depressed ; whirls convex
\

l^lar 3*plaited. Molucca. £ncy. Meth. t. 390. f. i.

ghbosiu 264. Subglobdar, emarginate, solid, longitudinally

plaited and grooved, with transverse striae ; spire no-

dulous
;

pillar 3-piaited. Chem. xi* t. 278. f. 1715
and l6*

iapponica. 265* Obovate^ smooth, with a pointed spire, and
Yentricose

;
pillar 5-plaked. Indian and American

seas. £ncy. Meth. t. 381. f. 3.

wekra* 166. Ovate, fusifsrm, emarginate, smooth, with the

spire somewhat papillary at tlie summit
^

pillar 5-plait-

ed, with the uppermost plait obsolete. New Holland.

Rare. Leaeh. Zool. Misc. i. t. 12. f. i.

yUvicani, 167. Pyriform, smooth, with yellowish clouds ;
spire

varied with cbesnut spots
; 4 plaits in the pillar. £.

Indies. Martini, iii* t. 95. f. 922*

vixillum* i68. Yentricose, yellowish-white, with orange bands \

£nt whirl tuberculated and larger than the rest } pillar

6-plaited« Indian ocean* Very rare. £ncy. Meth*
t* 381. f* I*

j*tipe«lrt«. 169* Elongated, ribbed \ ribs crossed with fine trans-

verse lines ^ lip margined \ i^ire papillary at the tip \

many plaits in the pUlar \ 4 inches long. Japan* Mar-
tini, t* 98. f« 942* and 2*

'undulaia* 170* Ovate, fusiform, eraar^ate, scored at the

base \ spire short, and conical \ pillar 4-plaited. Au-
tralasta and Van Diemen^s Land. Shaw’s Nat* Misc*

xviL t. 702*

vo/va. 17 1* Cyikidrical, whitish, glabrous j spire project-

ing, obtuse, emarginated at the base \ pillar 4-plaited \

2 inches long. Shores of Guinea. Chem. x. t. 148. f.

2389 and 90.

272* Ovate, smooth, transversely striated at the

base \ spire striated longitadinally, and the summit
Mpillary ;

pillar with 7 plaits. Pacific ocean. Shaw’s
Nat. Misc. xix. t. 825.

173. Ovate, smooth^ whirls transversely angular,

and subpapillary at the summit ^ outer lip sharply an-

gulated above ^
pillar 4-plaited*

274* Coarse, clouded, with zig-zag brown lines; lip

tabulate ; pillar bluish, with 4 plaits. Cape of Good
Hope* Very rare* Lister, t* 709* f. 6*

275. Longitudinally ribbed, and finely striated

transversely ; a row of acute tubercles on the two first

whirls
; 3 plaits on the pillar. Indian seas. Sumphius,

t* 29. f. A.
276* Yentricose, ocbraceous, with white and brown

lines ; lip subulate ; whirls of the spire convex ; first

largest ; 2 inches long. Straits of Magellan* £ncy*
Meth. t. 385. f* 2 and 3*

Ji/om* X77* Finely reticolated and striated, with elevated

nmscu

Ktfphtu

9piraU$.

magella^

mcorn.

O L O G Y.
transverse belts 9 lip crenated ; 4 plaits in tbe ^llar,

which is a little umbilicated. £• Indies. Goalteri,

t. 53. f. H.
278. Ovate, emarginate, subventricose, glabrous ^

whirls transversely angulated ; summit papillary ; aper-

ture effuse
; pillar 4-plalted. New Zealand. Chem.

xi. t. 174. f.

***** Ventricose^ and the summit of the spire pa-

pillary.

279. Suhglobular, with a transverse row of nodulous

plaits on the body whirl ; spire short
; elevated pillar

2-plaited. Chem. xi. t. 276. f. 1695 and 6.

180. Emarginated ; spire crowned with vanlted irtA/qpico*

spines
; 4 plaits in the pillar

; 7 or 8 inches long.

Persia, Asia, and the Cape of Gocri Hope. Lister, t.

7^7-
iSi. Ovate, emarginate, with longitudinal strise, rorof/n.

ending on spines on the upper margin of tbe body
;

pillar 4‘plailed. £. Indies. Chem. x. f. 248. f. 2387
and 8.

282. Emarginated ; whirls of tbe spire with grooved
margins; 4 plaits in the pillar j lip callous. Spain,

Africa, and America. Lister, t. 796. f. 3.

28^. Ovate, glabrous ; whitish, with longitudinal

red lines ; whirls knotty
; 3 plaits in the pillar ; 2

inches long. Indian ocean. Chem* x. t. 248. f. 1385*
284. Somewhat cylindrical, whitish, with the spireporciitn*

truncated, rather concave, and its margin keeled
; pil-

lar 3-plaited« Philippine islands. Ency. Meth. t.386.

f. 2.

285. Emarginated ; spire smooth
; pillar 3-plalted ;o/4t*

4 inches long. Spain, America, Philippine isles. Lis-

ter, t. 794. f. 2.

286. Emarginated; covered with a brown cnixclt^ neptuni.

nnder which it is reddish ; lip a little prominent
; 4

plaits in the pillar
; 4 whirls in tbe spire ; 8 inches

long
; nearly as broad* Persian golf. Lister, t. 802.

f. 8.

187. Emaiginated ; lip a little prominent
;

pillar navicida.
plaited ; 2 In^es long. Guinea* Lister, t« 795. f. 2.

288. Elongated, yellow, with 3 bands of brown doU;iWica.

4 plaits in tbe pillar. India. Ency. Meth. t. 389.
f. I.

289. Subovate, testaceous, with reddish bay spots,/7ra/n^2-
emarginated at the base; 4 ^aiu in tbe pillar. Coro-nm.
roandel coast. Lister, t* 7^. f. yw

190. Cylindrical, yellowish, emarginated; torture
effuse, sprea^ng; 3 plaits in the pilUr. Eastern
shores of Africa. Chem. z. t. 148. f. 2393 and 94.

5»

Gen. 24. Buccinum, Whelk. Buccimim*

Gen. C4or.—Shell univalve, spiral, gibbous ; aperture
ovate, terminating in a short canal which bends to

the right, with a retuse beak
; pillar-lip flattened.

Species,

* Inflated^ rounded^ thin^ s^ig^tly transparent
and brittle.

2. Roundish, transversely ribbed, with an elevated o^orfc/m*.
line in the interstices

; aperture witboni teeth; 6 inebes
long. Indian ocean. Rumphins, t. 27. f. D.

a« Ovate, transverwly ribbed ; ribs conve2r, and be-gaUa.
coming
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coming double near the edge ; aperture toothleiis y lo
IncbeH long. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 898. f. 18.

perdix. 3 . Ovate, Inflated, slightly grooved and undulated

with white ; aperture toothless
y 6 Inches long. West

Indies. Lister, t. 984. f. 43.
po?7ium, 4 . Ovate, with transverse convex ribs y pillar

wrinkled y outer lip toothed and thickened ; 2f inches

long. Amboyna, &Lc. Lister, t. 792. f. 45.
su/cosum, 5. Ovate, with transverse flat ribs y pillar-lip

smooth ; outer lip toothed and thickened y 4 Inches

long. China. Martini, lii. t. 1 18. f. 1081.

doltunt, 6. Ovate, inflated, with remote seml-cyllndrical ribs;

beak prominent ; 4 Inches long. Mediterranean. Lis-

ter, t. 899. f. 19.

vhvfense. 7. Globose, inflated, ribbed and striated transverse-

ly ;
aperture spreading

;
outer-lip crenated ; 7 Cliches

Iqng. Java and China. Chem. xl. t« 188. f. 1804.

and 1805.
eaudatum. 8. Ovate, with transverse rounded ribs, beak some-

what prominent ; outer-lip plaited and toothed within ;

inch long. Martini, iii. t. 118. f. 1083. and

1084.

** With a short exserted reflected beak^ and the outer-

• Up unarmed outwardly.

echinopho-

rum,

nodosum.

t'ugosum.

abbrema-

turn.

plkatum.

eomutum.

rufttm.

tuberosum

flemmeum

tesUculus.

dsGUSsa-

$mm>

9. With four tuberculated belts, and the beak pro-

minent ; and with transverse elevated strise
; 3f inches

long. Lister, t. 1003. f. 68.

10. With five acute transverse belts; upper one tu*

berculated ; beak prominent ; l| ineb long. Lister, t.

1011. f. 71. r.

It. With crowded transverse elevated striae, of

which two of the upper are tuberculated, and broader

than the others ; aperture toothed on both sides
; 3^

inches long. Mediterranean. Lister, t. loii.f.

12. With crowded transverse, elevated equal striae;

whirls inflated, and decreasing gradually ; base abbre-

viated ;
aperture toothed on both sides ; beaks trun-

cated ; li inch long. Indian ocean. Chem. x. t. 153.

f. 1465. and 1466.

13. Slightly plaited on the fore-part, with decussated

stria; aperture toothed, beak recurved; 2i inches

long. Jamaica. Lister, t. 1003. f. 67.

14. Turbinated, and armed with three transverse

rows of tubercles ; inner-lip much dilated and rounded;

aperture toothed ; beak much recurved ; I3 Inches

long. Amboyna. Lister, t. 1006. f. 70.

1 5. With decussated stria, and nodulous transverse

belts, between which is a double line ;
aperture tooth-

ed 4 beak recurved ; 7 Inches long. Amboyna. Lis-

ter, t. 1007, f. 71.

16. Tuibinaled, and armed with 3 transverse rows

of tubercles; inner-lip much dilated and triangular;

aperture toothed, beak recurved ; 7 inches long. W.
Indies. Gualteri, t. 41.

17. Shell longitudinally plaited, transversely nodu-

lous, and slightly coronated ;
plaits on the spire Imbri-

cated ;
aperture toothed, beak recurved ; 4f inches

long. Wevt Indies. Lister, t. 1004* f* 69*

x8. Shell ovate, with elevated longitudinal and de-

cussated stria; aperture toothed; beak recurved; 3

inches long. West indies. Lister, t. 1001. f. 66.

19. With decussated stria, covered with small

square scales ; nurture toothed
;
beak recurved ; 1 ]•

iMh iaog* Mediterranean. Lister, t. ZOQO. f. 63.

3

O L O G Y, Chap. IV-
20. Body whirl smooth ; spire elevated, roogh, with ortoim^

decussated stria
;

aperture toothed ;
pillar wrinkled ;

beak recurved ; inches long. Mediterranean.

Lister, t. 1012. f. 76.

21. Sobventricose
;
body whirl rather smooth, unA sir^aium.

the spire roogh with decussated stria ; aperture tooth-

ed ; beak recurved
;

pillar wrinkled ; 3^ inches long.

Mediterranean. Lister, t. 1014. f. 78.

22. Whirls inflated and rounded, with narrow trans- joLsroa.
verse grooves ; aperture toothed

;
pillar-lip strongly

wrinkled transversely at the base ; beak recurved ; 2^
inches long. Mediterranean. Lister, L 1012. f. 76.

23. Shell transversely grooved, and longitudinally gTviiiar4^>

striated; aperture toothed
;
beak recurved; pillar-lip ftiwi.

granulated
; 4 inches long. Lister, 1. 1056. f. 9.

24. Thick, with transverse broad convex ribs
;
aper- undmla-

tore toothed ; beak recurved ; pillar-lip granulated ; turn.

3^ Inches long. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 996. f. 6i.

25. Ventricose, and slightly ribbed transversely
; tq/ftrivin.

upper whirls with decussated stria
; aperture toothed ;

brak recurved
;
pillar-lip wrinkled and granulated

; qf
inches long. Indian ocean. Chem. xi. t. 186. f. 1792.
and 1793.

26. Slightly plaited longitudinally, and granulated tessslaiMm

above
;

spire rather depressed ; aperture toothed

;

beak recurved
;

pillar lip wrinkled and granulated

;

4j inches long. Amboyna. Lister, t. 997. f. 62.
* 27. Smooth, with a double row of tubercles on the biUsseseium

body whirl ; aperture toothed ; beak recurved
; pillar

lip wrinkled and granulated ; size of a hazel nut.

Weymouth. Lister, t. 998. f. 63.

28. Ovate, smooth, covered with hollow dots ; spire eieairico*

elongated; aperture toothed; beak recurved; pillar ftofi.

lip wrinkled and granulated. Indian ocean. Grono-

vius, t. f. 1. and 2.

29. Slightly striated longitudinally ; body whirl in* recurve-

flated ;
spire rather prominent; outer lip toothed ; rosfrtrfii.

beak recurved ;
pillar smooth ; 2^ inches long. Bar-

badoes. Lister, t« 1016. f. 75-

30. Slightly striated transversely ; beak recurved
; eassis.

inner lip membranaceous, and united to the pillar, with

crowded transverse elevated stria ; outer lip thin ; li
inch long. Bay of Naples. Chem. x. t. 152. f. 1456.

»** Resembling the last division^ but the outer lip on

the outside is spinous at the base.

31. Slightly plaited loogitodinally, and crowned with

papilla; outer lip moricated at the base; if inch

long. Amboyna. Lister, t. 1015. f. 73.

32. Slightly plaited longitudinally, and crowned with ^loirMUi.

papilla ;
outer lip with two rows of sharp spines ; 1 turn.

Inch long. Sciiroeter, i. t. 2. f. 9.

33. Longitudinally plaited, and nodnlous on iheflimbriam

shoulder ;
crowned with papilla ; spire cancellated

;

outer lip toothed within, and rouricated at the base ;

2i inches long. Indian ocean. Chem. x. t. 153. f.

1459. 1460.

34. Smooth, and crowned with papilla
;
spire csM-ghucumm

ceilated ;
outer lip toothed within, and muricated at

the base ; 4 inches long. Amboyna. Lister, t. 996.

f. 60.

35. Quite smooth and level ; outer lip externally wiBew.

muricated towards the base
;

pillar slightly plaited ; a

inches long. Jamaica, dec. Martini, ii. t. 35. f. 364.

5. aod 6.

36. Covered
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papilhsum 36. Covered with rows of tubercles ^ outer lip mu-

Hcated at the bate \ if Inch long* Araboyna. Lister,

C. 969. f. 23.

ghms. 37* Smooth ; summit of the spire longitudinally

grooved ; ooter lip muricated ; inside delicately stri-

ated ^ inch long* Asiatic ocean. Lister, t. 981. f. 40*

gibhum. 38* Subventricose, smooth, slightly striated \
ooter

lip muricated at the base ; upper part of the pillar lip

becomes abruptly rounded by the inflated contour of

the whirl ; if inch long. Bay of Naples. Lister, t.

975’ f- 30-

With the pUiar lip dilated and thickened.

arctdetrta.

€9rana^

turn.

hepaticum

pullus.

thersites.

verruca^

sum.

gibhosu-

him.

mutahUe.

neniiunu

39. Plaited longitudinally, and transversely striat-

ed ;
whirls papillary above

;
pillar lip dilated and

thickened ; outer lip crenated on the margin, and stri-

ated within \ 14 lines long. Isle of France. Lister,

t. 970. f* 24*

40. Striated at the base
;
whirls smooth, and with

white tubercles at the sutures; outer lip spinous; 1

inch long. Madagascar. Schroeter, i. t* 2« f. 4.

* 41. Ribbed longitudinally, and papillary at the su-

tures ;
spire sharp-pointed

; with 7 strongly ribbed

whirls ;
pillar lip dilated, and rugose ; x inch long.

Dorsetshire coast. Montagu, t. 8. f* i.

42. Gibbous, obliquely striated, and cancellated ;

pillar lip dilated and thickened
; f inch long. Medi-

terranean. Lister, t. 970. f. 25.

43. Gibbous, with half the body whirl, and the whole

spire longitudinally plaited
;
pillar lip dilated and thick-

ened ; f iuch long. Asiatic ocean. Lister, t* 971. f.

26*

44. Gibbous and tuberculated
;

pillar lip dilated and

thickened ;
has 4 rows of tubercles on the body whirl,

in which it diflers from B. thersites ; f inch long. £.
Indies. Lister, t. 972. f. 27.

45. Gibbous, smooth ; pillar lip dilated and thick-

ened ; spire short, pointed, and half buried in the lip
;

i inch long. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 973. f. 28.

46. Oblong-oval, smooth ; upper whirls longitudi-

nally grooved ; pillars two plaited; 13 lines long. Se-

negal. Chero. xi. t. 188. f. 1010. and 1011.

47* Convex, obtuse, depressed, and smooth
;

pillar

lip obfoletely dilated and thickened ; aperture emar-

ginate at the base ; i inch long. Adriatic. Cheat, v.

t. 166. f. 1602.

***** Pillar lip appearing as ifwornfiat.

harpa. 48. With longitudinal, keeled, mucronate, remote

ribs, and longitudinally striated
;

pillar smooth ; from

f inch to 3}^ inches tong. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 994.

Tills beautiful shell has very properly been instituted

m new genus, of which there are about lo species
; one

of which, the many-stringed harp, a native of Amboy-
na, is often sold for 50I. or 60I. sterling.

eancetta* 49* With 16 longitudinal mucronate ribs, with their

ium* interstices transversely striated
;

pillar smooth ; if
inch long. Tranquebar. Chem* x. t. 152. f. 1453.

costatum. 50* With crowded longitudinal mucronate ribs
;
pil-

lar smooth. Philippine islands. Martini, iii. t. 119.

f. 1093.

permeyrnm Scabrous, with a crenated outer lip and flat pil-

lar; brown, with transverse bands and lines. Am-
boyna. Lister, t. 987. f. 47.
V0L.VI. Part II. i
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52* Muricated; outer lip crenated without, and i\\tpatulum.

pillar oblique and falcated
;
with six or seven spinous

elevated belts on the body
; 2 to 4 inches lung. Ame-

rica and £. Indies. Lister, t. 989. f. 49.

53. Transversely ribbed, and longitudinally wrink-monot/on.

led, which gives it a scaly appearance ; outer lip cre-

nulated, and armed with a subulate tooth at its base
;

2f inches long. Cape Horn. Martini, iii. t. 69. f.

761.

54. Transversely ribbed, and the spire short
;

pillar haustrum
oblique

;
outer lip crenulated, and striated within. Re-

sembles the former ; but is smooth, and has no teeth ;

2 inches long. Chem. x. t. 152. f. 1449 and 50.

55. Spire obliquely recurved ; aperture very large \ concho^

ooter lip reflected
;

pillar lip with two obsolete teeth

at the base ; external surface rugged ; inside smooth
;

4 inches long. Peru. Favanne, i. t. 4. f. H. 2.

56. Submuricated
; outer lip striated within; pillar

flattened
; throat and aperture fulvous; transversely

striated, with four elevated belts
;
upper two nodulous;

4 inches long. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 988. f. 48.

57. Turbinated, armed with three transverse rowsarm/ge-
of large conical tubercles on the body whirl

; aperture n/m.
white

; 3 inches long. Sooth sea. Chem. xi. t. 187.
f. 1798 and 9.

58. With crowded transverse striae, and four rows o{lutcosto»

tubercles on the body whirl, and two on the spire

aperture yellowish
; 2 inches long. South sea. Chem.

xi. t. 187. f. 1800 and 1801.

59. Deeply channelled transversely, with longitudi- 4ime//o-
nal remote and narrow ribs

; body whirl lamellated to^ sum.
wards the outer lip, and the inside bright blue ; 2f
inches long. New Zealand. Chem. x. Vig. 21. f. A.
and B.

60. Ribbed transversely, and longitudinally yrriakledf crispatum.

with curled imbricated membranes ; aperture ovate ;

if inch long. New Zealand. Chem. xi. t. 187. f.

1802 and 3.
* 61. Ovate, acute, striated longKudinally and lapillus.

versely, without any protuberances; pillar flattish
;

aperture oval
; outer lip slightly toothed

; 2 inches

long. Coasts of Great Britain. Don. i. t. IT.

The famous purple dye, supposed to be the same as

the indelible Tyrian purple^ is extracted from a vein

on the back of the animal which inhabits this shell.

62. Ovate, whitish, with red transverse striae
; spirefilosum.

rather prominent
; aperture oval ; outer lip striated

with red, and the pillar subumbilicated
; 1 inch long.

Martini, iii. t. 121. f. 1113 and 14.

63. Oblong-ovate, with the whirls contiguous said sulcatum.
transversely grooved ; outer lip crenulated and striated

within ; if inch long. Tranquebar. Lister, t. 976.
f. 31,

64. Ovate-oblong, with transverse crenulated strim
;

the pillar livid
; 2 inches long. Tranquebar. Lister,

t. 986. f. 45.

65. Ovate, acute, and very smooth ; outer lip ett- smaragdw*
nated, and striated within

;
pillar slightly plaited

aperture beaked ; if inch long. Tranquebar. Lister,

t. 831. f. 55.
66. Ovate, coarse, with transverse elevated nodu- vorNsm.

lous ribs ; aperture ovate, and the pillar without
plaits ; if inch long. Martini, iii. t. 121. f* 1 106.

67. Subfusiform
;
body nearly smooth, and thrice tuba.

as long as the spire, which is cancellated
; 3f inches

3 K long.
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long. Indian 9cean. Martini, liL p. 20i. t. 94. f.

908.
pyrumrn 68. Pyriform, with a short depressed spire, and the

body yentrlcose
;

pillar smooth, transversely striated

at the base ^ aperture orange ^ inch long. Martini,

ill, t. 94. f. 908 and lo.

plumheum 69. Subglobose, ponderous, glabrous, with a deep
transverse groove near the base of the body whirl, and
an obsolete one lower down, and ends in a projecting

tooth on the pillar lip, which is thick j if inch long.

California. Chem. xi. t. i88. f. 1806 and y.
spadiceum 70. Pyriform, smooth, chesnut-coloured, with trans-

verse undulated white lines ) if loch long« W. Indies.

Martini, iii. t. 94. f. 911.
umbilica* 71. Oblong, subturbinated, and slightly plaited loo-

tmn. gitudlnally ; spire nodose, transversely striated at the

base
; aperture grooved within, and the pillar suborn-

bilicated ^ 2f inches long. Martini, iii. t. 94. f.

candtdum 72. Ovate, ventricose, ponderous; smooth, white,

without any markings; spire short; 2 inches long*

Martini, iii. Vig. 31. p. 191. f. 3.

crauum. 73. Subglobose, ventricose, and glabrous ; aperture

oval, and the pillar thickened, with two callosities

;

spire small, with five whirls ; 2 inches long. Martini,

iii. t. 120. f. 1099 and 1100.

eritVo. 74* Ovate, thick, with transverse, distant, knotty,

reflected ribs, and intermediate smaller ones ; outer

lip plaited ; 3 inches long. New Zealand. Chem. z.

t. 154. f. 1473.
Jco/o. 75. Ovate, with distant recurved elevated trans-

verse white belts, and their interstices longitudinally

striated ;
whirl faced, flattened at top ; aperture toothed

on the outer lip, and strongly grooved within ; f inch

long. Cape. Lister, t. 1059. f. 2.

000000 polished^ and not enumerated tn

theformer dimeians*

spiratum, 76. Smooth, with the whirls separated by a d^ep

canal, somewhat sunk into each other ;
pillar abrupt

and perforated ; 2 inches long. £• Indies. Lister, t.

983. f. 42. c.

%eylani- 77. Smooth, with the whirls produced
;

pillar abrupt,

cum. with a large umbilicus, and toothed at the margin.

Amboyna. Lister, t. 982. f. 42.

glahratum 78. Umbilicated, highly polished, with obsolete su-

tures ; body whirl channelled and produced at the base ;

3 inches long. Tranquebar. Lister, t. 974. f. 29.

turgitum* 79. Ovate, subumbilicated, smooth, with transverse

rows of red spots, and a sinus in the outer lip; spire

with 6 whirls ; upper 3 slightly plaited longitudinally ;

under ones smooth and level ; 2 inches long. New
Zealand. Chem. x. t. 156. f. 1475 and 1476.

eeutula- 8o. Ovate, smooth, brown, with longitudinal veins ;

turn. whirls flattish, and beak obtuse ; 2^ inch long. New
Zealand. Chem. vig. 21. f. C. and D.

testudi* 81. Oblong-ovate, smooth, with transverse rows of

neum. crowded dark brown spots, and somewhat produced at

the base; if inch long. New Zealand. Chem. x. t.

152. f. 1454.
catarracta 82. Ovate, rough, with crowded, minute, transverse

grooves ; and marked longitudinally with undulated de-

current stripes ; if inch long. Now 2^aland. Chem.

X. t. 152. f. 1455.
Uetfisn^ 83. Oblong-ovate, polished ; oUiq[oely trnneated at

mum.

O L O G Y. Chap. IV.
the base; apex obtuse; pillar-lip concave; 2 inches

long. £. Indies. Martini, iv. t. 127. f. 1215 and
1216.

84. Ovate-oblong, brittle, transversely striated, 0ndcjfmneum.
bluish ; whirls imbricated at the sutures

; pillar with

one plait; striated minutely; xf inch long. Chem.
X. t. 152. f. 1448.

85. Ovate-oblong, smooth, brown, with darker4rc;r.
bands ; and minute, distant, transverse striae ; aper-

ag in a canal ; body ventricose, double

the spire; 16 lines long. £. Indies.

124. f. 1150.
narrow, glabrous, yellowish, clouded lypnmiv.

with red, upper part longitudinally striated ; if inch

long. Martini, iv. t. 127. f. 1217.
87. Oblong, transversely striated

;
pillar lip witli npiumafum

tooth at the upper end, and the outer lip striated ; 2
inches long. Jamaica. Lister, t. 822. b. f. 41.

88. Smooth, black, with rows of white spots and oceliaiuuu

dots ; body whirl ventricose, and the spire rather pro-

minent and nodulous ; inside blue ; 1 inch long. £•
Indies. Martini, iv. t. 124. f. 1160 and 1161.

Very smooth, minute, with the base truncated ;gdsdefri-

7 lines long. Martini, iv. t. 125. f. 1177. inarm.

90. Oblong-ovate, transversely striated; pillar ob-mredrsn.
llquelj grooved

; aperture truncated at the base
; 7

lines long. Madagascar. Lister, t. 976- 32.
91. Oblong, smoothish, transversely striped; spire dmmlMW.

acute, pyramidal ; outer lip a little expanded
; f inch

long. \V. Indies. Martini, iv. t. 125. f. 1188 and
1189.

92. Oblong, cancellated ; aperture expanded ; spoUearnfir*

ted and crenated
; \ inch long. Martini, iv. t. 125. f.

XI90 and 1191.

^
93. Ovate, smooth, black; spire carious and abrupt ;jwvrrDiwn

pillar glabrous
; 7 lines long. S. of £nrope. Floviatile.

Chem. ix. t. 121. f. 1035 and 1036.

94. Oblong, smooth, white ; whirls flattened at tbe cecAhVimm
sutures ; aperture oval and effuse

; ^
inches long. S.

sea islands. Terrestrial. Chem. xi. t. 205;. f. 2053
and 2054.

95. Oblong, smooth, with narrow, transverse, varic- unrfroAr*

j^ted bands and veins ; aperture oval, and entire ; 3
inches long. New 21ealand. Fluviatile. Chem. ix. I.

120. f. 1033 i^34*

eeeeeee AiigwAilrrf, and not included in the former
divieione.

06. Ovate, with transverse, elevated, glabrous strim ; undoeueum
body obtusely 5-angled

;
pillar slightly plaited at the

base; 2 inches long. Amboyna. Lister, L 938. f.

33 *

97* Ovate, with transverse, elevated, glabrous strife
; qfine.

body rounded ; outer lip swollen ; pillar toothed ; 2
inches long. Straits of Malacca. Martini, iv. t. 123.
f. 113J.

98. Newly oval, longitndioally plaited, and inxa-JuJmnum.
versely ribbed; interstices striated; aperture effuse;

2 inches long. Martini, iv. t. 123. f. 1145 and
1x46.

99. Ovate, reticulated, with transverse ribs, and ele-tSpMimm.

vated longitudinal strise ; aperture effuse ; if inch long.

£• Indies. Martini, iv. 1. 123. f. 1138 and 1139.
100. Ovate, with 12 angles; nodulous, striated trans-Zmiiftfc-

versdy) aperture toothed; outer lip orange; piflardanewBu*

toothed;
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toothed; i iDohes long. OMromandel. Mnrtinit ir.

t. 123. f. XI46 to 1149.
versicolor* loi. /Coarse, transversely striated, with 2 interme-

diate rows of black dots ; spire with 4 concave whirls

;

inch long. Martini, iv« t. X23. f. ii45«

102. Ovate, white, rainotely striated transversely,

with squarish red spots ; whirls convex. Martini, iv«

t. 1 23* ^ ^ ^

X03« Roundish, whirls lamellated above ;
pillar per-

forated ; 2f inches long. China. Martini, iii. t. 68.

f. 754 and 7J5.
1 04. Roundish, obliquely contracted at the base,

with two transverse rows of vaulted spines ; whirls

channelled at the sutures ; aperture and umbilicus very

vride
; 4 inches long. Tranquebar. Lister, t. 8<^

f. X4.

gladaU. 105. Ovate-oblong, smooth, and somewhat striated

transversely ; body slightly keeled
; 3 inches long.

Northern ocean. Chem. x. t. i$2* f. 1446 and 1447.
cmrinatum xo6. Oblong, transversely striated; upper whirls

with many oblique and obtuse angles ; lower whirls

single keeled ; 2 inches long. Spitsbergen. Phipps*

Voyage, t. 13. f. 2.

lamella* 107. Oblong, lamellated longitudinally; white, with

ium* a purple inside, and white pillar lip ; if inch long.

Ksemmer Cab. t. 9. f. 2.

undatum* * 108. Oblong, coarse, with transverse strise, and lon-

gitudinal oblique ribs; whirls ventricose; 5 inches

long. Britain. Don. iii. t. X04*

dliatmm* 109. Turreted, patulous ; somewhat beaked, angn-

lated, longitudinally ciliated ; pillar slightly ^at^ ;

6 inches long. Greenland.

sokttum^ xio. Ovate, with uneqoally distant longitndlnal tu-

bercles on the body ; outer lip channelled, and some-

what detached. Hermann, t« 2. f. 3 and 4.
popyra* XIX. Ovate-oblong,slender ; obsoletely striated trans-

ctum* versely, and the whirb depressed at their summits. Lis-

ter, t. f. 17.

ctaAei* 112* Oblong, transversely grooved, with the grooves

tense* wrinkled and dotted, and the sutures finely crenulated.

Otaheite. Chem. x. 1. 154. f. 1477.
porcahtm* 1x3. Ovate-oblong, subventricose, thick, transverse-

ly ribbed, and the interstices striat^
; pillar convex.

Mexico. Lister, t. 963. f. 16.

lyratum* 114. Fusiform, longitudinally ribbed, and the ribs

transversely striated apex blackish. BCartini, iv. t.

127.

f. Xft2 i and X 222.

pyrono* 115. With transverse plaits, and undulated strise;

fdas* the b^ and spire a little prominent ; body whirl with

a double, and the other whirb with a single fulvous

band. Martini, iii. t. 109. f. 1017.

tentmm* .116. Shell turreted, longitudinally ribbed, and trans-

versely striated ; whirls flattbh at the top. Martini,

iv. t. 125. f. X20I and 1202.

clatkra^ X17. Ovate, ventricose, longitudinally ribbed; de-

horn. cossated with transverse undulated strise, and channel-

led at the sutures. £• Indies. Bom, t. 9. f. xy and
j8.

niveum* xi8. Suboval, with elevated cancellated strise, and
the body whirl ventricose, and produced at the base.

Martini, iv. t X22. f. XX22 and X123.

lima* X Ip. Oval, ventricose, acuminated, and channelled

with longitudinal ribs, and transverse elevated strise

;

aperture roundbh and effuse. £. Indies, Chem. xi.

t. 188. f. 1808 and 1809.
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* X20. Ovate-oblong, transversely striated, and longi- re/ten/a-

tudinally ribbed; aperture toothed. Mediterranean ttim.

and Britain. Don. t. 76.
* X2X. Subpyramidal, with distant longitudinal t\\m^€tmbi-

and striated transversely ; outer lip slightly denticulat-giiiMii.

ed. Britain. Linn. Tr. viii. t. 4. f. 5.
* X22. Ovate, longitudinally ribbed, and transversely mcKwAi.

striated ; outer lip gibbous. Norway and Britain.

Linn. Tr. viii. t. 4. f. 4.

1 23. Oblong-ovate, with one side of the body nearly stoUdum*

smooth, and the rest plaited longitudinally and obso-

letely striated transversely ; aperture roundish. Tran-
quel^. Martini, iv. t. 124. f. 1167 to 1x69.

*124. Conical, closely ribbed longitudbally, and H^tcinctum*

interstices obsoletely striated transversely ; apex acute

;

aperture oval. Weymouth. Montagu, t. 15. f. X.

* X25. Acuminated, minute, and reticulated, with Xom* minimum*
gitudinal ebvated ribs, and transverse strise; aperture

oval. Devonshire. Montagu, t. 8. f. 2.

X26. Oblong, longitudinally plaited, and transverse-/)/Ktitn/i/m

ly striated ; brownbh white, with darker brown bands,

and the Inside violet. Martini, i* 114. f. 1158 and

127. Cancellated, and nodulous at the intersectionsjwacoto-

on the lower whirls ; pillar with one plait, and umbili- Hum*
cated; aperture effuse. £. Indies. Bfuiini, iv. t.

X 24. f. XI 51 and 1152.
128. Ovate, with longitudinal ribs, which form aafmmritu*

the body four transverse rows of tu^rcles ; outer lip

six toothed. Island of St Maurice. Martini, iv. t. 1 24.
f. XX53. and IX 54*

129. Ovate, with each whirl crowned by a row otarmHla*
tubercles ; aperture large and toothless. Martini, iv. turn*

t* 124* f. 1155. to X157.

130. Ovate, oblong, polished, transversely striated,

and marked with articulated bands ; outer lip toothed

within. Mediterranean. Gualteri, t. 52. f. 6.

131. Ovate, oblong, brown, striated with white, and tmlrfco-
somewhat plaited. 8t George*s Bay. Martini, ii. Unnsi.

47-

••eeeeee Turreted^ subuhte^ and slightly polished.

132. Subfusiform, with smooth undivided very entire xnocidln-

whirls. Ambojna. Lister, t. 846. f. 74. ' turn.

X33. Subfusiform, with the upper half of the whirls oenAiltiiai.

convex and ocellateA £ast Indian seas. Martini, iv.

t. X53. f. 1442.

134. Subulate, smooth, with undivided very entire snfiir/tifnm

whirls. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 841. f. 69.

135. Pellucid, with all the whirls slightly emargi-/idSMffief.

nate on the back. Gualteri, t. 56. f. G.
136. With the whirls transversely divided, and ert* crenula*

nated on their margins. Amboyna. Lister, t. 846. turn.

75-
. .

137. With the whirls transversely divided, and the

upper margin compressed and attenuated. African
ocean. Chem. xi. t. x88. f. 181^. and 1^18.

138. Whirls transversely divided, with the \omtxgeminum.
divisions slightly striated, and the upper more protu-
berant.

^
139* With the whirls transversely divided

; Xomtrpromma*
division striated, and the upper filiform. turn*

140. Whirls transversely divided, with the lower di- momik.
vision grooved, and the upper moniliform.

14X. Striated transvers^, with a double atauUUtdvittatwn.

3 Ik 2 suture
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future on the upper margin. Ceylon. Lister, t. 977.

(hgtlale, 142. Conical, subturreted, glabrous, vrlth the aper-

ture effuse at the base.

strigila-^ 143. Whirls transversely divided, and obliquely stri-

turn. ated. Asiatic ocean. Lister, t. 846. f. 145. C.
condnnum 144. Longitudinally striated, whirls undivided, and

marked at the sutures with a spotted belt. Gualteri,

t. 57. f. O.
duplica^ 145. Whirls transversely divided, and longitudinal-

turn. ly grooved. Coasts of Hainan. Lister, t. 837. f. 64.
cinereum. 146. Subulate, with the upper part of the whirls

longitudinally plaited^ Amboyna. Rumphius, t. 30.
f. I.

nuccinc- 147. Minutely striated transversely, and whirls

turn, transversely divided. East Indian ocean. Martini,

iv. t. 154. f. 1451.
acus. 148. Whirls transversely divided, crenulated, and

wrinkled^ pillar twisted spirally. Martini, iv.t. 154.
f. 1449.

lanceatum 149. Smooth ^ whirls entire, and marked with tes-

taceous longitudinal stripes. Amboyna. Rumphius, t.

30. f. G.
dimidia^ 150. Whirls transversely divided and smooth,

turn.. orange spotted. Amboyna. Lister, t. 843. f. 71.
‘ tnurinvm, 151. Whirls somewhat angular, with three muri«

Gated striae. Africa. Gualteri, t. 57. f. P.

fCPiusum* 152. With longitudinal elevated striae, and trans-

verse rows of excavated dots
^ whirls transversely di-

vided. Martini, iv. t. 155. f. X457*

hastatum* 153* Subfusiform, with alternate brown and white

bands, and longitudinal striae. Martini, iv. t. 154. f.

1453. and 1454.

sinuatum. 154* Whirls longitudinally plaited, and attenuated

near the sutures \ aperture emarginate at both ends.

East Indian rivers. Martini, iv. t. 155. f. 1464. and

1465.

bijascia^ I55- Glabrous, white, with two bands } whirls con

-

turn, tinuous. East Indies. Fetiver, t. 53. f. 5.

radiaium, 156. With transverse granulated striae j whirls con-

vex, and the first twice as large as the next. Coast of

Naples. Gualteri, t. 52. f. D.

virgineum 157* Whirls of the spire ilattish^ aperture large

and oval. Virginian rivers. Lister, t. 113. f. 7.

ackttla. * >58. Minute, with the whirls well defined by an ob-

lique suture \ aperture oblong. Mosswold, walls about

Paris, and in Kent. Montagu, t. 8. f. 3.

strombu.. Gen. 25. Strombus.

Gen. CAiir.—The animal a limax : the shell univalve,

spiral *, aperture much dilated \
the lip expanding,

and produced into a groove leaning to the left (c).

Species.

Jusus*

umcornis.

* The lip projecting into linear divisions or claws.

1. Tapering, smooth, and slightly ventricose, with a

subulate beak and toothed lip. Red sea. Lister, t.

854. f. 12.

2. Turreted, smooth aperture ending in a long

O L O G Y. Chap. IV.
Straight beak, and the outer lip toothed. E. Indies.

Lister, t 916. f. 9.

3.

Turreted, smooth, with a longitudinal fissure ex-fissus»
tending from the aperture to the summit, of which the

acute margin, and also the outer lip, are toothed.

Cbem. xi. t. 195. A. f. 1869.
* 4* Corvorant^s Foot; lip with foorpalmated angular

claws; mouth smooth; whirls tuberculated ; 2 inches cont.

long. European and American seas, shores of Britain.

Lister, t. 865. f. 2C.

5. Lip with 6 cui ved claws, and recerved beak ; r^irng-m.
lip striated

; two bind claws divergent and bent out-

wards ; beak tuberculated. Indian ocean. Lister, t.

870. f. 24.

6. Lip with 4 knotty claws ; kinder one very long
; Scorpios.

4 inches long. Amboyna. Lister, t. 867. f. 22.

7. Lip with seven straightish claws; month smooth.

Asia. A large shell. Lister, t. 866. f. 2i.

8. Ovate, with the spire very obtuse and knotty ; truncatus..

aperture with straightish claws, of which one is small-

er. China. Lister, t. 882. f. 24.

9. Lip with 10 inflected claws
;
mouth substriated ;

hack compressed
;
gibbous. Asia. Rare. Lister, t.

868. f.

Outer lip lobed.

10.

Lip thickened, and 3-lobed on the fore- part

back warty, and crowned with tubercles; beak ob-jti^.

tuse; 3I inches long. Asia, America. Lister, t. S6i.

f. i8.

XI. Transversely striated, and transverse nednloi»^jE7f7ib.

bands ;
spire coronated

;
outer lip growing to the spire,

and situated at the base. £. Indies. Cbem. x. t. 158.

f. X510 and If.

1 2. Lip entire ; hack crowned with 3 rows of pro-fascuUus.
tuherances, and rosy between them. Africa. Lister,

t. 860. f. 17.

13. Subovate, with dark transverse interrupted

stripes, and a row of pointed tubercles on each whirl ; atus.

outer lip sinuated only outwards at the base. Red sea.

Cbem. X. t. 155. f. 1483 and 84.

14. Lip mucronate on the fore-part, and very long;^/fiij»

back crowned with tubercles ; beak straight ; 6 inches

long. Asia and America. Lister, t» 874. f. 30.

1 5. Transversely ribbed and nodulous
; outer lip si- hcinatus.

nuated near the base, and much scolloped towards its

upper angle. £. lodiee. Cbem. x. t. f. 1506
and J 507.

x6. Lip projecting mto a sharp pointy back muri- auru-dil
cated ;

beak erect and acute; 3 inches long. Asia. aikr.

Lister, t. 872. f. 28.

17. Anterior lip promificnt, rounded, smooth ; spire

spinous ; beak 3-lobed, obtuse. South America. Mar^
tioi, iii. t. 81. 830 and 31.

X 8. Lip a little prominent ; beak entire ; back mar- joiorgiW-
glned, smooth. China.

X9. Lip a little prominent ; back smooth; whirls

rounded, eqnal ; 2\ inches long. Asia. Lister, t. 850.

U 5.

20. Lip

(c) It ought to be observed, that these shells, in their young state, want the lip, and then have a thin turbi-

nated appearance ; from which circumstance they have been sometimes referred to a different genos.
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gibbcrulus 20. Lip a Up promiaent \ beak smooth whirls g*ib«

bous, unequal. Asia. Lister, t. 847. f. 1.

oni$cu». 21. Obovate, with knotty belts, and a subulate,

smooth projection ; an inch long. South America.

Lister, t. 791. f. 44.

latisstmusy

Qceipetcr*

epidromis,

minimuM*

canariutn,

viitatms*

sulcatus.

mecinciut.

JisturtUa*

urceus.

erythri-

nu4.

samar*

dentatus.

vcxdltnn.

ftorwegt-

€UM,

outer lip very large.

22. Lip rounded, and very large ;
shell crowned ;

belly and spire with conic expanded spines \ glossy

whiter within, a rich rose colour; 10 inches long.

South America and W. Indies. Lister, t. 886. f. 7.

23. Lip rounded, very large > belly unarmed; spire

a little knotty ; 14 inches long. Asia. Lister, t. 856.

f. 1 2. c.

24. Body crowned with spinous tubercles, and their

interstices striated
;

first whirl of the spire ribbed,

and the next striated transversely. Asiatic ocean*

Lister, t. 863. f. 18. b.

25. Lip rounded, short ;
belly smooth ;

spire a little

knotty; 37 inches long. Southern Asia. Lister, t.

853. f. 10.

26. Lip retuse, gibbous ; belly and spire with knotty

plaits ; aperture 2-lipped, smooth
; 2} inches long.

India. Rumphius, t. 36. f. P.

27. Somewhat heart-shaped ; with a round, short,

retuse, smooth lip ;
pillar smooth ; if inch long.

Asia. Lister, t. 853. f. 9.

28. Lip rounded, short ; beHy smooth ; spire elon-

gated
;
whirls divided by an elevated suture ; 4 inches

long. Lister, t. 852. f. 8.

29. Transversely grooved, with the spire produced

and channelled at the sutures ; outer lip rounded, short,

and sinoated. China. Lister, t. 852. f. 8.

30. Lip rounded, retuse ; belly smooth, with 4 pale,

linear, punctured belts. Asia. Lister, t. 859. f. 16.

3f. Lip continued into a longitudinal cleR ridge.

India. Frequently found fossil in Campania. Mar-
tini, iv. t. 158. f. 1498 and 1499.

3^2; Lip tapering, retuse, short, striated
; belly and

spire with- knotty plaits ;
aperture 2*Hpped, unarmed ;

2f inches long. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 857. f.

* 3 -
.

33» With nodulous plaits on the body and spire

;

outer lip striated on both sides ^ inner lip white and re-

flected. Red sea. Cbem. xi. t. 195. A. f. 1874 and

1875.

34. Thin, white, with orange spots and clouds ;

back smooth, plaited ; whirls grooved
;

lip 3-toothed y

beak violet. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 858. f. 14.

35. Lip tapering, short-toothed ; belly and spire

plaited; I7 inch long. Isle of France. Cbem. x. t.

157. f. 1501 and 1502.

36. Solid, subcylindrical, with alternate, reddish

and ochraceous bands; lip denticulated within; pillar

flat, glabrous, and emarginated at the base. Indian

ocean. Very rare. Chem. x. t. 1 57. f. 1504 and

^505-

37. Oblong, subulate, white, with round whirls;

aperture spreading ; ovate ; beak a little ascending^

Norway. Chem. x. t.157. f. 1497 and I498r
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39. Smootbisb; lip separated behind. Savannahs/Mi/tirtm.

of the Indian ocean. Lister, t. 837. ^3 *

40. Smooth; lip separated before and behind; 26 ater.

lines long. Fens of Amboyna. Lister, t. II5. f. 10.

41. Barred with brown ; whirls 7, rouricated ; each auritus.

with 7 yellow compressed tubercles
; aperture ovate ;

JO lines long. Africa. Lister, t. 12I. f. 16.

42. Subangulated, and armed with spinous nodules ;//vcV/ci#.

outer lip separated on the anterior side. Cbem. xi.

Part ii. t. 136. f. 1269 1270.
*

43. Very thick; first whirl crowned with tubercles

;

interstices of the tubercles plaited ; the next whirl

transversely ribbed ; the rest transversely striated
; 6

inches long. W. of England and Bantry Bay. Mon-
tagu, t. 30. f. 7.

54
Murci.

Turreted^ 'with a very long spire.

tuhercula- 38. Oblong, ovate, tuberculated ; lip thickened. Me*^
ins* ditemnean* Martini, Iv. t. X57« f* 1490.

Gen. 26. Murex.

Gen. Char.—The animal a Umax : the shell univalve,

spiral, rough, with membranaceous sutures ; aperture

oval, terminating in an entire, straight, or slightly

ascending canal.

Species.

* Spinous^ with a produced beak.

1. Ovate, tuberculated; with a long subulate,

straight, rouricated beak. Asia, America, Red %ea.lum.
Lister, t. 903. f. 23.

2. Triangular, with three thick, somewhat spinous motacilla.
varices, and transversely grooved ; beaL rather long^

subulate, and slightly ascending. £• Indies. Cbem.
X. t. 163. f. 1563.

3. Subovate, with 3 spinous varices, and darker
transverse ribs ; beak very long, straight, and armed
with similar long spinesi Red sea. Chem^xi. t. 189.
f. 181^ and 1820.

4. Thorny woodcock. Ovate, with a triple row oitrihulus.
setaceous spines: beak elongated, subulate, with simi-

lar spines. Var. i. With spines shorter than the beak.
2. With spines as long as the beak. This last is rare.

Asia, America, Red sea. Lister, t. 900. f. 22.

3* Roundish, surrounded with subulate, ublique^of*/if/^i//,

spines ; beak long, subulate, straight, with a few short
spines ; 8 inches long ; spines 2 inches. Africa. Very
rare. Lister, t. 901. t. 2I.

6. Subovate, surrounded with straight spines ; beak brandaris.
subulate, straight, obliquely surrounded with spines.

Mediterranean, Adriatic. Lister, t. 900. f. 20.

7. Ovate, knotty, and surrounded with spines on the trunculus.
fore part ; beak short, perforated, truncated. . Medi-
terranean, Jamaica. Lister, t. 947. f. 42.

8. Ovate, with 7 furbelowed spinous varices
; beak

short and perforated. Cbem. x. t. 161. U 1528 and
1529.

9. Ovate, knotty, with 3 to 7 iMrotuberances
; heekpomum.

broad ; coarse and ponderous. Eastern shores of Af-
rica. Lister, t. 994^ f. 30. a.

10. Ovate, scabrous, with 9 crenulated, subfoliated, mi/ianr.
oblique varicea; outer lip double and toothed; beak
short, ascending, and narrow. Nicobar. Chem. x. t.

l6l. f. 1532 to 1535.
Jl. Transversely striated, with 8 rows of hollow

black mathoi^
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black tpiiies ; spire a little knotty^ and pricklj ; beak
subulate. £. Indies. Martini, ili. t. i88. f. 1015.

•* Foliated^ and the beak short, PuRPVBd.

ramoeus, 12. A triple row of foliations; spire contignoos;
beak truncated. America, Asia, Bed sea. Lister, t.

946.f. 41.
^

foliatus, 13. A triple row of foliations ; aperture 1-toothed.

North America. Chem. x. t. i6i. f. 1568 and 1569.
lingua, Subtriangular, orate, with three membranaceous

varices, and somewhat nodulous ; whirls contracted at

the sutures; beak closed. Coasts of Goree. Chem.
X. t. 161. t, 1540. and 1541.

tripterus, 15. Long, narrow, and subtriangular, with three

membranaceous varices ; beak rather long. Batavia.

Martini, iii. t. tio. f. 1031 and 1032.
trigueter, 16. Long, narrow, and subtriangular, with reticu-

lated ribs, and three membranaceous varices ; beak ra-

ther long, and closed. Tranquebar. Martini, iii. t.

111. f. 1038.
seorpioi 1 y. Four rows of foliations ; spire capitate ; beak

truncated. Asia. Very rare. Gualteri, t. 37. f. M.
saxatdis, 18. Five rows of foliations ; spire contiguous ; beak

abbreviated. Mediterranean, Asia. Martini, iiL t.

107. f. 1004 to 1910.
erinaceus,^ 19. Subangolar; whirls crowned with tubular and

subspinous rays, scales or points ; beak short and cover-

ed ; 2 inches long. European seas, shores of Britain.

Don. t. 35.
saeeUum. 20. Umbilicated with mnricated ribs ; whirls flattish

above, with acute margins ; lip crenated ; beak straight,

ascending. Nicobar. Chem. x. t. 163. 1561 and

1562.

fyratus.

rana,

spinosus.

crasiuf.

gyrtnus.

bu/onicus.

argue.

lampas.

oiearmm*

*** With thickf protuberant^ rounded varices,

21. Protuberances crossed by smooth belts ; aper-

ture ovate. New Zealand. Chem. x. 1. 165^ f. 1634.
22. Rough, with opposite, impressed protuberances,

and one or two mnricated bdts. Asia. Lister, t. 995.

J8-
23. With two opposite varices, and remote trans-

verse spinous belts ; whirls flattened ; spines on the

varices very long ; aperture ovate. Tranquebar. Lis-

ter, t. 949* ^ 44*

24. With two opposite very thick varices, and re-

mote transverse obsolete belts, and granulated strise

;

tirhirls rather flattened ; aperture ovate ; outer lip very

thick. Madagascar. Martini, iv. t. 133. f. 1272. and

**73-
25. Protuberances opposite, continued, and barred

wijth cuberculated dots ; aperture orbicular. Mediter-

ranean, Atlantic, India. Lister, t. 939. f. 34.

26. Nodulous, with two opposite varices, and trans-

verse granulated strise ; outer lip furrowed, and ending

in a channel above. South sea. Chem. xi. t. 192. t,

1843. 1846*

27. With two subaltemate varices, and rounded no-

dules on transverse ribs ; outer lip double, and strongly

toothed within. Amboyna. Martini, iv. t. 127. t.

122^.
28. Protuberances nearly opposite, gibbous, with

longitudinal tuberculated protuberances
; from 4 to 14

Inches long. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 1023. f. 88.

29. Protuberances alternate, and numerous tu-

bercles ; back unarmed and striated behind ; aperture
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toothless. Mediterranean and African seas.** Lister,
t. 937*^32.

30. Protuberances decussated, triangular, minkleifemorale,
and knotty on the fore-part ; aperture ovate, toothless

;

from 5 to 7 inches long. A^sia, Guinea, and America.
Lister, t. 941. f. 37.

31. With a single protuberance; angular, and Ueutneeue,
little wrinkled with knots; pillar perforated ; aperture
toothed

; 3 inches long. Barbary, Guinea, South A-
merica. Lister, t. 942. f. 38.

3 2. Protuberances decussated, angular, with longi-
tudinal tuberculous knots

; beak flexuous
; aperture

toothed. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 934. f, 29.
33‘ Protuberances decussated, and a little wrinkledpdeare,

with knots; aperture toothed; beak subascending.
Mediterranean. Chem. xi. t. 191. f. 1837. and 1838.

34. Turreted, with alternate varices, and granulated
all over; aperture channelled above, and the outer lip

ftyj.

toothed within
; beak short and straight. Chem. x. t.

162. f. 1544. and 1545.
35. Six opposite, continued, vaulted protuberances,

and knotty belts
; beak oblique. A rare shell. Chem.

xi. t. 192. f. 1843. to 1846.
36. Turreted, elongated, with alternate varices, and

decussated stri*, forming granules at their intersec-
tions

; beak short and slightly ascending. Amboyna.
Lister, t. 1022. f. 86.

37. Angulated with decussated varices, and a con- spengleru
catenated row of granules in the interstices of the trans-

^
verse ribs ; beak short and straight. Chem. xi. 1. 191.
f. 1839. and 1840.

38. Varicose, ovate, transversely grooved and knot-Mnsae.
ty ; beak long, flexuous, subulate. Indian ocean. Mar-^
tini, iii. t. 112. f. 1050. and 1051.

39. Ovate, with two varices, longitudinally plaited
and striated, and transversely ribbed ; beak long and
flexuous. Ceylon. Chem. xi. t. 190. f. 1825. and 1826.

40. Thin, transversely striated; beak subolate ; cniMteM
spire a little prominent, tipt with brown ; whirls
grooved ; first gibbons. Coromandel. Lister, t. 893.
t. ij.

41. Protnberances decussated, obtuse, with knotty
wrinkles; belly equal; aperture toothed. Africa, TnJ;^
South America. Rare. Chem. x. t. 162. f. 1546. and 7.

42. Protuberances hollowed, smooth, nearly oppo-
site; aperture toothed. Mediterranean. Lister, Utor.
943* 39*

43. Protuberances nearly opposite, reticulated with reticularu
tnberaulated spots ; pillar almost toothless

; beak a*,
oending; 6 inches long. Mediterranean, America.
Lister, t. ^35. f. 30.

44. Whirls unequally gibbous ; ribs decussated, anduNsfar
slightly tuberculated at their intersections

; aperture
surrounded by a thin dilated membrane, and tbe l«.ak
l^uced and ascending. Coasts of Chiloe.
ii. t. 41. f. 405 and 6.

’

45. Protuberances and lips membranaceous, dilated
; «wr.

gibbous and reticulated with tubercles; aperture si.
nnons; beak erect; 3 inches long. Mediterranean
and Asia. Lister, t. 833. f. 57.

••** Smnewhat ^pumu, amd withotU a teak.

46. Oborate, with subulate spines in rows ; aperture rieimu,
and lip toothed ; if inch long. Asiatic ocean. Lis.
ter, t. 804. f. 12 and 13.

47-
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47* Obovate, with conic spines \ lip toothed } pillar

smooth, coloured \ 3^ inches long. Jamaica. Lister,

t. 991. f. 53.
neritoi* 48. Knots in numerons rows; lip with pointed

dms^ angles ;
pillar flattish. India. Lister, t. 990. f. 50.

k^trix, 49. Subovate, with acute spines in 4 rows ; aper-

ture toothless, repand. Friendly islands.

50. Ovate, with obsolete spines, which are blackish

;

ku aperture toothless
;

pillar transversely striated. Am-
boyna. Lister, t. 957. f. p.

Afynscos- 51. Ovate, striated, with 3 or 5 rows of obtuse

spines or tubercles ; aperture transversely striated.

Guinea, India. Martini, iii. t. 99. f. 945 and 6.

miaiuM. 52. Whirls knotty; aperture violet; lip toothed;

beak straight. New Holland. Msrtyn^s Univ. Conch,

ii. t. 51.

karutn 53« Ovate, transversely striated, and armed with

two rows of compressed spines ; spire muricated, and

the whirls keeled. Guinea. Lister, t. 958. f. 11.

fUcatui. 54. Ovate, ventricose, with the whirls longitudinally

plaited and striated transversely ; throat violet. £•

Indies. Martini, iii. t. 100. f. 954. and 5.

ptorio9Ui* 55. Ovate, transversely striated, and the whirls no-

dulous ; aperture roundisL W» Indies. Lister, t.

990. b. f. 51.
amhcomr. 56. Smaiiprickfy whelk. Tapering, longitudinally

ribbed, and transversely cancellated ; aperture striated;

ribs prickly ; 2 inches bng. Indian ocean. Gualteri,

t. 51. f. G.
melamgena 57. Obovate, glaucous, with a subspinous whirl

;

spire somewhat prominent ; aperture smooth
; 5$ inches

long. India, America* Lister, t* 904. f. 24.
cakaraius 58* Somewhat turbinated, with transverse strise and

spinous belts; aperture subovate. Amboyna. Mar-
tini, ii. t 40. f. 400 and 401.

€0mmf. 59. Thick, ventricose, transversely grooved and
knotted ; aperture repand, ovate ; lip sinuous, inward-

ly plaited and denticulated. India. Cbero. t. 160. f.

1516 and 17.

etrami^ 6o. Ovate, grooved and striated transversely, and
meue. the upper ends of the whirls flattish and nodulous ; aper-

ture wide, and lips thickened.

awttrolw. (Si. Ovate, longitudinally striated, with 4 plaits on

the body, and 3 on the next whirl ; whirls channelled,

and the outer lip nodulated.

With a long^ straight^ eubulate^ closed beak^

and unarmed with spines.

hobjbmms 62. Tapering, with acute spotted belts, and straight

tail ; lip cleft
; 4 inches long. Indian and American

islands. Lister, t. 717. f. xi.

jaixusus. 63. Tapering, with immaculate knotty belts; lip

with a separate scoop. India. Cbem. xi. t. 190. f.

1827 and 28.

dmUus. 64. Longitudinally plaited ; and transversely rib-

bed ; spire a little prominent ; aperture ovate
; lip cre-

nelated. Martini, iv. t. 150. f. 1396 and 1397.
elavatuhis 65. Somewhat torreted and coronated, with decus-

sated striae and prickly nodules ; whirls excavated at

the sutures ; outer lip with a notch at the summit, and
the beak short and obtnse. Guinea. Chem. xL t. X90.

f. 1550 and 1551.
giUosuSm 66. With longitudinal plaits and transverse grooves,

and an elevated belt at the sutures ; outer lip with a

O L 0 G Y.
notch at the summit, and the beak short and obtuse.

Red sea. Chem. xi. t. 190. f. 1829 and 1830.

67. With longitudinal grooves and transverse gra- vkgMcus
nulated strife ; whirls with a belt at the sutures ; outer

lip sinuated
; beak short. Guinea. Chem. xi. t. 190.

f. 1835 and 1836.
68. Tapering, striated, knotty ; carinated, with a cohis.

long straight Wk ; lip crennlat^ ; beak 3 befaes

long. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 917. f. 10.

6g. Oblong, angulated, nodulous, with decnssatedy^slra-

striae, and the interstices excavated ; outer lip double tus.

and toothed ; beak rather short and straight. Chem.
X. t. 161. f. 1536.

70. Smooth, with the whirls concave above and con- tomatus.

vex below ; outer lip with a notch at the summit, and
the beak rather long.

71. Black, with a white band; beak dilated; pil-nsorm.

lar wrinkled ; whirls knotty ; 6 inches long. Africa.

Lister, t. 988. f. 22.

72. Beak dilated; whirls of the spire flat %ho(fe.cochiidium

Indian ocean. Chem. x. t. 164. f. 156$^

73. Beak long, spire mneronated ; whirls convex spsriUusm

above. Tranqnebar. Martini, iii. t. 115. f. 1069.

74. Beak dilated; whirls of the spire separated hjeatsoUeu^

a small canal. Canada, Frozen sea. Lister, t. ifi.laists.

f. 2.

75. With the body ventricose, and armed at ihtcanea.

shoulder with large compressed nodules; aperture di-

lated ; beak long. Lister, t. 880. f* 3. b.

76. Beak dilated; whirls separated by a small ca-jSm.
nal ; first crowned witli knobs at the base. Red sea.

Martini, iii. t. 66. f. 741.

77. Subovate, with 6 rounded whirls, and transverse cfimdlef-

minute longitudinal strim ; aperture toothed ; outer lip thms.

double, ending in a straight somewhat produced beak.

Lister, t. 940. f* 36.

78. Ventricose, beak dilated ; spire crowned with aruanus.

spines. New Gubea. Martini, iv* vig. 39. p. 143.
f. D.

79. Beak dilated and repand; spire recurved andperversus.
slightly crowned. American ocean. Exceedingly rare.

Lister, t. 907. f. 27*
* 80. Beak dilated; shell oblong; 8 round whirls, ifa/iiTaa/.

first ventricose
; 4 to 6 inches long. European seas,

Scotland. Donovan, t. 31.
^ 8i. Oblong, striated, and somewhat rugged ; beskdespsetus.

dilated ; whins 8, with two elevated lines ; 5 inches

long. European seas, shores of Britain. Don. 1 180.
* 82. Oblong, with 8 whirls, angulated, and strongly anAsnli-

keeled transversely; aperture dilated; beak short. yaotta.

Britain. Don. t. 117.

83. Ovate-oblong ; beak dilated ; whirls ventricose \fornicaius
a little angular and longitudinally striated

; 7 inches

long. Greenland seas. Martini, iv. 1. 138*
84. Ventricose, umbilicated, transversely striated

; magellanu
whirls of the spire with parallel ribs ; the first large, cus.

Straits of Magellan. Chem. x. t. 164. f. 1570.
85. Ventricose, torreted, with parallel membrana- IttmeUosut

ceous longitudinal ribs, and transverse strife ; beak
short. Falkland Island. Chem. xi. t. 5^. f. 1823
and 1824.

86. Ventricose, oblong, smooth, with rounded wbirk

;

aperture toothed; beak short; 16 inches long. India
and the South seas^^This sh^ is used by the natives

of
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nerei.

fucellum^

virgatus,

atnpiastre

pusio.

tulipa^

claihraiuB

fiassa,

scala.

corona.

ilolarium,

corneas.

Ugnarius.

trape%ium

pugtlinus.

scolymus.

harpa.

tuba.

CONCHOLOGY. Chap. IV.
of New Zealand as a mnsicat instrnment, and hy tbe 105* Oblong, with striated plaited whirls, covered 5yroct/s*

Africans and many nations of tbe East, as a military with tuberculated ridges
;

aperture toothless } beak anus.
born. Lister, t. 959» f. 1 2. short. Mediterranean ; rare. Bay of Naples. Cbero.

87. Ventricose, with alternate varices, decussated x. t. 162. f. 1542. and 1543.
striae, and transverse nodulous ribs; inner lip with a 106. Oblong, with rounded, plaited, and transverse^ craitMa*
transverse callosity, and the beak short. South sea. ly reticulated whirls ; aperture toothed, striated within, ttff.

Lister, t. 960. f. 13. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 919. f. 13.
* 88. Ovate, longitudinally plaited, and transversely 107. Nearly without a beak

; fusiform, smooth, pale,

ribbed
;
outer lip double, and toothed ;

beak short, with longitudinal brown strim
;

lip toothed ; very small.
Coasts of Pulo Condore. Cbem. x. t. 160. f. 1524. Mediterranean.

89. Ovate, longitudinally plaited, nodulous, and trans- 108. Transversely striated, with distant ondolately/erwaf<7«
versely ribbed ; aperture ovate, and the outer lip tooth- tuberculated whirls; aperture oblong; beak straight ; m/r.
ed within. £. Indies. Martini, iv. t. 123. f. 1441 4 inches long; yellow. Ternate island. Lister, t.

and 1442. 892. f. 82.

90. With dark blue, yellow, and white bands, and 109. Umbilicated, undulately knotty; striae e\e-in/undtba*
transverse, tuberculated keel, near the margins of tbe vated, brown

;
perforation funnel-shaped; pillar two-/t/m.

whirls; beak short and straight, and the pillar three plaited; 4 inches long. W. Indies. Lister, t. 921.
plaited. Friendly Islands. Chem. xi. t. 191. f. f. 14.

1841. 110. Ventricose, undulated with tubercles
; striated,

91. Ventricose, oblong, smooth ; spire striated with grooved, and obtusely angled; black, with an oval

rounded whirls ; aperture smooth ; beak short
; if aperture, and short beak

; 3^ inches long. Indian
inch long. Mediterranean and Africa. Rare. Lis- ocean. Martini, iv. t. 140. f. 1306. to 1309.
ter, t. 014. f. 7. 111. Solid, ventricose, with waved angles; and utu/atus.

92. Ventricose, oblong, smooth
; whirls rounded with finely striated transversely; spire mucronate; whirls

a double suture
;
pillar with two plaits ;

beak dilated, knotty at the base ;
lip denticulated

; 8^ inches long ;

striated. South America. Lister, t. 910. f. x. ponderous. India. Chem. xi. t. 192. f. 1851. and 2 .

93. Oblong beak, and grooved with longitudinal 112. Narrowed; whirls of tbe spire transversely 4ntcea.
membranaceous plaits. Iceland. Lister, t. 926. f. ribbed, and longitudinally crenated ; aperture ovate ;

IQ. ribbed with white within, and toothed at the margin ;

94. Solid, black or pale brown, with a white sub- pillar two-plaited. Amboyna. Martini, iv. t. 145. f.

diaphanous band ; whirls knotty
;
pillar a little plaited. 1 347*

Lister, t. 828. f. 50. 113. Subcylindrical
;

spire obtuse; whirls round t;rr^o/or.

95. Umbilicated, with distant, wedged, ribbed, and snd striated
;

lower ones mostly glabrous. India,

transversely striated whirls; aperture heart-shaped. Martini, iv. t« 146. f. 1348.
£. Indies. Martini, iv. vig. 37. p. i. f. a, b, c. 114. Umbilicated and surrounded with belts ; mid^ verruco^

96. Fastigiated with brown and yellowish bands; die ones more raised
; whirls crowned with tubercles, siat.

beak straight, entire. Mexico. Chem. x. t. 161. f. which are spotted with brown. Red sea. Martini,

1526 and X527. iv. t. 146. f. 1349. and 1350.

97. Ovate, with a few elevated obtuse belts on the 115. Thin, transversely striated; spire mucronate ; s/rta/tf/nr.

whirls ; size of a walnut. Poitugal. Martini, iii. t. whirls round
; lip crenulated

; 4 inches long. Martini,

118. f. 1087 and 1088. iv. t. 146. f. 135X. and 1352.
* 98. Oblong, slender, white; margins of the whirls 116. Rounded, white, with violet spots, longitudi-jM?n4i4>.
complicated ; aperture toothless

; 3 inches long. Bri* nally ribbed, and transversely striated
; spire obtuse.

tisb and North seas. Don. t. 38. Martini, iv. t. 149. f. 1384.

99. Oblong, coarse, with obtusely knotty whirls; 117. Oblong, ventricose; whirls with a striated

aperture toothless ; beak short. South of Europe, margin ; aperture glabrous ; beak short, and bent out-

Bonanni, t. 3. f. 32. wards. Born. t. i J. f. 10. and 11.

100. Oblong, obtusely angular, with slightly knotty 1x8. Whirls of the spire with decussated ribs, the

whirls ; aperture toothed ; 6 inches long. Indian ocean, first large, three outermost smooth ; lip toothed out-

Lister, t. 931. f. 26. wardly ; very small. Sandy shores of India. Speugler,

10 f. Solid, ventricose, smooth, with an oblong oval t. 2. f. 8.

aperture; beak and crowned spire striated ; 4 inches 1*9. Narrow, transversely striated; spire mncro- fftoroe-

long. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 885. f. 6. b. nated
; whirls distant, contrary, round, and longitudi-

102. Thin, diaphanous, ventricose, and transversely nally ribbed
;
beak promineilt ; ij inch long. Shores

striated ; middle of the l^ak smooth ;
spire with ob- of Morocco. Chem. ix. p. i. t. 105. f. 896.

tuse, undulated knots ;
pillar 3 plaited. Martini, iv. 120. Oblong, whitish, with transverse, reddish ikVifOtiir.

t. 142. f. 1325. strise ; beak short, straight. New Zealand. Chem.

103. Ventricose, longitudinally ribbed; ribs trans- x. t. 164. f. 1572.

versely striated; spire a little prominent; whirls dis- I2l. A little tapering ; whirls carinated above, mar-perroa.

tant. Martini, iv. t. 142. f. 1328. and 1329. gined and flattened; beak long and straight. Southern

104. Fusiform, transversely striated ; white, with a ocean. Chem. x. t. 164. f. 1573.

brown tip to the spire, which has 8 whirls distant, and 122. Ovate, angular, iridescent; longitudinallypr^s/i-

j

crowned at the baU with knots. China. Martini, iv. grooved and plaited; beak short; lip denticulated, cvr.

t. 143. fi 1333* India, and South sets. Cbem. z. t. 169. f. 1635.
1 28. Ribs
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449Chap. IV. CONCHOLOGY.
coiumba^ 123. Ribs longitudinally plaited, and transversely

rium* grooved ;
angular, spinous, carinated ^ alternately va-

ried with white and brown
\

whirls suddenly diminish-

ing \ beak short, straight. Pulo Condore. Cbein. x.

t. 169, f. 1637. and 1638.

bamj/itiSm * 124. Ventricose, white with acute longitudinal ribs ^

beak rather short and slightly ascending. Frith of

Forth. Donovan, t. 169. f. 1.

gractZtf. *. 1 25* Turreted, with longitudinal ribs interrupted by

a flat space at the sutures, and transversely striated ;

beak rather long and slightly ascending. Britain.

Montagu, t. 15. f. 5.

aitenaaiut^ 126. Fusiform, with the whirls subcontinuous, and

nine equidistant strong ribs ; beak rather long and

straightish. West of England. Montagu, t. 9. f. 6.

ndmkh * 127. Turreted, with longitudinal ribs, and minutely

reticulated )
beak short and slightly bent. West of

England. Montagu, t. 15. f. 6.

€9HatU9m * 128. Oblong, with 8 longitudinal elevated ribs ;

beak very short and obsolete. Britain and Norway.

Don. t. 91.

jptnteimuM* * 129b Oblong, with about 11 longitudinal elevated

ribs ; beak short, and rather spreading at the end.

Scotland. Montagu, t. 30. f. 8.

septangu* * 130. Oblong, with 7 longitudinal continuous ribs,

iaris. scarcely interrupted by the sutures
^
beak short. West

of England. Montagu, t. 9. f. 5.

turrk^lom * 131. Turreted, with longitudinal plaits and trans-

verse atrise^ whirls subcylindrical, and flattened at

their upper extremities \ beak short and broad. Bri-

tain. Montagu, t. 9. f. 1.

rtjfus. * 132. Turreted, with longitudinal plaits and trans-

verse strlse, and the whirls convex. England and S.

Wales.

sinmomt* * 133. Turreted, with 7 longitudinal ribs, and minute

transverse striae ^ beak very short > upper angle of the

outer lip channelled. Weymouth. Montagu, t. 9. f. 4.

Unearis^ * 134. With about 9 longitudinal ribs, dotted by ele*

vated strise^ and the whirls convex; outer lip crena-

ted ;
beak slightly produced. West of England. Mon-

tagu, t. 9. f. 4.

parpurcuM ^ 135. Oblong, acuminated, with convex cancellated

whirls ;
pillar striated and somewhat tuberculated

;

outer lip crenated. Devonshire, Montagu, t, 9. f. 3.

muricatUM * 136. Oblong and very rough ; whirls ventricose,

with longitudinal ribs, and transverse elevated striae,

forming tubercles at their intersections ; beak long and

narrow. Devonshire. Montagu, t. 9. f. 2.

wUnutiin^ * 137* Minute, with 5 spirally striated whirls and re-

wit/f. mote ribs
; beak closed. Pembrukesliire.

•aavaa Xapt'ring^ subulate^ with a tvry short beak,

AclUcm. 138. Ventricose, with four granulated rib.-, of which

the uppermost is tuberculated
;

pillar with one tooth,

and tilt beak ascending. W. indies. Lister, t. IQ18.

t 80.

virtagUM, 139. Whirls of the spire plaited above *, pillar plait-

ed within ; beak ascending
; three inches long. India.

Idster, t. 1Q2J. f. 85. b.

140. Whirls of the spire tuberculated, with a spi*.

HODS streak In the middle ; pillar with a single plait

;

beak ascending ; four iuebes long. Soiitbero ocean.

Bed sea, Atlantic. Lister, t. 1 01 7. f. 19.

pfkah$Ut$ 141. Ventricose ; spire transversely striated; whirls

Vp^VLPartU. t

longitudinally plaited and knotty
; aperture oval, £.

Indies. Martini, iv. 1. 1 57. f. 1488.

142. Transversely striated, with large pointed Xio-tulcrosus

dules on the lower part of the whirls \ outer lip strong-

ly grooved, and the beak slightly recurved. Amboyna.
Lister, t. 1025. f. 87.

143. Ventricose, with transverse striae, and sl torn adansoni,

of conical tubercles on each whirl ; outer lip crenulaled.

River Gambia. Gualteri, t. 57. f. B.

144. Turreted, transversely striated, with the four t/nci/tn/i/r.

lower whirls armed in the middle with hooked spines,

and the 5th and 6tli ribbed, and the others glabrous.

Schroeter, t. 8. f. 1 5.

145. Turreted, with transverse striae, and two tuber- a/ra/ws.

culated belts on each whirl
;
outer lip striated within,

and the beak nearly straight. Born, t. 11. f. 17 and
18.

146. Transversely striated, with spinous plaits ht- alucoidcs,

low the middle of the whirls, and crenulateil above ;

beak slightly recurved. Mediterranean. Lister, t.

1019. f. 82.

147. Turreted, angulated, and transversely striated
^

whirls nodulous in the middle ; outer lip sinuous.

Friendly islands. Chem. x. t. 162. f. 1548 and 1549.
148. Whirls crenulated ; the upper strise denticu*^ica/f/s.

lated. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 121. f. 17.

149. Whirls of the spire with a slightly knotty zone /oriiibn/i.

above
^
beak short. East Indies. Lister, t. 12I. f.

16.

150. Whirls of the spire tuberculated, with a double rm/Wa.'
row of punctured striae. Africa. Lister, t. I22. f.

26.

1 51. Turreted, with two granulated ribs below, and
a large compressed tuberculated belt at the upper ex- tus^

tremity of the whirls
\ pillar with one plait. East

Indies. Linn. Tr. viii. t« 4. f. 6. .

152. Turreted, with longitudinal strise, and two trans-serra/as.

verse serrated ribs, of which the upper is largest ; ser-

ratures spinous, and compressed. Friendly islands. It

is also found fossil. Martyn’s Univ. Conch, ii. t. 58.

153. Whirls of the spire grooved, transversely stri-0s^prr,

ated and muricated. Guinea. Lister, t. 120. f. 84.

154. Rough, with decussated tubercles; beak acute,graii{iib-

ascending; 2 inches long; white. India. Martini, ffir.

iv. t. 157. f. 1492.

155. Ovate, turreted, with longitudinal plaits andstiAoit/#.

transverse ribs ; beak straight, very short and tubular.

Moliicco islands. Lister, t. 1 21. f. 85.

156. Turreted, ventricose, with numerous dotted /iV/molwe.

muricated strise on each whirl ; upper strise tubercu-
i^ced. Guadeloupe. Born, t. ll. f. 14.
* 1-57. Turreted, with longitudinal ribs, and four trans- reZ/irr/Ai-

verse grooves on each ubirl, forming uniform tubercles

all over. Britain. Da Costas's Brit. Conch. U 8. f.

* 158. Transversely striated, and surrounded with tube rcu’*
glabrous knots )

lip lliickened. Britain. Linn. Tran. /aris.

viii. p. 150.
* 159. Turreted, with the whirls reversed, and on each adversus,
3 transverse rows of tubercles, of which the middle one
i> smallest. Britain. Walker, f. 48.
* l6o. Turreted, with two rows of tubercles, divided
by a depressed line in each wbirL Sound of Mull,
Scotland. Montagu, t. 30. f. 6.

3 L i6u
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viridis, 32. Green j first s?h!rl with 5 rows of knots, second

with 4, the rest/ glabrous. New Zealand. Chem. v.

t. 170. f. 1643 and 1644.
agrestii. 33. Black-brown ; obtusely pyramidal \ smooth \

pillar with one obsolete tooth. China. Chem. t. t.

170. f. 1645. 1646.

34- Deep black ; whirls flattlsh j
spire transversely

striated
;

pillar i-tootlied. China. Chem. r. t. 170.

f. 1647.
Jiutukim* 35. Whirls of the spire ocbraceous, with spotted

tubercles ;
and with an Intermediate, spotted, wrinkled

groove. Femambuca. Chem. v. t. 170. f. 1648 and

1649.
ttrigosus* 36. Ocbraceous, varied with black at the tip

j py-
ramidal and transversely striated

; whirls of the spire

flattlsh ; margin thmid and spotted with red ;
very

small. Shores of Morocco. Chem. v. t. 170. f. 1650
and 1651.

dubius. 37. Pyramidal, with chesnut spots and clouds
^
mar-

gin of the whirls vaulted and nodulous
; to 2 inches

long. Chem. v. t. 170. f. 1652 and 1653.

38. Depressed, varied with white and chesnut
\
base

tus. convex, with a scarlet ring marked with deeper spots.

Cape. Chem. t. 171. f. 1661 and 1662.
dtcliwUm 39. Depressed, white spotted with red ; whirls trans-

versely striated and plaited, distant
;

pillar i-toothed
\

^ inch long. Red sea. Chem. v. t. 171. f. 1663 and

1664.
deprcuttt* 40. Whitish, radiated with red, and red at the tip

;

depressed \ whirls surrounded with a belt of monillform

dots. Chem. v. t. 171. f. 1668 and 1669.
keviim 41. Pale brown ; base subconvex ; whirls smooth,

obsoletely striated transversely
\ perforation white, fun-

nd-shaped. Chem. V. t. 171. f. 1670.
groetdan* 42. Pellucid, flesh-colour ; base convex ^

whirls 6 ^

dicus. convex and flnely striated transversely. Greenland.

Chem. V. t. lyi, f. 1671.

mmncatus 43. Ovate-subumbilicated, and armed with pointed

tubercles. Mediterranean. Gualteri, t. 64. f. H.
roicui, 44. Convex, rosy, grooved

; perforation very minute 5

shell small. Cape of Good Hope. Chem. v. t. 171.
f. 1675.

pethohius* 45. Depressed, brown, with whitish spots
; very mi-

nute. England and Scotland. Montagu, t. 10. f. 4.

viridukiSm 46. Greenish, obliquely radiated with white } whirls

convex, with a belt of monillform granulatipns
}

pillar

toothed. Chem. v. t. 171. f. 1677.
urbamts. 47. Convex, with numerous rows of granulations

;

perforation denticulated
; aperture crenulated. Chem.

v. t. 17 1, f. 1679.
guinetmis 48. Clouded with brown and gray

\ rows of granu-

lations numerous, with knots j aperture crenated
\ per-

foration toothed \ 6 lines long. Guinea. Chem. v. t.

171. f. 1680.

€omeu9* 49. Depressed, pale flesh-colour, with crowded mo-
niliform belts of granulations *, perforation large

\ 1-

toothed. Chem. v. t. 171. f. 1682.

Umkdut* 50. Transversely striated ; whirls distant ^ namerous

square spots on the spire. European seas.

quadratuM 51. Sobovate, tcsselated and transversely stuated ^

whirls shelving at the upper margin, and more perpen-

dicular below» Mediterranean. Chem. v. U 171. f.

1683.
crocMM. 52. CoQveXi chetnatj whirls of the spire convex,

O L O G Y.
the outer one saflron-coloured. Africa. Chem. v. 1. 171.

f. 1684.

53. Depressed, convex, with ohllqne violet )obliquatus

whirls convex. Mediterranean. Pennant, iv. t. 80.

f. ic6.

54. Convex, chesnut
5

whirls with a fillet, varied vittatHS*

with red and white at the upper margin. Chem. v. t.

171. f. 1687.

55. Conic-convex j
whirls unarmed j

aperture semi- iWirws.

heart-shaped
;
perforation spiral •, scarcely I inch high.

India. Chem. v. t. 172. f. 1697 and 8.

56. Depressed, chesnut; whirls transversely infundibu*

ted and crenated, with rows of granulations ;
perform- lijormis,

tion pervious, crenulated. Chem. v. t. 173. t. 1702.

and 3.

57. Straw colour ; whirls convex, with decussated strami-

striae separated by a groove ;
perforation pervious. ncus»

Tranquebar. Lister, t. 635. f. 23.

58. Convex, transversely striated ; white, with square areola.

reddish spots
;

perforation crenulated, whirls of the

spire separated by a white streak. Chem. v. t. 173. f.

1710 and II.

59. Greenish yellow, with longitudinal plaited ribs ifiemns.

terminated by a spine; aperture compressed ;
perfora-

tion wrinkled. W. Indies. Chem. v. t. 173. f. 1712
and 13.

60. Conic, olive, covered with rows of raised violet tmperialis
‘ scales

; whirls Inflated, with a spinous radiate margin

;

spire with 7 whirls ;
large. South seas. Cliem. v. t.

173. f. 1714. ^
61. Depressed, straw colour, with darker ribs

;
/>4iisti^.

whirls of the spire plaited
;
perforation pervioos. Chem.

V. t. 174. f. I 721 and 2.

62. Conic ; white, with oblique brown bands
; edbidus.

whirls channelled near the suture. Bom, t. ii. f. 19
and 20.

63. Conic ; base greenish gray, spotted with brown \fimatus.
whirls round, flattish at the suture. Born, t. 12. f. 1.

and 2.

64. Conic, red, dotted with white; slightly perfo- coroiKiita.

rated ;
whirls round, the first with 15, the next with

6 rows of tubercles ; 6 whirls in the spire
; 4 lines long.

Senegal. Chem. v. t. 165. f. 1571*

65. Very thin, and of a wax colonr; first wbirl^^vg^ij.

large, with a brown band in the middle. Schroeter, t.

3.?. 16.

66. Obtusely pyramidal
; 4 elevated contiguous rorsVin/f^i.

whirls, tumid at the margin, in the spire. Saxe-Wei-
roar. Chem. ix. part 2. t. 122. f. 1501.

67. Pyramidal, with flattish whirls, separated by uctncrcus^

very depressed satnre, and the umbilicus cylindrical

;

base concave. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 633. f.

21 .

68. Conical, smooth, with the whirls rounded, andfasciatus.
flattened at their upper margrns ; umbilicus deep, and
the outer lip crenulated. Born, t. 12. f. 2.

69. Depressed, transversely striated, and slightly

granulated ; umbilicus pervious and crenated
; aper- viuntuhis.

tare roundish. Chem. v. t. 173. f. 1708 and 9.

70. Convex, with two teeth on the pillar, and the kybridus.
umbilicus crenulated. Mediterranean. Chem. v. t.

173. f. 1702 to 1705.

71. Conical, suburobilicated, coarse, obtusely plait-

ed
;

pellucid, and the whirls imbricated ; base eon-pkorus.

3 L 2 cave
J
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452 C O N C H O L O G Y. Chapu IV.
cave ^

pillar lip sickle-abaped. St Domingo. Bom, 2 inches high. India. Cbem. v. t. i6o. f. 1510 to

t. 12. f. 21. 12.

perlatus. 72. Depressed, with transverse equally granulated

strise \ base convex \ aperture roundish \ inner lip

toothed.

pumilio, 73. Conical, with the whirls marginated at their

leases, and the marginal ribs muricated ^ base tea*

brous and slightly convex. Africa. Chem. xi. t. 196.

f. 1888.

tertrstris, * 74. Conical, longitudinally striated } whirls margi-

uated at their bases ; base flat and striated from the

centre. Cumberland and Italy. A land shell. Lis-

ter, t. 61. f. 3^*

bidens^ 75. Subconical, somewhat keeled, with 8 finely stri-

ated whirls
•f

base convex ; aperture narrow ; outer

lip with 2 teeth, and reflected. Strasburgh. Chem. ix.

part 2. t. 122. 1052.

fulmincus. 76. Subpyramidal, smooth, with the whirls separated

by a deep suture \ aperture roundish. River Huines.

D’Argenville, t. 27. f, 4.

afer. 77. Convex, gray, with whitish spots ; whirls flattisb \

6 lines long. Senegal. Adanson, t. 12. f. 6.

neriiou 78. Subovate, convex, depressed ; smooth, reddish,

deuu glabrous
3 2 lines long. Greenland. Olaflsen,

1015.

•* Imperforated^ and erect,

vestta7'{tts, 79. Conic, convex, with a gibbous callous base \ a-

perture aomewhat heart-shaped
\
very small. Mediter-

ranean and Asia. Lister, t. 560. f. 45.

labio, 80. Ovate, substriated \
pillar 1 -toothed. Asia, A-

frica, New Zealand. Lister, t. 584. f. 42.

quadrica^ 81. Ovate, with transverse nodulous ribs, and 4 mu-

rinatus, ricated transverse keels; aperture silvery, with the

outer Up double and grooved
;

pillar toothed. Medi-

terranean. Cbem. xi. t. 196. f. 1892 and 3.

tyrbinatus 82. Ovate, smooth, and the whirls convex ; outer

lip somewhat double
;

pillar obsoletely toothed. Medi-

terranean. Lister, t. 642. f. 33. and 4.

crassus, * 83. Subovate, thick, coarse, with one tooth on the

pillar, and the base by the inner lip white and flatten-

ed. Britain. Don. t. 71.

tuber, 84. Depressed
;

whirls somewhat keeled, and knot-

ted at the upper and lower margin ; 2 inches diameter.

Mediterranean and South America. Lister, t. 646. f.

38.

striatus. * 85. Conic ; aperture obovate ; last whirl angular

;

minute. Mediterranean, Falmouth. Don. t. 155.

f. I.

conulus, * 86. Conic, smooth *, whirls separated by a promi-

nent line. Luropean seas ; Britain. Cbem. v. t. 166.

f. 1588 and 9.

%i%yphi- * 87. Conic, livid, smooth, transversely striated ;

nu9, whiids margiiied. Kumpean and African coasts, shores

of Britain. Don. t 52.

papillosvs, * 88. Conical, thin, whirls rather convex, with trans-

verse granulated striae; base slightly convex. Britain.

Don. ti 1 27.

vtrgvieus. 89. Subcpnical, slightly ventricose, with transverse

rows of granules, and red dots, and a band round the

base of the whirls ;
base convex. New Zealand.

Chem. X. t. 165. f. 1581 and 2.

obelucus*. 90. Conie ; surrounded with numerous rows of white

or green moniliform granulations
;

pillar i -toothed;

3

91. Pyramidal, with rosy and white stripes, ynd virgaius,

numerous rows of knots ; base with concentric white

and red circles. India. Lister, t. 631. f. 17.

92. Cinereous, variegated with greenish, whitish,^^*adblM#«
and reddish ; whirls of the spire tuberculated at the

lower margin. Red sea. Cbem. t. 161. f. 1516 and

93. Thin, pellucid, with alternate cbesnot and white

moniliform belts of granulations ; incli high. New
Zealand. Chem. v. t. i6i. f. 1520 and 21.

94. Subconical, with granulated transverse strise

body broad and marginated at the base, which is con-
vex

; spire acuminated. New Zealand. Chem. xi. t.

196. f. 1896.

95. Covered with a smooth coat, under which it is£ru.

bluish and reddish, shining and iridescent. Southern
ocean. Chem. v. t. i6i. f. 1522 and 23.

96. Striae decussated
;
grooved within; tip deep red. nelatiit.

SouCh sea. Sebroeter, v. f. 10 and 11.

97. Pyramidal, striated, brownish purple. South eAgon#.
sea. Born, vii. t. 2. f. D i. and D 2.

98. Obtusely pyramidal; spotted with greenish.

South sea. Chem, v. t. 161. f. 1526. isnca.

99. Pyramidal ; striated with white and red. Mo-e^>&ro-
rocco. Lister, t. 621. f. 8. Awewr.

100. Red, punctulated ; very minute. Morocco,punctv/d»
Chem. V. t. 162. f. 1530.

101. Pyramidal, obliquely grooved, plaited and rib-am^rten-

bed ;
whirls a little prominent at the margin. South tus,

American seas. Lister, t. 628. f. 14.

102. Ochraceous ; longitudinally grooved; whirls meriiw-
(ransversely striated; lip denticulated. South* Arne- mir.

rica and W. Indies. Cbem. v. t. 162. f. 1534

103. Sea-green, with protuberances and oblique scaly orAfar.
plaits ; whirls of the spire transversely striated and
grooved in the middle; concave spines on the lower mar-
gin of the first whirl. Isle of France. Lister, t. 647.
f. 4^*

104. Conical, with oblique plaits on the upper part,^t^ru-
a transverse row of tubercles below, and the marginsmt.
of the whirls spinous. New Zealand. Chem. x. vig.

23. f. A. B.
* 105. Subconical, transversely striated, and the body jsA-isac.

whirl transversely flattened in the middle
; aperture

roundish. Barbadoes and Britain. Lister, t. 583. f. 38.
106. Slightly conical, with the spire flattened, and

the whirls marginated ; base convex; aperture roundish.

Chem. xi. t. 196. f. 1894 and 1895.
107. Purple, with plaited tuberculated whirls. Cbem.^M#/pi^^

V. t. 162. f. 1538 and 1539.
108. Sea-green, with numerous rows of tubercles c>ooAji.

and oblique undulated plaits
; 4 inches long, as broad,

and covered with a homy lid. Cookes bay. Cbem. v.

t. 163. f. 1540.

109. Pyramidal
;

white, varied with reddish andiijMifrtlfsn

green; whirls spinous; pillar croargioated, plaited. nwi.
Bourbon and Mauritius islands. Lister, t. 625. f. ll.

110. Pyramidal ; white ; whirls of ibe spire longi-fon§stra^
tudinally ribbed, with transverse moniliform belts oifv#.

green granulations ; if inch wide. Indian and South

seas^ Cbem. v. t. 163. f. 1349 and 1 3jo-

in. Ovate^
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Chap. IV.
argyroslo^ 1 1 1 . Ovate, With andulated ribs and transverse striae

;

mtiirn whirls ventricose ^ 2 indies broad and high. South
sea. Chem. v. t. 165* f. 1562 and 1563.

smensts* 112, Obtusely pyramidal
^

black, with a purple band
at the base

} pillar white. China. Chem. v. t. 165.

f. 1564.
CJper. 113. Obtuse; whirls round, with many rows of tu-

bercles, grooved and transversely striated
;
pillar tooth-

ed. New Zealand. Chem. v. t. 1 66. f. 1582.
tesirlatus. u^. Conic, convex, transversely striated, with ob-

long square spots disposed in rows
;

pillar lip spotted

with black. Mediterranean, Africa. Chem. v. t. l66.

*•

gnmatum, nj. Pyramidal, white, variegated with scarlet
; 2

first whirls very la/^e ; 2 inches high. South seas.

Chem. X. t. 170. f. 1654.
frocatus, 1 1 6. Smooth, conic, white with a saffron tip. Born,

t. 1 2. f. 1 1 and 1 2.

hortentism 117. Subconical, with the whirls rounded, and the

summit obtuse ; ba.’^e slightly convex. Inhabits gardens

in southern climates. Chem. ix. p. 2. t. 122. f. 1055
and I0j6.

grandina^ 118. Rough, with concatenated globules; base con-

tus» vex, with concentric, granulated striae ;
lip double-

toothed. Palmerston island. Chem. x. t. i 6^, f. 1639.

Tapering^ with an fxserted pillar^ and falling on

the side when placed upon the base.

telesco^ 1 19. Imperforated, striated ;
pillars spiral

; 4 inches

pwm. long. Indian ocean. Lister, t. 624. f. 10.

dolabratui 120. Umbilicated, glabrous; pillar with recurved

twisted plaits. South America. Lister, t. 844. f. *jl6 .

XereheUus. 121. Subconical, turreted and glabrous; pillar lip

with 3 plaits, and the inside of the outer lip smooth,

Barbadoes. Lister, t. 844. f. 72.

perversusm 122. Glabrous, imperforated; whirls reversed;

small. Mediterranean. Kncy. Meth. p. 496.
putiUus. 123. Flat at the base ; finely striated transversely ;

whirls reversed ; 7 inch long. Indian seas. Chem.
ix. part I. t. 113. f. 966.

umdulahis* 1 24. Flat at the base
; longitudinally ribbed

;
whirls

reversed. Indian shores. Chem. ix. part i. t. 112.

f. 967.
ventrico^ 1 25. Cancellated, glabrous at the base ; whirls re-

9Ut. versed ;
upper ones ventricose ;

very small. Indian

sands. Chem. ix. part i. t. 113. f. 968.
smmilatus. 126. Aperture nearly square

;
whirls reversed, and

ribbed on each side ; small. Indian sands. Chem,

p. i. t. 113. f. 969.
punctaius. 127. W^h iris with a triple row of prominent dots;

imperforated ;
size of a barleycorn. Southern Europe,

Africa.

striatulus. 128. Imperforated ; longitudinally and obliquely

striated; small. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 1018. f.

81.

lunaris. 129. Whirls 3, reversed ; convex, smooth, umbili-

cated. Chem. ix. t. 113. f. 971.

5^ Gen. 28. Turbo, the Wreath.
Tarto,

Gen, C^or.—-The animal a limax : the shell univalve,

spiral, solid ;
aperture contracted, orbicular, entire.

Species.

* Pillar margin of the aperture dilated and imperfo*

rated.
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1. Hniindi^h, smooth, very obtose ; above vtutn-obtusatus*

cose. North seas. Chem. v. t. 185. f. 1854. a. to f.

2. Ovate, glabrous, obtuse ; minute. Mediterra- neritoides.

nean, America. Gualteri, t. 45. f. F.

* 3. Periwinkle

;

subovate, acute, striated; I7 ioch/iV^orer/#.

high
; finely striated transversely. Shores of Europe ;

Britain. Don. t. 33. f. i. and 2. The animal of this

species is frequently eaten.

* 4. Subconical, rather obtuse, with the body whirl

ventricose. Britain. Montagu, t. 20. f. 4.

* 5. Subovate, rather obtuse
; whirls ventricose. Nor-piM/ir.

way and Britain. Don. t. 33. f. 3.

6. Umbilicated, subovate, acute; surrounded muricatus.

striae of raised dots
;

pillar margin a little obtuse ; an
inch high. Europe, America. Lister, t. 30. f. 28.

7. Transversely grooved ; first whirl black, finely eethiops.

striated
; the rest silvery

; lips bordered with brown.
New Zealand. Chem. v. t. 182. f. 1820 and 21.

8. Ovate, thick, whh 6 depressed whirls, punctaius.
the 2 lower are very large, and the spire mucronated;
inside brown. Goree. Favanne, ii. t. 71. f. A l. and
A 2.

9. Subovate, rather ventricose, transversely rihbed,yi/gujtii.

and the margin of the pillar flattish. South Wales.
Montagu, t. 20. f. 2.

* 10. Conical, coarse, with 5 rounded obsoletely stri-rroi^r.
ated whirls, depressed at the suture, and the body
whirl slightly keeled.
* II. Conical, acute, and the aperture pear-shaped.yie/r<rt/v.

Dorset and Devonshire. Dorset. Cat. t. 18. f. 13.
* 12. Subconical, minute, smooth, with 3 whirls, olfulgidus.
which the body one is large, and the apex small and
obtuse. Pembrokeshire.

13. Brownish, reticulated; whirls surrounded with luco&irf-
belts ; throat golden, Nicobar islands. Chem. v. t. cut.

182. f. 1822 and 23.

14. Smooth, deep black ; whirls distant, with a hol-mgerrt-
lowed margin. Southern ocean. Chem. v. t. f.im##..

1846.

** Imperforate and solid..

*
1 5. Oblong-ovate

; striae decussated and raised with ctmex*
dots ; very minute. Shores of Europe, Britain. Don.
t. 2. f. I.

* 16. Subconical, with crowded, cancellated striae, co4i<AiV-
forming punctures by their inteistices ; with 6 whirls,

Britain. Montagu, t. 30. f. 5.
* 17, Ovate, smooth; variegated with red and white
minute, transparent, glossy. European seas, shores of
Britain. Don. t. 2. f. 2 to 6.

1 8. Convex, smooth ; aperture somewhat taiguhr.personaius
India. Rumphius, t. 19. f. N^ i.

, 19. Ovate, smooth, glossy ; whirls somewhat txngn^pctholatus.
lar on the upper part. India, South America. Lis-
ter, t. 584. f. 39.

20. Ovate, striated, with one stria thicker on theroc^4rr.
back. India. Lister, t. 584. f. 40.

21. Conical-ovate, with two rows of white granules ^rocA^r-
on the body whirl, aad one on each whirl of the spm.mis.
Southern ocean. Chem. v. t. 163. f. 1545 and 6%

22. Siibimperforate, with broad radiated spines, of stellaris.
which there are I2 on the base of the body whirl.

South sea. Chem. v. t. 164. f. 1552 and 3..

23. Subimperforate, with lacinated spines, of which aaileatus.

there

CONCHOLOGY.
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there are 9 very large, 'tod compressed on the body.

Nicobar islands. Chem. v, t. 164. f. 1556 and 7.

itellatus. 24. Subpyramidal, yellowish, Jivith the base flatten-

ed, and the lower margins of the whirls spinous. Chem.
v. t. 164. f. 1558 and 9.

mrmatus, 25. Suhimperforate, scabrous, with the summit of

the spire depressed, and a spinous rib round the middle

of the lower whirl ; base with concentrical somewhat

granulated striae. Bay of Naples. Lister, t. 608. f.

46.

a.

chtysosto^ 26. Suhovate, wrinkled
; whirls surrounded with 2

tnus, rows of vaulted spines
;
yellowish, radiated with brown.

India. Chem. v. t. 181. f. 1797.
tectum- 27. Ovate ; spines obtuse, depressed

;
beneath pa-

persicum, ptllous. India. Chem. v. t. 163. f. 1543 and 4.

pagodus. 28. Conic ^
spines obtuse, concatenated^ striae pa-

plllous beneath \ 3 inches high. India. Lister, t.

644. f. 36.

calcar. 29. Nearly imperforated, depressed
;

whirls rough \

with compressed hollow spines above. India. Chem.
V. t. 164. f. 1552.

rugosut, 30. Subovate, striated ^ whirls rugged above. Me-
diterranean, New Zealand. Lister, t. 647. f. 41.

marmora- 31. Subovate, smooth
; 3 rows of protuberances In

ius. the whirls ; beak dilated behind. South America.

Lister, t. 587. f. 46.

iarmaticus 32. Convex, obtuse^ whirls knotty above, and se-

parated by a canal. Asiatic and African seas. Chen).

T. t. 179. f. 1777.
oieariuS0 33. Ponderous, convex, obtuse, smooth, angular.

India. Chem. v. t. 178. f. 1771 and 1772.

tomutus. 34* Whirls and spire round, with decussated striae

;

the first with 3 rows of imbricated spines •, a large shell.

China. Chem. v. t. 179. f. 1779 and 1780.

radiatus* 35. Rugged; whirls round, distant, transversely

striated, and armed with small imbricated spines. Red
sea. Chem. v. t. 180. f. 1788 and I 7 ®9 *

imperialism 36. Glabrous, glossy green ; within snowy ; aper-

ture silvery
;
pillar lip callous above ; whirls of the spire

very convex* China. Chem. v. t. i8o. f. 179^*

coronatus. 37. Wrinkled; white, with greenish clouds; tip

orange ; whirls crowned with spines and knots
;

pillar

produced into a beak. Seas of Malacca. Very rare.

Chem. t. 180. f. 1793.

tanalicu- 38. Grooved and transversely striated
; whirls 6 ;

latus. very convex. India. Chem. v. t. 181. f. 1794*

iitosuim 39. Whirls of the spire cylindrical
;
grooved and

transversely striated. India. Chem. v. t. i8i. f.i 795
and 1796.

sparverius 40. Oblong, with broad, smooth stria; yellowish

spotted with brown. India. Chem. v. t. 18 1. f. 1798.

moltkia- 41. Silvery grey, with transverse orange and yellow

nvs, bands ;
whirls of monillform belts of granulations.

Chem. V. t. 181. f. 1799 and 1800.

spengleri^ 42. Variegated white and yellowish ;
whirls round,

anuSm transversely striated, and separated by a canal. Indian

ocean. Very rare. Chem. v. t. i8j. f. 1801 and 1802.

eastaneus. 43. Transversely striated; chesnut brown, spotted

with white ;
whirls 5, surrounded with rows of knots.

South America. Don. v. t. 173.

crenulatus 44. Silvery grey* surrounded with many rows of

knots; aperture milk-white within. Chem. v. t. 181.

f. 1811 and 1812.

umicoita* 45. Conical, minote, with 4 or 5 rounded whirls

;

ius.

Chap. TV.
body minutely striated traneversely, and the upper part

longitudinally ribbed.

46. Ponderous, slightly depressed; smootbish and
obliquely wrinkled ; 4 whirls in the spire ; first round ^cm*

and larger
;
2 inches broad and high. New Zealand.

Chem. V. t. 182. f. 1815 and 1816.

47. Pellucid, thin and finely annulated ; first whirl papyrus
large, the next with a band varied with red and white, ecus,

£. Indian seas. Chem. v. t* 182. f. 1817 and 1818.

48. Transversely grooved ; first whirl black, finely eethiops,

striated
; the rest silvery ; lips bordered with brown.

New Zealand. Chem. v. t. 182. f. 1820.

49. Brownish, reticulated; whirls surrounded with fi^odon-

belts
;

throat golden. Nicobar^ islands. Chem. v. t. cf//«

182. f. 1822 and 1823.

50. Smooth, with compressed roundish whirls ; the

first round and very large
; aperture compressed, sil-

very
;

pillar a little prominent. India, China. Chem.
V. t. 184. f. 1840 and 1841.

51. Smooth, nearly subimperforated
; roundish, with

contiguous convex whirls
;

pillar thickened. Born, t.

12. f. 23 and 24.

* 52. Minute, subcylindrical, with 4 rounded whirls

;

aperture suboval, and a little contracted at the upper
end. Cornwall. Montagu, t. 1 2. f. 3.

* 53. Conical, minote, glossy, with 6 rounded andpafwc^aro.
finely reticulated whirls. West of England. Mon-
tagu, t. 12. f. 5.

* J4« Conical, minute, with 5 rounded whirls, and arenaritts*

cussated stria. Salcomb bay, Devon. Montagu, t.

12. f. 4.

* 55* Conical, minute, smooth, with 5 flattish trans*wM^/bfm-
versely fasciated whirls ; outer lip expanded. Britain, tus.

Montagu, t. 20. f. 6.
^ 56. Minute, subturreted, obtuse, smooth, with 5 ormcoistf*

6 rounded whirls, and the pillar quite smooth and even.

Devonshire.

* 57. Suhconical, small, with about 7 flattish whirls, AiManis.

and slightly ribbed longitudinally ; aperture expanded,
and the outer lip somewhat reflected. Britain and Ire-

land. Montagu, t. 13. f. 7.

* 58. Conical, small, acuminated, with about 6 smooth
flattish whirls, and the aperture subovate* Britain*

Dorset. Cat. t. 18. f. I2.

* 59. Conical, minute, with 6 glossy ventricose whirls
; vantrtsus.

aperture subovate. Britain* Montagu, t. 12. f. 13.
* 60. Conical, minote, subumbilicated, with four ov suhumhUi-
five tumid whirls ; aperture completely ovate. Wey-ra^tfj.
mouth. Dorset Cat* t. 18. f. I2. b.

* 61. Conical, minute, with 6 flattish slightly striated

contiguous whirls, and alternate bands of chesnut

brown and horn colour. Britain. Montagu, t, 1 2. /. y.
* 62. Conical, minote, acuminated, with 5 flattish tis<rmq»-

whirls, and interrupted longitudinal yellowish browns,
streaks. Montagu, t. 20. f. 8.

* 63. Conical, minute, with 5 or 6 slightly rounded semistrih

whirls, which are transversely striated at both ends, tus,

and plain in the middle. Devonshire*
* 64. Opaque ; whirls 5, longitudinally ribbed ; aper- mUmhiU
tore roundish ; not margiued. Pembrokeshire coast.

* 65. Opaque, smooth, with 5 whirls. Cornwall,

Adams in Linn. Tr* iii. t. 13. f. 2i* and 22*

* 66. Pellucid, white, with 5 reticulated whirls* Ytva-peUmiias*

brokeshire coast. Montagu, t* xa. f. 4.

SoUd
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Chap. IV. CONCH
••• Solid and orated.

pica. 67. Conic, rounded, smooth ^ a small tooth near the

umbilicus
; 3, inches broad. In most seas. Lister,

t. 640. f. 30.

nodukws, 68. Conical, rounded, with the whirls nodulous, and
striated

^ umbilicus toothed. W. Indies. Cbem. v.

t. 178. f. 1769 and 70.
auricula- 69. Conical, small, rather smooth j whirls much
eis. rounded ; aperture oval-ear-sbaped.

tjnctuc* 70. Minute^ conical, and smooth, with 6 rounded
whirls

; summit rather obtuse ; aperture suborbicular.

Devonshire. Montagu, t. 20. f. 3.

quadrifae- 71. Subconical, minute, and smooth ;
body-whirl

cktus, somewhat keeled at the base \
pillar lip broad, with a

small groove ending in an umbilicus. Cornwall and
Devon. Montagu, t. 20. f. 7.

urngui- 72. Umbilicated, conic, couvex, striated and smooth ;

neus. whirls slightly grooved ; size of a pea. Africa, and
Bay of Naples. Chem. v. t. 177. f. 1756. and 1767.

undulatui* 73. Ovate, convex, with longitudinal undulated

streaks 3 spire obtuse ; mouth silvery. New Zealand.

Martyn, ii. t. 29.

argyroMto- 74. Subovate, with transversely striated lines on the

mus. back. India. Chem. v. t. 177. f. 1760. and 1761.
margari- 75. Subovate, with smooth, elevated, dorsal lines.

taceuM, Indian ocean. Chem. v. t. 177. f. 1762.
dclphinut, 76. Umbilicus rough ;

whirls, with branched spines.

India. Cbem. v. t. 175. f. 1727. to 1735.
cxaspera- 77. Depressed, knotty \ an unequally tnberculated

tui, ridge on the back of the first whirl. Chem. vi. 1. 174.
f. 1723. and 1724.

mespibis. 78. Whirls convex, and separated by a band, tes-

selated with brown and white ^ colour of a medlar.

South sea. Cbem. v. t. 176. f. 1740. and 1741.
gromUaius 79. Surrounded with knotty rings

\ dirty green,

with a reddish tip. Indian and South seas. Chem. v.

t. 176. f. 1744- to 1746.
torquofyu, 8o. With a keel and row of nodules, transversely

ribbed, and strongly wrinkled obliquely
}

pillar lip

broad and white ^ with a large umbilicus.

atraius. 81. Black, with double, alternate, black, and cine-

reous rooniliform belts of granulations
;
pillar i-toothed \

size of a nut. Nicobar islands. Cbem. v. t. j 77. f.

1754. and 1755.
demtmtus. 82. Depressed, orbicular \

white, varied with brown \

lower margin of the ^lar denticulated. Chem. v. t.

178. f. 1767, and 1768.
diadema, 83. Dirty green, varied with brown

;
whirls 4, first

large. New Zealand. A large shell. Cbem. v. vig.

43. p. 145. f. A. and B.
tinereus, 84. Smooth, roundish, cinereous

^ whirls substriated,

ventricoee, flattened at the suture. Born. t. X2. f. 25.
and 26.

augmc, 85. Transversely grooved, green, with blackish lon-

gitudinal zig-zag stripes \ within margaritaceous. S.

sea. Martyn^s Univ. Conch. ii» t. 70.

di$torkt$0 86. Slightly roocrooated, and covered all over with

smooth spines. Chem. v. t. 175. f. 1737 to 1739*

Cancellated.

ermelbu, 87. UrobiKcus flattish, spreading j whirls ronnd^
with crenated striae.

AermaUc. * 88. UmbUicatcd,^ somewhat oblong and obtuse, with

O L O G Y. 455
4 round and smooth whirls *, minute. Fresh water near

the baths in Tuscany. Britain, Don. iii. t. 102.

89. JFentle-irap

;

conic; whirls distant, longitudi- jca/tiriV.

nally ribbed. Var. i. perforated with 8 whirls
[

2.

Imperforated with id whirls ; 2 inches long. Barbary,

Coromandel. Martini, iv, t. 152. f. 1426, 1427, 1430,

and 1431.—The wentle-trap is a very rare shell, and

therefore greatly esteemed among collectors. As a

proof of this, in the year 1753, four specimens, which

were disposed of at the sale of Commodore Lisle’s

shells in London, brought 75I. I 2s. Two were sold

at 16 guineas each ; one at 18 guineas, and the fourth

at 23 1* 2s. The celebrated specimen lately in the pos-

session of Mr Bullock, London museum, was brought

from Amboyna by the late William Webber of Black-

heath, who once refused the sum of 5C0I. offered for it

by the late Earl of Bute. It is supposed to be the

finest specimen in any cabinet ; and was brought at

the sale of the London museum by a niece of Mr Web-'
her, in whose possession it now is, for 27I. 10s.

90. Imperforated, turreted, with 10 contiguous, can-/>r/Vrcijpo^

cellated whirls, and longitudinal ribs. Coromandel. /i>.

Chem. X. t. 195. f. 1876 and 1877.

* 91. False wentle-trap; taper, not umbilicated ; clathrus-

with longitudinal ribs ; whirls smooth, ventricose, and

separated by a deep canal ; from 1 to 3 inches long.

Indian and European seas, Britain, Falmouth, South

Devon. Don. t. 28.

92. Imperforate, turreted, with rounded snbconti-c/o/Aratw-

guotis whirls, and thin longitudinal crowded ribs. Bri- 1̂ *
tain. Linn. Trans. vUi. t. 5. f. i.

93. Imperforate, toireted, with contiguous mVirh^pulcher.

and strong distant longitudinal ribs, ending in a trans-

verse keel on the bodywbirl. W. Indies. Lister, t.

588. f. 50.

94« Tapering, perforated
;
whirls contigueas ; smooth, ambiguus,. •

ribbed. Mediterranean.

^5. Taper, subcancellated ;
whirls 8-ribbed, crenatus,

gnous ;
crenated above. W. Indies. Chem. v. t. 195.

A. f. 1880 and 1881.

96. Taper; strise crowded, longitudinal, raised *,/(7C^s.

size of a barley-corn. Mediterranean. Ginarmi^ t. 6.

* 97. Turreted, with the whirls obliquely ribbed, ^ixdelegantis-

the aperture somewhat angulated at both ends. Eng- simus,

land and Ireland. Montagu, t. 10. f. 2.

* 98. Turreted, with longitudinal straight ribs ;
viptT- simillimuc '

ture subovate. Island of Jura.

* 99. Turreted, minute, with 5 or 6 whirls, and dis-/xirrtrr.

tant elevated ribs. Britain. Don. t. 90.
* 100. Turreted, minute, subcancellated, with striatulus.

whirls contiguous, and interrupted by varicose belts.

Britain and Mediterranean. Montagu, t. 10. f. 5.

* loi. Conical, minnte, with rounded whirls, ^and

^

strongly reticulated. Pembrokeshire. Montagu, t.

21. f. I.

* 102. Turreted, small and glossy, with contiguous

'

ribs, and the aperture ovale. Britain and W. Indies.

Montagu, t. 15. f. 8*

* 103. Turreted, small, with continuous undulated

ribs ; and the whirls somewhat crenulated at the suture.

Weymouth. Montagu, t. 15. f. 2.

* 104. Conical, small, with oblique ribs; whirls Atn^denticula*^

ticulated at the suture.. Weymouth. Montagu. tus.

io$r
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arcuatus.

siriatus*

€Ostatus.

vnicus,

indistinct

tus.

Siva,

mvmia,

aiviarea,

cylindrus,

croccus,

suicatus*

vorneus.

reJUxus.

ckgans*

tincina,

labio,

lunulatus,

Ugatus,

fdiaeeus,

marginot

UiS,

carincfus,

separa-

%uUi»

ikiWaii.

CONCH
105. Turreted, umali, with continuous ribs, which

are arched over at the suture. Guernsey.
* 106. Ovate, imperforated, ventricose

j finely stri-

ated spirally
; 6 lines long. Woods of Europe, Bri-

tain. Walker, f. 49.
* 107. Subturreted, minute, with the whirls obliquely

ribbed, and transversely striated
; aperture with a

thick sulcated rim. Britain. Montagu, t. 10. f.,6.
* 108. Acuminated, minute, with 9 very convex
whirls, and cancellated striae. Sandwich. Montagu,
t. 1 2. f. 2.

* 109. Subcylindrical, minute, with longitudinal ribs,

and punctured transverse striae in their interstices.

110. Ovate, obtuse; whirls contiguous, imbricated,

and longitudinally striated ; inch long. South Ame-
rica. Gualteri, t. 58. f. D.

111. Subcylindrical, and obliquely ribbed
; aperture

semi-ovate, 2 toothed ; inside tawney. America. Lis-

ter, t. 588. f. 48.

1 1 2. Cylindrical, obtuse at both ends, and obliquely

striated
;
aperture semiovate, one tooth ; with a white

inside. St Domingo. Lister, t. 588. f. 49.
1 13. Subumbilicated, cylindrical, obtuse ; longitudi-

nally striated, with contiguous equal whirls. Jamaica.

Lister, t. 21. f. 17.

114. Cylindrical, glabrous, obtuse, of an orange

colour; lip marginated. Cbem. ix. Part 2. t. 135. f.

*^33 -

115. Ovate, obtuse, umbilicated ; obliquely striated,

and white ; aperture semiovate
; and outer lip reflected.

Ceylon. LUter, t. 588. f. 47.
1 16. Umbilicated, rounded, rather acute; whirls

round, with decussated strise
;
aperture reflected.

117. Umbilicated, convex, a little prominent; whirU

round, substriated ; aperture reflected. S. Europe.
* 1 1 8. Ovate, with 5 ventricose whirls, with strong,

transverse, and fine longitudinal striae. Britain and

Italy. Montagu, t. 22. f. 7.

119. Oblong, obtuse, with wrinkled striae; aper-

ture with a dilated, flat, crenated border; 8 lines long.

Jamaica. Lister, t. 26. f. 24.

120. Oblong, umbilicated, brown, striated with con-

vex dots ; lip white, dilated ; 15 lines long. Jamaica.

Lister, t, 25. f. 23.

121. White, cylindrical, reticulated; aperture re-

mote.

122. Subumbilicated, nearly globular, acuminated;

aperture thickish in the margin. Chem. ix. part 2. t.

123. f. J071. to 1074.

123. Trocbiform, with foliaceous wrinkles, variega-

ted with white and rose colour; umbilicus large. Chem.

ix. part 2. t. 113. f. 1069. and 70.

124. Umbilicated, subovate, wrinkled, and the whirls

transversely marginated and htriated. Coromandel.

Chem ix. p. 2. t. 123. f. 1075.

125. Rounded, suhpyramidal, with 3 keels on each

whirl, and a large spiral umbilicus. Jamaica ; land

shell. Listet, t. 28. f. 26.

126. Ratlur smooth, with 3 keels, and the lower end

of the body-whirl detached ; aperture triangular. £.

Indies. Chem. x. 1. 165. f. 1589. and 90.

127. Depressed, pellucid, white, with three trans-

versely striated and slightly attached whirls ; nmbili-

cus large. Nicobar islands* Cbem. x. t. 165. f* 1587.

and 8,

O L O G Y. Chap. TV.
1 28. Depressed, white, with longitudinal brown zig- kelicoidcs,

zag stripes, and the whirls rounded ; umbilicus deep

and wide. Cbem. ix. part 2. t. 123. f. 1067. and 8.

***** Turreted,

129. Whirls of the spire imbricated downwards
; ^imbricaHti

inches long. American islands. Knorr. vi. t. 25. f. 2.

^133. Smooth
;

whirls imbricated upwards
; 3 mtAictrepiicatus,

long. Tranquebar. Martini, iv. t. 151. f. 1412.

131. With a single prominent, acute, transverse oc/ongw-

rib
; 4 inches long. Tranquebar. Lister, t. 591. laris,

132. Whirls with two prominent, acute, Xrmnhvurse dupUcatus

ribs
; 5 inches long. Coromandel. Lister, t. 591. f.

133. With the whirls transversely striated, and mntorexlaru,

obtuse rib near both extremities of each. Born, t. 13.

f.8.

134. With the whirls longitudinally wrinkled, and o3jo/r/Mr.

an obtuse rib on each of the sutures. Lister, t. 589.

53 -
. .* 135. Whirls with two prominent, obtuse, distant,

tran:>verse ribs ; 2 inches long. Europe, Guinea, shores

of Britain. Lister, t 592. f. 60.
* 136. Whirls 6, prominent, acutely striated

; fromi^^nr.
2 to 6 inches long. Shores of Europe, Africa and
China ; Britain. Lister, t. 591. f. 57.

137. With about 24 rounded whirls, and ten sharp orrAwne-
rlbs on each. China. Chem. x. t. 165. f. 1591. dis,

138. Whirls of the spire flattisb, with 7 obtuse strise;

2 to 3 inches long. S. America, Barbary. Bonauni,
Bee. 3« f. 122.

139. With 10 obsolete striae on each whirl. Eu-wir^gwJ^mM
ropean ocean.

140. Umbilicated, glabrous, and yellow, with a keel Icrtbclhsm

on each whirl. Nicobar. Cbem. x. t. 165. f. 1592 and 3.

141. With a prominent marginated suture. GuyiU (mmtJoius,

teri, t. 58. f. L.
142. With about 12 reversed whirls, and twoliirm-

rows of nodules on each. Island of St Thomas. Cbem. thonut,

xl. t. 213. f. 3022. a. to d.

* 143. Fellucid ; whirls contrary ; sutures suberena-ArVimsi.

ted ;
aperture 2*toothed behind ; 1 ^ inch long. Eu-

rope ; roots of trees, Britain. Cbem. ix. part i. t. 5.

f. 3 -

* 144. Pellucid; whirls reversed, not crenated ;/>rrver4tri.

aperture 3-toothed
; i inch long. Europe, Britain,

among moss, and in old walls. Lion. Tr. viii. t. 5. f. 2.

145. Pellucid, and the whirls reversed; pillar Wpiaminahth,

not detached, and furnished with two large teeth. Eu-
rope and Britain. Montagu, t. ii. f. 4.

146. Opake, longitudinally striated, whirls reversed 'jhiplisohu,

pillar lip slightly detached, and furnished witli two ap-

proximated teeth. Europe and Britain. Montagu, t.

1 1, f. 5.

147. With the whirls reversed, and the base plaited corrtr^

and wrinkled ; aperture with two teeth. Spain. Chem. tvs,

ix. part i. t. 11 2. f. 961. and 2.

* 148. Opake, striated, and the whirls reversed ; aper- AiAaitv#.

ture with two teeth, and a thick dilated white margin.

Near London. Montagu, t. 1 1, f. 6.

149. Slightly striated longitudinally, and of a grey- yswspig-
ish white colour ; aperture ovate, with 5 teeth. France.

Born, t. 13. f. 9.

* 150. Subcylindrical ; smooth, pellocid ; apertare ytridens.

toothed. Italy, Britain. Montagu, t. 1 1 . f. a.

151.
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juniperi* * 15X. Conical^ tarreted, browD, with the aperture sub-

ovate, and 7-toothed. France and Britain. Montagu,
t. 12. f. 12.

mi#rcortfm * 152. Ovate, obtuse, pellucid, with 6 whirls j aper-

ture with a white margin, and nearly toothless. Bri-
tain. Montagu, t« 22. f. 3*

quadrt- 1 53. Subcj^indrical, and the whirls reversed j aper-

dem* tore with 4 white teeth. France and Italy. Lister,
t« 40*

sesdenta- * 154. oubcylindrical, smooth, with 5 rounded whirfs ^

tisf. aperture 6-toothed. England. Montagu, t. 12. f. 8.

vertigo. • 155. Oval, with 5 reversed and finely striated

whirls
; aperture subtriangular

; slightly marginated,
and toothed. Denmark, Britain. Montagu, t. 12.

f. 6.

carychium*

^

156. Conical, polished, and pellucid ; aperture mar-
ginated, with 2 teeth on the inner, and a knob on the

outer lip. Great Britain. Montagu, t. 22. f. D.
auriscol-

^
157. ^\ hite, and very smooth

; aperture with a flat-

puifit. tlsh, concave, obtuse, reflected lip. Mediterranean.
politus. * 158. Imperforated, extremely glabrous, and the

aperture ovate. Mediterranean and West of England.
Don. t. 177.

Mubulaiat. * 159. Subulate, extremely glabrous, white, with yel-

lowish transverse lines, and the aperture ovate. Bri-

tain. Don. t. 172.
decussatus^' 160. Subulate, decussated, with longitudinal and

very minute transverse strise \ aperture suboval, and
contracted at both ends. Dorsetshire. Montagn, t*

» j. f. 7.

aaaaoo Depressed,

nautsleus. * 161. Flattish, with the whirls annulated, and crest-

ed on the back. Germany, Switzerland, and Britain.

Montagu, 5-

cnHatui. * 162. Flattish above, and umbilicated beneath, with

3 or 4 ronnded whirls. France and Britain. Walker,

f. 18.

depreesutm * 163. Minute, depressed, with 4 slightly wrinkled

whirls, and umbilicated beneath. Devonshire. Mon-
t.gu, t. la. f. j.

MiTpuhi^ * 164. Minute, depressed, with three smooth whirls,

dee. and umbilicated beneath. Devonshire. Montagu, t.

21. f. 3.

Helh^^ Gen. 29. Helix, Snail,

Gen. Char.—The animal a limax ; shell univalve, spi-

ral, subdiaphanous, brittle } aperture contracted, se-

milunar, or roundish.

Species.

* Whirls longitudinally angulated on both tides.

scarabmtt i* Ovate, both edges keel-sliaped ; aperture toothed.

Mountains of Asia, and the Friendly islands. Lister,

t. 577 -f- 3 >-

afra, 2. Ovate, thick, obliquely striated, and the aperture

5-tootbed. Goree. Adansen, t. i. f. 4.

With a carinoted margin on the body whirl.

lapicida. ^ 3* Umbilicated \ convex on each side •, aperture

transverse, margined, ovate ^ i inch in diameter. Rocks,

woods, and bodges in Europe, Britain. Don. t. 39.

L 2. ^
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4. Subumbilicated, a little depressed ;

obliquely marginaia

striated 5 aperture transverse
; 9 lines in diameter.

Jamaica. Chem. ix. p. 2. t. 125. f. 1097.

5. Umbilicated, depressed and wrinkled ; whirls xe- cicatricosa

versed. Jamaica and China. Chem. ix. p. i. t. 109.

f- 923 -

6. Umbilicated, convex, with the body whirl yery cornu,

broad, and the summit obtuse \ aperture oval-ear-

shaped, and the outer lip marginated. New Zealand.

Chem. xi. t. 208. f. 2051 and 2052.

7. Subcarinated, umbilicated, convex \ aperture mar- oculus.

gined. Trees in Asia. Lister, t. 55. f. 51. capri,

8. Umbilicated, sliglitly keeled, white, with the sum-fnt*o/r{//i/r.

mit mucronated, and the whirls convex and striated *,

aperture roundish, and the lip reflected. It is nearly

allied to the above species.

9. Umbilicated, flat above, and the base gibbous albella,

aperture semi-heart-shaped.

xo. Umbilicated, keeled, with the spire flattened, aM/Wa.
and the base gibbons

\
aperture quadrangular. Lister,

t. 86. f. 86.

If. Umbilicated, slightly keeled, with 6 eirougly rotunda ta.

striated whirls
^ spire depressed, and base convex.

Denmark and Norway. Lister, t. X058. f. xx. A.
12. Subcarinated, umbilicated, convex, striated \striatula,

more gibbous beneath ; aperture roundish, lunated *,

minute. Water-falls of Lombardy. Algiers.

13. Subangular, umbilicated, fonvex, whirls 6 \ um- algira.

bilicus pervious. Africa. Lister, t. 79. f. 8o.

X4. Subcarinated, umbilicated, convex, smooth \ he-Uucas,
neath gibbous

; umbilicus very minute \ aperture

roundish, lunate. Africa.

15. Perforated, subcarinated, contrary, convex, peXe^lcevipes.

with a rufous band, united to a white one ^ inch in

diameter. Guinea. Martini, iv. t. 3. f. 22 and 23.

r6. Perforated, depressed, subcarinated; pale witbejriV/>.

a rufous band joined to a white one ; whirls striated ;

xo lines across. Tranquebar. Chem. ix. p. 2. t. 129.

f. 1149.
X7. Subglobular, depressed, rough, imperforated

;

dotted with white ; lip reflected, white. Italy and Por-ib^a.

tugal. Chem. ix. p. 2. t. 129. f. 1148.
18. Perforated, subglobular, subcarinated ; whirls tnrama/a

7 ; lip flesh-coloured
; 6 lines broad. Woods of Den-

mark and Germany. Chem. ix. p. 2. t. 133. f. 1206.
* 19. Umbilicated, very slightly keeled; rather de-cantiana.

pressed, with 6 striated whirls, and the umbilicus small.

Britain. Montagu, t. 23. f. i.

* 20. Umbilicated, keeled, romewhat depressed, viiib rufescens.

6 transversely striated whirls, and the umbilicus rather

large. Britain. Montagu, t. 22. f. 2.

* 21. Umbilicated, slightly depressed; somewhat keeU iTcmilafa.

ed and striated, and the summit brown. France and

Britain. Montagu, t. il. f. ii.

* 22. Subcarinated, umbilicated, fiat ; above concave ;p/a;?or5i>.
aperture oblique ;

ovate and acute on each side. Ponds
and rivers of Europe and Barbavy, Britain. Montagu,
t. 25. f. I.

* 23. Carinated downwards, umbilicated, convex ; flktcompla-

beneath ;
aperture, semi-heart-shaped. Poods and rivers nata,

of Europe. Britain. Montagu, t. 25. f. 4.
* 24. Compressed, obtusely keeled

;
convex on bothfontana.

sides, with 3 whirls, and the base umbilicated. Bri-

tain. Montagu, t. 6. f. 6.

25. Subcarinated, imperforated, convex, with an in. ringens^

3 M verted,

e
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verted, ringent apertuie j lip 4-plaitad birhind ; i

f

inch wide. India and Brazil. Lister, t. 99. f. 100.

plicata, 26. Umbilicated, keeled, and rather depressed aper«

ture ear-shaped \ distorted, toothed, and sinuated, with

a prominent marginated lip. £. Indies. Chem. zi. t.

208. f. 2048.

sinuaia. 27. Imperforated, subcarinated, reddish brown, with

a white ridge ; aperture transverse
^

toothed and 3-

plaited behind
5 9 lines in diameter. America. Lis-

ter, t. 97. f. 98.

lucema. 28. Imperforated, white ; flattish above ; beneath

gibbous
;
aperture transverse, i-toothed ; 13 lines broad.

£• Indies and Jamaica. Lister, t. 96. f. 97.
lampas^ 29. Imperforated, flattish above, beneath gibbons ;

whirls scared. A rare shell. Chem. ix. t. 208. f. "044
and 2045.

caract^la* 30. Imperforated, a little convex on each side, with

a white transverse lip. India and America. Lister,

lychnu-^

chus.

cepa.

unidentata

cornu^

miUtare.

peUis-$er*

pentis^

vortex.

scabrom

gotkixh

gualter*

tana,

turcica,.

avellana.

maculosa.

punctata.

annulata.

corrugata

t. 63. f. 6 1.

31. Imperforated, top-shaped, white, with fulvous

bands ^ aperture transverse, 2- toothed. Jamaica. Lis-

ter, t. 90. f. 90.

32. Subglobular, umbilicated, subcarinated ^ yellow-

ish, with a whitish band ; aperture transverse, 2<tootb-

ed, and sinuated behind. Jamaica. Lister, t. 88. f. 89.

33. Subumbilicated, slightly keeled, with 6 whirls

ending in an obtuse summit ^ base convex, with 1 tooth

on the pillar lip, and the outer lip marginated. Ceylon.

Chem. xi. t. 208. f. 2049 and 1050.

34. Subcarinated, imperforated, convex j aperture

with a white margin. India and Germany. Chem. ix.

p. 2. t. X29. f. 1 J42 and 1143.

35. Subcarinated, with, flame-coloured, red, and white

bands ^ beneath surrounded with 4 rows of dots \ aper-

ture fringed. Warm parts of S. America. Lister, t.

66. f. 64.

36. Fiat, thin, concave above
; aperture oval, flat

^

3 lines wide. Ponds and rivers of £urope, Britain.

Montagu, t. 25. f. 3.

37. Subcarinated, imperforated, ovate, pointed, and

striated. Jamaica. Lifter, U 583. f. 37.

38. Convex on each side j horny, with subferruginout

bands. Woods of Sweden. Linnaeus, p. 1 243.

39. Imperforated, depressed, with decussated strim

;

aperture acute on each side. India. A land species,

very rare. Spain. Chem. v. vig. 44. f. a, b, and c.

40. Umbilicated, depressed, rough, with elevated

dots, and the keel crenated ^ aperture somewhat quad-

rangular. Mogadore and Morocco. Cbem. xi. t. 209.

f. 2065 and 2066.

41. Umbilicated, roundisln thick, with a broad rib-

like keel on the body whirl, and the spire depressed ^

outer lip notched near the upper end. New Zealand.

Cbem. V. t. 188. f. 19x9 and 1920.

42. Umbilicated, subcarinated, obliquely striated, and

a little depressed ^ aperture liinated, with a margined

lip. Born, t. 14. f. 1 5 and 16.

43. Subumbilicated, subcarinated, aperture trans-

verse, oblong ^ lip margined, 3-tootbed. Virginia.

Lister, t. 93. f. 93.

44. Umbilicated, defn-essed, white ^ whirls 4, the

first gibbous and doubly carinated
^ aperture ovate

^ 2
lines in diameter. Schroeter, t. 5. f. 30.

45. Umbilicated^ wrinkled, and obliquely striated ^

operture lunated. Otabelte. Chem. ix. p. 2; t. X33»

f. X209.

*** Umbilicated^ and the whirls rounded,

* 46. Above umbilicated, flat, blackish ; whirls ^cornea.
Fresh waters, £urope, Coromandel, Britain. Don.
t. 39. f. I.

. .
’

.

* 47. Concave on each side, flat, whitish; whirls y^tpirorbu,

rounded
;

line diameter. Stagnant waters, France,

Germany. Britain. Montagu, t. 25. f. 2.

* 48. Flattish, orbicular ; aperture oval ; lip h\ogtd,pofygyraia

Cbem. ix. p. 2. t. 1 27. f. 1124 and 1 1 25.
* 49« Subumbilicated, flat on each side, equal ; aper- contorta,

ture linear, arched ; i to 2 lines wide. Stagnant waters

of £urope. Britain. Montagu, t. 25. f. 6.

* 50. Polished, yellowish, above convex, umbilicated ; mWu.
flat beneath, perforated ; 1 to 3 lines in dianwter.

Ditches of Denmark and Britain. Montagu, t. 23. f. 4.
* 51. White, umbilicated on each side

; aperture di- alba,

lated ; I to 2 lines wide. Denmark, aquatic plants.

Montagu, t. 25. f. 7.

* 52. Pellucid, umbilicated above ; striated with doin, simDis,

Ditches in Denmark and Berliu. Martini, Ber. Mag.
iv. t. 1 r. f. 64.
* 53. With 4 rounded whirls, rather convex erystaliina

and the base largely umbilicated ; aperture neaily .or-

bicular, with a reflected margin. Denmark and . Bri-

tain. Lion. Trans, t. 5. f. 5.

54. Umbilicated, flattish; aperture oval; 12 to 16 comu^
lines in diameter. China. Lister, t. 136. f. 40. arietis,

55* Subimperforate, ovate, conical, with the two Inst minima,
whirls placed in the centre of the first ; aperture orbi-

cular. Sbhroeter, t. 7. f. i8.

* 56. Umbilicated, convex, hispid, diaphanous ; whirls AuTudh.

5 ; aperture roundish, lunated. MToods of Europe.
Britain. Montagu, t. 23. f. 3.

* 57* Subconical, semi-pellucid, with 5 rounded stn^timhiHcata

ated whirls, and the umbilicus very large. Britain.

Montagu. t.13. f. 2.

58. Subumbilicated, somewhat conical, with 6 gin- irochuhts,

broiis whirls; aperture sublunated, and transversely

compressed. Denmark and Britain. Montagu, t. ii.

9-
.

.

59. Umbilicated, somewhat conical, with 5 acuUata^
versely striated whirls, and the strise membranaceous
and bristly. Denmark and Britain. Montagu, t« ii.

f. JO.

60. Snbglobniar, with 4 ventrioose smooth whirls ; /ortMio..

aperture large, and nearly orbicular, and the pillar si-

nuated. Britain. Montagu, t. 13. f. 6.

61. Subumbilicated, subglobular, glabrous; whirls

above more ventricose
; aperture large, ovate, oblong ;

I to 5 inches wide. Asia and America.. Lister, t.

130. f. 30.

62. Ventricose, nearly globular, wrinkled iongitudi- ursevr.
nally, and the spire somewhat produced ; aperture

ovate-oblong, and umbilicus large. Indian islands.

Lister, t. 125. f. 25.

*63. Subumbilicated, subovate^ obtuse; aperturejmmoo/iu.
roundish, semilunar; reddish brown, with obsolete,

paler bands. Woods of Europe, Britain.—This spe-

cies was a favourite dish among the Homans. It b still

used as an article of food in many parts of Europe,,do-

ing the season of Lent. It was introduced into Eng-
land
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glauca.

iultanc^

scalaris.

citrina.

ui9tanea.

giohuius*

raptu

tncUa,

litcana.

arbusto^

rum.

falva,

tpitijflum.

pupUku

ktanbeul.

labiota.

cincta.

eutema.

pisana.

s^rigata*

nemoren^

m.

%onaria.

IV. C O N C H O L
land bj Sir Kenelm DIgby, as a core for consunp*
tion. Don. t. 84.

64. Umbilicatedy roundish, pointed \ iip margined \

aperture oval. Guadaloupe. Lister, t. 129. f. 29.

65. Ventricose, very thin, much variegat^, and mi-

nutely striated longitudinally j aperture patulous and
ovate.

66. Conical, subturreted, with fine ventricose al-

most unconnected whirls, and the apertnre ovate.

France and Italy. Chem. ix. t. 128. f. 1139. i.

67. Subumbilicated, convex, obtuse \ yeliowisli, with

O G Y.

a hrown band \ from 12 to 18 lines wide. Woods of Ja-

maica and China. Lister, t. 54. f. 50.

68. Perforated, subglobular, dull cbesnut, with a

rufous band united to a white one \ whirls 7, striated.

Chem. ix. part 2. t. 131. f. 1177. and 8.

69. Globular, subumbilicated, white •y lip reflected

)

whirls 5. Tranquebar. Lister, t. 44. f» 41.

70. Perforated, subglobnlar, with hollow dots and a

red band ; first whirl larger •y 8 lines wide. Chem. tx.

p. 2. t. 131. f. 1176.

7 1 . Depressed, umbllicated, white, with a cut margin.

East Indies. Chem. ix. p. 2. t. 130. f. 1166.

72. Umbllicated, nearly globular, with five, whirls,

and the base gibbous ; outer lip white and reflected.

Tranquebar. Chem. ix. p. 2. t. 130. f. II55»

* 73. Umbtlicaied, convex, point^ ^ apeitore sober-

bicular, a little reflected at the rim, brown, Wfth a

single black spiral band ; 9^ lines wide. Shrobberies

and hedges, Britain. Don. t. 136.

74« Nearly imperforated, globular, pellncid } ful-

vous, with a white lip; t to 3 lines wide. Woods of

Denmark. Muller, ii. p. 56.

7 5* Snbimperforated, s^globular, striated ; whirls

7 ; 12 lines in diameter. Jamaica. Lister, t. 62* f.

6o.

76. Subumbilicated, obtusely pyramidal, wrmkled,

and tbc summit flat and glabrous ; aperture transverse

and marginated. Chem. ix. p. 2. t. 122. f. 1053.

1054.

77* Umbllicated, obloog-ovate, white, with decus-

sated striae, and brown longitudinal stripes
;
aperture

centraoted at the base. Senegal. Adanson, t. i.

78. Sotboyclindrical, polished, diaphanous, and while

;

aperture semiovate, marginated, and i -toothed. Chem.
ix. p. 2. t. 135. f. 2134*

79. Subimperforated ; white, with rufous lip and

bands; whirls 5 ; 18 lines wide. Muller.

80. Sobimperfbrated, subglobular; pale, inomacn-

late ; aperture large ; whirls 4, distant. Muller.

81. Perforated ;
globular ; white, with snbinterrupt-

ed red bands ; lip rosy
; 5 to yj- lines wide. Barbary,

Italy. Montagu, t. f. i.

* 82. Perforated, with a depressed crown ; white,

Vrith rufous bands, and numenNis lines ; lip white on

ea^ side ; xo lines wide. Italy, Britain. Montagu,

t. 24. f. 4.

83. Perforated, globular, ^li^d ; white, with

brown bands; 15 lines wide. India. Chem. ix. p. ii.,

t. r29« f. 1146. and 7.

84. Umbllicated, convex, slightly depressed
; aper-

tnre rather oblong and margined ; whirls 5 •y first ven-

trtcese; xi to 13 lines in diameter. Barbary, Europe.

Chem. iz. p. 2. t. X32. fi xx88» and 9.

459
85. Umbllicated; subdepressed, striated, white ,r^ria/a.

6 lines wide. Italy and Saxony. Schroeter, t. 2. f.

20 .

• 86. Umbilicated, depressed, yellowish, with a brown rncr^o-
band or bands; 4 to ii lines wide. Europe^ Britain.mm.
Lister, t. 78. f. 78.

87. Umbilicated, cinereous; whirls 4; ribs tratis- rorfafd.

Tersely phuUd ; aperture circular
;

1 line wide. High-
lands of Denmark. Muller.

88. Umbilicated, subdepressed ; aperture circinate

lip white, reflected; whirls 4; x line wide. Moist
woods of Denmark. Geoflroy, N® 6. t. 2.

89. Umbilicated, depreased
; yellowish, polished ; celS/drib.

white beneath
; aperture large ; whirls 5 ; 3J lines

wide. Cellars in Germany. Chem. ix. p. 2. t. 1 27. f.

XI 29.

90. Umbilicated, depressed on both sides; vfhiT\sobvo/ttfa,

obvoluted. Var. 1. Whitish, gUbroos, with a triangu-
lar aperture. 2. Brown, hispid, with a linear aper-
ture

; 4 to 5 lines wide. Italy. Chem. ix". p. 2. t.

127. f. 1x28.

91. Umbilicated, convex; aperture margined, sub- i/ngu/iVia^

orhicnlar, and elongated above ; of the shape of an
apple; 16 lines wid^ India. Chem. ix.p. 2. t. 125.
f. 1098. and 9.

92. Umbilicated, globular; aperture without y^hLvJruticim.
lip

; 7i lines wide. Hedges of Denmark. Chem. ii^

p. 2. t. 133^ f. 1203.

93. Subglobular, subumbilicated
; white, with crovrA- vittata.

ed cbesnut bands and blue crown ; lip reflected, white ;

9 line s in diameter. Coromandel. Lister, t. 67. f.

66.

'

94. Subglobular, subumbilicated ; flesh coloured, and roiocea.
transversely striated ; whirls 5 ; 19 lines wide.

95.

^

Umbilicated, convex, obtuse ; whirls 5, round ; tVo/o.

umbiltctts wide ; sine of a nut. Southern Europe. A
land species. Gmelin.

96. Umbilicated, perforated, convex, obtuse ; whirls /tiriXaniVa.

i, round, and yellowish white ; umbilicus spreading

;

size of a small MffU. Southern Europe. A land
species. Chem. ix. p. i. t. J08. f* 913. and 14.

97. UmbUicated, ovate; whirls 3; striated; aper-mnmme/.
tore large, ovate, and nnited to the tip. Rivers ofAim.
Africa. Lister, t. 566. fi 15.

98. Umbilicated, convex ; whirls 5, round; umblli- Aupono.
CUB tbia, perforated ; aperture suborbicular. Sontbern
Europe.

99. Umbilicated, ovate-oblong
; finely striated ; tutaruu

apertnre white within.

100. Perforated, ovate, ventricose, and streaked ; ona^e.
tip ribbed and rosy

;
lip of the same colour ; pillar

white ; whirls 6 ; 4 inches long. £. Indies. Chem.
ix. p. 2. t. X 19. f. X020.

lox. Perforated, ovate, oblong, stiiated
; lip andoMm^u

pillar rosy ; whirls 6 ; aperture oval
; 3 inches long.

South America and India. Lister, t. 23, f. 21.
X02. Perforated, oblong; white, with locigitudinaljSnremra.

rnfims bands
; pillar reflected

; straight ; l8 to 20 lines
long. Guinea. Lister, t. 5^8. f. 33.

X03. Top-shaped, white with rufous bands; wbkls^^j.
6; aperture transverse, large ; X5 lines long. Lister,
t. 16. f. 1 T.

104. Umbilicated, oblong-ovatc, thick, with iktoiaheitana
whirls sevemd, and the outer Jip emaiyinated and

3 M 2 white.
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white. Rivers in the island of Otaheite. Chem. ix. p.
I. t. 112. f. 950. and 951.

tenuis. * 105. Urabilicated, pellucid, homy, transversely stri-

ated, and convex ; whirls 6, gradually decreasing
\

aperture semilunar
} 4 or 5 lines in diameter. Britain.

Schroeter, t. 5. f. 33.
comu-V€^ 106. Depressed, deeply ombilicated. Leaves and
natorium. branches of trees, Senegal. Lister, t. 1055. f. 4.

trifasciaia 107. Conic, ovate, white, with 3 brownish bands
in the first whirl \ aperture fringed

\ lip white, dila-

ted. Tranquebar. A land species. Chem. ix. p. 2.

t. 134. f. 1215.
bontia. 108. Conic, ventricose, perforated, pellucid, with

a black tip; first whirl with three yellowish bands.

Bengal and Tranquebar. Chero. ix. p. 2. t. 134. f.

1216. and 17.

trochoide^ 1 09. Top-shaped, perforated, polished ; longitudi-

nally striated
; whirls reversed, the first keel-shaped ;

aperture angular. East Indies. Chem. x. t. 173. f.

1686.

IcBva. 110. Subcyclindrical, glabrous, contrary, barred;
pillar yellow; lip slightly reflected; 12 to 16 lines

long; very rare. East Indies. Lister, t* 33. f. 31.
lahiosa, ill. Oblong, polished, white, diaphanous ; whirls 8;

aperture ovate, toothless ; 1 1 lines long. India. Chem.
ix. p. 2. t. 135. f. 1234.

»»** Imperforate^ and the whirls rounded.

aurea. 1 1 2. Subumbilicated, ovate-oblong, obtuse, smootli,

yellow, with the outer lip white and marginated. W.
Indies. Lister, t. 34. f. 33.

recta. 113. Conic, a little pointed ; whitish with a rufous

band and streaks; lip reflected ; whirls 7 ; 2^ inches

long. Chem. ix. p. l. t; 1 10. f» 925. and 6.

interrupta 114. Conic, pointed, white with fulvous streaks;

lip white, reflected; whirls 7; 22 lines long. Chem.
ix. p. 2. t. 134. f* I2i3» and 14.

arenaria. xij. Glossy, whitish, thin, longitudinally striated ;

spire contrary, hemispherical ; minute. Coast of Ri-

mini, Italy. Chem. ix. p. i. t. 113. f. ^7 2. and 3.

janiaken^ 116. Globular, chesnut-brown, barred with white;

cis. lip fringed, white ; crown obtuse. Jamaica. Lister,

t. 42. f. 40.

rhodia. 117. Subglohular, depressed; base concave. ; aper-

ture lunated. Rhode island. Chem. ix. p. 2. f. X179.

ianthina. * xi8. Nearly imperforated, roundish, obtuse, dipha-

iious, and very brittle ; aperture dilated behind, with

an emarginated lip
;

i inch broad and high. In most

seas.—-The animal which inhabits this shell shines in

the night, aud stains the hand with a violet or purple

dye. Asia, Africa, and Ireland. Lister, t. 572. f.

24.

vivipara. * 119. Imperforated, ventricose, subovate, obtuse;

whirls 5 to 6, very convex ;
aperture nearly orbicu-

lar
;

inch long. Stagnant waters of Europe. Bri-

tain. This species is viviparous. Don. t. 87.

angularis 120. Imperforated, greenish; whirb 5; spirally

angular ;
throat wide ; 12 lines long. China. Chem.

ix. p. 2. t. 134. f. 1222^ and 3.

fasciata, 121. Ovate, ventricose; white, with 3 shining red

hands; whirls 5; spire acute; 9 to 15 lines long.

Italy and Saxony. Guinoni, ii. t. i. f. 6.

dissimilis.f^ 122. Subovate, pointed, yellowish-white, with a
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black lip

;
whirls 6. Tranquebar. Sehroeter, ii. t. 4.

f. 10.

* 123. Perforated, roundish, thin, pellucid, and nemoraln.
ed with variously coloured transverse bands

;
whirls 5,

from 9 to X 1 lines wide. Woods of Europe. Britain.

Don. t. 13.

*124. Garden Snail; imperforated, globolar, pale, irspersa.

with broad, interrupted, brown bands ; lip white ; 7 to

8 lines wide. Gardens and orchards, Europe, Bri-
tain. Don. t. 131.—This species is extremely destruc-
tive to the tender leaves of plants, and fruits. It is

oviparous
; the eggs are round, and about the size of

small peas.

125. Imperforated, rather depressed, and white, with cartusiana
6 whirls. France. Geoffrey, p. 33. t. 2.

126. Imperforated, roundish, smooth ; whitish, with/tMvnm.
rufous streaks and bands. Southern parts of Europe.
Lister, t. 1058. f. 1 and 2.

^
127. Imperforated, roundish, lurown, with a longitu- Arigsar/o-

dinal white band
; whirls 5, round, first large ; aper- ma.

tore pure purple
; if inch broad. Ceylon. Lister, t.

1055. 2.

128. Imperforated, depmsed, grey, with white scat-/ar^.
lered dots ; aperture blackish ; outer lip reflected, and

’ x-toothed.

129. Imperforated, subovate ; brown striped ; whirls

4 ; aperture oblique, margined, whitish ; 2 inches
broad.

130. Imperforated, subglohular, glabrous
; whirisp^,

4, round, first ventricose, the others depressed
; aper-

ture lunated. Italy. Chem. ix. part 2. t. 130. f. 1162
and 5.

131. Imperforated, subglohular, finely striated

gitodinally ; whirls 3, first ventricose ; apertnre luna-
ted

; pillar spiral. St Croix. Chem. ix. part 2. t 133.
f. 1204 and 5.

132. Imperforated, roundish, and transversely stri-f^riMbr.
ated ; whirls round ; the first ventricose

; aperture
ovate. Bom, t. x6. f. 9. and lo.

133. Thin, pellucid, smooth, with 5 or 6 whirls,

which are obsoletely wrinkled longitudinally
; aperture

lunated.

134. Rather depressed, transparent, and greenkb^ nrilhicidff

.

wtb 3 whirls. France. Geofllmy, p. 38. N® 8. t. a.

***** Turreted.

135. Thick, transversely striated, brown, and theconsoli-
summit truncated; aperture oval. Surinam. Chem.db/o.
ix. part 2. t. 136. f. 1258.

136. Imperforated, tapering -y. spire mutilated, tx%m- deeollata.
cated ; whirls 4 to 7, first laige; 6 to 15 lines long.
Europe, Asia, and Africa. Lister, t. 17. f. 12.

137. Smooth, white, with transverse-coloured bands, /rwimto.
and the summit truncated ; aperture roundish.

138. Thick, longitudinally striated, white, and the edbarib.
spire entire, but rounded at the summit. E.> Indies.
Lister, t. 14. f. 9.

139. Of a horn colour, finely striated transversely, enspfobta.
and longitudinally plaited ; aperture oval, and the miter
lip acute. E. Indies. In firesh water. Lister, t. 118.
f. 13.

14Q. Pointed, cinereous, transversely striated
whirls 7 to 8, toothed, marked with red .streaks, and

armed
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mrmed i?!th sharp spine#; 5 to 8 lines long. Coroman-
del. Cbem. IX. part 2. t. 136. f. 1259.

iruncaiula .141. Ovate, oblong, whirls 5, truncated upwards ;

aperture ovate ; 2 to 5 lines long. ’ Greece.

acnia. 142. Conic, pointed, white, with a red band
;

whirls

J
; aperture ovate, toothless

; 4 lines long. Italy,

iister, t. 19. f. 14.

obicura. • 143. Conic, brown
; whirls 6 ;

aperture oval, tooth-

less
;

snail white
; above dusky, eyes only black.

Roots of trees, Europe, Britain. Mont. t. 22. f. 5.

iubriea. * 144. Conic, fulvous, polished; whirls 5 or 6; aper-

ture toothless; 24 lines long. Moss and wet rotten

wood, Britain. Da Costa, t. 5. f. 18.

osier. 145. Grayish, transversely striated ; whirls nodu-

lous, and striped with red ; pillar lip white. Coro-

mandel. Martini, Ber. Mag. iv. t. 10. f. 57.

146.

Turbinated, cinereous, nearly imperforated ;

crown truncated ; whirls 5 ;
aperture circinated.

147.

Subperforated, and a little tapering
;
whirls 5;

aperture ovate ; minute. Fresh waters. Baster, t.

7* f. 4*

148.

Subperforated, tapering ; whirls 8 ; aperture

roundish ; 4 lines long. America, Europe. Lister,

t. 20. f. 15.

Uackha^ * 149. Ovate-oblong, somewhat perforated, rather

memsis* pellucid, with 7 whirls ; aperture roundish-lunated

;

outer lip slightly reflected. Britain. Montagu, t. il.

3 *

iMeambetts 150. White, with longitudinal elevated stris, and

remote tawny stripes
;

pillar sinuated and reflected.

columnc* j ci. Tapering, white, with a fulvous tip ; whirls 7
• or Of contrary, spotted ; aperture oblong ; 274 lines

long. Guinea and Jamaica. Lister, t. 39. f. 37.
peiUt. 152. Imperforated, ovate, pointed, transversely stri-

r ated ;
brown, with yellow bands ; band on the first

whirl double, on the rest single. Iceland.

pUcarea* 153. Subulate, semipellucid, longitudinally plaited :

whirls 10, round ;
aperture ovate. Born, t. 16. f.

conioriu^

pUcat€u

stag-

norum.

OCtOHO.

unduiata. 154. Subulate, smooth, finely striated transversely ;

whirls about 12, round; aperture ovate; pillar gla-

brous. Boro, t. i6. f. 15.

crenata. 155. Tapering, white, transversely sobstriated, and

surrounded with a crenulated belt near the suture. Ri-

vers of India. Chem. tx. part 2. t. 135. f. 1230.

cariauia. 156. White, tapering, somewhat umbilicated ; first

whirl a little keel-sfiaped, with a blackish band. Cheui.

ix. part 2. t. 136. f. 1263.
Aeviaii/ts. 157. Tapering, very glabrous, cbesnut brown with

with darker spots; throat whitish. Fresh waters, Co-
romandel. Chem. ix. part 2. t. 135. f. 1243.

undaia. 158. Imperforated, oblong, white, with longitudinal

red ondulations ; whirls 6—7, first thrice as large as

the next ; 14 inch long. New Holland. Scliroeter, t.

10. f. 4.

substrtata.^ 159. Subimperforated, oblong, finely striated with

white ;
whirls 5 ; first twice as large as the next ; aper-

ture oval, margined ; 4 long. Rhone and Britain.

Montagu, t. 11. f. j.'

perrgrina.* 160. Ovate, Knpevforated ;
whirls 8—9, round, di-

stant, and equally decreasing ; aperture oval ; i inch

long. Amprican islands, Britain. Dorset Cat. t. l8.

f. II.

guoda- i6i. Oblong,, perforated, whitish, with transverse

hupensis. 3
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brown bands, and the outer lip thickened within. Gua-
daloupe. Lister, t 8. f. I.

162. Conical, obtuse, longitudinally wrinkled, lyonetiana,

storted, and tlie side opposite the aperture gibbons ;

aperture compressed. E. Indies. Chem. x. t. 3. f. 7.

****** O vatCf and imperforated.

163. Coarse, nearly imperforated, ovate, o\Aoxig)pupa.

whirls 6 ;
aperture oblong, liinated. Mauritania.

164. Coarse, oblong, imperforated; whirls 8; aper-

ture roundish, lunated ; size of a barley-corn. Al-
giers.

165. Oblong, imperforated ; whirls toothed, spinous \amarut<^
10 lines long. Rivei*s of India. Lister, t. 133. f. 33.
* 166. Imperforated, ovate, tapering to a point ; stagnalis.

what angular, by several longitudinal wrinkles ; whirls

6 to 7, first ventricose ; aperture oblong, oval ;

iuches long. Still waters of Europe, Britain. Don.
t. 51. f. 2.
* '167. Imperforated, ovate, tapering to a point

; si^wefragUts.

acute
; whirls 5 to 7 ; aperture oblong, oval ; 1 1 lines

long. Still waters of Europe, Britain. Martini,' Ber.

Mag. iv. t. 9. f. 35.
* 1 68. Oblong, pointed, brown ; aperture ovsXo \palusttns.

whirls 5 to 6. Meadows of Europe, Britain. Don.
t. 175. f. I.

* 169. Imperforate, anbovate, with 5 or 6 rounded^^iarra.
whirls, and the suture conspicuous ; aperture ovate.

Britain. Montagu, t. 16. f. 9.

170. Subconic, homy, with- a sharp point; aperinreperegro.

ovate ; 2 to 8 lines long. Stagnant waters of Den-
mark. Cbem. ix. part 2. t. 135. f. 1244.
*

1 7 1. Ventricose, diaphanous, with an obtuse pro-glutifwso.

jection ; 2 to 3 whirls ; aperture wide ; 2 to 4 Hues
long. Denmark, chiefly on the leaves of nympbaea lu-

tea. Marshes at Deal. Montagu, 1. 16. 5.
*

1J2.
Imperforated, obtuse, ovate, yellow ; whirls 3,ptffn>.

the first large, the others minute ; aperture ovate ; x

to 8 lines long. Ponds In Europe, Britain. Montagu,
t. 16. f. 3.

175. Conic, white, with transverse rufous lines •ydetrita,

whirls 6 ; aperture ovate ; 84 lines long. Saxony.
Lister, t. 8. f. 2. .

* 174. Imperforated, somewhat oblong, pellucid ; VL-limosa.

perture ovate. Wet meadows of Europe, Sandwich,
river Avon. Montagu, t. 16. f. 4.

1 7j. Ovate-oblong, with the whirls detruncated, and truncatu-
the aperture ovate. Tbangelstadt in Saxony. Schro-Ar.

eler, t. 7. f. 13.
* 176. Imperforated, ovate, obtuse, clouded niihtentacuia-

brown ; whirls 4 or 5 ; aperture subovate
; 1—4 lines (a.

long. Ponds and still waters of Britain. Don, t. 93.

177. Subconical, with 5 rounded smooth whirls, and ca/in/ij.

the pillar grooved. Southampton. Montagu, t. 12.

f. II.

* 178. Suboval, tbickish, and of a yellowish orange
colour ; aperture spreading and oval. Devonshire.
Montagu, t. 16. f. 6.

* 179. Imperforated, ovate, gibbous, with a depression owr/ctt/o-

in the middle of the lip ; whirls 3—5 ; the first ventri- rib.

cose ;
spire acute, short ; aperture much dilated

;

2—
1 5 lines long. Ponds of Europe, Britain. Don.

t. 15. f. I.

180. Ovate, smooth ; whitish^ with the apex acute, rictr4r.

.

2—15
y/
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and the plilar one*plaIted. Sicily. Gualterl^ t. f. N.
N.

Ictvi^ata. *
1 8 1. Whirls 2 j first veotricose^ the other minute,

and placed laterally f pale red, pellucid. Europe, De-
vonsliire. Don. t. 105.

balthica, 182. Imperforated, ovate, pointed ) ivhirls 4 ;
wrin-

kles elevated ) aperture ovate, dilated. Shores of the

Baltic.

ficrilmdea. 183. Imperforated, convex, longitudinally striated )

aperture roundish. Baltic. Gualteri, t. 64. f. J.

pcrspicya. 184. Imperforated, convex, ovate ) without lip )
a-

perture extending to the tip, and exposes the whole

inside. Mediterranean.

haliotoidea’* 185. Imperforated, depressed, with waved striae)

aperture oval \ open all the way down ) whirls 4, late-

ral. Mediterranean, Atlantic, Indian and North seas.

Britain. Montagu, t. 7. f. 6.

mi^bigva, i86. Subimperforated, convex ) grooves remote,

compressed ) aperture semiorbicular. Mediterranean

sea. Adanson, t. 13. f. i.

inflaia^ 187. White, solid, opaque ) first whirl twice as large

as the rest ) aperture large, margined. River Unstrut

in Saxony. Schroeter, t. 7. f. 5.

albicans. 188. White, opaque, pointed ) aperture oval. Wa-
ters of Hamburg. Schroeter, t. 7. f. 6.

reftanda. 189. Ovate, pointed, subimperforated
)

first whirl

ventricose, large ) aperture semicircular ) 6 or 7 lines

long. Thinglestadt. Stagnant waters. Schroeter, t.

7.

f. 16.

opaca^ 190. Ovate, pointed ) whirls 5 ) firsUarge, aperture

ovate, oblong* Hamburgh. Aquatic. Schroeter, t.

7. f. 17.

turbinata, 191* Oblong, imperlbrated, smooth, pointed
)

whirls

inflated ) the first larger, the rest gradually decreasing *,

aperture iraboval, margined
)

3'}- inches long. Danube.
Schroeter, t. ic. B. f. 5.

Gen. .30. Nerita, Nerite.

Gen. C/ior.—The animal is a limax : the shell uiii*-

valve spiral, gibbous, flattish at bottom ) aperture

semiorbicular, or semilunar
^

pillar lip transversely

truncated, fiattish.

SpEcrXs.

* Vmbilicated.

canrentu Smooth) spire slightly pointed) umbilicus gib-

bous, and bifid. India, Africa, America.^ Lister, t.

560. 5. 4.

eanceliata, 2. With decussated striae, and impressed dots )
spire

subclavate ) umbilicus gibbous, bifid. American islands.

Lister, t. 566. f. 16.

punctata. - 3* Subglobular, whitish, with numerous scattered

yellowish dots, and three transverse rows of reddish,

irregular spots. Mediterranean. Chem. xi. t. 197*

f. 1903 and 4.

glaucina. * 4« Smooth, glossy, faintly wrinkled ) spii’e rather

obtuse) umbilicus rather closed by the pillar lip,

wbich is gibbous and two-coloured ) a inches long.

Barbary, Eorope, Britain. Don. t. 20. f. l.

vitcllus, 5 - Subglobular) umbilicus perforated, equal. In-

dian ocean. Lister, t. 565. f. I2.

albumen. Convex ) onbilicus somewhat heart-shaped, with

o L O G Y. Ch.p.lV,
a flattened lobe. Cape of Good Hope, BarLary, In-
dian islands. Extremely rare. Schroeter, ii. t. 4.
f- 13- ^

7. Ovate, glabrous ) umbilicus partly covered
) whirls fnammUla%

four or five
) aperture ovate. East and West Indies.

Lister, t. 571. f, 22.

8. Subglobular, solid) tip bluish
) lateritious bands jpacfKrSi

in the throat, and a white one on the beak. Mauritius
island. Rather largq. Chem. xi. t. 197. f. 1901 and

^

1902.

9. Thin, rufous) umbilicus darker, with a white
border

) throat with a reddish band. Mauritius island.

Lister, t. 606. f. 34.
xo. Subglobular, with angular tawney lines, wa^Jvlminea.

flattened lobe ) white or yellowish. Africa, Senegal.
Rare. Chem. v. t. 187. f. 1881.

11. Subglobular, polished very smooth ) base of theomfite^.
spire a little wrinkled

)
pillar snowy. Eastern seas.

Bay of Naples. Chem. v. t. 188. f. 1898.
12. Subglobular, white, with red spots) Hp obtusevra^iota.

and bluish ) umbilicus spiral. Tranquebar. Chem. v.

t. i88. f. 1900 and 1901*
13. Wrinkled) Atitbin glabrous ) umbilicus border- rwgeja.

ed with white. American islauds. Chem. v. t. 188.
f. 1902 and 1903.

14. Subglobular, siaoeth, light green, brownish with-rntfroc/bb.
in ) livid at the tip ) wrinkled at the angle of the
whirls. Africa. Chem. v. t. 188. f. 1905.

15. Subglobular) obliquely plaited; spire with 4 ftffeirfff

whirls, mucronate; umbilicus bifid. Bom, t. 17. £. c

and 6.

16. White, retiqulated with reddish lines, and black- ororAiiof-
ish at the tip) umbilicus nearly covered

) whirls exm^dea.
vex. Chem. v. t. 188. f. 1915 and 1916.

17. Subglobular, brown, with a double white fillet nV/am.
in the middle ) reticulated and denticulated on eacb
side. Africa. Chem. v. t. i88» f. 1917 and 1918.
^18. Semitransparent, hom-colour ) whirls promioeDt

)

patiidula.
aperture semilunar, and patulous ) umbilicus large \

a small shell. Coasts of Kent and Dorset. Da Costa,
t. 4. f. 4 and 5.

19. Pellucid, thin, oblong, with decussated 9Xn9t\napiila.
dirty yellow; whirls 4; aperture suboval

;
pUlar white;

umbilicus half closed. Tranquebar. Chem. tr. t. 189.
f. 1939.

** Imperforate; and the pillar lip UiOthUss.

20. Whirls of the spire crowned with spines ; mi-cofo»ff,
nute. India, America. Chem. ix. Part 2- t. 124. f.

X083 and 1084.

21. Grooved, with equal, tubcrculated ribs
; size oiradula.

a waluut. Indian islands. Chem. v. t. 190. f.- 1946
and 1947.

22. Obsoletely striated
5 white or pale violet. Redcontm*

sea. Argenville, t. 7. f. M.
* 23. Rugged, spotted, streaked, or mottled with whitefluviaiilis.

and purplish brown or pink
; mouth closed with a

testaceous operculum; 4 lines long. In slow rivers

of Barbary and Europe, Britain, ^n. t. 16. f. 2.
• 24. Smooth, with a carious crown; whirls 4 or 5,/#V/orfl/r>-

first large ; size of a horse bean. Europe, shores of
Britain. Common. Don. t. 20. f. 2.

25. Sffloothish, horny, or blackish, ending In a very/nmrtfix.

fine
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fine point* Still water and warm tpriogt of Europe
suppooed to be only a variety of N. fluviatiits»

magda^ 26. Grooves wide and bl^k \ within white \ whirls

kna* 5 9 lip smooth, 2-toothed y 6 lines long. Magdalene
islands. Adanson, t« 13. fl j.

marginata 27. Thin, with decussated striae ; tuberculated

;

black, with ocbraceoos spots
; subglobular ; aperture

margined outwardly.' Schroeter, t. 4. f. i6.

dttbia^ 28. Thin, pellucid, ovate, polished^ dull yellow

varied with black ; outer lip acute ; inner glabrous

;

crown prominent. Very rare. Cliem. v. t. 193. f.

2019.

**• Imperforate^ with the piilar Itp toothed.

fMgera,

fiavesceno.

undalata.

pupa.

bidcms,

vkidds,

virguua.

29. Smooth, coarse, with an excavated eye- 1 ike

small spire ^ inner lip smooth, crenulated j whirls 2,

one large, terminating; in an acute tooth j 14—16 lines

long. Rivers of India. Lister, t. 143. f. 37.

30. Smooth, yellowish variegated with white, and 3
black bands ; pillar lip two*toothed ;

outer lip slightly

striated. Nicobar. Chem. x. t. 195. f. 1 594 and

M95-
31. Tbin, smooth, undulated, with an obtuse crown ;

outer lip substriated, and toothless; inner one a little

denticulated. India. Chem. v. t. 191. f. 1970 and

197^-

32. Smooth, roundish, milk-white ; whirls with trans*

verse, parallel, black strise ; lip flat
;

teeth scarcely

visible. Jamaica. Lister, t. 605. f. 31.

33. Smooth ; inner lip 2-toothed ; size of a pea.

New Zealand. Favanne, ii. t. lo* f. R.

34. Smooth, green ; inner lip crenulated in the mid-

dle* Minorca and Jamaica* Chem. ix. Part 2. t.

124. f. 1089.

35. Smooth, ovate, inner lip denticulated; 2 to lO

lines long. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 604. f. 24 to

poUUr. 36. Smooth ; crown obliterated
; lip toothed on

each side ; brown. India, South seas. Lister, t. 6oo.

*7-

hierqgbf* 37, Subglobular, white, with blackish undulated

pkica, streaks ;
pillar-lip toothed and crenulated. £. Indian

seas. Chem. v. l. 193. f. 2016 and 2018.

piperim, 38. Subglobular, smooth, thin, of a doll yellowisb

colour, with triangular black spots, and the pillar-lip

denticulated. Malabar. Chem* xi. t. 297. f. 1905
and 1906.

larva, 39. Subglobular, smooth, with the summit very ob-

tuse, and the pillar-lip very slightly denticulated. Am-
boyna. Rumpliius, t. 22. f. No. 6.

nigerrma 40. Subglobular, smooth, thick, opake, and minutely

striated transversely ; outer lip entire, and pillar lip

slightly wrinkled. Chem. v. t. 192. f. 1985 and 1980.
ptloroHta, 41. Striated; lips toothed; inner one flattish and

wrinkled. American islands. Lister, t. 595. f. I.

alhicella, 42. Striated ;
lips slightly toothed ; inner one tu-

herculated. Cape of Good Hope, Indian ocean. Chem.
V. t. 193. f. 2000.

43* Roundish, with transverse crenulated ribs, which

are alternately larger ; inner lip plaited above, and to-

berculated below. Tranquebar. Lister, t. 598. I^
hiotrw, 44. Grooved, transversely striated ; inner lip tooth-

ed ; ribs 30f unequal. £• Indies. Chem. v. t. 199.

f. i94&/mnd i949.
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45. Grooved; 17 to 29 transverse ribs; outer Kpplicala,

with 5 or 6 teeth within ; inner convex, wrinkled, with

three long, strong teeth, beside lesser ones. India.

Chem. V. t. 190. f, 1952 and 1953.
46. Grooved, lips toothed ; inner lip with a yellow

spot, and 3 or 4 teeth ; convex and wrinkled. Mo-
Incca islands. Chem. v. t. 191. f. 1968 and 1969.

47. With 20 grooves, varied with undulated al-cons-
ternate black and white rays; lips toothed; inner one Icon.

wrinkled and tuberculated. I^ian ocean. Banda.
Chem. V. t. 192. f. 1988 to 1999.

48. Subglobular, transversely ribbed, and the summit^/c//a.

obtuse and radiated; lips denticulated. £. Indian seas.

Chem. xi. t. 197. f. 1907 and 1908.

49. Grooves 30; ribs about 30, flattened; \\p%undata,
toothed ; inner one wrinkled and tuberculated. Indian
seas. Chem. v. t. 190. f. 1950 and 1951.

50. Grooved, with 15 to 19 ribs; lips toothed

inner one tuberculated. India. Lister, t. 596. f. 3.

51. Solid, thick, glabrous; undulated with h\^c)Lmaxima,
and yellowish rays

; outer lip toothless ; inner one con-
cave, 4-toothed. A very large shell. Chem. v. t. 190.
f. 1942. and 1943.

52. Deep black, glabrous, and thinly striated above \atf'ata.

both lips white
; outer one finely grooved, and slightly

toothed within. Atlantic and South seas. Chem. v. t.

190. f. 1^54 and 1955.
53. With 16 white grooves; ribs spotted with white \atcensio^

crown a little prominent; outer lip glabrous on each
side ; inner one concave, yellowish and toothed. As-
cension island; a large shell. Chem. v. t. 191. f.

1956 and 1957.

54. Mouth and lips white; whirls round, surround-
ed with black, parallel striae ; outer lip striated within.

Malacca seas. Chem. v. t. 191. f. 1958. and 1959.
55. White, radiated with black without; hXriotpica,

transverse, rounded, smooth ; inner lip wrinkled and 4-
toothed. Indian seas. Chem. v. t. 19 1. f. 1964. and

1965.
56. Yellowish within, subglobular, surrounded withcos/n/o. .

thicker strim; interstices snowy; lips white, tooth-

ed ; outer one crenated without. Nicobar islands.

Chem. V. t. 191. f. 1066 and 1967.

57. With blnish bfadw, red and white square epoXs^verncolot'* .

and bands, spotted with red and white ; inner lip stri-

ated within, and toothed on each side. Antilles inlands.

Chem. v. t. 19 1, f. 1962 and 1963.

58. Pale violet, with a yellowish tip; white within,

wlth elevated black striae
; lips toothed ; outer one /or.

grooved within ; inner one wrinkled. Red sea. Chem.
v. t. 191. f. 1974 and 1975.

59. Grooved, yellowish within
; crown a little pro-nwllacecn^

minent ; outer lip unarmed and crenulated outwsrdly

inner Hp yellowish, smooth. Malacca. Chem. v. t.

192. f. 1976.
60. Subglobular, black ; white within

; grooved anda/z/iV/a-

striated ;
lips wrinkled and denticulated. Antilles rrfr;i.

islands. Chem. v. t. 192. f. 1987.

61. Subglobular, with crowded transverse h\v\^\Jiatnmea.
white,, with porplish undulated rays

; outer lip grooved
within ; inner lip wrinkled above. W. Indies. Chem.
V. t. 192. f. 1992 and 1993.

62. Subglobular, with crowded transverse strias \fulguram»
deep black, with ocbmceous rays; lips slightly denticu-

lated ;
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bind, and concave. Barbadocs, Mediterranean. Lis-

ter, t. 545. f. 33. and 35.
acuUatq. ii. Oval, brown, with prickly striae; crown recurv-

ed. American islands. Da Costa, 8. t. 2. f. 2.

gorecnsu0 12. Oval, flat, thin, white, glossy, lamellated on

the ontside ; 5 to 6 lines in diameter. Rocks at Goree.

Favanne, i. t. 4. lower fig. D^
crepidmia* 13. Oval, flattish, smooth

;
lip semilunar, flat be-

hind. Mediterranean, Indian ocean. Martini, t. 13.

f. 29. and 36.

*** the margin angular^ or irregularly tootlied.

laciniosa, 14. Rays unequal, elevated ; thicker and obtose,

on the outside. Indian Favanne, t. 2. f. I.

ioecha^ 15. Angular, with 7 keel-shaped, obtuse ribs. Ja-

rima. va and Barhadoes. Lister, t. 532* lO.

rtpanda^ 16. Ovate, thin, much depressed, with longitudinal

somewhat scaly striae, and the summit acute
;
margin

irregularly indented* Cerigo. Favanne, ii. t. 2. f.

G. I.

tenuis,

margari^
tacea,

barbara,

granularts

granatina,

vulgata,

oculus*

cUoro*

iticta,

tigrma,

ornaUt,

miniata,

ulyssipon*

ttms.

radidta.

eterulea.

17. Ovate, depressed, and very narrow at the end,

with angulated diverging ribs, and the interstices longi-

tudinally striated. Martini, i. t. 10. f. 87.

18. Ovate, depressed, with irregular angulated ribs,

and transverse striae ; summit acute, and the margin

angulated and crenated. Patagonia. Martini, i. t.

10. r. 85. A. and B.

19. Toothed, with 19 elevated, vaulted, and mu-
ricated rays, Falkland islands. Knorr, v. t. 13. f. 5.

20. Toothed, with elevated, angular, imbricated

striae ; 2 inches long. Southern Europe, and Cape of

Ckjod Hope. Lister, t. 536. f. 15.

2T. Angular, with numerous muricated str!^ ; 1^
to 3 inches long. Jamaica, southern Europe. Lister,

534- f-
} 3

-

* 22. With about 1 4 obsolete angles, and dilated,

acute, crenated margin ;
crown central ; 2 inches high.

Marine rocks of Europe and India, Britain. Lister,

t. 5. f. 40.

23. Oval, thick, rather shallow, with broad angti-

lated ribs, and the margin unequally serrated. Isle of

Cyprus. Martini, i. t. 10. f. 86*

24. Ovate, depressed, with 1 1 broad and intermedi-

ate narrower ribs ; margin angulated. Jamaica. Mar-
tini, i. t. 10. f. 84. A. B.

25. Oval-oblong, with 7 depressed ribs and inter*

mediate longitudinal striae; margin sub-octangular and

crenated. Martini, i. t. 9. f. 78.

26. Longitudinally ribbed and ornamented with

rays, wliich are alternately green and black, dotted

with white ; margin sub-angular and nearly entire.

New Zealand. Chem. xi. t. 197. and 1914. and 15.

27. Ovate, depressed, with irregular decussated

strisc, and narrow longitudinal grooves
; margin cre-

nated. Africa and Isle of France. Lister, t. 538. t.

21 .

28. Suboval, depressed, thin, with 9 broad rays,

striated and slightly ribbed loiigitudinaTly
; margin den-

ticulated. Shores of Lisbon. Martini, i. t. 8. f. 62.

29. Subovate, slightly striated, and stellated both

inside and out, with white and blackish rays. Nicobar

islands. Chem. xi. t. 197. f. 1916. and 17.

* 30. Crenated, subangular ; striae numerous, un-

equal ; beneath blue ; blackish on the outside. Me-
ditevranean and Britain. Bom, t. 18. f. 2.
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* 31. Very thin and transpat*ent, oblong-oval, quitepelluctda,

smooth, of a pale yellowish horny colour, and nearly

the same inside ; vertex near one end, marked with a

dark purple spot, from which emanate from 3 to 7
dotted lines of bright shining azure bine. Britain, on

the leaves and stalks offuct, Don. t. 3. f. i.

32. Conic, tnberculated ; tubercles white, inrows;^tf&m:t/-

slightly toothed retuse behind. Gmelin. lata.

33. Longitndinally ribbed and striated, with one cochlear,

end contracted like a scoop, and the summit acute

;

margin slightly angular. New Zealand. Knorr, ii.

t. 26. f. 3.

34. Oval, subpellucid ; ribs 16 to 20 ; tobercniated cypria,

and foliaceous on the outside
;

i to 3 inches long. Shores

of Cyprus. Martini, u t. 9. f. 79.

35. Angulated, with undulated, blunt, much elevated p/irnfn.

ribs, and transversely wrinkled ; summit obtuse. Bom,
t. 18. f. I.

36. Oblong, flattish
; bay striated with white

;
mo;?qptr.

within milk-white, with 1 1 elevated, unequal striae

;

crown rounded, white. American islands. Martini,

i. t. 9. f. 80.

37. Soboctangnlar, thick, depressed, with fine some- angulosa,

what granulated striae, and the spire acute. Provence.
Lister, t. 538. lower figs.

38. Whitish, obtusely pentangular ; margin crena-pentagona
ted, dilated

; crown obtose
;
bottom reddish* Born,

t* X 8. f* 4* and y,

39. Oval, ocfaraceous, with elevated black striae
;
lacibiio-

within silvery, spotted
; crown pointed, white, smooth,gromma.

bottom with a straw-coloured spot. Martini, i. t. 8. f* 67.

40. Ferruginous, with angular or undulated nissetyiTrfigTWra

lines and cinereous belts
; within milk-white, with ele- ^

vated, knotty striae
; crown pointed; margin plaited.

Straits of Magellan. Martini, i. t. 28. f. 66.

41. Thin, pellucid, striated^ blackish, with olive

rays ; within glancous or cinereous ; crown pointed ;

margin crenated, bottom milk-white. Shores of Africa,

Malaga, Lisbon. Martini, i« t. 8. f. 64. and 5.

42. Ovate, with annular striae; black with eleva-/f/gii^>.

ted, unequal striae ; margin crenated ; crown and bot-

tom white. Provence and Cyprus. Martini, i. t. 8. f.

60.

**** summit pointed and recurved,

• 43. Entire, conic, pointed, striated, with a hooked, tingartcn.

revolute crown ; 2 inches high. America, Mediter-

ranean, and Asiatic seas
;
shores of Britain. Don. t.

21. f. I.

44. Conical, with fine cancellated striae, and the militaru.

summit obliquely recurved
;
margin entire. Barbadoes.

Lister, t. 544. f. 32.
'

45. Subconical, with concentric imbricated vfnnk- antiyuata,

les, and the summit slightly recurved. Barbadoes.

Lister, t. 544. f. 30. and 31.

^46. With distant strong longitudinal ribs, and the cochlcata,

summit recurved
;

base ovate, and margin sinuated,

South Sea. Chem. xi. t. 197* f. 1919.' and 20.

47. Entire; ribs somewhat imbricated; CTo\tn calyptra,

hooked ; margin sinuated. North America. Marlyn’s
Univer. Con. i. t. 18.

48. Convex, with longitudinal stri^ trhich are sUMorta.
temately larger, and armed with vaulted scales

; sum-

mit recurved
;

base ovate. America and Fsdklaml

islands. Martini, i. t. 12. f. it c.

3 N 4?.
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coisida» 49. Convex^ longitudinally ribbed, and striated

transversely, with the summit recurved ^ base roundish,

and the margin crenated. Isle of France. Martiui, i.

t. 12. f. 116.

tranquf 50. Ovate, thin, pellucid, with fine crowded strise^

barica* chesnut with white scales, within milk-white } with a
brown spot at the bottom, and azure spot on the crown.

Tranquebar. Lister, t. 530. f. 8.

tnammila^ 51. Conical, subpellucid, finely striated longitndi-

Dally, and the summit reflected j base oblong, and the

margin entire. Mediterranean. Lister, t. 537. f. 17.

leticopleu* 52. Striated, entire, alternately black and white:

ro. 1 inch long. West Indies. Lister, t. 530. f. 22.

tricarina^ 53,. Substriated, with 3 ribs on the mrepart) ojr

to. inches high. New Zealand. Born, t. 18. f. 6.

pectinata* 54. Entire, ovate, with wrinkled, slightly branched

striae ; crown nearly central \ 2 inches long. Medi-
terranean. Einl. ii. t. 5. f. 3*

fuicorlutea 55. Convex, oval-oblong, subroembranaceous, with

longitudinal strice, which are alternately larger, and

wrinkled transversely \ summit reflected. Bom, t« i8«

f. 8.

tuteok 56. Entire, oval, convex, striated, with a submar*

ginal, reflected, mucronate crown v size ofa melon seed*

India. Martini, i. t. 17. f. 154. and 5.

p^rvfirsa* 57. Oblong, horny, very thin, pellucid, glabrous,

with a ferruginous base* Africa* Martini, i. t. 12.

f. 1 14. A. and B.

lacmirism * 58. Entire, oval, membraoaceons, with a central,

mucronate, reflected crown
^ if to 2f lines long* Fresh

waters of Europe, Britain. Don. t. J47.

oblonga*^
*

59* Membranaceous, brittle, slightly contracted in

the middle, with the summit pointed and obliquely re-

flected 5
base oblong. Britain and other parts of Eu-

rope* Don. t. 150.

With tJte summit obtuse^ and the margin
entire^

Bubcontcal, smooth, and diverging longitudinal

lines, and the summit nearfy marginal \ base subovate*

England. Montagu, t. 13. f. 8.

radian^* oi. Oval, pellucid, much depressed, striated longi-

tudinally, and radiate with blackish spots. New Z^-
land. Cbem. x. t« 168. 161 8.

areolaia, 62. Pyramidal, reddish gray, with thin, circular

striae crossed by longitudinal ones } crown violet. Straits

of Magellan. Martiui, i. t. 5. f. 41.

Jlammea. 63. Ovate, with fine annulated strise,. reddish grey,

with undulated brown rays; crown acute, central;

white in the middle. Falkland islands. Martini, i. t.

5. f. 42.

indica* ^4* Reddish grey, with radiated striae, glabrous,

narrower on one side ;
crown acute, smooth, surrounded

with a reddish ring; 3J inches long. India. Mar-

tini, i. t. 7. f. 49.

surjna^ (>$• Thick, subovate, yellowish, with black rays, and

mcnsis0 longitudinal, unequal striae ;
and surrounded with knoU

ty belts ;
crown obtuse, smooth, white. Surinam.

Martini, i. t. 7.. f. 50.

vitellina. 66. Ovate,. yellow base unequally striated^, crown

whitish, obtuse. Martini, i. t. 7. f. 51.

lavfgata. 6 j. Ovate, yellow, within bluish white, with^oblique

flattened striae, alternately thicker and thinner ; crown

white, smooth, polished. Martini, i. t. 7. f. 54.

funettdata 68* Rounded, white, with many coloured dots, nt-

O L O G Y. Chap. IV.
dialed towards the base, and surrounded with 2 brown
rinji^. Martini, i. t. 7. f. 55.

69. Roundish, with longitudinal reddish stripes, ra- rola.

dialed in pairs, and the margin yellowish. W. Indiee.

Chem. X. t. 1 68. f. 1619.

70. Entire, acute, smooth, glabrous. Indian sind testudina^

North seas. Martini, i. t. 6. f. 45 to 48. rid.

71. Entire, nvate, striated; crown obtuse, ntzr\y testvdma-
central; 14 lines long. Greenland seas. Cbem. x.iiu

t. 168. f. 1614 and 1615.

72. Entire, oval, oblong, striated, smooth; com^ campressa
pressed on the back ; 14 inches long. India. Lister,

t. 541. f. 25.

73. Conical, elevated, with about lOQ narrow longi-q^.
tudinal ribs ; summit obtuse, glabrous, and central.

Island of Gorte. Martini, i. t. 5. f. 34.

74. Entire, conic, with 50 obtuse striae
; 3 inches rustiea^

long. Portugal. Lister, t. 537. f. 20.

75. Conical, convex towards the base, with longitu-jamaken-
dinal striae, and distant transverse ridges ; base round- $i$.

ish. Jamaica. Martini,.!, t. 5^ f. 37;
76. Oval, entire, striated; black brown rstdiVLied steUifera.

with white ; within silvery. Friendly islands and New
Zealand. Chem. x. t. i68. f. 1617*

77.. Entire, ovate, obtuse, with 39 cinereous, fili-ybico.

ibrm, elevated striae. Straits of Magellan. Martini,

i« t. 5« f. 40.

78. Depressed, thick, with remote decussated striaemrmwi-
towards the base, and the summit smooth and central ; ensit.

base nearly oval ; inside yellow. Surinam. Martini,
i« t. 7* f. 50.

79« Entire, striated, with a snbmncronate, erect nofa/ff.

crown ; within white, with a black, heart-shaped spot,

white in the middle ; minute.. Mediterranean. Cbem.
X* vig. 25. f. c and d.

80. Entire, oval, subconvexv brown, widi a whitocrtfCiblW..

cross ; i inch lon^. Schroeter, ii. t. 5% f. 7.

8 1. Entire, conic,.compres8ed, with reticulated veins, retkukta.
Mediterranean* S<^roeter, ii. t. 5. f. 7.

82. Ova], with crowded longitudinal elevated dotUde^nro.
atrix^ and the summit acute and erect. Drobacb in

Norway. Muller ZooL Don. i. t« L2. f. r to 3*
* 83. Oval, very entire, with pale purplish longitudi-

nal rays, and the summit nearly marginaL Britain and
Norway. Don. t. 2i. f. 2.

^
84. Oblong-oval ; very entire ; finely striated Ion- tesseiata.^

gitudlnally, whitish, tesselated with red spots. Nor-
way*. Muller Zool. Don. L t. 1 2. f. 6 and 7.

85. Oval-oblong, with minute, somewhat decussated^^ifAw.

strix, and the spire nearly marginaL Bay of Drobacb
in Norway. Muller Zool. Don. i* t« 24. f. 1 te 3.

86* Oblong, depressed, with the posterior margin
rounded, and the anterior truncated ; summit nearly

marginal. New Holland. Cbem. xi. t. 197. f. 1918#
87*. Entire, oval, pellucid, depressed, striated, homy,

and radiated with black spots. New Zealand. Chem.
X. t. 168. f. 1.618L

88. Entire, roundish, diaphanous; depressed, vrith umbcUaiiu,
yellowish rays within ; . crown pale yellow margin very

acute
; 4 inches long. Indian ocean. Cbem. x. 1. 169.

f. 1645.

****** With a marginalfissure.

* 89. Oval, conic, with reticulated strix^ cleft on thefissura..
fore-part; crown, recurved; ^ long. European*'

and
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and Barbary coasts, l^eronshire.

109 and no.
incts€h 90. Oval, rather depressed, cancellated, with a broad

marginal fissure, and the summit recurved. Falkland
islands. Chem. xi. t. 197. f. 1925 and 1926.

/usurata* 91. Oval, depressed, with crowded longitudinal strise,

and a short marginal fissure. New Zealand. Chem.
xi. t. 197. f. 1929 and 1930.

******* JTith a perforated summit.

noacAtna. * p2. Conical, longitudinally striated, and the summit
recurved, with a rhomboidal perforation, extending to-

wards the anterior margin. Norway and Britain.

Montagu, t. 13. f. 10.

pusluia. pj. Oval, gibbous, convex, with reticulated strise ;

margin crenated ^ perforation near the posterior mar-
* gin. Mediterranean and Indian seas. Lister, t. 528.

f. 30.
gr^ecom * 94, Ovate, convex, reticulated ; crown not much

elevated
\

perforation oblong \
margin crenulated

^

length i inch. Foreign specimens inch. European
seas. Sandwich. Don. i. t. 2l. f. 3*

atricapSia Ovate, cancellated, with the longitudinal ribs

nodulous and alternately smaller
^
summit somewhat

lateral, and the inner margin entire. Barbadoes. Lis-

ter, t. 528. f. 5.

nodosa. 96. Oval, subconical, with elevated, strongly tuber-

culated ribs, and the summit nearly Central ^ margin
crenated. Barbadoes. Lister, t. 528. f. 6.

perforata. 97. A little convex, transversely wrinkled ; brownish,

with straw-coloured rays and spots \ striae longitudinal,

and alternately larger and scaly } if inch long. Bar*
badoes. Lister, t. 528. f. 7 *

eaffra. 98. Ovate, compressed, striated *, finely annulated,

and radiated with black } hbttom milk-wbite
^ perfora-

tion nearly central. Cape of Good Hope. Martini,

i. t. IX. f. 95*
pUeohts. 99. Oblong, with longitudinal striae, and the sides

compressed 5 perforation circular and submarginal.

Chem. xi. t. 197. f. 1922.
scuieUum. xoo. Repand on each side, compressed

; perforation

radiated with grooves \ from x to 1 i inch long. Falk-
land islands. Schroeter, ii. t. 6. f. xi.

pkta. I ox. Ovate, with concentrical elevated belts, and
alternately white and violet longitudinal rays

;
perfo-

ration oval. Magellan straits. Martini, i. t. xi. f. 90.
nimbosa. xo2« Ovate, striated, rugged, brown perforation

oblong; 2 inches long. Mediterranean and Atlantic*

America. Martini, i. t ix. f. 91 and 92.
nubecula. X03. Subovate, rugged, white radiated with red ;

slightly striated; perforation ovate. Mediterranean.

Lister, t. 529. f» 22.

porphfro^ 104. Oblong, compressed, unequally striated ; white,

zontas. with 5 purple, interrupted Mts
;
greenish white with-

in ;
perforation minute, surrounded on the inside with

a red circle. North America. Martini, i. t. 1 2. f.

X02 and 103.
macrecku^ X05. Ovate-oblong, slightly striated, and the sides

fna. somewhat compressed ; perforation very long, and

.
widened at the posterior end. Japan. Chem. xi. t.

X97. f. X923 and 1924.

tubnlar, straight or slightly curved, with an undivid-

ed cavity, open at both ends.

Species.

1. With 10 ribs, slightly curved and striated
;
^elephaniu

inches long. Indian and European seas. Lister, t. num.

547. upper f. X.

2. Straight, doubly or triply striated, and annulated.rectum.

£• Indies. Martini, i. t. i. f. 4. A.
3* With xo ribs, smooth, and slightly curved. In- o/Trtminx.

dian seas. Martini, i. t. x. f. 4. B.
4* With 8 ribs and 8 striae, pointed

;
green, tippedstrtalumi

with white. Sicilian seas. Lister,^ t. 547. lower fig.

5. With 20 striae, slightly curved, interrupted ; red, dentaUs.

tipt, with white. Mediterranean. Rumphius, t. 41.
f. 6.

* 6. Round, sli^tly curved ; smooth, glossy, taper-

ing .to a small point
; pervious ; inch long. Indian

and European shores; western coasts of England.
Don. ii. t. 48.

7. Round, slightly curved, interrupted, opaque ; \\comeum.
inch long. African ocean. Schroeter, ii. t. 6. f. 16.

Round, slightly curved, continued, with crowded^politum.
annular striae ; Xy inch long. Indian and European
seas. Martini, i. t. x. f. 3. A.

9. White, smooth, round, slightly curved, with tt^ebumeam*
mote rings. India. Cmelin.

10. Finely striated, slightly curved; grey, mihfosciatmn»
darker bands ; thickness of a crow quill. Sicily. Mar*
tini, i. t. I. f. 3. B%
* XX. Subpellucid, subarcUated, tapering to a smallgadsc.
point

;
pervious, contracting a little towards the larger

end
; white, glossy, and smooth. British channel ;

called by the manners bakers tooth. It is frequently

brought op with the sounding line. Montagu, t. 14.

*12. White, opaque, transversely striated and im^impetfora-
perforated; minute. Sandwich, Falmouth harbour. turn.

Adams’s Microscope, t« X4. f.'8.

* X3. Subcylindrical, arcuated, marked with regu-

lar, strong, transverse strim ; aperture round, tapering '

to the other extremity, which is closed
; f inch long

;

resembles the trachea of an animal. Milton, Devon-
shire. Rare. Montagu, t. X4. f. 10.
* 14. Round, straigbtish, smooth, minute; not larger miiitrtiim.

than,a bristle. Mediterranean and Britain. peltueu

15. Homy, flexile, straigbtish, round and smooth ; dunim

2i inches long. North seas. Schroeteiv t. 6. f. i*j.

*16. Cylindric, arcuated, smooth, glossy, ni^ootglabrum*
stries or wrinkles ; aperture orbicular ; the other end
closed, rounded ; length one line. Devonshire coast.

Montagu, Test. Brit. p. 497.
6%

Gen«34. Sxrpula, Wbrm^SheU. Scrpula.

Gen. CAor.—The animal a terebella : shell, univalve,

tubular, generally adhering to other substances
; of*

ten separated internally by entire divisions at un-
equal distances.

Species.

CONCHOLOGY.
Martini, i. t. X2. f.

6t

Deatalioia.
Gen. 33« DektalxOm, Tooih-sAelt.

Gen. CAnr.—The animal a terebella ; shell univalve,

I. Suborbicular ; umbilicated ; convex, with rmAi^sUltaris.
ated wrinkles. Greenland, on Sertolaria.

2* Regular, oval, loose, glabrous, not larger Unaisentinu*
3NU uhm.
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incurvaiQs

planorbis.

arcolus,

spiriUuwu

tninuta*.

spiroriis.

riqu^run

inirifioUi.

corimta^

granuimia*

canceiiaUi,

hetero^

stropha*

corrvgatCn

lucida.

vitrea.

corUorH^

plicate^

nehuhsa.

goreensu*

glomeraia,

lumhrica*

its.

contcQ.

arenaruu

afra.

CONCHOLOGY.
a grain of sand. Adriatic and Bed teas \ and is some-
times found fossiL Martini, i. t. 3. f. 22. a. and b.

> * 3. Straight, with 3 close whirls at the smaller end y

minute* Sandwich. Walker, f.i 2.

4. Orbicular, regular, flat, equal j resembles a round
scale ^ adheres to shells*

5. Long, narrow, round, smooth, yellowish ; many
tiroes twisted* America. Martini, i. t. 3* f. 20. £.
* 6* Begular, Sjiiral, orbicular ^ whirls round, gra-

dually decreasing. Found in Uie ocean, on au>ophyte8,

on the corailifta qfictnaits from Milton rocks, Devon-
shire. Martini, i. t. 3. f. 20. C. and D*

7. Regular, spiral, orbicular, with the whirls re-

versed •y taper, and transversely wrinkled. Britain*

Montagu, p. 505*
* 8. Regular, spiral, orbicular; whirls slightly chan-

nelled above and inwardly, and diminishing gradually

towards the centre* Found in most seas, adhering to

Jiict. Shores of Britain. Don. t. 9.
* 9. Strong, opaque, irregularly twisted and contort-

ed ; triangular ; 4 ^0 i >uch long* Found in the

ocean, adhering to marine substances, stones, and the

bottoms of ships* Coasts of Britain. Don* t. 95*
* 10. Filiform, rough, and intricately twisted; grera*

is|i white, a little rugged and coarse* European and
Indian seas ; shores of Britain, on shells*

II* Regular, spiral, with the outer whirl rising into

a carinated ridge on the top* Salcombe Bay, De-
vonshire*

* 1 2* Round, spiral, glomerated
; 3 elevated ribs on

the upper side ; size of a coriander seed* North seas,

in masses adhering to shells and stones* Britain.

Don. t. 100.

1 3* Spiral, glomerated, with three grooves, the lower

interrupted by transverse ribs; aperture 2-toothed*

Greenland seas*

* 14. Taper, spiral, with three elevated ribs on the up-

per side, and the whirls reversed* Devonshire. Mbn-
Ugu.
*15. Regular, spiral, transversely wrinkled, and um-
bilicated. Devonshire.
* i6* Taper, spiral, very smooth and glossy ; whirls

reversed. Britain. Linn* Tr* v. t* i* f* 31.
*17. Round, regular, spiral, orbicular, wrinkled, with

a thickened aperture* Greenland seas ; shores of Bri-

tain.

* 18. Angular, rugged, and irregularly entwined

;

transversely striated
; 3 to 4 inches long. European

and American seas, shores of Britain* Martini, i. t.

3. f. 24. A.

19. Thick, wrinkled, and modi twisted $ aperture

large and indented. America* Favanne, t. 6. f. i.

20. Round, cancellated, yellow, within homy ; 8 to

9 inches long* Goree. Favanne, i. t. 6. f. 812.

21* Round, glomerated, with decussated wrinkles.

European and Atlantic sea. Martini, i. t. 3. f. 23.

22. Round, flexuous, with a spiral, acute tip
; trans-

versely ribbed, and longitudinally wrinkled
; 3 to 5

inches long. Atlantic and Indian seas, in large masses.

Lister, t. 548. f. 1.

23. Subcylindrical, flexuous ; spiral at the base. A-
merica. Martini, i. t. 2. f. 15.

24. Jointed, entire, distinct, flattisb beneath* India

and Africa. Martini, i* t. 3. f« 19. A, B, and C*

25* Substriated, yellowish brown, round, twisltd in-

Chap. I\T.

to 3 whirls, with a central tip* Goree* Martini, i* t*

3. f. 20. A. B.
26. Snboctaugular, cancellated, and irregularly spi- voltnx.

ral. E. Indies. Martini, t. t. 2. f* I4,

27. Roundish, somewhat spiral, with a longitudinal,

jointed cleft. Indian ocean. Lister, t* 548. f. 2.

28. Angular, muricated, with a longitudinal, subarti- muHcata.
culated fissure. Indian ocean. Martini, L t. 2* f» 8*

29. Subcylindrical, with annular contractions, and owwaArhi.
an obsolete longitudinal fissure. Martini, i* I. 2. f.

10.

30. Conic, spirally twisted, yellowish, with hrownom uco-
bands

; the middle round and twisted ; aperture orbi-pug^
cular. Mauritius island. Cliem. xi. t* 21 1* f. 202 and
203.

31. Round, with decussated striee, slightly wrinkled,

flexuous, red ; within smooth, white* B^badoes* Lif-
ter, t. 547. f. 4.

* 32. Round, tapering, carved, wrinkled; 2 to ^vermum'
inches long. European seas, coasts of Britain. Don*4irfi.
t* 95. The animal which inhabits this shell is of a
bright scarlet colour, and is furnished with elegant

feathered tentacula, from the midst of which arises a
trumpet-shaped tube, and a lesser simple one.

* 35. Taper, subula^ed, and flexuous, with the larger tubulariM.

end detached and ascending. Devonshire and Shet-

land islands.

34« White, round, subulate, straight, and toothed

at the sides
; with a longitudinal glabrous^ rib ta the tattu

middle ; tip glabrous, a little incurved ; 4 ^Bch long*

Found in the lepas tintinnabulum* West Indies*

Schroeter, ii. t. 6 . f. i8«

35* Watering-pot

;

round, straight, taper, with % aquaria.
dilated, radiated, larger extremity ; the dise is cover-

ed with cylindrical pores
; 3 to 5 inches long* Indian

ocean. Lister, t. 548. f. 3.

36. Brown, roundish, striated. Indian ocean, adher- serve*
ing to corab* Martini, i* t* 1* f* 9*

37. Smooth, white, the broader part straight, unAprobaKh
transversely plaited'; 2 to 4 inches long* Martini, Ldvo.
t* 2. f. x8* A and B*

38* Polished, smoothisb, with annulated plaits, a protensa.

tie tapering towards the end ; size of a quill* Indian
and American seas* Martini, i* t* 2* f. ix A*

39* Somewhat triangular, and a little flexuous,

gradually tapering, violet; within smooth and pale

yellow ;
aperture white, with undulated strim, and arm-

ed with a conic tooth ; a foot high, and as thick as the

little finger. Africa and America. Pallas, t« xo. f.

2 to xo.

* 40. Whirls 2, deeply and spirally grooved
;
gtttn- gukata.

ish ;
minute. Coast of Pembrokeshire, on the roots of

fucus digitalis.

*41. Suboval, with 2 bends, imperforated; minute.onoh^
Found at Denbigh.
* 42. Regular, rounded ; margin reflected at the uper- rtjlexa.

ture
\
minute. Pembrokeshire sands.

* 43. Regular, rounded, pellucid, with three whirls ; comm*
homy. Pembrokeshiie coast.
*

44. Semilunar, veatricose, white, opaque, glossy
^ hicomis,

minute. Sandwich and Reculver. v

* 45. White, opaque, glossy; semilunar and ptrio-petforata*

rated ;
minute* Sandwich* Rare.

* 46. Oval, thin, smooth, pelhicid, with milky veins •yiactea.

minute* Sandwich* Very raxur
" * 47.
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470 CONCH
composed of mfnote particles of sand y ^ inch long,

iiivuiets of Thuringia* Schroeter, t. ii. f. i.

stagnaiis, 9. Straight, tapering, open at both ends } smooth,

with a margined aperture, composed of very minute

particles of sand* nlvers of Thuringia. Schroeter, t*

Xi-f-i 3-

cornea, 10. Narrow, conic, smooth, straight, cinereous \

with a blackish open tip, composed of very minute par-

ticles of sand ; not f inch long. Schroeter, t. ii. f. 14.

uticinata, 11. Smooth, round, tapering, with an open hooked.

tip
j ^ inch long. Rivers of Thuringia. Schroeter, t.

ii.f.D.f. 8.

sabulosa* 12. Cylindrical, closed at the tip, snbclavated, per-

forated, and composed of larger grains of sand $ not an
inch long. Thuringia and Belgium. Schroeter, t. ii.

, .

f* 4*

vegetcJnlu 13. Depressed, composed of fragmeots of tnigs,

stems, and bark, and broken pieces of the telliiia cor-

nea aa inch long. Waters of Thuringia. Schroeter,

t. ii. f. 9.

ammo* 14. Polygono^cylindrica), within smooth, composed

niaia. of fragments of cornu ammonis. Rivers. Schroeter,

t. II. f. 10.

heltcina* 15. Round, within smooth, composed of fragments of

the helix pusilla j an inch long. Stagnant waters cf
Thuringia. Schroeter, t. ii. f. ii.

dmtdtaia, 16. One part of the shill composed of sand or gra-

vel, the other thicker, clavated, and composed of fo-
ments of shells. Waters of Thuringia. Schroeter, t.

ii.f. 3. D.
Jixa, 17. Composed of small stones ^ tapering towards the

tip ^
an inch long ^ affixed to stones in the water, and

open at the side by which it is fixed. Thuringia.

Schroeter, t. it. f. 12.

c/avata* i8. Composed of small stones •y the open end elevat-

ed, and consisting of larger stones ^ solitary. Thurin-

gia. Schroeter, t. ii. f. 2.

corticalis. 19. Composed of pieces of bark, towards the endnf
broken stems. Schroeter, t. 1 1 . f. 5.

arundina- 20. Subconic, open at both ends, composed of frag-

cea, ments of the bark of reeds, placed on each other ^ an

inch long. Schroeter, f. ii. f. 6.

aculeata^ * 21 • Composed of small twigs, the points of which

project a little) an inch long. Thuringia, Britain,

oebroeter, t. 1 1. f. 7.

marsupia* 22. Black ) open end cylindrical and narrower, the

/;»• other part tinged and ovate > 2 inches long. Schroeter,

2. t. 6. f. 21.

ftorwegica 23. Roundish, open at both ends, brittle, membrana-
ceous ) composed of very minute grains of sand

) 4
inches long. Norway. Schroeter, 2. p* 591* 2C.

lumbiica- 24. Coarse, creeping, fragile, open at both ends)

ti$, the animal not furnished with tentacula at the mouth )

O L O G Y. Chap. IV.
body prickly, jointed. Deeps of the Greenland scas

)

fixed to stones. Fabr. fn. Groenl. p* 374* N" 369.
25. Cylindrical, composed of capillary, subeylindri- indka,

agglutinated crystids of quartz. Indian ocean.

Abildy Sebr. Bell. Naturf. 9. p« 144. t. 4.
* 26, Extremely fragile, cylindrical, composed of pore arcnana»
sand, slightly cemented together, without any internal

membrane ) size of a raven^s quill ) from X to 2 inches

long. Dorsetshire coast. Montagu.
* 27. Long, subcylindric, slender, fragile, composed otsuScy/u-

fine sand, and minute bits of broken shells, cemented drica,

together on a fine membrane ) 3 inches long. Salcomb
bay. Montagu.
* 28. Long, slender, gradually tapering to the lower Ud/ormist

end, composed of frne fragments of shells, and minute
flat bits of stones, cemented together at their edges ) 3
to 4 inches long. Salcomb bay.—>Some have been ob-
served with a lateral branch near the smaller end, which
is supposed to be a young one. Montagu.
*

29. Small, short, composed of sand and minute hits curia,

of flat stones, agglutinated to a tough membrane ; size

of a crow quill ; an inch lon^. Inlet near Kings-
bridge. This sabella is gregarious, covering the whole
surface of the shore, appearing like bits of straw co-

vered with mud. Montagu,
* 30. Short, broad, and very flat, composed of large empresta

fragments ef flat, bivalve shells, placed with the con-

cave side inwards ) 1 , inch long. Deeps at Torcross,

Devonshire.

The animals included under the preceding ^enus,

have for Iheir coverings particles of sand agglutinated

on the external membrane, and resemble rather the

larvce of certain tnsecUy than the testaceous vermes.

The latter form their calcareous integuments entirely

from the secretions of their own surfaces, and are at-

tached to these by cartilaginous processes, so as to render

them essential and indispensable parts of their struc-

ture. The coverings of the sabellae seem to be more of

an adventitious nature, and may be considered rather

as serving the purposes of habitations, than as being

organized integrals of the contained animaU This ge-

nus, therefore, does not come under the class of testa-

ceous animals ) and indeed is by all physiologists of mo-
dem times rejected from the arrangement of testaceous

vermes. ^5

Number of species included under each order, in the Eaimien-

preceding classification. lioa oftlie

Multivalves 99
speck*.

Bivalves 655
Univalves 1655

Total number of species 24C9
exclusive of the sabellse.

CHAP. V. OF THE CONSTITUENT PARTS OF SHELLS, he.

HAVING in the former chapter enumerated, under

each genus, all the species of testaceous animals which

have been hitherto discovered ) and having given the

characteristic marks by which each is distinguished,

whicli marks are derived from the shell or testaceous

covering ; we now propose to inquire what is the na-

ture of this substance ) in what way it is produced by

the animal, and how it is enlaiged as the animal in-

creases in size. These topics shall be the subject of the

present chapter, which may be conveniently divided

into the following sections, i. Of the constituent parts

of shells. 2. Of their formation. 3. Of the colours of

shells. 4. Of the formation of the umbilicus and pro-

tuberances, &c. 5. Of Che pearl.

Sect.
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CONCHOLOGY. 47 *

SE<rr« 1. Ofthe Conetitueni Parts of Shells,

The nature and component parts of testaceous sub-

stances have been particularly investigated by Mr Hat-
chett^ from whose paper we extract the following ob-

servations.

In bis examination of marine shells, Mr Hatchett
found, from the nature of the substance of which they

inm their are composed, that they might be arranged in two di-

cooponeat visions. Under the first are included those which have
parts. porcellaneous appearance and enamelled surface, and

exhibit, when broken, something of a fibrous texture.

The other division is distinguished, hy having a strong

epidermis or covering, under which is the shell, com-
posed principally or entirely of mother-of-pearl. To
the first division belong different species of volute, cy-

praea, and others. The second comprehends the oys-

ter, the river mussel, and some species of haliotis and
turbo.

Porcellaneous shells,—The shells of this description

which were examined, were different species of volu-

te and cyprssa. When they were exposed to a red

heat for a quarter of an hour, they crackled, and lost

the colours of their enamelled surface. No apparent

smoke, and no smell, like that of burnt horn or carti-

lage, were emitted during the process. The figure

remained the same, excepting a few flaws ; and they

becaoie of an opaque white, partially tinged with pale

grey. When tbe^ were dissolved in acids, after being

burnt, they deposited a small quantity of animal coal,

which proves that they contain some portion of glu-

ten. Shells which bad not been exposed to the fire,

dissolved with great effervescence in the different acids }

and the solution remained transparent and colourless j

from which it appears, that the pro^rtion of gluten

is small, since It could not be traced in the solution of

the unbumt shells.

In examining the different solutions of shells, whe-

ther burnt or unbumt, by chemical tests, it was found,

that no trace 4>f phosphate of lime, or of any other

combination of phosphoric acid, existed in these sub-

stances. And it appeared from many experiments,

that the component parts of porcellaneous shells, are

carbonate of lime, cemented with a very small portion

of animal gluten.

Some species of patella, which were brought from

Madeira, were also subjected to chemical examination,

by the same philosopher. When exposed to a red beat in

a crucible, they emitted a perceptible smell of horn or

feathers ^ and by farther examination, by solution, the

proportion of carbonic matter deposited appeared to

be greater, and the proportion of carbonate of lime

less, than what was indicated by tbe result of the ex-

periments on porcellaneous shells. When unbumt
shells belonging to tbe same species, were immersed in

nitric acid very much diluted, the epidermis separated,

and the whole of tbe carbonate of lime was dissolved.

A gelatinous substance, nearly in a liquid state, remain-

ed, but it did not retain tbe figure of the shell, and ex-

hibited,no appearance of a nbrous structure. These

shells, therefore, contain a larger portion of gelatinous

matter than the ^rcellaneous shells, hut the other com-

Mother^ poncnt part consists entirely of carbonate of lime,

peart
* Shells comfoud (f motier-qf-pearl^Shel\$ of this

2 .

description, were subjected to similar experiments with Of the Coo-

tbe former. When tbe common oyster was exposed to ttiiuent

a- red heat^ the effects were the same as those which

were produced by the same process on the species :
^ **

of patella from Madeira. The solution of the uo-

bumt shell was also similar, excepting -only that the

gelatinous part was of a greater consistency. When
the river mussel was burnt in a crucible, it emitted

much smoke, with a strong smell of burnt bom or

cartilage ; the shell became of a dark grey colour, and
exfoliated. By solution in the acids, the proportion

of carbonic matter separated was greater, and that of

carbonate of lime obtained was less, than from tbe

other shells on which experiments were made.

When an unbumt shell of this description was im-

mersed in diluted nitric acid, a rapid solution and ef-

fervescence took place
;
and at the end of two days, tbe

whole of the carbonate of lime was nearly dissolved.

A series of membranes now only remained, of which
the epidermis constituted the first. These membranes
still retained the figure of the shell. The carbonate

of lime was at first readily dissolved, because the acid

came easily in contact with it ; but tbe process became
slower, as it was more diflficult for the acid to insinuate

itself between tbe different membranes of which tbe

shell is composed. The haliotis iris, and the turbo

olearius, were found to resemble this mussel, except

that tbe mrabranaceous parts were more compact and
dense.

When these shells are deprived by an acid of tbe

carbonate of lime, which gives them their hardness,

they appear to be formed of different membranes,^ ap-

plied stratum super stratum. Each membrane is fur-

nished with a corresponding coat or crust of carbonate

of lime, and it is so situated, that it is always between
every two membranes, beginning with tbe epidermis,

and ending with the internal membrane, which has

been last lormed. Tbe animals which inhabit tbeM
stratified shells, increase their habitation by tbe addi-

,

tion of a stratum of carbonate of lime, which is se-

cured by a new membrane. And as every additional

stratum exceeds in extent that which was previously

formed, the shell becomes stronges in proportion as it

is enlarged } and thus tbe growth and age of the anir

mal may be denoted by the number of strata of which
the shell is composed. Similar experiments were made
on pieces of mother-of-pearl as they are imported from
China, and with precisely tbe same results. They ap-

peared to be composed of tbe same gelatinous matter and
carbonate of lime. In all the shells of this description

which were immersed in acids, the membranaceous
parts retained the exact figure of the shell, and they

appeared distinctly to be composed of fibres, arranged

in a parallel direction, corresponding to- tbo configura-

tion of tbe shell.

Pearl.—The constituent parta of pearl appear to be p^ark
similar to those of mother-of-pearl. They are compo-
sed of concentric coats of membrane and carbonate of
lime, and resemble in structure tbe globular, calcar-

eous concretioos which are known hy the name of pi*

solithes, Tbe iridescence and undulated appearance of

pearl and mother-of-pearl, evidently depend on their .

lamsllated structure and semltransparency.

From these experiments it appears, that shells ai*e Ooinponesc
composed ofearb^ate of lime and gluten. In tome, p«ru

as
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472 CONCHOLOGt. Cliap. V.

Ofthe CoQ- the porcellaneoas shells, the proportion of car-

stiujcnt bonate of lime is great, while that of the animal niat-

Pijrti of small 5 and these may be regardeil as the begin-
ShelU, gcc.

series
;
while shells that come under the

description of mother-of-pearl are to be placed at the

other extremity, having a smaller proportion of car-

bonate of lime, and a greater proportion of membra-
naceous substance. In the first the carbonate of lime

is merely cemented liy the animal matter ; in the lat-

ter tlic carbonate of lime serves to harden the membra-
naceous substance. But between these two extremes,

in the proportion of carbonate of lime and animal gin-

ten, of which all testaceous substances are composed,

there are no doubt numerous intermediate gradations,

arising from the nature of the animal to which they

form a covering, its .peculiar habits, or mode of life.

“Sect. II. Of the formation of Shells.

The shell or covering of testaceous animals, has been

considered as in some measure analogous to the b6nes

of other animals, although its formation and growth are

very dlfierent, since it serves as a base or support to

the muscles, which are attached to its internal surface.

The principal use of the shell, however, is to serve as

j
a covering or defence to the animsl.

TcsUccotti Testaceous animals arc not only extremely diflererit

•nioials in external form, but also in the mode of their prodoc-

oTiparoot Uon. Some are viviparous, as the most of those which
and inhabit bivalve shells, moltivalves, and even some of

the univalves ; while the others, which form the far

greater proportion, are oviparous. In one point, hoiv-

cver, they all agree, that whatever be the mode of pro-

duction, whether from an egg, or directly from the ute-

rus of the mother, the shell is formed on the bod^jf of

the yemng animal, and is proportioned to its bulk.

Reauinur’s
The best observations which have yet been made, and

invcitiga- the most elaborate investigation which has hithefto ap-

tisn.
,

peared, concerning the formation and developement of

ehells, are those of the celebrated HeaumUr, which were

published in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences for

the year 1 709. The same subject has been prosecuted

by other authors, but their results have been nearly

the same as those of this distinguished naturalist. Klein

is almost the only author who has advanced a different

opinion. In his dissertation concerning the formation

of shells, he charges Reaumur with supporting the opi-

nion, that testaceous animals, when they proceed from

egers, arc not furnished with the shell, but that it is

formed after being batched. This opinion indeed has

been ascribed to Reaumur by the historian of the acade-

my, who, in the analysis of his excellent memoir on the

formation of shells, has observed, “ that hitherto the

. . curious have been struck with the prodigious variety,

regularity of structure, the singular beauty

and splendour of colour of shells
\
but naturalists have

been less attentive in studying and investigating the

mode of their formation. They seem to have thought

that although shells, as well as the covering of crUsta-

cenus animnU, are bones placed externally to the ani-

mals which they cover, it was necessary to consider

them as part of their bodies, and to include this inex-

plicable circumstance under that of the general forma-

tion of animals, which is incomprehensible to the hu-

man mind. They have therefore supposed that the

3

animal and its shell proceeded from the same egg, and or the Cob-

were developed together \ and they have restea satis- nitueiu

fied in admiring the economy of nature in providing ^

so elaborate a edvering for so low an order ofanimals.

But this supposition, although probable, is not found-

ed in truth. The animal only, not the shell, is pro-

duced from the egg. The discovery of this fact h
owing to Reaumur.*’

It must seem very extraordinary, that such an error

should have crept into the abstract of the memoir of
this celebrated philosoplier, who in the cdurse of it

has clearly expressed a contrary opinion. I have fre-

qiiently,” hays Reaumur, ** compared the shells of

snails which were just hatched, and even Vrith those

which 1 had taken from the eggs before they were
batched, Vrith other shells of full grown snails of the

same species, with which I had left only the same
number of whirls 6f the spire with the small shells, and
then they appeared in all respects the same.” He far-

ther observes, that wliat has been said with regard

to (lie increase of shells, renders it nnnecessary to en-

ter into the detxil of their original formation
; for it

is easy to conceive, that when the body of a small

embryo which is one day to fill a large shell, has ar-

rived at a certain state, in which the different tegu-

ments in which it is included have sufficient consistence

to secrete from their pores the pecnliar fluid which is

destined to the formation of the shell, this fluid may be^
deposited on the surface, may thicken, and at last be- osi tDimaU
come firm and solid. And thus commences the forma-

tion of the shell, in the same way as its increase is

tinned. Snails do not proceed from the egg withootfo,^ 1^*,^

being previously furnished with this shell, which then batched
has one turn and a little more of the spire.

When the eggs of testaceous animals are batched,

the young appears with its shell already formed, and
according to the observation of Reaumur, it has then

one complete turn of the spire and a little more ) but

at that period the shell is extremely thin. It seems
probable that the formation of the shell it posterior to

that of the principal organs of the animal, as the

hones in the foetus of other animals are formed after

the brain and heart.

Reaumur has suspected that the shell is the last Shell last

formed, and if proofs are wanting to establish this fact,forn^

it is certain that at particular periods, if the eggs of

testaceous animals are opened, the external parts ofthe

embryo are found already developed, withont any ap-

pearance of the shell. But whatever may be the period

of the formation of the shell, it may be received as an

established fact, that the animal is furnished with it at

the time it leaves the egg. Leeuwenhoek first ob-

served this fact with regard to oysters
j the same ob-

serration was afterwards made by Lister, and extend-

ed to others, both land and river shells. This observa-

tion has been cemfirmed by other naturalists, and parti-

cularly by Rumphius, Swammerdam, Reaumur, and

Adanson. From the investigations of the latter it ap-

pears, that although there are many of the marine tes-

taceous animals which arc viviparous, they resemble

those which are oviparous, in being furnished with the

shell when they are separated from the parent. ye

Since then it appears, that the shell of testaceous Two opiui-

animals is completely formed previous to the develope-oni oftbe

nent of the animal, and that, it may be considered

an®‘
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ortke Coo-sn essential part of its organization, let us now inquire

•Utaeat into the mode by which its growth is effected. Ac-
cording to the decisive experiments of Reaumur, the

^
^ enlargement of shells is owing to juxta-positien, or suc-

cessive additions of eartliy and animal matter, indepen-

dent of any organized structure. Klein has supported

a contrary opinion, and supposes that the growth of

shells is effected by intus-susception, or a kind of circu-

lation. The opinion of Reaumur, however, has most

generally prevailed. Excepting Bonnet, few natural-

ists have adopted that of Klein ^ and it will appear that

this celebrated naturalist was led to entertain this opi-
’ nion concerning the mode of the formation of shells,

by the experiments of Herissant on the generation of

b^e and shell. From these experiments it was clearly

demonstrated, that shells are composed of two substan-

ces, the one a membranaceous or animal substance, and

tlie >other an earthy matter ; but no such conclusion

can he drawn from them in support of the opinion, that

the shell is a continuation of the body of the animal,

or that it is so closely connected as the bones in the

bodies of other animals ^ or even that this connexion

is formed by means of fibres of the ligament which

attaches the animal to its shell : for it has been shown,

that these muscnlar or ligamentous fibres, in all de-

scriptions of testaceous animals, are successively separa-

ted, in proportion to the increase or enlargement of the

abell. This could not possibly take place, if tbe evolu-

tion and formation of the shell, according to the opi-

nion of Herissant, depended on an internal circulation,

analogous to what happens in the body of the animal.

In this case the vessels which proceed from its body,

having no longer a communication with those which

are supposed to exist in tbe shell, it would be deprived

of nourishment, and consequently could not increase in

size. And it is found, that this separation takes place

ill all shells. It is gradually completed as tbe gi^wtb

of the shell advances.

BediMor- ^ increase in volume in two different

emnisedor Ways. Either the particles of which it is composed
iaocgMii. past

*eattmir*f

«*peci.

memtM,

through that body by means of circulation, and

undergo certain changes by which they are prepared

to form part of the body ^ or the particles of which a

body is composed, may unite with it by juxta-positioii,

without any previous circulation or preparation within

the body, to the increase of which they are destined.

It is in the first way that the growth of vegetables and

animals is accomplished j the second is the mode by

which shells receive new additions of matter, and en-

large in size. The first is tbe mode of increase pecu-

liar to living, organized substances ; by the second, in-

organized substances receive new additions of matter,

and increase in volume. These indeed afford suflEicient

characteristic marks for a natural division of bodies in-

to two classes, namely organized and inorganized sub-

dances.

The experiments of Reaumur have decisive ly proved,

that the growth of shells is owing to the latter mode
of increase. These experiments were made, not only

on aea-sbells, but also* on land and river shells
\ on uni-

valves and bivalves; and, in all, the result was invariably

tbe iatne. In conducting these experiments, be inclo-

sed the shells, on the progress pf which he made his

observetiofit, ki boxes pierced with small holes, so as

to admit the water, but so small as to prevent tbe egress
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of the aoimaU These boxes were sunk into the sea, ortbe Con-
or the river, and in this way he was enabled to watch »tituert

the process of the growth of the shell. He first

ved, that when the animal which exactly filled its shell. ;
^

be^an to increase its size, tbe shell in a short time, not
being sufficiently large to cover its whole body, part of
it was naked or unprotected. This part of the animal
must always be towards the opening of tbe shell, be-

cause the shell being previously completely filled, it

cannot extend in any other direction. All animals,

which inhabit shells of a spiral form, such as the snail

and volute, can only extend at tbe head, or the opening
of the shell ; whereas the animals in bivalve shells,

such as the mussel and the oyster, may enlarge in their

whole circumference. In Sll the species of testaceous

animals, it is this part which appeal's by the increase

of tbe animal when it enlarges the shell. This increase

takes place, according to Reaumur, by the following

mechanism.

It is a necessary effect of the laws of motion, when Process of

liquids run in canals, that the sinall particles of these the forma-

fluids, or the small foreign bodies mixed with them,^
which on account of their figure, or their less degree
of solidity in proportion to their surface, move slower
than the others, fly off from the centre of motion, and
approach towards the sides of these canals. It even
fiequently happens, that these small particles attach
themselves to the internal surface of these canals or
tubes, and form concretions of different degrees ef
thickness. It is besides certain, that the fluids which
circulate in these tubes, press against their sides on every
point of their interior surface

; so tliat if they were
pierced with a number of small holes of sufficient dia-

meter to give passage to the email particles of matter
floating in these fluids, these particles would be depo-
sited on the external surface, where a crust would be
formed, similar to that in the inside ; with this differ-

ence, that it would become thicker and more solid, be-
ing less exposed to the friction of the fluid, than that

which is deposited in the interior of tbe tube.

To a similar mechanism Reaumur ascribes the in- By tecre-

crease of shells. The external surface of that j>art oftionfreni

the body of the animal which has extended beyond *nunal.

tbe limits of the old shell, is furnished with a great >

number of canals, in which circulate the necessary fluids

for the nutrition of the animal. A great many small
particles of a viscid and earthy matter are mixed with
these fluids. Now, as these particles are less fluid than
those of which the liquids themselves are composed,
they approach the sides of the vessels, which are them-
selves fumished on that side of the external surface of
the body of the animal, with a great number of pores,

which allow them to escape from the vessels, so that

they are deposited on the external surface of these

tubes, or rather in that of the body of tbe animal it-

self, which is uncovered by the shell.

lliese particles of earthy and viscid matter having
reached the surface of the body of the animal, readily

unite with each other, and with the extremity of tbe
old shell, especially when the excess of moisture is dis-

sipated; and thus by their union Chey compose a smaR
solid body, which is the first layer of the'new addition.

Other particles of similar matter continuing to escape
in tbe same way from tbe excretory vessels of the ani-

mal) form « second layer under the firsts afterwards a

3 O tbix4
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oribe Cun- third, and a foartli, or more, till the new part of the

siitHcnt shell has acquired sufficient consistence and thickness*

ShelU*&c
*** however, observed to continue thinner for a cer-

*
. tain time than the former opening, till the increase of

the animal requires another enlargement of its cover-

ing.

When a testaceous animal is going to enlarge its

shell, as for instance the common snail, the body pro-

jects from the opening. It is then seen to attach itself

to a wall or some other solid substance, and the portion

of its body which is unprotected by the shell, soon

covered with the fluids which are excreted from its

surface. The pellicle which they produce when the

fiuid dries, is at first thin and elastic, hut gradually as-

sumes more consistence, and becomes at last similar to

the old part of the shell. If in this stage of the pro-

cess a bit of the shell is broken and removed, without

injuring the body of the snail, the skin of the animal is

soon covered with a fluid, which gradually thickens,

8i &nd becomes solid. Twenty-four hours after the ope-

Tiine ne- ration, a fine crust may be observed, which constitutes
cessary to tJjg ^nd external layer, for repairing the breach

cJ
• which was made. At the end of some days this layer

luis become thicker, and in 10 or I2 days, the new
piece of shell which is formed, has acquired the same
thickness as that which was removed. In making this

experiment, certain precautions are necessary, other-

wise there is some risk of its failure. If, after the bro-

ken piece of the shell has been removed, and partica-

larly if the fracture is made near the edge of the open-

ing, the animal is not supplied with a sufficient quantity

of nourishment, its volume or bulk is soon diminished
j

and now finding that what remains of the shell is a
complete covering to Its diminished body, no excretion

takes place for the production of a new portion. In

removing snails from a wall to which they had attach-

ed themselves, for the purpose of observing the progress

of the formation of the shell, some days will elapse af-

ter tliey are placed in the box, before the process com-
mences, because the testaceous matter which bad been

already expended after fixing on the wall, must be

fully supplied before any new portion can be again

formed.

This experiment shows clearly, that shells are onl^

enlarged by receiving new additions of matter, after it

has been excreted from the body of the animal, and
not by mtus-susgfptiony or a circulation through the

body of the shell itself. If this were the case, t^ pro-

duction of new matter to fill up the breach made in

the shell, would first appear all round the edge of

the opening, and forming % kind of callus, similar te

what happens in the reproduction of bony matter in

other animals, it would gradually extend till the whole

breach is filled up. But, on the contrary, this matter

first appears on the body of the animal from which it

has exuded, and the whole extent of the opening is

dosed at once by the fluid which has been directly se-

creted from the surface of the body. Nor can it be
supposed, that the liquid has insensibly exuded from
the shell, and falling on the body of the animal, is

there collected in sufficient quantity for the formation

of the new piece of shell. This is fully demonstra-
ted by the two following experiments of the same na-
turalist.

Reaumur broke several shells of snails
)

and, bav-

O L O G Y. Chap.V.
Ing made a very large hole about the middle of tbeofcbeCoiu
shell, and about an equal distance between its summit stitaeat

and opening, he introduced between the body of the

animal and its shell, through the hole, a piece of
^^^^*»

skiu which was extremely fine, but of a very close tex- s\
ture. He glued this skin to the internal surface ofOther es-

the shell, so that it shut up accurately the artificial P^ninfoti

opening which he had made. It must then be
ous, that if the reproduction of the piece of shell which
was removed, depended on the excretion of a fluid

from the shell itself, and not on that which proceeds
from the surface of the aniniaPs body, the new piece
of shell would be formed on the external surface of the
piece of skin which was introduced > and it is not pos-
sible that it could be formed between the skin and the
body of the animal. But the contrary of this has al-

ways happened. The new testaceous matter is always
deposited on the internal surface of the skin } that
on the side which is in contact with the animal’s body i

and DO matter whatever was deposited on the other
surface. This experiment has been repeated by others,

and has been invariably attended with the same re-
sult.

The secoml experiment made by Reaumur is not
less decisive than the first. He took a number of
snails, and broke the shells, so that be diminished the
nnmber of the turns of the spire about ^ P^* Hav-
ing in this way rendered the shells too small to covet
the body entirely, they were nearly an the same situa-

tion as when an increase of the animal’s body requires
an augmentation of the shelf. He then took a bit of
skin, as in the former experiment, sufficiently large
for the opening of the shell, and introduced one of its

edges between the body of the animal and the shell,,

to the interior surface of which be glued it} after

which having folded back the other extremity of the
skin on the extemrl surface of the shell, he glued it

in like manner, so that the whole external opening was
completely covered with the skin. The results wese
exactly the same as before. The shell grew, the skin
remained in its place, and that part of it which was at-

tached to the interior surface was fixed between the

new piece and the old shell, which consequently could
not contribute to its formation.

From these experiments, which may be easily repeal- Layen of

ed, it appears that the increase of shells is owing to ihe*l>^
secretion of an earthy and viscid animal matter which
is prepared in the body of the animal, and which is suc-
cessively formed by layers from the interior part of the
shell to tlie external surface. This formation is de-
termined by the previous enlargement of the animak
The diflerent strata or layers of which shells are com-
posed, can be easily demonstrated by exposing them to

the action of fire,, and removing them before their struc-

ture is entirely destroyed. By this process the animal
matter is consumed, and the earthy substance remaia%.,

exhibiting a laminated structure. The same struclore

may be demonstrated, as has been already observed,.

In detailing Mr Hatchett’s experiments, by immersing
a shell of the description of mother-of-pearl in a dilu-

ted acid. The earthy matter in this case is dissolvsd

byLtbe acid, and the layers^ of animal matter which*

are interposed^ resisting the action of the acid, re-

main unchanged, and still retain^ the otigjnal figure of

the shell.

It
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OfUie Con- It U a necessary consequence of the mode in which
etituent the shells of snails are increased, that they cannot

enlarge in Tolume, but by the augmentation of the
Shelly occ.

l|jg that the length of each turn of

S4 the shell already formed, remains always the same.

Tuim of This may be easily pot to the test of experiment, by
spire reducing the shell of a snail which has reached its full

siie to the same number of turns with those of younger

shells of the same species. The two shells do not then

exhibit any other difference than in their thickness ;

and it would be the same, by comparing the youngest

shells, those which have been just separated from the

egg, with the first turns of those of the same species

which have been reduced by breaking them to an

equal diameter. The number of turns or whirls of

which the spire of a shell is composed, increases very

considerably the size of the shell in univalves, and one

turn more or less makes a great difference in their vo*

Inme. According to Reaumur, the diameter of each

turn of the spire is in the snail nearly double that of

the preceding one, and f of that which follows ; but

in many other shells, both marine and river, tbe last

whirls of the spire, compared with the preceding ones,

greatly exceed this proportion. In sonoe, tbe external

opening is 1 2 times greater than the preceding one,

and in others, it is not more than eight times. This

depends entirely on the increase of the aniroars body,

and the proportion of that increase. The growth of

some is lengthwise, and in them tbe increase of diame-

ter is proportionally less $ while others increase more in

thickness than in length. Those testaceous animals

which have only a few turns in tbe spire of tbe shell,

are of this description. To the former belong soch as

g
have a greater number of turns in the spire.

Tbetaimal Those who have adopted the opinion of Klein with

is detached regard to tbe formation of shells, have denied tbe se-

from paration of the animal from the shell, which successive-
•hell in

takes place near tbe tip in univalves. It is indeed
maajrouei.^

this circumstance of the connexion of the animal

with the shell, that tbe troth of this theory depends.

According to it, the animal is attached to the internal

surface of the tip of the shell in univalves, and on this

connexion depend the increase of the shell, and even

the life of the animal. But it is a certain fact, that

the posterior part of the body of the animal is entirely

detached from tbe tip of the shell ; and this holds,

not only with regard to all land and sea shells which

have lost the first toms of tbe spire, and consequently

those of the tip ; but also in a great number of other

marine testaceous animals. It seems not only cer-

tain, but even necessary, that this separation between

the animal and the shell should also take place in bi-

valve shells, if we take a distinct and rational view of

their growth. Whether this separation is suddenly ef-

fected, or by a gradual process, which is most probable,

it seems to he sufficiently obvious, by examining tbe

intemal surface of the valves. This is still more
strongly confirmed by sawing univalve shells, partico*

* larly those which are considerably elongated, and have

a gmat number of turns in the spire, in a direction per-

pendicular to their axis. In old shells, several of the

first toms of the spire will he found completely filled up
with testaceous matter, so that the tip of the shell has

become quite solid, or at least it will appear to have

been long unoecapied by any part of the body of the

animal. But in transparent shells, as in some species Of the Con-

of helix, it is seen that this attachment does not exist ^
stiiuciu

and the H. planorbis can be preserved alive,

the tip of the spire is broken off. » •

Sect. III. Of the Colours of Shells,

S6
The infinite variety of the colours of shells is one Inquiry cu-

of the most striking parts of their history; and it be-

comes a curious and interesting object of investigation

to inquire, whether these colours are uniform and con-

stant in the species, and from what proceed this regu-

larity and uniformity. The experiments and observa-

tions of Reaumur will assist us in this investigation.

When a hole is made in a shell, nearly at an equal

distance between its tip and opening, the new piece of

shell which is formed to shut up the hole is usually of

a white colour, and often very different from that of

the rest of tbe shell. It would appear at first that the

new piece is of a different nature, and that it is not

formed in the same way as the rest of tbe shell. To
meet this difficulty, it will be necessary to explain

on what depends tbe regular variety of the colours

of certain shells : tbe same experiments which lead to

the discovery of the cause of the one, will serve to un-
fold the other.

This remarkable variety of colour is in no shell more Colouw va-

remarkable than in tbe helix nemoralis. The ground ry from

of this shell is white, citron or yellow, or a com-
pound of different shades of these colours. Different

coloured rays are traced on this ground, turning spirally

with the shell ; in some they are black. In others

brown, and sometimes reddish. The breadth of each
of these rays gradually increases as they approach to

tbe opening of the shell. It even sometimes happens,

that two of these bands are so much extended In

breadth, that they meet together and form one. Some
individuals have five or six of these bands, while others

have three or four, and even two, and sometimes only

one. Others again have none at all, although of the

same species
;

and among the individuals which are

marked with coloured bands, they are not always of

the same breadth in the same parts of the shell
; from

which it appears, that no certain specific characters

can be derived from tbe colour, since it is subject to

to much variety. According to Reaumur, the viscid

and earthy matter ofwhich the shell is composed is secre-

ted from the surface of the anttnaPs body
; hut in certain

places of the surface, particles which produce a different

colour are separated; and whether this depends on a pe-

culiar organization of those places, or on tbe form nf the

particles themselves, it appears that these particles,either

of a different nature or of a different figure, by uniting,

form bodies which reflect different rays of light
; thrt

is to say, form parts of the shell of different colours.
,, ^

This seems to be a necessary consequence of the Colouring
mode in which the growth of shells is accomplished, mailer sc.

Tbe whole external layer of the shell is formed by vretedfrom

tbe neck of the animal, because it is that part which
is nearest to the bead, and consequently as the animal
increases in size, that part ceases to be covered with
the old shell. It, therefore, depends on this part of
the animal to extend the shell, and for this purpose it

is soificient that tbe neck be furnished with ^ands for

secreting tbe different fluids, to form a shell of difier-

3 O 2 eot
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Ofthe Cm- anotbery aad thus produce irregular marks on the shell,

•tituent But besides, if there are secretory organs situated on

neck of the animal, which prepare fluids of dif-

I*
ferent colours ; if the animal moves, or is disturbed by

^ any means, when these fluids are excreted on the sur-

ICtiioii of face, the colours will appear in a different place from
iHe ttimal their original distribution, or be mixed and blended lo-

S**^t/***
gether, and thus occasion that irregularity which is ob-

served in those parts of shells which have been last pro-

ter. duced, or renewed.

PS But it will be necessary to have recourse to the first

of these causes, namely to the change of structure in

UmTwtrh secretory organs of the neck, to explain the regu-

SeanimaL distribution of the round spots, or of those of a

square or rectangular figure, with which certain shells

are marked, and to suppose that those vessels which are

arranged in a square or rectangular manner, which

furnish peculiar fluids, are shut or open at diflferent

periods. It may happen that the developement of a

great part of the animal, occasioned by a more vigor-

oos growth in certain species than in others, may, in

some cases, be the only cause of those regular spots,

aometimes white on a coloured g^round, and sometimes

coloured on a white ground, which the shell exhibits,

if the glands which secrete the colouring matter cor-

respond in their distribution, to that of the divisions on

the shell, and if they occupy a greater space on the

neck than is usual in other species. In this way may
he accounted for, the regularity of these marks, and

the increase of their size, which is usually proportioned

to that of the turns of the spire, from the consideration

of the secretory organs of the animal enlarging in the

aaroe proportion as the other parts of its body ^ and their

effects in the formation of the shell corresponding to the

developement of these parts. Hence it follows, that

the largest marks are observed on the external convolu*

tions of the shell.

According to Reaumur, the last layer of the shell

which is formed from a fluid secreted from that part of

the surface of the animaPs body which does not reach

the neck, should be white, and this is most generally

the case. In those shells which are internally colour-

ed, the fluids secreted from the body of the animal,

re of the same colour, and they take the place of

those which are'usually white, or of a pearly nature, as

is observed in many others. The nature of these in-

ternal layers is always obvious^ for if they are not

white, they exhibit everywhere a uniform colour, and

never variegated, like what appears externally. By
removing with a file any part of the external surface

of the shell, the layers which appear immediately un-

der the surface, are those which have been furnished by
the body of the animal, while those on the surface it-

self, usually more variegated than the rest, owe their

formation to the vessels about the neck, and have been

formed in the way already described.

The gpvwth of shells, being proportioned to that of

the inhabitant, proceeds almost imperceptibly. In

most shells, however, it is easy to distinguish the dif-

ferent additions which they have received ; for they

re marked on their convex surface with different emi-

nences which are parallel to each other, similar to lines

of different degrees of depth, which give the shell a
fibrous structure. These elevations are called str^r,

may.be traced through the whole of the shell, in bit

9^
Law fan
ed Ufcr

wlHte.
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valves, and in the longitudinal direction of those which Of the Com-

have a spiral form. From the slightest observation of *titoent

the manner in which shells are formed, it is easy to

that they can receive no addition, without leaving, in .
*

a greater or less degree, some trace of these inequali-

ties for every small addition of testaceous matter

which is made, muH be attached to the old part of the

shell, which consequently must be more elevated than

the former, whatever be its thickness, when the en-

largement of the animal requires the formation of tlie

latter. Thus, the shell will be marked with a great

number of these striae, parallel to each other, which
may be distinctly seen on many different species. pS

Every shell has usually some of these eminences at Growth ki-

greater distances, and more elevated than the others, tcwvpted.

By these the different periods when the shell ceased to

increase, or rather those when its growth was inter-

rupted, are marked \ and they have some degree of

analogy with the different shoots from the branch of a
tree. The heat of summer or the cold of winter inter-

rupting the growth of the animal, at least among such

as are testaceous, which live on the land, or inhabit

rivers in temperate regions, the shell is not enlarged in

extent during these seasons. It is otherwise, however, .

with regard to its thickness, for there is continually,

exuded from the body of the animal, small quantities

of fluid, which increase its thickness. Hence it is

when the sheQ begins to increase in extent, the edg«
to which the new portion is cemented, is much thicker,

than when the growth was gradual and imperceptible,

,

nd consequently, tbs place at wbick the growth com-
mences, after a long interruption, is distinguished by a

.

more elevated ridge, than ia the continued progressive

additions wiiicL it receives. The numerous instances .

of this interruption in the ^wtb of shells, will occur •

to the attentive conchologist in the progress of bis

researches. We have at present in our possession, a
fine illustration of the same thing, in a specimen

mures ramoiue. The animal, it . would appear fromoftbls.

the original part of the shell, had been for some time in

a sickly or unhealthy state ; for it has undergone mai^
of the changes to idiich dead shells are subject, ll,

has lost its enamel } it seems to have undergone some
degree of deooroposition, and some species of serpuia

and other parasitical animals bad made it tbeir afai^^

,

but from this sickly state it seems to have recovered,

.

and acquired great vigour \ for the next addition .

which is made to the shell, is equal to its original bulk.

.

It is clean, entire, and in perfect preservation, forming

a singular contrast with the old shell.

The place at which shells begin to increase, after DltUwpdsb .

the growth has been for some time interrupted, mfy ed by the

be distinguished by a difference of colour in the stripes

with which the shell is usually marked. In these
^ coisar.

places, black er brown strips exhibit more vivid co-

lours, and sometimes even little different from thoae

on the rest of the superior surface of the shell. The
cause of this change is not difficult to trace, if we re-

collect that the secretory organs which prepare the co-

louring matter, at least in the helix nemoraUe^ bave^.

tbeir origin at some distance from the extremity of the.

neck, from which we have seen that the first layer of
shell which is traced to the extremity itself, should be
of a different colour from that of ue stripes ; but at,

the iqcrease of the animal occaiioot. tbe^tripes to bo
formed i
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orihe Con.formed under tbit first shell, during which it is still

Ktituent very thin, and consequently transparent, it does not
Paris of prevent the shell produced under it, of a black colour.

Shells
appear so. But when the animal has ceased to

grow lor some time, it then increases the thickness of

the shell last formed, so that the shell which is next

produced from the colouring matter, when the animal

begins to grow, being laid on one part of the old shell

much thicker and less transparent, the colour of these

stripes must appear less bright, and therefore different

in those places, from the other parts of the shell.

10 1 In taking a review of what has been said concerning
Colours

jjjg production of the colours of shells, it must appear

tlie^KUnds
colo«rc«J owing to glands

about the which secrete the colooring fluid, and which are ar-

neck. ranged on the anterior edge of the neck, while the

posterior part furnishes only a fluid of a different co-

lour, and usually less deep than the first. By means of

this principle ft is not difficult to account for the ar-

rangement of the different colours which are so splen-

didly exhibited among this class of natural objects.

These colours may be reduced to one or more, which

are more vivid on a lighter ground 5 to coloured, cir-

cular bands on a ground of a less vivid colour, or pure

white; to longitudinal liaes, round or square spots,

and in a regular, or irregular, zig-zag form. All

these may be easily explained, according to the princi-

ples which have been laid down, the application of

which, from what has been said, will not, we hope, be

found difficult.

But from this mode, which is the most general in

the production of the colours of shells, there are cer-

tain deviations. In that division of shells which is

made by some naturalists, and which is distinguished

by the name of porcelain shells^ on account of the fine

enamel with which they are covered, there are two

sets of colours, which are disposed in a parallel direc-

tion to each other. The external range of these co-

lours is owing to a peculiarity of structure in the animals

which inhabit them, different from that of other testa-

ceous animals, and to an operation which does not

take place in other shells. In these shells, the colour-

ing matter seems to be deposited in two different ways,

and at two different periods. In the first process,

when the body of the shell is formed, the colouring

matter is exci'eted from the glands, in the same way
as in other testaceous animals

;
and it is arranged ac-

cording to the disposition of the glands on the body of

tlic animals. At this period of the process, the shell is

only of a moderate thickness, and much less than what

It afterwards acquires, when completely formed. On
the external surface of the shell first formed, another

layer is deposited, which is more compact than the

first, in some places thicker, and usually variegated

with different colours. The external surface of the shell

being thus completely covered with this second layer,

the original colours are concealed
;
and if the same

shell were examined at different periods of its forma-

tion, it would appear like two distinct species. The
organs whidi are employed by the animal in the pro-

duction of this second layer of shell, and set of colours,

are two soft, membranaceous wings, which being pro-

truded from the opening of the shell, completely cover

the whole of its external, convex surface. These two

wiu^s, which are quite distinct from the glandular

2
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structure aliout the neck of the animal, which is situ- c>r the Con.

ated a little lower, are also provided with glands, ttittient

which furnish colouring matter, usually different from

that which is furnished by the glands of the neck
;
and :

^

it is the upper surface of the wings, which is alone

provided with this glandular structure. This surface,

when this part of the animal is protruded from the

shell, and extended over it, comes in contact with the

external surface of the latter. Hence it is, that these

membranaceous organs deposit on the first formed and
coloured layers of the shell, new layers of testaceous

matter, which is differently coloured, and diversified

with entire spots, either circular, or in a waved direc-

tion, which are sometimes of a more vivid tint than

that of the ground, or white upon a dark ground, or

brown upon a yellow ground ; Or are composed of

straight lines, or curved, or interlaced with each other,

reddish, brown, yellow or white, on diflerent coloured

grounds, or in dots or points, whose shades and ar-

rangement are not less diversified.

This nwde of the formation of the external layer of

porcelain shells, has been proved by the actual ob^rva-
lion of some naturalists. In some species, a longitudi-

nal Hue of a paler colour is observed on the convex sur-

face of the shell. This is ascribed to the junction of

the two wings of the animal, where a smaller quantity

of colouring matter has been deposited, or where the

shell has been less completely covered with the protrud-

ed part of the animal. But the existence of this second

layer is still more distinctly proved by mechanical

means. The external layer may be removed by means
of a file, and the shell restored to its original state

; and
then the colours which it first received arc brought into

view. This circumstance is still farther demonstra-

ted hy an attentive examination of different species of
shells, and particularly the c^pnea argus* In examin-
ing this shell, there are observed under the external

layer, which is of a yellow colour, some sli^it traces of

four transverse bands of a brown coloor, which surround

the shell, and which most have been formed previous to

the more superficial yellow layer. By a more minute
examination, it will appear that the circular spots with

which the external yellow layer is marked, hqve been

posteriorly formed to this layer
; and finally, on the four

turns of the spire forming a slight projection at the base

of the shell, there are some brown, circular spots, which
are quite superficial, and which sometimes include two
turns of the spire, which conld not happen if the yel-

low colour had not been prior in its formation to these

circular spots. If tlie colouring matter of which these

spots are composed had been deposited at the time that

the different parts of the spire were formed, one spot

conld not have included two turns of the spire at the

same time.

This effect of communicating anew set of colours

to the external sui-face of the shell, is not the only onecomei

which is produced hy the membranaceous structure of thicker

the animal which inhabits the porcelain and other shells.
^

The form of the shell is also changed In a remarkable
^****^*

manner, a great quantity of testaceous matter being de-

posited on the surface of the opening, which then as-

sumes a considerable thickness. The toms of the spire

are incrusted, and sometimes disappear on the outside

of the shell
;
and wrinkles, furrows, and even tuber-

cles, whkh exist on the surface of some species, are also

formed
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OTtlie Con-forroe<]4 Tbt surface of cypraa ptdiculus exhibits circu-

»utneoi Ur strias which did not originally exists and which owe
their formation to this cause. In other species, the

^
^
surface is marked with projecting points or tubercles,

which are produced in the same manner as the circular

strlee of the former, and which also depend on the struc-

ture of the membranaceous wings of the animal, and

the testaceous substance which is secreted and deposit-

ed fit>m their surface. Thus, it appears that porcelain

sliells, and those of some other species, are formed at

two distinct periods. It is during the second period

of the process that the colour of the complete shell is

formed. In farther illustration of this point, of the for-

mation of shells of this description at two different pe-

riods, one or two examples may be given of the diQer-

ence which takes place, when the last layer formed is

removed. lu the cypt'ita exanthema^ the shell is ferru-

ginous, with whitish round spots and eyes, but when

the outer coat is worn off, it becomes barred or tease-*

lated with brown or blue. The cypraa arabica^ as its

loo
Saternal
layer rc-

noved,
difiereat

on
ihellt.

colottn ap- name imports, exhibits characters on its surface, having
pev* some resemblance to Arabic letters. The gronnd ou

which these characters, which are of a brown colour, are

placed, is whitish or bluish
;
yet when the outer coat

is worn down, the shell is sometimes bloisb with brown

bands, or pale with darker angular spots and lines

;

brown, mixed with violet, or reddish bloc*

107 But besides the causes which have been mentioned

concerning the production and variety of the colours of
""

shells, arising from the difference of ssmeture in the or-

gans which secrete the colouring matter, and the chan-

ges to which these organs are subjected in the growth

of the animal, the effects of light and heat, altogether

tndependent of the animal itself, are probably very con-

siderable. Two individuals of the same species, the

one from the Mediterranean or European seas, and the

other from the tropical regions, exhibit very different

shades of colour. The colours of the inhabitant of the

torrid zone are always more bright and vivid than

those of the native of more temperate climates. The
two shells, although similar in form, size, and other

characters, are oniformly different in the intensity of

their colours. These diferences, which have led con-

chologists to increase the number of species, obviously

depend on the action of the climate, and particularly of

light, on nourishment^ and other circumstances which

have hitherto eluded the observation of naturalists, and

are uniform and constant, as long as tbe causes which

operate in their produetton, continue to act. At first

sight it might be supposed that the difference of tem-

perature is the cause of the difference in the intensity

of colour, in shells produced in diffierent climates. It

might be supposed too, that tbe different depths at which

shells are foimd in tbe ocean, tbe medium in which they

live being thus very different, would occasion great di-

versity in tbe colour. Near the surface,, where tbe

beat is greatest, if tbe operation of this cause were con-

siderable, tbe colours of sliells should be expected to be

most viv^, and at tbe deptli increased, at least to a cei^

XC8 extent, the intensity of coleur slreuld be dininish-

ed.L But it has beeo. observed in bivalve shells which

oe- are found at great depths, such as some species of oys-

ter and spoi^ylos, timt the lower valve, which is at-

tached to the rock, is almoat-always white or colourless,

while tbe np2^ valve ofteo eshabatu bright and vivid
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colours^ but this difference cannot be ascribed to ilieofthe Con.
difference of temperature, for in both valves it must be stituent

tbe same j the matter secreted for their formation is of

prepared by tbe same organs, and is deposited in a 9I.
Shelly $lc.

milar manner; and indeed they are altogether placed

in the same circumstances, and have been exposed in

their production and growth to tbe operation of the

same causes, excepting that the upper valve is exposed

to the rays of light, and is therefore coloured, while the

lower valve is removed from tbe action of this cause,

and is colourlcKs. ,3p
The same difference is observed in the valves of o-and tbellf

ther shells, which are produced in similar circumstances. i»d»dc<l in

The different species of pholas which make their

in calcareous or coral rocks, and the teredo navalts or"^

ship-worm, which pierces wood, and makes it its habi-

tation, are usually colourless. Those testaceous ani-

mals too, which live at great depths in the ocean, and
are thus far removed from the influence of light, aie

also distinguished by very white colours, or are entire-

ly white.

Sect. IV. Of the Formation of the Umbilicus^ Pro-
tuberances^ Sfc*

We have hitherto considered only the general for-

mation of shells. In the present section we shall treat

of some other circumstances which produce variatioiis

in their external figure. Such, for instance, is the for-

mation of the umbilicus, of spines, tubercles, ribs, and
other protuberances.

, ,

^

UmbUievs. Univalve shells, which are furnished with Foorclaiset

a regular spire, may be divided, with re^rd to their of spiral

form; into four classes ; namely, shells having a disc, cy-*^^**

lindrical shells, turbinated, and ovoid or egg-shap^
shells. These four forms are the most common which

spiral univalve shells assume, and they depend on tbe

manner in which tbe turns of the spire are applied lo

the common axis, and the difference of their arrange-

ment. They derive their primitive figure from the

small shell while it is yet included in tbe egg, and pro-

bably from that of the external .organs of the animal,

wbicb is contained in it. But although all univalve

shells may be referred to one or other of these four prio-

cipal forms, they exhibit a great variety of slitter

shades of difference. Let us now see in what way
it may be cenceeived that the bodies of the animab
which inhabit univalve shells, give them a spiral form.

If we can suppose that from the first prodoction of

these animals, when they begin to be developed, tbe iii

fibres of one part of the rody, sneb as those of the exr thehr

temal surface, are longer than those of tbe

surface, it is obvious that the body of the animal con-Qf .

tiuoing to increase, according to this original tendency, mal.

will assume a curved form, tbe concave part of which
will be on that side where the fibres are shortest; and
if the long fibres on the external surface, and tbe short .

fibres on the internal surface, continue to increase in tbe
same proportion, this must give tbe body a spiral form ;

but in this case, the different convolutions of which the
aaimal is composed, will be in tbe same pUme, aniLcau )

only apply to a small numlier of shells included in the
‘

firat division, namely, those which are characterized
with having a disc.

The coQi^atiaes^of (be spire which ere described by

the
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or the Con- vessels secreting tie fluids In vrbicli they are formed:

Kiiiufiit By this diseased action producing a superabundance of

She>Js*&c
niatter which enters into the composition of ihe

* concretion j or this matter in the fluid state meeting

with some solid body, wbicli becomes a nucleus, is at-

tracted by it, and deposited In concentric layers, till

the concretion acquires a larger or smaller size, ac-

cording to the duration and quantity of the secretion

and deposition. In the same way, it seems extremely

probable the pearl may be frequently formed ; the

matter of which it is composed being constantly secreted

by the animal for the production of the new part of

the sliell. If then this matter should at any time be

produced in greater quantity than what is necessary to

form the inner layers of the shell, and particularly if it

should meet with a solid particle of any body, it will

be attracted by it, and thus constitute the rudiments of

a pearl, which will receive constant additions of con-

centric layers, and increase in size in proportion to the

age of the animal and the quantity of matter deposited.

Pearls, it is said, have been found within the body of

the animal. If this be true, the pearly matter, in its

passage through the vessels of the body, must have met
with some nucleus^ around which the concentric lay-

ers have been formed. In most cases, however, the

pearl is found loose in the shell, entirely detached from

the animal. It must then have been formed of the

matter which was thrown out of the body; but it ia

not unlikely that pearls are formed both ways, or that

the same pearl may be partly formed within the body

of the animal, and be afterwards excloded, and arrive

12S at its utmost size, while it remains loose in the sliell.

or formed But, according to others, the pearl owes its forma-
from ex- tion to some external injury. The following seems to
ternal in- pretty distinct view of this opinion. When Fau-

jas de St Fond visited Loch Tay, be was led to make
some Inquiries concerjnlog the pearl-Bsbery, which had

been carried on in several parts of the river Tay for

some years. Shells were brought tq him ; and in these

shells the fishermen pretended to find pearls, which

they expected to sell at a higher rate, as tbe^ were

found in the presence of the traveller. But he informs
' ut, that they attempted to impose on him, by intro-

ducing a pearl secretly into the shells as tl^y opened

them. Observing this circumstance, be told them that

be could know at once, by examining the outside of

the shell, before opening it, whether it contained any

pearl. He mentions this to introdnee some specola-

tioDS concerning its formation. When no perforation

or callosity appeared on the outside, be concluded that

there was no pearl in the shell. The pearl-fish, he

supposes, is attacked by two classes of enemies. One
is what be calls the auger^warm^ which penetrates in-

to the inside near the edge of the valve, by making a
longitudinal passage between the layers of the shell.

The length of tlic channel is one inch, or one ineb

and a half when it doubles back in a line parallel ta

the first. At the inner extremity there is a small cir-

cular portion, formed by the worm in torning round.

These excavations are in the pearly part of the shell.

The pearly juice, extravasating, forms protuberances

in the same direction ; and the cylindrical bodies which

are thus formed, may be considered as elongated pearU

O L O G Y. Chap. V.
adhering to the internal surface. Wben several worms Oftbe Coa.
of this kind unite their labours by penetratiog near sthscot

each other, the result is a kind of pearly wen with ir- of

regular protuberances. Sbelk fitc.

Another sea-worm, which lie says belongs to Ute

multivalves, a species of pbolas, also attacks tbe pearl

shells. Tbe shell of this species of pholas has a binge

ill the foim of a crooked bill, as he saw in some spe-

cies of oyster, which he examined, from the coast of

Guinea. The bole wan of tbe shape of a pear. Pearls

of this shape have been found, and have been held in

great estimation. Observing this circumsUnce, artifi-

cial perforations are made in the shell, and this forcee

the animal to produce pearls. In some shells brought

from China, this artificial hole has been observed filled

up with brass wire, rivetted on the outside like a nail,

and the inner extremity of tbe wire was covered with

a well-formed pearl, which seemed as if soldered to its

extremity . • Trtt.

Pearls are also produced by another artificial pro- voL ii

cess. The shell is opened with great care to avoid In-

juring the animal, and a small portion of tbe internal

surface of the shell is scraped oil. In its place is insert-

ed a spherical piece of mother-of-pearl, about the size

of a small grain of lead shot. This serves as a nu-

cleus, on which is deposited the pearly fluid, and io

time forms a pearl. Experiments of this .kind liave

been made in Finland, and have been repeated in other

oonntries.

A remarkable discovery has been ascribed to Lio-x>itcowiy

nasns respecting the generation of pearls. This was aoriinaass

method which he found out, of putting tbe pearl-mnssel

(mya margaritifera) into a state of producing pearls at

bis pleasure. It was some years before tbe final efiect

could take place ; but in five or six years after tba

operation, tbe^pearl, it is said, had acquired the sizn

of a vetcL But it does not seem to be known in what .

this operation consisted. Whether it consisted in imi-

tating the process of insects, by wounding tbe sbelh

fWim the outside, or by following tbe other process, by
scraping away part of the inner layer

; nor is it muw
known what have been the efiecU of this operation, of^

whether it has turned to any account, or indeed is at

all practised in Sweden or any of the northera states,,

where it must have been originally known. For this

discovery, however, the Swedish naturalist, it is said,

was raised to the rank of nobility, and otborwise libe«>

rally rewarded by the states of the kingdom.

The value which is pot on tbe pearl dependt^ on ito

size, colour, shape, and purity. The lai^prst pearls

are always held in tbe highest estimation, when their

other qualities are io any degree of pei^foction. The
finest shape of the pearl must be quite glohnlar ; it

most be of a clear bnlliant white,, smooth and glo^y
and entirely free from spot or stain. Pearls were great-

ly esleomed and much sought after by the Romans.
ServUia, the mother of Marcus Brutus, we are infom^

ed, presented a pearl to Csesar, which was valued at

^0,oooI. sterling and Cleopatra dissolved one, which

18 said to have been worth 2jo,oool. sterling, in vine-

gar, which she drank at a supper with Mark An-
tony.

CHAP.
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VI. OF THE HABITATION OF TESTACEOUS ANIMALS, ME- **’*"•

THODS OF FISHING, COLLECTING, &c.

TO the detailed account ^rbich we have now given

of the natural history of testaceous animals, and parti-

cularly of the formation and growth of the shell, we
have only to add a few observations concerning their

habitation, the methods of fishing, collecting, and pre*

serving them. These topics shall be the subject of the

following sections.

globe.

Liaad thellt

very aame-
roiu.

Sect. I. Of the Habitation of Testaceous Animals.

Poud oa Testaceous animals are found on every part of the

eveiy part surface of the globe. Some are inhabitants of the land,

of the while others only frequent rivers and lakes, and a third

and numerous class live in the ocean. From this a classi-

fication of shells has been formed, and they have been

divided into land, fresh-water, and sea shells. " But
whatever difference might exist in the habits and eco-

nomy of testaceous animals which are produced in

places so different, it affords few marks of discrimina-

tion for the purpose of classification.

Land shells are spread over the whole surface of the

earth, and although more accessible, are perhaps less

known than those which inhabit the ocean. From the

small number of land shells which have been collected,

it would appear at first sight that they are less nume-
rous than marine shells. This, however, seems not to

be the case, with regard to the number of species
; and

it is well known, that the number of individuals of land

shells, in some instances, far exceeds that of sea shells.

The sea shells of the Mediterranean have been observed

W naturalists, to be nearly the same from the straits of

Gibraltar to the island of Sicily ; bnt the land slielis of
* Languedoc are different from those of Provence, of

Dauphiny, Piedmont, and different parts of Italy.

Some are found in Spain, in Corsica, in Sardinia and
Sicily, which are not to be met with in other places

^

and from the great variety and number of land shells,

it seems probable that many of them are yet unknown.
But let ns now take a general view of those places of

the world where different testaceous animals are most
frequently found.

It has been already observed, that light and heat iiave

very considerable influence in adding to the splendonr of

witbin the colours of shells. The most beautiful shells are fonnd
tropics, in countries between the tropics, where they are more

immediately subject to the direct rays of the sun, and
a higher temperature. From these causes, the shells

produced in these countries have a lustre and brillian-

cy, which those of colder climates never possess.

The shores of Asia furnish ns with the pearl oysters

and scallops in great perfection. About Amboyna are

ibund the most l^autiful specimens of the cabbage-sliell,

the arrosoir, the ducal mantle, and the coral-oysters, or

echinated oysters. Here also are found a great variety

of extremely beantifol mussels, tellinse, and volutse

;

some fine baccinums, and the shell called the Ethiopian

crown, in its greatest perfection. The dolia, the mo-
rices, and the cassandrse, are also found on these coasts

X27
Shalt,
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Ana.

in great beauty. Many elegant snails and screw-shells

are also brought from thence \ and finally, the scorpion

and spider shells. The Maidive and Philippine islands,

Bengal, and the coast of Malabar, abound with the

most elegant of all the species of snails, and furnish

many oilier kinds of shells In great abundance and per-

fection. China abounds in the finest species of porce-
lain shells, and has also a great variety of beautiful

snails. Japan furnishes us with all the thicker and
larger bivalves •y and the isle of Cyprus is famous above
all other parts of the world for the beauty and variety

of the patella or limpet found there. 1 2 3

America afibrda many very elegant shells, but neither In Ame-
in so great abundance nor beauty as the shores of Asia."^^*
Panama is famous for the cylinders or rbombi, and we
have beside, from the same place, some good porcelains,

and a very fine species ofdolium, ov concha ghbosoy call-

ed from this place the Panama purp/e shell. One of the
most beautiful of the cylinders is also known among oor
naturalists under the name of the Panama shell. About
Brasil, and in the gulf of Mexico, there are found mo-
rices and dolia of extreme beanty

^ and also a great va-
riety of porcelains, purpurse, pectens, neritse, bucardice

or heart-shells, and elegant limpets. The isle of Cay-
enne affords one of the most beautiful of the bnccinnm
kind, and the Midas ear is found principally about this

place. Jamaica and the island of Barb^oes have their

shores covered with porcelain, ebamae, and buccina )

and at St Domingo there are found almost all the same
species ofshells that we have from the East Indies *, only
they are less beautiful, and the colours more pale and
dead. The pearl-oyster is found also on this coast, hot
smaller than in the Persian gulf. At Martinico there

are fonnd in general the same shells at at St Domingo,
hot yet less beautiful. About Canada are found the

violet ebamm; and the lakes of that country abound
with mussels of very elegant pale blue and pale

red colours. Some species of these are remarkably
light and thin ; others are very thick and heavy. The
Great Bank of Newfoundland is very barren in shells $

the principal kind found there are mussels of several

species, some of which are of considerable beauty. A-
bout Cartbagena there are many mother-of-pearl shells,

but they are not of so brilliant colours as those of the

Persian gulf. The island of Magellan, at the southern

point of America, furnishes ns with a verv remarkable
species of mussel called by its name ; and several very
elegant species of limpets are found there, particularly

the pyramidal.

In Africa, on the coast of Guinea, there is a prodi- (n Afn^a
gious quantity of that small species of porcelain which
is used there as money \ and there is another species of
porcelain on the same coast which is all over white :

the women make bracelets of the latter, and the people
of the Levant adorn their hair with them. The coast of
Zanguebar is very rich in sheik : we find there a vast

variety of the large porcelains, many of them of great

beauty $ and the nun marts or sea-nnt is very frequent

3 P a there.
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or the Ha. there. Beside these, and many other shells, there are
bitation of found on this coast all the species of nautili, many of
Shells, Sec. Y^[ch are very beautiful. The Canary isles abound

' with a vast variety of the murices, and some other

good shells
^

and we have from Madeira great va-

riety of the echini or sea-eggs, diOerent from those of

the European seas. Several species of mussels are also

common there, and the sea-ears are nowhere more
abundant. The Red sea ia beyond all other parts of the

world abundant in shells; scarcely any kind is want-

ing there ^ but wbat we principally have from thence

are the purpnrsc, porcelains, and echini marini.

in the Me- Mediterranean and Northern ocean contain a
great variety of shells, and many of very remarkable ele-

gance and beauty y they are upon tbe whole, however,

greatly inferior to those of the East Indies. The Me-
diterranean abounds much more in shells than the o-

cean. Tbe gulf of Tarentum affords great variety of

purpnrse, of porcelains, nautili, and elegant oysters^ the

coasts of Naples and Sardinia afford also tbe same, and

with them a vast number of the solens of all the known
species. The island of Sicily is famous for a very ele-

gant kind of oyster which is entirely white
^
pinnae ma-

rinas and porcelains are also found in great plenty there,

with tellinae and chamee of many species, and a great

variety of other beautiful shells. Corsica is famous,

beyond all other places, for vast quantities of the piaosB

roarinae^ and many other very beautiful shells ace found

there. About Syracuse are found tbe gondola shell,

the alated m'urex, and a great variety of elegant snails,

with some of the dolia and neritae% The Adriatic sea,

or gulf of Venice, is less furnished with shells than al-

most any of the seas thereabout. Mussels and oysters

of several species are however found there, and some

of the cordiform or heart shells
^

there are also some

telliose. About Ancona there are vast numbers of

tbe pbolades buried in stone
; and the sea-ears are par-

ticularly frequent about Puxzoii. {Bgnani Recreate

Merit, et OcuL'),

Tbe ports of Marseilles, Toulon, and Antibes, are

full of pinnae marioae, mussels, tellinae, and chamae.

The coasts of Bretagne afford great numbers of tbe

conebae aaatifierae and pousse-pie^ > they are found on

old rotten boards, on sea substances, and. among clu-

sters of sponges. The other ports of France, as

Rochelle, Bunkirk, Brest, St Maloes, and others, fur-

nish oysters excellent for the table, but of the com-

mon kind, and of no beauty in tbeir shells
:

great

numbers of mussels are also found there ; and the com-

mon telUnaCi the onion-peel oysters, the solens, and

concha; anatiferx, are aUu fi*eqoent there. At Gran-

ville, in Lower Normandy, there are found very beau,

tiful pectens, and some of tbo cordiform or heart-

shells.

Our own English coasts are not the least fruitful in

shells, though they do not produce such elegantly

painted ones as the Indies. About Plymouth are

found oysters, mussels, and solens, in great abnn-

dance^ and there, and on most of our shores, are

numbers of^ the aures marinss and dentalia, with *pec-

tens, which are excellent food ; and many elegant

species of the ebamae and tellinae are fished up in tbe

sea about Scarborotigh and other places. Ireland af-

fords us great numbers of mussels, and come very , ele-

gant scallop-shells in great abundance, and the pbolades

a.

13*
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are frequent on most of our shores. We have also or the Ha-
great variety of the buccina and cocblese, some volu- bitatiMiaf

tae and, on the Guernsey coast, a peculiarly beautiful tic

snail, called thence the Guemsey-enail, ^

The coasts of Spain and Portugal afford much the op5^^
same species of shells with the East Indies, but they are and Forio.

of much fainter colours, and greatly inferior in beauty. s<^l, &c.

There are, according to Tavernier and others, some ri-

vers in Bavaria in which there are fouml pearls of a fine

water. About Cadiz there are found very large pinute

nmrinsBf and some fine buccina. The isles of Majorca
and Minorca afford great variety of extremely elegant

shells. The pinnae marinae are also very numerous
there, and their silk is wrought into gloves, stockings,

and other things. Tbe Baltic affords a great many
beautiful species, but particularly an orange-coloured

peclen, or seailop shell, whieh is not found in any other

part of the world.

The fresh-water shells are found much more fre- Frc«h-wa-

quently, and in much greater plenty than the

kinds \ there is scarce a pond, a ditch, or a river of

fresh water in any part of tbe world, in which tbtra

are not found vast numbers of these shells with the

fish living in them. All these shells are small, and
they are of very liltle beauty, being usually of a plain

grayish or brownish colour. Our ditches afford us

chamse^ buccina, neritse, and some patellae; but the

Nile, and some other rivers, furnished the ancients with

a species of tellina whieh was large and eatable, and so

much superior to the common sea tellina in flavour,

that it is commonly known by the name of teilina rrgtVr,

** the royal tellina.'^ We have a small species of bucci-

num common in our fresh waters, which is very ele-

gant, and always has its operculum in tbe manaex of

the larger buccina ; a small kind of mussel is also very

common, which is so extremely thin and tender, that it

can hardly be hand led.without breaking to pieces. The
large fresh-water mussel, commonly c^led in England
tbe Aorse-tmissely niyamargarkiferay is too well known *

to need a description ; and the size sufllcIenUy. distin-

guishes it from all other fresh-water shells.

Sect. II. Of the Methods of Fishing and Goliecting

Shells,

135

Lahb shells are immediately within the reach of tbe Land ihdb-

hand of the collector, as well as many sea and river

shells, which inhabit shallow waters, or attach them-

selves to rocks or marine plants on the shores of tbe

ocean. Those shells which are at moderate depths in

tbe sea,.are to be oolleeted by dredging. But in wbat*

ever way shells are found, those are always to be pre-

ferred which still contain the living animal ; for then,

not only some information may be obtained with regard

to its structure and natural history, but the sbdb them-

selves are In all their natural beauty, and the full glow
^

.

of their oolonrs. Those shells too should be preferred,

which are procured from the deeper parts of the ocean,

because they have then arrived at tbe largest size, and

are iu the greatest perfection. But these are beyond

the reach of man, and are only, aceidentaily fouid. on

tbe shores after storms, or attached to sea-weeds wliich

have been torn from tbe rocks by^ tbe agitation of the

waves.

.

When ibells are found with the animal alive; tbe

metliod'.
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Chap. VI. CONCHOLOGY. 485
or the Ha- method recommeivded to destroy it and separate it en-

bitatien of tirely from the shelly is to bol4 it in water for a very
i*hclU,

6ce.^ short time, and after allowing it to cool gradually, to

’ lay it in cold water till it is cleaned. By this process,

Method of attachment between the shell and animal is de-

kiltiog the stroyed,^ and the latter,, which has become- hard and
anioial. contracted, is easily picked out from its oovering.

The shell, after this treatment, is ready to> be placed

in dje cabinet, or to be polished in the way we shall

presently describe, aoeording to the state in which it

g
is found, or the views of the collector.

Pemrl-fidi- pearl has beeu held in- high estimation in all*

mrj ages of the world, and as it is an important object of

commerce in many parts of it, the history of the pearl

cilery, or of those shell fish which produce the pearl,

connot fail to be interesting*

k Britain. In different parts of Britain the ptarl-fisbery has

been carried on to a considerable extent y and in some
places it has been reckoned of such value, that, go-

vemmeot have granted the right of fishing to indivi-

duals by patent. By a grant of this kind, Sir John
Hawkins obtained the privilege of fishing for pearls in

Bie river Irt in Cumberland; and Buchan of Aueb-
maeoy seems, to have held, by a similar right,, the sole

privilege of the pearl fishery near the moirth of the ri-

ver Ythan in Aberdeenshire ; for it appears that this

g^nt was resumed by government io 1633, in the first

parliament of Charles I. In the same river, at the di-

stance ef 10 miles from the sea, a successful fishery

of pearls has been frequently carried on ; and a

few years ago, in the river Cluny in the same county,

a Jew employed a number of people to collect the mus-

•els which contained them, and some large and valu-

able pearls Were found. Some years ago, in the river

Teatb in Perthshire, the pearls which were got brought

about lool. sterling to those employed in searching for

them, in the course of one season. It was observed,

that those mussels only which were crooked and distort-

ed, yielded pearls. The method which has been prac-

tised in this river for fishing the pearl mossel, is tlie

following. The fisherman provides himself with an

iostrument formed of two iron plates or spoons, having

seroetbing of the shape of the mussel. Each of these

is attached to an elastic handle of the same metal, ter-

minating in an open tube, which is fixed to the end of

a long wooden handle. The concave sides of the plates

approach otber^ and are kept in close contact by the

elasticity of the bandies. liVitb this instrument the fish-

erman enters the water, and directs his course to those

places which he supposes are resorted to by the mus-

sels. These be discovers with bis feet, and having

found one, he presses the instrument upon It, the plates

or valves of which,, in consequence of the elasticity of

the bandies, separate, and then grasp it firmly. In
this way be can detach it from the place to which it

adheres, and bring it to the surface of the water. The
pearl-mussel is a native of mitny other of the rivers of

Scotland, as of the Esk in Forfarshire, where pearl

was found of the size of a pistol bullet, and sold for 4I4

sterling ; of the Devon In Clackmannanshire, the

Clyde, and of Loch Ken in Galloway, where it is said Of the He-
great numbers of pearls are fished in dry summers, ma- bitation of

ny of which sell from one sbilliug to ooe guinea.

the greatest pearl-fishery which ever Imn establish- ’

ed in Scotland, of which there is any record, is that

of the river Tay, about 30 years ago.. The pearl-

mussel is found in every part of this riveis from its

source in Loch Tay, to its junction with the sea. In
difierent parts of the river, but particularly in the vi-

cinity of Perth, we are informed, that not less than

iiyoool. worth of pearls were sent to London between,

the years 1761 and 1764. They were sold from los*.

to il. 16s. per ounce. About this time one pearl was
found which weighed 33 grs. This fishery, however,

as well as the pearl-fishery in the other rivers of Scot-

land, seems to be greatly exhausted, and very proba-

bly, as it has been supposed, from the improvident

avarice of the undertakers,, not allowing the animal to

arrive at that age which seems to be necessary for the

production of pearl.

But the pearl-fishery of the warmer climates, in dif-

ferent places of the East IndieM, in the gulf of Persia,

and the Red sea, and particularly that which is annual-

ly carried on in the bay of Condatchy, in the island ofin Ctyloa.'

Ceylon, is by far the most extensive and K^ost import-

ant of any in the world. The latter, of which we have
given a detailed account in the description of Cetxoi^,,

and to which we refer our readers, has been under the

inspection of government since it fell into the hands of

the British, as it was under that of the Portuguese and
Dutch, its former masters- To the Dutch, it is said,

while they were in possession. of the island, this fishery^

brought an annual tribute of 20,oool« To the ac*

count which has been already given of this fishery, we
may add the following, from the Asiatic Annual Re-
gister for the year 1 8oo«

The person who farmed the pearl-fishery at Cey-*

Ion, last year, was a Tamu merchant, who for the*

privilege of fishing with more than the usual number'
of douies or boats, paid between two and three hun-
dred thousand Porto Novo pagodas (d), a sum nearly

double the usual rent. His excellency the honourable'

Mr North, by the last ships from Ceylon, has trans-

mitted a very minute detail of the fishery in all its

stages, some of which are truly singular and remark-
able. It appears that (be fear of sharks is the cause of
a great deal of interruptiou to- the fishery, the divers

being extremely timid and superstitious ; eveiy one of

them, even the most expert,jentertain a dread of sharks,

and will not on any account descend until the conjuror

has performed bis ceremoniesv This prejudice is * so*

deeply rooted in their minds, that the government was
obliged to keep two such conjurors in their pay, to re-

move the fears of the divers. The manner of en-

ebauting consists of a number of prayers learned by
heart, that nobody, probably not evea the conjuror^

himself, undeistands, which he, standing on the shore^

continues muttering and grumbling from sunrise until

the boats return. . During this period, they are obli-

ged to- abstain from food and sleep,, otherwise their

prayers*

(d.) Perhaps near ioo,QOoi. sterling. The pagoda is from ys. to 8s« 6d. sterling.,.
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Of the Ha. prayers would be of no avail ^ they are, however, aU
bitation of lowed to drink, which privilege they indulge in a high
shells, ure frequently so giddy as to be rendered

• very unfit for devotion. Some of these conjurors ac-

company the divers in their boats, which pleases them
vei7 niuch, as they have their protectors near at hand.

Nevertheless. I was told, said Mr North, that in one

of the preceding fisheries, a diver lost his leg by a
shark

^
and when the head conjuror was called to an

account for the accident, he replied, that an old witch

had just come from the coast, who, from envy and
malice, had caused this disaster by a counter-conjura-

tion, which made fruitless his skill, and which be was
informed of too late

^
but he afterwards shewed his

superiority, by enchanting the sharks so effectually,

that, though they appeared to most of the divers, they

were unable to open their months. During my stay,

continues Mr North, at Condatchy, no accident of

this kind happened. If a shark is seen, the divers in-

stantly make a signal, which on perceiving all the

boats return immediately. A diver who trod upon a

hammer oyster, and was somewhat wounded, thought

he was bit by a shark j consequently made the usual

signal, which caused all the boats to return •y for which

mistake he was afterwards punished. The largest and

most perfect pearl taken last season, was about the size

of a small pistol bullet.^*

Sect. III. O/* Me Methods of Polishing Shells,

The art of polishing shells has but lately reached its

present state of perfection ^
and as the admiration of

sea shells has become so general, it may be expected

that we should give some instructions in the means of

adding to their natural beauty.

Among the immense variety of shells with which we
are acquainted, some are taken up out of the sea, or

found on its shores, in all their perfection and beauty

;

their colours being all disposed by nature upon the sur-

face, and their natural polish soperior to any thing that

art could give. Where nature is in herself thus per-

fect, it were madness to attempt to add any thing to

her charms : but in others, where the beauties are la-

tent and covered with a coarser outer skin, art is to be

called in ; and the outer veil being taken off, all tbe

internal beauties appear.

Meihodit Among the shells which are found naturally polished

employed, are tbe porcelains, or cowries j the cassanders ; the do-

lia, or conchse globosse, or tuns; some buccina, the vo-

lutes and the cylinders, or olives, or, as they are gene-

rally though improperly called, tbe rhomhi; excepting

only two or three, as tbe tiara, the plumb, and tlie

butter-tub rhombus, where there is an unpromising

film on tbe surface, biding a very great share of beau-

ty within. Though the generality of the shells of

these genera are taken out of the sea in all their beau-

ty, and in their utmost natural polish, there are seve-

ral other genera, in which all or most of the species

are taken up naturally rough and foul, and covered

with an epidermis, or coarse outer skin, which is in

many rough and downy or hairy. The tellinae, tbe

mussels, the cochleae, and many others, are of this

kind. The more nice collectors, as naturalists, insist

upon having all their shells in their native and genuine

2
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appearance, as they are found when living at sea ; but or the Ha.

others who make collections, bate tbe disagreeable bitation of

outsides, and will have all such polished. It would be^^ls ^^

very advisable, however, for both kinds of collectors to ^

have tbe same shells in different specimens both rough

and polished : tbe naturalist would by this means, be-

sides knowing tbe outside of tbe shell, be better ac-

quainted with Its internal characters than be otherwise

could be ; while those who wish to have them polished,

might compare tbe beauties of tbe shell, in iu wrought
state, to its coarse appearance as nature gives it. How
many elegancies in this part of the creation must be

wholly lost to us, if it were not for the assistance of an
art of this kind ! Many abelb in their native slate are

like rough diamonds; and we can form no just idea of

their beauties till they have been polished and wrought

into form. Tbe safest way of removing tbe epidermis

or outer skin from shells, is by a simple process dis-

covered by our friend William Kicol £^. Lecturer on

Natural Philosophy. Tbe shell from which the epi-

dermis is wished to be removed, should be put into a
vessel of water, with a quantity of quicklime, and boiled

for some time. The skin of tbe common muscle re-

quires only three hours boiling, while that of the mya
margaritifera, or river mya, requires from twelve to

fourteen hours.. When the shells have boiled tbe pro-

per time, they should be washed over with diluted mu-
riatic acid, when the skin may be easily removed by
rubbing it off witli the fingers.

Though the art of polishing shells is a very valuable

one, yet it is very dangerous to the shells
; for without

the utmost care, the means used to polish and beautify

a shell often wholly destroy it. When a shell is to be
polished, tbe first thing to be examined, is whether it

have naturally a smooth surface, or be covered with tu-

bercles and prominences. 1^2

A shell which has a smooth surface, and a natural With lca«

dull polish, need only be rubbed with the hand, t>r witb^^'*

a piece of chamoy leather, with some tripoli, or fine

rotten stone, and it will become of a perfectly bright and
fine polish. Emery is not to be used on tliis occasion,

because it wears away too much of the shell. This

operation requires the hand of an experienced person,

that knows how superficial the work must be, and where
he is to stop

; for iu many of these shells the lines are

only on the surface, and tbe wearing away ever so little

of tbe shell defaces them. A shell that is rough, foul,

and crusty, or covered with a tartareous coat, must be

left a whole day steeping in hot water : when it has im-

bibed a large quantity of this, it is to be rubbed with

rough emery on a stick, or with the blade of a knife,

in order to get off the coat. We have found different

kinds of engraving instruments, of much service in re-

moving the ctust and extraneous matter from shells,

particularly the parasitic species of shells which ad-

here to them, such as serpulse and balanae. If done

with caution, it will be found by far the best mode

;

and indeed, where there are spines, they cannot be

removed by any other means, as, by applying acids, they

are often completely destrojed. After this, it may be

dipped in diluted aquafortis, spirit of salt, or any other

acid; and after remaining a few moments in it, be again

plunged into common water. This will add greatly to

the speed of the work. After this it is to be well

rubbed
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or the ^nen doths, impregnated with common low; tod often, if it be oot regarded, will eat off the Of the Ha-
bitation of eoap

; and when by these several means it i.s made per- akin and the nails. bitation of
Shelif, See. fectly clean, the polishing is to be finished with fine These are the methods to be u^d with shells which Shells &«.

^ emery and a hair-brush. If after this the shell when
dry appears not to have so good a polish as wa« desired,

it must be rubbed over with a solution of gum arabic •y

and this will add greatly to its gloss, withont doing it

the smallest injury. The gum-water must not be too

thick, and then it gives no sensible coat, only heighten-

ing the colours. The white of an egg answers this pur-

pose also vei*y well ^ but it is subject to turn yellbw.

If the shell has an epidemts,'^ which will by no means
admit the polishing of it, it is to be dipped several times

in diluted aquafortis, that this may be eaten off
j
and

then the shell is to be polished in the usual way with

putty, fine emery, or tripoli, on the hair of a fine brush.

When it is only a pellicle that hides the colours, the

shell must be steeped in hot water, and after that the

skin worked off by degrees with an old file. This is

the case with several of the cylinders^ which have not

the natural polish of the rest.

When a shell is covered with a thick and fatty epi-

dermis, as is the case with several of the mussels and

tellinse ^ in this case aquafortis will do no service, as it

1^3 will not touch the skin : then a rough brush and coarse

Willi pa- emery are to he used ^ and if this does not succeed,
imee-stoae. seal-skin, or, as the workmen call ityJish^skiny znd pu»

mtee-stoney are to be employed.

When a shell has a thick crust, which will not give

way to any of these means, the only way left is to

plunge it several times into strong aquafortis, till the

stubborn crust is wholly eroded. The limpets, auris

marina, the helmet-shells, and several other species of

this kind, must have this sort of management ^ but as

the design is to shew the hidden beauties under the

crust, and not to destroy the natural beauty and polish

of the inside of the shelf, the aquafortis roust *be used in

this manner ; A long piece of war roust be provided,

and one end of it made perfectly to cover the whole

mouth of the shell ^ the other end will then serve as a

handle, and the mouth being stopped by the wax, the

liquor cannot get into the inside to spoil it ; then there

must be placed on a table, a vessel full of aquafortis,

and another full of common water.

WithacBdi, The shell is to be plunged into the aquafortis ^ and

6^^ after remaining a few minutes in it, is to be taken

out, and plunged into the common water. The pro-

gress the aquafortis makes in eroding the surface is

thus to be carefully observed every lime it is taken

out : the point of the shell, and any other tender part^,

are to be covered with wax, to prevent the aquafortis

from eating them away^ and if there be any worm-
holes, they also must be stopped up with wax, other-

wise the aquafortis would soon eat through in those

places. When the repeated di|ming8 into the aqua-

fortis show that the coat is su^iently eaten away,

then the shell is to be wrought carefully with fine

emery and a brush ; and when it is polished as high as

can be by this means, it roust be wiped clean, and

rubbed over with gam-water or the white of an egg.

In this sort of work the operator must always have the

caution to wear gloves ; otherwise the least touch of

Ibe aquafortis will bam the fingers, and turn them yel-

require but a moderate qnantity of the surface to be * '

taken off ; but there are others which require to have a
larger qnantity removed and to be uncovered deeper

:

this is called entirely scaling a shell. This is done by
means of a horizontal wheel of lead or tin impreg-
nated with rough emery ^ and the shell is ivrought down
in the same manner in which stones are wronght by the
lapidary. Nothing is more difficult, however, than the
performing this work with nicety : very often sbelh are
cat down too far by it, and wholly spoiled

^ and to

avoid this, a coarse vein must be often left standing in

some place, and taken down afterwards with the file,

when the cutting it down at the wheel would have
spoiled the adjacent parts.

After the shell is thus cut down to a proper degree,
it is to be polished with fine emery, tripoli, or rotten

stone, with a wooden wheel tamed by the same machine
as a leaden one, or by the common method of working
with the hand with the same iiigredients. When a
shell is full of tubercles or protuberances which must
be {Reserved, it is then impossible to use the wheel

:

and if the common way of dipping into aquafortis be
attempted, the tubercles being harder than the rest of
the shell, will be corroded before the rest is sufficiently

tcaltcl, and the shell will be spoiled. In this case, in-

dnstry and patience are the only means of effecting a
polish. A camels-hair pencil most be dipped in aqua-
fortis ; and with this the intermediate parts of the shell

must be wetted, leaving the protuberances dry : this is

to be often repeated ^ and after a few moments the shell

is always to be plunged into water to stop the erosion
of the acid, which would otherwise eat too deep, and
destroy the beauty ef the shell. Wheol this has suffi-

ciently taken off the foulness of the shell, it is to be po-

lished with emery of the finest kind, or with tripoli, by
means of a small stick

^ or the common polishing-stooe

used by the goldsmiths may be used.

This is a very tedious and tronblesoroe thing, espe-

cially when the eebinated oysters and murices, and
some other such shells, are to be wrought : and what is

worst of all is, that when all this labour has been em-
ployed, the business is not well done ; for there still

remain several places which could not be reached by
any instrument, so that the shell must necessarily be
rubbed over with gum-water or the white of an egg
afterwards, in order to bring out the colours and give

a gloss \ In some cases it is even necessary to give a
coat of varnish..

These are the means used by artiste to brighten the Some thclU

colours and add to the beauty of sbeHs ; and the >re dit-

chatiges produced by polishing in this manner are so

great, that the shell can scarcely be known afterwards

to be the same it was ^ and hence we hear of new shells

in the cabinets of collectors, which have no real exis-

tence as separate species, bat are shells well known,
disguised by polishing. To caution the reader against
errors of this kind, it may be proper to add the roost re-

markable species thus usually altered.

The onyx-shell or volute, called the purpU or vwiet^ tW
tipy which in its natural state is of a simple pale brown, thclU

when
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Of the it is wrought slightly, or polished with jast the
ibiutioo of superiices taken off, is of a fine bright yellow ^ and
Shcllis, &LC. ^hen it is eaten away deeper, it appears of a fine milk-

’ white, with the lower part bluish ; it is in this state

that it is called the and it is preserved in

many cabinets in its rough state, and in its yellow ap-

147 pearance, as different species of shells.

Violet The violet shelly so common among the curious, is

•helli. a species of porcelain, or common cowry, which does

not appear in that elegance till it has been polish-

ed
\

and the common sea-ear shows itself in two or

three different forms, as it is more or less deeply

wrought. In its rough state it is dusky and coarse, of

a pale brown on the outside, and pearly within ^ when
it is eaten down a little way below the surface, it shows
•variegations of black and green ^ and when still farther

eroded, it appears of a fine pearly hue within and

14S without.

KautUst. The nautilus^ when it is polished down, appears all

over of a fine pearly colour^ but when it is eaten

away but to a small depth, it appears of a fine yellowish

colour with dusky hairs. The burgau, when entirely

cleared of its coat, is of the most beautiful pearl co-

lour: but when slightly eroded, it appears of a va-

riegated mixture of green and red \ whence it has

been called the parroquet shell. The common helmet-

shell, when wrought, is of the colour of the finest

agate ^ and the mussels, in general, though very plain

shells in their common appearance, become very l^au-

tiful when polished, and show large veins of the most

elegant colours. The Persian shell, in its natural state,

is all over white, and covered with tubercles \ but when
it has been ground down on a wheel, and polished, it

appears of a gra^ colour, with spots and veins of a

very bright and highly polished white* The limpets, in

general, become very difierent, when polished, most of

them showing very elegant colours \ among these the

tortoise-shell limpet is the principal \ it does not appear

at all of that colour or transparence till it has been

149
wrought.

Jonquil- That elegant species of shell called jonquil tha^
ohama. which has deceived so many judges of these things

into an opinion of its being a new species, is only a

white chama with a reticulated surface \ but when this

is polished, it loses at once its reticular work and its

colour, and becomes perfectly smooth, and of a fine

bright yellow. The violet-coloured chama of New
Englani!, when worked down and polished, is of a fine

milk-white, with a great number of blue veins, dispo-

130 *ed like tbe variegations in agates.

The asse<- The asses-ear shelly or haliotis asinina of Linnaeus,
ear shell, ^^ben polished after working it down with the file, be-

comes extremely glossy, and obtains a fine rose-colour

all about tbe mouth. These are some of tbe most fre-

quent among an endless variety of changes wrought on

shells by polishing } and we find there are many of the

very greatest beauties of this part of tbe creation, which

must have been lost but for this method of searching

1^1 deep in the substance of the shell for them.

Butch me- The Dutch are very fond of shells, and are very
thod af po- nice in their manner of working them ; they are under

*Ji*'«***^
. no restraint, however, in their works 5 but use the most

violent methods, so as oAen to destroy all the beauty ofor the Ha.

tbe shell. They file them down on all sides, and often hiutiea of

take them to the wheel, when it most destroy the very ^hcllt, gcc.

characters of tbe species. Nor do they stop here :
•
^

but determined to have beauty at any rate, they are

for improving upon nature, and frequently add some
lines and colours with a pencil, afterwards covering

them with a fine coat of varnish, so that they seem tbe

natural lineationsof tbe shell: the Dutch cabinets are

by these means made very beautiful, but they are by
no means to be regarded as instructors in natural his-

tory- There are some artificers of this nation who have
a way of covering shells all over with a different tinge

from that which nature gives them ^ and the curious

are often enticed by these tricks to purchase them for

new species.

There is another kind of work bestowed on certain

species of shells, particularly tbe nautilus ^ namely, tbe

engraving on it lines and circles, and figures of stars,

and other things. This is too obvious a work of art

to suffer any one to suppose it natural. Buonani has

figured several of these wrought shells at the end of bis

work^ but this was applying bis labour to very lit-

tle purpose i the shells are spoiled as objects of natural

history by it.—They are principally done in tbe East
Indies. 152

Shells are subject to several imperfections; some oflpp^i^*

which are natural and others accidental. The
defects are the effect of age, or sickness in the fish. The ,nmi ud
greatest mischief happens to shells by the fish dying in accldeatsL

them. The curious in these things pretend to be al-

ways able to distinguish a shell taken up with tbe fish

alive from one found on the shores : they call the first

a livings the second a decul shell ^ and say that tbe co-

le urs are always much fainter in the dead shells. When
the shells have lain long dead on the shores, they are

subject to many injuries, of which tbe being eaten by
sea-worms is not tbe least ; age renders tbe finest shells

livid or dead in their colours.

Besides tbe imperfections arising from age and sick-

ness in the fish, shells are subject to other deformities,

such as morbid cavities, or protuberances, in parts

where there should be none. Wbeo tbe shell is va-

luable, these faults may be bid, and much added to tbe

beauty of the specimen, without at all injuring it as

an^bject of natural history, which should always be tbe

great end of collecting these things. Tbe cavities may
be filled up with mastic, dissolved in spirit of wine, or

with isinglas : these substances roust be either coloured

to the tinge of the shell, or else a pencil dipped in wa-
ter-colours must finish them up to the resemblance of

the rest ; and then the whole shell being rubbed over

with gum-water, or with tbe white of an egg, scarce

any eye can perceive the artifice ; tbe same substances

may also be used to repair the battered edge of a shell,

provided tbe pieces chipped off be not too Targe. And
when the excrescences of a shell are faulty, they are to

be taken down with a fine file. If the lip of a shell be

so battered that it will not admit of repairing by any

cement, the whole roust be filed down or ground on the

wheel till it become even.

EXPLANATION
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Plate GLII. Multivalve Shells.

Fig. 1. Chitonsquamosus; a^the margin. From a to the

opposite side is the breadth of the shell. Page 401, 1 •

Fig. 2. Lepas anatifera^ (Anatifa laevis, Lamarck’s

System) \
a, the feelers \ the cartilage *, c, the ped-

uncle or pedicle. Page 403. N® 39.

Fig. 3« Lepas tintinnabiUum^ (Balanus tintinnabu-

lum, Lamarck) ; a, the operculum, or lid the base.

Pace 403, N° 2.

Fig. 4* Lepas iracheteformu^ (Tubicinel(a balanarani,

Lamarck) ; <7, the operculum, or lid \
b^ b^ the ribs.

Fig. 5. Fkolas crispatus. Page 404, N° 11.

Bivalve Shells.

Fig. 6. Mya arenaria

;

o, projecting tooth \
A, A,

the breadth ot the shell ^ c, cicatrix, or tongue.

Fig. 7. Solen ensts\ or, the ligament; b, A, length

of the shell ; c, c, the breadth. Page 406, N® 5.

Fig. 8. Tellitia virgata

;

u, primary tooth. Pago

406, N® 5.

Fig. 9. Cardium ohlongum ; a, a, lateral teeth ; 6,

length of the shell ; c, r, breadth. Page 409, N® 27.

Fig. 10. 'J^lactra stuUorum

;

ff, triangular tooth;

b^ b^ sides ; r, the base ; </, the summit ; also one of

the iimbooes. Page 410, N® 18.

Fig. 1 1 . Donax trunculus ; o, the posterior slope ;

c, right valve ; «/, left valve ; r, crenulated margin ;

the hinge. Pagc4ii, N®5.
Fig. 12. Venus erycina^ (Cytherea erycina, La-

marck) ; o, the umbo ; 5, the posterior slope ; c, the an-

terior slope ; cf, the muscular impression. Page 412,

N® 21.

Fig. 13. Area barbata; a, numerous teeth, the

characteristic of the genus area ; 6, the byssus, or

beard. Page 416, N® 3.

Plate CLIII.—Bivalve Shells continued.

Fig. I. Spondylus longispina ; 0, a, 0, spines. Page

414, N® 8.

Fig. 2. Spondylus plicatus^ (Plicatula ramosa, La-

marck). Page 415, N® 22.

Fig. 3. Mya inaquivahis^ (Corhula nucleus, La-
marck). Page 405, N® 38.

Fig. 4. Area nucleus^ (Nucula 'margaritacea, La-

marck) ; 0, the pit in ivhich the cartilage is fixed. Page

4*7. 42.

Fig. 3. Chama cor, (locardia cor, Lamarck)
; o, a,

beaks. Page 415, N® i.

Fig. 6. Chama gtgas^ (Tridacna gigas, Lamarck)
;

0, 0, scales. Page 415, N® 3.

Fig. 7. Ostrea pleuroneetes^ (Pccten pleuronectus,

Lamarck) ; 0, 0, ears ;
b, base ; c, apex ; from 5

, to

r, is the length of the shell, and the reverse is the

breadth Page 417, N® 6.

Fig. 8. Ostrea lima^ (Lima—— Lamarck) j

0, 0, 0, ribs. Page 419, N® 53.

Fig. 9. Anomia unduhta ; 0, the ligament perfora-

tion. Page <22, N® 21.

VoL. VI. Part II.

Fig. 10. Mytilus tduliso Page 423, K® 16.

Fig. ir. Mytilus diserepans^ (Modiola discrepans,

Lamarck). Page 424, N® 31.

Fig. 1 2. Pinna muricaia ; 0, byssus, or beard, by
which the animal affixes itself to rocks. Page 424, N® 9.

Univalve Shells.

Fig. 13. Conus generalis

;

0, the apex, or tip of the

spire ; from dj to 0, is the spire ; d^ d^ the body ; b^

the base ; c, the outer lip. Page 427, N® if.

Fig. 14. Valuta vespertilio ; 0, 0, spines. Page 438,
N® 153.

Plate CLIV.^—^Univalve Shells continned.

Fig. I. Argonauta tuberculata; 0, 0, toothed ridges.

Pagc425, N®2.
Fig. 2. Nautilus suborbicuktius ; 0, umbilicus. Page

426, N® 2.

Fig. 3. Nautilus spirula^ (Spirula fragilis, La-
marck) ; 0, the siphuncle

; b^ partitions of the

chambers. Page 426, N® 16.

Fig. 4. Cypresa Arabica ; 0, 0, the aperture ; and
from 0 to 0, is the length of the shell

; from b to its

breadth ; the face presented to th^flbserver is the venter

or belly of the shell. Page 431, N® 3.

Fig. c. Bullaficus^ (Pyrula ficus, Lamarck). Page

433, N® 19.

Fig. 6. Voluta mtidula^ (Tornatella nitidula, La-
marck). Page 335, N® 46.

Fig. 7. Buceinum areola^ (Cassis areola, Lamarck) ;

0, the pillar lip, much reflected on the columella ; b^

canal, or gutter ; r, the outer lip
; </, </, varices. Page

440, N® 20.

Fig. 8. Murex spiralis^ (Pyrula spirillus, Lamarck)

;

0, the beak or rostrum. Page 447, N® 73.

Fig. 9. Murex peruersus, (Pyrula perversa, La-
marck). This is an example of a shell with a reversed

spire. It will be observed the aperture is on the right

side of the shell, in place of the left side.

Fig. lo. Turbo setosus ; 0, 0, 0, furrows
; ribs.

Fig. XI. Turbo nautileus^ (Plaiiorbis nautilea, La-
marck).

Fig. 1 2. Haliotis imperforata^ (Stomatella auricula,

Lamarck).

Plate CLV.

Fig. I. Bulla naueum.
Fig. 2. Bulla aperta^ (Bullma aperta, Lamarck).

Fig. 3. Bulla rivalis.

Fig. 4. Bulla VirgineOf (Achatina virginea, La^-

marck).

Fig. 5. Bulla cylindrical (Volvaria cylindrica).

Fig. 6. Bulla tcrebellum^ (Terebelluni, Lamarck).
Fig. 7. Voluta mercatoria^ (Colurabella, Lamarck),

Page 336, N® 71.

Fig. 8. Voluta papaliSf (Mitra pontifica, Lamarck).
Page 438.

Fig. 9. Voluta cruenta^ (Ancilla cruenta, Lamarck).

r»g* 43J> N® 3a.
_

•
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Fig. 10. Buccmum %eylantca^ (Eburna 21eylanicay

tion qfike Lamarck).

,

^**^^*-
, Fig. II. Bucctnum Perstcum^ (Purpura Fcrsica,

’ Lamarck). Page 441, N* 51.

Fig. X 2. Bucctnum therstteSf (Nassa tbenites, La-
marck). Page 441, 43.

Fig* 13. Bucctnum viltaium^ (Terebra Tiltata, La-
marck). Page 443, N** 141.

Fig. 14. Stromlms nodosag (Pterocera nodoaai La-
marck)*

Fig. 15* Murtx Uneatuif (Clavatula lloeaUi La-
marck).

Fig. 1 6. Murtx horridui^ (Ricinula horrida, La-
marck).

Fig* 17. Murtx stmtgranoiuSf (Ceritbeom temigra-

nosomf Lamarck).
Fig. 18. TrocAus momltferus.

Fig. 19. TrocAat corcnaria^ (Mooodonta coronarla,

Lamarck).
Fig. 20. Turho tcalaru. Variety, rare, (Scalaria

pretioea, Lamarck).

Index.
Fig. 21. Turbo urn, (Papa ova, Laourck).
Fig. 22. Turbo laminatuSu tiao of Um
Fig. 23. Hdix fatciaiutf (Bulimos faiciata, La- Hatea.

mirck).

Fig. 24* Helix (Paliidina acbadna, La-
marck).

Fig. 25* Helix putriif Tar. (Lymnaea putris, La-
marck.)

Fig. 26. HeUx ianthina^ (lantblna fragilis, La-
marck).

Fig* 27* Ntrila canrena^ (Nalica casrena, La-
marck).

Fig* 28. PattUa oculut-^pri.

Fig. 29. Patella fiuura^ (Emarginola oomea, La-
marck.

Fig. 30. DentaKum elephantinumo

Fig. 31* Strpula anguina^ (Siliquaria aDguIna, La«>

marck).

Fig. 32* Teredo navaHt.

Fig. 33. Patella aculeata^ (Crepedula aculeata, La-
marck).

CONCHOLOGY.

/

INDEX.

n® 25
IX

ACORN-shell^ species of,

Adanson^ bis system of sbells,

Amphiirite^ generic character of, x 5

Ancients prosecuted the study of sbells, 3

Animal gives form to the shell, ill

method of killing, 137

AkomIA, species of, p. 421

Arca, species of, 4^^

ArgonautA, 4^5

Ark^hell^ see Arca^ n 36

Ascidiaf generic character of, 15

B*

Bivalves

f

terms of, defined, 1

8

generic characters of, 22

BreynitiSf liis system of shells, 7

'“'TCCINUM, species of, p. 439
.... 433LLA, species of.

C.

Cardium, species of, 408

ChamA, species of, P- 4*5

Characters

f

generic, of testaceous am-

01*18,

Chiton, species of, p. 401

Classification of shells, h 20

C/ib, generic character of, 15

Cockle^ see Cardtum^ 3®

Colours of shells vary, 87

Colouring matter secreted from the

neck, 88

prove,
^

89
seeming exception, 90
causes of this, 91
changes in the or-

gans of, 9a

Colouring matter^ difference of fluidi-

ty in the, 93
motion of the ani-

mal, 94
of porcelain shells, 102

affected by Hght, 107
introduction, x

importance of, 2
cultivated by the ancients, 3

moderns, 4
Concretions^ pearls supposed to be

morbid, 1 2

1

Cone^shell^ see Conus^ 48
Conus, species of,, p. 427
Cowrie^ see Cyprcea^ n® 49
Ctpr^ha, species of, p. 431

D.
Da Costa

f

his system of shells, p« 14
D'ArgenviUe^ bis system of shells 9
Dentalium, species of, p. 467
Dipper^ see BtUla, n® 50
Donax, species of, p* 410
Dot'is^ generic character of, *5
Dutch method of polishing sbells, 151

F*

JibArry, pearl, 138
in Britain, 139
in Ceylon, 140

G.
Gaping cockle, see Chama^ 35
Geojroy^ bis system of shells, 1

2

Grooves^ formation of, 117
Growth of sbells, 79

interrupted, 98

H*
Haliotis, species of, p. 464
Helix, species of, p. 457

K.
Klein

f

bis system of shells, n® 10
opinion of the formation

of shells, 76

I«*

Land sbells very numerous, 125
method of collecting, 135

Langius^ bis system of shells, 6
Layer of shells, last formed, white, 96
Lepas, species of, p. 402
Lights efiects of, on shells, n® 107
LimaXf generic character of, 15
Limpet^ see Patella^ 60

Listet'f bis system of shells, 5

M.
Mactra, species of, p. 409
Modems^ progress of, in conchology, a® 4

his system of shells, 13
Multivalves^ terms of, deflned, 17

Murex, species of, p. 445
Mussel^ see Mytilus^ n® 44
Mta, species of, p, 404

margaritifera yields pearl and
mother-of-pearl, n® 27

AIttilus, species of, 422
margaritiferus produces

pearls, n® 44
N*

Nautilus, species of, p. 42^

Nereis^ generic character oi^ n® 15

Nerita,
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index.
Nx&itA| species of, p« ^^2

o.

n®95
Organs secreting colouring matter,

enlarge, *

OsTUA, species of, p. 417

Oyster^ see Ostrea edulis^ n* 37
employed as food, 38
of diflerent kinds,

^
39

grows on trees in warm cli-

mates,
^

40
in Jamaica, ill

the British noted among the

Romans, ib.

retains its superi-

ority, 40
management of,-

^
41

liquid of, seen by the micro-

scope, 42

P.

^ 4<S4
n® 7©

PateIXA, ipeeiea of^

Pearl, coroponeot parte of, ,
-

foand in mother-of-pearl shells, Z20

supposed to be a morbid con*

cietioo, 12X

firom external injnry. 122

discovery of its formation by

Idnnmns,

fishery,
. ^ .

*3*
in Britain, 139
in Ceylon, 140

Pholas, species of. p.404
itriaU perforates wood ac>

cross the fibre, n* 26

Pilgrims visiting the Holy Land,

wear the scallop. 37
Pinna, species of. F 4M
Polishing shells, D* I4I

with leather. 142
pumice-stone. *43
Dutch method. *5 *

Porcelain shells, colours of. 102
have an external lay-

er formed, XO3

proved, 104
become thicker. 105

R.

RsMor^heath^ tee Solett^ 26

CONCHOLOGY.
lUaumur^s investigation of the for-

mation of shells, n^ 72
opinion mistaken, 73

controverted, 76
experiments, 78

Ribs of shells, formation of, 113
only on sea-shells, 114

hollow, 118

8.

p.469
n 37

ib.

S9
45
*5

VS
u
74
75

SaBELLA, species of,

ScaUopf see Ostrea maxima^
worn hj pilmms,

Sea~ear^ see tialioUSf

Seorwing^ see Pinna^
Sepia^ generic character of,

Serpula, species of,

SheUsf constituent parts of,

porcellaneous,

mother-of-pearl,

formed in the egg,

last formed,

process of their formation, 79
formed by secretion from the

animal, 80
time necessary, 81

layers seen by burning, 8

growth of, interrupted,

distinguished by co-

lour, 100
lower valve colsfurless, 108
spiral, four classes, 1 10
derive their form from the

animal, ill

found on every part of the

globe, 124
land, numerous, 125
tropical, most l^aotiful, 126
sea, methods of fishing, 136

Ship^ivorm^ natural history of 63
see HeUx^ 66

SoLEK, species of^ p. 405
Species of shells enumerated, n® 65

produced, 116
Spio^ generic character of, 15
Spires of the shell, turns increased, 84
Spokdtlus, species of, P* 4^4
SpraPs^ Bishop, history of the oyster, n^ 41
StruB^ formation of, 98
Strombus, species of, p. 444

483
n®4

5
6

7
8

9
10

11

12

*3

Sysisms of conchology,

Luteris,

Langius*s

Breynius*!,

Toumefort*s

]>’Argenville*s,

Klein^s

Adanson^s,

Geoffiroy’s,

Muller^s

Da Costa*!,

T.

Tellika, species of, p. 406
Teredo, species of, 469
Terebeii^ generic character oi^ n® 15
Terms explained, 16

in moUivalves, 17
bivalves, 18
univalves, 19

Testaceous animals both oviparous and
viviparous, 7

1

detached from the

shell,
. 85

Tetkus^ jgeneric character of, 15
Tooth^shcll^ wta Dentaluim^ 61
Towmefori^s system of shells, 8
TnVon, generic character of, xj
Trochus, species of, p. 450
Tropical shells most beaotifal, n* 127
Tubercles on shells, formation of, xx6
Turbo, species of, p, 453

U.

Umbilicus^ formation, of n* ill
Univalves^ terms of, defined,

^ 19
generic character of, R3

V.

Vtthe^ lower, of shells, colourless, xo8
Venus, species of, p.
VoLUTA, species of, 4*4
Volute^ see Valuta^ n®

W.

Wedge^heUy see Donass^

Whelk^ oat Buceuwm^
Wreath^ see Turbo^

n® 32
5*

5«
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C!oBcli>Ha CONCHYLIA9 a general name for all petriBed

I
' shells, as limpets, cochleae, nautili, concbae, lepades,

Conatuiion.

’ CONCIATOR, in the glass art, Is, for the crystal-

glass, what the founder is at the green-glass bouses.

He is the person that weighs and proportions the salt

on ashes and sand ; and works them with a strong Bre

till they run into lumps and become white ; and if

the metal be too bard, and consequently brittle, be

adds salt or ashes, and if too soft, sand } still mixing

them to a fit temper, which is only known by the

working.

CONCINNOUS INTERVALS, in Muitc^ are snch

as are fit for music, next to, and in combination with,

concords ^ being neither very agreeable nor disagree-

able in themselves
\ but having a good effect, as by

their opposition they heighten the more essential prin-

ciples of pleasure : or as, by their mixture and combi-

nation with them, they produce a variety necessary

to our being better pleased.

CoNCiNSOUs System^ in Music, A system is said

to be conctnnous, or divided concinnously, when its

parts, considered as simple intervals, are concinnous *y

and are besides placed in such an order between the

extremes, as that the succession of sounds, from one ex-

treme to the other, may have an agreeable effect.

CONCLAMATIO, in antiquity, a shout raised

by those present at burning the dead, before they set

fire to the funeral pile. See Shout. The word was
also applied to the signal given to the Roman soldiers

to decamp, whence the expression conclamare vasa

;

tondamare armay was a signal for battle. It was

likewise used for a practice of calling to a person de-

ceased three times by his name ^ and when no reply

was returned, they thus expressed bis decease, concla^

maium est. Whence the same term was afterwards ap-

plied to the cessation of the Roman empire.

CONCLAVE, the place in which the cardinals of

the Romish church meet, and are shut up, for the elec-

tion of a pope.

The conclave, is a range of small cells, 10 feet square,

made of wainscot : these are numbered, and drawn

for by lot. Tliey stand in a line along the galleries

and hall of the Vatican, with a small space between

each. Every cell has the arms of the cardinal over it.

The conclave is not fixed to any one determinate place,

for the constitutions of the church allow the cardinals

to makn choice of such a place for the conclave as

they think most convenient \ yet it is generally held in

the Vatican.

The conclave is very strictly guarded by troops y

neither the cardinals, nor any person shut up in the

conclave, are spoken to, but at the hours allowed of,

and then in Italian or Latin : even the provisions for

the conclave are examined, that no letters be convey-

ed by that means from the ministers of foreign powers,

or other persons who may have an interest in the elec-

tion of the pontiff.

Ck>NCLAYE is also used for the assembly, or meet-

ing, of the cardinals shut up for the election of a pope.

CONCLUSION, in Logicy tbe consequences or

judgment drawn from what was asserted in the pre-

aaises ^
or the previous judgments in reasoning, gain-

ed from combining the extreme ideas between tbem-

•elvesw

CONCOCTION, In MediciMCy the change which Coiieocti«B

the food undergoes in the stomach, &c. to become i

chyle. See Chyle. Coacord-

CONCOMITANT, something that accompanies or . ^

goes along with another.

CONCORD, in Grammar^ that part of construc-

tion called syntaXy in which the words of a sentence

agree
\ that is, in which nouns are put in tbe same

gender, number, and case y and verbs in the same
number and person with nouns and pronouns. See
Grammar.
Concord, In Musky the relation of two sounds that

are always agreeable te the ear, whether applied in

succession or consonance.

Form of Cokcomd, in ecclesiastical bistory, a stan-

dard book among the Lutherans, composed at Torgaw,
in 1576, and thence called the book of Torgaw, and
reviewed at Bei*g by six Lutheran doctors of Germany,
the principal of whom was James Andrex. This
book contains, in two parts, a system of doctrine, tbe

subscription of which was a condition of communion,
and a formal and very severe condemnation of all who
differed from the compilers of it, particularly with re-

spect to the majesty and omnipresence of Christas body,

and the real roanducation of his flesh and blood in the

eucharist. It was first imposed on tbe Saxons by Au-
gustus, and occasioned great opposition and disturbance.

The dispute about it was revived in Switzerland in

1718, when the magistrates of Berne published an order

for adopting it as the role of fatb } tbe consequence

of which was a contest, that reduced its credit and au-

thority.

CONCORDANCE, a dictionary or index to the

Bible, wherein all the leading words, used in tbe comae
of the inspired writings, are ranged alphabetically ;

and the various places where they occur referred to y

to assist in finding out passages and comparing tbe s^
veral significations of the same word.

Cardinal Hugo de St Charo, is said to have employ-

ed 500 monks at tbe same time in compiling a Latin

concordance j
besides which, we have several other

concordances in the same lan^age \ one, in particu-

lar, called tbe concordance of England, compiled by J.

Darlington, of the order of Predicants } another more
accurate one, by tbe Jesuit de Zamora.

R. Mordecal Nathan has furnished os with a He-
brew concordance, first printed at Venice in 1523,
containing all tbe Hebrew roots branched into tbeir

various significations, and under each signification all

the places in scripture where it occurs : but tbe best

and most useful Hebrew concordance is that of Bux-
torf, printed at Basil in 1632.

Dr Taylor published, in 1754, a Hebrew concord-

ance iq two volumes foUo, adapted to the English

Bible, and disposed after the manner of Buxtorf.

The Greek concordances are only for tbe New
Testament : indeed we have one of Conr. Kircher's on
tbe Old y but this is rather a concordantial dictionary

than a concordance y eontaining all tbe Hebrew words

in an alphabetical order y and underneath all tbe inter-

pretations or senses tlie LXX. give them y. and in each

interpretation all the places where they occur in thsk

version.

In 1718, Trommios published bis Greek conconL
aace for the Septoagint at Amsterdam,, in two volumes

iblje^
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CoBcor* SchroidtuB improving on t similar work of

d»mcc H, Stephen, has given an excellent Greek concordance

I .
for the New Testament, the best edition of which is

Cucordtm
^1^^^ l^cipsiCf an. 1717.

Calasius, an Italian Cordelier, has given us concord-

ances of the Hebrew, Latin, and Greek, in two co-

lumns ; the 6rst, which is Hebrew, is that of R. Mor-
deeai Nathan, word for word, and according to the

order of the books and chapters : in the other column

is a Latin interpretation of each passage of Scripture

quoted by R. Mordecai •, this interpretation is Cala-

sins*s own ; but in the margin he adds that of the

LXX. and the Vnlgate, when different from his. The
work is in 4 vols folio, printed at Rome in 1621.

We have several very copious concordances in Eng-

lish, as Newmann^s, &c. but the last and best esteemed

is that in 4to by Alexander Cruden.

CONCORDANT verses, such as have several

words in common ;
but which, by the addition j)f other

words, convey an opposite, at least a different meaning.

Such are those.

C cfliiiV 7 • V - f venatur 1 , . C servat.

\ lupus 3 ^
C. 3 (.

CONCORDAT, in the canon law, denotes a

covenant or agreement concerning some beneficiary

matter, as a resignation, permutation, promotion, or

the like.

The council of Trent, sess. vi. de reform, cap. 4.

speaking of concordats made without the authority

and approbation of the pope, calls them concordias qutt

tantufnsuot ohligant auctores^ non successores. And
the congregation of cardinals, who have explained this

decree, declares also that a concordat cannot be va-

lid so as to bind successors, unless confirmed by the

pope.

Concordat is also used, absolutely, among the

French, for an agreement concluded at Bologna in

1516, between Pope Leo X. and Francis I. of France,

for regulating the manner of nominating to benefices.

The concordat serves in lieu of the pragmatic sanc-

tion, which has been abrogated ; or rather, it is the

pragmatic sanction softened and reformed. The con-

cordat between the pope and tlie republic of Venice

resembles the former.

There is also a German concordat, made between

the emperor Frederic 111 . and the princes of Germa-
ny, in 1448, relating to beneficiary matters, confirmed

by Popie Nicholas V.

CONCORDIA, a town of Italy, in the duchy of

Mirandola } seated on the river Sechia, 5 miles west of

Mirandola, and 15 miles south-east of Mantua ^ subject

to the house of Austria. E. Long. li. 13. N. Lat.

44. 52.

Concordia, in Ancient Geography^ a town of the

Veneti, situated at the confluence of the rivers Roma-
tious Major and Minor, 3 1 miles to the west of Aqui-
leia, (Pliny, Ptolemy, Antonine) ^ a colony surnamed

JuUa. Its ruins still go by the name of Concordia.^

Another Concordia (Ptolemy), of Lusitania, to the

north-west of Trajan^s bridge, on the Tagus.—A third

of the Nemetes, in Belgica, on the west side of the

Rhine; a Roman fortress, situated hetween Brocoma*
gus and^ Noviomagus. Now Drusenheim, in Alsaeei

JiL Long. 8i N. Lat. 48. 40.

a

Concordia, a Pagan divinity of the Romans. She Concordta

had a temple on the declivity of the Capitol ; another B

in the Portico of Livia
; and a third on Mount Pala- Coicubi-

tine, built of brass by Cn. Flavius, on account of a . .

vow made for reconciling the senate and people. She
was pictured with a cup in her right band ; in her

left was sometimes a sceptre, and sometimes a cornu^

copies. Her symbols were two bands Joined, as is seen

in a coin of Aurelius Verus, and another of Nero ; also

two serpents twisting about a caduceus. She was ad-

dressed to promote the peace and union of families and
citizens.

CONCOU, in Botany^ a name given by the people

of Guinea to an herb, which is in great esteem among
them for killing that troublesome sort of worm called

the Guinea-worm^ that breeds in their flesh. They
bruise the leaves, and mixing them with oil apply
them in form of a cataplasm.

CONCRETE, in the school-philosophy, an assem-
blage or compound.
Concrete, in Natural Philosophy and Chemistry^

signifies a body made op of different principles, or any
mixed body : thus, soap is a factitious concrete, mix-
ed together by art ; and antimony is a natural con-

crete, or a mixed body compounded in the bowels of

the earth.

CONCRETION, the uniting several small particles

of a natural body into sensible masses or concretes,

whereby it becomes so and so figured and determined,

and is endued with such and such properties.

Concretion is also the act whereby soft bodies are

rendered hard : or an insensible motion of the particles

of a fluid or soft body, whereby they come to a consist-

ence. It is indifferently used for induration, condensa-

tion, congelation, and coagulation.

CONCUBINAGE sometimes expresses a criminal

or prohibited commerce between the two sexes; in

which sense it comprehends adultery, incest, and simple

fornication.

In its more restrained sense, concubinage is used for

a man’s and a woman’s cohabiting together in the way
of marriage, without having passed the ceremony
thereof.

Concubinage was anciently tolerated: the Roman
law calls it an allowed custom, licita consmludo. When
this expression occurs in the constitutions of tbn

Christian emperors, it signifies what we now call a
marriage in conscience.

The concubinage tolerated among the Romans in

the time of the republic, and of the headien emperors,

.

was that between persons not capable of contracting

marriage together; nor did they even refnse to let in-

heritances descend to children which sprung from suck

a tolerated cohabitance. Concubinage between such

persons they looked on as a kind of marriage, and even

allowed it several privileges*: but then this concubinage

was confined to a single person, and was of perpetual

obligation as much as marriage itself. Hattoroan ob»

serves, that the Roman laws had allowed of coocubtw

nage long before Julios Csesar made that law whereby
every one was allowed to marry as many wives as he
pleased. emperor Valeoliniao, Socrates tells US|

allowed every man two.

Concubinage is also used for a marriage performed

ssilb less solemnity than the formab marriage : oi^a

marriage..
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CoQcnbi- vnarriage with a woman of inferior coiiditiony kni to concubines in his

zisifrv, whom the husband does not convey bis rank or qua*
CoHcnbint. Hty. Cnjas observes, that the ancient laws allowed a
‘ man to espouse, under the title of conctibitte^ certain

persons, such as were esteemed unequal to him, on ac-

count of the want of some qualities requisite to sustain

the full honour of marriage. He adds, that though

concubinage was beneath marriage, both as to dignity

and civil effects
;
yet was concubine a reputable title,

very different from that of mistress among us. The
commerce was esteemed so lawful, that the concubine

might he accused of adultery in the, same manner as a
wife.

This kind of concubinage is still in use in some

countries, particularly in Germany, under the title of a

halfmarriage^ mwrgengahic marriage^ or marriage with

the left-hand; alluding to the manner of its being con-

tracted, viz. by the man^s giving the woman bis left

hand instead of the right. This is a real marriage,though

without solemnity: the parties are both bound for ever

:

though the woman be thus excluded from the common
rights of a wife for want of quality or fortune.

The children of concubines were not reputed either

legitimate or bastards, but natural children, and were

’capable only of donations. They were deemed to retain

the low rank of the mother \ and were on this ground

unqualified for inheriting the effects of the father.

^KCUBINAGE, in a legal sense, is used as an excep-

tion against her that sueth for dower, alleging there-

by, that she was not a wife lawfully mamed to the

party, in whose lands she seeks to be endowed, but bis

concubine.

CONCUBINE, a woman whom a person takes to

cohabit with him, in the manner, and under the cha-

racter, of a wife, without being authorized thereto by

a legal marriage.

Concubine is also used for a real, legitimate, and

only wife, distinguished by no other circumstance but

a disparity of birth or condition between her and the

husband. Do Cange observes, that one may gather

from several passages in the epistles of the popes, that

they anciently allowed of such concubines. The seven-

teenth canon of the first council of Toledo declares,

that be who, with a faithful wife, keeps a concubine,

is excommunicated ; but that if the concubine served

him as a wife, so that be bad only one woman, under

the title of concubine, be should not be rejected from

communion ; which shows that there were legitimate

wives under the title of concubines.

In effect, the Roman laws did not allow a man to

espouse whom he pleased ^ there was required a kind

of parity, or pro|>ortlon, between the conditions of the

contracting parties; but a woman of inferior condi-

tion, who could not be espoused as a wife, might be

kept as a concubine ; and the laws allowed of it, pro-

vided the man had no other wife.

It is certain the patriarchs bad a great number of

wives, and that tbi^ did not all bold the same rank ;

some being subaltern to the principal wife ; which

were what we call concubines or half-wives. The Ro-
mans prohibited a plurality of concubines, and only

had regard to the children issuing from a single con-

cubine, because she might become a legitimate wife.

Bolomon bad 700 wives and 300 concubines; the

emperor of China has sometimes two or three thousand

CON
palace. Q* Curtins observes, that.

Darius was followed in his army by 365 concubines,

all in the equipage of queens.

CONCUPISCENCE, according to divines, an ir-^

regular appetite, or lust after carnal things, inherent in

the nature of mao ever since the fall.

COND, Con, or Conn, in sea language, signifies to

guide or conduct a ship in her right course. He that

coos her, stands aloft with a compass before him, and
gives the word of direction to the man at the helm
bow he is to steer. If the ship go before the wind,
or, as they call it, betwixt the sheets, the word is either

Starboard, or Port the helm ; according as the cender
would have the helm pot to the right or left side of

the ship, upon which the ship always goes the contrary

way. If he says. Helm a midship, be would have the

ship to.go right l^fore the wind, or directly between
her two sheets. If the ship sail by a wind, or on a
quarter wind, the word is. Aloof, keep your luff, fall

not off, veer no more, keep her to, touch the wind,

have a care of the lee-latch : all which expressions are

of the same import, and imply that the steersman

should keep the ship near the wind. On the contrary,

if he would have her sail move large, or more before

the wind, the word is. Ease the helm, no near, bear

op. If be cries Steady, it means, keep her from go-

ing in and out, or making yaws (as they call it), how-
soever she sails, whether large or before a wind : and
when he would have her go just as she does, he cries,

Keep her thus, thus, &c.
CONDAMINE, Charles M. de la, a French

traveller, and man ^ science. See ScPFLEMENT.
CONDATE, in Ancient Geo^aphy^ a town of Ar-

morica in Gaol : called CMtas ilhedonum^ in the No-
titia ; afterwards Redonee; Redonica Regio, the district.

Hence the modern name Rennes^ in Brittany. W.
Long. I. 45. LaL 48. 5. Another Condate of Britain

(Antonine) ; now thought to he Congleton in York-
shire ; others say in Lancashire.

CONDE, Lewis de Bourbon, P&ince of, was
born at Paris Sept. 7. 1621. He was stried Duke d’En-
guien, till he succeeded to the title of Prinoe of Condo
by his fatheris death in 1646. As he was of a tender

and delicate constitution, the prince sent him to the

castle of Montrond in Berry, that he might hreathe a
more pore and salutary air. Here he was educated in

bis infancy by some experienced and prudent citi-

zens, wives, When he was of a proper age, the

prince took npon himself the iask of governor, and
appointed for his assistant M. de la Bonssieres, a pri-

vate gentleman, a man of hononr, fidelity, and ^mmI
nature, and who made it a role to observe inviohibly

the orders that were given him. Two Jesuits distin-

guished for their genius and knowledge were also

given him for preceptors. He formed him a house-

hold of 15 or 20 officers, all mmi of the greatest virtue

and discretion.

With these attendants the duke d’Engoien went to

settle at Bonrges, where be frequented the college of

Jesuits. Here, besides the ordinary studies, be was

taught ancient and modem history, mathematics,' geo-

graphy, declamation; also riding and dancing, in

which last he soon excelled. He made such a surpri-

sing progress, that before the age of ^ he defen^
in public some questions in philosophy with incredible

applanse.
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Coiide. applause. At Lis return from Montrond, he had for

'* his tutor M. de Merille 5 a man deeply versed in the

knowledge of common law, of ancient and modern
laws, of the holy scriptures, and of the mathematics.

Under bis direction the duke went through that new
Course with prodigious success. He acquired a criti-

cal taste in the arts and sciences, which he retained all

his life \ he never suffered a day to pass without de-

dicating two or three hours at least to reading
^ his

thirst for knowledge was universal, and he endeavour-

ed to search every thing to the bottom. His chief in-

clination, however, lay towards the military art \ and
at the age of 18 he obtained permission to make his

first campaign as a volunteer in the army commanded
bj M. de la Meilleraye. This campaign was unfortu-

nate \ and the duke d'Enguien was only a witness of

the marshal’s imprudence and disgrace. Nevertheless,

in this campaign he laid the foundation of that renown
which made him afterwards considered as the greatest

general of his age.

On his return to Paris, the duke waited opon Car-

dinal Richelieu at Rue). The minister was so pleased

with his conversation, that he soon after made pro-

posals of an alliance with the prince of Conde, by
marrying the duke d’Enguien to Claire Clemence
de Maille Breza, the cardinal’s niece. The duke
consented to this match out of obedience to bis fa-

ther ) but the force he put upon himself by yield-

ing to it was so great, that he fell dangeronsly ill. It

was long before be got the better of his distemper \

but at length he not only recovered, but became so

strong as afterwards to bear the greatest fatigues with

ease.

The duke made two more campaigns as a volun-

teer \ the one under the marshal de la Meilleraye, the

other in the army of Louis XllL which conquered

Roussillon. In 1643, obtained

from the king, at the persuasion of Cardinal Maaarin,

the command of the army destined to cover Cham-
pagne and Picardy^ which command was confirmed

to him after the king’s death by the queen regent,

Anne of Austria, to whose interest be was strongly

devoted. In this station, though be bad never been

present at any battle, be soon gave such a specimen of

bis abilities as crowned him with glory. The Spa-

niards, who threatened France with an invasion, were

defeated by him at Rocroi^ and this signal victory

made him from that time considered as the guardian

genius of bis country. He next formed the project

of besieging Thionville, and proposed it to the coun-

cil of regency. They consented with fear and dis-

Irost} but the duke carried it into execution with

ucb skill, activity, and courage, that he became justly

the subject of general admiration. In two months

time Ibionville surrendered. At length, having co-

vered Alsace and Lorrain from the enterprises of the

Imperialists, the duke returned to Paris, where he ob-

tained the government of Champagne, and of the city

of Stenai.

The three following yean were little more than a
series of military operations. The three battles of

Fribourg, in which the duke d’Engnien triumphed

over Veit Manhal Count de Mercy, the greatest gene-

ral in all Germany ; the taking of Philipsbourg, and a
great number of oUier places, which rendered him
Vot.VI.PartIL f

master of the palatinal.^ and of the whole course of Conde.

the Rhine ^ the victory of Nortlingue, by which he re-'—V—

-

venged the viscount duTurenne’s defeat at Mariendal;

the siege and conquest of Dunkirk ; the good and bad

success of his arms in Catalonia, where, though he was
forced to raise the siege of Lerida, he kept the Spa-

niards in awe, and cut to pieces their rear guard \ these

are the principal events which distinguish the campaigns

of 1644, 1645, and 1646.

The victories of the duke d’Enguien, bis great re-

putation and esteem with the people, began now to

give umbrage to Maurin. The cardinal’s dislike to

him appeared on the death of the duke de Breze, ad-

miral of France. The prince of Conde earnestly de-

manded for his son the duke de Breze’s places. But
Mazarin, afraid of increasing the wealth and power
of a prince, whom his victories and the love and con-

fidence of the people and the army bad already ren-

dered too formidable to him, evaded his request, by

persuading the queen to take the admiralty to herself.

On the death of bis father, the minister’s dislike to the

young prince of Conde became still more apparent.

By the minister’s persuasion be had accepted of the

command of the army in Catalonia y but, on his arrival

at Barcelona, he found neither troops, money, artille-

ry, provisions, nor ammunition. Enraged at this de-

ception, he vented his resentment in bitter complaints

and severe threats : but by the resources that be found

in this dilemma, the prince added new lustre to his

The campaign of 1648 was as glorious to Conde as

those which preceded it had been. To disconcert at

once the projects of the archduke Leopold, the| prince

resolved to attack him even in the heart of the Low
Countries ; and notwithstanding the considerable dif-

ficulties which be had to surmount, he besies^d the

important city of Ypres, and took it in sight 01 all the

enemy’s forces.

Notwithstanding this success, Conde saw himself at

the point of experiencing the greatest reverse of for-

tune. His army was a prey to scarcity, to naked-

ness, contagions distempers, and desertion. For eight

mondis it received no supply from the minister, but half

a muster. Every thing was supplied by the prince

himself $ he lavished bis money, and borrowed more
to supply his troops. When it was represented to

him that he was in danger of rulDiog himself by such

an enormous expence, he replied, that ** since he eveiy

day ventured bis life for the service of bis country, ha

could very well sacrifice bis fortune to it. Let but the

government exist (added he), and I shall want for no-

thing.”

The French army having been reinforced by 4000
of the troops of Weimar, Conde attacked the Spa-

niards advantagoously encamped near Lens, and gained

a complete victory over them, which disabled them
from attempting any thing more, and even from sop-

porting themselves. Afterwards be besieged Fumes,
the garrison of which, 500 men, surrendered tbemselvee

prisoners of war. But the prince was wounded there

in the trenches by a moaket-^ot above the right hip i

and the contosion was so great, that be was forced to

submit to several incisions.

The French court, animated with the victory at

Lens, thought this a proper time to take vengeance

8 Q on
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Conde. OH the factions which for some time had violently

agitated the kingdom ; and accordingly Imprisoned

Broussel and Blancmenil, two of the principal leaders

of the country party. This vigorous proceeding, how-

ever, occasioned a general revolt. Two hundred thou-

sand men took arms in Paris, barricaded the streets,

invested the palais-royal, and demanded the prisoners.

It was necessary to release them *, but from that time

the regal authority was annihilated; the queen was
exposed to a thousand insults, and Mazarin dared no

longer venture out of the palais-royal. In this em-
barrassment the queen recalled the prince of Conde,

as the only one from whom she could hope for sup-

port. He retired to Ruel, whither the regent bad

gone with the young king and Mazarin. Anne of

Austria proposed to him the reducing of Paris by force

of arms : but he calmed the resentments of that prin-

cess ; and instead of being accessory to her vengeance,

be directed all his views to pacify the kingdom, and

at length brought about an accommodation between

the parties, who desired it with equal ardour. But
new incidents soon rekindled the combustion. The
treachery of Mazarin, and the artiBces of the leaders

of the country party, occasioned new cabals and fresh

troubles. Conde was caressed by the leaders of both

parties
;
but at last, enraged at the arrogance of the

malecontents, who every day formed new pretensions,

be took part openly with the court, though be thought

it ungrateful, and protected the minister, though he

did not esteem him.

The royal family, the duke of Orleans, Conde, and
Mazarin, left Paris privately in the night between the

ytli and 6th of January 1646, and went to St Ger-
mains. The parliament sent deputies to learn from

the queen herself the reasons of her departure, and

to beg her to name the citizens whom she suspected,

that they might be tried. Mazarin had the impru-

dence to dismiss them withont any answer. Exaspe-
rated at this, the people again took up arms in order

to defend themselves against the enterprises of the

court, who had determined to block up and to starve

the capital, in order to suppress the party of malecon-

tents. With 7000 or 8000 men, the broken relics of

the last campaign, the prince of Conde formed a design

of reducing above 500,000 intrenched behind walls.

He bad neither money nor magazines
;

he saw himself

in the depth of a most severe winter ; nevertheless he

triumphed over Paris, and this great success completed

his glory. It did him so much the more honour,

as during the siege he constantly defeated the troops

of the malecontents; be prevailed on the army that

marched to their assistance under Turenne, to aban-

don that general
;
be stopped the progress of the duke

de Longueville, who had caused an insurrection in

Normandy ; and got the start of the Spaniards, who
were advancing to give him battle.

Condi de Re^z, coadjutor of Paris, and afterwards

cardinal, was the life and soul of the revolters, and

directed all their motions. He had taken Catiline

for his model ; and was equally Intrepid and capable

of the greatest actions ; of an exalted genius, but go-

verned by his ambition. He distinguished his hatred

to Mazarin by arming the malecontents
;
and he him-

fdf raised at his own expence a regiment which he

called th^ regiment of CQrinth

;

as soon as this corps

took the Beld during the blockade of Paris, it was de- Con<ie.

feated and dispersed. This check was called thefirst —v—
to the Corinthians, The peace was signed at St Ger-

mains ; but neither party carried Its point, and scarce

any one but Conde acquired glory by this war. After

the conclusion of the treaty, the prince repaired to the

capital, and traversed all the streets in his coach alone.

All persons of any consequence paid their compli-

ments to him, and the parliament sent a solemn depu-

tation to thank him for the peace te which he had so

powerfully contributed. The people, however, made
loud complaints on account of the king's absence (for

the court was not yet returned to Paris), and the

malecontents gave reason to apprehend a new insurrec-

tion. Conde encouraged the king and queen to re-

turn ; and at length brought them to Paris, amidst the

acclamations and blessings of the public.

Tbe important service which Conde had just done

the court entitled him to the acknowledgments of the

queen, and especially of Mazarin ; but the dark soul

of that cardinal only lemembered it to punish a too

fortunate and too powerful protector. He privately

swore the prince's destruction
; at least that he should

give the whole kingdom a pattern of submission and
dependence on his will. However, not to excite tbe

public indignation, be still kept up appearances with

the prince, while he secretly spread about him disgusts,

suspicions, snares of every kind, and tbe most heinous

calumnies. The ungrateful minister deceived the

prince by making him the most Battering proposals

;

and with the most alluring promises, which be always

found means to avoid fulfilling. Tbe enraged prince

despised the minister, and treated him with disdain.

After this they were reconciled again only to be again

at variance. Each of them in their turn courted the

country party, In order to make it subservient to tbeir

designs. At last Mazarin thought of an expedient,

which but too elTectually answered his purpose, of ma-
king an irreconcileable quarrel between that party

and the prince. Among the malecontents, the mar-
quis de la Boulale, a man of an Infamous character,

had obtained the confidence of the party by false ap-

pearances of hatred to the cardinal, but secretly kept

up a correspondence with him. It is pretended that

he made him an offer of privately killing Conde.
Mazarin was charmed with the proposal

;
yet he onlj

required Boulaie to exhibit all the proofs of an assassi-

nation, and to act in such a manner that every thing

might concur to render the country p.irty suspected of

that crime. He was punctually obeyed
; the coach

was stopped ;
some pistols were fired at it, by which

two of the footmen were dangerously wounded
;

and

after that shameful exploit, la Boulaie took refuge in

the hotel of the duke of Beaufort, who was the hero

of the party, in order no doubt to countenance the

prince's suspicion of tbe malecontents. Luckily Conde
was not in his coach when it was stopped

; the car-

dinal had spread the report of his Intended assassina-

tion ; and in concert with the queen and the prince

he had prevailed to have tbe coach sent away empty,

to prove the reality of the attempt. Mazarin counter-

feited a zeal for the prince's life
; he furiously declaim-

ed against tbe malecontents, who, he pretended, had

made an attempt on a life so precious to the state ; and

he inflamed Condc's resentment against tbe duke of

Beaufort
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Conde celved him in \ and a peace eosaed soon after. His

P hatred of the cardinal, however, made him quit Pa-
CoMdctt<ef. und take refuge among the Spaniards, who made

him generalissimo of their forces ^ and he took Ro-

croi. The peace of the Pyrenees restored him to

his country; and he again signalized himself at the

bead of the king^s armies. Being afflicted with the

gout, he refused the command of the army in 1676,

and retired to Chantilly, where he was as much
esteemed for the virtues of peace, as he had been be-

fore for his military talents. He died in 1686, at Ton-

tainbleau.

Conde, a town of the French Netherlands, in the

department of the North, with the title of a principali-

ty, and has 5000 inhabitants. It is one of the strong-

est towns in this country, and seated near the con-

fluence of the rivers Haisne and Scheldt. It was ta-

ken by the allies in 17931 and retaken by the French

in 1794. Its name by the convention was changed to

Nord Libre. E. Long. 3. 39. N. Let. 50. 27.

Conde, a town of France, in the department of

Calvados, which carries on a considerable trade ;
seat-

- ed on tlie river Nercau, 15 miles west of Paris. W.
Long. o. 37. N. Lat. 48. 50.

CONDEMNATION, the act of giving judgment,

passing or pronouncing sentence against a person, who
is thus subjected to some penalty or punishment, either

in respect of life, reputation, or fortune.

CONDENSATION, the act whereby a body is

rendei*ed more dense, compact, and heavy. The word

is commonly applied to the conversion of vapour into

water, by distillation, or naturally in the clouds. The
way in which vapour commonly condenses, is by the

application of some cold sobstaace. On touching it,

the vapour parts with its beat which it had before ab-

sorbed ; and on doing so, it immediately loses the pro-

per characteristics of vapour, and becomes water. But
though this is the most common and usual way in which

we oWrve vapour to be condensed, nature certainly pro-

ceeds after another method ; since we often observe the

vapours roost plentifully condensed when the weather

is really warmer than at other times. See the articles

Cloud, Evaporation, &c.
CONDENSER, a pneumatic engine, or syringe,

with which a greater quantity of air may be crowded

into a given space ; so that sometimes ten atmospheres,

or ten times as much air as there is at the same time in

the same space, under tlie usual pressure, may be thrown

in by means of it, and its egress prevented by valves

properly disposed.

It consists of a brass cylinder, wherein is a moveable

piston ; which being drawn out, the air rushes into the

cylinder through a hole provided on purpose ; and

when the piston is again forced into the cylinder, the

air is driven into the receiver through an orifice, fur-

nished with a valve to hinder its getting out.

The receiver or vessel containiog the condensed air,

should be made vei^ strong, to bear the force of the air's

spring thus iucreased ; for which reason they are general-

ly made of brass y its orifice is fitted with a female screw

to receive the male screw at the end of the condenser.

Gondensem of Electricity^^ an apparatus for collect-

ing small quantities of the electric fluid. This instru-

ment was invented by Volta, and is described in the 7 2d

voL of the Phil. Trans. See Electricitt.
Z

CONDILLAC, Etienne Bonnot de, an eminent Cmidilbie

French writer on metaphysics. See Supplement. |

CONDITION, in the civil law, a cause of obliga-

tion stipulated as an article of a treaty or a contract ;
’

^

or in a donation of a testament, legacy, &c. in which
last case a donee does not lose bis donative if it be char-
ged with any dishonest or impossible conditions.

CONDITIONAL, something not absolute, bnl
subject to conditions.

Conditional Conjunctions^ in Grammar^ are tho«
which serve to make propositions conditional

; as ^
unless^ provided^ &c.

Conditional Propositions^ in Logic^ such as consist

of two parts connected together by a conditional par-
ticle.

Conditional S^llogism^ a syllogism where the ma-
jor is a conditional proposition. Thus,

If there is a God, be ought to be worshipped.

But there is a God ;

Therefore be ought to be worshipped.

CONDIVICNUM, in Ancient Gecg^phu^ the ca-

pital of the Namnetes, in Armorica. Now Nantes in

Brittany, on the Loire, from its name Civitas Nasmne-^

turn, W. Long. i. 30. Lat. 47. 15.

CONDOM, a town of Gascony in France, capital

of the Condomois, with a bishop's see. It is bat a
poor place, and the trade is very small. It is seat-

ed on the river Gelisse, ia £. Long. o. 22. N. Litt.

44-

CONDOR, or CoNTOR. See Vulture, Ornitho^
LOGT Index,

CONDORCET, John-Antont Nicholas Carp-
TAT, marquis of, a French writer, and political cha-

racter of considerable eminence, descended from an an-
cient family from the principality of Orange, and bom
at Ribemont in Picardy, in 1743. He received hia

education at the college of Navarre, where he waa
distingnisbed at an early period of life for his strong

attachment to the study of physics and mathematics.

On bis entrance into public life, he established a friend-

ly intercourse with Voltaire, D'Alembert, and other
literary characters, who professed opinions analogons ia

bis own, and formed a very powerful party among the

French literati, whose united efforts to propagate their

ideas of religion and politics, have been ap^anded or

condemned, according to the principles of their di^
ferent judges. Condorcei first attracted the attention

of the public as a mathematician, obtaining their ap-

probation for his treatise on integral calculations,

which he composed at the age of 22. In the year

1767, his solution of the problem of the Three B^ies
made its appearance, and in the following year the

first part of his Essays on Analysis." In the year

1769 he was received a member of the Academy of Sci-

ences, the memoirs of which were greatly enriched by
him with dififerent papers on the most abstruse branch^
of mathematical science. His justly merited reputation

inted him out as a fit person to co-operate with

'Alembert and Bossut, in assisting M. Tnrgot, that

celebrated minister and able financier, with arithmeti-

cal calculations. In the mean time be laboured inde-

f^igably in the study of politics and metaphysics, and
d^ended, in an anonymous publication, the sect of

philosophers to which be had attached himself, fronr

aft
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C^oiKl«r«et M atttck made upon them in the Trois Siecles ; and

' replied to M. Necker^s essay on Corn Laws. He was
appointed secretary to the Academy of Sciences in the

year 17739 when he employed much of his time in

writing eulogies on such of its deceased members as

Fontenelle had passed over in silence. Like D’Alem-
bert and some others, Condorcet having united in him-

self the characters of an elegant writer and a man of

profound research, was admitted into the French aca-

demy in 1783, when he pronounced an oration on the

influence of philosophy, which was ordered to be print-

ed. From the time of D’Alembert’s death, which

happened this year, he filled the station of secretary to

that academy, rendering his name conspicuous by the

S
blication of eulogies on different eminent characters.

is panegyric on D’Alembert, to whom be was most

sincerely attached, is a very elaborate performance, not-

withstanding of which it is esteemed by judges as a

candid account of the genuine merits of that great phi-

losopher. His encomium bestowed on that very able

mathematician Euler, furnished him with a favourable

opportunity of giving a circumstantial account of the

specific improvements and inventions conferred on a

peculiar branch of science b^ the labours of an indivi-

dual a talent in a biographical writer which Condor-

cet appears to have possessed in an eminent degree.

His eulogy on the minister Turgot was read with avi-

dity, and admired by all those who approved of Tur-

got’s plans of government and system of finance. In

the year 1787 he gave the public his Life of Vol-

taire,” which was highly elaborate, and replete with

lofty panegyric, on the merits of which mankind were

consequently much divided, according to their senti-

ments of that author’s philosophy. The last of his bio-

graphical works was an eulogy on the celebrated

I)r Franklin, published in 1790, all of which will be

read with some degree of prejudice by those who
are inimical to the school of philosophy to which be

belonged.

The memorable event of the French revolution,

which the writings of Condorcet and bis associates un-

questionably accelerated, naturally interested bis feel-

ings, and called forth bis exertions. But the conduct

of the political parties and their leaders, diiriug this

tomultuous period, is painted in colours so diametrically

opposite to each other, that a proper estimate of it is

scarcely possible. In this part of Condorcet’s life,

therefore, we must confine ourselves to such facts as

are universally acknowledged, leaving it to our readers

to draw inferences for themselves.

At an early period be employed his talents to pro-

mote these reforms, (for such they appeared in his

judgment) which were to pave the way to a new
order of thin^. A work entitled La Bihlioihequc

de PHomme rubUc^ to contain an analysis of the

writings of the most emineut politicians, was chiefly

conducted by him, as was also a newspaper called

La Chronique de Part’s^ filled with declamation against

royalty. He had likewise a share in the Journal de

Paris^ a paper conducted on similar principles. About
the time when the unfortunate king fled to Varennes

he proposed a paper called Le Pefmblicain^ the ob-

vious intention of which is clearly deducible from its

title. He was an indefatigable member of the Jaco-

bin club, and spoke frequently, though not forcibly,

in it. He was chosen a representative for Paris when Condorcet.

the constituent assembly was dissolved, and followed the »—v"" ^

general political course of the Brissotine party. A
plan for public instruction was now to exercise bis abi-

lities, which be finished in two elaborate memoirs, al-

lowed to contain some exalted and enlarged ideas, but

perhaps rather extensive to be reduced to practice.

He was likewise author of the manifesto addressed to

the European powers by the people of France, on tbo

approach of a war. He wrote a letter of expostulation

to the king while be was president of the assembly,

which some have considered as by far too severe, and
destitute of that ceremony to which the sovereign was
entitled. When the king was insulted by the popu-
lace at the Tbuilleries, in being offered the red cap, it

is said that he vindicated their proceedings. We are
also informed, that while he was degrading royalty in

this manner, he was secretly soliciting the office of tutor

to the dauphin \ a proposition which the king utterly

rejected, on account of bis avowed infidelity. Attempu
have been made to fix upon his character the most
abominable ingratitude, by making him accessory to

the murder of the duke de la Rochefoucault, to whom
he was under the strongest obligations, and from whose
family be had received a most accomplished wife with
a fortune

\
but we sincerely hope that this calumny

entirely originated from the malevolence of party
spirit. When the trial of the king came to be agitated,

Condorcet gave it as his opinion that he could not be
brought to judgment in a legal manrter \ yet it must
be confessed that bis conduct in regard to the sentence,

was rather of an ambiguous nature, and betrayed that

timidity and want of resolution which formed the most
prominent features of his political career* The judge-
ment of Madame Roland concerning the moral consti-

tution of this wonderful man has all the air of impar-
tiality. ” Tlie genius of Condorcet,” says that lady,

is equal to the comprehension of the greatest truths ^

but he has no other characteristic besides fear. It may
be said of his understanding, combined with bis person,

that it is a fine essence absorbed in cotton. The timi-

dity which forms the basis of his character, and which
be displays even in company, does uot result from-

his frame alone, but seems to be inherent in bis soul,,

and his talents furnish him with no means of subduing
it. Thus, after having deduced a principle or demon-
strated a fact in the assembly, he would give a vote

decidedly opposite, overawed by tlie thunder of the tri-

bunes, armed with insults, and lavish of menaces. The
properest place for him was the secretaryship of the

academy. Such men should be employed to write,

but never permitted to act.” The Gironde party,

after the execution of the king, employed him to frame
a new constitution, the plan of which was presented to

the convention, and obtained their approbation. Il

was not thus esteemed by the people at large \ and il

has, perhaps not without reason, been considered as-

a mass of metaphysical absurdities.” During the

violent struggle between the Gironde and Mountain
parties, Condorcet took no decided part with either,

which seems to have been owing to the native timidity

.

of his mind, and his abhorrence of the state of public

.

affairs. He was not comprehended among the number

.

of those who were sacrificed with their leader Brissot

but having employed bis pen against the victorious par-
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Condorcct .tj, be fell under the Invincible displeasure of that in-

^ \r '» human, blood-thirsty tyrant Robespierre, who issued

A decree of accusation against him in July 1793. He
found means to effect bis escape from the arrest, and

during nine months concealed himself in Paris. Dread-
ing at length that the tyrant would order a domiciliary

visit for the purpose of discovering the place of his re-

treat, he passed through the barriers without being ta-

ken notice of, and went to the house of a person in

whom be could confide, on the plain of Mont-Rouge,

who unfortunately for Condorcet was at that time in

the metropolis. He was of consequence under the ne-

cessity of passing two dreary nights in the open fields,

a melancholy prey to hunger and cold. On the third

day he obtained an interview with bis friend, who un-

happily durst not venture to afford him shelter under

his roof, so that he was once more compelled to wander

in the fields. Worn out at length by hunger and fa-

tigue, and life being no longer supportable without

sustenance, he applied at a public house for an ome-

lette, which he devoured with greediness. His cada-

verous appearance and uncommonly keen appetite,

\ roused the suspicion of a municipal officer who happen-

ed to be present, and by whom he was interrogated.

The ambiguity and hesitation which characterized his

answers, made the officer conclude that it would be

proper to apprehend him. He was accordingly con-

signed to a dungeon, to be next day conducted to

Paris, but his melancholy fate rendered such a measure

unnecessary. He was found dead in the morning ^
and

as it was generally understood that he constantly car-

ried with him a dose of poison, to this cause his melan-

choly exit was very properly ascribed. Thus termina-

ted the career of Condorcet on the 28th of March,

1794, who for many years sustained a brilliant and ho-

nourable reputation in the republic of letters. His man-
ners were replete with urbanity, and as well qualified

to please in company as could be expected in a man
who was conceived as destitute of a heart. He was
certainly blessed with domestic felicity, and had one

daughter by his wife. Soon after his death appeared his

“ Sketch of a Historical Draught of the Progress of

the Human Mind,^* a methodical performance, and
evincing the profoundest research, in which he strongly

recommends his favourite idea of gradually bringing

human nature to a state of perfection, by considering

what roan has been, now is, and may be. This treatise

will no doubt be viewed by some as rather fanciful •, but

it is clearly the effort of a very superior genius, and
must be peculiarly interesting to the feeling man, when
it is known that it was composed while its author was

in circumstances of danger and distress. The idea

of man^s progressive advancement towards perfection

and happiness, inspired him with consolation under his

complicated misfortunes. Besides the works which we
have enumerated in this sketch of his life, be published

Letters to the King of Prussia,’’ with whom he kept

up a correspondence, as well as with Catherine em-
press of Russia. A treatise on calculation, and an ele-

mentary treatise on arithmetic, were left behind him
in manuscript. Although he was an enemy to reveal-

ed religion, he was certainly a man of virtue and inte-

grity \ yet all bis philosophy could never inspire him
with that heroic fortitude and contempt of death in a

3

just cause, for which the sincere votaries of Christianity Condorcet

have ever been conspicuous. B

CONDORMIENTES, in church history, religions . .

sectaries, who take their name from lying all together,

men and women, young and old. They arose in the

13th century, near Cologne, where they are said to

have worshipped an image of Lucifer, and to have re-

ceived answers and oracles from him.

CONDRIEU, a town of Lyonnois in France, re-

markable for its excellent wines. It is seated at the

foot of a hill near the river Rhone. £• Long. 4. 33
N. Lat. 45. 28.

CONDRUSII, in Ancient Geography^ a people of
Belgica, originally Germans, dwelling about the

Maese. Their country is now called Condrot^, in

the bishopric of Liege, between Luxemburgh and the

Maese.

CONDUCTOR, in Surgety^ an instrument which
serves to conduct the knife in the operation of cut-

ting for the stone, and in laying up sinuses and fistu-

las.

Conductors, in electrical experiments, are those

bodies that receive and communicate electricity
) and

those that repel it are called non-conductors. See £-
LECTRICITY.
CONDUIT, a canal or pipe for the conveyance of

water, or other fluid.

There are several subterraneous conduits through
which the waters pass that form springs. Artificial

conduits for water are made of lead, stone, cast-iron,

potter’s earth, timber, &c.
CONDYLOID and CoROKOlD processes. Sec

Anatomy Index,

CONDYLONA, in Medicine^ a tubercle, or cal-

lous eminence, which arises in the folds of the anus
\ or

rather a swelling or hardening of the wrinkles of that

part.

CONDYLUS, a name given by anatomists to a
knot in any of the joints, formed by the epiphysis of a
bone.

CON£, in Geometry^ a solid figure, having a circle

for its base, and its top terminated in a point or vertex.

See Conic Sections.

Melting CoySj in Chemistry

^

is a hollow cone form-

ed of copper or brass, with a handle, and with a flat

bottom adjoining to the apex of the cone, upon which
it is intended to rest. Its use is to receive a mass of
one or more metals melted together, and cast into it.

This mass, when cold, may be easily shaken out of the

vessel, from its figure. Also, if a melted mass consist-

ing of two or more metals, or other substances not com-
bined together, be poured into this vessel, the conical

figure facilitates the separation of these substances ac-

cording to their respective densities. The cone ought

to be well heated before the melted mass is thrown

into it
^
that it may not contain any moisture, which

would occasion a dangerous explosion. It ought also

to be greased internally with tallow, to prevent the ad-

hesion of the fluid matter.

Cone of Betys^ in Optics, includes all the several rays

which fall from any radiant point upon the surface of a

glass.

Cone. See Conus, Botany Index.

Coys-Shell. See Conus, Conchology Index.

CONESSI,
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Confinna. or right in tsse^ froih one man to another, whereby a

voidable estate is made sure and unavoidable, or a par-

ticular estate is increased, or a possession made perfect.

Confirmation, in Theology^ the ceremony of lay-

ing on of hands, for the conveyance of the Holy
Ghost.

The antiquity of this ceremony is, by all ancient

writers, carried as high as the apostles, and founded

upon their example and practice. In the primitive

ciiurch, it used to be given the Christians immediately

after baptism, if the bishop happened to be present at

the solemnity. Among the Greeks, and tbroughont

the East, it still accompanies baptism \ but the Roma-
nists make it a distinct independent sacrament. Seven

years is the stated time for confirmation ; however,
,

they are sometimes confirmed before, and sometimes

after, that age. The person to be confirmed has a

godfather and godmother appointed him, as in baptism.

The order of confirmation in the church of England

does not determine the precise age of the persons to be

confirmed.

CONFISCATION, in Law^ the adjudication of

goods or effects to the public treasury \ as the bodies

and effects of criminals, traitors, &c.
CONFLAGRATION, the general burning of a

city or other considerable place.

This word is commonly applied to that grand pe-

riod or catastrophe of our world, when the face of na-

ture is to be changed by fire, as formerly it was bpr

water. The ancient Pythagoreans, Flatonists, Epi-

cureans, and Stoics, appear to have had a notion of

the conflagration \ though whence they should derive

it, unless from the sacred books, is diflicult to con-

ceive i
except, perhaps, from the Phoenicians, who

themselves had it from the Jews. Seneca says ex-

pressly, Tempus advenerit quo sidera stderibus incur-

rent^ et omniflagrante materia uno tgne^ auicqmd nunc
ex deposito lucet^ ardehit. This general dissolution the

Stoics call ecpyrosis* Mention of the con-

flagration is also made in the books of the Sibyls, So-

phocles, Hystaspes, Ovid, Lucan, &c. Dr Burnet,

after F. Tachard and others, relates that the Siamese

l>elieve that the earth will at last be parched up with

heat ; the mountains melted down \ the eartb^s whole

surface reduced to a level, and then consumed with

fire. And the Bramins of Siam do not only hold

that the world shall be destroyed by fire, but also

that a new earth shall be made out of the cinders of

the old.

Various are the sentiments of authors on the subject

of the conflagration \ the cause whence it is to arise,

and the effects it is to produce. Divines ordinarily

account for it metaphysically ; and will have it take

its rise from a miracle, as a fire from heaven. Phi-

losophers contend for its being produced from natural

causes \ and will have it effected according to the laws

of mechanics. Some think an eruption of the central

fire suflicient for the purpose, and add, that this may
be occasioned several ways, viz. either by having its

intensity increased \ which again may be effected ei-

ther by being driven into less space by the encroach-

ments of the superficial cold, or by an increase of the

inflammability of the fuel whereon it is fed; or by

having the resistance of the imprisoning earth weak-

ened, which may happen either from the diminn-
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tion of Its matter, by the consumption of its central Conflagn-

parts, or by weakening the cohesion of the constitu- tioa

ent part of the mass by the excess or the defect of ®

moisture. Others look for the cause of the conflagra- ^

tion in the atmosphere, and suppose, that some of the

meteors there engendered in unusual quantities, and
exploded with unusual vehemence, from the concur-

rence of various circumstances, may effect it, with-

out seeking any further. The astrologers account for

it from a conjunction of all the planets in the sign

Cancer; as the deluge, say they, was occasioned by
their conjunction in Capricorn. Lastly, others have
recourse to a still more effectual and flaming machine,
and conclude the world is to undergo its conflagration

from the near approach of a comet in its return from
the son.

CONFLUENT, among physicians, &c. an appella-

tion given to that kind of Small-pox wherein the pu-

stules run into each other.

CONFLUENTES, in Ancient Geographpf a place

at the confluence of the Rhine and Moselle, supposed
to be one of the to forts erected by Drusus on tbe

Rhine, in Gallia Belgica : Now Cohknt%^ a town of

Triers. E. Long. 7. 15. N. Lat. jcv 30.

CONFORMATION,‘tbe particular consistence and
texture of the parts of any b^y, and their disposition

to compose a whole.

Conformation, in Medicine^ that make and con-

struction of the human body which is peculiar to

every individual. Henpe a maia conformation signifies

some fault in the first rudiments; whereby a person

comes into the world crooked, or with some of the

viscera or cavities unduly framed or proportioned.

Many are subject to incurable asthmas, from a too

small capacity of the thorax, and tbe like vicious con-

formations.

CONFORMITY, in tbe schools, is the congruency
or relation of agreement between one thing and ano-

ther ; as between tbe measure and the thing measured,

the object and tbe understanding, the thing and tbe

division thereof, &c.
CONFRONTATION, the act of bringing two

persons in presence of each other, to discover the truth

of some fact which they relate differently.

The word is chiefly used in criminal matters, where
the witnesses are confronted with tbe accused, the

accused with one another, or the witnesses with one

another.

CONFUCIUS, or Cong-Fu-tse, the roost eminent,

and most justly venerated of all tbe philosophers of

China, a descendant of the imperial family of tbe dy-

nasty of Chang, was bom in tbe kingdom of Lu, now
called the province of Chang-tong, about 550 years

before tbe commencement of tbe Christian era. This

makes him to have been cotemporary with Pythagoras

and Solon, and prior to tbe days of Socrates. He gave

striking proofs of very uncommon talents at an early

period of life, which were cultivated and improved

with great assiduity under the tuition of tbe ablest

masters. Scarcely had he attained to the years of

maturity, when he evinced himself acquainted with all

the literature of that period, possessing, in partkolar, a
comprehensive knowledge of the canonical and classical

books, ascribed to tbe legislators Yao and Chun, which

tbe Chinese emphatically denominate thefine vchmn
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containing the essence of all their sciences and mora-

Ifty. Nature had bestowed upon him a most amiable

temper, and bis moral deportment was altogether un-

exceptionable. He acquired a distinguished reputation

for humility, sincerity, the government of his appetites,

a disinterested heart, and a sovereign contempt of

wealth. These rare qualities pointed him out as a pro-

per person to fill offices of importance and trust in the

government of bis country, which be did with honour

to himself and advantage to the empire. These public

stations afforded him excellent opportunities of estima-

ting with accuracy the true state of morals among his

countrymen, which at this time were dissolute and vi-

cious in the extreme. He conceived the godlike idea

of attempting a general reformation both in morals and

in politics, and his efforts for some time were attended

with such remarkable effects, that he inspired his coun-

trymen with a just veneration for his excellent charac-

ter, and gratitude for his exertions, being raised to a

station of the last importance in the kingdom of Lu.
Here his counsels and advice were productive of the

moat beneficial consequences, in establishing good or-

der, the due exercise of justice, concord, and decorum,

through the whole kingdom. As it thus very natural-

ly became an object of admiration, so, likewise, neigh-

bouring princes beheld with envy its growing happi-

ness and prosperity ^ to destroy which they contrived

a fatal and effectual expedient. The king ofTsi being

apprehensive, that if the king of Ln continued to be

directed by the wisdom and sound policy of Confucius,

he would soon become by far too powerful, sent him
and his nobility a present of the most beautiful young
women, trained op from their infancy in all the arts of

seduction, who were but too successful in plunging the

whole court into voluptuousness and dissipation. This

demolished, in a short time, the whole of that beautiful

fabric which had been erected bj Confucius. Finding

it a hopeless attempt to stem the universal torrent of

corruption and depravity, he resolved to exert his ta-

lents in some distant kingdom, in the philanthropic

cause of moral reformation, in hopes of better success.

But he had the mortification to discover, that vice was
eveiywhere triumphant, while virtue, that darling of

his soul, was compelled to hide her bead. This in-

duced him to adopt the more bumble, although

not the less interesting employment of a teacher of

youth, in which he made great and rapid progress.

About 600 of his scholars were sent into different

parts of tbc empire, to carry on his favourite work of

moral reformation. Among his disciples, 72 were re-

markably distinguished above the rest for tbeir mental
acquisitions, and 10 others were deemed superior, even
to these, as having a tborongh comprehension of tbeir

master’s whole system. These were divided by him in-

to four classes : the first lieiug destined to the study of

the moral virtues ^ the second to the arts of logic and
public speaking ; the third class studied jurisprudence

and the duties of the civil magistrate ; and public speak-

ing, or the delivery of popular discourses on moral
topics. Indefatigable, however, as bis labours were,

the task was too mighty to be accomplished by bumao
exertions. Daring his last illness, he declared to hit

popils, that the grief of bis mind occasioned by the

profligacy of bnman nature was become insupportable $

and with a melancholy voice, he exclaioied ^ Immense
VoL. VI.PartII. t

mountain, how art thou fallen ! The grand machine is Confucius,

demolished, and the wise and the virtuous are no more, v 1*^-.. ^

The kings will not follow my maxims : 1 am no long-

er useful on earth ; it is, therefore, time that I should

quit it.” On uttering these words he was seized with

a lethargy, which baought him to the grave. He fi-

nished his honourable career in the y2d year of his age,

In his native kingdom, to which he had returned in

company with bis disciples. It is frequently the fate

of illnstrious characters, never to be properly valued

till they are cut off by death ^ which was tbc case with

Confucius. The whole empire of China bewailed the

loss of him, and erected innumerable edifices to per-

petuate his memory, adorned with such honourable in-

scriptions as the following : To the great master;”
To the chief doctor;” ‘*To the saint;” “To the

wise king of literature ;” “ To the instructor of em-
perors and kings.” All his descendants, even to

the present day, enjoy the honourable title and of-

fice of mandarins, and are exempted from the pay-

ment of taxes to the emperor, ns well as the princes of

the blood. The man who applies for the title of doctor,

must previously have made a present to a mandarin de-

scended in a direct line from Confucius. The writings

of this great man are esteemed by the Chinese as of

the highest authority, next to the five volumes, to which
he modestly acknowledges himself to have been much
indebted. His works are, 1. The Tay-hio; “ The Grand
Science, or School of Adults,” chiefly intended for the

information of princes and magistrates, recommending
the duties of self-government, and uniform obedience

to the laws of right reason. 2. The Qhong-yongy or
“ Immutable Medium,” in which he shews its impor-

tance in the government of the passions by a variety of

examples, and points ont the method of arriving at per-

fection in virtue. 3 , Lung-ijUy or moral and sententious

discourses, which exhibit a lively picture of the opinions,

conduct, and maxims of Confucius and his followers,

4. the book of Mencius, which derived its

name from one of that great philosopher’s disciples.

These are all deservedly esteemed by the Chinese, be-

ing held next in importance to the five volnmes. 5. The
Hyau-kingy or dissertation on the duty and respect

which children owe their parents
;
and, 6. The Syan^

hyOy or science for children, being a judicious collection

of moral sentences from ancient and modern writers.

If a fair and impartial estimate of the religion of

Confucius be made, it cannot be viewed in any other

light than as uncorrupted deism, although he has some-

times been accused of befriending and secretly propa-

gating atheistical sentiments ; but such an accusation is

as ernei as it is unjust, since the purity of bis moral pre-

cepts, and the acknowledged rectitude of his whole de-

portment, are utterly incompatible with such a supposi-

tion. He considered the Tyen or Deity as the purest

and most perfect essence, principle and source of all

things in the boundless universe ; who is absolutely in-

dependent, omnipotent, the governor and guardian of

every thing
;
possessed of infinite wisdom which nothing

can deceive; holy, without partiality, of unlimited

goodness and justice. We are at a loss to form any
adequate opinion of his sentiments relative to the soul

of man and the doctrine of futority, having no well au-

thenticated data, on which to proceed. Jms morality is

in many instances superior to that ofGreece and Rome,

3 R and
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commencement of the congelation might be perceived

when the temperature of the air was as high as + 2.

^ The results of all his experiments were, that with the

above-mentioned frigorific mixtures, and once with

rectified spirits and snow, when the natural cold was at

28", he congealed the quicksilver, and discovered that

it is a real metal which melts with a very small de-

gree of heat. Not perceiving, however, the necessary

consequence of its great contraction in freezing, be, in

Uiis work, as well as in the former, confounded its

point of congelation with that of its greatest contrac-

tion in freezing, and thus marked the former a great

deal too low ^ though the point of congelation was very

uncertain according to him, various difficulties having

occurred to his attempts of finding the greatest point

of contraction while freezing.

The experiments of M. Brann were not repeated

] CON
unaccountable ; for, in the first place, the natural cold Coiigcla-

was scarcely sufficient, along with that of the artificial tioa

mixture, which produces 3
2® more, to have congealed »

any person till the year 17741 when Mr John Fre-

deric Blumenbach, then a student of physic at Got-

tingen, performed them to more advantage than it ap-

pears M. Braun bad ever done. He was encouraged

to make the attempt by the excessive cold of the win-

ter that year. “ I put (says he), at five in the even-

ing of January iith, three drachms of quicksilver into

a small sugar-glass, and covered it with a mixture of

snow and Egyptian sal-ammoniac. This mixture was

put loose into the glass, so that the quicksilver lay per-

fectly free, being only covered with it as by pieces

of ice ; the whole, together with the glass, weighed

somewhat above an ounce. It was hung out at a

window in such a position as to expose it freely to

the north-west; and two drachms more of sal-ammo-

niac mixed with the snow on which it stood. The
snow and sal-ammoniac, in the open air, soon froze

into a mass like ice ; no sensible change, however, ap-

peared in the quicksilver that evening ;
but at one in

the morniifg it was found frozen solid. It had divided

into two large and four smaller pieces; one of the

former was hemispherical, the other cylindrica], each

seemingly rather above a drachm in weight ; the four

small bits might amount to half a scruple. They were

all with tlieir fiat side frozen hard to the glass, and no-

where immediately tooched by the mixture ; their co-

lour was a dull pale white with a bluish cast, like zinc,

very difierent from the natural appearance of quicksil-

ver. Next morning, about eleven o’clock, I found that

the larger hemisphere began to melt, perhaps because

it was most exposed to the air, and not so near as the

others to the sal-ammoniac mixture which lay be-

neath. Id this state it resembled an amalgam, sinking

on that side to which the glass was inclined : but with-

out quitting the surface of the glass, to which it was

yet firmly congealed ; the five other pieces bad not

yet undergone any alteration, but remained frozen hard*

Toward eight o’clock the cylindrical piece began to

soften In the same manner, and the other four soon

followed. About eight they fell from the surface of

the glass, and divided into many fluid shining globules,

which were soon lost in the interstices of the frozen

mixture, and reunited in part at the bottom, being

now exactly like common quicksilver*” At the time

this experiment was made, the thermometer stood at

-—10^ in the open air.

The circumstances attendipg this experiment are still

the quicksilver ; which yet appears to have been very

effectually done, by the length of time it continued

solid. 2. It is not easy to account for the length of

time required for congealing the quicksilver in this ex-

periment, since other frigorific mixtures begin to act

almost immediately; and, 3. There was not at last

even the appearance of action, which consists in a so-

lution of the snow, and not in its freezing into a mass.
“ The whole experiment (says Dr Blagden*) remains • PAiT.

involved in such obscurity, that some persons have sup-

posed the quicksilver itself was not frozen, but ooly^^^^
covered over with ice; to which opinion, however,
there are great objections. It is worthy of remark,
that Gottingen, though situated in the same latitude as

London, and enjoying a temperate climate in general,

becomes subject at times to a great severity of cold.

This of 11th of January 1774 is one instance : I find

others there where the thermometer sunk to —1 2%
—16°, or—19^; and at Cattlenburg, a small town about

two German miles distant, to—30^. By watching such
extraordinary occasions, experiments on the freezing

of quicksilver might easily be performed in many
places, where the possibility of them is at present lit-

tle suspected. The cold observed at Glasgow in 1780
would have been fully sufficient for that purpose.”

In consequence of the publication of M. Braun’s
Experiments, the Hoyal Society desired their late se-

cretary Dr Maty to make the necessary application to

the Hudson’s Bay Company, in order to repeat the

experiment in that country. Mr Hutchins, who was
then at London, and going out with a commission as

governor of Albany fort, ofiered to undertake the ex-

periments, and executed them very completely, freezing

quicksilver twice in the mouths of January and Fe-
bruary 17 75* The account of bis success was read

before ths Royal Society at the commencement of the

severest winter that had been known for many years in

Europe ;
and at this time the experiment was repeated

W two gentlemen of different countries. One was
Dr Lambert Bicker, secretary to the Batavian society

at Rotterdam; who, on the 28th of January 1776, at

eight in the morning, made an experiment to try bow
low be could bring the thermometer by artificial cold^

the temperature of the atmosphere being then -|-2^.

He could not however, bring it lower tlm —94% At

which point it steed immoveable; and on brealung

the thermometer, part of the quicksilver was found to

have lost its fluidity, and was thickened to the [con-

sistence of an amalgam. It fell out of the tube in
little bits, which bore to be flattened by pressure, with-

out running into globules like the iuner fluid part.

The experiment was repeated next day, when the

thermometer stood at -|-8^, hut the mercury would not

then descend below —80^ ; and as the thermometer
was not broken, it could not be known .whether the

mercury had congealed or not. All that could be in-

ferred from these experiments therefore was, that the

congealing point of mercury was not below—94^ of
Fahrenheit’s thermometer. The other who attempt-

ed the congelation of this fluid was the late Dr An-
thony Fothergill; bat it could not be determined

whether
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C^diigtU- ivhetber he succeeded or not. An account of bU ex*

lion. periments is inserted in the Philosophical Transactions,

» vol. Ixvi.

No other attempts were made to congeal quicksilver

until the year 1781, when Mr Hutchins resumed the

subject with great success, insomuch that from bis ex-

periments the freezing point of mercury is now almost

as well settled as that of water. Preceding philoso-

phers, indeed, had not been altogether inattentive to

this subject. Professor Braun himself had taken great

pains to investigate it ; but for want of paying the re-

quisite attention to the difference betwixt the contrac-

tion of the fluid mercury by cold, and that of the

congealing metal by freezing, he could determine no-

thing certain concerning it. Others declared it as

their opinion, that nothing certain could be determi-

ned by merely freezing mercury in a thermometer
filled with that fluid. Mr Cavendish and Dr Black

^
first suggested the proper method of obviating the dif-

Dr Black's ficulties on this subject. Dr Black, in a letter to Mr
dkcotioiM Hutchins, dated October 5. 1779, gave tbe*following

directions for making the experiment with accuracy

:

** Provide a few wide and short tubes of thin glara,

sealed at one end and open at the other : the wideness

of these tubes may be from half to three quarters of

an inch, and the length of them about three inches.

Put an inch or an inch and a half depth of mercury
into one of these tubes, and plunging the bulb bf the

thermometer into the mercury, set the tube with the

mercury and the thermometer in it into a freezing mix-
ture, which should be made for this purpose in a com-
mon tumbler or water glass : and, N. B. in making a
fireezing mixture with snow and nitric acid, the quan-

tity of the acid should never be so great as to dissolve

the whole of the snow, and only enough to reduce

it to the consistence of panada. When the mer-

cury in the wide tube is thus set in the freezing

mixture, it must be stirred gently and frequently with

the bulb of the thermometer j and if the cold be suf-

ficiently strong, it will congeal by becoming thick

like an amalgam. As soon as this is observed, tbe

thermometer should be examined without lifting it oat

of the congealing mercury ^ and I have no doubt that

in every experiment thus made, with the same mer-
cury, tbe instniment will always point to tbe same
degree, provided it has been made and graduated with

a accuracy.

AppMias The apparatus recommended by Mr Cavendish, and
which Mr Hutchins made use of, consisted of a small

M^Cavcw^ mercurial thermometer, the bulb of which reaches

about 27 inches below the scale, and was inclosed in

a glass cylinder swelled at tbe bottom into a ball,^ which
when used was filled with quicksilver, so that the bulb

of the thermometer was entirely covered with it. If
this cylinder be immersed in a freezing mixture till

great part of the quicksilver in it is frozen, it is evi-

dent that the degree shown at that time by tbe inclo-

sed thermometer is the precise point at which mercury
freezes ; for as in this case the ball of tbe thermome-
ter most be surrounded for some time with quicksilver,

part of which is actually frozen, it seems impossible

that the thermometer should be sensibly above that

point and while any of the qnicksilver in the cylin-

der remains fluid, it is impossible that it should sink

sensibly below it. Tbe diameter of the bulb of the Congela-

thermometer was rather less than a quarter of an inch, lion,

that of the swelled part of the cylinder two-thirds 5
>r-—

'

and as it was easy to keep the thermometer coustaotly

in tbe middle of the cylinder, the thickness of quick-

silver betwixt it and the glass could never be much less

than tbe sixth part of an inch. The bulb of the ther-

mometer was purposely made as small as it conveniently

could, in order to leave a sufficient space between it and
the cylinder, without making tbe swelled part larger

than necessary, which would have caused more difficulty

in freezing the mercury in it.

Tbe first experiment with this apparatus was made
on tbe 15th of December 1781 ; the thermometer had
stood the evening before at—18^« A bottle of spiri-

tus nitri fortis was put on the house-top, in order to

cool it to tbe same temperature. The thermome-
ters made use of had been hung up in tbe open air for

three weeks to compare their- scales* On tbe morn-
ing of the experiment they were about 23*^ below
o.- In making it, the thermometer of tbe appa-

ratus was suspended in the bulb of the cylinder by
means of some red worsted wound about the upper

part of its stem, to a sufficient thickness to fill tbe up-

per part of its orifice ; and a space of near half an
inch was left empty between the quicksilver and worst-

ed.

The apparatus was placed in the open air, on tbe top

of tbe fort, with only a few deer skins sewed together

for a shelter^ the snow lay 18 iocbes deep on tlte

works, and the apparatus was stuck into the snow, in

order to bring it the sooner to tbe temperature of tbe

air. The instruments were afterwards placed in three

fresh freezing mixtures, in hopes of being able by their

means to produce a greater degree of cold, but with-

out effect \ nor was any greater cold produced by add-

ing more nitric acid. The mercury, however, was very

completely frozen, that in the thermometer descending

to 448°. On plunging the mercury into the freezing

mixture, it descended in less than one minute to 40^^

below o.

Tbe second experiment was made the day follow-

ing j and tbe same quantity of quicksilver employed
that bad been osed in the former. As too small a
quantity of tbe freezing mixture, however, had been
originally made, it was necessary to add more during

tbe operation of congelation ; by which means tl>e

spirit of nitre, in pouring it upon snow, sometimes

touched the bulb of the thermometer, and instantly

raised it much higher j nor did the mercury ever de-

scend below 206^, which was not half as far as it bad
done the day before, though tbe temperature of tbe

atmosphere bad been this day at —34^ before tbe

commencement of tbe operation. That in the appa-

ratus, however, sunk to—95*. The apparatus was
taken out of the mixture for half a minute, in order

to examine whether tbe mercury was perfectly congeal-

ed or not, and during that time, it showed no sign of
liquefaction.

Tbe third experiment was made the same day, and"
with the freezing mixture nsed in the last. By it tbe

point of congelation was determined to be not below
40®.

The fourth experiment was made January 7th X7S2;
and
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Congela- »cid diluted tn the above-mentioned proportion, I froze

iioo. quicksilver in the thermometer called G (a) by Mr
^ Hutchins, on the 26th of February 1782. I did not

Indeed break the thermometer to examine the state of

the quicksilver therein ^ for, as it sunk to— iio^, it

certainly must have been in part frozen ; but immedi-

ately took it out, and put the spirit thermometer in

its room, in order to find the cold of the mixture. It

•unk only to —30®
y but by making allowance of the

spirit in the tube being not so cold as that in the ball,

it appears, that if it had not been for this cause, it

would have sunk to —35® (b) j which is 6° below the

point of freezing, and is within one degree of as great

a cold as that produced by Mr Hutchins.
“ In this experiment the thermometer G sunk very

rapidly ; and as far as I could perceive, without stop-

ping at auy intermediate point till it came to the above-

mentioned degree of —1 10®, where it stuck. The
materials used in making the mixture were previously

cooled, by means of salt and snow, to near o y
and

the temperature of the air was between 20® and 25® y

the quantity of acid used was 4^ oz« •y and the glass in

which tlie mixture was made, was surrounded with

wool, and placed in a wooden box, to prevent its losing

its cold so fast as it would otherwise have done. Some
weeks before this I made a freezing mixture with some
spirit of nitre much stronger than that used in the fore-

going experiment, though not quite so strong as the un-

diluted acid, in which the cold was less intense by 4i®.
It is true the temper of the air was much less cold,

namely 35®, but the spirit of nitre was at least as cold,

and the snow not much less so.

The cold produced by mixing sulphuric acid, pro-

perly diluted with snow, is not so great as that produ-

ced by spirit of nitre, though it does not difitr from it

by so much as 8®
\ for a freezing mixture prepared

with diluted sulphuric acid, whose specific gravity, at

60® of heat, was 1,5642, sunk in the thermometer G
to ~37^» the experiment being tried at the same time,

and with the same precautions as the foregoing. It

was previously found, by adding snow gradually to some
of this acid, as was done by the nitrous acid, that it was

a little, but not much stronger, than it ought to be, in

order to produce the greatest effect/’

The experiment made by Mr Walker, in which be

congealed quicksilver by means of nitric acid and
Glauber’s salt, without any snow, concludes the histo-

ry of the artificial congelation of mercury. It now
remains that we say something of the congelation of it

by the natural cold of the atmosphere.
^ Dr Blagden, from whose paper in the Fhilosophicai

Transactions, vol. Ixxiii. this account is taken, observes,

qatcksilver that it was not till near the year 1730 that thermo-

hy natural meters were made with any degree of accuracy ; and
jn four or five years after this, the first observations

were made which prove the freezing of quicksilver.

On the accession of the empress Anne Ivanouna to the

throne of Russia, three professors of the Imperial

academy were chosen to explore and describe the dif-

ferent parts of her Asiatic dominions, and to inquire Con^ela-
into the communication betwixt Asia and America. tion.

These were Dr John George Gmelin, in the depart- ^

ment of natural history and chemistry; M. Gerard
Frederic Muller, as general historiographer; and M.
Louis de I’lsle de la Croyere, for the department of

astronomy
;

draughtsmen and other proper assistants

being appointed to attend them. They departed from
Petersburgh in 1733 ’ survived did not re-

turn till ten years after. The thermonietrical observa-

tions were communicated by Professor Gmelin, who
first published them in his Flora Sibirica, and after-

wards more fully in the Journal of his Travels, An ab-

stract of them was likewise inserted in the Petersburg!!

Commentaries for the years 1756 and 1765, taken,

after the professor’s death, from his original dispatches

In possession of the Imperial academy.
In the winter of 1734 and 1735, Mr Gmelin being

at Yeneseisk in 587® N. Lat. and 92® £. Long, from
Greenwich, first observed such a descent of the mercu-
ry, as we know must have been attended with conge- p
lation. ** Here (says he) we first experienced tbeSxeetxWe

truth of what various travellers have related with re-c®^dofSI-

spect to the extreme cold of Siberia; for, about the**”**

middle of December, such severe weather set in, as we
were sure had never been known in our time at Pe-
tersburgh. The air seemed as if it were frozen, with

the appearance of a fog, which did not snfier the smoke
to ascend as it issued from the chimneys. Birds
fell down out of the air as dead, and froze immediate-
ly, unless they were brought into a warm room.

\Vbenever the door was opened, a fog suddenly form-

ed round it. During the day, shqrt as it was, parhe-

lia and haloes round the sun were frequently seen ; and
in the night mock-moons, and haloes about the moon.
Finally, our thermometer, not subject to the same de-

ception as the senses, left us no doubt of the excessive

cold
; for the quicksilver in it was reduced on the 15th

of Jauuarpr O. S. to —1 20* of Fahrenheit’s scale, low-

er tlian It bad ever hitherto ^been observed iu na-

ture.”

The next instance of congelation happened at Ya-
kutsk, in N. Lat. 62. and £. Long. 130. The wea-
ther here was unusually mild for the climate, yet the

thermometer fell to —72*; and one person informed
the professor by a note, that the mercury in his baro-

meter was frozen. He hastened immediately to his

bouse to behold such a surprising phenomenon ; but
though he was witness to the fact, the prejudice he en-

tertained against the possibility of the congelation,

would not allow him to believe it. ** Not feeling

(says he), by the way, the same effects of cold as I

bad experienced at other times in less distances, I be-

gan before my arrival, to entertain suspicions about

the congelation of his quicksilver. In fact, I saw that

it did not continue in one column, but was divided in

different places as into little cylinders, which ap-

peared frozen ; and, in some of these divisions between
the qnicksilver, I perceived like the appearance of frozen

moisture.

(a) This was a small mercurial thermometer, made by Nairne and Blount, on an ivory scale, divided at

every five degrees, and reaching from 215® above to 250® below the ciplier.

(b) This is to be understood of a spirit thermometer, whose 29*=40* of Fabrenbeit’s mercurial.

.
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mo!$tnre. It Immediately occurred to me, that the

mercury might have been cleaned with vinegar and
salt, and not sufBclently dried. The person acknow-
ledged it had been purified in that manner. This same
quicksilver, taken out of the barometer, and well

diMVd, would not freeze again, though exposed to a

much greater degree of cold, as shown by the thermo-

meter.”

Another set of observations, in the course of which
the mercury frequently congealed, were made by Pro-
fessor Gmelln at Kirenga fort in jyJ N. Lat, 108.

E. Long, •y his thermometer, at different times, stand-

ing at — 108®, —86°, —lOO®, — 113°, and many 0-

ther intermediate degrees. This happened in the win-

ter of 1737 and 1738. On the 27th of November,
after the thermometer bad been standing for two days

at —46®, he found it sunk at noon to 108°. Suspect-

ing some mistake, after he had noted down the obser-

vation, he instantly ran back, and found it at 102°
j

but ascending with such rapidity, that in the space of

half an hour it had risen to -—19°, This phenome-
non, which appeared so surprising, undoubtedly de-

pended on the expansion of the mercury frozen in the

bulb of the thermometer, and which now melting,

forced upwards the small thread in the stem.

A similar appearance was observed at the same fort

a few days after ; and on»the 29th of December, O. S.

be found the mercury, which had been standing at

CON

—40° in the morning, sunk to —100° at four in the

afternoon; At this time, he says, he ** saw some air

in the thermometer separatirrg the quicksilver for the

space of about six degrees.” He had taken notice of

*a similar appearance the preceding evening, excepting

that the airy as he supposed it to be, was not then col-

lected into one place, but lay scattered in several.

These appearances undoubtedly proceeded from a

congelation of the mercury, though the prejudice en-

tertained against the possibility of this phenomenon

would not allow the professor even to inquire into it at

all. Several other observations were made
; some of

which were lost, and the rest contain no farther infor-

mation.

The second instance where a natural congelation of

mercury has certainly been observed, is recorded in the

Transactions of the Royal Academy of Sciences at

Stockholm. The weather, in January 1760, was re-

markably cold in Lapland
^

so that on the 5th of that

month, the thermometers fell to —76°, —128®, or

lower ‘y on the 23d and following days they fell to

—y8°, —79°, —92°, and below —238° entirely into

the hall. This was observed at Tornea, Sombio, Ja-

kasierf, and Utsioki, four places in Lapland, situated

between the 65th and 78th degrees of N. Lat. and the

21 st and 28th of E. Long. The person who observed

them 'was M. Andrew Hellant, who makes the fol-

lowing remarks, of themselves sufficient to show

that the quicksilver was frozen. “ During the cold

weather at Sombio (says he), as it was clear sunshine,

though scarcely the whole body of the sun appeared

above the low woods that covered our horizon, I took

a thermometer which was banging before in the shade,

and exposed it to the rising sun about eleven in the

forenoon, to see whether when that luminary was so

low, it would have any effect upon the instrument.

But to my great surprise, upon looking at it about

noon, I found that the mercury had entirely subsided Congela.

into the ball, though it was standing as high as —61® tion.

at 1 1 o'clock, and the scale reached down to 238® be-
' ^

low o.” On bringing the instrument near a fire, it

presently rose to its usual height y
and the reason of its

subsiding before was its being somewhat warmed by
the rays of the son

^
which, feeble as they were, had

yet sufficient power to melt the small thread of con-

gealed mercury in the stem of the thermometer, and
allow it to subside along with the rest. Mr Hellant,

however, so little understood the nature of this pheno-

menon, that he frequently attempted to repeat it by
bringing the thermometer near a fire, when the cold

was only a few degrees below the freezing point of

water, but could never succeed until it fell to —58°,
or lower, that is, until the cold was sufficiently intense

to congeal the metal. The only seeming difficulty in

his whole account is, that when the mercury had sub-

sided entirely into the ball of the thermometer, q va-

cuum or empty spot appeared, which run round the

cavity like an air bobble, on turning the instrument

;

but this proceeded from a partial liquefaction of the

mercury, which must necessarily melt first on the out-

side, and thus exhibit the appearance just mentioned.

The most remarkable congelation of mercury, which Renark-

has ever yet been observed, was that related by DraWeexperi-

Peter Simon Pallas, who had been sent by the empress

of Russia, with some other gentlemen, on an expedition

similar to that of Dr Gmelin. He did not, however,

spend the winters in which he was in Siberia in the

coldest parts of that country ; that is, about the middle

of the northern part. Twice indeed he resided at

Krasnoyarsk, in N. Lat. 561°, E. Long. 93® j where,

in the year 1772, he had an opportunity of observing

the phenomenon we speak of. “ The wintep (says

he) set in early this year, and was felt with uncommon
severity in December. On the 6th and 7th of that

month happened the greatest cold I have ever experi-

enced in Siberia
; the air was calm at (he time, and

seemingly thickened ; so that, though the sky was in

other respects clear, the sun appeared as through a

fog. I had only one small thermometer left, in which

the scale went no lower than —7° > and on the 6th in

the morning, I remarked that the quicksilver in it

sunk into the hall, except some small columns which

stuck fast in the tube. When the ball of the thermo-

meter, as It hung in the open air, was warmed by

being touched with the finger, the quicksilver rose j

and it could plainly be seen that the solid columns

stuck and resisted a good while, and were at length

pushed upward with a sort of violence. In the mean
time I placed upon the gallery, on the north side of

my house, about a quarter of a pound of clean and dry

quicksilver in an open bowl. Within an hour I found

the edges and surface of it frozen solid, and some mi-

nutes afterwards the whole was condensed by the natu-

ral cold into a soft mass very much like tin. While
the inner part was still fluid, the frozen surface exhi-

bited a great variety of branched wrinkles
;
but in ge-

neral it remained pretty smooth in freezing, as did al-

so a larger quantity which I afterwards exposed to the

cold. The congealed mercury was more flexible than

lead ;
and on being bent short, it was found more

brittle than tin ;
and when hammered out thin, it

seemed somewhat granulated. If the hammer had not

been
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C«iigcla^ been perfectly cooled, the quicksilver melted away un-

tion. der it in drops ^
and the same thing happened when

^
» the metal was touched with the finger, by which also

the finger was immediately benumbed. In our warm
room it thawed on its surface gradually, by drops, like

wax on the fire, and did not melt all at one. When
the froxen mass was broken to pieces in the cold, the

fragments adhered to each other and to the bowl on

which they lay. Although the frost seemed to* abate

a little towards night, yet the congealed quicksilver

remained unaltered, and the experiment with the ther-

mometer could still be repeated. On the 7th of De-
cember, I had an opportunity of making the same ob-

servations all day j but some hours after sunset, a north-

west wind sprung up, which raised the thermometer to

*^46^9 when the mass of quicksilver began to melt.'*

Ton Rlter. In the beginning of the year 1780 M. Von Elter-

leia*s expe-lein, of Vytegra, a town of Kussia, in N. Lat. 61. £.
*bneni. Long. 36. froze quicksilver by natural cold ) of which

lie gives the following account. ** On the 4th of Ja-

nuary 1780, the cold having increased to -—34* that

evening at Vytegra, I exposed to the open air three

ounces of very pore quicksilver in a china tea-cup, co-

vered with paper pierced full of holes. Next day, at

eight in the morning, I found it solid, and looking

like a piece of cast lead, with a considerable depression

in the middle. On attempting to loosen it in the cup,

my knife raised shavings from it as if it bad been lead,

which remained sticking up ; and at length the metal

separated from the bottom of the cup in one mass. 1

then took k in my hand to tr^ if it would bend ^ it

was stidf like glue, and broke into two pieces ; but my
fingers immediately lost all feeling, and could scarcely

be restored in an hour and a half by robbing with

snow. At eight o'clock a thermometer, made by Mr
Lexmann of the academy, stood at —57® ;

by half

after nine it was risen to—40^®
5
and then the two

pieces of mercury which lay in the cop had lost so

much of their hardness, that they could no longer be

broken, or cot into shavings, but resembled a thick

amalgam, which, though it became fluid when pressed

by the fingers, immediately afterwards resumed the

consistence of pap. With the thermometer at -39*.

the quicksilver became fluid. The cold was never less

en the yth than —28®, and by nine in the evening it

had increased again to —33®."
An instance of the natural congelation ofquicksilver

also occurred in Jemtiand, one of the provinces of

Sweden, on the 1st of January 1782^ and, lastly, on

the 26th of the same month, Mr Hutchins observed

the same effect of the cold at Hudson's bay. '' The
Experi- subject of this curious phenomenon (says he), was

^quicksilver put into a common two-ounce phial, and
uatciuiis.

pjjjjil about a third part full, and

had constantly been standing by the thermometer for a

month past. At eight o'clock this morning I observ-

ed it was frozen rather more than a quarter of an inch

thick round the sides and bottom of the phial, the

middle part continuing fluid. As this was a certain

method of finding the point of congelation, I intro-

doeed a mercurial and a spirit thermometer into the

fluid part, after breaking off the top of the phial, and

they rose directly and became stationary ; the former

at 40® or 40v®9 the latter at 29^^, both below the ci-

pher. Having taken these ont, I put in two others.

Vox- VL Part II. f

G a mercurial one formerly described, and a spirit Conjfcla-

thermometer
;

the former of which became stationary

at 40® and the latter at 30®. I then decanted the fluid

quicksilver, to examine the internal surface of the fro-

zen metal, which proved very uneven, with many ra-

dii going across, some of which resembled pin-heads.

Urgent business called me av.ay an hour. On my re-

turn I found a small portion only had liquefied in ray

absence. I then broke the phial entirely, and with a
hammer repeatedly struck the quicksilver. It beat out

flat, yielded a deadish sound, and became flnid in less

than a minnte afterwards. It may be worth remark-
ing, that the quicksilver in one of the thermometers,

which had sunk to very near 500, and was then at

444, very readily ran up and down the tube by eleva-

ting either end of the instrument."

These are all the well authenticated accounts of the

congelation of mercury by the natural cold of the at-

mosphere. Some others have been published
^

but be-

ing either less important, or not so well authenticated,

we forbear to mention them. A very considerable con-

finhatlon is obtained from the above history, of the

theory of congelation delivered by Dr Black, and
which is fully explained under the article Chemistry.
On Mr Hutchins's experiments, and on congelation

in general, Mr Cavendish makes many valnable re-

marks the substance of which is as follows : 22
If a vessel of water, with a thermometer in it, be Mr Caven.

exposed to the cold, the thermometer will sink several dhh*t rt

.

degrees below the freezing point, especially if the ®®

ter be covered up so as to be defended from the wind,
^

and care taken not to agitate it ; and then on drop-

ping in a bit of ice, or on mere agitation, spiculse of
ice shoot suddenly through the water, and the inclo-

sed thermometer rises quickly to the fi^ezing point,

where it remains stationary." In a note he says, that

though in conformity to the common opinion be has

allowed that " mere agitation may set the water a

freezing, yet some experiments lately made by Dr
Blagden seem to show, that it has not much, if any,

effect of that kind, otherwise (ban by bringing the

water in contact with some substance colder than it-

self. Tboufib in general also the ice shoots rapidly,

and the inclosed thermometer rises very quick
^ yet

be once observed It to rise very slowly, taking op not

less than half a minute, before it ascended to the

freezing point ^ but iu this experiment the water was
cooled not more than one or two degrees below freez-

ing, and it should seem, that the more the water is

cooled below the freezing point, the more rapidly the

ice shoots and the inclosed tbenDometer rises."

Mr Cavendish then observes, that from the fore-

going experiments we learn that water is capable of be-

ing cooled considerably below the freezing point, with-

out any congelation taking place ;
and that, as soon as

by any means a small part of it is made to freeze, the

ice spreads rapidly through the whole of the wa-

ter. The cause of this rise of the thermometer is,

that all, or almost all bodies, by changing from a fluid

to a solid state, or from the state of an elastic to that

of an unelastic fluid, generate heat) and that cold is

produced by the contrary process. Thus all the cir-

cumstances of the phenomenon may be pnfeetly weU
explained ) for, as soon as any part of tbe water firee-

zesy heat will be generated thereby iu consequence of

2 S Ihe
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CoBgtU. the ftbove-meiittoneil law, ta that the new formed ice

^
>wd remaining water will bo warmed, and moat cea-

^ tinue to receive heat by the freezing of fresh portiona

of water, till it /is heated exactly to the freezing pointy

unless the water could become quko solid before a suf*

ficient quantity of heat was generated to rake k ta

that point, which is not •*be caso : and it is evideat,

that it cannot be heated above the freezing point : for

as soon as it comes thereto, no more water will freeze,

and consequently no more heat will be generated.—
Tbe reason why tlie ice spreads all over the water, la*

stead of forming a solid lump in one part, is,, that, at

soon as any small portion of ice is formed, the water
HI. contact with it will be so much warmed as to be prcr

vented from freezing, but the water at a little distance

from it will still be below the freezing point,, and wUl
consequently begin to freeze.

“ Were it not for this generation of beat, • the whole
of any quantity of water would freeze as soon as the

process of congelation began $ and in like manner the

cold is generated tbe melting of lee \ which is tbe
cause of the long time required to thaw ice and snow*
It was formerly found that, by adding snow to warm
water, and stirring it about until all was melted, the
water was as much cooled as it would have been by
tbe addition of the same quantity of water ratJier

more than 150^ colder than tbe anow •y or, in other,

words, somewhat more than 150^ of cold are genera-

ted by the thawing of tbe snow ; and there is great

reason to believe that just as much heat is produced by
the freezing of water. Tbe cold generated in the ex-

periment just mentioned was the same whether ice or
sa snow was used.

wh
** ^ thermometer kept in melted tin or lead till

ginning to
become solid, remains perfectly stationary from

tom solid. metal begins to harden round tbe sides of

tbe pot till it is entii^y solid : but it cannot be per-

ceived at all to sink below that point, and rise up to

it when tbe metal begins to harden. It is not unlike-

ly, however, that tbe great difference of heat between
the air and melted metal might prevent this effect from
taking place ; so that though it was not perceived in

these experiments, it is not unlikely that those metals,,

as well as water and quicksilver, may bear being cool-

ed a little below tbe freezing or hardening point (for

the hardening of melted metals, and freezing of water,

teems exactly the same process), without beginning to

lose their fluidity.

Tbe experiments of Mr Hutchins prove, that

quicksilver contracts or dimioisbea ki bulk by freezing,

and that the very low degrees to which the thermo-

meters have been made to sink, is owing to this con-

traction, and not to the cold haviag hew in any de-

gree equal to that shown by the thermometer. In tbe

fourth experiment, one of the thermometers sunk to

4:50^,. though it appeared by tbe spirit thermome-
ters^ that the cold of the mixture was not more than

five or six degrees below the point of freezlag quick* Coagale^

silver. la the first experiment also, it sunk to 448^

at a time when tbe cold of the mixture was only ai® ^ ^

below that point
} so that it appears that tlie contrac-

tion of quicksilver by freezlag mast be at lease equal

to its expansion by 404 degrees of beat (c). This,

however, is not the whole coatractioo that itsuflerv}

for it appears, by aa extract fiens a amteorological

journal kept by Mr Hutchins at Albany fort, that his

thermometer ooca sunk to 493^ below o ; llioogb it

was known by a spirit thermometer that the cold

scarcely exceeded the point of freezing quicksilver.

There are two experiments also of Professor Braun,

in which the thermometer souk to 544 and 556° be-

low o } which is the greatest despot he ever ob-

served without tha ball being cracked. It is not

indeed known how cold his mixtures were ; hot from

Mr Hutchins’s experiments, there is great reason te

think they could not be many de^as below 40^. If

so, the coatraetioa which qulcksilves sufievs in freezing,

ie not much less than its expanaioo by 500^ or 510^ of

heat, that is, almost Vy ^ >ts whole b^ •y and in all

piobahillty is never much more than that, though it

IS probable that this contraction is not always deter-

minate j for a coQsiderable variation may freqnently

he observed in the specific gravity of the same piece of

metal east different times over ^ and almost all cast me-
tals become heavier by hammering. Ms Cavendish oh-

served, that on casting the same piece of tin three of the dec-

times over, its density varied from 7*352 to 7-294, city of bm-

thougb there was great reason to think that no hoi- ^
lows were left in k, and that only a small part of this?”^°

^ *

difference could proceed from the error of tha experk

meat. This variation of density is as much as is pro-

duced in %tticksiiver by an alteration of 66^ of h^:
and it is not unlikely, that the descent of a tbennome-

ter, on account of the contraction of the quicksilver in

its ball by freezing, may vary as mneh in differant

trials, though the whole mass of quicksilver is frozen

without any vacuities.

The cold produced by mixing spirit of nitse Of ftvesiBg

wiili snow is entirely owing to the noting of thenustarei.

snow- Now, in all probability, there is a cmlain de-

gree of cold, in wbioh tbe spirit ef akre, so hr fronr

dissolving snow, will yield part of itsown water, and
suffer that to freeze, as is tbe ease with solutions of

common salt $ so that if the cold of the materials be-

fore mixing is equal to this, no additional cold ean be
produced. If the cold of tbe materials is less^ som
increase of cold will be produced ; hot the total cold

will be less than in the former case, since the additional

cold cannot bo generated without some of the snow
betng dissolved, umd thereby weakemag the acid,, and
making k less able ta dissolve more snow^ hot yet the

less the cold of the materiaU is, the greater will bo the

addkioaal cold produced. This is conformable toMr
Hutchins’s experiments } for in the fiftk cxperkneiit,^

• (0) The Dumhert here given are those shown by the tbennometer widMmt any eonrtcliowf bat if mpraperak-
lowaoce is made for tbe error of that instrument, it will appear, that the' tnie coDtraetkm warn 2^ km than berm
sol down ; and from the manoer in which thermemetew have been nsuallyt adjusted, it ia likely that in the ylbi

experiment of Mr HntobiaS) as well as in those of Professor Btuan^ the oentractiov nrigiifl efmdfy Adi shoctoh
that by ohservatioo.
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i& wliich the tM of the matemlf was 40^9 the a4«

tkm. dkkmal eoM prodoeed was only 5^ lo tbci first ezpr*

'riment, in which the coU of the nateraals was only

«-23^ an addition of at least 19^ of cold was obtaine^;

wod hw nixing some of the same spirit of nitre with

snow in this cUnatey when the heat of the materials

mas +26^9 Mr Cav^isb was able to sink the theimo-

tneter to -—2^, so that an addition of 55 degrees of

cold was produced.
** It is remarkable that in none of Mr Hatehlns*b

^xperimenU the cold of the mixtore was more than 6^

of the spirit thermometer below the freezing point of

^oicksileer; which is so little, that it might inclioe

one to think that the spirit of nitre used by hm was

weak. This, howeter, was not the case : as iu spe-

cific grarity at 58® of heat was 1,4923. It was able

to dissolve —— its weight of marble, and contained
t*4^

very Hide mixtore of sulphtnric or mofiatic acid 5 im

well as could be judged an examinatkm of k, k
was as little phlogisticated as acid of that strength

usually is.**

Conacla- Acids, especially those of the mineral kind, power-

Uon of iol- folly resist congelation. There is, bowerer, a peculi-

phnric acid«nrity with regard to that of vitriol. M. Cliaptal, a

foreign chemist, observed, that it condensed by the

cold of the atmosphere, and the crystals l^gan to mek
only at +70® of hk thermometer^ which, ifReau-

flnor*8, corresponds to aboot 47® of Fahrenheit. The

crystals were onctnoiis firom dm melting acid, and they

felt warmer than the oeighbooring facies ; the^ form

was that of a prism of six sides, flatted and terminated

hy a pyramid of six sides; hut the pyramid appeared

on one end only *, on the other,, crystal was loot in

the general mats. The pyramid resolted firom an an*

sembkige of six isoeceles triangies; the oH, when the

crystal was melted, was of a yellowish black ; on re-

distilling k in a proper apparatus, no peculiar gas came

over. M. Chaptal repeated bis experiments wi^ the

highly concentrated acid, but fbimd that it did not

freeze 5
that the density of the acid which he tbooght

froze most easily was to the oil, of tbo usual strength

for sale, as from 63 and 65 to 66; and the nccessa^

degree of coW about 19® of Fahrenheit. Sulphuric

neM once melted will not crystallize again with the

same degree of cold.

In the experiments which bad been made on the

freezmg of sotphurk ncid, Mr Cavendish found sonm

uncertaiaty in determining the point at which k
freezes most rcadHy; neither could he determioe

whether the ceW necessary flsr oongelatlofi docs not

increase without any limkatioo in proportion to the

strength of the acid. A new set of experiments

. was therefore made by Mr Keir to determiao this

Mr Keir's observed, after a severe frost at the

rad of the year 1784 and hegmoing of 1785, that

some oulphnrie acid, oontained in a corked phial, had

congealed, while other bottles containing the sa^
nome stronger and some weaker, retained thehr fluidity.

As the congelation was nalundly imputed to the e»-

tremity of Che oeM, he was afterwards surprised to

find, when die frost oeneed, that the add remmned

congealed for many days, when the temperatum of^
atmosphere was semetimee above 40® of Fahrenhnk^

and when the congealed acid was^bconght bto a warm

t i07 1 CON
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room OB purpose to thaw a thermometer placed la

contact with it daring its thawing, continned stationary

at 45®. Hence he concluded, that the freezing and
'

thawing point of this acid was nearly at 45® ; and ac-

cardingly, oa exposing the liquor which bad been thaw-

ed to the air at the temperature of 30®, the congeisUoa

again took place in a few boors. From the circum*

staace of other parcels of the same acid, but of different

atiofigths, resMuaing flnid, though they had been ex-

posed to a moch greater degree of cold, be was led to

believe that theremost be some certain strength at which
the acid is more disposed to congeal than at any other.

The speebe gravity of the acid which bad froMn was
to that of water nearly as 1800 to 1000, and that of

the stronger acid wbrn had not firozea was as 1846
to 1000, which is the oooMoon density of that osuaUy

told in England ; and there was not the least differ-

ence, excepting in point of strength, between the acid

which had fiozen and that which bad not ; Mr Keir
haviag taken the acid some weeks before wkh bis own
haads from the bottle which cootained the latter, aad
diluted it with water, till it became of the specific gra-

vky of i8oo.

To render the experiment complete, Mr Keir im-

mersed several acids of diffoioat strengths in melring

snow, instead of exposing them to the air ; the tem^

penlure of which eras variable, wbersas that of melU
ing snow was certain and invariable. Those which

would not firoeze in molting snow were afterwaids ii»-

mersed in a mixture of common salt, snow, aad wn*
ter; the temperature of which, tboo^ net so cobf

slant and determinate as that of meltiog snow, gene-

rally remained for several hours at 18®, and was tsms
times several ilegrees loirer. The intention of adding

water to the snow and salt was to lesseo the intensity

of the cold of this mixture, nod to reader k more
permanent than if the snow and salt alone were mixed.

The acids which bad frozen in melting snow wens five

in number ; which beiiq; thawed and hrou^ to the

temperature of 60®, were f«Qi^ on exominalion to

have the fsllowtag specific gmvitias, viz. 1786, 1784,

2780, 1778, 1775* Those whiob had not ooiigealod

wkh the meltiog snow, bat which did so wm the

mixtare of snow, salt, aad water, were found, when
hroaght to the temporatnre of 60®, to he of iho fid-

lowing specific gravities, viz. 2814, 1810, 1804, 2794#

1790, 1770, 1759, *75^. Thom which roanumd,

and woaid fseeze oeithw in moking soow nor in the

mixture of snow, tak, and water, were of the

vities 2864, 1839, 1815, I745t 1720, 1700, 2610,

1551. From the fiiat of these k appears, that dm
medium density of dm acids which firm wkh the na-

tural cold was 1 780 ; and from the acoaad, that at tha

doatkies of 1790 and 1770 the acid had been inenpa-

hlo of fioezing with that degree of cold. Honoe it

btiomii, dmt 1780 is nearly the degrso of strength of

easiest freezing, and that aa iacreaso or diminiitiQB of

that density equal to ^ whole, rendevs ihn

acid inoaf^ddo of freezing with ^ raid of larking

mow, thongh thk add is somothing nhovo the freensag

point of the nmol coagealaUe add. From ihn ocnoad

k appears, that hy applyiag a more iatenseedd, vbu

that prodocod hy m mixtes of anoar, mlt, aad «atc%

the limiits of the diankirs of adds cnfmldn ctf rangsb*

lion were extended to aboot tvt^ above or below the

38a pomt

Cengele-
tion. *
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Contrcla. point of easiest freezings and there seems little reason

linn, to doubt, that, by greater augmentations of cold, these

"“V limits may be further extended j
but in what ratio these

augmentations and extensions proceed, cannot be de«>

termined, without many observations made in different

temperatures.

But (says Mr Keir) though it is probable that

the most concentrated acids may be frozen, provided

the cold be sufRcieutly intense, yet there seems reason

to believe, that some of the congelations which have

been olisetved in highly concentrated acids, have been

effected in consequence of the density of these acids

being reduced nearly to the point of easy freezing by

their having absorbed moisture from the air : for the

Dulce d\4yen and M. de Morveau exposed their acids

to the air in cups or open vessels ^ and the latter even

acquaints us, that on examining the specific gravity

of the acid which bad frozen, he found it to that of

water as 129 to 74; which density being less than

that of easiest freezing, proves that the acid he em-
ployed, and which he had previously concentrated,

had been actually weakened during the experiment.

1 have several times exposed concentrated snlphnric

acid in open vessels in frosty weather } and I have

sometimes, but not always, observed a congelation to

take place. Upon separating the congealed part, and

on examining the specific gravity of the latter after it

had thawed, I found that it bad been reduced to the

point of Easiest freezing. When the congealed acid

was kept longer exposed it gradually thawed, even

when the cold of the air increased
} the reason of which

is not to be imputed to the heat produced by the

moisture of the air mixing with the acid, but principal-

ly to the diminution below the point of easiest freez-

ing, which was occasioned by the continued absorption

of moisture from the air, and which rendered the acid

incapable of continuing frozen without a great increase

of cold.
** It appears, then, that the concentration of M. de

Morveau^s acid, at the time of its congelation, from

which circumstance Mr Cavendish infers generally that

sulphuric acid freezes more easily as it is more dense,

is not a true premise' : and that therefore the inferenee,

though justly deduced, is invalid. On the contrary,

there seems every reason to believe, that as the density

of the acids increases beyond tbe point of easiest freez-

ing, the facility of the congelation diminishes; at

least to as great density as we have ever been able to

obtain sulphuric acid : for if it were possible to divest

it entirely of water, it would probably assume a solid

jform in any temperature of tbe air.

Tbe crystallization of sulphuric acid is more or

less distinct, according to tbo slowness of the forma-

tion of the crystals and other favourable circumstances.

Sometimes they are very large, distinctly shaped, and
hard. Their shape is like those of the common mi-

neral alkali and selenite spar, but with angles different

in dimensions from either of these. They are solid^

consisting of ten faces ; of which tbe two largest arc
equal, parallel, and opposite to each other; and are
oblique-angled parallelograms or rhomboids, whose
angles are, as near as could be measured, of 105 and

75 degrees. Between these rhomboidal faces are
placed eight of the form of. trapeziums ; and thua each

2

crystal may- he supposed to be compounded of two CwiRela

equal and similar frustums of pyramids joined together ^
by their rhomboidal bases. They always sunk in the

^
fluid acid to the bottom of tbe vessel, which showed
that their density was increased by congelation. It

was attempted to determine their specific gravity by

adding to this fluid some concentrated acid, which
should make (hem float in tbe liquor, tbe examination

of whose specific gravity should ascertain that of tbe

floating crystals
; but they were found to sink even in

tbe most concentrated acid, and were consequently den-

ser. Some of the congealable acid previously brought

to the freezing temperature was then poured into a
graduated narrow cylindrical glass, up to a ceitain

mark, which indicated a space equal to that occupied

by 200 grains of water. The glass was placed in a
mixture of snow, salt, and water ; and when the acid

was frozen, a mark was made on the part of tbe glass

to which it bad sunk. Having thawed the acid and
emptied tbe glass, it was filled with water to the mark
to which it bad sunk by freezing : and it was then found

that 15 grains more of water were required to raise it

to the mark expressing 200 grains ; which shows, that

the diminution of bnlk sustained by the acid in freezing

bad been equal to whole. Computing from

this datum, we should estimate tbe specific gravity of

the congealed acid to have been 1924; bat as it evi-

dently contained a great number of bubbles^ its real

specific gravity must have been considerably greattf

than the above calcnlation, and cannot easily be deter-

mined on acconnt of these bubbles. By way of com-
parison, Mr Keir observed the alteration of bulk which
water contained in tbe same cylindrical vessel would
suffer by freezing : and foond that iu expansion wss
equal to about of its bulk. Tbe water had been
previously boiled, but nevertheless contained a great

number of air bubbles ; so that in this respect there is

a considerable difference between the congelations of

water and snlpburie seJd ; though pexhaps it may
arise principally from the bubbles of elastic floid

being in greater proportion in the one than tbs

other.

Greater cold is produced by mixing snow or

ponnded ice with tbe congealed than with the fluid

sulphuric acid, though the quantity is not yet deter-

mined. The greatest cold predoced by Mr M*Nab at

Hudson’s Bay, wss effected by mixing snow with a
sulphuric acid which bad been previously congealed.;

and to this circumstance Mr Cavendish imputes the

intensity of the cold, as tbe liquefaction both of the

acid and tbe snow had concurred in producing tbe

same effect; while in mixing fluid acids with snow,
tbe tbawing of the snow is probably tbe only produc-
tive cause.

** To compare tbe times requisite for the liquefac-

tions of ice and of congealed sulphuric acid, two equal
and similar glasses were filled, one with tbe congealable

sulphuric acid, tbe other with water y and after having
immersed them in a freezing mixture, till both were

congealed and reduced to the temperature of 28^, the^

glasses were withdrawn, wiped dry, and placed m a
room where tbe thermometer stood at 6a^. Tbe ice

thawed in 40 minutes, and the acid in 95 ; at the
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eod of wbicb time the therroometeri which stood near

tioo. the glasses, had risen to 64^. Hence It appears that

- the congealed acid requires more than twice the time

for Its liquefaction that ice does, though it. cannot

thence be fairly inferred, that the cold generated by

the liquefaction of the ice and of congealed acid are in

the above proportions of the times, from the following

considerations, viz. that as, during the liquefaction of

the ice, its temperature remains stationary at 32^, and

during the liquefaction of the acid, its temperature re-

mains about 44^ or 45% it appears, that the ice being

considerably colder than the acid, will take the beat

from the contiguous air much faster. By this experi-

ment, however, we know that a considerable quantity

of cold is generated by the liquefaction of the acid ^

and hence it appears probable, that io producing cold

artificially, by mixing snow with acids in very cold

temperatures, it would probably be useful to employ a

sulphuric acid of the proper density for congelation,

and to freeze it previously to its mixture with snow. It

must not, however, be imagined, that the cold gene-

rated by the mixture of these two frozen substances is

nearly equal to the sums of the colds generated by the

separate liquefactions of the congealed acid and ice,

when singly exposed to a thawing temperature ; for the

mixture resulting from the liquefaction, consisting of

sulphuric acid and the water of the snow, appears from

the generation of heat which occurs from the mixture

of these ingredients in a fluid state, to be subject to dif-

ferent laws than those which rule either of the ingre-

dients separately.
** The sulphuric acid, like water and other fluids, is

capable of retaining its fluidity when cooled consider-

ably below its freezing point. A phial containing

some congealable sulphuric acid being placed in k mix-

ture of salt, snow, and water, a thermometer was soon

afterwards immersed in it while the acid was yet fluid,

on which it quickly sunk from 50 to 29^. On moving

the thermometer in the fluid, to make it acquire the

exact temperature, the mercury was observed suddenly

to rise } and on looking at the acid, numberless small

crystals were observed floating in it, which bad been

suddenly formed. The degree to which the mercuiy

then rose was 467^ 1
and at another time, while the

acid was freezing, it stood at 45°.”

From these experiments our author infers, ** i. That

sulphuric acid has a point of easiest freezing, and

that this is when the specific gravity is to tliat of water

as 1780 to 1000. 2. That the greater or less dispo-

•ition to congelation does not depend on any other

circumstance than the strength of the acid. 3. That

the freezing and thawing degree of the most congeal-

able acid is about 45* of Fahi;^nheifs scale. It is,

however, to be observed, that this degree is inferred

from the temperature indicated by the thermometers

immersed in the freezing and thawing acids ; but the

congelation of the fluid acid could never be accom-

plished without exposing it to a greater degree of cold,

either by exposing it to the air in frosty weather or to

the cold of melting snow. 4. Like water, this acid

possesses the property of retaining its fluidity when

cooled several degrees below the freezing point j and

of rising suddenly to it when its congelation is pro-

moted by agitation, or by contact even with a warmer

^thermometer. 5. That, like water and other congeal- Congels-
able fluids, sulphuric acid generates cold by its liqoe- tion

faction, and heat during its congelation, though the (I

quantity of this heat and cold remains to be deter-

mined by future experiments. 6. .That the acid, by
^

congelation, when the circumstances for distinct cry-

stallization are favourable, assumes a regular cry-

stalline form, a considerable solidity and hardness,

and a density much greater than it possessed iu its fluid

state.’^

Besides this species of congelation, sulphuric acid

is subject to another, probably the same described by
Basil Valentine and some of the other chemists. This
is effected in the ordinary temperature of the air, even
in summery and according to Mr Keir*, is peculiar* phii,

to that species of sulphuric acid which is distilled from Tram,

green vitriol, and which is. possessed of a smoking qua-^®*-

lity in a high degree j for not only the authors (says^*

Mr Keir) by whom this coogelation has been obser-

ved, have given this descripciou of the acid employed,
but also the late experiments of Mr Dolfuss, seem to

show that tbU smoking quality is essential to the phe-

nomenon : for neither the acid obtained from vitriol,

when deprived by rectification of its smoking quality,

nor the English sulphuric acid, which is known to be

obtained by burning sulphur, and which does not smoke,
were found by his trials to be susceptible of this species ^

of congelation. It may, however, be worth the at-

tention of those chemists who have an opportunity of

seeing this icy sulphuric acid^ as it is called, to observe

more accurately than has yet been done, the freezing

temperature and the density of the congealable acids \

and to examine whether the density of this smokii^
acid also is connected with the glacial property. It

seems also further deserving of investigation, whether
there be not some analogy between the congelation of

the smoking sulphuric acid and the very curious cry-

stallization which Dr Priestley observed in a concen-

trated sulphuric acid saturated with nitrous acid va-

pours ; and whether this smoking quality does not pro-

ceed from some marine or other volatile acid, which
may be contained in the martial vitriol whence the sul-

phuric acid is obtained.*^

Mr Keir also observes, that M. Comatter has efl[ect-«

ed the crystallization of sulphuric acid, by distilling it

with nitrous acid and charcoal ; and we can add from
our own experience, that a crystallization instantly

takes place on allowing the fumes of the nitrous acd
sulphuric acids to mix together \ and this, whether the

former be procured from martial vitriol or sulphur, and
whether it be in a phlogisticated state or not, concen-

tration in both acids is here tlie only requisite. See

Cold, Supplement.
CONGER, in Zoology, See Murtena, Ichthto*

LOGT Index.

CONGERIES, a Latin word, sometimes used in

our language for a collection or heap of several parti-

cles of bodies united into one mass or aggregate.

CONGESTION, in Medicine^ a mass or collection

of humours, crowded together and hardened in any
part of the body, and there forming a preternatural

tumour.

Congestion is effected by little and little $ in which

it differs from dejiuKvm. which is more sudden.

CONGIARIUM,
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tmgo. ^ometimef ikrMy oKmllM* When tW9«kftp|ieD«| tb«

! ir low Unib ore commooly 0veriowed witli extraordiimry

flood*, ond all their com carried off# A dMoster of

tilts kind is commoBly follotred by a faiiHne \ for the

kizy Inbabitaots take no care to lay oy any provtstoira,

aUhoogh sock wisfbrtniies ha|i|iew very frequently.

This first teateo they reckon codMiences at the time

tbe planCs begin to sprino.

The seeoad season, Neasu, begtiis abont the end of

Jannary, when the predace t^ir lands has atrired

at ks fdl he^ht, and wants but a few days of being ri*>

pencd for barrest. This first crof is ns ssoner gather*

ed in, than th^ sow their fields afresh, their lafld com*

nooiy yielding them two harvests.

The third and fbnrth seasons, called Ecundi and

Qosifoiisds, are frequently blended together towards

the middle of March, when the more gentle rains

begin to fall, and eontinae till the month of

May. These two seasons are drstingnished by the

mater or lesser quantity of rain that falls doting tbirt

uWcrval. Daring the rest of the tirae^ the atr^ is

okher very dear, hot, and dry \ or the ckmdi being

oseschaiged arith electric matter, burst out into the

most terrible tbanders and Ifghtniags,. without yield-

ing iho least drop of rain, thongh they seem loaded

With it.

Tlie two last, viz. the Quibiso and Qoibangala,

make op their short winter, which consists not hi frost

or snow, but in dry blasting winds, which strip the

oarth of all its verdure, titt the next Massanxa b^ins

to restore them to their former bloomr

They now divide their year into twelve Inmur

moath^ and begin it in September. They have also

weeks eoncisttng of four days only, the last of which

it their snbbeth \ and on it they reli^ously abstain from

KaitM ex.®^7 work. This practice, the coo^iers of

cemivdyiii die Uaiversai^ History conjecture to have arisen from

dolent. the extreme laziness Ibr which this people, and indeed

all the African nations, are so remarkable. To tbie

bnmefhl indolence aleo is to be ascribed the little pro-

duce they reap from their lands, while the Portngoese

settled among them, who are at more pains in the cul-

tivation of theirs, enjoy all manner of plenty. The
natives, however, had rather run the risk qf the most

terrible fiunines, than be at the tenth part of the labour

they see the Portuguese take. They seem to think it

bel^ them to use any other exercises than those of

dnnetog, leaping, banting, shooting, &c. ^ the rest of

their time th^ spend in smoking, and downright idle-

nsss, committing the laborions part of their household

affairs to their slaves, or, in want of them, to their

wives. Nothing w more common than to see these poor

cieainres toiling iir the fields and woods with a child

tied to their backs, and fainting under their excessive

labour and heavy burdens, or (which is still worse)

honger and thirst. What is yet more surprisingly

shamflil it, that tliouglr they have plenty of domestic

animals, which they might easily make use of for cnl-

tivairiog their grounds, and for other laborious services,

and dkiagh they see the Portuguese do It every day to

gasal adwtage
;

yet they will rather see their tender

fnaales sink under their toif and labour; than be at the

tasobih of breeding up any of these useful creatures to

their assistance.

The gmwd prodheet variety of graiir, bntodconr

or rice except what is cultivated by the PoKuguese. Congo.

Their maize, or Indian wheal, grows very strong, and

It well laden. This being Well ground, t^y make into ^ ^
bread, or boil with water into a kind of pap. Of thiSp^*^^
they have four kinds) one of which, resembling whatc^^ugo.

we call French wheat, is pfodoced in plenty, and makes
tome amends for the want of industry in tlie people.

They cultivate also a variety of the pease and bean

kind ) boC what they chiefly live npon, as most soit-

able to their lazy disposition, is a kind of nut like oor

filberts^ which fall Co the ground of themselves, and
are to be found everywhere ) every not that falls to

Che gfomid prodnehig a new shrub next year. They
have scarcely any fruit trees Iwt what have been brought

hither by Portuanese. They have various torts

of jmim-trees, nseful both by their fruit, leaves, and

theirJmee, which ts easily converted into wine ) also

by affording a kind of oil with which they dress their

victmds, thooffh the Europeans use it omy to bum in

their bmps, ^ey have also a vast number of plants

and shrubs, which it would be impossible to describe

or eiramerate. Wheat is the only thing that the

ground will not produce. It poshes forth, indeed, the

straw and the ear; thw former of which grows high

enough, we are told, to hide a man on horseback, but

the latter ' is empty, wfthont one grain fit for use.

Father Labat, however, who had lived a considerable

Chne hi some of the American islands, where he had
observed the same thing, Celts os, that he had the co-

riosUe to examine those ears more earefully, and bad •

fornid some firw fi^ins ) and that, having sowed them
afresh, they produced very ^ long ears full of large

heavy grain. Whence he conjectnres, that if the Por-

togaese bad tried the same experiment in their African

settlements, it might perhaps have been attended with

the same success. p
In the low lands the grass grows so high, rank, Hsaardovs

and thick, that it becomes one of the most dangerous travelling,

receptacles for wild beasts, serpents, and other venom-

ous insects : on this account travcIUng is exceeding-

ly hazardous, as there are few beaten roads in the

whole country, and travellers are obliged to march
over it, tbroo]^ vast plains, in continual danger of be-

ing devoured or stung to death ) to say nothing of

the manifold diseases produced by the unwholesome

dews with which the gnos is covered dnring some part

of the day. The only method' of guarding against all

these evils effectually, is by setting fiire to the grass

in the hot weather, when it is quite parched by the

heat of the son : but even this cannot be done with-

out the greatest danger )
because both the wild beasts

and venoir.ous reptiles being roused out of their

places df retirement, will fly furiously at those who
happen to be in the way. In this case there is no pos-

sibility of escaping. But by dimbhig up the highest

trees, or defending ofie*li self with fire arms or other /

weapons. In such emergencies, the natives have a •

much better chance than the Europeans) the former

being able to climb trees whh sarprising swiftness

)

while the latter must be' assh^d with rope-ladders,

which they commonly cause their blaaks to carry about

with them, ^aud to go iqf and fasten to one of the t

branches. lo

Thrflowon aro heiw eaoeedfogly beanlifol and im-<5rait vs-

meronr. AJniost every field nod grovr yidds a nmeh
^ * nobler®®’^
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nobler prospect than the European gardens can boast

of, notwithstanding the pains bestowed on tbeir culti-

vation. The flowers are remarkable, not only for

the prodigious variety of tbeir colours, but the vast

quantity of heads which grow upon one stalk. In
the day-time, indeed, they seem to have lost their na-

tural fragrancy^ that being in some measure exhaled

by the heat of the sun : but this is amply compensated

after its setting, and more especially a little before its

rising, when their sweetness is again condensed, and
revived by the coldness and dews of the night, after

which they exhale tbeir various refreshing scents in a

much higher degree than ours. The lilies, which there

grow naturally in the fields, valleys, and woods, excel

those of our gardens, not onl^ in tbeir extreme white-

ness, but much more in a delightful fragrancy, without

offending the head, as the European lilies do by their

faintish sweetness. The tulips which there grow wild,

though generally called Persic^ have something so sur-

prisingly charming in the variety and combination of

their colours, that they dazzle the eyes of an intense

beholder : neither do their flowers grow] singly as

with* us, but ten or twelve upon one stalk j and with

ibis double advantage, that they diffuse a very revi-

ving aqd agreeable sweetness, and continue much long-

er in their full bloom. Of the same nature are their

tuberoses, hyacinths, and other native flowers ; which

spring up in vast groups of lOO and 200 from one

root, though somewhat smaller than ours *, some of

them finely variegated, and all of them yielding an

agreeable smell. The roses, jessamines, and oilier

exotics brought hither from Europe or America, come
up likewise in great perfection, but require a con-

stant supply of water, and diligent attendance, to

prevent them from degenerating. The American
jessamine, in particular, instead of single flowers, will

grow up by dozens in a bnocb ; some of them of an

exquisite white, and others of the colour of the most

vivid fire.

A vast variety of animals of different kinds are

found in the kingdom of Congo ^ the chief of which
is the elephant. This creature is mostly found in the

province of Bamba, which abounds with woods, pas-

ture, and plenty of water ; the elephants delighting

much to bathe themselves during the heat of the day.

Tiiey commonly go in troops of an hundred or more ;

and some of them are of such a monstrons size, that

we are told the print of tbeir hoof bath measured

four, nay seven spans in diameter. From the hair of

their tails, and that of some other animals, the na-

tives, especially the women, weave themselves col-

lars, bracelets, girdles, &c. with variety of devices

and figures, which denote their quality ; and are in

such esteem, that the hair of two elephants tails is

snfficient to buy a slave. The reason of this is, that

the natives have not the art of taming them, but are

obliged to send some of the bravest and stoutest men
to hunt them in the woods ; which is not done with-

out great labour and danger, they being here ex-

ceedingly fierce. The most common way of bunting

them is by digging deep holes in the ground, the top

of which they cover with branches and leaves, as is

practised in most parts of Asia.

Lions, leopards, tigers, wolves, and other beasts of

prey, abound here in great plenty, and do much da-

mage. Here are also a vast variety of monkeys of all Coogo.

sizes and shapes. The zebra, well known for its ex- —
treme beauty and swiftness, is also met with in this coun-

try. They have also a variety of buffaloes and wild

asses \ but the dante seems to be an animal peculiar to

this kingdom. It is shaped and coloured much like an
ox, though not so large. Its skin is commonly bought
by the Portuguese, and sent into Germany to be tan-

ned and made into targets, which are then called dantes.

The natives make use of their raw hides dried to

make tbeir shields ^ which are so tough that no arrow
or dart can pierce them ; and they are also large enough
to cover the whole body. The creature is vastly swift

;

and when wounded, will follow the scent or smoke of
the gunpowder with such fury, that the banter is ob-

liged to climb up a tree with ail possible speed ; and
this retreat be always takes care to secure before he
ventures to fire. The wounded beast finding its enemy
out of its reach, stays for him at the foot of the tree,

and will not stir from' it : of which the hunter taking
the advantage, dispatches it with repeated shots. The
forests of Congo also swarm with wild dogs, who, like

the wolves, prey upon the tame cattle, and are so

fierce that they will attack armed men. Their teeth

are exceeding keen and sharp ; they never bark, but

make a dreadful howling when famished or in pursuit

of their prey.

This country also abounds with all the different Birds,

kinds of birds that are to be found in other warm cli-

mates. One sort, which they call birds rfmusic^ is

greatly esteemed, insomuch that persons of the highest

rank have from time immemorial taken the greatest

delight in keeping them in cages and aviaries for the

sake of tbeir surprising melody. On the other hand, as

the Congoese are superstitious to the last degree, there

are several kinds of birds which they look upon as

ominous, and are so terrified at the sight or hearing of

them, that if they were going to enter upon ever so

momentous an expedition, if they were met in coun-
cil, or going to engage an enemy with ever so great

an advantage, the flight or cry of such birds would
throw them into a general panic, and disperse them in

the utmost haste and confusion. The most dreadful of

the ominous kinds are the crows, ravens, bats, and owls.

The great owl is the must terrible of all, and to him they

give the name of kariam pemba^ by which words they

likewise denote the devil.

Fish of different kinds abound on the coasts of Con-
go in great numbers \

but the inland parts are infested

with such numbers of serpents, scorpions, and other

venomous insects, as are perhaps sufficient to overba-

lance every natural advantage we have yet mentioned. 13

The most pernicious and dangerous kinds are the ants; Ants wry

of which they reckon no less than six several species

different colours and sizes ; all of them formidable on
account of their prodigious numbers, and the mischief

they do not only to the fruits of the earth, but to men
and beasts \

whom they will surround in the night-time,

and devour even to the very hone. It is a commoii

practice, we are told, to condemn persons guilty of

some atrocious crimes to be stripped naked, tied hand

and foot, and thrown into a hole where these insects

swarm \
where they are sure to be devoured by them

in less than 24 hours to the very bones. But crimi-

nals are not the only persons who are in danger from
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(be jaws of these little devouring insects. People may

^ ^ be attacked by them, as we Lave already hinted, in the

night-time, and while they are sleeping in their beds.

This obliges the natives to be careful where they He
down, and to kindle a small fire, or at least to have a

circle of burning hot embers round their beds. This

catition is still more necessary in the country villages

and hamlets, where persons are otherwise in danger of

being attacked by millions of them in the dead of the

night. In such a case the only expedient to save one’s

seif is to jump up as soon as one feels the bite, to brush

them off with all possible speed, and then at once to set

the house on fire. The danger is still greater in tra-

velling through the country, wherp a person is often

obliged to take op his lodging on |be bare ground ; and

may be overtaken during the heal of the day with such

profound steep, as not to be awakened by these dimi-

nutive animals till they have a^ade their way through

the skin ; and in such a ease nothing will prevent their

devouring a man alive, thon^ t\\w were ever so many
hands to assist him : in su^ incredible quantities do

these creatures abound, notwithstanding the great num-
bers of monkeys who are continually ferreting the ants

out of their retreats, and feed upon them with the ut-

most avidity. This can only be ascribed to the natural

laziness and indolence of the inhabitants ; which is such,

that they not only neglect to rid their land of them by

proper cultivation, but will suffer their houses, nay,

even their very churches, to be undermined by them.

Another kind of these destructive vermin He so thick

upon the paths and highways, that a person cannot walk

without treading upon, and having his legs and thighs

almost devoured by them. A third sort, of a white and

red colour, but very small, will gnaw their way through

the hardest wood, penetrate into a strong chest, and in

a little while devour all the clothes, linen, and every

thing that is in it. A fourth sort, small and black,

leave a most intolerable stench upon every thing tb^
touch or crawl over, whether clothes or household-stuff,

which are not easily sweetened again ; or if they pass

over victuals, they are entirely spoiled. A fifth sort

harbour chiefly on the leaves and branches of trees

;

and if a man chance to climb op thither to save himself

from a wild beast, be is so tormented by them, that no-

thing but the fear of the jaws of the one could make
him endure the stings of the other. A sixth sort is of

the flying kind j and is probably one of the former kinds,

that live wholly under ground, till nature furnishes them

with wings. After this, they rise in such swarms as

darken the air, and would make terrible havock among
all kinds of vegetables, did not the natives come
out against them in whole companies, and by dint of

4aps, and other flat weapons, knock them down by my-
riads, and then laying them in heaps, set fire to their

wings, which half broils them for food. Amidst all this

variety of pemicions insects, however, they have one

species of a more friendlv and profitable kind, viz. the

industrious bee, which nimishes the inhabitants with

honey and wax in such plenty, that there is scarce a hol-

low tree, cleft of a rock, or chop of the earth, in which

14 tbeir combs are not found in great quantities.

Comm vwy With respect to the populousness of the kingdom of
^®*^™**' Congo, some authors, writing either from mere conjec-

ture, or at best precarious inferences, have represented

it as thinly peopled. The accounts of the missionaries

VoL. VL Part U. t
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and Portuguese, however, are directly opposite to Congd.

these. They found the country for the most part co-

vered with towns and villages, and these swarming with

inhabitants^ the cities well filled with people, parti-

cularly the metropolis, which is said to contain above

50,000 souls. The provinces, though not equally po-

pulous, yet in the whole make up such an amount as

plainly proves, that what is wanting in the one is am-
ply made op by the other. We are told that the duchy
of Bamha is still able to raise 200,000 fighting men,
and was formerly in a condition to raise double that

number \ and that the army of the king of Congo, in

the year 1665, consisted of 900,000 fighting men,.who
were attended by an infinite number of women, child-

ren, and slaves. The numbers of the Congoese will

appear the more credible, when we consider the ex-

treme fecundity of tbeir women. In some villages, if

the missionaries are to be credited, the number of

children is so great, that a father will part with one

or two, for any commodity he wants, or even for some
trifling bauble he fancies. There can be no doubt,

however, that these accounts are greatly exaggerated.

Captain Tuckey, in bis recent expedition op the Congo
river, found the villages very small, and the country

thinly inhabited. He found scarcely any trace of the

labours of the Romish missionaries, though they were
long established in the country.

There is scarcely a nation on earth that have a higher Coageese

opinion of themselves or their country than the Con- have a kigk

goese, or that is more hardened against all conviction ^
to the contrary, from reason, experience, or the most
impartial comparison with other countries in Europe or

Asia. Indeed it is impossible they should think other-

wise, when it is one of the fundamentals of their belief,

that the rest of the world was the work of angels, but that
*

the kingdom of Congo, in its full and ancient extent, was
the bandywork of the Supreme Architect ^ and must of

course have vast prerogatives and advantages over all

others. When told of the magnificence of the European
and Asiatic courts, their immense revenues, the gran-

deur of tbeir palaces and edifices, the richness and hap-

piness of tbeir subjects, the great progress they have

made in the arts and sciences to which their coontry it

wholly a stranger, they coolly answer, that all this comet
vastly short of the dignity and splendour of the kings and .

kingdom of Congo \ and that there can be but one C^ngo
4n the world, to the bappineas of whose monarch and
people all the rest were created to contribute, and to

whose treasury the sea and rivers pay their constant tri-

bnte of zimbis (or shells, which are their current coin) j

whilst other princes must condescend to enrich tbem-

•elves by digging through rocks and mountains, to come
at the excrements of the earth, so tliey style gold and

silver which are in such request among other nations.

Accordingly, they imagine, that the nations which come
to traflic with them, are forced to that servile employ-

ment by their poverty and the badness of tbeir conn- sloUi,

try, rather than induced to it by luxury or avarice
^ pride, die.

whilst they themselves can indulge tbeir natural indo-

lence or sloth, though attended with the most pinching

poverty, rather than disgrace the dignity of their blood

by the least effort of industry, which, how laudable

and beneficial soever, is looked upon by them as only

a lesser degree of slavery. But though they generally

esteem it so much below their dignity to apply to any

3 T useful
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osefnl wotky tlicy Ihink. it no dMgtmce to beg or steal.

With respe^ to the first, they are said to be the moat

shameless and importunate beggars in tlie world. They
will take no denial, spare no crouching, lying, prayers,

to obtain what they want, nor curses and ill language

when sent away without it. With regard to the last,

they deem no theft unlawful or scandalous, except it

be committed in a private manner, without the know-
ledge of the person wronged. It is esteemed a piece

of bravery and gallantry to wrench any thing from

another by violence ; and this kind of theft is so com-
mon, not only among the vulgar, but also among the

great ones, that they make no scruple, in their traveb

from place to place, to seiie not only upon all the pro-

visions they meet with in towns and villages, but upon
every thing else that falls in their way. These vio-

.

lences oblige the poor people to conceal the few valu-

ables they have, in some secret place out of the know-
ledge and reach of those harpies ; and they think them-

selves well off if they can escape a severe bastinadiog, or

other cruel usage, frequently inflicted upon them, in or-

der to make them discover the place of their concealment.

The complexion of the natives, both men and wo-

;.men, is black, though not in the same degree
^
some

being of a much deeper black than others. Their

hair is black and finely curled j some have it also of a

dark sandy colour : their eyes are mostly of a fine

lively black •y but some are of a dark sea-colour. They
have neither flat noses nor thick lips like tlie Nubians
and other negroes. Their stature is mostly of the

middle size ; and, excepting their black complexion,

they much resemble the Portuguese. In their temper,

they are mistrustful, envious, jealous, and treacherous ;

and where they once take a distaste or affront, will

spare no pains, and stick at no means, however base,

to be avenged of, and crush their enemy under their

feet. There is no such thing among them as iiatnjral

affection. A husband, if a Heathen, may take as

many wives as he pleases ^ and if a Christian, may have

any number of concubines, whom lie may divorce at

pleasure, and even sell them though with child. So
little regard have they for their children, that there is

scarce one among them who will not sell a son or a
daughter, or perhaps botli, for a piece of cloth, a col-

lar or girdle of coral or beads, and often for a bottle of

wine or brandy.

The religion of the Congoese in many parts is doivn-

right idolatry, aeconipanied with the most ridiculous

superstitions, and the most absurd and detestable rites

invented by their gangas or priests ; and even in those

parts where Christianity is professed, it is so darkened

by superstitions of one kind or other, that we may
justly question whether the people are any gainers by
the exdiange.

The government of this kingdom is monarchical^

and as despotic as any in Asia or Africa. The kings

are llie sole proprietors of all the lands within their

dominions ; and the»e they can dispose of to whom
they please, upon oonditioii they pay a certain tribute

out of them : upoo . failure of the payment of which,

or any other neglect, they turn them out. Even the

princes of the blood are subjected to the same law j so

that there is no person of any rank or quality what*

ever that can bequeath a foot of land tn bis heirs or

succesBOfs ; and when these owntm under the nsewo

die, the lands immediately return to it again, whether (w.
they were ki their possession, or bad been left to ever f

so many tenants under them ; so that it entirely de*

pends on the prince whether these lands shall be con*^
tinned in the same, or be disposed into other bands.

The Portuguese, however, since their settling in these

parts, have prevailed upoo the monarohs to permit the

heirs and successors to continue in the quiet possession

of such lands, in order to avoid the confusioiis, or even
rebellions, which the alienation and deprival of them
frequently occasioned, and to oblige the tenants of them
to pay their tribute more exactly and readily than they
did before.

,

St Salvador is the chief place of trade in this cooo- CoBBcret.

try beloDging to the Portuguese and other EuropeiM.
There were formerly about 4000 of them settled here,

who traded with most parts of the kingdom $ but their

number is now diminished. The chief commodities
they bring hither are either the product of Brazil or

European manufactures. The former consist chiefly

of grains, fruits, plants, ^ the latter of Turk^
carpets, English cloth, and other stuffs ^ copper, brass

vessels, some kinds of blue earthen wares, rings, and
ornaments of gold, silver, and other baser metals

^ coral,

glass-beads, bugles, and other trinkets j light stnSi

made of cotton, woollen, and linen, for clothing ^ and
a great variety of tools and other utenoilf. In return

for these they carry off a great number of slaves, araenni-

ing to 15,000 or 16,000 annually, as we have already
observed. Formerly they used also to carry away ele-

phants teeth, furs, and other commodities of the ooun^
ti-y ; but those branches of commerce are now greatly

decayed, and the slave-trade is what the Portuguese
merchants principally depend on.

Ck)NGO, a term applied to tea of the second quality.

CONGREGATION, an assembly of several eccle-

siastics, united so as to constitute a body.

The term is principally used for assemblies of cardi-

nals appointed by the pope, and distributed into seve-

ral chambers, for the discharge of certain functions

and jurisdictions, after the manner of our offices and
courts. The first is the congregation of the holy of-

fice, or the inquisition : the second, that of jurisdic-

tion over bishops and regulars •y the third, that of ooun-
cils j this has power to interpret the council of Trent

:

the fourth, that of customs, ceremonies, precedencies,

canonizations, called tJka : the fifth,

that of St Peter^s fabric, which takes cognixanoe of

all causes relating to piety and cbority, port wbemof
is due to the church of St Peter : the sixth, that of
waters, rivers, roads : the seventh, of fountains and
streets : the eighth, that of the index, which examines
the hooks to he printed or corrected : the ninth, (hat

of the council of state, for the management of the
territories belonging to the pope and cbaich (see

Camxrlikgo) : the tenth, de bon^ regimimei of which
two last the cardinal nephew is chief ; the eleventh,

that of money ; the twelfth, that of bishops, wherein
those who are to be promoted to bishoprics iu Italy

are examined ; this is held before the pepe : the thir-

teenth, that of oonsistorial matters % the chief whereof
is the cardinal dean : the fourteenth, a congregation

for propagating the faith (see CoxxHGX) : a^ the

fifteenth, that of ecclesiastical immunity, fer seitliag

suits against efanrebmen. There m nUe a coagrt^
tioa
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Cocirre^ tioo of almty which takas care of every thing that re*

tioii fates to the subsistence of Rome and the state of the

II church.
Cssgrere. CONGREGATION is also used for a company or so-

ciety of religious cantoned out of this or that order

^

and making, as it were, an inferior order, or a subdi-

vision of the order itself. Such are the congregations

of the oratory, and those of Cluny, &c. among the

Benedictines.

The word is also used for assemblies of pious persons

in manner of fraternities, fiequent among the Jesuits,

in honour of the Virgin, &tc. Tt is likewise applied to

the audience in a church, particularly as consisting of

the inhabitants of the same parish.

CONGREGATIONALTSTS, in church history,

a sect of Protestants who reject all cburch-goveniment,

except that of a single congregation under the direc-

tion of one pastor.

CONGRESS, in political affairs, an assembly of

commissioners, envoys, depoties, &c. from several

courts, meeting to concert matters for their comnum
good.

Congress, in America, is the assembly of delegates

from ths United States. See America.
Congress, in a judicial sense, the trial made by

appointment of a judge before surgeons and matrons, in

order to prove whether or not a man be impotent, be-

fore sentence is passed for the dissolution of a marriage

solicited upon such a complaint.

Neither the civil nor canon law makes any mention

of the trial of virility by congress. It had its origin

in France fVom the boldness of a young fellow, who, in

open court, having been hard pressed by bis wife, de-

manded the congress. The judge, surprised with the

novelty of die demand, found it could not he denied,

ns being the surest evidence that the case could admit

of. In time it beoame a branch in the French juris-

prudence, and was authorized by decreets and arrets. It

obtained for about 1

2

C years ; and was annulled by an

arret of parliament in 1677, as being found precarious;

some having failed under tbe experiment out of mere
modesty and shame, which is found to have tbe same

effect with actual iropotency.

CONGREVE, William, a younger brother of an

andenl family in Staffordshire. His father was employ-

ed in tbu stewardship of the great estate of tbe earl of

Burliogton in Ireland, where he resided many years

;

and our aothor was born there in 1672. Mr Congreve

entered into the Middle-Temple when he came to Eng-
land, and began to study the law ; hut his bias was
toward polite literature and poetry. His first perfor-

mance was a novel entitled. Incognita^ or Love and
Duty reconciled. He soon after began bis comedy of

tbe old Bachelor

;

which was tbe amusement of some

leisure hours during a slow recovery from a fit ofillness

soon after bis return to England
;
yet was in itself so

perfect, that Mr Dryden, on its being shown to him,

declared be had never in bis life seen such a first play.

When brought on the stage in 1603^ it met with such

traiversal approbation, timt Mr Congreve, tboogli he

was but 19 years old at tbe time of his writing it, be-

canae now considered ac a prop to the declining stage

,

and a rising genius in dramatic poetry. Tbe next year

he produced die Double-Dealer ; which, for what ren-

•OD is not so obvious, did not meet with so much sucoess

15 ] ® N
as tbe former. Tbe merit of his first play, however, Congrerp.

had obtained him the favour and patronage of Lord ' »

Halifax, and some peculiar mark of distinction from

Queen Mary ;
on whose death, which happened in tbe

close of this year, lie wrote a very elegant elegiac pa-

storal. In 1605, when Betterton opened the new
bouse in Lincoln’s Inn Fields, Mr Congreve joining

with him, gave him bis comedy of Lovefor Love; with

which the company opened their campaign, and which
met with such success, that they immediately offered

the author a share in the management of the bouse, on

condition of his furnishing them with one play yearly.

This offer he accepted *, huU whether through indo-

lence, or that correctness which lie looked upon as ne-

cessary to his works, his Mourning Bride did not come
out till 1697, nor his Way of the World till two years

after that. The indifferetit success t^is last mentioned
play, though an exceeding good one, met with from

the public, completed that disgust to the theatre,

which a long contest with Jeremy Collier, who had
attacked the immoralities of the English stage, and
more especially some of bis pieces, had begun, and he

determined never moie to write for the stage. How-
ever, though he quitted dramatic writing, he did not

lay down the pen entirely ; but occasionally wrote

many little pieces both in prose and verse, all of which
stand on the records of literary fame. It is very pos-

sible, however, that be might not so soon have given

way to this disgust, had not the easiness of his circum-

stances rendered any subservience to the opinions

and caprice of the town absolutely unnecessary to him.

For bis abUiliee having very early in life raised him to

tbe acquaintance of the earl of Halifax, who was
then tlie Mecfenas of tbe age ; that nobleman, desirous

of raising so promising a genius above the necessity of

too hasty productions, made him one of the commis-
sioners for lioensing hackney-coRches ; or, according to

Coxeter, a commissiooer of the wine-license. He soon

affer bestowed on him a place in tbe pipe-office
; and

not long after gave him a post in the customs worth
600I. per annum. In the year 1718, be was appoint-

ed secretary of Jamaica; so that the ivbole of his in-

come towa^B tbe latter part of bis life was upwards of

1200U a-year.

The greatest part of the last 20 years of his life

was spent in ease and retirement; and he either did

not, or affected not to give himself any troohle about

reputation.. Yet some part of that conduct might pro-

ceed from a degree of pride ; to which purpose, T.
Cibber, in his Lives of tbe Poets, vol. iv. p. 93. re-

lates the following anecdote of him :
** When the ce-

lebrated Voltaire was in England, be waited upon Mr
Congreve, and passed some compliments upon the me-
rit and reputation of his works. Congreve thanked

him; but at the same time told that ingenious fo-

reiraer, that he did not choose to be considered rs an
author, hot only as a private gentleman, and in that

light expected to be visited. Voltaire answered, that

if be bad never been any thing but a private gentle- -

man, in all probability he had never been troubled with
that visit.” He observes, in bis own account of tbe
transaction, that be was not a little disgusted with so

unseasonable ji piece of vanitjr.

Towards the close of his 4ife be was much afflicted

wttb the gout ; and raaking a tour to Bath for the be-

3 T 2 nefit
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ConfriJty.

shield of Acbillesi is of the arts of peace

ii
y I » io general, and of joy and festivity in particular : the

anthor of Telemachus betrays the same inattention, in

describing that young hero.

In judging of propriety with regard to ornaments,

we must attend, not only to the nature of the subject

that is to be adorned, but also to the circumstances in

which it is placed ^ the ornaments that are proper for

a ball, will appear not altogether so decent at public

worship ^ and the same person ought to dress diflerently

for a marriage feast and for a burial.

Nothing is more intimately related to a man, than

his sentiments, words, and actions ^ and therefore we
require here the strictest conformity. When we find

what we thus require, we have a lively sense of pro-

priety : when we find the contrary, our sense of im-

propriety is not less lively. Hence the universal dis-

taste of aflectation, which consists in making a show of

greater delicacy and refinement than is suited either to

the character or circumstance of the person.

Congruity and propriety, wherever perceived, ap-

pear agreeable } and every agreeable object produces

io the mind a pleasant emotion : incongruity and im-

propriety, on the other hand, are disagreeable > and
of course produce painful emotions. These emo-
tions, whether pleasant or painful, sometimes vanish

without any consequence; but more frequently oc-

casion other emotions, which we proceed to exem-

\^hen any slight incongruity is perceived in an ac-

cidental combination of persons or things, as of pas-

sengers in a stage-coach, or of individuals dining at

an ordinary ; the painful emotion of incongruity, after

a momentary existence, vanisbeth without producing

any effect. But this is not the case of propriety and
impropriety : voluntary acts, whether words or deeds,

are imputed to the anthor ; when proper we reward

him with our esteem ; when improper, we punish him
with our contempt. Let os suppose, for example, a

generous action suited to the character of the author,

which raises in him and in every spectator the pleasant

emotion of propriety; this emotion generates in the

author both self-esteem and joy, the former when be

considers bis relation to the action, and the latter when
be considers the good opinion that others will entertain

of him : the same emotion of propriety produceth in

the spectators esteem for the author of ^e action ; and

when they think of themselves, it also produceth, by
means of contrast, an emotion of humility. To disco-

ver th^ effects of an unsuitable action, we must invert

each of these circumstances : the paioful emotion of im-

propriety generates in the author of the action both

humility and shame; the former when be considers

his relation to the action, and the latter when he con-

sadera what others will think of him : the same emo-
tion of impropriety produceth in the spectators con-

tempt for the author of the action ; and it also pro-

docetb, by means of contrast, when they think of

themselves, an emotion of self-esteem. Here then are

many different emotions, derived from the same action,

considered in different views by different persons; a
machine provided with many sptings, and not a . little

complicated. Propriety of action, it would seem, is

% chief favourite of nature, when such care and soli-

citude is bestowed upon it. It is not left to our

7 ] CON
own choice ; but, like justice, is required at our eongruity.

hands ; and, like justice, is enforced by natural re- ^
y

>

wards and punishments : a man cannot, with impunity,

do any thing unbecoming or improper ; he suffers the

chastisement of contempt inflicted by others, and of

shame inflicted by himself. An apparatus so compli-

cated, and so singular, ought to rouse our attention:

for nature doth nothing in vain ; and we may con-

clude with great certainty, that this curious branch of

the human constitution is intended for some valuable

purpose.

A gross impropriety is punished with contempt and
indignation, which are vented against the offender by
corresponding external expressions; nor is even the

slightest impropriety suffered to pass without some de-

gree of contempt. But there are improprieties, of

the slighter kind, that provoke laughter: of which
we have examples without end, in the blunders and
absurdities of our own species : such improprieties re-

ceive a different punishment, as will appear by what
follows. The emotions of contempt and of langhter

occasioned by an impropriety of this kind, uniting in-

timately in the mind of the spectator, are expressed

externally by a peculiar sort of laugh, termed a laugh

ofderision or scorn. An impropriety that thus moves
not only contempt, but laughter, is distinguished by
the epithet of ridiculous; and a laugh of derision or

scorn is the punishment provided for it by patnre. Nor
ought it to escape observation, that we are so fond of

inflicting this punishment, as sometimes to exert it even

against creatures of an inferior species ; witness a tur-

key-cock swelling with pride, and strutting with dis-

played feathers ; a ridiculous object, which io a gay
mood is apt to provoke a laugh of derision.

We must not expect that these different improprie-

ties are separated by distinct boundaries ; for improprie-

ties from the slightest to the most gross, from the most

risible to the most serions, there are degrees witboot

end. Hence it is, that in viewing some unbecoming
actions, too risible for anger, and too serious for deri-

sion, the spectator feels a sort of mixt emotion, partaking

both of derision and of anger ; which accounts for an
expression, common with respect to the impropriety of

some actions, that we know not whether to laugh or be

angry.

It cannot fail to be observed, that io the case of a
risible impropriety, which is always slight, the contempt

we have for the offender is extremely faint, though
derision, its gratification, is extremely pleasant. This
disproportion between a passion and its gratification,

seems not conformable to the analogy of nature. In
looking about for a solution, we must reflect upon
what is laid down above, that an improper action not

only moves our contempt for the author, but also, by

means of contrast, swells the good opinion we have of
oorselves. This contributes, more than any other ar-

ticle, to the pleasure we have In ridiculing follies and
absurdities ; and accordingly, it is well known, that

they who put the greatest value upon themselves are
the most prone to laugh at others. Pride, which is

vivid passion, pleasant in itself, and not less so in its

gratification, would singly be sufficient to account for

the pleasure of ridicule, without borrowing any aid

from contempt. Hence appears the reason of a noted

observation! That we are the most disposed to ridicule

the
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Congrulty. the blanders and absurdities of others, ssben we are in

t high spirits j for In high spirits, self»conceit dlsplajs it-

self with more than ordinary vigour.

With regard to the final causes of congruity and im-
propriety

; one regarding congruity, is pretty obvious,

that the sct^e of congruity, as one principle of the fine

efts, contributes in a remarkable degree to our enter-

tainment. Congruity, Indeed, with respect to quantity

coincides with proportion : when the parts of a build-

ing are nicely adjusted to each other, it may be said

indiderently, that it is agreeable by the congruity of its

parts, or by the proportion of its parts. But propriety,

which regards voluntary agents only, can never be the

same with proportion, a very long nose is dispropor-

tioned, but cannot be termed improper. In some in-

stances, it is tme, impropriety coincides with dispro-

portion in the same subject, but never in the same re-

spect
\ for example, a very little man buckled to a long

toledo : considering the man and tbe sword with respect

to size, we perceive a disproportion ^ considering the

sword as tbe choice of the man, we perceive an impro-

priety.

The sense of impropriety with respect to mistakai,

blunders, and absu^ities, is happily contrived for the

good of mankind* In the spectators, it is productive

of mirth and laughter, excellent recreation in an inter-

val from business. But this is a trifle in respect of what
follows. It is painful to be tbe subject of ridicule \ and
to punish with ridicule the man who is guilty of an ab-

surdity, tends to put him more upon his guard in time

coming. Thus even tlie most innocent blunder is not

committed with impunity j because, were errors licen-

sed where they do not hu^ Inattention would grow in-

to a habit, and be tbe-occasion of much hurt.

The final cause of proprie^ as to moral duties, is

of all the moat illustrious. To have a just notion of

it, the moral duties that respect others roust be distin-

guished from those that respect ourselves. Fidelity,

gratitude, and the forbearing injury, are examples of

the first sort \ temperance, modesty, firmness of mind,

are examples of the other \ the former are made duties

by the sense of justice \ the latter by tbe sense of pro-

priety. Here is a final cause of tbe sense of pro-

priety, that must rouse our attention. It is undoubt-

edly the interest of every man, to suit his behaviour

to the dimity of bis nature, and to tbe station allotted

him by Providence j for such rational conduct con-

tributes in every respect to happiness, by preserving

health, by procuring plent]^, by gaining the esteem of
others, and, which of all is the greatest blessing, by

’ gaining a justly-founded self-esteem. But in a matter

so essentid to our well-being, even self-interest is not

xelled on \ tbe powerful authoriW of duty is superadd-

,ed to tbe motive of interest. The God of nature, in

all things essential to our happiness, hath observed one
uniform method \ to keep us steady in our conduct, he

hath fortified ut with natoral laws and principles, Coagniiif.

which prevent many aberrations, that would daily hap* tmii.

pen were we totally surrendered to so fallible a guide as

human reason. Propriety cannot rightly be considered

in another light, than as the natural law that regulates

our conduct with respect to ourselves \ as justice is tbe

natural law that regulates our conduct with respect to

others. We call propriety a taw, not less tJian justice ^
because both are equally rules of conduct that ought
to be obeyed : propriety includes this obligation \ for

to sa^ an action is proper, is, in
.
other words, to say,

that It ought to be performed ; and to say it is impro-

per, is, in other words, to say that it ought to be for-

borne. It is this very character of o%tght and ekould

that makes justice a law to us
\ and the same charac-

ter is applicable to propriety, though perhaps moro
faintly than to justice ; but the diflerence is in degree

only, not in kind \
and we ought, without hesitation

or reluctance, to submit equally to the government of

both.

But k must, in the next place, be observed, that to

the sense of propriety, as well as ofjustice, are annexed

tbe sanctions of rewards and pooisliments \ which evi-

dently prove the one to be a law as well as the other.

The satisfaction a man hath in doing bis duty, joined

with the esteem and good will of otiwrs, is tbe reward*

that belongs to both equally. The punishments also,

though not the same, are nearly allied
$
and differ in

degree more than in quality. Disobedience to tbe law

of justice, is punished with reoitM^e ; disobedience to

the law of propriety, with shame, which is remorse in*

a lower degree. Every transgression of tbe law of ju-

stice raises indignation in the beholder \ and so doUi>

every flagrant transgression of the law of propriety.

Slighter improprieties receive a mihlrr punishment:

they are always rebuked with some degree of coo-^

tempt and frequently with deristoo. In general, it k
true that the rewa^s and punishments annexed to Urn

sense of propriety, are slighter in degree than thosa

annexed to the sense of justice : wfakb is wisely or-

dered, because duty to others is stiU more essential to

society than duty to ourselves } for society could not

subsist a moment were individuals not protected from

tbe headlong and turbulent passion of their neigb-

bours.

CONI, a strong town of Italy in Fiedmoot, and ca-

pital of a territory of that name, with a good citadel.

Tbe town being divided into two factions, it surrender-

ed to the French in 1641 ^ but was restored to tbe duke

of Savoy soon after. It is seated at tbe confluence of

tbe rivers Gresse and Store. Its trade is considerable,

being the repository of all mercbandise from Turin and

Nice, designed for Lombardy, Switzerland, and Ger-

many. It contains about 10,000 people besides tbe gar-

rison. It was taken by the French in April 1796.

E. Long. 7. 45. N. Lat, 44. 30.

CONIC
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CONIC SECTIONS.

INTEODUCTION.

I
N treating of so considerable a branch of the mathe-

matical sciences as the Conic Sections, it would be

improper to pass oTer in total silence the history of

those remarkable curves* But ibis topic will not require

mny long detail. None of the works of the more

early Greek geometers have reached our time j nor

have we any work of antiquity professedly written on

the subject of our inquiry. Our curiosity must there-

fore rest satisfied with the knowledge of a few inci-

dental notices and facts, gleaned from different au-

thors.

The discovery of the conic sections seems to have

originated in the school of P/bto, in which geometry

was highly respected, and much cultivated. It is

probable that the followers of that philosopher were

led to the discovery of these carves, and to the inves-

tigation of many of their properties, in seeking to re-

solve the two famous problems of the duplication of

the cube, and the trisection of an angle, for which the

artifices of the ordinary or plane geometry were in-

jofficient. Two solutions of the former problem, by

the help of the conic sections, are preserved by Euto^
* la Arch* aas and are attributed by him to Menmchams^ the

scholar of Eudoxus^ who lived not much posterior to
Sph. «^CyL^jj^

Plato: and this circumstance, added to a
t Ibid. few words in an epigram of Eratosthe/9es has been

thought sufficient authority, by some authors, to ascribe

the honour of the discovery of the conic sections to

Mctueckmus. We may at least infer that, at this epoch,

geometers bad made some progress in developing the

properties of these curves.

The writings of Arekimeden that have reached us

explicitly shew, that the geometers before his time

bad advanced a great length in investigating the pro-

perties of the conic sections. This author expressly

mentions many principal propositions to have bora do-

snoDStrated by preceding writers ^ and be often refers

to properties of the conic sections, as tmths ooromonly

divulg^ and known to mathematicians. His own
discoveries in this branch of science are worthy of the

most profound and inventive genius of antiquity. In
the quadrature of the parabola he gave the first, and
the most remarkable instance that has yet been disco-

vered, of the exact equality of a curvilineal to a recti-

lineal space. He determined the proportion of the

elliptic spates to the circle j and he invented many
propositions respecting the mensuration of the solids

formed by the revolution of the conic sections aboot

their axes.

It is chiefly from tiie writings of ApoUoniuM of

Perga, a town in Pamphyiia, on the subject of the

conic sectioos, that we know how far the ancient ma-
thematicians carried their speculations concerning these

curves. ApoUonims flocnrisbed under Ploiemy Phiiopa^

tor^ about forty years later than Archimede$. He
formed his taste for geometry, and acquired that supe-

rior skill in the science to which be is indebted for hts

fame, in the school of Alexandria, onder the succes-

sors of Euclid, Besides his great work on the conic

sections, be was the author of many smaller treatises,

relating chiefly to the geometrical analysis, the origi-

nals of which have all perished, and are only known to

modem mathematicians by the account given of them
by Pappus of Alexandria, in the sevenffi book of his

MathimaticQl CoUectums,

The work of Apollonius on the conic sectioos,

written in eight books, was held in soch high estima-

tion by the ancients, as to procure for him the name
of the Great Geometer. The first foor books of this

treatise only have come down to us in the original

Greek. It is the purpose of these four books, as we are

informed in the prefatory epistle to Eudemus^ to de-

liver the elements of the science } and in this part of

his labour, the author claims no fiuther merit than

that of having collected, amplified, and reduced to

order, the discoveries of preceding matbematiciaiit*

One Improvement introduced by A^lonius is too re-

markable to be passed over without notice. The geo-

meters who preceded him derived each curve from a
rigkt conCy which they conceived to be cot by a plane

perpendicular to its slant side. It will readily be per-

ceived, from what is shewn in the first section of tho
foorth part of the following treatise, that the section

would be a parabola when the vertical angle of the

cone was a right angle
^
an ellipse when it was acute ;

and a hyperbola when it was obtuse. Thus each
curve was derived from a different sort of cone. Apoi^

lonius was the first to shew that all the curves are pro-

duced from any sort of cone, whether right or oblique,

according to the differeut inclinations of the cutting

plane. This fact is one remarkable instaOce of the

adherence of the mind to its first coocepUoDS, and of

the slowness and difficulty with which it geoeralixea*

The original, of the first four books ol the treatise

of Apollon^ is lost
$ nor is it easy to ascertain in what

age it disappeared. In the year 1638 BorelH diseo-

vered at Florence an Arabic manuscript, entitled

ApoUomi Psrgm Conieomm Libri Ocfo. By the libe-

rality of the Duke of Tuscany he was permitted to

carry the manuscript to Rome, and, with the aid of an
Arabic scholar, Abraham EcchtUensis^ he published in

x66i a Larin translation of it. The manuscript, al-

though from its title it was expected to be a complete
translation of all the eight books, was yet found to

contain only the first seven books : and it is remark-
able, that another manuscript, brought from the east

by Godwr, the learned professor of Leyden, ao early as

1664, as well as a thir^ of which Renrms published a
translation in 166^ have the sanne defoct: all the
three maaoscripts agreeing in the want of the eighth
book, we nay now coaclder that part of the work of
Apollonius as irrecoverably lost. Fortaaalely, in the

CsUeetioaes Maihemaiicte ef Pappus^ in whoae Cnne the

entire treatise of Apollomui was extant, iknte k pre-

served
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served some account of the subjects treated in each
hooky and ail the Lemmata required in the investiga-

tions of the propositions they contain. Dr Halley^

vho in 1710 gave a correct edition of the Conics of
Apollonius^ guided in his researches by the lights de-

rived from PappuSf has restored the eighth book with

so much ability as to leave little room to regret the

original.

The four last books of the Conics of Apolhmius^

containing the higher or more recondite parts of the

•ciencey are generally supposed to be the fruit of the

author's own research^ ; and they do much honour to

the geometrical skill and invention of the Great Geo-
meter. Even in our times the whole treatise most be

regarded as a very extensivcy if not a complete work
on the conic sections. Modern mathematicians make
important applications of these curvesy with which the

ancients were unacquainted > and they have been thus

led to consider the subject in particular points of vieWy

suited to their purposes ; but they have made few dis-

coveries, of which there are not some traces to be

found in the work of the illustrious ancient.

The geometers who followed Apollonius seem to

have contented themselves with the humble task of

commenting on his treatise, and of rendering it of

more easy access to the bulk of mathematicians. Till

about the middle of the 16th century, the history of

this branch of mathematical science presents nothing

remarkable. The study of it was then revived ; and

since that time this part of mathematics has been more
cultivated, or has been illustrated by a greater variety

of ingenious writings.

Among the ancients, the study of the conic sections

was a subject of pore intellectual speculation. The
applications of the properties of these curves in natural

philosophy have, in modem times, given to this part

of the mathematics a degree of importance that it did

not formerly possess. That which, in former times,

might be considered as interesting only to the learned

theorist and profound mathematician, is noyr a necessary

attainment to him who would not be ignorant of those

discoveries in nature, that do the greatest honour to the

present age.

It is cnrions to remark the progress of discovery,

and the connexion that subsists between the different

branches of human knowledge •, and it excites some de-

gree of admiration to reflect, that the astronomical

discoveries of Kepler^ and the sublime theory of Newton^
depend on the seemingly barren speculations of Greek
geometers concerning the sections of the cone.

Part I.

Apollonius^ and all the writers on conic sections be-

fore Dr Wallis^ derived the ^elementary properties of

the curves from the nature of the cone. In the second

part of his treatise De Sectionilms Conicis^ published in

1665, Dr Wallis laid aside the consideration of the

cone, deriving the properties of the curves from a de-

scription in piano. Since his time authors have been

much divided as to the best method of defining thoss

curves, and demonstrating their elementary properties
\

many of them preferring that of the ancient geometers,

while others, and some of great note, have followed the

example of Dr Wallis,

In support of the innovation made by Dr Wallis^ it

is urged, that in the ancient manner of treating the co-

nic sections, young students are perplexed, and discon-

raged by the previous matter to ^ learnt respecting the

generation and properties of the cone ; and that they

find it no easy matter to conceive steadily, and to un-

derstand diagrams rendered confused by lines drawn ia

difllerent planes : all which difficulties are avoided by

defining the curves in piano from one of their essential

properties. It Is not our Intention particularly to dis-

cuss this point \ and we have only to add, that, in the

following treatise, we have chosen to deduce tJie pro-

perties of the conic sections from their description m
plano^ as better adapted to the nature of a work design-

ed for general readers.

A geometrical treatise on the conic sections mast

necessarily be founded upon the elements of geometry.

As Euclid's Elements of Geometry are generally stu-

died, and In every one's bands, we have chosen to re-

fer to it in the demonstrations. The edition we have

used is that published by Professor Playfair of Edin-

burgh. Although the references are made to Euclid's

Elements, yet they will also apply to the treatise on

GeomETET given in this Work \ for a table ia there

given, indicating the particular proposition of our trea-

tise that corresponds to each of the most material pro-

positious in Euclid's Elements.

The references are to be thus understood: (20. i. £.)
means the 20tb prop, of the 1st book of Euclid^s Ele-

ments : (2 cor. 20. 6. E«) means the 2d corollary to

the 20th prop, of the sixth book of the same work

;

and so of others. Again, (7.) means the seventh propo-

sition of that PART of the following treatise in which

such reference happens to occur : (cor. 1.) means the

corollarv to the first proposition ; (2 cor. 3.) means tlie

2d corollary to the third proposition, &c.-*such refe-

rences bein^ all made to the propositions in the division

of the treatise in which they are found.

PART I. OF THE PARABOLA.

Defikitions.

I. It a straight line BC, and a point without it F,

be given by position in a plane, and a point D be sup-

posed to move in such a manner that DF, its distance

from the given point, is equal to DB, its distance

from the given line, the point D will describe a line

DAD, called a Parabola,

Corollary. The Hoe DF, DB, may become

greater than any given line 5 therefore the parabola

extends to a greater distance from the point F, and the

line BC, than any that can be assigned.

II. llie straight line BC, which is given by posi-

tion, is called the Directrix of the Parabola,

III. The given point F is called the Focus,

IV. A straight Hoe perpendicular to the directrix,

terminated at one extremity by the parabota, and pro-

duced indefinitely within it, is caUed a Diameter,

V. The point in which a diameter meets the para-

bola is called its Vertex,

VI. The
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Of tke Vn The diameter which passes through the focus

PanboU. Is called the Axis the parabola ; and the vertex of

the axis is called the Principal Vertex.

Cor. a perpendicular drawn from the focus to the

directrix Is bisected at the vertex of the axis.

VII. A straight line terminated both ways bj the

parabola, and bisected by a diameter, is called an Or^
dmate to that diameter.

VIII. The segment of a diameter between its ver-

tex, and an ordinate, is called an Absciss.

IX. A straight line quadruple the distance between
the vertex of a diameter and the directrix, is called the

Parameter^ also the Lotus Rectum ofthat diameter.

X. A straight line meeting the parabola only In one

point, and which everywhere else falls without it, is

said to touch the parabola at that point, and is called a
Tangent to the parabola.

Proposition I.

The distance of any point without the parabola

from the focus is greater than its distance from
the directrix; and the distance of any point

within the parabola from the focus is less than

its distance from the directrix.

Pig. a. Let DAJ be a parabola, of which F is the focus,

GC the directrix, and P a point without the curve,

that is, on the same side of the curve with the directrix;

FF, a line drawn to the focus, will be greater than

PG, a perpendicular to the directrix. For, as PF must
necessarily cut the curve, let D be the point of inter-

section ; draw DB perpendicular to the directrix, and
join PB. Because D is a point in the parabola,

DBssDF (Definition i.), therefore PFzrPD-f>DB

;

but PD-|-DB is greater iban PB (ao. i. F.), and
therefore still greater than PG (19. i. £.), therefore

PF is greater than PG.
Again, let Q be a point within the parabola, QF,

a line drawn to the focus, is less than QB, a perpen-

dicular to the directrix. The perpendicular QB ne-

cessarily cuts the curve ; let D be the point of inter-

section ; join DF. Then DF=DB (Def. x.), and
QD-|-DF=:QB; but QF is less than QD-f^F,
tlierefore QF is less than QB.
CoROLLART. A point is without or within the pa-

rabola, according as its distance from the focus is great-

er or less than its distance from the directrix.

Prop. II.

Every straight line perpendicular to the directrix

meets the parabola, and every diameter falls

wholly within it.

Fig. t. Let the straight line BQ be perpendicular to the

directrix at B, BQ shall meet the parabola. Draw
BF to the focus, and make the angle BFP equal to

FBQ ; then, because QBC is a right angle, QBF
and PFB are each less than a right angle, therefore

QB and PF intersect each other ; let D be the point

of intersection, then DBzrDF (5. i. E.) ; therefore,

D is a point in the parabola. Again, the diameter

DQ falls wholly within the parabola
;

for take Q any
point in the diameter, and draw FQ to the focus,

VoL. VI. Part IL f
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then QB or QD4-DF greater than QF, therefore Of the

Q is within the parabola (Cor. l.). Parabohu^

Cor. The parabola continually recedes from the
'

'

»

^

axis, and a point may be found in the curve that shall

he at a greater distance from the axis than any assign-

ed line.

Prop. III.

The straight line which bisects the angle contain-

ed by two straight lines drawn from any point

in the parabola, the one to the focus, and the

other perpendicular to the directrix^ is a tan-

gent to the curve in that point.

Let D be any point in the curve ; let DF be llg* 3*

drawn to the focus, and DB perpendicular to the di-

rectrix ; the straight line D£, which bisects the angle

FDB, Is a tangent to the carve. Join BF meeting

DE in I, take H any other point in D£, join HF,
HB, and draw HG perpendicular to the directrix.

Because DF=DB, and DI is common to the triangles

DFI, DBI, and the angles FDI, BDI, are equal,

these triangles are equal, and FI=:1B, and hence

FH=HB (4. 1. E.) : but HB is greater than HG
(19. X. £-); therefore the distance of the point H from

the focus is greater than its distance from the directrix,

hence that point is without the parabola (Cor. x.),

and therefore HDI is a tangent to the curve at D
(Def. 10.).

Cor. X. There cannot be more than one tangent to pSg. 4.

the parabola at tbe same point. For let any other

line DK, except a diameter, be drawn through D ;

draw FK perpendicular to DK ; on D for a centre,

with a radius equal to DB, or DF, describe a circle,

cutting FK io N ; draw NL parallel to the axis,

meeting DK in L, and join FL. Then FK=KN
(3. 3. E.) and therefore FL=rLN. Now BD being

perpendicular to the directrix, the circle FBN touches

the directrix at B (i6. 3. £.) ; and hence N, any
other point in the circumference. Is without the di-

rectrix, and on tbe same side of it as the parabola, juj

therefore tbe point L is nearer to the focus than to tbe

directrix, and consequently is within the parabola.

Cor. 2. A perpendicular to the axis at its vertex is

a tangent to the curve. Let AM be perpendicular to

the axis at the vertex A, then RS, the distance of any
point in AM from the directrix, is equal to CA, that

is', to AF, and therefore is less than RF, the distance

of the same point from tbe focus.

Cor. 3« A straight line drawn h’om the focus of a
parabola perpendicular to a tangent, and produced to

meet the directrix, is bisected by the tangent. For it

has been shewn that FB, which is perpendicular to the

tangent DI, is bisected at I.

Cor. 4* A tangent to tbe parabola makes equal

angles with the diameter which passes through the

point of contact, and a straight line drawn from that

point to the focus. For BD being produced to Q,
DQ is a diameter, and tbe angle HDQ is equv-il to

BDE, that is, to EDF.
Cor. 5. The axis is the only diameter which is per-

pendicular to a tangent at its vertex. For the angle

HDQ, or BDE, is tbe half of £DF, and therefore

less than a right angle, except when BD and DF lie

3 tJ in
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or the « straight line, which happens when D falls at the

Parabola. Terlez.

’ Scholium.

From the property of tangents to the parabola demon*

strated in Cor. 4; the point F takes the name of the

Focus. For rays of light proceeding parallel to the

axis of a parabola, and falling upon a polished surface

whose figure is that produced by the revolution of the

parabola about its axis, are reflected to the focus.

Prop. IV,

A straight Knc drawn from the focus of a para-

bola to the intersection of two tangents to the

curve) will make equal angles with straight lines

drawn from the focus to the points of contact.

Flg<5. Let HP, Hp be tangents to a parabola at the

points let a straight line be drawn from H, their

intersection, to F the focus, and let FP, F/i be drawn

to the points of contact, the lines PF and p F make
eqnal angles with HF.
Draw PK, p k perpendicular to the directrix ;

join

HK, H A:, join aho FK, F meeting the tangents in

G and g. 1 he triangles FPH, KPH have PF equal

to PK, and PH common to both, also the angle FPH
equal to KPH (3.), therefore FH is equal to KH,
and the angle HrP is equal to the angle HKP. In

like manner it may be shewn that FH is equal to A;H,

and that the angle HF p is equal to the angle Hkp ;

therefore HK is equal to H and hence the angle

HK k is equal to H A: K : now the angles PK k^ pkK,
are right angles, therefore the angle HKP is equal to

n kp ; but these angles have been shewn to be equal

HFP and HF/? respectively, therefore the lines

PF and pT make equal angles with HF.

Prop. V.

Two tangents to a parabola, which arc limited by
their mutual intersection and the points in whicn
they touch the curve, are to each other recipro-

cally as the sines of the angles they contain with

straight lines drawn from the points of contact

to the focus.

Fig. 6. I^^'F HP, Hp, which intersect each other at H, be

tangents to a parabola at the points P,p; and let PF,

p F be drawn to the foens : then

HP ; Hp sine Hp F : sine HPF.

Join HF
•f
and in FP take FQ equal to F p, and join

HQ )
then, the angles at F being equal (4.), the tri-

angles HFQ, HF p are equal, therefore HQ is equal

to H p, and the angle HQF is equal to Hp F. Now,
in the triangle HPQ,

HP : HQ :: sine HQP or sine HQF : sine HPF (by

Trigon.)

therefore HP : Hp :: sine Hp F : sine HPF.

Prop. VI.

Any straight line terminated both ways by a para-

TOla, and parallel to a tangent, is bisected by
the diameter that passes through the point of
contact I or is an ordinate to that diameter.

Pftit I.

The straight line D f/, terminated by the parabola, Of tbs

and parallel to the tangent HP^, is bisected at E byPE Psrsbohu

the diameter that passes through P the point of contact.
‘

Let KD, K 1/, tangents at the points D, d, meet (he 7*

tangent at the vertex in H and h; draw DL, d/, pa-

rallel to EP, meeting H A in L and /, and draw DF,
d F, PF to the focus.

Because H A is parallel to D d,

HD: Ad:: KD:Kd.
But KD, K d being tangents to the parabola.

Sine A dF : sine HDF :: KD : Kd (5.),

Therefore, sine AdF : sine HDF :: HD : Ad;
Now sine APF : sine AdF :: A d : A P (3.),

Therefore, (23.5.E.) sine APF : sine HDF :: HD : AP;

hut sine HPF, or stne A PF : sine HDF :: HD : HP,
therefore the ratio of HD to A P is the same as that of

HD to HP, wherefore HP=:PA.
Again, because the angles HDF and AdF are re-

spectively equal to HDL and Ad/, (3.)

DH : dA :: tine Ad/: sine HDL,
Now HL : DH :: araeHDL : sine HLD, or oiiie Ud
(by Trigon.)

tbtvefora(a3.5.£.)HL:dA::tiifeAd/: sineAAf :: A/: dA,

wherefore HL, and A/, have the same ratio to dA, hence

HL=:A/; and since it has been shewn that HPsPA,
it follows that LP=:P/, and therefore D£=rEd.

Cor. I. Straight lines which touch a parabola at the

extremities of an ordinate to a diameter intersect each

other in that diameter. For D d and H A being simi-

larly divided at £ and P, the straight line which joint

the points E, P, will pass through K the vertex of the

triangle DK d.

Cor. 2. Every ordinate to a diameter is parallel to

a tangent at its vertex. For, if not, let a tangent be

drawn parallel to the ordinate, then the diameter drawn

through the point of contact would bisect the ordinate,

and thus the tame line would be bisected in two diflfer-

ent points, which is absurd.

Cor. 3. All the ordinates to the same diameter are

parallel to each other.

Cor. 4. A straight line that bisects two parallel

chords, and terminates in the curve, it a diameter.

Cor. 5. The ordinates to the axis are perpendicular

to it, and no other diameter is perpendicular to its ordi-

nates. This is evident from 2 cor. and 5 cor. to Prop.

III.

Cor. 6. Hence the axis divides the parabola intb

two parts which are similar to each other.

Prop. VII.

If a tangent to any point in a parabola meet a dia»

meter, and from the point of contact an ordi-

nate be drawn to that diameter, the segment of

the diameter between the vertex and the tan-

gent is equal to the segment between the vertex

and the ordinate.

Let DK, a tangent to the carve at D, meet the r%. >
diameter EP in K, and let DE^/ be an ordinate to that

diameter, PK is equal to PE.
Through P, the vertex of the diameter, draw the tan-

gent PH, meeting KD in H } draw DL parallel to

EP, meeting PH in L, and draw DF, PF to the fo-

cos : then

PH

CONIC SECTIONS.
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o,A. PH : HD :: «ne HDF : sine HPF (j.)

Parabola. But the angle HDF is equal to HDL, and HPF is

r ^ equal to HPK (3*)* ^ (beeaose of the parallel

• lines DL, PK) to HLD, therefore

PH : Hi) :: sine HDL : sine HLD :: HL : HD,
wherefore PHrrHL, and consequentlj PKzrDL;
but PL is parallel to D£, bv last proposition, and
therefore DLzrPE, therefore rK=PE.

Prop. VIIL

If an ordinate to an^ diameter pass through the

focus, the absciss is equal to one-fourth of the

parameter of that diameter, and the ordinate is

equal to the whole parameter.

Let dr a straight line passing through the fo*

cos, be an ordinate to the diameter PE \ &e absciss

PE is eqnal to i the parameter, and the ordinate Dd
is equal to the whole parameter of the diameter PE.

Let DK, FI be tangents at D and P ; let DK
meet the diameter in K $ draw PF to the focus, and
DL parallel to £P. The angles KPI, IFF being

equal (O, and PI parallel to £F (2 cor. 6.), the

angles PEF, PFE are also equal (29. i. £•), and
PEsPFzr^ the parameter (Def. 9. and Def. l.).

Again, the angle KDE is equal to LDK (3.), and
therefore equal to DKE ; consequently ED n equal

to £K^ or to twice £P (7.) ; fhtrefiro D d is eqnal

to 4 £Pt or to> 4 PF, tlM is, to the parameter of the

dianmier*

Prop. IX.

: c T I o N s. 323
meter PN ^ draw PG a tangent to (he corve at the Oftbe

vertex of the diameter, and complete the parallelo* Pambole.

grama PEHG, PNKI •, then PG, PI are equal to

'

EH, NK, and GH, IK to PE, PN, lespectivoly

therefore HE» : KN* :: PE : PN.

Prop. X.

if an ordinate be drawn to any diameter of a pa-

rabola, the rectangle under the absciss and the

parameter of the diameter is equal to the square

of the semi-ordinate.

Let HBA be an ordinate to the diameter PK, the Hg. t.

rectangle contained by PB and the parameter of the

diameter k equal to the square of HB, the semi-ordi-

nate.

Let DEd be that ordinate to the diameter which
passes through the focus. The semi-ordinates D£, Ed
are each half of the parameter, and the absciss £P is

one-fourth of the parameter (8.),

Therefore Dd ; DE :: DE : PE,
and Dd-PE=zDE%

BotDd-PE: D</-PB,orPE;PB ::DE*:HB»(cor.9.),
Therefore D</-PB=HB*.

Scholium.

It was on account of the equality of the square of
the semi-ordinate to a rectangle contained Jby the pa^
rameter of the diameter and the absciss, that Apollo-
nius called the curve line to which the property be-
longed a Parabola.

Fig. 9.

Wig. 10.

If any two diameters of a parabola be produced
to meet a tangent to the curve, the segments
of ike diameters between their vertices and the

tangent are to one another as the squares of the
segments of the tangent intercepted between
each diameter and the point of contact.

Let QH, BK, any two diameters, be predneed to

meet PI, a tangent to the curve at P, in the poinifr Cq
then

HG:KI ::PG»:PP.

]i^ PN^ a samMidiBUte/ to the diaiMtep meet
KR in O, and let PR, a semii^rdiaater to tba diamer
ter KO, meet HN in R ; from H draw parallels to

NO and QR, meeting KR in L and M, tbns HL is

a tangent fa the curve, and HM a semi-ordinate to

Now KI=KR, and KL=KM (7s.)

Therefore, by subtraction, LI=MR=:HQ,
But LO=HNsHG (y.V

Therefore by addition, IOa;G(^
The trianglesPGN, FIO, are similar, as also PGQ,

PIR,
Therefore GN : 10, or 2 GH : lO :: PG : PL

And GQ : IB, or 10 ; 2IK PG ; PI,
Hence, taking the rectangles pC the conotpoodiiig
terms,

aGH • 10 : 2IO • IK PG* : PP
Therefore GH : IK PG» : PP

Cor. The squares of semi-ordinates, and of ordinates
to any diameter, are to one another as their conespond-
ing abscisses. Let HEd, KNA; be ordinates to the dia-

Prop. XL
A straight line drawn from the focus of a para-

bola, perpendicular to a tangent, is a mean pnv
portional between the straight line drawn from
the focus to the point of ooatact, and one-fourth
the parameter of die axis^

Let FB be a perpendicular from the focus upon I?g. ir.
the tangent PB, and FP a straight line drawn to tbs
point of contret j let A be the principal vertex, and
therefore FA equal to one-fourth of tne parameter of
the axis ; FB is a mean proportional between FP and

Produce FB and FA to meet the directrix in D
and C, and join AB. The lines FC, FD are bisected
at A and B^ cor. 3.), therefere (2. 6. E.) AB is
parallel to CD, or perpendicular to CF, and ronir-
qnently a tangent to the enrre at A (2 cor. 3.) j now
BP is a U^nt at P, therefore the angle AFB is
equal to BFP (4.), and since the aiwles FAB, FBP
are right angles, the triangles FAB, FBP arc eqaiao*
gnlar) hence

FP : FB FB ; FA.
Cor. 1. Th. common intersection of a tangent, and

a pergendicniar from the fools to the tangent, is in a
straight line touching the parabola at iU vertex.
Cor. 2. IfPH be drawn perpendicular to tb. tan*

S
ent meeting tlw axis in H, and HK be drawn perpen*
icular to PF, P]^ shall be equal to half the parameter

of the axis. For the triangles HPEL, FBP are mani*
fwl^ equiangular, therefore

HP : TK ;; PF : FB :: FB ; FA :: FD ; FC,|

3 U a int
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Kg. 17.

PART n. OF THE ELLIPSE.

Definitions.

I. Tf two points F and /ht given in 11 plane, and a

point D be conceived to move around them in nuch a

manner that Dy-f-DF, the sum of its distances from

them, is always the same, the point D will describe

upon the plane a line AB a^, which is called an

Ellipse.

II. The given points F,yare called the Foci of the

ellipse.

III. The, point C, which bisects the straight line

lietween the foci, is called the Centre.

IV. The distance of either focns from the centre is

called the Excentriaty.

V. A straight line passing through the centre, and

terminated both ways by the ellipse, is called a D4f-

meter.

VI. The extremities of a diameter are called its

Vertices.

VII. The diameter which passes through the foci Is

called the Transverse Asfis^ also the Greater Axis.

VIII. The diameter which is perpendicular to^the

transverse axis is called the Conjugate Axis^ also the

Lesser Axis.

IX. Any straight line not passing through the

centre, but terminated both ways by the ellipse, and

bisected by a diameter, is called an Ordinate to that

diameter.

X. Each of the segments of a diameter intercept-

ed between its vertices and an ordinate, is called an
Absciss.

XI. A straight line which meets the ellipse in one

point only, and everywhere else falls without il, is said

to touch the ellipse in that point, and is called a Tan*
gent to the ellipse^

Prop. I.

If from any point in an ellipse two straight lines

be drawn to the fbci^ their sum is equ^ to the

transverse axis.

Let AB a 6 be an ellipse, of which F, y are the

foci, and A a the transverse axis ; let D be any point

ia the carve, and DF, Df lines drawn to the foci,

Dy+DF=Aa,
Because A, a are the points in the ellipse,

Ay+AF=aF+<jy(Def. i.)

therefore Fy+aAFrzFy+a a f

;

Hence aAFrra af^ and hY'sx.af^

and"Ay+AF=:A/Xof=^La.
But D and A being points in the ellipse,

Dy*fDF=Ay+AF,
therefore Dy-|-DF=:A o.

Cor. I. The sum of two straight lines drawn from

a point without the ellipse to the foci is .greater than

the transverse axis. Aiid the sum of two straight lines

drawn from a point within the ellipse to the foci is less

than the transverse axis.

Let PF, Py he drawn from a point without the el- Fig. 17.

lipse to the foci 5 let Py meet the ellipse in D ; join

FD j then Py+PF is greater than Dy+DF (ly.

I. E.), that is, than A a. Again, let Qr, Q y be

drawn from a point within the ellipse, let Qy meet
the cnrve in D, and join FD \ Qy+QF is 1^^ than

Dy+DF (21. I. E.), that is, than A a.

Cor. 2. A point is without or within the ellipse, ae-

cording as the sura of two Hues drawn from it to the

foci is greater or less than the transverse axis.

Cor. 3* Tlie transverse axis is bisected in the centre.

Let C be the centre, then CFsrCy (Def. 3.), and
FA=ya, therefore CAzrC a.

Cor. 4. The distance of either extremity of the

conjugate axis from either of the foci is equal to half

the transverse axis. Let £ 5 he the conjugate axis \

join F fh. Because CF=Cy and C ^ is common
to the triangles CF Ofb^ also the angles at C are

right angles, these triangles are equal \ hence F
and since F n, F h:^ikC.

Cor. 5. The conjugate axis is bisected in the cen-

tre. Join fb^fE. 'Ey the last corollary By=:^^
therefore the anglesfEvt^fb C arc equal ; nowyC is

common to the tringlesfCB, fCb^ and the angles at

C are right angles, therefore (26. 1. £•) CBzrC A

Prof. II.

Every diameter of an ellipse is bisected in the

centre.

Let P p be a diameter, it is bisected in C* For ifpig. is,

C p bo not equal to CP, tako CQ equal to CP, and
from the points P, p, Q draw lines to F,y the foci*

The triao^es FCP^CQ, having FCizCy PCnC^
and the angles at C equal, are in all respects equal,

therefore FP=y Q > io like raanner it appears that

yP=FQ, therefore FQ4yQ is equal to FP-fyP,
or, (Def. I.), to Fp+yp, which is absurd (ax. i. E.),

therefore CP=rCp.
CoR.. I. Every diameter meets the ellipse in two

points only.

Cor. 2. Every dismeter divides the ellipse into two
parts which are equal and similar, the like parts of the

curve being at opposite extremities of the diameter.

Prof III.

The square of half the conjugate axis of an ellipse

is equal to the rectangle contained by the seg-

ments into which the transverse axis is divided

by either focus.

Draw a straight line fromy either of the foci, tol'lg*

B, either of the extremitiea of the conjugate axis.

Then BC*-l^y*=By*ssC o* (4 cor. X.),

But because A a is bisected at C,

Cn*=:Ay-yn+cy,
therefore BC*+Cy*±:Ay•ya-|XyV,

and BC*=lAf*fa.

Prof.
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Prop. IV.

The straight line which bisects the angle adjacent

to that which is contained by two straight lines

drawn from any point in the ellipse to the foci

is a tangent to the cunre in that point.

Fig. 1 9. Lex D be any point in the curve j let DF, D/* be

^trai^bt Lines drawn to tbe foci, the straight line D£
which bisects the angle /DG adjacent toy^DFi is a

tangent to the curve at

Take H any other point in DE, take DG=:I)/J

and join H HE, HG, /G ; let J'G meet DE in I;

Because iy~DG, and Dl is common to the triangles

D/I, DGI and the angles ^DI, GDI are equal,

these triangles are equal, and /"IziIG, and hence

/H=HG (4. I. EO, so that GH4/H=FH+GH j

but FH+HG ** greater than FG, that is, greater

than FD+/D or Ao, therefore^ FH-f/H is greater

tluo hence tl^e point H is without tbe ellipse

(2 cpr. !•)« therefore DHI is a tangent to the

ctt^q at D (DeC. ti.).

Cori. 1. There cannot be more than one tangent at

the same point. For D is sock a point in tbe line

DE that the sum of DF, the distances of that

Mnt from, tbe foci, is evUently less than the som of

flF, Hyi tbe distances ofH any other point in that

Itnr > Rod if another line KDL be drawn tbrongh

D, there is ip like maaner a point K in that Ibe^

which will be different from D, such that the sum of

FK,yK is less than the som of the distances of any

other point in KL, and therefore less than ¥D+/p
|

therefore the point If will be within the cUipse

(2 cor. i«), and the line KL will cut tbe corv;.

Cor. 2. A perpendicular to tbe transverse axis at

either of its extremities is a tangent to tbe curve.

Tbe demonstration is tbe same as for the proposition,

if it be considered that when D falls at either extr»*

mity of the axis, the point I falls, also at tbe extremity

of the axis, and thus the tangent DE, which is ab
wajs perpendicular to /I, is perpendicular to the

axis.

Cor. A perpendionlar to the conjugate axis, at

either of its extremities is a tangent to the curve. For

the perpendicular evidently bisects the angle adjacent

to that which is contained by lines drawn from the exr

treroity to the foci.

^R. 4. " A tangent to the ellipse mi^es equal

angles with straight lines drawn from the point of

contact to tbe foci. For tbe angle /DE bein^ equal

to GDE, is also equal to FDM, which is vertical to

GDE.

SjCHpLIUH*

From the properly of the ellipse, wbiob forms this

last corollary, tbe points F and/ tako tbn name of

Foct\ For writers op optics shew that if a polished

surface, be formed, whose figure is that produced by the

revolution of an ellipse about its transverse axis, rays

of light which flpw from oue.foeoS| and foil upon that

surface, are reflected to the other focus, so that if a lu-

minous point be placed in ope focus, there is formed by

reflection an image of it in Ihc^ other focus*

Part II.

Of tie

Prop. V,

The tangents at the verticee of any diameter of an

ellipse are parallel.

Let P/> be a diameter, HPK, h pic tangents at its Fig iS.

vertices ; draw straight lines from P and p to F andf
tbe foci. The triangles FCP,yC/i, having F€::^c,
CFr=Cp (2), and the angles at C equal, are in all

respects equal j and becanse the angle FPC is equal to

Cp/j FP is parallel to/p (27. i. E.) i therefore ¥/
is equal and parallel to p F (33. i. E.), thus FP/p is

a parallelogram, of which the opposite F andp
are equal (34. i. E.). Now the angles ITH, /p h
are evidently half the supplements of these angles

(4 cor. 4.), therefore the angles FPH,yp A, and hence

CPH, CpA are also equals &ad consequently HP is

parallel to h p*
Cor. I. If tangents be drawn I# an ellipse at the

vertices of a diameter, straight Knee drawn firom eithet

focus to the points of contact make equal angles

with these tangents. For the angle Fp A is equal to

FPH.
Cor. 2* The axes of an eUipee are the only diame-

ters which are perpendicular to iangeuto at their ver-

tices. Fbr lei Pp be any other diameiet, then PF
andpF are necessarily unequal, and thenafore the angles

F p P, FPp are also nnequal
$ to these add the eqoal

angles FpA, FPH, and tbe angles Cp A, CPH are

unequal, therefore neither of them can W a right an^
(29. X* £.)*

Prop. VL

A straight line drawn from eitber focus of an

ellipse to the intersection of two tangents to

the cunre, will make equal angles wdth straight

Hues drawa foam the same feciis to the points

of contact.

Let HP, Hp be taqgents to an ellipse at thep;g,2<>.

points P, p; let a straight line be drawn from H,
their intersection, to F, eithen of the foai,' and kst

FP,. Fp he drawiL to tha pqiohs ef centadi. the: lines

PF and pF make equal angles with WP*
Draw Pyi py'to the other focus ; in FP, Fp pro-

duced take PK=P^ and pksspfi join HJL, HA, and

let/K^/k be drawn, meetings the, tangeats at G. and

g. The triangle^PH, KPH,. haire P^^PK, hy

construction, and PH common to both, also the angle

JTPH equal to KPH (4.), therefore is equal to

KH. Id like mauuer it may be shewn that is

equal to AH, therefore HK Is equal toiHA; now
FK Is equal to FA, for each ia equal to FP-f-Py^ or

^P+p/y. that is, to the transverse axiaj therefore the

triangles FKH, F A H are In all respects equal, and

hence, the angle KFH is equal to AFH‘^ therefore

PF and p F make equal au^^ srith HF.

Prop. VII.

Two tangents to an ellipse, whidi are limited by

their mutual intersection, and the points in

which
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which they touch the cunre, are to each other

reciprocally as the sines of the angles thejr con-

tain with straight lines drawn from the pomts of

contact to either focus.

Let the straight Hoes HP, Hp, which intersect each

other at H, be tangents to an ellipse at the points Pp,

and let PF, pF be drawn to either focus ; then

HP : Hp :: sine HpF : sine HPF.

Join HF, and in PP take FQ equal to Ip, and join

HQ; then the angles at F being equal (6.) the tri-

angles HFQ, HFp are equal, therefore HQ is equal

to Hp, and the angle HQF is equal to HpF. J^ow,

in the triangle HPQ,

527
OTtbo
Ellipse.

HP : HQ :: sine HQP or sine HQF : sine HPF (Trigon.)

therefore HP : Hp sine HpF : sine HPF.

Lemma.

Let be a triangle, having its base L/ bisected

at p, and let H% any straight line parallel to

the base, and terminated by the sides, be bi-

sected at P then P, p, the points of bisection,

and K, the vertex of the triangle, are in the

same straight line, and that line bisects Di, any

other line parallel to the base.

Tig- a*. Complete the perallelomms KHPM, KI^N. The

triangles KHA, KL/ bemg simHar, and HA, JJ skni-

larlj divided at P and p,

KH : KL :: HA : L/ :: HP : Lp,

hence the parallelograms KHPM, KLpN are similar.

Now they have a common angle at K, therefore they

are about the same diameter, that isr, the points K, P, p
are in the same straight line (26. 6. E.).

Next, let Dd meet Kp in £, then

HP 2 DE (:: KP ; KE) :: PA ; EJ,

therefore 'D£ is equal to D</.

Prof. VIII.

Any straight line not passing through the centre,

but terminated both ways by an ellipse, and

parallel to a tangent, is bisected by the diame-

ter that passes through the point of contact |
01*

is an ordinate to that diameter.

Fig-, ay. The straight Uue Di/, terminated
^

by the ellipse,

and parallel to the tangeat HPA, is bisected at £, by

Pp, Uie diameter that passes through the point of con-

tact.

liCt Lp/ be a tangent at the other extremity of the

diameter, and let KD, K(/, tan^nU at the points D, d,

meet the parallel tangents, HPA, Lp/ in the points

H, L, A, /, and draw DF, dF, PF, pF to either fo-

cus. Because HA is parallel to Dd,

HD : Ad :: KD : Kd.

But, KD, Kd being tangents to the ellipse.

Sine A dF : sine HDF :: KD : Kd (7.) I

therefore sine AdF : sine HDF :: HD : Ad.

Now, sine APF : sine AdF :: Ad : AP (j,y

therefore (23. 5. E.) sine APF ; HDF :: HD : HP;
bat sine HPF or sine APF ; sine HDF :: HD : HP,

tborefore the ratio ofHD to AP is the same as that of

HD to HP, wherefore PH=PA. In the same man-

ner it may be demonstrated that pLcrp/, therefore

(l^mma) the diameter p F when produced passes

through K, and bisects D dL which is parallel to H A
or L /, at E.
Cor 1. Straight lines which touch an ellipse at the

extremities of an ordinate to any diameter intersect

each other in that diameter.

Cor. 2. Every ordinate to a diameter is parallel to

fl tangent at its vertex^ For tf not, let a tangent be

drawn parallel to the ofdinate, then the diameter

drawn through the point of contact would bisect the

ordinate, and thus the same line would be bisected in

two different points, which is absnrd.

Cor. 3. All the ordinates to the same diameter are

parallel to each other.

Cor. 4. A straight line that bisedts two parallel

chords and terminates in the ctirVe is a diameter.

Cor. 5* The ordinates to either axis are perpendi-

eolar to that axis ; a6d no other diameter is perpendi-

cular to its ordinates. This follows evidently froth

2 and 3 cor. to prop. 4. and 2 cor. to prop. 5.

CoK. 6. Hence each axis divides the ellipiBe into

two parts which are similar and equal.

Prop. IX.

If a tangent to an ellipse meet a diameter, and

from me point of contact an ordinate be drawn
to that diameter, the semi-diameter will be a

mean proportional between the segments of the

diameter intercepted between the centre and the

ordinate^ and between the centre smd the tan^

gent.

Let DK, a tangent to the curve at D, meet the

diameter pP, produced in K, and let DEd be an ordi-.

note to that diameter.

Then C£ : Ct :: Ct ; CK.

Through P and p, the vertices of the diameter, dhiw

the tangents PH and pL, meeting ICD hi H and L ;

these tangents are parallel to each other (5.) and to

D£, the ordinate, by the last proposition. Draw IT,
pF, DF to either of the foci. Then

DH : PH :: sine HPF ; sine HDF 7 . .

and DL : p L sine Lp F : sine LDF
Now the angles HPF, I^F arc cqnal (cor. 5.) and

the sine ofHDF is the same as that of LDF, therefore ^

DH : PH :: DL : pL,

and by alternation,

DH:DL::PH:pLj

therefore, because of the parallel lines PH, ED, pL,

EP:Ep:2PK;pK.
Take
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Take CG:rC£| then by division

.
EG : EP Pp : PK,

and taking the halves of the antecedents,

CE:EP :: CP;PKj
hence, by composition, CE : CP :: CP : CI^*

SECTIONS. Partll.

Cor. I. The rectangle contained 1>T P£ *nd £p is onhe

equal to the rectangle contained by KE and CE.

For PC*sKC CE=KE-EC+EC* (3. 2. E.)

also PC»=PE E/i+EC» Q. 2. E.)

therefore KE EC+EC*=PE-Ep+EC*,
and KE-EC=PE-Eii.

Cor. 2. The rectangle contained by PK and Kp is equal to the rectangle contained by KE and KC.

For KC*=PK Kp+CP* (6. 2. E.)

also KC*=EK*KC4-EC KC=EK KC+CP» (I. 2. E. and by the prop.)

therefore PK Ko+CP*=EK-KC+CP%
and PK K>==EK KC.

Prop. X.

If a diameter of an ellipse be parallel to the ordi-

nates to another diameter, the latter diameter

shall be parallel to the ordinates to the former.

Fig. S4« Let P/7, a* diameter of an ellipse, be parallel toDEd
any ordinate to the diameter Q^, the diameter shall

be parallel to the ordinates to the diameter

Draw the diameter dCG through one extremity of

the ordinate d D, and join G and D, the other extre-

mity, meeting P^ in H. Because dG is bisected at

C, and CH is parallel to d D, the line DG is bisected

at H, therefore DG is an ordinate to the diameter Ep.

And because dG and dD are bisected at C and £,
die diameter Q y is parallel to DG (2. 6. £.) there-

fore Q ^ is parallel to any ordinate to the diameter Pp.

Defikitions.

XII. Two diameters are said to be conjugote to one

another when each is parallel to the ordinates to the

other diameter.

Cor. Diameters which are conjugate to one ano-

ther are parallel to tangents at the vertices of each
other.

XIII. A third proportional to any diameter and its

ooojugate is called the Parameter^ ^so the Latw rec^

turn of that diam€ter.

Prop. XI.

If an ordinate be drawn to any diameter of an
ellipse, the rectangle under the abscisses of the

diameter will be to the square of the semi-ordU
dinate as the square of the diameter to the square

of its conjugate.

fig. as* DEd be an ordinate to the diameter P/7, and
let Qf be its conjugate, then

PE E/7 ; DE» P/7*;

Let KDL a tangent at D meet the diameter In K,
and Its conjugate Id L} drawDG parallel to P/7, meet-

ing In G. Becanse CP is a mean proportional

between CE and CK (9.)

CP* ; CE* :: CK : CE (2 cor. 20. 6. E.)

and by division CP* : PE*E/7 :: CK ; KE.
But, because ED is parallel to GL,

CK « KE II CL : D£ or CG,
3

and becanse CQ is a mean proportional between CG
and CL (9.)

CL : CG :: CQ* : CG* or ED*

;

therefore CP* : PE*E/7 :: CQ* : DE*,

and by inversion and alteroatloD,

PE Ep : DE* 31 CP* : CQ* :: P/t* 2 Q^*.

Cor. I. The squares of semi-ordinates and of ordi-

nates to aay diameter of an ellipse are to one another

as the rectangles contained by the corresponding ab-

scisses.

Cor. 2. The ordinates to any diameter, which in-

tercept equal segments of that diameter from the cen-

tre, are equal to one another, and, conversely, equal or-

dinates intercept equal segments of the diameter from

the centre*

Cor. 3* If a circle be described upon Ao, either of

the axes of an ellipse, as a diameter, and DE, d e, any

two semi-ordinates to tbe axes meet the circle in Hand
A, DE shall be to (f# as HE to he. For

DE* : dP :: AE'Ea : Ae.ea :: HE* : he*;

therefore DE : de :: HE : h e.

Cor. 4. If a circle be described upon A a tbe trans-

verse axis as a diameter, and DE, any ordinate to tlie

axis, be produced to meet tbe circle in H, HE shall

be to DE as the transverse axis A a to the conjugate

axis B^. For, produce the conjugate axis to .meet tbe

circle in K^ then, by last corollary,

HE : DE :: KC, or AC ; BC :: A a : B b.

Cor. 5. And if HE be divided at D, so that HE
is to DE, as the transverse axis to the conjugate axis,

D Is a point in tbe ellipse, and D£ a semi-ordinate to

the axis A a.

Prop. XII.

The transverse axis of an ellipse is the greatest of

all its diameters, and the conjugate axis is the

least of all its diameters.

Let Aa be the transverse axis, B^ the conjugate pig. i6.

axis, and CD any semidianieter. Draw D£ perpendi-

cular to An, and DL perpendicular to BA
Because Aa* ; B^* AE'Eo : DE* (ii.)

and Aa* Is greater than B&*,

therefore A£*£a is greater than DE*

;

and AE'Ea-f-£C* is greater than D£*4-£C*,
that is, AC* is greater than DC**,

therefore, AC is greater than DC.
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Tke trianglefl D£H| CL m tie erideatlf eqai-an-

gular^ th«iefm

DH : DE :: Cm : CL,
hence CL • DHzzDE • Cm;

but DE • Ciw, or Ce • Ciw=BC%
therefore CL * DHrrBC*.

In the same way it ia shewn that CL * D AsAC*.

Cor. I. If a perpendicular be drawn to a tangent at

the point of contact, the segments intercepted between

the points of contact, and the axes, are to each other

xecipreeally as the sqoares of the axes bj which they Of the

are terminated. Ellipse#

For AC* : BC :: CL • DA : CL • DH :: D A : DH.
"

Cor. 2. If DF be drawn to either foeos, and HK
be drawn perpendicular to DF, the straight line DK
shall be equal to half the parameter of the transverse

axis.

Draw CG parallel to the tangent at D, meeting

DH in N, and DF in G. The triangles GDI^
HDK are similar, therefore

GD : DN :: HD : DK, and hence GD • DKsHD • DN.
But GDsAC Qcor. 17.) and NDzrCL,

therefore AC * DKsHD * CLs (by the prop.) CB*,
wherefore AC : BC :: BC : DK, hence DK is half the parameter ofA a (Def. tj.).

DmKtTlOKS.

Fif. 2J. XIV. If a point G be taken in the transverse axis

of an ellipse produced, so that the distance of G from

the centre may be a third proportional to CF the ex-

centricity, and CA the semi-transverse axis, a straight

line GH A, drawn through G perpendicular to the axis,

is called the Directrix ^ the ellipse*

Cor. I. If MF m, an ordinate to the axis, be

drawn through the focus, tangents to the ellipse at the

extriemities of the ordioate will meet the axis at the

point G (9.)

Cor. 2. The ellipse has two directrices, for the

point G may be taken on either side of the centre.

Prof. XX.

The distance of any joint in an ellipse from either

directrix is to its distance from me focus near-

est that directrix in the constant ratio of the se-

mi-transverse axis to the excentricity.

—- Let D be any point in the ellipse, letDK be drawn
perpendicular to the directrix, and let DF be drawn

to the focus nearest the directrix ; DK is to DF as

CA, half the transverse axis, to CF, the excentricity.

Draw D/* to the other foens^ and D£ perpendicu-

lar to A o, take L a pdint in the axis, so that AL=
FD, apd consequently L o:^D/) then CL is evidently

half the difference between AL and a L, or FD and

/D, and C£ half the difference between /K and F£,
and because

D/+DF :/F ::/E—FE : D/—DF (Trigon.)

By taking the halves of tbe terms of the proportion

CA : CF :: CE : CL,
But CA : CF :: CG : CA (Def. 14.)

therefore CG : CA :: C£ : CL,
hence (20. 5. E.) EG : AL :: CG : CA CA : CF,

tbatis,DK :DF ;:CA : CF.

CoR. I. If the tangent GMIS^ be drawn through

M, tbe extremity of the ordinate passing through the

focus, and EDi be produced to meet GM in N, £N
shall be equal to DF. For draw MO perpendicular

to the directrix, tbeo, because M ond D are points in

tbe ellipse, and from similar triangles.

FM : FD MO : DK ;; GF ; GE :: FM : EN,
therefore FDsEN.

Cor. 2. If AI and a t be drawn perpendicular to

tbe transverse axis at its extremities, meeting the ten-

ant GM in I and t, then AI=:AF, and a t s o F«
This follows evidently from last corollary.

Prop. XXL
Let A B A be the transverse and conjugate axes I'll* 34*

of an ellipse ; from K any point in the conju-
gate axis let a straight line KH, which is equal
to the sum or di&rence of the semi-axis CA,
CB, be placed so as to meet the transverse axis
in H 5 and in KH, produced be^nd H when
KH is the difference of the semt-axes, let HD
be taken equal to CB $ the point D is in the
ellipse.

Draw DE perpendicnlar to Ac, and through C
draw CG parallel to KD, meeting ED in G, then
CGseKDziAC by constmetion, hence G is in tbe
circumference of a circle of which C is tbe centre, and
CA tbe radius j and because the triangles CEG, H£D
are similar,

GE : DE :: CG : HD :: CA ; CB,

therefore DE is a semi-ordinate, aad D a point in tbe
ellipse (5 con ii.)

Scholium.

The instrument called the trammels^ also tbe elliptic

compasses^ which workmen use for describing elliptic

curves, is constructed on tbe property of tbe curve
demonstrated in this proposition. (See Compasses.)
Upon tbe same principle lathes are ednstmeted for

turning picture frames, &c. of an oval form.

Prop. XXIL

If a circle be described on the transverse axis of an
ellipse as a diameter, the area of the circle will
be to the area of the ellipse as the transverse
axis to the conjugate axis.

Let a a be t|ie transverse axis of theellipsc, which
is also the diameter of the circle. Draw D^ DT^

**

D" E" any number of pempdiculars tp tbe axis, meet-
ing the ellipee in D, D, EP^ and tbe circle ip d,
cT, and join AD, DD, D'D", D"a; also

3X2 dlfT^
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or the and draw DG, dg parallel to A <7, meeting

Hyperbola. <f Jl' in G and g»
^

^ Tlie triangle At/£ is to the triangle ADE as

to DF, that is (4 cor. ii.) as the transverse axis to

the conjugate axis. Again^ because d'¥J and d£ are

similarly divided at D' and D (3 cor. ii.)

JE : DE :: rfE : I>E'—DE ::) d^g : D'G,
But, triangle dg d*

: triangle DGIV dg : DG,
therefore the triangles dgd^ DGD' as well as the

rectangles d £', D£' ore to each other as J £ to DE,
or as the transverse axis to the conjugate axis, and

consequently the trapezoids JEE'i/', DEE'D' are to

each other in the same ratio. In like manner it may
be shewn, that the trapezoids c?^E'E"J", D'E'E^'D^^,

also the triangles c/''E"o, D"E"a are to each other as

the transverse to the conjugate axis, and therefore the

whole rectilineal figure Kdd d" a inscribed in the se-

micircle to the whole figure ADD'D" o inscribed in

the semiellipse in the same ratio, which ratio is con-

stant, and altogether independent of the number of

the sides of each figure. But, the base A a remaining

common to both figures, if we suj>pose the number of

perpendiculars JDE, cfD'E', &c. indefinitely increased,

it is evident that the polygons A.dd d**a^ ADD'D" a

will approach nearer and nearer to the semicircle and

semiellipse, which are their respective limits, therefore,

the semicircle is to the semiellipse, and consequently

the circle is to the ellipse, as the transverse to the con-

jugate axis.

Cor. The area of an ellipse is equal to the area of a

circle, whose diameter is a mean proportional between

the axes.

Prop. XXIII. Problem.

Two unequal straight lines which bisect each other

at right angles being given by position, to de-

scribe an ellipse of which these may be the two

axes.

First Method. By a Mechanical Description.

rig* 3^. Let An, B ^ be the transverse and conjugate axes,

and C the centre. On B, one extremity of the con-

jugate axis, as a centre, with a radius equal to AC,

half the transverse axis, let a circle be described, cut-

ting the transverse axis in F andf; these points will

be the foci of the ellipse (4 cor. i«).

Part HI.

Let the ends of a string, equal in length to An, be Oftbe

fastened at the points and let the string be stretch- Hyperbola,

ed by a pin D, and while it is kept uniformly tense,

let the point of the pin be carried round in the plane

in which the lines Arz, B 5 are situated, till it retnm
to the place from which it set out ; by this motion the

point of the pin will trace upon the plane a curve line

which is the ellipse required, as is evident from the de-

finition of the Ellipse.

Second Method. By Finding any Number of Points
in the Curve.

Find F either of the foci as before ; draw HAK Fig- 37*

hak^ perpendicular to the transverse axis at its extre-

mities, and take AH and AK on each side of the ver-

tex equal to AF, also ah and ak each equal to a F,

join H h and K A:, take £ any point in A a, and

through E draw NE n parallel to HK, meeting H A
and K A; in N and n. On F as a centre with a radius

equal to £N or £ n let a circle be described, meeting

N n in D and d^ these will be two points in the ellipse,

and in the same way may any number of points be

found. The reason of this construction is obvious from

cor. 1. and 2. to prop. 20.

Prop. XXIV. Problem.

An ellipse being given by position, to find its axes.

Let ABoA be the given ellipse. Draw two pa-Fls*3S.

rallel chords HA, K A, and bisect them at L and M

;

join LM, and produce it to meet the ellipse in P and

/I, then, P/5 is a diameter (4 cor. 8.). Bisect Pp in

C, the point C is the centre of the ellipse (2.).

Take D any point in the ellipse, and on C as a cen-

tre with the distance CD describe a circle. If this cir-

cle fall wholly without the curve, then CD most be

half the transverse axis ; and if it fall wholly within the

curve, then CD must be half the conjugate axis (12.).

If the circle neither falls wholly without the curve, nor

wholly within it, let the circle meet it again in </, join

D d^ and bisect Dd in £, join C£, which produce to

meet the ellipse in A and a, then A a will be one of

the axes (5 cor. 8.), for it is perpendicular to D d

(3. 3. £.) which is an ordinate to A a. The other axis

B A will be found by drawing a straight line through]

the centre perpendicular to A a.

CONIC SECTIONS.

PART III. OF THE HYPERBOLA.

Deeinitions.

I. If two points F,/ be given in a plane, and a

point D be conceived to move in such a manner that

D the difference of its distances from them is

always the same, the point D will describe upon the

plane a line DAD' called an Hyperbola. By assuming

first one of the given joints F, and then the othcr/as

that to which the moving point is nearest, the differ-

ence of the lines DF and txf in both cases being the

same, there will be two hyperbolas DAIP, dad^ de-

scribed, opposite to one another, which are therefore

called Opposite Hyperbolas.

Cor. The lines DF, Df may become greater than

any given line, therefore the hyperbolas extend to a

greater distance from the given points F,^ than any

which can be assigned.

II. The given points Y^f arc called the Foci ofthe

hyperbola.

III. The point C, which bisects the straight line be-

tween the foci, is called the Centre.

IV. A straight line passing through the centre, and

terminated
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534 CONIC SE
Of the Draw a straight line from a, either of the extremi-

HyperfaoUL ties of the transverse axis, to B, either of the extremU
tics of the conjugate axis.

CLviir Then BC»+Co*=Bfl>=:(y» (Def. 7.)
39 - because Aa is bisected at C, and produced to^^

(6 2. E.)
therefore BC*+Co*=:A/yflr+Co*,

and BC*=A//a.

Prop. IV.

C T I O N S. Part 111.

ortki

Hjpnbok
Scholium.

From the property of the hyperbola which forms this

proposition, the points F and/ are called Foci. For
rays of light proceeding from one focus, and falling

upon a polished surface whose figure is that formed by
the revolution of the curve about the transverse axis,

are reflected in Hoes passing through the other focus.

Prop. V*

The straight line which bisects the angle contained
by two straight lines drawn from any point iq

the hyperbola to the foci is a tangent to the

curve at that point.

Plate Let D be any point in the curve, let DF, Dy* be
€LrX. straight lines drawn to the foci, the straight line DE

which bisects ^the angle /DF is a tangent to the

curve.

Take H any other point in DE, take DGrrDyj
and join HF, HG^/G 5 let/G meet DE in I.

Because Dy=DG and Dl is common to the triangles

Dyr, DGI, and the angles yDI, GDI are equal,

these triangles are equal, andjflsIG, and hence /*H
srHG (4. I. E.), so that FH-/H=FH—HG : but

since FH is less than FG-|-GH, FH—HG is less than

FG, that is less than FD—^D or A a, therefore

FH—y*H is less than A a ; hence the point H is

without the hyperbola, (2 cor. x.), and consequently

DHI is a ta^nt to the curve at D (Def. xo.)

Cor. I. There cannot be more than one tangent

to the hyperbola at the same point. For D is such a
point in the line DE, that the difference of the lines

DF, Dy) the distances of that point from the foci,

if evidently greater than the difference of FH,yH
the distances of H any other point in that line ; and
if another line KD be drawn through D, there is in

like manner a point K in that line which will be dif-

ferent from D, such, that the difference of FK, flL
is greater than the difference of the distances of any
other point in KD, and therefore greater than FD—
/D. therefore the point K will be within the hyper-

bola (2 cor. I.), and the line KD will cot the

curve.

Cor. 2. A perpendicular to the transverse axis at

either of its extremities is a tangent to the curve.

The demonstration is the same as for the proposition,

if it be considered that when D falls at either extre-

mity of the axis, the point I falls also at the extremi-

ty of tbe axis, and thus the tangent DE, which is al-

ways perpendicular to y*I, is perpendicular to the

'axis.

Cor. 3. Every tangent to either of the opposite hy-

perbolas passes l^tween that hyperbola and the centre.

Let tbe tangent Dl meet the axis in £. Because DE
bisects the angle FDy|

FD ;/D :: FE :/E (3. 6. E.)

But FD IS greater than y*D (Def. i.), therefore

F£ is greater than y£, and hence E is between C
and the vertex of the hyperbola to which DE is a tan-

gent.

The tangents at the vertices of any transrerse
meter of an hyperbola are parallel.

Let Pp be a diameter, HP, h

p

tangents at its ver- fjg.^
tices 5 draw straight Hoes from P and p to F andfthe
foci. The triangles FCP, yCp, having FC=yC,
CPzrCp (2.), and tbe angles at C equal, are in all

respects equal, and because the angle FPC is equal to

Cpy FP is parallel to Jp (27. x. E.), therefore FJ
is equal and parallel to p F (33. x. E.) : thus FPJp
is a parallelogram of which the opposite a^les P and

p arc equal (34. i. E.) j now the angles YYl^fph
are the halves of these angles (4.) ^ therefore the

angles FPH, fp A, and hence CPH, Cp >1, are also

equal, and consequently HP is parallel top A.

Cor. x. If tangents be drawn to an hyperbola at

tbe vertices of a transverse diameter, stnugbt lines

drawn from either focus to tbe points of contact make
equal angles with these tangents. For the angle Fph
is equal to FPH.

Cor. %. The transverse axis is the only diameter

which is perpendicular to tangents at its vertices. For
let Pp be any other diameter. Tbe angle CPH is

less than FPH,| that is, less than tbe bdf of FPy
therefore CPH is less than a right angle.

Prop. VI,

A straight line drawn from either focus of an hy-

perbola to the intersection of two tangents to

the curve, will make equal angles with straight

lines drawn from the same focus to the points

of contact.

Let HP, Hp be tangents to an hyperbola at tbeFfr.45*

points P, py let a straight line be drawn from H their**^ 4^*

intersection to F either of tbe foci \ and let FP, F p
bo drawn to the points of contact \ the lines PF, p F
make equal angles with HF.
Draw Py py to the other fbens. In PF and p F

take PK=Py and

p

krzpf; join HK, HI:, and let

yK, fk be drawn, meeting the taiwnts in G and g.

The triangles yPH, KPH have lry=PK, by con-

struction, and PH common to both, aUo the angle

yPH equal to KPH (4.) \ therefore yH is equal to

KH. In like manner it may be shown, tbatyH is

equal to k H, therefore HK is equal to H A: y now FK
is equal to F k; for each is equal to the difference be-

tween FP andyP, or Fp and/p, that is, to the trans-

verse axis \ therefore the triangles FKH, F A:H are in

all respects equal, and hence the angle KFH is equal

to k FH, therefore PF and p F make equal angles

with HF.
Prop.
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ortiw

Hyperbola*
Prop. VII.

Two tangents to an hyperbola, or opposite hyper-

bolas, which are limited by their mutual inter-

section and the points in which they touch the

curve, are to each other, reciprocally, as the

sines of die angles they contain with straight

lines drawn from the points of contact to either

focus.

point H, L, /, and draw DF, d F, PF to either fo* or tbe

cos. Because H ^ is parallel to D Hyperbola.

HD : Ad ::KD :K</.

But KD, K d being tangents to the hyperbola,

sine Ar/F: sine HDF::KD iYLd(j.)
therefore sine hdY i sine HDF :: HD : h d,

now, sine h PF : sine h dY :: hd i AY (7.)

therefore, (23. 5. £.) sine APF : sineHDF ::HD: APj

fig. 47. Let HP, Hp, which intersect each other at H, he

aad4$» tangents to an hyperbola, or opposite hyperbolas, at

the points P, p ; and let PF, pY h% drawn to either

focus,

HP : Up :: sine HpY : sine PHF.

Join HF, and in FP take FQ equal to F p, and join

HQj then, the angles at F being equal (6.), the tri*

angles HFQ, HFp are equal, therefore HQ is equal

to H/», and the angle HQF is equal to Hj^F. Now
In the irtaogle HPQ,
HP: HQ :: sine HQP, orsine HQF : sine HPF (Trig.)

therefore HP :Hp :: sine Hp F : sine HJ^«

Lemma II.

Fig^ 49« Let KL / be a ttiaiide, having its base L / bisect-

ed at Pf and let HA, any straight line parallel to

the base, and terminated by the sides produced,

be bisected at P, then P, p me point of bisection,

^d K die vertex of the triangle, are in the same
atraig^ line, and that line biwots Di/asiy other

Hme parallel to the base.

Join KP, Kjk The triaagles KH A, KL / boing

similar, and H A, Li similarly divided at P, p,

KH : KL :: (H A : L/;:) HP :Lp.

but sine HPF or sine A PF : sine HDF :: HD : HP,
therefore the ratio of HD to A P is the same as tbe ra-

tio of HD to HP, wherefore PH=P A. In the same
manner it may be demonstrated that p L^p /, there-

fore (lemma 2.) tbe diameter Pp when produced pas-

ses through K, and bisects D d, which is parallel to

H A, or L /, at £•
Cor. I. Straight lines which touch an hyperbola at

the extremities of an ordinate to any transverse diame-

ter, intersect each other in that diameter.

Cor. 2. Every ordinate to a transverse diameter is

parallel to a tangent at its vertex. For, if not, let a
tangent he drawn parallel to tbe ordinate, then the

diameter drawn through the point of contact would hi-

abet the ordinate, and thos die same line would be bi-

beoted in two difiereot points, which is absurd.

Cor. 3. All the ordinates to tbe same transverse

diameter are parallel to each other.

Cor. 4. A straight line that bisects two parallel,

chords, and terminates in the opposite hyperbola, is a
transverse diameter.

Cor. 5. Tbe ordinates to tbe transverse axis are per-

pendicular to it, and no other transverse diameter has

its ordinates perpendicnlar to it. This follows from

2 cor. 4. and 2 cor. 5.

Cor. 6. Tbe transverse axis, indefioitely produced,

divides each of the opposite hyperbolas into two parts

which are similar to one another.

New tbe angles at H and L are equal, therefore the

tsiaagles KHP, KLp are einuJar, and the angle PKH
is equal to p KL ; to both add the aagle HKp, aud
the angles PKH, YLKp are equal top KL, HK p, that

is, to two right angles •, therefore KP, Kp lie in the

eame straight line (14. i. £•)
Next let D d meet Kp in £, then

HP : DE (:: PK : EK) iiPAiEd,
therefore DE is equal to £ (/.

Prop. VIII.

Any atrai^t line terminated both ways by an hy-
perbola, and parallel to a tangent, is bisected by
the transverse diameter produced, that passes

through the point of contact, or is an ordinate

to that diameter.

_ The straight line D d, terminated by tbe hyperbola,

and parallel to the tan^^ent HP A, is bi.sected at £ by
Pp the transverse diameter produced, which passes

through P, the point of contact.

^
Let L p / be a tai^ent at tbe other extremity of the

diameter, and let 1CD, Kd, tangents at the points

D, d, meet the parallel tangents HP A, L p / in the

Prop. IX.

If a tangent to an hyperbola meet a transverse dia-;

meter, and from the point of contact an ordi-

nate be drawn to that diameter, the semidiame*
ter will be a mean proportional between the seg-

ments of the diameter intercepted between the

centre and the ordinate, and between the centre

and the tangent.

Let DK a tangent to the curve at D meet tbe Pig. 50.

transverse diameterPp in K, and let DE d be an or-

dinate to that diameter,

Then CE : CP :: CP : CK.

Through P and p, tbe vertices of the diameter, draw
the tangents PH and p L, meeting KD in H and L,
these tangents are parallel to each other (5.), and to

DE, the ordinate, by last proposition. Draw PF, pF,.
DF to either of the foci. Then,

DH :HP mineHPF: sineHDF. 1
andDL: Lp :csil)e LpF : sine LDF,orstoeHDFj (70

Now the angles BPF, Lp F are equal {i coc. c.) j

there/ore,^
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or I he therefore,

Hypcrbnla, DH:PH :: DL :^L,

and by alternation

DH:DL::PH:/>L5

CONIC SECTIONS.
CE : EP :: CP : PK j

Partra.

hence, by division, CE : CP :: CP ; CK.
or the

Hypcrtwli.

Cor. t. The rectangle contained by PE and is

equal to the rectangle oontained by K£ and CE.

therefore, because of the parallel lines PH, ED,/?L,

EP: Ep::VK:pK.
Take CGizCE, then PGrrE/?, and by composition

EG:EP :: P/7 : PK,

and taking the halves of the antecedents

For CP*=KC CE=EC*=KE EC (2. 2. E.)
also CP‘=EC*—PE-E p (6. 2. E.)

therefore EC*—KE EC=EC*~PE E o,

and KE-ECzzPE-E p.

CoR. 2. The rectangle contained by PK and K p
is equal to the rectangle contained by KE and KC.

For KC*n:CP*—PK*Kp (5. 2. E.)
also KC*“EC*KC—EK*KC“CP*—EK'KC (3. 2. E. and bv the prop.)

therefore CP*—PK*K/?zzCP*— EK*KC,
and PK-K;;=EK KC.

Prop. X.

If a tangent to an hyperbola meet the conjugate

axis, and from the point of contact a perpendi-

cular be drawn to that axis, the semiaxis will

be a mean proportional between the segments
of the axis intercepted between the centre and
the perpendicular, and between the centre and
the tangent.

5^ Let DH, a tangent to the hyperbola at D, meet
the conjugate axis B ^ in H, and let DG be perpen-

dicular to that axis, then

CG : CB :: CB : CH.

Let DH meet the transverse axis in K, draw DE
perpendicular to that axis, draw DF, DJ" to the foci,

and describe a circle about the triangle DJ'F ; the

conjugate axis will evidently pass through the centre

of the circle, and because the angle FDJ' is bisected

by the tangent DK, the line DK will pass through one

extremity of the diameter *, therefore the circle passes

through H. Draw DL to the other extremity of the

diameter. The triangles LGD, KCH, are similar,

for each is similar to the right-angled triangle LDH,
therefore,

LG : GD (=CE) :: CK : CII
j

lienee LG*CH=CE*CK=i: (by last prop.) CA*.
Now LC CUzzCF* (35. 3. E.)

therefore LC C H—LG CH=CF*—CA*,

that is, CG CH=CB* (Def. 7.)

wherefore CG : CB :: CB : CIL

Definition.

XI. If through A, one of the vertices of the trans-

verse axis, a straight line HA h be drawn, equal and

parallel to B ^ the conjugate axis, and bisected at A
by the transverse axis, the straight lines CHM, Chm
drawn through the centre, and the extremities of that

parallel, are called Asymptotes.

CoR. !• The asymptotes of two opposite hyperbo-

las are common to both. Through a, the other ex-

tremity of the axis, draw H' a parallel to B and

meeting the asymptotes of the hyperbola DAD in H'
and A'. Because a C is equal to AC, a H' is equal to

A h, or to BC
\

also a h! is equal to AH, or to BC

;

hence, by the definition, CH' and C hi are asymptotes
of the opposite hyperbola dad.

Cor. 2. The asymptotes are diagonals of a rect-

angle formed by drawing perpendiculars to the axes at

their vertices. For the lines A H, CB, a H' being equal
and parallel, the points H, B, H' are in a straight line

passing through B parallel to A a ; the same is true of
the points //, by h'.

Prop. XL
The asymptotes do not meet the hyperbola ; and

if from any point in the curve a straight line be
drawn parallel to the conjugate axis, and ter-

minated by the asymptotes, the rectangle con-
tained by its segments from that point is equal

to the square of half that axis.

Through D any point in the hyperbola draw a rig. 5^
straight line parallel to the conjug-ate axis, meeting the

transverse axis in E, and the asymptotes in M and m;
the points M and m shall be without the hyperbola,

and the rectangle MD’D m is equal to the square of

BC.
Draw DG perpendicular to B A the conjugate axis,

let a tangent to the curve at D meet the transverse

axis in K, and the conjugate axis in L, and let a per-

pendicular at the vertex A meet the asymptote in H.
Because DK is a tangent, and DE an ordinate to the

axis, CA is a mean proportional between CK and CE
(9.), and therefore

CK : CE :: CA* : CE* (2 cor. 20. 6. E.)
But CK : CE :: LC : LG,

and CA* : CE* :: AH* ; EM*;
therefore LC : LG AH*

;

EM*.

Again, CB being a mean proportional between CL and

CG (10.)

LC : CG :: CB* : CG*,
and therefore

LC ; LG :: CB*

:

CB»q-CG*, or CB*-f-ED* ;

wherefore AH* : EM* :: CB* : CB*-f-ED*;
Now AH*=CB* (Def. ii.)

therefore EM*=CB*-|-ED*,

consequently EM* is greater than £D*, and EM
greater
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Part III. COrllC SfiCTlOKS.
Ortbe gre4ter tkan ED, therefore M U without the byper-

Hjrperbola* bola. In like manner it appears that m is without the
*

^ hyperbola j therefore every point in both the asym]>-

totes is without the hyperbola. AgaiO| the straight

line Mi» terminated by the asymptotes, being maoi*

festly bisected by the axis at £,

ME*=MD D;»+DE* i

hut it has been shewn that

Scholium.

The name asymptotes {non concurrentes) has been

given to the lines CH, CA, because of the property

they have of continually approaching to the hyperbo*

la without meeting it, as has been proved in this pro*

position.

Prof. kill.

537
Oftbo

Ryperbulik

ME»z=BC*+DE*,
therefore MD*DwrrBC‘,

Cor. I. Hence, if in a straight line Mi», termina-

ted by the asymptotes, and parallel to the conjugate

axis, there be taken a point 1) such that tlie rectangle

MD'Dm is equal to the square of that axis, the point

D is in the hyperbola.

Cor. 2. If straight lines MDm, NR», be drawn

through D and R, any points in the hyperbola^ or

iQiposite hyperbolas, parallel to the conjugate axis, and

meeting the asymptotes in M, f», and N, is, the rect-

angles MD*Dm, NR'Rn are equal.

Prop. XII.

I^ from two points in a hyperbola, or opposite hy-putcCLX.
perbolas, two parallel straight lines be drawn to

nleet the asymptotes, the rectangles contained

by their segments between the points and the

asymptotes are equal.

Let D and G be two points in the hyperbola^ or pi^.

opposite hyperbolas, let parallel lines ED^, HG^ be and 55.

drawn to meet the asymptotes in and H, A, the

rectangles ED'De, HG*GH are equal.

Through D and G draw straight lines parallel to

the conjugate axis, meeting the asymptotes in the

points L, /, and M, m. The triangles HGM, £DL
are similar, as also the triangles A G m, e D /,

The hyperbola and its asyitiptote when produced

continually approach to each other, and the

distance between them becomes less than any

given line.

Fig. 53. Take two points E and O in the transverse axis

produced, and through these points draw straight

lines parallel to the conjugate axis, meeting the hy-

rbola in D, K, and the asymptotes in M m, and

n.

Because NO* is greater than ME*,
and NR’Rii=:MD*Dm, (2 cor. ii.)

thereforeNO*—NR*Rn isgreaterthanME*—MD*D»i,
that is, RO* is greater than D£*,
and RO is greater than D£ ;

now On is greater than Em,
therefore R/t is greater than Dm,

and since R/i : Dm :: DM : RN, (2 cor. 11.)

DM is greater than RN,

therefore the point R is nearer to the asymptote than D,
that is, the hyperbola when produced approaches to the

asymptote.

Let S be any line less than half the conjugate axis
;

then, because Dm, a straight line drawn from a point

in the hyperbola, parallel to the conjugate axis, and ter-

minated by the asymptote on the other side of the trans-

verse axis, may evidently be of any magnitude greater

than AA, which is equal to half the conjugate axis,

Dm may be a third proportional to S and BC
j
and

since Dm is also a third proportional to DM (the seg-

ment between D and the other asymptote) and BC,
DM may be equal to S

^
hut the distance of D from

the asymptote is less than DM, therefore that distance

may become less than S, and consequently less than any

given line.

Cor* Every straight line passing through the centre,

within the angles contained by the asymptotes through

which the transverse axis passes, meets the hyperbola,

and therefore is a transverse diameter ^ and every

straight line passing through the centre within the ad-

jacent angles falls entirely without the hyperboja.

VoL. VI. Part II. f

therefore DL : DE :: GM : GH,
and D/ : De :: Gm t GA;

hence^ taking the rectangles of the corresponding terins

of the proportions,

LD D/ : ED De :: MG Gm : HG GA.
But LD*D/=:MG'Gm (2 cor. ii.)

therefore ED’D«HG*GA.
Cor. I. If a straight line be drawn through D,

two points in the same or opposite hyperbolas, the seg-aad 5^^
menu DE, d e between those points and the asymp-
totes are equal. For in the same manner that the

rectangles £D*De, HG'GA have been proved to be
equal, it may be shewn that the rectangles £ d * c/r,

HG * G A are equal, therefore ED * D rzzE d • de.
Let £ e be bisected in O, then £D*De=£0*—>OD*
and £{/•{/ e=:EO*— therefore EO*—.OD*=r
EO*—O d} ; hence 0D=0 J, and ED=:e d.

Cor. 2. When the poinU D and d are in tile saroOp.

hyi^rbola, by supposing them to approach till they co-^JJ
incide at P, the line Ee will thus become a tangent to

the curve at P. Therefore any tangent KPA, which
is terminated by the asymptotes, is bisected at P, the
point of contact.

Cor. 3. And if any straight line KPA, limited by
54,

the asymptotes, be bisected at P a point in the curve,

tliat line is tangent at P. For it is evident that only
one line can be drawn through P which shall be limit-

ed by the asymptotes, and bisected at P.
Cor. 4. If a straight line he drawn through D,p,v ,

any point in the hyperbola, parallel to a tangent KPA, '

and terminated by the asymptotes at £ and the rect-

angle ED'D^ is equal to Uie square of PK, the seg-

ment of the tangent between the point of contact and
either asymptote. The demonstration is the same as in

the proposition.

Cor. 5. If from any point D in a hyperbola a straight
p/g. i

line be drawn parallel to P/i any diameter, meeting the
^ ^

asymptotes in £ and r, the rectangle ED.De is equal

to the square of half the diameter. Tbe deroonstra-

Uoii if the saoie as in the proposition.

I Y Prop.
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Of the

Hyperbola.

JFiS- $6.

Fig. 57.

CONIC S

Prop. XIV.

If two straight lines be drawn from any point in

an hyperbola to the asymptotes, and from any
other point in the same, or opposite hyperbolas,

two other lines be drawn parallel to the former,

the rectangle contained by the two first lines

will be equal to the rectangle contained by the

other two lines.

From D any point in the hyperbola draw DH and

DK to the asymptotes, and from any other point d
draw dh and dk parallel to DH and DK. The rect-

angles HD • DK, hd* dk are equal.

Join D, d meeting the asymptotes In £, e. From
similar triangles

ED:DH ::Ed:dA,
and e D : DK :: e d \ dk^

therefore taking the rectangles of corresponding terms,

ED De: HD-DK::Ed-de:Ad-(//fc;
hut ED • D E d • de (13O1
therefore HD • DK=Ad* dk.

Cor. I. If the lines D'K', I^H', Id
^
df h\ be pa-

rallel to the asymptotes, and thus form the parallelo-

grams IVK'CH', d^ k* C h\ these are equal to one an-

other (16. and 14. 6. E.), And if D'C, d'C he joined,

the halves of the parallelograms, or the triangles D'K'C,
df kf C are also equal.

Cor. 2. If from D', rf, an? two points in .an hyper-

bola, straight lines D'K, d! kf he drawn parallel to one

asymptote, meeting the other in K' and A/, these Tines

are to each other reciprocally as their distances from

the centre, or D'K : (f kf :: C kf i CK'. This appears

from last cor. and 14. 6. E.

Definitions.

XII. If A a be the transrerse axis, and the con-

jugate axis of two opposite hyperbolas DAD, dad^
and if B ^ be the transverse axis, and A a the conju-

gate axis of other two opposite hyperbolas EBE, ebe^
these hyperbolas are said to be conjugate to theformer.

When all the four hyperbolas are mentioned they are

called conjugate hyperbolae.

Cor. The asymptotes of the hyperbolas DAD, dad
are also the asymptotes of the hyperbolas EBE, ebe.
This Is evident from Cor. 2. to Definition 1 1.

XIII. Any diameter of the conjugate hyperbolas is

called a second diameter of the other hyperbolas.

Cor. Every straight line passing through the centre

within the angle through which the epnjugate or

second axis passes, is a second diameter of the hyper-

bola.

XIV. Any straight line not passing through the

centre, but terminated both ways by the opposite hy-

perbolas, and bisected by a second diameter, is called

an Ordinate to that diameier.^

Prof. XV.

Any straight line not passing through the centre,

but terminated by the opposite hyperbolas, and
parallel to a tangent to either of the conjugate

hyperbolas, is bisected by the second diameter

2

E C T I O N S. Part HI.

that passes through the point of contact, or is or

an ordinate to that diameter. Hyperbola

The straight line Dr/ terminated by the opposite Fig. 58.

hyperbolas, and parallel to the tangentKQ A:, is bisect-

ed at E by Q ^ the diameter that passes through the

point of contact.

Let D d meet the asymptotes in G andg, and let the

tangent meet them in K and k. The straight lines

G^, KA: are evidently similarly divided at £ and Q,
and since KQ=Q^ (2 cor. 13.) therefore GEzrEg;
now l^Gzzzgd (i cor. 13.) therefore D£=£r/.

Cor. I. Every ordinate to a second diameter is pa-

rallel to a tangent at its vertex. The demonstration is

the same as in Cor. 2. Prop. 8.

Cor. 2. All the ordinates to the same second diamt-

ter are parallel to each other.

CoR. 4. A straight line that bisects two parallel

straight lines which terminate in the opposite hyperbolas

b a second diameter.

CoR. 5. The ordinates to the conjugate or second

axis are perpendicular to it, and no other second dia-

meter is perpendicular to its ordinates.

Cor. 6. The opposite hyperbolas are similar to ooi

another, and like portions of them are, in all respects,

equal.

Prop. XVI.

If a transverse diameter of an hyperbola be parallel

to the ordinates to a second diameter, the latter

shall be parallel to the ordinates to the former.

Let P p, a transverse diameter of an hyperbola, be fig. 59.

parallel to DEi/, any ordinate to the second diameter

Q^, the second diameter Q ^ shall be parallel to tbo

ordinates to the diameter Vp.
Draw the diameter dCG tbrongh one extremity of

the ordinate d D, and join G and D, the other extre-

mity, meeting Id

p

in H. Because JG is bisected

at C, and CH is parallel io c/D, the line DG is bi-

sected at H, therefore DG is an ordinate to the dia-

meter Pp. And because dG and dD are bisected at

C and £, the diameter is parallel to DG (2. 6. £.},

therefore Q ^ is parallel to any ordinate to the diamt-

ter Vp.

Definitions.

XV. Two diameters are said to be conjugate to one

another when each is parallel to the ordinates to tbo

other diameter.

Cor. Diameters which are conjugate to one ano-

ther are parallel to tangents at the vertices of each

ether.

XVI. A third proportional to any diameter and its

conjugate is called the Parameter^ dso the Latus m-
tum ^ that diameter.

Prof. XVII.

The tangent at the vertex of any transverse diame-^,^
ter of an hyperbola, which is terminated by the

asymptotes, is equal to the diameter that is con-

jugate to that diameter.

Let PCp be any transverse diameter of an hyper-

bola, HPA a tangent at its vertex, meeting the asymp-
totes
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or the uates to any second diameter are to one another as the

Hypci'bola. sums of the squares of half that diameter and the seg-
^ ments intercepted by the ordinate from the centre.

Cor. 3. The ordinates to any transverse diameter,

ivhich intercept equal segments of that diameter from

the centre, are equal to one another, and, conversely,

eqnal ordinates intercept equal segments of the diameter

from the centre.

Prop. XX.
Plate

CLXi
transverse axis of an hyperbola is the least of

all its transverse diameters, and the conjugate

axis is the least of all its second diameters.

CTIONS. Partni
any third transverse diameter, the square of the or the

segment of that diameter, intercept^ between Hypwbok

the ordinate from the vertex of the second dia-
‘

meter, and the centre, is equal to the rectangle

contained by the segments between the other

ordinate and the vertices of the third transverse

diameter. And the square of the segment in-

tercepted between the ordinate from the vertex

of the transverse diameter and the centre is

equal to the square of the segment between the

oAer ordinate, and the centre, together with

the square of half the third transverse diameter.

Fig. 54. Let R r be the transverse axis, Pp any other trans-

verse diameter, draw P£ perpendicular to R r ; then

C£ being greater than CR, and CP greater than

CE, much more is CP greater than CR, therefore Pp
is greater than R r. In like manner it is shewn that if

Sf be the conjugate axis, and any other second

diameter, Q ^ Is greater than S s.

Let Pp, Q ^ be two conjugate diametefc, of which rig. 64,

P p is a transverse, and Q ^ a second diameter^ let PE,
QG be semi-ordinates to any third transveiie aiameter

Rr, then CG*=R?: E r, and CE*=zCG*-p€R*.
Draw the tangents PH, QKL, meeting R r in H and

K. The rectangles HC*CE and KC'CG are equal,

for each is equal to CR* (9.) therefore,

HC : CK :: CG : CE.

Prop. XXI.

Plate CLX. If an ordinate be drawn to any transverse diame-

ter of an hyperbola, the rectangle under the

abscisses of the diameter is to the square of the

semi-ordinate as the diameter to its parameter.

Fig. j. Let DE be a semi-ordinate to the transverse diame-

ter Pp ; let PG be the parameter of the diameter, and

Q q the conjugate diameter. By the definition of the

parameter (Oef. 16.)

P;? : Qo :: Qy : PG,
therefore, Pp ; PG :: rp* : Q 9% (2 cor. 20. 6. E.)

Bat P/;* ; Q 9* PE • E p : DE% (19.)
therefore PE*Ep : DE* :: Pp . PG.

CoR. Let the parameter PG be perpendicular to the

diameter Pp / join p G, and from £ draw EM parallel

to PG, meeting pG in M. The square of DE the

semi-ordinate is equal to the rectangle contained by P£
and EM.

For PE • Ep : DE* :: Pp : PG,
and Pp : PG :: Ep : EM :: PE-Ep : PE-EM,

therefore D£*=P£*£M.

Scholium.

If the rectangles PGLp, HGKM be completed, it

will appear that the square of ED is equal to the rect-

angle MP, which rectangle is greater than the rect-

angle KP, contained by the absciss PE, and the pa-

rameter GP, by a rectangle KH similar and similarly

situated to LP, the rectangle contained by the parame-
ter and diameter. It was on account of the excess of

the square of the ordinate above the rectangle con-

tained by the absciss and parameter that Apollonius

gave the curve to which the property belonged the

name of Hyperbola.

Prop. XXII.

If from the vertices of two conjugate diameters^
• of an hyperbola tliere be drawn ordinates to

3

But the triangles HPC, CQK are evidently similar

(cor. Def. 15.) and since PE, QG are parallel, their

bases CH, KC similarly divided at E and G, there-

fore

HC : CK :: HE : CG,
wherefore CG : CE :: HE : CG,

consequently CG*=:CE • £H=r (i cor. 9.) BE • E r.

Again, from the similar triangles HPC, CQK,
HC : CK :: CE : KG.

Now it was shewn that HC : CK :: CG : CE,
therefore CG : CE :: CE : KG,

consequently

CE*=CG GK=(3. 2. E.) CG*+GC CK.
But GC-CK=CR* (18.)

therefore CE*=CG*-J-CR*.

CoR. I. Let S J be the diameter that is conjngate

to R r, then R r is to S « as CG to PE, or as C£ to

QG.

For Rr* : S 5* :: RE E r, or CG* : PE%
therefore R r : S j :: CG : PE.

In like manner R r : S « CE : QG.
CoR. 2. The diflference between the squares of CE,

CG the segments of the transverse diameter to which

the semi-ordinates PE, QG are drawn, is equal to the

square ofCR the semi-diameter. For it has been shewn

that CE*=CG*-f-CR*j

therefore CE*—CG*zzCR*.

Cor. 3. The difference of the squares of any two

conjugate diameters ts equal to the difference of the

squares of the axes. Let R r, S j be the axes, and

Pp, Q9 any two conjugate diameters; draw PE,.

QG perpendicular to R r, and PL, QM perpendicular

to S Then

CE»—CG*=CR%
and CM*—CL*, or GB*—PE*=CS*,

therefore CE*+PE*-(CG*-f.GQ*)=CR»—CS*,
that is (47. I. E.) CP*—CQ*=zCR*u-CS*,

'

therefore Pp*—Q 9*=R r*—S r*.

Prop.
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Of Ibe

Hyperbola.

Fig 6s.

Prop. XXIII.

If four straight lines be drawn touching conjugate

h^erbolas at the vertices of any two conjugate

diameters, the parallelogram formed by these

lines is equal to the rectangle contained by the

transverfe and conjugate axes.

Let P Pi Q ^ lie any two conjugate diameterSi a

paralielogram D£GH formed by tangents to the con-

jugate hyperbolas at their Tertices is equal to the rect-

angle contained by A n, B 6 the two axes.

Let AiZ| one ofthe axe3« meet the tangent FE In K ^

join QK| and draw PL, QM perpendicular to A n.

Because CK : CA :: CA ; CL (9.)

and CA : CB :: CL : QM (1 cor. 22.)

ex aeq. CK : CB :: CA : QM,
therefore CK • QM=rCB • CA.

But CK * QM:=twtce trian. CKQ=paral. CPEQ,
therefore the parallelogram CPEQ=CB * CA \

Bat, if CD be joined, the points D and R are evi- of the

dently the vertices of two conjugate diameters (cor. Hyperbola,

def. 15.) and therefore PE • p E=:CM* (22.)
s—y—

#

therefore HD * AD=:CR*.

Cor. The rectangle contained by LD and DK, tho

segments of a tangent intercepted between D the point

of contact, and P p, Q y, any two conjugate diameters,

is equal to the square of CR, the semi-diameter to which

the tangent is parallel.

Let the parallel tangents PH,pA meet LK in H
and A, and draw DE a semi-ordinate to P p. Because
of the parallels ED, PH, CK, p

LE : LD EP ; DH,
and EC : DK :: Ep : D A,

therefore

LE • EC : LD • DK :: EP • Ep : DH • D A
But LE • ECrrEP • E p (i cor. 9.)

therefore LD • DK=zDH • D (by tbb prop.) CB*.

and, taking the quadruples of these, the parallelogram

DEGH is equal to the rectangle contained by A a

and B h.

Prop. XXIV.

If two tangents at the vertex of any transverfe dia-

meter of an hyperbola meet a third tangent,

the rectangle contained by their segments be-

tween the points of contact, and the points of

intersection, is equal to the square of the semi-

diameter to which they are parallel. And the

rectangle contained by the segments of the third

tangent between its points of contact and the

parallel tangents, is equal to the square of the

semi-diameter to which it is parallel.

Fig. 66. ? ^9 tangents at the vertices ofa transverse

diameter P p, meet DH A, a tangent to the curve at

any point D, in H and h ; let CQ be the semi-diame-

ter to which the tangents PH, p h are parallel, and
CR that to which H 4 is parallel ; then

PH • p 4=CQ% and DH • D 4=CR*.

Let H h meet the semi-diameters CP, CQ in L and
K. Draw ED, RM parallel to CQ, and DG parallel

to GP.

Because LP • L p=rLE • LC (2 cor. 9.)

LP:LE::LC:Lp;
Hence, and because of the parallels PH, ED, CK,p 4,.

PH : ED :: CK : p4,
wherefore PH • p 4=ED • CK.

But ED • CK=rCG • CK=CQ» (18.)
therefore PH •/?4=CQ*.

Again, the triangles LED, CMR are evidently si-

milar, and LE, LD are similarly divided at H and P,
also, at 4 and p,

Uicrefore PE : HD :: (LE : LD :: ) CM : CR,
alsop E : 4D :: (LE : LD :; ) CM : CR,

hence taking the rectangles of the corresponding

terms,

PE 'pE : HD • 4D CM* : CR*.

Prop. XXV.

If two straight lines be drawn from the foci of an
hyperbola perpendicular to a tangent, straight

lines drawn from the centre, to the points in

which they meet the tangent, will each be
equal to half the transverse axis.

Let P d D be a tangent to the curve at P, and FD, Fig. 67.

fd perpendiculars to the tangent from the foci, the

straight lines joining the points C, D and C, d are each
equal to AC, half the transverse axis.

Join FP,jTP, and produce FD, Pf till they inter-

sect in £. Ihe triangles FDP, EDP have the an-

gles at D right an^es, and the angles FPD, EPD
equal (4.), and the side DP common to both; they are

therefore equal, and consequently have £D=DF, and
EP=PF, wherefore E^^FP—

P

f^h. a. Now the

straight lines FE, Ff being bisected at D and C, the^

line DC is parallel to £j^ and tbns the triangles

ry*E, FCD are similar.

therefore F f :
/F^ or A a :: FC : CD j

but FC is half F^ therefore CD is half of A a.

Cor. If a straight line Q ^ be drawn through the

centre parallel to the tangent D d, it will cut off

from PE, Py the segments PG, P;^, each equal to AC
half the transverse axis. For Cd PG, CDPg^ are pa-

rallelograms, therefore PGrrdCsAC, and P^=DC=
AC.

Prop. XXVI.

The rectangle contained by perpendiculars drawn
from the foci of an hyperbola to a tangent is

equal to the square of half the conjugate axis.

Let P d D be a tangent, and FD,yd perpendicu-
pjg

lars from the foci, the rectangle contained by FD and

yd is equal to the square of BC half the conjugate

axis.

It is evident from last proposition that the points

D, d are in the circumference of a circle, whose centre

is
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or I lie is tfie centre of the hyperbola, and radius CA half the
Hyperbola, transverse axis j now FDJ being a right angle, if rfC

' be joined, and produced, it will meet DF in H, a
point in the circumference; and since FCzr^'C, and
CH=:C^/, and the angles FCH,y'C(/ are equal, FH is

equal tofr/, therefore,

DFv//=DF-FH=AF • a F (36. 3. E.)=CB* (3.)

Cor. If PF, Pyj be drawn from the point of con-

tact to the foci, the square of FD is a fourth propor-

tional to y'P, FP and CB*. For the angles y*P</,

FPD are equal (4.), and FDP,yjP arc right angles,

therefore the triangles FDP,y*

d

P are similar, and

/P : FP ::fd : FD ::fd-YD or BC* : FD*.

Prop. XXVII.

riff. 58. If from C the centre of an hyperbola a straight

line CL be drawn perpendicular to a tangent

LD, and from D the point of contact a perpen-

dicular be drawn to the tangent, meeting the

transverse axis in H, and the conjugate axis in

hf the rectangle contained bv CL and DH is

equal to the square of CB, the semi-conjugate

axis ; and the rectangle contained by CL and

is equal to the square of CA, the semi-

transverse axis.

Let the axes meet the tangent in M and m, and

from D draw the semi-ordinates D£, De, which will

be perpendicular to the axes.

The triangles D£H, CLits are evidently cqniangii-

lar, therefore,

DH : D£ :: Cm : CL,
hence CL • DH=rD£ • Cw?,

hot D£ • Ciw or Ce • CmnBC* (10.)

therefore CL • DHnBC*.
In the same way it may be shewn, that CL * DA=r

AC*.
Cor. I. If a perpendicular be drawn to a tangent

at the point of contact, the segments intercepted be-

tween the point of contact and the axes are to each

other reciprocally as the squares of the axes by which

they are terminated.

For AC* : BC* CL • DA : CL • DH DA : DH.

Cor. 2. If DF be drawn to either focus, and HK
be drawn perpendicular to DF ; the straight line DK
shall be equal to half the parameter of the transverse

axis.

Draw CG parallel to the tangent at D, meeting

DH in N, and DF in G. The triangles GDN, HDK
are similar, therefore

GD : DN :: DH : DK

;

and hence GD • DK=HD • DN.
But GD=AC (cor. 25.) and ND=CL,

therefore AC • DKzzHD : CL=(by the prep.) CB%
wherefore AC : BC :: BC : DK,

hence DK is half the parameter of Aa (def. 16.)

Defikition.

Fig. XVII. If a point G be taken in the transverse axis

of an hyperbola, so that the distance of G from the

centre may be a third proportional to CF, the distance or ibe

of either focus from the centre, and CA the semi-trans- Hyperbola,

verse axis, a straight line HG A drawn through G, '"""v

perpendicular to the axis, is called the Directrix of the

hyperbola.

Cor. I. If MFiti, an ordinate to the axis, be drawn
through the focus, tangents to the hyperbola at the ex-

tremities of the ordinate will meet the axis at the point

G (9).
Cor. 2. The hyperbola has two directrices, for the

point G may be taken on either side of the centre.

Prop. XXVIII.

The distance of any point in an hyperbola from
either directrix is to its distance nom the focus

nearest that directrix, in the constant ratio of

the semi-transverse axis to the distance of the

focus from the centre.

Let D be any point in the hyperbola ; let DK be

drawn perpendicular to the directrix, and DF to the

focus nearest the directrix ; DK is to DF as CA, half

the transverse axis, to CF, the distance of the focus

from the centre.

Draw Dy to the other focus, and D£ perpendicu-

lar to A a ; take L a point in the axis, so that AL=:
FD, and consequently JjazzI)/

;

then CL is evidently

half the sum of AL and a L, or of FD andyD, and

C£ half the sum of F£ and/ £, and because

Dy-DF ; Yf::/E+YE : Dy.fDF (Tng.)

by taking the halves of the terms of the proportion,

€A : CF :: C£ : CL.
But CA : CF :: CG ; CA (def. 17.) ;

therefore, CG : CA CE : CL,
hence (19.5. £.) EG ; AL :: CG : CA CA : CF,

that is, DK : DF :: CA : CF.

Cor. I. If the tangent GMN be drawn through M,
the extremity of the ordinate passing through the focus,

and ED be produced to meet GM in N, £N shall be

equal to DF. For draw MO perpendicular to the

directrix, then, because M and D are points in the hy-

perbola, and from similar triangles,

FM : FD :: MO : DK :: GF : GE MF : EN,
therefore FD=:EN.

Cor. 2. If AI and a i be drawn perpendicular to the

transverse axis at its extremities, meetin&r the tangent

GM in I and ij then AI=rAF and aizzaY,

Prop. XXIX.

If through P and Q, the vertices of two semi-dia-
pjg. ^q,

meters of an hyperbola, there be drawn straight

lines PD, QE parallel to one of the asymptotes

CN, meeting tne other asymptote in D and E,

the hyperbolic sector PCQ is equal to the hyper-

bolic trapezium PDEQ.

Let CQ meet PD in G. The triangles CDP,
CEQ are equal (i cor. 14.) therefore, taking the tri-

angle CDG from both, the triangle CGP is equal to

the quadrilateral DEQG ; to 4hesa add the figure

PGQ,
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Of ific PGQ, and the hyperbolic sector PCQ is equal to the

Hyperbola, hyperbolic trapezium PDEQ.

Prop. XXX.

Fif.7f. If from the centre of an hyperbola the segments

CD, CE, CH be taken in continued propor-

tion, in one of the asymptotes, and the straight

lines DP, EQ, HR be drawn parallel to the

other asymptote, meeting the hyperbola in P,

Q, R, the hyperbolic areas PDEQ, QEHR are

equal.

Through Q draw a tangent to the curve, meeting

the asymptotes in K and L : join PR meeting the

asymptotes in M and N ; draw the semi-diameters CP,
CQ, CR, let CQ meet PR in G.

Because QE is parallel to CM, and KQ is equal to

QL (2 cor. 13.) CE is equal to EL; and because

MC, PD, RH, are parallel, and MP is equal to

RN (i cor. 13.) CD is equal to HN. Now, by hy-

pothesis,

CD : CE CE : CH,
therefore NH : LE :: CE : CH

;

but CE : CH :: HR: EQ (2 cor. 14.)

therefore NH : LE :: HR : EQ,
and by alternation NH : HR :: LE : EQ.

Now the angles at H and E are equal, therefore

the triangles NHR, LEQ are equiangular, and NR
, is parallel tp LQ ;

consequently RP is an ordinate to

the diameter CQ (8.), and is bisected by it at G ; and

as CQ bisects all lines which are parallel to KL, and

are terminated by the hyperbola, it will bisect the area

FQR. Let the equal areas PQG, RQG be taken

from the equal triangles PCG, RCG, and there will

remain the hyperbolic sectors PCQ, RCQ equal to each

other. Therefore (29.) the areas DPQE, EQRH
are also equal.

Cor. Hence if CD, CE, CH, &c« any number of

segments of the asymptote be taken in continued pro-

portion, the areas DPQE, DPQRH, &c. reckoned

Rom the first line DP, will be in arithmetical progres-

•ion.

Prop. XXXI. Problem.

^2^ yj.Two straight lines Hj, Bi, which bisect each

other at right angles in C, being given by po-

sition, to describe an hyperbola, of whicn H a

shall be the transverse and B b the conjugate

axis.

First Method, By a Mechanical Description.

Join AB, and in A a, poduced, take CF, C/each

equal to AB ;
the points F,/ will be the foci of the

hyperbola.

Let one end of a string be fastened at F, and the

other to G the extremity of a ruler /DG, and let the

CTIONS. 543
difference between the length of the ruler and the or the

string be equal to A a. Let the other end of the H\perboliu

ruler be fixed to the point and let the ruler be made ' "'v ' '

to revolve abouty* as a centre in the plane in which

the axes are situated, while the string is stretched by

means of a pin D, so that the part of it between G
and D is applied close to the edge of the ruler

; the

point of the pin will by its motion trace a curve line

DAD upon the plane which is one of the hyperbolas

required.

If the ruler be made to revolve about the other

focus F, while the end of the string is fastened to

the opposite hyperbola will be described by the

moving point D ; for in either case G —(GD-j-DF),
that is, D^—DF is by hypothesis equal to A a the

transverse axis.

Second Method. By finding any number ofpoints in

the curve.

Find F, either of the foci as before, draw HAK, Ftg. 73.

hak perpendicular to the transverse axis at its extre-

mities, and take AH and AK on each side of the ver-

tex equal to AF, also a h and a k each equal to a F ;

join H h and K ^ ; take £ any point in A a, and
through £ draw N£ n parallel to HK, meeting H h
and K ib in N and n. On F as a centre, with a radius

equal to £N or £ n, let a circle be described meeting
N n in D and these will be two points in the hy-
perbola ; and in the same way may any number of

points in the hyperbola, or opposite hyperbolas, be

found. The reason of this construction is obvious frooi

cor. 1 • and 2. Prop. 28.

Prop. XXXII. Problem.

An hyperbola being given by position, to find its Plate

axes. CLXIL

Let ha h be the given hyperbola. Draw two Fig. 74.
parallel straight lines H A, K i terminating in either

of the opposite hyperbolas, and bisect them at L and
M

;
join LM, and produce it to meet the hyperbola in

P ; then LP will be a transverse diameter (4 cor. 8.).

Let p be the point in which it meets the opposite hy-
perbola, bisect P/> in C, the point C is the centre (2.).

Take D any point in the hyperbola, and on C as «
centre with the distance CD describe a circle ; if this

circle lie wholly without the opposite hyperbolas, then
CD most be half the transverse axis (20.), but if not,

let the circle meet the hyperbola again in </, join

D d, and bisect it in E, join CE, meeting the opposite

hyperbolas in A and a, then A a will be the transverse

axis (5 cor. 8.) for it is perpendicular to D d (3. 3.

£.) which is an ordinate to A a. The other axis will

be found by drawing B 6 a straight line through the

centre perpendicular to A a, and taking CB so that

CB* may be a fourth proportional to the rectangle

AE • £ a, and the squares of D£ and CA, thus CB
is half the conjugate axis (i9*)*

PART
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or the Cone

and its

Section*.

Part IV.

PART IV.
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SECT, I.

OF THE CONE AND ITS SECTIONS.

but ACrrCD, therefore EHs:HF. For the same
reaeoQ GH=HF, therefore EFG is a circle of which

H is the centre and EG the diameter.

Definitions.

I. If through the point V, without the plane of the

circle ADR, a straight line AVE be drawn, and pro*

duced Indefinitely both ways, and if the point V re-

main fixed while the straight line AVE is moved round

the whole circumference of the circle, two superficies

will be generated by its motion, each of which is called

a Conical Superficies^ and these mentioned together are

called Opposite Conical Superficies.

II. The solid contained by the conical superficies,

and the circle ADR is called a Cone.

^ HI. The fixed point V is called the Vertex of the

cane.

IV. The circle ADR is called the Base of the cone.

V. Any straight line drawn from the vertex to the

circumference of the base is called a Side of the cone.

VI. Any straight line VC drawn through the vertex

of the cone, and the centre of the base, is called the

Axis of the cone.

VII. If the axis of the cone be perpendicnlar to the

base, it is called a Bight cone.

VIII. If the axis of the cone be not perpendicular

to the base, it is called a Scalene cone.

Prop. L

If a cone be cut by a plane passing through the

vertex, the section will be a triangle.

Prop. III.

If a scalene cone ADBV be cut through the axis

by a plane perpendicular to the base, maklng^

the triangle VAB, and from any point H, in

the strai^t line AV, a straight line HK be
drawn in the plane of the triangle VAB, so that

the angleVHK may be equal to the angleVBA,
and the cone be cut by another plane passing

through HK perpendicular to the plane of the

triangle ABC, the common section HFKM of

this plane and the cone will be a circle.

Take any point L in the straight line HK, and Fig* 76.

through L draw EG parallel to AB, and let EFGM
be a section parallel to the base, passing through EG }

then the two planet HFKM, EFGM being perMndi*

cular to the plane VAB, their common section FLM
is perpendicular to ELG, and since EFGM is a circle

(by last prop.) and EG its diameter, the sqnare of FL
is eqoal to the rectangle contained by EL and LG
(35. 3« E.) ; but since the angle VHK is equal to

vBA, or VGE, the angles EHK, EGK arc equal,

therefore the points E, H, G, K, are in Ibe circum-

ference of a circle (21.3.E.), and HL * LKzrEL * LG
(^5. 3. E.)=:FL*, therefore the section HFKM is a

circle of which HLK is a diameter (35. 3. E.)

This section is called a Subcontrary Section.

75* Let ADBV be a cone, of which VC is the axis j

let AD be the common section of the base of tbe cone

and tbe cutting plane ;
join VA, VD. When the ge-

nerating line comes to tbe points A and D, it is evi-

dent that it will coincide with the straight lines VA,
VD, they are therefore in the surface of the cone, and

they are in the plane which passes through tbe points

V, A, D, therefore the triangle VAD is the common
section of tbe cone and tbe plane which passes through

its vertex.

Prop. II.

If a cone be cut by a plane parallel to its base, ^he

section will be a circle, the centre of wliich is

in the axis.

Vtg. 75- Let EFG be the section made by a plane parallel

to the base of the cone, and VAB, VCD two sections

of tbe cone made by any two planes passing through

the axis VC ; let EG, HF be tbe common sections

of the plane EFG, and the triangles VAB, VCD.
Because the planes EFG, ADB are parallel, HE,
HF will be parallel Vo CA, CD, and

AC : EH :: (VC : VH ::) CD : HF,

Prop. IV.

If a cone be cut by a plane which does not pass

through the vertex, and which is neither paral-

lel to the base, nor the plane of a subcontrary

section, the common section of the plane and
the surface of the cone will be an ellipse, a pa-

rabola, or an hyperbola, according as the plane

passing througn the vertex parallel to the cut-

ting plane falls without tbe cone, touches it, or

falls within it.

Let ADVB be any cone, and let ONP be thel%*77»7^

common section of a plane passing through its vertex 79*

and the plane of the base, which will fall without the

base, will touch it, or will fall within it.

Let FKM he a section of the cone parallel to VPO \

through C the centre of the base draw CN perpendi-

cular to OP, meeting the circumference of tbe base in

A and B ; let a plane pass through V, A and B,

meeting the plane OVP in the line NV, the surface

of tbe cone in VA, VB, and tbe plane of tbe section

FKM in LK then because the planes OVP, MKF
are parallel, KL will be parallel to VN, and will

meet VB one side of tbe cone in K ^ it will meet VA
the
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Part IV. CONICS
or the €«r.of contact. For if % greater circle be described it will

vatore ^ cat off from the diameter a segment greater than its

parameter, therefore a part of its circumference on

^
each aide of the point of contact will be wholly wkb-
ont the conic section ^ and as it will also be without the

former circle, it will not pass between that circle and
the conic section at the point of contact. If, on the

other hand, a less circle be discribed, it will cut off

from the diameter a segment lest than its parameter,

therefore a part of its circumference on each side of

the point of contact will fall within the conic section (

and as it will be within the former circle, it will not

pass between that circle and the conic section at the

point of contact. Hence (Def. 2O9 the circle which
cuts off a segment equal to the parameter Is the circle

of curvature.

Cor. 2. Onijr one circle can have the same curva-

ture with a come section in a given point.

Prop. II.

Plate The circle of curvature at the vertex of the axis of
CCXllL

2l parabola, or at the vertex of the transverse

axis of an ellipse or hyperbola, falls wholly with-
in the conic section ; but the circle of curvature

at the vertex of the conjugate axis of an ellipse

falls wholly without the conic section.

F%. 85. Let Pp be the axis of the parabola (fig. 85.), and
®7 t PGLg the circle of curvature at its vertex, which

therefore cots off from the axis a segment PL equal to

the paranoeter of the axis ^ because the tangent at the

vertex is common to the parabola and circle, the cen«

tre of the circle is in P^. Let D£ d an ordinate to

the axis meet the circle in G and g; it may be shewn
as in last proposition that

DE* : GE* :: LP : LE.

But ki every poutioo of the ordinate LP is greater

than LE, therefore DE* is always greater than G£%
and </£* greater than gE*^ therefore the circle is

wholly within the parabola. Next let P /7 be the

transverse axis of an ellipse or hyperbola (fig. 86, 87.),

or the conjugate axis of an ellipse (fig. 88.), and

PGLg' the circte of curvature, then as in the para-

bola the centre of the circle will be in the axis. Draw
D an ordinate to the axis meeting the circle in G^g;
and take a point V in PL, so that

pV ipE i: LP:LV;
then it will appear at in last prop, that

DE» : GE» :: LV : LE.

Now, when Pp is the transverse axis of an ellipse,

(fig. 86.) as Pp is greater than LP, and Pp ; PL ::

PE : PV, therefore PE is greater than PV, and hence

LV is always greater than LE, therefore D£* is great-

er than G£*, also d'E* greater than ^£*, so that

the circle falls wholly within the ellipse.

Again, when Pp is the transverse axis of an hy-

perbola (fig. 87.) as p £ is greater than p P, there-

fore LV is greater than LP, and consequently greater

also than LE ^ hence DE* is greater than G£, and

dE* is greater than gE% and the circle is wholly

within the hyperbola.

Lastly, When Pp is the conjugate axis of an el-

E C T I O N S. 547
lipse (fig. 88.) as Pp is less than LP, and Pp ; LP :: Of the Cur-

PE : PV, therefore, PE is less than PV 5 hence LV vsturc o(

is less than LE, and consequently DE* it lest than

GE*, also dE* less tlian g E*, therefore the circle is
tioes.

^

wholly without the ellipse.
*

Prop. III.

The circle of curvature at the vertex of any dia*

meter of a conic section, which is not an axis,

meets the conk section a|[ain in one point on-
Iv ; and between that point and the vertex of
the diameter the circle falls wholly within the

conic section on the one side, and wholly with-
out it on the other.

Case I. Let the conic section he a parabola, of Fig. 8p, 9c.

which Pp is a diameter (fig. 89.) tnd PLK the cir-

cle of curvature at the vertex, cutting off from the dia-

meter a segment PL equal to its parameter. Draw
LK a diameter of the circle, and draw PO perpendi-

cular to LK, this line will necessarily meet the circle

again, let it meet the circle in I ^ draw IS parallel to

the tangent at P, meeting the chord PL in S ^ then,

because IP is perpendicular to LK,
IS*=P8'FL (Lemma) ^

hence (Cor. Prop. 9. Part I.) I is a point in the parabola.

Let DE d an ordtiMte to tba diameter Pp meet tbc

arch PLI anywhere in G ^ draw GH perpendicular to

LK, meeting PL in N, then because LP is equal to

tbc parameter, as in Prop. I. Case I.

DE* : QE* :: LP : LN :: LO : LH.
Bnt wherever the point G be taken in tbc arch PLI,
LO is greater than LH, therefore DE* k alto greater

than 0£* ; thus the arch PGLI falls wholly within

the parabola.

Let the ordii:ate DE d now meet the arch PKI, any-
where, asmt^, draw g* A perpendicular toLK, meeting

LP In It, then it will appear as before that

dE*
:
gE* :: LP ; Lit :: LO : L 4 ;

but LO is less than L A, and therefore d £* less than

gE\ thus the arch Pg KI falls wholly without the

parabola.

Case II. Let the conic section be either an el-

lipse or hyperbola (fig. 90.) of which Pp k a diame-

ter, and PLK the circle of curvature' at its vertex,

cutting off PL equal to its parameter. Draw LK the

diameter of the circle and LQ perpendicular to LK,
and let p Q, a tangent to the conic section m p, meet

LQ in Q. Join PQ, thk line will necessarilv meet

the circle again j let it meet the circle in I ; and

draw IS, IT parallel to Qp, QL, meeting PL in S, T.

Because of the parallels,

pP:pS::QP:QI::LP:LT,
hence p P : LP pS : LT :: p S*SP ; LT’SP ^

but LTSPssIS* (Lemma),
therefore p P : LP :: p S*SP ; SI* j

hence I k a point in the ellipse or hyperbola (13. Prop.

Part II. aad 2i. Prop. Part IIL)
Let DE d an ordinate to the diameter Pp meet the

arch PLI anywhere in G, if the point L k between

3Z2 P
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548 CONIC SECTIONS.
ortbeCur.P and or the arch PEL, if L Is In P/? produced.
atare of Let D meet PI in Y, draw GH perpendicular to
the r^uic lK meeting PL in N, and PI in Z, and draw YV

parallel to GN nieetlnf; LP in V. Because EY, p Q
are parallel, also VY, LQ,

Part IV.

Prop. V.
Of the €v«
valve of

tkt Conia

SecUoBt.

Jig pi.

Tp ipE :: (QP : QY ::) LP:LV;
now LP being the parameter, we have, aa in Case II.

Prop. I.

DE* : GE* :: LV : LN :: QY : QZ j

but wherever the point G be taken in the arch PGI,
QY is greater than QZ, therefore also DE* is greater

than G£* thus the arch PGI falls wholly within the

conic section.

Let the ordinate DE d now meet the other arch P^I
anywhere in draw perpendicular to LK meet-
ing LP in n, and IP in 2$, then it will in like manner
appear that

dE^igE*:: LV: Ln QY : Q»;

and since in this case QY is less than Qas, therefore

dE^ is less than g* E* ; hence the arch I Is wholly

without the conic section.

Prop. IV.

The chord of the circle of curvature which Is

drawn from the point of contact through the

focus of a parabola is equal to that which is cut
off from the diameter j and half the radius of
the circle is a tlurd proportional to the perpen-
dicular from the focus upon the tangent, and
the distance of the point of contact from the

focus.

Let PL be the chord cot off from the diameter,

and PFH the chord passing through F the focus

;

draw PM the diameter of the circle, join HL, HM,
and draw FK perpendicular to the tangent at P. Be-
cause the lines PFH, PL make equal angles with the

tangent at P (3. Part I.), the angles PHL, PLH are
equal (32. 3. E.) hence PH=PL. Secondly, the tri-

angles FKP, PHM, being manifestly similar,

FK:FP:: PH, or4PF:PM,

hence FK : FP :: FP : JPM, or the radius.

aFP*
CoR. Z. Hence the radius is equal to »

2 FK^
Cor. 2. The radios is abo equal to where

AF is the distance of the focus from the vertex of the
FK*

parabola j for FP= -jjr (ii« Part I.)

» L* FP*
Cor. 3. Hence also the radius is equal to

^FK*
where L denotes the parameter of the axis,

The radius of the circle of curvature at the vertex

of any diameter of an ellipse, or hyperbola, is

a third proportional to the perpendicular drawn
from the centre upon the tangent, and half the

conjugate diameter; and the chord which is

drawn from the point of contact through the

focus Is a third proportional to the transverse

axis, and conjugate diameter.

Let PL be the chord cut off from the diameter, Fig. 92.

and PFH the chord passing through F the focus ; draw
PM the diameter of the circle, aud from the centre O
draw OR perpendicular to PL, which will bisect PL
in R

;
join HM, and draw the conjugate diameter

QC^ meeting PH in N and PM in S, then PS is

equal to the perpendicular from the centre C upon the

tangent. The triangles PSC, PRO are similar, there-

fore,

PS : PC :: PR : PO,
but PC ; CQ :: CQ ; PR ('Def. of param.)

therefore PS ; CQ CQ : PO.

Secondly, the triangles PSN, PHM are similar,

therefore PN : PS PM : PH

;

but PS : CQ (CQ : PO :: ) Qy : PM,
therefore PN ; CQ :: Q y : PH,

or, since PNzzAC (Cor. 17. Fart II. and Cor. ic.

Pari III.),

Aa:Qy:: Qy : PH.

CoR. I. Hence the radius of curvature is equal to

CQ*
pg-, and the chord passing through the focas is eqoal

,
2CQ*

‘“AC-

Cor. 2. TIm radias of curvature is also equal to

CQ* . po_ACBC
AC BC’ CQ
III.).

(15. Part II. and 23. Part

Cor. 3. Draw FK from tbe focus perpendicular

to the tangent, and let L denote tbe parameter of tbe

transverse axis ; the radius of curvature is also equal to-

^LxFP*
“Tk* For the triangles PFK, NPS are mauU

for
2FP*_ 2AF-FP* _4L*FP*
TK"“aFfFfK~ FK*^

*

festly similar, therefore

FK : FP PS : PN, or AC BC : CQi

hence CQ=^XBC,

^ CQ» FP* BC* FP*
AC^” fK*~ AC^~

This expression for the radios of curvature is the same
for all the three conic sections.

CONICHTHYODONTES,
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CoRMctU pMsiog through this hilly coootryy it tunbles over

cut. many fallsy and affords a vast number of mill seats.
‘ The source of the Shetucket is not far from that of

t^uinnabog. It has the name of Willamantik while

passing through Stafford, and between Tolland and
Willington, Coventry, and Mansfield. Below Wind-
ham it takes the name of Shetucket, and empties as

above. These rivers are fed by numberless brooks

from every part of the adjacent country. At the

mouth of Shetucket is a bridge of timber 1 24 feet in

length, supported at each end by pillars, and held up
in the middk by braces on the top, in the nature of an

X arch.

Harboon. The two principal harbours are at New London and
New Haven. The former opens to the south. From
the Kght-house, which stands at tlie mouth of the har-

bour, to the town, is about three miles ^ the breadth is

three qnartert of a mile, and in some places more.

The harbonr has from five to six fathoms water, a clear

bottom, tough ooxe, and as far as one mile above the

town is entirely seenre and commodious for large

ships. New Havon barbonr is greatly inferior to that

of New London. It is a bay which sets up northerly

from the souod about four males. Its entrance is about

half a mile wide. It has very good anchorage, and two
and a half fathoms at low water, and three fathoms and
fi»ur feet at oomoBon tides. The whole of the sea

coast is induated with barboort, many ef which are sa&
and comosodioitt, but are not sufficiently used to merit

3 a description.

Clinate, Cooneetkot, ibongfa subject to the extremes of beat

and odd in their seasons, snd to firequent sudden

ohsages, is very heakbfuL As many as one in 46
of the inhabhaiits of Conneotient, who were living in

1774, were upwai^ of 40 years oM. From aoenrata

oakmlstioB k is fiiund, that about sue in eight livs

to the age of 70 years and upwards ^ one in 15 to the

' age of 80 years, and one in ^oot 30 to the age of 90.
lo the anaritiaie towns the weather .is variable, ac-

cording as the wind blows from the sea or land. As
you advance into the country, the sea breezes have less

cfiect upon the aiv, and consequently the weather is

less variable. The dmrtest day is 8 hours aod 58
minatsa, aod the longest 15 boors. The north-west

winds, in the winter-season, ass often extremely sevme
and piercing, occssioned by the great body of snow
which lies concealed from the dissolving influence of the

SOD in the immense forests north and north-west. The
okar snd serene temperaUue of the sky, however,

amices amends for the severity of Ihs weather, and is

favourable to health and longevity. Conneetient is go-

nemlly broken land, made np of mountains, kills,

vaHe3r* 1 and is exoeediugly wcill watered. Sosm smell

parts of it ate thin and barren. It lies in the fifth aod
sixth northern cUmstes, and has a strong fertile soil.

Its principal productions are Indian com, rye, wheat
in many parts of the slate, onto, and barley, which are

heavy and good, and of late bock-wheat, flax in large

quanitkiss, some hemp, patstoes of several kinds, pomp-
kins, turnips, pease, hemns, &c. &c. firmts of nil kinds,

wbiehaw osmmon to the climate. The soil is very
wall aslenlntsd for posture and roowing, which enables

the farmers to feed large numbers oi neat ohttle and

horses. Actual calculation has evinced, that any given Cooneett-
quantity of the best mowing land in Connecticut, pro- cut.

.

duces about twice as much clear profit as the same *”"w— ^

quantity of the best wheat land in the state of New
York. Many farmers, in the eastern part of the state,

have lately found their advantage in raising mules,

which are carried from the ports of Norwich and New
liondon to the West India islands, and yield a hand-

some profit. The beef, pork, butter, and cheese, ol

Connecticut, are equal to any in the world.
^

The trade of Connecticut is partly with the West Trade.
India islands, aod is carried on in vessels from 60 to

140 tons.* The exports consist of horses, mules, oxeo,

oak staves, hoops, pine boards, oak planks, beans, In-
dian eorn, fish, beef, pork, &c. Horses, live cattle

and lumber, are permitted in the Dutch, Danish, and
French ports. Beef and fish are liable to such beavj
duties in the Freocb islands, as that little profit arises

to the merchant who sends them te their ports. Pork
and flour are prohibited. As the ordinance making
free ports in the French West India islands extends to

all foreigners, the price of molasses and other articles

has been greatly enhanced by the English purchasers

for Canada and Nova Scotia ; so that the trade of

Connecticut with the French West ludia islands is not

profitable. Cotton, cocoa, indigo, and sugars, are not

permitted to be hronght away by Americans. Tho
severity with which these prohibitory laws are ad-

ministered is such, as that these articles cannot be
smuggled.

Coaoecticut has a large number of coasting vessels

employed in carrying the produce of the state to other

states^—-To Bhoide islaud, Maasachusets, mad New
Hampshire, they carry pork, wheat, corn, , and rye.

To North and &otb Caredinas, aod Georgia, butter,

cheese, salted beef, cyder, apples, potatoes, bay, &c.
aod receive in return rice, iudigo, and money. But
as New York is nearer, and the state of the markets
always well known, moch of the prodnee of Conuec-
ticu^ especially of the western parts, is carried there ^

particularly pot and pearl ashes, flax-seed, beef, pork,

cheese, and butter in large quantities. Most of the

produce of Connecticut river, from the parts of Mas-
saebusets, New Hampshire, and Vermont, as well as
of Connecticut, which are adjacent, goes to the same
nsarket. Considerable quantities of the produce of the

eastern parts of the state are marketed at Boston and
Providence.

The value of the whole exported produce and com-
modities from this state amounted in 1805 to 1,443,729^
dollars, and in 1817 only to 604,139 dollars. The
high amount at the former period was owing to the ex-

traordinary activity of the neutral trade dnriog the war
between France and Britain.

In 1774, the nnmber of shipping in Connecticut

wasi89j their tonnage 10,3x7; seeing men 1162

v

besides upwards of 20 sail of coasting vessels, which
emplo}red about 90 seamen. In 181 c, the shipping

bel^giag to the state amounted to do,xo2 tons, of

which 13,669 belonged to New London, 13,6^ to

New Haven, 25,950 to Middleton, and 6846 to Fair-
field. Now Lo^n harbour is fortified, and ad-

mttn of laKfe vessels, the other ports are unfortified.

Though:
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ConnecU- Thoagb Connecticut bas a great extent of sea coast,

cut. it is a much less commercial state than Massacbn*
^ setts.

The number of shipping from the port of New Lon*
don employed in 1788 in the European and West In-

dia trade, was four ships, one snow^ 54 brigantines, 32
schooners, and 45 sloops. The number of horses and

cattle exported from the district round New London,

from the loth of January 1787, to the lOth of Janu-

ary 1788, was 6917; Iresides jack asses imported and

exported, not included. From 1786 to 1787, the

number was 6671 ;
so that the last year exceeded the

other 246. From March 1787 to January 1788, 1459
horses, 780 oxen, and 23 cows, were exported from the

5
port of Middleton.

Maoafac- The farmers in Connecticut and their families are
turen. mostly clothed in plain, decent, homespun cloth. Their

linens and woollens are manufactured in the family

way i
and although they are generally of a coarser

kind, they are of a stronger texture, and much more
durable, than those imported from France and Great
Britain. Many of their cloths are fine and band-

some.

In New Haven is a linen manufactory which flou-

rishes, and one for cotton is about to l^ established.

In East Hartford is a glass-work, a snuff and powder

mill, and an iron-work and slitting mill. Iron-works

are established also at Salisbury, Norwich, and other

parts of the state. At Stafford is a furnace at which

are made large quantities of hollow ware and other

ironmongery, sufficient to supply the whole state. Pa-
per is manufactured at Norwich, Hartford, New Ha-
ven, and in Litchfield county. Nails of every size are

made in almost every town and village in Connecticut j

so that considerable quantities can be exported to the

neighbouring states, and at a better rate than they can

be had from Europe. Ironmongery, hats of the be^
kinds, candles, leather, shoes, and boots, are manu-
factured in this state. We must not omit to men-
tion wooden dishes and other wooden ware, which

are made in vast quantities in Suffield and some few

other places, and sold in almost every part of the

eastern states. The annual value of the manufsctures

ef this state in 1810 was estimated at 5,900,560 dol-

lars.

It appears from experiments made formerly in this

state, that a bushel of sun-flower seed yields a gallon

of oil ) and that an acre of ground planted with the

seed at three feet apart, will yield between forty and

fifty bushels of the seed. This oil is as mild as sweet

oil, and is equally agreeable with salads, and as a me-

dicine. It may, moreover, be used with advantage in

paints, varnishes, and ointments. From its being ma-

nufactured in our own country, it may always be pro-

cured and used in a fresh state. The oil is pressed from

the seed in the same manner that cold-drawn linseed

oil is drawn from flax-seed, and with as little trouble.

Sweet olive oils sells for six shillings a quart. Should

the oil of the sun-flower tell for only two-thirds of that

price, the produce of an acre of ground, supposing it

to yield only 40 bushels of the seed, will be 52I.

a sum far beyond the product of an acre of ground In

any kind of grain. The seed is raised with very little

3

trouble, and grows in land of rooderate fertil^y. It CosaecU.

may be gathered and shelled, fit for the extraction of cut

the oil, by women and children.
* ^

'

Connecticut is divided into eight counties, viz. Hart-^^l^^^
ford, New Haven, New London, Fairfield, Windham, sod

Litchfield, Middlesex, and Tolland. The counties |>opa'iau<Ni,

are subdivided into upwai\is of 119 townships; each of
which is a corporation invested with power to hold

lands, choose their own town officers, to make pruden-
tial laws, the penalty of transgression not to exceed
20s. and to choose their own representatives to the ge-

neral assembly. The townships are generally divided

into two or more parishes, in each ef which is one or
more places of public worship.

Connecticut is the most populous, in proportion to

its extent, of any of the thirteen states. It is laid oot

in small farms from 50 to 300 or 400 acres each, which
are held by the fanners in fee-simple ; and are gene-
rally coltivated as well as the nature of the soil will

admit. The state is chequered with ionumenible roads

or highways, crossing each other in every direction.

A traveller in any of these roads, even in the most un-

settled parts of the state, will seldom pass more than

two or three miles without finding a h^se or cottage,

and a farm under such improvements as to afford the

necessaries for the snppoit of a family. The whole
state resembles a well-coltivated garden ; which, with

that degree of indnstry that it requisite for happiness,

produces the necessaries and conveniences of life in

great plenty.

In X759, the number of inhabitants in Connecticut

was 130,611 ; in 1774, there were 197,856 sools. In
18 years, the increase was 67,245 ; from 1774 to

1782, the increase was but 1X|2^4 persons. This com-
paratively small increase was owing to the destructioo

of the war, and the nnmeroos emigrations to Vermont.
In x8xo the po^lation was 261,94a.

The inhabitants are almost entirely of English de-

scent. There are no Dutch, French, or Germans, and
very few Scotch or Irish people, in any part ofNew
England,

^
In addition to what has been already said on these Chatter,

particnlars under New England, U may be observed, mutatn,

that the people of Connecticot are remarkably food of^^*
having all their disputes, even those of the most tri-

vial kind, settled according to law. The prevalence

of this litigious spirit affords emplm^nt and sopport

for a numerous body of lawyers. The number of ac-

tions entered annually upon the several dockets in the

state, justifies the above observations, 'fhat party

spirit, however, which is the bane of political happi-

ness, has not raged with such violence in this state as

in Massaebusets nod Rhode Island. Puldic proceed-

ings have been conducted, generally, and especially

of late, with much calmness aad candour. The
people are well informed in regard to their rights, and
judicious in the methods they adept to secure them.

The clergy, who are numerous, and, as a body,

very respectable, have hitherto preserved a kind of

aristocradcal balance in the very democcmtical govern-

ment of the state ; which has happily operat^ as a

check upon the overbearing spirit of rejkiblieanisin.

It has been lamented that the unhappy rdigtous dis-

putes
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pntes which have too much prevailed among some of vernor Hopkins,

the clergy, and the too great attention that others

haTe paid to their temporal concerns, to the neglect

of their flocks, and an inattention to- the qualifica-

tions of those who have been admitted to the sacred

office, have, heretofore, considerably diminished their

influence* It is a pleasing circumstance that the rage

for theological disputation is abating; and greater

strictness is observed in the admission of candidates to

the ministry. Their influence is on the increase ; and

it is no doubt to be attributed, in part, to their in-

creasing influence, that an evident reformation in the

manners of the people ef this state has taken place

since the peace. In regard to learning and abilities,

the clergy, at the present day, are equal to their pre-

decessors at an^ former period.

As to ecclesiastical government and discipline, each

church is a separate jurisdiction, and claims authority

to choose their own minister, to exercise government,

and to enjoy gospel ordinances within itself. The
churches, however, are not independent of each other

;

they are associated for mutual benefit and convenience.

The associations have power to license candidates for

the ministry, to consult for the general welfare, and
to recommend measures to be adopted by the churches,

but have no authority to enforce them. When dis-

putes arise in churches, councils are called, by the par-

ties, to settle them
;
but their power is only advisory.

There are as many associations in the state as there

are counties ; and they meet twice in a year. These
are all combined in one general association, who meet
annually.

All religions that are consistent with the peace of

society are . tolerated in Connecticut ; and a spirit of

liberality and Catholicism is increasing. There are

very few religious sects in this state ; the bulk of the

people are Congregationalists. Besides these there are

Episcopalians and Baptists; and formerly there was
a society of Sandimanians at New-Haven

; but they

are now reduced to a very small number. The Epis-

copalian churches are respectable, and are under the

superintendence of a bishop. The Baptists are in-

creasing here as in the other states. Their congrega-

tions, with those in the neighbouring states, meet in

associations, by delegation, annually.

There are a great number of very pleasant towns,

both maritime and inland, in Connecticut. It con-

tains five incorporated towns or cities. Two of these,

Hartford and New-Haven, are the capitals of the state.

The general assembly is bolden at the former in May,
and at the latter in October, annually. See Hart-
ford and New^HjvEN.

In no part of the world is the education of all ranks
acadessiei, of people more attended to than in Connecticut. Al-
aad schools. uQQgl every town in the state is divided into districts,

and each district has a public school kept in it a greater

or less part of every year. Somewhat more than one
third of the money arising from a tax on the polls and
rateable estate of the inhabitants, is appropriated to the

support of schools, in the several towns, for the educa-
tion of children and youth. The law directs that a
grammar school shall be kept in every couuty town
through the state.

There is a grammar school at Hartford, and ano-
ther at New-Haven, supported by a donation of Go-
VOL. VI. Part n. f

CON
This venerable and benevolent gen- Connect],

tleman, in his last will, dated 1657, bands cot

of Theophilus Eaton, Esq. and three others, a legacy »

of 1324I. ** as an encouragement, in these foreign

plantations, of breeding op hopeful youths both at

the grammar school and college.’’ In 1664, this le-

S
cy was equally divided between New-Haven and
artford ; and grammar schools were erected, which

have been supported ever since.

At Greenfield there is a respectable academy. At
Plainfield is another. This academy has flourished for

several years, and furnished a number of students for

Yale and Dartmouth colleges. At Norwich and Wind-
ham, likewise are academies furnished with able in-

structors ; each of these academies has 60 or 70 scho-

lars. In 1801 Mr P. Bacon bequeathed 30,000 dollars

to found an academy in Colchester.

Yale College was founded in 1700, and remained

at Killingworth until 1 707—then at Saybrook, until

1716, when it was removed and fixed at New-Ibven.
Ncw-Haven. II

On the bank of Connecticut river, two miles from Min^ mi-

Middleton, is a lead mine, which was wrought during

the war at the expence of the state, and was produc-

tive. It is too expensive to work in time of peace.

Copper mines have been discovered and opened in se-

veral parts of the state, but have proved unprofitable,

and are much neglected. Iron mines are numerous
and productive. Steel ore has been found in the

mountains between Woodbury and New Milford.

Talcs of various kinds, white, brown, and chocolate-

coloured crystals, zinc or speltzer, a semimetal, and
several other fossils and metals, have been found in

Connecticut. 12
All freeholders in the state are required by law to Mode of

give in lists of their polls and rateable estate, to per-levjbig

sons appointed in the respective towns to receive them,^***
on or before the 20th of August annually. These are

valued according to law, arranged in proper order, and
sent to the general assembly annually in May.
The sum total of the list of the polls and rateable

estate of the inhabitants of Connecticut, as brought
into the general assembly in May 1787, were as fol-

lows :

CWef^
towns.

10
Colleges,

Sum total of the single list

Assessments

One quarter of the fourfolds

L. 1,484,90

1

47*790
1,176

4i
9
4

Total L.1,533,867 18 ji

levied, so much on theOn this sum taxes are

pound, according to the sum proposed to be raised.

A tax of two-pence on the pound would raise 12,782!.

4s.

The ordinary annual expences of government be-

fore the war amounted to near 4000I. sterling, ex-

clusive of that which was appropriated to the support

of schools. In 1811 the revenue was 70,192 dollars.

At Stafford is a medicinal spring, which is said to Mineral

be a sovereign remedy for scorbutic, cutaneous, and*P”BP^
other disorders. At Guilford is a spring, whose wa-
ter, it is said, when separated from the fountain, will

evaporate even when put into a bottle and tightly

corked.

It is difficult to say what is the constitution of this

4 A state*
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Connrcti- % charter, and their petition waf granted. His

cut. majesty, on the 23d of April 1662, issued his letters

patent under the great seal, ordaining that the colony

of Connecticut* should for ever hereafter be one body

corporate and politic, in fact and in name, confirming

to them their ancient grant and purchase, and fixing

their boundaries as follows, viz. All that part of his

Majesty's dominions in New England, in America,

bounded east by Narragansett river, commonly called

Narragan^tt bay, where the river falleth into the sea ^

and on the north by the line of Massachusets planta-

tion, and on the south by the sea, and in longitude as

the line of the Massachusets colony, running from east

to west, that is to say, from the said Narragansett bay

on the east, to the Sogth sea on the west part, with

the Islands thereunto belonging." . This charter has

ever since remained the basis of the government of

Connecticut.

Such was the ignorance of the Europeans respect-

ing the geography of America, when they first assumed

the right of giving away lands which the God of na-

ture had long before given to the Indians, that their

patents extended they knew not where ; many of them

were of doubiful construction, and very often covered

each other in part, and have produced innumerable

disputes and mischiefs in the colonies, some of which

are not settled to this day. Connecticut construed her

charter literally, and passing over New York, which

was then in possession of tbe subjects of a Christian

prince, claimed, in latitude and breadth mentioned

therein, to the South sea. Accordingly purchases

were made of the Indians, on the Delaware river, west

of the western bounds of New York, and within the

supposed limits of Connecticut charter, and settle-

ments were made thereon by people from, and under

the jurisdiction of, Connecticut. The charter of Penn-
sylvania, granted to William Penn, in 1681, covered

these settlements. This laid tbe foundation for a dis-

pute, which for a long time was maintained with

warmth on both sides. The matter was at last sub-

mitted to gentlemen chosen for the purpose, who de-

cided the dispute in favour of Pennsylvania. Many,
however, still assert tbe justice of the Connecticut

claim. The state of Connecticut has lately ceded to

Congress all their lands west of Pennsylvania, except a
reserve of 20 miles square. This cession Congress have

accepted, and thereby undubitably established tbe right

of Connecticut to the reserve.

Tbe colony of New Haven, though unconnected

with tbe colony of Connecticut, was comprehended

within the limits of their charter, and, as they con-

cluded, within their jurisdiction. But New Haven
remonstrated against their claim, and refused to unite

with them until they should bear from England. It

was not until the year 1665, when it was believed

that the king's commissioners bad a design upon the

New England charters, that these two colonies formed

a union, which has ever since amicably subsisted be-

tween them.

In 1672, the laws of tbe colhny were revised, and
the general court ordered them to be printed j and al-

so, that every family should buy one of the law

books •, such as pay in silver, to have a book for 1 2d.

such as pay in wheat, to pay a peck and a half a book

:

and such as pay in pease, to pay as* a book, the pease

at 3s. the bushel." Perhaps it is owing to this early CosneeU-
and universal spread of law books, that the people of cut.

Connecticut are to this day so fond of the law. In

1750, the laws of Connecticut were again revised and
published in a small folio volume of 258 pages. Dr
Douglas observes, that they were the most natural,

equitable, plain, and concise code of laws for planta-

tions hitherto extant. There has been a revision of

them since the peace, in which they were greatly and
very judiciously simplified.

The years 1675 and 1676 were distinguished by
tbe wars with Philip and his Indians, and with the

Narragansetts, by which the colony was thrown into

great distress and confusion. The inroads of tbe en-

raged savages were marked with cruel murders, and
with fire and devastation.

In 1 684, tbe charters of Massachusets bay and Ply-

mouth were taken away in consequence of Quo
warrantos which had been issued against them. Tbe
charter of Connecticut would have shared the same fate

had it not been for Wadsworth, Esq. who
having very artfully procured it when it was on tbe

point of being delivered up, buried it under an oak tree

in Hartford, where it remained until all danger was
over, and then was dug up aud reassumed.

Connecticut has ever made rapid advances in popu-

lation. There have been more emigrations trom this

than from any of the other states, and yet it is at pre-

sent full of inhabitants. This increase, under the di-

vine benediction, may be ascribed to several causes.

Tbe bulk of the inhabitants are industrious, sagacious

husbandmen. Their farms furnish them with all the

necessaries, most of tlie conveniences, and but few of

tbe luxuries of life. They of course are generally tem-

perate, and, if they choose, can subsist with as much
independence as is consistent with happiness. Tbe sub-

sistence of tbe farmer is substantial, and does not de-

pend on incidental circumstances, like that of most
other professions. There is no necessity of serving an
apprenticeship to the business, nor of a large stock of

money to commence it to advantage. Farmers, who
deal much in barter, have less need of money than any
other class of people. The ease with which a com-
fortable subsistence is obtained, induces tbe husband-
man to marry young. The cultivation of bis farm
makes him strong and healthful. He toils cheerfully

through the day—eats the fruit of his own labour with

a gladsome heart—at night devoutly thanks his boun-

teous God for his daily blessings—retires to rest, and
bis sleep is sweet. Such circumstances as these have

greatly contributed to tbe amazing increase of inhabi-

tants in this state.

Besides, the people live under a free government,

and have no fear of a tyrant. There are no overgrown
estates, with rich and ambitious landlords, to have an

undue and pernicious influence in the election of civil

officers. Property is equally enough divided, and must

continue to be so as long as estates descend as they now
do. No person is prohibited from voting, or from be-

ing elected into office, on account of bis poverty. He
who has the most merit, not be who has tbe most mo-

ney, is generally chosen into public office. As instances

of this, it is to be observed, that many of the citizens

of Connecticut, firom tbe humble walks of life, have

arisen to tbe first offices in tbe state, and filled them
' .V
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Conquest, is» Dot bj right of armSy but by right of conquest or
Conrad, acquest ; under promise of succession made by Edward

^ ^ the Confessory and a contract entered into by Harold
to support his pretensions to that succession

^
and by

old writers, conquestus^ acquisition and perquisition are
frequently used as synonymous terms.

CoNQUUST, in the law of nations, is the acquisition

of sovereignty by force of arms, by some foreign prince

;

who reduces the vanquished under his empire. The
right of conquest is derived from the laws of war \ nod
when a people is subjected, the conduct of the conque-
ror is regulated by four kinds of law. First, the law
of nature, which dictates whatever tends to self-preser-

vation
\ secondly, our reason, which teaches us to use

others as we would be treated ourselves ^ thirdly, the

laws of political society, to which nature has not assign-

ed any precise boundary ; lastly, the law which is de-

rived from the particular circumstances attending the

conquest. Thus, a state conquered by another will be
treated in one of the four methods following : Either

the conqueror will continue it under its own laws, and
will only claim the exercise of civil and ecclesiastical

•overeignty ; or he will impose a new form of govern-

ment ; or he will destroy the frame of their society, and
incorporate the inhabitants with others ^ or he will ex-

terminate them.

CONRAD II. elected emperor ofGermany in ioo4«
He was obliged to take the field against most of the

German dukes who had revolted from him \ he
put Ernest duke of Suabia under the ban of the empire*

This being one of the earliest instances of such a pro-

scription, the formula is inserted here for its singularity*

We declare thy wife a widow, thy children orphans j

and we send thee, in the name of the devil, to the four

comers of the world*’’ It was in the reign of this prince

that the German fiefs became hereditary. He ^ed in

1039.
Conrad III. emperor of Germany in 1138* The

duke of Bavaria opposed bis election ; and being put

under the ban of the empire, and deprived of the du-

chy, he could not survive bis disgrace* The margrave
of Austria was ordered by the emperor to take pos-

session of Bavaria
\ but Welst, uncle to the deceased

duke attacked him, and was defeated near the castle

of Winsburgh \ the battle fought upon this occasion is

famous in history, as having given rise to the party

names of Guelphs and GibbelineSn afterwards assumed
in Italy. The parole of the day with the Bavarians was
Wektin from the name ef their general \ that of the Im-
perialists Werblingen from a small village where Fre-

deric duke of Suabia, their commander, had been

nursed: by degrees these names served to distinguish

the two parties \ and the Italians, who could not ac-

custom themselves to such rough words, formed from
them their Guelphs and Gibbelines. He died in

1152.
Conrad of Lichtenau, or Abbas Uspergensis, was

author of an Universal Chronology from the creation

to 1229, continued by an anonymous writer toCba* V.

He collected a fine library, and died aboot the yett Coni&d

1240. I

CONRADIN, or Conrad junior, son of Con-^®*^“pi-

rad IV. was acknowledged emperor by the Gibbc- .

lines, who received him in triumph at Rome: but
'

Pope Alexander IV. bad published a crusade against

this orphan ; and Urban VIL bis successor, gave the

empire to Charles of Anjou, brother to Louis IX.
king of France j and the unfortunate youth, though
powerfully supported even by the Turks, lost a Jbattle,

in which he was taken prisoner, and was beheaded, by
order of his base opponent, publicly at Naples in 1229,
in the 18th year of his age* In him ended the race of

the dukes of Suabia, which had produced several kings

and emperors.

CONSANGUINITY, or Kindred, is defined by

the writers on these subjects to be, vincuhan persona*

rum ab eodem stipite descendentium ; the c^onnexion

or relation of persons descended from the same stock or

common ancestor*” This consanguinity is either lineal

or collateral.

Lineal consanguinity is that which subsists between
persons of whom one is descended in a direct line from

the other ^ as between John Stiles (the propositus in

the table of consanguinity) and his father, grandfa-

ther, great grandfather, and so upwards in the direct

ascending line j or between John Stiles and his son,

grandson, great grandson, and so downwards in the

direct descending line. Every generation in this di-

rect lineal consanguinity, constitutes a different de-

gree, reckoning either upwards or downwards ^ the

father of John Stiles is related to him in the first de-

gree, and so likewise is his son \ his grandsire and

grandson, in the second \ bis great grandsire and great»

grandson in the third. This is the only natural way of

reckoning the degrees in the direct line ^ and tberetbro

universally obtains, as well in the civil and canon, as in

the common law.

The doctrine of lineal consanguinity is sufficiently

plain and obvious \ but it is, at the first view, astonish-

ing to consider the number of lineal ancestors which

every man has, within no very great number of de-

grees ; and so many different bloods is a man said to

contain in bis veins, as he hath lineal ancestors. Of
these he bath two in the first ascending degree; bis

own parents ; be hath four in the second ; the parents

of his father and the parents of bis mother : he hath

eight in the third, the parents of bis two grandfathers,

and of his two grandmothers
; and by the same rule of

progression, be bath 128 in the seventh ; 1024 in the

tenth ; and at the 20tb degree, or at the distance of 2Q
generations, every man hath above a million of an-

cestors, as common arithmetic will demonstrate (a).

This lineal consanguinity, we may observe, falls strictly

within the definition of vinculum personarum ab eodem

stipite descendentium ; since lineal relations are such as

descend one from the other, and both of course from

the same common ancestors.

Collateral kindred answers to the same description

:

collateral

(a) This will seem surprising to those who are unacquainted with the increasing power of progressive num-
bers ;

but it is palpably evident from the following table of a geometrical prsgressioa, in which the first term

is 2, and the denominator also 2; or, to speak more intelligibly, it is evident, for that each of us has twu an-

cestors
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Coniangui- King Henry VII. who slew Richard III. In the battle

of Bosworth, was related to that prince in the fifth

» degree. Let the propositus^ therefore,' in the table of
consanguinity, represent King Richard III. and the

class marked E, King Henry VII. Now their com-
mon stock or ancestor was King Edward HI. the aba-

rus in the same table : from him to Edmund duke of

York, the proavus^ is one degree ; to Richard earl of

Cambridge, the avus^ two \ to Richard duke of York,
the pater^ three 5 to King Richard III. the propositus^

four 5 and from King Edward III. to John of Gaunt
(a) is one degree

; to John earl of Somerset (b) two j

to John duke of Somerset (c) three; to Margaret
countess of Richmond (d) four ; to King Henry VII.
(e) five. Which last-mentioned prince, being the far-

thest removed from the common stock, gives the deno-

mination to the degree of kindred in the canon and
municipal law. Though according to the computation

of the civilians (who count upwards from either of the

persons related, to the common stock, and then down-
wards again to the other ; reckoning a degree for each

person both ascending and descending) these two
princes were related in the ninth degree : for from

King Richard III. to Richard duke of York is one

degree
;

to Richard earl of Cambridge two ; to Ed-
mnnd duke of York three

;
to King Edward III. the

common ancestor, four; to John of Gaunt five; tocemugv.
John earl of Somerset six ; to John dnke of Somerset nity,

seven ; to Margaret countess of Richmond eight

;

King Henry VII. nine. See the Table of Consangni- *

nity (Plate CLXIV.), wherein all the degrees of col-

lateral kindred to the propositus are computed, as far

as the tenth of the civilians and the seventh of the ca-

nonists inclusive
;
the former being distinguished by the

numeral letters, the latter by the common ciphers.

Consanguinity and Affinity^ degrees of, forbidden

in marriage. See Marriage and Law Index,

Consanguinity and Affinity^ an objection against a
judge or a witness. Sec Law Index,

CONSCIENCE, a secret testimony of the son?,

whereby it gives its approbation to things that are na-

turally good, and condemns those that are evil. See

Moral Philosophy.
A man of integrity will never listen to any reason, or

give way to any measure, or be misled by any induce-

ment, against conscience.—The inhabitants of a great

town offered Marshal de Tiirenne 100,000 crowns,

upon condition he would take another road, and not

march his troops their way. He answered them, ** As
your town is not in the road I intend to march, i

cannot accept the money you offer roe.**—The eaii

of Derby, in the reign of £dward HI. making a de-

scent

ancestors has two descendants who increase in a duplicate ratio, it will follow, that the ratio in which
scendants increase downwards, must be double to that in which the ancestors increase upwards : but we
that the ancestors increase in a duplicate ratio : therefore, the descendants moat increase in a double

that is, in quadruple ratio.

Collateral Degrees,

I

2

3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
IX

12
13
14

'A

A
20

Number ofKindred,

1

4
16

64
256

1024
4096
16384
6553^
262144
1048576
4194304
16777216
67108864
268435456

1073741824
4294967296
17179869184
68719476736
274877906944

all the de-

have seen,

duplicate^

This calculation may also be formed by a more compendious process, viz. by squaring the conples, or half

the number of ancestors, at any given degree ; which will furnish us with the number of kindred we have in

the same degree, at equal distance with ourselves from the common stock, besides thoee at unequal distances.

Thus in the tenth Kneal degree, the oumber of ancestors is 1024 ; its half, or the couples, amounts to 5x2 ^ the

number of kindred in the tenth collateral degree amounts therefore to 262144, or the square of 512. And, if

we will be at the trouble to recollect the state of the several families within our own knowledge, and observe hew
far they agree with this accoirat j’^that is, whether, on an average, every man has not one Iwotber or sister, finir

first-cousins, sUteen second cousins, and so on, we shall find, that the present calculatioo it vary hr fxem being

overcharged-
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C^atcrrm. in that county ^ and petty constables are, by

tor the common law, conservators, fcc. in the first sense,

I within their own jurisdiction : so are also the coroner
CoBtttfca- nnj g]ierift‘ within their own county. The king is

. . the prilicipal conservator of the peace within all bis do*

minions : the lord chancellor, lord treasurer, lord high

steward, lord marshal, lord high constable, all the jus-

tices of the court of king^s bench, by their office, and

the master of the rolls, by prescription, are general con-

servators of the peace through the whole kingdom, and

may commit breakers of the peace, and bind them in

recognizances to keep it.

CoNssHVAToa of the Truce^ and Safe Conducts^ was
an officer appointed in every sea port, under the king^a

letters patent. His charge was to inquire of all of-

fences committed against the king’s truce, and safe

conducts upon the main sea out of the franchises of

the cinque-ports, as the admirals were wont to do,

and such other things as are declared anno 3 Hen. V.
cap. 6.

CONSERVATORIOS, are musical schools esta-

blished for the instruction of children in the profession

of music. There are four of these at Venice, designed

for the education of girls, and three at Naples, for the

education of boys. It has been suggested that the

operation of castration was performed in -the conserva-

torios ; but the practice is absolutely prohibited ; and

the young castrati are brought from Lucia in Pug-
lia : but before that operation is performed, their voices

are tried in a conservatorio. The scholars of the Ve-
netian conservatories have been chiefly celebrated for

taste and neatness of execution ; and those of Naples

have had the reputation of being the first contrapuntists^

or composers, in Europe.

CONSERVATORY, a term sometimes used for a
green-house or ice-house.

CONSERVE, in Pharmacy^ a form of medicine

contrived to preserve the flowers, herbs, roots, or

fruits of several simples, as near as possible, to what

they are when fresh gathered. See Pharmacy.
CONSIGNMENT, in Zotn, the dej^ting any

sum of money, bills, papers, or commodities, in good

bands ) either by appointment of a court of justice, in

order to he delivered to the persons to whom they are

adjudged > or voluntarily, in order to their being re-

mitted to the persons they belong to, or sent to the

places they are designed for.

CoNsiaNMBNT of Goods^ in Commerce^ is the de-

livering or making them over to another \ thus, goods

are said to be consigned to a factor, when they are sent

to him to be sold, &c. \ or when a factor sends back
goods to bis principal, they are said to be consigned to

him.

CONSISTENCE, in Physics^ that state of a body

wherein its component particles are so connected or

entangled among themselves, as not to separate or

recede from eath other. It diflfers from continuity in

this, that it implies a regard to motion or rest, which

continuity does not, it being sufficient to denominate

a thing continuous tliat its parts ace contiguous to each

other.

CQNSISTENTES, in church-bistory, a kind of pe-

nitents who were ajlowed to assist at prayers, but who
could not be admitted to receive the sacrament.

CONSISTORY (Cbiutjtornnw), signifies as much CeniittQry.

as pratorium^ a tribunal : it is commonly used for a ^

council-house of ecclesiastical persons, or place of ju-

stice in the spiritual court ; a session or assembly of pre-

lates. And every archbishop and bishop of every dio-

cese hath a consistory court held before his chancellor

or commissary in his cathedral church, or other conve-

nient place of his diocese, for ecclesiastical canses. The
bishop’s chancellor is the judge of this coort, supposed

to be skilled in the civil and canon law ^ and in places

of the diocese far remote from the bishop’s consistory,

the bishop appoints a commissary to judge in all causes

within a certain district, and a register to enter his de-

crees, &c.
Consistory, at Rome, denotes the college of cardi-

nals, or the pope’s senate and council, before whom ju-

diciary causes are pleaded. Du Cange derivea the word
from consistorium; L e. locus ubi consistitur; used chiefly

for a vestibule, gallery, or anti-chamber, where the

courtiers wait for admission : and so called

multitudine.

The consistory is the first court, or tribunal of

Rome : it never meets but when the pope pleases to

convoke it : the pope presides in it in person, mounted
on a magnificent throne, and habited in his pontifi-

calia $ on the right are the cardinal-bishops and priests,

and on the left the cardinal-deacons. The place where
it is held, is a large hall in the apostolical palace,

where princes and ambassadors of kings are received*

The other prelates, prothonotaries, auditors of the ro-

ta, and other officers, are seated on the steps of the

throne : the courtiers sit on the ground ; ambassadors

on the right, and consistorial and fiscal advocates behind

the cardinals.

Besides the public consistory, there is also a private

one, held in a retired chamber, called the chamber qf
papegay ; the pope’s throne here being only raised two
steps high. Nobody is here admitted but the cardi-

nals, whose opinions are collected, and called sentences^

Here are first proposed and passed all bulls for bishop-

ricks, abbeys, &c. Hence bisboprieks and abbeys

are said to be consistorial benefices^ in regard they most

be proposed in the consistory, the annates be paid to the

pope, and his bulls taken. Anciently they were elec-

tive \ but by the concordat, which abolishes elections,

they are appointed to be collated by the pope alone, on
the nomination of the prince.

Consistory was also the name of a court under

Constantine, where he sat in person, and beard causes

;

the members of this court were called comites.

Consistory is also used among tlie reformed, for

a council or assembly ofministers and elders, to regulate

their aflfairs, discipline, &c.
Consistory, or Court Christian^ in the English laws,

is a council of ecclesiastical persons, or the place of

justice in an ecclesiastical or spiritual court. Every

archbishop and bishop has a consistory court, held be-

fore his chancellor or commissary, either in his cathe-

dral, in some chapel, aisle, or portico, belonging there-

to ; or in some other convenient place of his diocese, for

ecclesiastical causes. The spiritual court was anciently,

in the time of the Saxons, joined with tlie county or

hundred court } and the original of the consistory court,

as divided from those courts, b found in a law of the

Conqueror,
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r^ntubles. by the same authority that appoipts them. The petty
* '-V comtablee have two offices united in them, the one an-

cient, and the other modern. Their ancient office is

that of head-borough, tithing-man, or borsholder^

which is as ancient as the time of King Alfred : their

more modem office is that of constable merely ^ which

was appointed so lately as the reign of Edward 111.

in order to assist the high constable. And in general

the ancient head-boroughs, tithing-men, and borshold-

ers, were made use of to serve as petty constables,

though not so generally, but that in many places they

still continue distinct officers from the constables.

They are all chosen by the jury at the court- leet \ or,

if no court-leet be held, are appointed by two justices

of the peace.

The general duty of all constables, both high and
petty, as well as of the other officers, is to keep the

king's peace in their several districts^ and to that pur-

pose they are armed with very large powers of ar-

resting and imprisoning, of breaking open houses, and

the like : of the extent of which powers, considering

what manner of men are for the most part upon
these offices, it is perhaps very well that they are ge-

nerally kept in ignorance. One of their principal

duties arising from the statute of Winchester, which
appoints them, is to keep watch and ward in their re-

spective jurisdictions. Ward, guard, or custodia^ is

chiefly intended of the day-time, in order to appre-

hend rioters, and orobbers on the highways \ the man-
ner of doing which is ieft to the discretion of the jus-

tices of the peace and the constable : the hundred be-

ing, however, liable, for all tbe robberies committed
therein by day-ligbt, for having kept ^negligent guard.

Watch is prc^rly applicable to tbe nigbt only (being

called among tbe Saxons waclCt or tuocte) ; and it be-

gins when ward ends, and ends when that begins

:

ftir, by the statute of Winchester, in walled towns the

gates shall he closed fmm sun-setting to son-rising:

and watch shall be kept in every bwough and town,

especially in the summer season, to apprehend all

xogues, vagabonds, and nigbt-walkezs, and make them
give an aooount ei themselves. Tbe constable may
appoint watchmen at his discretion, regulated by (be

custom ef the place ; and these, heii^ his deputies,

have, tbe time being, tbe aotbovity of their prin-

cipal.

There aee alse constables deoeroinaited fimm parti-

cular places,' as constable of tbe Tower, of Dover
castle, of Windsor castle, of tbe castle ef Caernarvon
and many other of the castles of Wales \ whose office

is the same with that of the castelUmi, or govemocs of

castles.

CoNSTJaLEs^ London^ Tbe city of London is di-

vided into 26 wards, and the wards into precincts, in

each of which is a constable. They are nominated by
tbe inhabitants of each precinct on St Thomas's day,

and confirmed, or otherwise, at tbe court of wardmote.
After confirmation, they are sworn into their offices

at a cenrt of aldermen, on tbe next Monday after

Twelfth day. Snch as are chosen into tbe offi<^, are

obliged to place the king's arms, and the arms of the

city, over their doors ; and if they reside in alleys, at

the ends of snofa alleys toward the streets, to signify

that a constable lives there, and that they msy be the

more easily fimnd when wanted.

a

CoNSTJSLEs to Justices of the Fence^ in Scotland, Coiiktablct

are the proper officers for executing their orders. Q

They have powers to suppress tumults, and to

prebend delinquents and those who can give no good
" ^

'

account of themselves, and carry them to the next

justice.

CONSTANCE, a strong town of Germany, in the

circle of Suabia, now included in tbe grand duchy of

Baden. It has a handsome bridge, and several fine

structures, as well sacred as profane. It carries on
a great trade, and is well fortified : but its population

in 1810 amounted only to 4420. It is famous for a

council held here in J514, when there were three

popes \ but they were all deposed, and Martin V. was
elected in their room. This council caused Jerome
of Prague and John Huss to be burnt, though tbe

emperor Sigismund had given them a safe-conduct;

in pursuance of this maxim, that no faith is to be
kept with heretics." They likewise condemned the

doctrine of Wickliffe, and ordered bis bones to

be burned 40 years after he was dead. However,
the inhabitants now are Protestants. It is seated on
a lake of the came name. E. Long. 9. jo. N* Lat.

47 - 38-
Constance, one of the most considerable and beau-

tiful lakes of Switzetland, which separates it from Sua-

bia, except that part where tbe city of Constance is

seated on its side. It is divided into three parts ; the

upper or largest part is called Boden see, the middle

Bodmer see, and tbe lower part Zeller see. The first

is 37 miles long, and its greatest breadth 15 miles. It

is 4^per in summer than in winter.

CONSTANCY, in a general sense, denotes immu-
tability, or iuvariableness. In ethics, or when applied

to tbe human mind, the term implies resolution or

steadiness, partkularly under sufferings and tbe trials

of adversity.

It was tbe saying of a heathen philosopher That
there cannot be imagined upon earth a spectacle ariMC

worthy tbe regard of tl>e Creator intent on his works,

than a brave man superior to bis sufferings. Nothing
indeed can he more noble or honourable than te have
courage enough to execute the commands of reason

and conscience ; to maintain the dignity of our na-
tore, and the station assigned ns ; and to be proof
against poverty, pain, and death itself, so far as not to

do any Uung that is scandalous or siifful to avoid them.

To be thus, is to be great above title or iertiine. This
argues the soul of a heavenly extraction, and is worthy
the offspring of tbe Deity.

Of this virtue tbe following example, related in

English history, is liere selected, as superior perhaps,

all circnmstauces considered, to any other upon re-

cord.

Sir William Askew of Kelssy, in Lincolnshire, bad
several daaghters. His second, named Altar, had re-

ceived a genteel education ; which, wkh an agreeable

figure and good understanding, rendered ber a very
proper person to be at tbe head of a family. Her fa-

ther, regardless of his daughter's inclination and hap-

piness, obliged ber to marry a gentleman wbo bad no-

thing to recommend him but his fortune, and wbo was
a most bigotted Papist. No sooner was be convinced
of his wife's regard for tbe doctrines of the reformat

tion firom than, by the instigation of his

priests,
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CoDftui- in Enrope, that good grapes sometimes prodoce a

tU bad wine; while, on the other hand, bad grapes

^^0 will yield a good sort of wine: therefore, towards

making wine of a certain quality, besides finer ma-
terials, there must be certain co^itions and circnm*

stances, which, by a diligent and rational inrestigation,

might probably be explored to the great benefit of man-
kind.

Such as are apprised in what quantities Gmstantia

wine is consumed in Europe, will perhaps think the

above calculation of the produce too limited. This,

however, Dr Sparmann assures ns, is by no means the

case ; the overplus being the produce of avarice, which,

goaded on by the desire of gain, will always hit upon

some method of satisfying the demands of luxury and
sensuality. The votaries of these, accustomed to be

put off with empty sounds, do not seldom drink with

the highest relish an imaginary Ginstantia, with which,

however, this liquor, has nothing in common betides

the mere name. It is therefore advisable, even at

the Cape itself, to take care, that whilst one has a ge-

traine sample given one to taste, one is not made to

pay for a made-up red Constantia, which otherwise is

in general sold for half the price. The rich quality

of this wine is, according to Barrow, owing partly

to the situation and soil, and partly to the care in the

manufacture ; for ripe fruit only is used, and always

entirely freed from the stalks.

CONSTANTINA, a strong and considerable town

of Africa, in the kingdom of iJmrs, and capital of a
territory of the same name. It is the largest and
strongest place in all the eastern parts ; and it is seated

on the top of a great rock* There is no way to it

but by steps cot out of the rock ; and the usual way
of punishing criminals here is to throw them down
the cliff: Here are a great many Roman antiquities,

particularly a triumphid arch. £• Long. 7. 12. N.
LaL 36. 4.

CoNiTANTiKA, a town of Spain, In Andalusia, and
capital of a small territory of the same name, with a
castle seated on a mountain. W. Long. 5. 35. N.
Lat. 37. 40.

CONSTANTINE, a kingdom of Barbary of that

flame, in Africa. It is bounded on the north W the

Mediterranean, on the east by the kingdom of Ijinis,

<m the sooth by Bildulgerid, and on the west by the

river Sufegmar, which separates it from the kingdom
of Bugla. The country is the New Numidia of the

ancients, and had its own king ; but it is now a pro-

vince of Algiers,

Constantine the Great, the first emperor of the

Romans who embraced Christianity. His father, Con-
stantins Chlorus, rendered himself famous by his vic-

torious expeditions to Germany and Britain : upon the

abdication of Dioclesian, he shared the Roman empire

with Galerius Maximinos in 305, and was at that time

at York, where be died in 306 ; having first caused

Lis son Constantine the Great to be proclaimed empe-
ror by his army, and the English. Galerius at first

refused to admit Constantine to bis father’s share in the

imperial throne ;
but after having lost several battles,

be consented in 308. Maxentius, who succeeded Ga-
lerius, opposed him: but was defeated, and drowned
himself in the Tyber. The senate then declared

Constantine chief or first Augustus, and Licinius bis

VoL. VI. Part II. t

second associate in the empire, in 41 2. These princes Conitan-

published an edict, in their jomt names, in favour of tin^

the Christians ; but soon after Licinius, jealous of Con- ‘ ^

stantine’s renown, conceived an implacable hatred q-

gainst him, and renewed the persecutions against the

Christians. Thus brought on a rupture between the

emperors, and a battle, in which Constantine was

victorious. A short peace ensued ; but Licinius hav-

ing shamefully violated the treaty, the war was re«

newed; when Constantine totally defeating him, be
fled to Nicomedia, where he was taken prisoner and

strangled in 323. Constantine, now become sole ma-
ster of the western and eastern empires, immediately

formed the plan of establishing Christianity as the reli-

gion of the state ; for which purpose, be convoked se-

veral ecclesiastical councils : but finding be was like-

ly to meet with great opposition from the Pagan inte-

rest at Rome, he conceived the design of founding a
new city, to be the capital of his Christian empire ; see

CoNSTANTiNOFLE. The gloiy ConsUntine bad ac-

quired by establishing the Christian religion, was tar-

nished by the part he took in the persecutions oarried

on by tM Arians, towards the close of his reign,

against their Christian brethren who differed from
them : seduced by Eusebius of Nicomedia, be banished

several eminent prelates ; soon after which, he died in

337, the 66th year of his age, and 31st of his reign.

As to the character of Comtantine, he was chaste,

pious, laborious, and indefatigable; a great geneial,

successful in war, and deserving his success «by his

shining valour and by the brightness of his genius ; a
protector of arts, and an enconrager of them by his

beneficence. If we compare him with Augustus, ,we

shall find that he mined idolatry, by the same precau-

tions and the saute address that the other used to. de-

stroy liberty. Like Augustus, he laid the foundariou

of a new empire ; but possessed of less political skill^he

could not give it the same stability : he weakened the

body of the state by adding to it, in some measure, a
second bead in the foundation of Constantinople ; and
transporting the centre of motion and strength ioo

near the eastern extremity, he left without heat, and
almost without life, the western parts, which soon be-

came a prey to the barbarians. The Pamus wore
too much his enemies to do him justice. Eutropius
says, that in the former part of his reign be was . equal
to the most accomplished princes, and in the latter to

the meanest. The younger Victor, who makes him
to have reigned more than 3 1

years, pretends, that in

the first 10 years he was a hero ; in the 12 succeeding

ones a robber ; and in the 10 last a spendthrift. It is

easy to perceive, with respect to these two reproaches

of Victor’s, that the one relates to the riches which
Constantine took from idolatry, and the other to those

with which be loaded the church.

Constantine, emperor of the East in 912, left

the care of the empire to his wife Helena, who loaded
the people with taxes, and sold all the offices in church
and state to the highest bidders; while the emperor
employed himself in reading, writing, and the fine arts,

till he became as good an architect and painter as he
was a bad prince : he wrote several biographical awd
geographical works, which would have done honour to

his name, if he had not neglected bis doty to compote
them. He died in 959.

4 C Constantine,
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Censtin- CoMSTANTiNE, JDracoses^ the son of Eromimiel Pa-

tine, leologus, was placed on the throne by Sultan Amurath
1448. But Mahomet II. his successor, resolving

1 ^
dethrone him, laid siege to Constantinople by sea

and land, and took it by assault in 1453, after it had
held out 58 days. The unfortunate emperor seeing

the Turks enter the breaches, threw himself into the

midst of the enemy, and was cut to pieces \ the chil-

dren of the imperial house were massacred by the sol-

diers *, and the women reserved to gratify the lust of
the conqueror

; and thus terminated the dynasty of

the Constantines, 1123 years after its establishment at

Constantinople.

Constantine, Robert^ a learned physician, boro at

Caen, taught polite literature in that city 5 and acqui-

red great reputation by his skill in the Greek language,

in history, and in medicine. He died in 1603, aged

103. He wrote a dictionary in Greek and Latin, and

I other works, which are esteemed.

Removing CONSTANTINOPLE, the modem name of the
the imperi> of Byzantium in Thrace. It was enlarged and

iUis*cit^°
beautified by the Roman emperor Constantine the Great,

the came of the year 330. At the same time he transferred

the decliiit; thither the seat of the empire
;
and this removal is ge-

of the wefit-nerally thought to have been one of the principal causes
era empire, sudden decline of the western empire after tbU

a period.

CoBBUntine In the year 332, the Sarmatians implored Constan-

Cioihi*
tine’s assistance against the Goths, who liad made an

’ irruption into their territories, and destroyed every

thing with fire and sword. The emperor readily

granted their request, and gained a complete victory.

Near 100,000 of the enemy perished, either in the

battle, or after it with hunger and cold. In conse-

qtjcnce of this overthrow, the Goths were obliged to

sue for peace
; but the ungrateful Sarraatians no sooner

found themselves delivered from their enemies, than they

turned their arms against their benefactor, and ravaged

the provinces of Msesia and Thrace. The emperor,

3 receiving intelligence of this treachery, returned with
»nd the incredible expedition, cut great numbers of them in
Sttfuiaiiani. and obliged the rest to submit to what terms he

was pleased to impose.

k highly Constantine seems to have been a prince very highly

respected, respected, even by far distant nations. In 333 *

cording to Eusebius, ambassadors arrived at ConatantU

nople from the Blemyes, Indians, Ethiopians, and Per-

sians, courting his friendship. They were received in

a most obliging manner \
and learning from the ambas-

sadors of Sapor king of Persia, that there were great

numbei-s of Christians in their master’s dominions,

Constantine wrote a letter in their behalf to the Per-

sian monarch.

Next year, the Sarmatians being again attacked by

the Goths, found themselves obliged to set at liberty

and arm their slaves against them. By this means

they indeed overcame the Goths : but the victorious

5 slaves turning their arms against their masters, drove

He takes b them out of the country. This misfortune obliged
number of to the number of 300,000, to apply for relief to

inio*!ur****
the Roman emperor, who incorporated with his le-

army. gions such as were capable of service j and gave settle-

ments to the rest in Thrace, Scythia, Macedon, and

Italy. This was the last remarkable action of Con-

stantine the Great, He died on^ May 15. 337, having

divided the empire among his children and nephews,
in the following manner. Constantine his eldest son,Un^Siui
had Gaul, Spain, and Britain : Constantius, the se- hhtory.

cond, bad Asia, Syria, and Egypt 5 and Constans, the

youngest, lllyricum, Italy, and Africa. To
ne-Hii/ettL

phew Dalmatius, he gave Thrace, Macedon, andtndd^
Achaia

^
and to King Annibalianos, his other nephew, of theca.

Armenia Minor, Pontus, Cappadocia, and the city ofP*'®*

Csesarea, which he desired might be the capital of his

kingdom.

After tlie death of Constantine, the army and senate AH hiiie-

proclaimed his three sons emperors, without taking anylodooiaa^

notice of his two nephews, who were soon after murder- ^*^^5**

ed, with J alius Constantius the late emperor’s l>rother,^^j^
and all their friends and adherents. Thus the family and
of Constantine was at once reduced to his three sons, nephcvi*

and two nephews Gallus and Julian, tbe sons of Julios

Constantins
; and of these the former owed his life to a

malady, from which no one thought he could recover
j

and the latter to his infancy, being then at most ahont

seven years of age. Tbe three brothers divided among
themselves the dominions of tbe deceased princes ; but

did not long agree together. In 340, Constantine ha- 1

ving in vain solicited Constans to yield part of Italy Constas-

to him, raised a considerable army ; and under pretence ^‘1

of marching to tbe assistance of his brother
JJnSuoM

tius, who was then at war with the Persians, madeofCoiu
himself master of several places in Italy. Hereupon tUai.

Constans detached part of bis army against biro
^
and

Constantine, being drawn into an ambuscade near A-
p

quileia, was cut off with bis whole fprees. His bodylidei;^

was thrown into the river Ansa 5 but being afterwards®®^

discovered, was sent to Constantinople, and interred

there near the tomb of his father-

By the defeat and death of bis brother, Constans Comuoi
remained sole master of all tbe western part of tbe lole mMtir

empire, in the quiet possession of which be continued

till the year 350. This year Magnentius, the son ®f

one Magnus, a native of Germany, finding Constans

despised by the army on account of his indolence andagiiaii

inactivity, resolved to murder him, and set up for bim-1^
•elf. Having found means to gain over the chief

officers of tbe army to his designs, be seized on the

imperial palace at Autun, and distributed among the

populace what suens he found there ; which induced not

only tbe city, but the neighbouring country, to espouse

bis cause. But Constans being informed of what bad

passed, and finding himself unable to resist the usurper,

fled towards S^in. He was overtaken, however, by(;og,taii»

Gaiso, whom Magnentius bad sent after him with amudcifA^

chosen body of troops, and despatched with many
wounds, at Helena, a small village situated near the

foot of the Pyrenees.

Thus Constantius acquired a right to the whole

Roman empire
;
though one-half of it was seized by

Magnentius after tbe murder of Constans. The former

bad been engaged in a war with the Persians, in

which little advantage vras gained on either side \
hot

the Persians now giving no more distnrbance, the em-

peror marched against tbe usurpers in the west. Be-

sides Magnentius, there were at that time two other

pretenders to the western empire. Veteranio, general Thw« P'*'

of the foot In Pannonia, had, on the first news of

death of Constans, caused himself to be proclaimed*^

emperor by the legions under his command. He wu
a
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If moraer-

J3
Gml raT*-'

3>ni^
created

CoBfUa* In the mean time, however, Dynames liaving thought

tiaopoliun proper to forge another letter, the fraud was disco-
hiftory. ^ered, and an inquiry set on foot, which brought to

light the whole matter. Sylvanus was now declared

innocent, and letters sent to him by the emperor con-

firming him in his post ; but these were scarce gone,

when certain news arrived at**the court of Sylvanus

having revolted, and caused himself be proclaimed em-

peror. Constanlius, thunderstruck at this news, dis-

patched against him Ursicinus, an officer of great in-

tegrity, as well as valour and experience in war
;
who

forgetting his former character, pretended to be Syl-

vanus^s friend, and thus found means to cut him off by

treachery.

The barbarians, who had hitherto been kept quiet

g^b^e hy the brave Sylvanus, no sooner heard of his death,

barbarians, than they broke into Gaul with greater fury than

ever. They took and pillaged above forty cities, and

among the rest Cologne, which th^ levelled with the

ground. At the same time the Quadi and 8arma-

tians entering Pannonia, destroyed every thing with

fire and sword. The Persians also, taking advantage

of the absence of Ursicinus, overran, without opposi-

tion, Armenia and Mesopotamia \ Prosper and Man-
aonianus, who had succeeded that brave commander in

the government of the east, being more intent upon

pillaging than defending the provinces committed to

their care. Constantins not thinking it advisable to

leave Italy himself, resolved at last to raise his cousin

Julian, the brother of Gallos, to the dignity of Caesar.

Julian seems to have been a man of very extraordinary

talents j for though before this time be had been en-

tirely buried in obscurity, and conversed only with

books, no sooner was lie put at the head of an army
than he behaved with the same bravery, conduct, and

experience, as if be bad been all bis life bred op to the

art of war. He was appointed governor of Gaul ; but

before be set out, Constantins gave him in marriage

bis sister Helena, and made him many valuable presents.

At the same time, however, tbe jealous emperor great-

ly limited bis authority ;
gave him written instructions

how to behave ; ordered tbe generals who served under

him to watch all his actions no less than those of tbe

enemy ; and strictly enjoined Julian himself not to give

any largesses to tbe soldiery.

Julian set out from Milan on the first of December
the emperor himself accompanying him as far as

Wia, from whence be pursued bis journey to the Alps,

attended only by 360 soldiers. On bis arrival at Turin

he was first acquainted with the loss of Cologne, which

Lad been kept concealed from the emperor. He arriv-

ed at Vienna before the end of the year, and was re-

ceived by the people of that city and the neighbourhood

with extraordinary joy.

•euout In 356, the barbarians besieged Autun

;

to relieve

teGaab which place, Julian marched with what forces he

could raise. When he came there, he found the siege

raised : on which he went in pursuit of the barbarians

to Auxerre, crossing with no small danger thick woods

and forests, from Auxerre to Troies. On bis march

be was surrounded on all sides by the barbarians, who
moved about the country in great bodies \ hut he put

^ them to flight with a handful of men, cut great num-

rrfftan the hers of them in pieces, and took some prisoners. From
^artnriaaa Troies he hastened to Bheims, where the main body

Mil

ss

of the army, commanded by Marcellos, waited bis CoiMtiin.

arrival. Leaving Rheims, he took his route towards tinopolitan

Decempagi, now Dku%e^ on the Seille in Lorrain, hiitory.

with a design to ' oppose the Germans who were busy ^

in ravaging that province. But the enemy attacking

his rear unexpectedly, would have cut off two legions,

bad not tbe rest of the army, alarmed at the sudden

noise, turned back to their assistance. A few days

afterwards he defeated the Germans, though with

great loss to his own army \ the victory, however,

opened him a way to Cologne. This city he found

abandoned by the barbarians. They bad neglected to

fortify it : but Julian commanded the ancient forti- 37

fications to be repaired with all possible
*

and the houses to be rebuilt j after which be retired Uoat of €c-
to Sens, and there took up his winter^quarters. Thislogne.

year also Constantius entered Germany on the side of

Rhsetia, laid waste the country far and wide; and
obliged the barbarians to sue for peace, which was 58
readily granted. The same year he enacted two laws ;

Idolatry do-

by one of which it was declared capital to sacrifice, or®****^®*?^
pay any kind of worship, to idols; the other, granting

the effects of condemned persons to belong to their chil-

dren and relations within tbe third degree, except in

cases of magic and treason ; but this last one he revok-
ed two years after.

In the beginning of the year 357, tbe barbarians be-

sieged Julian a whole month in Sens; Marcellos, the

commander in chief, never once offering to assist him.

Julian, however, so valiantly defended himself with
the few forces he had, that the barbarians at last re-

tired. After this, Constantius declared Julian com*
mander in chief of all the forces in Gaul ; appointing

under him one Severus^ an officer of great experience,

and of a quite different disposition from Marcellus.

On bis arrival in Gaul, Julian received him with great

joy, raised new troops, and supplied them with arms
which be luckily found in an old arsenal. Tbe em-
peror, resolving at all events to put a stop to tbe ter-

rible devastations coounitted by the barbarous nations,

chiefly by tbe Alemans, wrote to Julian to march di-

rectly against them. At the same time be sent Bar-
batio, who bad been appointed general in place of Syl-

vanus, with a body of 25 or 30,000 men, out of Italy,

in order to inclose the enemy between two armies.

Tbe Leti, however, a German nation, passing between
the armies, advanced as far as Lyons, hoping to sur-

prise that wealthy city ; but meeting with a warmer
reception than they expected, contented tbemselvea

with ravaging the country all round it. On tbe first

notice of this expedition, Julian detached strong par-

ties to guard the passages tbroogh which be knew the

barbarians must return. Thus they were all cut off 39
except those who marched near the camp of Barbatio ;

who was so far fiom cutting off their retreat, that he ^
complained by a letter to Constantius of some officers

for attempting it. These officers, among whom was
Valentinian, afterwards emperor of tbe West, were,
by the order of Constantius, cashiered for their dis-

obedience. The other barbarians either fortified them*
selves in the countries which they had seized, stop-

ping up all tbe avenues with huge trees, or took skel-

ter in the islands formed by the Rhine. Julian re-

solved first to attack the latter; and with this view

demanded some boats of Barbatio ; bot be, instead of

complying
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CenitMi- right hj force of arms. This letter was presented to

tinopoUuii Constantins wrapped up in a piece of white silk ; but
history. without entering into any negotiation with the

’ mmbassador, wrote a letter to Sapor, in which he told

him, that as be bad maintained the Roman dominions

in their full extent, when be was possessed only of the

east, he could not suffer them to be curtailed now
when he was master of the whole empire. In a few

days, bowever, he sent another letter, with rich pre-

sents j being very desirous at least to put off the war
till he had secured the northern provinces against the

incursions of the barbarians, that be might then employ

all the forces of the empire against so formidable an

enemy. This embassy proved unsuccessful, as did al-

so another which was sent soon after. The last am-
bassadors were imprisoned as spies, but afterwards dis-

k lawV unhurt. By a law of Constantius dated in 358,

•gainst ma-itl I magicians, augurs, astrologers, and pretenders to

gieiansS^c. the art of divination, were declared enemies to man-
kind ; and such of them as were found in the court

either of the emperor or of Julian, he commanded to

be put to the torture, and specified what torments they

were to undergo.

In 359, Julian continued his endeavours for reliev-

ing the province of Gaul, which had suffered^ so much
from the incursions of the barbarians. He erected

magazines in different places, visited the cities which

bad suffered most, and gave orders for repairing their

walls and fortifications properly. He then crossed the

Rhine, and pursued the war in Germany with great

success, insomuch that the barbarians submitted to such

Tv^achery terms as be pleased to impose. In the mean time, the

of the JLi- emperor, having received intelligence that the Limi-
migantes. gantes had quitted the country in which he bad placed

them, hastened to the banks of the Danube, in order

to prevent their entering Pannonia. On hU arrival

he sent deputies, desiring to know what had induced

them to abandon the country which bad been allotted

them. The Liroigantes answered, in appearance with

the greatest submission imaginable, that they were will-

ing to live as true subjects of the empire in any ether

place but that the country be had allotted them was
quite uninhabitable, as they could demonstrate if they

were but allowed to cross the river, and lay their com-
plaints before him. This request was granted ^ but

while he ascended his tribunal, the barbarians unex-

pectedly fell upon bis guards sword in hand, killed

several of them, and the emperor with difficulty saved

himself by flight. The rest of the troops^ however,

soon took the alarm, and surrounding the Limigantes,

cut them all off* to a man. This year Constantius in-

stituted a court of inquisition against all tbose who
tbenscniel- consulted heathen oracles. Paulus Catena, a noted
ly perse- cruel informer, was despatched into the east to

prosecute them \ and Modestus, then count of the east,

and equally remarkable for his cruelty, was appointed

judge. His tribunal was erected at Scythopolis in Pa-
lestine, whither persons of both sexes, and of every rank
and condition, were dajly dragged in crowds from all

parts, and either confined in dungeons, or tom in pieces

in a most cruel and barbarous manner by racks, or pub-

licly executed.

tlie Per- 359, Sapor king of Persia began hostilities, be-

tuiDf begin ing encouraged thereto by the absence of Ursicinus,
heetiJities. vybom the emperor had recalled, and appointed in bis
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room one Sabinianus, a person very unfit for such an Comian-

office. During this campaign, however, be made i»nopolii»<n

very little progress j
having only taken two Roman

forts, and destroyed the city of Amida, the siege of

which is said to have cost him 30,000 men. On the

first news of the Persian invasion, Constantius had

thought proper to send Ursicinus into the east
;
but his

enemies prevented him from receiving the supplies

necessary for carrying on the war ; so that he found

it impossible to take any effectual means for stopping

the progress of the Persians. On his return, he was

unexpectedly charged with the loss of Amida, and all

the disasters that bad happened during the campaign.

Two judges were appointed to inquire into liis con-

duct *y but they, being creatures of his enemies, left

the matter doubtful. On this Ursicinus was so much
exasperated, that be appealed to the emperor, and in

the beat of passion let fall some unguarded expres-

sions, which being immediately carried to the em-

peror, the general was deprived of all his employ-

ments.

Constantius resolved to march next year in person Cootuotias

against tlie Persians ; but in the mean time dreading marchci in

to encounter so formidable an enemy, lie applied hiro-P*^®

self wholly to the assembling of a mighty army, hy^^'
which he might |ie able fully to cope with them. For
this purpose he wrote to Julian to send him part of

his forces, without considering that by so doing be

left the province of Gaul exposed to the ravages ef

the barbarians. Julian resolved immediately to com-
ply with the emperor^s orders ^ but at the same time

to abdicate the dignity of CscHar, that be might not

be blamed for the loss of the province. Accordingly

be suffered the best soldiers to be draughted out of bis

army. They were, however, very unwilling to leave JoUan pro-

biro, and at last proclaimed him emperor. 'Whether
this was done absolutely against Jolian*s consent or not*™P*^®^*

is uncertain y but be wrote to the emperor, and persuad-

ed the whole army also to send a letter along with bis,

in which they acquainted Constantius with what bad
happened, and entreated him to acknowledge Julian as

bis partner in the empire. But this was positively re-

fused by Constantius, who began to prepare for war.

Julian then, designing to be before-band with the em-
peror, caused his troops to take an oath of allegiance to

himself, and with surprising expedition made himself

master of the whole country of Illyricum, and the

important pass separating that country from Thrace.
Constantius was thunderstruck with this news ; but

bearing that the Persians bad retired, be marched
with all his force against his competitor. On his. ar-

rival at Tarsus in Cilicia, he was seized with a feverish

distemper, occasioned chiefly by the uneasiness and per-

plexity of bis mind. He pursued his march, bowever, ^ .

to Mosucrene, a place on the borders of Cilicia, at the marches**-*
foot of Mount Taurus. Hero be was obliged to stop gainst bio,

by the violence of his disorder, which increased every hut dies,

day, and at last carried him off on the 13th of Novem-
ber 361, in the 45th year of bis age.

By the death of Constantius, Julian now became
master of tlie whole Roman empire witbdut a rival, stores the

He bad been educated in the Christian religion ; but heathen re«

secretly apostatiied from it long before, and as soon as^^***
he saw himself master of Illyricum, openly avowed
his apostasy! and caused the temples of the gods to be

opened.^
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ConaUB- had sarviyed the late defeat, kept nvitlun the strong

^**^0 holds of Thrace, without daring so much as to look

1 . abroad, much less face the yictorious enemy, who mo-
ved about the country in great bodies. But notwith-

standing this critical situation, the historians of those

times give us no account of the transactions of the

ear 379. Many great battles indeed are said to

ave been fought, and as many victories obtained by
' Theodosius) but the accounts of these are so con-

fused and contradictory, that no stress can be laid upon

them.

In the month of February 380, Theodosius was seized

with a dangerous malady, so that Gratian found himself

obliged to carry on the war alone. This emperor, ap-

prehending that the neighbouring barbarians might break

into some of the provinces, concluded a peace with the

Goths, which was confirmed by Theodosius on his re-

covery. The treaty was very advantageous to the bar-

barians ) but they disregarding all their engagements,

no sooner heard that Gratian had left Illyricum, than

they passed the Danube, and breaking into Thrace and

Pannonia, advanced as far as Macedon, destroying all

The Goths with fire and sword. Theodosius, however, drawing
4efeaUd by together his forces, marched against them; and, ac-

cording to the most respectable authorities, gained a

complete victory ) though 2Losimus relates, that he was

utterly defeated.

The following year, Atbanaric, the most powerful

of all the Gothic princes, being driven out by a faction

at home, recurred to Theodosius, by whom he was

received with great tokens of friendship. The empe.

ror himself went out to meet him, and attended him

with his numerous retinue into the city. The Gothic

prince died the same year ) and Theodosius caused him

to be buried after the Roman manner with such pomp
and solemnity, that the Goths, who attended bim in

his flight, returned home with a resolution never to mo-

lest the limans any more. Nay, out of gratitude to

the emperor, they took upon them to guard the banks

of the Danube, and prevent the empire from being in*

9 1 vaded on that side.

Gtattan In 383, one Maximus revolted against Gratian in

mrder^ Britain *, and in the end, having got the unhappy em-
bg Masi^

peror into his power, caused him to be put to death,

and assumed the empire of the West himself. Gra-

tian had divided his dominions with bis brother Va-

lentinian, whom he allowed to reign in Italy and West
Illyricum, reserving the rest to himself. Maximus,

therefore, immediately after his usurpation, sent de-

puties to Theodosius, assuring him that he had no de-

signs on the dominions of Valentinian. As Theodosius

at that time found himself in danger from the barba-

rians, he not only forbore to attack Maximus after

this declaration, but even acknowledged him for his

partner in the empire. It was not long, however, be-

fore the ambition of the usurper prompted bim to

break bis promise. In 387, he passed the Alps on a

sudden ) and meeting with no opposition, marched to

Wkoin- Milan where Valentinian usually resided. The ^ung
tades the prince fled first to Aquileia )

and from thence to Tbes-
domiAiont salonica, to implore the protection of Theodosius.
»r Valenti-

latter, in answer to Valentinian’s letter, inform-

ed bim, that he was not at all surprised at the pro-

gress Maximus had made, because the usurper bad

protected, and Valentioiaa bad persecuted, the ortho-

dox Christians. At last he prevailed on the young ConfiUn.
prince to renounce the Ariau heresy which he had hi-tinopoliua

tberto maintained ) after which Theodosius promised history,

to assist him with all the forces of the East. At first,

*

however, he sent messengers to Maximns, earnestly

exhorting him to restore the provinces he bad taken
from Valentinian, and content himself with Gaol,
Spain, and Britain. But the usurper would hearken

9^
to no terms. This very year he besieged and took Hittoccetf.

Aquileia, Quaderna, Bononia, Mutina, Rhegiom, Pla-

centia, and many other cities in Italy. The following

year he was acknowledged in Rome, and in all the

provinces of Africa. Theodosius, therefore, finding w
war inevitable, spent the remaining months of this and
the beginning of the following year in making the ne-

cessary preparations. His army consisted chiefly of Goths, *

Huns, Alans, and other barbarians, whom he was glad

to take into the service in order to prevent their raising
g

disturbances on the frontiers. He defeated Maximus Defeated
in two battles, took bim prisoner, and put him to death, and pat to

The usurper had left his son Victor, whom be created by

Augustus, in Gaul, to awe the inhabitants in his
ni,.Theodofiai.

sence. Against him the emperor despatched Arboga-
stes, who took him prisoner after having dispersed the
troops that attended him, and put bim to death. The
victory was used afterwards by Theodosius with great
clemency and moderation.

In 389, Theodosius took a journey to Rome ; and,
according to Prudentius, at this time converted the

senate and people from idolatry to Christianity. The jh* um»
next year was remarkable for the destruction of the pies in A.-

celebrated temple of Serapis in Alexandria) which, lesandiia,

according to the description of Ammianus Marcellinus,*“^
surpassed all others in the world, that of Jupiter Capi-
tolinus alone excepted. The reason of its being nowdeitr^ed
destroyed was as follows. Tbeophilus, bishop of Alex-
andria, having begged and obtained of the emperor
an old temple, formerly consecrated to Bacchus, but
then ruined and forsaken, with a design to convert it

into a church, the workmen found among the rubbish
several obscene figures, which the bisbopi to ridicule

the superstition of the Heathens, caused to be exposed
to public view. This provoked the Pagans to such a
degree, that they flew to arms ) and falling unexpec-
tedly upon the Christians, cut great numbed of them
in pieces. The latter, however, soon took arms in

their own defence
) and being supported by the few

soldiers who were quartered in the city, began to re-

pel force by force. Thus a civil war was kindled,

and no day passed without some encounter. The Pa-
gans used to retire to the temple of Serapis ) and
thence sallying out unexpectedly seized on such Chri-
stians as they met, and dragging them into the tem-
ple, either forced them by the roost exquisite torments
to sacrifice to their idol, or if they refused, racked
them to death. As soon as they expected to be at-

tacked by the emperor's troops, they chose a philoso-

pher named Olympus for their leader, with a design to
defend themselves to the last extremity. The emperor,
however, would not suffer any punishment to be inflict-

ed upon them for the lives of those they had taken
away, but readily forgave them ) however, he ordered
all the temples of Alexandria to be immediately pulled
down, and commanded the bishop to see his orders put
io execution. The Pagans no sooner heard tbat the

4 D 2 emperor
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Cunstan- emperor ms acquainted with their proceedings than
tinopoliianthey abandoned the temple, which was in a short time

,

bistory, destroyed by Theopbilus ; nothing being left except
* the foundations, which could not be removed on ac-

count of the extraordinary weight and size of the

stones. Not satisfied with the destruction of the Alex-
andrian temples, the zealous bishop encouraged the

people to poll down all the other temples, oratories,

diapels, and places set apart for the worship of the

Heathen gods throughout Egypt, and the statues of the

gods themselves to be either burnt or melted down. Of
the innumerable statues which at that time were to be

found in Egypt, he is said to have spared but one, viz.

that of an ape, in order to expose the Pagan religion

to ridicule. On his return to Constantinople, Theo-

dosius ordered such temples as were yet standing to be

thrown down, and the Arians to be everywhere driven

out of the cities.

In 392, Valentinian, emperor of the West, was
treacherously murdered by Arbogastes his general 5

might afterwards have easily seized

the sovereignty himself, chose to confer it upon

treuiuc to one Eugenius, and to reign in his name. This new
th< empire, usurper, though a Christian, was greatly favoured by

the Pagans, who were well apprised that be only bore

the title of emperor, while the whole power lodged in

Arbogastes, who pretended to be greatly attached to

their religion. The aruspices began to appear anew,

and informed him that he was destined to the em-

pire of the whole world ; that he would soon gain

a complete victory over Theodosius, who was as much
bated as Eugenius was beloved by the gods, &c. But
though Eugenius sesmed to favour tlie Pagans, yet in

the very loginning of bis reign be wrote to St Am-
brose. The holy man did not answer his letter till

be was pressed by some friends to recommend them to

the new prince ; and then be wrote to this infamous

usurper with all the respect due to an emperor. Soon

after bis accession to the empire, Eugenius sent depu-

ties to Theodosius ; and they are said to have been re-

ceived by him in a very obliging manner. He did

not, however, intend to enter into any alliance with

this usurper, but immediately began bis military pre-

parations. In 394, be set out from Constantinople,

and was at Adrianople on the 15th of June that year.

He bent bis march through Dacia, and the other pro-

vinces between Tbrace and the Julian Alps, with a

design to force the passes of these mountains, and break

into Italy before the army of Eugenius was in a con-

dition to oppose him. On his arrival at the Alps, be

found these passes guarded by Flavianns prefect of Ita-

ly, at the head of a considerable body of Roman troops.

These were utterly defeated by Theodosius, who

thereupon crossed the Alps and advanced into Italy.

He was soon met by Eugenios \ and a bloody battle

ensued, without any decisive advantage on either side.

The next day the emperor led his troops in person

against the enemy, utterly defeated them, and took

their camp. Eugenius was taken prisoner by his own

men, and brought to Theodosius, who reproached him

with the murder of Valentinian, with the calamities

he had brought on the empire by his unjust usurpa-

tion, and with putting his confidence in Hercules,

aud not in the true God ^
for on his chief standard he

had displayed the image of that fabnious hero. Euge-
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nius begged earnestly for his life : but while he lay Comus.
prostrate at the emperor’s feet, his own soldiers cut olF tinopoiiai

his head, and carrying it about on the point of a spear, I'iuory.

showed it to those in the camp who had not yet sob-*"
' ^ ^

mitted to Theodosius. At this they were all thunder-

struck : but being informed that Theodosius was ready

to receive them into favour, they threw down their
jg

arms and submitted. After this, Arbogastes, despair- ArbogwiM

ing of pardon, fled to the mountains; but being in-layi»u)-

formed that diligent search was made for him, be laid**“'f“***

violent hands on himself. His children, and those

Eugenius, took sanctuary in churches ; but the empe-

ror not only pardoned, but took the opportunity of

converting them to Christianity, restored them to their

paternal estates, and raised them to considerable em-

ployments in the state. Soon after this, Theodosius

appointed his son Honorius emperor of the West, as-

signing him for his share Italy, Gaul, Spain, Africa,

and West lllyrtcum. The next year, as be prepared

for his return to Constantinople, he was seized with a

dropsy, owing to the great fatigues be had undergone $9

daring the war. As soon as he perceived himself toTbeodeilii

be in danger, he made his will ; by which he be-^****

queatbed the empire of the East to Arcadius, and con-

firmed Honorins in the posssession of the West* He
likewise confirmed the pardon which he bad granted

to all those who had borne arms against him, and re-

mitted a tribute which had proved very burdensome to

the people
;

and charged his two sons to see these

points of his will executed. He died at Milan on the

17th of January 395, in the 16th year of his reign and

50th of his age. ^
From the time of Theodosius to the time when tbe£mpirf

Roman empire in the west was totally destroyed hyuiurp^ty

the Goths, we find but very little remarkable in thc®**^**®*

history of Constantinople. At this time the eastern

empire was usurped by Baslliscns, who bad driven out

Zeno the lawful emperor ;
being assisted in bis conspi«

racy by the empress Verina bis sister. Zeno fled in-

to Isauria, wbitbex he was pursued by Ulus and Tro-

condes, two of the usurper’s generals ; who having

easily defeated the few troops he had with him, for-

ced the unhappy prince to shut himself up in a cattle,

which they immediately invested. But in a short

lime Basiliscus having disobliged the people by bis cru-

elty, avarice, aud other bad qualities, for which he was

no less remarkable than bis predecessor had been, his

generals joined with Zeno, whom they restored to the

throne. After bis restoration, Zeno having got Bast-

liscus into his power, confined him in a castle of Cap- pi

padocia, together with his wife 2^oonidcs, where theyliiurrf^

both perished with hunger and cold. This happened to death,

in the year 467, after Basiliscus bad reigned about 20

months. During the time of this usurpation a dreadful 99

fire happened at Constantinople, which consumed great

part of the city, with the library containing i20,OOoV
volumes ;

among which were the works of Homer,
written, as is said, on the great got of a dragon 12Q

feet long.

The misfortunes which Zeno bad undergone did

not work any reformation upon him. He still conti-

nued the same vicious courses which had given occa-

sion to the usurpation of Basiliscus. Other conspira-

cies were formed against him, but he bad the good

fortane to escape them. He engaged in a war with

the
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Conitan- tbe Ostrogoths, in which he proved unsuccessful, and

<inopoUtan was obliged to yield the provinces of Lower Dacia
history, McEsia to them. In a short time, however, Theo-

^ doric their king made an irruption into Thrace, and

advanced within 15 miles of Constantinople, with a de- .

sign to besiege that capital : but the following year,

485, they retired in order to attack Odoacer king of

Italy 5 of which country Theodoric was proclaimed

king in 493. Tbe emperor Zeno died in the year

491, in the 65th year of his age, and 17th of his

D«clmeof The Roman empire had now for a long time been

tbe Roman on the decline; the ancient valour and military disci-

•mpire, to p^ine, which had for such a long time rendered the Ro-
wbetow.

superior to other nations, had greatly degenei-a-

led j
so tlwit they were now by no means so powerful

as formerly. The tumults and disorders which had

happened in the empire from time to time by the many
usurpations, had contributed also to weaken it very

much. But what proved of the greatest detriment

was the allowing vast swarms of barbarians to settle

in the different provinces, and to serve in the Roman
empire in separate and independent bodies. This had

proved the immediate cause of the dissolution of the

western empire ^ bat as it affected the eastern parts

less, the Constantinopolitan empire continued for up-

wards of 900 years after the western one was totally

dissolved. The weak and imprudent administration of

Zeno, and Anastasius who succeeded him, had reduced

the eastern empire still more ; and it might possibly

have expired in a short time after the western one,

had not the wise and vigorons conduct of Justin, and
his partner Justinian, revived in some measure the an-

cient martial spirit which had originally raised tbe Ko-
. man empire to its highest pitch of grandeur.

It ranvef Justin ascended the throne in 518. In J2f be en-

undcr Jat- gaged in a war with tbe Persians, who had all along
dn and Jut- i>een very formidable enemies to the Roman name.

Against them he employed the famous Belisarius ; but

of him we hear nothing remarkable till after the acces-

sion of Justinian. This prince was the nephew of

Jnstin, and was by him taken as his partner in the em-
pire in 527 ; and the same year Justin died, in the

77th year of his age and 9th of his reign. Justinian

being now sole master of the empire, bent his whole
force against the Persians. Tbe latter proved success-

fnl in the first engagement
^ but were soon after utterly

defeated by Belisarius on the frontiers of Persia, and

95 likewise by another general named Doroth€its in Ar-
Ju^nian*! menia. The war cootinoed with various success da-

’ ring the first five years of Jnstinlan^s reign. In the

sixth year a peace was concluded upon the following

terms : l» That the Roman emperor should pay to

G>srhoes, the king of Persia, 1000 pounds weight of
gold. 2. That both princes should restore the places

they had taken during the wars. 3. That the com-
mander of the Roman forces should no longer reside

at Daras on the Persian frontiers, but at a place called

Constantino in Mesopotamia, as he had formerly done.

4. That the Iberians, who had sided with the Romans,
should be at liberty either to return to their own coun-

try or to remain at Constantinople. This peace, con-

cluded in 552, was styled etct'nal

;

but in tbe event
proved of very short duration.

About this time happened at Constantinople the

I ] CON
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greatest tumult mentioned in history. It began among Cemtan-

the different factions in the circus ; but ended in an tinopoliUto

open rebellion. The multitude, highly dissatisfied with
,

the conduct of John the prefictns preetono and of Tre-

bonianus then questor, forced Hypatius, nephew to the

emjieror Anastasius, to accept the empire, and pro- mult in

claimed him with great solemnity in the forum. AsConsiafi-

the two above-mentioned ministers were greatly ab-t»noplc.

horred by the populace on account of their avarice,

Justinian immediately discharged them, hoping by

that means to appease the tumult : but this was so far

from answering the purpose, that the multitude only

grew the more outrageous upon it ; and most of the

senators joining them, the emperor was so much alarm-

ed, that be bad thoughts of abandoning the city and

making his escape by sea. In this dilemma the em-

press Theodora encouraged and persuaded him rather

to part with his life than the kingdom \ and he at last

resolved to defend himself to the utmost, with the few

senators who had not yet abandoned him. In the

mean time, the rebels having attempted in vain to

force the gates of tbe palace, carried Hypatius in tri-

umph to the circus ; where, while he was beholding

the sports from the imperial throne, amidst the shouts

and acclamations of the people, Belisarius, who had

been recalled from Persia, entered the city with a

considerable body of troops. Being then apprised of

the usurpation of Hypatias, be marched straight to the

circus j fell sword in hand upon tbe disarmed multi-

tude •y and with tbe assistance of a band of Heruli,

headed by Mundus governor of Illyricum, cut about

30,000 of them in pieces. Hypatius tbe usurper, and

Pompeius another of the nephews of Anastasius, were

taken prisoners and carried to tbe emperor, by whose

orders they were both beheaded, and their bodies cast

into the sea. Their estates were confiscated, and like-

wise the estates of such senators as had joined with

them ; but the emperor caused great part of their lands

and effects to be afterwards restored, together with

their honours and dignities, to their children.

Justinian having now no others enemy to contend

with, turned his arms against the Vandals in Africa,

and the Goths in Italy ; both which provinces he re-

covered out of the hands of tbe barbarians *. But be- « Bar-
fort his general Belisarius had time to establish fully and

the Roman power in Italy, be was recalled in order to Ooths.

carry on tbe war against Cosrboes king of
Another

who, in defiance of the treaty formerly concluded in

532, entered tbe Roman dominions at the bead of a the Fer-

powerful army. Tbe same year, however, a peace

was concluded between the two nations upon the fol-

lowing conditions : 1. That the Romans should, with-

in two months, pay to tbe Persian king 5000 pounds

weight of gold, and an annual pension of 500. 2. That
the Persians Kliould relinquish all claim to the fortress

of Daras, and maintain a body of troops to guard the

Caspian gates, and prevent the barbarians from break-

ing into the empire. 3. That upon payment of the

above-mentioned sum, Cosrboes should immediately
withdraw his troops from the Roman dominions. The
treaty being signed, and the stipulated sum paid, Cos-

rhoes began to march back again
; but by the way

plundered several cities as if tbe war bad still cunti-

nued. Hereupon Justinian resol#ed to pursue the war
with the utmost vigour , and for that purpose des-

patched
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Confetaii. patched Bellsanos into the east. But soon after he bad success } manj of their ships being burnt bj the Csnitai.
tiiiopulitau was obliged to recal him io order to oppose the Goths, sea-Jire^ as it was called, because it burnt under water ( tioopoliui

,
who liad gained great advantages in Italy after bis de-’ and in their return home their fleet was wrecked off ^^tary.

partiire. The Pci^sian war was then carried on with the Scyllsean promontory. At last a peace was con-
' "

Peace con. success till the year 558, when a peace was eluded for 30 years, on condition that the Saracens

eluded. concluded upon the emperor again paying an immense
sum to the enemy. The same year the Huns, pas-

sing the Danube in the depth of winter, marched in

two bodies directly for Constantinople \ and laying

waste the countries through which they passed, came,
without meeting the least opposition, within 150 fur-

longs of the city. But Belisarius marching out against

them with a handful of men, put them to flight \ the

emperor, however, to prevent them from invading the

empire anew, agreed to pay them an annual tribute,

upon their promising to defend the empire against all

other barbarians, and to serve in the Roman armies

when rec^uired. This was the last exploit performed

by Belisarius, who on his return to Constantinople was
disgraced, stripped of all his employments, and con-

fined to bis house, on pretence of a conspiracy against

* See emperor In the year 565 a real conspiracy was

tmrita, formed against Justinian, which he happily escaped, and
the conspirators were executed

;
but the emperor did

not long survive it, being carried off by a natural death

in 566, in the 39th year of his reign.

During the reign of Justinian, the majesty of (be

Roman empire seemed to revive. He recovered the

provinces of Italy and Africa out of the hands of the

barbarians, by whom they had been held for a number

DecUn^e sf y
after his death they were soon lost, and

the empire empire tended fast to dissolution. In 569 Italy

after Justi-was conquered by the Lombards, who held it for the
aian. space of 200 years. Some amends, however, was

made for the loss by the acquisition of Persarmenia

;

the inhabitants of which, being persecuted by the Per-

sians on account of the Christian religion which they

professed, revolted to the Romans. This produced a

war between the two nations, who continued to weak-
en each other, till at last the Persian monarchy was
utterly overthrown, and that of the Romans greatly

fSeeilra-
Saracenst. These new enemies at-

bia. tacked the Romans in the year 632, and pursued their

conquests with incredible rapidity. In the space of

four years they reduced the provinces of Egypt, Sy-

ria, and Palestine. In 648 they were also masters of

Mesopotamia, Phoenicia, Africa, Cyprus, Aradus, and

Rhodes ; and having defeated the Roman fleet, com-

manded by the emperor Constans in person, they con-

cluded a peace on condition of keeping the vast extent

of territory they had seized, and paying for it lOOO
nummi a*year.

tfnra^cis-
expedition against the Lombards was about this

fnl eapedi- undertaken, but with very little success, a body

tioaagainitof 20,000 Romans being almost entirely cut off by one
the Loin- of the Lombard generals. In 671 the Saracens ra-
bards. vaged several provinces, made a descent in Sicily, took

and plundered the city of Syracuse, and overran the

whole island, destroying every thing with Are and

sword. In like manner they laid waste Cilicia ; and

liaving passed the winter at Smyrna, they, entered

ConsuW Thrace in the winter of the year 672, and laid siege

Bople be- to Constantinople itself. Here, however, they were
lieged by repulsed with great loss : but next spring they renew-
tbe Sara- gj attempt, in which they met with the same

should retain all the provinces they bad seized
\ and

that they should pay the emperor and his successors

3000 pounds weight of gold, 50 slaves, and as many
choice horses. lot

This peace was scarce concluded, when the empire

was invaded by a new enemy, who proved very

hlesome for a long time. These were the Bulgarians
: rfaju/****

who breaking into Thrace, defeated the Roman army
sent against them, and ravaged the country far and

wide. The emperor consented to pay them an annual

pension, rather than continue a doubtful war ; and al-

lowed them to settle in Lower Mcesia, which from them

was afterwards called Bulgaria, In 687, they were,

attacked by Justinian II. who entered their country

without provocation, or regarding the treaties former-

ly concluded with them. But they falling suddenly

upon him, drove him out of their country, and obli-

ged him to restore the towns and captives he bad ta-

ken. In 697, this emperor was deposed \ and in hit

exile fled to Trebelis king of the Bulgarians, by whom
be was kindly entertained, and by whose means he was

restored to his throne^ but soon fomUing this fa-

vour, he invaded the country of the Bulgarians, with

a design to wrest from them those provinces which be

had yielded to them. He was attended in this expe-jj^^^^<

ditioo by no better success than his ingratitude deser- feat Jnii-

ved, his army being utterly defeated, and be himselfniaa 11

obliged to make bis escape in a light vessel to Constan-

tinople. The Bulgarians continued their inroads and

ravages at different times, generally defeating the Ro-

mans who ventured to oppose them, till the year 800,

the seventh of the reign of Nicephorus, when they sur-

prised the city of Sardica in Moesia, and put the whole

garrison, consisting of 6000 men, to the sword. The
emperor marched against them with a considerable ar-

my : but the enemy retired at bis approach \ and he,

instead of pursuing them, returned to Constantinople.

Two years after be entered Bulgaria at the bead ofTbeircmi-

a powerful army, destroying every thing with fire and try cmellj

sword. The king offered to conclude a peace with

him upon honourable terms} but Nicephorus, reject-

ing bis proposals, continued to waste the country, de-

stroying the cities, and putting all the inhabitants,

without distinction of sex or age, to the sword. The
king was so much affected with these cruelties which

were exercised on his subjects, that he sent a se-

cond embassy to Nicephorus, offering to conclude

a peace with him upon any terms, provided he would

quit his country. But Nicephorus dismissing the am*whoiicit
hassadors with scorn, the Bulgarian monarch attacked off witli l^a

unexpectedly the Roman camp, forced it, and cot off^^balt ar«

almost the whole army, with the emperor himself, and™^*

a great number of patricians. His successor Michael

likewise engaged in a war with the Bulgarians } hut

being utterly defeated, he was so grieved that be re-

signed the empire. After this the Bulgarians conti-

nued to be very formidable enemies to the empire, till

the year 979, when they were attacked by Basilius

The Bulgarians were at that time governed by a king^^ jaYaaed

named Samuels who liaviDg ravaged the Roman teni- by BsaUtt

toriesylli
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CoBitan- torieS| M was the commoii practice of his nation, Ba-

tMopoIiun stilus sent against him one Nicephoros Uranus at the

biitory. head of a powerful army. Uranus, leaving his bag-

» gage at Larissa, reached by long marches the Sper*

Chios, and encamped with his whole army over against

the enemy, who lay on the opposite bank. As the ri-

ver was greatly swelled with the heavy rains that had

lately fallen, Samuel, not imagining the Romans would

attempt to pass it, suffered his troops to roam in large

parties about the country in quest of booty. But Ura-

nus having at length found out a place where the river

was fordable, passed it in the dead of the night with-

out being perceived. He then fell upon the Bulga-

rians who were left in the camp, and lay for the most

part asleep ; cut great numbers of them in pieces ^

took a great number of prisoners, with all their bag-

gage; and made himself master of their camp. Sa-

muel and his son were dangerously wounded ; and

would have been taken, bad they not all that day con-

cealed themselves among the dead. The next night

they stole away to the mountains of ^tolia, and from

thence made their escape into Bulgaria. The follow-

ing year the emperor entered Bulgaria at the head of

a numerous and well-disciplined army ; defeated Sa-

muel in a pitched battle, and took several strong ci-

ties. The emperor himself, however, at last, nar-

rowly escaped l^ing cot off with his whole army ; be-

ing unexpectedly attacked by the Bulgarians in a nar-

row pass. From this danger he was relieved by the

arrival of Nicephoros Xiphias, governor of Philippo-

107 polis, with a considerable body of troops ; who falling

Hit moil- upon the enemies rear, put them to flight. Basilius

stroas era- pursued them close ; and having taken an incredible

number of captives, caused their eyes to be pulled out,

,
leaving to every hundred a guide with one eye, that

be might conduct them to Samuel. This shocking

spectacle so affected the unhappy king, that he fell in-

to a deep swoon, and died two days after. The Ro-
man emperor pursued his conquests, and in the space

toS years made himself master of most of the ene-

Tkecoan- mies strong holds. He defeated also the successor of
tabda- Samuel in several engagements ; and having at last^ killed him in battle, the Bulgarians submitted them-

selves without reserve. The vast treasures of their

princes were by Basilius distributed among bis sol-

diers by way of donative. Soon after, the widow
of the late king, with her six daughters and three of

her sons, surrendered themselves to the Roman empe-
ror, by whom they were received with the utmost civi-

lity and respect. This obliging behaviour encouraged
the three other sons of the late king, and most of the

princes of the blood, who had taken shelter in the

nionntains, to submit, and throw themselves on the

139 emperor’s mercy.

Ibatses Ibatze:4, however, a person nearly allied to the royal
alone holds family, who had distinguished himself in a very emi-

nent manner during the whole course of the war, re-

fused to submit, and fled to a steep and craggy moun-
tain, with a design to defend himself there to the last

extremity. Basilius endeavoured to cause him submit

by fair means, but be equally despised both threats and

ito promises. At the last Eustathius Daphnomelus, whom
Me U taken Basilius had lately appointed governor of Achridus,

strata- the chief city of Bulgaria, undertook to secure him
**** by a most desperate and improbable scheme. Without

communicating his design to any, he repaired, with CsbsUb-
two persons in whom he could confide, to the moun- tinopolitan

tain on which Ibatzes bad fortified himself. He ho- history.

ped to pass undiscovered among the many strangers
’ ^

who flocked thither to celebrate the approaching feast

of the Virgin Mary, for whom Ibatzes had a particu-

lar veueration. In this he found himself mistaken ; for

be was known by the guards, and carried before the

prince. To him he pretended to have something of im-

portance to communicate ; but as soon as Ibatzes had

retired with him into a remote place, Daphnomelus
threw himself suddenly upon him, and with the assist-

ance of the two men whom be had hronght with biro,

polled out both his eyes, and got safe to an abandoned
castle on the top of the hill. Here they were imme-
diately surrounded by the troops of Ibatzes ; but

Daphnomelus exhorting them now to submit to the

emperor, by whom be assured them they would be well

received, they congratulated Daphnomelus on bis sue*

cess, and suffered him to conduct the unhappy Ibatzes

a prisoner to Basilius. The emperor was no less sur-

prised than pleased at the success of the bold attempt

;

and rewarded Daphnomelus with the government of

Dyrrhachium, and all the rich moveables of his pri-

soner. After this, having accomplished the entire re-

duction of Bulgaria, he returned to Constantinople

with an incredible number of captives, where he was
received by the senate and people with all possible de-

monstrations of joy.
j j

j

All this time the Saracens had at intervals invaded Tke em-
the Roman dominions, and even attempted to makep«re iovs-

themselves masters of Constantinople. Their internal

divisions, however, rendered them now much less for-^“
midable enemies than they had formerly been ; so that Accoant of

some provinces were even recovered for a time out ofthem,

their hands, though the weak and distracted state of
the empire rendered it impossible to preserve such con-
quests. But in X041, the empire was invaded by an
enemy, not very powerful at that time indeed, but who
by degrees gathered strength suflicient to overthrow
both the Roman and Saracen empires. These were the

Tvrks ; who having quitted their ancient habitations

in the neighbourhood of Mount Caucasus, and passed
the Caspian straits, settled in Armenia Mi^or, about
the year 844. There they continued an unknown and
despicable people, till the intestine wars of the Saracens
gave them an opportunity of aggrandizing themselves.

About the year 1030, Mohammed the son of Sarohrael

sultan of Persia, not finding himself a match for Pisa-
ris sultan of Babylon, with whom he was at war, bad
recourse to the Turks, who sent him 3000 men under
the command of Tangrolipix, a leading man among
them. By their assistance Mohammed defeated bis ad-
versary

; but when the Turks desired leave to return
home, he refused to part with them. Upon this they
withdrew without his consent to a neighbouring de-
sert; and being there joined by several discontented
Persians, began to make frequent inroads into the
sultan’s territories. Against them Mohammed imme-
diately dispatched an army of 20,000 men ; who be-
ing surprised in the night, were utterly defeated by
Tangrolipix. The fame of this victory drew moltt-
tndes to him from all parts ; so that in a short time
Tangrolipix saw himself at the head of 50,000 men.
Upon this Mohammed marched against them in per-

son,
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Coistett- had taken, they hoped by these speeches to indoce the

tin<^liun people to revolt, and choose a new emperor. This £a-
hittory. jocia was aware of ; and therefore determined to pre«

" vent the evils that threatened herself and her family.

The em- hy marrying some person of merit who was capable of

press deter- defeating her enemies both at home and abroad. At
mines to this time one Romanos Diogenes, a person of a most

beautiful aspect, extraordinary parts, and illustrious

birth, being accused of aspiring to the empire, tried

and convicted, was brought forth to receive sentence

of death. But the empress, touched with compassioo

at his appearance, gently upbraided him with his am-
bition, set him at liberty, and soon after appointed

him commander in chief of all her forces. In this sta-

tion he acquitted himself so well, that the empress re-

solved to marry him if she could but recover the wri-

ting in which her oath was contained out of the hands

of the patriarch. In order to this, she applied to a fa-

vourite eunuch ^ who going to the patriarch, told him

that the empress was so t^en with his neplkw named
Bardasa^ that she was determined to marry and raise

him to the empire, provided the patriarch absolved

her from the oath she had taken, and convinced the

senate of the lawfulness of her marriage. The pa-

triarch, dazzled with the prospect of his nephew’s

promotion, readily undertook to perform both. He
first obtained the consent of the senate, by representing

to them the dangerous state of the empire, and ex-

claiming against the rash oath which the jealousy of

the late emperor had extorted from the empress. He
then publicly discharged her from it \ restored the

writing to her \ and exhorted her to marry some de-

serving object, who being entrusted with an absolute

til authonty, might be capable of defending the empire,

and mar- The empress, thus discharged from her oath, married

n few days after Romanus Diogenes j who was there-

aea^^^^ upon proclaimed emperor, ,to the great disappointment

of the patriarch.

As the new emperor was a man of great activity

and experience in war, he no sooner saw himself vest-

ed with the sovereign power, than he took upon him
the command of the army, and passed over into Asia

with the few forces he could assemble, recruiting and
inuring them on his march to military discipline, which
had b^n utterly neglected in the preceding reigns.

On his arrival in that continent, he was informed that

He defeats the Turks had surprised and plundered the city of Neo-
tke Turka csesarea, and were retiring with their booty. On this

news he hastened after them at the head of a chosen

body of li^t-armed troops, and came up with them
on the third day. As the Turks were marching in

disorder, without the least apprehension of an ene-

my, Romanus cut great numbers of them in pieces,

and easily recovered the booty \ after which he pur-

sued bis march to Aleppo, which he retook from them,

together with Hierapolis, where he built a strong

115 castle.

Oahu a se- As he was returning to join the forces he bad left
oand ?icto- behind him, he was met by a numerous bodv of Turks,

who attempted to cut o£F bis retreat. At first he pre-

tended to decline an enga^^ment through fear \ but

attacked them afterwards with such vigour when they

least expected it, that be put them to flight at the first

onset, and might have gained a complete victory had

he thought proper to pursue them. After this, seve-

VoL. VL Part II. f

He paisei

over into

1X4

ral towns submitted to him \ but the season being now Con^tan-

far spent, the emperor returned to Constantinople. The tinopolitun

following year he passed over into Asia early in the

,

spring \ and being informed that the Turks bad sacked

the nch city of Icouium, besides gaining other con-

siderable advantages; he marched in person against

them. But the Tu^s, not thinking it advisable to They are

wait bis coming, retired in great haste. The Arme- dc-

nians, however, encouraged by the approach of the*^^
emperor’s army, fell upon the enemy in the plains of

Tarsus, put them to flight, and stripped them both of

their baggage and the booty they bad taken. The
spring following the emperor once more entered Asia

at the head of a considerable army which he bad raided,

and with incredible pains disciplined during the win-

ter. When the two armies drew near to each other,

Axan, the Turkish sultan, and son of the famous

Tangrolipix, sent proposals to Romanus for a lasting ,,7

and honourable peace. These were imprudently re- The Ro-

jected, and a desperate engagement ensued, when, in nmnt^de-

spite of the utmost efforts of the emperor, bis *t***®7

was routed, and he himself wounded and taken pn-^, taken,

soner. When this news was brought to Axan, bo

could scarcely believe it ; but being convinced by tbe

appearance of the royal captive in his presence, be ten-

derly embraced him, and addressed him in an affec-

tionate manner :
** Grieve not (said he), most noble

.

emperor, at your misfortune ; for such is the chance

of war, sometimes overwhelming one, and sometimes

another; you shall have no occasion to complain of

your captivity ;
for I will not use you as my prisoner,

but as an emperor.” The Turk was as good as his

word. He lodged the emperor in a royal pavilion

;

assigned him attendants, with an equipage suitable to

his quality ; and discharged such prisoners as be de-

sired. After be bad for some days entertained bis

royal captive with extraordinary magnificence, a per-

petual peace was concluded betwixt them, and tbe

emperor dismissed with the greatest marks of honour

imaginable. He then set out with the Turkish am-
bassador for Constantinople, where the peace was to i^s
be ratified; but by the way he was informed that £o-£sdoclade-

docia had been driven from the throne by John the

brother of Constantine Ducas, and Psellns a leading®®®*®*^
*®

man in the senate, who bad confined her to a mona-
stery, and proclaimed her eldest son, Michael Ducas,
emperor. On this intelligence, Romanus retired to

a strong castle near Theodosiopolis, where he hoped in

a short time to be joined by great numbers of his

friends and adherents. But in tbe mean time John,

who had taken upon him to act as guardian to the

young prince, despatched Andronicus with a conside-

rable army against him. Andronicus having easily de-

feated the small army which Romanus bad with him,

obliged him to fl^ to Adana a city in Cilicia, where
be was closely besiege^ and at last obli|;ed to surreu-

der. Andronicus carried his prisoner into Phrygia,

where he fell dangerously ill, being, as was suspected,

secretly poisoned. But the poison being too slow

its operation, John ordered his eyes to be put out; pat to

which was done with such cruelty that he died soon after,

in the year 1067, having reigned three years and eight 139
months. The Tnrkf

Axan was no sooner informed of tbe tragical end of

his friend mnd nUy,
’ ’ ’ ’ •

k noaaite-

119
^ReaiaoBs

than he

4E
resolved to invade the

empire

rads the
empire.
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persuaded him to invade the dominions of Robert in

Italy. At first Henry met with great success
^
but

was soon overcome, and driven out of that country by
Robert. Bohemondi in the mean time, reduced several

places in Illyricum ^ and, having defeated Alexius in

two pitched battles, entered 'I'hessaly, and sat down
before Larissa. This place, being defended by an offi-

cer of great courage and experience in war, held out

till the emperor came to its relief. Soon after his ar-

rival, he found means to draw a strong party of Bo-

hemond^s men into at) .ambuscade, and cut them off

almost entirely. However, in the battle which was

fought a few days after, Bohemond had the advantage

;

but his troops mutinying and refusing to carry on the

war, he was obliged to return to Italy. Alexius tak-

ing advantage of his absence, recovered several cities
^

and being informed that Robert was making great

preparations against him, he had recourse once more
to the Venetians. By them he was assisted with a
powerful fleet, which defeated that of Robert in two
engagements ; but being soon after surprised by him,

they were defeated with the loss of almost their whole

navy. Robert is said to have used his victory with

great barbarity, putting many of his prisoners to death

with unheard-of torments. The Venetians equipped

a second fleet •y and joining that of the emperor, fell

unexpectedly upon Robert's navy, who were riding

without the least' apprehensions in Buthrotum, sunk
most of his ships, and took a great number of prisoners,

bis wife and younger sons having narrowly escaped

falling into their hands. Robert made great prepara-

tions to revenge this defeat ; but was prevented by
death from executing his designs ^ and, after his

decease, his son Roger did not think proper to pursue

80 dangerous and expensive a war. He therefore re-

called his troops, and the places which had been con-

quered by Robert and Bohemond submitted anew to the

emperor.

This war was scarce ended, when the Scythians pass-

ing the Danube laid waste great part of Thrace, com-
mitting everywhere the greatest barbarities. Against
them the emperor dispatched an army under the com-
mand of Pacurianus and Branas. The latter insisted

upon engaging the enemy, contrary to the opinion of
bis colleague ; and his rashness caused the loss of the

greater part of the army, who were cut off by the Scy-
thians, together with the two generals. Talia'uSy an
officer who had signalized himself on many occasions,

was appointed to command the army in their room.
He fell upon the enemy as they lay securely in the

neighbourhood of Piiilippopolis, cut great numbers of
them in pieces, and obliged the rest to retire in great
confusion. The following spring, however, they re-

turned in such numbers, that the emperor resolved to

march against them in person. Accordingly he set

out for Adrianople, and from thence to a place called

Lardea. Here, contrary to the advice of bis best

officers, he ventured a battle*, in which he was utterly

defeated with the loss of vast numbers of his men, be
bimself escaping with the utmost difficulty. The next
year he was attended with no better success, his army
being entirely defeated with the loss of his camp and

year following, 1084, the emperor
retrieved his credit ^ and gave the Scythians such an
overthrow, that very few escaped the general slaughter.

Notwithstanding this disaster, however, they again Con^tHn.

invaded the empire in 1093. To this they were en- tinopolitau

couraged hy an impostor called Zco, who pretended to ^*^^***y

be the eldest son of Romanus Diogenes. 'I'lie young *

prince had been slain in a battle with the Turks y
but

as the Scythians only wanted a pretence to renew the

war, they received the impostor with joy. By a

stratagem, however, Leo was murdered \ and the

Scythians being afterwards overthrown in two great

battles, were obliged to submit on the emperor's own
terms. ,42

Since the year 1083, the war had been carried on The Holy

with the Turks with various success^ but now an as- War.

sociation was formed in the west against lhe?e infidels,

which threatened the utter ruiu of the Turkish nation.

This was occasioned by the superstition of the Christi-

ans, who thought it a meritorious action to venture

tbeir lives for the recovery of the Holy Land, posses-

sed at that time by the Turks and Saracens. Had the

western princes been properly assisted by the empe-
rors of the East in this undertaking, the Turks had

undoubtedly been unable to resist them ; but so far

from this, the Latins were looked upon by them as

no less enemies than the Turks
^
and indeed wliatever

places they took from the infidels, they never thought

of restoring to the emperors of Constantinople, to

whom they originally belonged, hut erected a number
of small independent principalities; which neither ha-

ving sufficient strength to defend themselves, nor be-

ing properly supported by one aaother, soon became 14^
a prey to the Turks, In the year 1203, happened aDreadfui

dreadful fire at Constantinople, occasioned by some^®5
^®”*

Latin soldiers. These had plundered a mosque, which
*^^®**'**

the Turks residing in Constantinople had been suffered

to build there. For this reason they were attacked

by the infidels ; who l>eiiig much superior to them iu

number, the Latins found themselves obliged to set

fire to some houses, in order to make their escape with

safety. The flame spreading in an instant from street

to street, reduced in a short time great part of the city

to ashes, with the capacious store-houses which had
been built at a vast expence on the quay. The late

emperor Isaac Angelus, who had been restored to his

throne by the Latins, died soon after their depaiture

from Constantinople, leaving his son Alexius sole mas-
ter of the empire. The young prince, to discharge the

large sums he had promised the French and Venetians
for their assistance, was obliged to lay heavy taxes

on Ills subjects
; and this, with the great esteem and

friendship showed to his deliverers, raised a general dis-

content among the people of Constantinople, who were
sworn enemies to the Latins. This encouraged John
Ducas, surnamed Murl%upJduSy from Lis joined and
thick eyebrows, to attempt the sovereignty. Unhappi-
ly he found means to put his treacherous designs in ,44
execution; and strangled the young prince with hisMuitzu-

own hands. After this he presented himself to thepblui sinin-

people ; told them what he had done, which he pretend-
ed was in order to secure their liberties ; and earnestly

*^*"*^*^*^‘

intreated them to choose an emperor who had courage
enough to defend them against the Latins that were
ready to oppress and enslave them. On this he was
instantly saluted emperor by the inconstant multitude

;

but this usurpation proved the ruin of the city. The
Latins immediately resolved to revenge the death of

4 £ 2 the
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rnvaged the adjacent country, making excursions to by

the very grates of Constantinople. At last the emperor

^
determineil to root them out

; and accordingly march-

ed against them with all his forces, the country people

flocking to him from all quarters. The Turks at first

gave themselves over for lost
^
but finding the Greeks

negligent of discipline, they attacked their army unex-

pectedly, utterly defeated it, and made themselves ma-
sters of the camp. After this unexpected victory, they

continued for two years to ravage Thrace in the most

terrible manner. At last, however, they were defeated

;

and being afterwards shut up in the Chersoncsus, they

were all cut in pieces or taken.

Soon after new commotions took place in this un-

happy empire, of which the Turks did not fail to take

the advantage. In 1327 they made themselves masters

of most of the cities on the Maeander; and, among
the rest, of the strong and important city of Prusa

in Ritliynia. The next year, however, Othoman,

who may justly be styled the founder of the Turkish

monarchy, being dead, the emperor laid hold of that

opportunity to recover Nice, and some other impor-

tant places, from the infidels. But these were lost

the year following, together with Abydus and Ni-

comedia ;
and in 1330 a peace was concluded upon

condition that they should keep all their conquests.

This peace they observed no longer than served their

own purposes; for new commotions breaking out in

the empire, they pursued their conquests, and by the

year 1357 had reduced all Asia. They next passed the

Hellespont under the conduct of Solyman the son, or,

as others will have it, the brother of Orchane, the suc-

cessor of Othoman, and seized on a strong castle on the

European side. Soon after the Turkish sultan died, and

was succeeded by Amurath. He extended the con-

quests of his predecessors, and in a short time reduced all

Thrace, making Adrianople the seat of his empire. A-
murath was slain by treachery in a little time after, and

was succeeded by his son Bnjazet. This prince greatly

enlarged his dominions by new conquests. In a short

time he reduced the countries of Thessaly, Macedon,

Phocis, Ptioponnesus, Mysia, and Bulgaria, driving

out the despots or petty princes who ruled there. Ela-

ted with his frequent victories, he began to look upon

the Greek emperor, to whom nothing was now left but

the city of Constantinople and the neighbouring coun-

try, as his vassal. Accordingly he sent him an arrogant

and haughty message, commanding him to pay a yearly

tribute, and sepd bis son Manuel to attend him in his

military expeditions. This demand the emperor was

obliged to comply with, but died soon after, in the year

Manuel no sooner heard of his father’s death than

he hastened to Constantinople, without taking leave of

the sultan, or acquainting him with the reason of his

sudden departure. At this Bajazet was so highly of-

fended, that he passed with great expedition out of

Bithynia into Thrace, ravaged the country adjoining

to Constantinople, and at last invested the city itself,

both by sea and land. In this extremity Manuel had

recourse to the western princes ; who sent him an army

of 130,000 men, under the command of Sigismiind

king of Hungary, and John count of Nevers. But

though the western troops proved at first successful,

they were in the end defeated with great slaughter

] CON
Bajazet, who then returned to the siege with ConiKa.

greater vigour tluin ever. As he found, however, lioopoUtu

that the citizens were determined to liold out to the

last, he applied to John, the son of Manuel’s elder

tber, who had a better title to the crown than Manuel
himself. With him he entered into a private agree-

ment, by virtue of which Bajazet was to place John
upon the throne of Constantinople ; on the other hand,

John was to deliver up the city to the Turks, and re-

move the imperial city to Peloponnesus, which the sol-

tan promised to relinquish to him and his posterity. At
the same time, he sent deputies to the inhabitants of

Constantinople, offerieg to withdraw his army, and cease

from furtlier hostilities, provided they expelled Manuti
and placed John upon the throne. This proposal rent

the city into two factions ; hut Manuel prevented the

mischiefs which were ready to ensue, by a voluntary re-

signation, upon condition that be should be allowed to

retire to wliatever place he thought proper with his wife

and children.

With this condition John readily complied ; and

Manuel having received him into the city, and con-

ducted him to the palace, set sail for Venice. From
thence he went to the courts of all the western prin-

ces, to solicit their assistance against the Turks, whose

power was grown formidable to all Europe. He was

everywhere received with the greatest demonstra-

tions of esteem, and promised large supplies
;

all Cbri-

steodom being now alarmed at the progress of the in-

fidels.

In the mean time, Bajazet did not fail to pnt John

in mind of hts promise : but the citizens refusing to

comply with such a scandalous treaty, the siege was re-

newed, and the city assaulted with more fury than ever.

When it was already reduced to the last extremity,

news were brought the sultan that Tamerlane, the vic-

torious Tarter, having overrun all the east with in-

credible celerity, had now turned his arms against the

Turks, and was preparing to break into Syria. Baja-

zet, alarmed at the danger tiiat threatened him, raised

the siege in great haste, and advanced against Tamer- He if de-

lane with a very numerous and well-disciplined army ;fe»ted*^

but the Tartar totally defeated and took him prisoner, **

11

“^*
after having cut most of his men in pieces : and thus

Constantinople was presejrved for the present. 15!

But this relief was of short duration. In 1424 the Amaittk

city was again besieged by Amurath II. The
tants defended themselves with great bravery ;

must in the end have submitted, had not the emperor

prevailed upon the prince or Caramania to counte-

nance an impostor and pretender to the Turkish throne.

This obliged Amurath to raise the siege, and march The ikre

with all his forces against the usurper, whom he soon^iKd.

reduced. Having then no other enemies to contend

with, he entered Macedon at the head of a powerful

army ; and having ravaged the country far and near,

be took and plundered Thessalonica, as he did also

most of the cities of ^tolia, Phocis, and Boeotia.

Froov Greece he marched into Servia ; which country

be soon reduced. He next broke into the dominions

of the king of Hungary, and besieged the stiong city

of Belgrade ; hut here he met with a vigorous repulse,

no fewer than 15,000 Turks being slain by the Chri-

stians in one sally, which obliged the snltan to drop the

enterprise and retire.
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In bis retreat be was attacked by tbe

tinopoltiAii John Hunniades, who cut great numbers of bis men in

hwtory. pieces, and obliged the rest to fly with precipitation.

Not long after he gained a still more complete vie

gainst the

Tarkt.

i6i

^3 -o he gained

Success of
enemy in the plains of Transylvania, with

John Hon- the loss of only 3000 of his own men, whereas 20,000
ntadn a- of the Turks were killed on the held of battle, and

almost an equal number in the pursuit. Amurath, who
was then at Adrianople, sent an army into Transyl-

vania far more numerous than the former ^ but they

were attended with no better success, being cut off

almost to .a man by the brave Hungarian. lie gain-

Heis^tlast^^ several other vietories no less remarkable; but was

defeated, at last entirely defeated in 1448 ; and with this defeat

ended all hopes of preserving the Roman empire.

The unhappy emperor was now obliged to pay an

annual tribute of 300,000 aspers to the sultan
;
and to

yield up to him some strong holds which he still held

on the Eincine sea. However, as he doubted not but

Amurath would soon attempt to become roaster of tbe

mty itself, he renewed the onion between the Greek
and Latin churches, hoping that this would induce

the western princes to assist him in the defence of the

city against the Turks. This union produced great

disturbances, which the emperor did not long survive,

but died in 1448, leaving the empire, now confined

within the walls of Constantinople, to his brother Con-
atantint.

Amurath the Turkish sultan died in 1450, and was
•Qooeeded by hit son Mohammed. In the beginning

of bit reign he entet*ed into an alliance with Crostan-

tioe, and pretended a great desire to live in friend-

ship with litm and the other Christian princes ; hot no
sooner had he pat an end to a war in which he was
engaged with Ibrahim king of Caramania, than be

built a strong fort on the European side of tbe Botpho-

rns, opposite to another in Asia ; in both of which lie

placed strong garrisons. These two castles command-
ed the straits : and the former being bat five miles

from the city, kept it in a manner blocked up. This

soon prodneed a misunderstanding between him and
tbe emperor, which ended in tbe siege of tbe city^

The siege commenced on the sixth of April 1453,
Mohammed^s numerous forces covering the plains be-

fore it on the land-side, and a fleet of 300 sail block-

ing it op by sea. The emperor, however, had taken

care to secure tbe haven, in which were three large

ships, 20 small ones, and a great number of galleys,

by means of a chain drawn across tbe entrance. Mo-
hammed began the siege by planting batteries as near

the city as he could, and raising mounts in several pla-

ces as high as the walls themselves, whence Xhe be-

sieged were incessantly galled with showers of arrows.

He had in his camp a piece of ordnance of prodigiona

size,, which is said to have carried a ball of loo pounds

weight made of hard black stone brought from the

Eoxine sea. With this vast piece the enemy made
several breaches in the walls

; which, however, were
repaired with incredible expedition by the besieged.

Bat Mohammed, the better to carry on tbe siege,

caused new levies to be made through bis extensive

dominions, by which his army was soon increased to

near 400,000 men
; while the garrison consisted only

of 90QO regular troops, viz. 6000 Greeks and 3000
Genoese and Venetians. As tbe enemy continued to

[ 591 ]
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celebrated batter the walls day and night without intermission, a Oonsun-

great part of them was at last beaten down ; but while tinopolitan

tbe Turks were busy in filiing up the ditch, in order bttiory.
^

to give the assault, a new wall was built. This threw

the tyrant into a prodigious rage, which was greatly

heightened when he saw liis whole fleet worsted by fi%'e

ships, four of which were laden with corn from Pelo-

ponnesus, and the other with all manner of provisions

from tbe isle of Chios. These opened themselves a

way through the whole Turkish fleet ; and, to the in-

expressible joy of tlie Christians, at last got safe into

tbe harbour.

The Turks attempted several times to force the ba-HeconTfy»

ven 4 hut all their efforts proving ineffectual, Moham- galley*

med fermed a design of conveying 80 galleys over land?^**^
into the ha-

Ten.
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for the space of eight miles into it. This he accom-

plished by means of certain engines, the contrivance of

a renegado ; and having tlien eitlier taken or sunk all

the ships contained in it, he caused a bridge to he built

over it with surprising expedition. By this means the

city was laid open to an assault from that side like-

wise. The place was now assaulted 00 all sides
;
and

Constantine being well apprised that he could not long

hold oot against such a mighty fleet and so numerous
an army, sent deputies to Mohammed offering to ac-

knowledge himself his vassal, by paying him yearly

what tribute he should think proper to impose, pro-

vided he raised tbe siege and withdrew. The tyrant

answered that he was determined at all events to be-

come master of the city : hut if the emperor delivered

it op forthwith, he would yield up to him Peloponne-

snt, and other provinces to bis hrotliers, which they

shcmld enjoy peaceably as friends and allies : hut if

be held out to the last extremity, and suffered it to be

taken by assault, he would put him and tbe whole no-

bility to the sword, abandon the city to be plunder-

ed by his soldiers, and carry the inhabitants into capti-

vily.

This condition was rashly rejected by tbe emperor ;

who thereby involved himself and all his subjects in the

roost terrible calamity. The siege was renewed with

more vigonr than ever, and continued till the 25th of

May ; when a report being spread in the Turkish camp ^ mutiny
that a mighty army was advancing in full march to the in the

relief of the city under the conduct of the celebrated

John Hunniades, the common soldiers, seized with

panic, began to mutiny, and pressed Mohammed in a
tumultuous manner to break up the siege. Nay, they

openly threatened him with death, if he did not imme-
diately abandon the enterprise and retire from before

the city, which they despaired of being able to reduce

before the arrival of the supposed succours. Moham-
med was upon tbe point of complying ivith their de-

mand, when lie was advised by Zagan, a Turkish of-

ficer of great intrepidity, and an irrcconcileahle enemy
to tbe Christian name, to give without loss of time a
general assault. To this he said tbe soldiery, however
mutinous, would not be averse, provided the sultan so-

lemnly promised to abandon tbe city to he plundered

hy them. As such an advice best suited the humour of
Mohammed, he readily embraced it ; and caused a
proclamation to be published throughout the camp, de^

daring that be gave up to his soldiers all the wealth

of that opulest'city, requiring lo himself only tbe empty
bouses.

The
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C«ntt%t ..A. constat is held to be snperior to a certificate ^

B becaase this may err or fail in its contents
^

that can-

not, as certifying nothing but what is evident upon rc-

,< cord.

Also the exemplification under the great seal of the

inrolment of any letters patent is called a constat.

CONSTELLATION, in Astronomy^ a system of

several stars that are seen in the heavens near to one

another. Astronomers not only mark out the stars,

but, that they may better bring them into order, they

distinguish them by their situation and position in

respect to each other ; and therefore they distribute

them into asterisms or constellations, allowing several

stars to make up one constellation : and for the better

distinguishing and observing them, they reduce the

constellations to the forms of animals, as men, bulls,

bears, &c. ; or to the images of some things known, as

of a crown, a harp, a balance, &c.
\
or give them the

names of those whose memories, in consideration of some

notable exploit, they had a mind to transmit to future

The division of the stars by images and figures is of

great antiquity, and seems to be as old as astronomy it-

lielf : for in the most ancient book of Job, Orion, Arc-

turus, and the Pleiades, are mentioned : and we meet

with the names of many of the constellations in the writ-

ings of the first poets, nomer and Hesiod.

The ancients, in their division of the firmament,

took in only so much as came under their notice, dis-

tributing it into 48 constellations ; but the modern

astronomers comprehend the whole starry firmament,

dividing it into three regions. See Astkokomt
Index.

CONSTERNATION is defined by ethical writers

to be an excess of horror, owing to the ill government

ef our admiration and fear: or such an Immoderate de-

gree of fear as confounds the faculties, and incapaci-

tates a person for consultation and execution.

CONSTIPATION, in Medicine^ a hardness of the

belly, with great costivencss. See COSTIVENXSS.

CONSTITUENT part, in Physioiogy^ an essen-

tial part in the composition of any thing, differing

little from what if otherwise called element or prin*

ciple.

CONSTITUTION, in matters of policy, signifies

the form of government established in any country or

kingdom.
CONSTITOTIOK also denotes an ordinance, decision,

regulation, or law, made by authority of any superior,

ecclesiastical or civil.

Apostolical CoirsTiTUTioss^ a collection of regula-

tions attributed to the Apostles, and supposed to have

been collected by St Clement, whose came they like-

. wise bear.

It is the general opinion, however, that they are

spurious, and that St Clement bad no band in them.

They appeared first in the 4th age, but have been

mocn changed and corrupted since that time* They

are divided into eight books, consisting of a great num- Conktlto-

her of rules and precepts, relating to the duties of Cbri- ti. n.

stians, and particularly the ceremonies and discipline of

the church. Mr Whuton, in opposition to the general

opinion, asserts them to be a part of the sacred writing*,

dictated by the Apostles in their meetings, and written

down from their own mouths by St Clement \ aod in^

tended as a supplement to the New Testament, or ra-

ther as a system of Christian faith and polity. The rea-

son why the Constitutions are suspected by the orthodox,

and perhaps the reason also why their genoineness is

defended by Mr Whiston, is, that they seem to favour

Arianism.

Constitution, in a physical tense, signifies the par-

ticular temperature of the body.

It is curious to observe, says Dr Fercival, the revo-

lution which bath taken place, within this century, in

the constitutions of the inhabitants of Europe. Inflam-

matory diseases more rarely occur, and, in general,

are much less rapid and violent in their progress than

formerly (a) ; nor do they admit of the same antiphlo-

gistic method of cure that was practised with success

100 years ago. The experienced Sydenham makes 40
ounces of blood the mean quantity to be drawn in the

acute rheumatism ; whereas this disease, as it now ap-

pears in the London hospitals, will not bear above half

that evacuation. Vernal intermittents are frequently

cured by a vomit and the hark, without venesection

;

which is a proof that at present they are accompanied

with fewer symptoms of inflammation than they were

wont to be. This advantageous change, however, is

more than counterbalanced by the introduction of a

numerous class of nervous ailments, in a great mea-
sure unknown to our ancestors \ but which now prevail

universally, and are complicated with almost every

other distemper. The bodies of men are enfeebled

and enervated ; and it is not uncommon to observe

very high degreee of irritability, under the external

appearance of great strength and robustness. The
hypochondria, palsies, cachexies, dropsies, and all those

diseases which arise from laxity and debility, are in

our days endemic everywhere \ and the hysterics,

which used to be peculiar to the women, as the name
itself indicates, now attack both sexes indiscriminate-

ly. It is evident that so great a revolution could not

1^ effected without a concurrence of many causes \ but
amongst these (according to Dr Fercival), the pre-

sent general use of tea * holds the first and principal « 5^0
rank. The second place may perhaps be allowed to

excess in spirituous liquors. This pernicious custom,

in many instances at least, owes its rise to the former,

which, by the lowness and depression of spirits it oc-

casions, renders it almost necessary to have recourse to

something cordial and exhilarating. And hence pro-

ceed those odious and disgraceful habits of intempe-

rance, with which many of the softer sex are now, alas

!

chargeable.

CONSTRICTOR, aa appellatloo giveo to several

muscles,

(a) The decrease in the violence of inflammatory diseases may perhaps in part be ascribed to the present im-

proved method of treating them. Moderate evacuations, cOol air, acescent diet, and the liberal use of saline and
antimnnial medicines, are better adapted to check the progress of fevers, than copious hleediogs, stimiilating pur-

gatives, and profuse sweats excited by theriaca Wnd mithridate.

Vou VI. Fart II. t 4 P
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Conml. retinae^ and it ivas requisite before he canraesed for

—
» the office to have discharged the functions of quaestor,

edile, and praetor. Sometimes these qualifications

irere disregarded. VaL Corvinut was made a consul

in his 23d year, and Scipio in his 24th. Young Ma-
rius, Pompey, and Augustus, were also under the pro-

per age, when they were invested with the office, and

Pompey had never been quaestor or praetor. The power

of the consuls was unbounded, and they knew no

superior but the gods and the laws ; but after the ex-

piration of their office their conduct was minutely scru-

tinired by the people, and misbehaviour was often pu-

nished by the laws. The badge of their office was

the pratextay a robe fringed with purple, afterwards

exchanged for the toga picta or palmata. They were

preceded by 12 lictors carrying thefasces ov bundles of

sticks, in the middle of which appeared an axe. The
axe, as being the characteristic rather of tyranny than

of freedom, was taken away from the fasces by Vale-

rius Poplicola, but it was restored by his successor.

They took it by turns monthly to be preceded by the

lictors while at Rome, lest the appearance of two per-

sons with the badges of royal authority should raise

apprehensions in the multitude. While one appeared

publicly in state, only a crier walked before the other,

and the lictors followed behind without the fasces.

Their authority was equal
^
yet the Valerian law gave

the right of priority to the older, and the Julian law

to him who had most children \
and he was generally

called consul major or prior. As their power was ab-

solute, they presided over the senate, and could con-

vene and dismiss it at pleasure. The senators were

their counsellors \ and among the Romans the manner

of reckoning their year was by the name of the con-

suls, and by M. Tull. Cicerone et L. Antonio Consulibus^

for instance, the year of Rome 689 was always under-

stood. This custom lasted from the year of Rome 244
till 1294, or the 541st year of the Christian era. In

public assemblies the consuls sat in ivory chairs, and

held in their hand an ivory wand called ^rijoib eburneus^

which had an eagle on its top as a sign of dignity and

power. When they bad drawn by lot the provinces

over which they were to preside during their consul-

ship, they went to the capitol to offer their prayers to

the gods, and intreat them to protect the republic \

after this they departed from the city arrayed in their

military dress and preceded by the lictors. Sometimes

the provinces were assigned them without drawing by

lot, by the will and appointment of the senators. At
their departure they were provided by the state with

whatever was requisite during their expedition. In
their provinces they were both attended by the 1 2 lic-

tors, and equally invested with regal authority. They
were not permitted to return to Rome without the

special command of the senate
^ and they always re-

mained in the province till the arrival of their succes-

sor. At their return they harangued the people, and

solemnly protested that they bad done nothing against

the laws or interest of their country, but had faith-

fully and diligently endeavoured to promote the great-

ness and welfare of the state. No roan could be con-

sul two following years \ yet this institution was some-
times broken, and we find Marias re-elected consul

after the expiration of bis office during the Cimbriaa
war. The office of consol, so dignified during the

times of the commonwealth, became a mere title under Consul

the emperors, and retained nothing of its authority but 8

the useless ensigns of original dignity. Even the dura-

tiuti of the office, which was originally annual, was re-
'

duced to two or three monlhs by Julius Csesar; but
they who were admitted on the first of January deno-
minated the year, and were called ordinorii. Their
successors during the year were di<«tiuguished by the
name of svjfecti. Tiberius and Claudius abridged
the time of the consulship •j and the emperor Commo-
dus made no less than 25 consuls in one year. Con-
stantine the Great renewed the original institution, and
permitted them to be a whole year in office.

Consul, at present, is an officer established by vir-

tue of a commission from the king and other princes,

in all foreign countries of any considerable trade, to

facilitate and dispatch business, and protect the mer-
chants of the nation. The consuls are to keep up a
correspondence with the ministers of England residing

in the courts whereon their consulate depends. They
are to support the commerce and the interest of the
nation

; to dispose of the sums given and the presents

made to the lords and principals of places, to obtain
their protection, and prevent the insnlts of the natives

on the merchants of the nation.

CONSUMMATION, the end, period, or comple-
tion of any work. Thus, we say, the consummation of
all things, meaning the end of the world. By the in-

carnation, all the prophecies are said to be consummated.
See Prophecy and Accomplishment.

CossuMMATios <f Mari'iage^ denotes the last act
of marriage, which makes its accomplishment

; or the
most intimate union between the married pair, &c.
CONSUMPTION, in Medicine^ a word of very

extensive signification, implies all disorders that bring
any decay or waste upon the constitution ; bnt is most
commonly used for the phthisis pulmonaHs. See Me-
dicine index.

Consumption, in Farriery. See Farriery Index,
CONSUS, the pagan god of counsel. He had an

altar under ground in the great circus at Rome, to

show that counsel ought to be kept secret. See CoK-
6UALIA.
CONTACT, is when one line, plane, or body, is

made to touch another^ and the parts that do thus
touch are called the points or places (f contact.

CONTAGION, in Physic^ the communicating a
disease from one body to another. In some diseases

it is only effected by an immediate contact or toocb,

as in syphilis
j in others it is conveyed by infected

clothes ^ and in others it is supposed to be transmitted

through the air at a considerable distance, by means
of steams or effluvia arising from the sick, as in the

plague and other pestilential disorders, in which case

the air is said to be contagious, though tliis has been
disputed.

No attempts which have yet been made to investi-

gate the nature of contagion, or to ascertain 'th^ pro-

perties of contagious matter, have proved snccessfnf.

But from the means which have been efiectually em-
ployed either to abate its virulence or to destroy it

entirely, this matter may fairly inferred to be of a
chemical nature. We have already detailed the effects

of the fumes of mnriatic acid in purifying the cathedral

of Dijon, which were successfully os^ by Morveau in

4 F a 1773.
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Coiiti- bis wife and was amazed that all other contracts

neiKe, of civil society should be treated with dne regard, whilst
Coptiaeut of marriage, the most sacred and inviolable of

^ obligations, was broken through with impunity j and

that men should not blush to commit an infidelity with

respect to their wives, of which, should their wives be

guilty, it would throw them into the utmost anguish

and fury.

4. Henry VI. king of England, tlmugh unhappy in

his family and government, was nevertheless possessed

of many virtues. He was so remarkable for his cha-

stity, that before his marriage he would not allow any

lady of a suspicions character and unguarded conduct

to frequent the court : and having observed one day

some ladies with their bosoms uncovered, be turned

away his eyes from the indecent object, and reprimand-

ed them smartly in the simple dialect of the times :

Rapin. «« Yy^ fy (said he), for shame
j forsooth ye be to

blame.^’

5. In the reign of King Charles II. when licentious-

ness was at its height in Britain, a yeoman of the

guards refused the mistress of a king. The lady, who

was dissatisfied with her royal lover, had fixed her eyes

upon this man, and thought she had uo more to do

than speak her pleasure. He got out of her way.

He refused to understand her ^ and when she pressed

him further, he said, I am married.'^ The story

reached the king, with all its circumstances •y but they

who expected an extravagant laugh upon the occasion

were disappointed. He sent for the person : he found

him a gentleman, though reduced to that mean station j

and ** Odds fish, man (says he), though I am not honest

enough to be virtuous myself, I value them that are.^’

He gave him an appointment, and respected him for

life.

6. In many parts the poorest people are the most vir-

tuous and honest in this respect. In the Swede’s domi-

nion, towards the pole, there is no name for adultery.

They thought it an offence man could not commit against

man^ and have no word to express it in their language.

The unpolished Lapland peasant, with these thoughts,

is, as a human creature, much more respectable than

the gay Briton, whose heart is stained with vices, and

estranged from natural affection \ and he is happier.

The perfect confidence mutually reposed between him

and the honest partner of his breast, entails a satisfac-

tion even in the lowest poverty. It gilds the humble

hearth, and lights the cabin ^
their homely meal is a

sacrifice of thanks, and every breath of smoke arises

in incense. If hand be laid upon band, it is sure af-

fection ) and if some infant plays about their knees,

they look upon him and upon each other with a de-

light that greatness seldom knows, because it feels

distrust.

CONTINENT, in general, an appellation given to

things continued without interruption^ in which. sense

we say, continentJever^ &c.
Continent, in Geography^ a great extent of land

not interrupted by seas, in contradistinction to island

and peninsula, &c. See Geography. Sicily is said

to have been anciently torn from the continent of Italy}

and it is an old tradition, which some of our antiquaries

still have a regard to, that Britain was formerly a part

of the continent of Francn^

The world is usually divided into two great con-
tinents, the old and the new. Whether there exists

in the southern bemispliere another continent, or the
whole be only an immense watery region, is a ques-
tion that for near three centuries has engaged the at-

tention of the learned as well as the commercial
world, and given rise to many interesting voyages
and discoveries } concerning which, see the article

SouTH-Sea,

CONTINGENT, something' casual or unusual.-—
Hence future contingent denotes a conditional event
which may or may not happen, according as circum-
stances full out.

Contingent, is also a term of relation for the

quota that falls to any person upon a division. Thus
each prince of Germany in time of war is to furnish so
many men, so much money, and munition, for his con-
tingent.

Coatinent

n
Coutor.

CONTINUED, or Continual, in a general
sense, means incessant, or proceeding without inter-

ruption.

Continued Fevery is such a one as sometimes re-

mits, but never intermits or goes entirely off till its

period.

Continued BasSy in Music, thus called, says Rous-
seau, because it is continued through the whole piece.

Its principal use, besides that of regulating the harmony,
is to support the voice, and preserve the tone.—They
pretend that it was one Ludovico Viana, of whom a
treatise still remains, who towards the end of the last

century first put the continued bass in practice.

Continued Proportion, in Arithmetic, is that where
the consequent of the first ratio is the same with the

antecedent of the second ; as 4 : 8 :: 8 : 16 } in contra-
distinction to discrete proportion.

CONTINUITY, is defined by some schoolmen the

immediate cohesion of parts in the same quantum :• by
others, a mode of body, whereby its extremities be-

come one : and by others, a state of body resulting

from the mutual implication of its parts. There are

two kinds of continuity, mathematical and physical.

The first is merely imaginary, since it supposes real

or physical parts where tliere are none. The other,

or physical continuity, is that state of two or more
particles, in which their parts are so mutually impli-

cated as to constitute one uninterrupted quantity or

continuum.

CONTINUO, in Music, signifies the thorough bass,

as basso continuo is the continual or thorough bass,

which is sometimes marked in music-books by the let-

ters B. C.

CONTOBABDITES, a sect in the sixth century*

Their first leader was Scverus of Antioch } who was
succeeded by John the grammarian, surnamed Philo-

ponus, and one Theodosius, whose followers were also

called Theodosians. Part of them, who were willing to

receive a book composed by Theodosius on the Trinity,

made a separate b<^y, and were called Contobabdstes,

from some place, which Nioephorus does not mention,

but which must apparently have been the place where
they held their assemblies. The Contobabdites allow-

ed of no bishops } which is the only circumstance given

us concerning them.

CONTOR, Condor, or Cundur, the American
name
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*6<Nitor imme of a species of VuLTUREt See Orkithologt

N Index.

CONTORSION, in general, signifies the action of
" *

twisting or wresting a member of the body out of its

natural situation. Kope-dancers accustom themselves

to contorsions of their limbs from their youth, to render

the fibres of their articulations lax, and supple to all

kinds of postures.

CoKTORSiON, in Medicine^ has many significations.

I. It denotes the iliac passion. 2. An incomplete dis-

location, when a bone is in part, but not entirely, forced

^ from its articulation. 3. A dislocation of the vertebrsB

of the back sidewise, or crookedness of these vertebras.

And, 4. A disorder of the head, in which it is drawn
towards one side, either by a spasmodic contraction of

the muscles on the same side, or a palsy of the antago-

nist muscles on the other.

CONTORTiE, the name of the 30th order in Lin-

ttseus^s Fragments of a natural method, consisting of

plants which have a single petal, which is twisted or bent

to one side. This order contains the following genera,

^iz. echites, cerbera, gardenia, genipa, microcnemum,

fierium, periploca, rawolfia, tabernsemontana, vinca,

apocyoum, asclepias, comeraria, ceropegia, cynanchom,

plumeria, stapelia. See Botakt Index,

CONTOUR, in Painting

^

the oatline, or that which

defines a figure.

A great part of the skill of the painter lies in ma-

naging the contours well. Contour, with the Italian

painters, signifies the lineaments of the face.

CONTOURNE, in Heraldry^ is used when a beast

is represented standing or running with its face to

the sinister side of the escutcheon, they being always

supposed to look to the right, if not otherwise ex*

pressed.

CONTOURNIATED, a term among antiquaries

applied to medals, the edges of which appear as if turn-

ed in a lathe. This sort of work seems to have had its

origin in Greece •y and to have been designed to perpe-

tuate the memories of great men, particularly those who
had borne away the prize at the solemn games. Such
are those remaining of Homer, Solon, Euclid, Pytha-
goras, Socrates, and several athletse.

CONTRA-Harmokical Proportion^ is that rela-

tion of three terms, in which the diflerence of the first

and second is to the diflerence of the second and third,

as the third is to the first. Thus, for instance, 3, 5,
and 6, are numbers contra-harmonicdlly proportional

;

/or 2 : I :: 6 : 3.
^

CoNTRA-Murey in Fortijtcaiiony is a little wall built

before another partition wall, to strengthen it, so that

Hi may receive no damage from the adjacent build-

ingf.

CONTRABAND, in Commerccy a prohibited com-
modity or merchandise, bought or sold, imported or

exported, in prejudice to the laws and ordinances of a
state, or the public prohibitions of the sovereign. Con-
traband goods are not only liable to confiscation them-

•elves, but also subject all other allowed merchandise

found with them in the same box, bale, or parcel, to-

gether with the horses, waggons, &c. which conduct

ihem. There are contrabands likewise, which, besides

the forfeiture of the goods, are attended with several

penalties and disabilities.

CONTRACT, in a general sense, a mutual consent Co&tiiei

of two or more parties, who voluntarily promise and |

oblige themselves to do something
;
pay a certain sum, ContniUe

or the like. All donations, exchanges, leases, &c. are

•o many dilTerent contracts.
pouut^

Contract is particularly used, in common law, for

an agreement or covenant between two, with a lawful

consideration or cause. As, if 1 sell my horse for mo-

ney •y or covenant, in consideration of 20I. to make yoa

a lease of a farm *y these are good contracts, because

there is yuid pro quo.

Usurious CoNTRACTy is a contract to pay more in-

terest for money than the law allows. See UsuRT.
Those contracts are said to be null which the law

prohibits the making of ; such are all contracts be-

tween persons incapable of contracting, as minors,

religious, lunatics, wives without consent of their hus-

bands, &c«
Contract is also used for the instrument in writing,

which serves as a proof of the consent granted, and the

obligation passed between the parties.

Among the ancient Romans, contracts, and all

voluntary acts, were written, either by the parties

themselves, or by one of the witnesses, or by a do-

mestic secretary of one of the parties, whom they

called a notarpy but who was no public person as

among us.

The contract, when finbhed, was carried to the ma-
gistrate, who gave it a public authority by receiving it

inter actOy into the number of acts nnder his jurisdic-

tion ; giving each of the parties a copy thereof, trans-

cribed by his clerks or domestic registers, and aealed

with his seal. Which practice passed into France,

where it obtained a long time.

CONTRACTILE force, that property or power

inherent in certain bodies, whereby, when extended,

they are enabled to draw themselves up again to their

former dimensions.

CONTRACTION, in PhysieSy the diminishing the

extent or dimensions of a body, or the causing its parts

to approach nearer to each other \ in which sense it

stands opposed to dilation or expansion.

Contraction is frequently used by anatomical wri-

ters, to express the shrinking up of a fibre, or an assem-

ble^ of fibres, when extended.

^nvulaions and spasms proceed from a pretematnral

contraction of the fibres of the muscles of the part con-

vulsed. On the contrary, paralytic disorders generally

proceed from a too great laxness of the fibres of the

part affected \ or from the want of that degree of con-

traction necessary to perform the natural motion or ac-

tion of the part. In the first, therefore, the animal

spirits are supposed to flow, either in too great a quan-

tity, or irregularly \ and, in the last, the animal spirits

are either denied a free passage into the part affected,

or the tension of the fibrillse is supposed insuflicient

to promote the circulation.

Contraction, in Grtunmary is the reducing of

two syllables into one, as canV ht^camnoty shouUPst for

ahouldesty &c.
CONTRADICTION, a species of direct oppMi-

tion, wherein one thing is found diametrically opposite

to another.

CONTRADICTORY moFotmoNS, are oppo-

site
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tmtmJlc one of which imports a mere and naked denial of

•ocy Pr«>- the other.

poiiiient Seeming contradictories is when the members of a

Contre. P^***®*^
quite disatrree in appearance and sound, but

^ perfectly agree and are coiisibtent in sense : thus,

' Cowards die many times before their death :

The valiant never taste of death but once.

Shakespeare.

CONTRAFISSURE, in Surgery, a kind of frac-

ture, or fissure, in the cranium, which sometimes hap-

pens on the Hide' opposite to that which received the

blow, or at least at some distance from it.

CONTRAINDICATION, in Mediciru, is an in-

dication which forbids that to be done which the main

acope of a disease points out.

Suppose, e. gr. in the cure of a disease a vomit

were judged proper; if the patient be subject to a vo-

miting of blood, it is a sufficient contraindication as to

its exhibition.

CONTRARIETY, an opposition between two

things, which imports their being contrary to one

another ; and consists in this, that one of the terms

implies a negation of the other, either mediately or

immediately ;
so that contrariety may be said to be

the contrast, or opposition of two things, one of

which imports the absence of the other, as love and

hatred.
- CONTRAST ;

opposition or dissimilitude of figures,

by which one contributes to the visibility or effect of

« the others. See Resemblance.
Contrast, in Painting and Sculpture^ expresses an

opposition or difference of position, attitude, &c. of

two or more figures, contrived to make variety in a

painting, &c. ; as where, in a group of three figures,

one is shown before, another behind, and another side-

wise, they are said to be in contrast.

The contrast is nut only to be observed in the posi-

tion of several figures, but also in that of the several

members of the same figures : thus, if the right arm
advance farthest, the right leg is to be bindermost ; if

the eye be directed one way, the arm to go to the con-

trary way. Sec. The contrast must be pursued even in

the drapery.

Contrast, in Architecture^ is to avoid the repe-

tition of the same thing, in order to please by va-

riety.

CONTRATE-wheel, in watch-work, that next to

Che crown, the teeth and hoop whereof lie contrary to

those of the other wheels, from whence it takes its name.

Sec Watch Making.
CONTRAVALLATION, or the Line of Cohtra^

rjLLATios, in Fortification, a trench guarded with a

parapet, and usually cut round about a place by the

besiegers, to secure themselves on that side, and to stop

the sallies of the garrison. See FORTIFICATION.
CONTRAVENTION, in Law, a man’s failing to

discharge his word, obligation, duty, or the laws or

austoms of the place.

CONTRAYERVA. Sec Dorstenia, Botany
Index.

CONTRE, in Heraldry, an appellation given to se-

veral bearings, on account of their cutting the shield

aontrary and opposite ways : thus we meet with contre-

VoL. VI. Part IL +

bend, contre-chevron, contre-pale, &c. when there Coniv

are two ordinaries of the same nature opposite to each I

other, so as colour may be opposed to metal, and me- ^*^"***y;

tal to colour.

CONTRIBUTION, the payment of each person’s

quota of the part he is to hear in some imposition, or

common expence. See Contingent, &c.—Contri-

butions are either involuntary, as tliose of taxes and
imposts

; or voluntary, as those of expences for carry-

ing on some undertaking fur the interest of the com-
munity.

Contributions, in a military sense, are imposi-

tions paid by frontier countries to secure themselves

from being plundered and ruined by the enemy’s

army. The peasants till their ground under the faith

of contributions, as securely as in the time of profound

peace.

CONTRITION, in Theology, a sorrow for our

sins, resulting from the reflection of having offended

God, from the sole consideration of his goodness, with-

out any regard to the punishment due to the trespass,

and attended with a sincere resolution of forsaking

them. The word is derived from the Latin conterere,

to break or bruise.

CONTROL is properly a double register kept of

acts, issues, &c. of the officers or commissioners in

the revenue, army, &c. in older to perceive the true

state thereof, and to certify the truth, and the due
keeping of the acts subject to the enregisterment.

CONTROLLER, an officer appointed to control

or oversee the accounts of other officers
; and, on ae-

casion, to certify whether or not things have been con-

trolled.

In Britain we have several officers of this name;
as controller of the king’s house, controller of the

navy, controller of the customs, controller of the

mint, &c.
CosTROLLEn of the Hanaper, an officer who attends

the lord chancellor daily, in term and in seal-time, to

take all things sealed in leathern bags from the clerks

of the hanaper, and to mark the number and effect

thereof, and to enter them in a book, with all the du-

ties belonging to the king and other officers for the

same, and so charge the clerk of the hanaper with
tliem.

Controller of the Household, the second officer un-

der the lord steward. The name of his office comes
from the French word contrerouler. His office is to

control the accounts and reckonings of the Green
Cloth, of which board he is always a member. He
carries a white staff, and is always one of the privy-

council. He has 107I. 17s. 6d. a-year wages, a^
1092I. 28. 6d. board wages.

Controller of the Pipe, an officer of the exchequer,

who makes out a summons twice every year, to levy

the farms and debts of the pipe. See Pipe and Ex-
chequer.

Controllers of the Pells, two officers of the ex-
chequer who are the chamberlain’s clerks, and keep a
control of pell of the receipts and goings out.

CONTUMACY, in Law, a refusal to appear in

court when legally summoned, or the disobedience to

the rules and orders of a court having power to punisk

such offence.

4 G CONTUSION,
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ContittioQ CONTUSION, in Medicine ^nd Surger^^ any hart

I of the body that is inflicted by a blunt instruoBenU

See Surgery
^

^**~^*^*
« CONVALESCENCE, in Mediane^ the insensible

recovery of health ; or tliat state in which, after the

cure of a disorder, the body which has heeo reduced,

has not yet regained its vigour, but begins to resume
its powers. Proper aliments conduce to the re-e'sta*

blishment of the languid faculties^ but as the tone of

the bowels is weakened, the digestive faculty is not

equal to its office, which is shown by light sweats

over the whole body ; and tlie smallest excess in this

respect is oftentimes the occasion of dangerous re*

lapses. A person in this state is like a taper relumin*

ed, which the least degree of wind is suflicient to ex*

tinguish.

CONVALLARIA, or Lily of the Valley^ in

Botany^ a genus of plants, belonging to the hexandria

class ; and in the natural method ranking under Sae^

mentaceee. See Botany Index,

CONVENARUM urbs, or Lugdunum^ in Ancient

Geography^ a town of the Convense, a people of Gal-

lia Narbonensis, at the foot of the Pyrenees. Its ori-

gin was owing to the Sertorian war^ Pompey compel-

ling the robbers of the Pyrenees and fugitive slaves to

settle there, (Pliny.) It stood near the head of the

Garonne. Now St Bertrand, in Gascony. £. Long.

30. Lat. 43. 15.

CONVENTICLE, a diminutive of convent*, de-

noting, properly, a cabal, or secret assembly, of a part

of tlie monks of a convent, to make a brigue or party

in the election of an abbot. From the ill use of these

assemblies, the word is come into disrepute ^ and now
stands for any mischievous, seditious, or irregular as-

sembly. F. Doucine observes, the occidentals always

esteemed the fifth general council an unlawful conven-

ticle.

The term conventicle is said, by some, to have been

first applied in England to tlie schools of WickliflP, and

has been since used to signify the religious assemblies

of all in that country who do not conform to the esta-

blished doctrines and worship of the church of Eng-
land.

By 22 Car. II. cap. i. it is enacted. That if any

persons of the age of 16 years, subjects of this king-

dom, shall be present at any conventicle, where there

are five or more assembled, they shall be fined 5s. for

the first oflence, and los. for the second ^ and per-

sons preaching incur a penalty of 2ol. Also suffer-

ing a meeting to be held in a bouse, &c. is liable to

20I penalty. Justices of peace have power to enter

such booses, and seize persons assembled, &c. And if

they neglect their duty, they shall forfeit lool* And
if any constable, &c. know of such meetings, and do

not inform a justice of peace, or chief magistrate, &c.

be shall forfeit 5I. But the 1st W. and M. cap. i8«

ordains, that protestant dissenters shall bo exempt from

penalties : though, if they meet in a house with the

doors locked, barred, or bolted, such dissenters shall

have DO benefit from i W. and M. Officers of the

government, &c. present at any conventicle, at which

there shall be ten persons, if the royal family be not

prayed for in express wor^, shall forfeit 40U and be

disabled (Stat. xo Anne, cap. a*)

3

CON
CONVENTION, a treaty, coutract, or agrcenml CoatsatiM

between two or more parties. g

Convention is also a name given to an extnordi-

nary assembly of parliament, or tlie estates of the realm, .

held without the king's writ. Of this kind was the

convention parliament which restored Charles II. This
parliament met above a month before his return, and

sat full seven months after bis restoration, and enacted

several laws still in force, which were confirmed by

stat. 15 Car. 11. c. 7. and c. 14. Such also was the

convention of estates in 1688, who upon the retreat of

King James II. came to a conclusion that he had abdi-

cated the throne, and that the right of succession de-

volved to King William and Queen Mary
; whereofon

their assembly expired as a convention, and was con-

verted into a parliament.

Convention of EsttaUs^ in Scotland, was partly of

the nature of a parliament ; but differing in this, that

the former could only lay on taxes, while parliament

could both impose taxes and make laws.

CONVENTUAL, something belonging to a con-

vent or monastery. Monastery, and Coenobite.
Conventual, is particularly used for a religions

who actually resides in a convent ; in contradistinction

to those who are only guests, or are entertained there,

or are in possession of benefices depending on the honse.

See Monk.
CONVENTUS JuRiDici, were courts of justice

established in the Roman provinces
\ with m resort or

extent of jurisdiction, circumscribed and confined with-

in certain limits of district, whither all who were of tbs

retort were to repair for justice. The unseasonable af-

fectation of changing forms of war into forms of civil

courts, proved ruin of Varus and of three legions in

Germany, (Florus). Conventum agere is to hold a

court of justice.

CONVERGING or Convergent Lines^ in Geo-

tnetry^ are such as contindally approach nearer one ano-

ther, or whose distances become still less and less. These

are opposed to divergent lines, the distances of which

become continually greater : those lines which converge

one way, diverge the other.

Converging Rays^ in Optics^ those rays that is-

suing from divers points of an object, incline towards

one another, till at last they meet and cross, and then

become diverging rays.

Converging Series^ a series of terms or quantities

that always decrease the farther they proceed, or which

tend to a certain magnitude or limit ; in opposition to

diverging series, or such as become continually larger

and larger.

CONVERSATION, or Discourse, signifies an

interlocution between two, or among more persons;

with this distinction, that conversation is used for any

general intercourse of sentiments whatever, whereiu a

discourse means a conversation limited to some partico-

lar subject.

There is no part, perhaps, of social life, which af-

fords more real satisfaction than those hours which one

passes in rational and unreserved conversation. TM
conversation, however, may answer the ends for which

it was designed, the parties who are to join in it roos^

come together with a determined resolution to please,

wd to be pleased*

[ 602 ]
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In the conduct of it, be not eager to interrupt

Uoo, others, or uneasj at being yourself interrupted ; since
C^ewe. you speak either to amuse or instruct the company, or

^ to receive those benefits from it. Give all, therefore,

leave to speak in turn. Hear with patience, and an*

swer with precision* Inattention is ill manners; it

shows contempt ; and contempt is never forgiven.

Trouble not the company with your own private

concerns, as you do not love to be troubled with those

of others. Yours are as little to them as theirs are to

you. You will need no other rule whereby to judge of

this matter.

Contrive, but with dexterity and propriety, that

each person may have an opportunity of discoursing

on the subject with which be is best acquainted. He
will he pleased, and you will he informed. By obser-

ving this rule, every one has it in his power to assist

in rendering conversation agreeable ;
since, though he

may not choose, or be qualified, to say much himself,

be can propose questions to those who are able to an-

swer them.

Avoid stories, unless short, pointed, and quite o*

propos. He who deals in them, says Swift, must either

have a very large stock, or a good nnemory, or must

often change his company. Some have a set of them

strung together like onions; they take possession of

the conversation by an early introduction of one, and

then you mnst have the whole rope ; and there is an

end of every thing else, perhaps, for that meet-

ing, though you may have heard all twenty times be-

fore.

Talk often, hut not long. The talent of harangue-

ing private company is insupportable. Senators and

barristers are apt to be guilty af this fault ; and mem-
bers who never harangue in the house will often do

it out of the house. If the majority of the company
be naturally silent, or cautious, the conversation will

flag, unless it be often renewed by one among them
who can start new subjects. Forbear, however, if pos-

iible, to broach a second before the first is ont, lest

your stock should not last, and you shonld be obliged

to come back to the old barrel. There are those who
will repeatedly cross upon and break into the conversa-

tion with a fresb topic, till they have tooched upon all

and exliansted none. Economy here is necessary for

most people.

Laugh not at your own wit and humour
; leave that

to the company.
Wlien the conversation is flowing in a serions and

useful channel, never interrupt it by an ill-timed jest.

The stream is scattered, and cannot be again collected.

Discourse not in a whisper or half-voice, to your

next neighbour. It is ilUbreeding, and, in some degree,

a fraud ;
conversation>stock being, as one has well ob-

served, a joint and common property.

In reflections on absent people, go no farther than

yon would go if they were present. •• I resolve (says

Bishop Beveridge) never to speak of a man’s virtues to

bis face, nor of his faults behind his badk —A golden

rule ! the observation of which would, at nne stroke,

banish flattery and defamation from the earth.

CONVERSE, in Mathematics, Onfe proposition is

called the cornierse of another, when, after a conclu-

sion is drawn from something supposed in the converse

proposition, that conclusion is supposed ; and theu^ that Cosverts

which in tbe other was supposed, is now drawn as a |

conclusion from it ; thus when two sides of a triangle .^envcilty.

arc equal, the angles under these sides arc eqoal ; and, ’

on tbe converse, if these angles are eqoal, the two sides

are equal.

CONVERSION, In a moral sense, implies a re^

pentance for a temper and conduct unworthy our na-

ture, and unbecoming oar obligations to its Author,

and a resolution to act a wiser and a better part for tbe

future.

CoNl^RSlONj in War^ a military motion, whereby

the front of a battalion is tamed where the flank was,

in case the battalion is attacked in the flank.

CovTERSiov of Equations^ the same with redaction

of equations by multiplication. See Algebra.
CONVERT, a person who has undergone a conver-

sion.

Convert is chiefly nsed in respect of changes from

one religion, or religious sect, to another. Converts

with relation to the religion tamed to, are denomi-

nated apostates, with regard to that they have relin-

quished.

The Jews formerly converted to Christianity in Eng*
land, were called conversos, Henry III. built them a

house in London, and allowed them a competent sub-

sistence for their lives ; which house was called domus
conversorttm. But the number afterwards increasing,

they grew a burden to the crown ; upon which they

were distributed among the monasteries : and after the

expulsion of the Jews under Edward 111. tbe domus
conversorttm was given for keeping of tbe rolls.

Converts, in a monastic sense, are lay-frisrs, or

brothers, admitted for the service of tbe honse ; with-

ont orders, and not allowed to sing in the choir. Till

the eleventh century, the word was used for persons

who embraced the monkish life at the age of discre-

tion
;
by which they were distinguished from those de-

voted in their childhood by their parents, called obiati.

But in the eleventh century, when they began to re-

ceive into monasteries illiterate persons, incapable of

being clerks, and only destined for bodily labour, tbe

signification of the word was necessarily changed.

F. Mabillon observes, that it was John first abbot of

Vallombrosa who first introduced these brother con-

verts, distinguished by their state from the monks of

the choir, who were then either clerks or capable of

becoming so.

CONVEX, an appellation given to the exterior sur-

face of gibbous or globular bodies ; in opposition to

the hollow inner surface of such bodies, which is called

concave; thus we say, a convex friexe, lens, mirror,

superfices, &c.
CONVEXITY, tbe exterior surface of a convex,

i. e. gibbous and globular thing ; in opposition to con-

cavity, or the inner surface, which is hollow or de-

pressed. See Concave.
Tbe word is of particular import io catoptrics and

dioptrics ; where it is applied to mirrors and lenses.

A convex mirror represents its images smaller than

the objects ; as a concave one represents them larger

:

a convex mirror reflects the rays from it, diverging

!

and therefore disperses and weakens their eflTect : as

a concave obe reflects them converging; so as they

4 G 2 concur
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CMNivcitiy concur in a point, and have their effect increased

; and

p hy how much the mirror is a portion oF a smaller sphere
CoDTiciion

. ijy gQ much does it diminish tlie objects, and disperse the
rays the more. See Mirror.
A convex lens is either convex on both sides, called

a convexO‘Convex ; or it is plain on one side and convex
on the other, called a plano-convex ; or concave on one
side and convex on the other, called a convexo-concave^
OT concavo-convex the one or the other surface prevails,

i. e« as this or that is a portion of a smaller sphere. All
convex lenses inflect the rays of light in their passage,

i. e. send them out from their convex surface converg-
ing, so that they concur in a point or focus. Hence
all convex lenses magnify, i. e. represent their images
larger than their objects

\
and this the more as they are

N portions of smaller spheres.

CONVEYANCE, in Lau\ a deed or instrument
that passes land, &c. from one person to another.

CONVICT, in common law, a person that is found
guilty of an offence by the verdict of a jury. See the

following article.

CONVICTION, in Law* When a jury has given

a verdict upon trial, finding the prisoner guilty, he is

said to be convicted of the crime whereof he stands

indicted. See Trial.
When the offender is thus convicted, there are two

collateral circumstances that immediately arise. 1. On
a conviction in general for any felony, the reasonable

expences of prosecution are by stat. 25 Geo. II. c. 36.
to be allowed the prosecutor out of the country-stock,

if he petitions the judge for that purpose
\ and by

statute ly Geo. II. c. 3. poor persons, bound over

to give evidence, are likewise entitled to be paid their

charges, as well without convictrou as with it. 2. On
a conviction of larceny in particular, the prosecutor

shall have restitution of his g()ods by virtue of the

statute 21 Hen. VIII. c. 11. For by the common law

there was no restitution of goods upon an indictment

)

because it is at the suit of the king only ; and there-

fore the party was enforced to bring an appeal of

robbery, in order to have his goods again. But, it

being considered that the party prosecuting the oflfender

by indictment^ deserves to the full as much encou-

ragement as he who prosecutes by appeal, this statute

was made, which enacts, that if any person be convict-

ed of larceny hy the evidence of the party robbed, he

shall have full restitution of his money, goods, and

chattels, or the value of them out of the offender’s

goods, if he has any, by a writ to be granted by the

justices. And the construction of tills act having been

in great measure conformable to the law of appeals,

it has therefore in practice superseded the use of ap-

peals of larceny. For instance, as formerly upon ap-

peals, so now upon indictments of larceny, this writ of

destitution shall reach the goods so stolen, notwithstand-

ing the property of them is endeavoured to he altered

by sale in market overt. And though this may seem

somewhat bard upon the buyer, yet the rule of law is,

spoliatus debet ante omnia restitutio especially wheo
be bas used all the diligence in his power to convict

the felon. And, since the case is reduced to this

bard necessity, that either the owner or the buyer

mast suflfer, the law prefers the right of the owner,

who has done a meritorious act by pursuing a felon to

%

condign punishment, to the right of the buyer, whose Covdetiiii,

merit is only negative, that he has been guilty of no Conwet.

unfair transaction. And it Is now usual for the court,
^

boa

upon the conviction of a felon, to order, without any'*^
writ, immediate restitution of such goods as are brought

into court, to be made to the several prosecutors. Or
else, secondly, without such writ of restitution, the party

may peaceably retake his goods wherever he happens
to find them, unless a new property be fairly acquired

therein. Or, lastly, if the felon be convicted and par-

doned, or be allowed bis clergy, the party robbed may
bring his action of trover against him for his goods, and
recover a satisfaction in damages. But such action lies

not before prosecution ^ for so felonies would be mads
up and healed : and also recaption is unlawful, if k bs
done with intention to smother and compound the lai>^

ceny
\ it then becoming the heinous offence of theft*

bote.

It is not uncommon, when a person is convicted of
a misdemeanour, which principally and more immedi-
ately affects some individual, as a battery, imprison-

ment or the like, for the court to permit the defendant

to speak with the prosecutor

^

before aaj judgment is

pronounced ; and if the prosecutor declares himself sa-

tisfled, to inflict but a trivial punishment. This is dons
to reimburse the prosecutor bis expences, and make him
some private amends, without the trouble and circuity

of a civil action. But it is surely a dangerous prac*

tice \ and, though it may be entrusted to the prudencs

and discretion of the judges in the superior courts of

record, it ought never to be allowed in local or inferior

jurisdictions, such as the quarter-sessions ^ where pro-

secutions for assaults are by this means too frequently

commenced, rather for private lucre than for the great

ends of public justice. Above all, it should never bt

suffered, where the testimony of the prosecutor himself

is necessary to convict the defendant \ ior by this

means the rules of evidence are entirely subverted^

the prosecutor becomes in effect a plaintiff^ and yet is

suffered to bear witness for himself. Nay, even a vo*

luntary forgiveness by the party injured, ought not, ia

true policy, to intercept the stroke of justice. ** This

(says an elegant writer who pleads with equal strength

for the certainty
0
as for the lenity of puni^meot) may

be an act of good nature and humanity, but it is con-

trary to the good of the public. For although a pri-

vate citizen may dispense with satisfaction for his pri-

vate injury, he cannot remove the necessity of public

example. The right of punishing belongs not to any

one individual or particular, but to the society in gene-

ral, or to the sovereign who represents that society

}

and a man may renounce bis own portion of this rights

but he cannot give up that of others.”

Conviction, in Theologyo expresses the first degree

of repentance, wherein the sinner becomes sensible of

his guilt, of the evil nature of sin, and of the danger of

bis own ways.

CONVOCATION, an assembly of the clergy of

England, by their representatives, to consult of eccle-

siastical matters. It is held duriog the session of par-

liament, and consists of an upper and a lower b^se.

In the upper sit the bishops, and in the lower the infe-

rior clergy, who are represented by their proctors j con-

sisting of all the deans and archdeacons, of one proctor
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CaevoM- f®** cimpter, and two for the clergy of every dU

timi ocese, in all 143 divines ; viz. 22 deans, 53 archdea-

I cons, 24 prebendaries, and 44 proctors of the diocesan

clergy. The lower house chooses its prolocutor ;
whose

^ ^ *

business it is to take care that the members attend, to

collect their debates and votes, and to carry their reso*

lutions to the upper house. The convocation is sum-

moned by the king^s writ, directed to the archbishop

of each province, requiring him to summon ail bishops,

deans, archdeacons, &c.
The power of the convocation is limited by a statute

of Henry VLII. They are not to make any canons or

ecclesiastical laws without the king^s license
^ nor when

permitted to make any, can they put them in execution,

but under several restrictions. They have the examin-

ing and censuring all heretical and schismatical books

and persons, &c. but there lies an appeal to the king

in chancery, or to his delegates. The clergy in convo-

oation, and their servants, have the same privileges as

members of parliament.

Since the year 1665, when the convocation of the

clergy gave up the privilege of taxing themselves to

the house of commons, they seldom have been allowed

to do any business \ and are generally prorogued from

time to time till dissolved, a new one being generally

called along with a new parliament. The only equi-

valent for giving np the privilege of taxing themselves,

was their being allowed to vote at elections for mem-
bers to the bouse of commons, which they bad not be-

fore.

CONVOLUTION, a winding motion, proper to

the trunks of some plants, as the convolvulus, or bind-

weed ; the claspers of vines, bryony, &c.
CONVOLVULUS, Bind-W£ED ^ a genus of plants

of the pentandria class, and in the natural method rank-

ing under the 20tli order, Campanacea* See Botany
and Materia Medica Index.

CONVOY, in naval affairs, one or more ships of

war, employed to accompany and protect merchant

•hips, and prevent their being insulted by pirates, or

tbe enemies of the state in time of war.

Convoy, in military matters, a body of men that

guard any supply of men, money, ammunition, or pro-

visions, conveyed by land into a town, army, or the

like, in time of war.

CONUS, a Cone, in Botany ; a species of fruit or

•caly seed-vessel, so termed by Tournefiort and other

botanbts. Linnaeus has substituted Strobilus iu its

£• Long. 15. 39. N. Lat 41. o. It is the see of an Corm,

archbishop. Cook.

COOK, Sir Anthony, descended from Sir Thomas —v—
Cook lord mayor of London, was born in 1506, and

supposed to have been educated at Cambridge. He
was so eminent for his learning, piety, and prudence,

that the guardians of King Edward VI. appointed him

to be bis chief instructor in learning, and to form bis

manners. He had four daughters ; and being resolved

to have sons by education, lest he should have none by

birth, he taught his daughters those lessons by night

that he had instilled into tbe prince by day ; he was
happy in his endeavours, as they proved learned in

Greek and Latin, and equally distinguished by virtue,

piety, and good fortune. Mildred was married to the

great Lord Burleigh : Ann to Sir Nicholas Bacon, lord

keeper of the great seal *, Elizabeth to Sir John Russel,

son and heir of Francis earl of Bedford ; and Catha-

rine to Sir Henry Killigrew. He lived in exile during

the Marian persecution \ and returning on the accession

of Queen Elizabeth, spent the rest ,of bis days in peace

and honour, dying in 1576.
Cook, Captain James^ one of the ablest and roost

celebrated navigators of any country, was the son of

James Cook, a labourer or servant in husbandry, and
supposed to have been a native of the county of Nor-
thumberland, and was born on the 27th of October

1728, at tbe village of Marton in the north riding of

Yorkshire. He was one of nine children, all of whom
are now dead except a daughter, who married a 6sher-

man of Redcar. He received the first rudiments of

education from the schoolmistress of tbe village ^ and
afterwards, on bis father^s removal to Great Ayton, ha
was put to a day-school, at the expence of Mr Skot-

tow his fatber^s employer, where he was instructed 10

writing and in a few of the first rules of arithmetic.

Before tbe age of thirteen he was bound apprentice to

Mr W. Sanderson, haberdasher or shopkeeper at

Straiths, about ten miles from Whitby : but some dis-

agreement taking place between him and bis roaster,

be indulged his own inclination in binding himself ap-
prentice to Messrs Walkers of Whitby, who had se-

veral vessels in the coal trade •, and after serving a few
years longer in tbe situation of a common sailor, he
was at length raised to be mate of one of Mr W^alker^s
ships. During all this period it is not recollected that

he exhibited any thing peculiar either in bis abilities or
conduct.

place.

Conus, the Cone-sheUy % genus of shells. See CoN-
CHOLOGY Index.

CONVULSION, a preternatural and violent con-

traction of the membranous and muscular parts of tbe

bo^. See Medicine Indexm

CONWAY, a market-town of Caernarvonshire In

North Wales, situated near tbe moutb of a river of

the same name, 1 5 miles west of St Asaph. W. Long.

3. CO. N. Lat. S3 - 20.

CONYZA, Fleabane ; a genus of plants of tbe

^ngenesla class, ranking under the 49th natoral order,

(kanpontee. See Botany Index.

CONZA, a town of the kingdom of Naples In

Italy, situated In tbe farther princlpate, on the river

Offanto, 50 miles south-east of the city of Naples.

Early In the year 1 755, when hostilities broke oot
between France and England, Cook entered on board-

the Eagle of sixty guns, to which vessel Sir Hugh Pal-
liser was soon after appointed, who soon distinguished

him as an active and diligent seaman y and bis promo-
tion was forwarded by a letter of recommendation
which was written by Mr Osbaldestoo, member for

Scarborough, at tbe request of several neighbours, in
Mr Cookes favour. On the ijtb of May 1759, h#
was appointed master of the Mercury, which soon after

sailed to America, and joined tbe fleet under Sir
Charles Saunders at tbe memorable siege of Quebec.
His interest with tbe admiralty appears even then to
have been very strong j for on Mr Osbaldeston^s letter

he was appointed master of the Grampus sloop
; but

the proper master having unexpectedly returned to

'

her.
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Took. the appohitment did not Uke place. Foar days
—y—-' after, he was made master of the Garland

j when upon
ihquirv it was found that he could not join her, as the

vessel had already sailed ; and the next day, May 15th

1759, he was made master of the Mercury. On this

occasion he was recommended bj Captain PalHser to a
difficult and dangerous service, viz. to take the sound-

ings of the river St Lawrence, between the island of

Orleans and the north shore, which he performed in the

most complete manner^ and soon afterwards be was
employed to survey the most dangerous parts of the

river below Qoebec : these were his first efforts with

tlie pencil. After this expedition he was appointed,

on the 22d of September, master of the Northumber-
land, stationed at Halifax, where he first read Euclid,

and applied to astronomy and other branches of science.

In the year 1762, he was with the Northumberland,
assisting at the recapture of Newfoundland; and in the

latter end of the same year he returned to England, and
married, at Barking in Essex, Miss Elizabeth Batts.

Early in 1763, when Admiral (then Captain) Greaves
was appointed governor of Newfoundland, Mr Cook
went out with him to survey the coasts of that island.

At the end of the season he returned to England

;

but in the beginning of 1764, Sir Hugh Palliscr being

appointed governor of Newfoundland and Labradore,

Mr Cook accompanied him in the same capacity of

surveyor, and had the Granville schooner to attend

him on that business : in this situation he continued till

While Mr Cook remained on this station, be had an
opportunity of exhibiting publicly a specimen of bis

progress in the study of astronomy, in a short paper

printed in the 57th volume of the Philosophical Trans-
actions, entitled ** An observation of an eclipse of the

•tin at the island of Newfoundland, August 5. 1766,
with the longitude of the place of observation de-

duced from it.*’ Mr Cook’s observation was made at

one of the Burgeo islands near Cape Ray, in N. Lat.

47® 56' 19"; and by the comparisons of it made by

Mr Mitchel, with an observation of Dr Hornsby at

Oxford, it appeared to have been accurately done ;

and Mr Cook at that time obtained the character of

an able astronomer.

In the mean time, a spirit for geographical disco-

veries, which had gradually declined since the begin-

ning of the 17th century, began to discover itself anew.

Two voyages of this kind had been performed in the

reign of George II. the one under Captain Middleton,

the other by Captains Moore and Smyth, with a view

to discover a north-west passagi^ through Hudson’s Bay
to the East Indies, Two others, under Captains Byron,

WHllis, and Carteret, had been undertaken soon after

the conclusion of the peace in 1763, by order of his

present majesty ; and before the return of these naviga-

tors, who were ordered to sail round the world, another

voyage was resolved upon for astronomical purposes.

It having been calculated that a transit of Venus over

the sun’s disk would happen in 1767, a long memorial

to his majesty was presented by the Royal Society; in

which they set forth the great importance of making
proper observations on this phenomenon; the regard that

had been paid to it by the different courts of Eumpe

;

and intreating, among other things, that a vessel might

be fitted out, at the expence of government, for con-

yeying proper persons to some of the Friendly Mauds,
in order to make the necessary observations. This*—
being complied with on the part of his majesty, Alex-
ander Dalryrople, Esq. an eminent member of the

Royal Society, was appointed to take the command of

the bark appropriated for the porpose. In the execn-

tion of tbe project, however, an nnexpected diflBcolty

occurred. Mr Dalrymple, sensible of the impossibility

of guiding a vessel through unknown and dangerous

seas without any proper command over the crew, de-

manded a brevet commission as captain of the vessel,

in the same manner as had formerly been granted to

Dr Halley in a voyage of discovery made by him.

This commission Sir Edward HaWke absolutely refused

to sign
; declaring, when pressed upon the subject, that

he would rather suffer his right hand to be cut off, than

trust any of bis majesty’s ships to a person who hid not

been properly bred to the service; and In this pro-

ceeding he seemed to be justified by the routinoos

behaviour of Dr Halley’s crew ; who, denying the le-

gality of hh authority over them, had involved him in

a very disagreeable dispute, and which was attended

with pernicious consequences. Mr Dalrymple, on the

other hand, being equally determined in hts refusal to

proceed without the antbority in question, there was

a necessity for finding out some person of science who
might also be free from the objection made ‘by Sir

Edward Hawke. Mr Cook tberefore was proposed

by Mr Stephens ; and his recomrneadation being se-

conded by Sir Hugh Palliser, be was immediately ap-

pointed to direct the expedition ; and on this occasion

was promoted to tbe rank of lieotenant in bis majesty’s

service.

Mr Cook’s coinmttsion as Iteuteiiant was ^ated May
25. 1768 ; a vessel of 370 tons, named the JEndwvour^

was provided for him ; and while the necessary prepa-

rations were making for the voyage, Captain tVallis

returned. It having been recommended to this gentle-

man to fix upon a proper place for making the astrono-

mical observations, he had accordingly chWn the island

named by him Qeorge^s Isiand^ hut since known by the

name of OtahetU; judging also that Port Rojml harbour

in it would afford an eligible sitaation. This proposal

being accepted, directions for the purpose were accord-

ingly given to Mr Cook, with whom Mr Charles Gieen

was joined in the astronomical part
; tbe latter having

been assistant to Dr Bradley in the royal observatory

at Greenwich, and thus judged to be every way -quali-

fied for the office. Tbe lieutenant was likewise accom-

panied by Mr Banks, now Sir Joseph Banks, Dr So-

lander, &c. The principal design of the voyage was,

as has already been hinted, to make observations on

the tranrit of Venus ; but this being done, Mr Cook

was directed to make further discoveries in the Pacific

Ocean ;
and on the 30th of July 1768, be set sail on

bis expedition. An account of the voyage, and tbs

discoveries made during tbe time of it, is given in the

next article ;
here it is sufficient to o^enre, that

throughout the whole Mr Cook approved Irimself an

able seaman 5 and from his behaviour both to hts own

people and to the savage nations he occasionally met

with, showed a most exact regard to the roles both of

justice and humanity. On his first arrival at Otaheite,

the following regulations were drawn up for bis people,

which he took care should be punctually obeyed.
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C*ek. I. To endeavour, by every fair means, to cultivate a

friendship with the natives, and to treat them with all

imaginable humanity. 2. A proper person or persons

to be appointed to treat with the natives for provi-

sions, fruits, &e. and no other person belonging to

the ship to do so without leave. 3. Every person on

shore to attend punctually to his duty, and to pay pro-

per attention to his tools or arms }
and if lost through

negligence, to have the full value charged against his

pay, with such farther punishment inflicted as occa-

otoo might require. 4. The same penalty to be in-

fioted on every one who should embezzle, trade with

or offer to trade with, any part of the ship^s stores^ and,

5. No iron to be given in exchange for any thing but

provisions. His rigid adherence to these rules was

manifested in several instances, particularly by severely

punishing the ship^s butcher, who had threatened the

life of a woman, wife to one of the chiefs of the

island, for refusing a stone hatchet on the terms he

propose<l. On erecting their observatory, in order to

go through the astronomical operations, an accident

happened which had like to have disconcerted the

whole scheme. This was the loss of their quadrant,

which had been stolen by some of the natives ; but,

chiefly through the exertions of Mr Banks, it was

recovered, and the observations made accordingly.

Scarce was this accomplished, however, before ano-

ther tlief^ of the natives demanded the most serious

consideration of the commander. Some of them tak-

ing advantage ef the attention of the officers being

otherwise engaged, took the opportunity of breaking

into one of the store-rooms, and stealing from thence

% hag of spike oails of no less than an hundred weight.

This wes a most important affair $ for as those nails

were of great estimation among the Indians, the poe-

eessien of such a quantity must undoubtedly have much
lessened their value, and thus rendered provisions of

every kind greatly dearer on the island tliaa before.

One of the thieves therefore being discovered, was pu-

wished with 200 lashes ; notwithstanding which he oh-

alinately refused to discover any of his accomplices.

Repeat^ thefts committed afterwards required all the

wisdom and resolution of Mr Cook to conduct him-

self in a proper manner. After due consideration, be

it to he a matter of importance to put an end
to these practices at once, by doing something which

might engage tlie natives themselves to prevent them
for their common interest. This, however, be was
not at present able to accomplish ; nor indeed did it

seem possible to prevent them without using fire-

arms, which from motives of humanity he still deter-

mined to avoid. At last, after a stay of three months,

when preparing to take bis leave, the most clisagree-

nhle adventure took place that he had hitherto met
with. This was the desertion of two ot his people,

who having married young wonten of that country, de-

termined to take up their residence in it. Mr Cook
was DOW obliged to seize some of the chiefs, and to in-

form them that they could not obtain their liberty un-

less the deserters were recovered. This at last produ-

ced the desired eflfect ; the deserters were given up,

and Mr Cook set sail, along with Tupia, (who had
formerly been the prime minister to Oberea, a princess

of the island) and a boy of 13 years of age, both

of whom were desirous of accompanying him to £og- Cool,

land. I —^-i f

While Mr Cook proceeded to visit others of the

South sea islands, Tupia occasionally served as an in-

terpreter. On his arrival in New Zealand, Mr Cook
found the people extremely hostile aud insolent. At
their very first meeting one of the natives having

threatened to dart bis lance into the boat, was shot

dead. Another, having carried off Mr Green's hanger,

was fired at with small shot ; and upon his still refusing

to restore it, was fired at with ball and killed. This,

however, produced very little effect on the rest, who
offered to make an attack upon them, till several mus-
kets were fired with small shot, which wonnded three

or four more. Next day the commander, having de-

termined to force some of the natives on board, in or-

der to conciliate their affections by kind treatment,

directed bis men to follow two canoes whom he per-

ceived under way before him. One made her escape,

but the other not observing the boats in pursuit was
overtaken ; on which the savages plied their oars so

briskly, that the ship's boats were not able to keep up
with them. Tupia, whose language the New Zealan-

ders understood, called to them to return, with assur-

ances that no hurt should be done them^ but they con-

tinued their flight without minding him. A musket
was then fired over their heads with a view to intimidate

them, but upon this they prepared to fight ^ and on
the coming up of the boata began the attack with so

much vigour, that the lieutenant's people were obli-

ged to fire upon them with ball, by which four out of

seven that were in the boat were killed, and the other

three jumped into the water, and were taken on
board.

This part of Mr Cook's conduct seems inconsistent

with that humanity for which be was in general so

eminently distinguished
; be was aware of the censure,

and makes the following apology. ** These people

certainly did not deserve death for not choosing to con-

fide in my promises, or not consenting to come on
board my boat, even if they had apprehended 00 dan-
ger ; but the nature of my service required me to ob-

tain a knowledge of their country, which I could no
otherwise obtain but by forcing into it in an hostile

manner, or gaining admission through the confidence

and good will of the people. I bad already tried the

power of presents without effect ; and 1 was now
prompted by my desire to avoid farther hostilities, to

attempt to get some of them on board ; the only me-
thod we had left of convincing them that we intended

them no harm, and bad it in our power to contribute

to their gratification and couvenience. Thus far my
intentions certainly were not criminal ; and though in

the contest, which i had not the least reason to expect,

our victory might have been complete without so great

an fxpence of life
;
yet in such situations, when the

command to fire has once been given, no man can pre-.

tend to restrain its excess, or prescribe its effect."

Notwithstanding the disaster just mentioned, to which
the three New Zealanders, who were Uken ou board,

bad been witnesses, they were soon conciliated, and
began to sing with a degree of taste tiiat surprised the

English gentlemen. They were boys, the oldest about

19 and the youngest ubout Xl ^ but no kiudoess

which
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C«ok. called, by which means he said that he had seen a mer-

' chant ship brought from Virginia to London after she

had sprung a leak that admitted more than four feet

water in an hour. The expedient being approved of,

it was put in execution in the following manner. He
took a lower studding-sail, and having mixed a large

quantity of oakum and wool together, stitched them

down by handfuls as lightly as possible; the whole be-

ing afterwards spread over with the dung of the sheep

and other filth. The sail was then hauled under the

ship’s bottom by means of ropes which kept it ex-

tended. When it came under the leak, the wool and

oakum, with part of the sail, were forced inwards by

the pressure of the water, which thus prevented its

own ingress in such an effectual manner, that one

pump, instead of three, was now sufficient to keep it

under. Thus they got the ship into a convenient port

on the coast of New Holland, where they had an op-

portunity of repairing the injury. Here they disco-

vered that their preservation had not been owing en-

tirely to the expedient above mentioned
;

fur one of the

holes was in a great measure filled up by a piece of rock

which had broken ofi’ and stuck in it ; and this hole was

so large, that had it not been filled up in the manner

just mentioned, they must undoubtedly have perished

notwithstanding all the assistance (bat could have been

derived from the pumps.

The dangers they sustained in navigating this coast

were innumerable, insomuch, that for very near three

months they were obliged to have a man constantly

in the chains heaving the lead. They were always

entangled among rocks and shoals, which could not

have failed to destroy a less experienced navigator; and

•even Mr Cook, with all his sagacity, could not some-

times have extricated himself, had it not been for the

favourable interposition of some natural events, which

no human penetration could foresee or have the least

dependence upon. Of this we shall only give the fol-

lowing instance. Having at last, as they thought,

got safely over the vast reefs of sunk rocks with

which the coast of New Holland is surrounded, they

Mattered themselves that all danger was past, and
the vast swell of the water convinced them that they

were now in the open ocean. The remembrance of

former dangers, however, induced them frequently to

take the precaution of sounding
; notwithstanding

which, in the latitude of about 14^® S. they found

themselves one morning only about a mile distant from

the most hideous breakers, though the sea all around

was unfathomable. Their situation was rendered the

more dreadful by its being a dead calm, at the same
time that they were carried towards the rock with

such rapidity, that by the time they had got the ship’s

head turned by means of the boats, she was scarcely

100 yards distant from it. Their only resource then

was to tow the ship, if possible, by means of the boats

and pinnace, out of a situation so very perilous
; but

all their efforts would have been unsuccessful, bad not

a breeze of wind sprung up, which, though too light

to have been noticed at any other time, was found to

second their efforts so effectually, that the ship began

to move perceptibly from the reef in an oblique di-

rection : during the time that this breeze lasted,

which was not more than ten minntes, they had made
a considerable way. A dead calm succeeding, they

VoL. VI. Part II. f

began to lose ground, and in a little time were dri- Co3k.

ven within 200 yards of the rocks : hut fortunate- '“nr"
ly the breeze returued, and lasted ten minutes more ;

during which time a small opening was perceived in

the reef at the distance of about a quarter of a

mile. The mate being sent out to examine this open-

ing, reported that it was not more than the length of

the ship in breadth, but that there was smooth water

within. On this it was determined to push into it by

all means. The attempt failed of success
\

as just,

when they had brought the ship with great labour to

the mouth of the opening, they found a current selling

out from it by reason of the tide now beginning to ebb.

But though tiiclr hopes were disappointed in getting

through the opening, they were, by the current setting

out from it, driven in a very short time to the distance

of a quarter of a mile from the rocks ; and hy dint of

towing and other exertions, tliey were got by noon to

the distance of two miles. This temporary deliverance,

however, afforded hut small prospect of being ultimate-

ly relieved. They had still no other expectation than

of being forced back into their former situation by the

return of the tide ; but happily they now perceived

another opening about a mile (0 the westward. Mr
Hicks the lieutenant being sent to examine this open-

ing, returned with an account of its being narrow and
hazardous, but capable of being passed. To this

place therefore the ship was directed by every possible

means
;

and a light breeze happening to spring up,

they fortunately reached it, and were instantly hurried

through with great rapidity by the current of the re-

turning tide
;
which, had it not been for this opening,

would uudoubtedly have dashed them to pieces against

the rocks.

From the lime they quitted the coast of New Hol-
land till their arrival at Batavia in the island of Java,
our navigators met witli no other danger but what is

common in sea voyages. They were obliged to stay

for some time at this place to repair their damages
;

and on viewing the condition of the ship, found they
bad more reason than ever to admire the manner in

which they had been preserved. Both the false keel

and main-keel were greatly injured
; great part of the

sheathing was torn off^ several of the planks were much
damaged, and among these there were two, and half of
another, which for six feet in length were not above
the eighth part of an inch in thickness, besides being

penetrated with worms quite to the timbers. Here
the crew were excissively annoyed by sickness, wliich

obliged them to remain much longer than they would
otherwise have done : and it is worthy of notice, that

every one of the crew was ill excepting the sail maker,
an old man between 70 and 80 years of age, and who
was drunk every night. Poor Tupia, with his boy
Tayeto, fell sacrifices to the unhealthiness of the cli-

mate, as well as the surgeon, three seamen, and Mr
Green’s servant. Nor did the evil stop here

; for on
their setting out from Batavia, the seeds of disease

which hud been received tiure broke out in the most
violent and fatal manner, Insomuch that in the course
of about six weeks there died one of Mr Bank’s as-

sistants, by name Mr Sporing, Mr Parkinson his na-
tural history painter, Mr Green the astronomer, the

boatswain, carpenter, and mate, Mr Monkhouse the

midshipman, the corporal of the marines, two of the

4 H carpenter’s
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Cook, squally salatary on the Lealtli of the people, be em-

• ployed them in brewing beer from it. This was

done while they continued at Dusky Bay, in order to

supply the want of vegetables, wbicli were not to be

procured there j but on removing to Queen Charlotte's

Sound, they were more fortunate. Captain Cook him-

self went to look out for antiscorbutic vegetables ^
and

returned in a very short time with a boat-load ofscurvy-

grass, celery, &c. These were boiled with the pease

and wheat ^ and though some of the people disliked

them at first, they soon became so sensible of their

good efifects, that they cheerfully followed the example

of the rest: aud the freedom of the crew from the

scurvy and other distempers was by every one attri-

buted te the New Zealand spruce beer and vegetables.

Fr6m this time forward the captain had scarce occasion

to give orders for gathering vegetables when they came

to any land.

During this voyage Captain Copk experienced ano-

ther narrow escape from shipwreck. Being becalmed

at the distance of half a league from a reef of rocks

near Osnaburgh island, it was found necessary to order

out the boats to tow off the ships
^ bnt this was found

impossible. The calm continuing, and the situation

of onr navigators becoming every moment more dan-

gerous, the captain attempted to get through an

opening in the reef which he had judged practicable \

but on approaching it, found that there was not suf-

ficient depth of water ^
at the same time that the

draught of the tide through it forced the ship thither in

a manner scarce to be resisted. One of the warping

machines, with about 400 fathoms of rope, was then or-

dered out, but did not produce any effect. They were

within two cables length of the breakers, and no bot-

tom could be found for casting anchor. Having no

other resource, however, they did drop an anchor
j

hut before it took hold, the Resolution was in less

than three fathoms water, and struck at every fall of

the sea, which broke violently close under her stern,

threatening destruction to every one on board. At
last the tide ceasing to act in the same direction, the

boats^were ordered to try to tow 'off the vessel ^ in

which being assisted by the land breeze, which fortu-

nately sprung up at that instant, they with roach labour

succeeded.

Having spent a considerable time in the South Sea
islands. Captain Cook returned to New Zealand, and
from thence set sail for the southern part of the conti-

nent of America. Here he explored all the islands in

the neighbourhood, and then returned to England,
where be arrived in safety on the 30th of July 1774,
having been absent three years and 18 days

^ and in all

that time lost only one man, who died of a consump-
tion probably begun before be set out on the voy-

age.

The reception our navigator now met with was suit-

ed to his merit. He was immediately raised to the

rank of post captain, and soon after unanimously elect-

ed a member of the Royal Society ; from whom be

received the prize of the gold medal for the best expe-

rimental paper that had appeared throughout the year.

It was the custom of Sir John Pringle, at the delivery

of this medal, annually, to make an elaborate discourse,

containing the history of that part of science for which
the medal was given j and, as the subject of Captain

Cook's paper (the means of preserving the health of Cook,

seamen) was analogous to the profession of Sir John

Pringle himself as a physician, he had the greater op-

portunity of displaying his eloquence on the occasion.

The speech he made was in the highest degree honour-

able to Captain Cook. He remarked that the society

had never more meritoriously bestowed the medal than

on the person who now received it. “ If (says he)

Rome decreed the civic crown to him who saved the

life of a single citizen, what wreaths are due to the

man who, having himself saved many, perpetuates in

your Transactions the means by which Britain may
now in the most distant voyages, preserve numbers of

her intrepid sons, her mariners ; who braving every

danger, have so liberally contributed to the fame, to

the opulence, and to the maritime empire of the coun-

try." These honourable testimonies of the public re-

gard, however, Captain Cook did not receive, being

already embarked on another voyage, from which he

never returned.

The third voyage of this celebrated navigator was

not undertaken by any express command of his ma-
jesty. Captain Cook had already done so much, that

it was thought but reasonable he should now spend the

remainder of his life in quiet ^ and in order to enable

him to do this in a more comfortable manner, besides

his rank of post-captain in the navy, he was also made
a captain in Greenwich. Still, however, there were

some points in the science of geography which had very

much engaged the attention of the public, and were in-

deed of such importance as to become a national con-

cern. These were to discover the connection between

Asia and America, and to determine whether there was
not a possibility of shortening the passage to the East

Indies by sailing round the northern parts of the conti-

nents of Europe and Asia. Many attempts, indeed,

had already been made by various navigators of differ-

ent nations ^ but all of them had failed, and, what was
worse, had left the point still undetermined. An act of

parliament had been passed in 1745, by which a reward
of 20,oool. was held out to the ships of any of bis ma-
jesty's subjects for accomplishing this important voy-

age, but without mentioning any thing of those be-

longing to his majesty } and this reward was further

confined to the finding out of the north-west passage

to the East Indies through Hudson's bay. In the

year 1776, however, both the errors just mentioned

were corrected. It was now enacted, “ That if any
ship belonging to any of bis majesty's subjects, or to

bis majesty, shall find out, and sail through, any pas-

sage by sea between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans,

in any direction or parallel of the northern hemisphere,

to the northward of the jzd degree of northern lati-

tude
;
the owners of such ships if belonging to any

of bis majesty's subjects, or the commanders, officers,

and seamen, of such ships belonging to his majesty,

shall receive, as a reward for such discovery, the sum
of 2o,oool.

It was not, as has already been hinted, now deem-
ed proper to solicit Captain Cook to undergo fresh

dangers by undertaking a voyage of this kind
; nc-

verUieless, as he was universally looked upon to be
the fittest person in the kingdom for the purpose, the

eyes of every one were tacitly fixed upon him : he

was consulted on every thing relating to it, and soli-

4 H 2 cited
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Co( k. cited to name the person whom he judged most proper

to conduct It. To determine this point, Captain Cook,
Sir Hugh Palliser, and Mr Stephens, were invited to

the house of Lord Sandwich to dinner; where, besides

the consideration of tlie proper officer for conducting

the expedition, many things were said concerning the

nature of tlie design. They enlarged upon its gran-

deur and dignity, its consequences to navigation and
science, and the completeness it would give to the

whole system of discoveries ; until at last Captain Cook
was so much inflamed by the representation of the im-

portance of the voyage, that he started up, and declared

tliat he w’ould conduct it himself. This was what the

parties present had desired, and probably expected ;

Ills offer was therefore instantly laid before the king,

and Captain Cook appointed commander of the ex-

pedition by the loth of February 1776. At the same
time it was agreed, that on his return from the vo'yage,

he should be restored to his place at Greenwich ;
and

if no vacancy occurred during the interval, the officer

who succeeded him was to resign in his favour. The
instructions he now received were, that he should at-

tempt the high latitudes between the continents of

A«ia and America, and if possible return to England

along the northern coasts of Asia and Europe. This

was mo>t probably the result of the captain^s own deli-

berations, and what had been suggested by him to Lord
Sandwich and other people in power. He was parti-

cularly desired to sail first into the Pacific ocean through

the chain of newly discovered islands which be had

lately visited. After having crossed the equator, and

passed into the northern parts of the ocean just men-

tioned, he was then to hold sucli a course as might

tend to settle many interesting points of geography,

and produce some intermediate discoveries, before he

arrived at the main scene of operation. With regard

to this principal object, be was ordered, immediately

on his arrival on the coast of New Albion, to proceed

northward as far as the latitude of 65 degrees, without

losing any time in exploring creeks or rivers previous

to his arrival in tliat latitude; and for his further en-

couragement, the act of 17451 offering a premium for

the discovery of the passage, was amended in the man-

ner above mentioned. That nothing might he want-

ing which could promote the success of the grand ex-

pedition, Lieutenant Pickersgill was sent out, in 1776,
with directions to explore the coasts of Buffings bay;

and the next year Lieutenant Young was commissioned

not only to examine the western parts of that bay, but

to endeavour to find a passage on that side from the

Atlantic to the Pacific ocean. Nothing, however, was

performed by either of these gentlemen which in the

least could promote Captain Cook’s success. Two
vessels were provided as in the former voyage, viz. the

Resolution and the Discovery ; the command of the

former being given to Captain Cook, and of the latter

to Captain Charles Clerke. The only thing in which

the apDointment of the Discovery differed from that

of the Resolution was, that the former had no marine

officer on hoard. Every degree of attention was be-

stowed, as in the former voyage, upon the proper

victualling and other necessaries for the two ships ;

and that the inhabitants of those countries which our

navigator intended to visit might derive some perma-

nent benefit from the intercourse they had with him,

it was determined to send abroad a breed of domestic Cook,

animals, and likewise a quantity of useful seeds, to be

left in proper places. With this view, a boll, two
cows with their calves, and several sheep, with hay and

corn for their subsistence, were taken 00 board ; and

it was likewise proposed to take in others at the Cape
of Good Hope. A large assortment of iron tools and

trinkets was also sent out ; and, in short, every thing

that could be judged proper either to conciliate the

good will of the natives or to prove serviceable to

them, was provided* for the voyage, as well as every

convenience for the ship’s companies. In the former

voyage Captain Cook bad brought along with binva

native of one of the South sea islands, named Omat^

who resided in England during the interval 'between

the second and third voyages, and was now happy at

getting an opportunity of returning to his own coun-

try. Though he could by no means complain of the

entertainment he bad met with in England, the idea

of returning home loaded with treasure, which might

enable him to make a figure among his countrymen,

soon overcame all uneasy sensations, which the leaving

of his English friends might excite. His majesty had

taken care to furnish him with every thing that could

possibly be of use when he came to bis native country ^

and he had besides received several valuable presents

from Lord Sandwich, Sir Joseph Banks, and several

ladies and gentlemen of his acquaintance ; so that

nothing was omitted which could possibly be done to

convey, by his means, to the inhabitants of the Sooth

Sea islands, an idea of the British power and great-

ness.

Every thing being prepared for the voyage, our na-

vigator set sail from the Nore on the 25th of June

1776 ; but by reason of tome delay in receiving his in-

structions, did not leave Plymouth till the I2tb of July.

He had not been long at sea before be began bis ope-

rations for preserving the health of his people
; which

were found equally efficacious in this at in the for-

mer voyage. Finding his stock of provender for the

animals on board likely to run short, he touched at

Teneriffe, in order to procure a supply, having judged

that to be a more proper place than Madeira for the

purpose. On sailing from thence be ran a great risk

of running upon some sunk rocks on the island of

Bonavista; but in this, as well as on other occa-

sions of danger, he behaved with the same judgment,

coolness, and presence of mind, that distinguished him

throughout the whole course of his life. On the 12th

of August he arrived before Port Praya, in one of

the Cape de Verd islands named St Jago

;

but not

finding it necessary to go in there, be continued bis

voyage to the southward. The weather now be-

coming gloomy and rainy, required a continuance of

the methods he had already practised for preserving

the health of bis people ; and, as formerly, they were

attemled with the greatest success. In this voyage,

the effect of these precautions was the more remark-

able, as at this time the seams of the vessel were opened

to such a degree as to admit the rain, so that scarce

any person on board could He dry in his bed ; and all

the officers in the gun room were driven out of their

cabins by the water which came through the sides.

Such was the humanity of the commander, however,

that yrbile the ships contimied at sea, he would not

trust
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trast the workmen over their sides to repair the de-

fects, though caulkers were employed in the inside as

soon as settled weather returned. On the 1st of

September our navigators crossed the equator, and on

the iSth of October anchored in Table bay at the

Cape of Good Hope. Here they met with a violent

tempest, the effects of which were felt both on sea and

land. It lasted three days, and the Resolution was the

only ship in the bay that rode out the storm without

dragging her anchors. On shore the tents and obser>

vatory were destroyed, and the astronomical quadrant

narrowly escaped irreparable damage. The Discovery,

which had been some time later in sailing from Eng-
land, was driven off the coast, and did not arrive till

the loth of November.
While they remained in this place, a disaster happen-

ed which threatened the loss of most of their live stock.

The bull and two cows had been put ashore to graze

among other cattle ^ but Captain Cook had been advi-

sed to keep the sheep, 16 in number, near tbe tents,

where they were penned in every night. Some dogs

having got in among them in the night-time, killed

four, and dispersed the rest. Six of them were reco-

vered the next day, but the two rams and two of the

finest ewes in the flock were missing. The captain applied

to Baron Plettenberg the governor ^ but all his endea-

vours were ussuccessful, until he employed some of tbe

meanest and lowest of the people, fellows whose cha-

racter was, that for a ducatoon they would cut their

mastered throat, burn the house over his bead, and bury

him and his whole family in ashes. This is mentioned as

an instance how far the boasted policy of the Dutch go-

vernment at the Cape of Good Ilope falls short of its

alleged perfection. After all, two of the finest ewes
in the flock were missing, and never could be recover-

ed. The captaiu, therefore, to repair this loss, and
to make an addition to his original stock, purchased

two young bulls, two stone horses, two mares, two
heifers, two rams, several ewes and goats, with some
rabbits and poultry ; when, having finished all his bu-

siness, he set sail on the 30th of November, though it

was not till the 3d of December that he got clear of

land. Soon after his putting to sea, he bad the mis-

fortune to lose several of the goats, especially the males,

together with some sheep ^ and it was with tbe ntmost

difl^culty that the rest of the cattle were preserved, by

reason of the ship tossing and tumbling about in a very

heavy sea. Having explored some desolate islands in the

southern seas. Captain Cook set sail for New Zlealand.

During this part of the voyage, our navigators were
involved in so thick a fog, that, according to the au-

thors of Captain Cook's life,
** they sailed 300 leagues

in tbe dark.” The first land they afterwards reached
was New Holland j where having remained till the 30th
of January 1777, they set sail for New Zealand, and on
the 1 2th of February they anchored in Queen Charlotte's

Sound. Here the people were shy and timorous, on
account of their having formerly destroyed 10 of Cap-
tain Furneaux's people, who had been sent ashore to

gather vegetables. The cause of the quarrel could not

be known, as none of the party yreve left alive to tell

tbe news. Lieutenant Burney, who went ashore in

quest of them, found only some fragments of their bo-

dies from which it appeared that they bad been kill-

ed and eaten by the savages. It was not the intention

of Captain Cook, at this distance of time, to resent the ^

injury ; he even refused to put to death a chief named
Kahoora^ who, as he was informed by the natives them-

selves, had killed Mr Rowe the commander of the par-

ty. He was, however, particularly careful that no

opportunity should now be given the savages of com-

mitting such an action with impunity ; and with this

view a boat was never sent on shore without being well

armed, and the men under the command of such offi-

cers as could be depended upon. The New Zealanders

were no sooner assured of Captain Cook's pacific dis-

position, than they threw aside their fears and suspi-

cions, and entered into a commercial intercourse with

the people. It would have been the less excusable in

Captain Cook to have revenged at this time the mas-

sacre of Mr Rowe's party, as he was assured that tbe

quarrel originated from some petty thefts of the savages,

which were too hastily resented on the part of the Bri-

tish
^ and had it not been for this, no mischief would

have happened.

On the 25th of February our navigator left New
Zealand, taking with him, at the request of Omai,
two boys, tbe eldest about 1 8 and the youngest about

10. These were soon cured of their passion for tra-

velling, being both violently sea-sick
^ hut as it was

then too late to repent, they expressed their grief in

loud and almost continual lamentation \ and this in a

kind of song which seemed to consist of the praises of

their native country, whence they were now to be se-

parated for ever. By degrees, however, the sea-sick-

ness abated, their lamentations became less frequent,

and at last ceased entirely
^

their native country was
forgotten, and they appeared to be as firmly attached

to their new frienas the English as if they bad been

horn among them.

So much time was now spent in sailing up and down
in the Pacific ocean, vvhere several new islands Were
discovered, that Captain Cook judged it impossible to

accomplish auy thing for this year in the high northern

latitudes *, for which reason be determined to bear away
for tbe Friendly islands, in order to supply himself with

those necessaries which he bad found impossible to he

got at any of tbe islands which he had just discovered.

In his run thither several new islands were visited
^ and

in proseenting these discoveries our navigator once more
narrowly escaped being shipwrecked. Tbe danger at

this time arose from a low sandy island, which tbe Re-
solution was very near running upon. From this she

was only saved by the circumstance of all the men hav-

ing been accidentally called upon deck to put the ves-

sel about, and noost of them being at their stations when
the danger was discovered. Soon after this both ships

struck upon some sank coral rocks, but happily were

got off without damage.

After a stay of between two and three months.

Captain Cook took leave of the Friendly islands on the

13th of July 17779 and on the 12th of August
reached Otaheite, where be introduced Omai to bis

country people, and whose reception by them is par-

ticularly related under the next article. Here the

captain found the people of Otaheite ready to engage
in a war with those of Eimeo; but though strongly

solicited by tbe former to assist them In ao expedition

against

.

Cook.
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Cook, against their enemies, he refused to take any concern

—V—^ in the affair, alleging, by way of excuse, that the

people of Eimeo had never offended him. This seemed

to satisfy most of the chiefs
^
but one, named Tou ha^

was so much displeased, that Captain Cook could ne-

ver regain his favour. He even threatened, that: as

soon as the captain should be gone, he would make
war upon Otoo, one of the princes of these ibiands whom
he knew to be in strict friendship with him ^

but from

this he was deterred by the captain's threatening to

return and chastise him if he made any such attempt.

As a mark of Otoo’s friendship, he gave our navigator

a canoe, which he desired him to carry to the king of

Britain, having nothing else, as he said, worth his ac-

ceptance.

From Otahelte Captain Cook proceeded to Eimeo,

where, on account of some thefts committed by the

natives, he was obliged to commence hostilities, by

burning a number of their war canoes, and even some

houses. These transactions gave him much concern \

and the more that be had been so much solicited to

make war on these people by his friends at Otahelte,

to whose Intreaties he had refused to listen. From
Eimeo he proceeded to Huaheine, where he saw Omai
hnally settled, and left with him the two New Zealand

youths already mentioned. The youngest of these was

so much attached to the English, that it was necessary

to carry him out of the ship and put him ashore by

force. During his stay on this island, the ckptain was

obliged to punish a thief with greater severity than be

had ever done before, viz. by causing his head and

beard to be shaved, and bis ears cut off. Some other

disagreeable transactions took place, particularly the

desertion of two of his people, who were not recovered

without the greatest difficulty. In the course of his

exertions for their recovery, he found it necessary to

detain the son, daughter, and son-in-law of the chief

of an island named Oiaha. This had almost produced

very serious consequences, the natives having formed

a plot for carrying off Captain Cook himself, as well

as Captain Clerk and Mr Gore. With regard to the

commander, they were disappointed by bis own cau-

tion and vigilance : but Messrs Clerke and Gore were

in particular danger*, and it was only owing to the

circumstance of one of them having a pistol in bis band

as they walked together on shore, that they were not

seized.

Having left the Society islands, and discovered

a new group, which in honour of his patron the

earl of Sandwich, our commander named the Sand-

wich Isles^ be set out on the ad of January 1778 on

his voyage northward* In this he was very success-

ful, ascertaining the vicinity of the continents of Asia

and America, which bad never been done, or but very

imperfectly, before. From these desolate regions he

returned to the island of Oonalashka
^
whence, having

refitted and taken in provisions, he returned to the

southward, and on the a6tb of November reached

the Sarndwicb islands, where he discovered a new one

named Mowee^ and on the 30th of the same month
another of much larger extent, named 0-why-hee^ Se-

ven weeks were spent in exploring the coasts of this

island \
and daring all this time he continued to have

the most friendly intercourse with the people, who,

however, appeared to be much more numerous and

3

powerful than those of any island our navigators bad ccok.

yet touched at. Several of the chiefs and principal u—y
people had attached themselves greatly to the com-

mander, and in general the people appeared to be

much more honest in their dispositions than any whom
be bad ever visited. But by the time be had finished

bis circumnavigation of tbe island and cast anchor

in a bay called Karakakooa^ matters were greatly al-

tered. An universal disposition to theft and plunder

had DOW taken place \ and in this it was evident that

the common people were encouraged by their chiefs,

who shared the booty with them. Still, however, no

hostilities were commenced : tbe greatest honours were

paid to the commander \ and, on bis going ashore, be

was received with ceremonies little short of adoration.

A vast quantity of hogs and other provisions were

procured for the ships
\
and on tbe 4th of February

1779, they left the island, not without most magni-

ficent presents from the chiefs, and such as they bad

never before received in any part of the world. Un-

luckily they met with a storm on the sixth and seventh

of the same month ; during which the Resolution

sprung the head of her foremast in such a manner that

they were obliged to return to Karakakooa bay to

have it repaired. As they returned. Captain Cook

bad an opportunity of showing bis humanity to tbe

people, by the relief he afforded to some of their canoes

which had suflered in the storm. The same friendly

intercourse which had formerly been held with tbe na-

tives now commenced, and Captain Cook was treated

with tbe usual honours \ but on the 13th of this month

it was unhappily broken off on tbe following account.

One of the natives being detected in stealing tbe

tongs from tbe armourer's forge in the Discovery, was

dismissed with a pretty severe flogging; bat this example

was so far from being attended with any good effect,

that in tbe afternoon another, having snatched op the

tongs and a chissel, jumped overboard with them and

swam for the shore. Tbe master and midshipman were

instantly dispatched in pursuit of him 5 but he escaped

on board a canoe, which paddled away so quickly that

the cutter could not come near it. A chief named Pa-
reu/i, who was at this time on board the Resolution, un-

derstanding what bad happened, promised to go shore,

and get back the stolen goods
; but before this could

be done, the thief had made bis escape into the coun-

try. Captain Cook, who was at that time ashore,

had endeavoured to intercept the canoe when it land-

ed, but was led out of the way by some of tbe na-

tives who pretended to be bis guides. The tongs and

chissel, however, were brought back to the master as

he advanced to the landing place, but be being now

joined by some of the rest of the people in the pin-

nace, could not be satisfied with t^ recovery of tbe

stolen goods, but insisted upon having the^thief or the

canoe which carried him by way of reprisal. On
bis preparing to launch this last into tbe water, he was

interrupted by Pareab, who insisted that it was his

property, and that he should not take it away. As

tbe officer paid no regard to bis remonstrances, Pa-

reab, who seems to have been a very strong man, sei-

zed him, pinioned his arms behind, and held him

fast by the hair of tbe head. On this one of the sailors

struck the chief with an oar ; on which, quitting tbe

officer, he instantly snatched the oar out of the mao's
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Imm], and broke it in two across bis knee. The In-

dians then attacked the sailors with stones, and soon

drove them to their boats, to which they were forced

to swim, as they lay at some distance from the shore.

The officers who could not swim retired to a small

rock| where they were closely pursued by the Indians;

and here the master narrowly escaped with his life,

till Pareah returned and obliged the Indians to give

over their attacks. The gentlemen, sensible that Pa-

reah’s presence alone could protect them, entreated

him to remain with them till they could be brought

ofT in the boats. On his refusal, the master set out to

the place where the observatories had been erected, for

farther assistance ; but Pareah, who met him, and sus-

pected his errand, obliged him to return. In the

mean time, the multitude had begun to break in pieces

the pinnace, after having taken every thing out of her

that was loose : on the return of Pareah, however,

they were again dispersed, and some of the oars re-

stored, after which the gentlemen were glad to get off

in safety. Before they reached the ship Pareah over-

took them in a canoe, and delivered the midshipman^s

cap which had been taken from him in the scuffle ; he

also joined noses with them in token of friendship, and

desired to know whether Captain Cook would kill him

on account of what had happened. They assured

him that he would not, and made signs of reconcilia-

tion on their part. On this he left them and pad-

died over to the town of Kavaroah
; and that was the

last time that he was seen by the English. In the night-

time the sentinels were much alarmed by shrill and

melaocholy sounds from the adjacent villages, which

they took to be the lamentations of the women. Next
day it was found that the large cutter of the^ Disco-

very had been carried off in the night-time
;
on which

Captain Cook ordered the launch and small cutter to

go under the command of the second lieutenant, and

to lie off the east point of the bay in order to intercept

all the canoes that might attempt to get out, and if

necessary to 6re upon them. The third lieutenant of

the Resolution was despatched to the western part of

the bay on the same service ; while the master was
sent in pursuit of a large double canoe already under

sail, and making the best of ber way out of the har-

bour. He soon came up with her, and by firing a
few shots, obliged her to run on shore, and the In-

dians to leave her. This was the canoe belonging to

a chief named Omea^ whose person was reckoned

equally sacred with that of the king
; and to the ne-

glect of securing him we may attribute the succeeding

disaster. Captain Cook now formed the resolution of

going in person to seize the king himself in his capi-

tal of Kavaroah ; and as there was reason to suppose

that he bad fled, it was his design to secure the large

canoes, which on that account he caused to be hauled

up on the beach. With this view he left the ship

about seven o’clock in the morning of Sunday the 14111

of February, being attended by the lieutenant of ma-
rines, a Serjeant, corporal, and seven private men.
The crew of the pinnace, under the command of Mr
Roberts, were also armed : and as they rowed towards

the shore, the captain ordered the launch to leave her

station, at the opposite point of the hay, in order to

assist his own boat. Having landed with the marines

at the upper end of 4he town, the Indians Hocked

5 ] coo
round him, and prostrated themselves before biiii. No took,

sign of hostility, nor even much alarm, appeared ; the ‘ " "

king’s sons waited on the commander as soon as be

sent for them, and by their means he was introduced

to the king, who readily consented to go on board ;

but in a little time the Indians began to arm them-

selves with long spears, clubs, and daggers, and to

put on thick mats which they use as defensive armour.

This hostile appearance was greatly augmented by an

unlucky piece of news which was just now brought by
a canoe, viz. that one of the Indian chiefs had been

killed by the people in the Discovery’s boats. On this

the women, who had hitherto sat on the beach con-

versing familiarly, and taking their breakfasts, re-

moved, and a confused murmur ran through the

crowd. An old priest now appeared with a cocoa-nut

in bis band, which he held out as a present to Captain

Cook, singing all the while, and making a most

troublesome noise, as if he meant to divert the atten-

tion of the captain and his people from observing the

motions of the Indians, who were now everywhere put-

ting on their armour. Captain Cook beginning to

think his situation dangerous, ordered the lieutenant

of the marines to march towards the shore, as he

himself did, having all the while hold of the king’s

hand, who very readily accompanied him, attended

by his wife, two sons, and several chiefs. The In-

dians made a lane for them to pass
; and as the di-

stance they had to go was only about 50 or 60 yards,

and the boats lay at no more than five or six yards

distance from land, there was not the least apprehen-

sion of the catastrophe which ensued. The king’s

youngest son Keowa went on board the pinnace with-

out the least hesitation, and the king was about to

follow, when his wife threw her arms about bis neck,

and, with the assistance of two chiefs, forced him to

sit down. The captain might now have safely got

aboard, but did not immediately relinquish the design

of taking the king along with him. Finding at last,

however, that this could not be accomplished with-

out a great deal of bloodshed, be was on the point of

giving orders for the people to reimbark, when one
of the Indians threw a stone at him. This insult was
returned by the captain, who had a double barrelled

piece, by a discharge of small shot from one of the bar-

rels. This had little effect, as the man had a thick

mat before him ; and as he now brandished his spear,

the captain knocked him down with his mnsket. The
king’s son, Keowa, still remaining in the pinnace,

the detaining him would have been a great check up-

on the Indians *, bat unluckily Mr Roberts, who com-
manded the pinnace, set him ashore at bis own re-

quest soon after the first fire. In the mean time ano-

ther Indian was observed in the act of brandishing bis

spear at the commander ; who thereupon was obliged

to fire upon him in his own defence. Missing his

aim, however, he killed one close by his side : upon
which the serjeant observing that he bad missed the

man he aimed at, received orders to fire also, which
he did, and killed him on the spot. This repressed

the foremost of the Indians, and made them fall back
in a body ; but they were urgrd on again by those be-

hind, and discharged a volley of stones among the ma-
rines, who immediately returned it by a general dis-

charge of their muskets
; and this was instantly follow-

ed
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Co«k*i 0ig.toiitbeni regions was experienced in sncb a manner as

eeveriea had nearly proved fatal to some of the genUemen who
» sailed along with him. Dr Solander, Mr Banks, Mr

Monkhoose the surgeon, and Mr Green the astronomer,

with their attendants and servants, set out on a botanU

cal expedition while the ship lay at anchor in the bay

of Go^ Success. It was then the middle of summer,

and the morning on which they set out was as mild

and warm as it usually is in the month of May in Eng-

land : but having ascended a mountain for the purpose

of botanizing, they were surprised by such storms of

snow and hail that they could not get back that night.

Dr Solander, who warned them of their danger, that

people when about Co perish with cold were seized with

a violent inclination to sleep, was the first who seemed

likely to fall a victim to it ; and it was not in the power

of bis companions to keep him from sitting down
for that purpose. He was awakened in a few minutes ;

hot during this short interval his feet had become so

mticb diminished by the contraction of the vessels, that

his shoes fell off fr6m them when he was again made

6 to rise. Even these dreary regions, however, are not

Miserable without inhabitants, whom our voyagers justly con-
«au of the e]yJed to be the lowest of the human species. Indeed,
•tives.

considering the little convenience they have, it is won-

derful how they can resist the severity of the climate,

for they are almost without clothing; they dwell in

miserable hovels, which admit both the wind and snow

or riUQ ; and they have not any utensil for dressing their

food. Nevertheless, these miserable creatures, as they

appeared to our navigators, seemed to have no wish to

possess more than they enjoyed
;
and they were abso-

lutely indifferent about every thing that was offered

them, except large beads, which they would take as

omamenU. Hence Dr Hawkesworth, who wrote the

account of the voyage, concludes, that these people

may be on a level with ourselves with respect to the
' real happiness they enjoy.

lidaiidsdis- 26tb of January 1769 ou^ navigators left

eofvered be- Cape Horn ; and from that time to the first of March,
Cape Jm-ing they run no less than 660 leagues, met

Oubei^ with no current by which the ship was affecU d. Hence
it is prc*bable, that during all this time they had never

been near any land, the currents of the ocean being

usually met with in the neighbouriiood of islands. Se-

Yeral islands, however, were discovered before they

reached Otaheite, on which they bestowed the names
of Lagoon Island, Thruml>-cap, Bow Island, the

Groups, Bird Island, and Chain Island. All these

seemed to be.inhabited, and were covered with a most

delightful verdure ; which appeared to the greater ad-

vantage, as our navigators bad for a long time seen no

land but the dreary bills and wastes of Terra del Fue-

g
go. Having arrived at Otaheite, they set about oh-

Traadtof serving the transit of Venus over the sun, which indeed

Veaot ob- was the main purpose for which the voyage had l>een

w undertaken. The anxiety which they underwent when
the time of the expected phenomenon approached may
easily be imagined, as the^hole depended on the cir-

cumstance of a clear sky, which though more readily to

be expected in that climate than one more to the north-

ward, was still a matter of uncertainty. In consequence

of some hints which had been given by the earl of

Morton, Captain Cook determined to send out two par-

tiee to different placet to make the observations ; by

which means there wonld be a chance of success, even Cook*t Hii.

if those at Otaheite should fail. For this purpose he coverie^.

sent Mr Gore in the long boat to Eimeo, a neighbour-
‘ ^

~

Ing island, along with Mr Monkhouse, Mr Banks, and

Mr Sporing, who were furnished with proper instru^

ments by Mr Green the astronomer. Messrs Hicks,

Clerke, Pickersgill, and Saunders, were sent in the

pinnace to a convenient spot to the eastward of the

main observatory, where they were likewise ordered to

make observations with such instruments as they had.

The day on which the transit happened was the 3d of

June 1769, when they had the satisfaction to see the
^

son rise without a cloud
;
and as the weather continued

equally clear throughout the day, there was the best

opportunity of making the observations in a proper

manner. All of them saw an atmosphere or dusky

cloud round the planet, which disturbed their observa-

tion, and probably ^caused them to differ from each

other more constderably than they would otherwise

have done. According to Mr Green, the times of

ingress and egrets of the planet were at follow :

Morning. h. min. tec*

First external contact, - - 9 25 42
First internal contact, or total immersion, 9 44 4

Afternook.

Second internal contact, • - 3 14 8
Second external contact,' or end of the 1

transit, j 3 3^ 10

From these observations the latitude of the obser-

vatory was found to be 17^ 29' ly' S. and the longi-

tude 149® 32' 30" W. of Greenwich. Several curious

remarks were made both on the country itself, and on
^

the inhabitants. Mr Banks, in an excursion up the Ouheite
country, discovered many traces of volcanic fire 5 the » volcanic

stones, like those of Madeira, had evidently the

pearance of being burnt, and the very clay on the bills 10

had the same appearance. The natives, though

dieted to thieving, appeared io general harmless

friendly, and very ready to snpply the ship with ne-
cessaries in exchange for such things as they wanted.
The articles on which they set the greatest value were
hatchets, axes, large nails, spikes, looking-glasses, and
beads. They were also fond of fine linen, whether
white or printed

; but an axe of the value of half a
ciewn would buy more provisions than a piece of cloth

of the value pf 20 shillings. They are very fickle and
inattentive ; so that it was not possible to engage them
to pay any regard to the worship of the Deity which
they saw

|
erformed before them ; nor would they at-

tend to any explanation of it that was given them.
I’liey are not, however, destitute of a religion of theif

own ; and are particularly careful of the repositories

of the dead, which they will not allow to be violated

on any account. Of this Captain Cook bad an in-

stance, when soma of his people offered to take down
an inclosure of one of those repositories. They were
violently opposed by the natives, who sent a messenger
to acquaint them that they would never suffer any
such thing

;
and the only insult that ever was offered to

an Englishman by the people of this island was on a
similar account. From Otaheite our navigators carried

4 I a with
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Cook’* Dll- with them Tupla, formerly* high priest of the couDtrji
covcrici. and prime minister to Queen Oberea. From his prac-

* tice it appeared, that the priests of Otaheite, as well as

elsewhere, take care to place themselves a step nearer
tlie Deity than the common people, and to use the de-

ceptions too frequently put in practice by such media-
tors. While on board the Endeavour, he frequently

prayed to his god Tone for a wind
\ and according to

his own account never failed of success. This, how-
ever, he took care to ensure \ for he never began his

prayers till be perceived the breeze already on the

water, and so near that it must reach the ship before

they could well be ended. It was observed likewise of

the people of Otaheite, that they had their bards or

minstrels, who went about the country with musical

instruments. The band whom they saw at this time

consisted of two players on flutes and three drummers j

the latter accompanying the flutes with their voices.

Their songs were nrade extempore, and the English

ij themselves were generally the subject.

Secictj From Otaheite our navigators sailed towards a neigh-
l4landi dll- bquring island named Tet/mora; hut finding it small,
coftre

. without any settled inhabitants, the captain

chose rather to direct his course towards Huaheine and
Ulietea, which he was informed were well inhabited.

These had never been visited by any European ship
j

but the inhabitants, though peaceable and friendly,

were very slow and cautious in trading, so that the

captain was obliged to bring out bis hatchets to mar-

ket ; a commodity which he had hoped might have

been concealed from those who had never seen an Eu-
ropean ship before. On his arrival at Ulietea be found,

by the discourse of Tupia, that the inhabitants of a

neighbouring island named Jiolahola were of such a
martial disposition as to be the terror of those of Hua-
heine, Ulietea, and others

\
insomuch, that he appre-

hended great danger to our navigators should they

touch at an island which the Bolabola men had lately

conquered. This, however, bad so little eflfect upon

Captain Cook, that he not only landed on the island

already mentioned, but took possession, in his majesty^s

name, of Bolabola itself, together with Ulietea, Hoa-

,, heine, and another named Otaha, which were all vi-

Wrelched sible at once. During their stay here they paid a visit

nopeamnee to Opoony, the formidable monarch of Bolabola j

•f B<flabo!r
their surprise, they found a feeble wretch,

‘withered and decrepid, half blind with age, and so

stupid that he seemed scarce to be possessed of a com-
mon degree of understanding. About these islands

they spent six weeks, bestowing upon them the name
of the Society Isles^ on account of their being so near

to each other. They are six in number, Ulietea, Hua-
Leine, Bolabola, Otaha, Tubai, and Maurna. The
smaller ones in tbeir neighbourhood are Tethuora, £i-

roeo, Tapoamanoa, Oatara, Opururu, Tamou, Toaho-

atu, aud Whennuaia.

Ofaeteroa Leaving the Society Islands, which are situated be-

iiland dU- tween Lat. 1 6. lO. and i6. 55. S. and between 150.
covered. jy, and 152.W. from the meridian of Greenwich, they

fell in with the island of Oheteroa, situated In S. Lat.

22. 27. and W. Long. 150. 47.^ but this was found

to be destitute of any harbour or safe anchorage, and

the disposition of the inhabitants so hostile that they

could not by any means be conciliated, so that no

attempts were made to land. From Tupia Captain

Cook learned that there were several islands ia the Cook'i Dii.

neighbourhood, which our navigator conjectured to ccvcrici

be Boscawen and Keppel’s islands, discovered by Cap- ^

tain Wallis
^ but without spending more time in ex-

ploring these, he set sail to the southward in search of

a continent.

Our voyagers left Oheteroa on the Jjtb of AugustCmmut

1 769, and on the 30th had a view of the comet which

appeared that year; its tail subtending an angle of

42 degrees. This proved a new source of apprehen-

sion to Tupia, who instantly cried out, that as soon as

it was seen at Bolabola, the people of that country

would attack those of Ulietea, who would undoubted-

ly be obliged to fly with precipitation to the mountains

to save their lives. On the 6ch of October they dis-

covered land, which, from its size, and the enormous

mountains observable on it, was supposed by the gentle-

men on board to be part of Terra Australis incognita

;

but, on farther examination, it was found to be part of 15

New Zealand. Here the inhabitants were found to^T”'*

speak a dialect of the language^ of Otaheite, so that^^*^
they could understand Tupia, and he them

^
yet so]j^

extremely hostile were their dispositions, that not the

smallest intercourse could be held with them \ not

could any thing necessary for the ships be procured

excepting wood
^

so that the name Captain Cook
thonght proper to bestow on this part of the country

was Poverty Bay. By the natives it is called Taont'^

roa^ and lies in S. Lat. 38. 42. and W. Long. 181. 36*

During the time of his stay in this part of the worid,

the captain circumnavigated almost the whole country

of New Zlealand, which be found to consist of two

islands separated from each other by a narrow strait,

which, from its discoverer, has obtained the name of

Cookes Strait. In some places the disposition of the in-

habitants was as favourable as could be wished ; so that

Dr Solander, Mr Banks, and other gentlemen, bad an

opportunity of exploring the country in some degree, j4

with a View to discover its natural productions. InRsekotu

one of their excursions, as they passed through a val-otn^
ley, the hills on each side of which were very Steep,

they were suddenly struck with the sight of a very ex-

traordinary natural curiosity. It was a rock perfo-

rated through its whole substance, so as to form a rude

but stupendous arch or cavern, opening directly to the

sea. This aperture was 75 feet long, 27 broad, and

45 in height, commanding a view of the bay and the

hills on the other side, which were seen thioogh it
;

and opening at once to the view, produced an effect
jj

far superior to any of the contrivances, of art. On KatBnl

that part of the coast, which, from having obsei^ed aprodidifl^

transit of Mercury, they named Mercury Bay^ oysters^
were found in such plenty, that thej might Lave loaded^*

not only their boats, but even tbeir ships, with thenu

They were about the same size with those met with in

this country ;
and on account of tbeir being found in

such plenty, and likewise that the adjacent country

abounds with conveniencies. Captain Cook was at great

pains to point out the situation of the place. By his

observations the latitude of Mercury Bay Is 36. 48.

28. S.

Jjcaving this bay, our commander proceeded to ex-

plore other parts of the coiuitry, which by bis ac-

count seems to abound with rivers. Two laige ones

were met with in Mercury Bay ^ one of which, from

the
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C«oii*t Dii-the abundance of oysters found at its nnmtb, was call*
^coTeriet Oyster river

;

the other they named Mangnwe ri-

’ «er, From the number of mancrove trees growing there.

A third, which they called Thames^ was met with in

that part called the Bay of Islands, up which they sail-

ed 14 miles. Its banks were everywhere adorned

with lofty trees, which they bad likewise observed in

other parts of the country.. They were too heavy for

masts, but would make the finest planks imaginable ;

and as they resembled the pitch pine, the timber of

which is lightened by tapping, the carpenter was of

opinion, that they might thus be rendered more pro-

per for masts than any European timber. One of

these trees measured 19 feet 8 inches in circumference

at the height of six feet from the ground, and was no

less than 89, with very little taper, to the branches

:

so that the lieutenant supposed it must contain 356
leet of solid timber. In Queen Charlotte^s Sound the

country was little more than one vast forest, with plen-

ty of excellent water, and the coast abounding with fish.

As the ship lay at the distance of only a quarter of a
mile from the shore, they were agreeably entertained

with the singing of an infinite number of small birds,,

which formed a melody greatly superior to any thing

they had ever heard before. The music of these little

choristers seemed to be like small bells, most exquisitely

toned, though probably the distance and intervention

of the water h^ a considerable eflect in heightening

it. They began to sing about two in the morning,

and continued their song till sunrise, after which they

were silent all the day, resembling in this respect the

^3
nightingales of our country.

CiOiisral time which Captain Cook spent in exploring the

dcscriptioa coasts of New 2Lealand was not less than six months,
ooiui- By hig researches it was shown to consist of two large

islands, the most northerly of which is called Eahetno*
mauwe^ and the most southerly Tovy or Tavai Poe*
nammoo / though it is not certain whether the whole

southern island or only a part of it is comprehended
under this name. This island seems to be barren and
mountainous, but Eaheinomauwe has a much better ap-

pearance \ and it was universally believed by the gen-

tlemen on board, that all kinds of European grain, as

well as garden plants and fruits, would flourish in the

greatest abundance and perfection \ and from the ve-

getables found here it was concluded that the winters

are not more severe than those of England, and it was
known by experience, that the summer was not hotter,

though the heat was more equal than in this country.

Here are no quadrupeds except dogs and rats \
and

the latter are so scarce, that they escaped the notice of
many on board. The birds are not numerous,, and the

gannet is the only one of the European kind that was
observed. The insects are equally scarce \ but the sea

makes abundant recompense for this scarcity of land

animals
; every creek swarms with fish, equally deli-

cious with those in this country. The forests are of vast

extent, and filled with excellent timber trees ^ the lar-

gest, Btraightest, and cleanest that Mr Cook bad ever

>9 seen. There is here one plant which answers the pur-

P^s of both hemp and flax, and excels all others of the

•etUiug a other part of the

•aloay world. If the settling of New Zealand therefore should

tlMra. ever be deemed an object worthy of the attention of

Great Britain, Captain Cook was of opinion, that the

best place for establishing a colony would be either on Coob*t Dis-

the banks of the Thames or in the Bay of Islands^ each covciict.

of these places having the advantage of an excellent

harbour. Settlements might be extended, and a com-

munication made with the inland parts of the country

by means of the river \
and vessels easily constructed

of the excellent timber with which the country every-

where abounds. ao

The inhabitants of New Zealand are in a very bar- Accoaoi sf

barous state, and have a degree of ferocity unknown “ha*>**

to the inhabitants of the South Sea islands, though

they seem to have the same origin. During their re-

sidence there, our navigators had the most convincing

evidences of their being cannibals, and accustomed to

devour the bodies of their slain enemies. Notwith-

standing these barbarous practices, however, they

seemed to enjoy a state of uninterrupted health. In

all the visits made to their towns, none was ever per-

ceived who had the least bodily complaint, not even

the slightest eruption on the skin. This extraordinary

degree of health was likewise manifested by the ease

with which their wounds were healed without the smal-

lest application, as well as by the number of old men
with which the island abounded. Many of these, by

the loss of their hair and teeth, seemed to be extremely

old, but none of them were decrepid^ and though in-

ferior in strength to the young men, they came not

behind them in the least with regard to cheerfulness

and vivacity. The universal and only drink of the

New Zealanders is water.

Our navigator had now explored three-fourths of

that part of the globe where the southern continent

was supposed to lie, without being able to find it \ and

his voyage had demonstrated, that the lands seen by

former navigators could not have been parts of such a

continent, though, as be bad never proceeded farther

to the southward than 40 degrees, the arguments for it n
were not as yet entirely overthrown. Mr Cook, how- Ditcove-

ever, did not at this time proceed farther in the search”**

of such a continent, but sailed from New Zealand tO|^^
the coast of New Holland, where he anchored in Bo-

tany Bay ou the 20th of April. Here he found a few

savage inhabitants more barbarous and degenerate than

any that had yet been observed. Their language was

harsh and dissonant, totally unintelligible even to Tu-
pia : they appeared to have little curiosity, and set no

value upon any present that could be made them. The
most remarkable circumstance in this country seems to

be its extreme scarcity of water ; not a single stream

of any consequence having ever been observed by any

navigator. Some were of opinion indeed, that More-

ton^s bay, in S. Lat. 26. 59. and W. Long. 2c6. 28.

opens into a river ) though the only reason they had

for this opinion was, that the sea looked paler in that

part than usual, and the land at the bottom part of the

bay could not be seen. At this time, however, the

matter could not be determined by experiment, on ac-

count of the wind being contrary. The scarcity of

water here is the more surprising, on account of the

vast extent of the country, and likewise its having

abundance of tolerably high bills. In this island there

were found man^ curious plants and animals
; and it

was found, that in several places the magneticai needle

was affected to such a degree, as to vary its position

even to 30 degrees. At one time it varied no less^n^t^.
than
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Cdok*t 1Ht-nuiio*iiiatt of one of the Dutch Best Indliinen was
coToricf. split and carried away close by the deck, the main-

V “ top-mast and top-gallant-mast being shivered to pie-

ces. This ship lay so near the Endeavour, that the

latter would probably have shared the same fate, had

it not been for the conducting chain, which fortu*

nately was just put up. The explosion shook her like

an earthquake, the c^ain at the same time appearing

like a line of fire. The stroke seemed to have been

directed to the Dutch vessel by an iron spindle at the

mast bead : which practice our commander discom-

mends, but strongly inculcates the use of the electrical

chain.

Death of On their landing at Batavia, Tupia was confined by
Tapia. sickness, so that he appeared quite lifeless and dejected

when put into the boat : but on his arrival at land re-

covered his spirits sarprisingly. The scene, to him so

new and extraordinary, seemed to produce an efiect

similar to what is produced by enchantment. His at-’

tention was particularly engaged by the various dresses

of the people : and being informed that at Batavia

every one appeared in the dress of his own country, he

expressed a desire of likewise appearing in the garb of

Otaheite. Having therefore been furnished with South

sea cloth from the ship, he equipped himself with

great quickness and dexterity. After the first flow of

spirits bad subsided, however, be soon began to feel

the fatal eflfects of the climate ; and his boy Tayeto,

whose spirits had been still more elevated on his ar-

rival, was attacked with an inflammation of the lungs,

and in a little time fell a victim to the disease. Tu-
pia himself did not long survive him, and bis death

was not attributed solely to the unwbolesomeness of

the clidlate. Having been acenstomed /rom his in-

fancy to subsist chiefly upon vegetable food, and par-

ticularly on ripe fruit, be had soon contracted the dis-

orders incident to a sea life, and could scarce have

been expected to reach England, even if the un-

wholesome climate of Batavia had !>eea out of tbo

question.

The Endeavour left Batavia on the 27th m De-
cember 1770, and on the 5th of January 1771 reach-

ed Princess island. This place had ^en formerly

much frequented by the India ships, hut of iate en-

tirely deserted on account of the supposed had quality

of the water : but this our navigator has discovered to

be a mistake} and that, though the water near the

sea is brackish, it may be bad of excellent quality by

going a little way up the country. He is of opinion,

that this island is a more proper place for ships to touch

at than either North Island or New Bay, because neither

of these can aflTord other refreshments, which may be

bad at Princess island.

The rest of the voyage affords bat little interesting

matter. The Cape of Good Hope, which was their

next stage, has Imn so fully descrilied by former na-

vigators that there was little room for addition. At.

St Helena the commander made some remarks on the

rigorous treatment of the slaves, which was represent-

ed as worse than that of the Dutch either at Batavia

or the Cape of Good Hope. In the account of his

second voyage, however, this, accusation was retract-

Sec^ Captain Cook*s second voyage was undertaken in

rojMgt, an especial mapner- to detc;rji)uie fipaJly the questioa

3*
FiiDce*t

itlaad, a
proper
place for

ships to

toach at.

concerning the existence of a southern continent. Itcook’tDis-

commeuced in the year 1772; and, as in the former,

he proceeded first to Madeira. From thence he pro-

ce**ded to St Ja^o, one of the Cape de Verd islands }

where an opportunity was taken of delineating and gi-

ving such a description of Port Praya, and the supplies

to he there oUtaim d, as might be of use to future navi-

gators. On the 8ih of Septemlier lie crossed the line

in 8® west longitude, and had the satisfaction to meet

with good weather, though he had been informed that

he had sailed at an improper time of the year, in con-

sequence of which he would probably he becalmed.
34

not
From his account, however, it appears, that though >0

some years soch weather may be expected, it is by no

means universally the case. In this part of the ocean be feared

be had also an opportunity of observing the cause of near the

the luminous property of sea-water, which in his for-

mer voyage had been attributed to insects. Mr For-

ster being of a different opinion, the matter was again

particularly inquired into, but the result was entirely 35
conformable to the former determination. Some hue- ^a*n>**®*“

kets of water being drawn up from alongside the

were found to be filled with those insects of a globular
farther de-

form, and about the size of a small pin^s head. No life tcrniined.

indeed could be perceived in them ; but Mr Forster

was thoroughly convinced of their being living animals

when in their proper element. ^5
Proceeding southward in quest of a continent, they fee islands,

fell in with ice islands in S. Lat. 50. 40. and two

degrees of longitude cast from the Cape of Good
Hope. One of these was so much concealed by the

haziness of the weather, that it could not be seen at the

distance of more than a mile. Captain Cook judged

it to be about 50 feet in height and half a mile in cir-

cumference ; Its sides rising in a perpendicular direc-

tion, and the sea breaking against them with great vio-

lence. Two days after, they passed six others, some of

which were two miles in circumference and 60 feet jq

height
}
yet such was the strength and violence of the

waves that the sea broke quite over them. On the 14th

ibey were stopped by a vast field of low ice, of which

they could perceive no end. In diflFerent parts of this

field there were seen islands, or hills of ice like those

already described, and some of the people imagined,

that they saw land over them }
bat upon a narrow ex-

amination this was found to be a mistake. On getting

clear of the field of ice they again fell in with loose

islands } and as it was a general opinion that these are

only fonned in bays and rivers, our navigators con-

cluded that they could not be at a great distance from

land. They were now in the latitude of 55® 40^ south }

and as they had sailed for more than 30 leagues along

the edge of the ice without finding any opening, the

captain determined to run 30 or 49 leagues farther to

the eastward, in hopes of then getting to the south-

ward. If in this attempt he met with no land or other

impediment, his design was to stretch behind the ice

altogether, and thus determine the matter at once. In
a short time, however, it became evident that the

field of ice along which they had sailed so long, did

nut join with any land } and the captain now came to

a resolution of riionlng as far to the west as the nr>eri-

dian of Cape Crrcumcision. In the prosecution of this^

design he met with a very severe storm, which was

rendered thf movo dangerous by the pieces of loose ice

among
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Cook’s Dis- hood ; but there was not at present any time to spend

in searching for it. Proceeding farther on in his

voyage, however, he fell in with a cluster of islands,

supposed to he those discovered by M. Bougainville j

Newisiandi and named by him the Dangerous Archipelago. To
discoTcred. four of these Captain Cook gave the names of Reso^

hitiony Douhtfuly FurneauXy and Adventure Islands.

Besolution Island is situated in S. Lat. 17. 24. W.Long.
141. 39. Doubtful Island in S. Lat. 17. 20. W. Long.

141. 38. Furneaux Island in S. Lat. 17. 5. W. Long.

143. 16. and Adventure Island in S. Lat. 17. 14. and

44
W. Long. 144. 30.

MibtHke No discovery of any great consequence was made at

concerning the island of Otaheite or those in its neighbourhood,
the womea excepting that the captain bad an opportunity of
® correcting the opinion, which till now had prevailed,

of the excessive dissoluteness and immodesty of ihe

women of Otaheite \ and which had been enlarged up-

on hy Dr Hawkesworth more than seemed to be con-

sistent with decency. The charge, however, according

to the accounts of this second voyage, is far from being

indiscriminately true, even of the unmarried females

of the lower class. Some additions were made to the

knowledge of the geography of those islands
\ and

from Huaheine Captain Furneaux took on board of

his ship one of the natives of Ulietea, named Omaiy
afterwanls so much spoken of in England. Captain

Cook at first appeared dissatisfied with his choice of

this youth, as being inferior in rank to many others,

and having no particular advantage in shape, figure, or

complexion
;
however, be had afterwards reason to be

better pleased. During the captain’s residence at

Otaheite, he used his utmost endeavours to discover

whether the venereal disease was endemic among them,

or whether it^had been imported by Europeans
\ but in

this he could not meet with any perfectly satisfactory

account, though it was universally agreed, that if it

bad been introduced by Europeans, it must have been

by the French under M. Bougainville.

Captain Cook having left Ulietea on the 17th of Sep-

tember 1773, directed his course westward, with an in-

clination to the south. In this course he discovered

land in S. Lat. 19. 8. and W. Long. 138. 54. to which
be gave the name of Harvey*s Island. From thence

be proceeded to the island of Middleburg, where he

was treated in the most hospitable manner possible.

To such an excess did the people carry their generosi-

ty, that they seemed to be more fond of giving away
' their goods than in receiving any thing for them ; in-

somuch that many, who had not an op|M>rtunity of com-
ing near the boats, threw over the heads of others whole
bales of cloth, and then retired, without either waiting

or asking for any thing in return. From Middleburg
he proceeded to Amsterdam island, where the beauty

and cultivation of the island aflforded the most enchant-

ing prospect. There was not an inch of waste grouad ;

the roads were no wider than what was absolutely ne-

cessary, and the fences were not above four inches thick.

Even this was not absolutely lost
\ for many of these

4^ contained useful trees or plants.

Soaik tea It is observable of the isles of Middleburg and Aro-
ttlandt ge- sterdam, as well as of most others in the South sea,

that they are yarded from the waves by a reef of

with coral t^oral rocks, which extend about one hundred fathoms
peeks. from the shore. Thus they are effectually secured

VoL. VI. Part II. f

45
Harvey’s
island dis-

covered.

from the encroachments of the ocean \ by which they Cook’s Dis

would probably soon be swallowed up, as most of them coveries.

are mere points in comparison of the vast quantity of

water which surrounds them. Here be left a quan-

tity of garden vegetable seeds and pulse, which it was

not doubted tvould be taken care of by the industrious

inhabitants. In the last-mentioned islands our navi-

gators found no animals but hogs and fowls \ the for-

mer being of the same kind with those usually seen

in the other islands of the South sea \ but the latter

greatly preferable, equalling those of Europe in their

size, and even preferable in respect of the goodness of

their flesh.

On the 71I1 of October, Captain Cook left the island

of Amsterdam, with a design to pay another visit to

New Zealand, in order to take in wood and water for

bis voyage in quest of a southern continent. The day

after he left Amsterdam he fell in with the island of

PiUtart, formerly discovered by Tasman, and situated

io S. Lat. 26'. W. Long. 175. 59. thirty-two leagues

distant from the east end of Middleburg. On his amval Another

at New Zealand, he exerted himself as much as possible viMi to

to leave a proper assortment of vegetables and animals

for the benefit of the inhabitants. One of tiie first

things be did, therefore, was to make a present to a

chief, who bad come o(T in a canoe, of a quantity of

the most useful garden seeds, such as cabbage, turnips,

onions, carrots, parsneps, and yams *, together with some
wheat, French and kiduey beans, and pease. M itii

the same person also be left two boars, two sows, four

hens, and two cocks. This present, however valuable

in itself, seems to have been but indifferently recei-

ved ; for the chief was much better satisfied with a

spikenail half the length of his arm than with all the

rest $ notwithstanding which, he promised to take care
^

of the seeds, and not to kill any of the animals. On
inquiring about those animals left io the country in the

former part of his voyage, die captain was informed,

that the boar and one of the sows had been separated,

but not killed. Tbe other he saw in good condition,

and very tame. The two goats, he was informed, had

been killed by a native of the name of Gaubiab.

The gardens had met with a better fate \ all the articles

being in a very flourishing condition, though left en-

tirely to nature, excepting the potatoes. Captain Cook,
however, still determined to supply these islanders

with useful animals, put on shore a lioar, a young sow,

two cocks and two hens, which he made a present

of to tbe adjacent inhabitants. Three other sows and a
boar, with two cocks and hens, he ordered to be left

in tbe country without the knowledge of the Indians.

They were carried a little way into the woods, and
there left with as much food as would serve them
for 10 or 12 days, io order to prevent them from

coming down to tbe coast in quest of it, and thus bting

discovered.

A second separation from the Adventure bad now voyare in
taken places notwithstanding, which. Captain Cookque«tofa
set out alone with hie vessel in quest of a southern con- contbern

tinent \ and such was the confidence put in him by the

sailors, that all of them expressed as much satisfaction

and alacrity as if not only the Adventure, but ever so

many ships bad been in company.
On the 26th of November the captain set sail from

New Zealand^ and on the i2tb of December began to

4K fall
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Gook*t wouU soon be stocked with these useful animals;

coveries. tliougb it was otherwise with the sheep, all of which

had died except one. On this occasion, also, the cap-

tain furnished the natives with cats, of which he gave

away twenty ; so that there was little danger of the

stock of these animals decaying. During bis resi-

dence at this time, be had an opportunity of making

some computation of the number of inhabitants on

the island, which be supposed to he no less than

aoo,ooo.
Huaheine and Ulietea islands were next visited, hut

widnmt any remarkable occurrence. From the latter

our commander set sail on the 5th of June 1774 ; and
island, &o. Howe island, disbovered by

Captain Wallis, and situated in S. l^t. 16. 46. and

W. Long. 154. 8. On the 16th a new island, named
Palmerstone Island^ was discovered, in S. Lat. 18. 4.

W. Long. 163. 10.; and four days after, another was

observed in S. Lat. 19. i. W. l^ng. 1^. 37* As it

was evidently inhabited, the captain determined to

land ; but found the people so extremely hostile, that

DO intercourse could be bad ; nay, he himself was in

danger of losing his life by a lance thrown by one of

the natives, which passed close over bis shoulder. From
the extreme hostility of the people of this island, it was
named by Captain Cook Savage Island, It is of a

round shape, pretty high, and has deep water close to

the shore, but has i^o good harbour.

Passing by a number of small islands. Captain Cook
next anchored at that of Anamocka or Rotterdam,

discovered by Tasman. It is situated in 20. 15. S«

Lat. and 174. 31. WrLong. Its form is trian^ar,

each side extending about three and a half or four

miles. From the north-west to the south it is encom*

passed by a number of small islands, sand banks, and

breakers ; of which no end can be seen from the island

on the northern side, and may possibly be as far ex-

tended as Amsterdam or Tongatab<^ While the

captain remained on this island, be learned the names
of more than 20 of the adjacent isles, some of which

were in sight, between the north-west and north-east.

Two of these, which lie more to the eastward than

the others, are named Amattqfoa and Oghoo. They
are remarkable for their height; and from a great

smoke visible about the middle of Amroatafoa, it was
supposed to have a volcano. The island of Rotterdam,

Middleburg, or Eaoowe, with Filstart, form a group

extending about three degrees of longitude, and two of

latitude. The whole group was named The Friendly

Isles by Captain Cook, on account of the friendship

which seemed to subsist among the inhabitants, and
their courteous behaviour to strangers. The people

.of Rotterdam island are similar to those of i^mster-

dam ; but the island is not in such a high state of cul-

tivation as Amsterdam, nor do its fruits come to such

perfection. It is also inferior in the articles of cloth,

matting, &c. which are accounted the wealth of these

parts.

From Rotterdam island our navigator continued his

brides visit- course to the westward, where he first discovered a

small island in S. Lat. 19. 48. W. Long. 178. 2. It

was named Turtle island, from the fj^eat number of

these animals found upon it. Sixteen days after he

fell in with the cluster of islands named by M. Bou-
gainville the Great Cydadu. The first island on which

58
Sapposed
Toleano.
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New He-

he landed was Mallicollo, where, though the people Coo%*> Dit-

were at first very hostile, they were soon concliialei), covenet.

and a friendly intercourse took plsce. The language

of these people is considerably difierent from that of

the other South sea islands; they are diminutive in

their persons, and of ugly features ; their hair black

or brown, short and curling, but less soft than that of

the negroes. They had no name for a dog in their lan-

guagev and had never seen the animal ; so that they

were extremely fond of a dog and bitch, of which

Captain Cook made them a present. The harbour in

this island, in which the ship came to an anchor, was

named Sandwich harbour, and lies on the north-east

side, in S. Lat. 16. 25. 20. E. Long. 167. 57. 53. It

is very commodious for the carrying on any operations

at land, having a good depth of water, and many other

advantages.

The next discevjery was that of the group named Shepheid*i

Shepherds Isies^ in honour of Dr Shepherd, Plumian isles,

professor of astronomy at Oxford. Numbers moi*e

were every day observed ; of which one peaked rock,

named the Monument^ vr&a uninhabited, being appa-

rently inaccessible to any other creature but birds.

Sandwich Island is of a considerable extent, and exhi-

bits a most beautiful prospect. It is surrounded with

other smaller islands, the principal of which were na-

med Montague and Hinchinbrooke, At Erromango
they found the people hostile and treacherous ; and
from a skirmish they bad with them near a promontory

on the north-east point of the island, it was named
Traitor's Head. Its situation is in S. Lat. 10. 43. E.
Long. 169. 28.

From Erromango our navigators proceeded to Tan- Tanna
na, an island they bad formerly discovered at a di» island,

stance, and which is surrounded by some others, three

of which are named Itnmer^ Fwiioona or Erronan^ and

Anatom, At Tanna they staid for some time, on ac*

count of their wanting some quantity of wood. A vol-y^i^^QQ^

cano was seen about the middle of this i^tlaiid, which

burned with great violence, particularly in moist and
wet weather ; but notwithstanding the friendly terms

on which they were with the natives, the latter would

never allow them to approach this mountain. There
were some spots on the sea-coast which emitted a hot

and sulphureous smoke ; and the people also expressed

much uneasiness when these were approached or med-
dled with. The port which the ship entered in this

island was ntimed. Resolution Harbour

^

and is situated

in S. Lat. 19. 32. 25L E. Long. 169. 44. 35. It is

A small creek three quarters of a mile lon^, and about

half as broad. It is extremely convement, having

plenty of wood and water close to the shore. Among
tlie vegetable productions of this island, there is reason

to suspect the nutmeg tree to be one, a pigeon ha-

ving been shot, in the craw of which was a wild nut-

meg. The inhabitants are two distinct races of peo-

ple, and speak two difierent lauguages ; one that of

the Friendly Islands, the other peculiar to Tanna and ^
those in the neighbourhood. The people are veryoext^ty
expert in the use of their weapons; on which Mrofthe inha-

Wales makes the following remarks: I must con- biunu io

fess I have often been led to think the feats

Homer represents his heroes as performing with their'***
sneea

spears, a little too much of the roarvellous to be ad-

mitted in an heroin poem, 1 mean when confined

4 K 2 within
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; nay, even so great

,
an advocate for him as Mr Pope acknowledges them

^ to be surprising ; bnt since I have seen what these

people can do with their wooden spears, and them
Ijiidly pointed, and not of an hard nature, I have not
the least exception to any one passage in that great
poet on this account. But if I see fewer exceptions,

I can find infinitely more beauties in him, as he has,

I think, scarcely an action, circumstance, or descrip-

tion of any Jcind whatever relating to a spear, which I

have not seen and recognised among these people

;

as their whirling motion and whistling noise as they
ily

; their quivering motion in the ground when they

fall
^

their meditating their aim when they are going
to throw; and their shaking them in their hand as they

go along.’*

The archipelago, in which Captain Cook had now
remained a considerable time, is situated between 14.

29. and 20. 4. S. Lat. and between 166 41. and 170.

21. E. Long, extending 125 leagues in the direction

of N. N. W. -J W. and S S. E. ^ E. The principal

islands are the Peak of the Eloile, Terra del Espiri-

tu Santo, Mallicollo, St Bartholomew, the isle of Le-
pers, Aurora, Whitsuntide isle, Arabrym, Paoom,
Apee, Three Hills, Sandwich, Erromango, Tanna,
Immer, and Anatom. They were drat discovered in

i6o6 by Qulros, who supposed them to be part of a
southern continent ; nor were they visited from that

time till the year 1768, when M. Bougainville bestow-

ed upon > them the name of the Great Cyclades^ as al-

ready pientioned. This gentleman, however, besides

landing in the isle of Lepers, only discovered that the

country was not connected, but consisted of islands.

Captain Cook examined the whole in such an accu-

rate manner, ascertaining the situ!ition of many of the

islands, and discovering such numbers of new ones,

that he thought he bad an undoubted right to impose

a new name upon them, and therefore called them the

64 New Hebrides,
New Calc- From the New Hebrides Captain Cook set sail for

coTcred**”
Zealand, in order to prosecute his voyage in

search of a southern continent, but in three days dis-

covered a large island, which he named New Caledo^

nia

;

and which, next to New Zealand, is the largest

in the Pacific ocean. It lies between 19. 37. and 22.

30. S. Lat. and between 163. 37. and 167. 14. E.

Long, lying N. W. \ W. and 8. E. \ E. extending

aboit 87 leagues in that direction, though its breadth

does not anywhere exceed 10 leagues. The natives

are strong, active, well made, and seem to be a middle

race between those of Tanna and the Friendly Isles

;

and the women were more chaste than those of the

islands farther to the eastward. The island afforded a

considerable variety of plants for the botanists, and

some excellent timbers of the species of the pitch pine,

for masts and spars. The wood is close-grained, white,

and tough ; and very fit for the purpose. One of the

small islands surrounding the large one was named the

Isle of ¥inesy from the quantity of these trees found

upon it ;
and another, from the number and variety of

plants it afiorded, bad the name of Botany Island, The
coast, however, was so dangerous, that our navigator,

having no more time to spare, was obliged to leave

some part of it unexplored, though the extent was de-

termined, as has been already related. Mr Forster was

of opinion, that the language of this people is totally

different from that of any other of the South Sea coTfriei.

islands.

Proceeding from New Caledonia, our navigator next

fell in with an island about five leagues in mrcumfe-

rence, and of a good height, situated in-S. Lat. 29.

2. 30. and E. Long, 168. 16. ; on which he bestowed

the name of Norfolk Island, It was entirely uninhabit-

ed. Various trees and plants common in New 2Lealand

were observed here, particularly the flax plant, which

is more luxuriant in this island than in any part of

New Zealand. The chief produce of the island is a

kind of spruce-pine, many of the trees of which are

10 or 12 feet in circumfei*ence. The palm cabbage

likewise abounds here ;
and the coasts are well stocked

with excellent fish. On the i8th of October they ar- 65

rived at Queen Charlotte*s Sound in New Zealand
;
ArriTtl at

the situation of which was now ascertained by

Wales with the utmost accuracy, its latitude being*^“**’

found 41. 5. 567. S. and its longitude 174. 25. 77. £•

On examining the gardens which had been made, it

was found that they were in a thriving condition,

though they had been entirely neglected by the natives.

Some of the cocks and hens were supposed to be still

in existence, as a new laid ben*s egg was found, though

none were seen.

On the 10th of November Captain Cook set sail

from New Zealand in search of a southern continent

;

but having traversed a vast extent of sea for 17 days,

from S. Lat. 43. O. to 55. 48. he gave up all thoughts

of finding any more land in this part of the ocean,

and therefore determined to steer directly for the west

entrance of the straits of Magellan, with a design of

coasting the southern part of Terra del Fuego quite

round Cape Horn to Le Maire’s Straits. As the

world had hitherto received but very imperfect ac-

counts of this coast, be thought a survey of it would

be of more advantage to navigation and geography than

any thing he could expect to meet with in a higher

latitude. On the 17th of December be reached the

coast of Terra del Fuego, and in three days more an- at Terra

chored in a place to which be gave the name of CAm<- del Fiego>

mas Sound, The land appeared desolate beyond any

thing he had hitherto experienced. It seems to be

entirely composed of rocky mountains, without the

least appearance of vegetation. These mountains ter-

minate in horrid precipices, the craggy summits of

which spire up to a vast height ; so that scarcely any

thing in nature can have a more barren and savage

prospect than the whole of the country. In the course

of his voyage along this coast, he could not but ob-

serve, that at no time bad be ever made one of such

length where so little occurred of an interesting na-

ture. Barren aud dreary, however, as the coast was,

it was not totally destitute of accommodations about

Christmas Sound. Fresh water and wood for fuel

were found about every harbour; and the country

everywhere abounds with fowl, particularly geese.—

A considerable number of planU were also foood upon

it, almost every species of which was new to the bo-

tanists. In passing by Cape Horn, It was wished to 6$

determine whether it belonged to the land of Ter-Rcmirk*

ra del Fuego, or to a small island south from it

;

this was found impracticable on account of the

gy weather aod dangerous sea. Its latilnde was

now
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Cook's Dis oow determined to be 55. 58. S, and Its longilode 67, between 53
covcrics. 46. W. The coa??t appeared leas dreary here than on

*
w the western side of Terra di-1 Fueixo; for though the

summits of some of the liills were rocky, the sides and

valleys seemed covered with a jnrreen turf and wooded

in tufts. In passintT this cape a remark was made by

the captain, that if he were on a voyage round Cape

Horn, to the west, and not in want of wood or water,

or any other thing which might make it necesaary to

put into port, he would sail a considerable way to the

southward, so as to be out of the reach of land alto-

gether. By this method he would avoid the currents,

whose force, he was of opinion, would be broken at 10

or 12 leagues distance from the shore, ami farther oflp

would be entirely destroyed. The extent of Terra del

Fuego, and consequently of Magellan’s Straits, was

found to be less than what is commonly laid down in

maps and charts, and the coasts, in general, less dan-

gerous than has been usually represented ;
though this

must undoubtedly have been owing in a great measure

to the weather, which happened to be remarkably tem-

^ ^P. perate. In one of the small inlands near Staten Land,

conSoiirof which, from their being discovered on new year’s

4he animals day, were called New Yearns Isles^ a remarkable bar-

coo

7 *

in these mony was observed among the animali of different

species with which these desolate regions abound.

The sea-lions occupy the greatest part of the sea coast

;

the bears occupy the inland *, the shags are posted

in the highest cliffs ; the penguins in such places as

have the best access to and from the sea
;

and the

other birds choose more retired places. Occasionally,

however, all these animals were seen to mix together

like domestic cattle and poultry in a farm yard, with-

out one attempting to hurt the other in the least.

Even the eagles and vultures were frequently observed

sitting together on the hills among the shags, while

none of the latter, either old or young, appeared to be

disturbed at their presence. It is probable, theref<»re,

that these birds of prey subsist by feeding on the car-

cases of the animals which die naturally or by various

accidents, and which must he very numerous, from the

•jQ immense quantity existing on the island.

S'artMrdiu Our navigator now set out in quest of that extensive
croveries in ^own in Mr Dalrymple’s chart, and in which

marked the gulf of St Sebastian j but when be

came into the place where it is supposed to lie, neither

land nor any certain signs of it could be met with.

Some islands, however, were discovered, particularly

Willis’s island, in S. Lat. 54. o. W. Long. 38. 23.

;

another named Is/and and South Georgia, situated

57. and 54. 57. S. Lat. and between 38. Caok’t Dit-

13. and 35. 34.,W. Long. Ail these were covered covericb.

with snow and ice to a great height. Not a tree

was to be seen, not even a i»hrub, nor were there any

rivulets or streams of water : the only vegetables to

bn met with were a coarse strong-bladed grass, wild

Imrnet, and a kind of moss. A considerable quantity

of seals and penguins were met with, whose flesh, though

very coarse, was preferred by the ship’s company, even

by Captain Cook himself, to the salt provisions, which

were now greatly decayed. The most southerly land

discovered by our navigator was that on which he be-

stowed the name of Soui/urn Thule, and which is

situated in S. I^at. 59. 13. 30. W. Long. 27. 45. This

was still more desolate than South Georgia, being for-

saken even by the seals and penguins which abounded on

it. Not a single herb of any kind was seen upon it, but

vast high and barren mountains, tb.^ tops of some of

which reached above the clouds ^ and it may he remark-

ed, that this seems to be the only part of the world, hither-

to discovered, entirely unfit for the support of auinial

life.

Southern Thule was discovered on the 31st of Ja-f)f the ex-

nuary 1775 J and from this to the 6th of February btcnce of a

several other islands were discovered, and named
Bristol, Cape Montague, Saunders'*s Isles, Candlemas
Isle, and Sandwich's Land. With regard to this last,

Captain Cook was undetermined whether it was a group

of islands or part of a continent lying near the pole, as,

af^er all his disappointments, he was still inclined to

think that such a cootioent has an existence, on ac-

count of the vast quantity of ice met with in the

Boulbern seas, and which from its great height appears

to be formed in bays and gulfs of the land, and not in

the ocean itself. The greatest part of the southern con-

tinent, however, if it has any existence, must be within

the polar circle, where the sea is so encumbered with

ice, that the land must be inaccessible (a.) One thing

only remained to complete what he wished to accomplish,

and that was to determine the existence of Bouvet’s land.

In this inquiry he spent 16 days
^
but having ruo for 13 Voyage in

of these directly in the latitude assigned to that lan^ quest of

and found no appearance of it, or of Cape Circumci-

sion, he concluded that neither of them bad any exist-

euce, hut that the navigatoi*s bad been deceived by the

appearance of ice islands. On his way home, however, he
determined to direct bis course in such a manner as to

fall in with the islands of Denia and Marseveen. These of the isici

are laid down in Dr Halley’s variation chart in lati- of Denia

tude 41. 30. S. and about 4. o. E. from the meridian **^‘1

jjfscvcen.

(a) The existence of a southern continent, however, which Cook’s voyage was supposed to have nearly dis-

proved, seems to have been at length ascertained. In February 1819, Mr William Smith, master of the brig

Williams of Blythe, in a voyage from Buenos Ayres to Valparaiso, conceiving that Cape Horn might be more
easily weathered by preserving a more southerly course than usual, proceeded as far as Lat. 62^ 40'. Here,
in 60° of west longitude, he observed high land ; but fearing to risk the ship by remaiRing on the coast, he
proceeded on his voyage. On a second voyage to the Pacific, following the same course, be again found the

land. The place first observed was ati island, behind which, at the distance of three leagues, he saw an exten-
sive range of high land, which he concluded to be a continent. He afterwards went ashore on the main land,

and observed the general direction of the coast from longitude 56^ to 65°, about 250 miles. He named the

country New South Shetland. On the coast he found the spermaceti whale in abundance \ and seals and sea
otters were numerous. Besides penguin, and various sea fowls, there were also abundance of land fowls, and
fresh-water docks were observed. The soil was bare and rocky, bat at a distance from the water he saw trees

growing, which seemed to resemble the Norway pine. The climate was found to be less severe than Captain Cook’s
obserrations had led them to expect. See Edinburgh PhilosopUcal Journal, No 6, October 1820.
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did they seem to be acquainted even with

coTeriet. the use of fish-lioolu* Here they found the stories of
* the ancient fauns and satyrs l^ing in hollow trees rea-

lised. Some huts covered with bark, and uf a most

wretched construction, were indeed found near the

shore \ but the most commodious habitations were af-

forded by the largest trees. These had their trunks

hollowed out by hre to the height of six or seven feet

;

and there was room enough in one of them for three

or four persons to sit round a hearth made of clay ^ and

it may justly seem surprising, that notwithstanding the

extreme violence offered to the vegetative powers of

the tree by forming this habitation, it still continued

to flourish in consequence of one side being left entire.

The people, notwithstanding their extreme barbarity,

were supposed to proceed from the same stock with

those of the Sooth sea islands. As in one of their

visits the natives had seized upon two pigs which had

been brought ashore, apparently with an intention to

kill them, the commander determined to make them a

present of those animals ; though from their excessive

stupidity and inattention there was no probability of

their allowing them to propagate, if they bad been

pot directly into their hands. To prevent this. Cap-

tain Cook ordered the two they bad attempted to seize,

being a boar and a sow, to be carried about a mile

within the head of the bay, and saw them left by the

side of a fresh-water rivulet. He was prevented from

leaving any other species by a consideration of the bar-

$3 barity of the inhabitants.

^idt to From New Holland our navigator proceeded to New
2^land, where be arrived on the 1

2

th of Februarv

1777, And anchored in Queen Chariot te*s sound.

Here he was desirous of leaving a further supply of a-

nimals $ hot the inhabitants had hitherto shown such

carelessness about those which bad been left, that he

durst not venture to leave any other than two goats,

a male and female with kid, and two bogs, a boar

and sow. He was informed, however, that one chief

had several cocks and bens in bis possession, so that

there was some probability of these animals being al-

lowed to multiply j and as ten or a dozen hogs bad at

different times been left by Captain Cook, besides

those pot on shore by Captain Furneaux, it seems also

to be likely that this race of creatures will increase ei-

ther in a wild or domestic state, or both. The gar-

dens had still been almost totally neglected, and some
of them destroyed. Those which remained, however,

produced cabbages, onions, leeks, purslain, radishes,

and a few potatoes. These last had been brought

from the Cape of Good Hope, and were so greatly

meliorated by the change of soil, that with proper cul-

tivation they seemed to hid fair for excelling those of

other countries.

Our navigator's next course was towards the island

of Otaheitej in the run to which he discovered the

island of Mangea, situated in S. LaL 22. 57. £• Long.

201. 53. From thence he proceeded to Wateoa,
where Omai, on bis way home, recognised three

84 of his countrymen, natives of the Society islands, who
£<traordi- had arrived here by the following accident. About
naryi^ 12 years before, 20 of the natives of Otaheite had

J^^Jj^j^®^emharked in a canoe, in order to visit the neighbour-

natWet of island of UUetea. A violent storm arose, which

Otaheite. drove them out of their course, and they suffered in-

631 ] coo
credible hardship by famine and fatigue, so thaMlie Cook*i Dii-

greatest part of them perished. Four men continued coveries.

hanging by the side of the vessel for four days after it
‘ ^

was overset, when they were at last brought within

sight of the people of this island. The latter imme-
diately sent out their canoes, and brought them ashore,

treating them afterwards with so much kindness, that

the three who now survived expressed no desire of re-

turning to their own country, though they had uo%v

an opportunity, hut chose rather to remain ^ere they

were. This island is situated in S. Luf. 20. i. £.
Long. 201. 45. and is about 6 leagues in circumfe-

rence. The inhabitants are said to be equally amiable

in their persons and dispositions.

Visiting a small island named Wenooa-ete, or Ofa-

kootaid, situated in S. Lat. 19. 15. and E. Long. 20i.

37. our commander found it without inhabitants, though

^ere were undoubted marks of its being occasionally

frequented. Harvey's island, which in his former voy-

age had been destitute of inhabitants, was now found

to be well peopled y but the inhabitants showed such

an hostile disposition that no refreshments could he pro-

cured ; for which reason it was determined to steer for

the Friendly islands, where there was a certainty of 85

meeting with an abundant supply. In his way thither ^<^hner-

he touched at Palmerstone island, from a small iale
”l“”d

near which a supply of 1200 cocoa nuts was obtain-

•d, besides abundance of fish and birds of various kinds, refreth-

Had this island been capable of furnishing water, the ment, but

captain would have preferred it to any of the inhabit-

ed ones for the purpose of procuring refreshments, as'^“^**^‘

they could be had iq any quantity without molestation

from tlie petulance of the inhabitants. As water at

this time happened to be a scarce article, our naviga-

tor was obliged to supply himself from the showers

which fell, and which afl^rded as much in an hour as

be could procure by distillation in a month.

During the time of residence at the Friendly islands,

our navigator visited one named Hepaee^ at which no
Furopean ship had ever touched before. Here he was
entertained in a friendly manner, supplied with refresh-

ments, and left some aseful animals. Great additious

were made to the geography of these islands, and many
'

curious remarks made 011 the inhabitants and natural

products. It was observed by Mr Anderson, that the

people had very proper notions of the immateriality

and immortality of the human soul \ and he thought

himself authorized to assert, that they did not worship
any part of the visible creation.

JPassing by a small island named Toobouai^ about fiveKeception

or six miles in extent, and situated in S. Lat. 23. 25. of Ouiai at

£. Lon^. 210. 37. our navigator now arrived at

heite. Here Omai met with his relations, some of

whom received him with apparent indifference \ but

his meeting with an aunt and a sister was marked with

expressions of the most tender regard. It was Hua-
heine, however, that was destined for the place of O-
mai's final residence, and thither the captain repaired

on purpose to settle him. The affair was conducted

with great solemnity
\

and Omai brought with him
a suitable assortment of presents to the chiefs, went
through a great number of religious ceremonies,

and made a speech, the subject of which bad been 87
dictated to him by Captain Cook. The result of tfaeHe is set-

negotiation was, that a spot of ground was assigned^^^^ff°''-

bim,
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CMk's Dis- dangers and distresses formerly experienced in those
covcriei. seas which are within the actoal Hoe of commerce and

^ navigation.

The interests of science, as well as of commerce,
are highly indebted to the labours of our illustrious

navigator. Before his time almost half the surface of

tlie globe was involved in obscurity and confusion : but

now such improvements have been made, that geogra-

phy has assumed a new face, and become in a manner

m new science ^ haying attained such completeness as

to leave only some less important parts to be explored

by future voyagers. Other sciences besides geography

have been advanced at the same time. Nautical astro-

nomy, which was in its infancy when the late voyages

were undertaken, is now brought to much greater per-

fection; and, during Captain Cook’s last expedition,

fnaoy even of the petty officers could take the distance

of the moon from the sun, or from a star, the most de-

dicate of all observations, with sufficient accuracy
;
and

the officers of superior rank would have been ashamed
to have it tliought that they did not know how to ob-

serve for, and compute, the time at sea : a thing before

liardly mentioned among seamen. It most, however,

be remembered, that a great part of the merit in this

respect is due to the board of longitude. In consequence

of the attention of that board to the important object

just mentioned, liberal rewards have been given to ma-
thematicians for perfecting the lunar tables and facili-

tating calculations: and artists have been amply en-

eenraged in the construction of watches, and other in-

etnnnents better adapted to the purposes of navigation

than any that formerly existed.

A vast addition of knowledge has been gained with

respect to the ebbing and flowing of the tides; the di-

rection and force of the currents at sea ; the nature of

the polarity of the needle, and the cause of its varia-

tions. Natural knowledge has been increased by ex*

perlments on the effects of gravity in different and
very distant places; and from Captain Cook’s having

ponetraled so flir into the southern regions, it is now
ascertained, that tlie phenomenon usually called the

(aurora bort^Uy is not pecnliar to high northern lati-

tudes, but belongs equally to ail cold climates, whether

north or south.

No science, however, perhaps stands more indebted

to these voyages than that of botany. At least laoo
new species of plants have been added to those former-

ly known ;
and every other department of natural

history has received large additions. Besides all this,

there have been a vast many opportunities of observing

bumaa nature iu its different situations. The Islands

visited in the middle of the Pacific ocean are inhabited

by people who, as far as could be observed, have con-

tinued unmbfed with any diflerent tribe since their first

settlement. Hence a variety of important facts may
be colleoted with respect to the attainments and defi-

ciencies of the human race in an uncultivated state, and
io certain periods of society. Even the curiosities

brought from the newly discovered islands, and which

enrich the British museum and the late Sir Ashton Le-
ver’s (now Mr Parkinson’s) repository, may be consi-

dered as a valuable acquisition to this country, and af-

fording no small fond of instruction and entertainment.

There are few fnqoiries more generally interesting

than those whioh relate to the snigratioiiB of the vari-

ous colonies by which the different parts of the earth CooV« Di«-

have lieen peopled. It was known in general, that covcrirt.

the Asiatic nation called the Mal(»yans^ possessed in for-

mer times much the greatest trade of the Indies, and
that their ships frequented not only all the coasts of

Asia, but even those of Africa likewise, and particu-

larly the large island of Madagascar; but that from

Madagascar to the Marquesas and Easter island, that

is, nearly from the east side of Africa till we approach

the west coast of America, a space including almost

half the circumference of the globe, the same nation

of the oriental world should have made their settle-

ments, and founded colonies throughout almost every

intermediate stage of this immense tract, in islands at

amazing distances from the mother continent, is a hi-

storical fact that before Captain Cook’s voyages could

not be known, or at least but very imperfectly. This

is proved, not only by a similarity of manners and cu- ^

stoms, but likewise by the affinity of language; and

the collections of words which have been made from

all the widely diffused islands and countries visited by

Captain Cook, cannot fail to throw much light on the

origin of nations, and the manner in which the earth

was at first peopled.

Besides this, information has been derived concern-

ing another family of the earth formerly very much
unknown. This was the nation of the Esquimaux or

Greenlanders, who had formerly been known to exist

only on the north-eastern part of the American con-

tinent. From Captain Cook*ii acommts, however, it

appears, that these people now inhabit also the coasts

and islands on the tvest side of America opposite to

Kamtschatka. From these accounts it appears also, that

the people we speak of have extended their migrations

to Norton sound, Oonala4ika, and Prince William’s

sound
;
that is, nearly to the distance of 1 500 leagues

from their stations in Greenland and the coast of La-
bradore. Nor does this curiotis fact rest merely on

the evidence arising from the similitude of manners;
for it stands confirmed by a table of words, exhibiting

such an affinity of language as must remove every doubt

.
from the mind of the most scrupulous inquirer.

From the full confirmation of the vicinky of the

two great continents of Asia and America, it can no
longer be supposed ridiculoos to believe, that the latter

received its inhabitants from the former ; and by the

facts recently discovered, a degree of further evidence

is added to those which might formerly be derived

from nature concerning the authenticity of the Mosaic
accounts. It is not indeed to be doubted, that the

inspired writings will stand the test of the most rigor-

ous investigation ; nor will it ever be found, that true

philosophy and divine revelation, can militate against

each other. The rational friends of religion are so

far from dreading the spirit of inquiry, that they wish

for nothing more than a candid and impartisl exami-

nation of the subject, according to all the lights which
the liiiproved reason and enlarged science of roan can
afford.

Auother good effect of the voyages of Captain Cook
is, that (hey have excited in other nations a zeal for

similar und^takings. By order of the French govern-

ment, Mess, de la Peyrouse and de Langle sailed from
Brest in August 1785, in the frigates Bonssole and

Astrolabe, on an enterprise, the purpose of which was

4 L > to
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Cook'f Dis-urged, that the mischief was already irreparable ^ that

^

coTerict. the natives, by reason of their former friendship, had
^ a strong claim to the regard ot* the English 5 and that

the more particularly, as the Into calamitous accident

did not appear to have taken its rise from any preme-

ditated design ^ they urged also the ignorance of the

king concerning the theft, and the mistake of the

islanders who had armed themselves on a supposition

that some attempt would be made to carry off* the

king. To ail this was added, that the ships were in

want of refreshments, particularly water*, that the

Resolution's foremast would require seven or eight days

before it could he properly repaired *, and as the spring

was fast advancing, the speedy prosecution of the

voyage to the northward ought now to be the only

olijcct ; that a vindictive contest with the natives might

not only justify an imputation of needless cruelty, but

would occasion great delay in the equipment of the

ships.

In consequence of the prevalence of these sentiments

lenient measures were adopted, though the behaviour

of the natives continued to be very insolent. A great

body still kept possession of the shore ; many of whom
came off* in their canoes within pistol-shot of the ships,

and provoking the people by ever^ kind of insult and

defiance. A train of negotiations for Captain Cookes

body took place ^ in which the natives showed the most

hostile and treacherous disposition, and, as afterwards

appeared, had cut the flesh from the bones and burnt

it. A piece of about ten pounds weight was brought

by two natives at the hazard of their lives, who gave

information that the rest had been burnt, and that

the liones were in the possession of the king and some

of the principal chiefs. Information was given, at

the same time, that the chiefs were very desirous of

war, iu order to revenge the death of their country-

men.

Thus it appeared that the pacific plan bad answered

no good purpose. No satisfactory answer had been

given to the demands made of the bodies of the slain ^

nor was any progress made in the great work intend-

ed, viz. a reconciliation with the natives *, they still

remained on shore in an hostile posture, as if determined

to oppose any endeavours that might be made by our

people to land ; at the same time that a landing was

become absolutely necessary, in order to complete the

stock of water. Had this spiritless conduct been per-

sisted in, there is not the least doubt that neither this

purpose or any other could have been effected. The
insolence of the natives became every day greater and

greater : insomuch that one of them bad the audacity

to come within musket shot of the Resolution, and af-

ter throwing several stones, waved Captain Cook’s hat

over his head, while his countrymen on shoi*e were ex-

ulting and encouraging his audacity. By this insult

the people were so highly enraged, that coming on

the quarter-deck in a body, they begged that they

might no longer be obliged to put up with such reite-

rated provocation, but might be allowed to make use

of the first opportunity of revenging the death of their

captain. The necessity of more vigorous measures,

therefore, being now apparent, a few discharges of the

loS great guns, with the burning of a village and some
Uift remains other acts of severity, at last produced the mangled re-

mains of Captain Cook. They were wrapped up in a

bundle, in which were found both his hands entii-c, CookN Di^-
which were easily known by a scar in one of them ili- coveries.

viding the fore-finger fiom the thumb the whole length \

of the metacarpal bone. Along with these was the

skull, but with the scalp separated from It, and the

bones of ibe face wanting
; the scalp, with the ears

adhering to it, and the hair rut short } the bones of

both the arms, and the skin of the fore-arms hanging
to them ; the hones of the thighs and kgs joined to-

gether, but without the feet. The ligaments of the

joints were observed to be entire y the whole showing
evident marks of being in the fire, except the hands,

which had the flesh I'cmaining upon them, and were
cut in several places and crammed with salt, most pro-

bably for the purpose of preserving them. The skull

was not fractured
^

but the scalp had a cut in the back
part of it. The lower jaw and feet were wanting, ha-

ving been seized by diff'erent chiefs.

llaving accomplished the purposes of their stay in

this place, Captain Clerke set sail from Karakakooa bay fal attempts

In 0-why-hee towards Mowee, with a design to ex- to make

plore the coasts of that island more fully thau had been ^*“'***®/

done, but were unable to accomplish their purpose ;

nor indeed was it in their power to accomplish any
discovery of consequence among tliese islands. The on-

ly intelligence worth mentioning which they were able

to procure was, that wars had ensued about the pk*o-

perty of the goats which were left by Captain Cook
on the island of Oneeheow, as has been already men-
tioned, and that during the contest all these poor
animals, who had already begun to multiply, were de-

stroyed ^
so that the benevolent attempts of our illustri-

ous navigator in favour of these islanders had proved
abortive.

On quitting the island of Oneeheow, our navigators

set sail for another named Modoopappa, which they

were assured by the natives lay within five hours sail-

ing of Tahoora, a small island in the neighbourhood of

Oneeheow. In this they proved unsuccessful ; on which
it was determined to steer for the coast of Kamtschat-
ka. In the passage thither they arrived at the place

where De Gama is said to have discovered a great ex-

tent of land ; but of this they could discover no ap-

pearance. lliis imaginary continent is said to have
been discovered by a navigator called John de Gama,
but who seems also to have been imaginary, as no per-

son can find out either the country where he lived, or

the time when be made the discovery. We are in-

formed by Muller, that the first account of it was pub-

lished by Texeira in a chart of 1649, places it be-

tween the latitude of 44 and 45 degrees, and about

i6o. east longitude, and calls it land seen by John
de Gama, in a voyage from China to New Spain.”

By the French geographers it is removed five de-

grees farther to the east. When they arrived at

Kamtachatka they were entertained in the most hos- voumble'
pitable manner, and furnished with every thing that reception

could be procured in that desert and barren region. Kamt-
“ In this tvretched extremity of the earth (says the

*^**®^*‘**

narrator of the voyage), beyond conception barba-
rous and inhospitable, out of the reach of civilization,

bound and barricaded with ice, and covered with sum-
mer snow, we experienced the tenderest feelings of

humanky, joined to a nobleness of mind and elevation

of benument which would have done honour to any

.
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Conk’t Dii-tlie Uland of St Lawrence, and another which wa« sup-
c^crifs. posed to lie between it and Anderson^s island. The

latter being entirely unknown to Captain Clerke, he

was inclined to have approached it, but was unable to

effect bis purpose. All these islands, as well as the

coast of the Tscliutski on the continent, were covered

with snow, and had a dismal appearance.

In the preceding year Captain Cook had determined

the situation of the islands of St Diomede to be in 65®
48' latitude

;
but now being somewhat at a loss to re-

concile this with the position of the continent, they

stood for some time over to the latter, till fully con-

vinced of the accuracy of the former observation. At
tJiis time they approached within two or three leagues

of the eastern cape of Asia, which is an elevated

round head of land extending about five miles from

north to south, and forms a peninsula connected with

tlie continent by a narrow isthmus of low land. It

has a bold shore, and three lofty detached spiral rocks

are seen off its northern part. It was still encom-
passed with ice, and covered with snow. Here they

found a strong current setting to the northward, which
at noon had occasioned an error in the computation of

the latitude of no less than 20 miles. A similar eflPect

had been observed the preceding year in passing this

strait. On steering to the north-east the weather clear-

ed up, so that they had a view of the eastern cape of

Asia, Cape Prince of Wales on the western coast of

America, with a remarkable peaked hill on the latter,

and the two islands of St Diomede lying between them.

Here they met with great numbers of very small hawks,
having a compressed bill rather large in proportion to

the body ; the colour dark brown, or rather black, the

breast whitish, and towards the abdomen of a reddinh

tt6
Are itop- ^ 6th of July, at 12 oMock, the ships were in

ped by the N. Lat. 67. o. £. Long. 191. 6. when having already

passed many large pieces of ice, and observed that in

several places it adhered to the continent of Asia, they

were suddenly stopped about three in the afternoon by

an extensive body, which stretched towards the west.

By this their hopes of reaching any higher latitude

than what had been attained last year were considerably

dtmtnisbed^ but finding the course obstructed on the

Asiatic side, they proceeded to the north-eastward, in

order to explore the continont of America between the

latitudes of 68 and 69® y which had last year been

found impracticable on account of the foggy weather

;

hot in this also they were partly disappointed ; for on
the 7th, aboot six in tbe morning, they met with an-

other large body of ice stretching from north-west to

south-east
^ but not long afterwards, the horizon be-

coming clear, they had a view of the American coast

at (he distance 01 about ten leagues, extending from
north-east hy east, to east, and lying between N. Lat.
68® and 68® 20^ As the ice was not very high, the

view extended a great way over it, so that they could

perceive it exhibiting a compact solid surface, and ap-

parently adhering to the land. Soon after the wea-
ther became hazy, so that they lost sight of tbe land

;

and it being impossible to get nearer, they continued

to steer northward close by the side of the ice. This
course was continued till next morning, during which
time the ships passed some drift wood ; but the morn-
ing following, the windingebiftiugtatbe Dortli,tliey were

obliged to stand to the westward. At two in the af- c‘ook\ Dsju

temoon they were again close to an immense expanse coverivs.

of ice •y which from the mast-head seemed to consist of

very large compact bodies, united towards the exterior

edge, though in the interior parts some pieces floated in

the water *y it extended from west-south-west to north-

east by north. There was now a necessity for steering

towards tbe sonth, as the strong northerly winds had

drifted down sncli numbers of loose pieces that they

had encompassed the ships for some time, and it was
impossible to avoid very severe strokes while sailing

among them. Thus, however, they reached the lati-

tude of 69. 12. and £. Long. 188. 5.; hut having

now sailed almost 40 leagues to the west along the edge

of the ioe without perceiving any opening, Captain

Clerke determined to bear away south hy east, tlie

only quarter which was clear at present, and to wait

till the season was somewhat farther advanced before

any further attempts were made. The intermediate

time he proposed to employ in surveying the bay of

St Lawrence, and the coast situated to the southward

of it *y as it must be a great satisfaction to have a

harbour so near in case of tbe ship^s receiving any da-

mage from the ice
^
and the captain was also desirous

of paying another visit to the Tschutski, especially in

consequence of the accounts of them that had been 117

given hy Major Behm. In this navigation they killed Remark-

several sea-horses, and had an opportunity of ohserv-

ing the strength of parental affection in those
hornet

animals. On the approach of tbe boats towards the towards

ioe, all of them took their young ones under their fins, lUe young,

and attempted to make their escape with them into

the sea. Some whose cubs were killed or wounded,
and led floating npon the surface of tbe water, rose

again, and carried them down, sometimes just as they

were on the point of being taken into the boat
; and

could he traced hearing them to a considerable distance

through the water, which was stained with their blood.

They were afterwards observed bringing them at in-

tervals above ibe surface, and again plunging under its

surface with an horrid bellowing
\
and one female, whose

young one had been killed and taken on board, became
so furious, that she struck her tusks through tbe bottom

of the cutter.

Our navigators still found themselves disappointed The ship^

in their attempts. On approaching the coast of ihefi®a**y'top.

Tschutski, they met with a large and compact body of

ioe, extending to the north-east, south-west, and south-

east, as far as the eye could reach
j
so that they were

again obliged to sail back to the northward. Here
also their course was soon stopped ; for, on the 13th,

being in N. Lat. 69. 37. and about the middle of the

channel between the two continents, they once more
fell in with a compact body of ice, of which they

could perceive no limit. Captain Clerke therefore

determined to make a final attempt on the coast of

America, the passage northward having been found

last year practicable much farther on that than the

Asiatic side. Thus they attained tbe latitude of 70.
8. at tbe distance, as was supposed, of 25 leagues from
the coast of America *y and some days after got about
three minutes farther to the northward, about tbe di-

stance of seven or eight leagues from the Icy Cape*
This, however, was the utmost limit of tbe voyage to

tbe north-east } and they were soon obliged to relin-
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appearance whether viewed from tlie north or south,

coveriefc Should the weather happen to be sufficiently clear to

y— » admit a view of the mountains both on the sea coast

and in the neighbourhood, the situation of Awatska
hay, may be known by the two high ones to the south

of it. That nearest the bay is in the form of a sugar-

loaf, the other flat at top, aud not quite so high. Three

very conspicuous mountains appear on the north side

of the bay ; of which that to the west appears to be

the highest; the next, being a volcano, is readily

known by the smoke which it emits; the third is the

roost northerly, and might properly be called a cluster

of mountains, as it presents several flat tops to view.

When got within the capes, the entrance of the bay

of Awatska to the north is pointed out by a light-

house on a perpendicular headland. Many sunken

rocks lie to the eastward of this headland, stretching

two or three miles into the sea; and which with a

rooderate sea or swell will always show themselves.

A small round island lies four miles to the south of

the entrance, principally composed of high pointed

rocks, one of which is very remarkable. The en-

trance into the bay is at first about three miles wide,

and one and a half in the narrowest part ; the length

is four miles in a north-west direction. Within the

mouth is a noble bason about 25 miles in circumfe-

rence ; in which are the harbours of Rakoweera to the

east, Tarcinska, the west, and St Peter and St Paul
to the north.

Account of On leaving Kamtscbatka, it was unanimously judged

the vovage improper to make any attempt to navigate the seas
from the between the continent of Asia and Japan. Instead of

Kami-
proposed to steer to the eastward of that

Khatka. inland, and in the waj thither to sail along the Kuriles

;

examining particularly those that are situated nearest

to the nort^rn coast of Japan, which are said to be

considerable, and neither subject to the Russians nor

Japanese. In case they should have the good fortune

to meet with some secure and commodious harbour in

one of these islands, it was supposed that they might
prove of considerable importance, as convenient places

for shelter for subsequent navigators, who might be
employed in exploring these seas, as the means of pro-

ducing a commercial intercourse among the adjacent

dominions of the two above mentioned empires. The
next object was to take a survey of the coasts of the

islands of Japan ; after which they designed to sail for

the coasts of China as far north as possible, and then

sail along it southward to Macao.
In pursuance of this plan, they sailed along the

-coast of Kamtscbatka, till they came to the southern

point called Cape Lopatka^ whose situation they deter-

mined to be in Lat. 51. o. £. Lung. 156. 45. To the

north-west they ol^erved a very lofty mountain, whose
summit was lost in the clouds ; and the same instant

the first of the Kurile islands, named Shoamska^ made
its appearance in the direction of west, half south.

The passage betwixt tbe southern extremity of Cape
Lopatka aud the island of Sboomska, tboogh only one
league in breadth, is extremely dangerous, both on ac-

count of tbe rapidity of the tides, and of the sunk rocks
which lie oS tbe cape. In the course of this voyage,
they had occasiou to observe, that a violent swell from
tbe north-west frequently took place, though the wind

had been for some time in the western quarter ; a cir- Cook's Ois

.

cumstance for which they seem to have been altogether coverits

unable to account. II

The tempestuous weather which now occurred, pre- . .

vented any discoveries from being made among the

Kurile isles ; however, they again sailed over tbe space

assigned to the land of De Gama, without being able

to find it ; and, from comparing several accounts of

tbe Russian navigators with one another, it was judged

extremely probable, that tbe land of Jeso, so frequently

laid down in former maps, is no other than the most
southerly of the Kurile isles. On coming in view of

the coast of Japan, they had the mortification to find

that they could not approach the land hy reason of

the tempestuous weather and bad state of the ships ; the

coasts of these islands being extremely dangerons. Pas-
sing from thence in quest of the Bashee islands, they

found amazing quantities of pumice-stone floating in

the sea ; so that they seemed inclined to believe, with

Mr Muller, that if there bad formerly been any part

of tbe continent, or large island, called the Land of
Jeso, it roust have disappeared in a volcanic convulsion

;

which also must have been the case with that called

the Company's Land and Staten Island. Though they

had not tbe good fortune to find tbe Bashee islands,

they discovered one in 24. 48. N. Lat. 141. 20. E.
Long, which from its appearance, and the sulphureous

smell emitted by it, they named Sulphur island.

After this nothing remarkable occurred till their

arrival at Canton in China, where having staid for

some time in order to put their ships in repair, they at

last set sail for Britain
; but through stress of weather

were driven as far north as Stromiiess in Orkney.
From thence Captain Gore sent a dispatch to the lords

of the admiralty to inform them of his arrival ; and on
the 4th of October 1780, the ships reached the Nore,
after an absence of fonr years, two months, and twen-
ty-two days,

COOKERY, the art of preparing and dressing

victuals for tbe table : An art, in its simplest and
ordinary modes, snfficiently familiar to every house-

keeper ; and, in its luxurious refinements, too copious-

ly detailed in manuals and directories published for tbe
purpose, to require any enlargement here, were it even
a topic that at all deserved consideration in a work of
tfiis nature.

COOLERS, in Medicine, those remedies which were
supposed to produce an immediate sense of cold, being
such as have their parts in less motion than those of
tlie organs of feeling ; as fruits and all acid liquors.

Or they are such as were supposed, by a particular vis-

cidity or grossness of parts, to give tbe animal fluids a
greater consistency than they had before, and conse-

quently retard their motion, having less of that intestine

force on which their heat depends ; this property was
ascribed to cucumbers and similar substances.

COOM, a term applied to the soot that gathers over
an events mouth ; and also to the black, greasy sub-
stance, which works out of the wheels of carnages.
COOMB, or Comb, oJ'com, a dry measure contain-

ing four bushels, or halt a quarter.

COOP, in Husbandry, a tumbrel or Cart enclosed
with boards, and used to carry dung, grains, &c.

Coop, is also tbe name of a pen, or enclosed place,

4 M a where
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Cooper. Aothony first carl of Shaftesbury, lord high chancel-

—V * lor ol‘ England. He was born in 1671, at Exeler-

liouse in London, where his grandfather lived, who

from the time of his birth conceived so great an aifec-

tion for him, that be undertook the cure of his educa-

tion ^ and he made so good a progress in leaining,

that he could read with ease both the Latin and Greek
languages when only 11 years old. In 1683, his fa-

ther carried'hira to the school at Winchester, where he

was often insulted on bis gi*andfaiherN account, whose

memory was odious to the zealots for despotic power;

be therefore prevailed with his father to consent to his

desire of going abroad. After three years stay abroad,

he returned to England in 1689, and was ofl’ered a

seat in parliament in some of those boroughs where bis

family had an interest. But this offer he did not now
accept, that he might not be interrupted in the course

of his studies, which he prosecuted five years more

with great vigour and success; till, on Sir John Tren-

chard's death, he was elected burgess for Pool. Soon

after his coming into parliament, he had an opportu*

nity given him of expressing that spirit of lib-rty by

which he uniformly directed his conduct on all occa-

sions. It was the bringing in and promoting ** the

act for regulating trials in cases of high treason.’’

But the fatigues of attending the house of commons
in a few years so impaired his health, that he was ob-

liged to decline coming again into parliament after the

dissolution in 1698. He then went to Holland, where

the conversation of Mr Bayie, M. le Cierc, and seve-

ral other learned and in^nious men, induced him to

reside a twelvemonth. During this time, there was

printed at London, in 8vo, an imperfect edition of

Lord Ashley’s Inquiry conoeroing Virtue* It had been

turreptitiousiy taken from a rough draught, sketched

when be was no more than 20 years of age. His lord-

ship, who was greatly chagrined at this event, immedi-

ately bought up the impression before many books were

sold, and set about completing the treatise, at it af-

f
terwards appeared in the second volume of the Charac-

teristics. Soon after Lord Ashley’s return to Eng-
land, he became, by the decease of his father, earl of

Shaftesbury* But his own private affairs hindered

him from attending the bouse of lords till the se-

cond year of his peerage, when be was very earnest

to support King William’s measures, who was at that

time projecting the graud allianca* Bo much was he

in favour with King William, that he had the offer of

secretary of state ; but bis declining constitution would

not allow him to accept of it. Though be was disabled

from engaging in business, the king consulted him on
matters of very high importance

;
aod it is pretty well

known that he had the greatest share in composing that

celebrated last speech of King William, December 31.

1701* On Queen Anne’s accession to the throne, he

returned to his retired manner of life, being no longer

advised with concerning the public ; and was then re-

. moved from the vice-admiralty of Dorset, which had

been in the family for three generations. In 1703, he

made a second journey to Holland, and returned to

England the year following. The French prophets,

soon after this, having by their enthusiastic extrava-

gancies made a great noise throughout the nation, and

among different opinions, some advising a prosecution,

the lord Shaftesbury apprehended that such measures

tended rather to inflame than to cure the disease. This Cooper,

was the origin of his Letter concerning Enthusiasm,

which he sent to Lord Somers then president of the

council ; and which being approved of by that noble-

man and other gentlemen to whom it was shown, was

published in 17^8, though without the name of the

author, or that of the person to whom it was addressed.

His Moralist, a philosophical Rhapsody, being a reci-

tal of certain conversations on natural and moral sub-

jects, appeared in January 17C9; and in the May fol-

lowing his Sensus Communis^ an essay upon the freedom

of Wit and Humour, in a letter to a Friend. It was
in the same year that he entered into the marriage state

with Mrs Jane Ewer, the youngest daughter of Tho-
mas Ewer, Esq. of Lee in Hertfordshire. By this la-

dy, to whom his lordship was related, he had an only

son, Anthony the late earl of Shaftesbury. In 1710,
bis Soliloquy, or Advice to an Author, was published

at London in 8vo. While he was thus employing
himself iii literary composition, his health declined so

fast, that it was recommended to him to seek assistance

from a warmer climate. Accordingly, in July 1711,
be set out for Naples, and pursuing his journey by way
of France, was obliged to pass through the duke of

Berwick’s army which at that time lay encamped near

the borders of Piedmont. Here he was entertained by
that famous general in the most friendly manner, and
every assistance was given him to conduct him in safety

to the duke of Savoy’s dominions* Our noble author’s

removal to Italy was of no service to the re-estahlish-

ment of his health
;

for after having resided' at Naples
about a year and a. half, he departed this life on the

4th of February, O. S. 1712-13, in the q2d year of

his age* The only pieces which he finished after he
came to this city, were the Judgment of Hercules,

and the Letter concerning Design, which last was add-

ed to that impression of the Characteristics which ap-

peared in 1732. It was in 171 1 that the first edition

was published of all the Characteristics together, and
in the order in which they now stand. But this pub-
lication not being entirely to bis lordship’s satisfaction,

be chiefly employed the latter part of bis life in prepa-

ring his writings for a more elegant edition
; which

was given to the world in 1713, soon after his decease.

The several prints that were then first interspersed

through the volumes were all invented by himself, and
designed under bis immediate inspection ; and for this

purpose be was at the pains of drawing up a roost ac-

curate set of instructions, the manuscript of which is

still preserved in the family. That no mistakes might
be committed, the carl did not leave to any other

hands so much as the drudgery of correcting the press.

In the three volumes of the Characteristics of Men,
Manners, Opinions, and Times, he completed the

whole of bit works which be intended for the public

eye. Not long before his death he bad formed a
scheme of writing a discourse 00 paioting, sculpture,

and the other arts of design, which, if be had lived

to have finished it, might have proved a very pleasing

and useful work, as he had a fine tat^te in subjects of that

kind : but his premature decease prevented his making
any great progress in the undertaking. The earl of

Shaftesbury had an esteem for the works of the best

English divines; one remarkable instance of which was
displayed in his writing a Preface to a volume of Dr

Whichcoi’.^
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Copniba noQS juke, flowing from Incisions made in the trunk

(I of the copalfera balsaroum. See Materia Medica
Copenlia. Index.

. COPAIFERA, in Botany^ a genus of plants be-

longing to the decandria class. See Botakt Index,

COPAL, improperly called gum copal^ is a gum of

the resinous kind brought from New Spain, being the

concrete juice of the Rhus CopaUinum. It is employed

as a varnish. See Varnishing and Chemistry Index,

COPARCENARY, the share or quota of a copar-

cener.

COPARCENERS, (from con, and particep%^ part-

ner^’), or Parceners \ such as have equal portions in

the inheritance of their ancestor.

Coparceners are so either by law or custom. Co-

parceners by law, are the issue female \ which, in de-

fault of a male or heir, come equally to the lands of

their ancestors. Coparceners by custom, are those

who, by some peculiar custom of the country, challenge

equal parts in such lands ^ as in Kent, by the custom

of gavelkind. The crown of England is not subject to

coparcenary.

COPE, an ecclesiastical ornament, usually worn by

fJianters and subcbanters, when they officiate in so-

lemnity. It reaches from the shoulders to the feet*

The ancients called it P/f/vio/r.—-The word is also used

for the roof or covering of a house, &c*
Cope is also the name of an ancient custom or tri-

bute due to the king or lord of the soil, out of the lead

mines in some part of Derbyshire 5 of which Manlove
saith thus

:

Egress and regress to the king^s highway.

The miners have ; and lot and cope they pay \

The thirteenth dish of ore within their mine,

To the lord for lot^ they pay at measuring time \

Sixpence a load for cope the lord demands.

And that is paid to the burghmasterU hands.

This word by Doomsday-book, as Mr Hagar hath in-

terpreted it, signifies a hill : and cope is taken for the

supreme cover, as the cope ofheaven,
COPEL. See Cupel.
COPENHAGEN, the capital of the kingdom of

Denmark, situated on the eastern shore of the island of

Zealand, upon a fine bay of the Baltic sea, not far

from the strait called the Sound. E. Long. 12. 35. N.
Lat. 55. 41.

The precise date of the foundation of this city is dis-

puted ; but the most probable account is, that it took

its rise from a castle built on the spot in the year 1 168,

as a protection against the pirates which at that time

swarmed in the Baltic. The conveniency of the situa-

tion, and the security aflbrded by the castle, soon in-

duced a number of the inhabitants of Zealand to resort

thither : but it was not distinguished by the royal resi-

dence until 1443, during the reign of Christopher of

Bavaria \ since which time it has been gradually en-

larged and beautified, and is become the capital of

Denmark.
Copenhagen is the best hnilt city of the north *, for

although Petersburgh excels it in superb edifices, yet,

as it contains no wooden bouses, it does not display

that striking contrast of meanness and magnificence \

but in general exhibits a more equable and uniform ap-

pearance. The town is surrounded towards the land

3

with regular ramparts and bastions, a broad ditch full CopesU.

of water, and a few outworks : its circumference mea- gti

sures between four and five miles. The streets arc 1
.

well paved, with a foot-way on each side, but too nar- ;^"^
row and inconvenient for general use. The greatest

part of the buildings are of brick } and a few are of

free-stone brought from Germany. The bouses of the

nobility are in general splendid, and constructed in the

Italian style of architecture: the palace, which wu
erected by Christian VI. is a large pile of building

;

the front is of stone, and tha wings of brick stuccoed

the suit of apartments is princely •, but the external ap-

pearance is more grand than elegant.

The busy spirit of commerce is visible in this city.

The haven is always crowded with merchant ships:

and the streets are intersected by broad canals, which

bring the merchandise close te the warehouses that line

the quays. This city owes its principal beauty to a

dreadful fire in 1728, that destroyed five churches and

67 streets, which have been since rebuilt in the modem
style. The new part of the town, raised by the late king

Frederic V. is extremely beautiful, scarcely inferior to

Bath. It consists of an octagon, containing fonr nni-

form and elegant buildings of hewn atone, and of four

broad streets leading to it in opposite directions. In

the middle of the area stands an equestrian statue of

Frederic V. in bronze, as big as life, which cost 8o,oool.

The Royal Museum, or Cabinet of Rarities, merits the

attention of travellers.

Copenhagen contained 90,000 inhabitants in 1801,

and at present is supposed to contain 105,000. It suf-

fered by a great fire in 175^ ; and in 1807, when the

town was bombarded hj the British, about 300 houses

were destroyed, including the cathedral and part of the

university, and double the number were damaged.
Part of Copenhagen, which is called Christumskajen^

is built upon the isle of Amak, which generally attracts

the curiosity of foreigners
;

(see Amak). From this

place, to which the main city is joined by a bridge, the

markets are supplied with fowl, beef, mutton, venison,

corn, and culinary vegetables.

COPERNICAN, in general, something belonging

to Copernicus. Hence
CopERNiCdN System or Hypothesis^ that system of the

world wherein the sun is supposed to rest in the centre,

and the planets, with the earth, to move in ellipses

round him. See Copernicus.
COPERNICUS, Nicolaus, an eminent astrono-

mer, was born at Thom in Prussia, Jan. 10. 1472*

He was taught the Latin and Greek languages at

home I and afterwards sent to Cracovia, where he stu-

died philosophy and physic. His genius in the mean

time was naturally turned to mathematics, which be

pursued through all its various branches. He set out

for Italy when he was 23 years of age ; but staiil at

Bonoiiia some time, for the sake of being with the ce-

lebrated astronomer of that place, Dominicus Maria

:

whose conversation, however, and company, he aflect-

ed, not so much a^ a learner, as an assistant to him in

making bis observations. From thence he passed to

Rome, where he was no sooner arrived than be was

considered as not inferior to the famous Regiomonta-

nus ; and acquired, in short, so great a reputation, that

he was chosen professor of mathematics, which he

taught for a long time with great applause. He alM
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Oopernicaf. some astronomical obserTatioos there about the

< year 1 500. Retuming to his own country some years

after, he began to apply his vast knowledge in mathe«

matics to correct the system of astronomy which then

prevailed. He set himself to collect all the books

which had been written by philosophers and astrono*

mere, and to examine all the various hypotheses they

had invented for the solution of the celestial pheno-

mena, to try if a more symmetrical order and consti-

iulion of the parts of the world could not be discover-

ed, and a more just and exquisite harmony in its mo-
tions established, than what the astronomers of those

times so easily admitted. But of all their hypotheses

none pleased him so well as the Pythagorean, which

made the sun to be the centre of the system, and sup-

posed the earth to move nqt only round the sun, but

round its own axis also. He thought he discerned much
beautiful order and proportion in this

^
and that all

that embarrassment and petplexi^ from epicycles and
excentrics which attended the Ptolemaic hypothesis,

would here be entirely removed.

This system, then, he began to consider, and to write

upon, when be was about 35 years of age. He em-
ployed himself in contemplating the phenomena care-

fully ; in making mathematical calculations ; in exa-

mining the observations of the ancients, and in making
new ones of bis own ^ and after more than 20 years

chiefly spent in this manner, be brought bis scheme to

perfection, and established that system of the world

which goes bv his name, and is now universally re-

ceived, (see Astronomy Index), His system, how-
ever, was then looked upon as a most dangerous here-

sy \ for which be was thrown into prison by Pope
Urban Vlll. and not suflered to come out till he had

recanted his opinion \ that is, till he bad renounced

the testimony of bis senses. He died the 24th of May
15^1 year of bis age.

'Kis extraordinary roan bad been made canon of

Worms by bis mother^s brother, Lucas Wazelrodius,

who was bishop of that place. He was not only the

matest of astronomers, but a perfect master of the

Greek and Latin tongues j to all which be joined the

greatest piety and innocence of manners.

The following is the account of the discoveries of

Copernicus, by Dr Smith, in bis Essays on Philosophi-

cal Sul^ects,

^ The confusion (says Dr Smith) in which the old

hypothesis represented the heavenly bodies, was, as Co-
pernicus himself tells us, what first suggested to him the

design of forming a new system, that these, the noblest

works of nature, might no longer appear devoid of that

harnmny and pi*oportion which discover themselves in

her meanest productions. What most ofall dissatisfied

him was, the notion of the equalizing circle, which, by
representing the revolutions of the celestial spheres as

equable only when surveyed from a point that was dif-

ferent from their centres, introduced a real inequality

into their motions ; contrary to that most natural, and
indeed fundamental idea, with which all the authors of

astronomical systems, Plato, Eudoxus, Aristotle, even
Hipparchus and Ptolemy themselves, had hitherto set

out, that the real motions of such beautiful and divine

objects roust necessarily be perfectly regular, and go on
in a manner as agreeable to the imagination as the ob-
jects themselves are to the senses. He began to coo-

VOL. Vl.Partll. t

aider, therefore, whether, by supposing the heavenly Copcmicas.

bodies to be arranged in a diflferent order from that in

which Aristotle and Hipparchus bad placed them, this

so much sought for uniformity might not be bestowed

upon their motions. To discover this arrangement,

be examined all the obscure traditions delivered down
to us, concerning every other hypothesis which the

ancients bad invented for the same purpose. He
found, in Plntarcb, that some Pythagoreans bad repre-

sented the earth as revolving in the centre of the uni-

verse, like a wheel round its own axis
}
and that others,

of the same sect had removed it from the centre, and

represented it as revolving in the ecliptic like a star

round the central fire. By this central fire he suppo-

sed they mer.nt the sun ; and though in this be was
very widely mistaken, it was, it seems, upon this in-

terpretation that he began to consider how such an hy-

pothesis might be made to correspond to the appear-

ances. The supposed authority of those old philoso-

phers, if it did not originally suggest to him his system,

seems at least to have confirmed him in an opinion

which, it is mot improbable, be had beforehand other

reasons for embracing, notwithstanding wbat be himself

would affirm to the contrary.
** It then occurred to him, that if the earth was sup-

posed to revolve every day round ita axis, from west to

east, all the heavenly bodies would appear to revolve,

in a contrary direction, from east to west. The diurnal

revolution of the heavens, upon this hypothesis, might
be only apparent) the firmament, which has no other

sensible motion, might be perfectly at rest ; while the

sun, the moon, and the five planets, might have no
other movement beside that eastward revolution which
is peculiar to themselves. That, by supposing the

earth to revolve with the planets round the sun, in an
orbit, which comprehended within it the orbits of Ve-
nus and Mercury, but was comprehended within those

of Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, he could, without the

embarrassment of epicycles, connect together the appa-

rent annual revolutions of the sun, and the direct, re-

trograde, and stationary appearances of the planets

)

that while the earth really revolved round the sun on
one side of the heavens, the sun would appear to re-

volve round the earth on the other ) that while she
really advanced in her annual course, be would appear
to advance eastward in that movement which is pecdiar
to himself. That, by supposing the axis of the earth

to be always parallel to itself, not to be quite perpen-

dicular, but somewhat inclined to the plane of her or-

bit, and consequently to present to the son the one
pole when on the one side of him, and the other when
on the other, he would account for the obliquity of the

ecliptic ) the sun’s seemingly alternate progression from
north to south, and from south to north) the consequent

change of the seasons, and difierent lengths of days and
nights in the difierent seasons.

** If this new hypothesis thus connected together aH
these appearances as happily as that of Ptolemy, there

were others which it connected together much better.

The three superior planets, when nearly in conjunction
with the sun, appear always at the greatest distance from
the earth ) are smallest, and least sensible to the eye

) and
seem to revolve forward in their direct motion with the

greatest rapidity. On the contrary, when, in opposi-

tion to the sun, that is, when in their meridian about

4 N midnight.
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CophtL given ihese people by the Mahometans, by way of

'> reproach, because of their practice of circumcising

:

but P. Sollier, another Jesuit, refutes this opinion.

Scaliger afterwards changed his opinion, and derived

the word from Aiyvirr^, the ancient name of Egypt,

by retrenching the first syllable : but this opinion, too,

P. Sollier disputes. John de Leo and others say, that

the Egyptians anciently called their country Efchibth^

or Cibth^ from Cihth their first king, whence Cophtite,

&c. j others say from Cobtim second king of Egypt.

Vansleb derives the word Copht from Copt, son of

Misraim, grandson of Noah. All these etymologies

P. Sollier rejects, on this principle, that were they true,

the Egyptians ought all equally to be called Cophti;

whereas, in effect, none but the Christians, and among
those none but the Jacobites, bear the name, the Mel-

chites not being comprehended under it. Hence he

chooses to derive the word from the name Jacobite^

retrenching the first syllable ^
whence Cobite, Cobea,

Copta, and Cophta.

The Cophta have a patriarch who resides at Cairo,

but he takes his title from Alexandria : he has no

archbishop under him, but il or 12 bishops. The
rest of the clergy, whether secular or regular, is com-
posed of the orders of St Anthony, St Paul, and St

Macarius, who have each their monasteries. Besides

the orders of priests, deacons, and subdeacons, the

Cophts have likewise archimandrites, the dignity

whereof they confer with all the prayers and ceremo-

nies of a strict ordination. This makes a considerable

difference among the priests
\
and besides the rank

and authority it gives them with regard to the religi-

ons, it comprehends the degree and functions of arch-

priests. By a custom of 600 years standing, if a priest

elected bishop be not already archimandrite, that dig-

nity roust be conferred on bim before episcopal ordi-

nation. The second person among the clergy, after

the patriarch, is the titular patriarch of Jerusalem, who
also resides at Cairo, because of the few Cophts at Jeru-

salem \ he is, in effect, little more than the bishop of

Cairo : only he goes to Jerusalem every Easter, and

visits some other places in Palestine near Egypt, which

own bis jurisdiction. To bim belongs the government

of the Copfatic church, during the vacancy of the pa-

triarchal see.

To be elected patriarch, it is necessary the person

have lived all his life in continence } it is he confers

the bishoprics. To be elected bishop, the person must
be in the celibate ; or, if be has been married, it

roust not be above once. The priests and inferior

ministers are allowed to be married before ordination
;

but are not obliged to it, as Ludolphus erroneously

observes. They have a great number of deacons, and
even confer the dignity frequently on children. None
but the lowest rank among the people commence eccle-

siastics ; whence arises that excessive ignorance found

among them
;

yet the respect of the laity towards

the clergy is very extraordinary. Their office is longer

than the Roman office, and never changes in any
thing : they have three liturgies, which they vary occa-

sionally.

The monastic life is in great esteem among the

Cophts : to be admitted into it, there is always re-

2
uired the consent of the bishop. The religious

bphts make a vow of perpetual chastity } renounce

the world, and live with great austerity In deserts \ Cophti,

they are obliged to sleep in their clothes and their Copluic.

girdle, on a mat stretched on the ground j and to ^

prostrate themselves every evening 150 times, with

their face and breast on the ground. They are all, both

men and women, of the lowest class of the people

;

and live on alms. The nunneries are properly hospitals ^

and few enter but widows reduced to beggary.

F. Rodcric reduces the errors and opinions of the

Cophts to tlie following heads : i. That they put away
their wives, and espouse others while the first are

living. 2. That they have seven sacraments, viz. bap-

tism, the eucharist, confirmation, ordination, faith, fast-

ing, and prayer. 3. That they deny the Holy Spirit to

proceed from the Son. 4. That they only allow of three

oecumenical councils ; those of Nice, Constantinople,

and Ephesus. 5. That they only allow of one nature,

will, and operation, in Jesus Christ, after the union of

the humanity with the divinity. For their errors in

discipline, they may be reduced, 1. To the practice

of circumcising their children before baptism, which
has obtained among them from the I2tb century.

2. To their ordaining deacons at five years of age.

3. To their allowing of marriage in the second degree.

4* To their forbearing to eat blood ^ to which some
add their belief of a baptism by fire, which they confer

by applying a hot iron to their forehead or cheeks.

~Others palliate these errors, and show that many of
them are rather abuses of particular persons than
doctrines of the sect. This seems to be the case with
regard to their polygamy, eating of blood, marrying
In the second degree, and the baptism of fire

; for cir-

cumcision, it is not practised as a ceremony of reli-

gion, nor as of any divine appointment, but merely
as a custom, which they derive from the Ishroael-

ites
; and which, perhaps, may have bad its origin

from a view to health and decency in these hot coun-
tries.

The Coplits, at different times, have made several

reunions with the Latins
; but always in appearance

only, and under some necessity of their affairs. In the
time of Pope Paul IV. a S>riau was despatched to

Rome from the patriarch of Alexandria, with letters to

that pope ; wherein he acknowledged bis authority, and
promised obedience ; desiring a person might be dis-

patched to Alexandria, to treat about a reunion of his

church to that of Rome
; pursuant to which, Pius IV.

successor to Paul, chose F. Roderic, a Jesoit, whom be
dispatched in 1561, in quality of apostolical nuncio.

But the Jesuit, upon a conference with two Cophts de-

puted for that purpose by the patriarch, was made to

know, that the titles of father of fathers, pastor of pas-

tors, and master of all churches, which the patriarch

had bestowed on the pope in his letters, were no more
than mere matters of civility and compliment ^ and that

it was in this manner the patriarch used to write to his

friends : they added, that since the council of Chalce-

don, and the establishment ofseveral patriarchs indepen-

dent of one another, each was chief and master of bis

own church. This was the answer the patriarch gave
the pope, after he had received a snm of money remit-

ted to bim from Rome, by the hands of the Venetian
consul.

COPHTIC, or Coptic, the language of the Cophts,

the ancient language of the Egyptians, mixed with

4 N a a
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copy-
holder

I
Copy-n*ht.

oaatom of the manor by copy of conrt-roll ; but h ge- the case of Donaldaoti v. Berkeif before the bouse ofCopy-right

nerally where the tenant has such estate either In fee or lords, which was finally determined 22d February D
,

for three lives. it was held, that no copy-right subsists in au> por-roeille.

CoPY^Right^ the right which an author may be sup- thors, after the expiration of the several terms created

posed to have in his own original literary compositions ; by the stat. 8 Ann. c. 19. This statute declares, that

so that no other person, withont his leave, may publish the author and his assigns shall have the whole liberty

or make profit of the copies. When a man by the ex- of printing and reprinting his works for the term of I4

ertion of his rational powers has produced an original year^;, and no longer ^ and also protects that property

work, he has clearly a right to dispose of that identical by addiiicnal penalties and forfeitures; directing far-

work as he pleases ; and any attempt to take it from ther, tfm(, if at the end of that term, the author bim-

him, or vary the dis|>osition he has made of it, is an self be living, the right shall then return to him for an-

invasion of bis right of property. Now the identity of other t**rm of the same duration. By the act of 1814
a literary composition consists entirely in the sentiment thi^ contingent right for the second term of 14 years

and the language; tbe^ame conceptions clothed in the was made certain in all cases. See CoPY-Righty SuF- 1

tame words, must necessarily be the same composition : plement.

and whatever method be taken of conveying that com- COQUES, Gonzalo, an esteemed painter of por-

position to the esr, or to the eye of another, by recital, traits and conversations, was horn at Antwerp in 1618,

by writing, or by printing, in any number of copies, and was a disciple of the old David Hyckaert ; under

or at any period of time, it is always the identical whose direction he applied himself diligently to culti-

work of the author which is so conveyed ; and no other vate those promising talents which he possessed ; not

man (it hath been thought) can have a right to convey only by practising the best rules administered to him by

or transfer it without bis consent, either tacitly or ex- bis instructor, but also by studying nature with singular

pressly given. This consent may perhaps be tacitly attention. He was a great admirer of Vandyck ; and

given when an author permits his work to. be publish- fixing on the manner of that great artist as his model,

ed without any reserve of right, and without stamping had the happiness of so far succeeding, that next to him
on it any marks of ownership; it is then a present' he was esteemed equal to any other painter of his time,

to the public, like the building of a church, or the In the school of fiyckaert he bad b^o accustomed to

laying out a new highway ; but in case of a bargain for paint conversations, and he frequently composed sub-

a single impression, or a total sale or gift of the copy- jects of fancy like Teniers, Ostade, and his master; and

right; in the one case the reversion hath been thought by that habit he introduced a very agreeable style of

to continue in the original proprietor ; in the other portrait painting. In that way he composed several

the whole property, with its exclusive rights, to be fine pictures for King Charles I. and likewise several

perpetually transferred to the grantee. On the other for the archduke Leopold, and the prince of Orange

;

hand, it is urged, that though the exclusive right of which latter prince, as a mark of respect, presented

the manuscript, and all which it contains, belongs Coques with a rich gold ebain, and a gold medal, on

undoubtedly to ibe owner before it is printed or pub- which the bust of that prince was impressed. He died

lished ;
yet from the instant of publication, the exclu- in 1684. He had an excellent pencil ; bis portraits

sive right of an author, or his assigns, to the sole com- were well designed^ with easy natural attitudes ; he
munication of bis ideas immediately vanishes and eva- > disposed the figures in bis composition so as to avoid

porates ; as being a right of too subtile and unsub- confusion or embarrassment : he gave an extraordinary

stantial a nature to be^me the subject of property clearness of colour to bis heads and hands
; and bis

at the common law, and only capable of being guard- touch was free, firm, and broad, a circumstance very

ed by positive statute and special provisions of the ma- uncommon in works of a small size,

gistrate. COQUIMBO, a port town of Chili, in Sooth Arne-

The Homan law adjudged, that if one roan wrote rica, situated at the mouth of a river of the same name,
anything, though ever so elegantly, on the paper or which discharges itself into the Pacific ocean. W.Long«
parchment of another, the writing should belong to 72. 10. N. Lat. 30. 8.

the original owner of the materials on which it was COR CAROLI, in Aitronomyy an extra-constellated

written : meaning certainly nothing more thereby star in the northern liemispbere, situated between the

than the mere mechanical operation of writing, for Coma Berenkis and Ursa majors so called by Dr Hal-
which it directed the scribe to receive a satisfaction : ley in honour of King Charles.

especially as, in works of genins and invention, such CoB-HydrtPy a fixed star of the first magnitude, in

as a picture painted on another man’s canvas, the the constellation of Hydra.
same law gave the canvas to the painter. We find Cob Leonisy in Astronomy^ a fixed star of the first

no other mention in the law of any property in the magnitude in the constellation Leo.

works of the understanding,, tlioiigh the sale of literary CoR-Meiiley a noted plant, common in the highlands

copies, for the purposes of recital or multiplication, is of Scotlaod. Its roots dried are the support of the

certainly as ancient as the times of Terence, Martial, highlanders in long journeys, amidst the barren hills

and Statius. Neither with us in Britain hath there destitute of the supports of life ; and a small quantity,

been (till very lately) any final determination upon the like the alimentary powders, will for a long time le-

right of authors at the common taw. It was deter- pel the attacks of hunger. Infused in liquor it is air

mined in the case of Miller v. TayloVy in B, H. Pasc/i. agreeable beverage, and, like the nepenthe of the

9 Geo. III. 1760, that an exclusive copy-right in au- Greeks, exhilarates the mind. From the similitude

thors subsisted by the common law. But afterwards, in of sound in the name, it lecros to be the same with^

cliara,
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Cor-mcBI* clmra, tlie root discovered by the soldiers of Csssar, at

j| Dyrrbacbium, which steeped in milk was such a relief

,

Coram. funiish^ army. Or we may reasonably believe

^ it to have been the Caledonian food described by Dio,

of which the quantity of a bean would prevent both

hunger and thirst ; and this, says the historian, they

have ready for all occasions.

CORACIAS, the Roller, a genns of birds of the

order of picse. See Ornithology Index,

CORACO-brachialis, in Anatomy^ the name of a

muscle in the arm, serving to raise it upwards.

CORACOIDES, in Anatomy^ a small short process

of the scapula* See Anatomy Index,

CORACOMANTES, in antiquity, persons who
foretold events from their observations on crows.

CORALLINA, or Coral, in Zoology^ a genus be-

longing to the order of vermea zoopbyta. See Hel-
minthology Index^ aud CoRRALLiNiADjB, Supple-

ment.
CORAL Fishery. Red coral is found In the Me-

diterranean, on the shores of Provence, from Cape de

la Couronne to that of St Tropez \ about the isles of

Majorca and Minorca \ on the south of Sicily ; on the

coasts of Africa ; and lastly, in the Ethioplc ocean,

about Cape Negro.
CoBAL^Sione^ a name for a kind of red and white

agate which breaks in veins, and is found in Italy and

some parts of Saxony. That of Rochlitz in Saxony

is the most celebrated, and is found in globules which

have a kind of ernst about them.

CORALLINES, a genus belonging to the vermes

zoophyta. See Helminthology Index.

CORALLODENDRON. See Eeytbrika, Bo-
tany Index,

CORALLOIDES (frutices). See Eschara and

Keratophtta.
CORAM, Captain Thomas, a gentleman remark-

ably distinguished by his humanity, was bom about

the year 1668, and spent the early part of his life in

the station of master of a vessel trading to our colonies.

Afterwards residing in the eastern part of the metro-

polis, among sea-faring people, where business often

obliged him to come early into the city, and return

late, be frequently saw young children exposed in the

streets through the indigence or cruelty of their pa-

rents. This excited bis compassion, and induced him
to project the foundation of an hospital for foundlings.

In this humane design be laboured with indefatigable

diligence for seventeen years $ and by his application

procured a number of the nobility and gentry to pa-

tronize and carry the scheme into execution, and at

length obtained the royal charter for it. He was also

highly instrumental in promoting the trade of America,

by procuring a bounty upon naval stores imported from

our colonies. He was likewise eminently concerned

in setting on foot the colonies of Georgia and Nova
Scotia. His last charitable design, in which be lived

to make some progress, was a scheme for uniting the

North American Indians more closely to the British

interest, by an establishment for the education of In-

dian girls. In short, he spent the greatest part of life

in la^uriog for the public, and experienced a fate too

common in those who devote their talents to such

laudable purposes \ being at last indebted for subsistence

1

to the voluntary subscriptions of some public-spirited csnm
persons, at the bead of whom was the late Frederic |

prince of Wales. Captain Coram died in 1751 *, and Cortnkh.

was interred, at his own desire, in a vault under the
~

chapel of the Foundling Hospital.

CORAN, or Alcoran. See Alcoran.
CORAX, the trivial name of a species of CoRVUS.

See Ornithology Index,

CORANICH, among the Scotch and Irish, the cu-

stom of singing at funerals, anciently prevalent in those

countries, and still practised in several parts. Of this

custom Mr Pennant gives the following account ^ I

had not the fortune to be present at any in North

Britain ; but formerly assisted at one in the south of

Ireland, where it was performed in the fulness of horror.

The cries are called by the Irish the utogohne and huU

lulu i two words very expressive of the sound ottered on

these occasions ; and being of Celtic stock, etymologists

would swear to be the origin of the sAsAvysw of the

Greeks and ululatui of the Latins. Virgil is very fond

of using the last whenever any of his females are dis-

tressed ^ as are others of the Roman poets, and general-

ly on occasions similar to this. It was my fortune to

arrive at a certain town in Kerry at the time that a

person of some distinctiou departed this life ; roy curio-

sity led me to the house, where the funeral seemed con-

ducted in the purest classical form.

Qjuodcunque aepiceret luctue^ gemttusque mmahant^

Formaque non tacitifuneris intus erat.

In short, the conclcmatio was set up by the friends in

the same manner as Virgil describes that consequential

of Didoes death

)

Lamentis^ gemituque^ etfxminto uhilatu

TectajremunU

Immediately after this followed another ceremony, folly

described by Camden in bis account of the manners of

the ancient Irish \ the earnest expostulations and re-

proaches given to the deceased for quitting this world,

where she enjoyed so many blessings, so go<^ a husband,

and such fine children. This custom is also of great

antiquity, for Euryalos*s mother makes the same ad-

dress to her dead son.

—Tunc ilia senecUe

Sera mece requies f potuisti reliquere solam^

Ct'udelis ?

But when the time approached for carrying out the

corpse, the cry was redoubled,

Tremulis ululatibus <ethera complent /

a numerous band of females waiting in the outer court

to attend the hearse, and to pay in chorus the last tri-

bute of their voices. The habit of this sorrowing train,

and the neglect of their persons, were admirably suited

to the occasion
\

their robes were black and flowing,

resembling the ancient palla \ their feet naked, their

hair long and dishevelled : I might truly say,

Ut qui conduciiplorant inJunera^ dicunt

Etjaemnt prope plura dolentibus exanmo.

The corpse was carried slowly along the verge of a

most beautiful lake, the ululatus was contino^, and

the
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Coni OUR named Alman%or^ or ^ the defender,^* from hie great

II victories and wise conduct. Hit descendants inherited

,

^ from him the visirsliip^ and a power as absolute as if
’

^ they had been caliphs, until the weakness of the tore-

]*eigns encouraged, and the insolence of the ministers

provoked, the grandees to disturb the state with their

jeahiusies and dissensions. These broils occasioned sock

a series of civil war and anarchy, as overthrew the

til rone of Cordova, and destroyed the whole race of

Abdoulrahman. Thus the glorious edifice, founded by

the valour and prudence of that conqueror, and ce-

mented by similar virtues in many of his successors,

sunk into nothing as soon as tbe sceptre devolved upon

weak enervated princes, whose ipdolence and incapacity

transferred the management of every thing to a visir.

Many petty kingdoms sprung tip out of the ruins of this

mighty empire ; and the Christians soon found opportu-

nities of destroying, by separate attacks, that tremendous

power, which when united had proved an overmatch

for their utmost force.

CoRDOUAy a considerable town of South Ame-
rica, in the province ofTucuman, with a bishop’s see,

175 miles from St Jago. W. Long. 62. 5. S. L^t. 3a.

JC.

CORDOUAN, a famous pharos or light-house of

France, in Guienne, at the mouth of the river Girond.

The architecture is extremely fine •, and it is placed

there to hinder vessels from running on the sand-banks

at the moutli of the river. W. Long. 1. 9. N. Lat.

45. 36.

CORDUS, Valerius, a learned botanist, was tlie

son of Frictus Cordus, a physician and poet of Ger-

many. Having learned the languages, he applied him*

self to the study of botany, in the prosecution of which

he examined the mountains of Germany, and travelled

into Italy •, but being wounded in the leg by the kick of

a horse, died at Rome in 1554* He wrote Remarks on

Dioscorides, and other works.

CORDWAINERS, or Cordiners, thr term where-

by the statutes denominate shnemakert* The word is

formed from the French cordonnier^ which Menage de-

rives from corduariy a kind of leather brought from

Cordooa, whereof they formerly made the upper lea-

thers of their shoes. Others derive it from corde^

“ rope,” because anciently shoes were made of cords \

as they still are in some parts of Spain, under the

name alpargaies. But the former etymology is bet-

ter warranted j for, in effect, the French workmen

who prepare the corduas arc still called corduan^

fliers.

In Paris they have two pious societies under the

title offreres cordonniers^ “ brothers shoemakers,”

established by authority towards tbe middle of the 17th

* Sec Crt«- century \ the one under tbe protection of St Crispin *,

fin. the other of St Crispianus, two saints who had formerly

honoured the profession. They live in community, and

under fixed statutes and officers ; by which they are di-

rected both in their spiritual and secular concerns. The

produce of their shoes goes into a common stock, to fur-

nish necessaries for their support \ the rest to be distri-

buted among the poor.

COREA, a peninsula lying to the north-east of

China, between 125 and 130 degrees of E. Long, and

between 34 and 40 of N. Lat. The recent voyage

of Captains Hall and Maxwell has proved Us breadth

%

to be less than was supposed, as a great part of what Coitt.

bad been considered its western coast, is ibund to con- ^""v^
skt of an immense archipelago of islands, tbe number
of which baffled all calculation. Its whole length may
be taken at 400 miles, and its average breadth at 150.

Tbe interior, however, is little known, except by ac-

counts received through China, and by those of Humel,
a Dutchman, who was shipwrecked there in tbe middle

of tbe 17th century. Tbe capital of the whole is

Han-cbing, where the kiug resides. The Jesuits say,

the people are well made, of a sweet and tractable

disposition, and fond of learning, music, and dancing,,

and in general resemble tbe Chinese. This is coiw

firmed by Captain Hall, who found the inhabitants ex-

tremely courteous, kind, and gentle \ but the strictest

precautions were taken to prevent tbe British from pe-

netrating into the country, or making observations on
its condition. The houses are mean, being covered

with tliatch ; and they have no beds, but lie on the

floor. They have little silk, and therefore make use of

linen cloth in its room. Their trade consists in white

paper, pencils, ginseng, gold, silver, iron, yellow var-

nish, fowls whose tails are three feet long, horses no

more than three feet in height, sable skins, castor, and
mineral salt. In general it is a fertile country, though,

abounding in mountains. It is tributary to China.
M. Grosier relates an observation concerning the

natural history of Corea, which, in his opinion, fur^

nisbes a new proof of tbe revolutions which the surface

of our globe has undergone. An ancient Chinese

book asserts, that tbe city where Kipe, the king of

Corea, established his court, was built in a place which

forms at present a part of the territories of Ysng-

ping-fou^ a city of the first class in the province of

Petcbeli. ” If this (says he) be admitted as a fact,

we may from thence conclude, that these territories

formerly belonged to Corea j and tbal tbe golf of

Lea-tong, whi^ at present separates this kingdoia

from the province of Petcheii, did not then exist, and
that it has been formed since \ for it is not probable

that the sovereign would have fixed bis residence with-

out tbe boundaries of hU kingdom, or in a place whese
he was separated from it by a wide and extensive see.

This conjecture is confirmed by certain facts ndmitted'

by the Chinese. Thus when la, sornaoMd the Greaif

undertook to drain and carry off the waters which

had inundated the low pounds of several provinces^

he began by the river Hoang-bo, tbe overflowing of

which caused the greatest devastation. He went in

search of its source to tbe bosom of Tartary, firoro

whence he directed its course across the provini^ of

Chan-si, Chen-si, Honan, and Petcheii. Towards its

mouth, in order to weaken the rapidity of its waters,

be divided them into nine channels,, through which he

caused the river discharge itself into the eastern sea

near the roonntain of Kte-cJie-chan^ which then formed

a promontory. Since that time to the present, that is,

about 3950 years, tbe river Hoang-ho has departed

so mncli from its ancient course, that its mouth at

present is about six degrees farther south. If the sea

has been able to cover with its waters that extent of

territory which at present forms part of tbe golf of

Leatong, may we not be allowed to suppose that like

inundations may have formed successivriy tbe whole ^
that gulf, the ancieiit existence of which seems so ill
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Corea, to agree with the resideoce of the kings of Corea in

the territory of Yong-piog*foa ?

Corea chiefly produces wheat, rice, and ginseng,

with a kind of palm tree wliich yields a gum capable of

producing a yellowish varnish little inferior to gilding.

Hence also are exported castor and sable skins ; al-

so gold, silver, iron, and fossil salt : a kind of small

brushes for painting, made of the hair of a wolPs tail,

are likewise manufactured here, which are exported

to China, and highly esteemed there. The sea coasts

abound in fish, and great numbers of whales are found

there every year towards the north-east. Several

of these, it is said, have in their bodies the harpoons

of the French and Dutch, from whom they have

escaped in the northern extremities of Europe ^ which

seems to indicate a passage from the European into

the Asiatic seas round the continents of Europe and

Asia.

A considerable quantity of the paper of Corea is

annually imported into China ; indeed the tribute due

to the emperor is partly paid with it every year. It

IS made of cotton, and is as strong as cloth, being writ-

ten upon with a small hair-brush or pencil ^ but must

be done over with alum-water before it can be written

upon in the European manner. It is not purchased

by the Chinese for writing, but for filling up the

squares of their sash windows ; because, when oiled, it

resists the wind and rain better than that of China. It

48 used likewise as wrapping papery and is serviceable

to the tailors, who rub it between their bands until it

becomes as soft and flexible as the finest cotton cloth,

instead of which it is often employed in lining clothes.

It has also this singular property, that if it be too thick

for the purpose intended, it may be easily split into two
or three leaves, each of which Is even stronger than

the best paper of China.

The Coreans are well made, ingenious, brave, and
tractable ; are fond of dancing, and show great docility

in acquiring the sciences, to which they apply with great

ardour, and which they honour in a particular manner.

The northern Coreans are larger sized and more ro-

bust than those of the south have a taste for arms,

and become excellent soldiers. Their arms arc cross-

bows and long sabres. Men of learning are distinguish-

ed from other classes of people by two plumes of fea-

thers in their caps
^ and when merchants present the

Coreans with any books for sale, they dress themselves

in the richest attire, and burn perfumes before they

treat concerning the price.

The Coreans mourn three years, as in China, for a
father or mother : but tbe time of mourning for a bro-

ther is confined to three months. Their dead are not

interred until three years after their decease
; and when

the ceremony of interment is performed, they place

around the tomb the clothes, chariot and horses of

the deceased, with whatever else he showed the great-

est fondness for while alive ; all which they leave to

be carried off by the assistants. Their houses, as in

China, consist only of one storv, and are very ill built

;

In the country being composed of earth, and in cities

generally of brick, but all thatched with straw •y the

walls of their cities are constructed after the Chinese
manner, with square turrets, battlements, and arched

gates. Their writing, dress, religious ceremonies, and

creed, as well as the greater part of their customs, are Corca

borrowed from the Chinese. Their women, however, U

are less cotiflned, and have the liberty of appearing in Cort Ui.

public with the other sex, for which lliey are often ridi- T

culed by their neighbonrs. They differ from tbe Chi-

nese also in their ceremonies of marriage, and in tbe

manner of contracting it
;
the psities in this country

taking the liberty to choose for themselves, without

consulting tbe inclinations of their parents, or suffering

them to throw any obstacles in their way.

COREIA, in antiquity, a festival in honour of Pro-

serpine, named Core^ which, in the Molossiao dia-

lect signifies a beautiful woman.
CORELLI, Arcangelo, the famous Italian mu-

sician and composer, a native of Fusiguaiio, in the ter-

ritory of Bologna, was born in 1653. He entertain-

ed an early propensity to the violin
^
and as he advan-

ced in years, laboui^ incessantly in the practice of

that instrument. About the year 1672, his curiosity

led him to visit Paris, probably with a view to attend

the improvements which were making in music under

the influence of Cardinal Mazarin, and in consequence

of the establishment of a royal acaden;y j but notwith-

standing the character which he brought with him, be

was driven back to Rome by Lully, whose jealous

temper could not brook so formidable a rival as this il-

lustrious Italian. In the year 1680 he visited Germany,
and met with a reception suitable to his merit from

most of the German princes, particularly the elector of

Bavaria
\ in whose service he was retained, and con-

tinued for some time. After about five years stay

abroad, he returned again to Rome, and there pursued

his studies with great assiduity.

The proficiency of Corelli on bis favourite instru-

ment the violin was so great, that the fame of it spread

throughout Europe. The style of his performance

was learned, elegant, and pathetic ; and his tone firm

and even. Mr Geminiani, who was well acquainted

with, and had studied it, used to resemble it to a
sweet trumpet. A person who bad heard him per-

form says, that whilst be was playing on tbe violiu.

It was usual for his countenance to be disturbed, his

eyes to become as red as fire, and his eye-balls to roll

as in agony.

Corelli was highly favoured by that great patron
of poetry and music, Cardinal Ottoboni. Crescenibini

says that he regulated the musical academy held at

the palace of his eminence every Monday afternoon.

Here it was that Mr Handel became acquainted with

him and in this academy a serenata of Mr Handel,
entitled II Trioiifo del TempOy was performed, the

overture to which was in a style so new and singular,

that Corelli was confounded in his first attempt to pUiy It.

During tbe residence of Corelli at Rome, besides

those of bis own country, many persons were ambi-
tious of becoming his disciples, and learning the prac-

tice of the violin from the greatest roaster on that in-

strument the world had then heard of. Of these it is

said the late Lord Edgecunibe was one : and that the

fine mezzotinto print of Corelli by Smith was scraped

from a picture painted by Mr Hugh Howard at Rome
for that nobleman.

Corelli died at Rome in 1713 ; and was buried in

the church of the Botooda, otherwise called the Pan-

4 0a theoo.
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Corelli, tbeon, in the first chapel on the left hand of the en*

V trance. Over the place of bln interment is a sepul-

chral monument to his honour, with a marble bust there-

on, erected at the expence of Philip William, count
palatine of the Rhine, under the care and direction of

^Cardinal Ottohoni.

For many yeUsTS after his decease, this excellent mu-
sician was commemorated by a solemn musical per-

formance in the Pantheon, on the anniversary of his

death. *ln the year 1730 an eminent master, now liv-

ing, WHS present ab that solemnity, who relates that

at it the third and eighth of his concertos were per-

formed by a numerous band, among whom were many
who had been the pupils of the author. He adds, that

these two pieces were performed in a slow, distinct,

and firm manner, without graces, and just as they are

wrote ^
and from hence concludes, that this was the

manner in which they were played by the author him-

self.

He died possessed of about 6000I. sterling. He
was a passionate admirer of pictures, and lived in an

uninterrupted friendship with Carlo Cignani and Carlo

Marat : these two eminent painters were rivals for his

favour ; and for a series of years presented him at times

with pictures, as well of other masters as of their own
paiuting. The consequence was, that Corelli became
possessed of a large and valuable collection of original

paintings ^ all which, together with the sum above-

mentioned, he bequeathed to his dear friend and pg-

tron Cardinal Ottohoni, who, reserving the pictures to

himself, generously distributed the rest of his effects

among the relations of the testator.

Corelli it said to have been remarkable for the

mildness of bis temper and the modesty of his deport-

ment
^

nevertheless, be was not insensible of the re-'

spect due to his skill and exquisite performance. Cib-

ber, in the Apology for his Life, p. 340. relates, that

when he was playing a solo at Cardinal Ottoboni’s, he

discovered the cardinal and another person engaged

in discourse, upon which he laid down liis instrument \

and being asked the reason, gave for answer, that he

feared the music interrupted their conversation.

The compositions of Corelli are- celebrated for the

harmony resulting from the union of all the parts ;

but the fineness of the airs is another distinguishing

characteristic of them: the allemand in the 10th 80I9

is as remarkable for spirit and force, as that in the

iith is for its enchanting delicacy: bis jigs are in a

style peculiarly bis own
} and that in the 5th solo was

nover equalled. In the gavot movements in the 2d

and 4th operas, the melody is distributed with great

judgment among the several parts. lu his minuets

alone he seems to fail ^
Bononcini, Mr Handel, and

Guiseppe Martini, have excelled him in this kind of

airs.

It is said there is in every nation a style both in

speaking and writing, which never becomes obsolete ;

a certain mode of phraseology, so consonant and con-

genial to the analogy and principles of its respective

language, as to remain settled aud unaltered. This,

hut with much greater latitude, may be said of music ^

and accordingly it may be observed of the composi-

tions of Corelli, not only that they are equally intelli-

gible to the learned and unlearned, but that the in\-

gressjons made by theig hav.e been foiuid to he as d|i-

rable as general. His music is the language of na- coreUi
turc j and, for a series of years, all that heard it be- S
came sensible of its eflfects : of this there cannot he a
stronger proof than that amidst all the innovations

which the love of change bad introduced, it continued

to be performed, and was beard with delight, in

churches, in theatres, at public solemnities and festi-

vities, in all the cities of Europe, for near 40 years.

%len remembered, and would refer to paseages in it as

to a classic author ; aod even at this day, the mastere

of the science do not hesitate to pronounce of the com-
positions of Corelli, that of fine harmony and elegant

modulation, th^ are the most perfect exemplars.
COREOPSIS, Tick-seeded Sunflower; b ge-

nus of plants belonging to tbe syogenesia class ; and
in the natural method ranking under tbe 49th order,

Composi'tit. Sec Botany Index.

CORFE CASTLE, a borough-town in Dorsetshire in

England, which takes its name from a strong castle,, be-

longing to the crown, that stood there, but which is now
in ruins. It sends two members to parliament* W.
Long. 2. 8. N. Lat. 50. 33.
CORFU, an island in the Ionian sea, at the month

of the gulf of Venice, formerly called Corcyra and
PA^acia^ famous for the gardens of Alcinous. It be-

longed formerly to the Venetians ; but was transferred

to France In 1797* It was reduced by the Turks aod
Russians jointly in 17999 was again given up to France
In 1807, and in 1814 was given up to Great Britain,

as protector of the Ionian islands. This island forms

the seat of the government, and contained 6o,ocx) in-

habitants in 1807. losiAN Islands^ Supplement.
Tbe inhabitants are of the Greek church. Tbe soil is

very fruitful, and produces a great deal of wine, olives,

and several other fruits, particularly figs, which are ex-

ceedingly good.

During tbe Venetian government this island was the

residence of the governor general, whose jurisdiction

extended over all the islands subject to the republic of

Venice, in the Levant seas, and was considered as one

of tbe greatest honours they could confer on a subject.

He was always a nobleman of tbe first rank,iand bad bis

appointment for three years only, in which time be

made a tolerable addition to bis fortune, aod on bis re-

turn to Venice was generally advanced to the bonoors

of tbe senate*

Corfu, tbe chief city of the^ island of that name*
It is situated on tbe east side of the island, and is boil I

in the form of an amphitheatre on the northern slope of

a promontory, at the foot of which the port opens. It

is neither large nor well built, but is extremely strong.

It has two citadels ; tbe one the residence of tbe go-

vernor, separated from the city by an esplanade, and

the other, called the fort, situated a little to the west.

The harbour is rather small, admitting only merchant

vessels and sloops of war, but tbe road is capacious and

secure. Fart of tbe suburb Kastrados stands on the

site of the ancient town. In front of Corfu, at tbe

distance of a mile, is the island of Vido, anciently call-

ed Ptichia, where the la^sretto is kept. It is pro-

tected by a triple range of batteries, and forms a strong

outwoiJc to the fortifications of tbe harbour*. The ioba-

bitauts of the town amount to 15,000, and carry on a

considerable trade. In the war tbe Venetians had

with tbe Turks In 1716, this town was attacked by an

army
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Cork ibcy kill and core seldom fewer than 100,000 bead of

H bla^ cattle. The rest of their exports consist of but-
Cor-mai** candles, hides raw and tanned, linen cloth, pork,

^ calves, lam^, and rabbit skins, tallow, wool for Eng-

land, linen and woollen yam, *and worsted. The
merchants of Cork carry on a very extensive trade to

almost all parts of the known world; so that their

commerce is annually increasing. Its manufactures

consist of sail cloth, sheeting, paper, glass, leather,

coarse cloth, and other minor articles. The only thing

4hat seemed to be wanting to the security of the port

of Cork was supplied in the earl of Chesterfield's me-

morable administration, by building a fort on the great

island, to command the entrance of the haven. The
outlets of Cork are cheerful and pleasant. The country

around the city, on both sides of the river, is hilly and

picturesque ; aud the harbour, called the Coer, is one of

the best in the world ; the entrance is safe, and the

vshole navy of England might ride in it, secure from

every wind that blows. Ships of burden, Itowever, are

obliged to unload at Passage, five miles and a half from

Cork, the channel not admitting vessels of above 150
tons.

CoBE Jacket or Waistcoat^ is an invention of one

Mr Dubourg, a gentleman very fond of swimming,

but subject to the cramp, which led him to consider

of some method by which be might enjoy his favourite

diversion with safety. The waistcoat is composed of

four pieces of cork, two for the breasts and two for the

back ; each pretty near in length and breadth to the

quarters of a waistcoat without flaps ; the whole is 00-

ered with coarse canvass, with two boles to put the

arms through ; there is a space left between the two

back-pieces, and the same betwixt each back and
bveasUpiece, that they may fit the easier to the body.

Thus tbe waistcoat is only open before, and may be

fastened on tbe wearer with strings ; or, if it should be

thought more secure, with buckles and leather straps.

This waistcoat does not weigh above 1 2 ounces, and
may be made up for about five or six shillings expence.

Mr Dubourg tried his waistcoat in the Thames, and

foond that it not only supported him on the water, but

that tfvo men could not sink him, though they used

their utmost eflbrts for that purpose. If those who use

tbe sea occasionally, and especially those who are obli-

ged to be almost constantly' there, were to have those

waistcoats, it would be next to impossible that they

sboold be drowned. It would also be of vast service to

those that, for the sake of health, bathe in the sea

;

and even the most delicate and timorous young lady

might by the help of one of these jackets venture into a
rough sea. See Aia-Jacket and Bamboo^Habit,
CORMANDEL. See Coromandel.
COR-MASS, the name of a grand procession, said

to have been established at Dunkirk during tbe domi-

nion of Charles V. and renewed on St John's day, tbe

24th of June. After the celebration of high mass, tbe

procession, consisting oC the several tradesmen of tbe

town, begins. Each person has a burning taper of

wax in bb hand : and after each company comes a pa-

geant, followed by tbe patron-saint, usually of solid

silver, richly wrought and adorned. Tbe companies

are followed by music ; and after the musicians, the

friars in tbe habits of their order, the secular priests,

VoL. VI. Part n.

and then the abbot magnificently adorned, and preerd- Cor-nuitt

ed by tbe host. Machines likewise of various fantasti- |

cal forms and devices, and as variously accoutred, form

a part of the show on this occasion ; which is described ’

as one of the most superb and magnificent in the

world, by an eye-witnesses, in 1755.
CORMORANT, a corruption of conrorant. See

Pelicanus, Ornithology Index,

CORN, tbe grain or seeds of plants separated from
the spica or ear, and used for making bread.

There are several species of com, such as wheat, rye,

and barley, millet and rice, oats, mkize, and lentils,

pease, and a number of other kinds : each of which
has its usefulness and propriety.

Europe, in every part of it
;
Egypt, and some other

cantons of Africa, particularly the coasts of Barbary ;

and some parts of America cultivated by the Europeans,
particularly New England, New France, and Acadia,

are the places which produce com. Other countries

have maize and rice in lieu of it ; and some parts of A-
merica, both in tbe islands and continents, simple roots,

such as potatoes and minioc.-—Egypt was anciently the

most fertile of all other countries in com ; as appears
both from sacred and profane history. It furabbed a
good part of the people subject to the Romao empire,
and was called the dry nuree ofRome aud Italy. Bri-
tain, France, and Poland, seem now in the place of £•
gypt, and with their supeiifiuities support a good part of
Europe.

For tbe first discovery and culture of com, authors

are much divided ; the common opinion is, that in the

first ages men lived on tbe spontaneous fruits of the

earth ; as acorns, and the not or mast produced by
the beech ; which, they say, took its name fagus^
from the Greek I eat. It is added that they bad
not either tbe use of corn, or the art of preparing or
making it eatable.

Ceres has the credit of being the first that showed tbe
use of com, on which account she was placed among the

gods ; others gave tbe honour to Triptolemus ; others

share it between the two, making Ceres the first dis-

coverer, and Triptolemus, the first planter and cultiva-

tor of com. Diodorus Siculus ascribes the whole to Isis;

on which Polydore Virgil observes, be does not differ

from tbe rest ; Isis and Ceres being in reality tbe same.
Tbe Athenians pretend it was among them the art be-
gan ; and tbe Cretans or Candiots, Sicilians, and Egyp-
tians, lay claim to tbe same. Some think tbe title of the
Sicilians best supported, that being the country of Ceres

:

and authors add, she did not teach the secret to tbe A-
tbenians, till she had first instructed her own country-
men. Others say, Ceres passed first into Attica, thence
into Crete, and, last of all, into Sicily : many of the
learned, however, maintain it was in Egypt the art of
cultivating com first began ; and it is certain there was
com in Egypt and the East long before tbe time of Ceres.

Corn is very different from fmits, with respect to

the manner of its preservation ; and is capable of be-
ing preserved in public granaries, for pressing occa-
sions, and of being kept for several centuries.—A little

time after the siege of Metz, under Henry II. of
France, in tbe year 1578, the due d'Esperaon laid
up vast stores of com in the citadel

; which was pre-
served in good plight to the year 1707, when the
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Corn French king and his retinue, passing that way, ate

II bread baked thereof.
Cornage. Xbe chief thing that contributes to the preservation

^ of corn is a c^ust which forms on its surface, by the

germination of the grain next underneath, to the

thickness of an inch and a half. On that at Metz
people walked, without its giving the least way. At
Sedan was a granary cut in a rock, wherein a heap of

corn was preserved a hundred and ten years : it was
covered with a crust a foot thick.

For the preservation of corn, tbe first method is to

let it remain in the spike
^

tbe only expedient for con*

veying it to the islands and provinces of America. The
inhabitants of those countries save it in the ear, and

raise it to maturity by that precaution : but this me-

thod of preserving it is attended with several incon-

veniences among us } com is apt to rot or sprout, if

any the least moisture is in the heap \ the rats likewise

infest it, and our want of straw also obliges us to sepa-

rate the grain from the ear. The second is to turn out

and winnow it frequently ; or to pour it through a

trough or mill-hopper, from one floor to another 5 be-

ing thus moved and aired every 1 5 days, for the first

6 months, it will require less labour for the future, if

lodged in a dry place : but if, through neglect, mites

should be allowed to slide into the heap, they will soon

reduce the corn to a heap of dust : this must be avoid-

ed by moving the com anew, and rubbing tbe places

adjacent with oils and herbs, whose strong odour may
chase them away ; for which garlic and dwarf-elder

are very effectual 5 they may likewise be exposed to

the open sun, which immediately kills them. When
the corn has been preserved from all impurities for

the space of two years, and has exhaled all its fires, it

may be kept for 50 or even 100 years, by lodging it

in pita covered with strong planks closely joined to-

gether ; but the safer way is to cover the heap with

quicklime, which should be dissolved by sprinkling it

over with a small quantity of water } this causes the

grains to shoot to the depth of two or three fingers

;

and incloses them with an incrustation, as above men-

tioned, through which neither air nor insects can pene-

trate.

Indian Com^ or Mame. See Zea, Botant Index,

CoRS^ButterJly^ method of destroying it. See A-
GRICULTURE Index,

CoRS-Crake, See Rallus, Ornithology Ifit/rw.

CoRN*Laws, the laws regulating the importation and

exportation of corn ; for an account of which, and of the

trade in corn, see Corn Laws, Supplement.

CoRN-Miiif a water-engine for grinding corn. See

Mechanics.
Corn, in Farriery, See Farriery Index,

CORNS, in Surgery^ hard excrescences, consisting

of indurations of the skin arising on the toes, and some-

times on tbe sides of the feet, where they are much

exposed to the pressure of the shoes. By degrees they

press themselves farther down between the muscular

fibres on these parts, and by their irritation occasion

extreme pain. Many cures have been prescribed, but the

total removal of them is always found to be attended

with great difficulty. The best cure is to bathe them

frequently in warm water, and pare away as much as

possible of the indurated skin without drawing blood.

CORNAGE, an ancient tenure, the service where-

of was to blow a bora when any invasion of the Scots Cwnace
was perceived. This tenure was very frequent in the |

northern counties near the Piets wall ; bnt by itat. Comaro.

12 Car. II. all tenures are converted into free and ^ '

common soccage.—An old rental calls coraage, newU
geldty q. d. neat geld. Lord Coke says, in old books it

is called hwmgeld,
CORNARISTS, in ecclesiastical bistory, tbe dis-

ciples of Theodore Comhert, an enthnsiastic secretary

of tbe states of Holland. He wrote at the same time

against tbe Catholics, Lutherans, and Calvinists. He
maintained that every religious communion needed

reformation ; but he added, that no person had a right

to engage in accomplishing it without a mission sup-

ported by miracles. He was also of opinion, that a

person might be a good Christian witbont being a
member of any visible church.

CORNARIUS, or Haguenbot, John^ a celebra-

ted German physician, born at Zwickow in Saxony.

His preceptor made him change his name of Haguen-
bot to that of Cornarius, under which he is most

known. At 20 years of age he taught grammar, and

explained the Greek and Latin poets and orators to

his scholars; and at 23 was licentiate in medicine.

He found fault with most of the remedies provided

by the apothecaries
; and observing, that the greatest

part of tbe physicians taught their pupils only what is

to be found in Avicenna, Rbasis, and other Arabian

physicians, he carefully sought for tbe writ! ngs of the

best physicians of Greece, and employed about 15 years

in translating them into Latin, especially the works of

Hippocrates, Aetins, Eginetes, and a part of those of

Galen. Meanwhile he practised physic with reputa-

tion at Zwickow, Frankfort, Marpiirg, Nmrdbaosen,

and Jena, where he died of an apoplexy in 1558,
aged 58. He also wrote some medicinal treatises;

published editions of some poems of tbe ancients on

medicine and botany ; and translated some of tbe

works of the fathers, particularly those of Basil, and a

part of those of Epiphanius.

CORNARO, Lewis, a Venetian of noble extrac-

tion, memorable for having lived healthful and active

to above 100 years of age by a rigid course of tempe-

rance. By the ill conduct of some of his relations he

was deprived of the dignity of a noble Venetian ;
and

seeing himself excluded from all employments under

the republic, he settled at Padna. In his youth be

was of a weak constitution
;
and by irregular indul-

gence reduced himself at about 40 years of age to

tbe brink of the grave, under a complication of disor-

ders; at which extremity he was told that he had no

other chance for his life hot by becoming sober and

temperate. Being wise enough to adopt this whole-

some counsel, be reduced himself to a regimen of which

there are very few examples. He allowed himself no

more than 12 ounces of food and 14 ounces of liquor

each day ; which became so habitual to bim, that when

he was above 70 years of age, the experiment of add-

ing two ounces to each by the advice of his friends,

had like to have proved fatal to him. At 83 he wrote

a treatise which has been translated into English, and

often printed, entitled, Sure and certain Methods of

attaining a Long and Healthful Life in which he re-

lates his own story, and extols temperance to a degree

of enthusiasm. At length tbe yolk of an egg l»ecanie

uflicieoi
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C^rnaro iofficJcnt for a meal, aod somotlmes for two, antil he When a Campanian lady made once a ahow of her Cornelia.

I died with much ease and composure in 1 566. The jewels at Cornelians house, and entreated her to favour ’

CwpooMa-* writer of the Spectator, N® 195* conhrms the fact her with a sight of her own, Cornelia produced her two

» from the authority of the Venetian ambassador at that sons, saying, “ These are the only jewels of which

time, who was a descendant of the Cornaro family. 1 can hoast.^*

CORNAVII, (Ptolemy), a people of Britain, he- Cornelia Lex, decivitate, was enacted, in the year

ginning in the very heart of the island, and extending of Rome 670, by L. Corn. Sylla. It confirmed the

to Chester. Now fFarwick, Worcester, Salop, Stafford, Sulpician law, and required that the citizens of the

and Cheshire (Camden). eight newly elected tribes should be divided among the

CORNEA TUNICA, in Anatomy, the second coat of 35 ancient tribes.—Another, dejudiciis, in 673, by the

the eye*, so called from its substance resembling the horn same. It ordained, that the prsetor should always ob-

of a lantern, in Latin co9*nu. See Anatomy Index. serve the same invariable method in judicial proceed-

CORNEILLE, Peter, a celebrated French poet,

was bom at Rouen in the year x6o6. He was brought

op to the bar, which he attended for some little time •,

but formed with a genius too elevated for such a pro-

fession, and having no turn for business, he soon de-

serted it. An affair of gallantry occasioned his writ-

ing his first piece, entitled Afe/tVe; which had prodi-

gious success. Encouraged by the applause of the

public, he wrote the Cid, and the other tragedies that

have immortalized his name. In his dramatic works

ings, and that the process should not depend upon bis

will.—Another de sumptibus, by the same. It limited

the ezpences which generally attended funerals.—A-

nother de religtone, by the same, in 677. It restored to

the college of priests the privilege of choosing the

priests, which by the Domitian law bad been lodged

in the bands of the people.—Another, de muntcipns, by

the same ; which revoked all the privileges which had

been some time before granted to the several towns

that had assisted Marius and Cinna in the civil wars.—

be discovers a majesty, a strength and elevation of ge-

nius, scarce to be found in any other of the French

poets •, and, like our immortal Shakespeare, seems

better acquainted with nature than with the rules of

critics. Corneille was received into the French aca-

demy in 1647, and died dean of that academy in 1684,
aged 78. Besides bis dramatic pieces, he wrote a

translation, in French verse, of the Imitation of Jesus

Christ,*' &c. The best edition of his works is that of

1682, in 4 vols i2mo. *

Corneille, Thomas, brother of the former, was a

member of the French academy and of that of inscrip-

tions. He discovered in his youth a great inclination

to poetry \ and at length published several dramatic

S
ieces in 5 vols lamo, some of which were applauded

y the public, and acted with success. He also wrote,

1. A translation of Ovid's Metamorphoses, and some

of Ovid's Epistles •, 2. Remarks on Vauglas
; 3. A

Dictionary of Arts, 2 vols folio; and 4. An Univer-

sal Geographical and Historical Dictionary, in 3 vols

folio.

Corneille, Michael, a celebrated painter, was bom
at Paris in the year 1642 ; and was instructed by his

father, who was himself a painter of great merit.

Having gained a prize at the academy, young Corneille

obtained a pension from Louis XIV. ; and was sent to

Rome, where that prince bad founded a school for

young artists of genius. Having studied there some
time, be gave up bis pension, and applied to the an-

tique with great care. He is said to have equalled

Caraclie in drawing, but in colouring be was deficient.

Upon bis return from Rome, he was chosen professor

in the academy of Paris
; and was employed by the

above prince in all the great works he was carrying on
at Versailles and Trianon, where are still to be seen

some noble efforts of his genius.

CORNEL-tree. See Cornus, Botany Index.

CORNELIA, daughter of Scipio Africanus, was
the mother of Tiberius and Caius Gracchus. She was
courted by a king, but she preferred being the wife

of a Roman citizen to that of a monarch. Her vir-

tues have been deservedly commended, as well as the

wholesome principles she inculcated in her two sons.

Another de magistratibus, by the same \ which gave

the power of bearing honours, and being promoted be-

fore the legal age, to those who had followed the in-

terest of Sylla ; while the sons and partizans of bis

enemies, who bad been proscribed, were deprived of

the privilege of standing for any office in the state.—

Another, magistratibus, by the same, in 673. It or-

dained, that no person should exercise the same office

within ten years distance, or be invested with two dif-

ferent magistracies in one year.—Another, de magistra-

tibus, by the same, in 673. It divested the tribunes

of the privilege of making laws, interfering, bolding

assemblies, and receiving appeals. All such as had
been tribunes were incapable of bolding any other of-

fice in the state by that law.—Another, de majestate,

by the same, in 670. It made it treason to lead an army
out of a province or engage in a war without orders,

to influence the soldiers to spare or ransom a captive

general of the enemy, to pardon the leaders of robbers

or pirates, or for the absence of a Roman citizen to a
foreign court without previous leave. The punishment

was aqikE et ignis interdictio.—PiXioiliex by the same.

It gave the power to a man accused of murder,' either

by poison, weapons, or false accusations, and the set-

ting fire to buildings, to choose whether the jury that

tried* him should give their verdict clam or palam, viva

voce, or by ballot. Another by the same, which made
it aquee et ignis interdictio to such as were guilty of for-

gery, concealing and altering of wills, corruption, false

accusations, and the debasing or counterfeiting of the

public coin. All such as were accessory to this offence

were deemed as guilty as the offender.—Another, de
pecuniis repetundis ; by which a man convicted of pecu-

lation or extortion in the provinces was condemned to

suffer the aqu<e et ignis interdictio.<^Another, by the

same ; which gave the power to such as were sent into

the provinces with any government, of retaining their

command and appointment without any renewal of it by
the senate, as was before observed.—Another by the

same ; which ordained, that the lands of proscribed
persons should be common, especially those about V'o-

laterrse and Fesulse in Etruria, which Sylla divided

among his soldiers.—Another by C. Cornelius, tribune
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Cornelia of the people, in 686. It ordaiaed, Ui^it no person

II should be exempted from any la\f according to the
custom, unless 200 senators were present in the

senate \ and no person thus exempted could binder

the bill of his exemption from being carried to the

people for their concurrence.—Another, by Nasica, in

582, to make war against Perseus, son of Philip king
of Macedon, if he did not give proper satisfaction to

the Roman people.

CORNELIAN. Sec Carneliak.
CORNER, in a general sense, the same with Akgle.
CORNET, in the military art of the ancients, an

instrument much in the nature of a trumpet ; wl^ch
when it only sounded, the ensigns were to march a|one

without the soldiers
3 whereas when the trumpet only

sounded, the soldiers were to move without the ensigns.

The cornets and huccinse sounded tlie charge and re-

treat 'y and the cornets and trumpets sounded during the

course of the battle. See Plate CLXIV.
Cornet, in modem military economyy denotes an

officer in the cavalry who bears the ensign or colours of

a troop.

The cornet is the third officer in the company, and
commands in the absence of the captain and lieutenant.

He takes bis title from his ensign, which is square

;

and is supposed to be called by tliat name from comuy
because placed on the wings, which form a kind of

points or horns of the army. Others derive the name
from coronet ; alleging, that it was the ancient custom

for these officers to wear coronets or garlands on their

heads.

CORNEUS, the name by which Linnaeus calls a

kind of tin ore, found in black columns, with irregu-

lar sides, and terminating in prisms.

CORNICHE, Cornish, or Cornice, in

ture^ the uppermost member of the entablature of a co-

lumn, as that which crowns the order* See Archi-
tecture, Chap. I. and the Plates*

CoRNiCHE, is also used, in general, for all little

projectures in mi^onry or joinery, even where there

are no columns, as the cornicbe of a chimney, beau-

fet, &c.
CoBNiCHE Rinfi:y in a piece of ordnance, is that noxt

from the muzzle-ring, backward.

CORNICULARIUS, in antiquity, an officer in the

Roman army, whose business was to aid and assist the

military tribune in quality of a lieutenant.

The comicularii went the rounds in lieu of tbe tri-

bone, visited tbe watch, and were nearly wbat the aids

major are in the French army.

Tbe denomination cornicvhrius was given them from

a little horn, called cornicu/uniy which they used in

giving orders to tbe soldiers: though Salmasius de-

rives it from corniculum^ the crest of a head-piece •y it

being an observation of Pliny, that they wore iron or

brass horns on their helmets ^ and that these were called

cornicula.

In the Notitia Imperii we find a kind of secrctiuy or

register of tbe same name. His business was to attend

the judge, and enter down his sentiments and decisions*

The critics derive tbe word, in this sense, from ww-
culumy a little horn to put ink in*

CORNICULUM, in Ancient GeograpApy a town of

the Sabines, to tbe east of Crustnmenum, towards tbe

Anio* It was tomt down by Tarqqin > bot restored

again, after tbe expulsion of the kings, (Flems)* Now Canici.

in ruins, called il Monte GenarOy (Uolstenius). Itm

CORNISH DIAMOND, a name given by many peo* I

pie to crystals found in digging tbe miaes of tin in

Cornwall. Sec Cornwall.
^ ^

CORNIX, tbe trivial name of a species of CoRVUS.
See Cor

V

us, Ornithology Index.

CORNU. Sec Horn.
Cornu AmmonUy in Natural Hietorpy fossil shellt,

called also serpent-stones or snake-stones.

They are found of all sizes, fiom tbe breadth of a
sixpence to more than two feet in diameter, and sooit

even larger } some of them rounded, others greatly

compressed, and lodged in different strata of stones and

clays *y some again are smooth, and others variously

ridged, their strise and ridges being either straight, ino-

gularly crooked, or undulated. See SNdKS^-Stones.

Cornu Cervi. See Hartshorn.
CORNUCOPIA, among the ancient poets, a bom

out of which proceeded plenty of all things ^ by a par^

ticular privilege which Jupiter granted bio nnise, top*

posed to be tbe goat Amalthea. The fablo is this

interpreted : That in Libya there is a little territory

shaped not unlike a bullock^s bom, ezcecdiagly fertile,

given by King Ammon to his daughter, Amalthea,

whom tbe poets feign to have been Jupiter*o oorse*

In Architecture and Sculpturcy the cornucopia, or

horn of plenty, is represented under the figure ^ a

large born, out of which issue fruits, flowers, &c« On
medals, F. Jonbert observes, tbe comucopin is given ta

all deities.

CORNUCOPIjE, HU Botemyy a genus of plants be-

longing to tbe triandria class ; and in the natural me-

thod ranking under the 4th order, Graminee. 800

Botany Index.

CORNUS, Cornel-tree, Cornelian Cherry, or

Dog-wood ^ a genus of plants bebnging to tbe te-

tnuidria class ; and in tbe natacal metM rmnkii^ in«

der the 47th order, Suliatee.

CORNUTIA, a genus of plants, belonging to tbs

didynamia class, and in tbe natural method ranking un-

der the 40th or^r, FersaxaUe. See Botany Itulex*

CORNWALL, tbe most westerly county of £oe^
laud, bounded by the British channel on the sauu,

and the Bristol channel on the north, tbe tws seas meet-

ing near the Landes End on tbe west, and on the east

by the river Tnmar/wliich separates it from Devon-
shire. Its name is supposed by some to be componad-

ed of corny signifying ** a rock*’ in tbe British lan-

guage, and Gxuls or JFaulsy the name tbe Saxons

gave to tbe Britons. Others, however, think it is

derived from tbe Latin comUy or tbe British kermy ** a

horn on account of its roaning out into tbe soa

somewhat in tbe form of a bom. Hither the ancient

Britons (as well as in W^s) retired on the intrusion

of tbe l^ons, wlmre they opposed their further con-

quests. In this part of the iriand they formed a king-

dom that existed for many years after under different

princes, amongst whom were Ambroiios Aurelius, and

tbe justly celebrated Arthur ^ nor were they sob-

doed till the middle of tbe 7th century, from which

time Cornwall was considered as subject to the West

Saxon kings, who began their sovereignty in 519,

and continued it till 828, under 18 sovereigns,

the last of whom was the great Egbert, who soh-
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Gomwali tlaed nil the others 5 and by aniting them, formed

‘ the kingdom of England, when this country was In-

cluded in the county of Devon, then the 9th division y

and that accounts for Alfred^s not mentioning Corn-

wall, which, on forming the circuits after the Norman
conquest, is included in the western circuit. In I337«

Edward III. erected it into a dukedom, and invested

with it Edward the Black Prince. But this, according

to the express words of the grant, is limited to the

first born son and heir, on which account Richard IL
was created duke of Cornwall by charter. So was

Henry V. by his father Henry IV. Henry VI. de-

livered the duchy to bis son Prince Edward, and Ed-
ward IV. created bis son Edward V. duke of Cornwall,

as did Henry VJI. his son, afterwards Henry VIII.

upon the death of bis elder brother Arthur. James I.

created his son Henry duke of Cornwall, which title

on his decease came to his brother Charles. The eld-

est sons of succeeding kings have enjoyed this title by

inheritance. These not only appoint the sheriflF, but all

writs, deeds, &c. are in their name, and not in the

king^s ; and they have also peculiar royalties and pre-

rogatives distinct from the crown, for which they ap-

point the officers. This county is 80 miles long, 40
broad, and 250 in circumference; containing 1185
square miles or 758,484 acres. It is divided into

hundreds; has 27 market towns, viz. Launceston,

uro, Falmouth, Helston, Saltash, Bodmyn, St Ives,

Tregony, Camel ford, Fowey, St Germains, Penryn,

Callington, St Austle, East Looe, Padstow, St Co-

lofflb, Pensance, Grampond, Leskard, Lestwithiel, St

Mawes, St Michael, Newport, Market Jew, Stratton,

and Redruth; 1230 villages, 191 parishes, 89 vica-

rages. The population in 1811 was 216,667, having

increased 28,550 since l8oi. Its chief rivers are the

Tamar, Fale, Cober, Looe, Camel, Fowe, Haile, Le-
mara, Kense, and Aire. Its principal capes or head-

lands are the Landes end, the Lizard, Cape Cornwall,

DeadmanVbead, Rame-head, &c. and a cluster of

islands, 144 in number, called the Srilli/ isles, suppo-

sed formerly to have ^en joined to the main land,

though now 30 miles distant ; abounding with antiqui-

ties, particularly druid real.

As Cornwall is surrounded by the sea on all sides

except the east, its climate is somewhat different from
that of the other parts of Britain. The reasons of

this difference will be easily understood from what is

observed concerning the climate of America. The
summers in Cornwall are less hot, and the winters less

cold, than in other parts of England, and the spring

and harvest are observed to be more backward. High
and sudden winds are also more common in this than
in other counties of England. The county is rocky
and mountainous ; but the mountains are rich in me-
tals, especially tin and copper. The valleys are very
pleasant and fertile, yielding great plenty both of com
and pasture. The lands near the sea-coast are ma-
nured and fertilized with sea-weed, and a kind of sand
formed by the particles of broken shells as they are
dashed against each other by the sea. Cattle of all

sorts are smaller here than in the other counties of
England ; and the wool of the sheep, which are mostly
without boras, is very fine, and the flesh, both of them
and the black cattle, extremely delicate. The coun-
ty is well supplied with fish from the sea and the many

rivers with which it is watered. The most noted of Cornwall,

the sea-fish is the pilchard ; of which prodigious quan- * \

titles are caught from July to November, and export-

ed to different parts, especially to Spain. It is said that

a million have been sometimes taken at a single draught.

The natives are remarkable for their strength and ac-

tivity, as well as their dexterity in wrestling, in which

exercise the Cornish bug is highly extolled.

This county has been long famous for its mines of

different metals; but the principal produce is tin.

The Phenicians early visited these coasts for this ar-

ticle, some think 400 or 450 years before Christ ; and
the mines continued to be wrought with various suc-

cess at different periods. In the time of King John
they appear to have yielded no great emolument ; the

right of working them being wholly in the king as

earl of Cornwall, and the mines farmed by the Jews
for 100 merks

;
and according to this proportion the

loth of it, 61 . 13s. 4d. is at this day paid by the

crown to the bishop of Exeter. In the time of Rich-

ard king of the Romans and earl of Cornwall, the tin-

mines were immensely rich
;
the Jews being farmed out

to him by bis brother Henry III. what interest they

had was at his disposal. The Spanish tin-mines being

stopped by the Moors, and none discovered in Ger-
many, the Malabar coast, or the Spanish West Indies,

Cornwall and its earls bad all the trade of Europe for

It. The Jews being banished the kingdom, 18 Edw. I.

they were again neglected till the gentlemen of Black-

more, lords of seven tithiiigS best stored at that time

with tin, obtained of Edmund earl of Cornwall, son of

Richard king of the Romans, a charter onder his own
seal, with more explicit grants of privileges, courts,

pleas, parliaments, and the toll-tin or yytb of all the

tin raised. At this time too the right of bounding or

dividing tin-grounds into separate partitions for the

encouragement of searching for it, seems to have beeii

first appointed, or at least adjusted. This charter was
confirmed 33 Edward I. and the Cornish Separated

from the Devonshire tinners. Their laws, particulHr-

ly recited in Plowden’s Commentaries, p. 237, were
further explained, 50 Edw. III. confirmed and en-

larged by parliament, 8 Rich. II. 3 Ed. IV. 1 Ed. VJ.
1 and 2 P. and M. and 2 Eliz. and the whole so-

ciety divided into four parts uuder one general warden
to do justice in law and equity, from whose sentence

lies an appeal to the duke of Cornwall in council, or

for want of a duke of Cornwall to the crown. The
lord-warden appoints a vice-warden to determine all

stannery disputes every month; he also constitutes four

stewards, one for each of the precincts before men-
tioned, who hold their courts every three weeks, and
decide by juries of six person^, with an appeal reserved

to the vice-warden, lord warden, and lord of the prince’s

council. In difficult cases the lord warden, by com-
mission, issues his precept to the four principal towns
of the stannery districts, who each choose six members ;

and these twenty-four stannators constitute the parlia-

ment of tinners. Each stannator chooses an assistant,

making a kind of standing council in a different apart-

ment to give information to the prince. Whatever
is enacted by the body of tinners most he signed by
the stannators, the lord-warden, or his deputy, and
by the duke or the king, and thenceforward has with

regard to tin aflairs all the aothority of au act of the

whole
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CorolUry has also two angles equal \ this corollary will fol-

II low, that a triangle which has three sides equal, has also

its three angles equal.
^

,
COROLlSTi^, a name by which Linnaeus distin-

guishes these systematic botanists who have arranged

vegetables from the regularity, figure, number, and

other circumstances, of the petals, or beautiful coloured

leaves of the flowers. The best systems of this kind are

those of Rivinus and Tournefort. The former proceeds

upon the regularity and number of the petals \ the lat-

ter, with much more certainty, on their regularity and

figure.

COROLLULA, a term used by botanists to express

the little partial flowers which make up the compound
ones.

COROMANDEL, the eastern coast of the penin-

sula on this side the Ganges in Asia. It is bounded

on the north by Golconda, on the east by the hay of

Bengal, on the south by Madura, and on the west by

Bisnagar. This coast so much resembles that of O-
rixa, that the Abb^ Raynal chooses to consider them

as one, and gives to both the general name of Coro*

mandeL Here an excessive heat reigns from the be-

ginning of May to the end of October. It begins at

nine in the morning, and continues till nine in the

evening. During the night it is allayed by a sea-breeze

from the south-east
;
and most commonly this refresh-

ing gale begins at three in the afternoon. The air is

less inflamed during the rest of the year, though in all

seasons it is very hot. It rains almost continually du-

ring the months of November and December. This
immense tract is covered with a parched sand for the

extent of two miles, and sometimes only one mile along

the coast.

This country was at first neglected by the Europe-
ans fpr many reasons. It was separated by inacces-

sible mountains from Malabar, where these bold ad-

venturers endeavoured to settle themselves. Spices

and aromatics, which were the principal objects of

their attention, were not to be found there. In short,

civil dissensions bad banished from it tranquillity, se-

curity, and industry. At that period the empire of

Bisnager, to which this vast country was subject, was
falling to ruin. The governors of Visapour, the

Carnatic, Golconda, and Orixa, threw oflf their depen-
dence, and assumed the title of kings. Those of

Madura, Tanjore, Mysore, Gingi, and some others,

likewise usurped the sovereign authority, though they

retained their ancient title of NatcL This revolution

had just happened when the Europeans appeared on
the coast of Coromandel. The foreign trade was at
that time inconsiderable *, it consisted only of diamonds
from Golconda, which were carried to Calicut and
Surat, and from thence to Ormus or Suez, whence
they were circulated through all Europe and Asia.
Massulipatan, the richest and most populous city of
these countries, was the only market that was known
for linens; they were purchased at a great fair an-
nually Imlden there hy the Arabian and Malayan ves-

sels that frequented that bay, and by caravans arrived

from distant parts. The linens were exported to the
same places with the diamonds. The fondness for the

manufactures of Coromandel, which began to prevail

here, inspired all the European nations trading to the

ladiau seas with the resolution of forming settlements

there. They were not discouraged either by the dif- Coromaii-

ficulty of conveying goods from the inland patts of the del.

country, where there was no navigable river ; by the »

tutal ^ant of harbours, whei*e the sea at one season

of the year is not navigable
; by the barrenness of the

coasts, for the most part uncultivated and uninhabited

;

nor by the tyranny and fluctuating state of the go-

vernment. I'hey thought that silver would be indu-

striously sought after ; that Pegu would furnish tim-

ber for building, and Bengal corn for subsistence ; that

a prosperous voyage of nine months would be more
than suflicient to complete their ladings ; and that by
fortifying themselves tliey should be secure against

the attacks of the weak tyrants that oppressed these

countries.

The first European colonies were established near

the shore. Some of them obtained a settlement by
force ; roost of them were formed with the consent

of the sovereigns
; and all were confined to a very

narrow tract of land. The boundaries of each were
marked out by a hedge of thorny plants, which was
their only defence. In process of time fortifications

were raised ; and the security derived from them,
added to the lenity of the government, soon increased

the number of colonists. The splendor and indepen-

dence of these settlements several times raised the jea-

lousy of the princes in whose dominions they were
formed ; but their attempts to demolish them proved
abortive. Each colony increased in prosperity in pro-

portion to the riches and the wisdom of the nation

that t founded it. None of the companies that exer-

cised an exclusive privilege beyond the Cape of Good
Hope had any concern in the trade of diamonds. This
was always left to private merchants, and by degrees

fell entirely into the hands of the English, or the Jews
and Armenians that lived under their protection. At
present this grand object of luxury and industry is rooch

reduced. Tbe revolutions that have happened in In-

dostan have prevented people from resorting to these

rich mines; and the anarchy in which this unhappy
country is plunged leaves no room to hope that they
will be again attended to. Tbe whole of tbe com-
mercial operations on tbe coast of Coromandel is con-
fined to the purchase of cottons. Tbe manufacturing
of tbe white cotton brought there diflfers so little from
oars, that it would be neither interesting nor instrnc-

tive to enter into a minute description of it. The
process used in making their printed cottons, which
was at first servilely followed in Enrope, has since

been rendered more simple and brought to greater
perfection by our manufactures. The painted cottons

which are brought thither we have not yet attempt-

ed to imitate. Tho^e who imagine we have been
prevented from undertaking this branch merely by
the high price of labour among us, are mistaken. Na- ^

ture has not given us the wild fruits and drugs neces-
sary for tbe composition of those bright and indelible

colours which constitute the principal merit of the In-
dian manufactures ; nor has she furnished us with tbe
waters that sei-ve to fix them. The Indians do not
universally observe the same method in painting their
cottons ; either because there are some niceties pecu-
liar to certain provinces, or because diflferent soils pro-
duce diflerent drugs for difl’erent uses. Wc should
tire the patience of our readers were we to trace the

slow
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tion or refraction, produce the appearance in question,

^ when nothing else can be found that will do it, we
must acquiesce in the hypothesis, and suppose such bo-

dies to exist, even though we cannot give a satisfactory

account of their generation. Now, two such bodies

are assumed by Mr Huygens ; one of th^m a round

ball, opaque in the centre, but covered with a transpa-

rent shell 'j and the other is a cylinder, of a similar

composition. By the help of the former he endea-

vours to account for halos, and by the latter for those

appearances which are called mock. suns. Those bo-

dies which Mr Huygens requires, in order to explain

these phenomena, are not, however, a mere assump-

tion \ for some such, though of a larger size than his

purpose requires, have been actually found, consisting

ef snow within and ice without. They are particularly

mentioned by Descartes.

The balls with the opaque kernel, which he suppo-

sed to have been the cause of them, he imagines not to

exceed the size of a turnip-seed ^ but, in order to il-

lustrate this hypothesis, he gives a figure of one, of a
larger size, in ABCDEF, (fig. 3.) representing the

kernel of snow in the middle of it. If the rays of

light, coming from GH, fall upon the side AD, it is

manifest they will be so refracted at A and D, as to

bend inwards ; and many of them will strike upon the

kernel £F. Others, however, as GA and HD, will

only touch the sides of the kernel j and being again

refracted at B and C, will emerge in the lines BK, CK,
crossing each other in the point K, whose nearest di-

stance fVom the globule is somewhat less than its appa-

rent diameter. If, therefore, BK and CK be produced

towards M and L (fig. 4.), it is evident that no light

can reach the eye placed within the angle LKM, but

may fall upon it when placed out of that angle, or ra-

ther the cone represented by it.

For the same reason, every other of these globules

will have a shadow behind it, in which the light of the

sun will not be perceived. If the eye be at N, and
that be conceived to he the vertex of a cone, the sides

of which, NR, NQ, are parallel to the sides of the

former cone KL, KM, it is evident that none of the

globules within the cone QNR can send any rays of

the sun to the eye at N. But any other globule out

of this cone, as X, may send those rays, which^ are

more refracted than XZ, to the eye ; so that this

will appear enlightened, while those within the cone

will appear obscure. It is evident from this, that

a certain area, or space, quite round the sun, must
appear dark

; and that the space next to this area

will appear luminuus, and more so in those parts that

are nearest to the obscure area ^ because, he says, it

may easily be demonstrated, that those globules which
are nearest to the cone QNR exhibit the largest image
of the sun. It is plain, also, that a corona ought to

be produced In the same manner, whatever he the

tun's altitude, because of the spherical figure of the

globules.

To verify this hypothesis, our philosopher advises us

to expose to the sun a thin glass bubble, filled with
water, and having some opaque substance in the centre

of it •y and he says we shall find, that we shall not be
able to sec the sun through it, unless at a certain di-

stance from a place opposite to the centre of it ; but
soon as we do perceive the light, the image of the

sun will immediately a'ppear the brightest, and colour- Coronv

ed red, for the same reason as in the rainbow. < ---y—

.

These coronas, he says, often appear about the

moon
^
but the colours are so weak as to appear only

white. Such white coronas he had also seen about

the sun, when the space within them appeared scarce

darker than that without. This he supposes to hap-

pen when there are but few of those globules in the

atmosphere ; for the more plentiful they are, the more

lively the colours of the halo appear ; at the same time

also the area within the corona will be the darker.

The apparent diameter of the corona, which is gene-

rally about 45 degrees, depends upon the size of the

dark kernel 5 for the larger it is with respect to the

whole globule, the larger will be the dark cone behind

it.

The globules that form these halos, Mr Huygens
. supposes tcTtiave consisted of soft snow, and to have

been rounded by continual agitation in the air, and
thawed on their outsides by the heat of the sun.

To make the diameter of the halo 45 degrees, he

demonstrates that the semidiameter of the globule must
be to the semidiameter of the kernel of snow very near-

ly as 1000 to 480; and that to make a corona of 100
aegrees, it must be as 1000 to 680.

Mr Weidler, in his Commentary on parhelia, pub-

lished at Wirtemberg in 1733, observes, that it is

very improbable that such globules as Mr Huygens's
hypothesis requires, with nuclei of such a precise pro-

portion, should exist ; and if there were such bodies,

be thinks they would be too small to produce the ef-

fects ascribed to them. Besides, he observes that ap-

pearances exactly similar to halos are not uncommon,
where fluid vapours alone are concerned ; as when a
candle is placed behind the steam of boiling water in

frosty weather, or in the midst of the vapour issuing

copiously from a bath, or behind a receiver when the

air is so much rarefied as to be incapable of supporting

the water it contains. The rays of the sun twice re-

flected and twice refracted within small drops of water
are sufficient, he says, without any opaque kernel, to

produce all the appearances of the halos that have the

red light towards the sun, as may he proved by experi-

ment. That the diameter of the halos is generally half

of that of the rainbow, be accounts for as Gassendi did

before him.

M. Manotte accounts for the formation of the small

coronas by the transmission of light through aqueous
vaponrs, where it suffers two refractions, without any
intermediate reflection. He shows that light which
comes to the eye, afler being refracted in this man-
ner, will be chiefly that which falls upon the drop

nearly perpendicular ; because more rays fall upon
any giv«>n quantity of surface in that situation, fewer

of them are reflected with small degrees of obliquity,

and they are not so much scattered after refraction.

The red will always be outermost in these coronas,

as consisting of rays which suffer the least refraction.

And wliereas be had seen, when the clouds were dri-

ven briskly by the wind, halos round the moon, vary-

ing frequently in their diameter, being sometimes of
two, sometimes of three, and sometimes of four de-

gree# i sometimes also being coloured, sometimes only

white, and sometimes disappearing entirely ; he con-

cluded that all these variations arose from the differ-

4 Q a eot
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Cor«na BUnce of about 22® 35^ from the centre of the moon.

II
It was elliptical } and its long diameter was perpendi-

Coronyy cular to the horizon, verging below farthest from the
Arlene*. JJc was told, that the moon has sometimes

^ three or more concentric crowns of colours encompas*

sing one another next about her body. The more

equal the globules of water or ice are to one another,

the more crowns of colours will appear, and the co-

lours will be the more lively. The halo, at the di-

stance of 22j- degrees from the moan, is of another

sort. By its being oval, and more remote from the

moon below than above, be concludes that it was

made by refraction in some kind of hail or snow float-

ing in the air in an horizontal posture, the refracting

angle being about 50 or 60 degrees. Dr Smith, how-

ever, makes it sufficiently evident, that the reason why
this halo appeared oval, and more remote from the

moon towards the horizon, is a deception of sight, and

the same with that which makes the moon appear

larger in the horizon.

Dr Koteluihow having, like Dr Halley, made very

accurate observations to determine the number of pos-

sible rainbows, considers the coloured halo which ap-

pears about a candle as the same thing with one of

these bows which is formed near the body of the sun,

but which is not visible on account of bis excessive

splendor.

Lastly, M. Muschenbroeck concludes his account of

coronas with observing, that some density of vapour,

or some thickness of the plates of ice, divides the light

in its transmission through the small globules of water,

or their interstices, into its separate colours : but what

that density was, or what was the size of the particles

which composed the vapour, be could not pretend to

determine.

CoROMA, among botanists, the name given by some
to the circumference or margin of a radiated com-
pound flower. It cori*esponds to the radius of Lin-

nieus} and is exemplified in the flat, tongue-shaped

petals which occupy the margin of the daisy or sun-

flower.

CoROSA Australis or MeriJtonalis^ Sonthem Crown,

a constellation of the southern hemisphere, whose stars

in Ptolemy’s catalogue are 13, in the British cata-

logue 12.

Corona Borealis^ the Northern Crown or Garland,

in Astronomy^ a constellation of the northern hemi-

sphere, whose stars in Ptolemy’s catalogue are eight, in

Tycho’s as many, and in Mr Flamstead’s 2i.

Corona Imperialism in Conchologym a name given by
some authors to a kind of voluta, differing from the

other shells of that family, by having its head orna-

mented with a number of points, forming a sort of

crown. See Voluta, Concholocy Index.

COHONALE, in Anatornym the first suture of the

skull. See Anatomy Index.

CORONALE os, the same with os frontis. See
Anatomy Index.

CORONARY VESSELS, in Anatomym certain ves-

sels which furnish the substance of the heart with

blood.

Coronary Arteries^ are two arteries springing out

of the aorta, before it leaves the pericardium. See

Akatohy Indexn^

Coronary Vein^ a vein difiused over the exterior Corenary

surface of the heart. See Anatomy Index* Vein

Stomachic CoRONARYm a vein inserted into the trunk ^ ^

of the splenic vein, which, by uniting with the mesen-

teric, forms the vena porta. See Anatomy Index.

CORONARliE, ill Botany, the 10th order of plants

in Linnaeus’s Fragments of a Natural Method. Un-
der this name, instead of the more obvious one lihac^

cee, Linntcus collects a great number of genera, roost

of which furnish very beautiful garden flowers, viz.

alhuca, cyanella, fritillaria, belonias, hyacintbus, hy-

poxis, lilium, melaiithiuni, ornithogalum, scilla, tulipa,

agave, aletris, aloe, anthericum, a^tpbodelus, bromelia,

burmannia, bemerocallis, polyanthes, tillandsia, vera-

trum, yucca.

CORONATION, the ceremony of investing with

a crown, particularly applied to the crowning of kings,

upon their succeeding to the sovereignty. See King.
CORONiE, in Ancient Geography, a town of tioeutia,

near Mount Helicon, and the lake Copais, situated on

an eminence : famous for the defeat of the Athenians
and Boeotians by Agesilaus. Another Corona of Thes-
saly ; having Narthacium to the east, and Lamia near
the Sperchius to the north (Ptolemy).

CORON E, in Ancient Geography, a town of Mes-
senia, situated on the sea, giving name to the Sinus

Coronseus, (Pliny) ; now Go/fo di Coron* Pausanias

takes it to be the JEpea of Homer
\
but Strabo Thuria,

and Pliny. Pedasus: now Coron, in the territory of BeU
videre, in the Morea. £. Long. 22. N. Lat. 36. 30.
CORONELLI, Vincent, a famous geographer, was

bom at Venice. His skill in the mathematics having

brought him to the knowledge of the count d’Estrees,

his eminence employed him in making globes for

Louis XIV. With this view Coronelli spent some time

at Paris, and left a great number of globes there, which
are esteemed. In 1685, he was made cosmographer

to the republic of Venice \ and four years after public

professor of geography. He founded an academy of

cosmography at Venice > and died in that city in 1718.
He published about 400 geographical charts, an abridg-

ment of cosmography, several ^oks on geography, and
other works.

CORONER {coronator), an ancient oflScer in Eng-
land, so called l^cause he hath principally, to do with
pleas of the crown, or such wherein the king is more
immediately concerned. And in this light the lord

chief justice of the king’s bench is the principal coro-

ner in the kingdom
\ and may, if be pleases, exercise

the jurisdiction of a coroner in any part of the realm.

But there are also particular coroners for every county
in England \ usually four, but sometimes six, and some-
times fewer. This officer is of equal authority with

the sheriff ; and was ordained, together with him, to

keep the peace, when the earls gave up the wardship .

of the county.

He is chosen by all the freeholders . of the county
court and by the statute of AVestminster 1. it was en-
acted, that none but lawful and discreet knights should .

be chosen ; but it seems now suflicient if a man have
land enough to be made a knight, whether he be really

knighted or not^ for the coroner outfit to have an
estate suflBcient to maintain the dignity of his office,

and auswer any fines that may be made upon him for
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Coroner misbehaviour ; and, if he hath not enough to an«

t swer, his fine shall be levied on the county, as a
CoroniHa. punishment for electing an insuflicient officer. Now,

’ indeed, through the culpable neglect of gentlemen of
property, this office has been suffered to fall into dis*

repute, and get into low and indigent hands ; so that

although formerly no coroners would be paid for ser-

ving their country, and they were by the aforesaid

statute of Westminster i. expressly forbidden to take

a reward under pain of great forfeiture to the king,

yet for many years past they have only desired to be

chosen for the sake of their perquisites ; being allow-

- ed fees for their attendance by the statute 3 Hen. VII.
c. I. which Sir Edward Coke complains of heavily,

though since his time those fees have been much en-

larged.

The coroner is chosen for life ; but may be removed,

either by being made sheriff or chosen verderor, which
are offices incompatible with the other ; and by the

statute 25 Geo. II. c. 29. extortion, neglect, or misbe-

haviour, are also made causes of removal.

The office and power of a coroner are also, like

those of the sheriff, either judicial or ministerial ; but

» principally judicial. This is in a great measure ascer-

tained by statute 4 £dw. I. De ojficio conmaiorts; and
consists, first, in inquiring, when any person is slain, or

dies suddenly, or in prison, concerning the manner of

his death. And this must be super visum corporis ; for

if the body is not found, the coroner cannot sit. He
must also sit at the very place where the death hap-

pened. And his inquiry is made by a jury from four,

five, or six, of the neighbouring towns, over whom be

iH to preside. If any be found guilty by this inquest

of murder, be is to commit to prison for farther trial,

and is also to inquire concerning their lands, goods,

and chattels, which are forfeited thereby; but whe-

ther it be murder or not, he must inquire whether

any deodand has accrued to the king, or the lord of

the franchise, by this death ; and must certify the

whole of this inquisition to the court of king’s bench,

or the next assizes. Another branch of bis office is to

inquire concerning shipwrecks; and certify whether

wreck or not, and who is in possession of the goods.

Concerning treasure-trove, he is also to inquire con-

eeiming the finders, and where it is, and whether any

one be suspected of having found and concealed a trea-

sure
;

and that may well be perceived (saitb the old

statute of Edw. I.) where one liveth riotously, haunt-

ing taverns, and hath done so of long time where-

upon he might be attached and held to bail upon this

suspicion only.

The ministenal office of the coroner is only as the

sheriff’s substitute. For when just exception can be

taken to the sheriflF, for suspicion of partiality (as that

be is interested in the suit, or of kindred to either plain-

tiff or defendant), the process must then be swarded to

the coroner, instead of the sheriflP, for execution of the

king’s writs.

CORONET. Sec Crowk.
Coronet, or Cornet^ of a horse, the lowest part of

the pastern, which runs through the coffin, and is distin-

guished by the hair joining and covering the upper part

of the hoof.

CORONILLA, Jointed^fodded Colutea ; a genus

of plants belonging to the diadelphta class, and in the

natural method ranking under the 3 2d order, Papiiio* CoraiullA

naceet. Sec Botany Index, *t*l

CORONOID, and Condyloid, processes. See

Akatomy Index. > j
CORPORA cavernosa, in Anatomy^ two spongi-

ous bodies, called also corpora nervosa and corpus spon^

gtosvm. Sec Anatomy Index.

Corpora PyranudaHa^ are two protuberances of the

under part of the cerebellum^ about an inch long ; so

called from tbeir resemblance to a pyramid. See Ana-
tomy Index.

Corpora Striata. See Anatomy Index.

CORPORAL, an inferior officer under a sergeant,

in a company of foot, who has charge over one of the

divisions, places and relieves sentinels, and keeps good
order in the corps de garde ; he also receives the word
from the inferior rounds which pass by his corps de

garde. This officer carries a fusee, and is commonly
an old soldier

;
there are generally three corporals in

each company.

Corporal ofa Ship of War

^

an officer under the ma-
ster at arms, employed to teach the officers the ex-

ercise of small arms, or of musketry ; to atteud at the

gangway, on entering ports, and observe that no spi-

rituous liquors are brought into the ship, unless by ex-

press leave from the officers. He is also to extioguish

the fire and candles at eight o’clock in winter, and

nine in summer, when the evening gun is fired ; and

to walk frequently down in the lower decks in his

watch, to see that there are no lights but such as are

under the charge of proper sentinels.

Corporal {CorporaUi)^ is also an ancient church-

term, signifying the sacred linen spread under the cha-

lice in the enebarist and mass, to receive the fragments

of the bread, if any chance to fall. Some say it was

Pope Eusebius who first enjoined the use of the corpo-

ral ; others ascribe it to St Sylvester. It was the cu-

stom to carry corporals, with some solemnity, to fires,

and to heave tliem against the flames, in order to ex-

tinguish them. Philip de Comines says, the pope

made liouis XI. a present of the corporate whereon rojr

lord St Peter sung mass.

CORPORATION, a body politic or incorporate,

so called, because the pei-sons or members are join-

ed into one body, and are qualified to take, grant,

&c.
Of corporations there is a great variety subsisting,

for the advancement of religion, of learning, and of

commerce ; in order to preserve entire and for ever

those rights and immunities, which, if they were

granted only to those individuals of which the body

corporate is composed, would upon their death be uU
teily lost and extinct. To show the advantages of

these incorporations, let us consider the case of a col-

lege in either of our universities, founded

et orandum^ for the encouragement and support of re-

ligion and learning. If this was a mere voluntary as-

sembly, the individuals which compose it might in-

deed read, pray, study, and perform scholastic exer-

cises together, so long as they could agree to do so

;

but they could neither frame nor receive any laws or

rules of their conduct ;
none at least which would

have any binding force, for want of a coercive power

to creote a sufficient obligation. Neither eodd ^y
be capable of retaining any privilegef or Immunities

:
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Corpora- for, If such privileges be attacked, which of all this

tioe. unconnected assembly has the right or ability to ilc-

*

fend them ? And, when they ^re dispersed by death or

otherwise, how shall they transfer these advantages to

another set of students, equally unconnected as them-

selves ? So also, with regard to holding esUtes or other

property, if land be granted for the purposes of religion

or learning to 20 individuals not incorporated, there is

no legal way of continuing the property to any other

persons for the same purposes, but by endless convey-

ances from pne to the other, as often as the hands are

changed. But when they are consolidated and united

into a corporation, they and their successors are then

considered as one person in law : as one person, they

have one will, which is collected from the sense of the

majority of the individuals ; this one will may establish

rules and orders for the regulation of the whole, which

are a sort of municipal laws of this little republic ^ or

rules and statutes may be prescribed to it at its crea-

tion, which are then in the place of natural laws :

the privileges and immunities, the estates and posses-

sions, of the corporation, when once vested in them,

will be for ever vested, without any new conveyance

to new successions y
for all the individual members

that have existed from the foundation to the present

time, or that shall ever hereafter exist, are but ooe

person in law, a person that never dies : in like

manner as the river Thames is still the same river,

though the parts which compose it are changing every

instant.

The original Invention of these political constitutions

seems entirely to belong to the Romans, They were

introduced, as Plutarch says, by Numa •, who finding,

upon his accession, the city torn to pieces by the two

rival factions of Sabines and Romans, thought it a

prudent and politic measure to subdivide these two in-

to many smaller ones, by instituting separate societies

of every manual trade and profession. They were

afterwards much considered by the civil law, in which

they were called untversitaUSy as forming one whole

out of many Individuals j or colfegtoy from being ga-

thered together : they were adopted also by the canon

law, for the maintenance of ecclesiastical discipline ;

and from them our. spiritual corporations are derived.

But our laws have considerably refined and improved

upon the invention, according to the usual genius

of the English nation, particularly with regard to sole

corporations, consisting of one person only, of which

the Roman lawyers had no notion ; their maxim being

that Tres faciunt collegium ; though they held, that

if a corporation, originally consisting of three persons,

be reduced io ooe. Si univcrsitas ad unum redit ; it

may still subsist as a corporation, Et stet nomen unU
versitatis*

As to the several sorts of corporations, the first di-

vision of them is into aggregate and sole. Corporations

aggregate consist of many persons united together into

one society, and are kept up by a perpetual succession

of members, so as to continue for ever : of which kind

are the mayor and commonalty of a city, the bead and
fellows of a college, the dean and chapter of a cathe-

dral chqrch. Corporations sole consist of one person

only and bis successors, in some particular station, who
are incorporated by law, in order to give them some
legal capacities and advantages, particularly that of

2

COR
perpetuity, which In their natural persons they could Corpor*.

not have had. In this sense the king is a sole corpora- tion.

tion ; so ia a bishop ^
so are some deacons and prebenda-

^

ries, distinct from their several chapters
; and so is every

parson and vicar. And the necessity, or at least use,

of this institution will be very apparent, if we consider

the case of a parson of a church. At the original en-

dowment of parish churches, the freehold of the church,

the church-yard, the parsonage-house, the glebe, and
the tithes of the parish, were vested in the then parson

by the bounty of the donor, as a temporal recom-

pense to him for his spiritual care of the inhabitants,

and with intent that the same edioluments should ever

afterwards continue as a recompense for the same care.

But how was this to be effected ? The freehold was
vested in the parson •y and if we suppose it vested in

his natural capacity, on his death it might descend to

bis heir, and would be liable to hjs debts and incum-

brances : or at best, the heir migfit be compellable, at

some trouble and expence, to convey these rights to

the succeeding incumbent. The law therefore has wise-

ly ordained, that the parson, quatenus parson, shall ne-

ver die, any more than the king^ by making him and
his successors a corporation. By which means all the

original rights of the parsonage are preserved entire to

the successor \ for the present incumbent, and bis pre-

decessor who lived seven centuries ago, are in law one

and the same person
\ and what was given to the one

was given to the other also.

Another division of corporations, either sole or ag-

gregate, is into ecclesiastical and lay. Ecclesiastical

corporations are, where the members that compose it

are entirely spiritual persons, such as bishops, certain

deaus and prebendaries, all archdeacons, parsons, and
vicars, which are sole corporations ; deans and chapters

at present, and formerly prior and convent, abbot and
monks, and the like, bodies aggregate. Tbese are

erected for the furtherance of religion, and perpetu-

ating the rights of the church.—-Lay corporations are

of two sorts, civil and eleemosynary. The civil are such

as are erected for a variety of temporal purposes. The
king, fur instance, is made a corporation, to prevent in

general the possibility of an interregnum or vacancy of

the throne, and to preserve the possessions of the crown
entire \ for immediately upon the demise of one king,

his successor is in full possession of the regal rights and
dignity. Other lay corporations are erected for the

good government of « town or particular district, as a
mayor and commonalty, bailiff and burgesses, or the

like ; some for the advancement and regulation of ma-
nufactures and commerce y as the trading companies

of London and other towns : and some for the better

carrying on of divers special purposes; as church war-

dens, for conservation of the goods of the parish ; the

college of physicians and company of surgeons in Lon-
don, for the improvement of the medical science *, the

royal society for the advancement of natural know-
ledge; and the society of antiquarians for promoting
the study of antiquities. The eleemosynary sort are

such as are constituted for the perpetual distribution of

tbe free alms or bounty of the founder of them to

such persons as he has directed. Of this kind are all

hospitals for the maintenance of the poor, sick, and
impotent ; and all colleges, both in our universities and
out of them : which colleges are founded for two pur-

poses;
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Corpora- pogeg; j, ’For the promotion of piety an^ learning by

preper regulations and ordinances. 2. For imparting

assistance to the members of those bodies, in order to

enable them to prosecute their devotion and studies

with greater ease and assiduity. And ail these eleemo-

synary corporations are, strictly speaking, lay, and not

ecclesiastical, even though composed of ecclesiastical

persons, and although they in some things partake of

the nature, privileges, and restrictions of ecclesiastical

bodies.

Having thus marshalled the several species of corpo-

rations, let us next proceed to consider, i. How corpo-

rations in general may be created. 2. What are their

powers, capacities, and incapacities. And, 3. How
they may be dissolred.

I. Corporations, by the civil law, seem to have been

created by the mere act and voluntary association of

their members ; provided such convention was not con-

trary to law, for then it iHicitum collegium* It does

not appear that the princess consent was necessary to be

actually given to the foundation of them; but merely

that the original founders of these voluntary and friend-

ly societies (for they were little more than such) should

not establish any meetings in opposition to the laws of

the state.

But in England the king^s consent is absolutely ne-

cessary to the erection of any corporation, either im-

plied or expressly given. The king^s implied con-

sent is to be found in corporations which exist by force

of the common law, to which our former kings are

supposed to have given their concorrence; common
law being nothing else but custom, arising from the

universal agreement of the whole community. Of
this sort are the king himself, all bishops, parsons, vi-

cars, chorch-wardens, and some others
; who by com-

mon law have ever been held (as far as our books can

show ns) to have been corporations, virtute ojfficii

;

and

this incorporation is so inseparably annexed to their

offices, that we cannot frame a complete legal idea of

any of those persons, but we must also have an idea of

a corporation, capable to transmit bis rights to bis suc-

cessors, at the same time. Another method of impli-

cation, whereby the king’s consent is presumed, is as

to all corporations by prescription, such as the city of

London, and many others, which have existed as cor-

porations, time whereof the memory of roan runneth

out to the contrary ; and therefore are looked upon in

law to be well created. For though the members
thereof can show no legal charter of incorporation,

yet in cases of such high antiquity the law presumes

there once was one
;
and that by the variety of acci-

dents, which a' length of time may produce, the char-

ter is lost or destroyed. The methods by which the

king’s consent is expressly given, are either by act of

parliament or charter. By act of parliament, of which

the royal assent is a necessary ingredient, corporations

may undoubtedly be created : but it is observable, that

most of those statutes which are usually cited as ha-

ving created incorporations, do either confirm such as

have been before created by the king; as in the

case of the college of physicians, erected by charter

10 Hen. VIII. which charter was afterwards confirm-

ed in parliament : or, they permit the king to erect a
corporation infuturo with such and such powers ;

as is

the case of the bank of England, and the society of the

3

British fishery^ So that the immediate creative act is Corport-
usually performed by the king alone, in virtue of his lion.

royal prerogative. ^ ^ —
All the other methods therefore whereby corpora-

tions exist, by common law, by prescription, and by
act of parliament, are for the most part reducible to

this* of the king’s letters patent, or charter of incorpo-
ration. The king’s creation may be performed by the

words creamusy ertgimus^Jundamus^ incorporamus^ or
the like. Nay it is held, that if tiie king grants to a
set of men to have gtldam mercatorium^ “ a mercantile
meeting or assembly,” this is alone sufficient to incor-

porate and establish them for ever.

The king (it is said) may grant to a subject the

power of erecting corporations, though the contrary
was formeily held

;
that is, he may permit the subject

to name the persons and powers of the corporation at

his pleasure
; but it is really the king that erects, and

the subject is but the instrument ; for though none but

the king can make a corporation, yet quifarit per alu
inn^facit per se* In this manner the chancellor to the
university of Oxford has power by charter to erect cor-

porations ; and has actually often exerted it in the erec-

tion of several matriculated companies, now subsisting,

of tradesmen subservient to the students.

When a corporation is erected, a name mast be given

to it ; and by that name alone it must sue and be sued,

and do all legal acts.

II. After a corporation is so formed and named, it

acquires may powers and rights, which we are next to

consider. Some of these are necessarily and inseparably

incident to every corporation
; a^ich incidents as soon

as a corporation is duly erected, are tacitly annexed of

course. As, i. To have perpetual succession. This is

the very end of its incorporation ; for there Cannot be

a succession for ever without an incorporation ; and
therefore all aggregate corporations have a power
necessarily implied of electing merabeis in the room
of such as go off. 2. To sue or be sued, implead or

be .
impleaded, grant or receive, by its corporate name,

and do all other acts as natural persons may. 3. To
purchase lands and hold them, for the benefit of them-
selves and their successors : which two are conse-

quential to the former. 4. To have a common seal.

For a corporation being an invisible body, cannot ma-
nifest its intention by any personal act or oral dis-

course : it otherwise acts and speaks only by its com-
mon seal. For though the particular members may
express their private consents to any act by words or

signing their names, yet* this does not bind the corpora-

tion ; it is the fixing of the seal, and that only, whjf

h

unites the several assents of the individuals who com-
pose the community, and makes one joint assent of the

whole. 5. To make bye-laws or private statutes for

the better government of the corporation
; which are

binding upon themselves, unless contrary to the laws

of the land, and then they are void. But no trading

company is with us allowed to make bye-laws which

may adect the king’s prerogative or the common pro-

fit of the people, under penalty of 40I. unless they

be approved by the chancellor, treasurer, and chief

justices, or the judges of assize in their circuits ; and

even though they be so approved, still, if contrary to

law, they are void. These five powers are Inseparably

incident to every corporation, at least to every corpo-

ration
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Corpora- ration aj^gate : for two of theniy though they may

lion, be pimcUsedy yet are very unnecessary to a corporation

’ V'™' sole 5 via. to have a corporate seal to testify his sole

assent, and to make statutes for the regulation of his

own conduct.

Corporations have a capacity to purchase lands for

themselves and successors ^ but they are excepted out

of the statute of wills } so that no devise of lands to a

corporation by will is good y except for charitable uses,

by stat. 43 Eliz. c. 4. which exception is i^in great-

ly narrow^ by the stat. 9 Geo. II. c. 36. And also,

by a great variety of statutes, their privilege even of

purchasing from any living grantor is much abridged y

so that now a corporation, either ecclesiastical or lay,

must have a license from the king to purchase, before

they can exert that capacity which is vested in them

by the common law : nor is even this in all cases suffi-

cient. These statutes are generally called the statutes

of mortmain* See Mortmain.
Btmckut. The general duties of all bodies politic, considered
Comment, tn their corporate capacity, may, like those of natural

persons, be reduced to this single one y that of acting

up to the end or design, whatever it be, for which they

were created by their founder.

III. How corporations may be dissolved. Any per-

ticular member may be disfranchised, or lose his place

in the corporation, by acting contrary to the laws of

the society, or the laws of the land : or he may resign

it by its own voluntary act. But the body politic may
also itself be dissolved in several ways

y
which dissolu-

tion is the civil death of the corporation y and in this

case their lands and tenements shall revert to the per-

son, or his heirs, who grunted them to the corpora-

tion
y for the law doth annex a condition to every

such grant, that if the corporation be dissolved, the

granter shall have the lands again, because the cause

of the grant faileth. The grant is indeed only during

the life of the corporation y which may endure for

ever : but when that life is determined to be the dis-

solution of the body politic, the granter takes it back

W reversion, as in the case of every other grant for life.

The debts of a corporation, either to or from it, are

totally extinguished by its dissolution ; so that the

members thereof cannot recover, or be charged with

them, in their natural capacities : agreeable to that

maxim of the civil law, Si quid uniuersitati debetur^

singulis non debetur ; nec^ quod debet universitas^ sin-

guli debent.

A corporation may be dissolved, l. By act of par-

liament, which is boundless in its operations. 2. By
the natural death of all its members, iu cases of an ag-

gregate corporation. 3. By surrender of its franchises

into the hands of the king, which is a kind of suicide.

4. By forfeiture of its charter through negligence or

abuse of its franchises, in which case the law judges

that the body politic has broken the conditions upon

which it was incorporated, and therefore the incor-

poration is void. And the regular coni*se is to bring an
information in nature of a writ of quo warranto^ to

inquire by what warrant the members now exercise

their corporate power, having forfeited it by such and
such proceedings. The exertion of this act of law,

for the purposes of the state, in the reigns of King
Charles and King JamesJl. particularly by seizing the

charter of the city of Loodoo, gave great and just of-

VOL. VI. Part II. t

fence y though perhaps, in strictness of law, the pro- Corpora,

ceedings in most of them were sufficiently regular y
ti >u

hut the judgment against that of London was reversed H

by act of parliament after the Revolution y and by the

same statute it is enacted, that the franchises of the

city of London shall never more be forfeited for any

cause whatsoever. And because by the common law

corporations were dissolved, in case the mayor or bead

officer was not duly elected on the day appointed in the

charter or established by prescription, it is now pro-

vided, that for the future no corporation shall be dissol-

ved upon that account, and ample directions are given

for appointing a new officer, in case there be no elec-

tion, or a void one, made upon the charter or prescrip-

tive day.

Corporation Act^ is that which prevents any person

from being legally elected into any office relating to

the government of any city or corporation, unless

within a twelvemonth before he has received the sacra-

ment of the Lord^s Supper according to the rites of the

church of England y and which enjoins him to take the

oaths of allegiance and supremacy when be takes the

oath of office ; otherwise his election is void.

CORPOREAL, those qualities which denominate a
body. See Incorporeal.
CORPOREITY, the quality of that which is cor-

poreal, or has body y or that which constitutes or deno-

minates it such. The corporeity of God was the

capital error of the Anthropomorphites. Some au-

thors repioacb Tertullian with admitting a corporeity

iu the Deity y but it is manifest, by body be means no

more than substance. The Mahometans reproach the

Samaritans at this day, with a belief of the corporeity

of God. Many of the ancients believed the corporeity

of angels.

CORPSE, a dead body.

If any one, in taking up a dead body, steals the

shroud, or other apparel, it will be felony. Stealing on-

ly the corpse itself is not felony ; but it is punishable as

a misdemeanor by indictment at common law.

CORPS, in Architecture^ is a term borrowed from

tbe French, signifying any part that projects or advan-

ces beyond tbe naked of a wall ; and which serves as

a ground for some decoration or the like.

Corps de Battadle^ is the main body of an army
^

drawn up for battle.

Corps de Garde^ a post in an army, sometimes under

covert, sometimes in tbe open air, to receive a body of

soldiers, who are relieved from time to time, and are

to watch in their turns, for the security of a quarter, a

camp, station, &c. The word is also used for tbe men
who watch therein. It is usual to have, beside the

great, a little corps de garde, at a good distance before

tile lines ; to be tbe more readily advertised of tbe ap-

proach of the enemy.

CORPULENCY, the state of a person too much
loaded with flesh or fat.

Corpulency is tbe occasion of various diseases, and
particularly the apoplexy. It was held infamous among
the ancient Lacedaemonians.

Sennertus mentions a man that weighed 600 pounds,

and a maid 36 years of age who weighed 430. Bright

of Malden, who died at the age of 29 years in 1750,
weighed 616 pounds. Chiapin Vitelli, marquis of

Cerona, a noted Spanish general iu his time, from an

4 R excessive
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Corpulence

II

Corrado.

excessive corpulency, is said to have reduced himself by

drinking of vinegar, to such a degree of leanness, that

he could fold his skin several times round him.

Castile soap, in the form of a bolus, an electuary,

pills, or dissolved in a gill or more of soft water, from

one to four drachms taken at bed-time, is strongly

recommended with a view of reducing corpulency, in

a discourse on its nature, causes, and cure, by Mal-
colm Flemyng, M. D. Lond. 1760. See Medicine
Index,

CORPUS, in Anatomy^ is applied to several parts

of the animal structure ; as corpus callosum^ corpus

cavemosum^ &c. Sec Anatomy Index.

Corpus is also used in matters of learning, for seve-

ral works of the same nature collected and hound to-

gether.

Gratian made a collection of the canons of the

church, called corpus eanonum. The corpus of the civil

law is composed of the digest, code, and institutes.

We have also a corpus of the Greek poets \ and ano-

ther of the Latin poets.

ConTUS Christie a festival of the church of England,

kept on the next Thursday after Trinity Sunday, in-

stituted in honour of the eucharist ^ to which also one

of the colleges of Oxford is dedicated.

CORPUSCLE, in Fhysics^ a minute particle, or

physical atom, being such as a natural body is made
up of. By this word is not meant the elementary

particles, nor hypostatical principles of chemists \ but

such particles, whether of a simple or compound na-

ture, whose parts will not be dissolved nor dissipated by
ordinary degrees of heat.

CORPUSCULAR philosophy, is that way of

philosophising which endeavours to explain things, and

to account for the phenomena of nature, by the mo-
tion, figure, rest, position, &c. of the corpuscles, or the

minute particles of matter.

Mr Boyle sums up the chief principles of the cor-

puscular hypothesis, which now flourishes under the me*
chanical philosophy, in these particulars ;

I. They suppose that there is but one catholic or

universal matter, which is an extended, impenetrable,

and divisible substance, common to all bodies, and ca-

pable of all forms. 2. That ibis matter, in order to

form the vast variety of natural bodies, must have mo-
tion in some or all its assignable parts \ and that this

motion was given to matter by God the Creator of all

thinn, and has all manner of directions and tendencies.

3« Matter most also be actually divided into parts, and

each of these primitive particles, fragments, or atoms

of matter must have its proper magnitude or size,

as also its peculiar fi^re or shape. 4. They sup-

pose also, that these dinerently sized and shaded par-

ticles may have as different orders and positious, where-

of great varie^ may arise in the composition of bodies.

CORRADInI de Sezza, Peter Marcellinus^ a

learned civilian and cardinal, bom at Sezza, in i6c8,

acquired the esteem and confidence of Clement XI.
and died at Rome in 1743* He was the author of a

learned and curious work, entitled, ** Verus Latium
profanum et sacrum,^’ 2 vols folk) > and a history of

Sezza, in 4to.

CORRAJDO, Sebastian, an Italian mmmarian of

the 16th century, taught the Greek and Latin tongues

at Reggioi where he rormed an academy of polite li-

terature \ and at length removed to Bologna, or- totnio
der to be professor of those languages. He wrote se- |
veral works, the most esteemed of which are, ** Qt/g. Cetrcctioa

stura in qua Ciceronis vita rtfertur^ an exceHent ""W
performance \ and, ** de Lingua Latina.'^ He died at

CORRECTION, in Printings the act of retrench-

ing the faults in a work ; or the reading which the
corrector gives the first proofs, to point out and amend
the faults to be rectified by tbe compositor.

The corrections are placed on the margin of each
page, right against tbe line where the fhults are found.

There are different characters uteff to express different

corrections, as D or dele^ for any thing to be ef-

faced or left out. When any thing is to be inserted,

the place is marked in the line with a caret a, and the
insertion added in the margin. When a word, syl-

lable, &0.. is to be altered, it is erased out of the
proof, and that to be put in its room written in tbe
margin j always observing, if there be several mistakes
in tbe same line, that tbe corrections in the margin be
separated by little bars or strokes, |. If a space be
omitted. Its place is marked with a caret, and the
margin with If a space be wrong placed, as in

the middle of a word, tbe two parts are connected
with a cu rve, and the same character pot in tbe

margin. If a letter be inverted, it is expressed oa
tbe margin with p. If any thing be transposed, It is

marked thus : The shortest \are the\J6Uies\best

;

for the

shortestfoliies are the best

;

and the margin is added tr.

in a circle. If Roman characters are to be changed for

Italic, or vice versoy a line is drawn under them thus,

and Roman or Italic added to the margin : if to Mpi-
tals, a double line. If a word or sentence is entirely

omitted, tbe place is marked with a caret, and in tbe
margin is inserted tbe word out. If tbe letters of
a word stand too far asunder, a line is drawn under
them, and in the margin is put a crooked Kne or
hook, thus

Correction Houses a place of confinement, where
vagrants and persons guilty of crimes of an inferior

degree, suffer punishment by being obliged to labour

for a certain period of time, as for months or years^

according to tbe nature of tbe crime. Tbe benefits

arising to society, and the reformation of offenders,

from ibis mode of punishment, have been variously est^>

mated by different writers, according to the views
which they have taken of the effects and consequences
which are supposed to follow tbe confinement and re-

straint to which tbe criminal is subjected. It has

been regarded as one of the greatest defects of tbe

laws of this country, that, excepting the punishment
of death, there is no other which is accompanied with
that degree of severity and terror to awe or reslpaio

offenders from tbe commission of crimes. To this pur-

pose are tbe following observations of Dr Paley. The
laws of England, be says, are not provided with any
other punishment than that of death, sufficiently terri-

ble to keep ofienders In awe. Transportation, which is

tbe punishment second in tbe order of severity, answers

tbe purpose of example very imperfeetly y not only be-

cause exile is in reality a slirtt punishment to those who
have neither property, nor nie^, nor regular means
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C^rrohioB btnations, and a change of their form, witboot con-

I verting them to flyidity.

Comiption. CORROSIVE SUBLIMATE MERCURY. Sec ChE-
MISTRY Index.

CORRUGATOR muscle. See Anatomy, Table

of the Mneclee.

CORROSIVES, in Surgery

^

are medicines which

corrode whatever part of the body they are applied to.

Such are burnt alum, white precipitate of meicury,

white vitriol, red precipitate of mercury, butter of an-

timony, lapis infernal is, &c.
CORRUPTICOLil^ a sect who rose out of the

Monophysites in Egypt about the year 519, under their

chief Severos, the pretended patriarch of Alexandria.

Their distinguishing doctrine, whence they derived

their name, was, that the body of Jesus Christ was cor-

ruptible ; that the fathers bad owned it *, and that to

deny it was to deny the truth of our Saviour^s passion.

On the other hand, Julian of Halicarnassus, another

Eutychian, a refugee, as well as Severus, in Alexan-

dria, maintained that the body of Jesus Christ had been

always incorruptible ; that to say it was corruptible,

was to make a distinction between Jesus Christ and

the Word, and by consequence to make two natures in

Jesus Christ.

The people of Alexandria were divided between the

two opinions \ and the partisans of Severus were called

corruptirolee^ q.d. worshippers of something corruptible:

sometimes they were denominated corruptibiles

;

and

the adlierents of Julian incormptibilei or phantasiaster.

The clergy and secular powers favoured the first \ the

monks and the people the latter.

CORRUPTION, the destruction, extinction, or at

least cessation for a time, of the proper mode of exist-

ence of any natural body. See Putrefaction.
CoRHUPTiON of Bloody in Law^ one of the consequen-

ces of an attainder j
and is both upwards and down-

wards : so that an attainted person can neither inherit

lands or other hereditaments from his ancestors, nor

retain those he is already iu possession of, nor transmit

them by descent to any heir ; but the same shaH escheat

to the lord of the fee, subject to the king^s superior

right of forfeiture } and the person attainted shall also

o^truct all descents to his posteritpr, wherever they are

obliged to derive a title through him ta a remoter an-

cestor. See Attainder.

BtaeM. those notions which our laws have

Comment, adopted from the feudal constitutions, at the time of

the Norman conquest \ as appears from its being un-

known in those tenures which are indisputably Saxon,

or gave] kind : wherein though by treason, according

to the ancient Saxon laws, the land is forfeited to the

hing, yet no corruption of blood, no impediment of

descents, ensues ; and on judgment of mere felony, no

escheat accrues to the lord. But by the law of England,
derived as above, a nian^s blood is so universally cor-

rupted by attainder, that his sons can neither inherit to

him nor to any other ancestor, at least on the part of

tbeir attainted father.

This corruption of blood cannot be absolutely remo-
ved but by authority of parliament. The king may
excuse the public punishment of an offender j but can-

not abolish the private right which has accrued, or may
accrue, to individuals as a consequence of the crimi-

nal's attainder. He may remit a forfeiture in which

the interest of the crown is alone concerned ^
but he CiMTuption

cannot wipe away the corruption of blood ; for therein 11.

a third person hath an interest, the lord who claims by . i

escheat. If therefore a man hath a son, and is attainted,

and afterwards pardoned by the king: this son can never

inherit to his father, or father^ ancestors *, because his

paternal blood, being once thorouglily corrupted by

his father’s attainder, must continue so : but if the son

bad been born after the pardon, be might inherit }
be-

cause, by the pardon, the father is made a new roan,

and may convey new inheritable blood to his after-born

children.

This corruption of blood, thus arising from feudal

principles, but perhaps extended farther than even

these principles will warrant, has been long looked upon

as a peculiar hardship : because the oppressive parts of

the feudal tenures being now in general abolished, it

seems unreasonable to reserve one of their most ine-

quitable consequences ; namely, that the children should

not only be reduced to present poverty (which, how-

ever severe, is sufficiently justified upon reasons of pub-

lic policy), but also be laid under future difficulties of

inheritance, on account of the guilt of their ancestors.

And therefore in most (if not all) of the new felonies

treated by parliament since the reign of Henry VIII,

it is declared that they shall not extend to any cor-

ruption of blood : and by the statute 7 Anne, c. 2i.

(the operation of which is postponed by the statute

17 Geo. 11 . c. 39.) it is enacted, that after the death

of the late pretender and his sons, no attainder for

treason shall extend to the disinheriting any heir, nor

the prejudice of any person, other than the offender

himself \ which provisions have indeed carried the re-

medy farther than was required by the hardship above

complained of ; which Is only the future obstructioo of

descents, where the pedigree happens to be deduced

through the blood of an attainted ancestor.

CORSAIR, a pirate or person who scours the

seas, especially the Mediterranean, with a vessel armed
for war, without commission from any prince or power,

to plunder merchant vessels. The word comes from

the Italian rorrore, of corro, or a cursibus^ by reason

of their courses or excursions.—The name is coro-

monly given to the piratical cruisers of Barbary, who
had tbeir rise about the beginning of the i6tb cen-

tury.

A rortatr is distinguished from a privateer in this,

that the latter does it under a commission, and only at-

tacks the vessels of those at war with the state whence
bis commission is derived. The punishment of a corsair

is to be banged, without remission *, whereas privateers

are to be treated as prisoners of war. All corsair

vessels are good prizes.

CORSELET, a little cuirass : or, according to

others, an armour or coat made to cover the whole
body, anciently worn by the pikemen, usnally placed

in the front and flanks of the battle, for the better re-

sisting the enemy^s assaults, and guarding the soldiers

placed behind them.

CORSICA, an island in the Mediterranean, be-

tween 8® and io®’E. Long, and 41® and 43® N. Lat.
On the south it is separated from Sardinia,, by the

strait of Bonifiscio \ to the east it has the Tuscan «ea ;

to the north the gulf of Genoa ; and to the west it is

opposite the coasts of France and Spain. It is 1 50
miles
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Coitei A of the bark on, and others deeper, to the

II wo^ itself) these pieces being again pot into tbeir
Corasca- places, and bound on with pack-thread, will not in-

. deed unite, but a fresh bark will grow in their places,

and thrust them away ; but if they be first carefully

laid 00 in the exact direction in which they originally

grew, and then the whole pari beyond the woupd on
every side covered with a large plaster of diachylon,

or the like, and this bound over with pack-thread to

keep all firmly in their places, the pieces of bark, whe-

ther cut off shallow or deep down to the very wood
of the tree, will firmly unite themselves to the places

where they originally grew. This cure will be per-

formed in about three weeks ) but the outer rind of

the separated pieces will not be plump, hut somewhat
shrivelled ; the edges will also recede somewhat from

their original place ) so that there remains a sort of

scar all round. These experiments are best made in

the spring season ; for in the autnmn and winter, the

sap arising but weakly, the parts that shonld unite

wither before that is brought about. The success of

these experiments has made some think that the whole

branch of a tree separated and bound on again might
unite with the rest. But the experiments that have
been made in the most favourable manner for such a
trial have all proved vain, the branch cut off withering

always in a few days, however well united ^and careful-

ly kept on.

Cortex Peruvianui. See Cikchoka, Botavt and
Materia Medica Indem.

Cortex Winteranm. See Wintera, Botany and
Materia Medica Index.

CORTONA, Pietro da. See Berretini.
Cortona, a very ancient town of Italy, mentioned

by many of the Roman hbtorians. It was originally

called UortoUf and lay to the northward of the lake

Thrasymenus. It still retains the name of Cortona.

£. Long. 13. o. N. Lat. 43. 15.

CORTON£S£, Pietro Palo. See Gobbo.
CORTUSA, Bears-ear Sanicle*, a genus of

plants belonging to the pentandria class ) and in the

natural metb^ ranking under the list ordbr. Precis.
See Botany Index.

CORUNNA, or Groyne, a port-town of Galli-

cia in Spain, situated on a fine bay of the Atlantic

ocean, about 32 miles north of Compostella, and
20 south-west of Ferrol. W. Long. 9. o. N. Lat.

43- o-

CORUS, Omer, Homer, or Chomer, in the Jew-
ish antiquities, a measure containing 10 baths or 75
gallons and five pints, as a measure of things liquid,

and 32 pecks and x pint as a measure for things dry.
The corui or omer was most commonly a uMasure for

things dry ) and the greatest that was used among the

Jews. It contained, according to the rabbins, 10
epbahs or 30 sata or seahs. Corns is the most usnal

term in the historical writers, and omer or chomer
among the prophets.

CoRUS is also used in some of our old writers for

eight bushels or a quarter ) iiecem coros tritici, mr de^
cem auarteria.

CORUSCATION, a glittering or gleam of light

issuing from any thing. It is chiefl]^ used for a &sh
of lightning darting from the clouds in time of thun-
der.

There is a method of producing artificial comsca- CorsfcsiioB

tions, or sparkling fiery meteors, which will be visible (1

not only in the dark but at noon-day, and that from
,

two liquors actually cold. The method is this. Fif-
^ ’

teen grains of solid phosphorus are to be melted in

about a drachm of water ) when this is cold, pour upon

it about two onnces of oil of vitriol ) let these be shaken

together, and they will at first heat, and afterwards they

will throw up fiery balls in great number, which will

adhere like so many stars to the sides of the glass, and

continue burning a considerable time ) after this, if a

small quantity of oil of turpentine is poured in, without

shaking the phial, the mixture will of itself take fire,

and burn very furiously. The vessel should be large,

and open at the top.

Artificial coruscations may also be produced by
means of oil of vitriol and iron, in the following man-
ner : Take a glass body capable of holding three quarts )

put into this three ounces of the oil of vitriol and twelve

ounces of water ; then warming the mixture a little,

throw in, at several times, two ounces or more of

clean iron filings )
upon this an ebullition and white

vapours will arise : then present a lighted candle to

the mouth of the vessel, and the vapour will take fire,

and afford a bright fulroination or flash like light-

ning. Applying the candle in this manner several

times, the effect will always be the same ) and some-

times the fire will fill the whole body of the glass, and
even circulate to the bottom of the liquor ) at others,

it will only reach a little way down its neck. The
great caution to be used in making this experiment is

the making the vapour of a proper beat : for, if too

cold, few vapours will arise )
and, if made too hot,

they will arise too
.

fast, and will only take fire in the

neck of the glass, witboot any remarkable eorosca-

tion.

CORVORANT, formerly written Cormorant.
See Pelicanus, Ornithology Index.

CORVUS, the Raven or Crow kind, a genus of

birds of the order of picae. See Ornithology
Index.

CoRVUS (Raveix,) in Astronomy^ a constellation of

the southern hemisphere ; whose stars in Ptolemy’s ca»

talogue are 7 ) in Tycho’s as many ) in the Britannic

catalogue 9.

CoRVUS, in Roman antiquity, a military engine, or

rather gallery, moveable at pleasure by means of pul-

leys ) chiefly used in boarding the enemy’s ships to

cover the men. The construction of the corvus was
as follows : They erected on the prow of their vessels

a round piece of timber, of about a foot and a half

diameter, and about 1 2 feet long ) on the top of wbicl>

they had a block or pulley. Round this piece of tim-

ber they laid a stage or ^atfonn of boards, four feet

broad, and about 18 feet long, which was well framed
and fastened with iron. The entrance was long-ways,.,

and it moved about on the above-mentioned upright

piece of timber as on a spindle, and could be hoisted

up within six feet of the top : about this was a sort

of parapet knee-high, which was defended with up-

right bars of iron Aarpened at the end, and towards

the top there was a ring, by the help of which and a
pulley or tackle, they raised or lowered the engine at

pleasure. With this moveable gallery they boarded the

enemy’s vessels (when they £d not oppose side to
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Corvus si<le sometimes on their how and sometimes on their

I steriiy as occasion best served. When they had grap-
enemy with these iron spikes, if they happened

^ ^
,

to swing broadside to broadside, then they entered from
all parts ^ but in case they attacked them on the bow,
they entered two and two by the help of this machine,

the foremost defending the foreparts, and those that fol-

lowed the flanks, keeping the boss of their bucklers

level with the top of the parapet*

CORYATE, Thomas, a very extraordinary perso-

nage, who seems to have made himself famous by his

whimsical extravagancies, was the son of a clergyman,
and born at Oldcorobe in Somersetshire in 1577* He
acquired Greek and Latin at Oxford

; and coming to

London, was received into the household of Henry
prince of Wales* If Coryate was not over witty him-
self, he got acquainted with the wits of that time, and
served to exercise their abilities, liavmg more learning

than judgment. He was a great peripatetic ; for, in

1608, he took along journey on foot ^ and after he

returned, published his travels under the following

strange title: Crudities hastilygobbledup inJive months
Travels in France^ Savoy^ l^oly% Rhetia^ Helvetia^ some
parts of High Germany^ and the Netherlands^ Lond.
j6i 1, 4to. In 161 2 he set out again with a resolution

to spend ten years in travelling \ he went first to Con-
stantinople ; and after travelling over a great part of the

East, died of a flux at Surat in the East Indies. Some
of the accounts of his peregrinations are to be found in

Purchases Pilgrimages.

CORYBANTES, in antiquity, priests of Cybele,

who danced and capered to the sound of flutes and
drums. See Crotalum.

Catullus, in his poem called Atys^ gives a beautiful

description of them, representing them as madmen.
Accordingly Maximus Tyrius says, that those possessed

with the spirit of Corybaotes, as soon as they heard

tile sound of a flute, were seized with an enthusiasm,

and lost tlie use of their reason. And hence the

Greeks use the word to corybanti%e^ to sig-

jiil'y a person’s being transported or possessed with a
devil. See ENTHUSIASM.

Some say that the Corybantes were all eunuchs \ and

that it is on this account Catullus, in bis Atys, always

uses feminine epithets and relatives in speaking of

them.

Diodorus Siculus remarks, that Corybas, son of Ja-

son and Cybele, passing in Phrygia with his uncle

Dardanus, there instituted the worship of the mother

of the gods, and gave his own name to the priests.

Strabo relates it as the opinion of some, that the Co-

ry bantes were children of Jupiter and Calliope, and

the same with the Cubiri. Others say the word had

its origin from this, that the Corybantes always walked

dancing (if the expression may be allowed) or tossing

the head, fimmuf.

CORYBANTICA, a festival held in Crete, in me-
mory of the Corybantes, who educated Jupiter when
lie. was concealed in that island from his father Saturn,

who would have devoured him.

CORYCEUM, in antiquity, that part of the gym-
nasium where people undressed. It was otherwise

called apodytet'ion,

CORYCOMACHIA, among the ancients, was a

sort of exercise in which they pushed forwards a ball,

3
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suspended from the ceiling, and «t its return either

caught it with their hands, or suffered it to meet their

body. Oribasius informs us it was recommended for

extenuating too gross bodies.

CORYDALES, in Botany^ an order of plants in

the Fragmenta Methodi Naturaiis of Lumseus, contain-

ing the following genera, viz. epimedinro, bjrpeoonm,

leontice, roeliantbus, pinguicula, and utricularia.

CORYDALIS, in Botany. See Fumaria, Bota-
ny Index.

CORYLUS, the Hazel y a genus of plants be-

longing to the monoecia class \ and in the natural me-
thod ranking under the 50th order, Amentaceee. See
Botany Index^

CORYMBIFERiE, in Botany^ the name of an or-

der or division of the compound flowers adopted by
Linnaeus after Ray and Vaillant, in the former editions

of his Fragments of a Natural Method. This title in

the later editions is changed for Discoideeey another

name borrowed from Ray’s Method, but used in a

somewhat different sense*

CORYMBlUM, in antiquity, an ornament of hair

worn by the women* Its form was that of a corym-
bus.

CoRYMBiUM ; a genus of plants belonging to the

syngenesis class; and in the natural method ranking

under the 49th order. Composite. See Botany Index.

-—The calyx is diphyllous, uniflorous, and prtsmatical;

the corolla monopetalous and regular ; there is one

woolly seed below each floret.

CORYMBUS, properly signifies a cluster of ivy

berries. Among botanists it is a.mode of flowering,

in which the lesser or partial flowerstalks are produ-

ced along the common stalk on bolEsides; and though

of uneqnal lengths, rise to the same height, so as to

form a flat and even surface at the top. See Botany
Index,

CORYNOCARPUS, in Botany

y

a genus of plants

belonging to the pentandria class. See Botany In-

dex.

CORYPHA, Mountain Palm, or Umbrella Tree ;

a genus of plants of the order of FalmePy belonging to

tlie moncecia class. See Botany Index.

CORYPH^NA, a genus of fishes belongiug to

the order of tboracici. ICHTHYOLOGY Index.

CORYPHiEUS, in the ancient tragedy, was tlie

chief or leader of tlie company that composed the cho-

rus
:
(See Chorus).—The word is formed from tlie

Gi*eek tu^v^n, tip of the head.” The corypliseus

spoke for all the rest, whenever the chorus took part in

the action, in quality of a person of tlie drama, during

the course of Uie acts. Hence coryphaeus bad passed

into 4 general name for the chief or principal of any

company, corporation, sect, opinion, &c. 'I'lius Eu-
Statius of Antioch is called the cosyphaus of the council

of Nice ; and Cicero calls Zeno the corypheeus of the

Stoics.

CORYVREKAN, a dangerous whirlpool on the

west coast of Scotland, between the isle of Scarba and

the north point of Jura. It is so named from a youug

Danish prince, who perished in this place. Its drescU

ful vortex extends above a mile in circuit. Many
smaller whirlpools and rapid currents are found in this

neighbourhood ; dangerous to those who are strangers

to the coast.

CORYZA,
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CORYZA, in iHedkine^ a catarrh of the noee. See

Medicine Index.

CORZOLA, or CuRSCOJLAf an island In the golf of

Venice, divided from Ragusa in Dalmatia by a narrow

strait* £• Long* i8* o. N* Lat* 42* 35*
COS, or Coos, in Ancient Geography^ a nohle island

on the coast of Caria, in the Hither Asia, 15 miles to

the west of Halicamassns, 100 in compass, called Me-
rcpie

:

and hence Thncydides joins both names toge-

ther, Coe Meropis ; it bad a cognominal town Cm, bat

oriffinally called Aetypaleea^ mentioned by Horner^
with a port locked or walled round. (Scylax, Mela)*

The island was fruitful, and yielded a generous wine,

(Strabo). It boasted of Hippocrates and Apelles

;

each at the bead of his several profession. It was the

country of Philetas, an' excellent elegiac poet, who
flourbhed in the time of Philip and Alexander : the

preceptor of Ptolemy Philadelphus : so tbin and light

that he^ was obliged to wear lead to prevent the being

blown away by a puff of wind (^lian, Athenseus) ;

much commended by Propertius* The vestee Coir,

made of silk, were famous for their fineness and colour,

(Horace, Propertius, Tibullus). In the suburbs of

Cos stood the temple of iEsculapius, a noble structure,

and extremely rich*

] cos
CO-SECANT, in Oeomtryf the secant of an arch Co-tfcaot

which is the complement of another to 5^*, See ||

Geometry. Cotwoleay.

C^ENAGE, in Znto, a writ that lies where the
^

tresail, that is, the tritavus, the father of the boasil, or

great grandfather, being seized in fee at his death of
certain lands or tenements, dies ^ a stranger enters,

and abates j then shall his heir have this writ of cose-

nage $ the form of which see in Fitz. Nat. Br. fol.

221 *

COSENING, in Zotr, an ofience whereby any thing
is done deceitfblly, in or out of contracts, which cannot
be fitly termed by any especial name. In the civil

law it is called eUUionatue. See Stellionate.
COSENZA, the capital of the Hither Calabria, in

the kingdom of Naples. E. Long. 16. 35* N. Lat.

39. 15. It is an archbishop^s see.

COSHERING, in the feudal customs, a kind of
ri^t of the lords to lie and feast themselves and their

followers at their tenants houses. The word coehering
may perhaps be derived from the old English word
coehe^ a cot or cotti^.

CO-SINE, in ^Lidgonometry^ the sine of an arch
which is the complement of another to 90^* See Geo-
metry.

Cos, the m^eietene^ in Natural History^ a genus of COSMETIC, in PAyeic^ any medicine or prepara-
. r r ./•

which renders the skin soft and white, or helps to

beautify and improve the complexion $ as lip salves,

cold creams, ceruse, &c.
COSMICAL, a term in Astronomy^ expressing one

of the poetical risings of a star : thus a star is said to

rise cosmically when it rises with the sun, or with that

point of the ecliptic in which the sun is at that time ^

and the cosmical setting is when a star sets in the west
at the same time that the sun rises in the east.

COSMOGONY, in Phyeice^ signifies the science of
the formation of the universe* It is formed of

the worlds and yiwfcai, I am bom.
In our conjectures about the formation of the world

there are two principles which we ought never to lose

sight of: I. That of creation i for certainly matter
could not give itself existence, it must have received it.

2. That of a Supreme Intett^ence directing this crea-

tion, and the arran^ment of the parts of matter, in

consequence of which this world was formed. See
Creation and Geology.
COSMOGRAPHY, the description of the world ^

or the art which teaches the construction, figure, dispo-

sition, and relation of all the parts of the world, with

tbe manner of representing them on a plane. The word
comes from mrpHf worldf and Z deecribe.

Cosmography consists chiefly of two parts : Astro-

nomy^ which shows tbe structure of tbe heavens, and
tbe disposition of tbe stars i and Geography^ which
shows those of the earth.

COSMOLABE (from worlds and

I take)^ an ancient mathematical instrument, serving to

measure distances both in the heavens and on earth.

Tbe Coemolabe is in a great measure tbe same with the

astrolabe. It is also called pantaeoem^ or tbe universal

instrument^ by L. Morgard, in a treatise written ex-

pressly upon it, printed in 1612.

COSMOLOGY (from worlds and

cturoarse), tbe science of tbe world in general. This

Wfdfius calls g;^eiiera/, or transcendental cosmology^ and

. 4S has

vitrescent stones, consisting of fragments of an indeter-

minate figure, sub-opaque, and granulated.

Of this genus there are several species, some con-

sisting of rougher, and others of smoother, or even of

altogether impalpable particles
\ and used not only for

whetstones, but also for mill-stones, and other the like

purposes.

Cos TURCICA, Turkey-stone^ a species of stones

which Is arranged in tbe siliceous class. It is of a
dull white, and often of an unequal colour > some
parts appearing more compact than others. Its speci-

fic gravity is 2*598 : it strikes fire with steel, and ef-

fervesces with acids. Mr Kirwan found that 100 parts

of it contain 25 of carbonate of lime, and no iron.

Cronstedt is of opinion that there are probably two
sorts of stones known by this name, as that de-

scribed by Walleritis neither gives fire with steel nor

effervesces with acids. It is used as a whetstone ; and
those of the finest grains are the best hones for the

most delicate cutting tools, and even for razors, lan-

cets, &c.
COSCINOMANCY, the art of divination by means

•f a sieve. The word comes from Mtaww, cribrum^
** a sieve,^ and fuemm^ divination. The sieve being

suspended, after rehearsing a formula of words, it is

taken between two fingers only \ and the names of tbe

parties suspected repeated : he at whose name tbe sieve

tdms, trembles, or shakes, is reputed guilty of the evil

in question.

This must be a very ancient practice : Theocritus,

in his third Idyllion, mentions a woman very skilful in

iL It was sometimes also practised by suspending tbe

sieve by a thread, or fixing it to the points of a pair of

sheers, giving it room to turn, and naming, as before,

the parties suspected ; in which last manner coscino-

mancy is still practised in some parts of England. Is

appears from Theocritus, that it was not only used to

find out persons unknown, but also to discover tbe se-

crets of those that were known.
VoL. VI. Part II. +
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C«Ktck«. wax, as to supply a great part of the Bus-

V > siaa empire with those commodities.* Its pastures are

exceeding ricb, and its cattle very large; but the in-

habitants are greatly plagtied by locusts, which infest

this fine country. The houses in the Ukraine are,

like those of the Bussians, mostly built with tim-

ber.

The Cossacks are tall and well made, generally hawk-
nosed, and of a good mien. They are hardy, vigorous,

brave, and extremely jealous of what is most vitluable

in life, tbeir liberty ; fickle and wavering, but sociable,

cheerful, and sprightly. They are a very powerful

people, and their forces consist wholly of cavalry.~
Their dialect is a compound of the Polish and Bussian

languages ; but the latter is the most predominant.

They were formerly Pagans or Mahometans ; but up-

on their entering into the Polish service, they were

baptized Christians of tim Bomish communion ; and

now that they belong to Russia, they profess theoMelves

members of the Greek church.

Each of their towns, with the district belonging to

it, is governed by an officer called ottomann or aita*

mamt.
Tlie Don Cossacks, so called from their residence

upon tbe bank of the river Don, greatly resemble

those already described. In tbe year 1559, when the

Czar Iwan Basilowitz was emperor of Russia, they vo-

luntarily put themselves under bis protection, and are

nt this lime on a pretty equal footing with tbe other

Bussian subjects. They have several towns and vil-

Ugea upon the banks of tbe Don ; but are prevented

firm extending themselves farther up tbe country, by

the scarcity of fresh water and %vood in many places.

Their chief support is grazing and agriculture, and oc-

easionally robbing and plu^eriog, for which they

want neither capacity nor inclination. Every town is

governed by a magistrate called tamann ; and the ta-

manns, with their towns, are under tbe jurisdiction of

two ottomanns, who reside at Tsberkasky. The troops

of these Cossacks likewise consist entirely of cavalry.

In this country all the towns and villages are fortified,

and encompassed with pallisadas, to defend them against

tbe incurstoDS of the Calmucks and Cuban Tartars, with

whom they are continually at war. The Cossacks, in

general, are of great service to garrison towns by way
of defence, or to porsue an enemy ; but are not so

good at regular attacks.

The Sietsh Cossacks, who are also CMXWAHatdamacks^

have their particular hettman. They inhabit the Rus-

sian, Polish, aud Turkish dominluns, along the banks
of the Dnieper.

Tbe Yaik Cossacks dwell on tbe south side of tbe

river Yaik; and upon tlie success of the Russian arms
in tbe king^m of Astracan, voluntarily submitted to

them. In stature they greatly resemble the other Cos-

snoks ; though by their boorish manner of living, and
intermarriages with the Tartars they have not tlie

•hape and air peculiar to the rest of their countrymen.

Tbeir natural dispositions and customs are, however,

nearly tbe same. Husbandry, fishing, and feeding of

cattle, are their principal employments
; and, like the

etber tribes, they let slip 00 opportunity of making
depredations on tbeir neighbours. The continual

wars with the KaraKidpacs and the Kasatsbaia-Horda
•Uige them to keep tbeir towns and villages in a state

of defence. They are indeed subject to Bussian wai* Cos^ucV*

wodes, to whom they pay an annual tribute in corn, U

wax, honey, and cattle
;

but they have also their par- .

^<^»***»’*1*

ticular chiefs, who govern tlicm according to their an- ’

cient customs. Though the generality of tbe Yaik
Cossacks profess the Greek religion, yet a great onany

relics of Mahometanism and Paganism are still found

among them. Being naturally bold and hardy, they

make excellent soldiers; and they are not so tnrbu-

lent as tbe other Cossacks. They live entirely at

peace with the Calmucks and their other neighbours,

and even maintain a commercial iutercourse with

them.

COSSE DE Geniste, an order of knighthood in-

stituted in 1234, I’J Louis IX. at his marriage with

Margaret of Provence. The motto on the collar of

this order was Exaltat humiks.
COSSET, among farmers, a colt, calf, or lamb,,

brought up by band without the dam.
COSTA, Christopher, a celebrated botanist of

the 16th century, was born in Africa, of a Portuguese
father, and went into Asia, to perfect himself in tbe

knowledge of simples, where be was taken prisoner,

but found means to make bis escape, and after several

voyages, practised physic at Burgos. He wrote,

1. A treatise on Indian drugs and medicines. 2. His
Voyages to tbe Judies. 3. A book in praise of Wo-
men ; and other works.

COSTAL, an appellation given by anatomists to se-

veral parts belonging to the sides ; thus we meet with
costal muscles, vertebrae, &c.
COSTANZO, Ahgexx) di, an Italian historian and

poet, lord of Catulopa, was born in 1507, of a noble

and ancient family of Naples, and died about 1591.
He wrote, i. A History of Naples, from 1230 to

1489 ; the best edition of which is that of Aquila, in

1582, in folio, very scarce. 2. Italian poems, which
are esteemed, and have had several editions.

COSTA-ricca, a province of North America in

New Spain, and in the audience of Guatimala, bound-
ed on tbe north-east by tlie Northern ocean, on the

south west by tbe South sea, 00 the north-west by Ni-
caragua, and ou the south-east by Veragua. The soil

is not very fertile, tliough there is plenty of cattle.

Cartbagena is tbe capital town.

COSTARD, George, a clergyman of tbe oborcli

of England, and author of several learned works, was
born about tbe year 1710. He was educated at Wad-
ham college, Oxford ; and took tbe degree of M. A.
in 1 773. The first ecclesiastical situation in which be
was placed was that of curate of Islip in Oxfordshire.

In 1747 be published, in 8vo, Some Observations tend-

ing to illustrate the Book of Job. In 1750 be pub-
lished Two Dissertations : 1 . On the meaning ot tbe

word Kesita^ mentioned in Job, chap. xlii. ver. ii.

II. Ou the Signification of the word Hermes* In 1752
liepublUhedin 8vo, at Oxford, DsVrer/a/tbMCj/J. CrtV^o-
sacree^ quorum prima explicatur E%ek* xiii. 18. oUera
vero^ 2 Heg* x. 22. In 1775 he wrote a letter to Dr
Birch, which is preserved in the BritishMuseum,respect-

ing the meaning of the phrase sphtrra barbarica* &me
time after this he undertook to publish a second edition

ofDrHyde's Historia ReligionU veterum Pcrsarum^eo-
rumque Magorum; and which was accordingly printed

under bis inspection and with his corrections, at tbe Cia-

4 S 2 rcodon
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pleasantry. Here they coin new words not

g understood eUeiYhere, but which it becomes fashionable

Colt for others to use ^ and they are thought ridiculous w|io

' ^ " are ignorant of them. It has been sometimes used to

signify a club of ladies.

COTES, Roger, an excellent mathematician of

the i8th century. He early discovered an inclination

to the mathematics; and at 17 years of age, was ad-

raitted a pensioner of Triniu college, Cambridge. In

1 706, he was appointed professor of astronomy in the

professorship founded by Dr Plume archdeacon of Ro*

Chester, being chosen the first in that chair for his great

merit and learning. In the year 1713, at the request

of Dr Richard Bentley, he published at Cambridge,

in 4to, a second edition of Sir Isaac Newton's Prtnci*

pia^ with all the improvements which the author had

annexed thereto: to which he prefixed an excellent

preface. He prepared several useful books for the

public ; and wrote A Description of the great Meteor

which appeared on the 6th of March 1^16^ published

in the Philosophical Transactions, lie lived but a

little while to carry on the discourses for which he

was eminently qualified ; dying in the prime of bis age

in 17x6, to the great regret of ail the lovers of the

sciences^

COTESWOLD, several sheep-cotes, and sheep

feeding on hills. It comes from the Saxon cote^ i. e.

cojo, ** a cottage," and tno/J, a place where there is

ao wood."

COTHURNUS, Buskin, a very high shoe or patten

raised on soles of cork, worn by the ancient actors in

tragedy, to make them appear taller and more like the

hems they represented, most ofwhom were supposed to

be giants. It covered the greatest part of the leg, and

was tied beneath the knee. JEschylus is said to have

invented the cothurnus. See Buskin.

COTICE, or CoTiS£% in Heraldry^ is the fourth

part of the bend ; which with us is seldom or ever

borne but in couples, with a bend between them ;

whence probably the name ; from the French cote^

side they being borne, as it were, aside of the

bend. A bend thus bordered is said to be cotised^ co*

tici. He bears sable on a bend cotised argent three

cinquefoils^

COTILLON, the name of a well-known brisk

dance, in which eight persons are employed. The term

is French, and signifies an under-petticoat.

COTRONE, a town in the Hither Calabria stand-

ing on the site of the ancient Croton, though not oc-

cupying the same extent of ground
:
(See Croton).

It is fortified with single walls, and a castle erected by

Charles V. Its private buildings are poor and sordid,

the streets dismal and narrow. Cheese and corn are

the principal commodities. For the stowage of corn,

there are ranges of granaries in the suburbs ; and the

annual export is about 20,000 tomoti. The cheese is

tolerably good ; but has a great deal of that hot acrid

taste so common to all cheese made with goat's milk.

The wine is not unpleasant, and appears susceptible of

improvement by better management in the making and

keeping.

COT*r, *a particular sort of bed-frame, suspended

from the beam of a ship for the officers to sleep in

between the decks. This contrivance is much moie

convenient at sea than either the hammocks or fixed

cabins : being a large piece of canvas sewed into the t ott

form of a chest, about six feet long, and one foot deep, D

and from two to three feet wide. It is extended by a

square wooden frame with a canvas bottom.
^ '

COTrAGE, CoTTAGiUM, is properly a little

house for habitation without lands belonging to it

:

stat. 4. Edw. 1. But by a later statute, 31 Elix. c. 7.

no man may build a cottage unless he lay four acres of

land thereto ; except it be in market-towns or cities,

or within a mile of the sea, or for the habitation of

labourers in mines, sailor*, foresters, shepherds, &c.
and cottages erected by order of justices of the peace
for poor impotent people are excepted out of the statute.

The four acres of land to make it a cottage within the

law*are to be freehold, and land of inheritance
; and

four acres holden by copy, or for life or lives, or for any
number of years, will not be sufficient to make a lawful

cottage.

CoTTAOs System^ a system of domestic economy,
founded on the plan of giving small portions of land to

the poorer classes. See Supplement.
COTTON, in Commerce^ a soft downy substance

found on the gossypium, or cotton- tree. See Gossypi-
UM, Botany Index.

,

Cotton is separated from the seeds of the plant by a
mill, and then spun and prepared for all sorts of bne
work, as stockings, waistcoats, quilts, tapestry, curtains,.

&c. With it they likewise make muslin ; and some-
times it is mixed with wool, sometimes with silk, arid

even with gold itself.

The finest sort comes from Bengal and the coast of

Coromandel.

Cotton makes a ver^ considerable article in com-
merce, and is distinguished into cotton-wool and cot-

ton-thread. The first is brought mostly from Cyprus,
St John d'Acre, Smyrna, and the East And West Indies

;

the most esteemed is white. Those who boy it in bales

should see that it has not been wet : moisture being

veiT prejudicial to it.

UfcoUon-thread, that ofDamas, called cottond^ounce^

and that ofJerusalem, called bazas
^ are the most esteem-

ed ; as also that of the West lodia islands. It is to

be chosen white, fine, very dry, and evenly spun. The
other cotton thr^s are the half bazas, the rames, the

beledin, and gondezel ; the payas and moontasiri, the

geneguins, the baquins, the josselassars, of which there

are two sorts. Those of India, known by the name of

Tutucorin, Java, Bengal, and Surat, are of four or five

sorts, distinguished by the letters A, B, C, &c. They
are sold in bags, with a deduction of one pound and a
halfon each of those of Tutucorin, which are the dearest,

and two pounds on each bag of the other sorts. For*

those of Fielebas, Smyrna, Aleppo, and Jerusalem, the

deduction at Amsterdam is eight in the hundred for the

tare, and two in the hundred for weight, and on the

value one pt^r cent, for prompt payment.

Cotton of Siam, is a kind of silky cotton in the An-
tilles, so called because the grain was brought from Siam.
It is of an extraordinary fineness, even surpassing silk ia
softness. They make hose of it there preferable to silk

ones for their lustre and beauty. They sell from 10 to

12 and 15 crowns a pair, but there are very few made
unless for curiosity.

The manner ofpacking Cotton as practised in the

Antilles. The bags are. made of coarse cloth, of whick
they
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CDtt^ GOVE, a small creek or baj, where boats and small

Covenant, vessels maj ride at anchor, sheltered from the wind and
‘ sea.

COVENANT, in Zotr, is the consent and agree-

ment of two or more persons to do, or not to do, some

act, or thing, contracted between them. Also it is

the declaration the parties make, that they will stand

to such agreement, relating to lands or other things

;

and is created by deed in writing, sealed and executed

by the parties, or otherwise it may be implied in the

contract as incident thereto. And if the persons do not

perform their covenants, a writ or action of covenant

is the remedy to recover damages for the breach of

them.

CovENAKT, in ecclesiastical history, denotes a con-

tract or convention agreed to by the Scotch in the

year 1638, for maintaining their religion free from

innovation. In 1581, the general assembly of Scotland

drew up a confession of faith, or national covenant,

condemning episcopal government, under the name of

hierarchy^ which was signed by James I. and which he

enjoined on all his subjects. It was again subscribed

in 1590 and 1596. The subscription was renewed in

16^8, and the subscribers engaged by oath to maintain

rellgpon in the same state as it was in X580, and to re-

ject all innovations introduced since that time. This

oath annexed to the confession of faith received the

name of the covenant

:

as those who subscribed it were

called covenanters.

Covenant, in Theolo^ is much used in connection

with other terms
j

as, i. The Covenant of Grace is that

which is made between God and those who believe the

gospel, whereby they declare their subjection to him,

and he declares his acceptance of them and favour

to them. The gospel is sometimes denominated a

covenant f in opposition to the Mosaic law.

2. Covenant ofRedemption denotes a mutual stipulation,

tacit or express, between Christ and the Father,

relating to the redemption of sinners by biro, previous

to any act on Christ's part under the character of

Mediator. 3. Covenant if Works signifies, in the

language of some divines, any covenant whereby God
requires perfect obedience from bis creatures, in such a

manner as to make no express provision for the pardon

of offences to be committed against the precepts of it,

on the repentance of such supposed offenders, but pro-

nounces a sentence of death upon them : such, they

say, was the covenant made with Adam in a state

of innocence, and that made with Israel at Mount
Sinai.

Solemn League and CorssJHT^ was established in the

year 1643* formed a bond of union between Scot-

land and England. It was sworn and subscribed by
many in both nations; wbo hereby solemnly abjured

popery and prelacy, and combined together for their

mutual defence. It was approved by the parliament

and assembly at Westminster, and ratified by the gene-

ral assembly of Scotland in 1645. Charles I. dis-

approved of it when be surrendered himself to the

Scots army in 1646: but in 1650 Charles II. declared

his approbation both of this and the national covenant

by a solemn oath ; and in August of the same year,

made a farther declaration at Dunfermline to the same
purpose, which was also renewed on occasion of bis

coronation at Scone in x6<i. The covenant was ra-

VoL. VLPartll. f

tified by parliament in this year; and the subscription Covenant,

of it required by every member, without which the Coventry.^

constitution of the parliament was declared null and ’

void. It produced a series of distractions In the sub-

sequent history of that country, and was voted illegal

by parliament, and provision made against It. Stat. 14.

Car. II. c. 4.

Ark of the CovESANTy in Jewish antiquity. Sec Ark.
COVENTRY, a town of Warwickshire, in Eng-

land, situated in W. Long. i. 26. N. Lat. 52. 25. It

is an ancient place, and is supposed to derive its name
from a convent formerly situated here. Leofric, earl

of Mercia, who rebuilt the religions boose after it had

been destroyed by the Danes, and was lord of the

place about the year 1040, is said, upon some provo-

cation, to have loaded them with heavy taxes. Be-

ing Importuned by his lady, Godina, to remit them,

he consented, upon condition that she should ride na-

ked through the town, which be little imagined she

would ever comply with. But he found himself mis-

taken : for she accepted the offer, and rode through

the town with her long hair scattered all over her

body ; having first enjoined the citizens not to venture,

on pain of death, to look out as she passed. It is said,

however, that a certain taylor could not help peep-

ing : and to this day there is an effigy of him at the

window whence he looked. To commemorate this

extraordinary transaction, and out of respect to the

memory of their patroness, the citizens make a proces-

sion every year, with the figure of a naked woman
on horseback. After Leofric's death, the earls of

Chester became lords of the city, and granted it many
privileges. At length it was annexed to the earldom

of Cornwall; and growing considerable, bad divers

immunities and privileges conferred upon it by several

kings; particularly that of a mayor and two bailiffs

by Edward III. ; and Henry VI. made it, in conjunc-

tion with some other towns and villages, a distinct coun-

ty, independent of the county of Warwick. But af-

terwards Edward VI. for their disloyalty, deprived them
of their liberties, which were not restored till they

had paid a fine of 500 merks. By a charter from
James I. an alderman is allotted to each ward, with

the powers of the justices of the peace within the city

and its liberties. The walls were ordered to be de-

molished at the Restoration ; and now nothing remains

of them but the gates, which are very lofty. Coventry
is note'd for the two parliaments which were held in it ;

the one called the parliament of Dunces^ and the other

of Devils. The former was so called on account of the

exclusion of the lawyers ; and the attainders of the duke
of York, the earls of Salisbury, Warwick, and March,
procured the other the epithet of Devils. The town-
house of Coventry is much admired for its painted win-

dows, representing several kings and others that have
been benefactors to the city. The chief manufactures

carried on here are temmies and ribbands.

Coventry had x 7,923 inhabitants in 181T. It sends
two members to parliament, and gives title ofearl to an an-

cient family of the same name.—It is a bishop's see. The
bishoprick is said to have been founded by Oswy king of
Mercia, in the year 656 or 657 ; and although it has a
double name, yet, like Bath and Wells, it is a single dio-

cese. It was so wealthy, that King Offa, by the favour

of Pope Adrian, constituted it an arcbiepiscopal see; hut

4 T this
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Count. The Franks, Germans, &c. passing Into Gaul and

" Germany, did not abolish the form of the Roman go-

vernment : and as the governors of cities and provinces

were called counts^ comztes^ and dukes^ duces^ they con-

tinued to be called so. They commanded in time of

war
j
and in time of peace they administered justice.

Thus, in the time of Charlemagne, counts were the

ordinary judges and governors of the cities.

These counts of cities were beneath the dukes and

counts who presided over provinces j the fii*st being

constituted in the particular cities, under the jurisdic-

tion of the latter. The counts of provinces were in

nothing inferior to dukes, who themselves were only

governors of provinces. Under the last of the second

race of French kings, they got their dignity rendered

hereditary, and even' usurped the sovereignty when

Hugh Capet came to the crown \
his authority was

not sufficient to oppose their encroachments \
and hence

it is they date the privilege of wearing coronets in their

arms \ they assumed it then, as enjoying the rights of

sovereigns in their particular districts or counties.

But, by degrees, most of the counties became reunited

to the crown.

The quality of count is now become very different

from what it was anciently ; being now no more than

a title, which a king grants upon erecting a territory

into a county, with a reserve of jurisdiction and sove-

reignty to himself. At 6rst there was no clause in

the patent of erection intimating the reversion of the

connty to the crown in default of heirs male but

Charles IX. to prevent their being too numerous, or-

dained that duchies and counties, in default of heirs

male, should return to the crown.

The point of precedence between counts and mar-

quises was formerly much controverted : the reason

was, that there were counts who were peers of France,

but no marquises 9 but the point was given up, and

marquises took place ^ though anciently, when counts

were governors of provinces, they were on a level even

with dukes.

William the Conqueror, as is observed by Camden,
gave the dignity of counts in fee to his nobles

^
annex-

ing it to this or that county or province, and allotting

Ibr their maintenance a certain proportion of money,

arising from the princess profits in the pleadings and
forfeitures of the provinces. To this purpose be quotes

an ancient record, thus : Hen. II. Bex Ar^li<E his

verbis cwniiem creavit ; sciatis nos Jecisse Hugonetn
Bi^t comitem de Sfc. de tertio denarii de Nor^

wich ei Norfolk^ sicut aliquis comes Angliee^ Sfc.

The Germans call a count, graaf or graff

;

which,

according to a modem critic, properly signifies ;

and is derived from gravio or graffio^ of L write.

They have several kinds of these counts or grafts \ as

landgraves, marchgraves, burg-graves, and pals-graves

or counts palatine. These last are of two kinds : the

former are of the number of princes, and have the

investiture of a palatinate
\
the others have only the

title of count paiatine without the investiture of any pa-

latinate. Some assert, that by publicly professing the

imperial laws for twenty years, the person acquires the

dignity of a count palatine *, and there are instances of

professors in law who have assumed the title according-

ly ; but there are others who question this right.

Count, in Law^ denotes the original declaration in

a real action ; as the declaration is in a personal one ; Count

the libelius of the civilians answers to both. Yet, II

count and declaration are sometimes confounded, and

used for each other \
as, count in debt, count in appeal, t

&c.
CousT-Wheelj in the striking part of a clock, a

wheel which moves round once in 12 or 24 hours. It

is sometimes called the locking-wheeL See Clock^
Making,
COUNTER, a term which enters into the composi-

tion of divers words of our language, and generally

Implies opposition ^ but when applied to deeds, means
an exact copy kept of the contrary party, and some-

times signed by both parties.

CouNTER-Changedf in Heroldryy the intermixture or

opposition of any metal with a colour.

CousTER‘Flory^ in Heraldry^ is said of a treasure

whose ftowers-de-luce are opposite to others. See He-
raldry.

CouNTSR‘Drawing, in Paintings is the copying a
design or painting, hy means of a fine linen-cloth, an
oiled paper, or other transparent matter, where the

strokes appearing through are followed with a pencil,

with or without colour. Sometimes it is done on
glass, and with frames or nets divided into squares

with silk or with thread, and also by means of in-

struments invented for the purpose, as the parallelo-

gram.

CouNTER-Efjnine^ in Heraldry^ is the contrary of

ermine, being a black field with white spots.

COUNTERFEITS, in Law^ are persons that ob-

tain any money or goods by counterfeit letters or false

tokens, who being convicted before justices of assize or

of peace, &c. are to suffer such punishment as shall be
thought fit to be inflicted under death, as imprison-

ment, pillory,.&c.
COUNTER-FOIL, or Counter

-

r/ocA:, In the exche-

quer, that part of a tally which is kept by an officer of
the court.

CouNTER-Guard, in Fortijication^ is a work raised

before the point of a bastion, consisting of two long

faces parallel to the faces of the bastion, making a
salient angle \ they are sometimes of other shapes, or

otherwise situated.

CoUNTER^Lightf or Counter-jour^ a light opposite to

any thing, which makes it appear to disadvantage. A
single counter-light is sufficient to take away all the.

beauty of a fine painting.

Counter-

M

arch^ in military affairs, a change of the
face or wings of a battalion, by which means those that

were in the front come to be in the rear. It also signl*.

fies returning, or marching back again.

Counter-

M

incy in Wary a well and gallery drove
and sunk till it meet the enemy's mine, to prevent its.

effect.

CouNTER-Paiedy in Hetxtldryyis when the escutcheon

is divided into twelve ptales parted per fesse, the two
colours being counter-changed

^
so that the upper are of

one colour and the lower of another.

Counter- Party in Musicy denotes one part to be ap-,

plied to another. Thus the bass is said to be a counter-

part to the treble.

CouNTER’Passanty in Heraldry

y

is when two lions

are in a coat of arms, and the one seems to go quite the

.

contrary way from the others

Counter-
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Couifict wherein an equal number, or equal measure, of verses, is

D found in each part *, which divisions, in odes, are called
CouraytT. strophes. Couplet, by an abuse of the word, is fre-

' quently made to signify a couple of verses.

COURAGE, in Elhicsj is that quality of the mind,

derived either from constitution or principle, or both,

that enables men to encounter dilBculties and dangers.

See Fortitude.
COURANT, a French term synonymous with cwr-

rent^ and properly signifies running. See Current.
CouRANT, is also a term in music and dancing \

being used to express both the tune or air and the dance.

With regard to the first, courant or currant is a

piece of music in triple time : the air of the courant is

ordinarily noted in triples of minims
;

the parts to be

repeated twice. It begins and ends when be who
beats the measure falls his hands

j
in contradistinction

from the saraband, which ordinarily ends when the

band is raised. With regard to dancing, the courant

was long the most common of all the dances practised

in England : it consists, essentially, of a time, a step, a

balance, and a coupee *, though it also admits of other

motions. Forraerlv they leaped their steps ^ iu which

point the courant J^iffered from the low dance and pa-

vades. There are simple courants and figured courants,

all danced ^ two persons.

COURAP, the modern name for a distemper

very common in Java and other parts of the East

Indies. It is a sort of herpes or itoh on the arm-pits,

groins, breast, and face $ the itching is almost perpe-

tual \ and the scratching is followed by great pain and
a discharge of matter, which makes the linen stick so

to the skin as not easily to be separated without tear-

ing off the crust. Courap is a general name for any
sort of itch \

but this distemper is thus called by way
of eminence. It is so contagious that few escape it.

For the cure, gentle and repeated purging is used, and

externally the sublimate in a small quantity is a good

topic.

COURAYER, Peter Francis, a Roman Catho-

lic clergyman, distinguished by great moderation,

charity, and temper, concerning religious affairs, as

well as by learning, was born at Vernon in Normandy,
1681. While canon regular and librarian of the abbey

of St Genevieve at Paris, be applied to our archbishop

Wake for the resolution of some doubts, concerning

the episcopal succession in England, and the validity

of our ordinations : he was encouraged to this by the

friendly correspondence which had passed between the

archbishop and M. du Fin of the Sorbonne. The arch-

bishop sent him exact copies of the proper records;

and on these he built his ** Defence of English Ordi-

nations,'’ which was published in Holland, in 1727.
.This exposed him to a prosecution in his own country ^

he therefore took refuge in England ;
where be was well

received, and presented the same year by the university

of Oxford with a doctor's degree. As it is somewhat
uncommon for a Roman Catholic clergymen to be ad-

mitted to degrees in divinity by Protestant universities,

the curious may be gratified with a sight of the diplo-

ma, and the doctor's letter of thanks, in The present

8tate of the Republic of Letters, for June 1728."

In 1736, he translated into French, and published,

“ Father Paul’s History of the Council of Trent,” in

2 vols. folio, and dedicated it to Queen Caroline } who

3

augmented to 200I. a pension of lool. a which Comycr
he had obtained before from the court. The learned

||

Jer. Markland, in a letter to bis friend Bowyer, Sep- Coorland.

tember 1 756, says, “ Mr Clarke has given me F. » ^

Courayer’s translation of the History of the Council
of Trent

; with whose preface I am so greatly pleased,

that if he be no more a papist in other tenets than he
is in those he mentions (which are many, and of the

most distinguishing class), I dare say there are very few
considerate Protestants who are not as good Catholics

as he is.” His works are many, and all in French :

he translated Sleidan’s History of the Reformation.”
He died in 1776, after two days illness, at the age of

95 ; and was buried in the cloister of Westminster-
abbey. In his will, dated Feb. 3. 1774 he declares,

that he dies a member of the Catholic church, but
without approving of many of the opinions and su-

perstitions which have been introduced into the Romish
church, and taught in their schools and, seminaries;
and which they have insisted on as articles of faith,

though to him they appear to be not only not founded
in truth, but also to be highly improbable.” And his

practice, was conformable to this declaration ; for at

London he constantly went to mass, and at EaUing in

the country, whither he often retired, as constantly at-

tended the service of the parish church ; declaring at all

times, that he ” had great satisfaction in the prayers of
the church of England.”
COURBARIL. See Htmenea..
COURIER, or Currier, (from the French counr,
to run,”) a messenger sent post, or express, to carry

dispatches.
'

The ancients too, had their couriers. We meet with

two kinds : i. These who ran on foot, called by the

Greeks hemerodromi^ q. d. couriers of a day.”
Pliny, Corn. Nepos, and Caesar, mention some of

those who would run 20, 30, 36, and in the circus

even 40 leagues per day. 2. Riding couriers (car^o-

res equitantes')^ who changed horses as the modem
couriers do.

Xenophon attributes the first couriers to Cyrus.

Herodotus says they were very ordinary among the

Persians, and that there was nothing in the world more
swift than these kind of messengers. ” That prince

(says Xenophon) examined how far a horse would go
in a day ; and built stables, at such distances from each

other, where he lodged horses, and persons to take

care of them ; and at each place kept a person always

ready to take the packet, mount a fresh horse, and for-

ward it to the next stage ; and thus quite through bis

empire.”

But it does not appear that either the Greeks or

Romans bad any regular fixed couriers till the time

of Augustus; under that prince they travelled in

cars ; though it would appear that they afterwards

went on horseback. Under the western empire they

were called viatcres

;

and under that of Constan-

tinople, cursores: whence the modern name. See

Post.
COURLAND, a duchy situated between E. Long.

21. 26. and between N. Lat. 56. 30. and 57. 20. It

is bounded by the river Dwina, which divides it from

Livonia on the north ; by Lithuania, on the east;

by Samogitia, on the south, and by the Baltic sea on

the west ; being 1 20 miles long and 30 broad. This

duchy
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Cnursitij;, shall then be judged deacf, 10. If a dog take a fall

(.'ouiu in iiU course, and yet perform his part, he may
challenge the advantage of a turn more than he
gave. II. If a dog turn the hare, serve himself,

an<l give divers cotes, and yet in the end shall stand

still in the field, the other dog, if he turns home to the

covert, although he gives no other, shall be adjudged

to win the wager. 1 2. If by misfortune a dog be rid

over in the course, that course shall be adjudged void,

and he that did the mischief is to make reparation to

the owner. 13. If a dog gives the first and last turn,

and there be no other^dvantage betwixt them, he that

gives the odd turn wins. 14, A cute is when a gre*

hound goes endways by the side of his fellow, and
gives the hare a turn. 15. A cote serves for two turns,

and two trippings or jerkings for a cote ; and if the

hare turns not quite about, she only xjorencheih^ in the

sportsman’s phrase. 16. If there be no cotes given by

either of the grehounds, but one serves the other at

turning, then he that gives the most turns wins the

wager. 1 7. Sometimes a hare does not turn, but

wrenches; for she does not turn, except she turns as U
were round. In these cases, two wrenches stand for

one turn. 18. that comes in first at the death of

the hare takes her up, and saves her from breaking;

be cherishes the dogs, and cleanses their mouths from

the wool ; he is adjudged to have the bare for his pains.

19. Finally, those who are judges for the leash, roust

give their judgment before they depart out of the field,

or else it is not to stand as valid.

COURT, an appendage to a house or habitation ;

consisting of a piece of ground inclosed with walls, but

open upwards.

Court is also used for the palace or place where a

king or sovereign prince resides.

Court, in a law sense, is defined to be a place

wherein justice is judicially administered. And, as,

hy our excellent constitution, the sole executive power

of the laws is vested in the person of the king, it will

feUow that all courts of justice, which are the me-

dium by which be administers the laws, are derived

jIjq power of the crown. For whether created
‘ by act of parliament or letters patent, or subsisting by

prescription (the only methods by wbicb any court

of judicature can exist), the king’s consent in the two
former is expressly, and in the latter impliedly, given.

In all these courts, the king is supposed in contem-

plation of law to be always present; but as that is in

fact impossible, be i.s there represented by his judges,

whose power is only an emanation of the royal prero-

gative..

For the more speedy, universal, and impartial ad-

ministration of justice between subject and subject,

ibe law. hath appointed a prodigious variety of courts,

some with a more limited, others with a more exten-

sive jurisdiction ; some constituted to inquire only,

others to hear and determine ; some to determine in

the first instance, others upon appeal and by way of

review. See Law, N® xcviii. xcix. c, cxli. clvi. clvii.

clviii. and the respective articles in the order of the al-

phabet. One distinction may be here mentioned, that

runs throughout them all ; vix. that some of them are

courts o/*record^ others not ofrecords A court of rc»

cord U that where the acts and judicial proceedings are

itfoUcd Ia parchment foi a perpetoal memorial and

testimony: which rolls are called the records of the Cowt
courts and are of such high and supereroinent aulhori-

ty, that their truth is not to be called in question. For
it is a settled rule and maxim, that nothing shall be
averred against a record, nor shall any plea, or even
proof, be admitted to the contrary. And if the exist-

ence of a record be denied, it shall be tried by notiiiog

but itself; that is, upon bare inspection whether there
be any such record or not : else tliere would be no end
of disputes. But if there appears any mistake of tlie

clerk in making np such record, the court will direct

him to amend it. All courts of record are the king^s
courts in right of bis crown and royal dignity, and
therefore no other court hath authority to fine nr im-
prison : so that the very erection of a new jurisdic-

tion, with power of fine or imprisonment, makes it in-

stantly a court of records. A court not of record is

the court of a private roan; whom the law will not
intrust with any discretionary power over the fortune

or liberty of his fellow subjects. Such are the coarts-

baron incident to every manor, and other inferior ju-

risdictions; where the proceedings are not enrolled or
recorded; but as well their existence as the truth of the

matters therein contained shall, if disputed, be triid

and determined by a jury. These courts can hold no
plea of matters cognizable by the common law, unlesa

under the value of 40s. ; nor of any forcible injury

whatsoever, nor having any process to arrest the persoo
of the defendant.

In every court there must be at least three consti-

tuent parts, the actor^ reus^ andjudex: the actor

^

or

plaintiff, who complains of an injury done ; the reus^

or defendant, who is called upon to make satisfactioa

for it; and thejudex^ or judicial power, which is to eza^
mine the truth of the fact, to determine the law arisiog

upon that fact, aud, if any injury appears to have been
done, to ascertain, and by its officers to apply the re-

medy. It is also usual in the superior courts to have
attorneys, and advocates or counsel, as assistants. See
Attorney and Counsel.

CouRT-Baron^ in English LaWy a court incident ta

every manor in the kingdom, to be boldeo by tbe

steward within the said manor. This coort-baron is

of two natures : tbe one is a customary court, apper-

taining entirely to the copyholders, in which their

estates are transferred by surrender and admittance, and
other matters transacted relative to their tenures only.

The other is a court of common law, and it is the

court of the baronsy by which name tbe freeholders

were sometimes anciently called : for that it is held

before tbe freeholders who owe suit and service to tbe

manor, tbe steward being rather the register than tbe

judge. These courts, though in their nature distinct,,

are equally confounded together. The court we are

DOW considering, viz. the freeholder's court, was com-
posed of the lord’s tenants, who were the pares of each
other, and were bound by their feudal tenure to assist

tbeir lord in tbe dispensation of domestic justice. This

was formerly held every three weeks ; and its roost im-

portant business is to determine, by writ of right, all

controversies relating to the right of lands within tbe

manor. It may also hold plea of any personal actioM,

of debt, trespass on tbe case, or tbe like^ where the

debt or damages do not amount to 409. Which is

the same sum, or dirce marks, that bounded the ju-

xUdiction
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risdlction of the ancieut Gothic courts In their lowest

instance, orJUrding courts^ so called because four were

^

instituted within every superior district or hundred.

But the proceedings on a writ of right may be remo-

ved into the county-court by a precept from the sheriff

called a tolt^ quia tollit atque eximitlcausam e curia baro^

num. And the proceedings in all other actions may
he removed into the superior courts by the king’s writs

of pone or accedas ad curiam^ according to the nature

of the suit. After judgment given, a writ also of

fahejudgment lies to the courts at Westminster to re-

hear and review the cause, and not a writ of error

;

for this is not a conrt of record \ and therefore, in

^ome of these writs of removal, the Brat direction given

is to cause the plaint to be recorded, recordartfacias

loqndam.

Court-Martial^ a court appointed for the punishing

offences in officers, soldiers, and sailors, the powers of

which are regulated by the mutiny-bill*

For other courts, see Admiralty, Arches, Bench,
Chancery, Chivalry, CoMMOs-Pkas^ County,
Duchy, Ecclesiastical, Faculty, Forest,
Hustings, Leet, Legate, Mayor, Piepoudre,
Prerogative, Rec^uests, Stannary, STAR-C?iam-
ber^ University, &c.
COURTESY, or Curtesy, ofEngland

;

a certain

tenure whereby a man marrying an heiress seized of

lands of fee-simple, or fee-tail general, or seized as

heir of the tail special, and getteth a child by her that

Cometh alive into the world, though both it and his

wife die forthwith *, yet, if she were in possession, be
shall keep the.land during his life, and is called tenant

per legem Anglia^ “ or tenant by the courtesy of Eng-
land because this privilege is not allowed in any
country except Scotland, where it is called curialitas

Scotice,

COURTESAN, a woman who prostitutes herself

for hire, especially to people of superior rank. Lai's

the famous Theban courtesan, stands on record for re-

quiring no less than 10,000 crowns for a single night.

Of all places in the world, Venice is that where courte-

sans abound the most. It is now 300 years since the

senate, which had expelled them, was obliged to recal

them *, in order to provide for the security of women of
honour, and to keep the nobles employed, lest they
should turn their heads to make innovations in the
state.

COURTRAY, a town of the Netherlands, situ-

ated on the river Lys, about 23 miles south-west of
Ghent, and 14 east ofYpres. E. Long. 3. 10. N.
Lat. 50. 48.

COUSIN, a term of relation between the children
of brothers and sisters, who in the first generation are
called cousins-german^ in the second generation, second
cousins^ &c. If sprung from the relations of the fa-

ther’s side, they are denominated paternal cousins \ if

on the mother’s, maternal.

The word is ordinarily derived from consanguineus ;

though Menage brings it from congenius^ or congeneus^

q. d. ex eodem genet'e.

In the primitive times, it was allowed consins-ger*

man to marry, to prevent their making alliances 10

heathen families: but Theodosius the Great prohi-
bited it under pain of death ^ on pretence that they

were, in some sort, brothers and sistei^ with regard to Cousin

each other.
( ovics

Cousin, JoAn^ a celebrated French painter, who
excelled in painting on glass. His picture of the Last
Judgment, in the vestry of the Minims of the Wood of

Vincennes, is much admired. He was also a good
sculptor. He wrote several works on geometry and
perspective

^
and died after the year 1689.

COUSU, in Heraldry^ signifies a piece of another

colour or metal placed in the ordinary, as if it were
sewed on, as the word imports. This is generally of

colour upon colour, or metal upon metal, contrary to

the general rule of heraldry.

COUTANCES, a port town of Normandy, in the

department of La Mauche. W. Long. i. 32. N. Lat.

49. 10. This town, anciently called Conatantia or Cose-

dia^ is pleasantly situated among meadows and rivulets

about five miles distant from the sea. By the remains

of a Roman aqueduct, and other ancient ruins, it appears

to be a place of great antiquity. It is the see of a bi-

shop, suffragan of Rome *, and has a magnificent cathe-

dral, esteemed one of the finest pieces of Gothic archi-

tecture in Europe. The trade of this town is very in-

considerable, and the fortifications are quite demolish-

ed. They have several religious bouses, and two pa-

rochial churches. Population 11,000 in 1815.
COUTHUTLAUGH, from the Saxon couth^

** knowing,” and utlaugh^ ** outlaw he that wit-

tingly receives a man outlawed, and clierishes or
conceals him : for which offence be was in aUcient

times subject to the same punishment with the outlaw
himself.

COVERT, in Heraldry

^

denotes something like a
piece of hanging, or a pavilion falling over the top of

a chief or other ordinary, so as not to hide, but only to

be a covering to it.

COW. &e Bos, Mammalia Index.

Cow-'Burner. See Buprestis, Entomology In-
dex.

Sea-Cow. Sec Trichecus, Mammalia Index.

Cow-Itch^ or Couhage. See Couhage and Doli-
chos. Botany Index.

Cow^s-Lip. Sec Primula, Botany Index.

COWARD, in Heraldry^ a term given to a lion

borne in an escutebeon, with bis tail doubled, or turned
in between his legs.

COWEL, Dr John, a learded and eminent civi-

lian, born about the year 1554. In 1607 compiled
a Law Dictionary, which gave great offence to Sir

Edward Coke and the common lawyers : so that they

first accused him to James I. as asserting that the king’s

prerogative was in some cases limited
\ and when they

failed in that attempt, they complained of him to the

house of commons, as a betrayer of the rights of the

people, by asserting that the king was not bound by
the laws \ for which he was committed to custody,

and liis book publicly burnt. He also published In-
stitvtiones Juris Anglicam\ in the manner of Justinian’s

Institutes ; and died in the operation for the stone, in

1611.

COWES, a town and harbour on the north-east

coast of the isle of Wight in Hampshire. It has no
market, bnt is the best place for trade in the whole
island > but as it lies low, the ak it acconnted uobeattby

.
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Cowet It is eifflit miles south-east of Portsmouth. W. Long.

I I. 25. N. Lat 50. 45*
Cowley. COWL, or CouL, a sort of monkish habit worn by

the Bernardines and Benedictines. The word is formed

from cuctUlus^ by confounding the two first syllables in-

to one, as being the same twice repeated. There are

two kinds of cowls : the one white, very laree, worn

in ceremony, and when they assist at the office \ the

other black, worn on ordinary occasions, in the streets,

&c.
F. Mabillon maintains the coul to be the same thing

in its origin with the scapular. The author of the

apology of the emperor Henry IV. distinguishes two

forms of couls *, the one is a gown reaching to the

feet, having sleeves, and a capuchin, used in cere-

monies ^ the other a kind of ho^ to work in, called

also a scapular^ because it only covers the bead and

shoulders.

COWLEY, Abraham, an eminent poet, was born

at London in 1618. His father, who was a grocer,

dying before he was born, his mother procured him

to be admitted a king's scholar at Westminster.

His first iuclination to poetry arose on his lighting

on Spenser's Fairy Queen, when he was but just able

to read \ and this inclination so far improved on him,

that at 13 he began to write several poems \ a col-

lection of which was published in 1613, when he

was but 15. He has been represented as possessed

of so bad a memory that his teachers could never

bring him to retain the ordinary rules of grammar.
But the fact was, as Dr Johnson notices, not that be

could not learn or retain the rules
\ but that being

able to perform his exercises without them, he spared

himself the trouble. In 1636 he was elected a scholar

of Trinity college, Cambridge, and removed to that

university. Here be went through all bit exercises

with a remarkable degree of reputation
^ and at the

same time must have pursued bis poetical turn with

great eagerness, as it appears that the greatest part of

his poems were written before he left that university.

He had taken his degree of master of arts before

1643, when, ill consequence of the turbulence of the

times, he, among others, was ejected from the col-

lege \ whereupon, retiring to Oxford, he entered him-

self of St John's college^ and that very year, under the

denomination of a scholar of Oxford^ published a satire

called the Puritan and the Papist. It is apparent,

however, that be did not remain very long at Oxford \

for bis zeal to the royal cause engaging him in the

service of the king, who was very sensible of bis abili-

ties, and by whom he was frequently employed, be

attended his majesty in many of his journeys and expe-

ditions, and gained not only that prince's esteem, but

that of many other great personages, and in particular

of Lord Falkland, one of tbo principal secretaries of

state.

During the beat of the civil war, be was settled in

the earl of St Alban'S family *, and when the queen-

mother was obliged to retire into France, be accom-

panied her thither, laboured strenuously in the- afiairs

of tlie royal family, undertook several very dangerous

journeys on their account, and was the principal in-

strument in maintaining an epistolary correspondence

between the king. and queen, whose letters he. cipber-

udL and deciphered mitlu bis .own . baud* His poems,

entitled The Mistress, were published at London in Cowlcj.

16471 and bis comedy called The Guardian, af^er-
wards altered and published under the title of Cotter
of Coleman-street, in 1650. In 1656 it was thought
proper by those on whom Mr Cowley depended that
he sbwld come over into England, and, under pretence
of privacy and retirement, should give notice of the
posture of affiairs in this nation. Upon bis return he
published a new edition of all bis poems, consisting of
four parts

5 viz. I. Miscellanies. II. The Mistress, or
Several copi^ of Love-verses. III. Pindaric Odes,
written in imitation of the style and manner of Pindar,
IV. Davideis, a sacred poem of the troubles of David,
in four books.

Soon after his arrival, however, be was seized, in
the search after another gentleman of considerable note
in the king's party; but although it was through mis-
take that be was taken, yet when the repohlicana
found all their attempts of every kind to bring him
over to their party proved ineffectual, he was commit-
ted to a severe confinement, and it was even with con-
siderable difficulty that he obtained his liberty

; when,
venturing back to France, be remained there, in his
former situation, till near the time of the king's re-
turn. During his stay in England he wrote bis Two
Books of Plants, published first in 1662; to which he
afterwards added four books more 5 and all six, toge-
ther with his other Latin poems, were printed at Lon-
don in 1678. It appears by Mr Wood's Fasti Oxonu
ensesy that our poet was created doctor of physic at Ox-
ford, December 2. 1657.

Soon after the Restoration he became possessed of a
very competent estate, through the favour of bis prin-

cipal friends the duke of Buckingham and the earl of
St Alban's ; and being now upwards of 40 years of
age, be took up a resolution to pass the remainder bf
a life which had been a scene of tempest and tumult,

in that situation which bad ever been the object of his

wishes, a studious retirement. His eagerness to get

out of the bostle of a court and city made him less

careful than he might have been in the choice of a
healthful habitation in the country; by which means
he found his solitude from the very beginning suit

less with the constitution of his body than with bis

mind. His first rural residence was at Barn Elms, a
place which, lying low, and being near a large river,

was subject to a variety of breezes from land and wa-
ter, and liable in the winter-time to great inconveni-

ence from the dampness of the soil. The consequence

of this Mr Cowley too soon experienced, by being

seized with a dangerous and lingering fever.. On his

recovery from this be removed to Chertsey, a sihiation

not much more healthy, where he bad not been long

before he was seized with another consuming disease.

Having languished under this for some months, he at

length got the better of it, and seemed pretty well re-

covered from the bad symptoms, when one day in ike

heat of summer 1667, staying too long in the fields to

give some directions to his labonrers, Ito caught a most

violent cold, which was attended with a defloxion

and' stoppage in his breast; and for want of time-

ly care, by treating it as a cemmon cold, and re-

fusing advice till it -was past remedy, be departed this

life on -tbe 28th of July in that year, being the 49th

of. hU age; and on the 3d of. August following, he

was.
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Cvwky, ply ; that he was the first who imparted to English
< owprr. numbers the enthusiasm of the greater ode and the

' gaiety of the less
5 and he was qualified for spright-

ly sallies and for lofty flights ; that he was among
those who freed translation from servility, and, in-

stead of following his author at a distance, walked by
his side ; and that though he bad left versificatioD yet

improveable, he left likewise from time to time such
specimens of excellence as enabled succeeding poets to

improve it.”

So many of Cowley’s productions being now esteem-
ed scarcely worthy of a perusal, while others of them
are distinguished by their beauty. Dr Hurd (the pre-

sent bishop of Worcester), thought proper to make a
selection of them, which be published in 1772, tinder

the title of Select Works of Mr Abraham Cowley,
in two volumes

; with a preface and notes by the

Editor.

COWPER, William, a distinguished modem poet,

was born at Berkhamstead in Hertfordshire, in the year
1732. His father, who was rector of the parish, was
nephew to Lord Chancellor Cowper. Mr Cowper
was educated at Westminster school

; and in that cele-

brated seminary he acquired bis classical knowledge.
But it would appear from his poem, entitled Tiroci-

that the impressions which he then received

were not favourable to this system of education, and
gave him a permanent dislike to public schools.

Through family interest, the honourable and lucrative

place of clerk to the house of lords bad been provided
for him $ he was therefore entered at the Temple for

the study of the law, in order to qualify him for it. In
this situation his manners were amiable and decent \

and though it is probable that he did not refuse to in-

dulge in those pleasures which are usual among young
men similarly situated, yet there seems no reason to

suppose that he bad any peculiar causes for self-accu-

aation. His natural disposition was timid and diffident *,

his spirits were constitutionally weak, even to the bor-

ders of absolute unfitness for worldly concerns ; so that

when the time came for assuming that poet to which he
had been destined, be shrunk with such terror from the

idea of making his appearance before the most august
assembly in the nation, that, after a violent struggle

with himself, he actually resigned the employment, and
with it all his prospects in life. It appears to have
been under the agitation of mind which this circum-
stance occasioned, and which threw him into a serious

illness, that he was led to a deep consideration of his

state in a religious view ; and from the system he had
adopted, this course of reflection excited in him the

most alarming and distressful apprehensions. In vain

did his theological friends set before him those encou-

raging views which the theory of Christian justification

is calculated to present, and which to many is the

source of a confidence perhaps as excessive as their

former fears \ the natural disposition of bis mind fitted

it to receive all the horrors, without the consolations of

his faith. We are told, that “ the terror of eternal

judgment overpowered and wholly disordered bis facul-

ties \ and he remained seven months in a continual ex-
pectation of being instantly plunged'into final misery.”
In this shocking condition he became the subject of me-
dical care, and he was placed in the receptacle for lu-

a

natics kept by Dr Cotton at St Alban’s, an amiable

and worthy physician, and the author of some well-

known poems. At length he recovered a degree of se-

renity
^ but his mind had acquired that indelible tinge

of melancholy by which it was ever after characterised,

and which rendered his whole life little more than a
succession of intervals of comfort between long parox-
ysms of settled despondency. It is unnecessary to fol-

low him through all his scenes of retirement. Part of his

time was spent at the house of his relation, Earl Cowper,
at Cole-green ; and part at Huntingdon, with bis inti-

mate friend the reverend Mr Unwin. After the death
of the latter, be removed with his widow to Olney in

Buckinghamshire, which was thenceforth the principal

place of his residence. The affectionate intimacy be
enjoyed with this lady is strongly expressed in the fol-

lowing lines, which have probably been understood by
most readers as expressive of a conjugal union :

—Witness, dear companion of my walks.

Whose arm this twentieth winter I perceive

Fast lock’d in mine, with pleasure such as love

Confirm’d by long experience of thy worth
And well-tried virtues could alone inspired-

witness a joy that thou has doubled long.

Task, Book I.

At Olney he contracted a close friendship with the

reverend Mr Newton, then minister there, and since

rector of St Mary Woolnotb, London, whose religious

opinions were in unison with his own. When Mr
Newton published his volume of Hymns, called ” The
Olney’s Collection,” it was enriched with some com-
positions from the pen of Cowper, distinguished by the

letter C. They bear internal evidence of a cultivated

understanding, and an original genius. His time was
now wholly dedicated to that literary leisure, in which
the mind, left to its own operations, follows up that

line of pursuit which is the most congenial to its taste,

and the most adapted to its powers. In his garden, in

bis library, and in bis daily walks, he seems to have
disciplined his muse to the picturesque and vivid habits

of description, which will always distinguish Cowper
among our national poets. No writer, with the ex-
ception of Thomson, seems to have studied nature with
more diligence, and to have copied her with more fide-

lity. An advantage which he has gained over other men,
by his disdaining to study her ” through the spectacles

of books,” as Dryden calls it and by his pursuing her

through her haunts, and watching her in all her atti-

tudes, with the eye of a philosopher as well as of a
poet. As Mr Cowper had no relish for public con-

cerns, it was not singular that he should have neglected

the study of the law, on which he bad entered. That
knowledge of active life, which is so requisite for the

legal profession, would hardly be acquired on the banks

of the Ouse, and in silent contemplations on the beau-

ties of nature. In this retreat, he exchanged for the

society and converse of the muses, the ambition and

tumult of a forensic occupation dedicating his mind
to the cultivation of poetry, and storing it with those

images which he derived from the inexhaustible trea-

sury of a rich and varied scenery, in a most beautiful

and romantic country. The first volume of his poems,

which was published by Mr Newtou In 1787, consisU
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COYPEL, Anthont, an excellent French painter,

' bom at Paris in i 66 i. Noyel Coypel, his father, be-

ing chosen by M. Colbert to be director of the academy

at Rome, be took his son with him into Italy, where

Anthony Coypel formed himself on the works of the

greatest masters, and on his return to France was made

Srst painter to the duke of Orleans. That prince em-

ployed him in painting the grand gallery of the royal

palace, and allowed him a pension. In 17149 he was

director of the Academy of Painting and Sculpture.

In 1715, he was made the first painter to the French

king, and was ennobled on account of his merit. He
died in 1722. M. Coypel, his son, also excelled in the

same art.

COZENING } tricking, or defrauding.—In law, it

denotes an ofience where any thing is done deceitfully,

whether belonging to contracts or not, which cannot he

properly termed by any special name.

COZUMEL, an island near the western coast of

Jucatan, where Cortez landed and refreshed his troops

before entering upon the conquest of Mexico. \V.

Long. 80. o. and N. Lat. 13. o.

CRAB. See Cancer, Entomology Index.

Crab's Claws^ in the Materia Medico, are the tips

of the claws of the common crab broken off at the rerge

of the black part, so much of the extremity of the claws

only being allowed to be used in medicine as is tinged

with this colour. The blackness, however, is only su-

perficial \ they are of a grayish white within, and when
kvigated furnish a white powder.

Crab^s claws are of the number of the alkaline ab-

sorbents but they are superior fo the generality of

them, in some degree, as they are found on a chemical

analysis to contain a volatile urinous salt.

Crab^s Eyes, in Pharmacy, are a strong concretion

in the head of the cray-fish. They are rounded on one

side, and depressed and sinuated on the other, consider-

ably heavy, moderately hard, and without smell. We
have them from HolUiid, Muscovy, Poland, Denmark,

Sweden, and many other places. What are usually met

with in the shops are prepared by art.

Crab*s eyes are much used both in the shop medicines

and extemporaneous prescription, being accounted ab-

sorbent.

CRAB-Lice, a troublesome kind of vermine, which

stick so fast with their claws to the skin as to render it

difficult to dislodge them. They are called plactuUe,

morpumes, petolce, and pessolata

:

they usually infest

the arm-pits and pudenda. Cleanliness is the best pre-

ventive. But these vermine may be easily removed

with the application of a little mercurial ointment.

Crab, a sort of wooden pillar, whose lower end,

being let down through a ship’s deck, rests upon a

socket like the capstern \ and having in its upper end

three or four holes, at different heights, through the

middle of it, one above another, into which long bars

are thrust, whose length is nearly eoual to the breadth

of the neck. It is employed to wind in the cable, or

to purchaso any other weighty body which requires a
grest mechanical power. This differs from a cap*

atetn, as not being furnished wHh a drum-head, and

by having 4he bars to go entirely through it, reaching

from^ne side of the deck to the other; whereas those

VoL. VI. Part II. f

of the capstern, which are superior in nomber, reach
only about eight inches or a foot into the drum-head,
according to its size. See Capstern.

^
Crab-Yows, a name in Jamaica for a kind of ulcer

on the soles of the feet, with bard callous lips, so hard
^at it is difficult to cut them. The ungt. ceerui.fort*
is their cure.

CRACATOA, the most southerly of a cluster of
islands lying in the entrance of the straits of Sunda in
the East Indies. Its whole circumference does not
exceed nine miles \ and off its north-eastern extremity
is a small island forming a road, in which Captain
Cook anchored when visiting this island on bis last voy-
age. On the southern part of the small island is a
reef of rocks, within which is a tolerable shelter a-
gainst all northerly winds, there being 27 fathoms wa-
ter in the mid channel, amd 18 near the reef. Be-
tween the two islands there is a narrow passage for

boats. The shore that constitutes the west side of the
road runs in a north-westerly direction, having a bank
of coral running into the sea for a little way, so that
it is difficult for boats to land except at the time of
high water; but the anchoring ground is very good
Md free from rocks. In the inland parts the ground
is elevated, rising on all sides gradually from the sea,

and is entirely covered with wood, excepting a few
spots which are cleared by the inhabitants for sowing
rice. The climate is reckoned very healthy in com-
parison with the neighbouring countries, but it is very
thinly inhabited. There are abundance of turtle on
the coral reefs ; but other refreshments are scarce, and
sold at an extravagant price. Water is not plentiful

:

Captain Cook was obliged to supply himself from a
small spring opposite to the southern extremity of the
small island above mentioned. To the southward is a
hot spring, whose waters are used as a bath by the in-

habitants. The road where the Resolution anchored
lies in S. Lat. 8. 6. ; and by observation, in 105. 36.
£. Long, by the time-keeper in 104. 48. The varia-
tion of the compass one degree W. On the full and
change days it is high water at seven o’clock in the
morning, and the tide rises three feet four inches per*
dicular.

CRACKOW, or Cracow, a city of Poland, situa-

ted in a palatinate of the same name. E. Long. 20.
16. N. Lat. 30. 8. It was formerly the capital of
Poland, where the kings were elected and crowned,
and was once almost the centre of the Popish do-
minions ; but since the peace in 1814 it was created a
free town, governed by its own magistrates, under the
protection of Austria and Russia.

Crackow stands in an extensive plain, watered by
the Vistula, which is broad but shallow : the city and
its suburbs occupy a vast tract of ground, but are so

badly peopled, that they scarcely contain 16,000 in^

habitants. The great square in the middle of the

town is very spacious, and has several well built houses,

once richly furnished and well inhabited, but most of
them now either ontenanted or in a state of melan-
choly decay. Many of the streets are broad and hand-
some ; but almost every building bears the most strik-

ing marks of ruined grandeur: the churches alone
seem to have preserved tbeir original splendour. The
devasUtion of this unfoitoBate town was begun by the

Swedes at the commenceinent of the present century^

4 X w
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, Crark^w. it was besieged and taken by Charles XII. but

NT—^ the nilbcliiefs it suflfered from that ravager of tbe north

were far less destructive than tbosja it experienced du«

ring the late dreadful commotions, when it underwent

repeated sieges, and was alternately in possession of

the Russians and Confederates. The effects of oan«

non, grape, and musket shot, are still discernible on tbe

walls and houses. In a word, Crackow exhibits t||e re-

mains of ancient magnificence, and looks like a great

capital in ruins : from tbe number of fallen and falling

houses one would imagine it had lately been sacked, and
that the enemy had left it only yesterday. The town ia

surrounded with high wails of brick, strengthened by

round and square towers of whimsical shapes, in the an-

cient style of fortification : these walls were built by
Venceslaus king of Bohemia during the short period in

which he reigned over Poland.

The university of Crackow was formerly, and not

unjustly, called the mother of Polish literature, as it

principally supplied the other seminaries with profes-

sors and men of learning
^
but its lustre has been great-

ly obscured by the removal of the royal residence to

\Varsaw, and still more by the late intestine convul-

sions. In this city the art of printing was first intro-

duced into Poland by Haller^ and one of tbe earliest

books was tbe Constitutions and Statutes compiled by

Casimir the Great, and afterwards augmented by hts

sbccessors. The characters are Gothic, tbe same which

were universally used at the invention of printing: the

great initial letters are wanting, which shows that they

were probably painted and afterwards worn away. Tbe
year in which tiiis compilation was printed is not posi-

tively known ^
but its publication was certainly ante-

rior to 1496, as it does not contain the statutes passed

by John Albert in that year. The most flourishing

period of the university was under Sigistnond Augus-

tus in the 16th century, when several of the German
reformers fled from the persecutions of the emperor

Charles V. and found an asylum in this city. They
gave to tbe world several versions of the sacred writings,

and other theological publications, which diffused tbe

reformed religion over great part of Poland. Tbe pro-

tection which Sigismond Augustus afforded to men of

learning of all denominations, and the universal tolera-

tion which be extended to every sect of Christians, cre-

ated a suspicion that he was secretly inclined to tbe new
churchy and it was even reported that he intended to

renounce the Catholic faith, and publicly profess tbe re-

formed religion.

Towards tbe southern part of the town, near tbe

Vistula, rises a small eminence or rock, upon tbe top of

which is built tbe palace, surrounded with brick walls

and old towers, which form a kind of citadel to tbe

town. This palace owes its origin to Ladislaus Jaghel-

lon ; but little of the ancient structure now appears,

as tbe greatest part was demolished by Charles Xll. in

1701, when he entered this town in triumph after tbe

battle of Clissow. It has been since repaired. Tbe
remains of the old palace consist of a few apartments,

which are left in their ancient state as they existed in

the last century. This palace was formerly tbe resi-

dence of the icings of Poland, who, from the time of

Ladislaus Locketec, have been crowned at Crackow.

Tbe Polish and German historians differ concerning the

time when tbe title of king was first claimed by the so- Cmck««
vereigns of this country *, but tbe most probable account Cradk.

is, according to Mr Cox, that in 1x95 Premislaus as-
-

sumed the regal title, and was inaugurated at Gnesna by
tbe archbishop of that diocese. He was succeeded by
Ladislaus Locketec, who offending the Poles by his ca-

pricious and tyrannical conduct, was deposed before be
was crowned ; and Venceslaus king of Bohemia, who
had married Riebsa daughter of Premislaus, btiog elect-

ed in his stead, was in 1300 consecrated at Gnesna.
Ladislaus, after flying from his country and undergoing

a series of calamitous adventures, was at length brought

to a sense of bis misconduct. Having regained tbe

affection of bis subjects, he was restored, in tbe life-

time of Venceslaus, to part of his dominions; and he
recovered them all upon the demise of that monarch lo

the year 130^ : he governed, however, for some years

witbont tbe title of king; but at length in 1320 was
crowned at Crackow, to wbicb place be transferred thm

ceremony of the coronation ; and afterwards enacted,

that for the future his successors should be inaugurated

in tbe cathedral of this city.

Since that period all the sovereigns have been conse-

crated at Crackow, excepting tbe last king. Previous

to bis election a decree was issued by the diet of

convocation, that the coronation should be solemnized

for this turn at Wai*saw, without prejudice in future to

tbe ancient right of Crackow
;
a proviso calculated cn

satisfy the populace, but which will not probably pre-

vent any future sovereign from being crowned at War-
saw, now become tbe capital of Poland and tbe resi-

dence of its kings. The diadem and other regalia used

at tbe coronation are still kept in tbe palace of Crac-
kow, under so many keys, and with such care, that it

it is impossible to obtain a sight of them.

Adjoining to the palace stands the cathedral, alsn

within tbe walls of the citadel. Here all the sove-

reigns, from the time of Ladislaus Locketec, have been
interred, a few only excepted, viz. Louis and Ladis-
laus II. who were kings of Hungary as well as oE
Poland, and whose bodies were deposited in Hungary ^

Alexander, who died and was buried at Vikia ^ Henryt
of Valois, interred in France; and tbe late monarch
Augustus HI. The sepulchres of tbe kings of

Poland are not distinguished by any peculiar mag-
nificence ; their figures are carved in marble of no
extraordinary workmanship, and some are without in-

scriptions.

The bishop of Crackow was formerly tbe first in the

kingdom, and very often a cardinal. His revenues

were large. The town has three suburbs, and had

25,736 inhabitants in 1810.

CRADLE, a well known maebine in wbicb infants

are rocked to sleep.^

It denotes also that part of the stock of a cross bow
where the bullet is pot.

Cradle, in Surgery^ a case in wbicb a broken leg

is laid after being set.

Cradle, in engraving, is the name of an instramenl

nsed in scraping mezzotintos, and preparing tbe plate.

It is formed of steel, resembling a ohissel with one

sloping side, upon which are cut hollow lines very

near each other, and at equal distances. Tbe acting

part of this tool is made cirddar,. and the comers are

rounded
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rounded. After being properly Icmpcred, It must be

H sharpened on the whetstone. There are various sizes

Crmpgaaer,
|^f this instrument.

*
’ Cradle, among shipwrights, a frame placed under

the bottom of a ship, in order to conduct her smoothly

and steadily into the water when she is going to be

launched
j

at which time it supports her weight while

she slides down the descent or sloping passage called the

ways^ which are for this purpose daubed with soap and

tallow.

CRAFT, a general name for all sorts of vessels

employed to load or discharge merchant ships, or

to carry alongside or return the stores of men of war.

Such are lighters, hoys, barges, prames, &c. See those

articles.

CRAKE, or Corn-crake. See Rallus, Orki-
THOLOGY Index.

CRAIL, or Careil, a borough town of Scotland,

situated on the sea*coast of the county of Fife, about

seven miles south-east of St Andrews. Population,

1600. ' W. Long. 2. 20. N. Lat. 56. 17.

CRAMBE, Sea-cabbage, Sea-beach Kale, or

Sea Colewort, a genus of plants belonging to the

tetradynamia class, and in the natural method ranking

under the 39th order, SHiquosee. See Botany In-

dcx.

CRAMER [A, a genus of plants belonging to the

tetrandria class. Bee Botany Index.

CRAMOND, Over and Nether, two villages

about four miles west of Edinburgh
^ of which only

the last deserves notice, as having l^en once a famous

naval station of the Romans. It is situated at the in*

flux of the river Almond into the Forth. Three Ro-

man roads meet at this place, which was called by them

Alaterva^ and whither they brought their grain for the

support of their troops. The village contains about

300 inhabitants. Here are the remains of a bath and

sudatory ; and many altars, medals, &c. have been

dog up.

CRAMP, a spasmodic affection of the muscles of

different parts of the body, as those of the neck,

arms, legs, &c. accompanied with a violent but tran-

sitory pain. See Medicine Index,

CRAMP-Fishf or Torpedo. See Raja, Ichthyolo-
gy Index.

CRAMf-Iron^ or Cramps, a piece of iron bent at each

end, which serves to fasten together pieces of wood,

stones, or other things.

CRAMPONEE, in Hera/dry, an epithet given to

a cross which has at each end a cramp or square piece

coming from it ; that from the arm in chief towards

the sinister gngle, that from the arm on that side down-
wards, that from the arm in base towards the dexter

side, and that from the dexter arm upwards.

CRANAGE, the liberty of using a crane at a wharf,
' and also the money paid for drawing up wares out of a

ship, &c. with a crane.

CRANE. See Ardea, Ornithology Index.

Crane, in Mechanics, a machine nsed in building

for raising large stones and other weights. See Me-
chanics.

Crarr's Bill, See Geranium, Botany Index.

CaANE-Fly, a species of Tipula. See Entomolo-
gy Index.

CRANGANOR, a Dutch factory on the Malabar

5 )
.

^ ^
coast in the East Indies, seated in E. Long. 75. 5. N. Cranjanor

Lat. 10. o. See Cochin. tt

CRANIOLARIA, a genus of plants belonging to Craanier.

th^ didynamia class
;
and in the natural method rank- ’

ing under the 40th order, Personatee.

CRANIOSCOPY, a science which traces the con-

nexion between the form of the skull and the powers of

the mind. Sec SUPPLEMENT.
CRANIUM, in Anatomy, an assemblage of several

bones which cover and enclose the brain and cerebel-

lum, popularly called the skull. See Anatomy Index.

—The word comes from the Greek of

galea, ** helmet.”

CRANK, a contrivance in machines, in manner of

an elbow, only of a square form, projecting out from

an axis or spindle \ and serving, by its rotation, to

raise and fall the pistons of engines for raising water.

Crank, in sea language. A ship is said to be crank-

sided, when for want of a sufficient quantity of ballast

or cargo, she cannot bear her 8.ails, or can bear but

small sail for fear of oversetting. She is said to be

crank by the gi'ound, when her floor is so narrow that

she cannot be brought on ground without danger.

Crank is also an iron brace which supports the lan-

thorns on the poop-quarters, &c.
CRANMER, Thomas, a celebrated archbishop,

reformer, and martyr, was the son of Thomas Cran-

mer. Esq. of Aslacton in Nottinghamshire, where our

author was born in 1489. At the age of 14, he was
admitted a student of Jesus College, Cambridge, of

which he afterwards became fellow
\

but marrying the

relation of an innkeeper’s wife, he lost his fellowship

and quitted the college. On the death of his wife

he was re-admitted fellow of Jesus College. In 1523
be took the degree of doctor of divinity, and was made
theological lecturer and examiner. The plague being

at Cambridge, he retired to the house of a relation at

Waltham Abbey, where, meeting with Fox the king’s

almoner, and Gardiner the secretary, he gave his opi-

nion concerning King Henry’s marriage with Catha-

rine much to the satisfaction of his majesty. This

opinion was, that instead of disputing about the vali-

dity of the king’s marriage with Catharine, they should

reduce the matter to this simple question, Whether
a man may marry his brother’s wife or not ?” When
the king was told of it, he said, ” This fellow has got

the right sow by the ear.” He then sent for him to

court, made him one of bis chaplains, and ordered him
to write in vindication of the divorce in agitation.

This book having quieted the tender conscience of the

king, he was desirous that all Europe should be con-

vinced of the illegality of his marriage with Queen Ca-
tharine \ and for that purpose sent Cranmer to France,

Italy, and Germany, to dispute the matter with the

divines of those countries. At Nuremberg Cranmer
married a second wife. Being returned to England,

in March 1533 be was consecrated archbishop of Can-
terbury \ in May following he pronounced the sen-

tence of divorce between the king and queen •, and
soon after married the amorous monarch to Ann Bo-
leyn. Being now at the head of the church, he exert-

ed himself in the business of the Reformation. The
Bible was translated into English, and monasteries dis-

solved, principally by bis means.

In 1536 the royal conscience again required the as-

4X2 sbtanco
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fnuMDer. SMtmnc^ of our archbishop : lu this year he divorced the

y king from Aon Boleyn. In 1537 be visited his dio-

cese, and endeavoured to abolish the superstitious ob-

servance of holidays. In 1539
bishops fell under the king^s displeasure, because they

could not be brought to give their consent in parlia-

ment that the monasteries should be suppressed for the

king^s sole use. He also strenuously opposed the act

fur the six articles in the house of lords, speaking three

days against it ^
and upon the passing of that statute

sent away his wife into Germany. In X540 he was
one of t^e commissioners for inspecting into matters of

religion and isxptaining some of its chief doctrines.

The result of the commission was the book entitled A
necessary Erudition of any Christian man. After Lord
CromwelPs death (in whose behalf he bad written to

the king), he retired and lived in great privacy, med-
dling not at all with state affairs. In 1541 he gave

orders, pursuant to the king’s directions, for taking

away superstitious shrines; and exchanging Bisbops-

boom for Beckesbourn, united the latter to his diocese.

In 1 542 he procured the ** Act for the advancement
of true religion and the abolishment of the central^,”

which moderated the rigour of the six articles. But
the year following, some enemies preferring accusations

against him, be had like to have been ruined, had not

the king interposed in his behalf. His majesty conti-

nued afterwards to protect him from his enemies ; and

at his death appointed him one of the executors of bis

will, and one of the regents of the kingdom. In 1556
be crowned young Edward, during whose short reign

be promoted the reformation to the utmost of his

power ; and was particularly instrumental in composing,

correcting, and establishing the liturgy by act of par-

liament. He had also a share in compiling the thirty-

nine articles of religion.

In 1553 he opposed the new settlement of the crown
upon Lady Jane Gray, and would no way be concern-

ed in that affair (though at last, through many impor-

tunities, he was prevailed upon to set bis hand to it) ;

neither would he join in any of Dudley’s ambitious

projects. Upon Queen Mary’s accession to the throne,

be was committed to the Tower ; ,
partly for setting

bis hand to the instrument of Lady Jane’s succession,

and partly for the public offer be bad made a little be-

fore of justifying openly the religious proceedings of

the late king. &me of his friends, foreseeing the storm

that was likely to fall upon him, advised him to fly,

but he absolutely refused. In the ensuing parliament,

on November the 3,d, lie was attainted, and at Guild-

hall found guilty of high treason ; whereupon the fruits

of his archbishopric were sequestrated. In April 1554,
he and Ridley and I^alimer were removed to Oxford,

in order for a public disputation with the Papists

;

which was accordingly held there towards the middle

of the month, with great noise, triumph, and impudent

confidence on the Papists side,, and with as much gra-

vity, learning,, modesty, and convincing sufficiency on

the side of the Protestant bishops. The 20th of April,

two days after the end of these disputations, Craumer
and the two others were brought before the commis-

sioners, and asked. Whether they would subscribe (to

Popery)? which they unanimously refusing, were con-

demned as heretics. From this sentence the archbishop

gj^ealed. to the last.judgment of tfie Almigl^ty and

wrote to the council, giving them an account of the Cnaaintr.

disputation, and desiring the queen’s pardon for his^ '

treason, which it teems was not yet remitted. By ahr,

convocation, which met this year, his Defence of the

true and Catholic Doctrine of the Sacrament of the

Body and Blood of our Saviour Christ was ordered to

be homt. Some of bis friends petitioned the queen in

his behalf ; putting her in mind bow he bad once pre-

served her in her father’s time by his earnest interces^

sions with him for her, so that she bad reason ta be-

lieve he loved her, and would speak the truth to her

more than all the rest of the clergy. All eodeavoura

in bis behalf, however, were ineffectual ; and the arch-

bishop being degraded and most ignominiously treated,

was at last flattered and terrified into an insincere re-

cantation and renunciation of the Protestant faith. But
this triumph was not sufficient to gratify the pious veiv-

geance of the Romish Mary. On tlie 24th of Feb. 1556,
a writ was signed for the burning of Cranmer ; and
on the 24th March, which was the fatal day, be was
brought to St Mary’s Church, Oxford, and placed

on a kind of stage over against the pulpit, where Dr
Cole, provost of Eton, was appointed to preach a ses-

moo on the occasion. While Cole was haranguing,

the unfortunate Cranmer expressed great inward coa-

fusion
; often lifting up bis bands and eyes to heaven,

and frequently pouring out floods of tears. At the

end of the sermon, when Cole desired him to make an
open profession of bis faith, as be had promised him he

would, be first prayed in the most fervent manner;
then made an exhortation to the people present, not to

set their minds upon the world, to obey the king and
queen, to love each other, and to be charitable. Af-
ter this he made a confession of his faith, beginning

with the creed, and concluding with tbm words

:

** And I believe every word and sentence taught by
oor Saviour Jesus Christ, his apostles, aud prophets, in

the Old and New Testament.—Aod oow (added he)

I come to the great thing that so much troubleth my
conscience, more than any thing I ever said or did in

my whole life ; and that is, the setting abroad a writ-

ing contrary to the truth, which 1 here now renounce

as things written with my band contrary to the truth

which i thought in my heart ; and written for fear of

death, and to save my life if it might be : that is, all

such bills and papers which I have writtes or signed

with my band since my degradation, wherein I have

written many things untrue. And jorasmueb as my
hand offended, writing contrary to my heart, my band
shall first be punished ; for, may I come to the fire, il

shall be first burned. As for the pope, I refuse biro as

Christas enemy and antichrist, with all bis false doctrine.

And as for the sacrament, I believe as I have taught

in my book against the bishop of Winchester.” Thun?
derst^ck as it were with this unexpected declaration,

the enraged FopUb crowd admonis^d him not to disr

semble. Ah : (replied he with teats) since I lived

hitherto, I have been a hater of falsehood and a lover

of simplicity, aod never before this time have 1 dissem-

bied.”^ Wheieupon they pulled him off* the stage witk

the utmost fury, and hurried him to the place of bis

martjcrdom over against Baliol college ; where he put

O0T his clothes in haste, and standing in*his shirt, and
without shoes, was fastened with a chain to the. stakfw

l^roe ^ssing hin^ to^ agree tp bisTprmer recanUM^’^S
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Cramntr. answered, showing bis band, ** This is the hand

g
mf that wrote it, and therefore it shall first suffer punish-

ment.** Fire being applied to him, he stretched out

his right hand into the flame, and held it there unmo-

yed (except that once with it he wiped his face) till it

was consumed ; crjing witli a loud voice, This hand

hath offended ^** and often repeating, ** This unworthy

right hand.** At last tlie fire getting up, he soon ex-

pired, never stirring or crying out all the while ; only

keeping his eyes fixed to heaven, and repeating more

than once, Lord Jesus receive my spirit.** Such was

the end of the renowned Thomas Cranmer, in the 67th

year of his a^e.

It was noticed above, that after the passing of the

act for the six articles. Archbishop Cranmer sent his

wife into Germany. But she afterwards returned again

to England ^
and Mr Strype informs us, that ** in the

time of King Edward, when the marriage of the clergy

was allowed, he brought her forth, and lived openly

with her.** Mr Gilpin says, *Mie left behind him a

widow and children ; but as be always kept his family

in obscurity for prudential reasons, we know little

about them. They bad been kindly provided for by

Henry VIIL i who, without any solicitation from the

primate himself, gave him a considerable grant from

the abbey of Wal^ck in Nottinghamshire, which his

family enjoyed after his decease. King Edward made
some addition to his private fortune ^

and his heirs were

restored in blood by an act of parliament in the reign

of Elizabeth.

Archbishop Cranmer wrote a great number of books

:

many of them he published himself ; and many of them

still remain in MSS. viz. two folio volumes in the

klng*s library, several letters in the Cotton collection,

&c.
Mr Gilpin remarks, that tlie character of the

archbishop hath been equally the subject of exaggera-

ted praise and of undeserved censure. The most inde-

fensible parts of the archbisbop*s character are the rea-

diness with which be sometimes concurred in the un-

justifiable proceedings ofHeorv Vlll. and the instances

wherein be showed himself to be actuated by intolerant

principles.

** He first recommended himself to Henry by the zeal

which he displayed in promoting the king*s divorce

from Queen Catharine. As to this, it may be allow-

ed, that Dr Cranmer might think the marriage wrong

:

but though it possibly might be a point of conscience

with the king, it could, however, be none with biro ^

and there was manifestly a difference between advising

not to do a thing, and advising to undo it when al-

ready done, at least in a matter of so disputable a na-

ture. On the other baud, to repudiate a woman with

whom the king bad cohabited near 20 years as his

wife, and to illegitimate a daughter, bred up in the

highest expectations, and now marriageable, were acts

of such cruelty, that it seems to indicate a want of

feeling to be in any degree accessary to them. To
this may be added, that the notoriety of the klng*s

passion for Ann Boleyn, which all men believed to be,

if not the first mover, at least the principal spring of

his pretended scruples, tlirew a very indelicate impu-

tation on all who had any concern in the affair* No
serious cliurchman, one would imagine, could be fond

qf the idea, of administering to the king*s passions. U

is with concern, therefore, that we see a man of Dr Crasmsr.

Crannier*s integrity and simplicity of manners acting ' - 1

so much out of character as to compound an affair

this kind, if not with bis conscience, at least with all

delicacy of sentiment ; and to parade through Europe,

in the quality of an ambassador, defending everywhere

the king*s ptous intentions. But the cause (continues

Mr Gilpin) animated him. With the illegality of the

king*! marriage, be endeavoured virtually to establish

the tnsuflSciency of the pope*s dispensation *, and the lat-

ter was an argument so near bis heart, that it seems to

have added merit to tlie former. We cannot, indeed,

account for hie embarking so zealously in this business,

without supposing his principal motive was to free his

country from the tyranny of Rome, to which this step

very evidently led. So desirable an end would in some
degree, be might imagine, sanctify the means.**

Of two of the instances of persecution in which

Archbishop Cranmer was concerned, Mr Gilpin gives

the following account. ** Joan Bocher and Geoiwe
Paris where accused, though. at different times y onem
denying the humanity of Christ, the other for denying

his divinity. They were both tried and condemned to

the stake ^ and tlie archbishop not only consented to

these acts of blood, but even persuaded the aversion of

the youD^ king into a compliance. ** Your majesty

must distinguish (said he, informing his royal pupi1*s

conscience) between common opinions and such as are

the essential articles of faith. These latter we most on
DO account suffer to be opposed.** Mr Gilpin justly oh-

serves, that ** nothing even plausible can be suggested

in defence of the archbishop on this occasion, except

only that the spirit of Popery was not yet wholly re-

pressed.** These instances of injostice and barbarity

were indeed totally indefensible, and a great disgrace te

Cranmer, and to all who were coocemed in them. It

does not appear that be endeavoored to promote the

death of Lambert ^ but, as Mr Gilpin observes, It were
to be wished be bad rid his band of the disputation

likewise. The public disputation, in which Cranmer
bore some part, proved the means of bringing Lambert
to the stake.

One of the most bononrable transactions of Arch-
bishop Cranroer*s life, was the firm stand that he made
against the act of the six articles. This act was so

8tron|;ly supported by the king,, that even the Protest-,

ants in parliament made little opposition to it. Bat
Cranmer opposed it with great zeal and steadiness.
** The good archbishop (says Mr Gilpin) never sp-

peared in a more truly Christian light than on this oc-

casion. In the midst of so general a defection (for

there were numbers in the bouse who had hithertn

shown great forwardness in reformation) he alone made
a f>tand. Three days be malatained hts ground, and
baffled the arguments of all opposers. But argument
was not tiieir weapon, and the archbishop saw him-*

self obliged to. sink under superior power. Henry or-

dered him to leave the bouse. The primate refused :

* It was God*s business (be said), and not man’s.*

And when he could do no more, he boldly entered his

protest. Such an instance of fortitude is sufficient to*

wipe off many of those courtly stains which have fasten-

ed on his memory.**

His behaviour in the cause of the duke of Norfolk*

was also entitled to great commendation* ** The last

act.
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Cranmpr. acl of this reign (says Mr Gilpin) was an act of blood,

and gave the archbishop a noble opportunity of showing

bow well he bad learned that great Christian lesson of

forgiving an enemy. Almost without the shadow of

justice, Henry had given directions to have the duke of

Norfolk attainted by an act of parliament. The king’s

mandate stood in lieu of guilt, and the bill passed the

house with great ease. No man, except the bishop of

Winchester, had been so great an enemy to the arcbibi-

shop as the duke of Norfolk. He had always thwart-
• ed the primate’s measures, and of^ener than once had

practised against his life. How many would have seen*

with secret pleasure the working of Providence against

so rancorous an enemy ; satisfied in having themselves

no hand in his unjust fate ! But the archbishop saw
the affair in another light : he saw it with horror ^ and

although the king had in a particular manner interest-

ed himself in this business, the primate opposed the bill

with all his might ; and when hie opposition was vain,

he left the house with indignation, and retired to Croy-

don.”

He was indeed remarkable for the placability of bis

temper, and for showing kindness to those by whom he

had been greatly injured. Hence it is mentioned in

Shakespeare’s Henry Vlll. as a common saying con-

cerning him ;

Do my lord of Canterbury

But one shrewd turn, and he’s your friend for ever.”

Archbishop Cranmer was a great friend and patron

of learned foreigners, who had been persecuted for tbeir

attachment to the principles of the reformation. Mr
Gilpin says, the suflFering professors of Protestantism,

who were scattered in great numbers about the various

countries of Europe, were always sure of an asylum

with him. His palace at Lambeth might be called a
seminary of learned men : the greater part of whom
persecution had driven from home. Here, among other

celebrated reformers. Martyr, Bucer, Aless, Phage,

found sanctnary. Martyr, Bucer, and Phage, were

liberally pensioned by the archbishop till be could

otherwise provide for them. It was bis wish to fix

them in the two oniversities, where he hoped their great

knowledge and spirit of inquiry would forward his de-

signs of restoring learning ; and he at len^b obtained

professorships for them all. Bucer and x^age were

fettled at Cambridge ; where they only showed what

might have been expected from them, both dying with-

in a few months after their arrival. But at Oxford

Martyr acted a very conspicuous part, and contributed

to introduce among the students there a very libera!

mode of thinking.

Of the learning of Archbishop Cranmer, Mr Gilpin

remarks, that ” it was chiefly confined to his profes-

sion. He had applied himself in Cambridge to the stu-

dy of the Greek and Hebrew languages ^ which though

esteemed at that time as the mark of heresy, appeared

fo him the only sources of attaining a critical knowledge

of the Scriptures. He had so accurately studied canon

law, that he was esteemed the best canonist in Eng-
land *, and his reading in theology was so extensive,

and his collections from the Fathers so very volomi-

nons, that there were few points in which he was not

accurately informed, and in which he could not give

the opinions of the several ages of the church from

the times of the apostles. He was a sensible writer, CramncT.
rather nervous than elegant. His writings were en- v

tirely confined to the great controversy which then sub-

sisted, and contain the whole sum of the theological

learning of those times. His library was filled with a
very noble collection of books, and was open to all men
of letters.

Mr Gilpin, after remarking that Archbishop Cran-
mer preached often wherever be visited, says, In his

sermons to the people, be was very plain and instruc-

tive ; insisting chiefly on the essentials of Christianity.

The subjects of bis sermons, for the most part, were
from whence salvation is to be fetched, and on whom
the confidence of men oogbt to lean. They insisted

much on doctrines of faith and works; and taught

what the fruits of faith were, and what place was to be

given to works ; they instructed men in the duties

they owed their neighbour, and that every one was our
neighbour, to whom we might any way do good ; they

declared what men ought to think of themselves after

they had done all
;
and, lastly, what promises Christ

bath made, and who they are to whom be will make
them good. Thus he brought in the true preaching of

the gospel, altogether difierent from the ordinary way
of preaching in those days ; which was to treat con-

cerning saints, to tell legendary tales of them, and to

report miracles wrought for the confirmation of tran-

substantiation and other popish corniptions. And such

a heat of conviction accompanied his sermons, that

the people departed from them with minds possessed of

a great hatred of vice, and burning with a desire of

virtue.”

He was a great economist of bis time. Mr Gilpin

says, ” he rose commonly at five o’clock, and conti-

nued in bis study till nine. These early hours, he

would say, were the only hours he could call bis own.
After breakfast he generally spent the remainder of the

morning either in public or private business. His
cbapel'bour was eleven, and his dinner-hour twelve.

After dinner he spent an hour either in conversation

with bis friends, in playing at chess, or in what he
liked better, overlooking a chess-board. He then re-

tired again to his study till his cbapel-bell rang at five.

After prayers, he generally walked till six, which was
in those times the hoar of supper. His evening meal
was sparing. Often he ate nothing

; and when that

was the case, it was his usual custom, as be sat down
to table, to draw on a pair of gloves

;
which was as

much as to say, that his hands had nothing to do.

After supper. Ire spent an hour in walking and another

in his study, retiring to his bedchamber about nine.

This was his usual mode of living when he was most
vacant, hot very often his afternoons as well as liis

mornings were engaged in business. He generally,

however, contrived, if possible, even in the busiest day,

to devote some portion of his time to his books be-

sides the morning. And Mr Fox tells us, be always

accustomed himself to read and write in a standing pos-

ture ; esteeming constant sitting very pernicious to a

studious man.”

Mr Gilpin also observes, •• that he was a very ami-

able master in Iiis family, and admirably preserved the

difficult medium between indulgence and restraint. He
had, according to the custom of the times, a very nu-

merous retinue, among whom the most exact order

was
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Craaliaw * primStire saint, he offered more prajers In the night

I than others nsually offer in the day. There he penned
Crmuug. (he said poems called “ Steps to the Temple for Happy

’ Souls to Climb to Heaven by.” To the said Steps are

joined other poems called, ** The Delight of the Muses,”
wherein are several Latin poems, which though of a
mere human mixture, yet they are sweet as tliey are in*

nocent. He hath also written Carmen Deo Nostro^

being hymns and other sacred poems, addressed to the

Countess of Denbigh. He was excellent in five lan-

guages besides his mother tongue, namely, Hebrew,
Creek, Latin, Italian, and Spanish.

CRASIS (h*om ” to mix,”) the temper of

the blood peculiar to every constitution.

£rasis, in Grammar^ is a figure whereby two dif-

ferent letters are either contracted into one long letter

or a diphthong. Such, e. g. is spic for for

&c. for &c. where < and « are con-

tracted into I *, and 1 and « into n ^
and 1 and • into a.

CRASSAMENTUM, in Physic^ the thick red or

fibrous part of the bload, otherwise called cruor^ in con-

tradistinction to the serum or aqueous part.

CRASSULA, Lesser Orpine, or Live- ever

;

a

genus of plants, belonging to the pentandria class ; and

in the natural method ranking under the 13th order,

Siiccufenta. See Botany Index.

CRASSUS, M. Licinius, a celebrated Roman,
surnamed Rich on account of his opulence. At first

he was very circumscribed in his circumstances, but

by educating slaves and selling them at a high price he

soon enriched himself. The cruelties of Cinna obliged

him to leave Rome, and he retired to Spain, where he

remained concealed for eight months. After Cinna^s

death he passed into Africa, and thence to Italy, where

he served Sylla and ingratiated himself in his favour.

When the gladiators with Spartacus at their head had

spread an universal alarm in Italy and defeated some

of the Roman generals, Crassus was sent against them.

A battle was fought, in which Crassus slaughtered

1 2,000 of the slaves, and by this decisive blow soon

pot an end to the war, and was honoured with an

ovatio at his return. He was soon after made consul

with Pompey in the year of Rome 682, and in this

high office he displayed his opulence by entertaining

the populace at 10,000 tables. He was afterwards

censor, and formed the first triumvirate with Pompey
and Caesar. As his love of riches was more predo-

minant than that of glory, Crassus never imitated the

ambitious conduct of his colleagues, but was satisfied

with the province of Syria, which seemed to promise

an inexhaustible source of wealth. With hopes of en-

larging his possessions be set off from Rome, though

the omens proved unfavourable, and every thing seem-

ed to threaten his ruin. He crossed the Euphrates,

and forgetful of .the rich cities of Babylon and Sehn-

cia, he hastened to make himself master of Parthia.

He was betrayed in his march by the delay of Arta-

vasdes king of Armenia, and the perfidy of Ariamnes.

He was met in a large plain by Surena the general of

the forces of Orodes king of Parthia, and a battle was
fought in which 20,000 Romans were killed and

10,000 taken prisoners. The darkness of the night

favoured the escape of the rest ; and Crassus, forced by

the mutiny and turbulence of his soldiers, and the

treachery of bis guides, trusted himself to the general

3

of the enemy on pretence of proposing terms of acconi- Crastas,

modation, and he was killed. His bead was cutoff and Cmtwgifc

sent to Orodes, who poured melted gold down his* ^ ^

throat, and insulted bis misfortunes. Though he baa

been called avaricious, yet he showed himsdf always

ready of lending money to his friends without interest*

He was fond of philosophy, and bis knowledge of his-

tory was great and extensive.

CRATAEGUS, Wild service tree, Hawthorn,
&c. a genus of plants, belonging to the icosandria

class t and in the natural method ranking under the

36th order, Pomaceee. See Botany Index.

The oxycanthus, hawthorn, or white thorn, grows

naturally all over Europe. It is sometimes cultivated

as an ornamental tree, hot it is chiefly propagated for

the purpose of planting as a fence. In order to pro-

pagate a quantity of quicks, one method is generally

practised \ namely, first burying the haws, and taking

them up to sow the October following \ though, says

Hanbury, there is another way more preferable ^

namely, to prepare the beds, and sow the haws soon

after they are gathered. Whoever pursues the former

method, having gathered what quantity of haws will

answer his purpose, should in some bye-comer of the

kitchen-garden or nursery dig a hole or pit capacious

enough to receive them ; some of the earth which came
out of the hole, after the haws are put in it, should be

laid upon them \ and being thus carefully covered down,

they may remain there till October. Then, having

ground well dug, and cleared of the roots of all

troublesome weeds, and the mould being fit for work-
ing, the beds - should be made for the haws. Four
feet is a very good width of these beds, as they may
be easily reached over to be weeded \ and if the alleys

between be each one foot and a half wide, they will

be of R good size. The beds being marked out with a
line, sufficient mould most be raked out to cover the

haws an inch and a half deep. This being done, and the

bottom of the beds being made level and even, the

haws should be sown, and afterwards gently tapped

down with the back of the spade \ and then the fine

mould, which had been raked out of the beds, must
be thrown over them, covering them an inch and a
half deep. In the spring the plants will come up, and
in the summer following should be kept clear of weeds j

though it does sometimes happen, that few of them
will appear till the second spring after sowing. Some-
times the young plants are planted out from the seed-

beds at one, two, or three years old j but the best plants

are obtained by transplanting them into fresh mould
the first or second year, letting them remain in the

nursery two or three years longer. The practice of

the London nurserymen is this : The strongest of the

seed-bed plants having been drawn at two or three years

old for sale, they clean the beds entirely by drawing

the remaining weak underling plants, and transplanting

them into fresh beds in this manner, which they call

bedding them

:

The ground having been trenched, and

tlie tips of the plants as well as the lower fibres of their

roots having been taken off with a sharp knife, they

strain a line along one side of the bed and by chop-

ping with a spade by the side of the line, leave a clift

or drill of a depth proportioned to the length of the

plants to be laid in and drawing the loose mould

fomewbat towards them, leave the side yf the drill next

to
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CrRvcr our Saviour. It is a capital desig^n of Crayer ;

and

i) altlioiigl) it consists of a great number of figures, the
Crayon- bm*mony and union are well preserved.

CRAYON, a general name for all coloured stones,

earths, or otiitr minerals and substances, used in de-

signing or painting in pastel *, whether they hare been

beaten and reduced to a paste, or are used in I heir pri-

mitive consistence, after sawing or cutting them into

Jong narrow slips. In this last manner are red crayons

made, of blond stone or red chalk *, black ones, of char-

coal and black lead. Crayons of all other colours are

compositions of earths reduced to paste.

CnAYON-PatnUiig. Whether the painter works with

oil-colours, water-colours, or crayons, the grand object

of his pursuit is still the same : a just imitation of na-

ture. But each species has its peculiar rules and me-
thods. Painting with crayons requires in many respects

a treatment different from painting in oil-colours
j

be-

cause all colours used dry are in their nature of a much
warmer complexion than when wet with oils, &c. For
this reason, in order to produce a rich picture, a much
greater portion of what painters term cooling feints must
be applied in crayon painting than would be judicious

to live in oils. Without any danger of a mistake, it is

to be supposed, the not being acquainted with this ob-

servation is one great cause why so many oil painters

have no better success when they attempt crayon-paint-

ing. On the contrary, crayon painters being so much
used to their teints, which are of a cold nature when
used wet, are apt to introduce them too much when
they paint oils, which is seldom productive of a good
elfect.

We shall now endeavour to give the student some
directions towards the attainment of excellence in this

art.

0/ the Application ofthe Crayons^ with some previous

T)impositions. The student must provide himself with

some strong blue paper, the thicker the better, if the

grain is not too coarse or knotty, though it is almost

impossible to get any entirely free from knots. The
knots should be levelled with a penknife or razor,

otherwise they will prove exceedingly troublesome.

After this is done, the paper must he pasted very smooth

en a linen cloth, previously strained on a deal frame,

the size according to the artist’s pleasure : on this the

picture is to be executed
; but it is most eligible not to

paste the paper on till the whole subject is first dead

coloured. The.method of doing this is very easy, by
laying tire paper with the dead colour on its face, upon

a smooth board or table, when, by means of a brush,

the backside of the paper must he covered with paste
j

the frame with the strained cloth, must then he laid on

the pasted side of the paper
\
after which turn the paint-

ed side uppermost, and lay a piece of clean paper upon

it, to prevent smearing it : this being done, it may be

stroked gently over with the hand
5
by which means all

the air between the cloth and the paper will be forced

out.

When the paste is perfectly dry, the student may
proceed with the painting# I'he advantages arising

from pasting the paper on the frame according to this

method, after the picture is begun, are very great, as

the crayons will adhere much better than any other

way
5
which will enable the student to finish the pic-

ture with a firmer body of colour and greater lustre.

When the painters want to make a very correct copy
of a picture, they generally make use of tiffany or
black gauze, strained tight on a frame, which they lay

flat on the subject to he imitated, and with a piece of
sketching chalk trace all the outlines on the tiffany#

They then lay the canvas to be painted on flat upon
the floor, placing the tiffany with the chalked lines up-
on it, and with an handkerchief brush the whole over;
this presents the exact outlines of the picture on the
canons. The crayon-painter may also make use of
this method when the sul>ject of his imitation is in
oils

;
but in copying a crayon picture, he must have

recourse to the following method, on account of the
glass.

The picture being placed upon the easel, let the out-

lines be drawn on the glass with a small camel’s hair

pencil dipped in lake, ground thin with oils, which
must be done with great exactness. After this is ac-

complished, take a sheet of paper of the same size, and
place it on the glass, stroking over all the lines with
the hand, by which means the colour will adhere to

the paper, which must he pierced with pin-holes pretty
close to each other. The paper intended to be used
for the printing must next be laid upon a table, and
the pierced paper placed upon it

; then with some
fine pounded charcoal, lied up in a piece of lawn, rub
over the pierced lines, which will give an exact out-

line
; hut great care muit be taken not to brush this

off till the whole is drawn over with sketching chalky

which is a composition made of whiting and tobacco-

pipe clay, rolled like the crayons, and pointed at each
end.

When a student paints Immediately from the life, it

will be most prudent to make a correct drawing of the

outlines on another paper, the size of the picture he Is

going to paint, which he may trace by the preceding

method, because erroneous strokes of the sketching

chalk (which are not to be avoided without great ex-
perlness) will prevent the crayons from adhering to

the paper, owing to a certain greasy quality in the com-
position.

The student will find the sitting posture, with the

box of crayons in bis lap, the most convenient method
for him to paint. The part of the picture be is im-
mediately painting should be rather below his face ;

for, if it be placed too high, the arm will be fatigued.

Let the windows of the room where he paints be dark-

ened, at least to the height of six feet from the

ground ;
and the subject to be painted should be situa-

ted in such a manner, that the light may fall with

every advantage on the face, avoiding too much shadow,

which seldom has a good effect in portrait painting,

especially if the face he paints from has any degree of

delicacy.

Before he begins to paint, let him be attentive to

bis subject, and appropriate the action or attitude pro-

per to the age of the subject : if a child, let it be

childish
;

if a young lady, express more vivacity than

in the majestic beauty of a middle-aged woman, who
also should not he expressed with the same gravity as a

person far advanced In year®. Let the embellish-

ments of the picture, and introduction of birds, ani-

mals, &c. be regulated by the rules of propriety and

consistency.

The features of the face being correctly drawn with

chalks.

CrayoD-
painting.
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rravon- chalks, let the student take a crayon of pure carmine,

Pninting. and carefully draw the nostril and edge of the nose

' next the shadow \ then, with the faintest carmine teint,

Jay in the highest light upon the nose and forehead,

which roust be executed broad. He is then to proceed

gradually with the second teint, and the succeeding

ones, till he arrives at the shadows, which must be co*

vered brilliant, enriched with much lake, carmine, and

deep green. This method will at first offensively strike

the eye, from its crude appearance ; but in the finish*

ing, it will be a good foundation to produce a pleasing

effect, colours being much more easily sullied when too

bright than when the first colouring is dull, to raise the

picture into a brilliant state. The several pearly teints

discernible in fine complexions must be imitated with

blue verditer and white, which answers to the ultra-

marine teints used in oils. But if the parts of the face

where these teints appear are in shadow, the crayons

composed of black and white most be substituted in their

place.

Though all the face when first coloured should be

laid in as brilliant as possible, yet each part should be

kept in its proper tone ;
by which means the rotundity

of the face will be preserv^.

Let the student be careful, when he begins the eyes,

to draw them with a crayon inclined to the carmine

teint, of whatever colour the irises arc of ; he must

Jay them in brilliant, and at first not loaded with co-

lour, but executed lightly : no notice is to he taken of

the pupil yet. The student must let the light of the

eye incline very much to the blue cast, cautiously

avoiding a staring white appearance (which, when
once introduced, is seldom overcome), preserving a

broad shadow thrown on its upper part by the eye-

lash. A black and heavy teint is also to be avoided in

the eyebrows; it is therefore best to execute them
like a broad glowing shadow at first, on which, in the

finishing, the hairs of the brow are to be painted
; by

which method of proceeding, the former teints will

show themselves through, and produce the most pleasing

effect.

The student should begin the lips with pure carmine

and lake, and in the shadow use some carmine and
black ; the strong vermilion teints sbonld be laid on af-

terwards. He must beware of executing them with

stiff, harsh lines, gently intermixing each with the

neighbouring colours, making the shadow beneath

broad, and enriched with brilliant crayons. He must
form the corner of the mouth with carmine, brown
ochre, and greens, variously intermixed. If the hair

if dark, he should preserve much of the lake and deep
carmine teints therein ; this may easily be overpowered
by the warmer hair-teints, which, as observed in paint-

ing the eyebrows, will produce a richer effect when
the picture is finished ; on the contrary, if this method
is unknown or neglected, a poverty of colouring will

be discernible.

After the student has covered over, or, as artists

term it^ has dead-coloured the head, lie is to sweeten
the whole together, by rubbing it over with his fin-

ger, beginning at the strongest light upon the fore-

head, passing his finger very lightly, and uniting it

with the next teint, which he must continue till the

whole is sweetened together, often wiping his finger

on a towel to prevent the colours being sallied. He

must he cautious not to smooth or swtefon In') picture Crr^vjn.

too often, because it will give rise to a thin ami scanty Painiin*(.

effect, and have more the appearance of a drawing »

than a solid painting; as nothing but a body of rich

colours can constitute a rich eflect. To avoid this (as

the student finds it necessary to sweeten with the fin-

ger), he must commonly replenish the picture with more
crayon.

When the head is brought to some degree of for-

wardness, let the back ground be laid in, which must

be treated in a different manner, covering it as thin as

possible, and rubbing it into the paper with a leather

stump. Near the face the paper should be almost free

from colour, for this will flo great service to the head,

and by its thinness give both a soft and solid appear-

ance. In the back ground also, no crayon that In'*

whiting in its composition should be used, hut chiefly

iuch as are the most brilliant and the least adulterated.

The ground being painted thin next the hair, will give

the student an opportunlry of painting the edges of the

hair over in a light and free manner when he gives the

finishing touches.

The student having proceeded thus far, tlie face,

hair, and back ground being entirely covered, he must
carefully view the whole at some distance, remarking
in what respect it is out of keeping, that is, what parts

are too light, and what too dark, being particularly at-

tentive to the white or chalky appearances, which must
be subdued with lake and carmine. The above method
being propAly put into execution, will produce the ap-

pearance of a painting principally composed of three

colours, viz, carmine, black, and white, which is the

best preparation a painter can make for the producing

a fine crayon picture.

The next step is, to complete the hack-ground

and the hair, as the dust, in painting these, will fall

on the face, and would much injure it if that was
completed first. From thence proceed to the fore-

head, finishing downward till the whole picture is com-
pleted.

In painting over the forehead the last time, begin

the highest light with the most faint vermilion teint,

in the same place where the faint carmine was first

laid, keeping it abroad in the same manner. In the

next shade succeeding the lightest, the student must
work in some light blue teints, composed of verditer

and white, intermixing with them some of the deeper

vermilion teints, sweetening them together with great

caution, insensibly melting them into one another, in-

creasing the proportion of each colour as his judgment
shall direct. Some brilliant yellows may also he used,

but sparingly
; and towards the roots of the hair,

strong verditer teints, intermixed with greens, will be

of singular service. Cooling crayons, composed of

black and white, should succeed these, and melt into the

hair. Beneath the eyes, the sweet pearly teints are

to he pre erved, composed of verditer and white, and
under the nose, and on the temples, the same may
be used

; beneath tlw; lips, teints of this kind also arc

proper, mixing them with the light greens and some
vermilion.

In finishing the cheeks, let the pure lake clear them
from any dust contracted from the other crayons ; then
with the lake may be intermixed the bright vermilion ;

and last of all (if tlie subject should require it) a few

4 Y 2 touches
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Crtyon- touches of the orange*coloured crayon, but with extreme
paioiin^. caution

; after, sweeten that part with the finger as lit-

» tie as possible, for fear of producing a heavy disagree*

able eilbct on the cheeks ^ as the beauty of a crayon-
picture consists in one colour showing itself through, or

rather between, another: this the student cannot too

often remark, it being the only method of imitating

beautiful complexions.

The eye is the feature most difficult to execute in

crayons, as every part must be expressed with the ut-

most nicety, to appear finished
j at the same time that

the painter must preserve its breadth and solidity while

he is particularizing the parts. To accomplish this,

it will be a good general rule for the student to use his

crayon in sweetening as much, and bis finger as little,

as possible. When he wants a point to touch a small

part with, he may break off a little of his crayon

against the box, which will produce a comer fit to work
with in the minutest parts. If the eye-lashes are dark,

he must use some of the carmine and brown ochre, and
the crayon of carmine and black

^
and with these he

may also touch the iris of the eye (if brown or hazel),

making a broad shadow, caused by the eye-lash. Red
teints of vermilion, carmine, and lake, will execute

the corners of the eye properly ; but if the eyelids are

too red, they will have a disagreeable sore appearance.

The pupil of the eye must be made of pure lamp-

black : between this and the lower part of the iris,

the light will catch very strong, but it must not be

made too sudden, but be gently diffused rtfund the pu-

pil till it is lost in shade. When the eye-balls are suf-

ficiently prepared, the shining speck must be made with

a pure white crayon, which should be first broken to

a point, and then laid on fimi ^ but as it is possible

they may be defective in neatness, they should be cor-

rected with a pin, taking off the redundant parts, by

which means they may be formed as neat as can be re-

quired.

The difficulty with respect to the nose, is to pre-

serve the lines properly determined, and at the same
time so artfully blended into the cheek, as to express its

projection, and yet no real line to be perceptible upon

a close examination ^ in some circumstances it should be

quite blended with the cheek, which appears behind it,

and determined entirely with a slight touch of red chalk.

The shadow caused by the nose is generally the darkest

ill the whole face, partaking of no reflection from its

surrounding parts. Carmine and brown ochre, car-

mine and blacks, and such brilliant crayons, will com-
pose it best.

The student having before prepared the lips with the

strongest lake and carmine, &c. must with these co-

lours make them completely coiTect ; and when finish-

ing, introduce the strong vermilions, but with great

caution, as they are extremely predominant. This, if

properly touched, will give the lips an appearance

equal, if not superior, to those executed in oils, not-

withstanding the seeming superiority the latter has by

means of glazing (a), of which the former is entirely

destitute.

When the student paints the neck, be should avoid Crajoa-
expressing the muscles tdd strong in the stem, nor paintin*.

should the bones appear too evident on the chest, ai ' v

both have an unpleasiog effect, denoting a violent agi-

tation of the body ^ a circomstaoce seldom necessary to

express in portrait painting. The most necessary part
to be expressed, and which should ever be observed,

(even in the most delicate subjects), is a strong mark-
ing just above the place where the collar bones nnite ^

and if the head is much thrown over the sboolderv,

some notice should he taken of the large muscle that

rises from behind the ear, and is inserted into the pit

between the collar bones. All inferior muscles should

be, in general, quite avoided. The student will find

this caution necessary, as most subjects, especially thin

persons, have the muscles of the neck much more evi-

dent than would be judicious to imitate. As few necks

are too long, it may be necessary to give some addition

to the stem, a fault on the other side being quite unpar-

donable, nothing being more ungraceful than a sbmt
neck. In colouring the neck, let the student preserve

the stem of a pearly hue, and the light not so strong as

on the chest. If any part of the breast appears, its

transparency must also be expressed by pearly teints ;

but the upper part of the chest should be coloured

with beautiful vermilions delicately blended with the

other.

Of the Drapery, Dark blue, purple, black, pink,

and all kinds of red draperies also, should be first tin-

ged with carmine, which will render the colours much
more brilliant than any other method ; over this should

be laid on the paper the middle teint (a medium be-

tween the li|rbt and dark teints), of which the drapery

is to be painted, except the dark masses of shadow,

which should be laid on at first as deep as possible

;

these, sweetened with the finger, being destitute of the

smaller folds, will exhibit a masterly breadth, which

the lesser folds when added ought by no means to

destroy. With the light and dark teints, the smaller

parts are next to be made with freedom, exeenting as

much with the crayon, and as little with the finger, as

possible ^ in each fold touching the last stroke with the

crayon, which stroke the finger must never touch. In

the case of reflections, the simple touch of the crayon

will be too harsh, therefore fingering will be necessary

afterwards, as reflected lights are always more gentle

than those which are direct. With respect to reflec-

tions in general, they must always partake of the same

colour as the object reflecting, but in the case of single

figures, it may be useful to make some particular obser-

vations.

In a blue drapery, let the reflections be of a greenish

cast ^ in green draperies make them of a yellow teint ;

in yellow, of an orange
\ in orange, reflect a reddish

cast ; all reds, something of their own nature, but in-

clined to the yellow : black should have a reddish re-

flection }
the reflection of a reddish teint will also pre-

sent purples to the best advantage.

Of whatever colour the drapery is, the reflection

on the face must partake thereof, otherwise the pic-

ture.

(a) The method with which painters in oils express transparency in the lips is, by painting them first witK

light vermilion teints, and, wJien dry, touching them over with pure lake.
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Crayon- tore, like paintiog on glass, svill have but a gaudy

paiaiinj^* effect.

""V Linens, lace, fur, &c. should be touched spii itedly

with the crayon, fingering very little, except the latter \

and the last touches, even of this, like all other parts,

should be executed with the crayon, without sweetening

with the finger.

The methods above recommended have been prac-

tised by the most celebrated crayon painters, whose

works have been held in public estimations but the

knowledge of, and ability to execute, each separate part

with brilliancy and truth, will be found very insuffi-

cient to constitute a complete painter, without his

judgment enables him to unite them with each other,

by correctness of drawing, propriety of light and sha-

dow, and harmony of colouring. In order to accom-

plish this, the student should carefully avoid finishing

one part in particular, till he has properly considered

the connection it is to have with the rest. The ne-

glect of this is the principal reason why the perfor-

mances of indifferent painters are so destitute of what is

termed breadth, so conspicuously beautiful in the works

of great masters. It must be granted, that this obser-

vation relates more particularly to large compositions,

where a diversity of figures requites such a judicious

disposition, that each may assist in the combination of

a kind of universal harmony
^

yet, even in portrait-

painting, the student should be particularly attentive

to observe this idea of breadth, if he is desirous of ac-

quiring that importance and dignity which constitutes

excellence in painting.

Of the Mattriais. The perfection of the crayons con-

sists, in a great measure, in their softness ; for it is im-

possible to execute a brilliant picture with them if they

are otherwise i on which account great care should

be observed in the preparing them, to prevent their

being hard. In all compositions, flake- white and
white-lead should be wholly rejected, because the

slightest touch with either of these would unavoidably

turn black.

The usual objection to crayon-paintings is, that they

are subject to change ^ but whenever this happens, it is

entirely owing to an injudicious ose of the above-men-
tioned whites, which will stand only in oils. To obvi-

ate the bad effects arising from the use of such crayons,

let the student make use of common whiting prepared

in the following manner.

Take a large vessel of water, put the whiting into

it, and mix them well together ; let this stand about

half a minute, then pour off* the top into another ves-

sel, and throw the gritty sediment away
\

let what is

prepared rest about a minute, and then pour it 06F as

b'fore, which will purify^ the whiting and render it

free from all dirt and grittiness. When this is dune,

let the whiting settle, and then pour the water from it ^

after which, lay it on the chalk to dry, and keep it for

use, either for white crayons, or the purpose of preparing

teints with other colours, for with this all other teints

may be safely prepared. If the student chooses to make
crayons of the whiting immediately after it is washed,

it is not necessary to dry it on the chalk, for it may
bo mixed instantly with any other colour, which will save

considerable trouble. All colours of a heavy or gritty

nature, especially blue verditer, must be purified by
washing after this method.

The student most he provided with a large, flexible

pallet*knife, a large stone and rouller to levigate the pMntina-

colours, two or three large pieces of chalk to absorb -y *

the moisture from the colours after they are levigated,

a piece of flat glass to prevent the moisture from being

absorbed too much, till the colours are rolled into form,

and vessels for water, spirits, &c. as necessity and con-

venience as shall direct.

I. Reds. It is rather difficult to procure either good

carmine or good lake. Good carmine is inclined to the

vermilion teint, and good lake to the carmine teinU

The carmine crayons are prepared in the following

manner.

1. Carmine. As their texture is inclinable to hard-

ness, instead of grinding and rolling them, take a
sufficient quantity of carmine, lay it upon the grind-

ing-stone, mix it with a levigating knife with spirit of

wine till it become smooth and even. The chalk-stone

being ready, lay the colour upon it to absorb the

spirit ^ but be careful that it is laid on in a proper state

for painting. If it is levigated too thin, the crayons

will be too flat) and if too thick, it will occasion a
waste of colour, by their adhering to the pallet-knife

)

but practice will render the'proper degree of consistency

familiar. The simple colour being prepared, the next
step Ih to compose the different teints by a mixture
with whiting ) the proportion to be observed consisting

of 20 gradations to one, which may be clearly under-

stood by the following directions. Take some of the

simple colour, and levigate it with spirit of wine, ad-

ding about one part of washed whiting to three parts

of carmine, of which, when properly incorporated, make
two parcels. The next gr^atioo should be composed
of equal quantities of carmine and whiting, of which
four crayons may be made. The third composition

should have one fourth carmine and three fourths

whiting ) of this make six crayons,, which will be a
good proportion for the rest. The last teint should

be made of whiting, very faintly tinged with carmine,

of which make about eight crayons, which will com-
plete the above-mentioned proportion. As these com-
pound teints are levigated, they are to be laid imme-
ately upon the chalk, that the moisture may be ab-

sorbed to the proper degree of dryness for forming
into crayons, which may be known by its losing tiM

greater part of its adhesive quality when taken into the

band ) if the consistency is found to be right, it may be
then laid upon the glass, which having no pores, will

prevent the moisture from being carried off before it is

convenient to form it into crayons, otherwise the cray-

ons would he full of cracks and very brittle, which
will be a great inconvenience when they are used in

painting.

2. Lake. This is a colour very apt to be hard
; (0

prevent which the student must observe the following

particulars. Take about half the quantity of lake in-

tended for the crayons, and grind it very fine with spi-

rit of wine ) let it dry, and then pulverize it, which
is easily done if the lake is good ) then take the other
half, and grind it with spirits, after which mix it with
the pulverized lake, and lay it out directly in crayona
on the chalk. This colour will not bear rolling. The
simple colour being thus prepared, proceed with the

compound crayons as directed before, and in the same
degrees of gradation as the carmine teints.

3,

Vermilion
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^‘vtiyon- 3* ' t rmlllon. The best is inclmed to the carmine
inin iiniy. tfliu. Nothing is required to prepare this colour more

tlian to mix it on the stone with soft water or spirits,

after which it may be rolled into crayons. 'J'he diffe-

rent teints are produced by a mixture of the simple

colour with whiting, according to the proportion already
given.

J[. Blues, i. Prussian blue is a colour very apt

to hind, and is rendered soft with more difficulty than

carmine and lake. The same method of preparation is

to he followed with this as is directed with respect to

lake, only it is necessary to grind a larger quantity of

the pure colour, as it is chiefly used for painting dra*

peries. The different teints may be made according
to necessity, or the fancy of the painter. 2. Blue ver-

flitcr is a colour naturally gritty, and therefore it is

necessary to wash it well. Its particles are so coarse

as to require some binding matter to unite them, other-

wise the crayons will never adhere together. To ac-

complish this, take a quantity sufficient to form two or

three crayons, to which add a piece of slaked plaster of

Paris about the size of a pea
j
mix these well toge-

ther, and form the crayons upon the chalk. This blue

is extremely biilliant, and will be of great use in height-

ening draperies, &c. The teints must be formed with

whiting as directed in the former instances, and are high-

ly serviceable for painting flesh, to produce those pearly

teints so beautiful in crayon pictures. It Is not necessary

to mix the compounds with spirits, as clear water will

he sufficient.

III. Greeks. Brilliant greens are produced with

great difficulty. In Switzerland, they have a method
of making them far superior to ours. We usually

take yellow ochre, and after grinding it with spirits,

mix it with the powder of Prussian blue, then tem-

per it with a knife, and lay the crayons on the

chalk, without rolling them. Instead of this, some
use king's yellow mixed with Prussian blue, and others

brown ochre and Prussian blue. The crayons made of

the two last may be rolled. Various teints may be pro-

duced by these colours, according to fancy or necessity

;

some to partake more of the blue, and others of the

yellow.

JV. Yellows, i. King's yellow is the most useful

and the most brilliant, levigated with spirit of wine, to

compose the different teints as before directed. 2. Yel-

low ochre, and Naples yellow ground with spirits, will

make useful crayons. 3. Orange is produced with king's

yellow and vermilion ground together with spirits, and

the teints formed as in other cases, but no great quan-

tity of them is required.

V. Browns. i. Cullen's earth is a fine dark

brown. After six or eight of the simple crayons are

prepared, several rich compound teints may be pro-

duced from it, by a mixture with carmine, in various

degrees. Black, carmine, and this colour, mixed to-

gether, make useful teints for painting hair ^ several

gradations may be produced from each of these by a

mixture witli whiting. Homan or brown ochre is an

excellent colour, either simple or compounded with

carmine. Whiting tinged in several degrees with

either of these, will prove very serviceable in paint-

ing. 2. Umber may be treated in just the same man-

ner
;
only it is necessary to levigate it with spirit of

wine.

VI. Purples. Prussian blue ground with spirits and Crayon,
mixed with pulverized lake, will produce a good purple, paintio;;.

Carmine, thus mixed with Prussian blue, will produce a
‘

purple something different from the former. Various
teints may be made from either of these compounds by
a mixture with whiting.

VII. Black, i. Lamp-black is the only black that

can be used with safety, as all others are subject to

mildew ; but as good lamp black is ver^ scarce, the

student will, perhaps, find it most expedient to make
it himself ; the process of which Is as follows : Pro-
vide a tin cone, fix it over a lamp at such a height

that the flame may just reach the cone for the soot

to gather within it. When a sufficient quantity is

collected, take it out, and bum all the grease from
it in a crucible. It must then be ground with spirits,

and laid on the chalk to absorb the moisture. Various
gray teints may be formed from this by a mixture
with whiting, as mentioned in the former instance.—

2. Vermilion mixed with carmine : this is a composi-

tion of great use, and teints made from this with whi-

ting will be found to be very serviceable* 3. Carmine
and black is another good compound, of which five or

six gradations should be made, some partaking more of

the black, and others having the carmine most predo-

minant, besides several teints by a mixture with whi-

ting. 4. Vermilion and black is also a very useful com-
pound, from which several different teints should be

made. 5. Prussian blue and black is another good com-
pound, and will he found of singular service in painting

draperies.

It is impossible to lay down rules for the forming

every teint necessary in composing a set of crayons,

there being many accidental compositions, entirely de-

pendent on fancy and opinion. 11)6 student should

make it a rule to save the leavings of bis colours
^ for

of these he may form various teints, which will occa-

sionally be usefuk

OfRoiiing the Crayons, and disposing themforpaint-
ing. The different compositions of colours must be cut

Into a proper magnitude, after they are prepared, in

order to be rolled into pastils, for the convenience of

using them. Each crayon should be formed in the left

band with the ball of the right, first formed cylindri-

cally, and then tapering at each end. If the composi-

tion is to dry, dip the finger in water
\ if too wet,

the composition must be laid upon the chalk again to

absorb more of the moisture. The crayons should be

rolled as quick as possible
;
and when finished, must

be laid upon the chalk again, to absorb all remain-

ing moisture. After the gradation of teints from

one colour is formed, the stone should be well scraped

and cleansed with water before it is used for another

colour.^

When the set of crayons Is completed according to

the rules prescribed, they should be arranged in classes

for the convenience of painting with them. Some thin

drawers, divided into a number of partitions, is the

most convenient method of disposing them properly.

The crayons should be deposited according to the se-

veral gradations of light. The bottom of the partitions

must be covered with bran, as a bed for the colours

;

because it not only preserves them clean, but prevents

their breaking.

The box made use of when the student paints should

be
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Creation, rational, IntelliTCnt beings. The existence of intelli-

' gcnces of a liigher order than man, though iofinttely

below the Deity, appears extremely probable*—Of
these spiritual beings called Angels we have express in-

timation in Scripture
;
(see the article Angels). Such

are our notions concerning the existence of beings

essentially distinct from matter, and in their nature far

superior to it ^ these, too, must be the creatures of the

Deity, and of his works of creation the noblest part.

But the limits of creation we must not pretend to de-

fine. How far the regions of space extend, or how
they are filled, we know not. How the planetary

world, the sun and the fixed stars, are occupied, we
do not pretend to have ascertained. We are even igno-

rant how wide a diversity of forms, what an infinity of
living animated beings may inhabit our own globe.

So confined is our knowledge of creation ^ yet so

grand, so awful, that part which our narrow under-

2
standings can comprehend !

The t>c-
Concerning the periods of time at which the Deity

nods of executed his several woiks of creation, it cannot be

,
pi*etended that mankind have had opportunities of re-

wcuicd^ very particular information. From viewing

his worhs phenomena of nature, and considering the general

of crta. laws by wl*icb they are regulated, we cannot draw
lion. conclusive or even plausible inference with respect

to the precise period at which the universe most have
begun to exist. We know not, nor can we hope to

ascertain, whether the different systems of planets cir-

culating round our sun and the other fixed stars, were
all created at one period, or each at a different period.

We cannot even determine, from any thing that ap-

pears on the face of nature, whether our earth was not

created at a later period than any of her fellow planets

which revolve round the same sun. Astronomers are,

from time to time, making new discoveries in the hea-

vens and it is impossible to say whether some of these

successive discoveries may not be owing to successive

creations.

Philosophers have, indeed, formed some curious con-

jectures concerning the antiquity of the earth, from
the appearances of its surface, and from the nature

and disposition of its interior strata. The beds of lava

in the neighbourhood of volcanoes have afforded

ground for some calculations, which, though they do
not fix the period of the earth's origin, are yet thought

to prove that period to have been much more remote
• Hrj/ilofie’f than the earliest age of sacred or profane history. * In

the neighbourhood of Mount iFltna, or on the sides of

^^cU^^and
extensive mountain, there are beds of lava covered

3/n/ra. ^ considerable thickness of earth ; and at least

another, again, which though known from ancient mo-
numents and historical records to have issued from the

volcano at least 2000 years ago, is still almost entirely

destitute of soil and vegetation : in one place a pit has

been cut through seven different strata of lava ; and

these have been found separated from each other by

almost as many thick beds of rich earth. Now, from

the fact that a stratum of lava 2000 years old is yet

scantily covered with earth, it has been inferred by
the ingenious canon Recupero, who has laboured 39
years on the natural history of Mount .£tna, that the

lowest of these strata which have been found divided

by so many beds of earth, must have been emitted^

from the volcanic crater at least 14,000 years ago

;

3

and consequently that the age of the earth, whatever Creativn.

it may exceed this term of years, cannot possibly be
less. Other facts of a similar nature likewise concur
to justify this conjecture.

But all these facts are as nothing in comparison with
the long series which would be requisite to establish

such a conjecture as an incontrovertible truth. And
besides, any evidence which they can be supposed
to afi*oi*d, may be very easily explained away. The
bed of lava which in the course of aooo years has

scarce acquired a covering of earth, is confessed to

stand in a situation in which it is exposed to the spray
of the sea, and to all the violence of winds and rains.

In such a situation, it cannot be thought that a thick

bed of earth could, in any length of time, be formed
on it : we might as well expect depth of soil, and vi-

gorous vegetation, on the craggy cliffs of hills. In
crevices here and there over it, in which the earth has

been retained, there is a depth of soil which supports

large trees. This fact, therefore, admits of no such

inference as that which Recupero has pretended to de-

duce from it. The local circumstances, again, of the

seven strata that have been pierced through are very

different. They are situated at Jaci Reale, in a situa^

tion where showers of ashes from the volcano must fre-

quently fall ; and where whatever falls must be natu-

rally retained and accumulated so that seven beds

of earth might be formed on these seven strata of lava

much sooner than one thin layer could be formed on

the stratum above mentioned. In other places, some
of which are within the influence of the same awful

volcano, and some adjacent to that of Vesuviu.s, soil

is known to have accumulated on lava with the help

of showers of ashes from the volcanoes, with sulBicient

rapidity to justify this supposition concerning the co-

verings of the strata at Jaci Real. From the obser-

vation of these phenomena of volcanoes, therefore, no

facts have been gained that can help us to determine

with any certainty the earth's age. And so wide is

the variety of circunnstances to be here taken into ac-

count, that it cannot be hoped that this desideratum

will be ever supplied from that quarter. See farther

the article Earth.
But by examining the composition and arrange-

ment of the interior strata of the globe, and by view-

ing the general appearance of its surface, the ingenuity

of philosophers has, with better hopes, sought to guess

at the length of time during which it roust have ex-

isted. Observing the exuviae of sea and land animals

deposited at profound depths under ground, and ac-

companied with vegetable bodies in a good state of

preservation, as well as with oleaginous and bitumi-

nous substances which have in all probability been

formed from vegetable bodies ; and remarking at the

same time with what confusion the other materials,

composing the crust of this terrestrial ball, are, invaii-

ous instances not arranged, but cast together ; they

have concluded that the earth must have existed for

many an age before the earliest events recorded in sa-

cred or profane history, and must have undergone many
a revolution, before it settled in its present state. Such

at least are the ideas which Buffon and M. de Luc,
and also Dr Hutton f ,

seem desirous to impress us wiihf PldL

cuncemin|E its changes and antiquity. It will be only 7Vaa«.

doing justice to these philpsophers to acknowledge, that^^ **

they
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CreatjoR. i^nd bis angels lie charged with folly And unto

* — man (or to Adam), he said. Behold, the fear of the

ver***?
Lord is wisdom, and to depart from evil is under-

f
+•” These passages rather hint at than relate

ver. 28. facts. But it has been inferred from them, that there

were stars in the firmament, and angels in heaven, be*

fore the formation of our globe ; that angels as well as

man have fallen ; and tliat other injunctions, besides

that of abstaining from the forbidden fruit, were laid

I Milne's on Adam when be was first placed in Paradise ^f

fjcctures, the interpretation be admitted as just, the first of these
l^cct. I. facts may be considered as forming, as it were, a point

with which our knowledge of the works of the Deity

commences : the period of time at which the second

event took place is not specified : and the precept to

Adam must no doubt have been uttered after he was

formed and inspired with intelligence. Yet with re-

gard to the first of the above quotations from the book

of Job, the only one that is of importance to us at

present, it must be acknowledged, that it has been dif-

ferently understood. The morning stars might sing

together, and the sons of God shout for joy, on account

both of their own creation and of the creation of the

earth at one time ; and yet Job, having been himself

made a conscious being at a much later period, not be

able to tell where he was at that era of exulting grati-

7 tode and congratulation.

Mosaic Moses relates, that
||

** in the beginning God created
count ot heavens and the earth. And the earth (continues

lion
without form and void ^

and darkness was

I Gen. it i, upon the face of the deep : and the spirit of God mo-

ved upon the face of the waters. And God said, Let

there be light ^ and tJiere was light. And God saw

the lii;ht, that it was good : and God divided the

light from the darkness. And God called the light day,

and the darkness he called night : and the evening and

the morning were the fijrSt day.^’ During five succeed-

ing days the work of creation was carried on. On
the second day, a firmament was made to separate the

waters, and that firmament called heaven

:

on the third

day the waters were collected into seas, and the land

from which the waters retired caused to produce grass

and trees and other plants : on the fourth day, lights

were made to appear in the firmament > to enlighten

the earth, to divide the day from the night, and to

distinguish time into seasons and years: on the fifth

day the seas were peopled with whales and other fishes,

and the air with fowls : on the sixth day, the earth

was furnished with reptiles and quadrupeds of all kinds ;

and on the same day, the first human pair, the progeni-

tors of all the human race, were created in God^s own

^
image.

Diftcaltics ^nne difficulties occur in comparing this account of

•ccurriog the creation with the laws which appear at present to

in the aboTS regulate the system of nature. We find it hard to con-
accouBL ceive how the eailb, while yet a stranger to the influ-

ence of the sun, could experience the vicissitude of day

and night ; and are astonished at .the rapidity with which

trees and herbage first overspread its surface. The con-

dition of matter when the earth was without form and

operation of the spirit of God on the face

those difli. of the waters are equally mysterious.

•nhiet. Dr Some ingenious men have eagerly laboured to re-

Barnet's tnoxe these difficulties.. Among these is Dr Burnet,
thcoj^.

whose theory of the earth has now been long consider- CrtaiioiL

ed as fanciful and ill*fbunded. He supposes all the

celestial bodies, even the sun and all the other planets

of the solar system, to have existed long before the

earth. The chaos on which the spirit of God moved,
consisted, according to him, of the first principles from
which all terrestrial bodies have been formed. When
those laws by which the material world is regulated

first began to operate on ilie mass, be supposes that

its grosser and heavier parts would sink towards the

centre, and there form a solid ball. Aronnd this solid

ball two species of particles would still float together in

confusion. Of these be thinks one, beiug more vola-

tile, would by degrees make its escape from the other,,

would leave it still recumbent on the solid centre, and
spread around it in an atmosphere. The middle stra-

tum he composes of aqueous and oleaginous fluids ^

and he makes no donbt, that after the air bad made
its escape, the levity of the oleaginous fluids would
enable them to rise above the aqueous, and dispoM

themselves next the surface of the liquid mass. Oa
them he supposes the Impure atmosphere to have then

deposited a quantity of terrene particles, sufficient to

form, by intermixture with the oils, a thick crust of

rich earth for the production of plants and herbage,

and to afford an habitation to animals. This delicate

shell he was careful not to furrow with seas or load

with mountains : either of these would have reduced all

to confusion. Such is his earth ^ and after moolding it

with so much ingenuity, and into so happy a form, he

contents himself, without venturing to use the same
freedoms with the remaining part of Moseses account of

the creation. xe

But Moses affords nothing that can be with anyObjeciiras

propriety used in the foundation of such a theory : he^ p' A"*

tells not whether the chaos consisted of those terrene,
*

and aqueous, and oleaginous, and aerial particles which
Dr Burnet finds in it } he confines not the seas within

a crust of earth ^ nor does be inform us that the sceoe^

ry of nature was not diversified by hills and vmles. Be-
sides, the author of this theory has, without any evi-

dence, supposed matter to have been originally nnd^ thf

influence of laws very different from those by which it

is at present regulated. Oil, indeed, while &id, floats

above water : but in a concrete state, it sinks in water

like other solid bodies. If reduced into that state by
combination with terrene matters, sufficient to render

the mixture proper for the nourishment and production

of vegetables, its specific gravity will be still greater,

and it will consequently sink so much the sooner. Mow
a concrete substance, consisting of earth and oil, could

float oD water, appears an inexplicable enigma. Bat we
need not here take farther pains in combating and tri-

umphing over this theory, which has long since fallen

and sunk to its grave.

Mr 'WhistoD treats both tlie scriptures and the iowojiifr Whis-

of nature with greater reverence. Yet be certainly ton’a tkes-

involves himself in no trifling difficulties in attempt-

>

7-

ing to solve those which Moses presents. He suppo-

ses the sun, moon, and stars, to be all more ancient

than the earth. The cboos from which the earth was-

farmed he represents as having been originally the

atmosphere of a comet. The six days of the creation

be would persuade us to believe equal to six of our

years

:
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Credulity, ilons Of fmclS| tiefore be bat considered their evi-
Creeeli ^|encc.

CREECH, Thomas, emiueot for his translations

of ancient authors both in prose and verse, was son of

Thomas Creech, and bom near Sherborne in Dorset-

shire in 1659. educated in grammar learning

under Mr. Curganven of Sherborne, to whom he after-

wards dedicated a translation of one of Theocritus's

Idyllioms : and entered a commoner of Wadham col-

lege in Oxford in 1675* Wood tells us that bis father

was a gentleman ; but Giles Jacob says, in bis Lives

and Characters of English poets, that bis parents cir-

cumstances not being sufficient to afibrd him a liberal

education, his disposition and capacity for learning

raised him up a patron in Colonel Strangeways, whose

generosity supplied that defect^. Be that as it will,

Creech distinguished himself much, and was accounted

a good philosopher and poet, and a diligent student.

June 13. 1683, be took the degree of master of arts,

and not long after was elected probationer fellow of All-

souls college •j to which, Jacob observes, the ^at repu-

tation acquired by his translation uf Lucretius recom-

mended him. Wood tells us, that upon this occasibn

be gave singular proofs of his classical learning and

philosophy before bis examiners. He also took the

degree of B. D. on the iStb of March 1696. He
now began to be well known by the works he publish-

ed I but Father Niceroi^ observes, that they were of

no great advantage to his fortune, since his circumstan-

ces were always indifiereot. In 1699, having taken

holy orders, be was presented by his college to the li-

ving of Welwynn in Hertfordshire} but this he had
not long enjoyed before he pot an end to his own life.

The motives of this fatal catastrophe have been vari-

ously represented. The aolhor of the Nouveiles de la

Republique des Lettres informs us, that in the year 1700
Mr Creech fell in love with a woman who treated him
with great neglect, though she was complaisant enough

to several others. This affront he could not bear, and

resolved not to survive it. Whereupon he shot himself

up in his study, where he banged himself about the

end of June 1700, and was found in that situation

three days after. The Poetical Register says nothing

of the particular manner of his death, but only that

he unfortunately made away with himself in the year

1 70f } and ascribes this fatal catastrophe ofMr Creech's

life to the moroseness of his temper, which made him
less esteemed than his f^reat merit deserved, and enga-

ged him in frequent aoimosities and disputes upon that

account. But from an original letter of Arthur Char-
lett, preserved in the Bodleian librrary, it has lately

been discovered, tlrnt this unhappy event was owing
to a very different cause. There was a fellow colle-

gian of whom Creech frequently borrowed money

:

but repeating his applications too often, he met one
day with such a cold reception, that he retired in a
fit of gloomy disgust, and In three days was found

banging in his study. Creech's principal performances

are, x. A translation of Lucretius. 2. A translation

of Horace
} in which, however, he has omitted some

few odes. 3. The Idyllluros of Theocritus, with Ra-
pin's Discourse of Pastorals. 4. A translation of Ma-
nilius's Astronomicon. Besides translations of several

parts of Virgil, Ovid, and Plutarch
}
printed in differ-

eatcollections.

CREED, a brief summary of the articles of> a Crced
Christian's belief. ll

The most ancient form of creeds is that which goes Crtaistiaa.

under the name of the apostolic creed : besides this, there '

are several other ancient forms and scattered remains of

creeds to be met with in the primitive records of the

church. The first is the form of apostolical doctrine,

collected by Origen } the second is a fragment of a creed

preserved by Tertullian
}

the third remains of a creed is

in the works of Cyprian }
the fourth, a creed composed

by Gregory Thauiuaturgus, for the use of bis own
church ; the fifth, the creed of Lucian the martyr} the

sixth, the creed of the apostolical constitutions. Besides

these scattered remains of the ancient creeds, there are

extant some perfect forms, as those of Jerusalem, Cae-

sarea, Antioch, &c.
The most universal creeds are, the Apostolical,

the Athanasian, and the Nicene creeds. See tliese

articles.

These three creeds are used in the public offices of

the church of England
}
and subscription to them is

required of all the established clergy. Sobscription

to these was also required of the dissenting teachers,

by the toleration act ; but from which they are now
relieved by 19 Geo. III.

CREEK, a part of a haven, where any thing is

landed from the sea. So many landing places as there

are in a harbour or port, so many creeks there are. It

is also said to be a shore or bank whereon the water beats,

running in a small channel from any part of the sea ^
from the Latin crepido. Thi^ word is used in the staU

4 Hen. IV. c. 20. and j.Elizv c. 5.

CREENGLES. See Cringle.
CREEPER. See Certhia, Ornithology Indtx.
Creeper, in naval affairs, an instrument of iron

resembling a grappling, having a shank^ and four hooks
or claws. It is used to throw into the bottom of any
river or harbour, with a rope fastened to it, to book
and draw up any thing from the bottom which may
have been lost. See Plate CL.
CRELLIUS, John, a famous Socinian, born in

1590, in a village near Nuremberg. In 1612, be went
into Poland, where the Unitarians bad a school, in

which be became professor of divinity, and minister

at Crackow, where be died in 1632, aged 42. He
was the author, i. Of a famous Treatise against the

Mystery of the Trinity } 2. Commentaries on a part of
the New Testament

} and other works. All of them
are scarce.

CREMA, a cit]|r and bishop's see of Italy, capital of
a district of the Milanese, called from it Crematco ; it

stands almost in the middle between Milan and Mantua,,
in £. Long. 10. 15. and N. Lat. 45. 20.

CREMASTER, in Anatomy^ the name of a muscle
of the testicle, of which there is one on each side. See
Anatomy, Table of the Muscles

»

CREMATION Is sometimes used fur burning, par^

ticularly when applied to the ancient custom of burn-

ing the dead. The custom is well known to have
prevailed among most eastern nations, and oontinued
with their descendants after they bad peopled the

different parts of Europe. Hence we find it prevail-

ing in Greece, Italy, Gaul, Britain, Germany, Sweden,
Norway, and Denmark, till Christianity abolished

it.

CREMONAv.
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Ctenioita CREMONA, in Ancient Geography^ a Roman co-

ll lony, with municipal rights, settled beyond the Po, be-

low the confluence of the Addua, on the report of Han-
nibal’s march into Italy (Polybius) : a town at this day

still maintaining its name and flourishing state. It was

an opulent and mercantile city
^ but suflfered greatly in

tlie civil wars of Augustus (Virgil). In the war with

Vitellius, it was destroyed by the partizans of Vespasi-

an ; but was soon after rebuilt by the munificence of the

citizens and exhortations of Vespasian, (Tacitus.) Now
capital of the Cremonese, in the duchy of Milan. £.

Long. 10. 30. N. Lat. 45.
CRENATED, a term used in botany. Sec BotanT

Index.

CRENELLE, or Imbattled, in Heraldry^ is used

when any honourable ordinary is drawn, like the battle-

ments on a wall to defend men from the euemies shot.

Th is attribute belongs to the arms of such as have de-

fended castles for their prince or country, or of such as

are skilled in architecture.

CRENOPHYLAX, in antiquity, a magistrate of

Athens, who had the inspection of fountains.

CREODIBA, in the customs of the middle age, a

robbery and murder committed in a wood, where the

body of the person killed was burnt in order to prevent

^ny discovery of the crime. The word, says Wendc-
liniis, is compounded oiervy and diven^ that is, wood-

robbers.*’

CREOLES, a name originally given to the families

descended from the Spaniards who first settled at Mexico
in America. These are much more numerous than the

Spaniards properly so called, and the Mulattoes, which

two other species of inhabitants they distinguish \
and

are excluded from all considerable employments. It is

now used in a more extensive sense, and applied to all

natives of the West Indies.

CREON, king of Corinth, was son of Sisyphus. He
promised his daughter Glauce to Jason, who had repu-

lUated Medea. To revenge the success of her rival,

Medea sent her for a present a ^own covered with poi-

son. Glauce put it on, and was seized with sudden pains.

Her body took fire, and she expired in the greatest

torments. The house also was consumed by the fire,

and Creon and bis family shared Glance’s fate.

Ckeon, son of Menostius, was father to Jocasta,

the wife and mother of Oedipus. At the death of

liaius, who bad married Jocasta, Creon ascended the

vacant throne of Thebes. As the ravages of the

Spbynx were intolerable, Creon offered his crown and

daughter in marriage to him who could explain the

enigmas which the monster proposed. Oedipus was
happy in his explanations, and he ascended the throne

of Thebes, and married Jocasta without knowing that

she was bis mother, and by her he had two sons, Foly-

nices and Eteocles. These two sons mutually agreed

after their father’s death to reign in the kingdom each

a year alternately. Eteocles first ascended the throne

by right of seniority ^ but when he was once in power
he refused to resign at the appointed time, and bis

brother led against him an army of Argives to support

his right The war was decided by a single combat be-

tween the two brothers. They both killed one ano-

ther, and Creon ascended the throne till Leodamus
the son of Eteocles should be of sufficient age to ai-

a

sume the reins of government. In his regal capacity Creoa
he commanded that the Argives, and more particularly I
Polynices, who was the cause of all the bloodshed, Creseent

should remain unbnried. If this was in any manner »

disobeyed, the oflenders were to be buried alive. An-
tigone the sister of Polynices transgressed, and was ac-
cordingly punished. Heemon the son of Creon, who
was passionately fond of Antigone, killed himself on
her grave, when bis father refused to grant her pardon.
Creon was afterwards killed by Theseus, who had
made war with him because be refused burial to the

Argives.

CREPANCE, in the manege, a chop or cratch itt

a horse’s leg, given by the sponges of the shoes of one
of the binder feet crossing and striking against the

other hinder foot. This cratch degenerates into an
ulcer.

CREPIDi^, among the Romans, a kind of slippers

or shoes, which were always worn with the pallium^ as

the calcet were with the toga.

CREPIS, Hawk-weed, a genus of plants belonging
to the syngenesla class ; and in the natural method rank-
ing nnder the 49th order, Compositee. Sec Botant
Index.

CREPITATION, that noise which some salts

make over the fire in calcination, called also detona-

tion.

Crepitation is also used in surgery, for the noise

made by the ends or pieces of bones, when the surgeon

moves a limb to assure himself by his ear of the exist-

ence of a fracture.

CREPUNDIA, in antiquity, a term used to express

such things as were exposed along with children, as

rings, jewels, &c. serving as tokens whereby they af-

terwards might be known.
CREPUSCULUM, in Astronomy, twilight j the

time from the first dawn or appearance of the morning
to the rising of the sun

}
and again, between the setting

of the sun and the last remains of day.

Papias derives (he word from cteperus} which, he
says, anciently signified uncertain, doubtful, q. d. a du-

bious light. The crepDsculum is usually competed
begin and end when the sun is about 18 degrees below

the horizon ^ for then the stars of the sixth magnitnd^
disappear in the morning and appear in the evening.

It is of longer duration in the solstices than in the

equinoxes, and longer in an oblique than in a right

sphere.

The crepnscula are occasioned by the sun’s rays re-

fracted in our atmosphere, and reflected from the par-

ticles thereof to the eye. See Twilight.
CRESCENT, the new moon, which as it begins to

recede from the sun, shows a little rim of light, termina-

ting in points or horns, which are still increasing till it

become full and round in the opposition. The word is

formed from cresco, “ I grow.”

The term is also used for the same figure of the

moon in its wane or decrease, but improperly } be-

cause the points or boms are then turned towards

the west, whereas they look to the east in the just cre-

scent.

Crescent, in Heraldry^ is a bearing in form of a

half moon. The Ottoiqans bear sinople, accrescent

mootant, argent.

ITie
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Cveicent crescent U frequently used ns a diflerence in. coat

I armour, to distinguish it for that of a second brother or

Crcfcimbe junior himily.

. . The figure of the crescent is the Turkish symbol ; or
’ rather is that of the city of Byzantium, which bore this

device from all antiquity ; as appears from medals struck

in honour of Augustus, Trajan, &c.
The crescent is sometimes montant, i. e. its points

look towards the top of the chief, which is its most or-

dinary representation ^ whence some contend, that the

crescent, absolutely so called, implies that situation ;

though other authors blazon it montant, when the horns

are towards the dexter side of the escutcheon, in which

position others call it tncrotssanU

Crescents are said to be adossed^ when their backs

or thickest parts are turned towards each other ^ their

points looking to the sides of the shield* Crescent in*

verted^ is that whose points look towards the bottom ;

turned crescents are placed like those adossed
\ the dif-

ference is, that all their points look to the dexter side

of the shield : conturned crescents^ on the contrary, look

to the sinister side : affronted or appointed crescents

^

are

contrary to the adossed, the points looking towards each

other.

Crescent is also the name of a military order, insti-

tuted by Renatus of Anjou, king of Sicily, &c. in

Z448 \ so called from the badge or symbol thereof, a
crescent of gold enamelled. What gave occasion to

this establishment was, that Renatus took for hit device

a crescent, with the word /e>z,
** praise, which, in the

style of rebus, makes I09 in crescent, q. d. by advancing

in virtue, one merits praise.

CRESCENTIA, the Calabash Tree
\ a genus of

plants belonging to the didynamia class
\ and in the na»

tural method ranking under the 25th order, Futasnineee.

See Botakt Index.

The shells of calabashes ai^ made use of for various

purposes. At Barbadoes, besides drinking-cups and
punch bowls, tliere are made of them spoons, dislies,

and other utensils for the slaves. Some of these shells

are so large, as to be capable of holding 15 pints, of

water. The pulp is seldom eaten, except by cattle iu

. the time of drought. The wood, which is hard and
smooth, is made into stools, chairs, and other furni-

ture.

CRESCIMBENI, John Maria, an Italian poet,

was bom at Macerata in Ancona, 1663. His talents for

poetry and eloquence developed themselves early. His
verses at first had too much pomp and point \ but re-

siding in Rome, and reading the best Italian poets,

brought him back to nature. He not only reformed
himself, but undertook to reform bad taste in general.

From this motive be projected the establishment of a

new academy, under the name of Arcadia ; the mem-
bers of which at first did not exceed 14, but after-

wards increased much. They called themselves the

shepherds of Arcadia, and each took the name of some
shepherd and some place in that ancient kingdom.
The founder of this society was appointed the director

of it in 1690, and held this honourable post 38 years \

namely, to the year of his death, which happened in

1728. Among a great number of works, in verse and
prose, the principal is, A History of the Italian Poetry,
very much esteemed, and reprinted, in 1731, at Ve-
nice, in six volumes 410. This history is accompanied

with a commentary, containing anecdotes of Italian CresciMhe-

poets. He published also A History of the Academy ai

of Arcadia, together with the lives of the most illustri- 0

ous Arcadians : and many other works.
Crctsy.

CRESCY, or Cressy.’ See Cressy.
CRESS, Water Cress, or Cresses. See Sisym-

brium, Botany Index.

Indian Cress. See TropAlOLUM, Botany Index.

CRESSY, a port town of Picardy in France, about

44 miles south of Calais, and 27 north-west of Abbe-
ville, remarkable on account of the victory obtained

there over the French by Edward III. of England, in

the year 1346. E. Long. 2. o. N. Lat. 50. 20.

Edward having encountered and overcome many
difficulties in his expedition, was at last so closely fol-

lowed and harassed by the French army, commanded
by the king of France in person, that he determined

to make a stand at this place, and to give bis pursuers

a check. For this purpose he cho.se his ground with

great judgment, on the gentle declivity of a hill, with

a thick wood in his rear. He ordered deep entrench-

ments to be made on each flank, and waited with

firmness the approach of his enemies. The king of

France, dreading nothing so much as the escape of the

English, began the march of his great army from Ab-
beville early in the morning, August 26. and continued

it several hours with great eagerness, till he received

intelligence that the English had baited at Cressy, and
were prepared to give him battle. He was advised at

the same time not to engage that day, when bis troops

were much fatigued with their march, and in great

disorder \ and lie was disposed to have taken this ad-

vice. But the discipline of these tiroes was so imperfect,

that the orders given for halting were not obeyed
\ and

one corps of this mighty host impelling another, they

continued advancing till they came into the presence of
their enemies in much confusion.

Edward had employed the forenoon of this import-

ant day in drawing up his army in the most excellent

order, in three lines. The first line, which consisted

of 800 men at arms, 4000 English archers, and 600
Welch foot, was commanded by his young, amiable,,

and heroic son, tlie prince of Wales, assisted by the

earls of Warwick and Oxford, and several other no-

blemen. The second line, composed of 800 men at

arms, 4000 balbardiers, and 2400 archers, was led by
the earls of Arundel and Northampton \ the last line

or body of reserve, in which were 700 men at arms,.

5300 billmen, and 6000 archers, was ranged along the

summit of the hill, and conducted by the king in per-

son, attended by the lords Moubray, Mortimer, and

others. Wlien the army was completely formed, Ed-
ward rode along the lines, and by his words aud looks

inspired his troops with the most ardent courage and
strongest hopes of victory. He then commauded the

cavalry to dismount, and the whole army to sit down
upon the grass, in their ranks, and refresh themselves

with meat, drink, and rest. As soon as the Freuch
army came in view, they sprung from the ground,

full of strength and spirit, aud stood ready to receive

them.

The kiM of France, assisted by the kings of Bohe-
mia and Majorca, the dukes of Lorraine and Savoy,

and several other sovereign princes, with the flower of

the French nobility^, lalwiifed to restore some degree

of^
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Orpbeasi who ilUtlnguished yet I have detailed these at some leDgth, heeaose theyled In religioos masteries,

P
himselfso highly id poetry and music, was their disciple.

They discovered the use of fire, iron, and brass, and

invented the art of working these metals in Berecjn*

thins, a mountain near Aptera. Those invaluable

discoveries procured them divine honours. One of

them, named Hercules, rendered himself famous by bis

courage and great exploits. He instituted the Olympic

f
ames }

though posterity, by a mistake arising from bis

earing the same name, have ascribed that institution

to the son of Alcmena ; who. Indeed, trode in the

steps of bis predecessor, and raised himself also to im-

mortally.

The Uactyli Idaei were the ancestors of the Curetes.

These last at first inhabited the forests and caves of the

mountains. Afterwards they entered into domestic life,

and centributed, by their institutions, to the civilization

of mankind. They taught men to collect flocks of

sheep, to tame tbe ferocity of wild animals for domestic

purposes, and to invite bees into hives, that they might

rifle them of tbe fruit of their labours. They first

prompted men to the chase, and taught the use of the

bow. They were the inventors of swords and of

military dances. The noise which they made, by

dancing in armour, hindered Saturn from hearing the

cries of Jupiter, whose education Rbea had entrusted

to them. With the assistance of the nymphs, they

brought up that god in a cave in Mount Ida, feeding

him with the mUk of the goat Amalthea, and with

honey.

To this period mythology assigns the origin of the

Titans ;
their abode near Gnossus, where stood the

palace of Rbea ;
their travels over tbe whole earth ^

their war against Ammon, and his defence by Bacchus }

the Dimtials of Jupiter and Juno, celebrated nigh the

river Tberenus in Crete ; tbe gods, goddesses, and he-

roes who descended from them.

The most illustrious of those heroes were Minos and

Rhadamantbus. They are said to have been tbe sons

of Jupiter and Europe, who was conveyed into the

island on a bull. Minos becoming king, boilt several

cities } the most considerable of which are-^Gnossus,

on that side of tbe island which faces Asia, Pboestus

on the southern shore, and Cydon on tbe western,

facing Peloponnesus. He gave to his subjects a code

of admirable laws, which he pretended to have re-

ceived from bis father Jupiter in tbe grotto of Mount
Ida.

Rhadamantbus distinguished himself by tbe impartia-

lity of bis judgments, and by the inflexible severity with

which be i^icted punishment on theimpiousand wicked.

His empire extended over the chief isles of the Archi-

pelago^ and the inhabitants oftbe adjacent coasts of Asia
submitted to him on account of his high reputation for

probity and justice. Mythologists have constituted him

at in the regions below, to determine the future state

e righteous and the wicked. They have conferred

on him the same honours which were bestowed on Mi-
nos, the justest of kings.

Thus far have been followed the Cretan traditions

as they are related by Diodorus
;
but historians diflFer

about the truth of them. There are a variety of opi-

nions concerning the first inhabitants of Crete. Strabo,

who has discussed them with great erudition, says, after

several pages on tbe subject: ** 1 am not fond of fables;

VoL. YL Part II. t

are connected with theology. Every discourse concern- ^

ing the gods should examine tbe religioos opinions of

antiquity, and distinguish them from fable. The an-

cients were pleased to conceal their knowledge of na-

ture under a veil. It is now impossible to unfold the

meaning of their enigmas. But by exposing to light

the numerous allegories which they have left os, and by

examining attentively their mutual relations and differ-

ences, genius may perhaps be able to unfold the truths

which are couched under them.**

But leaving mythology for tbe more certain records

and monuments of history, we find that Crete received

its name from Cids, the first of its monarebs. He was
author of several useful inventions, which contributed

to the happiness ofhis subjects. Prompted by gratitude,

they endeavoured to perpetuate tbe memory of his fa-

vours, and to immortalize his name, by naming the

island after him.

In order to distinguish the true Cretans from strangers,

they were named EUocretes. A number of colonies,

from different parts of Greece, settled in the island.

The agreeableness of the climate, and the fertility of

the soil, invited them to fix their habitation there.

The Lacedaemonians, Argives, and Athenians, were
tbe principal people who sent colonies into Crete.

This is what makes Homer say, ** Crete is an extensive

island in the midst of the stormy main. The soil is

rich and fertile. It contains an immense number of

inhabitants. It is adorned with a hundred cities. Its

inhabitants speak in various languages. We find there

Achaeans, valiant Eteocretes, Cydonians, Dorians, and

godlike Pelasgians.** The Eteocretes inhabited tbe

soutbem division of the island ; they boilt there the

city of Proesos, and erected a temple to Dictaean

Jove.

Cr6s was not tbe only monarch who reigned in tbe

island of Crete. He bad a series of successors. But
bbtory affords little information concerning them : onlv

the names of a few of them are preserved, and a small

number of events which happened under tbe rei^ of

some others, but blended and disfigured with an inter-

mixture of fable. Among those monarchs we find two
Jupiters, and twe of tbe name of Minos. However,
most writers confound them, and ascribe to one those

transactions and exploits which should be shared between

tbe two.

This remark chiefly regards Minos, who was^steemed
the wisest legislator of antiquity. Tbe oflBce assigned

him in the re^ons below is a clear and certain proof of

his having gained an exalted reputation by his justice.

Greece, says Plato, has with great propriety adopted

the laws of Crete ; for they are founded on tbe solid

basis of reason and equity, and have a natural tendency

to render the people who live in subjection to them,

opulent and happy. One of those laws forbade the

Cretans ever to carry their festivity so far as to intoxi-

cate themselves with wine.** The following was very

suitable to repress the presumptuous ardonr of youth

:

** Let youn^ people not canvass tbe laws with an indis

creet curiosity ; let them not examine whether the law-

giver has done right or wrong in promulgating them
;

bat let them join unanimously in declaring them good,

snee they proceed from tbe gods. If any of the old

men perceive something in them meriting amendment,

j A let

Crate.
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( rctc. let bitn mention it to the magistrate, or discost it with

his equals, but never in the presence of the young
people.” That excellent code was engraven on tables

of brass : and Talos, chief minister to Minos, visited

all the towns and cities in the island, three times a-

year, to observe in what manner the laws were execu-

ted and obeyed. The king of Crete, well knowing
that the marvellous is necessary to coaimand the belief

and enforce the obedience of the people, pretended that

he had received those laws from his father Jupiter, in

the grotto of Mount Ida. In the same manner, Lycur-
guf, before promulgating his laws, repaired to JDelpbos,

and gave out they had received the sanction of Apollo.

A like reason induced Numa to pretend to an intimacy

with the nymph Egeria, and'iVlahomet to ascribe bis

doctrines and institutions to the revelation of the angel

Gabriel.

In contradiction to this account, others ofthe ancients

describe Minos as a prince inipotently abandoned to

the fury of his passions, and a barbarous conqueror.

Falling passionately in love with the nymph Dictynna,

who refused to gratify his wishes, he pursued her to the

brink of the shore, and forced her to plunge into the

sea, where she was saved by some fishermen, who recei-

ved her in their nets. He was the first of the Greeks
who appeared in the Mediterranean at the bead of a na-

val armament. He conquered the Cyclades, expelled

the Carians, established Cretan colonies in those islands,

and committed the government of them to his son.

Being informed, while he was at Paros, that bis son

Androgeus was slain at Athens, he declared war against

Egeus, and imposed on him a disgraceful tribute *, from
the payment of which Theseus delivered his country.

He took arms against Nisus, king of Megara, made
him prisoner by the treachery of his daughter Scylla^

and put him to death, together with Megarus, the sou

of Hippomanes, who had brought some forces to bis

assistance. Daedalus, who had by some means incur-

red his displeasure, despairing of pardon from so severe

and inflexible a prince, employed the resources of his

inventive genius, in order to escape from his power.

He fled to Sicily, gained the protection of King Coca-
lus, and obtained an asylum in his court. Valerius

Flaccut lias described his flight In a very lively and
picturesque manner. Thus Daedalus, with the wings

of a bird, ascended from Mount Ida. Beside him flew

the comrade of his flight, with shorter wings. They
appeared like a cloud rising in the air. Minos, seeing

bis vengeance thus eluded, glowed with impotent rage.

In vain he followed with his eyes the secure flight

of hk enemies through the wide expanse of heaven.

His guards returned to Gortynla with their quivers

filled with arrows.” The Cretan monarch did not,

however, give up his prey. He equipped a fleet, pur-

sued the fugitive to Sicily,, and fell before the walls of

Camicum.
It is plain» that those actions cannot agree to the

character of that just monarch, whose merits raised

him to the oflice of determining, in the regions be-

low^ the unalterable fate of the righteous and the

wicked. We may, therefore, reasonably conclude,

that Minos the legkiator is a diflierent person from
the conqueror i that it was the former who gained a

lasting reputation by his wisdom and justice ^ and the

latter who subdued most of the islands of the Archl- Crete,
pelago, but being enslaved by bis passions, taraisbed *

bis glory by his cruelty and merciless thirst for ven-
geance.

The last king of Crete was Idomeneus. This prince,

accompanied by Merion, conducted 24 ships to the
assistance of Agamemnon. Homer informs us of the
illustrious exploits by which he signalized himself be-
fore the walls of Troy. At his departure, be committed
the government of his kingdom to Leucus his adopted
son, promising him the band of his daughter Clisitbera

if he governed wisely in his absence. That ambitions
young man soon forgot the favours which had been so

lavishly bestowed on him. Gaining a number of par-

tisans, he in a short time aspired to the immediate
possession of the crown. His impatience would not
wait till he should obtain it lawfully by marriage.

Flattering himsif, from the long absence of the king,

that he was perhaps fallen before Troy, be determined
to mount the throne. Mida, wife to Idomeneus, and
the princess Clitbera, were an obstacle to bis wishes.

But ambition knows no restraint, and tramples under

foot the most sacred obligations. The base wr^ck
having seduced the people from their allegiance, amd
captivated the affections of the nobles, sacrificed those

unfortunate victims in the temple. When Idomeneus,

crowned with laurels, landed on the coast of Crete,

Leucus, who had now firmly established his powei^

attacked him with an armed force ; and obliged him to

reimbark. A different account is also given of the

banishment of Idomeneus. Servios says that he bad
vowed, in a storm, to sacrifice to the gods the first

person that bis eyes should behold on the Cretan shore ^
'

that bis son having met him first after his arrival, )ie

fulfilled bis vow, by sacrificing him ; and that the

island, being soon after depopulated by pestilence, the

inhabitants looked upon that affliction as the effect of

divine vengeance, and expelled the parricide j who,,

retiring to Italy, founded Salentum, on the Mess^pian
coast. But that opinion appears entirely groundleai.

History mentions no son of Idomeneus. If he bad a
son of bis own blood, why did he adopt Leucus ? Why
did he trust to him the government of the island, whea
he promised him his daughter in marriage ? The more
probable opinion is, that the plague was introduced

into the island by his ships, when be returned frota

the siege of Troy, as Herodotus asserts ; and that

Leucus artfully made use of that pretext to expel his

lawful sovereign from the island. But it appears that

the usurper did not long enjoy the fruit of bis crimes.

Soon after the departure of Idomeneus, monarchy was
abolished, and the government of Crete became repub-

lican.

The republic of Crete has been celebrated by the

panegyric of Plato, served Lycurgus as a model for

that which he established in Laoedemon, and was be-

held by all Greece with respect and admiration. Stra-

bo has thought it not unworthy of his pencil, and ha^
consecrated the leading features of its eonsttintion fiK

lasting fame in bis immortal work. It was indeed a
system of legislature, whose direct tendency was to call

forth the buds of virtue in the heart of infancy j to^

open and expand them in youth ^ to inspire man, as

he reached maturity, with the love of his coontEy, of

*i«r>
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Cirele. losopliers of Greece : but the highest honour it ever ob*

tetued, was that of serving Lycurgus as m model for the

admirable form of government which he established at

Sparta.

The republic of Crete continued to flourish (ill the

age of Julius Csesar. No other state has enjoyed so

long a period of strength and grandeur. The legisla-

ture, regarding liberty as the only sure basis of a na-

tion's happiness, had instituted a system of laws, the

natural tendency of which was, to inspire men with an

ardent passion for lil>erty, and with such virtue and va-

ioor as are necessary to support and defend it. All die

citizens were soldiers : all of them were skilled in the

art of war. The valiant youth of other nations resorted

to Crete, to learn the exercises, manoeuvres, and evolu-

tions, of the military art. Philopoemen (says Plu-

tarch) being impatient of indolence, and eager to ac-

quire skill in arms, embarked for Crete. After spend-

ing a considerable time in the noblest exercises among
that brave people, wbo were skilled in the art of war,

and accustomed to an austere and temperate life, he

returned to the Achseaas. The knowledge which he

liad acquired made him so eminent among them, that

be was immediately appointed general of the cavai-

ry.’’

On the other hand, the legislator, being persuaded

that conquests are generally unjust and criminal, that

they often exhaust the strength of the victorious na-

tion, and almost always corrupt its manners, endea-

voured to preserve the Cretans from the ambition of

conquest. The fertility of the island abundantly sup-

plied their wants. They needed not that commerce
should introduce among them the riches of foreign

countries, along with which luxury and her train of at-

tendant vices would also be introduced ; and he knew
bow to inspire them with an indifference for such ac-

quisitions without expressly forbidding them. The
gymnastic exercises, which occupied the leisure of the

gallant youth \ the pleasures of the chase
; the ardour

of friendship \
the public shows, at which ail the dif-

ferent orders of the community, both men and women,
used to assemble ; the love of equality, order, and their

country, with which he Inflamed every breast ; the

wise institutions, which united a whole nation so closely

that they composed but one family all these ties at-

tached the Cretans to their native island : and finding

at home that happiness which was the object of their

wishes, they never thought of wandering abroad in

search of an imaginary gloryt or of extending their

empire over other nations. Therefore, from the pe-

riod at which that state assumed a republican form

till the time when they were attacked by^he arms of

Bbme, the nation was not once known to send a
hostile force into the territories of any of their neigh-

bours. This instance of moderation is unparalleled in

histoi^ \
no other nation can divide the glory of it with

the Cretans. Individuals indeed might leave their

country to engage in foreign armies. Those princes

and states wbo knew their valour and skill in archery

ea^rly sought to take them into their pay \ all the

neighbouring monarchs were desirous of having in

their armies a body of Cretan archers. Over the whole

world none were more celebrated than they for bend-

ing the. bow. ** The arrows of Gortynia (says Clan-

dian), aimed from a trusty bow, are sure to wound, and

never miss the destined mark.^^ *

Though the multitude of independent cities which

flourished in Crete did not unite their arms to subju-

gate the neighbouring inlands, and drench them with

the blood of their inhabitants
; yet they were not so

wise as to live in peace among themselves. Discord

often stalked among them with her flaming torch.

The most powerful wished to enslave the rest. Some-
times Gnossus and Gortynia marched with social ban-

ners against their neighbours, levelled their fortresses,

and subjected them to their power, at other times

they attacked each other with hostile violence, and saw
their bravest youth perish amid the horrors of civil

war. Lyctos and Cydon opposed an invincible barrier

to (heir ambition, and preserved their own liberty.

The last of these cities had acquired such strength and
influence, that she held the balance between the rival

powers of the island. Those wars destroyed a number
of the cities, and drenched tbe native country of Jupi-

ter with blood.

To what source roust we attribute those intestine dis-

sensions ? One part of the island was occupied by the

Eteocretes, the original inhabitants ; the rest was peo-

pled with colonies from Athens, Sparta, Argos, and
Samos. Perhaps the ancient grudges which had sub-

sisted among those strangers, being still unextinguished

in their breasts, were easily rekindled by accident or

circumstances, and inflamed with new fury. We may
also suppose, that the most powerful among them, ex-

ulting in their superiority, would endeavour to take

advantage of tbe weakness of tbe rest, and disregard

all laws but those of force : besides, the glowing ardour

of tbe youth, trained to military exercises, was ever

ready to fly to arms. Such pro^bly were tbe causes

which fomented discord and hostility among a people

living under the same religion, customs, and laws.—

-

Whatever these roi^bt be, tbe Cretans being persua-

ded that the firm union of their soldiers was. essential io
victory, arrayed 4he bravest youths of the army in

splendid robes, and caused ihero to sacrifice to friend-

ships before engaging in battle. . In some countries it

would be very proper to oblige the generals on such oc-
casions, to sacrifice to concord. If such a sacrifice were
performed with sincerity, it might preserve their glory
unstained, and prevent such deluges of blood from be-

ing wasted without producing any advantages to tbe

state. .

Their passion for war did not extlngnish in the breasts

of tbe Cretans that exquisite sensibility which is the

mother and nurse of the fine arts. ** The Cretans
(says Sozomen) gave an illustrious proof of their mu-
nificence to genius, by making Homer a present of a
thousand pieces of silvery and to perpetuate tbe me-
mory of this act of generosity, they recorded it by an
inscription on a public column.^’ In Crete, adds Pto-
lemy, men are still more desirous of cultivating their

understandings than of exercising their bodily powers.
Oflen when dissensions arose, the voice of wisdom and
tbe charms of poesy recalled them to reason and har-
mony. Thales of Uortynia, the preceptor of Lycur-
gus, was one of their most celebrated philosophers.

Being both a poet and legislator, he made a happy
use of his abilities and knowledge to extinguish among

Crete.
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Creie. Ms counti^men the kindling sparks of discord. His

j)oems were moral discourses in verse, which recalled

llie people to concord and submission to the laws. U-
sinij a iTguIar measure, he recommended the austerity

ot his subject by the insinuating and powerful charm
of stntlment. So powerful were the efl’ects of his ver-

ges, which addressed at once the ears, the heart, and
the understanding of his hearers, that their rage was
gradually softened. Next, opening their hearts to the

love of peace, the advantages of which he described in

glowing colours, they forgot their intestine dissensions,

and ranged themselves around the standard of con-

cord.” That sage is said to have invented tunes for

the military dances and for the Cretan Pyrrhic. Men
who felt so strongly the influence of poetry and music
could scarcely be enemies to pleasure. Accordingly,

they had a custom of distinguishing their fortunate days

xvitli white flint stones, their unfortunate days with

black. At the end of the year they counted the num-
ber of iheir white stones, and reckoned that they had
lived only so many days as were distinguished for having

been fortunate. They did not think mere existence,

without the enjoyment of pleasure, worthy of the name
oi’ life. For this reason, they caused to be inscribed on
their tombs : “ He lived so many days 5

he continued

in existence so long.”

A passion for glory is easily awaked in a feeling and
generous breast. The Cretans eagerly repaired to the

famous solemnities of Greece, and were often crowned
at the Olympic, Nemaean, and Pythian games ; others

of them were favourites of the muses, and versified the

predictions of prophets, or celebrated the glorious deeds

of their heroes. Several of them distinguished them-
selves by historical cpmposition. At the most ancient

games, a prize is said to have been bestowed on the

poet who sung the noblest hymn in honour of Apollo :

Chrysotliemis of Crete sung and gained the prize.

The ravages of time have deprived us of almost all

their works
5
and if Pindar had not preserved the me-

mory of some of their crowns, we should not know
even the names of the conquerors who wore them.

The temple of Diana at Ephesus, built by the Cretan

Ctesiphnn and his son Metagenes, was not proof against

t!ie frantic hand of the incendiary. Those ingenious

architects had built it on the principles of the Ionic

order to the costliness of the materials, the elegance

of the architecture, the symmetry of the parts, and
the majesty and perfection of the whole, they had ad-

ded solidity and strength, without which the rest must
have been of small value. Their names have descended

to posterity, but the pillars of that monument which

lias perpetuated their memory have been dispersed

or destroyed. Scarce a vestige remains of that build-

ing which was esteemed one of the seven wonders of

the world.

Nations are effaced from the earth like the monu-

ments of their power, and after the revolution of several

ages vve can scarcely trace in their posterity any remains

of their ancient character. Some of them exist longer,

others shorter ; but we may almost always calculate the

period of their duration by the excellence of their laws,

and the fidelity with which they support and obey

them. The republic of Crete, being established on a
. solid basis, knew no foreign master for a period of ten

2

centuries. She bravely repelled the attacks of those Crete,
princes who attempted to enslave her. At length the
time arrived when the warlike and victorious Homans
aspired to the empire of the world, and would suffer

none but their subjects or slaves to inhabit within the
reach of their arms. Floras does not scruple to ac-

knowledge, that the Homans had no other motives for

invading Crete but the ambitious desire of subduing
the renowned native country of Jupiter. “ If any per-

son wish to know the reason which induced us to attack
Crete (says he), the true reason was our desire to sub-

due so celebrated an island. The Cretans had appear-
ed to favour Mithridates, and the Romans thought pro-

per to declare war against them 00 that pretext. Mark
Antony, father of the triumvir, attacked them with
strong hopes of success ^ but was severely punished for

his presumption and imprudence. The Cretans took a
great part of bis fleet, hung up his soldiers and sailors

on the masts amid the sails and cordage, and returned

in triumph into their harbours,”

The Homans never forgot nor forgave a defeat. As
soon as the Macedonian war was brought to a happy
conclusion, they again took arms against the Cretans
to revenge their ignominy and loss. Quintds Metellus

was sent to Crete with a powerful armament. He met
with an obstinate and vigorous resistance. Panarus and
Lasthenes, two experienced leaders, collecting a body
of 20,000 young warriors, all eager for battle, and of

determined courage, employed their arms and arrows

successfully against the Romans, and protracted the

fate of Crete for three years. Those conquerors could

not make themselves masters of the island before de-

stroying its bravest warriors. They lost a great num-
ber of troops, and bought a bloody victory at the

price of many a danger and much fatigue. However,
their usual good fortune at length prevailed. The first

care of the conqueror was to abolish the laws of Minos,
and to establish in their room those of Numa. Strabo,

that enlightened philosopher, complains of this act of

severity ; and informs us, that in his days the original

laws of Crete were no longer in force, becanse the Ro-
mans compelled the conquered provinces to adopt their

civil code. To secure themselves still more fully in the

possession of the island, they sent a powerful colony to

Gnossus.

From that era to the present time, that is, for a pe-

riod of 1900 years, the Cretans have no longer formed

a separate nation, or made any figure among the states

and kingdoms of the world : their noble and ingenious

manners, their arts and sciences, their valour and their

virtues, are no more. They have lost these with the loss

of Uberty. ..So true it is that man is not born for him-

self y
and that, when deprived of that aid which Nature

has designed to strengthen and support bis weakness,

the flame of genius and the ardent glow of valour are

extinguished in his breast; he becomes incapable of vi-

gorous resolution, and sinks below the natural virtue

and dignity of the species.

The island of Crete, joined with the small kingdom

of Cyrene, on the Libyan coast, formed a Roman pro-

vince. It was at first governed by a proconsul ; a

questor and an assistant were afterwards sent there ; at

last, as Suetonius informs us, it was put under the go-

vernment of a consul. This island was one of the first

places
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Crichton, and ridiculed all (he weaknesses and failures of the se-

'"y " veral employments in which men are engaged. This

composition was regarded as one of the most ingenious

satires that ever was made upon mankind. But the

roost astonishing part of the story is that Crichton su-

stained 15 characters in the representation of his own
play. Among the rest, he acted the divine, the philo-

sopher, the lawyer, the mathematician, the physician,

and the soldier, with such inimitable grace, that every

time he appeared on the theatre he seemed to be a dif-

ferent person.

From being the principal actor in a comedy, Crich-

ton soon became the subject of a dreadful tragedy.

One night, during the time of carnival, as he was
walking along the streets of Mantua, and playing upon
his guitar, he was attacked by half a dozen people in

masks. The assailants found that they had no ordi-

nary person to deal with, for they were not able to

maintain their ground against him. In the issue, the

leader of the company being disarmed, pulled off his

mask, and begged his life, telling him that he was the

prince his pupil. Crichton immediately fell upon his

knees and expressed his concern for his mistake \ al-

leging, that what he had done was only in his own de-

fence, and that if Gonzaga bad any design upon his

life, he might always be master of it. Then taking bis

own sword by the point, he presented it to the prince,

who immediately received it, and was so irritated by
the affront which he thought he had sustained in being

foiled with all his attendants, that be instantly ran

Crichton through the heart.

Various have been the conjectures concerning the

motives which could induce Vincentio di Gonzaga to

be guilty of so ungenerous and brutal an action. Some
have ascribed it to jealousy, asserting that lie suspected

Crichton to be more in favour than himself with a lady

whom he passionately loved ^ and Sir Thomas Urqohart

has told a story upon this head which is extravagant

and ridiculous in the highest degree. Others, witir

great probability, represent the whole transaction as

the result of a drunken frolic : and it is nneertain, ac-

cording to Imperialis, whether the meeting of the prince

and Crichton was by accident or design. However, it

is agreed on all hands that Crichton lost his life in the

rencounter. The time of his decease is said, by the

generality of his biographers, to have been in the be-

ginning of July 1 583 ; but others fix it to the same
month in the preceding year. There is a difference,

likewise, with regard to the period of life at which

Crichton died. The common accounts declare that he

was killed in the 32d year of his age : but Imperialis

asserts that he was only in his 22d year when that ca-

lamitous event took place and this fact is confirmed

by other writers.

Crichton’s tragical end excited a very great and ge-

neral lamentation. If Sir Thomas Urquhart is to be

credited, the whole court of Mantua went three quar-

ters of a year into mourning for him y the epitaphs

and elegies that were composed upon bis death and
stuck upon his hearse, would exceed, if collected, the

bulk of Homer’s works ; and, for a long time after-

wards, his picture was to be seen in most of the bed-

chambers and galleries of the Italian nobility, repre-

senting him on horseback, with & lance in the one

hand. and. a book, in the othar. The same anthos

tells ns, that Crichton gained the esteem of kings and Cridito&

princes, by his magnanimity and knowledge^ of no-'

blemen and gentlemen, by his courtliness and breed-

ing ^ of knights, by his honoorable deportment and
pregnancy of wit^ of the rich, by his affability and
good fellowship

^ of the poor, by his monlficenoe
and liberality ; of the old, by bis constancy and wis-

dom ; of the young, by bis mirth and gallantry ^ of
the learned, by bis universal knowledge of the sok
diers, by bis undaunted valour and courage } of the

merchants and artificers, by his upright dealing and
honesty ; and of the fair sex, by bis beauty and hand-
someness, in which respect he was a masterpiece of
nature.

Joannes Imperialis, in his life of Crichton, says,

that he was the wonder of the last age } the prodi-

gious production of nature ; the glory and ornament
of Parnassus, in a stupendous and unusoal manner y

and that, in the judgment of the learned world, be
was the pheenix of literature, and rather a shining par-

ticle of the Divine Mind and Majesty than a m^el of
what could be attained by baman industry. The
same author, after highly celebrating the beauty of his

person, asserts that his extraordinary eloquence and
bis admirable knowledge of things testified that he
possessed a strength of genius wholly divine. ** What
(adds this writer) can more exce^ onr comprehen-
sion, than that Crichton, in the 21st year of bis age,

should be master of ten different languages, and per-

fectly well versed in philosophy, mathematics, theolo-

gy, polite literature, and all other sciences ? Besides,

was it ever heard in the whole compass of the globe,

that to these extraordinary endowments of the mind,
should be added a singular skill in fencing, dancing,

singing, riding, and in eveiy exercise of the ^moastm
art P” Nay, Imperialis, in bis account of Crichton’s

death, declares, that the report of so sad a catastrophe

was spread to the remotest parts of the earth ^ that it

disturbed universal nature ^ and that in her grief for

the loss of the wonder she had prodnoed, she threaten-

ed never more to confer such honour upon mankind.
Compared with these extravagancies, the assertion

Bayle that Crichton was one of the greatest prodigiea

of wit that ever lived, and the testimony of FeKx A-
stolfus concerning bis wonderful memory, may be con-
sidered as modest encomiums.

Such are the accounts which, by a succession of wri-

ters, and particularly since tl^ time of Mackenzie,^

have been given of the admirable Crichton. These ao>

counts are indeed so wonderful, that many persons have
been disposed to consider them as in a g^reat measure,

if not entirely, fabulous. We shaU therefore subjoin

from the Bio^aphta Britannica the following observa-

tion of Dr l^ippis, with a view to ascertain what por^

tion of faith is due to the different parts of the preced-

ing narrative, or at least to assist the reader in forming

a proper judgment concerning them.

The doctor begins with observing, That no cre-

dit can be ^nted to any facts that depend upon the

sole anthonty of Sir Thomas Urquhart. Mr l^nnant
indeed speaks of him with approbation \ aad Dr Samuel
Johnson laid a stress on his veracity, in the account

of Crichton which he dedicated to Hawkesworth,
and is inserted in the 8ist number of the Adventurers

of which account, it may be observed, that it is only

an.
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Crichton. AD elegant summary of the life written by Mackenzie*-V* But with all deference to tliese respectable names, I

' roust declare my full persuasion that 8ir Thomas Ur*

quhart is an author whose testimony to facts is totally

unworthy pf regard and it is surprising that a perusal

of his works does not strike every mind with this con*

victidn. His productions are so inexpj-essibly absurd and

extravagant, that the only rational judgment which can
• be pronounced concerning him is, that he was little, if

at all, better than a madman. To the character of his

Laving been a madman must be added that of his being

a liar. Severe as this term may be thought, I appre-

hend that a diligent examination of the treatise which

contains the memorials concerning Crichton would

ehow that it is strictly true. But of his total disregard
' to truth there is incontestable evidence in another work

' of his, entitled, ^The true Pedigree and Lineal Descent

of the most ancient and bononrable Family of the

Urquharts in the House of Cromarty, from the Crea-

tion of the World until the year of God 1652. In
this work it is almost incredible what a number of

falsities be has invented both with respect to names
and facts. Perhaps a more flagrant instance of im-

posture and Action was never exhibited j and the ab-

surdity of the whole pedigree is beyond the power of

words to express. It can only be felt by those who
have perused tlie tract itself. Such a roan therefore

can justly be entitled to no degree of credit, especially

when be has a purpose to serve, as was the case with

Sir Thomas UrquharU His design was to exalt his

own family and bis own nation at any rate. With
respect to bis own nation, there was no occasion

for having reoourse to fiction, in order to display the

lustre of Scotland, in the eminent men whom it has

produced in arms and literature. The pencil of

truth alone would have been amply sufficient for that

purpose (a).
** 80 far therefore as Sir Thomas Urqubart^s au-

thority is concerned, the wonderful exhibitions of

Crichton at Paris, his triumph at Rome, his combat
with the gladiator, his writing an Italian comedy, his

sustaining fifteen characters in the representation of

that comedy^ the extraordinary story of the amonr
which is described as the cause of bis death, the nine

months mourning for him at Mantua, and the poems
bung round his hearse to the quantity of Homer’s
worKS, must be regarded as in the highest degree

doubtful, or rather absolutely false. I cannot forbear

mentioning two circumstances, which show bow much
Sir Thomas Urqnhart was destitute of prudeoc!e, as

well as of scrnpulosity, In his violations of truth. He
says that the duke of Mantua was pleased to confer

upon the young lady that was Crichton’s mistress and Cricfiton.

future wife, a pension of five hundred ducats a year *,

and tliat the prince also bestowed as much upon her

during all the days of his life, * which was (adds Sir

Thomas) but short ^ for he did not long enjoy him-

self after the cross fate of so miserable an accident.’

Now it is well known that Vincenzo di Gonzaga suc-

ceeded his father in the dukedom of Mantua in 1587,
and that he did not die till the year 1612^ which was
almost, if not entirely, thirty years after Crichton’s

decease. The other instance of the imprudence of

Sir Thomas Urqubart in the contrivance of bis fictions,

occurs at the conclusion of his narrative, where be as-

serts that the verity of the story which he hath related

concerning the incomparable Crichton, * may be certi-

fied by two thousand men yet living who have known
him.’ Two thousandmen yet itvingl that is, in 1652,
sixty-nine or seventy years after Crichton’s death, for

such was the time of Sir Thomas’s publication. Our
author would have been sadly puzzled to collect together

these two thousand living witnesses who could certify

the verity of his story.

With regard, however, to the account which is

given of the prodigions exertions of Crichton, both

corporeal and mental, at Paris, Mackenzie imagines

that he has found a full confirmation of thCm in a
passage produced by him from the Dtsquisitiones of

Stephen Pasquier, and which he considers as the testi-

mony of an eye-witness. But the whole of what has

been built upon it by Mackenzie, and sncceeding bio- .

graphcrs, is founded on a mistake. In the quotation

fi*om the Disquisitumes^ the name of Crichton is not

mentioned, and the author doth not appear to have
been personally present at the exhibitions of the ex-
traordinary youth there described. The expressions

which are supposed to carry that meaning may well be
referred not to the writer himself, but to bis country-

men the French, before whom the young roan is said

to have displayed his surprising talents. But the dis-

cussion of this point is totally needless, because the
passage in question is not an original authority. The
book entitled Stephoni Pasc/uei% Disquisitiones is only

^n abridgment in Latin of Pasquier’s Des Recherchet
de la France. Now, in this last work there is indeed
an account of a wonderful youth, such as is related in
Mackenzie’s quotation, and from which that passage
was formed. But this wonderful youth, whoever he
might be, was not the admirable Crkbton : for Pas-
quier, who does not tell his name, expressly says that

be appeared in the year 1445 (b). The evidence,

therefore, produced by Mackenzie falls entirely to the

ground. Indeed, if the story of Crichton’s exploits at

5 B a Paris

(a) This was probably meant as a satire, and not as a serious production.

(b) This matter has been set in a clear light by the writer of the following letter.

“ Sir,
“ We arc informed by Sir John Hawkins, that Dr Johnson dictated from memory that account of the person

vulgarly named the Admirable Crichton^ which is to be found in one of the papers of the Adventurer.
“ That account is plainly an abridgment of the life of Crichton by Dr George Mackenzie. Dr Mackenzie

supposes that Pasquier, the French lawyer and antiquary, was an eye-witness 0? the feats performed In arts as
well as in arms Crichton. This is one of the grossest errors in biography which has occnired to me in the
course of my reading

j and it is an error which I perceive is gaining ground daily, and bids fair in a short time
to be received as an indisputable truth*

‘‘The
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Cric^toa. of the matter is, that some slight cir-

* cumstances excepted, neither Dempster nor Imperialis

have produced any evidences of Crichton^s extraor-

dinary abilities besides these which are recorded by

the yoonger Aldus Manutius. He therefore is to be

regarded as the only living authority upon the subject*

Manutius was contemporary with Crichton y he was

closely connected with him in friendship j and he re-

lates several things on bis own personal knowledge.

He is a positive and undoubted witness with respect to

onr young Scotsman's intellectnal and literary exer-

tions at Venice and at Padua } and from him it is that

our account of them is given above. Nevertheless,

even Aldus Manutius is to be read with some degree

of caution. Dedications are apt to assume the style

of exaggeration, and this is the case with Manutius's

dedication of the Pamdoxa Ciceronts to Crichton. In

addition to the general language of such addresses,

he might be carried too far by his affection for his

friend, which appears to have been very great : nor

was the younger Aldus eminent for steadiness and

consistency of character. It is even said that by bis

imprudencies he fell into contempt and misery. But
independently of any considerations of this kind, it

may be observed, that Manutius's narrative, previous

to Crichton's arrival at Venice, could not be derived

from personal knowledge. For that part of it (which
is sufficiently erroneous) he was prol^bly indebted to

Crichton himself. Neither does be appear to have
been an eye-witness of the whole of the disputations

which were held at Padua ) for speaking of bis young
friend's praise of ignorance, he relates, that those who
were present told him afterwards how much they were
struck with that oration. However, at the other dis-

putation, which lasted three days, Manutius seems cer-

tainly to have attended ^ for he concludes his accounts

of it with saying, that he was not only the adviser but

the spectator of Crichton's wonderful contests. It is

evident, however, from the dedication, that his extraor-

dinapr abilities were not universally acknowledged and
admired. Some there were who detracted from them,

and were displeased with Maontins for so warmly sup-

porting his reputation.
** As to the real cause and manner of our young

Scotsman's death, both of them still remain in some de-

gree of obscurity. That he was killed in a rencounter

at the carnival atMantua, is testified by too manyauthors
to be reasonably doubted. Rot whether there was that

particular malignity on the pa^^ of Vincenzo di Gon-
zaga, which is commonly ascribed to him, may be con-
sidered as uncertain.

One important method yet remains by which we
may be enabled to form a judgment of Crichton's ge-
nius, and that is from a perusal of the four poems of
his which are still preserved. It is, however, to be
feared, that these will not exhibit him in a very high

point of view. Some fancy, perhaps, may be thought

to be displayed in the longest of his poems, which was
written on occasion of his approach to the city of Ve-
nice. He there represents a Naiad as rising up before

him 5 and, by the order of the Muses and of Minerva,
directing him how to proceed. But this is a sentiment

which so easily presents itself to a classical reader, that

k can scarcely be considered as deserving the name
of a poetical invention. The three other poems of

Crichton have still less to recommend them. Indeed Crichton

his verses will not stand the test of a rigid examination B

even with regard to quantity. Crtcsidcfc

^ What then is the opinion which on the whole we ^ ^

are to form of the admirable Crichton ? It is evident

that he was a youth of such lively parts as excited

great present admiration, and high expectation with

regard to his future attainments. He appears to have

had a fine person, to have been adroit in his bodily ex-

ercises, to have possessed a peculiar facility in learning

languages, to have enjoyed a remarkably quick and re-

tentive memory, and to have excelled in a power of

declamation, a fluency of speech, and a readiness of

reply. His knowledge, likewise, was probably very

uncommon for his years ^ and this, in conjunction with

his other qualities, enabled him to shine in public dispu-

tation. But whether his knoivledge and learning were
accurate or profound, may justly be questioned

; and
it may equally be doubted whether he would have
arisen to any extraordinary degree of eminence in the

literary world. It will always be reflected upon with

regret, that his early and untimely death prevented

this matter from being brought to the test of experi-

ment."

From the portraits which remain of Crichton, it ap-

pears that in his face and form he was beautiful and ele-*

gant, and that his body and limbs, (hough not muscu-
lar or athletic, were well proportioned and fitted for

feats of agility. The following catalogue of Crichton's

works is given by Dempster: i. Oda ad Laurentium
Massamplures, 2.Lauda Patavimt^ Carmenextempore
effueum^ cum in Jacobi Moysit Comelii domo experiment
turn ingenii coram iota Academiee frequentia^ non sine

multorum stupore^ facereU 3. Ignorationis Laudatio^

exiemporale Thema ibidem redditum^ post sex horarum
disputationes^ ut preesentes somnia potius Jbvere quam
rem se veram videre qffirmarint^ ait Manutius, 4. De
Appulso suo Venetias. 5. Oda ad Aldum Manutium.
6. EpistoUt ad Diversos* 7. Preefationes sotemnfs in
omnes Scientias sacras et profanas, 8. Judicium de
Phihsophis, 9. Errores Aristotelis, lo. Arma an
Literee Preestant^ Controversia oratorio, ii. Refutot.

tie Mathematkot'um, X2. A Comedy In the Italian,

langui^e.

CRICK, among farriers, is when a horse cannot tom
his neck any manner of way, but bolds it fore right, io-^

somuch that be cannot take bis meat from the ground
without great pain.

CRICKET. See Grtllus, Ektomologt Index,
Cricket is also the name of an exercise or game,

with bats and a ball.

' MoIc-Cricket, See Gryllotalpa, Entomology
Index.

CRICKLADE, a borough town of Wiltshire, si-

tuated on the river Isis, about 26 miles south-west of
Oxford. It sends two members to parliament. Popu^
lation 1556. W. Long. i. 5 c. N. Lat. 51. 35.
CRICOARYTENOID^US, in Anatomy^ a name

given to two muscles of the larynx. See AnaTOMX,
Table of the Muscles.

CRICOIDES, fn Anatomy^ a cartilage of the larynx,

called also the annular cartilage. It occupies the lowest

part by way of base to the rest of the cartilages, and
to the lower part of it the aspera arteria adheres. See

Anatomy, Table ofthe Muscles.

CRICOTHYROIDiEUS,,
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Cricolby- CRTCOTHYROID^US, in Anatomy^ one of the
roiditui fire proper muscles of the larynx. See AnatomY,

, Table of the Muscles.

Pun^ish- CRI^I-tartars, a people of Asia, so called be-

’ menu cause tliey originally came from Crimea. They rove
'

^ from place to place in search of pastures, their houses

being drawn on carts. There are a great number of

them about Astrachan, to which place they flock

in the winter-time
\
but they are not permitted to en-

ter the city : for this reason, they erect huts up and
down in the open fields: which are made either of

bulrushes or reeds, being about 12 feet in diameter,

of a round form, and with a hole at the top to let out

the smoke. Their fuel is turf or cow-dung 5 and when
the weather is very cold, they cover the hut with a

coarse cloth, and sometimes pass several days without

stirring out. They are generally of small stature,

with large faces, little eyes, and of an olive com-

plexion. The men are generally so wrinkled in their

faces, that they look like old women. Their com-

mon food is fish dried in the sun, which serves them

instead of bread
\
and they eat the flesh of horses as

well as camels. Their drink is water and milk, espe-

cially mares milk, which they carry about in nasty

leathern bags. Their garments are of coarse gny
cloth, with a loose mantle made of a black sheep^s

skin, and a cap of the same. The women are clothed

in white linen, with which they likewise dress their

beads, hanging a great many Moscovian pence about

them and there is likewise a hole left to stick fea-

thers in. As for their religion, they are a sort of Ma-
hometans ^

but do not coop up their women like the

Turks.

CniM-Tartary^ or Crimea. See Crimea*
CRIME and Punishment. The discussion and

admeasurement of crimes and punishments forms in

every country the code of criminal law ,
or, as it is

more usually denominated in England, the doctrine of

the pleas of the crown ; so called, because the king, in

whom centres the majesty of the whole community, is

supposed by the law to be the person injured by every

infraction of the public rights belonging to that com-

munity ; and is therefore in all cases the proper prose-

cutor for every public ofience.

The knowledge of this branch of jurisprudence,

which teaches the nature, extent, and degrees of every

crime, and adjusts to it its adequate and necessary

penalty, is of the utmost importance to every indi-

vidual in the state. For no rank or elevation in life,

no uprightness of heart, no prudence or circumspection

of conduct, should tempt a man to conclude, that be

may not at some time or other be deeply interested in

these researches. The infirmities of the best among
US, the vices and ungovernable passions of others, the

instability of all human affairs, and the numberless un-

foreseen events which the compass of a day may bring

forth, will teach us (upon a moment^s reflection), that

to know with precision what the laws of our country

have forbidden, and the deplorable consequences to

which a wilful disobedience may expose us, is a matter

of universal concern.

In proportion to the importance of the criminal

law, ought also to be the care and attention of the le-

gislature in properly forming and enforcing it. It

should be founded upon principles that are permanent,

I 2

uniform and nniversal ; and always conformable to Crim aid
the dictates of trutfaf and justice, the feelings of boma- Paniih.

nity, and the indelible rights of mankind : though it meat.

sometimes (provided there be no transgressions of those *

eternal boundaties) may be modified, narrowed, or
enlarged, according to the local or occasional necessi-

ties of the state which it is meant to govern. And
yet, either from a want of attention to those prin-

ciples in the first concoction of the laws, and adopting
in their stead the impetuous dictates of avarice, ambi-
tion, and revenge

j from retaining the discordant po-
litical regulations, which successive conquerors or Ac-
tions have established, in the various revolutions of go-
vernment

^ from giving a lasting eflicacy to sanctions

that were intended to he temporary, and made (as

Lord Bacon expresses it) merely upon the spur of

occasion
\ or, lastly, from too hastily employing such

means as are greatly disproportionate to their ends, ia

order to check the progress of some very prevalent

offence -from some, or from all, of these causes, it

hath happened, that the criminal law is in every coun-

try of Europe more rude and imperfect than the civil*

We shall not here enter into any minute inquiries

concerning the local constitutions of other nations j the

inhumanity and mistaken policy of which have been

sufliclently pointed out by ingenious writers of their

own ^* But even with us in Britain, where onr*AtBarea
crown-law is with jnstice supposed to be more nearly Coates-

advanced to perfection j where crimes are more acco-

rately defined, and penalties less uncertain and nrhi-g|^^^
Crary ^ where all our accusations are public, and oqt^lc.

trials in the face of the world ^ where torture is nn-

known, and every delinquent is judged by such of his

equals, against whom be can form no exception, or

even a personal dislike -even here we shall occasion-

ally find room to remark some particulars that seem
to want revision and amendment* These have chief-

ly arisen from too scrupnlous an adherence to some
rules of the ancient common law, when the reasons

have ceased upon which those rules were founded ; from
not repealing such of the old penal laws as are either

obsolete or absurd ; and from too little care and atten-

tion in framing and passing new ones* The enacting

of penalties to which a wbde nation shall be subject,

ought not to be left, as a matter of indifference to the

passions or interests of a few, who upon temporary

motives may prefer or support such a bill
j

but be

calmly and maturely considered by persons who know
what provisions the laws have already made to reme-

dy the misebief complained of, who can from experi-

ence foresee the probable consequences of those which

are now proposed, and who will judge without passion

or prejudice how adequate they are to the evil* It is

never usual in the house of peers even to read a private

bill which may affect the property of an individual,

without first referring it to some of the learned judges,

and hearing their report thereon* And surely ^ual
precaution is necessary, when laws are to be established

which may affect the property, the liberty, and peiv

haps even the lives of thousand Had such a reference

taken place, it is impossible that in the i6tfa century itOMuasut.

could ever have been made a capital crime, to break

down (however maliciously) the mound of a fishpond,

whereby any fish shall esci^ ) or to cut down a cher-

ry-tree in an orchard* Were even a committee ap-

pointed
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Crime and AmbassadorSy eren with death itself ; ia case thej have
Funiik. oflPendedy not indeed a^inst the municipal laws of the

, .
country, but against the divine laws of nature, and

•become liable thereby to forfeit their lives for their

guilt.

As to offences merely against the laws of society,

which are only mala prolnbita^ and not ma^a in te

;

the temporal magistrate is also impowered to inflict

coercive penalties for such transgression : and this by
the consent of individuals \ who, in forming societies,

did either tacitly or expressly invest the sovereign

power with a right of making laws, and of enforcing

obedience to them when made, by exercising, upon

their non-observance, severities adequate to the evil.

The lawfulness, therefore, of punishing such criminals

is founded upon this principle, that the law by which

they suffer was made by their own consent \ it is a part

of the original contract into which they entered, when
first they engaged in society ^

it was calculated for, and

bas long contributed to, their own security.

This right therefore, being thus conferred by uni-

wersal consent, gives to the state exactly the same

^wer, and no more, over all its members, as each

individual member had naturally over himself or

others j which has occasioned some to doubt, bow far

•a human legislature ought to inflict capital punishments

for positive offensives ^
offences against the municipal

law only, and not against the law of nature ^ since no

individual has naturally a power of inflicting death up-

on himself or others for actions in themselves indifferent.

With regard to offences mala in se^ capital punishments

are in some instances inflicted by the immediate com-

mand of God himself to all mankind ^ as, in the case

of murder, hy the precept delivered to Noah, their com-

mon ancestor and representative, ** Whoso sheddeth

man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed.” In

other instances they are inflicted after the example of

the Creator, in his positive code of laws for the regu-

lation of the Jewish republic } as in the case of the

4^rine against nature. But they are sometimes inflict-

ed without such express warrant or example, at the

will and discretion of the human legislature ; as for

forgery, for theft, and sometimes for offences of a

lighter kind. The practice is thus justifled by that

great and good man Sir Matthew Hale :
** When of-

fences grow enormous, frequent, and dangerous to a

kingdon^ or state, destructive or highly pernicious to

civil societies, and to the great insecurity and danger

of the kingdom or its inhabitants, severe punishment,

and even death itself, is necessary to be annexed to laws

in many cases by the prudence of lawgivers.” It is

therefore the enormity, or dangerous tendency, of the

orime, that alone oan warrant any earthly legislature

in putting him to death that commits it. It is not its

frequency only, or the difficulty of otherwise prevent-

ing it, that will excuse our attempting to prevent it by

a wanton effusion of human blood. Fur though the

end of punishment is to deter men from offending, it

never can follow from thence, that it is lawful to de-

ter them at any rate and hy any means y
since there

may b« unlawful methods of enforcing obedience even

to the justest laws. Every humane legislator will be

therefore extremely cautious of establishing laws that

inflict the penalty of death, especially for slight offen-

ces, or such as are merely positive. He will expect a

better reason for his so doio^ than that loose one which Crime aad
generally is given ; that it is found by former experi- Fonirii.

ence that no lighter penalty will be effectual. For ia

it found upon farther experience, that capital punish-
^

meots are more effectual ? Was the vast territory of
all the Russias worse regulated under the late empress
Elizabeth, than under her more sanguinary predeces-

sors ? Is it now, under Catharine II. less civilized, less

social, less secure ? And yet we are assured, that nei-

ther of these illustrious princesses have, throughout their

whole administration, inflicted the penalty of death:
and the latter has, upon full persuasion of its being use-

less, nay even pernicious, given orders for abolishing

it entirely throughout her extensive dominions. But
indeed, were capital punishments proved by experience

to be a sure and effectual remedy, that would not prove
the necessity (upon which tlie justice and propriety de-

pend) of inflicting them upon all occasions when other

expedients fail. It is feared this reasoning would ex-
tend a great deal too far. For instance, the damage
done to our public roads by loaded waggons is univer-

sally allowed, and many laws have been made to pre-

vent it, none of which have hitherto proved effectual.

But it does not therefore follow, that it would be just

for the legislature to inflict death upon every obstinate

carrier, who defeats or eludes the provisions of for-

mer statutes. Where the evil to be prevented is not
adequate to the violence of the preventive, a sovereign

that thinks seriously can never justify such a law to the

dictates of conscience and humanity. To shed the

blood of our fellow creature is a matter that requires

the greatest deliberation, and the fullest conviction of

our own authority ^ for life is the immediate gift of
God to man ; which neither be can resign, nor can it

be taken from him, unless by the command or per-

mission of Him who gave it, either expressly revealed,

or collected from the laws of nature or society by clear

and indisputable demonstration.

We would not be understood to deny the right of

the legislature in any country to enforce its own laws

by the death of the transgressor, though persons of

some abilities have doubted it but only to suggest a
few bints for the consideration of such as are, or may
hereafter become, legislators. When a question arises,

whether death may be lawfully inflicted for this or

that transgression, the wisdom of the laws most de-

cide it : and to this public judgment or decision all

private judgments most submit ; else there is an end
of the firs> principle of all society and government.:

The guilt of blood, if any, must lie at their doots,

who mii^interpret the extent of their warrant
; and

nut at the doors of the subject, who is bound to re-

ceive the interpretations that are given by the sovereign

power.

2. As to the end, or final cause, of human punish-

ments. This is not by way of atonement or expia-

tion for the crime committed ; for that must be left to

the just determination of the Supreme Being
;

but as

a precaution against future offences of the same kind.

This is effected three ways : either by the amend-
ment of the offender himself; for which purpose all

corporeal punishments, fines, and temporary exile or

imprisonment, are inflicted ; or, by deterring others

by the dread of bis example from offending in the like

way, ” ut pxna (as Tully expresses it), adpaucos^ tne^

^ iut
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CddM and tus ad omnes^ perveniat

;

which gave rise to all igoo-

Fuouh- minioos panbhaients, and to such cxecntions of justice

. . as are open and public j or, lastly, by depriving the

' ^Tty injuring of the power to do future mischief;

which is eflfected by either patting him to death, or

condemning him to perpetual confinement, slavery, or

exile. The same one end, of preventing future crimes,

is endeavoured to be answered by each of these three

species of punishment. The public gains equal security,

whether the offender himself be amended by wholesome

correction, or whether be be disabled from doing any

farther harm : and if the penalty fails of both these

effects, as it may do, still the terror of his example

remains as a warning to other citizens. The method,

however, of inflicting punishment ought always to be

proportioned to the particular purpose it is meant to

serve, and by no means to exceed it ; therefore the

pains of death, and perpetual disability b^ exile,

slavery, or imprisonment, ought never to be inflicted,

but when the offender appears incorrigible : which

may be collected either from a repetition of minuter

offences ;
or from the perpetration of some one crime

of deep malignity, which of itself demonstrates a

disposition without hope or probability of amendment

:

and in such cases it would be cruelty to the public

to defer the punishment of such a criminal till he

had an opportunity of repeatiug perhaps the worst of

villanies.

3, As to the measure of human punishments. From
what has been observed in the former articles, we may
collect, that the quantity of punishment can never be
absolutely determined by any standing invariable rule

;

but it must bo left to the arbitration of the legislature

to inflict such penalties as are warranted by the laws of

nature and society, and such as appear to be the best

calculated to answer the end of precaution against fu-

ture offences.

Hence it will be evident, that what some have so

highly extolled for its equity, the lex talionts^ or ** law

of retaliation,^ can never be in ail cases an adequate or

permanent rule of punishment. In some cases indeed it

seems to be dictated by natural reason : as in the case

of conspiracies to do an injury, or false accusations of

the innocent ; to which we may add that law of the

Jews and Egyptians, mentioned by Josephus and Dio-
dorus Siculus, that whoever without suflicient cause

was found with any mortal poison in bis custody, should

himself be obliged to take it. But, in general, the dif-

ference of persons, place, time, provocation, or other

circumstances, may enhance or mitigate the offence

;

and in such cases retaliation can never be a proper
measure of justice. If a nobleman strikes a peasant,

all mankind will see, that if a court of justice awards
a return of the blow, it is more than a just compen-
sation. On the other hand, retaliation may sometimes

be too easy a sentence ; as, if a man maliciously should

put out the remaining eye of him who had lost one
before, it is too slight a punishment for the maimer
to lose only one of his : and therefore the law of the

Locrians, wbicli demanded an eye for an eye, was in

this instance judiciously altered ; by decreeing, in imi-

tation of Solon*8 laws, that be who struck out the eye
of a one-eyed man, should lose both bis own in re-

turn. Besides, there are very many crimes, that will

in no shape admit of these penalties, without manifest

VoL. VL Part II. t

absurdity and wickedness. Theft cannot be punislied CHm^nd
by theft, defamation by defamation, forgery by forgery, Funith-

adultery by adultery, and the like. And we may add,
. ,

that those instances, wherein retaliation appears to be ’

used, even by the divine authority, do not really pro*

ceed upon the role of exact retribution, by doing to the

criminal the same hurt he has done to his neighbour,

and no more; but this correspondence between the

crime and punishment is barely a consequence from

some other principle. Death is ordered to be punished

with death ; not because one is equivalent to the other,

for that would be expiation, and not punishment.

Nor is death always an equivalent for death: the

execution of a needy decrepid assassin b a poor satis-

faction for the death of a nobleman in the bloom of his

youth, and full enjoyment of his friends, his honours,

and his fortune. But the reason upon which this sentence

is grounded seems to be, that this is the highest penalty

that man can inflict, and tends most to the security of

the world : by removing one murderer from the earth,

and setting a dreadful example to deter others : so that

even this grand instance proceeds upon other principles

than those of retaliation. And truly, if any measure

of punishment is to be taken from the damage sustained

by the sufferer, the punishment ought rather to exceed

than equal the injury
;
since it seems contrary to reason

and equity, that the guilty (if convicted) should suffer

no more than the innocent has done before him

;

especially as the suffering of the innocent is past and

irrevocable, that of the guilty is future, contingent,

and liable to be escaped or evaded. With regard

indeed to crimes that are incomplete, which consist

merely in the intention, and are not yet carried into

act, as conspiracies and the like ; the innocent has a
chance to frustrate or avoid the villany, as the con-

spirator has also a chance to escape his punishment

;

and this may be one reason why the lex taiwms is

more proper to be inflicted, if at all, for crimes that

consist in intention, than for such as are carried into

Jict. It seems indeed consonant to natural reason, and
has therefore been adopted as a maxim by several theo-

retical writers, that the punbbroent doe to the crime of

which one falseljr accuses another, should be inflicted

on the perjured informer. Accordingly, when it was
once attempted to introduce into England the law of

retaliation, it was intended as a punishment for such

only as preferred malicious accusations against others ;

it being enacted by statute 37 Edw. III. c. 18.

that such as preferred any suggestions to the kingS
great council should put in sureties of taliation

; that

b, to incur the same pain that the other should have
bad, in case the suggestion were found untrue. But,

after one yearns experience, this punbbment of talia-

tion was rejected, and imprisonment adopted in its

stead.

But though from what has been said it appears, that

there cannot be any regular determinate method of
rating the quantity of punishments for crimes, by any
one uniform rule ; but they must be referred to the

will and discretion of the legislative power
:
yet there

are some general principles, drawn from the nature and
circumstances of the crime, that may be of some as-

sistance in allotting it an adequate punishment.
As, first, with regard to the object of it : for the

greater and more exalted the object of an injury b,

5 C the
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( rime and (Im more care bbould be taken to prevent that injury,

i'nni«h- and of course under tbls aggravation the punishment

,
should he more severe. Therefore treason in con-

spiring the king’s death is (in Britain) punished with

greater rigour than even aoCually killing any private

subject. And yet, generally, a design to transgress

is not so flagrant an enormity as the actual completion

of that design. For evil, the nearer we approach it,

is the more disagreeable and shacking
^ so that it

requires more obstinacy in wickedness to perpetrate

an unlawful action, than barely to entertain the

thought of it } and it is an encouragement to repentance

and remorse, even till the last stage of any crime,

that it never is too late to retract
;
and that if a man

stops even here, it is better for him than if he proceeds

;

for which reason an attempt to rob, to ravish, or to

kill, is far less penal than the actual robbery, rape, or

murder. But in the case of a treasonable conspiracy,

the object whereof is the king’s majesty’s, the bare

intention will deserve the highest degree of severity y

not because the intention is equivalent to the act itself^

but because the greatest rigour is no more than ade-

quate to a treasonable purpose of the heart, and there is

no greater left to inflict upon the actual execution itself.

Again, The violence of passion, or temptation, may '

sometimes alleviate a crime : as theft, in case of hunger,

13 far more worthy of compassion, than when committed

through avarice, or to supply one in luxurious excesses.

To kill a man upon sudden and violent resentment is

less penal than upon cool deliberate malice. The age,

education, and character, of the offender^ the repetition

(or otherwise) of the offence
^

the time, the place, the

company wherein it was committed ; all these, and a

thousand other incidents, may aggravate or extenuate

the crime (a).

Farther, As punishments are chiefly intended for

the prevention of future crimes, it is but reasonable

that among crimes of different natures those should be
most sevei*ely punished, which are the most destructive

of the public safety and happiness ; and, among crimes

of an equal malignity, those which a man has- the most

frequent and easy opportunities of committing, which
cannot be so easily guarded against as others, and
which therefore the offender hse the strongest induce-

ment to commit ; according to what Cicero observes,

Ea sunt ammadvertenda peccata maximCy quit diffkiU

lime prmcauentur. Hence it is, that for a servant to rob
his master is in more cases capital than for a stranger.

If a servant kills his master, it is a species of treason \

in another it is only murder. To steal a handkerchief,

or other trifle of above the value of twehvepence, pri-

vately from one’s person, is made capital \ but to carry

off a load of com from an open field, though of fifty

times greater value, is punished with transportation

only. And in the island of Man this rule was formerly

carried so far, that to take away a horse or an ox was
there no felony, but a trespass \ because of the diflicuUy

in that little territory to conceal them or carry them off : Crime and

but to steal a pig or a fowl, which Is easily done, was a Punirii.

capital misdemeanour, and the offender was punished ment.

with death. ^

Lastly, As a conclusion to the whole, we may observe,,

that punishments of unreasonable severity, especially

when indiscriminately inflicted, have less effect in pro-

venting crimes, and amending the manners of a people,

than such as are more merciful in general, yet properly

intermixed with due distinctions of severity. It is the

sentiment of an ingenious writer, who seems to have well

studied the springs of human action, that crimes are

more eflectually prevented by the certainty than by the

severity of punishment ^ for the excessive severity of

the laws (says Montesquieu) hinders their execution.

When the punishment surpasses all measure, the public

will frequently prefer impunity to it. This also the sta-

tute I Mar. st. I. c. 1 recites in its preamble, that the

state of every king consists more assuredly in the love of

the subjects towards their prince, than in the dread of

laws made with rigorous pains : and that laws made for

the preservation of the commonwealth without great

penalties, are more often obeyed and kept than lawa

made with extreme punishments.” Happy bad it been

for the nation if the subsequent practice of that deluded

princess in matters of religion, bad been correspondent

to these sentiments of herself and parliament in mattecs

of state and government ! We may further observe, that

sanguinary laws are a bad symptom of the distemper of

any state, or at least of its weak constitution. The laws

of the Roman kings, and the twelve tables of the

d€cemvin\ were full of cruel punishments: the Porcian

law, which exempted all citizens from sentence of deaths

silently abrogated them all. In ibis period the republic

flourished : under the emperors severe punishments were

revived, and then the empire fell.

It is, moreover, absurd and impolitic to apply the

same punishment to crimes of different malignity. A
multitude of sanguinary laws, (besides ^the doubt that

may be entertained concerning the right of making
them) do likewise prove a manifest defect either in the

wisdom of tlie legiriative, or the strength of the exi^
cutive, „power. It is a kind of quackery in govern-

ment, and argues a want of solid skill, to apply the

same universal remedy, the ultimum suppUciumy to every

case of difficulty. It is, it roust be owned, much eatitt

to extirpate than to amend mankind \ yet that magis-

trate must be esteemed both a weak a^ a cruel so^
geon, who cuts off every limb which through igno-

rance or indolence he will not attempt to cure. It has

been therefore ingeniously proposed, that in every state

a scale of crimes should he formed, with a corresponds

ing scale of punishments, descending from the greatest

to the least. But if that be too romantic an idea, yet

at least a wise legislator will mark the principal divi-

sions, and not assign penalties of the first degree to ofr

fences of an inferior rank. Where men see no distino-

doa

(a) Thus Demosthenes (in bis oration against Midas)^ finely works up the aggravations of the insults be
had received, “ I was abused (says be) by my enemy, in cold blood, out of malioe, not by beat of wrtoe, ia

the morning, publicly, before strangers as well as citizens
> and that in the temple, whither the doty of my

office called me»”
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Irriiofa. milled with a Mack earth, and tlie hills abound with

* marie. The vbole flat from Perekop to the river

Salgir, which may be an extent of 80 miles, is foil of

salt marshes and lakes
;
from whence the neighbouring

Rossian governments, as well as the Crim itself, Ana-
tolia, and Bessarabia, are supplied with salt. The
most remarkable of these lakes are five in number;
Kdslof and Keffa, so called after the towns near which

they lie, are very large; the Tusla, about 15 versts

from Perekop, on the road from Keffa ;
the Red lake,

not far from the last mentioned
;
and the Black lake.

Besides these, there are many other swamps and lakes,

from whence the inhabitants get salt for their own con-

sumption.

The greatest part of the peninsula is so level that a

man may travel over the half of it without meeting

with a river or even the smallest brook. The inhabi-

tants of the villages, therefore, make a pit in the yard

of every house for receiving the rain or the water that

runs from the hills. The whole tract is bare of every

kind of tree. Not a bush or a bramble is to be seen,

and the herbage is extremely scanty. This, however,

c^oes not proceed so much from the unfruitfulness of

the place, as from the vast herds of cattle which rove

the whole year* long from place to place ; by which

means all the grass in spring, summer, or autumn, no

sooner appears through the long drought which succeed-

ed the rainy season, but it is immediately devoured or

trodden down. The universal prevalence of this custom

of keeping cattle to wander up and down, joined to the

slothfulness of the Tartars, with their inaptitude and
aversion to agriculture, is the reason of the total neglect

of that science here. Otherwise, were the land divided

into portions and properly managed, there would be a
sufficiency for the cattle, and the rest would be fruitful

in corn and grain. By this means alone the Crim
would become a fertile country, and no natural defect

would be found in opposition to the welfare of its inha-

bitants. The trutli of this is well known by their neigh-

bours ; where, of a hundred Tartars, one perhaps fol-

lows husbandry, who finds it to answer to so ipuch pro-

fit, that he has not only enough for his own use, but

wherewith to sell to the ninety-nine.

This peninsula, which is indeed but a little district,

yet, from the many advantages conferred upon it by
nature, may be esteemed peculiarly rich, is divided

into the hill country and the flat. The latter, which

extends from Perekop to Koslof and the river Bulga-

nap, to Karasubasar, Keffa, and Yenicali, is strewn

there and there with little Tartar villages, maintained

by cattle and the produce of the salt lakes. The high-

lands, or kill country, form the southern part of the

Crim, along the straight coast of the Black sea, and

stretching westward in a right line from Keffa to the

vicinity of Belbek. These hills are composed of layers

of chalk ; which, in the headlands and promonto-

ries, is soft, but more inland quite hard. The strata

of the high hills are like those of the promontories,

and take a direction from north to south. These qua-

lities of the strata prevail not throughout the whole

hHls, but only in the large and lofty ones ; such as the

two that rise near Karasubasar, and one very high hy

Achmetsched, which bears the name of Aktau. The
other smaller scattered and dispersed, but take

the names of the greater ones, to which they seem to CrioMa.
belong

; as the great ridge of Caucasus does, which ex- ^ '

tends beyond the Donau, through Bulgaria, and aie^

named Palkans.

All accounts agree in this, that nature has favoured
those highland countries with great advantages, and
blessed them with abundance of all things. A number
of springs that flow from the mountains form the two
considerable rivers Salgir and Karasii, which rOn into

the Rotten sea. Thp former, which takes its rise

from a cavern in a high hill near Achmetsched, falls

straight into the plain below, and waters a great part

of the Crim ; the other, commencing behind Karasu-
basar, falls likewise into the plain, and mingles witb
the Salgir. There are many other little rivers and
streams, which run eastward, and either join the two
fore-mentioned or fall immediately into the Rotten aea.

All the streams, for the whole length of the hills,

which begin at Keffa, and proceed in a chain of the
same height, flow to the north or the north-east, except-

ing the one behind Achmetsched, where the great
mountain Aktau is, which falls on the other side ; thria

river, rising on the northern side of this roountaio,

flows, as was before observed, towards the north-east,

to the Salgir and the Rotten sea
; as likewise those

which spring on the western side take their course

westward to the Bulganak, and thence straight to the

Black sea
; which also receives all the other little ri-

vers that arise from these hills, as the Amma, the

Katscha, the Belbek, the Kasulkioi, &c.
The mountains are well covered with wood fit for

the purpose of ship-building, and contain plenty of
wild beasts. The valleys consist of fine arable land ;

on the sides of the hills grow com and vines in great

abnndance, and the earth is rich in mines. But these

mountaineers are as careless and negligent as the inha-

bitants of the deserts ; slighting all these advantages^

and, like their brethren of the lowlands, are sufficient-

ly happy if they are in possession of a fat sheep and as

much bread as serves them to eat.

About 20 years ago this peninsula was uncommonly
full of inhabitants and wealth They reckoned at that

time at least 1 200 villages ; but, from the subsequent

troubles in the Crim, it lost more than a third part of

its inhabitants, but they have again begun to increase.

The people were composed of various nations, who
lived tontber under the Tartars in the roost nolK>uod-

ed freedom ; but in the late Turkish war they either

put themselves under tlie Russian government, and
were transferred to that empire, or fled to Abcasia and
the Tschirkassian hills.

The bouses in the towns, as well as the villages,

are for the most part of square timbers, having the in-

terstices filled with brick work, if the possessor can af-

ford it, and those of the poorer sort with turf. The
thinks and crannies are made tight with clay, aud then-

plastered within and without. The covering is com-

monly either of bricks or of turfs. Only the inedscbeds^>

minarets, and baths, are of stone, and a few extreme-

ly handsome of marble. They have chimneys in the

chambers, at which they likewise dress their victuals;

but stoves in the Russia manner none. In extreme

frosts a great iron pan of charcoal is brought into the

room, for making it comfortable. Their. custom is,

to
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Crinea. sofas, with Turkish coverings and cu*

^
uf sbions, or upon a clay seat, somewhat raised above the

earth and spread with a carpet. In these rooms are

cupboards and chests, often covered with cushions, to

serve as seats } in which they keep their gold, silver,

and valuables. Such are the inner apartments or ha-

rains, in which the women generally live
^ the others

are not so fine. These contain only a sofa, or a bank
of clay covered with a carpet, as in the chimney
looms.

The rich Tartars, and their nobility or niurzas (ex-

cepting only such as are about the person 6f the khan),

commonly dwell all the year round in the country,

coming only to town when they have business there.

There are but few towns in the Crim, at least in com-

parison of its former population. The Krimskoi Tar-

tars have no tribnnal of justice, controversies and quar-

rels being seldom heard of among them ; and if a dis-

pute should arise, it is immediately settled by an appeal

to the Koran. Little differences in the villages inevi-

tably happening about property, or other mattei's not

taken notice of in that code, are amicably adjusted by

the eldermen or abeses j
but in the towns all weighty

concerns, excepting the single case of murder or homi-

cide, are brought before the kaimakan, or commandant,

who settles them absolutely without appeal.

The residence of the khans of the Crimea was for-

merly Bachtschisarai, in which city they held their seat

for upwards of 200 years. They went thither from

£skl-Crim, or Old Crim, the capital city of the Ge-
noese, upon Bengli Ghirei Khan^s plundering the sea-

ports, and driving all the Genoese from their stations*

Before Eski-Crim, and indeed upon the first coming
of the Tartars into this peninsnla, the sovereign resi-

dence was at Koslof
^

but here they remained not long.

Under the late khan Sliagin Ghirei it was held at Kef-
fa^ the ancient Theodosia

^
which is ten miles distant

from Eskl-Crim, said to be the Cimmerium of the

ancients.

The principal cities or towns of the Crimea are

:

Js BacAtscAisarat\ an extensive and wealthy city, ly-

ing in a vale between two high mountains, and sur-

rounded. by a number of gardens. From this circum-

stance/ it had its name j
bachtscAs\ signifying in the Tar-

tarian language a garden,** and sarat\ a palace.**

It formerly contained 3000 houses, and many sumptu-
ous medscheds. The palace of the khans, with its gar-

dens and ponds, was much improved under the go-

vernment of Khan Kerim Ghirei, under whose govern-

ment the last Turkish war took its rise. In this palace

is the burial-place of all the khans of Crimea, wherein
all the khans that have reigned here lie interred. The
fine Krimskoi vines, with their large clusters of grapes,

grow in great plenty all about this town, and a profu-

sion of other delicious fruits, from whence the neigh-

bouring parts of Russia are supplied. 2. the

present residence of the khans, stands on the ;>iiore of
a large harbour in the Black s^ea. Its site is on the

declivity of a long ridge of mountains : and la mantled
by a stone wall, fortified by several towers, and encom-
passed by a deep ditch. On both sides of the city for-

merly stood castles, and in the middle of them a lofty

turret for the purpose of giving signals hy fire. Before
the wall were wide extended suburbs ; containing a-.

moDg other considctalile buildings, medscheds, churches

for the Greek and Armenian worship: of all which Crime*,
now only the vestiges remain. The castles and towers —
lie also in ruins

;
and not one-third part of the houses

of the city itself are now remaining, and those chiefly

built of materials taken from the aforesaid ruins. They
formerly reckoned Keffa to contain 4000 houses, in-

cluding the suburbs, with a number of medscheds and
Christian churches j but this number has been much
diminished by the la^t Turkish war. The present inha-

bitants consist mostly of Tartars^ who carry on a trado

by no means inconsiderable, in commodities brought

from Turkey. The late khan, an intelligent and en-

lightened personage, made this city the place of his re-

sidence, and brought hither the mint from Bachtscbi-

sarai, built himself a palace, and erected adivan, wbieh
assembled three times a-week, and the fourth time was
held in the palace of the khan, in which be always
personally assisted. Here is also a cnstomhouse, the

management of which is farmed out. 3. Karasvbasar^
likewise a very rich city in former times, stands at the

beginning of the mountains, about half-way between
Keffa and Bachtschisarai. It is a large trading town ;

contains a considerable number of dwelling houses and
medscheds, but the greatest part of them in decay, and
many fine gardens. This place is the most famous in

all the Crim for its trade in horses, and has a market
once a-week for that article of traffic : to which are

likewise brought great numbers of buffaloes, oxen,

cows, camels, and sheep for sale. Near this city flows

one of the principal rivers of the Crim, called the

Karasu^ that is, the Black water. Of this river thay

have an opinion in Russia, that one part of it flows

upwards for several versts together. But this is in some
sort true, not only of the Karasu, but of all the rivers

of the Crim that have a strong current. The Tartars,

who dwell either in the valleys or on the sides of the

mountains (frequently without considering whether
the place is supplied with water or not), dig canals

either from the source of the newt river, or from that

part of it which lies nearest to their particular habita-

tion, about an arshine in breadth, for their gardens
and domestic use. From these they cut smaller ones
through the villages, to supply them with water, and
not unfrequently to drive a mill. These canals ap-.

pear, to the imagination of the common people, to

run in a contrary direction to the current of the river g
and in fact these canals do lie, In many places for a
vei-st in length, some fathoms higher than the level of

the stream from whence they are supplied. 4* AchmeU
stfd^ a pretty large city not far from Bachtschisarai y
now made the capital of all the Crimea by the regu-*

lations of Prince Potemkin in the summer of 1785.
5. Koslof^ formerly a very considerable trading town,
lies on the western side of the peninsula, in a bay of
the Black sea

\ which, as well as the sound at Keffa,

might rather be called a road than a haven. This was
the first town the Tartars possessed themselves of on
their first entrance into the Crim, and established a
customhouse- therein, after the example of the Genoese,
which is now farmed out.

The other remarkable places are, Budak^ which is

built on tbe hills upon the shore of the Black sea, at

the south side of the peninsula, and is famous for its

excellent wine, resembling Champagne both in colour

and strength
J

Aluschti^ on the same side, wmong the

hills .
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Cn:nta OR the sea shore
;
Baluklava, where there Is a fine

11 harbour, and perhaps the only one on the Black sea,
Cringle, contalniiitf ample room for a very good fleet; Inkcr^

* ' man may be noticed for its commodious though not

very large haven, called Achtiar; and Mangup^ the old

Chersonesus : which were all formerly very flourishing

towns; hut are now either in ruins, or dwindled into

small villages.

All these places, so long as the Genoese remained
masters of the Crim, were well fortified ; but the Tar-
tars, in taking them, demolUhed all the works. While
they were under the Turks, they left the fortressee of

Kefla, Kertsch, and Koslof, and built the fort Arabat
on the neck of land between the sea of Azof (or Palus
Mx’otis) and the Rotten sea, where Perekop also is*

In Arabat are but few houses ; but here the warlike

stores of the khans were kept*— P^r^Xro/;, called by the

Turks Or^capi^ is a fortress of moderate strength ;

standing about the middle of the neck of land that

joins the peninsula with the continent. This isthmus,

w!)ich is at least six miles broad, is cut through with a
wide and deep ditch lined with stone, and reaches from

the Black to the Rotten sea. This was formerly kept

without water, hut nuw is filled from both seas. On
the Crimean side a high wall of earth runs tke whole

length of it, straight from one sea to the other. The
people pass over the ditch by means of a drawbridge,

and through the wall by a gateway. The walls of the

fortress are some fathoms from the road side ; of which

the ruins are only now discernible, namely, large brick

houses, with a number of horob-shells and canoon-halls

about them, which were formerly kept in the fortress.

At least two miles from this Is a pretty populons but

miserable place, which was probably the town to which
this fort belonged. Near the gate is a customhouse,

where all imports and exports pay duty.

This peninsula was formerly extremely populous ; the

number of its inhabitants, in Tartars, Turks, Greeks,

Armenians, Jews, and others, amounted to above

2C0,C00 men. Afterwards a part of the Christian po«

pulation removed to other parts of the Russian empire,

particularly the government of Azof; and tnany other

inhabitants, particularly Tartars, have gone to Taman
and Abchasia : but since the beginning of the present

century, a rapid increase has taken place, partly from

the influx of emigrants ;
and at present the peninsula Is

more populous than ever.

The Crim was heretofore divided Into 24 kaduliks

or districts ; namely, Yenikall, Kertsch, Arabat, Es-
ki-krim, Keffa, Karasuhasar, Sudak, Achmetsohed,

Yalof, Bachtschlsarai, Baluklava, Mangup, Inkerman,

Koslof, Or, Mansur, Tarkan, SIvasch, Tischongar,

Saruhulat, Barun, Argun, Sidschugut, and Sdiirin.

Several of these districts are named after the town
or village wherein the governor dwells,

CRIMEN FALSI. See Falsi Crimen,

CRIMSON, one of the seven red colours of the

dyers. See Dyeing.
CRINGLE, a small bole made in the bolt-rope of

a sail, by intertwisting one of the divisions of a rope,

called a strand^ alternately round itself and through

the strands of the bolt-rope, till it becomes threefold,

and assumes the shape of a wreath or ring. The use

of the cringle is generally to contain the end of some

rope, which is fastened thereto for the purpose of cringle
drawing up the sail to its yard, or of extending the H
skirts by the means of bridles^ to stand upon a side Critbsm.

wind. The word seems to be derived from krinckelen
~
•

(Belg.) to run into twists.”

CRINUM, Asphodel-lily ; a genus of plants be-

longing to the hexandria class; and in the natural me-
thod ranking under the 6th order, Spathacece, See Bo-
tany Index,

CRISIS, in Medicine^ is used in different senses, both

by the ancient and modern physicians. With some it

means frequently no more than the excretion of any
noxious substance from the body. Others take the

word for a secretion of the noxious humours made in a

fever. Others use it for the critical motion itself; and

Galen defines a crisis in fevers, a sudden and instanta-

neous change, either for the better or the worse, pro-

ductive of recovery or death.

CRISPIN and Crispianus, two legendary saints,

whose festival, as marked in the kalendar, is 00 the

25th of October. According to the legend, they

were brethren, born at Rome ; from whence they tra-

velled to Soissons in France, about the year 303, to

propagate the Christian religion ; and beoanse they

would not be chargeable to others for their mainte-

nance, they exercised the trade of shoemakers ; hut the

governor of the town discovering them to be Christians,

ordered them to he beheaded. From which time the

shoemakers made choice of them for their tutelar saints.

CRIST-®, in Surgery^ a term for certain excres-

cences about the anus and pudenda. See Medicine
Index,

CRISTA GALLI, in Anatomy^ an eminence in the

middle of the os ethmoides^ advancing within the cavi*

Cy of the cranium ; aud to which is fastened that part

of the dura mater which divides the brain, calledfalx.

It has its name from its figore, which resembles that

of a cock^s comb. In adults, this process appears of a

piece with the septum narium. See Anatomy Index,

CRITERION, or Criterium, a standard by which

propositions and opinions arc compared, in order lo

discover their truth or falsehood.

CRITHE, in Surgery^ commonly called the stye^ is

a sort of tubercle that grows on the eyelids. 'When
small, it is seated on the edge of the eyelid ; but when
large, it spreads further. When they do not suppu-

rate they become wens. They are apt to disappear

and return. If there is inflammation, endeavour to sup-

purate it with the white bread poultice : if it is hard,

destroy it with a mixture of equal parts of bogV lard

and quicksilver. If the lower eyelid is affected, the

tumour is more frequently on its inside ; and then it is

best to dissect it, or to make way for it outwardly by
applying a caustic on the skin just upon it.

CRITHUM, Samphire ; a genus of plants belong-

ing to the pentandria class ; and in tke natural meth^
ranking under the 45th order, Vmbellatee. See Bota-
ny Index leaves are an excellent pickle used for

sauces, and are by many eaten raw in salads. It is of

a saltish relish, palatable, and comfortable to the sto-

mach. Il is not very easily preserved in gardens. It

must be sown on gravelly or rocky ground, half an inch

deep ;
in which situation the plants will come up, and

last some years.

CRITHOMANCY,
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Criiboman- CRITHOMANCY, a kind of divination, perforin-

ey ed by considering the dough or matter of the cakes

. 11. offered in sacrifice, and the meal Strewed over the vic-
CnUcigm.

killed. Hence, in regard they ordinarily

used barley-meal in these ceremonies, this kind of di-

vination was called critJumancy^ from barley^ and

divination*
* CRITIAS, one of the 30 tyrants set over Athens

by the Spartans. He was eloquent and well bred, but

of dangerous principles. He cruelly persecuted his

enemies, and put them to death. He was killed about

400 years before the Augustan age, in a battle against

those citizens whom bis oppression had banished. He
had been among the disciples of Socrates, and had

written elegies and other compositions, of which some

fragments remain,

CRITICAL DAYS and symptoms, among physi-

cians, are certain days and symptoms in the course of

acute diseases, which indicate the patient^s state, and

determine him either to recol^er or grow worse. See

Medicink Index.

CRITICISM, the art of judging with propriety

concerning any object or combination of objects. But,

in a moi*e limited sense, the science of criticism is con-

fined to the fine arts. The principles of the fine arts

are best unfolded by studying the sensitive part of our

nature, and by learning what objects are naturally

agreeable and what are naturally disagreeable. The
roan who aspires to be a critic in these arts, must

pierce still deeper : he must clearly perceive what ob-

jects are lofty, what low, what are proper or impro-

per, what are manly, and what are mean or trivial.

Hence a foundation for judging of taste, and for rea-

soning upon it : where it is conformable to principles,

we can pronounce with certainty that it is correct \

otherwise, that it is incorrect, and perhaps whimsical.

Thus the fine arts, like morals, become a rational sci-

ence ; and, like morals, may be cultivated to a high

degree of refinement.

Manifold are the advantages of criticism, when thus

studied as a rational science. In the first place, a tho-

rough acquaintance with the principles of the fine arts

redoubles the entertainments those arts afford. To
the man who resigns himself entirely to sentiment or

feeling, without interposing any sort of judgment,

poetry, music, painting, are mere pastime ^ in the prime

of life, indeed, they are delightful, being supported by

the force of novelty and the heat of imagination : but

they lose their relish gradually with their novelty \

and are generally neglected in the maturity of life,

which disposes to more serious and more important

occupations. To those who deal in criticism as a re-

gular science, governed by just principles, and giving

scope to judgment as well as to fancy, the fine arts

are a favourite entertainment \ and in old age main-
tain that relish which they produce in the morning of

life.

In the next place, a philosophical inquiry into the

principles of the fine arts, inures the reflecting mind
to the most enticing sort of logic : the practice of

reasoning upon subjects so> agreeable tends to a habit ^

and habit strengthening the reasoning faculties, pre-

pares the mind (or entering into subjects more difficult

and abstract. To have, in this respect, a just con-

ception of the importance of criticism, we need but
2

reflect upon the common method of education
\ which, Cniicistn.

after some years spent in acquiring languages, hurries

us, without the least preparatory discipline, into the

most profound philosophy: a more effectual method
to alienate the tender mind from abstract science, is

beyond the reach of invention : and accordingly, with

respect to such speculations, the bulk of our youth

contract a sort of hobgoblin terror, which is seldom,

if ever, subdued. Those who apply to the arts are

trained in a very different manner : they are led, step

by step, from the easier parts of tlie operation to

what are more difficulty and are not permitted to

make a new notion till they be perfected in those

which regularly precede it. The science of crhicisin

appears then to be a middle link, connecting the dif-

ferent parts of education into a regular chain. This
science furnisheth an inviting opportunity to exercise

the judgment ^ we delight to reason upon subjects that

are equally pleasant and familiar
y
we proceed gradu-

ally from the simpler to the more involved cases : and
In a due course of discipline, custom, which improves

all our faculties, bestows acuteness upon those of rea-

son, sufficient to unravel all the intricacies of philoso-

"'fi.r ought it to be overlooked, that the reasonings

employed upon the fine arts are of the same kind with

those which regulate our conduct. Matbeuiatical and
metaphysical reasonings have no tendency to improve

social intercourse y nor are they applicable to the com-
mon affairs of life : but a just taste in the fine arts, de-

rived from rational principles, furnishes elegant subjects

for conversation, and prepares ns finely for acting in the

social state with dignity and propriety.

The science of rational criticism tends to improve

the bvart not less than the understanding. It tends,

in the first place, to moderate the selfish affections : by
sweetening and harmonizing the temper, it is a strong

antidote to the turbulence of passion and violence of

pursuit y it procures to a man so much mental enjoy-

ment, that, in order to be occupied, he is not tempted

in youth to precipitate into hunting, gaming, drinking
y

nor in middle age, to deliver himself over to ambition ;

nor in old age, to avarice. Pride and envy, two dis-

gustful passions, find in the constitution no enemy more
formidable than a delicate aud discerning taste : the

mao upon whom nature and culture have bestowed

this blessing feels great delight in the virtuous dispo-

sitions and actions of others y lie loves to cherish them,

and to publish them to the world : faults and failings,

it is true, are to him not less obvious
y

but these he

avoids, or removes out of sight, because they give him
pain. On the other hand, a man void of taste, upon

whom the most striking beauties make but a faint im-

pression, has no joy but in gratifying his pride or en-

vy by the discovery of errors and blemishes. In a
word, there may he other passions, which, for a sea-

son, disturb the peace of society more than those men-
tioned : but no other passion is so unwearied an anta-

gonist to the sweets of social intercourse : these pas-

sions, tending assiduously to their gratification, put a
man perpetually in opposition to others y and dispose

him more to relish bad than good qualities, even in a
companion. How different that disposition of mind,
where every virtue in a companion or neighbour, is,

by refinement of taste, set in its strongest light y and
defects
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Critkbiu defects or blemishes, natural to all, are suppressed, or

I)
,

kept out of view !

Crif»elling.
place, delicacy of taste tends not less to

invigorate the social affections than to moderate those

that are selfish. To be convinced of this tendency,

we need only reflect, that delicacy of taste necessarily

heightens our sensibility of pain and pleasure, and of

course our sympathy, which is the capital branch of

every social passion. Sympathy, in particular, invites

a communication of joys and sorrows, hopes and
fears : such exercise, soothing and satisfactory in it-

self, is necessarily productive of mutual good-will and
affection.

One other advantage of rational criticism is reserved

to the last place, being of all the most important
^

which is, that it is a great support to morality. No
occupation attaches a roan more to his duty than that

of cultivating a taste in the 6ne arts : a just relish of

what is beautiful, proper, elegant, and ornamental, in

writing or painting, in architecture or gardening, is

a fine preparation for the same just relish of those qua-

lities in character and behaviour. To the man who has

acquired a taste so acute and accomplished, every action

wrong or improper must be highly disgustful : if, in any
instance, the overbearing power of passion sway him from

his duty, be returns to it upon the first reflection with

redoubled resolution never to be swayed a second time

:

he has now an additional motive to virtue, a conviction

derived from experience, that happiness depends on re-

gularity and order, and that a disregard to justice or

propriety never fails to be punished with shame and re-

morse.

For this rule of criticism applicable to the fine arts,

and derived from human nature, see Architecture,
Beauty, Congruity, Comparison, Grandeur,
&c.
CRITO, an' Athenian philosopher, flourished 400

years before Christ. He was one of the most zeal-

ous disciples of Socrates, and supplied him with what-

ever he wanted. He had several scholars who proved

great men, and he composed some dialogues which are

lost.

CRITOLAUS, a citizen of Tegea in Arcadia.

He with two brothers fought against the three sons of

Demonstratus of Pheneus, to put an end to a long war
between their respective nations. These brothers of

Critolaus were both killed, and be alone remained to

withstand his three bold antagonists. He conquered

them ‘j and when at his return his sister deplored the

death of one of his antagonists, to whom she was be-

trothed, he killed her in a fit of resentment. The of-

fence deserved capital punishment ^ but he was pardon-

ed on account of the services he had rendered his coun-

try. He was afterwards general of the Achmans ; and

it is said that he poisoned himself because he bad been

conquered at Thermopylae by the Romans, about 146
years before the Augustan age.

CRIZZELLING, in the glass trade, a kind of

roughness arising on the surface of some kinds of glass.

This was the fault of a peculiar sort of glass made in

Oxfordshire and some other places, of black flints, a

crystallized sand, and a large quantity of nitre, tartar,

and borax. The glass thus made is very beantifol, but,

from the too great quantities of the salts in the mixture.

is subject to crizzel
;
that is, the salts in the mixture, from Criczdliif

their too great propprtion, are subject, either from the |
adventitious nitre of the air from without, or from warm
liquors put in them, to be either increased in quantity or

*

dissolved, and thereby induce a scabrities or roughness
irrecoverably clouding the transparence of the glass.

This is what was called cri%%elling ; but by using an
Italian white pebble, and abating the proportions of
the salts, the manufacture is now carried on with ad-
vantage, and the glass made with these salts is whiter
than the finest Venetian, and is subject to no faults.

CROATIA, a part of the ancient lllyricum, is

bounded on the east by Sclavonia and Bosnia, on^ the

south and south-west by Morlachia, and on the north by
the Drave, which separates it from a part of Sclavonia.

It is^about 160 miles in length and 100 in breadth, and
was once divided between the Hungarians and Turks ^

but now the greatest part of it is subject to the house of

Austria. The Croats derive their origin from the

Sclav!
;
and their language is a dialect of the Sclavo-

nian, approaching very near to that of the Poles. The
country is divided into two parts, viz. that under, and
that beyond, the Save. The soil, where cultivated, is

fruitful in wine, oil, &c. but being a frontier country,

and much exposed to inroads, it is not well cultivated.

It contains 9421 square miles, and 800,oco inhabi-

tants. In 1809 the part of Croatia lying south of the

Save was ceded (0 France, and united with the Illyrian

provinces, but in 1815 it was restored to Austria.

CROCODILE. See Lacerta, Erpetology
Index.

Fossil CnocoDiLBy one of the remarkable discoveries

ill the fossil world which later times have produced.

It is the skeleton of a large crocodile, almost entire,

found at a great depth under ground, bedded in stone.

This was in the possession of Linkius, who wrote many
pieces of natural history, and particularly an accurate

description of this curious fossil, ft was found in the

side of a large mountain in the interior of Ger-
many, and in a stratum of black stone, somewhat
like slate, (marl probably), but of a coarser texture, the

same with that in which the fossil fishes in many parts

of the world are found. This skeleton had the hack
and ribs very plain, and was of a much deeper black

than the rest of the stone ; as is also the case in the

fossil fishes which are preserved in this manner* The
part of the stone where the head lay was not found ^

this being broken off just at the sboalders, but that ir-

regularly so that in one place a part of the back of

the head was visible in its natural form. The two
shoulder bones were very fair, gnd three of the feet

were well preserved: the legs were of their natural

shape and size, and the feet preserved even to the ex-

tremities of the five toes of each.

Crocodile (crocodiUis)^ in B/tetoricy a captious and

sophistical kind of argnmeutation, contrived to seduce

the unwary, and draw them speciously into a snare. It

has its name crocodile from the following occasion, in-

vented by the poets. A poor woman, begging a cro-

codile that had caught her son walking by the river-

side to spare and restore him, was answered, that he

vroold restore him, provided she would give a true an-

swer to a question be should propose : the question was,

Will I restore thy son or not : To this the poor wo-
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Croe^uK. behmd. When they approached the royal preseDce,

“ ^ Adrastus stepped forwai^ and entreated Croesus to pi^t

him to death ; thinking life no longer to be endured

after killing, first his own brother, and then the son of

bis benefactor. But the Lydian king, notwithstanding

the excess of his affliction, acknowledged the innocence

of Adrastus, and the power of fate. ** Stranger, your

action is blameless, being committed without design.

1 know that my son was destined to a premature death.’*

Adrastus, though pardoned by Croesus, could not par-

don himself. When the mourners were removed, he

privately returned, and perished by his own band on

the tomb of Atys.

Two years Croesus remained disconsolate for the loss

of his son : and might have continued to indulge bis

unavailing affliction during the remainder of life, bad

not the growing greatness of Persia, which threatened

the safety of bis dominions, roused him from his dream
of misery. (See Lydia.)—He marched against Cyrus
with a great army, but was defeated and retreating

to his capital Sardis, was there besieged. The city

was taken by assault
,
and as a Persian soldier was go-

ing to kill Croesus, that pi'ince’s only surviving son,

who had hitherto been dumb, terrified at his danger,

cried, S/op sMier^ and touch not Cr(Rsus, But though

delivered by this extraordinary accident from the blind

rage of the soldier, he seemed to be reserved for a
harder fate. Dragged into the presence of bis conque-

ror, he was loaded with irons i and the stem, unrelent-

ing Cyrus, of whose humane temper of mind we have
so beautiful, but so flattering, a picture in the philoso-

phical romance of Xenophon, ordered him, with the

melancholy train of bis Lydian attendants, to be com-
mitted to the flames# An immense pile of wood and
other combustibles was erected in the most spacious

part of the city. The miserable victims, bound hand
and foot, were placed on the top of the pyre. Cyrus,

surrounded with bis generals, witnessed the dreadful

spectacle. Either from an abominable principle of su-

perstition be had boupd himself by a vow to sacri-

fice Croesus as the first fruity of his Lydian victory, or

from a motive of curiosity, equally cruel and impious,

to try whether Croesus, who had so maguificeatly

adorned the temples and enriched the ministers of the

gods, would be helped in time of need by the miracu-

lous interposition of his much honoured protectors.

Meanwhile the unfortunate Lydian, oppressed and con-

founded by the intolerable weight of his present cala-

mity compared with the security and splendour of bis

former state, recollected his memorable conversation

with the Athenian sage, and ottered with a deep groan

the name of Solon* Cyrus asked by an interpreter.

Whose name be invoked ?” “ replied Croesus,

emboldened by tlie prospect of certain death, whose
words ought ever to speak to the heart of kings.”

This reply not being satisfactory, he was commanded
to explain at foil length the sul^ect of bis thoughts.

Accordingly be related the important diseourse which
bad passed between himself and the Athenian, of wbieh
it was tlie great moral, That no man could be called

happy till his death.

The words of a dying man are fitted to make a
strong impression on the heart. Those of Croesus

deeply affected the mind of Cyrus. The Fersien con-

sidered the speech of Solon as addressed to bImselL

a

He repeated of his intended cruelty towards the nnCsr- Cneesa
tunate prince, who had formerly enjoyed all the pomp B
of prosperity: and dreading the concealed venneance Croi—dc.

that might lurk in the bosom of fate, gate orders that

the pyre should be extiuguisbed. But the workmen
who had been employed to prepare it, had performed
their task with so much care, that the order could not
speedily be obeyed. At that moment, Croesus calling

on Apollo, whose favourite slirine of Delphi had expo-
rienced his generous munificence, and whose porfidiouc

oracle had made him so uograteful a return ^ the god,
it is said, sent a plentiful shower to extinguish the pyrn»
This event, which saved the life, and which sufficiently

attested the piety, of Croesus, strongly recommended
him to the credulity of his conqueror. It seemed im-
possible to pay too much respect to a man who was evi-

dently the favourite of heaven. Cyrus gave orders
that be should be seated by his side, and thenceforth

treated as a king ^ a revolution of fortune equally sud-

den and unexpected. But the mind of Croesns had un-
dergone a still more important revolution : for, tutor-

ed in the useful school of adversity, bo learned to think

with patience and to act with prudence, to govern his

own passions by the dictates of reason, and to repay
by wholesome advice the generous behaviour of his Per-
sian master.

The first advantage which ho derived from the

change in Cyrus’s disposition towards him, was the

permission of sending his fetters to the temple of the

Delphian Apollo, whose flattermg oracles had encou-

raged him to wage war with the Persians. Behold,’*

were his messengers instructed to say, the trophies of

our promised success ! behold the moouments of the un-

erring veracity of the god 1” The Pythia beard their

reproach with a smile of contemptuous indignation,

and answered it with that solemn gravity which she

was so carefully taught to assume : The gods them-
selves cannot avoid their own destiny, much kas avert,

however they may retard, the determined fetes of amU.
Croesus has suffered, and justly suffered, for the eriitm

of bis ancestor Gyges; who, entrusted as chief of thu

guards, with the person of Candaules, the last king of
the race of Hercules, was seduced hy an impious wsmaa
to murder his master, defile his bed, and to usurp his

royal dignity. For this complicated guilt of Gyges
the misfortunes of Croesus have atoned ^ but know, that

through the favour of Apollo, these raisfisrtuoes have
happened three years later than the fetes ordmoed^”
The Pythia then proceeded to explain her answers cmi-
cerning the event of the.war a^nst Cyms, and proved,

to the conviction of the Lydians, that Im words, if

properly understood, portended the destruction, not of

the Persian, but of the Lydian empire^ Croesus beard

with resignation the ftport of bis messengers, and ac-

knowledged the justice of the Delphian oracle, whidt
maintained and increased the lustre of its ancient feme.

This fallen monarch survived Cyrus. The manner of
his death is not known.
CROFT, a little close adjoining to a dwellings

house, and inclosed for pasture or ai^le land, or any
other purpose.—In some ancient deeds, cmfta oocuts

as the Latin word for a ‘‘ croft but cum tofUs et

erffits is more frequent. Croft is translated in Abbn
Floriacensis by preednm^ a farm.”

CBOISADE^ or Ceusads, a same given to the

«(xpeditiona
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Crolitde. expeditions oF the Cbristiant against the inlUels for the

^ » conquest of Palestine.

These expeditions commenced in the year 1096.

The foundation of them was a superstitious veneration

for those places where onr Saviour performed his mi-

racles, and accomplished the work of man^s redemp-

tion. Jernsalem had been taken, and Palestine con-

* See ^ro-quered, by Omar the successor of Abu Beer*, who
to, 76. ^eoeeded Mahomet himself. This proved a consi-

derable interruption to the pilgrims, who flocked from

all quarters to perform their devotions at the holy se-

pntdire. They had, however, still been allowed this

liberty, on paying a small tribute to the Saracen ca-

liphs, who were not much inclined to molest them.

But, in 1065, ^‘^7 changed its masters. The
Turks took it from the Saracens } and being much
more fierce and barbarous than the former, the pil-

grims now found they could no longer perform their

devotions with the same safety they did before* An
opinion was about this time also prevalent in Eu-
rope, which made these pilgrimages much more fre«

qaent than formerly. It was somehow or other ima-

gined, that the thousand years mentioned in the 20th

^apter of the Revelations, were fulfilled
\ that Christ

was sooa to make his appearance in Palestine, to judge

the world
^
and consequently that journeys to that

country were in the highest degree meritorious, and

even absolutely necessary. The multitudes ef pilgrims

which DOW flocked to Palestine meeting with a very

rough reception from the Turks, filled all Europe with

complaints against those infidels, who profaned the

holy city by their presence, and derided the sacred

mysteries of Christianity even in the place where they

were fulfilled. Pope Gregory VII. had formed a de-

sign of uniting all the princes of Christendom against

the Mahometans; but his exorbitant encroachments

upon the civil power of princes had created him so

many enemies, and rendered his schemes so suspicious;

that he was not able to make great progress in the

Qudertaking. The workwas reserved for a meaner in-

atroment.

Peter, commonly called the hermit^ a native of A-
miens in Picardy, had made the pilgrimage to Jeru-

aalem ; and being deeply afiected with the dangers to

which that act of piety now exposed the pilgrims, as

well as with the oppression under which the eastern

Christians now laboured, formed tbe bold, and, in all

appearance, impractieable design of leading into Asia,

from the farthest extremities of the west, armies suf-

ficient to snbdue those potent and warlike nations that

now held the Holy Land in slavery. He propose4
his scheme to Martin II. who then filled tbe papal

chair ; but be, though sensible enough of tbe advan-
tages which must accrue to himself from such an un-
dertaking, resolved not to interpose bis authority till

he saw a greater probability of success. He summon-
ed, at Placentia, a conncil consisting of 4000 ecclesia-

•tics and 30,000 seculars. As no hall could be found

large enough to contain each a multitude, the assembly
was held in a plain. Here the Pope himself, as well

as Peter, harangued the people, representing the dis-

mal situation of their brethren in the east, and the in-

dinitv offered to the Christian name in allowing tbe

holy city to remain u the hands of the infidels, lliese

speeches were so agreeable to those who heard tbemi

that the whole multitude suddenly and violently de- CroUitde-.

dared for the war, and solemnly devoted themselves to «

perform this service, which they believed to be so me-
ritorious in the sight of God.

But though Italy seemed to have embraced tbe de-

sign with ardour, Martin yet thought it necessary, in

order to insure perfect success, to engage the greater

and more warlike nations in the same enterprise. Ha-
ving therefore exhorted Peter to Yfait the chief cities

and sovereigns of Christendom, he summoned another

council at Clermont in Auvergne. The fame of this

great and pious desigu being now universally diffused,

procured the attendance of the greatest prelates, nobles,

and princes ; and when tbe Pope and tbe hermit re-

newed their pathetic exhortations, the whole assembly,

as if impelled by an immediate inspiration, exclaimed

with one voice, It is the will of God ! it is the will

of God !** These words were deemed so memorable,

and so much the effect of a divine impulse, that they

were employed as the signal of rendezvous and battle

ID all future exploits of these adventurers. Men of all

ranks now flew to arms with the utmost ardour, and a
cross was affixed to their right shoulder by all who in-

listed in this holy enterprise.

At this time Europe was sunk in tbe most profound

ignorance and superstition. The ecclesiastics had
gained tbe greatest ascendant over the human mind ;

and the people, who committed tbe most horrid

crimes and disorders, knew of no other expiation than

tbe observances imposed on them by their spiritual

pastors.

But amidst the abject superstition which now pre-

vailed, the military spirit had also universally diffused

itself ; and, though not supported by art and discipline,

was become the general passion of the nations governed

by the feudal law. All the great lords possessed

the right of peace and war. They were engaged in

continual hostilities with one qnotber : tbe open coun-

try was become a scene of outrage and disorder : the

cities, still mean and poor, were neither guarded by

walls nor protected by privileges. Every man was
obliged to depend for safety on his own force, or his

private alliances
; and valour was the only excellence

which was held in esteem, or gave one man the pre-

eminence above another. When all tbe particular su-

perstitions, therefore, were here united in one great

object, the ardour for private hostilities took tbe same
direction ; and all Europe (as the princess Anna
Comnena expresses herself) tom from its foundationS|

seemed ready to precipitate itself in one united body
upon Asia.*^

All orders of men, now deeming the croisades the

onlv road to heaven, were impatient to open tbe way
witn their swords to tbe holy city. Nobles, artisans,

peasants, even priests, inroiled their names; and to

decline this service was branded with the reproach of
impiety or cowardice. Tbe nobles who inllsted them-
selves were moved, by the romantic spirit of the age,

to hope for opulent establishments in the east, the

chief scat of arts and commerce at that time. In pur^
suit of these chimerical projects, they sold at tbe low-

est price their ancient castles and inheritances, which
bad now lost all value in their eyes. The infinn and
aged contributed to the expedition by presents and

money ; and many of them, not satisfied with this, at-

5 D a tended
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Croix, history by the order of M, Colbert : for this minittery

€ronariy. altogether intent upon aggrandizing his roaster, was
’ accuflloroed every week to call together, cither in the

king's library or his own, certain of the learned,

whom, according as they excelled in their several de«

partroeiits in literature, he constantly set to work*
This history, which cost La Croix more than ten years

labour, is useful not only to the learned who are

curious to know past events, or to geographers who
had hitherto been greatly ignorant of Grand Tartary,

but likewise to all who trade to China, Persia, or other

eastern parts of the world* There is a good map of

northern Asia drawn by M* de Plsle, accompanying
the work ^ which M* Petit de la Croix, the author^
son, not only revised, but, to render it more curious,

added to it an abridgement of the lives of all those

authors from whom it was extracted. It was trans*

lated into English, and published at London, 1722,
8 VO.

CROMARTY, a town of Scotland, capital of the

county of the same name. The town is small, and
situated upon a rock or point of land, which over-

hangs the sea in a romantic manner, and is much ex-

posed to the east wind ; it was formerly a royal borough,

but was disfranchised by an act of the privy council of

Scotland, in consequence of a petition for that purpose

presented by Sir John Urqubart, proprietor of the estate

of Cromarty ^
it is now under the baronial jurisdiction

of the earl of Cromarty. The parish extends about
seven miles in length, and from one to four in breadth,

bounded by the frith of Cromarty on the north. On
the banks of the frith the surface is level, and covered

with verdure* A bank about two miles from the coast,

extends the whole length of the parish, above which
the ground is covered with heath and moss* The soil is

everywhere wet and moorish, which makes the seasons

late, and the crop uncertain. The coast towards the

east is bold and rocky, some of the cliffs being nearly

250 feet perpendicular to the sea } the rest is flat and
sandy. After every storm a great quantity of sea weed
is thrown ashore, which is partly used as a manure, and
partly burnt into kelp. The harbour of Cromarty is in-

ferior, perhaps, to none in Britain for safety ; and at

the commodious quay, bnilt at the joint expence of go-
vernment and the proprietor of the estate of Cromarty,
vessels of 350 or 400 tons may lie in perfect security*

A considerable trade in tlie hempen or sack-cloth line

lias been long established in Cromarty and the neigh-

bourhood* Population of the town and parish in 1811,

2413.
Cromarty, County of^ in Scotland, forms a kind of

peninsula, washed on three sides by the friths of Cro^

marty and Moray, and bounded on the south-west and

south by the county of Ross. With this are included

several detached tracts scattered through Ross-sbire, the

whole amounting to 344 square miles* It was erected

into a distinct county about the end of the 17th cen-

tury, at the request of Sir James McKenzie, earl of

Cromarty, to whom it almost entirely belonged* The
/ace of the country is pleasant } a long ridge of bills

extending the whole lengtli in the middle of the county,

having a fine declivity on either side towards the shores

of the friths* The higher grounds are mostly covered

with heathy but towards the shores the soils are light

and early* The yalued rent is xaySpyl* as* dd* ScotSr>

and the real rent in 1811 was io,8iSt>]. fts. Sd* Cor the CiomaftR
lands, 480!. sterling for the housee. The language b Cromle^
generally Gaelic, but many speak that broad Scotch, ' '

' v
'

which is commonly called the Buchan or Aberdeenshire
dialect* Freestone, granite, and reddish-coloured por-
pbyry, are almost the only minerals, if we except to-

jiaxes^ similar to those of Caimgorum^ found in the
parish of Kincardine* Fisheries are veiy successfully
carried on, and pearls of considerable value are some-
times found In the frith of Cromarty, where the river
Conal falls into that bay.

Population of the County of Cromarty at two periods*

Parishes,
Popalatlon Population xa

1755- 1798—179S.

Cromarty 2096 2184
Fodderty 1483 1730
Tarbat 1584 ‘ 1370

i‘63 5284

In the returns for 1811, the population of the parish

was intermixed with that of Ross-shire. See Cro-
marty, Supplement.
Cromarty, Frith of is one of the finest bays in

Great Britain
\ hence called by Buchanan Portus Salu^

tis. It is divided from the Moray frith by the county
of Cromarty, and washes the southern shore of the

county of Ross. It is about 16 miles in length, and
sometimes three in breadth. The entrance is between
two promontories or headlands, called the Sutors (f
Cromarty^ which are about a mile and a half distant

:

there is the finest anchorage ground after passing the

SutorSy for several miles up the hay, with deep water

on both sides, almost close to the shore, where in roost

places the coast is so smooth, that supposing a vessel to

part her cables (a thing scarcely probable), she might
run aground without sustaining much damage. Such
is the extent of sea- room in the hay, and such is the

capacity, that almost the whole British navy might lie

here in safety.

CROMLECH, in British antiquities, are huge,

broad, fiat stones, raised upon other stones set up on end
for that purpose. They are common in Anglesea ;

under which article a very large one is described. See

Plate CLXIV.
These monuments are spoken of largely by Mr Row-

land, by Dr Borlase, and by Wermius, under the name
of Am or altar. Mr Rowland, however, is divided in

liis opinion *, for he partly inclines to tlie notion of their

having been altars, partly to their having been sepul-

chres : he supposes them to have been originally tombs,

but that in after times sacrifices were performed opoiji

them to the heroes deposited within* Mr Keiller pre-

serves an account of King Harold having been interred

beneath a tomb of this kind in Denmark, and Mr
Wright discovered in Ireland a skeleton deposited under

one of them. The great similarity of the monumenta
throughout the north, Mr Penoant observes, evinces

the same religion to have been spread in every part,

perhaps with some slight deviations* Many of these

monuments are both British and Danish i for we find

them where the Danes never penetrated*

The cromlech, or cromleh, chiefly difiers from the

JOsr-vorn, In not being closed up at the end and aides,

that
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Cromwell. t^m^ers alone, but also to the prayers of those who ster : as we are' informed, that on the order io disinter Cromw^l

» entertain a stricter commerce and greater Interest with him after the Restoration, his corpse was found in a I,

him* Go on cheerfully, banishing all sadness from your vanlt in the middle aUle of Henry VII/s chapel, la Cronini.

looks ^ and deal with me as you would deal with a ser- the inside of the coffin, and on the breast of the corpse,
^ ^

ving man. Ye may have a skill in the nature of things, was laid a copper plate finely gilt, enclosed In a tbio

yet nature can do more tlian all physicians put toge- ease of lead. On one side of this plate were engraven
ther, and God Is far more above nature.^’ As this phy- the arms of England Impaled with those of Oliver, and
sician was coming out of the chamber, he accidentally on the reverse the following legend : OUverius Protec*

met with another, to whom be expressed his fear that tor Reipubliat Anglice^ Scottee^ et Hdberjute^ natus 25.
the protector was turning light-headed. But the 0- Aprilis 1599, i6. Decembris 1653,
ther informed him that the chaplains, being dispersed tuus 3. S^tembris ann, 1658, ktc situs est,

the preceding night Into diflerent parts of the house, Cromwell was of a robust frame of body, and of a
bad prayed for the protector^s recovery, and unani* manly though not agreeable aspect. His nose being

mousiy received for answer that he should recover, remarkably red and shining, was often made the snb^

Nay, to such a degree of madness did they at last ar- ject of ridicule* He left only two sons, Richard and
rive, that, a public fast being kept at Hampton court, Henry : and three daughters \ one married to General

they did not so much pray to God for the protector^s Fleetwood, another to Lord Fauconberg, and a third

Jjealth, as return thanks for the undoubted pledges to Lord Rich. His mother lived till after be was pro*^

they had of his recovery. On this account, though the tector ^ and oootrary to her orders he burled her with

pliyslcians perceived Ills distemper increasing every* great pomp in Westminster abbey. She could not

hour, they took no notice of his danger, till it became be persuaded that ever bis power or his person waa
necessary for him to appoint a successor while he bad io safety. At every noise she beard sbe would exclaim

any breath remaining. But being then in a lethargic that ber son was murdered j and was never satisfied

fit, be answered from the purpose ^ upon which he was that he was alive if she did not receive frequent visits

again asked whether be did not name his eldest son from him. She was a decent woman ^ and by her fni*

Richard ? and to this question be answered, Yes. Be- gality and industry bad raised and educated a nume*

iiig then asked where his will was which he had for- rous family upon a small fortune. She had even been

nierly made concerning the heirs of the kingdom : he obliged to set up a brewery at Hontingdoo, which sbe

^nt to look for it in his closet and other places, but managed to good advantage. Hence Cromwell, io the

in vain *, for somebody had either stolen it, or he him- invectives of that age, is often stigmatized with the

self had burnt it. Soon after, he expired, on the 3d of name of brewer. Ludlow, by way of insult, mentions

September 1658, aged somewhat more than 50 years the great accession which he would receive to bis royal

and four months. This day of September be bad al- revenues upon his inother^s death, who possessed a join-

ways reckoned to be the most fortunate for biro in the tore of 60 pounds n-year upon his estate. Sbe was of

whole year. A violent tempest, which immediately a good family qf |he name of Stuart ^ and is by sonio

succeeded bis death, served as a subject of discourse to supposed to have been remotely allied tn the royal fa-

the vulgar. His partixans, as well as his opponents, mily-

were food of remarking this event ^
and each of them CnoMWEiX, Rickurd^ eldest son of Oliver Cromwell,

endeavoured, hy forced inferences, to interpret it as best was by his father appointed successor to the proteotoi^

sui ted their particular prejudices. ship, but very soon deposed by the army*. They* See

It has been imagined by sosae, that Oliver Crem- discharged his debts, took all the bousebold stuB^ plate,

well was poisoned: but for this there seems to be no &c. gave him a protection for six months, and so

reasonable foundation. His body was opened by Dr retired* He was by no means qualified to support the

Bates. He found the brain somewhat overcharged station gained by the aspiring talents of bis father. He
with blood,, and the lungs a little inflamed ^ but what was of a moderate temper, and untainted with that fa-

he reckoned to have been the principal cause of his natical spirit which bis father had so successfully culti-

disorder was a total degeneracy of the substance of his rated* On the Restoration be went abroad ; hot re-

spleen into a matter resembling the lees of oil. This^ turned in 1680 under the assumed name of Qarit, and

he thought, also accounted for the hypochondriac dis- settled in Cheshunt in Hertfordshire, where he lived pri-

positions to which Croipwell had from bis infancy vately, and died in 171a, aged 86.

been subject. Though the bowels were taken out, CRONENBURG, a town of Germany,, in the circle

and the body filled with spices wrapped io a fourfold of the Upper Rhioe^ and in the landgraviate of Hesae
^ cere blotb, put first into a coffin of lead, and then into Cassel, with a strong castle. It is seated at the feet eE

one of wood, yet the corruption was so great that the a high mountain, on a fertile soil, and^is surround-

humour wrought itself through the whole, and there ed with a double wall. E* Long. 15* N. Lat. 50.

was a necessity of interring tbe body before the so^ 15.

lemnity of tbe funeral. A very pompous funeral was Cronenburg, a strong fortress of Denmark, in the

ordered at the public expence, and performed from Isle of Zealand, at tbe entrance of the Sound, where

Somerset-house, with a splendour not only equal but tbe Danes take tdl of such ships as are bound for tbe^

superior to that bestowed upon crowned beads. Some Baltic. It was very richly furnished, but pillaged by.

have related that his body was deposited in Naseby- tbe Swedes in 1658, who toidL away tbe fosalture,

field ; others, that it was wrapped in lead, and sank m among which were some statues of massy silver. It is

the deepest part of the Thames, to prevent any insult built upon piles., £. Long. 12. 50. N. Lat. 56. o.

that might afterwards he offered to it. But it seems CRONIUS, in Cbrotwkgp^ tbe ancient name of

beyond doubt that his body was interred at 'Westmin- the Albenian munth Hcoatombamn ^ which was the

first
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Cro!(f.

^ being such as has been already

described, the body of the criminal was fastened to the

upright piece by nailing the feet to it, and on the other

transverse piece generally by nailing the bands on each
side. Now, because these parts of the body, being the

instruments of action and motion, are provided by na-

ture with a much greater quantity of nerves than others

have occasion for ^
and because all sensation is perform-

ed by the spirit contained in these nerves
; it will fol-

low, as Stanhope observes, that wherever they abound
the sense of pain must needs in proportion be more
quick and tender.

The Jews confess, that Indeed they crucified people

in their nation, but deny that they inflicted this punish-

ment upon any one alive* They first put them to death,

and then fastened them to the cross either by the hands
or neck. But there are indisputable proofs of their

crucifying men frequently alive. The worshipers of

BaaUpeor and the king of Ai were bung up alive ^ as

were also the descendants of Saul, who were put into

the hands of the Gibeonites, 2 Sam. xxi. 9.

Before crucifixion the criminal was generally scour-

ged with cords : sometimes little bones, or pieces of

. hones, were tied to these scourges, so that the con-

demned person might suflfer more severely. It was also

a custom that he who was to be crucified should bear

bis own cross to the place of execution. After this

manner we find Christ was compelled to bear his own
cross) and, as he sunk under the burden, Simon the

Cyrenian was constrained to bear it after him and with

him. But whereas it is generally supposed that our

Lord bore the whole cross, i. e. the lon^ and transverse

part both, this seems to be a thing impossible ) and
therefore Lipsius (in his treatise De Supplicio Crucis)

has set the matter in a true light, when he tells us that

Jesus only carried the transverse beam ) because the

long beam, or the body of the cross, was either fixed

in the ground before, or made ready to be set up as soon

as the prisoner came: and from hence he observes,

that painters are very much mistaken in their descrip-

tion of our Saviour carrying the whole cross.

There were several ways of crucifying : sometimes

the criminal was fastened with cords to a tree ) some-

times he was crucified with his head downwards. This
way St Peter chose out of respect to his master Jesus

Christ, not thinking himself worthy to be crucified

like him )
though the common way of crucifying was

by fastening the criminal with nails, one through each

band, and one through both feet, or one through each

of them : for this was not always performed in tlie same
manner

)
the ancients sometimes representing Jesus

Christ crucified with four nails, and sometimes with

three. The criminal was fixed to the cross quite na-

ked ) and in all probability the Saviour of the world

was pot used with any greater tenderness than others

upon whom the punishment was Infiicted. The sol-

diers divided his clothes among them, and cast lots for

his tunic, which is an under garment worn over the

flesh like a shirt.

The text of tlie gospel shows clearly, that Jesus

Christ was fastened to the cross with nails ) and the

Psalmist (xxii. 16.) had foretold long before, that

they should pterce his hands and his feet : but there are

great disputes concerning the number of these nails.

The Oreelgi represent our Saviour as fastened to the

cross with four nails ) in which particular Gregory of

Tours agrees with them, one at each band and foot.

But sevenil are of opinion, that our Saviour's hands

and feet were pierced with three nails only, viz. one at

at each hand, and one through both bis feet : and one
custom of the Latins is rather for this last opinion

) for

the generality of the old crucifixes made in the Latin
church have only three nails. Nonnus thinks that oor

Saviour's arms were besides bound fast to the cross

with chains ) and St Hilary speaks of the cords where-

with he was tied to it.

Sometimes they who were fastened upon the cross

lived a good while in that condition. St Andrew a
believed to have continued three days alive upon it.

Eusebius speaks of certain martyrs in Egypt who were

kept upon the cross till they were starved to death.

Pilate was amazed at Jesus Christ dying so soon ) be-

cause naturally he must have lived long, if it had not

been in bis power to have laid down bis life and to take

it up again. The thighs of the two thieves who were
crucified together with oor Saviour, were broken in

order to hasten their deatji, that their bodies might

not remain upon the cross on the Sabbath-day (John

xix. 31, 32, 33.), and to comply with the law of Mo-
ses, which forbids the bodies to he left there afler sun-

set. But among other nations they were suffered to

remain upon the cross along time* Sometimes they

were devoured alive by birds and beasts of prey. Guards
were appointed to observe that none of their friends or.

relations should take them down and bury them. Tba
story of the Ephesian matron and the soldier who was
set to guard the cross, is very well known. The Ro-
man soldiers who had crucified Jesus Christ and the two

thieves continued near the crosses till the bodies were

taken down and buried.

Crosses were usually, in former times, erected on the

tops of houses, by which tenants pretended to claim the

privileges of the Templars Hospitallers, to defend them-

selves against their rightful lords. This was condemned

by the statute Wil. II. c. 3^. It was usual also, in

those days, to set up crosses in places where the corpse

of any of the nobility rested as it was carried to be bu-

ried, that d transeuntibus pra ejus ammo deprecentur^

Crosses, &c. are forbidden to brought into England
by 13 Eliz. c. 2. on pain of a pramuntre^ &c.

Invention ^ the Cboss^ an ancient feast solemnized

on the third of May, in memory of St Helena's (the mo-

ther of Constantine) finding the true cross of Christ deep

in the ground on Mount Calvary ) where she erected a

church for the preservation of part of it ) the rest being

brought to Rome and deposited in the church of the

Hol^ Cross of Jerusalem.

Tbeodoret mentions the finding of three crosses ; that

of Jesus Christ and those of the two thieves ) and that

they distinguished between them by means of a sick

woman, who was immediately healed by touching the

true cross. The place is said to have been pointed out

to her by St Quiriacus, then a Jew, afterwards convert-

ed and canonized.

. Exaltation of tJic Cross^ an ancient feast, held on the

14th of September, in memory of this, that HeracU-

. tus restored to Mount Calvary the true cross in 642,

which bad been carried off 14 years before by Cosroes

king of Persia^. upoQ bis taking Jernsalem firom the em-

peror Pbocas.^ The

CroMw
" V *
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Crott.' The adoration of the croea appears to hive been

¥ practised in the ancient church } inasmuch as the hea-

thens, particularly Julian, reproached the primitive

Christiana with it. And we do not 6nd that their apolo-

gists disclaimed the charge. Mornay, indeed, asserted,

that this bad been done by St Cyril, but could not

support his allegation at the conference of Fountain-

bleau. St Helena is said to have reduced the adora-

tion of the cross to its just principle, since she adored

in the wood, not the wood itself, which had been di-

rect idolatry and heathenism, but him who bad been

nailed to this wood. With each modifications some

Protestants have been induced to admit the adoration

of the cross. John Hubs allowed of the phrase, provid-

ed it were expressly added, that the adoration was re-

lative to the person of Christ. But however Roman
Catholics may seem to triumph by virtue ofsuch distinc-

tion and mitigations, it is well known they have no

great place in their own practice. Imbert, the good

prior of Gascony, was severely prosecuted in 1683 for

Celling the people, that in the ceremony of adoring the

cross, practised in that church on Good Friday, they

were not to adore the wood, but Christ, who was cru-

cified on it. The curate of the parish told them the

contrary : it Was the wood ! the wood ! they were to

adore. Imbert replied, it was Christ, not the wood

:

for which be was cited before the archbishop of fiour-

deaux, suspended from his functions, and threatened

with chains and perpetual imprisonment. It little a-

vailed him to cite the bishop of Meaux's distinction ^ it

was answered that the church allowed it not*

Cit08S‘Bearer (port^croix^ cruciger)^ in the Romish
church, the chaplain of an archbishop or a primate,

who bears a cross before him on solemn occasions.

The pope has the cross borne before him every-

where \ a patriarch anywhere out of Rome \ and pri-

mates, metropolitans, and those who have a right to the

pallium, throughout their respective jurisdictions.

Gregory XI. forbade all patriarchs and prelates to

have it borne in presence of cardinals. A prelate bears

a single cross, a patriarch a double cross, and the pope

a triple one on bis arms.

CROSS-Bearers also denote certain officers in the in-

quisition, who make a vow before the inquisitors or

their vicars to defend the Catholic faith, though with

the loss of fortune and life. Their business is to pro-

vide the inquisitors with necessaries. They were for-

merly of great use \ but in process of time some of

their constitutions were changed, and they were called

of the penance of St Dominic.

Pectoral Cross, is a cross of gold or silver, or other

precious materials, often enriched with diamonds, which

the bishops, archbishops, &c. and regular abbesses,

wear hanging fr6m the neck.

Order of the Cross, or Croisade, an order of ladies

instituted in 1668 by the empress Eleonora de Gonxa-
gua, wife of the emperor Ijeopold •, on occasion of

the miraculous recovery of a little golden cross where-

in were inclosed two pieces of the true cross, out of

the ashes of part ef the palace. It seems the fire had

burnt the case wherein it was inclosed, and melted the

crystal, yet the wood remained untouched.

Maids ofthe Cross, a community of young women
ioftitutcd in 1265 at Roye in Picardy, and since dis-

persed to Paris and other towns. They instruct jouog

persons of their own sex. Some take the three vows Crott.

of poverty, chastity, and obedience ; others retain their -

liberty. They are under the direction of a superior.

Cross, in Heraldry, defined by Giiillim, an or-

dinary composed of fourfold lines \ whereof two are

perpendicular, and the other two transverse j for so we
must conceive of them, though they be not drawn
throughout, but meet by couples, in four right angles

near the fesse point of the escutcheon. See Hx-
RALDRY.

This bearing was first bestowed on such as had per-
formed, or at least undertaken, some service for Christ,

and the Christian profession ; and is held by divers the

most honourable charge in all heraldry. What brought
it into such frequent use, was the ancient expeditiona
into the Holy Land ; and the holy war pilgrims, af-

ter their pilgrimage, taking the cross for their cogni-
xance \ and the ensign ofihat war being the cross. In
those wars, says Mackenzie, the Scots carried St An-
drew’s cross \ the French a cross argent ; the English
a cross or *, the Germans, sable } the Italians, azure \
the Spaniards, gules.

St George^s Cross, or the red cross, in a field argent,
is now the standard of England } that saint being the
reputed patron of this nation.

Nor is it only in crosses that the variety is se
great > the like is found in many other bearings, and
particularly in lions, and the parts of them whereof
Colurobiere gives us no less than 96 varieties. Leigh
mentions but 46 several crosses ^ Sylvanos Moi^gan,
26 •, Upton, 30 •, Johannes de Bado Aureo, 1 2 *, and
so others, whom it is needless to mention. Upton
owns be dares not presume to ascertain all the variooS
crosses used in arms, for that they are at present almost
innumerable; and therefore he only taikes notice of
such as he had seen used in his own time.

Cross, in mining, two nicks cot on the superficies

of the earth, thus -j-, which the miners make when
they take the ground to dig for ore. This cross gives
the miners three days liberty to make and set on
stones. As many of these crosses as the miner makes,
so many mears of ground be may have in the vein,
provided he set on stones within thr^ days after making
his cross or crosses. But if be make but one cross, and
a stander by makes the second, and a stranger makes
the third, every one is served with the next mear, ach-

cording as they have first or last, soonei or later, made
their cross or crosses upon the ground.

Cross, in coins, a name given to the right side or
face, the other being called the pile or reverse. It
has been a common error, that the reverse was meant
by the cross

; because at this time, with os, it is mark-
ed with figures disposed in that form : but the stamp-
ing the head of the prince in these kingdoms on the
right side of the coin, was preceded by a general cus-
tom of striking on that part the figure of a cross ;

while the other, called the pi^, contained the arms or
some other device.

Cross, instead of a signature to a deed, &c. is de-
rived from the Saxon practice of affixing the sign of
the cross, whether they could write or not.

Cross, in surveying, is an instrument which consists

of a brass circle, divided into four equal parts by two
lines crossing each other in the centre. At each ex-

tremity of the lines ia fixed a perpendicular sight, with

small.
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Crowning CROWNING, in Architecture^ is understood, in

II the general, of any thing that terminates or finishes

, member or decoration. I'hus, a corniche, a pedi-

ment, &c. are called crownings. Thus also the abacus
is said to crown the capital *, and thus any member or

moulding is said to be crowned when it has a fillet over

it y and a niche is crowned when it is covered with a

capital.

Crowkikc, In soa-languagp, denotes the finishing

part of a knot made at the end of a rope. It is per-

formed by Interweaving the ends of the different strands

artfully amongst each other, so as that they may not

become loosened or untwisted. They are useful in all

kinds of stoppers.

GROWTH, or Cruth. See Cruth.
C’ROXAL, Samuel, an ingenious Engllbh divine,

who in his youth wrote the celebrated poem entitled

2'hs Fair Circassian, lie had the livings of Hampton
in Middlesex, and the united parishes of St Mary So-

merset, and St Mary Mounthaw, in London
j

both

which he held till his death in 1751. He published

many other poems and translations, with an entire

English edition of i^sop^s Fables. In consequence of

his attachment to Whig principles, he enjoyed some
other preferments, and was chaplain in ordinary to

George II.

CROYDON, a town of Surry in England. Its si-

tuation is low, near the spring-head of the river Wan-
del, and it is the seat of the archbishop of Canterbury,

It has a large handsome church,, an hospital, and a free

school. . A canal, joining the grand Surry canal, was
opened here in 1809. \V, Long. o. 5. N. Lat. 51.

Z2>

CRUCIAL INCISION,. In Surgery

y

an Incision made
In the form of a cross.

CRUCIANELLA, Petty Madder v a genus of

plants, belonging to the tetrandria class, and In the na-

tural method ranking under the 47th order, Stcllatee..

See Botany Index.

CRUCIBLE, a chemical vessel made of earth, and

so tempered and baked as to endure the greatest heat.

It Is used to melt metals, and to flux minerals, ores,

&c.
CRUCIFIX, a cross upon which the body of Christ

Is fastened In effigy, used by the Roman Catholics to

excite ia their minds a strong idea of our SavIour^s

passion.

They esteem It an essential eircumstaoce of their re-

ligious worship performed at the altar ; and on Good
Friday they perform the ceremony of adoring It, which

is done in these words, 0 crux ave^ spes uwea;. ^ Hail,

thou cross, our only hope.^’ Tlie ofiiciatlng priest un-

covers the crucifix, elevates It with both bis hands,. and

says, Ecce lignum^ cruets ; Behold the wood of Um
cross.” The people answer, in quo salus mundi pc-

pendit ; “ on which the Saviour of the world suffered

death.” Then the whole congregation bow with great

reverence, and devoutly kiss the holy wood,.

CRUCIFIXION, A capital punishment by nailing

the criminal to a cross. See Cross.

CRUCIFORM, in general, something disposed'

cross-ways *, but more especially used by botauists, for

dowers cousistlng of four petals disposed In the form of

a cross,

CB-IJCITA,, In Botamjy^ a genus of the digynia or--

der, belonging to die tetrandria class of plants; and in Cmdta
the natural method ranking with those the order of |
which is doubtful. The interior calyx is tetraphyllous, Gn»>ca.

the exterior calyx triphyllous ; there is no corolla, and
^

*

only one seed.

CRUDE, an epithet given to something that has not
passed the fire or had a proper degree of coctiun.

CRUDITY, among physicians, is applied to undi-

gested substances in the stomach ; to humours in the

body which are unconcocted, and not prepared for ex-
pulsion *, and to the excrements.

CRUISE, from the German kruiss, “ across,” sigw

nifies to cross to and fro, to sail up and down within a
certain space of the sea, called the cruising latitude, in

quest of vessels or fleets of an enemy, &c.
CRUISERS, in the navy, are small men of war

made use of to and fro in the Channel, and elsewhere,

to secure our merchant ships and vessels from the ene-

my's small frigates and privateers. Tliey are general-

ly such as sail well, and are commonly well manned :

and indeed the safety of the trade in the Channel, and
up and down the soundings, and other places, abso-

lutely requires the constant keeping out such ships

at sea.

CRUMENTAlW, among zoologists, animals fur-

nished with a pouch or bag, wherein to receive their

young in time of danger
;

as the oppossum. See Dl-
DELPHUS.,

CRUOR, sometimes signifies the blood in general^

sometimes only the venous blood
; and sometimes ex/-

travasated or coagulated blood : but is most frequently

used for the red globules^of the blood
; in contradistinc-

tion to tlie limpid or serous part..

CRL PPER, in the manege, the buttocks of a horse ^

the rump : also a thong of leather put under a horse's

tail, and drawn up by thongs to the buckle behind the

saddle, so as to keep him from casting the saddle for-

W’ards on his neck.

CRUR/LUS, Crureus, MuscuIus, in Anatomy^ a
fleshy mass, covering almost all the foreside of the oa

fcraorls, between the two vasti, which likewise cover

the edges of this muscle on each side. See Anatomy,
Table of the Muscles,

CRURAL, in Anatomy^ an epithet given to the ar-

teiy which conveys the blood to the crura or legs, and

to the vein by which this blood returns towards the

heart. See Anatomy Index,

CRUS, in Amitoinyy all that part of the body con-

tained between the buttocks and the tots.

CRUSADE. See Croisade.
CRG^SADO, in commerce, a Portuguese coin, struck

under Alphonsus \ about the year 1457, at the time

when Pope Cali.xtus sent thither the bull for a croisade

against the iufidels. This coin has a cross on one side

and the arms of Portugal on the other.,

CRUSCA, an Italian term signifying braUy is In use

amongst us to denote that celebrated academy called.

Della CruscUy establisiied at Florence for purifying

and perfecting the Tuscan language. See Academy,
N^ Ji. The academy took its name from its office,

and the end proposed by it
;
which is,, to refine the

language, and as it were to separate the bran from

it. Accordingly, its device is a sieve; and its motto,

11 pin bidfior nc coglie ; that is, “ It gathers the finest

flour thereof.” In the hall or apartment where the

academy
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La Cros. 'Vrbich bangs a fringe something more than half A

^ quarter of a yard deep, of ivbich the thread is regularly

twisted.

The women give proofs of their modesty and decen-

cy by their dress. Their physiognomy is agreeable,

their colour fresh, their cheeks vermilioned, and their

hair long : they plait it together in one long tress.

They wear a long robe of a smooth skin tied round the

loins, like that of a nun ; it covers them from the neck

as low as the feet j the sleeves reach down to the wrists.

Upon this robe they put divers skins of otters or other

auimals to defend themselves from the inclemency of

the weather* All the married women have a large

opening in the under lip, and this opening or orifice is

filled up by a piece of wood cut in an oval shape, of

which the smallest diameter is almost an inch: the

more a woman is advanced in years the more this cu«

tIous ornament is extended j it renders them frightful,

the old women especially, whose lip, deprived of its

wonted spring, and dragged by the weight of this

extraordinary jewel, necessarily bangs in a very disa*

greeable manner. The girls wear only a copper needle,

which crosses the lip in the place where the ornament

is intended hereafter to be placed.

These Indians in war make use of cuirasses and

shoulder.pieces of a manufacture like that ofthe whale-

bone stays among the Europeans. Narrow hoards or

scantlings form, in some sort, the woof of the texture,

and threads are the warp : in this manner the whole is

very flexible, and leaves a free use to the arms for the

handling of weapons. The^ wear round the neck a

coarse and large gorget which covers them as high as

below the eyes, and their head is defended by a morion,

or skull piece, usually made of the head of some feroci-

ous animal. From toe waist downwards, they wear a

kind of apron, of the same contexture as their cuirass,

lisstly, a fine skin hangs from their shoulders down to

tlie knee. With this armour, they are invulnerable to

the arrows of their enemies y but thus armed, they can-

not change position with so much agility as if they were

less burdened.

Their offensive arms are arrows j bows, of which the

strings are woven like the large cords of our best musi-

cal instruments
3 lances, four yards in length, tongoed

with iron ^ knives of the same metal, longer than £u*
]^opean bayonets, a weapon however not very common
among them \ little axes of flint, or of a green stone, so

hard that they cleave the most compact wood without

injury to their edge.

The pronounciation of their language is extremely

difiScult ; they -speak from the throat, with a move-
ment of the tongue against the palate. TIte little use

the women make of their inferior lip greatly injures

the distinctiveness of their language. The Spaniards

could neither pronounce nor write the words which
tbev heard.

From the vivacity of spirit in these Indians, and from
ijieir attention amply to furnish the market established

in the harbour, it may be concluded that they are pret-

ty laborious. They continually brought stuffs well

woven and shaded with various colours, tlie skins of land

and Sea wolves, of otters, bears, aud other smaller ani-

ipals ; of these some were raw, aud others dressed.

There were to be found at this market also coverlets of

qparse cloth, shaded with white aud brown cole!Ui:8, very

well woven, but la small quantities ; large ribbons of Lm Crax.
the same linen, which might match with that of the ^ -
Spanish officers mattresses; skeins of thread such as

this cloth was made of ; wtwden plates or bowls neatly

worked ; small boats, or canoes, painted in various co-

lours, the figures of which represented heads with all

their parts ; frogs in wood, nicely imitated, which open-
ed like tobacco boxes, and which they employed to

keep their trinkets in ; boxes made of small planks, of
a cubical form, being three quarters of a yard on eaclr

side, with figures well drawn or carved on the outside,

representing various animals
; the covers fabricated like

Flanders etwees, with rabbeted edges, formed so as ta
shut into the body of the box ; animals in wood, as
well those of the earth as of the air ; figures of men o£
tlie same material, with sknll-caps representing the beads
of various fierce animals

; snares and nets for fishing

copper collars for the neck, and bracelets of iron for

the wrist, but which they would not part with except
at a very high price ; beak-like instruments, from which,

they drew sounds as from a German flute. The prin-.

cipal officers took such of these merchandises as were
ro^ agreeable to them, and left the remainder to the

ships crews.

As the Indians discovered that the Spaniards were
very dainty in their fish, they did not let them want for

choice : the greatest abundance was in salmon, and a
species of sole or turbot three yards and a quarter long,

broad and thick in proportion ; cod and pilchards were
also brought to market, and fishes resembling tront.

From all this it may be inferred, that this gulf is full of

fish ; the banks too are covered with shells.

The quantity of motber-ef-pearl that these Indiana,

cut to pieces for making ear-rings awakened the curio^
sity of the Spaniards : they tried to discover whether
these people bad not in their possession, or whether their

country did not produce pearls, or some precious stones t

their researches were fruitless, they only found some
stones which they judged to be metallic, and which they'

carried on board, not having the necessary qieaos for ex-
tracting the metal they might contain.

The inhabitants of La Croz feed upon fish, fresh or
dry, boiled or roasted; herbs and roots which their

mountains yield them, and particularly that which in

Spain is called sea parsley ; and, lastly, upon the flesh

of animals which they take in hunting : the produc-
tions of the chase are undoubtedly abundant, seeing

the number of dogs they keep for this purpose.

They appeared to the Spaniards to worship the sun,,

the earliest and most natural of all idolatrou« worship ;

and they paid a decent respect to the remains of their

dead. Don Maurelle, one of the Spanish officers, in

an expedition round the gulf, found in two islands

three dead bodies laid in boxes of a similar form to

those which have been described above, though consider-

ably larger, and decked in their furs. These biers were

placed in a little but upon a platform, or raised floor,

made of the branches of trees.

The country is very hilly ^ the mountains are lofty,

and their slope extends almost everywhere to the tea.

The soil is lime-stone ; it is nevertheless covered with an
impenetrable forest of tall fir trees, very large and very*

straight. As these trees cannot strike very4eep intothia

earth, the violence of the wind often tears them op by

tl^ they rot. at|d .I>et;ome a light mould, upon

wUcIt
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Crrstal. Achard two crystals, one of the sparry kind, and the

other as bard and transparent as rock crystal. The
first he procured by means of calcareous earth, and the

latter from the earth of alum, both dissolved in water

impregnated with fixed air, the water filtrating very

slowly through a porous bottom of baked clay. The
i^paratus is described by the author in the Journal de

physique for January 1778: but though the process

was attempted by Mr Magellan, and afterwards a se-

cond time by Mr Achard himself, neither of them were

able to succeed. Mr Morveau, however, in the first

volume of the Dijon Memoirs for 1785, asserts that

he has produced a very small artificial crystal \
and

gives the proper method for succeeding in the process.

Crystal is frequently cut; and lustres, vases, and

toys, are made of it as of other beautiful stones. For
this purpose it is to be chosen perfectly clear and trans-

parent. It is to be tried by aquafortis, or by drawing

it along a pane of glass. The genuine crystal will not

be affected by the acid, and will cut glass almost like

a diamond. When any piece of workmanship of natu-

ral ciystal is become foul and dark, the following me-
thod is to be used for recovering its brightness without

hurting the polish. Mix together six parts of common
water and one part of brandy ; boil these over a brisk

fire, and let the crystal be kept in it, in a boiling state,

a quarter of an hour ; then take it out and rub it

carefully over with a brush dipped in the same liquor

;

after this it is to be wiped with a napkin, and by
that means its surface will be perfectly cleaned, and
rendered as bright as at first, without any injury to

the points of the cutting or the polish of the planes or

faces, which would probably have happened had the

cleaning been attempted by mere rubbing with a
cloth.

Natural crystal may be reduced by calcination into

a state proper for making glass with alkaline salts, and
thns becomes a very valuable frit. The method of do-

ing it is as follows : calcine natural crystal in a cruci-

ble ; when it is red hot, throw it into cold water. Re-
peat this eight times, covering the crucible, that no dust

or ashes may get in among the crystal. Dry this cal-

cined mass, and reduce it to an impalpable powder*
Colouring CnrsTAt^ for the imitation of gems. See

Double.
Crystal is also used for a factitious body, cast in

glass-houses,, called crystal-glass^ being in fact no more
than glass carried, in the composition and manufacture,
to a greater perfection than the common glass.

The best kind of glass-crystal is that called Venice*

crystal^ made at Moran near Venice. See Glass.
Island or Iceland Cjiystal^ a traDsparent fissile stone

brought from Iceland, soft as talc, clear as rock cry-
stal, and without colour, remarkable for its unusual re-

fractions. It is a carbonate of lime.

It Is there found in great abundance all over the

country, bat Is particulurly plentiful in a mountain,
not far from the bay of Koexfiord, where the finest

and roost pellucid pieces are found on digging. The
mountain lies in 65 degrees latitude, and has Its whole
outside made up of it

; but though this makes a very
bright and gTktering appearance, it is not so fine as
that which lies at a little depth, and is met with on
opening the surface.. Tbia is generally taken up out

of the earth In masses a foot long, and its comers very Crystal,

frequently are terminated in these large masses by a <
v

sort of crystals, very different in figure and qualities

from the rest of the mass. The stone itself is of a
parallelepiped figure ;

but these excrescences are ei-

ther single pyramids, affixed to columns like common
crystal, or double pyramids with or without columns
between. The stone itself is soft

;
these are hard, and

cut glass : the stone calcines to lime in the fire *, these

run into glass : in short, the stone itself is true spar,

and these are true crystal. Beside these, there some-
times grows out of the end of the larger masses a pure
fine asbe.stos. This likewise is the case sometimes in

the spar found about Bareges in France, and shows how
nearly together the formation of bodies, wholly differ-

ent from one another, may happen. The general fi-

gure of the stone is parallelopiped
; or, as some express

it, rhomboid : and it retains this not only while whole,
but also when broken to pieces ; every fragment it na--

turally falls into, though ever so small, being truly of
that shape. But it is remarkable, that in some places

of this mountain tbe same sort of matter is found in

form of triangular pyramids, all which have the same
property of the double refraction with the parallelepi-

peds of the same substance
;

so that the original error

of supposing its qualities owing to its shape, is refuted

b^ this as well aS by the trials made with other pellu-

cid bodies of the same figure, which do not show this

remarkable property.

The Iceland crystal is electrical, and when rubbed
will attract straws, feathers, and other light substances,

in the same manner that amber does.

Tlie vast masses of white spar which are found in the

lead mines of Derbyshire, though they are not exter-

nally of the parallelopiped figure of tbe Iceland crystal,

nor have any thing of its brightness or transparence

in the general lump ; vet when they are broken they
separate into rhomboidal fragments, and some of these

are found to be tolerably pellucid : all those which are

80 have the property of the Iceland Crystal ; and being

laid upon paper where a black line is drawn, they all
'

show that line double, in the same manner as the real

Iceland crystal does.

Iceland crystal bears a red heat without losing Its

transparency ; and in a very intense heat calcines with-

out fusion : steeped a day or two in water, it loses its

natural polish. It is very soft and easily scratched with

the point of a pin : it will not give fire on being struck

against steel ; and ferments and is perfectly dissolved

in aquafortis. It is found in Iceland, from whence
it has its name ;

and in France, Germany, and many .

other places. In England fragments of other spars

are very often mistaken for it, many of them having

in some degree the same property. It has none of tbe

distlnguisliiug characters of crystal
; and is plainly a

genus of spars, called firona their figure paralltlopipedia^

which, as well as some other bodies of a different ge-

nus, have the same properties. Bartholine, Huygens,
and Sir Isaac Newton, bare described the body at

large, but have accounted it either a crystal or a talc

;

errors which could not have happened, had the crite-

rlon-s of fossils been at that time fixed
;

since Sir Isaac

Newton has recorded its property of effervescing with

Ditric acid, which alone must prove that it is neither

talc
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Cr>tul talc nor crystal, both those bodies being wholly unaf-

"y — fected by that menstruum. It is always found in

form of an oblique parallelopiped, with six sides

;

and is found of various sizes, from a quarter of an

inch to three inches or more in diameter. It is pel-

lucid, and not much less bright than the purest crystal

;

and its planes are all tolerably smooth, though when
nicely viewed they are found to he waved with crook-

ed lines made by the edges of imperfect plates. What
appears very singular in the structure of this body is,

that all the surfaces are placed in the same manner,

and consequently it will split off into thin plates, ei-

ther horizontally or perpendicularly ^ but this is found,

on a microscopic examination, to be owing to the re-

gularity of figure, smoothness of surface, and nice

joining of the several small parallelopiped concretions,

of which the whole is composed^ and to the same
cause is probably owing its remarkable property in re-

fraction.

The phenomena of this stone are very remarkable,

were first suggested by Bartholin, and have been exa-

mined with great accuracy by Mr Huygens and Sir

Isaac Newton.
1. Whereas in other pellucid bodies there is only

one refraction, in this there are two ;
so that objects

viewed through it appear double.

2. Whereas in other transparent bodies, a ray falling

perpendicularly on the surface, passes straight through,

without suffering any refraction, and an oblique ray is

always divided; in Iceland crystal, every ray, whether

perpendicular or oblique, becomes divided into two, by

means of the double refraction. One of these refrac-

tions is, according to the ordinary rule, the sine of in-

cidence out of air into crystal, being to the sine of re*

fraction as five to three ; but the other is perfectly new.

The like double refraction is also observed in crystal of

the rock, though much less sensibly. When an incident

ray is thus divided, and each moiety arrives at the far-

ther surface, that refracted in the first surface after the

usual manner, is refracted entirely after the usual man-

ner at the second
; and that refracted in the unusual

manner in the first is entirely refracted after the like

manner in the second ; so that each emerges out of the

second surface parallel to the first incident ray. Again,

if two pieces of this crystal be placed over each other,

so that the surfaces of the one be parallel to the cor-

responding ones of the other ; the rays refracted in the

usual manner in the first surface of the first, are refract-

ed after the usual manner in all the other surfaces ; and

the same uniformity appears in the rays refracted after

the unusual manner ;
and this in any inclination of the

surfaces, provided their planes of perpendicular refrac-

tion be parallel.

From these phenomena Sir Isaac Newton infers,

that there is an original difference in the rays of light

;

by means whereof some are here constantly refracted

after the usual manner ; and others in the unusual

manner. Were not the difference original, and did it

Arise from any new modifications impressed on the rays

at their first refraction, it would be altered by new
modifications in the three following ones ; whereas, in

fact, it suffers no alteration at all. Again, be hence

takes occasion to suspect, that the rays of light have

several sides, endued with several original properties :

3

for it appears from the circumstances, that these are ^rjttal
not two sorts of rays differing in their nature from 0

each other, one constantly in all positions, aefract-

cd In the usual, and the other in the unusual manner ;

^

the difference in the experiment mentioned being only

in the position of the sides of the rays to the plane of

perpendicular refraction. For one and the same ray
is refracted sometimes after the usual, and sometimes
after the unusual manner, according to the position of
its sides to the cirstal : the refraction being alike in

both, when the siefes of the rays are posited the same
way to both, but different when different. Every ray
tlierefore may he considered as having four sides or

quarters ; two of which, opposite to each other, dispose

the ray to be refracted after the unusual manner ; and
the other two in the usual. These dispositions, being

in the rays before their incidence on the second, third,

and fourth surfaces, and suffering no alteration
; for

what appears in their passage through them must he
original and connate.

Father Beccaria corrects the observations of Huy-
gens and Newton concerning the refraction of rock or

mountain crystal. The double refraction of the latter

happens when a ray passes through two sides that are

inclined to each other, and consequently issues colour-

ed : whereas that of the Iceland crystal is made by the

passage of a ray through two parallel sides, and there-

fore it issues colourless. He suggests, that there may
be other substances in which there is a manifold re-

fraction. Gravesande had a prism of Brasil pebble,

which bad a double refraction at each angle, but of a
different kind from one another. Mr B. Martin pre-

pared several prisms of Iceland crystal, which exhibited

not only a double but a multiple refractiqn. A single

prism produced a six-fold refraction ; and by combining
several prisms, a anmber of refractions was obtained

equal to the product of those of the single prisms ; i. e.

a prism which afforded two images applied to one of

six, produced a prism of twelve images, &c. He far-

ther observes, with respect to Iceland crystal, that

though the sides of its plane of perpendicular refraction

be parallel to one another, a beam of light transmitted

through them will not he colourless ; in which property
it differs from all other known substances.

CRYSTALLINE, in general, somethiug composed
of or resembling crystal. See Crystal.

Crystallinb Heavens^ in Ancient Astronomy^ two
spheres imagined between the primum mobile and the

firmament, in the Ptolemaic system, which supposes the

heavens solid, and only susceptible of a single motion.

See Astronomy.
Crystalline Humour. See Anatomy Index.
CRYSTALLIN-ffi, or Crystallines, iu i/edt-

cine^ are pustules filled with water, and so called on ac-

count of their transparency. They are one of the worst

symptoms attendant on a gonorrhoea. They are lodged

on the prepuce, without pain
; and though caused hy

coition, have nothing of infection attending them. The
cause is supposed to be a contusion of the lymphatic

vessels in the part affected. Dr Cockhurn, who hath

described this case, recommends for the cure a mixture

of three parts of lime-water and two of rectified spirit

of wine, to be used warm, as a lotion three times a-

CRYSTALLIZATION.
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CRYSTALLIZATION.
lAifodio* CRYSTALLIZATION U tho fjiniiietrical arr«nge-

ticML
^

ment of the particles of a body when it passes
^

- from the liquid to the solid form. This arraDgement

BetabioB. determined by the motaal action of tbe small solids

of which tbe body is composed > and these solids are se-

parated from the liquid by their force of cohesion. Cry-

stallization is one of the most remarkable effects of co-

hesion. The qualities of a solid in which tbe force of

cohesion is more easily oTercome in one direction than

anelbery its britllenessy elasticity, and ductility, depend

1 on this arrangement of its particles.

Bodies Solid bodies are found either in irrsgolar masses, or
which cry- ophibit certain determinate forms ^ the process of

crystallization. Those substances which are capable of

tasceptihlo >tssoming regular figures, uniformly affect the same
of form I subject, however, to certain deviations, from tbe

operation of particular circumstances. Those bodies

only can assume the form of crystals which are suscepti-

ble of being redoced to tbe fluid state. This is the

usual metb^ of crystallizing saline substances. Tbe
substance to be crystallized is dissolved in a sufficient

quantity of water to retain it in solution. This is

slowly evaporated ; and as the bulk of the fluid is di-

minished, tbe particles are brought nearer to each other;

they combine together by the force of cohesion, and
form crystals. &>me saline bodies, which dissolve but

' 3
in small proportion in cold water, are found to be very

Solation; soluble in hot water. But when this water cools, it is

no longer capable of holding them in solution. The
particles then gradually approach each other, and ar-

range themselves into certain determinate forms; or

they crystallize. Many of the saline bodies which cry-

stallize in this manner, combine with a considerable

portion of water. This is called the water efcryetalU-^
station* Other saline substances are equally soluble in

hot and cold water. These substances do not crystal-

lize by cooling tbe fluid ; they assume regular forms

only by diminishin|^ its quantity. This is effected by
means of evaporation by tbe application of beat. In
salts which are crystallized in these circumstances, the

proportion of water which enters into combination is

A small.

or faaoa. There are some classes of bodies which assume regu-

lar forms, but are not soluble in any liquid. Such, for

instance, are metallic substances, glass, and some other

bodies. Substances of this nature are crystallized, by
being previously subjected to fusion ; and thus having
commned with caloric, they are reduced to the liquid

state, and tbe particles being separated from each other

are left at libcr^ to arrange themselves into regular

5
forms, or to crystallize, as tbe body coolsi

C^jectsres But what is tbe cause which operates in determining
aSoat the the regular arrangement of the particles of bodies in
caase.

these circumstances P or what is tbe cause of tbe same
bodies in tbe same circumstances assuming regular fi-

gures ? Tbe ancient philosophers supposed that tbe ele-

ments of bodies consisted of certain regular geometri-

cal finres ; but it does not appear that they applied

this tbeo^ to explain crystallization. The schoolmen
VoL. VI. Part II. f

ascribed tbe regular figure of crystals to their snbstan- lar^ee«
tial forms; and others supposed that it depended mere-
ly on the aggregation of the particles, but without ex-

^

gaining to what this aggregation was owing, or the

Kason of the regular figures thus produced. Accord- 6
ing to Sir Isaac Newton and the theory of Boscovicb, Ncwtau*s.

the particles of bodies held in solution in a fluid, are

arranged at regular distances, and in regular orier

;

and when tbe force of cohesion between tbe particles

and tbe fluid is diminished, it is increased between tbe

particles themselves. Thus they separate from tbe fluid,

and combine together in groups which are composed of

the particles nearest to each other. If we suppose that

tbe particles composing the same body have the same
figure, the aggrention of any determinate number of

rack panicles will produce similar figures. Bergman
is of opinion that the panicles of saline substances pos-

sess a double tendem^ : by the one they arrange them-
selves in the form of spiculse ; and by tbe other, these

spicnlse arrange themselves at certain angles of inclina-

tion, and according to tbe difference of these angles,

different forms of crystals are produced. These eflects

are ascribed by the ingenious author to the mutual at-

traction which exists between tbe panicles, which, ac-

cording to tbe peculiar figures of the Atoms, at one

time, arranges them in the form of spiculm, and then

combines tbe spiculss thus formed under different angles

of inclination. But this arrangement of the partides, y
or tendency to arrangement, assigned by Bergman as a Bcr|paaa*s.

cause, is only explaining the j^nomenon by itself;

while the cause of the tendency is yet unexplained.

Nor will Newton’s hypothesis be mors satisfactory ; for

if the particles of a body, after being equally diffiised

in a fluid, are brought toother by a general attraction,

it will follow that every saline body should crystallize

in the same manner. I
According to the in^nious theory which has been Hail’s,

proposed by Hauy, the integrant particles always com-
bine in the same b^y in the same way; the same faces

and tbe same edges are always attracted towards each
other. But these faces and edges are different in dif-

ferent crystals
; and hence originates that variety of

forms which different bodies assuming regular figures

by crystallization exhibit. But why are tbe same
edges and the same faces attracted in the same way ?

This still wants explanation. If it be ascribed, as some
have supposed, to a certain degree of polarity existing

among the particles, it might enable us to account for

the regular figures of bodies produced by tbe process of

crystallization. For by tbe effects of this agent we
might suppose that different parts of tbe particles of bo-

dies are endowed with different forces ; one an attrac-

tive, and another a repulsive force ; and by the action

of tliese two forces, the same arrangement of tbe par-

ticles will uniformly take place ; for when one part of

a particle is attracted, the other will be invariably re-

pelled ; and thus the same faces and edges will alway^i

be disposed in tbe same way. But it ought to be o'b*

served that the existence of this power, however satis-

5 G factorily
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Pheno- confased and irregolari and wlitcli present no

mena. determined form except on tbote sides wliicii are in con-
t*—V* » Uct with the liquid. If in this state the remaining liquid

ts poured off, it will yield another set of crystals, hut in

wery small number t and there are some salu which

continue to form crystals after being several times suc-

cessively treated in this way, the number of the crystals

still diminishing from the first degree of concentration.

It will be found too that this will take place whether

the process be carried on in the open air or in close

vessels. It follows from this that the increase or the

formation of crystals, in this case depends solely on the

mutual attraction of the particles, or on the attraction

between the particles and the crystal > an attraction or

affinity which is not destroyed by the cooling of the

fluid, but is probably regulated by the diitance of the

particles, and the degree of force or affinity which exists

between the particles and the solvent, in some saline

solutions the increase of the crystals goes on in this

manner for a long time. It is only in the interval be-

tween the cooling of the liquid to the temperature of

the atmosphere, and that period when its degree ofcon-

centration is so diminished that the increase of the cry-

stals ceases, that the latter proceeds with that degree

xt of perfection of which it is susceptible.

Somesalias It it not a property peculiar to dry substances to ah*
tolaUont gorb moistnre from the atmosphere. Liquids saturated

with certain salts seem also to possess this property j

for in some saline solntions, the liquids assume a solvent

power which never fails to attack the crystals, and not

only to prevent their increase, but to diminish the bulk

which they had acquired. This accident can only be

obviated by regulating the state of the atmosphere in

vrhtcb the evaporating vessels are placed,and preserving

it free from an excess of moisture. From causes which

produce a contrary effect, the evaporation becomes too

rapid } this circumstance also requires to be attended to

and properly regulated, to insure the full Success of the

operation.

From the preceding observations it will appear, that

•olntions of salts wbicu are susceptible of crystallizatlon

have certain degrees of concentration which are neoes-

•ary for the formation of crystals ; and that they must

be reduced nearly to that degree in which they begin

to yield crystals, before it can be expected that they af-

ford proper results. It is therefore necessary to attend

particnlarly to the degree of concentration which each

aalt requires for the regular formation of its crystals, and

to> obtain them with that degree oftransparency of which

they are susceptible. We have seen that in the forma-

tion of crystals they may be removed from one vessel to

another, and from one solution to another ; and that in

proportion to the slowness of the process they become
more beautiful aod more perfect. These operations, it

may be added, require much patience and attention, hut

at tlie tame time the observer is fully compensated for

bis trouble, by perceiving the progress of the crystalliza-

tion, aod by the interest which is excited in all its stages.

It is essential to know that neither the crystals form-

ed during the artificial evaporation, nor those which

are produced during the cooling of the solution, are

proper to be made choice of for being increased and
brought forward to the most perfect crystals. Wlien
a solution- baa become cold, that is ta when it bee
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acquired the temperature of the atmosphere, and it it p)ieno-
deprived of the excess of saline particles which it held mens,

in combination during its increase of temperature, it is «

still in a condition to yield crystals, and as long as the

distances between the particles are not too great to al-

low of mutual attraction. A solution saturated to excess

aflTords on cooling a confused mass of crystals ^ hot after

the fluid is poured oflf, it will still produce more crystals,

hut in smaller number. The degree of concentration

of the solution before it yielded the last product, may
be considered as the term of saturation most proper to

be employed for the species of salt which is thus treated.

But by the repetition of these operations, and the

observation of tbeir progress, it will not be difficult to

discover the proper proportions between llm salt and the

solvent.

It seems to be a mistake to snppose, with some, that

the crystals which are placed in favourable circumstan-

ces to become larger and more perfect, are injured by
coming in contact with each other during their in-

crease. It is undoubtedly better that they should be

kept separate j but it does not appear that they are hurt

by touching each other, if the number in the vessel be
not too great, and they are not heaped or pressed to-

gether. In that crystallization which results from the

cooling of a solution too much saturated, the crystals

are always confused and interlaced with each other }

and the molecules which are arranged in this kind of
disorder experience a kind of irregular distribution

;

and it may he observed, that in this case the summits
only of the crystals which are elevated from the kind of
cake which is formed on the surfaces of the vessel con-
taining the solution, present regular and determined
forms. The mass in which these crystals are implanted
is a confused heap.

No cavities have been observed on the faces of crys-

tals excepting those which are formed on the sur-

face of fluids. Those which are produced on that

side of a crystal which rests on the bottom of the ves-

sel are more common In other salts. This phenomenon
seems to merit more attention than has yet been be-

stowed npoo it ; as it explains easily the introduction

of extraneons bodies which are sometimes detected in

the interior of crystals. For when a cavity of this 19

kind has acquired a certain depth, it is capable of re- on

ceiving part of any forei^ sul^tance, and to be filled

up by the change of position of the same crysul, re-

taining at the same time the extraneous matter. By a
little art and dexterity, these fortuitous circumstances
may be favoured, so that pheoumena exhibited by sucb
occurrences may be traced aod observed at the pleasore

of the operator. Experiments have been made with
the view of ascertaining whether an extraneous sub-

stance could be substituted as the nucleus of a crystal

;

but from the result of these experiments, it does not
appear that the particles of any salt have a tendency to

combine with any foreign matter, and to form regular
crystals. The portions of the salt which were attached
to the extraneous substance were always separate and
independent crystals.

There are some saline substances which retain in

tbeir solution an excess of particles even after cooling,

and which being strongly agiuted instantly deposit a
great number of small crystals which render the solu-

> tion .
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Phfino. tion turbid. The introduction of cfystals of the eeme

.

fflcne- salt, it is well known, as in the ca.'»e of a solution of
' Glauber^ salt, promotes this sudden crystallization or

separation of the excess of the salt. If, in this state of

the solution, crystals are immersed with the view of ha^

vinpf them large and regular, they are certain of being

spoiled by the accumnlation of a great number of small

crystals on their surface, unless the precaution of imme*
diately washing them with pure water when this hap-

pens is observed.

It may be remarked also that when the solution is

diminished below a certain degree of saturation, the

crystals not only cease to increase, but are also again

in some measure dissolved ; the comers and angles re*

duced and rounded. And if the crystals in this state

be introduced into a solution of sufficient strength to

promote their increase, supernumerary faces and trun-

catures, as they are denominated in technical language,

are formed on the rounded corners add angles. But
these faces always disappear as the increase of the cry-

stals proceeds, and are replaced by coraera and angles,

which become at last sharp and distinct.

By attention to preserve the solutions of salt in per-

fect purity, we shall be more certain of obtaining the

most beautiful and transparent crystals. Some fluids,

after a certain time, are observed to deposit substances

which are foreign to the salt held in solution, and were
dissolved along with it. These substances sometimes

^
appesr in the form of earthy matters, which precipi-

tate to the bottom of the vessel } in other cases they

are diffused in the form of flakes, and sometimes they

rise and swim on the surface. In all these cases, the

crystals whose formation and increase are going for-

ward must be removed, and the liquor must m filtrated

so, before they arc replaced.

T*”*^®*!* A saline substance, which is capable of crystalliza-

from^an- possesses, in the state of minute division in which

get in the it is in solution, or in the condition of the molecules

aolvtioo. which compose it, a determined property which is uni-

form and constant, in which resides essentially the

power of uniting in a certain symmetrical manner, and

thus constructing regular solids. The results also are

uniform and constant when the proceas is carefully con-

ducted ;
but it is necessary to distinguish with accuracy

the circumstances which accompany the operation, and
may occasion a deviation from this uniformity. The
sulphate of iron, for instance, usually crystallizes in the

form of rhomboids ; but sometimes it has been found to

assume that of an irregular octaedron. And although

it may be true that an elongated octaedron may be clas-

sed with prismatic crystals, it does not on that account

belong less to the octaedral form $ but it seems probable

that these different varieties, in the forms of crystals, de*

pend on some changes which take place in the solutions

themselves. The iron in the present case is constantly

receiving new portions of oxygen from the atmosphere,

and in this new combination it is precipitated in the

fluid : this, therefore, occasions a change in the consti-

tuents of the salt.

Several sulphates are found to combine readily with

each other : those of iron and copper are of this de-

scription ; and the result of this compound crystal is

always a rhomboid. It seems to be doubtful whether

this should be considered as a case of simple interposi-

tion of one salt with the other.

:.IZATION.
When a liquid, which bolds saline bodies In cola* Phea#.

tion, is evaporated to a certain degree, a crust forma ^ rocna.

on the surface, acquires a certain thickness, and when
this is removed, it is renewed. The point at which
the liquid exhibits this appearance is known in cbemi-
stry, by the appellation of evoporation to a pelUcicm

When it has reached thU point, the solution is in a romuuieii

state of complete satnration \ and the smallest addition- of dendritsf

al quantity of fluid cannot he withdrawn wilbont a cor-

responding quantity of salt assuming the solid form.

On this principle Robiaet has attempted to account

for the formation of dendriUs^ or the arborescent ap-

pearance and efflorescence of some salts. Almost all

the different species of fucus or sea-weed, he observes^

are covered, in drying, with an efflorescence of white

matter. In some species, this white matter was ob-

served to possess a saccharine quality. A number of

large roots of the fucus palmatus was bung up in the

shade, and ten days had elapsed without the appearance
of any thing on the surface. After that period it be-

came white, and it was soon covered with a light

downy substance, the filaments of which gradually in-

creased to a considerable length. When this downy
matter was brushed off with a feather, it was renewed
till the plants were completely dry. This substance,

it appeared on examination, was of a sacdiarine na-

ture, mixed with a small portion of common salt, and
a great quantity of mncilagiuous matter. By solution

and cryitallizalion, the sugar was separated from the

other substances.

In comparing tba circumstances of this efflorescence

with those of the formation of the pellicle, in the pro-

gress of evaporation, the former seems to be a modifi-

cation of the latter. In a vessel which contains a li-

quid saturated with a salt, the surface subjected to eva-

poration has no sooner assumed a solid form, than the

surface immediately inferior is. exposed to the action

of the same causes, and produces the same effect \ and

this effect continues till this crust has become so thick,

or so compact, as to prevent the contact of air, and

then the evaporation ceases. But, on the contrary, in

the fucus, the air acting only on the surface of the

plant, the liquid which it contains cannot undergo the

process of evaporation, without coming to the surface.

The attraction of the matter of the plant tends to pro-

mote this motion ; for as the liquid is equally diffused

through its whole mass, it rises constantly to the sor-

face, in proportion as this surface is dried by the sur-

rounding air ; and it would appear that this is the pro-

cess in the desiccation of all thick and massy bodies.

Now, the saline matter which, in the present case, is

in the state of efflorescence, having the same power of

attraction on the liquid, the rudiments of each fila-

ment constitute, at the instant of their formation, part

of the whole mass or body uf the plant. They parti-

cipate, therefore, of the same degree of moisture aa

that of the plant, and it is on their surface that the

evaporation and crystallization of saline ma^er chiefly

take place.

The mechanism of the dendritical or arborescent

form of saline bodies seems to he in this way capable

of explanation. The whole saline mass, which extends

to the edges of the vessel, and even redescends exter-

nally, is constantly in the humid state, as long as

any liquid remains in the vessel. It may be supposed,

that
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Plieiio* tiHit tti« matter of the aides of the vessel determines,

wtn«. by its attraction, the external circle of the surface of
'

' ^ the liquid to rise above the surface j a phenomenon
which is sufficiently obvious, but especially in narrow

vessels. This portion of liquid, which is more com-
pletely subjected to evaporation, gives origin to a cir-

cle of saline matter, which appears thus raised above

the surface of the liquid, and which being the first

rudiments of the dendrites, contributes afterwards to

its increase, in the way which has been already ex-

plained. Thus the vegetation of salts bears a striking

resemblance to the process of efflorescence, or the for-

mation of the downy matter on the surface of the

IS fucus,

£iBoKs« There Is yet another kind of crystallization which

seems to depend on the same cause. This is the saline

efflorescence, which occurs in different places on the

surface of the globe, and is frequently in such quantity

as to become an important object of manufacture.

Without extending our observations to the Efflorescence

ef soda on tbe surface of the soil in Cgjpt, or tbat of

nitre in Asiatic countries, we may refer to the produc-

tion of muriate of soda, or common salt, in different

parts of Europe, in those places which are covered

with the waters of the ocean during high tides. The
waters of the sea, with which tbe sandy shores are twice

periodically moistened in the course of a month, are

far distant from the point of saturation which deter-

mines crystallization. They rarely contain more than

3 parts of salt in lOO ; and tbe sand at the degree of

moisture, in which it is left by the sea, is not impreg-

nated with a sufficient quantity of saline matter to be
worthy the labour of manufacturing ; but, during the

interval between tbe tides, these circumstances are

greatly changed. The dry air of summer, by evapo-
rating tbe moisture on the surface, allows tbe matter

of the sand to attract towards tbe surface a similar

portion of water, which was in the lower part of tbe

•oil, and which always tends to diffuse itself equally

through tbe whole mass. This liquid, carrying with

it the salt, which it bolds in solution, increases the quan-
tity of saline matter which exists on tbe surface. This
process continues without interruption, as long as there

is no fall of rain. It reaches at last a certain point, at

which the water subjected to evaporation is saturated

with tbe salt \ and this process cannot proceed farther

without the deposition of crystals of tbe salt, which dis-

•over themselves by their lining appearance. After
some days, the sand on tlie surface is collected, and
about six times the quantity of saline matter is found
in the same proportion of sand, when it was first rooist-

ened by the sea water (a).

CrttSlon Another phenomenon which takes place during the

the bottom process of artificial evaporation, should not pass unno-
of YCivels. ticcd. This is the formation of a saline crust at tbe

bottom of the vesselt in which the process is conducted.

This seems to be the immediate effect of ebullition

for when the temperature of tbe liquid it kept under pbeno-

the boiling point, no such effect is produced. This mena.

crust is composed of all the saline substances which are

held in solution in tbe liquid and even these substan-

ces are found combined in tbe same proportion in which-

they actually exist in the solution. Whatever be tbe

attraction of these substances for water, or even if

they possess a deliquescent property, they are not less

disposed to enter into combination during the formation

of the solid crust on the bottom of vessels in which tbe

process of evaporation is conducted with a temperature

equal to the boiling point. A slight degree of attention

will satisfy us, that the formation of this crust depends

on the particular circumstances of the evaporation in

tbe case of ebullition. It must be obvious, that in this

case tbe stratum of liquid which is io immediate con-

tact with tbe vessel, receives the caloric which pene*

trates its sides, is charged with it beyond its capacity,

changes its state, and assumes the gaseous form, and by

this change having entirely lost its solvent power, what-

ever saline matter is held in solution must assume the

solid state in contact with the sides of the vessel, and
consequently adhere to it. Thus it happens, according

to a very judicious observation, tbat in different saline

solutions, tbe results of which have been compared, t

these scales or crusts arc more abundant in proportion

as tbe degree of saturation is lesst. ’^*24

To these observations we shall only add a short ac- Mlerofoo-

count of the phenomena of crystallizAtion, as they werepical cry-

observed with tbe assistance of a microscope, by

Baker, and of tbe appearances of different saline bo-

dies which he hath described. This will not afford any

scientific information to the philosopher, but it may
perhaps be the source of amusement to some of our

readers, and the means, by a minute observation of
the phenomena, of leading to some useful discoveries*

The method which he followed in conducting these

experiments, is the following. Tbe substance to be

examined is to be dissolved in a quantity of pure wa-
ter, SO as to be completely saturated. For salts of easy

solubility, cold water may be employed ;
but for salts

which are dissolved with more difficulty, hot or boiling :

water may be found necessary. In preparing the solo-

tion, tbe same rule may be observed as in preparing

solutions for obtaining large crystals, which bas beeir

given in tbe former part of this section. The solntlon

should be allowed to remain at rest for some hours, ^0

tbat the first crystallization, if too much saline matter

has been added to the liquid, may be allowed to take *

place. Thus tlie solution will be always of the same
strength, and the same appearances may be uniformly .

expected*

When the solution is thus prepared, a drop of it

may be taken np with the point of a qoill, cut in tbe

form of a pen, and placed on a flat slip of glass, spread-

ing it on tbe ^ass with tbe quill till tbe liquid is so

shallow as to rise very little above its surface. It is

then

(a) Common salt is manufactured in this way on tbe sandy shores of the Solway Frith, in Annandale in Scot-
land. These flat shores are covered with the waters of the ocean during spring tides \ and in tbe interval of
these tides the evaporation by the heat of the sun and the action of tbe air is so considerable, as to leave the

sand impregnated with a quantity of salt, sufficient to defray tbe expence and trouble of manufacturing it by fil-

tration and boiling..
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Pbeno- then to be held oter tbe clear part of a moderate Sre,

mena, or the flame of a Oandle, and sncb a degree of heat ap-
*

w ^ plied as is found from experience to produce the neees-

•arj evaporation* This will be known hy observing

the formation of saline particles at the ed^s of the

drop of fluid* The microscope being previously’ ad«

justed, and a magnifier of a moderate power being fit*

ted on, tbe slip of glass is to be placed immediately

under the eye, and brought exactly to tbe focus of the

magnifier* Af\er running over the whole drop, tbe

attention is to be directed to that side on which the

process of crystallization first commences, and proceeds

from the circumference towards the centre* ^e mo-
tion is at first slow, if too much beat has not been ap-

plied, but becomes quicker as tbe evaporation ctmti-

nues* In some crystallizations the configurations are

produced towards the end of the process with groat ra-

pidity, and exhibit an elegance, order, and regularity,

which imagination only can conceive. When this ra-

pid action has once begun, the eye must be kept fixed

on tbe object, till the whole process is completed, be-

cause new forms appear, quite different from those

which were first produced, and which have been pro-

perly ascribed to a quantity of different salts mixed with

the substance to be examined, when the precaution has

not been used of having it in a state of purity* When
the configurations are fully formed, and the water eva-

porated, such salts as are deliquescent, it is scarcely

necessary to observe, are soon destroyed by attracting

tbe moisture from the air ^ but those which are more
permanent, and not disposed either to deliquesce or to

be deprived of their water of crystallization, may be
preserved, by being enclosed between glasses, for a
long time, as amusing objects for the microscope* To
make tbe liquid spread readily on the glass, the surface

of it may be roobtened with a little of it, and rubbed

with the finger* In this way, the repulsion which
sometimes is observed between tbe liquid and the glass

is completely removed. During the evaporation, tbe

object-glass of the microscope is sometimes obscured by
the condensation of the water from the saline solution

on the slip of glass, and tbe vision is thus rendered in-

dbtinct* When this happens, if the circumstance be

recollected, the glass must be wiped and replaced. In
examinations of saline solutions, and in observing tbe

progress of crystallization, Mr Baker recommends the

light of a candle in preference to tbe light of day,

which latter being of a whiter colour and nearly the

same with the transparent crystals, they are less di-

stinctly seen than with the brown light of a candle*

Plate Fig* I* b a representation of the microscopical cry-
CLXV* stals of mtre or saltpetre. They begin to shoot out

from the edges with very moderate neat into flat fi-

gures of different lengths, with straight parallel sides,

and exceedingly transparent. They appear in differ-

ent states of their progress at the letters, e, 6, r, cf, and

e; a exhibits tbe appearance when they first begin to

form. When a number of crystals have made their

appearance they sometimes dissolve under the eye, and

disappear entirely : but, by continuing to watch the

changes which go on, the process is frequently obser-

ved to recommence, and new shoots push out. Tbe
first crystals sometimes become larger without under-

going any change of figure ; and sometimes form in

the way which is represented in the figure. When the
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beat, it too great, as mirtt be «xpected, the procett pbeno-
goes on with great rapidity, and numerous ramificn- aiena.

tions are formed. This arises no doubt from the con-
‘

' “w -

fused crystallization.

Fig* a* shews the roicroscopioal crystals of blue

(ribl (sotphate of copper), which appear first round the
edges, short at tbe beginning, but gradually increasing,

as they are represented at tbe letters n, r, wbi^
denote their difference of form, and the progress of
their growth* These crystals, which are transparent,

asfume a solid regular form, and reflect the light from
their polished sides and angles. As the evaporation

proceeds, a great number of filaments as fine as hairs

make their appearance, some crossing each other, as at

d; and others exhibiting a stellated form with many
radiations, as at r r. The crystallization of this salt

proceeds slowly. Towards tbe end of tbe process the

regular crystals appear, and are finely bmched as

«t/.

Fig. 3. is a view of the crystals of distilled verdigrise,

or acetate of copper* When it is immediately applied

to tbe microscope, the regular figures i, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 7, make their appearance ^ but if the solution b al-

lowed to remain at rest for a few hours, and a drop of
it b then heated on a slip of glass till it begins to con-
crete about the sides, sharp-pointed solid figures are
formed, and shoot forwards. These crystals are often

striated obliquely, frequently arise in clusters, or shoot

from a centre* Sometimes, towards the end of the

process, and in tbe middle of the drop, they assume a
foliated form, and have the appearance of four leavfls

of fern united by their stems*

Fig. 4* shews the microscopical crystals of alum*

These are more or less perfect according to the stren^
of tbe solution, and the temperature employed* To
prepare this salt for examination, tbe saturated solution

may remain for some days. In that time crystals will

form, and if what remains liquid should be found too

weak, heat may be applbd, which will again dissolve

the ciTstals*

In Dg. 5. is a view of the crystals of borax, or the

subborate of soda* The drop of thb solution should

not be held too long over tbe fire, as it hardens on tbe

slip of glass, and no crystals appear* A brisk beat for

about a second is recommended as tbe best method. It

is then applied to the microscope, and the crystab will

form as in the figure*

Fig. 6. shews the microscopical crystals of sal ammo-
niac, or muriate of ammonia. Great numbers of thick,

sharp, and broad spiculte shoot from the edges, and

from their sides are protruded others of tbe same form,

which are parallel to each other, but perpendicular to

tbe main stem. The formation of these crystals, un-

less tbe beat employed be very moderate, is very

rapid.

Fig. 7. exhibits the appearance of the crystals of

acetate of lead (sugar of lead). After a little of thb
salt is dissolved in hot water, and allowed to remain at

rest for a short time, it is fit for being examined with

the microscope. A drop of it put on a slip of glass,

and beat being applied, will be seen forming round

the edge, a regular border of a clear and transparent

substance, which with a strong beat runs over the

whole of tbe drop, and hardens on the glass ; but when
tbe heat employed is moderate, bundles of lines, ar-

ranged
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CRYSTALLIZATION.70
Stnictm ofits inferior base, this base w!l! correspond exactly with
Cryrtal«« the square marked with the same letters in fig. 15. If

^ in like manner a third lamina be applied to the second,

which is composed only of 9 cubes, that is, 3 on each

side, so that v x y % (fig. 18.) being the inferior base,

shall correspond with the square marked with the same
letters in fig. 15. ^

and if on the middle square r of the

preceding lamina the small cube r (fig. 19.) be placed,

Ibis will represent the last lamina.

When this operation is completed, it will appear

that there is formed on the face ABCD (fig. 15.)
m four-sided pyramid, of which this face is the base,

and the cube r (fig. 19.) is the summit. And if the

same operation be continued on the other five sides of
the cube, we shall have six four-sided pyramids, resting

on the six faces of the nucleus, which is enveloped with

them on all sides. But as the different rows of laminae

composing these pyramids project beyond each other for

a certain way, as appears on fig. 20. where the parts

raised above the planes BCD, BCG represent the

two pyramids which rest on the faces ABCD, BCGH,
(fig, 15.) the faces of the pyramids will not form con-

tinued planes \ for they will be alternately re-entering

and salient, in some measure imitating a stair with four

aides.

Let us now suppose that the nucleus is composed of

a number of almost imperceptible cubes incomparably

greater, and that the laminse applied on the different

faces, which may be called the laminm of superposi-

tion, continue to increase towards their four edges by

subtractions of one range of cubes equal to those of

the nucleus, the number of these laminae will be in-

comparably greater than in the preceding hypothesis

;

and at the same time the cavities or furrows which they

form, as they alternately become salient or re-entering,

will be almost imperceptible \ and indeed it might be

supposed that the cubes of which the crystal Is compo-

sed are so small as to become quite imperceptible to our

senses, and the faces of the pyramids to be perfectly

smooth.

Now DCBE (fig. 20.) being tbe pyramid which

jests on the face ABCD (fig. 15.), and CBOG (fig.

M.) the pyramid applied to tbe face BCGH (fig. 1 5.),

if we consider that every thing is uniform from £ to O '

(fig. 20.) in the manner in which the laminae of super-

position mutually project beyond each other, we may
readily conceive that the face CEB of the first pyramid

ought to be exactly in the same plane as the face COB
of the contiguous pyramid, so that the union of these

two faces should form a rhombus ECOB. But we have,

for the 6 pyramids, 24 triangles similar to CEB, which

consequently will be reduced to 12 rhombuses, from

which results a dodecahedron similar to what is repre-

sented in fig. 13. and 14.

The cube, before it arrives at the form of tbe dode-

cahedron, passes through a multitude of intermediate

modifications, of which one is shown at fig. 21. Tbe
squares paeOjklau^mnts^ &c. correspond to the

squares ABCD, DcGF, CBHG, &c. (fig. 14.), and

form tbe superior basis of as many pyramids, incomplete Stracuittf
from the deficiency of the laminse with which they Ciyiuii.

ought to terminate. The rhombuses EDLC, ECOB
(fig. 13°), by a necessary consequence, are reduced to

simple hexagons oeCVArD, eoBumC (fig. 21.), and
the surface of tbe secondary crystal is composed of 12 of
these hexagons and 6 squares. This is tbe case with
the boracic spar (tbe borate of magnesia and lime),

with the exception of some facets which surmount tbe
solid angles, and which depend on a different law of de-
crement.

If the diminution of the laminae of superpositioo
proceeded ki a more rapid ratio \ for example, if eacb
lamina bad bad on its circumference, two, three, or four
rows of cubes less than tbe inferior lamina, the pyra-
mids produced on the nucleus by ibis diminution be-
ing more depressed, and tbeir contiguous faces being
no longer on a level, the surface of tbe secondary so-
lid would have been composed of 24 isosceles triangles,

all inclined to eacb other. Dect'ement on the edges^ is

that which takes place parallel to the edges of tbe nu-
cleus, and it ought to be distinguished from another kind
of decrease to be afterwards mentioned.

2. Examples of Decrease on tbe Edges.

Martial Pyrites^ or Dodecahedral Sulphuret of Iron*

Geometric CAnroc/er.—Inclination of any one of tbe

pentagons, as DFRFS (fig. 27.), to the pentagon
CPRGL, which has the same base PR, 1 26® 56' 8".

Angles of the pentagon CPRGL, L=ri2l® 35^
17" 5 C or G =: 106® 35' 57" 30^"

j P or R =: 102®
36' 19".

Let us conceive again a cubic nucleus, whose difier-

ent edges are lines of departure to the same number
of decrements which take place at tbe same time in

two different ways j that is, by tbe subtraction of two
rows parallel to the edges AB, CD (fig. 15.), and of

one row parallel to the edges, AB, BC. Let it be sup-

posed also that eacb lamina being only equal in thick-

ness to a small cube of tbe side AB and CD, is on the

contrary equal to double tbe thickness of tbe side AD
and BC. Fig. 22. represents this disposition with re-

gard to the decrements which proceed from the lines

DC, BC, (fig. 15.). It is plain that on account of tbe

more rapid decrease in proceeding from DC or AB,
than from BC or AD, the faces produced in tbe first

case will be more inclined to the plane ABCD, while

the faces produced in tbe second will remaiq as it were
behind, so that the pyramid will no longer be terminated

by a single cube £, as in fig. 20. which on account of its

minuteness seems to be only a point, but by tbe row of

cubes MNST (fig*, 22.) which, supposing these cubes to

be infinitely small, will preseent tbe appearance of a sim-

ple ridge. By a necessary consequence, the pyramid
will have for its faces two trapeziums, such as DMNC,
resulting from tbe first decrement, and two isosceles

triangles, such as CNB, which will be the effect of the

second decrement (c).

Let

(c) Here the face which corresponds to ABCD (fig. 15.) has 25 squares on each side, as may bo seen in

fig. 22. The structure of this pyramid may be imitated artificially, by regulating the arrangement and numbet
of the cubes represented in the same figure.

1
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CRYSTALLIZATION. 797
SlmtureoC Let ot loppose fartber^ that with regard to the la-

Ciyttalt. minaB of superposition, which arise on the face BCGH
(fig. 15.), the decrements follow the same laws, but in

cross directions
^

in such a way that the more rapid of

the two may take place in proceeding from BC, or

from GH, towards the vertex of the ^ramid, and the

slower decrement in proceeding from CG, or BH, to-

wards the same vertex. The pyramid which results

from these decrements will be placed in a direction op-

posite to that which rests on ABCD, and will have

the position represented at fig. 25. where the edge KL,
which terminates the pyramid, instead of being paral-

lel to CD, like the edge MN, (fig. 22. and 23.) is on

the contrary parallel to BC. We shall then conceive

what is to he done, that the pyramid which will rest on

DC, GF (fig. 15.) may be turned as it is represented in

fig. 24. and may have its terminating edge PR parallel

to CG (fig. 15«)> The pyramids which will rest on

three other faces of the cube, will stand like that which

arises on the opposite face.

But as the decrements which produce the triangle

CNB (fig. 23.) make a continuity with those from

which results the trapezium CBKL (fig. 25.)i these two

figures will be in the same plane, and will form a pen-

tagon CNBKL (fig. 26.)* For the same reason the

triangle DPC (fig. 24.) will be on a level with the tra-

pezium DMNC (fig. 23.) ^ and by applying the same
reasoning to the other pyramids, it will be conceived

that the six pyramids having for their whole faces 1

2

trapeziums and 1 2 triangles, the surface of the secon-

dary solid will be composed of X2 pentagons, which

will correspond to the 12 rhombuses of fig. 13. but with

this difference, that they will have other inclinations.

This solid is represented at fig. 27. and with its cubic

nucleus at fig. 28. where it may be seen how to pro-

ceed in the extraction of this nucleus. If, for exam-

ple, a section be made passing through the points D,
C, G, F, the pyramid which rests on the face DCGF of

the nucleus will be detached, and by this section the

latter will be uncovered.

Among the crystals belonging to the sulphuret of

iron, or the arseniate of cobalt, there is found a dode-

cahedron, having the faces equal and simitar pentagons,

and having for its nucleus a cube in the position above

described. But there are an infinite number of possible

dodecahedra, which may have for faces equal and similar

pentagons, and will differ from each other by the re-

spective inclinations of their faces. Of all these do-

decahedra, the one whose structure would be subjected

to these laws, gives 126^ 56' 8'', as tlie angle formed

by the inclination of any two of its faces DPRFS,
CPRGL (fig. 27.) at the edge of junction PR, as

might be shewn by calculation. Some mineralogists,

overlooking the. use of geon>etry in the consideration

of crystals, have confounded the dodecahedron of py-
rites with the same regular geometrical figure in wbi^
all the sides and angles of each pentagon are equal

;

but there is a striking difference between these two
dodecahedra. The regular dodecaliedron gives only

lx6P 33' 54'', the inclination of its respective pen-

tagonsi making a difference of nearly 11^^ between it

and the other. And indeed the regular dodecahedron

cannot be produced by any law of decrement what-

ever, however compound it may be supposed, in re-

gand to a cubic nucleus and, as may be demonstrated

generally, for a nucleus of any form. There are then twesmictora of

kinds of dodecahedra, one of whose faces are rhombuses, CryUals.

and another whose faces are pentagons, produced upon ’’ ^

a cubical nucleus, in consequence of two simple and
regular laws of decrement, in a direction parallel to tbe

edges of the nucleus. By varying these laws in dif-

ferent other ways, a multitude of new polybedra, having

tbe same nucleus may be constructed.

Obtuse or Lenticular Calcareous Spar^ (fig. 30.).

Geometric Character. Inclination oftherborobasnnd'^,

to the rhombus a if if^ 134® 25' 36''. Angles of the

rhombus n 0 d U ; a ov hi zz 56"; n or
A 1' Af*41 4 .

This variety arises from a decrement by a single

row on both sides of tbe edges a a aj (fig. 31.)
and e Oj e e .r, contiguous to the summits a, r, of the

nucleus. An idea may be formed of its structure, by
comparing it with that of the dodecahedron whose planes

form rhombuses (fig. 13. and 20.), originating from
tbe cube, (fig. 15.)^ and by supposing that tbe laminse,

instead of decreasing at the same time on all the edges,

decrease only to those contiguous, three by three, to

tbe angle C and its opposite. The faces formed in

that case will be reduced to six, which, by prolonging

themselves, according to tbe law of continuity, so

as to intersect each other, will compose the surface of

a rhomboid analogous to tbe one which we are now
treatiog of, excepting that it will have other angles,

on account of tbe cubical form of its integral mole-
cule.

From this it may be conceived, that the diagonals

drawn from a to bl (fig. 3a.), from a to g', from a iof^
&c. on the secondary rhomboid, will be confounded
with the edges a b^ a af (fig. 31.) of the nucleus,

which serve as lines of departure for tbe decrements

;

and lienee to extract this nucleus, tbe planes of tbe

sections must pass along these diagonals, as has beea .

already remarked.

Common Topass^ (fig. 33.).

Geometric Character,—^The inclination of the trape-

zoid 5 r / 171 to the adjacent plane r i ey^ X36®
; of the

same plane, to A; ry a, 1 24® 26' j of tbeplane tmge^^
tomlig, 93®.

The primitive form of the topaz is that of a right-

angled, four-sided prism hy (fig. 32.) the bases of which
are rhombuses, having the angle h or r=rX24® l6l. Ac-
cording to theory, in regard to the integrant molecnle,

the height r y is to the side r n nearly in the ratio of 3
to 2. The pyramidal summit of the topaz results from
a decrement by two rows of small prisms on the edges
X r^r n^n h^ h s of the superior base of tbe primi-

tive form. The planes tm g e^l mge (fig. 33.) on one
side, and h k % p^ budpy 00 the other, arise from a de-

crement by three rows on each side of tbe edges, f» v
X q (fig. 32.), which decrement remains suspended at a
certain term, and leaves four rectangles trye^kryXy
I h c iy u h c dy (fig. 33.), parallel to the planes of tbe
primitive form. The effect of thb decrement is shewn
at fig. 34. where the rhombus A n r w is tbe same as
fig. 3^9 small rhombs by which it is subdi-
vided, or which are exterior to it, represent tbe bases

q£ so many molecules. The lines x dy x n n
are
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CRYSTALLIZATION.798
Structure ofare directed according to the law of decrement already
Cryitalt. explained, and the lines c d^c 1, y *, ye, correspond

' ""v -' to the planes of the prisoit which are not subject to

this law.

3. Decrement on the Angles.

This position of the rhomboidal nucleus inclosed in

the regular hexahedral prism of the calcareous spar

being discovered, did not directly lead to the determi-

nation of the laws of those decrements of secondary

crystals. More simple intermediate steps were neces-

sary. To conceive the method of investigating these

new decrements, it may be remarked that the same

substances which exhibit the dodecahedron with penta-

gonal planes originating from the cubes (fig. 27. and

28.), and which might assume the form of the dodecahe-

dron whose planes are rhombuses (fig. 13. and I40 t

found also under that of the regular octahedron. But
if the laminae of superposition decrease only on the

edges of the two opposite faces of this cube, as on those

of the superior base ABCD (fig. 14*)? in-

ferior base, we shall in general have two pyramids ap-

plied on these bases. And if we suppose the effect of

the law of decrements continued in the space situated

between the bases of the cube, we shall arrive at an

octahedron, whose angles will vary as there is a greater

or smaller number of rows subtracted. But no law,

however complicated, can give equilateral triangles as

the faces of this octahedron.

On the other hand, by dividing a regular octahedron

originating from a cube, the cubic nucleus will appeu
to be so situated in this octahedron that each of its six

solid angles corresponds to the centre of one of the

faces of the octahedron \ but this could not be the case

by supposing a decrement on the edges. The law of

decrement accomplishes its ends, in such cases, by a

different progress from that which conducts to the forms

already described.

Let ABCD (fig. 35.) be the superior or inferior sur-

face of a lamina composed of small cubes, whose bases

are represented by the squares which subdivide the

whole square. The series of cubes to which the squares

a, c, c/, gy hy t, belong, are on the diagonal

drawn from A to C •, and they form one string, (fig.

36.) which will not differ from the string of the cubes

o, w, g. r', y. i', 1/, y, (fi{;. 35*)f Jy»ng in the direc-

-tion of the edge AD, excepting that in the former the

cubes touch only by one of their edges, and in the lat-

ier by one of their faces. There are also, throughont

the whble extent of the lamina, strings of cubes parallel

to the diagonal. The series of letters y, i;. A:, ti, Xy y,

%y shews one, and the letters n, t, /, m, p, 0, r, r, shew

another string.

The laminae of superposition, it may be conceived,

project beyond each other one or more rows of cubes

in a direction parallel to the diagonal. In like man-

ner may be constructed around the cubic nucleus,

solids of different figures, by placing successively a-

bove the different faces of this nucleus laminae which

may arise in the form of pyramids, and which will ex-

perience this kind of decrement. The faces of these

solids will be roughened by an infinite number of sa-

lient angles formed by tbe exterior points of the com-

posing cubes. This follows from the angular figure

irhich is oontinttally presented by the edges of the

laminae of superposition. But these points being on a^tiaeiaieof
level, the cul^ may be supposed to be so small that Crystak.

the faces of the solid will appear smooth and continued ' " i

planes.

Around the cube ABGF (fig. 37.), as a nucleus,-

let a secondary solid be constructed, in which the la-

mina of superposition shall decrease on all sides by a
single row of cubes, in a direction parallel to the dia-

gonals
; and let ABCD (fig. 38.), the superior base of

the nucleus, be subdivided in 8i small squares, repre-

senting the exterior faces of an equal number of mole-
cules. Fig. 39. represents tbe superior surface of the

first lamina which ought to be placed above ABCD
(llg* 38.) io such a manner that tbe point o' may cor-

respond to the point 0, tbe point ^ to the point d, tbe

point d to the point r, and the point d' to the point dm

By this disposition the squares Aa, B 3
, Cr, Dd (fig.

38.

) remain uncovered, which will fulfil the above law
of decrement ; and tbe borders QV, ON, IL, OF (fig.

39.

) project by one row beyond the borders AB, AD,
CD, BC (fig. 37.), which is necessary that tbe nucleus

may be enveloped towards these edges. For if the

edges of tbe lamina represented (fig. 39.), at well as

tbe following, coincided with tbe lines ST, EZ, YX,
MU, on which sopposition they would be on a level

with AD, AB, CD, BC (fig. 38.), they would form
re-entering angles towards the analogons parts of tbe

crystal. Thus in the laminse applied on ABCD (fig*

37.) all the edges answering to CD would be on a level

with CDFG, of which they would form a prolonga-

tion ; and in the laminae applied on DCFG all tbe

edges analogons to the same ridge CD wonld be on a
level with ABCD, from which necessarily results a re-

entering angle opposite to the salient angle formed by
the two faces ABCD and CDFG. But by the laws

which determine the formation of simple crystals, re-

entering angles appear to be excluded. Tbe solid wiU
then increase in thbse parts to which the decrement
does not extend. But this decrement alone being snf-

ficient to determine the form of tbe secondary crystal^

all the other variations which intervene only in a sub-

sidiary manner may be set aside, excepting in tbe con-

struction of artificial crystals, and in exhiUting tbe de-

tails relating to the structure.

Tbe superior face of the second lamba will be like

A'G^LfK' (fig. 40.), and this lamina mint be pb^
above the preceding, in such a manner that the points

a^y h^y d'ydf^y may correspond with the points afy i/y dy

df (fig. 39*), which will leave uncovered the squares

having their exterior angles sitnated in Q, S, £, O, V,
T, M, G, &o. and continuing to produce tbe decre-

ment by one row. The solid increases towards the

analogons edges at AB, BC, CD, AD (fig* 38.), sinoo

between h! and I/, for instance, ^g. 40.), there ace

13 squares, but between QV and Li (fig. 39.) there

are only eleven.

The large faces of tbe larainse of superposition whick

were hitherto octagons QVGFILNO (fig. 39.) having

arrived at the figure of tbe square A'&L^' (fig. 40.X
will, after passing that term, decrease on all sides at tte

same time, and the following lamina will have for its su-

perior face tbe square B^'PS (fig. 41.), less in every

direction by one row than the square A*GIJKf (fig.4a)«

Let this square be disposed above the preceding, so that

the points ^ (Bg« 4i.) may correspond with

tbe
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CRYSTALLIZATION. 799
SUttoUiretftbe poinU gf if (fig. 40.). Fig. 42. 43# 44. and equal to the respective inclinations of the faces of the Stractnre of

,

Cryttoli. lepeeseat the four lamioss which ought to rise nucleosy and reciprocal!j. The angles of the princi- Crystali.
^

• successivelj above the precedingi the same letters he- pal quadrilateral, or that which passes through two V ^

ing nude to correspond. The last lamina is reduced opposite oblique diagonals pTfUif and through the in-

to one cube ^ (fig. 47.) which should correspond with termediate edges p n, t r, are the same as on the nu^

Ihe same letter (fig. 45.). cleus.

Thus it follows, that the laminae of superposition ap- To conceive the structure of this rhomboid, suppose

plied on the base ABCD (fig. 37. and 38.) produce, that abdf (fig. 52.) represents the face of the nu-

bj the total of their decreasing edges, four faces, dens marked with the same letters, (fig. 12.) subdivided

which in proceeding from the points A, B, C, D, in- into a multitude of partial rhombuses, which are the

dine one to another in the form of a pyramidal sum-
mit. These edges, it may be remarked, have lengths

which begin by increasing as in fig. 39. and 40. and
which then proceed decreasing. Thus the faces pro-

duced by the same edges increase at first, and after-

wards decrease in breadth, so that they become qua-

drilaterals. One of these is represented at fig. 47. in

which the inferior angle C is confounded with the angle

C (fig. 37.) of the nucleus ; and the diagonal LQ re-

presents the edgeUG ofthe lamina A'G'L'K' (fig. 40.),

which is the roost extended in the direction of that

•dge. And the number of laminae of superposition pro-

ducing the trian^ IXQ (fig. 47.) being less than that

of the laminas producing the triangle LZQ, since there

is here only one lamina preceding the lamina A'G'l/K
(fig. 49.)» while there are six wmch follow it as far as

the cube % (fig* 4(») inclusively, the triangle LZQ
(fig. 47«) compomd of the sum of the edges of these

bttw laminsB, will have a mnch greater height than
Ihe inferior triangle LCQ, as it is expressed in the fi-

gure.

The surface of the secondavy solid, then, will be
fonned of 24 quadrilaterals, disposed three and three

around each solid angle of the nucleus. But decreas-

ing by one row, the three qnadrilaterals belonging to

each solid angle, such as C (fig. 37.) will be in the

same plane, forming an equilateral triangle ZIN (fig.

48.). The 24 quadrilatends, then, will produce eight

equilateral triangles. One of these is represented at

^8* 49* sficvring the arrangement of the cubes that

concur to form it \ and the secondary solid will be a
regular octahedron. This octahedron is represented

- at fig. 50. enclosing the cnbic nucleus, so that each of

its solid angles corresponds to the centre of one of the

triangles IZN, IPN, PIS, SIZ, dec. of the octabe-

' dron. To.extract this nucleus, it would be necessary

to divide the octahedron in its eight solid angles,

by sections parallel to the opposite edges. This is

the structure of octahedral sulpburet of lead or ga-
lena.

Such then is an example of decrements on the angles

which take place in a direction parallel to the diago-

nals. By this denomination may be expressed precise-

ly^the result of each decrement, by denoting the angle

which serves it as a point of departure.

exterior faces of so many molecules. Suppose farther,

that the laminae of superposition, applied on this face,

decrease by one row towards the lateral angles abdf
afdf\n such a manner, that on the first the two rhom-
buses hhhlfftn in are uncovered \ that on the second

the uncovered rhombuses are those traversed by the

diagonals cOfUi/f on the third those traversed by the

diagonals a I, 9 ss, &c. \ in which case the decreasing

edges will successively correspond with these diagonals.

By this law of decrement two faces will be produced \

which, proceeding from the angles bJf will rise m the

form of a roof above the rhombus ahdf^ and will

meet on a common edge situated immediately above

the diagonal a df and which will be parallel to it \

and, as there are six rbomboses, which undergo like

decrements on the primitive form, the faces produced

will be 12 in number. But, by the law of decrement
by one row, the two faces which have the same angle

(^* ^^*) departure w^
be in the same plane y thus reducing the 1 2 faces to

six, and transforming the secondary crystal into an acute

rhomboid pi (fig, 51.). In this rhomboid the edges

p%f py, p ttf are situated each as the oblique diagonals

of the nucleus, or those which would be drawn from
0 to from a to w, from a to r, &c. (fig. 12.).

Crystals of this variety are found near Lyons in

France \ and the freestone of Fontaiubleau, commonly
called crystalli%edfreesionCf which is nothing else than

calcareous spar, mixed with particles of quarts, ex-
hibits the same form. The crystals of this stone yield

to mechanical division, and have their natural join-

ings, like those of pore spar, situated in the planes '

parallel to the edges /i 2, p y, p w, &c. (fig. 51.),

and which would pass at an equal distance from these

e^es.

Rhomboidal Iron ore, (fig. 53.).

Geometric CAirarfer.—Inclination ofBCRP to BCOA
or OCRS, 146^ 26' 33"

'f
angles of the rhombus

BCRP, C or P=ii7® ^ yl* \ R or R=62® 57'
51''.

The laminas composing this rhomboid decrease by
two rows on the angles her^oerfbeof &c. (fig. 54.)
which concur to the formation of the two solid angles

c n, of a cubic nucleus. The faces produced, instead

Acute calcareous i%Kir, (fig. 51.).

Geometric CAoroc/er.—Inclination ofp 2 ry to p 00y,
78® 2/ 47" j and to f r a r, loi® 32' 13". Angles
of the rhombus j»ary, ^ or r=75® 31' 20"

j a or
y=l04^ 28' 40^^ Inclination of the oblique di-

agonal drawn from p io r with the edge pUf 71®

35' 54"-

GeomeU Properi^The angles of the rhembos are

2

of being on a level, three and three, around these angles,

as in the case of decrement by a sinnle row, incline one

to the other, and extend above the f^s of the nuclens

in such a manner that their diagonals are parallel to

the horizontal diagonals of the same faces. The cube
here answers the purpose of a rhomboid, which should

have its summits in c and ff, in which case there would

be only one axis passing through the snaunits. In the

dodecahedron, on the other hand, with pentagonal

planes
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8co CRYSTALLIZATION.
itnictare ^7*) performs the functions of a

Crysuli. rectangular parallelopipedon/and then three different

^ axes may be conceived, each of which passes through

the middle of the two opposite faces. When the cube

begins to perform the one or the other, in regard to

one species of mineral, it is observed to continue that

function in all the varieties of that species.

The crystals of rhomboidal iron are found among
those of the iron ore of the island of Elba. It is un-

common, however, for the law of decrement to attain

to its boundary, and for the rhomboid not to be modi-

.fied by facets parallel to the faces of the nucleus. If

the decrement which produces the rhomboid took place

at the same time on the eight solid angles of the cube,

there would result a polyhedron of 24 facets, of which

nature are the crystals found at the Calton bill, Edin-
’ burgh, which have been considered as zeolites.

4. Intermediate Decrements.

In some crystals the decrements on the angles do not

take place in lines parallel to the diagonals, but paral-

lel to lines situated between the diagonals and the ed-

ges. This happens when the subtractions are made by
• double, triple, &c. rows of molecules. In figure 55.

which is an instance of these subtractions, the molecules

composing the row represented by the figure, are so ar-

ranged as if, of two, only one was formed. To reduce

this case under that of the common decrements on the

angles, we have only to conceive the crystal composed
‘ of parallelepipeds, having their bases equal to the small

rectangles ahed^ name of

intermediate decrement is given to this kind of dimi-

nution.

Syniadte Iron Ore, (fig. 50.).

Geometric CAnroc^rr.—Respective inclination of the

trapeziums, bego^ of the rising pyramids

34' 3^"» gft **9" 31'

16*'. Angles of the trapezium ^ ego, 0 or 0=103^
48' 35" j

0 or g=76® 1 1' 25".

This variety of iron ore is found at Framont in Les
Vosges. It commonly appears under the form of two
opposite pyramids, and some groups reflect from the

surface the prismatic colours. These crystals, classed

by De L’lsle among the modifications of the dodeca-

hedron with isosceles triangular planes, have for nu-

. cleus a cube performing the functions of the rhomboid.

The two regular hexagons by which they are termina-

ted, arise from a decrement by a single row of cubic

molecules on the angles c, n, (fig. 54.) of the nucleus.

To comprehend the effect of this law, combined
’ with the preceding, and which produces the lateral tra-

peziums, let it be supposed that c 6/7 r (fig. 57.) re-

presents the same square as fig. 54. subdivided into

small squares, which are the external faces of so many
molecules. Taking these molecules by pairs, so that

they form rectangular parallelepipeds, having for bases

the oblong squares hngh^ AgmG, &c. and imagine,

that the subtractions are made by two rows of these

* double molecules, the edges of the laminae of superpo-

sition will be successively ranged in lines, as PG, TL,
Bp, Sp, &c. and the sum of all these edges

will produce two faces, which departing from the

angles b^ r, will converge, the one towards the other,

S

and will unite themselves on a common ridge, situated ^
above the diagonal cp, hut Inclined to that diagonal. CryfU]*.

The complete result of this decrement, then, is 12 fa- *

ces ; and it is shewn by calculation, that the six supe-

rior faces being prolonged to the point where they
meet the six lower faces, will form with them the sur-

face of a dodecahedron, composed of two right pyramids
united at their bases. By the effect of the first law,

these pyramids are here incomplete, which gives the
hexagon ahedru (fig. 56.) and its opposite.

5. Mixed Decrements.

The decrements in other crystals, either on the edges,

or on the angles, vary accerding to laws, the propor-
tion of which can only be expressed by the fraction 4
or 4* It may happen, for instance, that each lamina
exceeds the following by two rows parallel to the ed-

ges, and that it may, at the same time, have an alti-

tude triple that of a simple molecule. A vertical geo% ^

metrical section of one of the kinds of pyramids, re-

sulting from this decrement, is represented at fig. 62.
The effects of this decrement ma^ be readily conceived

by considering that AB is a horizontal line taken on
the upper bhse of the nucleus ba%r^ the section of the

first lamina of superposition, it that of the second.

These are called mixed decrements^ which exhibit this

new kind of exception from the simplest laws. They,
as well as the intermediary ones, rarely exist anywhero
else, and they have been particularly discovered in cer-

tain metallic substances. The application of the ordi-

nary laws, Hauy observes, to a variety of these substan-

ces, presented such errors in the value of the angles, as

led him to believe that they were inconsistent with

theory. But extending his theory, be arrived at results

so correct as removed every doubt of the existence of
’

the laws on which these results depended.

All the changes to which crystals are subjected de-

pend on the laws of structure which have been explain-

ed, and others of a similar kind. The decrements some-
times take place at the same time on all the edges, as

in the dodecahedron having rhombuses for its ^anes,
or on all the angles, as in the octahedron originating

from a cube. Sometimes th^ take place only on cer-

tain edges of certain angles. There is sometimes a nni-

formity between them, so that it is one single law by one,

two, three rows, &c. which acts on the different edges,

or the different angles. Sometimes the law varies

from one edge to the other, or from one angle to the

other. This happens, particularly, when the form of

the nucleus is not symmetrical, as, for instance, when
it is a parallelopiped, whose faces differ by their respec-

tive inclinations, or the measure of their angles. In

some cases there is a concurrence of the decrements on

the edges, with those on the angles, to produce the

same form ; and sometimes the same edge or the same
angle is subjected to several laws of decrement succeed-

ing each other. The secondary crystal, in some cases,

has faces parallel to those of the primitive form, and
which combine with the faces produced by the decre-

ments to modify the figure of the crystal. Simple se-

condary forms are those which arise from a single law

of decrement, the effect of which entirely conceals the

Docleus. Compound secondary forms arise from seve-

ral simultaneous lawf of decrement, or from one single

law not having attained to its extent $ so that there re-

main
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Smelureofniain faces parallel to those of the nacleas, which con-

Crysulff. cur with the faces produced by the decrement, to diver-
^

sify the form of the crystal. If, amidst this diversity of

laws, sometimes insulated, sometimes united by more or

less complicated combinations, the number of the rows

aobtracted were itself extremely variable; if, for in-

stance, these decrements were by 12, 20, or 30 rows,

or more, which is possible, the number of forms which

might exist in each kind of mineral woold be immense.

But the power by which the subtractions are effected,

seems to be very limited in its action. Its extent rare-

ly exceeds 1 or 2 rows of molecules. Beyond four

TOWS, only one variety of calcareous spar has been dis-

covered. The structure of this variety depends on a
decrement by six rows ; but this seems to be a rare oc-

currence in nature. Yet, although the laws of crystal-

lization are limited to two of the simplest, that is, those

which produce subtractions by one or two rows, calca-

reous spar is susceptible of 2044 diflerent forms, a num-
ber exceeding more than 50 tiroes that of the forms at

present known; and, admitting into the combination

decrements by 3 and 4 rows, calculation will give

€,388,604 possible forms of the same substance, and by

the operation of either mixed or intermediate decre-

ments, this number will be greatly augmented.

The strise observed on the surface of many crystals

is another proof in favour of the theory ; for they al-

ways have directious parallel to the projecting edges

of the laroinsB of superposition, which mutually go be-

yond each other, if the regularity of the process has not

been disturbed. It must not, however, be supposed^ that

the inequalities arising from the decrements must be al-

ways sensible, if the form of the crystals be complete ;

for the molecules being extremely minute, the surface

will appear finely polished, and no strise would be per-

ceptible. In some secondary crystals, therefore, they

are not to be seen, while they are ^ite distinct in 0-

thers of the same nature and form. In the latter case,

the action of the causes producing crystallization, has

not enjoyed all the necessary conditions ; the operation

has been interrupted ; and the law of continuity not ha*

ing been observed, there have remained on the surface

of t^ crystal, perceptible vacancies. These deviations

have tills advantam, that they point out the direction,

according to whiim the strise are arranged in lines, and
thus contribute to discover the real mechanism of the

•truoture.

The small vacuities which the edges of the lamina
of superposition leave on the surface of even the most
perfect secondary crystals, by their re-entering and salient

angles, shew that the fhigments obtained by division,

wbM external facets form part of the faces of the se-

condary crystal, are not like those drawn from the in-

terior part. For this apparent diversity arises from these
facets being composed of a multitude of small planes,

really inclined to each other, but which being very mi-
Bite, present the appearance of one plane. And if the

division could reach its utmost bounds, these fragments
would be resolved into molecules similar to each other,

and to those situated towards the centre. It happens,
too, that molecules of different figures arrange them-
selvre in such a manner, as to pr^uoe similar polyhe-
dra in different kinds of minerals. Thus the dodeca-
hedron with rhombuses for iu planes, which is obuin-
ed by combining cubic molecules, exists «n granite, with
Voi» VI. Pwt IL

® ^ +
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astrueture composed of small tetrafaedra, having isosceles structure uf

triangular faces. It exists also in sparry floor, where Ciysui^

there is also an assemblage of tetrabedra, but regular ;

'

that is to say, the faces of which are equilateral triangles.

Examples of Compound Secondary Forms.

Prismatic Calcareous Spar^ (fig. 9.).

The bases of this prism are produced in consequence

of a decrement, by a single row on the angles of the

summits b a g a bag^dex^dec^cex (fig. 12.)

of the primitive form. The six planes result from a
decrement by two rows on the angles b df^fxg^ be g^

dfx^ d b c^c gXy opposite to the preceding. Let abdj
(fig. 58.) be the same face of the nucleus, as fig. 12.

The decreasing edges situated towards the angle of the

summit a will successively correspond with the lines

h f, k /, &c. and those which look towards the inferior

angle (/, will have the positions pointed out by m n, 0

but as the first decrement takes place by one row, it is

proved, that the face which results from it is perpendi-

cular to the axis ; and calculation shews, in like manner,
that the second decrement taking place by two rows,

produces planes parallel to the axis, and thus the secon-

dary solid is a regular hexahedral prism.

To develope forther the structure of this prism, it

may be remarked, that in the production of any^me
a b c ni h (fig. 9.) of the two bases, the effect of one
only of the three decrements which take place around
the solid angle a (fig. 1 2.) may be considered, for ex-
ample, of that which takes place on the angle b af^ sup-

posing that the laminm applied on the two other faces

f a g x^ b a g Cf Ao not decrease, but to assist the result

of the principal decrement which takes place in regard

to the angle b af. Here these auxiliary decrements

are quite similar to that whose effect they are supposed
to prolong.

The case will be totally different by applying the

same observation to the decrements which are affected

hv two rows on the inferior angles b df^ df x^ fx g^
&c. and which produce the six planes of the prism. If,

for example, we consider the effect of the decrement on
the angle dfx, it is necessary also that the laminae ap-
plied on the faces afdb^ajxg (fig. x 2.) should ex-
perience, towards their lateral angles af d^ afx^ adja-

cent to the angle dfx^ variations which second the ef-

fect of the generating decrement. Here, however,
these variations are intermediary decrements by rows
of double molecules.

Amphitrigonous Iron Ore. Fig. 59. shews this crystal

in a horizontal projection, and fig. 60. in perspective.

Geometric Respective inclination ofthe tri-

angles g c n^g c dj &c. from tbe Same summit, 146*
33^' ; of the lateral triangles b g b g io the

adjacent pentagons, such Mgutmn^ 154^ 45' 39".

This is the common form of the iron ore of the island

of Elba. It results from a decrement by two rows on
the angles r, n (fig. 54.} to tbe summits <of a cubic nu-
cleus, which produces the isosceles triangles g cn^ged^
nc d (fig. 59. and 60.), and of a second decrement by
three rows on the lateral angles c b c r p^ c r s^ &c.
which produce the triangles m nr^ rn k,u g b^g g b^

&C. T-hese two decrements stop at a certoin term, so

i I that
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8o2 crystal
SinictHre ofthat tliere remain faces parallel to those of the nucleus^

,
^^y*^^**

^

viz, the pentagons gutmn^hdnk (fig. 59.).
The first decrement is similar to that which produces
the rliomboidal iron ore. The second has this proper-

ty, that if its effects were complete, it would give a do-

decahedron of isosceles triangles, or composed of two
right pyramids united at their bases. The triangles of

the summits are frequently furrowed by striae parallel

to tlic bases g n, d n, g d, of these triangles, and which
point out the direction of the decrement.

Analogical Calcareous Spar^ (^Havy)^ fig. 61.

Geometric C/zurcrc/er.—Inclination of any one, imeh^
of the trapezoids of the summits to the corresponding

vertical trapezoid eepg^ angles of

the same trapezoid 1=114® ^=75° 3^^

m or ^=85® 4' 5 2". Angles of the trapezoid e h ogy

f=90° ; 0= 1 27" 25' 53" ; g=6f 47' 44" j ^=74”
46' 23"; of the trapezoid c eg* /7, e=6o®j ^=98®
1 2' 46" 5 c or g= 100® 53' 37".

Geomet. Propert,— i. In each vertical trapezoid, the

triangle ceg is equilateral. 2. The height of this

triangle is double the height p x of the opposite tri-

angle c pg, 3. In the trapezoid ehog^ and the other

similarly situated, the angle A eg is a right angle. 4.

If the diagonal g A be drawn, the triangle heg will he

similar to any one a o f (fig. 12.) of those which would

be produced by drawing In the primitive rhombus the

two diagonals bf a d. 5. If in the trapezoid emth^
or any other situated at the summits, the diagonals

e iy m h be drawn, the height e / of the inferior triangle

meh will be double the height i / of the superior tri-

angle m i h, 6. The triangle m 1 A is similar to i of the

rhombus of every obtuse spar, divided by the horizontal

diagonal, and the triangle me his similar to 4 of the

rhombus of the acute spar divided in the same manner.

The numerous analogies connecting this variety with

different crystalline forms, whether considering certain

angles formed by planes, or certain triangles obtained

by drawing the diagonals of the trapezoids, led the au-

thor of this theory to give it the name of analogical

spar. It is derived from three other varieties, viz. very

obtuse spar, by the trapezoids em t hyf i h ty &c.; me-
tastatic spar, by the trapezoids cmdcye ho gyoht^y
See. *, and the prismatic spar by the trapezoids backy
cegpy &c. which are consequently parallel to the axis.

The trapezoids im ehyfihty &c, are often separated

by an intermediary ridge from the vertical trapezoids

cegfygocsry &c. In that case the trapezoids edme^
ge hoy &c. are changed into pentagons.

Icosahedral Sulphuret of Irony (fig. 63.)

Geometric CA<7rac/er.—Respective Inclinations ef the

isosceles triangles PLR, PSR, 126® 52' of any

one PNL of the equilateral triangles to each adja-

cent isosceles triangle, PLR, or LNK, i^o® 46' 17".

Angles of the isosceles- triangle PLR, L=48® ii'

20''-, P or R=65® 54' 20\

This variety is the result of a combination of the law
which produces the octahedron originating from a coba
(fig. 50.) with chat which takes place for the dode-

caL^dron with pentagonal planes (fig. 27.^ and 28..)

I Z A T I O N.
The first law produces the eight eqailateral triangles Streetirtsf
which correspond with the solid angles of the nncleus

^
Ci^tuk.

and the second prodnees twelve isosceles triangles, situ*

'

ated two and two above the six faces of the same nu«
dons. If a dodecahedron similar to that of fig. 28^
were converted geometrically into this icosahedron, it

would be sufficient to make the planes of eight sectiona
pass through k in the following mannier; viz. one
through the angles P, N, L, (fig. 27.), another through
the angles P, M, S

; a thiH through the angles
L, R, U, &c. By comparing the figures 27. and 63*
the relation between the polyhedra will be seen by the
correspondence of the letters^ bat this is merely an
artificial operation •, for it may be obsenred, that the
nucleus of the icosahedra which would be obtained^

would be much smaller than that of the dodecahedron,.

since the solid angles of the latter nucleus would be
confounded with the angles D, C, G, &c. (fig. 28.) of
the dodecahedron

; but the other nueleus would have
its solid angles situated in the middle of the equilateiai

triangles MPS, NPL, URL, (fig. 63.).

The icosahedron of the sulphuret of iron, which is not
very common, has been confoooded with the regular

geometrical icosahedron which has all its angles equila-

teral. Theory shows that the existence of the latter

icosahedron is equally impossible in mineralogy as the

geometrical dodecahedron. Among the five regular

polyhedra of geometry, vix. the cube, the tetrahedron,-

the octahedron, the dodecahedron, and the icosahedron,,

the three former can only exist among minerals accord^

ing to the laws of crystallization.

Polynomous Petunze (^Hjur)y fig. 64.

Geometric CAornc^er.—Respective inclination of the

narrow planes, onkmy cfhgy to the adjacent planes'

on each side, 150® 5 of the planes ctYgy P^mN
to those contiguous to them by the edges < F, PN,.
1 26® of the heptagonp G c Idezio the enneagon
'Bz e b noP r s, 99® 41^^ 8"

; of the trapezium dafe
both to the plane n bafh ilky and to the heptagon

/) G f r f/e 135® j of the facet d e a by or AB apy.

to the same pentagon, 124® 15'

Hauy had not observed the petunze ciystaUized im»
der its primitive form.. This form, sdeb as it is given
by the mechanical division of secondary crystals, is that

of an oblique prism of four planet (fig. 66.), - two of

which, such as GOAD, RBHN, are perp^icolar
to the bases ADNH, OGRB \ the other two, viz;

BOAH, BGDN, make with the former, angles of-

120® at the ridges OA, RN, and angles of 60® to*

wards the opposite ridges BH, GD. These plaiiek

are inclined to the bases at that place of the ridges

GO, BB, III® 29' 43\ and at the opposite ridges

68® 30' l7'^ This form is at the same time that of*

the molecule. By theory, the two parallelograms

GOAD, OGRB, as well as their parallel^,.are eqoaL
in extent \ and the parallelogram BOAH, or its oppo-

site, RGDN, is double each of the procedisg. Tliis

may serve to explain the roughness of the sections made
in the direction BOAH, when compared with those

in the directions of the small paraHeloj^ms, the latter

being always smooth and brilliant. If, however^ tho

'

diagonal OR bC drawn, it will be found pe^Twndicii-

lar to OA and RN > or, it will be situated horizon-
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Strectareofcules 'which belong to these lubstances. It Is observed,

V'rjtult. however, that the tetrahedron is always one of those
*"

^ solids which concar to the formation of small rhom-

boids or parallelopipeds that would be extracted from

the crystal by a fint division. But, on the other hand,

there are substances which, being divided in every pos-

sible direction, resolve themselves only into tetrahe-

drons. Garnet, blendes, and tourmaline, belong to

this number.
Several minerals are divisible into riji^ht triangular

prisms. Such Is the apatite, whose primitive form is a
regular right hexahedral prism, divisible parallel to its

bases and its planes, from which necessarily result right

prisms with three planes. Fig. 76. represents one of

the bases of the hexahedral prism, divided into small

equilateral triangles, which are the bases of so many
molecules, and which being taken two and two, form

quadrilateral prisms, with rhombuses for their bases.

By adopting then the tetrahedron, in the doubtful

cases already mentioned, all the forms of integral mo-
lecules may be in general reduced to three, which are

remarkable for their simplicity, viz. the parallelopiped,

the simplest of all the solids, having parallel faces two
and two; the triangular prism, the simplest of all

prisms ; and the tetrahedron, which is the simplest of

pyramids. This simplicity may furnish a reason for

t^ preference given to the tetrahedron in fluor spar,

and the other substances which have been mentioned
as examples. But the ingenions author of the theory

cautiously declines to speak decisively on the subject,

as the want of direct and precise observations, be ob-

serves, leaves to theory only conjectures and probabi-

lities.

But the essential object is, that the different forms
to which these mixed structores lead, are arranged in

such a manner, that their assemblage is equivalent to

a sum of small parallelopipeds, as has been seen to be

the case in regard to fluor spar : and that the laminae

of superposition applied on the nucleus, decrease by
subtractions of one or more rows of these parallelepi-

peds. The basis of the theory exists, therefore, inde-

pendently of the choice which might be made of anv
of the forms obtained by the mechanical division.

With the help of this result the decrements to which
crystals are subject, whatever be their primitive forms,

are found reducible to those which take place in sub-
stances, where this form, as well as that of the mo-
lecules, are indivisible parallelopipeds

; and the theory
has this advantage of being able to generalise its ob-

• ject, by connecting with one fact, that multitude of
facts which, on account of their diversity, seem to be
little susceptible of being brought to one common
point. But what has been said, will be still more il-

lustrated, by examples of the manner in which we may
reduce to the theory of the parallelepiped, tliat of the
forms which are different from that solul.

Crystals whose Molecules are Tetrahedrons^ with Iso^

seeks Triangular Faces^

Garnet.

1. Primitive Garnet (fig. 76,)

Geometric Character,~Pjespeciive inclinations of any
two of the &ces of the dodecahedron, lao**. Angles

L I Z A T I O N. 805
of the rhombus CLGH, C or 6=109® * 6" i Simclure
Li or 11=78® 3 *^ Crytrulp.

Notwithstanding the vitreous appearance in general
exhibited on the fractures of garnets of the primitive
form, laminae may be perceived on them, situated pa-
rallel to the rhombuses which compose their surfaco.
Let us suppose the dodecahedron divided in the direc-
tion of its laminx, and, for the greater simplicity, let

os suppose the sections to pass through the centre.
One of these sections, viz. that which will be parallel
to the two rhombuses DLFN, BHOR, will concur
with a hexagon, which would pass through the points
E, C, O, P, I, A, by making the tour of the crystal
A second section parallel to the two rhombuses GLPF,
BEAR, will coincide with another hexagon shewn by
the points D, C, H, O, 1

,
N. And if the division be

continued parallel to the other eight rhombuses, taken
two and two, it will be found that the planes of the
sections will be confounded with four new hexagons
analogous to the preceding. But by resuming all these
hexagons, it will appear that their sides correspond,
some of them with the small diagonals of the rhombu-
ses of the dodecahedron, viz. those which would be
drawn from C to G, from A to I, from C to B, &c.
and others would correspond with the different ridees
EC, GP, PI, EA, &c.

^

I. The planes then of the sections passinir through
the sides and through the small diagonals of the twelve
rhombuses,^ will subdivide the whole surface into 24
isosceles triangles, which will be the halves of these
rhombuses. 2. Since the planes of the sections pass
also through the centre of the crysUl, they will de-
Uch 24 pyramids with three faces; the bases of
which, if we choose, will be the external triangles
that make part of the surface of the dodecahedron, and
of which the summits will be united in the centre.

Besides, if we take, for example, the six tetrahe-
drons, which have for external faces the halves of the
three rhombuses CEDE, CLGH, CEBH, these six
tetrahedrons will form a rhomboid represented by fig.

77* and in which the three inferior rhombuses DLGS,
GHBS, DEBS, result from three divisions which pass,
one through the hexagon DLGORA, (fig. 76.) ; the
second through the hexagon GHBANF

; and the third
through the hexagon BEDFPO. Fig. 77. also repre-
senU the two tetrahedrons, the bases of which make
part of the rhombus CLGH. One of these is marked
with the letters L, C, G, S, and the other with the
letters H, C, G, S.

^

And by applying what has been
said to the other nine rhombuses, which are united
three and three, around the poinU F, A, H, (fig. 77.)^
we shall have three new rhomboids

; from which it
follows, that the 24 tetrahedrons, considered six and
six, form four rhomboids

; so (hat the dodecahedron
may be conceived as being itself immediately composed
of these four rhomboids, and in the last analysis of 24
tetrahedrons.

^
It may be observed, that the dodecahedron having

eight solid angles, each formed with three planes, they
might have been considered as the assemblage of the
four rhomboids, which would have for exterior sum-
mits the four angles G, B, D, A ; from which it fol-
lows that any one of the faces, such as CLGO, is
common to two rhomboids, one of which would have

its.
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8o6 CRYSTALLIZATION.
SirucrureofU^ sunimtt in C, and tlie other in G, and which would
ciytioU, themselves have a common part in the interior of the

crystal.

We may remark farther, that a line GS (fig. 77.)
drawn from any one G (fig. 76.) of the solid angles

c6mposed of three planes, as far as the centre of the

dodecahedron, is at the same time the axis of the rliom>

bold, which would have its summit in C (fig. 76. and

77.). The composing rhomboids then have this proper-

ty, that their axis is equal to the sides of the rhombus.

From which, with a little attention, wc may conclude,

that in each tetrahedron, such as CLGS (fig. 77.), all

the faces are equal and similar isosceles triangles.

If the division of the dodecahedron be continued by

sections passing between those which we have supposed

to be directed towards the centre, and which should be

parallel to them, we should obtain tetrahedrons always

smaller, and arranged in such a manner, that taking

them in groups of six, they would form rhomboids of a

bulk proportioned to their own.

The tetrahedrons, which would be the term of the

division, were it possible to reach it, ought to be consi-

dered as the real molecules of the garnet. But it will

be seen, that in the passage to the secondary forms, the

laminae of superposition, which envelope the nucleus,

really decrease by rows of small rhomboids, each of

which is the assemblage of these tetrahedrons.

The sulpburet of zinc, or blende, has the same atruc*

ture as the garnet. Hauy informs us that he has di-

vided fragments of this substance by very clean sec-

tion>;, in such a manner os to obtain successively the

dodecahedron, the rhomboid and the tetrahedron.

2. Trapezoidal Garnet^ (fig. 78.).

Geojfiet. C/iurac/er.—Respective inclination of the tra-

pezoids, united three and three around the same

solid angle D, C, G, &c. 131° 48' 33'' j of the tra-

pezoids united four and four around the same solid

angle «/, at, r, &c. 131° 48' 36". Angles of any

one of the trapezoids m D L, L=78° 27' 46" j

D=i 1
7® 2' 8"

j m or i/=: 82® 15' 3". The value of

the angle L is the same as that of the acute angle

of the nucleus of calcareous spar.

This variety is the result of a series of laminse, de-

creasing at the four edges, on all the faces of the pri-

mitive dodecahedron. For the more simplicity, let us

first consider the effect of this decrement in regard to

the rhombus CLGH (fig. 76.). We have just seen

that this rhombus was supposed to belong in common
to two rhomboids, which should have for summits, one

the point C, and the other the point G. Let us sup-

pose that the lamimc applied on this rhombus decrease

towards their four ed^ by subtractions of a single row

of small rhomboids, in such a manner that in regard

to the two edges CL, CH, circumstances are the same

as if the rhombus belonged to the rhomboid which

has its summit in C ;
and that in regard to the other

two edges GL, GH, the effect is the tame as if the Structareof
rhombus belonged to the rhomboid, which has Its sum- Cryttals.

niit in G. This disposition is admissible here in conse-
'

queuce of the particular structure of the dodecahedron,
which permits os to obtain small rhomboids ; some of
which have their faces parallel to the faces of that with
its summit in C, and the rest to that having its summit
in G (d).

The results of the four decrements being thus quite
similar to each other, the laminse of superposition, ap-
plied on the rhombus CLGH, and on each of the

other rhombuses of the dodecahedron, will form as

many right quadrangular pyramids, which will have
for bases these same rhombuses. Fig. 79. represents

the pyramids which rest on the three rhombuses CLDE,
CEBH, CGHB (fig. 76.), and which have for sum-
mits the points f7i, (fig. 76.) but on account of
the decrement by a simple row, the adjacent triangu-

lar faces, such as £ ;ti C, £ ^ C of the two pyramids
that belong to the rhombuses CLDE, CEBH, are
on a level, and form a quadrilateral E.mCs. But
we had 1 2 pyramids, and consequently 48 triangles.

These divided by two give 24 quadrilaterals, which
will compose the surface of the secondary crystal.

But because the rhomboidal bases of the two pyramids
extend more, in proceeding from L to £, or from H
to £, than in proceeding from D to C, or from B
to C, the sides m £, £ J of the quadrilateral will be
longer than the sides Cm, C And besides m £ will

be equal to £ and Cm equal to C s» Thus the qua-

drilaterals will be trapezoids which have their sides

equal two and two. There is no crystalline form in

which the strise, when they do exist, shew In a more
sensible manner, the mechanism of the structure than

in this variety of garnet. We may here see the senes

of decreasing rhombuses which form each of the pyra-

mids CLDE m, CEBH s, &c. (fig. 79O9 itnd some-
times the furrows are so deep that they produce a
kind of stair, the steps of which have a more particu-

lar polish and brilliancy than those of the facets, which
are parallel to the faces CEDL, CHBE, of the nu-
cleus.

If the decrements stop abruptly at a certain term, so

that the pyramids are not terminated, the 24 trapezoids

will be reduced to elongated hexagons, which will inter-

cept 1 2 rhombuses parallel to the faces of the nucleus.

To this variety Hauy has given the name of interme^

diary frarnet.

In the sulpburet of zinc the regular octahedron is

the result of a decrement hy a row around the eight

solid angles, composed of three planes, viz. C, B, O,
G, F, D, A, I, (fig. 76.). The same substance also

assumes the form of a regular tetrahedron, by the help

of a decrement by one row on four only of the eight

solid angles before mentioned, such as C, O, F, A. The
structure of this tetrabedoon is remarkable, as it pre-

sents an assemblage of other tetrahedrons with isosceles

faces.

Crystals

(d) Theory, the author observes, has conducted him to another result, which is, that the turn of the nucleus

and laroinoe ot superposition, taken together in proportion as the latter are applied one upon the other, is always

equal to a sum of rhomboids 5 though at first view it does not appear that this should be the case, according to

the figure of these laminae, which represent rising pyramids.
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CRYSTALLIZATION.
Slfucture of
Crystali. Crystals whose Molecuks are Triangular Prisms^

Oriental*

Hauy bas tlias denominated tbe gem wbicb is known
under the different names of ruby^ sapphire^ oriental

iopa%y according as tbe colour is red, blue, or yellow.

The different rarieties of this gem have not been ac-

curately described, aud tbe nature of the particular

angles of each has net been precisely indicated, on ac-

count of the rare occurrence of regularly formed cry-

stals, or when such have been found, on account of

their being defaced by being water-worn, or otherwise

injured. But from some crystals which were sufE-

ciently characterised, Hauy obtained the following re-

sults.

I. Primitive Orientals

This mineral crystallizes in tbe form of a regular

hexaliedral prism, which is divisible parallel to its bases.

According to theory, which points out other joinings

parallel to the planes, tbe molecule is an equilateral

triangular prism. The height of this prism, calculated

by theory, is a little less than three times the height of

the triangle of the base.

1. Elongated Oriental^ (fig. 8o.).

Geometric Respective inclinations of the

triangles IAS, IBS, 139” 54'. Angles of tbe tri-

angle IAS, A=z2a® 54'. I or SzryS® 47'.

This form is the result of a decrement by a simple
row of small quadrangular prisms on all the enges of tbe

bases of the nucleus. Xiet q d (fi^* 75O supe-
rior base, subdivided into small triangles, which repre-

sent tbe analogous bases of so many molecules. The
edges of the laminae of superposition will correspond suc-

cessively to the hexagons hiIm nr^ e ku x y &c. \

from which it follows that the subtractions take place
by rows of small parallelopipeds of quadrangular prisms
composed each of two triangular prisms.

3. Minor Oriental,

Geometric ^Hedecabedron formed of two
right pyramids less elongated than those of the pre-
ceding variety. The triangles corresponding to
IAS, IBS, are inclined to each other 122® 36'. In
each ef these triangles the angle of the summit is 31®,
and each of the angles at tbe base is 74® 3o^

The law of which this variety is the result, differs

from that which produces the preceding, as it deter-
mines a mixed decrement by three rows in breadth and
two rows in height.

4. Enneagonal OrUntaly (fig. 8f.)

Geometric CAuroc^r.—Inclination of each small tri-

angle, such as c 5^ I, tothe adjacent base aciplbged^
122® x8^»

This is the elongated oriental, whose summits are re-
placed by two faces parallel to the bases of the nucleus,
with the addition of six small isosceles triangles c q i^
^ V 2* &c. the three superior of which arc alter-
nate in position with the three inferior. These trianglea

807
arc the result of a decrement, by three rows of small Simciureoi*
quadrangular prisms on the three angles of tbe superior Ci^staJs.

base of the nucleus, such as A, 1/, g (fig, 75.), and on
’

the intermediate angles of the infrrior base. It may
be readily conceived, that In the decrement which
takes place, for example, on the angle g*, the three rows
which remain unoccupied between that angle and the

corresponding edge of the first lamina of superposition,

arc, I. the small rhombus g 0 i which alone forms the
first row 5 2. the two rhombuses osti^p%di; 3. the
three rhombases situated on tbe same line behind tbe

two preceding.

Crystals of this gem are chieffy found in the kingdom
of Pegu. Some have been found in France, which have
received the name of sapphires of Puy. They have
been also found at a little distance from Velay, on tbe

banks of a rivulet pear the village of Expail ly, where
they are mixed with garnets and hyacinths. These have
all the characters of tbe stone which is denominated orf-

ental sapphire.

V. Difference between Structure and Incre-
ment.

In what has been said respecting tbe decrements to

which the laminse of superposition are subjected, the
author observes, that it was his view only to unfold tbe
laws of structure

\
and he adds, that be is far from be-

lieving that in the formation of a dodecahedral crystal,

or one of anj other form, having a cube for a puejeus,^

the cry.staHization has originally produced that nu-
cleus such as it is extracted from the dodecahedron,
by the successive application of all the laminae of super-

position with which U ^ covered. It seems proved, on
tbe contrary, that from the first moment the crystal is

already a very small dodecahedron, containing a cubi-
cal nucleus proportioned to it^ small size, and that tbe
crystal afterwards increases by degrees without changing
its form, by new layers which envelope it on all sides,

so that the nucleus increases also, preserving always tbe
same relation with the whole dodecahedron.

An example taken from a plane figure will make
this more striking; and what is said respecting this fi-

gure may be easily applied to a solid, since a plane fi-

gure may be always conceived as a section of a solid.

Let ERFN (fig. 82O be an arrangement of small
squares, in which the sqdare ABCD, composed of 49
partial squares, represents a section of tbe nucleus, and
tbe extreme squares R, S, G, A, I, L, &c. that of the

kind of stair formed by the laminae of superposition.

It may be readily conceived, that the arrangement be-

gan with tbe square ABCD ; and that different files of
small squares were afterwards applied on each of the

sides of tbe central square : for example, on the side

AB, first the five squares comprehended between I and
M, next the three squares comprehended between L
and O, and then the square E. This increment cor-

responds with that which would take place if the dode-
cahedron began by being a cube proportioned to its

bulk, and wbicb increased afterwards with the addition

of continually deertasing laminae..

But, on the other hand, the arrangement may be
conceived to be such as is represented in fig. 84. in

which the square ah c d\% composed of only nine mo-
lecules, and bears upon each of its sides only one

square
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